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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL

Hon. WRIGHT PATMAN, NOVEMBER 5, 1957.
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,

United States House of Representatives,
Washington 25, D. C.

DEAR MR. PATMAN: Transmitted herewith are the papers submitted
by the panelists invited to appear before the Subcommittee on Fiscal
Policy in its study of Federal expenditure policy for economic growthandiu staurnuCi j. The SUbComittcc has Undertaken thiR St 1c1v pursuant
to the findings and recommendations of the full commiftee in its
February 28,1957, report on the January 1957 Economic Report of the
President.

These papers are presented in advance of the subcommittee's hear-ings, to be held November 18-27, to provide members of the subcom-
mittee, the panelists, and the public an opportunity to examine the
major issues lying within the scope of the study as they will be devel-
oped in oral statements and discussion at the hearings.

Wm Rux D. MILLs
Chairman, Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy.
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NOVEMBER 5, 1957.
Hon. WiLBuR D. MILLS,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy,
United States House of Representatives,

Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR MR. MILLS: Transmitted herewith are the papers submitted

by the panelists invited to appear before the Subcommittee on Fiscal
Policy in its study of Federal expenditure policy for economic growth
and stability. The papers are presented in order of the scheduled ap-
nearance of the panelists during the subcommittee's hearings, Novem-
ber 18-27.

The topics to which these papers are addressed were selected by the
staff economist, Norman B. Ture, pursuant to the suggestions and in-
structions of the subcommittee. Every effort has been made to insure
representation of the varying expert viewpoints on the issues covered.

These papers are presented as submitted without editing by the staff.
JOHN W. MHMAN,

Acting Executive Director.
V
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INTRODUCTION BY WILBUR D. MILLS, CHAIRMAN
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FISCAL POLICY

Two years ago, the Subcommittee on Tax Policy of the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee undertook a study of Federal tax policy for eco-
nomic growth and stability. The purposes of that study were to add
to our understanding of the manner in which our Federal revenue
system affects the Nation's economic development and to formulate
general economic principles upon which future tax policy, consistent
with the requirements for steady economic growth, might be based.
The impress of that study, I believe, will be a lasting one. The Sub-
committee on Fiscal Policy has now turned its attention to the expendi-
ture policies of the Federal Government, and their relationship to
the economic stabilization and growth objectives of the Employment
Act.

The Joint Economic Committee is not a legislating committee, but
under the Employment Act it is charged with making studies of the
major economic programs of the Federal Government as a guide to
the legislating committees. The Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy recog-
nizes, of course, that many considerations other than those of the
Employment Act enter into decisions governing F ederai spending
programs. But it must also be recognized that virtually all Federal
Government activities may have significant effects on many individ-
uals and groups in the economy and, consequently, on the total amount
and character of the Nation's economic activity. Federal Govern-
ment expenditure programs, therefore, may have important conse-
quences with respect to the effectiveness of the specific public policies
aimed at attaining the Employment Act objectives. The subcommit-
tee is hopeful that this study, directed at improving and refining our
knowledge of the complex relationships between the scope and char-
acter of Government activity and that of the private sectors in our
dynamic economy, will be of value to those in the executive branch
of the Government as well as in the Congress who share responsibility
for the formulation of Federal spending programs.

The study seeks first to develop an historical perspective concerning
changes in the amount and character of Federal spending, and the
relationship of such changes to major developments in the structure
of the American economy. The second part of the study is concerned
with basic economic principles and criteria bearing on the relation-
ship between Federal Government activities and gEmployment Act
objectives. The third phase of the study examines the impact of sev-
eral major Federal programs on the rate and character of the Nation's
economic growth and on the conditions for maintaining economic
stability.

The subcommittee has sought the widest possible representation of
expert viewpoints on the many important issues embraced by this
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study. The list of contributors suggested by the subcommittee's staff,
I believe, fully reflects this instruction.

On behalf of the subcommittee, I wish to commend the contributors
for the valuable materials they have presented in this volume. They
have given generously of their time and resources, and rendered a
significant public service.
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HISTORICAL MAGNITUDES AND DEVELOPMENTS AF-
FECTING THE AMOUNT AND TYPE OF FEDERAL
EXPENDITURES

HISTORICAL CHANGES IN DEMANDS FOR PUBLIC
EXPENDITURES FOR COMMUNITY AMENITIES

Charles E. Lindblom, associate professor of economics, Yale University

In the late twenties, the Federal Government spent only $1 out of
every $5 of public expenditures in the United States, State and local
governments spending $4 out of every $5. With the great depression
and World War II both throwing responsibilities upon government
that only the Federal Government could shoulder, it is not at all
surprising that by the end of the war, the earlier situation had been
reversed, with the Federal Government spending 4 out of 5 public
expenditures dollars. But a striking feature of the period since 1946
is that, despite continued high Federal expenditures, State and local
goveri-imiieibs ha riser. by 1156 to about An percent of i -bli- exnenli-
tures and are still rising.

The almost explosive expansion of State and local government ex-
penditures has drawn much comment, and predictions are freely being
made that the expansion will continue. The significance of the upsurge
is to be found in the character of State and local expenditures, as con-
trasted to Federal. What has been mushrooming is expenditures on
community amenities. The demands that spark the growth are not
those for regulatory functions, economic security, or economic develop-
ment, but are instead demands for better education, better health,
more pleasant cities, recreation, and mobility.

For the Federal Government, the significance of these burgeoning
demands for amenities lies, in turn, in the possibility that the Federal
Government will either be called upon to meet some of the new de-
mands directly, or to come to the aid of the States and localities with
grants, or to reduce Federal taxes so that State and local governments
can accumulate the revenues required to support their growing
functions.

Where did the new demands come from? How stable are they likely
to be? Will they probably increase or decline? In this paper, I shall
try to point up some historical changes that help answer these ques-
tions and-more generally-throw light on the magnitude of expendi-
tures that might be called for in the awakened pursuit of those
amenities of life that can most easily be attained only through collec-
tive action.

In America's early years, public economic policy was preoccupied
with the economic security of a poor and precarious society. In the
very earliest colonial ventures, mere survival overrode any other policy
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objective. At a second stage, public economic policy was tailored to
economic development to achieve the remarkable rise in personal in-
come that marked the 19th century. But again in the 20th century,
policy became preoccupied with economic security-this time not the
insecurities of a new continent but the economic insecurities of a com-
plex, unstable, depression-prone economic system. It is quite possible
that we are now moving for the second time into a period of expan-
sion and development as a fourth stage in the sequence. In the quick-
ened pursuit of collective amenities, we may be on the threshold of
a long period of expansion that will, as did the three earlier stages,
put its distinctive stamp on the economy. The possibility of dividing
American economic history into these four stages proves nothing, to
be sure; but it suggests that present straws in the wind may presage
not simply a minor alteration ot our course but a fundamental change
in the character of American life. Hence the growth of public ex-
penditures on amenities ought to be investigated without any attempt
to minimize its possible significance.

COMMON HYPOTHESES EXPLAINING RISING EXPENDITUiRES ON
AxME.NES

Rapid growth and redistribution of population
Widely remarked as the source of many new demands for water

and sewage systems, highways and streets, other public construction
and public services, rising population and suburbanization are hardly
to 'be questioned as major factors in post-World War II public ex-
penditures. To be sure, increased density of population, up to a
point, can spread the cost of social overheads, with a consequent de-
crease in per capita public expenditures, but new people in new places
undoubtedly call for public expenditures, especially capital outlays,
and too high a density of population probably pushes expenditures
on social overheads beyond a point of diminishing returns. But
rapid population growth and movement we have had before in the
history of the United States, and, without belittling its immediate
importance for State and local expenditures on amenities, one would
doubt that it would produce a lasting and major redirection of public
policy toward collective amenities unlike anything we have seen
before.
Growing social interdependence

Modern technology, the scale of business enterprise, and urbaniza-
tion have unquestionably created a high order of social interdependence
in our society, running far beyond the interdependence of frontier
farmers or early artisans. And everyone recognizes that this grow-
ing interdependence has increasingly thrust regulatory, protective,
and developmental functions upon government. It seems fairly clear
that it also makes it impossible for individuals to enjoyy many of
the amenities of life, such as certain kinds of recreation and easy
mobility, without calling upon government to clear the way. And it
is, of course, interdependence that makes each child's education the
concern of every citizen and turns education from a privately con-
sumed service into a collectively demanded and regulated one. Again,
however, while growing interdependence explains some of the slowly
growing expenditures on collective amenities over the course of
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American history, it does not promise a sharp or revolutionary alter-
ation in public expenditures on them.
Ri8ing income and wealth

In rising income and wealth, we come to a phenomenon capable
of sparking a dramatic alteration of public policy in the direction of
collective amenities. We can now and increasingly in the near fu-
ture afford even lavish outlays on education, recreation, highways,
physical and mental health, urban redevelopment, and the like, for
we have finally arrived at a level of personal income where we begin to
wonder how to dispose of it, as is indicated by the character of Amer-
ican advertising and consumer response to it. There is little doubt
that rising income, together with the new aspirations that accompany
it, accounts for much of the postwar demands for better education,
for example.
New leisure

The air is thick these days with talk of reducing the workweek,
and the earlier achieved and prospective growth of leisure is the other
side of the coin of increased income. We do not demand increased
expenditures on community amenities only because we can afford them
but also because we have time to enjoy them. Leisure is an enormous
stimulant to aspiration.
The end of poverty

A development may sometimes go so far as to appear to have fun-
damntally changd its wn characte. Therise of Amna oan inco
has now gone so far as to have nearly eliminated poverty, in the
usual sense of the term. Because it has been engraved upon our
minds that the poor we shall always have with us, such a development
can have great and dramatic consequences for our views of the world
and for our aspirations. It is, of course, too early to say. But is it
not believable that citizens freed from the age-old concern over pov-
erty will find new goals of public policy, new causes, new issues,
and find themselves caught up in an enthusiastic and accelerated
demand for the amenities of life that seemed both too much and too
immoral to hope for in the face of poverty among their fellow citi-
zens? We should not underrate the force of such intangibles ofhistory.

DECLINING DEBATE AND EMERGING AGREEMENT ON THE ROLE
OF GOVERNMENT

Of the above historical changes, some would appear to account for
a relatively small shift in public expenditures toward the amenities,
while the full significance of some of the others will better be seen if
they are coupled with a further historical change that outweighs
them all; the slow but unmistakable decline of the debate over the
proper functions of government and emerging agreement that govern-
ment is an instrument to be used fairly freely in the pursuit of a wide
variety of goals. It is as though we had finally decided to free a
fettered giant.

Because the new agreement is, although overwhelming, still not
unanimous, it is alarming to those who do not share it. But, whether
alarming or gratifying, it has come to pass.
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The emergent agreement can be described by contrasting it with the
debate it supersedes. It was a debate over the role of government in
which policy alternatives where identified with the grand alternatives
of socialism and capitalism and in which the dominant view was that
only by holding fast to private enterprise free from government dom-
ination could the evils of socialism be avoided. Even small policy
alternatives, as, for example, those pertaining to details of monetary
policy or the securities markets, were often debated as though the
alternatives were not these policies at all but the two great institutions
of socialism and capitalism.

Frightened by our own discussion of policy, we have hesitated to
employ government as freely as we now appear to intend for the
future.

Evidence that the debate is almost over has been conspicuous in
recent years. In the last presidential campaign, the Democrats' pov-
erty of campaign issues revealed the degree to which both major
parties agreed on the role of government. It was no longer possible,
as it had been in New and Fair Deal days, for the Democrats to find
challenging functions for government that would separate the two
parties. Or consider the flavor of some of the new conservatism,
about which we have been hearing much lately. Its stress is not on
the rugged individualism of unrestricted free enterprise but on the
conforming community, on social solidarity. The new conservatism
seems more fearful of the maverick than of strong government, and
some of the new conservatives would happily embrace a program of
collectively provided amenities with government in a paternal role if
this would strengthen the bonds of community.

More striking evidence that we are all coming to agree on the new
larger role for government is the Eisenhower budget, compelling evi-
dence that public budgets cannot be significantly reduced. The cries
of anguish that greeted its announcement were loud, but because the
illusion that Republicans could cut the budget where Democrats would
not was finally, bitterly, sadly, embarrassingly destroyed.

What in our history put an end to the old debate? What accounts
for the emerging agreement on the expanded role of government?

The first explanation is that one cannot indefinitely debate irrele-
vancies without discovering that one is doing so. It never was true
that each new function of government forced us to choose between
socialism and capitalism, and, while one is tempted to quote from the
historical debate to show how foolish it now looks in retrospect, it is
enough to observe how liberal and conservative alike have come to
point with pride at a growing list of governmental functions as proof
of capitalism's flexibility in meeting the people's problems. For some
public functions, ritual requires the old language, but few take its
irrelevancies to heart.

Secondly, our experience since the late thirties with fiscal and mone-
tary controls designed to maintain full employment-and, specifically,
their relative success, have vastly increased our confidence in the in-
struments of government.

Thirdly, our wartime successes in government direction of .the econ-
omy have given us, not a taste for the same diet in time of peace, but,
again, a greater confidence that we can employ government far beyond
the capacities we used to expect of it, and do so without fear of either
intolerable inefficiency or threats to our liberties.
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Fourth, we have come to understand government and society better
than before, and we treat the question of governmental functions as
a subject for research and discussion rather than for simple-minded
moral pronouncements. The technical skills of economists in problems
of monetary mavnageinent, which go far beyond those of 20 years ago,
illustrate that growing knowledge makes government a more tract-
able and generally useful servant.

Fifth, we agree on a new large role for government because, for the
first time in our history, we cannot deny that we can afford it.

Sixth, we agree on expanding collective consumption because con-
spicuous private consumption is less admired than in the days when
Thorstein Veblen invented the term. It is a curious shift in attitudes
that makes blue jeans as popular among the wealthy as among the
less favored. In a society as equalitarian as ours, some kinds of goods
and services are comfortably consumed only when others can share
their enjoyment; hence, the wealthy are turned to a degree from ex-
clusive consumption to leadership in the demand that many of life's
amenities be widely distributed through government. It is not the
low-income groups who are always in the forefront of campaigns for
better schools, parks, streets, and other public services.

Seventh, it may even be true that our traditional concern over the
irrationality of much government expenditure is subsiding in the
face of patterns of private consumption that flow from our phenom-
enally high incomes. The demand for new novelties in consumption
"for thp. man who has evervthin-" gives one pause about the rational-
ity of private consumption. So, too, the price we are willing to pay
for fashion, specifically for a series of new models in durable goods.
We like the alternatives that our wealth offers us in private consump-
tion, but we cannot any longer believe, as we could when bread and
butter were more urgent needs, that private consumption is rationally
directed toward higher priority goods and services than are govern-
ment expenditures. Schools, parks, highways, water, sewage disposal,
and the like come to be conceded an obvious high priority relative to
many of the private goods we can find to use up our new incomes.

Lastly, one might mention as a possible factor in the emerging
agreement on a large role for government-provided amenities the
hypothesis that our society is too much fragmented and that our
citizens want communal associations. It is only a hypothesis, but
it is thoughtfully discussed by economists impressed by the imper-
sonality of the market mechanism, by psychologists and psychiatrists
impressed by evidences of personal insecurity in our large-scale so-
ciety, and by sociologists impressed by the contrast between the social
bonds of mass society and the more intimate ties of earlier and smaller
societies. It is not impossible, therefore, that agreement on expansion
of the social amenities is a reaction to the destruction of older forms
of association by the expansion of the market economy.

The interpretation of historical trends is a dangerous business, all
the more so in the present case because it has not been possible to
document the analysis suggested here. But whether the reasons given
here are correct or not, agreement does appear to be emerging on a
new and large role for government; and this, above all other factors
tending in the same direction, promises for the future a revolutionary
expansion of provision of community amenities. As already indi-
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cated, the immediate demands will be largely on State and local
government; but the magnitude of the demands will raise many ques-
tions of tax and expenditure policy for the Federal Government, for
it, too, will feel the force of the demands upon State and local govern-
ment, as well as demands directly upon Washington.



FEDERAL EXPENDITURE, ECONOMIC GROWTH, AND
STABILITY

Robert T. Patterson, associate professor of economics, Claremont
Men's College

If we bear in mind the inherently close and complex relationship
of Government spending, taxation, borrowing and debt management,
as well as monetary policy, it is appropriate to separate out and focus
attention upon any one of these parts of the fiscal-monetary pattern.
In this compendium we are particularly concerned with the signifi-
cance of Federal expenditure policy in terms of economic growth
and stability, although the spending of State and local governments
is not to be overlooked.

An earlier study, made in the same manner and for the same pur-
pose as the one we are engaged in, dealt with taxation.' In its pre-
liminary section, entitled "Focus of Tax Policy: Short-Run Stabiliza-
and Long-Run Growth," various statements appear with respect to
the nature, causes, and relationship of economic growth and stability
which are germane alcso to a n.t ldv of Government expenditure. Al-
though the present paper undertakes to offer a fresh, but not in all
ways dissimilar, view, it seems worthwhile to call attention to basic
observations made in the earlier study. One, for example, is that
although there is "considerably less than unanimity among duly ac-
credited economists about the true explanation of business cycles * * *
there is a broad range of agreement about the key role of monetary
and credit expansion and contraction in producing surges of business
and recessions." Another is that there is general agreement that
"a lack of balance between investment and consumption may pre-
cipitate severe economic ups and downs." Still another is that "war-
times excepted, when we have had a high level of business invest-
ment in new producing facilities, we have had a high level of pros-
perity, and when we have had a low level of such investment the
reverse has been true." 2 These and other generalizations made in
that study, however qualified by the individual economist, may help to
clear the ground and further our progress.

The purpose of this paper is to note not only the significant changes
that have occurred in the amount and types of Federal expenditure
but also the variations in other economic phenomena which are asso-
ciated with Federal financial policies. Emphasis is placed upon the
period since World War II, for a part of the question which this and
the succeeding studies will attempt to answer is whether the Federal
Government has been doing, financially, what it ought to do and leav-

1 United States Congress, Joint Committee on the Economic Report, Federal Tax Policyfor Economic Growth and Stability, papers submitted by panelists appearing before theSubcommittee on Tax Policy, 84th cong., 1st sess. (Washingon, Government Printing
Offie, 1955).

$Dexter M. Keezer, Economic Stability and Growth, Federal Tax Policy for EconomicGrowth and Stability, pp. 7-8.
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ing undone what it ought not to. The earlier history of Federal spend-
ing and of economic growth and instability is of value, too, for it gives
perspective and shows certain important relationships and trends-
especially the trend in Government spending, which has been the most
dramatic of them all.

FEDERA. EXPENDITRE, ECONOMIC GROWTH, AND INSTABIL TTY,

1789-1933

Some generalizations will save much tabular space, yet keep the
picture clear. The interrelationship of Federal spending and economic
activity has been continually of major significance only since 1933.
Until then Federal expenditure (and taxation, borrowing, and debt
management) were often incidental and random influences, although
there were times when Federal finance dominated the economy. Most
notable of these were during and immediately after the War of 1812,
the Civil War, and World War I. In quite a different way the unique
problem of surplus revenue, which appeared in the 1830's and again
in the 1880's and was associated with the political controversy over
the tariff, gave a special emphasis to Federal disbursements (expendi-
ture, debt retirement, and even-in 1837-the division of excess ac-
cumulated revenue among the States).

It cannot be said that during the 19th century and the first third
of the 20th century those who understood Government finance were
unaware of or unconcerned with the effect of the Government's fiscal
activities upon business. At practically all times higher Treasury offi-
cials were conscious of it, and when possible they made adjustments-
not always wisely-that were intended to mitigate its unfavorable in-
fluences. Nevertheless, the concept of the role of government in the
Nation's economic life was a narrow one: There was no clearly defined
fiscal policy; the spending power granted to Congress by the Consti-
tution was, ordinarily, rigidly interpreted; and the Government's
activities were, at most times, a small part of all economic activity.

Although, in this period, there was never any large, planned ex-
penditure program intended to promote economic growth, there was
an astonishing increase in real national wealth and income. It was
not due to any single cause-climate, natural resources, the industrial
revolution, the frontier, population growth, the character of the peo-
ple, education, a Federal Constitution, saving and investment, an im-
proving monetary system, economic instability, or some other-but to
a complexity of causes. Planned Federal spending for broad economic
effects, however, was not one of them.

Along with the remarkable growth of wealth and income there was
marked economic instability. Prices rose and fell; booms, panics, and
depressions ran their course; many fortunes were made which waves of
bankruptcy wiped out. There were periods of mass unemployment
with attendant misery and despair. The purchasing power of specie
and paper currency varied with the phases of the business cycle; and
at times when the currency was irredeemable its value depreciated
drastically, though in each such instance redeemability finally restored
it. The credit of the Government, too, fluctuated, sometimes mark-
edly and adversely when the requirement of war or of unwise peace-
time fiscal and monetary policies threatened the future value of the
Government's obligations or cast a shadow upon its integrity.
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Instabilities such as these were concomitants of great economic
growth. Their various effects upon it, however, cannot all be sepa-
rated out. Some of them would seem to have been far from conducive
to long-run growth. Others, however, may have been essential to it.
Any decline in the Government's credit and any marked decline in the
value of the currency with its attendant inflationary effect on the price
level-as such instabilities induced consumption spending and specu-
lation rather than saving and investment-were probably not, although
in the shorter run the inflationary stimulation could, like a narcotic
acting upon the human system, make them seem to be. The panics
and depressions-drastic perhaps in proportion to the debris of finan-
cial excesses, unwise investment, and false values which they cleared
away-may well have been a necessary part of long-run real growth,
though during them those who suffered would have found this hard
to believe.

Because of the enormous change in magnitude of Federal expendi-
ture over the course of time table 1 shows, in millions of dollars, the
trend prior to 1933, while later as well as some overlapping data, in
billions of dollars, appear in tables below.

TABiL 1.-E.Tpenditure of the Federal Government: selected years, 1789-1982

[In millions of dollars]

1789-91_---------------------------------------------------------- 4.3
1800_------------------------------------------------------------- 10.8
1825_------------------------------------------------------------- 15.9

1865-------------------------------------------------------------- 1,297.6
1875_------------------------------------------------------------- 274.6
1900_------------------------------------------------------------- 520.9
1910_-0----------------------------------------------------------- 693.6
1919______________________________________________________________-18,514.9
1920______________________________________________________________-6,403.3
19256______________________________________________________________3,063.1
1930_------------------------------------------------------------- 3,440.3
1932_------------------------------------------------------------- 4,659.2

Source: Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the Finances,
1956.

FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL ExPENDITURE

Before observing further the trends of Federal expenditure and
economic growth and the nature of various phenomena associated with
them, it is appropriate to note certain trends in expenditure by State
and local government and their relation to that of the Federal Gov-
ernment.

During the 19th century, except for a time when State governments
participated in canal construction and in railroad building and bank-
ing, their expenditures were kept to a minimum and were mostly con-
cerned with the functions of general government, although some out-
lays were made for education, assistance to agriculture, and for con-
struction and operation of asylums and hospitals. In the 20th cen-
tury, and especially from 1920 onward, State government expenditure
increased enormously, rising from about $350 million in 1913 to $21.7
billion in 1956. Construction and maintenance of highways, support
of education, and social-welfare activities accounted for the greater
part of this expansion. The relative amounts of these and other ex-
penditures have varied widely among the individual States.
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Local government expenditure increased almost continually from
1800 onward. Before 1860 municipal activities expanded greatly due
to population increase, urbanization, and a public demand for more
and better services at the local governmental level. Thereafter the
increase continued, but at a slower rate and with retrenchments in
depression periods. Between 1913 and 1956 expenditures by local gov-
ernments rose from $1.5 billion to $28.3 billion. The major outlays
today are for education, construction and maintenance of streets and
highways, and public health and sanitation.

TABLE 2.-The recent trend in State and local ewpenditures, 195S-561

[In billions of dollars]

Year . State Local Total

1953 -16.8 21.7 38.5
1954 -18.7 23.8 42.5
1955 -20.4 26.2 46.6
1956 -21.7 28.3 50.0

I Without exclusion for transactions between levels of government.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Summary of Governmental Finances,
1955, 1956.

Before the middle of the 1930's expenditure of the Federal Govern-
ment was the lesser part of all Government expenditure, except dur-
mg wars and for short periods following them. Ordinarily, since
1890, Federal expenditure was between 25 and 30 percent of the total,
local expenditure was 50 to 60 percent, and State expenditure ranged
from 10 to 20 percent. In the period 1953-56 State and local expendi-
tures together varied from 30 to 37 percent of all Government ex-
penditure while Federal expenditure was between 63 and 70 percent.
During that time local expenditure exceeded that of the States by
about 30 percent, and nearly a third of State expenditure was of an
intergovernmental nature.

TABLE 3.-Percentage distribution of Government empenditure: Selected years,
1890-1956

Year Federal State and Total Year Federal State and Total
local local

1890 -35. 6 64.4 100 1940 -48.5 51.5 100
1913 -26.8 73.2 100 1944 -92.1 7.9 100
1919 -87.5 12.5 100 1948 -67.5 32.5 100
1929 ---- 27.0 73.0 100 1955- 64.2 35.8 100
1933- 35.7 64.3 100 1956 -63.3 36.7 100
1936 -52.7 47.3 100

Sources: William J. Shultz and C. Lowell Harriss, American Public Finance, 6th edition (New York:
Prentce-Hall, Inc., 1954), p. 20; and U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Survey of
Governmental Finances in 1955, 1956.
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TniE MORE RECENT EXPANSION OF FEDERAL SPENDING

The following tables show the nature and trend of expenditure bythe Federal Government in more recent times:
TABLE 4.-Budget receipts and ewpenditure8: Selected fiscal years, 1900-57

[In billions of dollars]

Year Net Expendi- Surplus or Year Net Expendt- Surplus orreceipts I tures deficit (-) receipts ' tures deficit (-)

1900 0.6 0.5 (') 1949 -37.7 39.5 -1.81910 ------ .7 .7 C') 1950 ------ 30.5 39.0 -3.11920 8 .7 6.4 .3 1951-47.6 44.1 3.51930 ------ 4.2 3.4 .7 1952 -8---- 1.4 85. 4 -4.01935 3. 7 8. 5 -2.8 1953 -8----- 4.8 74. 3 -9.51940 :::::1 5.1 9.1 -3.9 1954 -8---- 4.7 87.8 -3.11945 44.5 98.4 -53.9 1955 -- -- 60.47 7 84.6 -4.21946 39.8 60. 4 -20. 7 1956 68.2 66.5 1.61947 39.8 39. 0 8 1957 ' 70.1 69. 3 61948------ 41.5 33.1 8.4

' Total receipts less refunds of receipts beginning with fiscal year 1931, and less transfer of tax receipts tothe Federal old-age and survivors' insurance trust fund beginning with fiscal 1937 and to the railroadretirement account beginning with fiscal 1938.
Less than $50,000,000.

'Preliminary.
Sources: Annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the Finances, 19560 and TreasuryBulletin, August 1957.

TABLE 5.-Eixpenditure by major functions, fiscal years 1933-40
[In billions of dollars]

1933 1934 1935 1936 1937

National defense - 07 0.5 0.7 0. 9 0. 9Veterans' Administration- . 9 . 6 6 2 4 1.1Grants to States----- (1) 2Public works-.4 .7 .9 .7 1.0
Aid to agriculture - .2 .8 1.1 .9 1.0Relief and work relief -. 4 1.8 2.3 2.3 2.4Other departmental .4 .3 .3 .3 .4Interest on public debt -------- - .7 .8 .8 7 .9Other' -. 3 .5 .3 3 .3

Grand total '- 3.9 6.0 7.0 8.7 8.2

1938 1939

1.0 1.2
3 6 3

.3 .3

.8 1.0

.9 1. 21.9 2.6

.4 .5

.9 .9
.5 .4

7.2 &87

1940

1.6
.16
' 4
1.9

1.6
1.9
.6

1.0
.5

I
9.

'Less than $30,000,000.
'See annual reports of the Secretary of the Treasury for breakdown of this item.' Adjustments of some of these data have been made in more recent annual reports. Some figures do nottotal because of rounding.
Source: Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the Finances, 1940.

TABLE 6.-Empenditure by major functions, fiscal years 1941-47
[In billions of dollars]

1941 1942 1943 1944

National defense and related activities- 6. 7 28.3 75.3 89. 7International finance
Veterans -------------------- 6 6 .8 7Interest on the public debt 1 1 2 3 1. 8 2 6Refunds of taxes and duties I'-------- .I .I .I 3Ail other -. 4 4.2 1.9 2. 2

Total - -- ----- -------------- 13.8 34.4 79. 7 95.6

1945 1946

90.5 48 9
.7

2.1 4.3
3 6 4. 7
1.7 3.0
2 5 2.1

100.4 63.7

1947

17.3
4.47.3
5.0
3.0
5.5

42.5

I In table 4 this item is excluded.
Source: Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the Finances, 1947.
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TABLE 7.-Budget expenditures by major classifications, fiscal years 19418-57'

[In billions of dollars]

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956

Major national security -11.8 12.9 13.0 22.4 44.0 50. 4 46.9 40.6 40.6
International affairs and finance -4.6 6.1 4.7 3.7 2.8 2.2 1.7 2.1 1.8
Veterans' services and benefits-6. 7 6. 7 6.6 5.3 4. 9 4.3 4.3 4.5 4.8
Tahor and welfare -------- --------- 3 1.3 2.0 21 2 2.4 2.6 2. e 2.l8

Agriculture and agricultural resources-- .6 2.5 2.8 .6 1.0 2.9 2.6 4.4 4.9
Natural resources -- 6 1.0 1.2 1L3 1.4 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.1
Commerce and housing- 14 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.6 2.5 .8 1.5 2.0
General Government -L 3 1.1 1. 2 1.3 1.5 1.5 1. 2 1.2 1.6
Interest on public debt -5. 2 5.4 5.7 5.6 5.9 6.5 6.4 6.4 6.8

I Details of expenditure within these classifications are shown in each annual report of the Secretary of
the Treasury on the state of the finances, 1948-56.

Source: Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the Finances, 1956.

Two broad generalizations may be made at this point. In the period
1933-40, Federal spending more than doubled, most of the increase
being due to expenditure policies related to the great depression.
Thereafter until the present time defense spending has dominated, but
in markedly different amounts and at quite different ratios to all other
expenditure in the annual budgets.

It does not seem conceivable that huge expenditure for war and de-
fense can be conducive to long-run economic growth and stability.
Some people hold that a modicum of such expenditure at certain times
can be, but there is certainly room for argument. As for the other
expenditures of the Federal Government, some are productive, some
are wasteful and uneconomic, and some are merely transfer payments.
The assignments to other panelists indicate that these various kinds
of expenditure are to be considered elaborately and thoroughly for
their implications with respect to economic growth and stability.

EcoNoauic GiROWTH, 1790-1957

National-wealth data are, at best, rough estimates. The latest year
for which they are available is 1952. Since between 1940 and 1952
the purchasing power of the dollar (as measured by consumer prices)
had fallen by 47 percent, the 1952 figure of $1,128.4 billion in total
national wealth would be $597.8 billion when adujsted to 1940 dollars.

TABLE 8.-Es8timates of national wealth, in current dollars, selected years,
1790-1952

[In billions of dollars]

1790 ----------------------- 1. 2 1910 ----------------------- 152.0
1800 ----------------------- 2.4 1920 ----------------------- 374.4
1825 _______________ _ _3.3 1930 ----------------------- 410.1
1850 ______________________7. 1 1935-- 344.9
1860 ----------------------- 16. 2 1940 ----------------------- 424.2
1870 -1--- - 26. 5 1945 ----------------------- 570.6
1880 ----------------------- 43.3 1949 ----------------------- 898.2
1890 -____ 65. 0 1952 ------------------- - 21, 128. 4
1900 ----------------------- 87. 7

I This figure has been reduced to a gold basis.
2 This total for 1952 includes land valuation as of 1949, the latest year for which such

data is available.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of
the United States, 1789-1945, and Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1956.
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Estimates of gross national product-the total national output of
goods and services at market prices-go back only to 1869. Table 9
shows total and per capita gross national product in constant (1947)
in the purchasing power of the dollar. In table 10, however, are
shown total and per capita gross national product in constant (1947)
dollars for the period 1929-56.
TABLE 9.-Gross national product or expenditure, in current dollars, selected

Vears, 1869-19571

(In billions of dollars]

1869-78___________.____________
1874-83 ----------- ------------
1879 -88 ------------------------
1884-93--
1889-98___________.____________
1894-1903_________.____________
1899-1908 -- --------
1904-13 ------------------------
1909-18___________.____________
1914-23___________.____________
1919-28_-----------------------
1924-33 ------------------------
1929______________..____________
1930__________-----------------__
1933______________------------__
1935 --- ------- ------ - ----- -----
1940 ---------------

7.0
8.9

10.7
11. 9
12. 7
15. 7
21. 6
28. 8
40.1
61. 9
81. 2
79.1

104. 4
91. 1
56.' 0
72. 5

100. 6

1941_-------------------------- 125. 8
1942_--------------------------- 159.1
1943______________.____________-192. 5
1944_--------------------------- 211. 4
1945______________--___________ 213. 6
1946--------------------------- 209. 2
1947_--------------------------- 232.2
1948_-------------------------- 257. 3
1949_--------------.------------257.3
1950_--------------------------- 285. 1
1951_--------------.------------328. 2
1952_-------------------------- 345. 5
1953--------------------------- 363. 2
1954_-------------------------- 363.2
1955_--------------------------- 391. 7
1956______________..____________-414. 7
1957 (March) - 429.1

1 The figures prior to 1929 are averages per year by decades, as calculated by Kuznets.
SO-rues: Ei6Orlual Gtatls-.cs ox t To UnIcad Stntcs_ -7O9-1945, ond Denprtment flf

Commerce, Office of Business Economics, Survey of Current Business, July 1957.

TABLE 1O.-Total and per capita gross national product in constant (1947)
dollars, selected years, 1929-56

Year Total Per capita Year Total Per capita

Billions of Billions of
dollars dollars

1929 -$..... $149.3 $1,225 1952 -. ...... ... $293. 7 $1, 868
1933 -103. 7 825 1953 -305.3 1, 90
1940 ---------- 171.6 1, 299 19,54 ---------- 301.3 1,850
1945 - . ..... 263.1 1, 880 1955 -322.8 .954
1950- - ..... 264.7 1,745 1956 -. 332.0 1,973
1951- - 282.9 1,833

Source: Data for gross national product, 1929-56, and for per capita gross national product 1929-4, Statis-
tical Abstract of the United States, 1956 and Survey of Current Business, July 1957; per capita calculations
for 1955 and 1956 are based on data in Survey of Current Business, July 1957.

Although gross national product is commonly used to measure or
suggest the level of prosperity, its size could quite conceivably bear
an inverse relationship to national well being. If, for example,
Germany had used such calculations in the period 1920-23 when its
currency depreciated to one-trillionth of its 1914 value and the
nation was sinking deeper into poverty, the figures on gross national
product would have reached very high levels. Even when gross na-
tional product is adjusted to changes in the price level it reflects a
variety of activities which do not add to national well being: that
part of government spendilng, ,which is wasted or goes for war or for
armament. giveaway programs, that part of private domestic in-
vestment and net foreign investment that may eventually be lost, in-
direct taxes, personal consumption expenditures which rest on debt
that must be paid out of future income.

97735-57-3
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If we could reduce our defense program, eliminate waste and loss,
and prevent further depreciation in the purchasing power of the
dollar, the figures on gross national product would certainly decline,
assuming no compensatory increase in the volume and value of groods
and services produced for civilian use. Under such conditions it
would certainly be erroneous to say that national economic well being
had declined along with the decline in gross national product. Eco-
nomic growth, although indicated by thie rise in gross national prod-
uct as expressed in constant dollars, was probably not as great as the
figures suggest.

THE INCREASE IN THE FEDERAL DEBT

Due to deficit budgetary policies which were at first associated
with depression and then with the prosecution of wars and with
defense preparations, the Federal debt has risen astronomically since
1930. Simply stated, most of the present debt represents the excess
of Federal expenditure over revenue during that period of time. Al-
though consideration of the Federal debt and its management must
here be ancillary to our study of Government expenditure, the role
of the debt in its present largely unfunded form may be of even
more significance-in an adverse way-for economic growth and
stability than future expenditure policies, good or bad, which are
carried out within a balanced budget.

The problem of the debt ties in closely with monetary policy, and
it is quite technical. Suffice it to say here that a very large part of a
huge debt is payable on demand and within a short period of tinme.
That is, much of the debt can be converted into currency, bank de-
posits, and bank reserves at the whim of the holders. Thus, any
general expectation of fiscal (or monetary) policy that is conducive
to further depreciation of the dollar would increase the preference
for goods and other property over dollars and fixed-dollar obliga-
tions, with the likelihood of a resulting inflationary price rise of such
violence and dimension that only the most rigid overall controls
could repress it. The present unfunded debt has a tremendous in-
flationary potential. It is, of course, the result of a long period of
unfunded deficit expenditures.
TABLE 11.-Principal of the public debt and gross debt per capita: Selected years,

1900-57

Gross debt Gross debt
Year Total gross per capita Year Total gross per capita

debt (to nearest debt (to nearest
dollar) dollar)

Billions of Billions of
dollars dollars

1900 -$1.3 $17 1946 -$269. 4 $1,905
1910 -1.1 12 1947 -258.3 1,792
1920 -24.3 228 1950- 257. 4 1, 697
1930- 16.2 132 1955 -274. 4 1,660
1935 -28.7 226 1956 --- ---------- 272. 8 1,623
1940 -43. 0 325 1957 -270. 1 1, 582
1945- 258.7 1, 849

I Preliminary.

Source: Annual Report of the Secretory of the Treasisry on the State of the Finaisces, 1956; per capita
gross debt figure for 1957 is derived from Treasury Bulletin, 1957.
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FULL EXPLOYnENT AND THE PURCIIASING POWER OF Tm DOLLAR

Since the United States entered World War II the only important
element in our economy that has shown stability is employment (or
unemployment). Although the total civilian labor force has m-
creased from year to year it has been almost fully kept at work. The
percent of that force which has been unemployed at any one time
since 1945 has ranged from a high of only 5.5 in 1949 to a low of 2.5
in 1953. These figures may be contrasted with the 24.9 percent un-
employed in 1933.

War and defense expenditures have undoubtedly had much to do
with this phenomenon of long-run relatively full employment. When
wars ended or defense expenditures were reduced however, consumer
and business spending and increased outlays by §tate and local gov-
ernments took up much of the slack. In this period the marked in-
crease of all debt, public and private, appears to have been an impor-
tant sustaining influence on the high level of employment. With the
Nation's productive resources continually and practically fully used,
and with the purchasing media of the country augmented by mone-
tized debt and an easy-money policy, increasing demand for goods and
services pushed against a supply that could not so rapidly be in-
creased. The result was the inflationary phenomena of rising prices
and a decline in the purchasing power of the dollar, as well as con-
tinual full employment.

TAdAsd 12.-U-n;np;Elo5 1,icnt, 1241-Do
Percent of

civilian labor force
Year: unemployed

1941------------------------- 9.9
1942_------------------------ 4.7
1943_------------------------ 1. 9
1944------------------------- 1.2
19456------------------------ 1. 9
1946------------------------- 3. 9
1947_------------------------ 3.6
1948_------------------------ 3.4
1949 -_________--____________ 6.

Percent of
civilian labor force

unemployed

1950__________--__- - --------- . 0.
1951__________--__- - -------- 3. 0
19.52__________.___- - -------- 2. 7
1953--.------- ______-- ------- 2.5
1954__________----_- - -- ____ 6.0
19556_________--__- - --------- 4.0
1956 _____-____-- ---------- 3. 8
1957 (July) --------------- - 4. :3

Sources: Data for 1946-55, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1956 - calculations,
for 1956 and 1957 are based on data in Federal Reserve Bulletin, August 1957.

TAnLE 13.-Purchasing power of the dollar, 1989-57
[1947-49=100. Obtained by computing reciprocals of Consumer Price Index compiled byDepartment of labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics; these reciprocals are expressed as

percentages with average of base period 1947-49=100]
Monthly

Year: average
1939_---------------------- 168. 4
1940_---------------------- 166. 9
1941_---------------------- 159. 0
1942__________--___________ 143. 5
1943_---------------------- 135.1
1944_----------.------------133. 0
19456---------------------- 130. 0
1946_-1--------------------- 19. 9
:1947…_ ---------- _-044 7
1948----------------------- 97. 3

Monthly
average

1949_--------------------- 98. 2
1950_---------------------- 97 3
1951_---------------------- 90. 1
1952-___ -___________ 88. 1
1953_---------------------- 87.4
1954_---------------------- 87. 1
19655--------------------- 87. 3
1956-86. --- ___ so 1
1957 (June) -- ________ 83. 2

Sources: Data for 1939-55, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1956; calculations
for 1956 and 1957 are based on data In Federal Reserve Bulletin, August 1957.
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In the years between 1941 and 1957 the conjunction of circum-
stances which stimulated public and private spending was consonant
with the provision of the Employment Act of 1946 "to promote maxi-
mum employment." Except, however, as the full employment con-
cept made deficit spending (and the inflationary way in which it was
financed) more acceptable that it otherwise would have been, most of
the pressure for spending by the Federal Government came from
other sources, which, nevertheless, put heavy demands on the labor
market. Elsewhere in the economy the full employment doctrine was
being implemented automatically by the increasing amount of pur-
chasing media which flooded the economy.

If one is willing to believe that war and defense expenditures have
been for those purposes only, then we must look to other parts of the
budgets of this period for any deliberately intended "full employ-
ment" spending. Other papers in this compendium will undoubtedly
do that. The point to be made here is that the Federal spending and
the kind of financing that took place brought and helped to sustain
relatively full employment, but it was accompanied by a depreciation
-in the value of the dollar to less than half of what it had been at the
beginning of the period. Let us observe just one aspect of that depre-
-ciation-its effect on savings.

The effect of the depreciation of the dollar on certain kinds of sav-
ings is vividly illustrated in a recent study made by Prof. Walter E.
*Spahr.3

Although the following portion of it is offered to show only one
aspect of the overall effect of inflationary policies, its implications are
broad. Moreover, just since December 1956, the terminal point for
most parts of the study, some further loss in purchasing power has
occurred.

The losses in purchasing power of the following sample
items of savings should constitute an arresting illustration
of the subtle and far-reaching destructive powers of a depre-
ciated currency while it contributes to high prices and ex-
pansion in productive activity and profits (often paper
profits) in various other kinds of activities. This economic
disease is analogous to a cancerous growth and is not widely
understood, partly because people's savings are remote as
compared with considerations relating to immediate income.

Instead of computing the purchasing power of the savings
in these six categories as of December 1956, in terms of the
dollar of 1939, the computation rests upon a much smaller
item-the average holdings in each 6 categories- 4 for the
period December 1939 to December 1956, and 2 for the period
December 1939 to December 1955.

The loss in the purchasing power of these six items alone-
losses of over $184 billion-is approximately 97 times the loss
of $1,901 million of depositors in banks for the years 1921-33.

a Losses in Purchaging Powor Arising From Our Depreciated Dollar, Economists' Na-

tional Committee on Monetary Policy, New York, 1957.
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TABLE 14.-18- and 17-yea~r average holding8

United States savings bonds (15 years) --------------------- $42,180,000, 000
Time deposits, all banks (18 years)------------------------- 50, 704, 600,000
Savings capital, savings and loan associations (18 years)____ 13, 786,100, 000
Life insurance in force (17 years) -------------------------- 203, 424,900, 000
Annuities in force (17 years) ------------------------------ 1,112,600,000
Social-security trust and unemployment funds (18 years) 17, 834,200,000

Total average holdings------------------------------ 329,042,400,000

Loss in purchasing power on these average holdings__________-$184, 263, 744, 000
Percentage loss…______------------------------------------ 56
Bank deposit loss, 1921-33_________________________________-$1, 901, 000, 000

CONCLUSION

Granting that there has been substantial economic growth in the
past two decades, even though in actuality it was not as great in
amount as the adjusted gross national product figures indicate (see
table 10), it is valid to question (1) whether the real growth of wealth
and income would not have been greater under some other set of con-
ditions of Federal expenditure, and (2) whether the conditions under
which the growth has occurred have been such that some of their effect
will carry over to impede growth in the future.

Further study is needed to determine whether, in an unregimented
society, we can have maximum long-run growth without the cleansing
function of the downward phases of the business cycle, however they
may be modifiable by sound policies and practices and by financial
self-restraint on the part of both the Government and the people.
Expectation that markets will go down as well as up is itself a power-
ful restraint upon financial excesses.

The continual desirability of full employment has been emphasized
under the assumption that it is essential to stability and long-run
g rowth. This assumption must now be questioned. Full employment
may be a wholesome phenomenon or an unwholesome one, depending
upon many circumstances. How that level of employment is reached
and maintained is an important consideration. Perhaps we should
look upon full employment as a worthwhile incidental goal to be
sought in every sound way, but, when reached, to be regarded as a
signal for great caution.

B3ecause at times in the past there have been great suffering and
loss due to unemployment, it does not necessarily follow that con-
tinual full employment is the measure most conducive to long-run
growth. The prospect, in the coming decades, of great employment
transitions and fewer working hours for almost everyone, due to
automation and other technological advances, should help to reconcile
us to some unemployment as well as to governmental aid to those on
whom the brunt of it will fall.

The real goal is maximum long-run growth. How much long-run
stability we can expect in a dynamic, growing economy is still a ques-
tion, but we are now seeing evidence that full employment induced by
inflationary Government spending and borrowing is not the way to
achieve it. Under the conditions that have developed, the prospect for
any real stability is small compared with the likelihood of either
severe deflation or marked further inflation, an alternative being rigid,
overall, governmental control of the economy.
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Another, and far more desirable, alternative is the development and
application of fiscal and monetary policies of a kind that will prevent
severe deflation while requiring the funding of near-money forms of
public debt and encouraging public and private thrift and a higk
level of business investment.



THE GROWTH OF GOVERNMENT OVER THE PAST 50
YEARS: AN ANALYTICAL REVIEW

Arnold M. Soloway, assistant professor of economics, Harvard
University

INTRODUCTION

Although American citizens are largely inured to the colossal and
spectacular, they are acutely aware of the spectacular growth of gov-
ernment in recent decades-higher taxes, increased spending, more
government regulation, and so forth. The statistics of growth, how-
ever expressed, are always overwhelming, and it has already become
a cliche to point out, for example, that today's interest charges on the
national debt are more than four times total government spending
only 50 years ago.

Only slightly less obvious is the fact that our whole conception of
government's responsibility is far different today from what it was
in 1900. Compare, for example, the following excerpts from two
messages to Congress:"

* * * I do not believe that the power and duty of the
General Government ought to be extended to the relief of
individual suffering which is in no manner properly related
to the public service or benefit. A prevalent tendency to dis-
regard the limited mission of this power and duty should, I
think, be steadfastly resisted, to the end that the lesson should
be constantly enforced that though the people support the
Government, the Government should not support the people
(Grover Cleveland, February 16, 1887).

The human problems of individual citizens are a proper
and important concern of our Government. One such prob-
lem that faces every individual is the provision of economic
security for his old age and economic security for his family
in the event of his death. To help individuals provide for
that security-to reduce both the fear and the incidence of
destitution to the minimum-to promote the confidence of
every individual in the future-these are proper aims of all
levels of government, including the Federal Government
(Dwight D. Eisenhower, January 14,1954).

The overall growth of government in the United States implied in
this contrast of views, and the distribution of that growth among all
three levels of our government-Federal, State, and local-have had
tremendous impact on the whole economic climate. It is the purpose
of this paper to examine (1) the aggregate growth of government in
the United States over roughly the past 50 years; (2) the basic causes

I Cited in Social Welfare in the United States, Poyntz Tyler, editor, the Reference Shelf.Vol. 27, No. 3, H. W. Wilson Co., New York, 1955, p. 10.

19
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of government's growth; (3) the relative growth of Federal, State,
and local governments.

This analytical review will, it is hoped, provide some strong impli-
cations, if not conclusions, about the future course of government ac-
tivity in the United States.

MEASURES OF GROWrTH

There are a number of different indexes by which the growth and
importance of government in the total economy can be gaged.2 One
such measure is government's absorption of productive resources-
labor and capital. 'With respect to labor, in 1900, Federal, State, and
local governments together employed less than 1.2 million people,
about 4.2 percent of all employed workers. In 1956, total government
employment was just under 10 million, roughly 17 percent of total
full-time employment. Thus, government growth, as measured by
increased direct employment, was over 700 percent. It can also be
summarized as follows: In 1900, 1 out of every 25 employed workers
worked for the government; in 1954, 1 out of every 5.9 employed work-
ers worked for the government.

The growth of government's share of the national stock of capital
goods has been little less impressive than its growth in direct employ-
ment. Government's share of total investment from 1902 to 1946 was
32 percent, almost one-third, and its share of total national capital
asset value increased from 6.6 percent to 20.6 percent.4 Thus, while in
1902 the total value of government property. excluding military assets,
roads and streets, and land was $6.7 billion, by 1946, the latest year
for which data are available, such property was valued at $45.3 billion
(1929 prices).' Measured in constant prices, from 1902 to 1946 gov-
ernment's capital asset holdings, including land; grew by 326 percent.

In addition to the labor and capital government employs directly,
it also absorbs great amounts of these resources through its purchases
of goods and services from the private sector of the economy. To
measure the total volume of resources absorbed by government, we
must add to the labor and capital directly employed the value of gov-
ernment's purchases of goods and services from the rest of the
economy.

In 1903, government purchases of goods and services from the pri-
vate sector were about $752 million, and in 1956 they were some $80.2
billion.'

I Great contributions to the understanding of the growth of government have been made
recently in: The Trend of Government Activity In the United States Since 1900, Solomon
Fabricant, National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., New York, 1952; America's Needs
and Resources, a New Survey, Dewhurst and Associates. Twentieth Century Fund, New
York, 1955, ch. 18; A Century and a Half of Federal Expenditures, M. Slade Kendrick,
National Bureau of Economic Research, Occasional Paper 48, New York. 1955.

aGovernment employment and total employment for 1956 are In full-time equivalent
numbers, but, for 1900, we used the census figure for "Employed," cf. Fabricant, op. cit.,
appendix B: series D-62-76, Historical Statistics of the United States, 1789-1945, a
supplement to the Statistical Abstract of the United States, Census Bureau; Survey of
Current Business, July 1957.

4 Fahricant. op. cit.. table 4. p. 20.
5 Ibid., table 3, p. 19. Military assets, roads, streets, and land are excluded from these

comparisons except as noted.
I This figure includes land, but excludes roads, streets, and related assets, and assets of

defense corporations. Ibid., table 6, p. 24.
7 Government purchases of goods and services prior to 1929 are estimates derived from

Fabricant, op. cit.. table 5. p. 22; gross national product for 1913 Is Kuznets' estimate:
other data computed from Survey of Current Business, July and August 1955.
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As a share of gross national product, government purchases of goods
and services rose from 3.6 percent in 1913 to 9.7 percent in 1956. Thus,
the fraction of total national output (GNP) absorbed by government
through its purchases from the private sector of the economy was
almost 3 times greater in 1956 than it was in 1913. The magnitude of
the absolute increase again looms clearly when we recall that in the
same period the gross national product itself grew 10 times larger,
from $40 billion in 1913 to over $414 billion by 1956.

The inputs of labor and capital for the production of government
services together give a total measure of government's absorption of
productive resources. It is estimated that total real resources put
into government's nondefense activity rose over 400 percent between
1900 and 1949; and into all govermnent activities, "probably over
700 percent".3 Even with a most liberal allowance for error, it is
patently clear that the growth of government measured by its absorp-
tion of productive resources has been very great indeed; but, at the
very best, this measure alone is too restricted for our purpose. We are
here concerned with the growth of government in a broader sense than
that which measuring only inputs of labor and capital affords.

Total government expenditures is a more inclusive measure because
it includes expenditures for transfer and net interest payments in addi-
tion to the value of government's absorption of productive resources.9

Although transfer and net interest payments do not represent addi-
tional absorption of real resources, they reflect, just as much as any
other expenditures. increases in government activity called forth by
the complex of national circumstance. Therefore, total government
expenditure is, for us, a more useful index of government growth.

Total government expenditure in current dollars rose from $1.5
billion in 1902 to $104 billion in 1955, an increase of 69 times, while the
gross national product increased by roughly 20 times in the same 54-
year period.'0

Although government expenditure provides the most inclusive index
of the quantitatively measurable growth in goverrnnent, obviously it
falls far short of measuring the full growth of government's impact on
the Nation's economy. The effects of new legislation, court decisions,
and administrative regulations, in such fields as labor relations, in-
dustrial organization, agriculture, natural resources, and transporta-
tion, is not easily measured in dollar terms.

For a full evaluation of government's growth, however, these aspects
of government activity should be considered along with the growth
in government expenditure. Although we cannot give them quanti-
taive significance we shall have them in mind as we turn to a brief
analysis of the underlying causes of governmental growth.

These estimates are given, and should be taken, only as rough approximations. Aside
from the many statistical problems inherent in the construction of such a broad Index over
so long a period, some of the vital data-value of military assets used by Government, for
example-are not available. For our purpose, however, the possible margin of error
involved in these estimates is of little consequence.

9 Fabricants' expenditure figures include an imputed net rent of 4 percent on the 1939
book value of government nonmilitary capital assets, but in most calculations, as he points
out, interest on the public debt Is taken as the measure of the services of government capi-
tal. or these services are ignored (pp. 12. 26). We are following conventional procedure
and using the Department of Commere figures for total government expenditures, which.
therefore, will exceed Fabricant's measure of total Input by the difference between his
imputed rent and net interest payments on the public debt, and by the addition of transfer
payments.

'5 ']The gross national product for 1902 Is estimated at some $20.7 billions on the basis
of Kuznet's figures for annual average gross national product In current prices for the

decades 1894-1903 ($15.7 billion) and 1899-1908 (521.6 billion). Cf. Kuznets, S.,
National Product Since 1869, National Bureau of Economic Research, New York, 1946.
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SOME MAJOR ELEMENTS UNDERLYING THE GROWTH IN GOVERNMENT
ExPENDrTuREs

Population growth
Between 1900 and 1957 the population of the United States grew

from 76 million to 170 million. Although a larger citizenry does not
ordinarily require an equal proportionate increase in expenditures for
all types of government activity, this population increase of 217 per-
cent obviously would itself call forth a sizable increase in aggregate
government expenditures. For the period 1913-50, for example, it
is estimated that population growth alone was responsible for $4.G
billion; or 6.9 percent, of the total government expenditure increase of
$66.4 billion (1950 prices)." This estimate, however, does not take
into account important changes in population characteristics and
therefore understates the effect of population changes on government
expenditure.

Among the changes in population characteristics which also imply
greater government expenditures there is, for example, the fact that
the median age of the population rose from 22.9 years in 1900 to 30.9-
years in 1950. The greater proportion of older people in the 1950
total is underscored by the fact that the percentage of those over 65
years of age almost doubled-from 4.1 percent in 1900 to 8.1 percent by
1950. Although the proportion of school-age people-5 to 19-
dropped from 36.7 percent in 1900 to only 23.3 percent in 1950, the
actual number rose from 27.9 million persons to 35.1 million persons,
and the proportion attending school rose from 62.6 percent to 79-
percent.

Even more significant than the change in age distribution in terms
of its effect on government costs, was the shift of population from rural
to urban status. In 1900, the population of the United States was
divided 60 percent rural and 40 percent urban. By 1950, the propor-
tions had more than switched: 64 percent urban and only 36 percent
rural."2 The move from a dominantly rural status also involved a
multiplication of urban centers, and while in 1900 we had only 38
centers of more than 100,000 population, by 1950 we had 107. Simi-
larly, the proportion of people living in communities of more than
10,000 grew from 31.7 percent in 1900 to 49 percent by 1950.

A related factor with definite cost implications for government is
that the growth of population was not evenly spread through the
Nation. From 1900 to 1950 the Northeast lost 1.5 percent of its pro-
portion of total national population; the South lost 1 percent; the
North Central region lost 5.2 percent; and the West gained 13.1 per-
cent. Although the day of the Indian wars and two-gun desperadoes
had passed by 1913, it would seem that the growth of population in the
relatively newly settled West called forth larger amounts of govern-
ment expenditure than would have been required had population
growth been restricted to the older, established areas of the country..

Price level changes
The secularly rising price level has been another obvious influence

raising the dollar volume of government expenditure. The long-
period decline of the purchasing power of the dollar, in evidence

11 Dewhurst, op. cit., p. 595.
" New census definition. All data In these comparisons from Census of Population.
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since about 1850, has continued through the present. There has been
some irregularity, occasioned by cyclical ups and downs, but, for the
period as a whole, the purchasing power of the dollar has moved in a
downward direction. For example, a 1939 consumer dollar had the
purchasing power equivalent of $2.58 in 1850, $1.80 in 1900, and only
$0.52 in 1953.3 The wholesale dollar moved somewhat less dramati-
cally over the past 100 years but it, too, has definitely tended down-
ward-from a 1939 purchasing power equivalent of $1.23 in 1850 to
$0.45 in 1953.

Neither the consumer nor wholesale price index is completely ade-
quate, however, for accurately translating government expenditures
into dollars of constant buying power and thus making expenditures
in different years comparable without distortion from price changes.
This is so because the effect of price changes on government expendi-
ture varies with the different proportions of special kinds of goods
and services which make up the government expenditure total. For
example, a 1913 dollar spent on education would have bought $3.94
worth of service in 1950, but a 1913 dollar for interest on the debt
would have purchased only $0.86 worth in 1950. Similarly, a 1913
dollar for current supplies would have bought $4.72 worth in 1950,
but a 1913 dollar for construction would have bought only $2.32 worth
in 1950.'4 Because of such variations a composite index is not an
accurate guide for deflating government expenditures. Fortunately,
however, separate price indexes for 27 major categories of government
expenditures have been computed for several benchmark years with
1950 as the base year.'5

Using these indexes, government expenditures in 1950 dollars in-
creased 7.2 times from 1913 to 1950, while in current dollars the in-
crease was 22.4 times. It is estimated also that 31.2 percent of the
total dollar increase (of $66.4 billion) of government expenditures
between 1913 and 1950 was due to price level changes alone.16 That
is, some $20.7 billion of a total 1950 expenditure of $69.5 billion was
due solely to the upward movement of prices since 1913.
Increased services

Increased services was the greatest single cause of the rise in gov-
ernment expenditure over the past half century. The expansion of
existing services and the introduction of new services alone caused a
rise of $27.1 billion (1950 dollars) in government expenditure be-
tween 1913 and 1950.7 Thus, while population increase accounted for
6.9 percent, the expanded scope of government services accounted for
40.9 percent. The remaining 21 percent of the increase in government
expenditure is attributed to the interaction of all three causes: popu-
lation growth, price-level change, and increased services.

Increased services is not only the most important single cause of the
growth in government expenditures over the past decades, it is also
much the most interesting.

Is Estimates from Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the Industrial
Conference Board.

14 Cf. Dewhurst, op. cit., pp. 590-593. All following estimates are also from this.
I¶These indexes were constructed by Owen C. Gretton of the Census Bureau, in consulta-

tion with Kilpatrick & Drury. Cf. Dewhurst, op. cit., p. 590.

17 Ibid., P. 597.
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THE PUBLIc DEMAND

When we study people's behavior in the private sector of the econ-
omy we use certain concepts, such as consumer demand and consump-
tion function, which help us to understand why people spend their
money as they do. We have learned, for example, that the proportion
of an individual's income which he will spend on consumption goods
and services is related, allog other things, to his present level of
income, his past income, experience, and his future expectations. We
know, too, that as a person's income increases he spends a greater abso-
lute amount on consumption goods. He not only buys more clothing,
entertainment, and medical care, but he also tends to buy better qual-
ity products. Also, as income rises, people spend more on new kinds
of purchases. They carry more and different types of insurance, they
increase the amount of their charitable contributions, and in general
they tend to exploit more fully the opportunities of life in an ad-
vanced society.

Much of what the study of consumer demand in the private econ-
omy has taught us about people's private behavior is also applicable
to their communal behavior. The spending patterns of private indi-
viduals are not determined by influences which are restricted uniquely
to the private sector of the economy. Indeed, not only is the public
spending pattern largely determined by the same general influences,
but public and private spending often are complementary in a high
degree. There would be little sense, for example, in spending a large
amount privately for a high-speed, low-slung, 304-horsepower auto-
mobile if we did not also spend publicly for the superhighway on
which it could be driven.

What, then, were the major influences on spending-public and pri-
vate-over the past half century?

The single most pervasive economic fact of the past 50 years has
been the great rise in our national output. The value of goods and
services produced per man-hour of labor in the private sector of the
economy rose from 75.5 cents to 203.1 cents (1950 dollars) between
1900 and 1952.18 This 170-percent increase in man-hour productivity
is reflected in the growth of national income from 79.7 billion in 1909
to $274.7 billion in 1953 (1950 dollars). 9 Per capita disposable in-
come rose from about $775 in 1909 to about $1,350 by 1953 (1950
dollars). There is also ample evidence of a marked upward shift in
the income distribution of family units, particularly since the 19301s.20
All of this means that increased output has made us collectively, as a
nation and as individual and family consuming units, much richer
now than we were at the turn of the century.

It was not possible for our society to become so much richer with-
out experiencing, at the same time, other significant changes. We
could not have our increased productivity and keep everything else as
it was. In the process of becoming richer, life in our society, and for
us as individuals, became more complex. Today's techniques of pro-
duction in industry and agriculture require bigger, more complicated,

Is Dewhurst, op. cit.. p. 89, table 30.
"Ibid.. appendix 4-2, table B, pp. 959-960.
20 Cf Goldsmith, Jaszi, Kaitz, Goldenburg, Size Distribution of Income Since the Mid-

Thirties," Review of Economics and Statistics, February 1954. also for 1944 to 1954,
Income Distribution in the United States, A Supplement to the Survey of Current Business,
U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, Washington, D. C., 1953.
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and more expensive machinery. To organize efficiently production
and distribution of the things we produce, we use larger plants and
business units today than we did in 1900. From the standpoint both
of the supply of labor and the provision of concentrated market areas
for our increased output we had to leave the pastoral countryside and
move to congested urban centers. Urbanization was in this respect
basic to the great technological progress we have had; but, in fact,
the whole technology of life has changed.

The greatly increased volume and variety of goods and services we
consume not only have raised our standard of living; they have also
changed our way of life.

Another major, though not unrelated, influence on the national
spending pattern is the fact that we have become a high-preparedness
nation. From 1952 through 1955, for example, we spent annually,
on the average, about $45 billion on Government purchases of goods
and services for national-security purposes. If this was only a short-
period budgetary phenomenon, it would still exert great influence on
the Nation's spending, but there is considerable likelihood that this
is a condition which will be with us for many years to come. As
part of the indefinite future, it will continue to shape a large part of
our private as wesell as public life, even though military spending is
cut back a few billions or stretched out over a longer period. No
important economic or political issue is unaffected by the need for
maintaining a high state of national preparedness over the coming
years.

How have our increased wealth and income, urbanization, tech-
nological advances, and national-security requirements influenced
public and private spending?

The evidence is clear that as we grew richer we spent privately a
smaller proportion of our income on necessities and a larger share
on luxuries and semiluxuries. Measured in constant dollars of 1950
buying power, per capita consumption expenditures rose from $840
in 1909 to $1,400 in 1952, or 66 percent. Spending increased on all
major categories of consumption goods and services but the relative
gains -were substantially different for different classes of goods and
services. Percentage gains, measured in current dollars, between 1909
and 1952, were as follows: I
Food, liquor, and tobacco--------------------------------------------- 695n
Clothing, accessories, and personal care…------------------------------- 535
Housing and utilities------------------------------------------------- 360
Household equipment and operation----------------------------------- 810'
Consumer transportation--------------------------------------------- 1, 60Medical care and insurance ------------------------------------------- 1, 100o
Recreation-060 __ 1, o
Education (private) -------------------------------------------------- 50Religion------------------------------------------------------------- 3.'30
Welfare (private)--------------------------------------------------- 10(P

The large percentage increases in expenditure for consumer trans-
portation, that is, the automobile, and for medical care and insurance.
and recreation, are clearly consistent with our increased income and
wealth status. Within the categories where percentage increases were
not as outstanding, however, there were also substitutions of more

Dowlhurst. Op. cit.. pp. 101-105. 'This volume contains a comprehensive analysis ofconsumption trends. See chapters 4 through 13, especially table 33, and appendix tables4-4 and 4-5, from which most of the following data is taken.
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luxury-type expenditures for traditional necessities. The composi-
tion of food purchases changed, for example, so that while the annual
per capita consumption of potatoes and grain products went down
from 473 pounds in 1910-14 to 270 pounds in 1951-52, the consump-
tion of dairy products, eggs, citrus fruits, leafy vegetables, sugar,
coffee, tea, and cocoa, all rose. The rise in real incomes has increased
the relative consumption of more expensive foods (although part of
the increases was also due to urbanization, education-induced changes
in our eating habits and other factors) 22 Similarly, while expendi-
tures on clothing, accessories, and personal care have remained much
the same as a proportion of total consumption expenditures, there has
been a relative rise in spending for sports clothes, cosmetics, and
beauty-parlor services, and a mild decline in the demand for staple
articles of clothing. The same general pattern is in evidence for
virtually all the major fields of consumption expenditure. As we
grew richer, we consumed more "rich man's" goods and services.

The combined effect of increased wealth, urbanization, and tech-
nological advances, on private-consumer spending patterns has been
profound, and is in general quite obvious. We now have different
standards of "necessity," and as a nation we have higher consumption
aspirations than we had in the past.

The same facts, not surprisingly, also hold with respect to our
public spending. Just as we have come to demand more and better
quality products from the private sector of the economy, we have come
to demand more and better quality "products" from government-
the public sector. We want more and better quality schools, roads,
hospitals, and recreational facilities, more adequate provision for the
aged, unemployed, infirm, and needy children, increased attention
to our natural resources, more provision for public safety, etc. As
a consequence of this growth in public demand, virtually every gov-
ernment function has been expanded since 1900. This is true whether
the expansion is measured by workers employed, capital assets, or
expenditures (allowing even for price changes).23 Furthermore, the
composition of the expansion by government functions clearly re-
flects the influence of increased income and wealth, urbanization, tech-
nological advances, and defense requirements. Government's per
capita expenditure on education, for example, measured in 1950 dol-
lars, increased by almost 200 percent between 1913 and 1950.24 It is
significant, too, that spending for higher education grew by 29 times,
in current dollars, while expenditure on elementary and secondary
schools grew less than 12 times. The public demand has been for
more and better physical plant, for better trained teachers, and for
expansion of public education at the college and professional school
level as well as for vocational training, kindergartens, and other
special educational services. We want these added educational serv-
ices because we are richer, but we also need them to insure the supply
of adequately trained personnel for our complicated production ma-
chine. We need people also to man our Defense Establishment, who
cannot only read and write, but who are technically trained. In-

22 Ibid., table 44, p. 131, and ch. 5.
" Fabricant, op. cit., pp. 82-83.
24 Dewhurst, op. cit., table 263, p. 632. Following data also from this source, pp. 625 to

637.
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creased income and technological progress in peace and war activities
together underlie the public demand for more and better education.

Similarly, measured in 1950 dollars, per capita expenditure on
health and community facilities increased by 176 percent between
1913 and 1950. In this category increased expenditures for health,
hospitals, and public housing, reAect an increased sense of social re-
sponsibility which grew with our wealth. It also reflects, as do more
c.learly our increased expenditures on public water supply, local utili-
ties and sanitation, the growth of public demand stemming from
urbanization. These last items, and other local services, would not
have figured as heavily in the growth of public demand had we re-
mained primarily a rural people. Sanitation, sewerage, water supply,
even the protection of life and property, are problems which a farmer
largely meets by himself, but the conditions of city life are such that
government must take the responsibility in order to safeguard the
general health and well-being of the people.

Without laboring the point unnecessarily, it should be apparent
that the same set of related influences-increased wealth, urbanization,
technological advances, defense requirements-have caused us to in-
crease also our expenditures for public welfare (397 percent), regula-
tion of business and labor (149 percent), transportation (115 per-
cent), agriculture and natural resources (more than 1,000 percent),
social insurance (more than 1,000 percent) and national defense
(865.1 percent) .25

This upward trend of government expenditure has not, of course,
proceeded at an even annual rate. Like bhe gruwLft of our nationlal
product, it has been sporadic or steplike. Wars and depressions,
though they have been most important through their influence on
Federal expenditures gave the total upward movement some strong
boosts in particular years.28 Despite some irregularity, however, the
increased interdependence of all groups and individuals in the econ-
omy, a hallmark of our economic growth, and the high state of inter-
national tension, now presumably a fixture in our daily lives, have
added directly and indirectly to the demand for an expanded scope
and scale of government.

In brief, the growth of the public demand which underlay the
growth of government stems from the same basic causes that led to the
growth of Sig business, big labor, big agriculture, big wars-and big
depressions.

This, then, is the essence of the public demand which has brought
about the great growth of government over the past half century.
But, the general tendencies which we have explored were not some-
thing new to America, or to the 20th century.27 Although we have

2 All percentage Increases refer to the period 1913-50. They are on a per capita basis
computed in 1950 dollars. Cf. Dewhurst, op. cit., table 263, p. 632.

2 Cf., for example, A Century and a Half of Federal Expenditures, M. Slade Kendrick,
Occasional Paper 48, National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., New York, 1955.

7 Charles J. Bullock, Selected Readings In Public Finance, 3d edition, Ginn & Co., 1924,
ch. III! Includes summaries of studies by other writers on the growth of government
expenditures in England, France, Belgium, Switzerland, Russia, Italy, for the 19th century
and sometinmes earlier. The relative growth of government and the private economy are
not clear, however, because we lack data on the measures of total economic growth as well
as other elements such as we discussed above. The data are useful and interesting,
nevertheloss, and provide some greater historical pprspeetive on the issue. Hnlloek's own
estimates of the growth of Federal Government expenditures In the United States show a
rise in per capita terms from $1.17 in 1800 to $6.36 in 1900, with definite acceleration of
the rate of increase In the post-Civil War period.

There is also an increasing flow of data from other countries for relatively recent times.
One study, The Trend of Public Employment in Great Britain and the United States, Moses
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no comparable statistical measures for earlier times or other countries,
there is considerable evidence that the growth of government has been
a regular concomitant of general economic progress.

For example, as table IV indicates, for 14 countries for which we
have data, in the fiscal year 1951, there was a distinct correlation be-
tween per capita national product and per capita national government
expenditures; the wealthier countries spent more per capita and
the poorer countries spent less.2- Tihat the United States is not far
out of line with other nations' experience is also clear. The ratio of
National Government expenditures to gross national product was
lower in the United States at 15.1 percent than it was in 11 of the 14
countries cited. The exclusion of State and local expenditures, how-
ever, understates government spending more in the United States than
in other countries. Inadequate data for many of the countries pre-
clude comparing other than national government spending, but using
per capita total taxes of all levels of government the same general con-
clusion emerges. Taxes relative to gross national product were lower
than in the United States only in those countries (Denmark, Iceland,
Portugal, Greece, and Turkey) having either very small defense
expenditures or very low income.

Wagner's celebrated "law of the increase of state activities": 29

Comprehensive comparisons of different countries and
different times show that, among progressive peoples, with
which alone we are concerned, an increase regularly takes
place in the activity of both the central and the local gov-
ernments. This increase is both extensive and intensive; the
central and local governments constantly undertake new func-
tions, while they perform both old and new functions more
efficiently and completely. In this -way the economic needs of
the people, to an increasing extent and in a more satisfactory
fashion, are satisfied. * * *

assumes real meaning when the emphasis is placed on "progressive
peoples"-which implies economic growth-and on the influence, es-
pecially in a political democracy, of the "needs of the people."

THE RELATIVE GROWTH OF FEDERAL AND STATE AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENTS

At the beginning of this century, the Federal Government collected
38 percent of all tax revenues, the States, 11 percent, the local govern-
ments, 51 percent; and, the distribution of government expenditures
corresponded closely to these relative shares of tax receipts. In 1956,
the Federal share of all taxes was about 71 percent and its share of
total government expenditures was 65 percent. The States and local
governments shared almost equally the remaining 29 percent of tax
collections and spent 35 percent of the government total.

Abramovitz and Vera Eliasberg. American Economic Review. vol. XLIII. No. 2, May 195S.
finds, for example, that in Great Britain "toward the end of the 19th century, not 1
worker in 25 was on the Government payroll. In the middle of the 20th century, 1 in X

was working in a regular Government agency and nearly 1 in 4 either in such an agency
or in a nationalized industry or service" (p. 205). Cf., also in the same journal, Lyle C.
Fitch. Trends in Federal, State, and Local Government Expenditures Since 1890, pp.
216-233.

28 Dewhiirst, op. cit., table 236, p. 579.
2D Grundlegung der politischen Oekonomie, book VI, ch. 3 (3d edition, 1893), cited in

Charles J. Bullock, ibid.
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The changeover from a State-local to a Federal dominated public
fisc did not follow a smooth or consistent trend line. Two World Wars
and the great depression gave dramatic boosts to the Federal role, but
wars and depression alone fall far short of adequately explaining the
changing pattern of intergovernmental relations. For an under-
standing of the growth of the role of the Federal Government it is
hardly sufficient only to point to the great rises in Federal expendi-
tures which occurred under war and depression stimuli. Why, for
example, did the Federal Government grow so much in power and.
prestige in the depressed thirties and State and local governments lag
so far behind? The depression alone, though it was the most serious
in our history, did not resolve the course of intergovernmental events
in that unhappy decade.

Throughout these past 50 years there was at work, as there is now,.
a complex of economic and political forces which, though subject to
alteration by great events, are fashioned fundamentally by more con-
sistent threads of the historical process. Improved communication
and transportation, the growth of a national economy, urbanization,
increased wealth, all the elements which led to the growth in the pub-
lic demand, were part of this historical process.

The great events, wars and depression, give us, however, some con-
venient focal points for analysis. Accordingly, to facilitate our dis-
cussion we have divided the period roughly as follows: 1900-29, 1930-.
40, 1941-46, 1946-56. The major breaks after the turn of the cen-
tury come, therefore, at the start of the great depression, the start and!
the end of W orid 'Xi ar IM.

Federal Government expenditures: 1900-1929
The United States emerged as a full-fledged great power during-

this periQd, particularly after World War I, but the rise in Federal
Government expenditures only partially reflected the tremendous eco-
nomic and population growth of the Nation in the same years. Total
Federal expenditure increased from about $521 million in 1900 to,
$2,900 million in 1929, but as a fraction of gross national product
remained virtually the same: 2.9 percent in 1900 and 3.0 percent in
1929.3° Total per capita expenditures, measured in 1926 prices,
roughly doubled, from $12.31 in 1900 to $24.76 in 1929.31

World War I contributed more by far than any other factor to the.
expenditure rise. Total Federal spending in 1914, for example, was
on the order of $735 million; in 1919 it was 25 times greater at
$18,448 million, and although it fell sharply in the next decade the
lowest point it ever reached was $2,774 million-in 1927-still some
3.8 times higher than prewar. Increased spending for defense and on
war-connected charges-mainly veteran's benefits and services and
interest on the debt-accounted for about 85 percent of the total ex-
penditure increase between 1900 and 1929. But, aside from defense

- These percentages are from Kendrick, op. cit., but they apply to a somewhat different
year than the rest of our data. Actually, total expenditures for this computation
represent an average of the two fiscal years which Include the calendar year. This adjust-
ment does no violence to our comparisons. however, because of the time Interval Involved.

a Expenditure figures in this section are also from Kendrick. op. cit., except as otherwise
noted. Deflation to constant 1926 dollars was accomplished by Kendrick with the use of
the B. L. S. Wholesale Price Index. Although we have previously indicated the Inadequacy
of such a composite index, It does serve as a crude measure of price-level changes and Is
acceptable for the work at hand which does not require a high degree of accuracy. Tables
1 and 4 (below) were constructed by applying the same Index to State and local govert-.
ment expenditure data.

97735-57-4
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and war charges there was little change in the volume of Federal
spending.

Expenditures for civil purposes, i. e., other than defense, veteran's
benefits and services, international affairs and interest on the debt-
increased in all only by some $657 million. In constant 1926 prices
this amounted to a rise of $3.13 per capita. Most of this increase went
for transportation and communication facilities-mainly the provi-
Sion1 of navigational aids, and grants-in-aid to the States for high-
way development-and general government. Somewhat more atten-
tion was being paid to the development and improvement of agri-
culture and natural resources, aid for the aged and infirm, the pro-
motion of public health, and crime prevention and control. But for
civil functions, clearly, Federal expenditure was not very much dif-
ferent in 1929 from what it had been at the dawn of the century.

Furthermore, the bulk of the Federal Government's growth took
place in the first 20 years of the period. After World War I, the
return to normalcy was accompanied by a drop in total Federal
spending during most of the twenties as debt charges and veter-
ans' costs incident to the war decreased.
Grants-in-aid

Although Federal Government expenditure in this period was cmar-
acterized by an extension of regular Government services and there
was little innovation of quantitative budgetary importance, there were
clear indications that the forces of change were strongly affecting
its role. Federal aid to the States for highways increased under the
Federal Aid Road Act (1916), from nothing in 1900 to $81 million
by 1927; for education, from less than $1 million to $11 million,
including assistance to States in paying the salaries of teachers of
vocational education (Smith-Hughes Act of 1917); and there were
also small increases for other purposes as well as some aid paid di-
rectly to the local governments. Small as these aid programs appear
in retrospect, they mark a growing realization of the national nature
which some of the traditionally State and local functions were assum-
ing under the pressure of general economic growth. Similar signs
were evidenced by the participation of the Federal Government in the
cost of agricultural extension work (Smith-Lever Act of 1914) in ad-
dition to the annual cash payments already offered land-grant col-
leges under the second Morrill Act (1890) ; the extension of Federal
assistance to States for forest-fire protection (Weeks Act of 1911);
and in the years from 1916 to 1921, by aid offered the States to com-
bat venereal disease, for the rehabilitation of persons injured in in-
dustrial accidents, and for maternal and child health.

In summary, Federal aid to the State and local governments rose
from some $7 million in 1902 to $12 million in 1913. From 1913 to
1922 there was a much more substantial rise, to $108 million, and
then a period of consolidation but little expansion so that by 1927
the total of aid payments to State and local units was $116 million.
It is clear, too, that the increased flow of aid payments closely paral-
leled the rising need for highways as the automobile transformed
our national transportation system. All other aid programs, especial-
ly public welfare, did not fare nearly as well as the highways. 32

52For a full discussion of the development of the grants-in-aid program see James A.
Maxwell, The Fiscal Impact of Federalism in the United States, Harvard University Press,
1946.
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State and local government expenditures: 1900-29
State and local government expenditures increased more than Fed-

eral expenditures, both in absolute amount and relatively, for the
first three decades of the century. Per capita State and local ex-
penditures, measured in 1926 prices increased by $44.85 from 1902 to
1927 (in contrast to Federal increases of $13.21). As a fraction of
gross national product State and local expenditures grew from 5.2
percent in 1902 to 8.7 percent in 1927 (in contrast to Federal growth
from 2.3 to 3.1 percent).

The greatest increases in State and local expenditures were for
education and highways which together accounted for more than
half the total increase. The impact of the automobile on govern-
ment finances is clearly indicated by the more than tenfold increase
in highway expenditures during the 25 years from 1902 to 1927. The
increased expenditure on education was a function of the population
increase and the demand for more and better schools which we have
discussed above. There were also substantial additions to expendi-
ture on hospitals, sanitation, police, and fire protection-on almost
every established function of State and local governments. And as
urbanization progressed, other local functions such as the provision
of utilities and transit facilities emerged with new importance.

In brief, increased expenditure on schools, highways, and local
services were the most important cause of increased government ex-
penditure-Federal, State, and local-during the period 1900 to 1929,
and the role of the State and local governments, measured by ex-
penditures, significantly increased relative to that of the Federal
Government during this period. From 1902 to 1927, for example, the
State and local share of all government expenditures rose from about
69 percent to 74 percent; and for civil functions only, from 88 percent
to 92 percent. The State and local governments clearly dominated
the public fiscal scene.
Beyond expenditures

In addition to participating in the costs of more State and local
functions through the use of grants-in-aid, the Federal Government
established a number of agencies to deal directly with developmental
and regulatory programs which had become important largely as a
result of general economic growth and the increased interdependence
which marked the development of a national economy. Some of the
more significant were:

Bureau of Standards (1901)
Bureau of Reclamation (1902)
Forest Service (1905)
National Park Service (1906)
Federal Bureau of Investigation (1908)
Bureau of Mines (1910)
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce (1912)
Children's Bureau (1912)
Federal Reserve System (1913)
Conciliation Service (1913)
Federal Trade Commission (1914)
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (1915)
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Farm Credit Administration (1916)
Women's Bureau (1918)
Federal Power Commission (1920)

There were, thus, significant changes in the scope of the Federal
Government which tend to be understated somewhat in statistical
time series, and especially by per capita comparisons of expenditure,
because they did not loom large in the Federal budget. While there
was little deviation from the traditional laissez-faire line in public
pronouncements that the business of government was governing-in
a narrow sense-there was considerable expansion in the actual range
of government activity, and even more in the potential range for
government action.

It is important, too, to observe the kinds of functions in which the
Federal Government took a stronger hand. Although the Federal
Reserve System, for example, had strong roots in our history, many
of the other activities which the Federal Government entered into
had been more exclusively the preserve of the State and local govern-
ments. Welfare activities, like those involved in the Children's
Bureau, had been a traditionally local function since the time of the
Elizabethan poor laws; labor conditions and industrial-relations prob-
lems had been a matter primarily for State or local action; law en-
forcement, likewise; and more or less similarly for the regulation of
domestic trade, conservation-insofar as it was practiced-and power
development. It is only fair to say, too, that none of these activities
was undertaken by virtue of an autonomous decision on the part of
the Federal Government. Strong pressures were required before the
Government, under either political party, entered any of these fields.
And underlying the pressures for extending the scope of Federal
Government activity were some of the basic forces discussed above-
the development of a national economy in which State and local bound-
aries had progressively less economic significance, rapid industriali-
zation, and urbanization, a growing sense of social responsibility, and
so forth. For example, as communication, commerce, and industry
became more interstate in character, the Federal Government was
forced to expand its regulatory role-just as it did, through the es-
tablishment of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, as crime also
became a serious interstate matter. In fact, the Federal Government
stepped in mainly where there was strong public pressure to which
the State and local governments could not, or would not, give effective
satisfaction.

Actually, the importance of these extensions of Federal Government
activity was perhaps greatest in that they represented cumulatively a
considerable expansion of established limits for Federal Government
concern. Court decisions subsequent to cases arising from instances
of Federal Government action also added markedly to the recognition
of Federal powers-and their potential.

Thus, while the expenditure comparisons for this period show a
much greater growth for the State and local governments, the Federal
Government was having initiative forced upon it for the assumption
of new functions, many formerly State or local.

As we have previously noted, however, the development of both
increased expenditure and increased scope took place prior to the twen-
ties. In fact, from 1923 to 1929, the Federal Government not only cut
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expenditures, but also reduced its debt by about $1 billion, on the
average, each year. Andrew W. Mellon, Secretary of the Treasury,
summarized general policies when he wrote in 1924:

Since the wvar, two guiding principles have dominated the
financial policies of the Government. One is the balancing of
the budget, and the other is the payment of the debt.33

Thus, while the Federal Government was enjoying prosperity-
taking in more than it spent-the State and local governments were
alreaay caught in a squeeze between burgeoning expenditure require-
nients and limited fiscal capacity. The growth of public demand-for
schools and highways, especially-was so rapid in the first half of
this century that public adjustment to the concurrent need for higher
taxes apparently could not keep pace. This was particularly true for
the local governments. As school and local service expansion neces-
sitated large outlays for plant and equipment, they were forced to
borrow more heavily. Total State and local debt rose from $2.1
billion in 1902 to $14.9 billion by 1927, and the local share of that total
vent from roughly 80 to 87 percent. School districts, special districts,

and cities shared the bulk of the increase 3 as they did the bulk of
functional responsibility. Many were faced by serious financial prob-
lems before 1929.
Summnary-The background for crisis

Federal, State, and local relations. For the period under review
-as a whole, and pa.ticularly after World War T. there was ?c. disnro-
portionate growth of expenditures and revenues for the Federal and

tate and local governments. The Federal share of total tax receipts
went up, while its share of total expenditures went down, and, con-
versely, as the State and local share of all taxes went down, their
share of all expenditures went up. Consequently, during the twenties,
the Federal Government was able to reduce its indebtedness by about
$1 billion, on the average, annually. Its credit position, always good,
was made even better. The State and local governments, whose credit
-was never as good as that of the Federal Government, increased their
indebtedness by about $1 billion annually, causing the total of Govern-
nent obligations outstanding to remain about the same with a shift

toward more State and local debt in the total, local debt particularly.
The Federal share of tax receipts went up as a result of the Federal

Government's exploitation of income and profits taxes after 1913. The
prosperity of the twenties caused increased yields for these taxes, even
after wartime rates were cut. The State and local governments, on
the other hand, still depended mainly on property taxation for their
revenues. The States also drew heavily on vehicular taxes during the
twenties, but in that otherwise prosperous decade the value of farm-
lands and buildings declined substantially and, in the aggregate, the
property tax lost much of its yield elasticity. In a great many locali-
ties, it was already proving to be overburdened.

- Cited in Mlain Currents in Modern Economic Life, vol. II, Horace Taylor, editor,
Hareouirt, Brnce & Co.. New York. 1941, p. 280.

- From 1902 to 1922. school-diqtrtet debt rose from 2.1 to 11 percent of total State
and local debt: special-district debt from 0.2 to 6.2 percent; county debt from 9.3 to 13.5
percent: and city debt, though It fell from 73.2 to 56.6 percent, had by far the largest
dollar increase-about $4.2 billion. Cf.. Historical Review of State and Local Finances,
Special Study 25, Bureau of Census, Washington, 1948.
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Despite revenue surpluses, the Federal Government avoided any
significant increase in functional responsibility and expenditure after
World War I. From 1922 to 1929, in fact, it was able to reduce ex-
penditures as war-connected charges declined. The State and local
governments, on the other hand, were unable to resist a substantial
expansion in expenditures for their traditional responsibilities-
mainly highways and education. During the twenties, therefore, the
Federal Government hewed closely to a laissez-faire financial policy,
while the State and local governments, often against strong opposition
from tax-conscious groups, increased their involvement in basic gov-
ernmental services.

State-local relations.-The big difference between the situation of
the States and that of most local governments was that the States, by
tradition, were one step further removed from the demand for most
governmental services. Outlays by the States for education and high--
ways, which accounted for more than 70 percent of the growth in total
State expenditures (including aid to localities) between 1902 and
1927, remained small compared to local outlays (less than one-half in
1927) for the same purposes. The local governments also had to face
the great bulk of increased costs for public welfare, sanitation, recrea-
tion, police, and fire protection, etc. The States, insofar as they were
able to disassociate themselves from local problems, had no pressing
financial problem. Revenues from motor-vehicle taxes met the great-
est part of highway requirements, and other revenue resources more-
than took care of other direct State expenditures. Despite their par--
ental obligations, the States, in fact, generally did resist local demands.
for more aid and even for more "home rule." They showed great re-
straint in the use of the State tax power and left local responsibility
largely intact.

The local governments were severely limited in the kinds of revenue
sources they could tap. not only because (a) most State constitutions
or statutes restricted local tax and borrowing authority, but also be-
cause (b) the growth of a truly national economy made it more diffi-
cult for smaller jurisdictions to use new taxes on business and persons
whose activities were not restricted by political boundaries. The re-
sult was that the local governments faced an ever bigger job with rela-
tively little additional help. Thus, while, from 1900 to 1929, the
number of pupils enrolled in public schools increased by 10 million,
motor-vehicle registrations grew from a few thousand to more than
26 million, and urbanization multiplied the need for local services,
the local governments still depended on the property tax for more than
two-thirds of all their revenue. The aid they received through grants
from the States, and a little additional from the Federal Government,
grew, but never even approximated the volume that would have been
required to balance local budgets. So, the local units continued to
borrow heavily, even during the prosperous twenties, and found them-
selves, even here, restricted by assorted local debt limits in State
statutes.

By 1929, therefore, as the country stood on the brink of what we call
now, somewhat optimistically, the great depression, the maladjust-
ment of governmental functions and financial resources was already
clear. The obverse to the financial problems we have explored is the
matter of the Government spending which never took place and which,
now it is generally agreed, would have well served the national inter-
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est. Before one-third of the Nation also became "ill clad and ill
nourished," it was already ill housed, ill schooled, and ill protected
from sickness and disaster.

The great depression, 1929-40
The "great crash" of the New York stock market in October 1929

resounded throughout the financial world. Although it heralded
greater tragedy to come, the financial panic and the downward spiral
of employment and income took a little time to gather full momentum.
But by 1932 the situation was tragically clear to the country at large.
Unemployment had risen from 1.5 million in 1929 to 12.1 millionby
1932, so that one-fourth of the civilian labor force was without work.
Personal consumption expenditures had dropped by more than one-
third in actual dollars, and by almost one-fifth in constant (1947)
dollars. Gross private domestic investment had gone down from over
$16 billion to less than $1 billion, and the Federal Reserve Board Index
of Industrial Production showed a drop from 110 to 58 (1935-39=
100). The gross national product had fallen from $104.4 billion to
$58.5 billion, and per capita personal income from $684 to $320. Even
correcting for the 20-percent drop in consumer prices, per capita in-
comes had fallen by more than 40 percent. In that brief span, from
1929 to 1932, the forced sales of farms-foreclosures-doubled, per-
sonal savings turned negative, even the marriage rate went down by
more than 20 percent, and the birth rate also dropped noticeably.

The depression, obviously, also had devastating effects on Govern-
mlui Ye-vull-UES. A 11 C' 0oV -.rr t ta lle-tX ,Apc 1 d ht wepn
1929 and 1932, by 17.3 percent. Federal tax receipts, heavily depend-
ent on cyclically responsive income and profits taxes, fell most sharply,
by 47 percent. The States, whose income came largely from motor
vehicles and property taxes, lost 3.1 percent of their tax receipts; and
the local governments, depending almost exclusively on property
taxes whose yield is relatively insensitive to changes in business condi-
tions, lost less than one-half of 1 percent of their tax receipts. Even
with this drop in receipts, tax collections in 1932 amounted to 19 per-
cent of the national income as opposed to 12 percent in 1929-an in-
crease of more than 50 percent in the tax burden relative to the
national income.

In previous depressions, when it was felt that conditions were suf-
ficiently bad, local governments had supplemented private charity
with work relief and small amounts of poor relief. The States did
very little, if anything, and the Federal Government had abided by
Grover Cleveland's admonition that "though the people support the
Government, the Government should not support the people."

This was a new kind of depression-much more severe and much
more persistent than any the Nation had known. Great changes
which had marked our growing output and wealth now became spec-
ters: industrialization and urbanization meant that most of the people
now depended on wages and lived in cities, and when they lost their
jobs, they were left without means to obtain food, shelter, and other
necessities; the growth of a national economy and technological prog-
ress meant, among other things, Clip coinniercialization of agriculture
and consequently a crucial relationship between farm product prices
and costs of production, in which fixed mortgage payments and inter-
est figured heavily and led to so much hardship. In general, greater
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economic interdependence spread the deepening blight more widely
throughout the economy, and the need for emergency relief alone was
beyond the capacity of most State and local governments to meet.

For the State and/or local governments to cope with the new kind
.of depression emergency they would have had to have greatly in-
creased financial support from either much higher tax collections or
increased borrowing. In faet. neither was really possible.

The tax structure of most of the States, as we have seen, had not
been strongly developed by 1929, and with the onset of depression
conditions it became more difficult to apply effectively new levies or
strengthen old ones. Between 1929 and 1932, 4 States added mod-
erate income taxes, 2 States added death taxes, some scattered excises
appeared, but the several motor-vehicle taxes were the only ones whose
revenue yield grew at all and, as we have observed, total State tax
revenues fell by some 3 percent. Conditions were such that even had
the States possessed the ability to levy new taxes, the total economic
base was shrinking so rapidly that there was hardly a spot which could
conceivably carry increased taxation without adding to the disaster.
With income,' employment, sales volume, inventory, and property
values all spiraling downward, where could additional taxes be
placed? Even with a determination born of ignorance and obstinacy,
which was at times evidenced, the States could not meet large-scale
emergency fiscal needs by raising additional revenues from tax sources
while the economy was still moving down into the deep trough of the
depression.

Clearly, too, the local governments were in an even more difficult
'situation than the States with respect to tax-raising capacity. Al-
though the property tax had the most stable yield record of any tax,
it had become terribly burdensome as personal and business incomes
fell. Even though the total assessed value of all taxable property had
been reduced by $28 billion-fromn, $169.3 billion in 1930 to $141.3 bil-
lion in 1933-market values of property and, more important, the
capacity of property owners to pay taxes had fallen much more. In
fact, tax delinquencv became a major problem, rising for 150 of the
largest cities from 10.1 percent in 1930 to 26.3 percent in 1933.35

What about increased borrowing to meet emergenev needs?
Both the State and local governments were relatively eager to in-

'crease their debt obligations to meet emergency relief costs despite the
prevalence of orthodox views on the need for annually balanced budg-
'ets. Throughout most of the previous decade they had sold debt obli-
gations on the security market at the rate of roughly $1 billion an-
nually, and through 1931 they were able to continue borrowing at
'about the same level. But then thev were brought up short by two
important barriers: (1) Since 1842, when Rhode Island wrote a bor-
rowing limit into its constitution, the practice had grown so that some
form of debt limitation was a part of nearly all State constitutions. 3 6
'The result was that most of the States could not borrow on the neces-
sary scale without referral to the public or other difficult and time-

9 Cf., State and Local Finances in the National Economv, Alvin I. Hansen and Harvey
S. Perloff: W. W. Norton & Co., New York, 1944, p. 51. This pioneering work is still, to
'a remarkable extent, considering all that has happened since it was written, timely and
instructive.

n Cf., Constitutional Debt Control in the States, The Tax Foundation, Inc., New York,
'1954. At present all but 5 States have such limitations: Connecticut, Mississippi, New
Hamppshire, Tennessee, and Vermont.
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consuming preliminaries. Local government borrowing was also
sharply limited by State jurisdiction. Not only was new borrowing
thus restricted, but the decline in assessed values forced localities to
contract existing debt margins and undermined their credit standing.37
(2) The State and local governments were dependent for their borrow-
ing, in the main, on the willingness of banks and private investors to
accept their debt obligations. There were established criteria of
soundness set up in the security market and "adequate" security usu-
ally meant a favorable economic background, good tax collections, a
low volume of tax delinquency, balanced budgets, and self-liquidating
projects. Although these criteria were more strictly held for local
governments, the States had to meet substantially the same require-
ments and it became almost impossible to borrow even under very
costly terms. By 1932, in fact, 78.7 percent of all State and local is-
sues bore interest rates of 4.5 percent and higher.

Even with these high interest rates the localities, in particular, had
to meet additional rigorous requirements set up by the banking com-
munity. These usually involved economy provisions cutting back
activities and expenditures, agreements on tax collection and tax de-
linquency policies, etc. All of these provisions were made, for exam-
ple, in the so-called bankers agreement under which New York City
was enabled, after some difficulty, to fund its pressing short-term debt
obligations. The New York State Legislature also obliged the city by
reducing the mandatory pay scale for teachers so that the city's ex-
penses could be more readily reduced. In Detroit, Chicago, and other
cities, heavy cuts were forced in relief payments and other city expend-
itures in order to enable them to place loans and qualify for tempo-
rary credit in the financial market.

High interest rates, short-term maturities, and severe contractual
agreements for the borrowing governments were still inadequate for
enticing an adequate supply of private funds into the security market
during the rough years of the depression, 1932 to 1934. Investors had
become ultraconservative and were even leery of State and local gov-
ernment obligations, especially after 3 States, Arkansas, Louisiana,
and South Carolina, and 37 large cities, were forced to default on
their debts. At one point, in fact, defaults reached approximately 15
percent of outstanding local debt issues. Not surprisingly, therefore,
in 1932, 697 issues totaling $260 million could not be sold; in 1933.
528 issues totaling $212 million failed to find buyers-even though
these issues included debt obligations of such governments as Buffalo,
Philadelphia, Cleveland, Toledo, Mississippi, and Montana.

In summary, then, the State and local governments could not, in
general, muster large additional revenues during the trough years of
the depression either by taxation or borrowing. Local governments,
carrying the greatest part of the unemployment relief burden, were
forced to slash public services to meet emergency needs, and the
States, too, were forced to adopt strong deflationary policies at a time
when private spending 'was already hitting bottom. In addition to
those States and localities whiich were forced to default on their debt
obligations, many others came dangerously close to bankruptcy-a
word which had become common currency with reference to public as
well as private institutions.

7 Moch of this section on debt finance by State and local governments is taken almost
verbatim from Hansen and Perloff, op. cit.
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Why the Federca Governnment grew
The Federal Government, as opposed to the State and local gov-

ernments, was sheltered for a brief time (1929-30) from the effects of
the deepening depression. It was not immediately faced with rapidly
rising emergency relief demands-those were still local matters-nor
were there any other sizable increases in expenditure impending in the
proximate future, and anticipated tax receipts remained high. The
Federal surplus for the fiscal year 1929 had been about 185 millions,
and Andrew Mellon, the Secretary of the Treasury, expected higher
Treasury receipts in the following year. 38 President Hoover, acting
on the advice of his Secretary of the Treasury, accordingly suggested
to the Congress that income tax rates on 1929 income, payable in 1930,
be cut in order to relieve the taxpayers. Within a month, on Decem-
ber 1929, Congress enacted a new tax bill which followed the Presi-
dent's recommendations and cut the normal tax rates on individual
income from 1.5 percent, 3 percent, and 5 percent to 0.5 percent, 2 per-
cent, and 4 percent, respectively, and the corporate tax rate from 12
to 11 percent. Even with this tax cut, Federal revenues at $3.6 billion
for the fiscal year ending June 1930 were higher than those of previous
years and the surplus, $184 million, was only slightly below the level
of the year before.39 Within 1 year, however, the picture was com-
pletely changed. For the fiscal year 1931 the Federal Government
showed a gross deficit of $902 million, and it was clear that the unex-
pected decline in business and personal incomes had cut the Federal
tax base much more heavily than had been anticipated.

Despite the deficit, Federal expenditures were allowed to move up-
ward during 1931 as aid to agriculture and veterans was somewhat in-
creased and public-works enterprises were moderately expanded in the
hope that they would stimulate business and help rebuild confidence in
the economy's future.

The economy continued downward, however, and the pressure for
increased Federal action to speed relief and recovery grew rapidly.
Faced with a prospective deficit of almost $3 billion developing for
the fiscal year 1932,40 the Hoover administration, following accepted
doctrine, moved to return to a balanced budget by raising taxes and
cutting expenditures. President Hoover concisely summarized his ad-
ministration's point of view when he declared, in January 1932, that
*"we cannot squander ourselves into prosperity." 41 But, in the same
month, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was created with a
Government-subscribed capital of $500 million. Under the RFC,
home-loan banks were organized, the Federal farm-loan system was
expanded, and relief and public works activities were somewhat en-

wa Cf., American Taxation, Its History as a Social Force in Democracy, Sidney Ratner,
W. W. Norton & Co., New York, 1942, pp. 437 ff.

a5 I. e., the surplus of Treasury receipts over Treasury expenditures, including debt
retirement expenditures. This is the "gross" surplus as contrasted to "net" surplus (or
"net" deficit) where public-debt retirements are deducted from total expenditures.

4 The deficit for 1932 was $2,885.4 million, or almost $2 billion more than for 1931.
Ordinary receipts declined by about $1.2 billion, and expenditures increased by $787
million. The Increased expenditure was accounted for largely by a $500 million subscrip-
tion to the capital stock of the newly formed Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and a
subscription of $125 million to the capital stock of the Federal land banks. These expendi-
tures were made in the effort to expand credit facilities and represented the great bulk of
recovery and relief spending for the time, although the Emergency Relief Act (July 1932)
also provided for Federal loans to help local governments carry their relief loads. An
$803 million drop in Income-tax collections was the most important factor in the decline
of ordinary receipts. Cf., Federal Finance, 1923-32, National Industrial Conference Board,
Inc., New York, 1933, pp. 60-64.

ti Mitchell, op. cit., p. 37.
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larged. To compensate for the Government's depression spending
activity, however, the Revenue Act of 1932, which became law on
June 6, 1932, sharply raised all income-tax rates, lowered exemptions
and deductions for individuals and corporations, doubled the estate-
tax rates, restored the gift tax, and imposed excise taxes on a wide
variety of goods and services. This tax legislation represented one of
the sharpest increases in tax rates and liabilities ever enacted in time
of peace-so great was the drive for a balanced budget even as the
national economy plummeted downward.

In the ensuing fiscal year, 1933, receipts from income and profits
taxes fell, nevertheless, by about one-quarter of a billion dollars to
.one-third of their 1930 level, and were not quite offset by increased
ieceipts from the excises and other special levies, so that total tax
revenues dropped by about $15 million.- Even though expenditures
for the same vear were reduced, there was another deficit of over $2.6
billion, and the Federal debt grew to $22.5 billion. The Hoover gov-
ernment, unhappy though it was with unbalanced budgets, also could
not raise large, additional tax revenues during the downswing of the
depression while the national income was being cut in half.

The New Deal, 1933-40
The spring of 1933 marked the lowest point of the great depression.

State and local governments, as we have seen, were largely without
resources to meet emergency relief needs, and the Congress,. after the
November 1932 elections, was dominated by "lame ducks" who re-
fused to take ally VigOlous action to ease the crisis. Not onlv wD a
fourth of the work force unemployed and essential credit for farmers
and businessmen unavailable, but the whole banking system was in
danger of imminent collapse as bank after bank was forced to close its
doors during the month preceding Franklin D. Roosevelt's inaugura-
tion. A sense of extreme national crisis pervaded the entire country.

Roosevelt assumed the Presidency on March 4, 1933, and the new
administration moved with unparalleled speed in an effort to achieve
"relief, recovery, and reform" through "the farflung, highly varied,
sometimes contradictory program known as the New Deal." 43

The emergency relief nature of the expansion of Federal Govern-
ment activity in the first years of the New Deal is amply clear from
the titles and purposes of the principal agencies created to handle the
job: (1) The Federal Emergency Relief Administration (M ay 1933)
was established by Congress for the purpose of assisting the States
and localities in furnishing outright relief to the needy. The States
were given grants of Federal funds to supplement relief funds avail-
able from State and local sources, with the provision that one-half of
the funds was to be matched on the basis of $1 Federal for every $2
from State and local sources. By the end of 1935, when liquidation
of the agency was begun, the FERA had fuuneled more than $3 billion
to the States. (2) The Civil Works Administration (November 1933)
was designed to employ 4 million jobless men on work projects which
could be promptly organized. Appropriations for this program came
entirely from the Federal Government, while State CWA authorities
passed on projects which were gener ally sponsored and supervised by

c Cf. Cost of Government in the United States, 1933-35, National Industrial Conference
Board, Inc., New York, May 1936, p. 41. This drop in tax receipts takes into account
subsequent refunds of Income and profits tax receipts.

I Ratner, op. cit., p. 453 ff.
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local governments. Repair and improvement of roads, streets~, school
buildings, and community facilities figured prominently in the work:
undertaken, as well as park, stadium, and airport construction. It
was closed out on March 31, 1934, after having spent about $1 billion
on work relief. (3) The Federal Emergency Administration of Pub-
lic Works, known popularly as the PWA, was established under the
National Industrial Recovery Act (June 1933) to forward public-
works activities as a means of offering employment to the unemployed
and aid to State and local governments for their public-works needs.

Many of these measures were never intended to be anything more
than temporary relief expedients. The speed with which they were
established, revised, abandoned, or replaced stands in the legislative
record book as a commentary on the vigor, if not the certitude, with
which the Roosevelt administration met the worst period of the de-
pression emergency. "It is evident," writes Professor Hansen, "that
the major effort was directed toward salvaging human and capital
resources." 44

The character and scale of almost all these emergency salvage
activities were something new to Federal Government experience, and
both administrative and policy shifts were, in the early years, in-
evitable. Along the line, too, the fiscal commandment for an annually
balanced budget lost much of its sanctity, and new ideas on the role
and method of Government finance in the economy came to the fore."

Beginning with the 1934 budget, the first New Deal budget, the
Federal Government's role in the national economy assumed a signifi-
cance which had been visible previously only briefly during severe war
emergencies. From 1933 to 1934, Federal spending increased by over
$2 billion, most of the increase coming through grants to the States
and localities under a variety of emergency relief programs. These
grants jumped by more than 9 times in 1 year, from $201 million in
1933 to $1,848 million in 1934. and accounted for almost 30 percent
of total State and local expenditures. Approximately 60 percent
of all Federal appropriations were for "recovery and relief," and
Federal appropriations, exclusive of those for the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation, conservation, flood control, public works other
than through the Public Works Administration and work-relief pro-
grams, amounted to 43 percent of total Federal expenditures. The
Federal deficit for 1934, at $3.6 billion, was a billion dollars higher
than in 1933, and the public debt at the close of the year stood at a
record height of $27.1 billion-higher even than in 1919.

In 1935, Federal expenditures rose by about $1 billion, grants to
States and localities accounting for somewhat less than half of the
rise, and the "relief and recovery" programs, even with the exclusions.
noted above, took an even greater share-almost 58 percent of total
expenditures. By 1935, however, the national income was well on its.

" Hansen, Fiscal Policy and Business Cycles, op. cit., p. 89. Professor Hansen cate-
gorized as chiefly a "salvage" operation the bulk of Federal policies during the thirties.

'5 The effect of J. M. Keynes' influence, especially after his visit to Washington in July
1934, and the American proponents of the "new economics," particularly Professor Hansen,
is too well known to require even a footnote reference.

FI Horace Taylor, op. cit., p. 229.
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way back up,'7 and Federal revenues increased, so that the deficit was
some $0.8 billion smaller than in the preceding year; 1935 was also an
important year for reappraisal and consolidation of Federal relief
activities. First, on April 8, Congress passed the Work Relief Act,
which substituted the Works Progress Administration (WPA) for
the Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA). With the
establishment of the WPA, the Federal Government took resgonsi-
bility for the unemployed who were employable, but left to the tates
and localities responsibility for all other relief programs.

State and local government relief responsibilities were promptly
and substantially modified by the passage of the Social Security Act
on August 14 of the same year." This was the most significant piece
of welfare legislation in the Nation's history, but at the time it was
adopted it was closely related to the new work-relief program.

While the Social Security Act of 1935 was a major New Deal
achievement, it was largely a synthesis of earlier proposals, antecedent
State laws, and similar programs long established in other countries.
The British compulsory unemployment insurance law dated from
1911; during the twenties unemployment compensation was adopted
in many other countries; and Wisconsin had enacted an unemploy-
ment-compensation law in 1932. Also, by 1925, 22 foreign countries,
among them France, Germany, Italy, Russia, and Argentina, had com-
pulsory old-age insurance and, following Arizona's 1915 act, by 1933,
46 States had some form of old-age pension program. Other parts
of the social-security program enacted in 1935 and adjusted in 1939
had similar 1i16LoriEuai tJEVUVUUl1U5.

In retrospect, it was only to be expected that the adoption of unem-
ployment and old-age insurance and the other welfare-aid programs
would come with the great depression. For the first time in our na-
tional history, we were faced with persistent mass unemployment, and
the depression forcefully highlighted basic economic changes which
had been underway for many years and which mandated a new con-
ception of personal and family security requirements."9 It was not by
accident that the original Social Security Act was intimately con-
nected with the Work Relief Act passed a few months earlier, and
neither was the great depression merely a historical accident.

Actually, the Social Security Act was the second major depression-

" National-income estimates by the Department of Commerce for the years 1929-41 are
as follows:

1929 … $87. 8 1934 [Billions]

19.30 … ---------- 75. 7 1935 ------------ - 57 1 1940… _81. 6
1931…-------------- 59. 7 1936_______________-64. 9 1941_______________-104. 7
1932 --------- - 42. 6 1937_______________-73. 6
1933_______________-40. 2 1938_______________-67. 6

'5 For an excellent brief summary of the Social Security Act, cf. William Anderson, op.
cit., pp. 30-39. For a detailed analysis of the grants programs, particularly their cyclical
aspects, cf. J. A. Maxwell, Federal Grants and the Business Cycle, op. cit.

49 Speaking of the social-security legislation which initiated the system of grants to the
States and for old-age assistance, dependent or crippled children, the blind, etc., and the
old-age and survivors insurance programs, the railroad retirement program, and the
unemployment Insurance programs, Professor Kendrick states: "In view of the progress
that had already been made In this country toward public acceptance of the purposes served
by such legislation, and in view of the actual application of similar legislation in various
foreign countries, It appears fairly certain that, irrespective of the state of employment
and trade, social legislation of the character described would, at some time, have been
enacted. The depression, however, caused the passage of these measures to come sooner
than otherwise, and almost certainly. operated to increase the financial provision for their
Implementation.` df. Kendrick, A Century and a Half of Federal Expenditures, op. cit.,
pp. 35-36.
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stimulated program which was to have lasting impact on the budget
of the Federal Government.

The first such program was embodied in the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act of 1933, which, when it was declared unconstitutional in.

1936, was immediately followed by the Soil Conservation Act (1936)
and, in 1939, by the Agricultural Adjustment Act. All of these acts
were designed to provide (a) temporary subsidies through income
supplements, and (b) long-range output readjustment by subsidies.
and production restrictions.5 0 The support of farm income through.
income supplements was adopted as an emergency measure, but it be-
came a regular feature, and in many instances the main issue, in sub-
sequent agricultural legislation. Long-range readjustments were to
be obtained by subsidizing the shift from cotton growing to dairying
or grasslands farming, for example, and although some success was
achieved in the conservation aspects of the program, later develop-
ments, notably World War II requirements, reversed much of the
movement.

The agricultural legislation of the New Deal firmly established
broad-scale Federal responsibility for the economic welfare of a siz-
able portion of the agricultural population, but the approach here, too,.
was not at all revolutionary. The agricultural sector of the economy
had been in a sad state since 1921. During World War I, agricultural
output had been greatly increased, mainly to meet the demand for
foodstuffs from the warring nations whose own output had been
sharply cut. Farmers borrowed in order to bring more land under
cultivation and to use the new equipment which the continuing agri-
cultural revolution produced. Commercial farming became increas-
ingly more important, and, after the war was over, agricultural pro-
duction continued to rise as the tractor replaced the horse and electri-
cal and mechanical innovation accompanied general scientific progress
in soil chemistry animal husbandry, seed selection, etc. While farm-
capital requirements and production kept rising, the market for out-
put constricted. Foreign purchases of United States farm surpluses
fell off sharply as European production was restored, and as Europe's
purchasing power in the United States was cut when United States
loans abroad were reduced, and our tariff barriers against foreign im-
ports were raised. After 1925, because of the disparity in price move-
ments between agricultural goods and manufactured goods, farm costs
increased relative to farm prices, and the condition of agriculture
worsened even more.

The "farm bloc" in Congress was actively engaged in the pursuit of
aid for agriculture from the early twenties on.5 ' Imergency agricul-
tural tariffs, marketing regulations, increased farm credit and aid to

farm cooperatives all figured in legislative proposals and were all

defeated. The McNary-Haugen bills vetoed by President Coolidge in
1927 and 1928 proposed the establishment of an "equalization fee"
which would compensate farmers for losses sustained in selling sur-
pluses abroad at low prices while they obtained higher prices from
segregated domestic sales. The domestic prices were to be raised at
least high enough to restore the purchasing power parity between ag-

50 Mitchell, op. cit., ch. VI? presents a thorough and lively discussion of this part of New

De61 Cf. G Halcraw Agricultural Policy of the United States, Prentice-Hall, New York,
1953.
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ricultural and industrial prices which had existed in 1909-14. TheNational Grange supported another scheme which provided, in effect,for a Federal subsidy on agricultural exports to be paid out of tariffreceipts. Another plan, backed by the Farmers Union, provided fora reduction of farm output through "domestic allotment."

Despite the spate of suggestions and recommendations, no actionwas taken, except for some small aid to cooperatives and an extension
of farm credit, until President Hoover established the Federal FarmBoard in 1929. This agency undertook to stabilize prices of somefarm products through a subsidized-storage system for surpluses,.but it soon proved inadequate in the face of mounting difficulties whichfollowed the crash of 1929. Experience with the Federal Farm Board
indicated that a surplus-storage program could not effectively con-trol farm prices unless it was coupled with production controls. Whenthe New Deal Congress undertook to meet the farm problem, it adoptedthe previously proposed principle of domestic allotment throughacreage and output adjustments in the first Agricultural Adjustment
Act, and, by Executive order, the President established the Com-modity Credit Corporation (CCC) to loan money on farm commodi-ties held in storage.

Without going into all the details of the first and subsequent New
Deal agricultural programs, it is clear that the basic outlines of itspolicy had strong antecedent roots. The whole field of agricultural
aid had become a matter of Federal concern during the twenties, and,while it was the intensified misery of the depression that forced vigor-ous Feder1-&aCl 1i01, A eellls cear that long-range maladjustments inthe agricultural sector would ultimately have brought Federal parti-cipation anyway. It had long since been clear that no independent
State or local action would suffice, and the "farm problem" thusachieved a lasting importance in Federal Government operations, justas the industrial sector was provided for under the Social SecurityAct.

In fact, the agricultural-aid and social-security programs (plus theRailroad Retirement Act of 1939) together represent the bulk ofNew Deal legislation which has had a lasting impact on the Federalbudget, and, though both programs were induced by the depression,they had longer run justification in the great changes in the Americaneconomy as well as previous histories here and abroad.
In much the same way, we could trace through the history ofvirtually every New Deal program. The TVA, for example, wasmade more expedient by the need for public-works projects in 1933,but agitation for such a Government program dated back at least toSenator George WX. Norris' proposals from 1921 on, and similar de-velopment for the St. Lawrence seaway, Boulder Dam, and the Colum-bia River also had all been widely discussed well before the New Dealcame to power.

The pattern of government expenditztres
The outstanding fiscal development of the depression period was,of course, that Fecderal spending on civil functions-direct and throughgrants-in-aid-increased eightfold between 1929 and 1940. Total Fed-eral spending rose from $2.9 billion in 1929 to $4.8 billion in 1932 andthen doubled to $9.6 billion in 1940. Of this overall increase of $6.7billion, civil spending accounted for more than $5.7 billion. The Fed-
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eral Government in 1940 spent $1.9 billion on relief and work relief,

$1.4 billion on aid to agriculture, $1 billion on social-security programs,

interest on depression debt, and public-works administrations Other

sizable amounts went for conservation, flood control, and other pro-

gram s which also had been initiated during the depression.
In contrast to the great rise in Federal spending, State and local

government spending remained below the 1932 level of $8.4 billion

until 1936-36, and then rose gradually to $11.2 billion in 1940. A

considerable part of this rise was made possible, however, by the ex-

pansion of Federal aid to State and local governments, and State and

local government spending exclusive of Federal aid did not recover to

the 1932 level until 1937-38, and by 1940 stood at $10.3 billion.
By 1940, total State spending was higher than in 1932 by $2.4 billion.

But the greatest part of this rise, some $1.4 billion, was accounted for
by expenditures under the unemployment-compensation programs of

the social-security system, increased spending for public welfare by
the States directly, and increased aid to localities for their relief and
welfare activities.

State aid to localities for education also ran higher by $300 million
in 1940, but it was mainly expenditure on relief and welfare that

brought State spending up. The States themselves had not under-
taken any other significant programs and, aside from their direct
and contributory relief activities, they had left local responsibilities
virtually unaltered.

Total local government spending was $1.3 billion higher, at $7.7
billion, in 1940 than in 1932, but net of Federal and State aid which
had been increased by $1.1 billion, it barely exceeded its 1932 level in
1940. For most of the regular local-government functions-police,
fire protection, sanitation-expenditures had been cut during the
worst years of the depression and recovered only gradually after 1935.
Highway expenditure, which had amounted to $1.3 billion in 1927, had
fallen to $898 million in 1932 and remained below that level until
1946. The only important rise in local government general expendi-
tures, especially for the large cities, came in public welfare. There
was also increased spending on such things as housing and community
redevelopment, natural resources, electric power services, and transit
facilities, but this spending also was largely a function of emergency
aid programs developed by the Federal Government and drew special
revenues through service charges. The chief strain on local budgets
continued to come from the relief and welfare needs of a large number
of depression victims and the indigent who were not covered by the

several programs of the Social Security Act. The local governments
still carried the great bulk of the general assistance relief burden as
well as their traditional functional responsibilities.

In brief, by 1940, Federal spending had advanced very much more

than State and local spending and reflected the new quantitative im-

portance of Federal Government activity in public works and welfare
activities-which previously had been primarily the preserve of the
States and localities-and in agricultural aid-which had been rela-
tively unattended. Other than for these changes which were, of

* Public-works administration took $348 million; social-security grants to States took

$.369 million; old-age retirement took $28 million; railroad employees' retirement and

unemployment payments took $136 million; and interest on depression debt was $247
million. Cf. Kendrick, op. cit., p. 32.
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course, quite considerable, the spending pattern and functional respon-
sibilities of all three levels of government were not significantly
altered.

With respect to a quantitative measure of the changed relative im-
portance of Federal and State and local expenditures, however, there
is no clear line along which a completely unambiguous conception of
relative growth can be drawn. That part of the growth in Federal
Government spending which developed via the expansion of grants in
aid to the States and localities should not, for example, be considered
solely as a measure of Federal growth. Although in most cases Fed-
eral action was critical in the establishment of grants programs, and
Federal controls were exercised in their administration, the use of
grants also enhanced the powers and responsibility of the States and
the localities. For many purposes the final spending units-the States
and localities in the case of Federal grants-gained as much effective
power as did the Federal Government. Public-assistance grants under
the social-security system, for example, are handled through the States.
The needy aged, dependent children, the blind, and since 1950 the per-
manent and totally disabled, deal directly with their State govern-
ments and not with Washington, D. C. Similarly, grants which make
possible improved public wvorks, highways, housing, and community
redevelopment, etc., add to the governing capacity and to the effective
authority of State and local governments as well as to that of the
Federal Government.

In summary, increased Federal spending was the outstanding fea-
ture of deprczsion peried thle C P. ennqui ent growth in rela-
tive importance of the Federal Government was most striking. But,
in absolute terms the State and local governments also emerged with
increased expenditure budgets and with a broader range of responsi-
bilities-particularly in the field of public welfare.

From the vantage point of historical perspective it might appear
that alternatives could or should have been developed allowing for
more independent State and local fiscal action in the latter thirties.
But, whatever alternatives might have been developed were inhibited
by a postcrisis lethargy among State and local governments. The im-
press of the depression was fresh upon them, indeed they were not
y et free of emergency needs, and their major effort was in striving to
regain their sense of fiscal security by a return, in general; to stricter
practices of fiscal orthodoxy. Their alleged profligacy during the fat
years of the 1920's was not to be a charge which could' be brought
against them in the lean years of the 1930's. At the si'me'time the
Federal Government was able and willing to expand its own efforts-
and it was infinitely easier to supplicate Washingtohi for help than it
was to provide it from resources within most State and local jurisdic-
tions.

The great growth of the Federal Government during the decade of
the thirties frequently is referred to as the start of "the march of
power to Washington." 53 The growth of the Federal Government
during the depression epic might be described at least as accurately
as "the flight of responsibility to Washington." Any lasting signifi-
cant increase in Fekeral activity or power came about as a corollary to
its assumption of responsibility for functions which the States and

: Cf.. for example. White. 'The States and the Nation, op. cit.

97735-57-5
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localities could not by themselves, or would not, undertake-and which
the public demanded from government.

WORLD WAR II DEVELOPMENTS: 1940-46

Federal Government finances
The absolute and relative growth of the Federal Government during

the depression dUecadU appears very small, iliueed, when compared
with what happened in the war years: total Federal spending rocketed
from $9.6 billion to a high of $95.2 billion in 1945; net budget receipts
jumped from $5.4 billion to $46.5 billion; Federal debt outstanding
went from almost $43 billion to over $279 billion in 1946. Just the
change in sheer money magnitudes should be enough to give a sense
of the impact of (then) modern warfare on the national economy.
But dollar volumes alone actually understate substantially the war-
time participation of the Government in the daily life of the Nation.
Aside from spending, taxing, and borrowing on a plane that would
have defied imagination even as late as 1940, the Federal Government
haid to undertake to control virtually everything that was controllable.
Prices, wages, rents, profits, the distribution of consumer goods, and
the'allocation of productive resources-all came under the purview
of the Federal Government because they were critical factors in the
prosecution of full-scale warfare.54

Federal 'spending
The war effort completely dominated the Federal budget from 1941

thrbuogh 1946. The height of the war effort came in fiscal 1944 and
1945, but the budget for fiscal 1946 was still primarily a war budget.
Through these years civil expenditures only advanced some $1.6 bil-
lion, and much of this rise was due to the effects of inflation and to
the extension of services which, although they are classified as civil,
were. closely related to the -war effort. In constant (1926) prices,
per capita expenditures on the civil functions actually fell from $63.40
in 1940 to a low of $41.03 in 1945-but recovered to $53.56- in 1946.
Similarly, as a percentage of the gross national product, spending
on civil functions dropped from 6.5 percent in .1940 to 3.9 percent
in 1946. The major reductions, came, of course, in spending for relief
and work relief, public works, aid to agriculture.

Because so much of Federal welfare spending was. in the form of
grants-in-aid established during the depression, the grants programs
underwent substantial alteration as first the defense, and then the
war boom brought the economy out of the persisting doldrums of
depression.. Unemployment, still above 8 million in 1940, dropped to
670,000 in 1944, and Federal spending for emergency grants was
sharply cut. Total Federal grants had' reached their peak at $2.9
billion in 1939, were cut to $2.4 billion in 1940,. and petered down to
$900-million in 1946.55 .

The emergency grants-those instituted to .provide-relief and wel-
fare aid during the depression-brought the total down, as they fell

t However while the major policy decisions and regulations were formulated In Wash-
ingtbn, State and local governments carried considerable responsibility for the administra-
tion of many war programs. Civil defense, selective service, rationing, and price control
were among the programs undertaken cooperatively by Federal and State asnd local govern.
mental agencies.

5 Data from Maxwell, Grants In Aid and the Business Cycle, op. cit.
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from $2.3 billion in 1939 to $151 million by 1946. The regular grants,
on the other hand, ran substantially higher during the war years-
averaging about $743 million from 1941 to 1946 as compared with
$488 million in 1938 and $616 million in 1939.

Spending through grants was increased mainly for such things as
defense housing and transportation and the training of defense work-
ers. National-defense requirements governed Federal spending
through grants just as they did direct Federal spending, and the ex-
pansion of grants which resulted from the exigencies of war was
essentially of a temporary nature.

It is unnecessary to detail the other wartime expenditures of the
Federal Government, the bulk of which obviously was for direct mili-
qry needs. But the magnitudes are interesting. Spending for war

activities, as defined in the annual statement of the Secretary of the
Treasury, rose from $1.7 billion in 1940 to a high of more than $90
billion in 1945. In constant (1926) dollars, per capita spending for
military purposes, interest on the debt, and international affairs, rose
from $14.49 in 1940 to a high of $585.39 in 1944, and tapered down to
$285.93 in 1946. Again, as a proportion of the gross national product,
spending for these functions rose from 3 percent to almost 26 percent.

The tremendous rise in purely military expenditures deserves spe-
cial mention. In constant (1926) prices total military spending in-
creased from under $2 billion in 1940 to over $80 billion in 1944 and
1945, and the cost per serviceman rose from almost $5,000 in 1940 to an
annual average of $8,741 for the years 1941 through 1945 .56 Actually
die sharp upward movement of military spending measured by cost
per serviceman, or by any other index, was part of a trend that started
at least a century and a half earlier. Toward the latter part of the
19th century the upward movement became more pronounced and the
cost per serviceman (in 1926 prices) moved from the vicinity of $1,500
after the Civil War to over $2,500 by the early 1900's. World-War I
boosted the figure to over the $3,000 mark, and during the 1930's the
annual average was close to $4,000. Professor Kendrick writes as
follows:

* * * the great increase * * * in the cost per serviceman
over the century and a half cannot be explained by rising
prices. Doubtless part of the upward movement is accounted
for by a trend toward higher pay and better clothing, food,
and medical care. But by no means all the increase can be so
explained. ' * * Rather, the chief reason lies in the mounting
and ultimately immense technological advance in the weapons
and equipment of the Armed Forces. * * * It is clear that an
important, and probably the major, explanation of the rising
cost per serviceman over our history has been the continuing
increase in the quality, kinds, and quantity of weapons and
equipment, and of ammunition and supplies, The rate of this
increase, slow at first, has mounted from period to period
with the rising tempo of research and invention. And as
the improved and more expensive military goods have been
adopted, the old have been discarded. Thus not only has the
cost of the original equipment been increasing, but the useful

6 Data from Kendrick, A Century and a Half of Federal Expenditures, op. cit.
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life of the units acquired has been becoming shorter. AMili-
tary expenditures have increased on both counts.57

This particular aspect of technological advance obviously holds
important implications for the future of Federal-State-local fiscal
relations.

State and local govenment finances
Spending.-The relative fiscal decline of the State and local "cv-

ernments, as opposed to the increased importance of the Federal Gov-
ernment, which began during the depression period, was sharply ac-
centuated during the war years. Despite wartime price inflation,
civil-defense programs, and other war-related expenses, actual dollar
spending by State and local governments was lower for most of the
war period than it had been in 1940. The great drop came in expen-
ditures for capital outlay. Highway and school construction, for
example, were cut to the lowest possible amount, except where they
were directly related to needs arising from the relocation of labor
and other aspects of the defense effort. Total capital outlay fell,
therefore, from over $2.5 billion in 1940 to $379 million in 1944- the
lowest level by far since World War I. Other than for the cutback
in capital outlay, however, total spending on almost every function in-
creased somewhat between 1940 and 1946, but not enough to make up
for the drop in capital expenditure. Although the war brought a
tremendous economic revival, even public-welfare spending by States
and localities was a little higher through most of the war period.
Welfare spending was increased to match Federal public-assistance
grants, nullifying a drop in the need for general relief expenditure.
By 1946, however, with capital expenditures again rising to $937
million, and with the enactment of long-deferred increases in govern-
ment pay scales to compensate, at least in part, for the price inflation,
State and local spending took a sharp j]ump to $14 billion-some $3
billion higher than in 1940. In constant (1926) prices, however, per
capita expenditures were still more than 20 percent below the 1940
level. State spending per capita in 1926 prices dropped from $50.16
in 1940 to $35.86 in 1944, and recovered to $41.27 by 1946. Local-
government spending was cut proportionately more-from $74.01 in
1940 to $49.89 in 1944, recovering onlv to $53.10 in 1946. In short,
State and local spending in real terms, particularly local spending,
was cut substantially during the war. and only partially recovered
in 1946. With respect to the gross national product, State spending
dropped from 5.2 to 3.4 percent, and local spending from 7.6 to 4.4
percent.

Taxation.-While the cutback in capital outlays kept total dollar
spending down during the war, tax receipts increased steadily. Gen-
eral revenues ran well above general expenditures and. for the first
time in many years, State and local governments experienced budg-
etary surpluses instead of deficits. Between 1941 and 1946, the only
important new tax adoptions occurred when 3 States enacted gift taxes
and 5 States added cigarette taxes. There was, in fact. considerable
pressure for reduction in State taxation as receipts from established
taxes increased with the economic revival. A number of States did

'7 Ibid., pp. 45 and 48.
6S For a more complete review of the nature of wartime problems. cf. the symposium,

.Wartime Problems of State and Local Finance, Tax Institute. Philadelphia, 194:.
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reduce taxes,"9 and the increase in aggregate tax yields resulted almost
entirely from the rise in incomes and consumer spending. For the
local governments, the property tax brought in moderately higher
yields, but the greatest increase came from charges and miscellaneous
revenues. In brief, State and local tax effort was not inordinately
strained during the war-mainly because tax collections grew with
prosperity, and war conditions precluded spending on capital improve-
ments which otherwise would have been undertaken. Also, of course,
States and localities, for the most part, were able to resist maintaining
their wage scales in parity with the inflationary rise of consumer-
goods prices. Civil servants as a group were among the hardest hit
by the wartime inflation.

Debt policy.-Because capital-investment programs were restricted
by war priorities, and revenues exceeded expenditures, from 1940 to
1946 State and local governments were able to effect substantial debt
reductions. Outstanding State debt was reduced by one-third, from
$3.6 billion to $2.4 billion, and local debt by about one-fifth, from $16.7
billion to $13.6 billion.60

Also, because the interest rate continued to decline, States and local-
ities were able to refund some of their higher rate obligations with new
issues carrying lower interest charges. The rate on triple A securities,
for example, according to Moody's index, dropped from 2.84 percent
in 1940 to 2.53 percent in 1946, and the annual interest cost on com-
bined State and local debt outstanding was cut by about 29 percent-
in greater proportion than the actual reduction in the capital amount
of the debt.6"

Poshtar Federal finances
When the war ended, there was intense pressure for immediate relax-

ation of wartime restraints and controls. Although there were already
threatening signs of growing international tension, public pressure
to return to peacetime living was so great that the decision was made
to demobilize the Armed Forces and to pursue as rapid a transition to
a peacetime economy as could be accomplished without engendering
severe economic dislocations. Once again, and quite understandably,
the Nation wanted a. "return to normalcy." But, clearly, not to the
prewar. normalcy of many millions unemployed and relief or make-
work programs. Even during the years of extreme war effort, nation-
al consumption of consumer goods and services in real terms had
increased bv over 16 percent, and there was no disposition to allow
military victory to diminish the glory or dimension of national pros-
perity. Both major political parties joined in enacting the Employ-
ment Act of 1946, which set forth the following declaration of policy:

The Congress declares that it is the continuing policy and
responsibility of the Federal Government to use all practi-
cable means consistent with its needs and obligations and other
essential considerations of national policy, with the assistance
and cooperation of industry, agriculture, labor, and State and

5 As early as 1942, for example, New York reduced its personal-income tax by 25 per-
cent: in 194., Iowa followed with a 50-percent cut, M1aryland with a onc-third cut, South
Dakota land West Virginia eliminated their personal-income taxes completely, while illinois
lowered its general sales tax, Indiana its gross-receipts tax, etc. Cf. Hansen and Perloff,
op. cit., pp. 8-9.

op These figures include enterprise debt.
a Combined State and local debt outstanding dropped from $20.3 billion to $15.9 billion,

or by about 22 percent.
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local governments, to coordinate and utilize all its plans,
functions, and resources for the purpose of creating and main-
taining, in a manner calculated to foster and promote free
competition enterprise and the general welfare, conditions
under which there will be afforded useful employment oppor-
tunities, including self-employment, for those able, willing,
and seeking to work, and to promote maximum employment,
production, and purchasing power.6 2 -

Only a brief m6mfent of reflection is all that is required to recognize
how much different is this bipartisan view of Federal responsibility
for national economic welfare from the view that prevailed prior to
1933. The specter of a possible postwar depression was perhaps a
more powerful influence than systematic economic logic in obtaining
almost unanimous support for the Employment Act, but, nevertheless,
the result gave clear, statutory voice to the universal postwar question:
If we can have high-level prosperity in time of war, why not in time of
peace?

Actually, the fear of depression in the immediate postwar situation
was quite misplaced. The problem was inflation. There was a huge
backlog of pent-up demand for consumer goods, particularly auto-
mobiles, household appliances, and other durables whose production
had been eliminated or severely curtailed during the war; similarly,
for housing to meet the requirements of a population grown by 9
million since 1940, and showing new high rates of family formation
and births; for public works, especially roads, hospitals, schools, etc.;
and, in greater or lesser degree, for the whole range of private and
public goods and services which constitute our proud standard of
living.

To back up their material wants, the consuming public had large
accumulations of buying power in the form of wartime cash savings,
convertible Government securities, and high current incomes from
employment and investment. State and local governments had im-
piroved tax yields, strengthened credit positions, and a receptive
market for their debt obligations. And, while money and credit were
plentiful, it took time for industry to retool and reorganize to meet
peacetime demands. Consequently, we experienced an inflationary
disturbance in postwar years that heightened the trend begun in 1940,
when we had started seriously to prepare for war. The buying power
of the dollar, which had dropped by 35 percent, as measured by whole-
sale prices between 1940 and 1946, dropped by another 25 percent
between 1946 and 1948. The buying power of the consumer dollar
had dropped by 28 percent between 1940 and 1946, and it, too, dropped
by another 25 percent in the 2-year span between 1946 and 1948.63 The
price rises which caused this depreciation of the dollar came despite
the temporary extension of many price and wage controls-some in
attenuated form-and the maintenance of fairly rigid rent controls.
But the new, almost refreshing, experience with inflation added another
dimension to Federal responsibility for the economic welfare; stability
in the relationship between prices, wages, and other costs, was recog-

G The. Employment Act, of 1946, approved February 20, 1946, sec. 2, 15 U. S. C. 1021.
The act also provided for the establishment of the Council of Economic Advisers in the
Executive Office of the President, the submission of the President's Economic Report, the
establishment of the Joint, (Senate-House)' Committee on the Dconomic Report, and pro-
vided for attendant staff needs, etc.

GI Data from Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1955, op. cit., p. 316.
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nized as another important objective of national, peacetime economic
policy. Thus, in a very few years, as our perspective fought free of
narrow concentration on deep depression, fiscal and monetary meas-
iires 'were turned increasingly on the threat of inflation. In suum, the
'Federal Government now carries a mnore general responsibility for
maintaining a sound and healthy economy.-to-avoid excessive infla-
ti on as well as depression-by the use of all the fiscal and monetary
means which such a complete objective required.6 4 But inflationary
pressures in the postwar years caused considerable difficulty for all
three levels of government. And, obviously, the degree of difficulty
varied inversely with the intensity of demand for expenditure and
increases in responsiveness of their respective tax structures to price
and income changes.
Spending

Once actual hostilities ceased, the first order of Federal fiscal busi-
ness was a sharp cutback in military spending. From a high of al-
most $85 billion in 1945, military spending was cut to $45 billion in
1946 and down to $12 billion in 1947 through 1950. But even with
this sharp drop in military spending, the Federal budget was to re-
main many times larger than ever before in time of peace.' -krthuir
Smithies writes:

With the end of hostilities, the President's budget returned
to the center of the stage. In fact, in a different political
context the attitudes toward the budget in the late forties
were not unlike those of the twenties. Demands for cuts in
expenditures and taxes were insistent, but this insistence was
to yield more frustration than it did in the twenties. The
President discovered that much of the budget was uncontrol-
lable. The interest bill was of course regarded as a contrac-
tual obligation. Expenditures under the GI bill were con-
sidered in much the same light and were likewise exempted
from the competition of the budgetary process. Aid to agri-
culture was largely determined by the price-support legisla-
tion. A large backlog of public-construction authorizations
made it impossible for the President to resist expansion in
that area. The main areas left for budgetary debate were the
international programs and national defense.65

The decision to demobilize and the concurrent reduction of military
spending were effectuated, as we have already noted, almost simulta-
neously with the end of actual fighting. The international programs
were increased almost fourfold, however, and rose from just under
$1.5 billion in 1946 to an averaoe of over $5.8 billion for the years 1947
through 1950. Veterans' benefts became a major budgetary factor and
took slightly less than $7 billion in each year from 1947 through 1949,
and were up to $9.3 billion in 1950. Interest charges went from $2.8
billion in 1945 to about $3.8 billion until 1950, when they reached $4.3
billion. Taken together, expenditures on the military, international
affairs, interest, and veterans accounted for over three-fourths of total

* 9 For a measure of the announced devotion to this responsibility see, for example, any
of the letters of transmittal accompanying the Economic Report of the President since
1947-and enduring past the change of administration in 1952.

es Arthur Smithies the Budgetary Process in the United States, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1955, p. 121.
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Federal spending from 1946 through 1950. But in each of those years
the relative share taken by these categories of expenditure declined as
follows:

Pereentremt
1946- - _____________ 87 1949 -__-_-__________-_73
1947- -_--________--_____ 80 1950 -______-_-__-___-___ 71
1948_-------------------- 78

Civil expenditures thus increased in relative importance in each of
the postwar years through 1950. But, actual spending, as opposed
to budgetary authorization, for civil functions was below the 1946
level of $8.2 billion until 1949, when it jumped to $11 billion, and then
to $12.5 billion in 1950. The more important increases in civil spend-
ing between 1946 and 1950 came in support of agricultural prices and
farm income-which fluctuated widely depending on farm prices and
in the years cited went from $452 million to $1.8 billion; natural re-
sources-from $251 million to over $1 billion; social security, welfare
and health-from $738 million to $1.6 billion, and transportation and
communication, particularly increased highway aid and a larger postal
deficit, from $817 million to $1.8 billion. Much of this increased
spending came in the form of increased grants to the States and to
local governments-grants-in-aid rose from $900 million in 1946 to
$2.3 billion in 1950, and shared revenues from $12.4 million to over
$20 million 5 6 -with the localities getting direct help for such things
as hospitals, airports, housing and redevelopment, and the States the
great bulk of the aid for education, highways, social welfare, health
and security.

Although civil spending in dollar terms showed a 50 percent jump,
from $8.2 billion in 1946 to $12.5 billion in 1950, in constant (1926)
dollars the change was only from $7.6 billion to $8.1 billion; and, in
constant per capita dollars there was virtually no difference-from
$53.56 to $53.60. In fact, civil spending in constant per capita dollars
was less in 1947 and 1948 than it had been for most of the 1930's. As
a percentage of the gross national product, however, civil spending
rose from 3.9 percent to 4.4 percent, less than its proportion in the
thirties, but roughly six times greater than in the twenties, while in
the same terms other Federal spending dropped from 26 percent to
under 11 percent, still a substantial share of the national product.

The tendency of civil expenditures to increase, and military expend-
itures to decrease, both absolutely and relative to total spending, after
major wars has been established as part of the historic pattern of
expenditure growth.6 7 But, such budgetary adjustments were never
fully accomplished until after several years of transition to peace.
Although there was a very sharp drop in purely military spending
immediately after World War II, there really was no adequate period
of time within which a new peacetime budgetary philosophy could be
developed. The initial drive was "to reduce the budget total to some
figure that was tolerable." 68 The administration was in accord with

" Data are from annual budgets.
e' Cf, Kendrick, A Century and a Half of Federal Expenditures, op. cit.
61 Smithies, op. cit., p. 122. Smithies continued: "During the entire discussion no one

produced any definition of tolerable, and it rested on no economic analysis worthy of the
name. But the combination of intuitions and prejudices of those in authority produced
the conviction that $40 billion of expenditures was definitely too high." And later he
states: "The methods employed (to cut-the budget) would have delighted Presidents Hard-
ing and Coolidge, although they would have been stupefied by the size of the budget after
all cuts had been made." Ibid., p. 122.
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the Congress and the business community on the imperative nature of
cutting Federal spending.

But the shape of postwar events hardly allowed enough time for a
full reduction of military spending to a stable peacetime level. In-
ternational tension between the Soviet Union and the Western Powers
began to mount even before final peace had been established, and
with the crisis in the spring of 1948 the United States decided to
rearm immediately. Although budget authorizations for 1950 were
raised, actual spending was not substantially increased until later,
when we were already involved in the Korean war, because of the lags
between authorization, programing expenditure, and actual produc-
tion of material.

In brief, although we were not in a shooting war between 1946 and
1950, the United States never got back to a peacetime budget. From
cold war we went to Korea and hot war, and any potential long-run
budgetary readjustments to a stable peacetime situation were thus
foreclosed. Aside from the rise in military spending which came
mainly after 1950, there were other factors which operated against
expenditure reduction.

First, there were the fixedcosts and contractual obligations we
mentioned above; second, inflation raised the cost of Government pur-
chases of goods and services as well as consumer goods prices; third,
even aside from inflation-caused price increases, the rate of techno-
logical advance in the weapons and other equipment of war was so
great in the short span between 1946 and 1950, that military costs
moved higher than ever. For examnle the outfittifinr of an infvntry
division cost $40 million in World War II and $200 million in 1950.69
Jet planes, rockets, atomic bombs-all added to the cost of waging
war and maintaining peace. In sum, despite a deep and widespread
conviction that the level of Federal spending should be reduced more
than it was actually at any time after World War II, it seems clear
that a conspiracy of events with the fiscal heritage of the past war com-
bined to frustrate efforts at further large budget reductions.

Although the Korean war, which lasted roughly 3 years, was on a
much smaller scale than World War II, its effects on the economy and
on Government finance were quite profound. Unemployment, which
had mounted to a postwar high of 3.4 million in 1949, declined to 3.1
million in 1950, 1.9 million in 1951, and to 1.6 million in 1953. Indus-
trial production (1947-49=100) rose from 97 in 1949 to 134 in 1953.70
The national income rose from $216.2 billion in 1949 to $303.6 billion
by 1953, and after their brief respite in 1949-50, inflationary pres-
sures resumed and the price level climbed again. 71

Underlying the renewed upward surge of the economy was the sharp
increase in spending for national defense. Defense spending was
budgeted at $13 billion for 1950, but was raised to $22.3 billion in 1951,
$43.9 billion in 1952, and $50.3 billion in 1953. Also, although spend-
ing on international programs and for veterans' services and benefits

6 Kendrick, op. cit., p. 60.
*° Data from the Economic Almanac, 1956, the Conference Board, T. Y., Crowell & Co.,

New York, 1956, pp. 316-317.
TIThe Bureau of Labor Statistics index (1947-49=100) showed wholesale eommoditv

prices up frow 99.2 ii 1949 to 103.1 iu 1950, 114.8 In 1951, down to 111.6 in 1952, and
relatively stable between 110 and 112 through 1955. Consumer prices advanced from a
1949-50 level of roughly 102 to a 1953-55 level of about 114.5-with a mild upward
tendency since mid-1955.
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dropped off rapidly, Federal spending for almost every civil function
of government increased steadily during the Korean war years. By
1953 total Federal expenditures stood at $76.6 billion.

With the end of the Korean war in early 1953, spending for national
security was again cut back. But, unlike the situation immediately
after World War II, when military spending was cut from a war-year
level of $85 billion in 1945 to only $12 billion in 1947, major national
security spen idngag wasn lydy dIlll Uo $50.3 I )ii 1

to $46.5 billion in 1954 and has since kept in the vicinity of $40 billion.
And of course, there is little prospect that national-security spending
can be cut in the proximate future. Civil spending, since 1954, has
also reached new highs. From about 20 percent of the budget in 1954,
civil spending grew to 27 percent in 1956, and is estimated to reach
about 30 percent in fiscal 1958.

In the decade of the 1930's civil spending took 61 percent of the total
budget, but national defense expenditure, of course, was very small.

At our new high budget levels, the high proportion of defense and
defense-connected spending relative to civil spending represents a situ-
ation unlike any this Nation has faced before. Although civil spend-
ing accounted for only 20 percent of the Federal budget for the decade
of the 1920's, the proportionate difference then was due not nearly as
much to the large volume of defense spending as it was to the extreme-
ly low level of nondefense spending. With present high levels of mili-
tary spending superimposed on civil spending, which has itself
grown greatly since the thirties, we are actually in a new budgetary
epoch.

Postwar State and local finances
To many observers the financial position of State and local govern-

ments at the close of the war appeared better than it had been for
many decades. Tax collections reflected full and overtime employ-
ment at high wages, rising real property values, high consumption
levels for taxed commodities and services. The States had a combined
cash surplus of about $3 billion, which exceeded their gross indebted-
ness by more than $500 million, and the cost of borrowing for States
and localities was down to a point where, in January 1946, the net in-
terest cost to the borrower was less than 1 percent.72

It was clear, of course, that State and local governments would have
to make large expenditures on capital plant and equipment to catch up
on public improvements put off during the war years. In anticipation
of their postwar needs many States and localities had reduced their
outstanding debt or set aside a wartime revenue surplus; and in 1945,
when the end of the war seemed reasonably close at hand, there was a
concerted rush of planning and preparation for large-scale capital in-
vestment programs. Even the foreseeable heavy expenditure needs
of the States and localities did little to dampen the optimism of most
observers. State and local government capital expenditures would
help cushion the widely expected postwar economic decline, the Fed-
eral Government was expected to assist generously in financing these
expenditure programs, and the market for State and local debt obliga-

7 Cf. Monthly Newsletter of the National City Bank of New York, February 1946, p. 22.
Also, the gross debt of States and localities had been- reduced by over 18 percent since 1940,
and troublesome short-term debt had been cut from $315 million to about $25. million.
The States had contributed only about 30 percent of the total reduction In dollar terms,
but percentagewise had made about twice the progress of local governments.
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tions was more than receptive-especially since these issues carried
exemption from Federal income taxation and income tax rates were so
high. Furthermore, the financial position of the States, particularly,
was felt to be so strong that in their financial estimates they antici-
pated meeting upward of 80 percent of their capital needs from accu-
mulated surpluses, another 11 percent was to come from Federal aid,
and only 5 percent from bond financing. 7 3 "Pay as you go" seemed to
have a ring as true as it was pleasant, and the financial community was
concerned more than a little lest there be a dearth of State and local
bonds offered in the market.

But, almost as soon as the cheers on VJ-Day joined the historical
echoes, it became apparent that the contented look of State and local
affairs -was largely unwarranted. Prices, and consequently govern-
ment costs, rose substantially in 1946 and 1947. Wage scales, including
now-with some vengeance-government wage scales, were forced up-
ward, labor remained scarce instead of unemployed, and construction
materials were so vigorously bid for by private enterprise in gray or
black markets, as well as through normal channels, that they were
hard to obtain and far more costly than had been anticipated. In
many cases costs rose so rapidly during the inevitable interval between

roject planning and project authorization that the whole process
had to be repeated and scaled down on the basis of new cost esti-
mates, with the result that heavy expenditures to meet the backlog
of capital needs were delayed. Also, State bonuses to veterans caused
a sharp increase in the need for cash, and, for this and other purposes,
as early as 1947 State and municipal bond issues for new money totaled
over $2.3 billion-approximately double the $1.2 billion in 1946 and
by far the highest volume ever recorded in any one year.7 4 The interest
rate on State and municipal bonds. also rose sharply during the years
from 1946 through 1948, and, according to the Dow-Jones service
and other such agencies, the rise amounted to about 85 percent of
the average rate on tax-exempt issues. The interest cost was still
low in a historical sense, but substantially higher than it had been.

In brief, the States and localities were not able to accomplish the
capital improvements and additions which they needed as rapidly and
as easily as they had hoped. The record high tax receipts which had
nourished so much optimism during the war period soon appeared
inadequate again in the face of postwar inflation and the magnitude
of capital requirements. By 1947, State and local debt outstanding
was growing again and accumulated wartime surpluses were being
reduced year by year to meet general spending requirements.7 5 And,
as if to punish us for our earlier optimism, new expenditure demands
appeared at a faster rate than the wartime backlog could be dis-
posed of. By 1954, most States found their general fund balances
dropping sharply, or depleted, as the upward climb of revenues slowed
while increased needs for schools, highways, and other institutions
were exerting even greater pressure on State and local budgets.

Thus, State and local expenditures are being forced upward (from
$37 billion in 1954 to $43 billion in 1956, for example) by a complex

1101., . 23.
TV Ibid., issue of March 1948, p. 34.
5 The Korean war provided a revenue windfall to the States as tax receipts, which had

been leveling off between 1948 and 1950, rose rapidly as a result of a renewed inflationary
upsurge. The windfall allowed some further revenue surpluses, but its benefit was illusory
in the long run.
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of causes which are basically related to the following: The need to
make up for the deficiencies in capital programs during the war
period; the growth and shifts of population; and, of course, inflation.
To these, we must add the influence of our increased real wealth.
The public demand in the postwar period, as never before, had been
for better as well as more public services. With personal income up
from $78.7 billion in 1940 to $178 billion in 1946 and to $327 billion
in 1956, our tastes have become more expensive than ever. And, our
tastes for publicly provided goods and services have reacted in essen-
tially the same way as our tastes in private consumption. So far,
although at rising interest costs, our State and local governments have
been able to debt-finance much of their capital spending. But cur-
rent operating costs, which account for two-thirds of the increased
total State and local spending, have added huge pressures to State
and local finance. There does not yet appear to be any substantial
movement toward effective rationalization of their financial systems.
The problem today

The skeletal history presented in the preceding pages aimed at
defining (1) the important underlying causes of the overall growth
of government in the past half century; (2) the principal factors
which determined the distribution of that growth between the Fed-
eral Government and the State and local governments; (3) the fiscal
problems which developed in the course of events. Our major pur-
pose was to document these summary conclusions:

The growth of government was a necessary concomitant to the
overall growth of the country. That is, the rise in total government
spending from an amount equal to roughly 7 percent of the gross
national product in 1902 to almost 28 percent in 1956, and the con-
sequent rise in taxes from something like 8 percent of the national
income to about 25 percent, are best explained in terms of the basic
factors which shaped our history: Population growth, technological
advance, urbanization, increased productivity and wealth, increased
interdependence in the national and world economies, the course of
international affairs-a depression of unprecedented severity sand-
wiched between two world wars and followed by persisting cold war,
a little hot war, and the ever-present threat of atomic and hydrogen
annihilation.

The spectacular growth of the Federal Government since 1929,
which brought such a striking shift in the relative magnitudes of
Federal and State and local government operations, represents a nec-
essary response to changed national circumstances. First, the depres-
sion dramatized the high degree of interdependence of all groups in
the economy, the practical impossibility of developing local solutions,
and, consequently, the need for a new national approach to problems
of economic security. Second, World War II and the absence of real
peace after victory brought the full cost of advanced military tech-
nology into a position of persistent dominance in the Nation's eco-
nomic budget. Furthermore, the technological requirements of mod-
ern war, or preparing for defense against it, ramify quickly to all
aspects of life in our society, and, hence, to almost all reaches of social
policy. Only the National Government can handle this responsibility,
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and it has had to expand its concern over a broad range of activities
as they have become closely correlated with national defense and
national security.

Despite the overwhelming impression of the increased importance
of the Federal Government, domestic governmental functions are still
handled primarily at the State and local level. In fact, more than
four-fifths of the growth in Federal spending since 1929 is attributable
to national defense and national security programs, and less than
one-fifth to expanded civil functions.

Thus, while the Federal Government in 1956 spent an amount equal
to 4.8 percent of the gross national product on civil functions, the'
States and localities spent an amount equal to 10.4 percent. Although
the Federal Government's influence on internal functions may be
greater than the proportion of its expenditure indicates-through'
controls over grants-in-aid and subsidy programs, for example-the
States and localities are themselves doing more in both scope and scale
than they have ever done before. In constant (1926) dollars since
1927, for example, their spending has increased by 2.6 times and their
tax collections have almost doubled.

As a result of population growth, inflation, and higher standards of
public demand, the burden of civil functions resting on State and local
governments for education, highways, welfare, health, hospitals, hous-
ing, protection, etc., has grown faster than State and local revenue.
Although disparity between spending needs and revenue sources has
characterized almost the entire half century, the situation of the States
andi iocaiities nas been made more critical since World WVar 1L. 'The
fact is that Federal financial requirements for the support of national
defense and security programs have become so great they made in-
creased State and local taxation more difficult.76 States and localities,
in addition to rising operating costs, still have a backlog of capital
investment needs dating from depression and war years which is
being augmented constantly at a rapid rate by new plant and equip-
ment requirements.

On the basis of these conclusions, it seems clear that the future
course of intergovernmental relations will depend in greatest measure
on the degree of success the States and localities achieve in meeting
their pressing fiscal problems. The issue, in purely pragmatic terms,
is whether and how the States and localities can develop the fiscal
resources they will need to finance a satisfactory level of service in the
functions for which they are responsible. In other words, we know
for certain that Government spending for most domestic purposes will
have to go up by large amounts in the coming years, but we are not'
nearly so certain that the States and localities can meet the challenge.
To the extent that they fail, the Federal Government will have to fill
the breach.

76 War-connected purposes required about 2 percent of the national income at the turn
of the century and 4 percent in 1940, but in recent years have amounted to between isand 20 percent. Roger A. Freeman writes: "This prior claim on the output of goods and
services and the concomitant tax burden inevitably depress our ability to support more-
liberally other public services. * * *" Cf., Crisis in School Finance, Part I, National Tax
Journal, vol. IX. No. 1, March 1956, p. 4.
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TABLE I.-Government expenditures, selectede years, 1902-56

[In millions of dollars]

Federal State and
Year | local,

3 State 4 Local I
total

Total I Civil 2

.9~02 -------------------------------------- 2 14(.1 1, 096 8 959
1913 -729.0 273.0 2,527 388 1,950
1922 - 3, 296.0 677. 0 5,652 1, 397 4, 567
1927- 2 774.0 699.0 7, 810 2, 047 6, 359
1929 --------------------- 2, 900. 0 821. 0 (6) (5) (3)
1992--------------------- 4,8909.0 2,495. 0 8,403 2, 829 6, 375
1938 -7,200.0 4, 684. 0 9, 988 4, 598 6, 906
1940 -------------------------------- 9, 600.0 6,550.0 11, 240 5, 209 7, 6
1944 - 93,956.0 7, 237.0 10, 499 5,161 7,180
1946 -61, 738. 0 8,170.0 14,067 7, 066 9,093
1948 -36, 524.0 7, 926.0 21, 260 11, 181 13, 363
1950 --- 43,160. 0 12, 459. 0 27, 905 15,082 17, 041
192 - 67, 968.0 12, 602.0 30,863 15,834 20, 229
1954-71,868. 0 13,953.0 36, 607 18, 686 23, 814
196 ---------------- 72, 611. 0 19, 792. 0 43, 152 21, 686 23, 273
1958 6 -82, 970. 0 25, 331. 0 -

'Totals for fiscal years 1902 through 1952, from M. Slade Hendrick, op. cit., table B-1,
pp. 76-77. Kendrick's figures are adjusted from Treasury data to come as close as he could
make them to the measure of actual cash payments to the public. See his appendix B for
detailed notes on sources and method, pp. 63-73. For later fiscal years Special Analysis A,
Receipts From and Payments to the Public, Budget of the United States, 1955 and 1U58.

2 Residual after deducting sum of expenditures for military purposes, veterans, interest,
and nfter 1915, foreign affairs.

aDirect expenditure, as defined by the Bureau of the Census, Includes, all general gov-
ernment expenditure plus utility, liquor store, and insurance trust expenditures. These
figures are not completely consistent with the actual cash payments measure used in the
Federal Government column, but they represent the best comparable long series for State
and local governments. Cf., Historical Statistics on State and Local Government Fi-
nances, 1902-53, tables 1, 2, and 3, and Summary of Governmental Finances in 1954, 1956,
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Washington.

4 Total State expenditure including payments to local governments. Note that totals of
columns 5 and 6 exceed column 4. This is due to the inclusion of State payments to local
units in both expenditures of State and local governments.

Not available on census basis.
Estimate from the Budget of the United States, 1958.

TABLE II.-Government e.Tpenditures as percent of gross national product-
selected years 1902-56

nross Percent of gross national product
national

Year ~product - _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
in current State and

ries Federal Civil local State Local
(bfilion ,Of
dollars)

1502--------------- 20. 7 2. 34 0. 72 5.29 0.91 4.63
1913 ------- 40.1 1. 81 .68 5.63 .97 4.86
192 -68.4 4.82 g9 8. 26 2.04 6.68
597--------------- 89. 6 3.10 C -. 78 8. 72 2.28 7.10
1929--------------- 154.4 2.78 .79 (') (I )
0932 -8------------- 8.5 8.20 4. 20 14.36 4. 83 10.689
19.38--------------- 85.2 8.45 5.50 11.73 5.40 8.11
1940 -100.6 9.54 , 6.51 11.17 5.18 7.64
1946 ------------------------ 209.2 29. 51 1.43. 91 6.72 3.38 4.35
1950---------285.1 15.14 4.37 9.79 5. 29 5.98
195 -345. 5 19.69 3.65 8.94 4.59 5.86
1954-361.2 19. 94 3.87 10.15 5.18 6.61
1956 -414. 7 4.8 10.2 5.2 5.6

' Not available.
Sources: Gross national product for 1929-56, Survey of Current Business, Department of Commerce.

Gross national product for 1922-27, National Product Since 1869, Kuznets, N. B. E. R., N. Y., 1946, p.
51, and gross national product for 1902 and 1913 were estimated from p. 119. (The 1902 figure was found
by interpolation of the 2 overlapping 10-year estimates, 1899-1908 average equal to $21,580,000,000, and
1894-1903 average to $15,700,000,000.)
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TABLE III.-Percentage distribution of all government taxTes-selected years
1902-56

Year Federal State and State Local
local

1902 --------------------------- 38.0 02.0 11.3 50.8
1913 -29.2 70.8 13.2 57.6
1922- 40.0 53.1 12.5 40.5
1927 - _- --- - -- 36. 3 63.7 16.8 46. 9
1929 -35.5 64.5 19. 6 45.0
1932 -23. 4 76.6 23.5 53.1
1934 - 33. 5 66.4 22. 2 44. 2
1936 - 36.7 63.3 24. 7 38. 6
1940 -38. 2 61.8 26. 2 35. 6
1946 -79. 6 20.4 10.0 10.4
1950 -0---------- 69.8 30. 2 15.1 15. 2
1952 -_-- _-- ----- -__ - 76. 0 24.0 12.3 11.8
1954 - 73. 9 26.1 13.6 13. 5
1956 0-------------------------- 71. 2 28.8 14. 6 14. 2

Sources: Annual Reports of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the Finances. Historical Sta.
tistiCs of the United States 1789-1945, U. S. Bureau of the Census, Washington, 1945, Series P 90-131, pp.
298-304. Summary of Governmental Finances in the United States: 1956, U. S. Bureau of the Census
Washington, 1957.

TABLE IV.-International comparisons of public finance and gross national
product, fiscal year 1951

Percent of gross national product
Gross

national
Country product per Taxes of National DefenSe National

capita all govern- gover- expendi- govern-
ments ment ex- ture ment gross

I~~~~~nnir I ih

United States ----------------------------- $2,023 22.3 15.1 7.1 83
Canada -1,432 23.1 217.0 4.7 (')
Denmark- -: 800 19.7 12.4 1. 6 42
Iceland -792 219.0 14.9 21
Great Britain -779 34.4 27.3 6. 7 188
Belgium -760 25.0 24.0 2.9 75
Norway- ----------- 736 26.1 16.0 2.8 65
France -690 29.8 25.8 7.8 47
Netherlands------------------------------- 529 29.0 24.7 4.2 130
Germany -509 31.0 21.7 4.9 23
Italy -324 20.7 19.3 4.2 34
Austria------------------------------------ 308 30.9 34.0 .9 31
Portugal----------------------------------- 285 9.7 7.6 2.1 16
Greece - 243 16.7 33.7 9.8 10
Turkey- 161 17.9 20.1 6.5 18

I "National" refers to the central governmental authority; in the United States it refers to the Federal
Government.

2 Preliminary figure.
3 Not available.
Source: Division of Statistics and Reports, Mutual Security Administration (table IV, Dewburst, opi

cit., table 236, p. 579).



SOME HISTORICAL ASPECTS OF FEDERAL FISCAL
POITTfV 1'790-1956

Paul B. Trescott, associate professor of economics, Kenyon College

Traditional views of fiscal policy tended to treat Government ex-
penditures as the means to the performance of Government functions,
and to regard revenue measures as a means to both. Modern income
analysis, by contrast, has tended to stress the money-flow aspects of
aggregate Government financial transactions in relation to national
levels of spending, output, and prices. This paper will deal with both
aspects. It will describe and analyze briefly the historical develop-
ment of Federal expenditures by function and of the attending revenue
structure. The relations between fiscal policy and wartime inflations
will be investigated, also the reciprocal interaction of fiscal policy with
peacetime economic fluctuations. The fiscal ideas underlying such
policies will also be treated. The possible effects of the tax structure
and public debt policy on economic growth will receive some attention.
Discussion of some of the conceptual problems and statistical sources
encountered in a historical treatment of this sort will conclude the
paper.

THE GROWTH OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES, 1790-19,56

During the first full year of its existence, the Federal Government
spent less than $1 million. In fiscal 1956, Federal cash payments to
the public totaled more than $70 billion. Current levels of Federal
spending are about 10,000 times as large as those of the 1790's and
about 200 times as. large as those of the 1890's.
- The pattern of this vast growth over time is shown in the accom-

panying chart. A cursory examination will reveal its most striking
feature to be the influence of wars on the pattern of increase. The
large eruptions reflect the War of 1812, the Civil War, and World
Wars I and II. Instead of a gradual, even, upward movement, Fed-
eral expenditures have shown a series of plateaus. Wars have pushed
expenditures to high levels. With the return of peace, spending has
fallen, but never to prewar levels. Usually the war has left a heritage
of increased expenditures for interest and veterans. Between wars,
expenditures show several long periods of relative stability or even
decline, until the next war forced them to still higher levels. Such
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periods have been lacking in recent years. Since 1900 there has been
a stronger upward tendency in "normal" Federal expenditures, and
since 1945 the earlier distinction between wartime and peacetime
periods has largely evaporated.

Table I summarizes the growth of expenditures in absolute terms
and also gives some information on the composition of expenditures
and their relation to other economic magnitudes. It shows that ex-
penditures for defense and for interest, veterans' benefits, and other
war-related items have usually dominated Federal spending. In only
one of the selected periods, that of the 1930's, do the other items ac-
count for more than half. This does not obliterate the fact that these
civil expenditures in each period were larger than in the previous one.
In 1956, this civil category accounted for nearly $20 billion of Federal
spending.

97735-57-6
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TABLE I.-The growth of Federal expenditures and their relation to other
economic magnitudes, 1790-1956

Average annual expenditures Average
Number Average ratio to

Period of years per capita gross
War- Other Total 1926 prices national

related product

Millions of dollars

Percent
1790-1811-22 6.0 2.0 8.0 1.60 1-2
1812-15 -4 26.7 2.8 29.5 3.25 3-5
1816-36 -21 13.7 6. 1 19.8 2.45 1-2
1837-61 -24½ 27.3 18.4 45. 7 2.95 1-2
1862-65 -4 708.0 19.0 727.0 24.40 10-14
1866-90 -25 227.0 66.0 293.0 7.60 3-4
1891-1916 -26 357. 0 171.0 528. 0 10.0 2-3

Billions of dollars

Percent
1917-19-3 10.6 0.4 11.0 82.0 17-18
1920-29 -10 2.8 .7 3.5 28.0 4
1930-41 -12 2.9 4.2 7.1 71.0 10
1942-45 -4 70.0 6.0 76.0 461.0 40
1946-56 -11 45.0 12.0 57.0 225.0 18

NOTES.-Figures are for calendar years through 1842, 6 months of 1843, thereafter fiscal
years ending June 30.

War-related expenditures include military, veterans, foreign, and interest.
Averages relative to population are means of annual estimates, as are those for gross

national product since 1861. For earlier years, relation to gross national product indicates
probable range.

Sources: 17 00-1916 based on author's annual estimates, discussed at end. 1917-52,
M. Slade Hendrick, A Century and a Half of Federal Expenditures, National Bureau of
Economic Research, 1955; 1953-56, Budget of the United States, annual volumes for
1955-58.

We can better obtain perspective on the magnitudes and growth of
Federal outlays by comparing them with some measures of the size
of the economic system. We should also allow for the fact that the
value of the dollar has not remained constant. Since 1790, the popula-
tion of the United States ha's increased from about 4 million to about
170 million-more than fortyfold. The purchasing power of the dol-
lar, as measured by wholesale prices, has fallen to about one-third of its
1790 value-although such long-run comparisons are virtually mean-
ingless because of changes in the composition of output. In our table,
figures showing Federal expenditures per capita, in 1926 prices, take
account of the changes just noted. These show that the increase in
spending was not great relative to price and population change in the
peacetime periods through 1929.

The type of comparison most dear to the economist is that between
Government expenditures and some measure of national income or
output. Precisely what such comparisons show and how they should
be made are questions we will sidestep. We will merely take gross
national product as a measure of the size of the Nation's economy.
Gross national product (GNP) has grown more rapidly than popula-
tion as a result of increased productivity stemminng from improved
organization, technological advance, and an increasing stock of capital
goods. Output per capita in the United States has risen to more than
10 times what it was in the first part of the 19th century. Table I
contains a column of data relating Federal spending to GNP in each
period. This comparison reduces the growth of Federal spending to
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somewhat more modest proportions. If we concentrate on peacetime
periods, we find an increase in the ratio from something under 2 per-
cent before 1812 to something under 20 percent in most recent times.

These statistical relationships do not go very far to explain why the
increases in spending have occurred. Some economists have sug-
gested that there is a kind of law of increasing Government activ-
ity-that as the living standard of an economy rises, public opinion
will bring about a larger relative amount of Government activity.
Most Government services are not vital for subsistence, but higher
living standards bring more desire for Government services, while in-
creasing people's willingness and ability to pay for them. To use a
modern idiom, Government activities may be purchased out of super-
numerary income-income above that needed for necessities, which
rises faster than total income.

This explanation, usually advanced to account for increases in de-
sirable Government activities, may paradoxically help explain the
relative increase in war expenditures. In part the increasing costs
of American wars reflect the higher emotional involvement of the
population in total war. Another contributing factor, as Professor
Kendrick has pointed out, has been changes in military technology.'
But part of the explanation is that a wealthy, highly productive na-
tion can devote a larger proportion of its resources to military pur-
poses without infringing on the necessities of life. The high propor-
tion of our output devoted to military uses during World War II was
more readily achieved because the economy had been in a period of
uepre Sion, which kept people's accustomed standard of necessity
fairly low, and also permitted a great increase in total output.

But to deal adequately with the peacetime growth of Federal
expenditures, whether war-related or not, one must be more specific
about public attitudes toward Government actions, the political struc-
ture, and the revenue base.
Federal expenditure policies in 'the 19th century

Our figures show that the growth of Federal expenditures in peace-
time periods was relatively slow in the 19th century-indeed, down
through the 1920's-relative to the growth of the economy. Govern-
ment spending seemed to approximate a normal level of somewhat
under 5 percent of GNP. The activities on which the Government
spent most of its money showed a remarkable degree of stability
throughout the 19th century. In the years 1789 through 1860, about
five-sixths of Federal expenditures went for defense, general govern-
ment, Indian affairs, veterans' pensions, interest, and postal service
deficits. In 1890 these activities accounted for virtually the identical
percentage, although the relative shares were different. In 1789-1860,
about 5 percent of Federal spending went for aids to commerce and
transportation, chiefly lighthouses and river and harbor improve-
ments. In 1890 this percentage was also practically identical. Only
about 10 percent of total spending in each case fell outside these activi-
ties? and some of that reflected such common items as surveying and
selling the public lands, and District of Columbia expenditures.

'M. Slade Kendrick, A Century and a Half of Federal Expenditures, National Bureau
of Economic Research, New York, 1955, pp. 42-48, 57-62.
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By 1910, the share of the first group of activities had fallen below
80 percent. In the category of transportation facilities, expenditures
on rivers and harbors were exceeded by those on the Panama Canal,.
pushing the total for the category above 10 percent. Conservation-
oriented activities in the Interior Department, agricultural expendi-
tures (which had been minute in 1890), and the outlays of the newly
formed Department of Commerce and Labor accounted for another
7 percent. Since 1910, the increase in the dollar volume of Federal
expenditures has been accompanied by the proliferation of Federal
activities. We might say that in the 19th century expenditure growth
increased the scale of Federal activities, but that during the 20th
century, their scope has increased also.

We may be able to throw light on the reasons for these divergent
patterns by adopting an unconventional approach. Instead of asking
why expenditures grew, let us ask why they did not grow more in
both scale and scope before, say, World War I. We can dismiss at
the outset one possible explanation-that there was no pressure from
the public for Government services and actions. Recent research in
economic history has produced a mass of evidence that demands for
Government action were widespread and strong throughout the 19th
century, particularly from businessmen.2 There are a number of
specific factors which account for their slight effect on Federal
spending:

1. The Federal system. The greater part of the demand for Gov-
ernment action involved State and often local governments. State aid,
participation, and regulation were very evident in the development of
roads, canals, railroads, and banks before 1860.

2. The separation of powers in the Federal Government. Members
of Congress have typically been most sensitive to demands for serv-
ices from particular constituent groups. The President and other exec-
utive officials are, however, more at liberty to pattern their conduct
after a general theory of government. In the 19th century most
Presidents, strong or weak, held pronounced views about the proper
role of the Federal Government relative to the States and to the pri-
vate economy. In particular, they shared a general sense of the limi-
tations imposed by the Constitution on Federal activities. Not only
was Presidential leadership lacking on behalf of spending increases,
but strong Presidential pressure was often exerted to keep Federal
activity limited. The history of this can be read in part in the se-
quence of Presidential vetoes, from Madison's veto of the bonus bill of
1817 through Coolidge's veto of the McNary-Haugen bills in the
1920's.3 We will also find evidence of it in the attitude of officials
toward fiscal policy during economic depressions. One might note
that the strong pressures against spending came from the Executive
more than from the judiciary. No Federal spending program of con-
sequence fell afoul of the courts until the 1930's.

2
This literature Is excellently summarized in Robert A. Lively, The American System:

A Review Article, Business History Review, March 1955.
3Other notable items in the series should be Monroe's veto of a bill to charge tolls on

the Cumberland road, Jackson's veto of bills to buy stock In the Maysville turnpike and
Louisville and Portland Canal corporations, Polk's and Arthur's vetoes of river and harbor
bills, Johnson's veto of the Freedmen's Bureau bill, and Cleveland's vetoes of pension, river
and harbor, and drought-relief bills. Others which involved the scope of Federal activity
were those of Jackson and 'Tyler on bills to charter a national bank, and those of Pierce
and Buchanan on bills to distribute public lands for certain welfare purposes.
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3. The Federal Government was able to meet demands on it by ac-
tions which involved little or no expenditure of money or which even
brought revenue. Major programs which involved little expenditure
would include the national banking and Federal Reserve systems
antitrust and the Federal Trade Commission, and the regulation of
railways and other industries. In the 19th century, the 6overnment
also was able to take substantial actions with its great nonmonetary
asset, the public lands. In part, the low level of veterans' pension
payments prior to the Civil War reflected the use of land bounties to
servicemen. Federal land grants for aid to railways and education
were vastly more important than the cash expenditures for such pur-
poses. And of course in the case of the tariff, the Government was able
to meet demands for assistance to business in a manner which brought
revenue. These factors indicate that a study of expenditure patterns
alone is seriously inadequate for an understanding of the general eco-
nomic role of the Federal Government before 1900.

4. Federal expenditures were inhibited at times by the nature of the
tax structure and the abhorrence of debt. Prior to the Civil War, the
tariff was the chief source of Federal revenue, but its revenue aspect
was never the sole consideration. During the years 1833-60, the polit-
ical power of southern interests made it impossible to increase rates
(except in the face of large depression deficits in 1842), and in fact
created a strong pressure to reduce them as imports gre . Abhor-
rence of debt manifested itself in a strong priority for debt retirement
in times when revenues were abundant (1825-36, 1850-56), and in de-
+2stermsnaslunto br ed-U,_e Ue-F^eLLUi'-ui-z Jai uil-ltb of. Utpe,66siol Utlmlvow
revenue.

5. Although there emerged in the latter part of the 19th century two
large "underprivileged" groups, the farmers and the industrial work-
ing class, the farmers tended to concentrate their attention on such
Government actions as monetary reform, lower tariffs, and antitrust.
The working class was in large measure politically impotent, because
of the high proportion of immigrants, but even the sector of labor with
the highest political potential preferred to seek gains through craft or-
ganization and collective bargaining rather than through Government
action.

The increases in Federal expenditures prior to 1900 took place in
well-established channels and at times when the limitations noted were
relatively weak. One major influence toward growth was the terri-
torial expansion of the United States under the stimulus of population
increase. A large part of defense expenditure went for frontier pro-
tection against Indians, and was greatly in demand especially after
the territorial increases of the 1840's. Expenditures for Indian affairs,
postal service, and transportation facilities were all linked to terri-
torial expansion.

The successive periods of war also tended, to some extent, to create
the revenue necessary for higher subsequent expenditures such as
veterans' benefits. The high tariff rates and belated internal duties of
the War of 1812 brought a flood of revenue after the war, and the
tariff was never restored to its prewar level, although the internal
duties were soon reppdtled.7 Tlhet Civil *War created a revenue base

'Paradoxically, the large relative increase in pension expenditures after 1816 went
almost entirely to Revolutionary veterans and their survivors. Army veterans of 1812
received no pensions until after the Civil War, nor did those of the Mexican War.
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of excise taxes on tobacco and alcoholic beverages which were not
removed after the war, and which had a sumptuary aspect which
made reduction unpopular in some quarters. Pension increases after
1865 were also attractive to Republican politicians because of their
geographic distribution. But the big increase in pension payments
came some 25 years after the Civil War, when the tariff was bringing
in high revenues at a time when the political pressures for protection
were too high to permit rate reductions.

Federal expenditure policie8 in the 2Oth century
The large increase in Federal expenditures relative to GNP has

taken place in the 20th century, particularly the years since 1930. This
has been a growth in both the scale and scope of Federal action, with
an enormous proliferation in the number of Federal activities and
the assumption of responsibilities previously left either to States and
localities or regarded as private concerns. 5

This change can be explained to a large degree in terms of modifica-
tion in the forces formerly limiting expansion. The economy has
become a national unit, which State and local governments have been
less able to cope with. The Federal Government has tapped phe-
nomenal new revenue sources which have completely eclipsed the
relatively cumbersome resources of States and localities and have
increased Federal spending capacity. In addition, during the 1920's
and 1930's. these new taxes on personal and corporate incomes were
largely imposed on a wealthy minority, so that they did not have the
political unpopularity which has increasingly attached to the per-
sonal tax in its more recent role as a mass levy. By the 1920's farmers
had become a more effective political power and were demanding
positive Federal action rather than regulation of alleged "exploiters."
The curbing of immigration in the 1920's helped pave the way for the
more effective integration of the working class into the political struc-
ture. The process of Federal expansion was given considerable im-
petus by positive Presidential leadership from Theodore Roosevelt
and Woodrow Wilson.

But the structural and psychological changes just listed took on
effective significance as forces promoting Federal expansion chiefly
under the influence of the economic depression of the 1930's. Although
President Hoover's ideological commitment to a limited role of Federal
action was flexible enough to accept the Farm Board and Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation, he balked at Federal assumption from the
States and localities of responsibility for direct relief. But the de-
bility of State and local revenue and credit resources led them to
default on this and other responsibilities. Federal expansion into
this and other areas found a politically effective champion in Franklin
Roosevelt. Hoover's defeat in the midst of economic chaos repre-
sented a thorough discrediting of the traditional ideology of rigidly
limited Federal activity, although some of the worst parts of that
ideology were the last to be discarded.

6 A good idea of this proliferation Is conveyed by Solomon Fabricant, The Trend of
Government Activity in the United States Since 1900, National Bureau of Economic
Research, New York, 1952, pp. 61-72, 242-247. See also Paul Studenski and Herman
Krooss, Financial History of the United States, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1952, pp. 263-270.
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The largest portion of depression-inspired expenditures under the
New Deal went into such straightforward and necessary objectives
as relief (chiefly FERA and WPA) and public works.6 If anything,
these were too small relative to the task. In any case, they were
temporary and went out of existence during the war.

However, the depression was also the occasion for the inception of
programs of farm-price supports and other subsidies, and for the
social-security program. Both of these were originally very badly
designed as part of fiscal policy to relieve depression, but have become,
paradoxically, important parts of the Government's standby protec-
tion against any subsequent depression.

Many of the most controversial expansions of Federal functions in
the 1930's did not entail great expenditure increases. Monetary and
banking reconstruction, the National Labor Relations Act, the wage-
hour law, the NRA and its unwholesome progeny-none of these re-
quired great financial expense, but each extended Federal influence
drastically. It is very doubtful if any of them made any appreciable
contribution to recovery, just as it is unlikely that any of them could
have been adopted without the depression as background.

The high level of expenditures in the past decade reflects the assump-
tion by the Federal Government of a degree of responsibility for main-
taining world peace and order far greater than before 1940. Parallel-
ing this has been the continued responsibility assumed during the
1930's to maintain and increase domestic living standards. The bulk
of Federal spending continues to reflect military outlays. But our
expendit-lbur cimsillaiuioil sliuUld _lUb cause, us LU overlook the great
contribution made toward the "welfare state" by the postwar veterans'
program.

With these responsibilities, there has developed no philosophy of
the proper role of the Federal Government relative to the States or to
private activity as rigorous or widely accepted as the old. This is
as true in judicial constitutional interpretation as elsewhere. In many
respects, the traditional view was obsolete, particularly in its dedica-
tion to an automatic monetary mechanism and its rejection of depres-
sion deficit spending. But the lack of some such standard raises
the danger that Federal spending programs will deteriorate into mere
acts of vote buying. There is also the danger that the Government
will exercise its responsibilities toward individual's living standards
in such a manner as to create a "rich man's welfare state," in the phrase
of Blair. Bolles. Many Government programs have created vested
interests who were not intended as the beneficiaries but whose welfare
is heavily dependent on the program-the construction and farm-
implement industries, for example. At the same time, as the investi-
gations of the Joint Economic Committee have brought out, the pro-
grams of the welfare state may be of little benefit to the really de-
pressed members of the economy whose needs are most urgent.

The great increases in Federal spending have reflected in part a
growing role for Government in general relative to private activity
in the economy, and in part a shift in the magnitude of Federal activity
relative to other Government units. These changes are described and
aiialvzed in detail by Fabricant. We shall do no more than set forth
some of his data which measure them.

. See Kendrick, op. cit., pp. 31-36.
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TABLE II.-Some measures of the changing role of governments stnce 1900

Expenditures Purchases Employment
(billions) (billions) (thousands)

1903 1949 1903 1955 1900 1949

Federal -$0.6 $36.2 $0.2 $46.7 312 3,608
Stats and lo ^! 1.1 23. 6 .6 30.1 852 3.478

Total - ^ 1.7 59.8 .8 76.8 1,164 7,086
Ratio of total of total government to total

United States (percent) - - - 4 20 4 12

Sources: Solomon Fabricant, The Trend of Government Activity in theUnited States Since 1900, National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1952;1955 figures from Economic Report of the President, 1957. For a similar
attempt at measurement, see R. A. Musgrave and J. M. Culbertson, The Growth of Public Expenditures
in the United States, 1890-1948, National Tax Journal, June 1953.

EVOLUTION OF THE FEDERAL REVENUE STRUCTURE, 1790-1956

Table III presents the general magnitudes and composition of Fed-
eral revenues for the same time periods used for expenditures. Since
revenue growth has roughly paralleled that of expenditures, we will
not devote separate attention to comparisons of tax levels with output,
population, or prices. Our concern will be with some of the influences
on revenue development, and its implications.

TABLE III.-The Federal revenue Structure, 1790-1956

Average annual tax revenue

Period

1790 to 1811 ----
1812 to 1815 .
1816 to 1836-
1837 to 1861-
1862 to 1865-
1866 to 1890 ---
1891 to 1916-

1917 to 1919-
1920 to 1929-
1930 to 1941 .
1942 to 1945-
1946 to 1956-

Millions of dollars

22 9.3 () 70.4 9.7 0.3 0.1 10.1
4 9.5 (3) 42.9 12.4 1.1 .4 13.9

21 22.8 (3) 4.8 23.6 4.1 .2 27.9
24~i 35. 8 ------ - ----- 35.8 3.5 1. 4 40.6

4 121.0 O 22 71.0 213.0 1.0 9. 223.0
25 200. 0 a12 136.0 348.0 6.0 4. 0 358.0
26 235.0 815 245.0 495.0 7.0 15.0 517.0

Billions of dollars

3 0. 2 1.9 0.9 1 3.0 (7)
10 5 2.3 1.0 3.8 (7)

12 '3 82.7 1.2 4.2 (7)
4 (7) 8 9 .0 5.0 34.0 (7)

11 1.0 846.0 9. 0 51. 0 (7 )

0. 2
.5
.6

1.0
2.0

3. 2
4.3
4.8

35.0
57.0

I Tax on bank dividends, 1796-1802-no separate data.
2 Levied 1791-1802 only.
3 Tax on bank dividends yielded about $0.1 million annually, 1815-18.
' Levied 1814-17 only.
5 Levied 1863-72 only.
6 Beginning 1910.
7 Less than significant minimum at this level of rounding.
8 Includes social-security taxes for old-age and unemployment insurance.

NOTES-Totals are net of refunds, but customs and land sales include certain related fees.
Sources: See end of paper.

Choice of Federal revenue sources, within the limits imposed by
the Constitution, has always represented a compromise between the
political problem of distributing the burden, the administrative prob-
lem of collection, and the economic problem of the size and stability
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of the revenue source. In the early 19th century the tariff met these
needs to a higher degree than other feasible taxes, and served as the
main, or, in many years, the only source of tax revenue. Hamilton's
excise program was widely disliked. Objection to the whisky excise
(even then the chief revenue producer) came from the large number
of small western farmers who relied on the still to furnish a readily
marketable cash crop. Thomas Jefferson regarded it as a major
achievement of his presidency that all the internal taxes were termi-
nated and exclusive reliance placed on the tariff. This was preferred
because of its relative invisibility to consumers, because some protec-
tionist sentiment already existed, and because it was levied at one of
the few points in the economy where transactions in money pre-
dominated.

Extensive reliance on the tariff had several important implications.
First, because of the waxing and waning of effective protectionist
sentiment, tariff rates were lilely to be determined partly for reasons
unrelated to revenues and expenditures. Second, the money-flow
effects of tariff changes were ambiguous. Higher rates would tend to
lower money incomes by diverting more money to the Government
(assuming expenditures unchanged), but this might be offset by a
shift in private expenditures from imported to home products. Third,
the tariff proved a poor revenue source during wars, which usually
interfered with trade. Fourth, revenues from the tariff (and from its
chief supplement before 1860, sales of public lands) were very sensi-
tive to economic fluctuations. In periods of recession, imports usually
fell sharply, cutting revenues, and resulting in deficits since expendi-
tures were reduced only gradually. This gave the Federal fiscal sys-
tem a degree of "built-in flexibility."

During the Civil War, a comprehensive program of excise and
related taxes was reinstituted. Many of these were repealed at the
end of the war, but taxes on tobacco products and alcoholic beverages
were retained, and furnished a large share of Federal revenues down
through World War I. The liquor producers were no longer numerous
enough nor able to muster sufficient sympathy to escape taxation.
The Civil War also brought the first Federal income tax, but this was
repealed in 1872.

Tariff controversy over protectionism continued in the post-1865

period, with the protectionists generally having more success than
in prewar years. They suffered an embarrassment of riches in the
1880's, when revenues rose rapidly at a time when it was difficult to
retire much of the Federal debt. The solution, as noted above, was
chiefly a great increase in pension spending.

The revenue pattern of the post-Civil War period, with its heavy
reliance on indirect taxation, probably produced a regressive incidence
of burden. However, it was generally favorable to saving and invest-
ment while bearing relatively hard on consumiption. The excise taxes
demonstrated more stability of vield in economic fluctuations, and
thus reduced the degree of automatic flexibility.

The progressive era and World War I worked a revolution in
Federal revenues. A constitutional amendment opened the way for
a personal income-tax law in 1913, while a tax on corporation profits
was imposed in 1910. The war emergency brought drastic increases
in rates, and the income and profits taxes leaped into the dominant
position which they have held ever since. During the war, the
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personal tax approachedwthe'character of a mass tax, but the subse-
quent exemptions restored it to the status, of a tax on the wealthy
minority, which it remained, with modifications, until World War II.

During the depression, tax rates were drastically increased, in direct
contravention of modern fiscal thinking. The increases offset in con-
siderable measure the' .beneficial- effects of increased expenditures.
The. principal innovation of permanent significance came in the social-
security- program, which. imposed wage and payroll taxes. By 1956
these taxes (including State payments into the Federal Treasury)
accounted for more than 10 percent of Federal revenue.
': Revenues from personal and corporate income taxes have continued

to-dominate the Federal revenue structure during the past decade.
In recent years, the personal tax has alone furnished about. two-fifths,
and the'corporate tax about one-fourth, of Federal revenue. Excise
taxes' have yielded about one-sixth. Public policy toward the tariff
and the public lands has lost any relation to Government revenues.

A number of circumstances influenced the rapid shift from indirect
to direct taxation. Necessary prerequisites were the rise of the cor-
poration as the dominant form of business organization, the shift
in the labor force toward occupations paying money incomes for
services, and a relatively high degree of efficiency in administration
and of voluntary, compliance by the public. Probably current levels
of personal tax'collection would be difficult without withholding at
the source. There have also been changes in effective public opinion
on the subject of proper tax burdens, but these are not as easy to
trace as the development of actual tax policy might suggest.7 Prob-
ably more important has been the changing political potency of high-
versus low-income groups.

At present the Federal tax burden is much more progressive with
respect to income than it was in the latter part of the 19th century.
This probably also means that it falls more heavily on sources of
funds for saving and investment (not assumed to be identical), what-
ever the effects on incentives. The present system also possesses a
relatively high degree of automatic flexibility in response to economic
fluctuations. This flexibility is more significant than that of the 19th
century because of the larger absolute level of tax revenues.8

TmE PATTERN OF FISCAL POLICY AS A WHOLE

Modern income analysis has thrown much more attention on the re-
lation between the total money flow into and out of the Government
and the level of national money income. Analysis of fiscal policy
has given particular emphasis to two situations: wars and depressions.
In wartime, Government fiscal policy may be excessively inflationary,
whereas in depressed times an upward influence on incomes and spend-

7There was considerable sentiment favoring progressive rate structure In the early 19th
century, and the Federal direct tax of 1798 imposed a progressive rate on real property.

sRecent attempts to measure the flexibility of the revenue system indicate that the
decrease in Federal cash receipts would range between 20 and 35 percent of any decline In
gross national product. The effect on private spending for consumption and investment
would probably be less, especially where the corporate tax is Involved. See Everett E.
Hagen. Federal Taxation and Economic Stabilization, Federal Tax Policy for Economic
Growth and Stability; Papers Submitted by Panelists, Joint Committee on the Economic
Report, Washington, 1955, pp. 58-60: papers and comments by David W. Lusher, Samuel
M. Cohn. Gerhard Colm, A. G. Hart, Joseph A. Pechman, Richard Goode, Ida C. Merriam,
and Karl A. Fox In Policies To Combat Depression, National Bureau of Economic Research,
New York, 1956.
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ing is desired. We will examine each of these aspects of fiscal policy
historically.
Fiscal policy in wartime-Deficts and inflation

During the period under study, the Federal Government engaged
in four major wars. In table IV are summarized some of the im-
portant aspects of aggregate fiscal policy in these periods. The data
indicate that substantial deficits have been the rule, although revenues
as well as expenditures have usually been higher than before the
war. In no case did the Government succeed in covering as much
as half of its expenditures by current revenues. Further, each of
the four wars was a period of substantial price inflation. The figures
suggest some improvement in recent times, but the price figure for
World War II probably overstates the value of the dollar (because
of quality deterioration, shortages, etc.) and does not take account
of continuing price increases after 1945.

TABLE IV.-Federal fiscal policies and wartime inflation

Expenditures Share of Increase in prices over
gross last prewar year

national
Period Average reve- product

nues Ratio to Ratio to taken by
Average average of gross Lnited Wholesale Consumer

prewar 5 national States prices prices
years product

1812 to 1815 $14, 000, 0o0 $30, 000, 000 300 3- 5 2- 4 50 -
lhI' to 151ia. 225, A, 77, A,000 1, W . 1U-14 W11U1 75

1917 to 1919. 3,20,000, 000 11, 0,000 000 1,570 17-18 14-16 60 60
1942 t194945 35, 000, 000, 000 76, 000, 000 000 '00 40 38 35 30

NOTE.-Calendar years 1812-15; fiscal years ending June 30 thereafter.
Price data are those of Bureau of Labor Statistics, including unpublished consumer price data for Civil

War. Calculation is based on annual averages for calendar year and results are rounded. Published data
are from Historical Statistics of the United States and Federal Reserve Bulletin.

The four wartime periods have differed considerably in the propor-
tion of expenditures covered by revenues, and in the general magnitude
of Federal operations. The Federal Government's absorption of re-
sources during the War of 1812 was less than 5 percent of the Nation's
output, whereas World War II required about 40 percent. 9 The
Civil War appears to have involved a smaller share than World War
I, but this result is questionable, since our figure compares Federal
(northern) purchases with total national output. As a percentage of
northern output alone, Federal purchases would probably have
amounted to about 15 percent.

Although abhorrence of debt was a fairly constant factor in peace-
time fiscal policy, Government officials were relatively tolerant in their
attitude toward wartime deficits."0 There was no recognition of the

9 The inflation during the War of 1812 was completely out of proportion to the expan-
sionary force of Government deficit spending. In part, it reflected additional credit crea-
tion by the banks, but chiefly it resulted from the drastic dislocation of International and
interregional trade by both American and British policies. Prices of imported products
rose far more than those produced at home.

IO Albert Gallatin's maxims undoubtedly helped strengthen a tendency In fiscal policy
which would have existed anyway. In 1807 he argued that "the losses and deprivations
caused by e * e war should not be aggravated by taxes beyond what is strictly necessary."
Loans should be the chief source of funds, with Increases In taxation only sufficient to
cover "the annual expenses on a peace establishment, the Interest on the existing debt. and
the interest on the loans which may be raised" (American State Papers: Finance, II, 248).
Half a century later Secretary Salmon P. Chase advocated the same program for Civil War
finance.
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function of taxes to curb excessive private spending. The chief ar-
gument for them was that they would improve the Government's
credit standing by assuring a secure basis for interest payments and
debt redemption.,,

While 19th century officials ignored the inflationary consequences
of deficits per se, they were not indifferent as to the manner in which
the deficits were financed. Efforts were usually made to cover them
through loans, but these were never sufficient. During the War of
1812 the Treasury issued interest-bearing Treasury notes which were
designed to circulate as a close substitute for currency. During the
Civil War, the Government created the first Federal paper currency
to become a permanent part of the Nation's monetary system. Half a
million dollars of paper currency was issued, which directly covered
about one-fifth of the total deficit, and also made it easier to finance
the rest by borrowing back some of the currency. But in addition to
these actual issues of currency or near-currency, the war loans drew
heavily on expanded bank credit in notes and deposits, which also
increased the money supply. Although official understanding of the
inflationary nature of monetary expansion was not lacking, there was
a strong tendency to concentrate on the maintenance or resumption of
convertibility into specie, assuming that prices and other economic
factors would automatically achieve satisfactory levels.

The crude device of direct currency issues on a large scale has been
rendered obsolete by the establishment of the Federal Reserve System.
During World War I, sale of Federal securities was facilitated by the
expansion of Federal Reserve credit in rediscounts and loans to banks.
Individuals and business firms were encouraged to borrow from banks
in order to buy war bonds, and banks themselves purchased substan-
tial amounts. During World War II, the Federal Reserve itself pur-
chased large amounts of securities in the open market, enabling the
banks to purchase a still larger quantity with the resulting reserves.

In every war, except that of 1812, the Wovernment made substantial
efforts to achieve wide distribution of ownership of war securities
among individuals. In general, however, wartime borrowing has
been chiefly a disguise for money creation. It is not obvious that the
issue of interest-bearing securities which do not serve to divert funds
out of private spending is really the most rational technique of war
finance.

One of the first fruits of national income analysis was the better
recognition during World War II of the merits of high taxes in curb-
ing inflationary pressures, as well as of the dangers which inflation
might entail. This improved attitude toward taxation was also very
much in evidence during the Korean emergency.

Wartime fiscal policies provide most of the direct historical evi-
dence available about the potential effects of Federal deficits in raising
national money incomes. Interpreting the evidence is complicated,
however, by the association of deficits with money creation. One
cannot disprove the arguments of convinced adherents of the quantity
theory of money that it is the latter which really provides the expan-
sionary push.

n See Henry C. Adams, Public Debts, 1888, p. 119.
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F ical policy and ecogwmic fluctuations
The history of the American economy from 1790 to 1945 is a his-

torV of considerable instability in production, employment, prices, and
incomes. Even in the agrarian days before 1860, wide fluctuations in
farm prices on international markets, combined with the inevitable
burden of farm debt, created widespread periodic farm distress to be
added to the unemployment in the less developed construction and
manufacturing sectors of the economy. Nineteenth century fluctua-
tions stemmed in part from the balance of international payments,
through changes in foreign demands for American goods and in the
flow of foreign capital to this country. To these influences were added
an unsound banking system, which received most of the blame, and a
pattern of investment in fixed capital which was very unstable.

Table V shows in briefest outline the behavior of Federal surpluses
and deficits during seven major business-cycle peaks and recessions.
In each case there is a strong correspondence between fiscal policy and
the phase of the cycle. *With one exception, the Government shifted
from a position of surplus at or before the peak to one of deficit during
the recession. The one exception was in the high-surplus times of
the 1870's, and then the surplus dropped off sharply in recession.
This pattern was largely imposed on the Government by declining
revenues in recession.

TABLE V.-Federal surpluses and deficits during major cycle peaks and recessions,
1815-1932

(Surplus or deficit (-) expressed as percent of average revenue and expenditure during the included cycle]

Period

1815-21 1834-42 1854-d| 1870-76 1890-96 1904-li 1926-32

I- 63 12 32 36 30 -9 29
2- 67 65 12 29 13 -6 32
3- 40 83 5 16 34 4 4 27
4 (peak)- 6 -132 12 3 18 3 12 26
5--------------------------- 12 -19 -42 8 -20 -12 25
6- -5 -30 -27 5 -13 -17 -29

------------------------ -10 -23 -15 8 - -3 -82

Average revenue and expenditures

Millions of dollars 24.9 29.4 61.8 316 335 589 3, 400
Percent of gross national

product - 1-2 1-2 1-2 4-5 2-3 2-3 4-5

NOTE.-Data for 1834-37 are on left side, 1838-42 on right side of the column for 1834-42, since both 1837
and 1839 are regarded as peak years.

AWhen deficits resulted, they were usually financed through borrow-
ing fronm banks, drawing on Federal cash balances, or issuing more
currency or near-currency. Consequently they probably exerted some
cushioning effect during recessions. It is not certain that surpluses
exerted alny check during boom periods, however, since repaying the
public debt often channeled funds into an active capital market where
they were in demand.

T*le vt islioiiing effect. of Federal deficits was limited by the tend-
ency to cut Federal expenditures in response to declining revenues
during 19th century recessions. However, expenditures were actually
increased in the recession following 1907, chiefly for naval expansion.
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And in the years following 1929, spending rose through programs
aimed at the economic slump itself.

In all cases except possibly that of post 1929, the m agnitude of Fed-
eral deficits relative to total GNP was so small as to render their pos-
sible income effects insignificant.

Contemporary official opinion disapproved of depression deficits,
but generally tax rates were not increased to do away with them.
The tariff increase of 1842 is somewhat of an exception, and a clearer
exception was another tariff increase of 1875. In both cases, however,
the increases were desired for protectionist as well as revenue-purposes.
Further, their effect on national money income was not necessarily
deflationary. We conclude that tax increases did not impair the ex-
pansionary effects of Federal deficit spending in pre-1929 depressions.

The case of the recession years following 1929 is drastically differ-
ent. Although minor tax reductions were made in 1930, in 1932 a
Democratic House joined a Republican Senate and President Hoover
in enacting the largest peacetime tax increase in history. This meas-
ure cut substantially into the beneficial effects of the increased Fed-
eral spending. We shall return to this shortly.

Public opinion in and out of the Government has always been
painfully aware of economic depressions and articulate in search of
a cure. But throughout the 19th century and well into the 20th, the
discussion of the causes and possible remedies ran heavily in terms
of money and the banking system. Emphasis in fiscal theory was
placed on the monetary effects of Federal surpluses and deficits,
rather than their direct relation to income flows.12

Nor was Treasury concern with money and banks merely a matter
of thinking and talking. From the time of Hamilton, Treasury offi-
cials used their discretionary authority over the public debt and the
Government's cash balance as methods of trying to alleviate depres-
sions, panics, and stringencies. After the Civil War the Treasury
was intimately concerned with this at all times, until the formation
of the Federal Reserve System.'3 When an occasional insight into
the potential benefits of depression deficits did appear, it was usually
accompanied by constitutional scruples against such action.14

Fiscal policy aild depression, 1929-40
The management of Federal fiscal policy during the depression is

still interesting and relevant to contemporary affairs. Numerous er-
roneous views about it still prevail. The student of stabilization pol-
icy must be especially concerned with two common assertions. One is

C2 Considering the relative magnitudes involved, this was perhaps the correct emphasis.
In the years 1846-60, for instance, Treasury transactions were carried on chiefly in specie,
and the scale of absorptions and releases of specie by the Treasury made a much larger
impact on bank reserves than did fiscal policy on incomes. I have quoted some relatively
sophisticated theories of this monetary relationship by contemporary writers both in and
out of Government in 'The Idea of "Built-In Flexibility," 1837-60, Public Finance/Finances
Publiques. XI: 4, 1956.

18 See Esther Rogoff Taus, Central Banking. Functions of the United States Treasury,
Columbia University Press, New York, 1943.

14 In face of declining revenues during the panic of 1857, Secretary of the Treasury
Howell Cobb wrote, "It is seriously urged that our expenditures should be increased for the
purpose of affording relief to the country. Such a policy would undoubtedly furnish
employment to large numbers of worthy citizens. It would require the use of large
amounts of money, to be raised either by a loan or * * * Treasury notes, and would thus
afford temporary relief to the country to an extent limited only by the discretion of the
Government. * * *. But where shall we look for the power to do this in the Constitu-
tion ?" Cobb did urge that expenditures not be reduced, even if deficits had to be incurred.
Annual Report on the State of the Finances, 35th Cong., 1st sess., H. Doc. No. 3, p. 11.
President Buchanan endorsed the-principle of expenditure maintenance, and the extent of
reductions was slight.
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that such New Deal measures as agricultural supports, the NRA, the
National Labor Relations Act, social security, the wage-hour law, and
monetary and banking reforms restored the country to prosperity.
The second, from a different quarter, is that the New Deal was an em-
bodiment of Keynesian doctrine, that it engaged in large-scale deficit
financing, and that the evident failure to cure the depression proves
that deficit spending won't work.

Table VI summarizes some of the important economic magnitudes
of the depression years.

TABLE VI.-StatiSticaz bac(kgrotdU11 of the great depression

Consumption
PercentGross Output Gross busi- Govern- of labor

Calendar year national in 1929 As percent ness in- mont pur- force um-
product prices Total of dis- vestment chases employed

posablo
incomes

Billions Billions Billions Percent Bijlions Billions Percent
1929 -$104 $104 $79 95 $13. 0 $9 3
1930 -91 95 71 95 8. 0 9 9
1931 -76 88 61 96 4. 0 9 161932- ------- 59 77 49 101 .3 8 24
1933- 56 73 46 101 1.0 8 25
1934 -65 80 52 100 2.0 10 22
1935 -73 90 56 96 5.0 12 20
1936 - --- 83 100 63 95 7.0 12 17
1937 -91 108 67 95 10.0 12 14
1938 -8-- 85 102 65 98 5. 0 13 19
1939 -91 110 68 96 7. 0 13 171940-101 120 72 94 10.0 14 15

Federal Federal Deficit (-) Federal Federal Deficit (-)
Fiscal year revenues expendi- or surplus Fiscal year revenues expendi- or surplus

Billions Billions Billions Billions Billions Billions
1929 ------ $3. 8 $2.9 $0.9 1935 ------ $3.8 $6.3 -$2. 4

930 ' $ 4.0 3.1 .9 1936 -4. 2 7.6 -3. 5
1931 3.2 4.1 -1. 0 1937 5.6 8.4 -2. 83932 ::::: 2.0 4.8 -2.7 1938 :::::l 7. 0 7.2 -.1
1933 2.1 4.7 -2.6 1939 .6 6 9.4 --2 9
1934 3.1 6.5 -3.3 1940 6.9 9.6 -2.7

:Souices: Economic Report of the President, 1956; Department of Commerce, National Income, 1954;
Eistorical and Descriptive Supplement to Economic Indicators, 1957.

The late 1920's were years in which, under the influence of the
stock-market boom, industrial capital equipment was built .up at a
rate which could only have been sustained if total expenditures for
goods and services increased more rapidly than they could be ex-
pected to. Once actual expansion ceased, as it did in the summer of
1929, business needs for additional capital goods fell. And when de-
mand for output began to fall, many firms found themselves with ex-
cessive capital. The downswing was a reciprocal process in which
business investment and personal consumption spending kept pushing
each other further down. By 1932 business investment had nearly
ceased altogether.

The figures indicate that the decline in consumer spending was
wholly induced by declining incomes-in fact consumers spent a larger
proportion of their incomes than in prosperous times. Much of the
decline in investment can also be regarded as induced by falling de-
mand. The reluctance of consumers to cut their spending in propor-
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tion to their incomes-in fact, their willingness to spend more than
their disposable incomes in 1932-33-probably did the most to pre-
vent the decline from continuing further.

The Hoover administration was not indifferent to the distress
around it. In fact, the President spoke truthfully when he as-
serted in 1931 that-

for thle .irst time in 11istorY the Federal Government has
taken an extensive and positive part in mitigating the effects
of depression and expediting recovery.' 5

Emergency agencies were created; innumerable conferences were held.
More important, Federal expenditures were increased substantially,
with particular emphasis on construction. The Government had
started from a position of substantial surplus, and for a time could
spend more without a deficit. In combination with declining rev-
enues, however, this increase produced large deficits in fiscal 1952 and
1933-larger on the average, in fact, than those of the 6 subsequent
years of the New Deal. The deficits alarmed the President, and dur-
ing the last 2 years of his administration he manifested a concern
for cutting expenditures and increasing tax revenues which amounted
to an obsession. This concern stemmed in part from a conviction
that deficits were economically harmful.", Unfortunately for the
Nation's economy, most respectable opinion shared this view. Con-
sequently Congress enacted in 1932 a substantial increase in income and
excise taxes.

Hoover's defeat and the advent of the New Deal in 1933 opened the
way for a drastic reorientation of Federal functions, but this did not
extend to fiscal policy.

Our statistics drive home two important facts: First, the New Deal
did not get the country out of the depression. Average annual em-
employment did not fall below 14 percent in the years 1933-40 and
was still 10 percent in 1941. Second, the New Deal did not engage
in large-scale deficit spending. Federal expenditures rose substan-
tially, but were matched by higher taxes. The experience of the
1930's gives us little evidence of the potential effectiveness of deficits
in depression. The rapid expansion of output and unemployment
under the stimulus of large deficits in World War II are much more
indicative of their potential power.

There is ample evidence that President Roosevelt largely shared the
fiscal views of his predecessor. During the campaign in 1932 he
criticized Hoover for incurring deficits and promised to wipe them
out through economy: Upon inauguration he took steps to reduce

's William S. Myers and Walter H. Newton, The Hoover Administration: A Documented
Narrative, Oharles.Scribner's Sons, New York, 1.930, p. 20.

'5 In 1932 he stated that "it Is generally agreed that the balancing of the Federal budget
and unimpaired national credit is indispensible to the restoration of confidence and to the
very start of economic recovery * * *." Quoted in James A. Maxwell, Fiscal Policy,
Henry Holt, New Yoriz, 1955. p. 13. For a history and analysis of this and reInted ideas,
see Jesse V. Burkhead. 'The Balanced Budget, Quarterly Journal of Economics, May 1954,
reprinted in Arthur Smithies and J. Keith Butters. eds.. Readings in Fiscal Policy, Richard
D. Irwin, Homewood, Ill.. 1955: Sidney S. Alexander. Opposition to Deficit Spending for
fihe Prevention of Unemployment in Income. Employment, and Public Policy: Essays in
Honor of Alvin Hansen, W. WV. Norton, New York, 1948.
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Government salaries and veterans' pensions. In his budget message
of January 1934, he stated:

we should plan to have a definitely balanced budget for the
third year of recovery and from that time on seek a continuing
reduction of the national debt.

Taxes were increased in every year from 1933 through 1937. The first
agricultural adjustment program was financially based on a wickedly
regressive processing tax, rather than deficits. The social security
system was set up with a strongly deflationary reserve provision and
a regressive tax-rate structure. New Deal deficits were, through 1937,
the inadvertent and undesired result of expenditures undertaken for
their own sake.17

President Roosevelt did not see the depression as a problem of inade-
quate spending, but rather of undesirable price declines. In aiming
his recovery measures chiefly at prices, he failed to distinguish be-
tween higher prices as a symptom of strong demand and as a symptom
of short supply. His administration also interpreted the depression
largely in terms of the particular problems of particular distressed
sectors, without perceiving their common difficulty. In consequence,
the emphasis of the so-called "recovery" program was on measures
essentially restrictionist in their nature, notably the NRA and the
first AAA. Likewise, the revaluation of the dollar, the National
Labor Relations Act, and the wages and hours law did not bring any
net increase in the total income and spending capacity of the economy
as a ., holk.

In 1937, expenditure cuts recommended by the President and the
influx of social-security tax revenues reduced the Federal cash deficit
almost to zero. Partly in consequence, the economy fell into a short
but painful and disturbing recession. This finally brought the Presi-
dent to accept a positive role for fiscal policy as such, as evidenced by
his "spend-lend" program and budget message of January 1939, and
expenditure increases restored the cash deficit.

On the whole. New Deal fiscal policies made no strong contributioll
to recovery.18 Their shortcomings are measured by the slow and
tortuous rise in consumption. Tax increases prevented the rise of
Federal expenditures from producing any substantial increase in
consumer disposable incomes. Had the latter risen, consumer spend-
ing would undoubtedly have gone higher and helped restore business
investment.

Several relevant lessons may be derived from New Deal experience.
Adherents of fiscal conservatism may note that public opinion will not
tolerate Government inaction in the face of depression. Consequently,
if the Government does not do the right things (increasing total
spending), it will probably do the wrong things-things which in-

" "There is no evidence that the administration, as distinct from some persons within
it and some economists offering advice from outside. ever had a conscious interest in fiscal
policy as an instrument of recovery prior to the new depression in 1938. Government
spending was primarily for relief and was regarded only as the unavoidable accompani-
ment of unemployment until recovery could be achieved by other means." John H. Wil-
liams. The implications of Fiscal Policy for Monetary Policy and the Banking System,
Papers and Proceedings of the American Economic System March 1942, reprinted in
Re.dines in Fiscal Policy, pp. 190-191.

1" This is the conclusion reaebed by E. Cary Brown. Fiscal Policy In the Thlrties: A
Reappraisal. American Economic Review, December 1956. Compare the more favorable
view reached by Gerhard Colm. Public Spending and Recovery in the United Stntes.
abridged from Social Research, May 1936, in his Essays in Public Finance and Fiscal
Policy. Oxford University Press, New York. 1955.

97735-57-7
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crease Government intervention in detailed production, price. and
income decisions, or which give favored groups protection from the
rigors of competition and change. Deficit spending may appear more
attractive as an alternative to these. Latter-day liberals may be re-
minded that good intentions are not sufficient to produce good policies,
even if wrapped in the finest rhetoric. And one should not accept
uncritically the whole panoply of New Deal measures on the assump-
tioinu that they really rsLtored Ufhe -I c - Jprosperus condt Uio:-.

However, in all fairness, we must point out that many New Deal meas-
ures, while ineffectual in curing the depression of the 1930's, have
become important parts of our defense against any future depression.
This refers particularly to the structural reforms of the banking and
financial system and to the automatic flexibility latent in the social
security and agricultural programs.
Recent developments and contemporary problems

Fiscal policy since 1940 has been marked by a much higher degree
of I rationality than before, particularly since the Employment Act of
1946. The performance of fiscal policy, as measured by the mainte-
nance of high production and employment, has been good. Recessions
have been mild and have been met with appropriate responses in tax
and spending policies. Closer examination may leave us uncertain as
to what this experience proves, however.

First, high levels of demand in recent years have reflected continued
high Federal defense spending and a relatively unflagging rate of
business-capital formation. There has been no practical demonstra-
tion of what fiscal policy could do to reduce the adverse effects should
either of these decline substantially.

Second, the good performance of fiscal policy in offsetting recessions
has been partly good luck. This is notoriously evident in the case of
the tax reduction of 1948, passed over a Presidential veto in the last
stages of inflation, to go into effect just as the economy was sliding into
unforeseen recession. More favorable in appearance was the willing-
ness of the Republican administration to reduce taxes and incur
deficits during the recession of 1953-but the recession itself stemmed
largely from cuts in defense spending.

Third, fiscal policy has shown much less capacity for curbing infla-
tion. This partly reflects the political difficulty that counterinflation
measures reduce people's access to money and are therefore likely to
be unpopular. But there are other limitations. It would have been
undesirable to increase taxes in World War II sufficiently to drain
off inflationary demands, although more could probably have been
done safely than was. The Korean emergency indicated that fiscal
policy probably cannot cope with a sudden outburst of private scare
buying, although the flexible tax structure undoubtedly absorbed some
of the pressure, and tax-rate increases were admirably strong.

Most recently, the outbreak of the "new inflation" in the last 18
months has raised the disturbing possibility that some inflation may
come from costs rather than excessive demand. The actual importance
of the Federal budget itself as an inflationary force in this period
remains unclear, although it is easy to find fault with the view that
the cash budget cannot be inflationary unless it shows a deficit. The
proper role of fiscal policy in such an inflation is also unclear-can
price increases be prevented by curtailing demand without producing
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too much unemployment and loss of output? The contemporary cial-
lenge to fiscal policy seems to lie in the problem of inflation control,
and particularly in controlling the expansion of Federal spending in
the face of many legitimate demands and needs for increases."'

FISCAL POLICY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

The relation between fiscal policy and economic growth takes many
forms. Obviously Government functions and activities such as re-
search, public capital formation, health and education programs, etc.,
can actively promote growth. This discussion will deal only with
aspects which pertain to fiscal policy as a whole. Two chief types of
influence can be distinguished. On one hand, a fiscal policy which pro-
motes economic stability, high incomes and demands, and relatively
full employment will undoubtedly help to stimulate the incentives of
business firms to invest and to innovate.20 But we have no real his-
torical evidence on this as yet.

Fiscal policy can also influence the availability of funds for invest-
ment. Historically the important influences have been the tax struc-
ture and public-debt policy. The tariff-excise combination of the
19th century probably placed the burden primarily on consumption.
The shift to personal and corporate income and profits taxes has un-
doubtedly increased the relative burden on saving, and through it, oni
investment. Probably the most serious aspect of this has been the dis-
advantage imposed on the investment capacity of small, growing firms.
OVle s jUUgnleilL U11 bile -relative 1055 tU aggreugate vestmeiit uust c;-
tainly be conditioned by the enormous volume of capital formation
which the economy has generated in the past decade."l

Public-debt policy may also exert a substantial influence on the
volume of investable funds. Historically, Federal borrowing has
generally occurred during periods of war or depression and has in-
variably drawn to a large extent on newly created money or idle
balances, instead of diverting funds from private capital formation.
Debt retirement, however, has generally occurred in prosperous times.
when the demand for funds has been high for capital formation. Debt
retirement has commonly placed funds in the hands of wealthy in-
dividuals and financial institutions, so that they were likely to move
into other investments rather than consumption.

Together, the revenue and public-debt policies of the 19th century
probably exerted an influence in the direction of "forced saving,"
diverting funds out of consumption into investment. Hoowever, the
Government's revenues from land sales removed some funds from the
capital market.

A rough estimate, making allowance for issue and redemption of
currency and near-money, suggests that Federal finance shifted about

IO An excellent brief review of the period since 1930 is given in Gerhard Colm, Fiscal
Policy and the Federal Budget, in Max Millikan, ed., Income Stabilization for a Developing
Democracy, Yale University Press, New Haven, 1953. pp. 214-227. On the postwar period,
see also Alvin H. Hansen, The American Economy, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1957, pp.
90-131.

" One must beware of the fallacy In the often-encountered argument that the Govern-
ment must promote high consumption (e. g., throummh taxes which bear more on saving) in
order to stimulate (induced) investment. Any kind of spending for the products of a
capital-using firm can stimulate induced Investment, and consumption may actually doso less than some other possible types. A high-consumption economy may be desirable, but
hardly because it will produce a high rate of output growth. It is a high-demand, full.
employment economy generally which is desired.

On these matters, see papers by R. A. Musgrave, J. K. Butters, and Paul W. McCracken
in Federal Tax Policy for Economic Growth and Stability.
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$80 millions into the capital market from consumption in 1790-1860,
most of it representing redemption of securities for which the Govern-
ment received no money originally. During the period of heavy
postwar debt retirement in 1866-90, about $600 million was so shifted,
but in the period 1891-1916, the Government was a net borrower of
about $250 million.

During the 1920's, the Government poured some $9 billion into debt
retirement, but the reduction in saving through progressive taxation
may have been equally large. After World War II, net cash debt
retirements in 1947-52 totaled about $30 billion. Most of this passed
through commercial banks and insurance companies (directly, or in-
directly through shifts in remaining debt) into other financial assets
and thus into the capital market.2 2 Again, the adverse effect of taxa-
tion on saving may have offset this. But one should certainly not look
merely at that adverse effect without noting that the debt retirement
may have offset it.

SOME CONCEPTUAL PROBLEMS UNDERLYING HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

The characteristic analysis of fiscal policy runs in terms of such
aggregates as revenues, expenditures, surpluses and deficits. Defini-
tions and computations of these have traditionally been determined
by the information needs of government officials, which have not al-
ways coincided with the interests of economists.

(0ne approach to fiscal data would follow the conventions of national
income accounting. Government revenues and expenditures would
be those included i the income and product accounts as computed by
the Department of Commerce 2 This particular compilation has sev-
eral possible drawbacks. It gives taxes on the basis of accruals rather
than collections, and it omits certain transactions which seem to fall
economically in between income and product at one extreme and pub-
lic debt at the other. These are mainly Government lending and re-
payment, and in the past, transactions in land. These drawbacks do
not exist in the cash consolidated statement of receipts from and pay-
ments to the public which currently appears in the annual budget
document. The figures used in this paper come closer to the latter
basis of calculation.

Use of the term "cash" in the latter case is somewhat misleading-
"current accoumt" would be more nearly correct. A genuine cash-
consolidated account for the Government is found in the money-flow
analysis developed by Morris Copeland and now published by the
Federal Reserve Board of Governors.2 4 This approach has the advan-
tage of incorporating public-debt policy, which may be significant
even for short-term fiscal interpretations. It is generally assumed,
for example, that a cash surplus is deflationary, but if the funds are
used to repay publicly held debt in prosperous times, when the funds
find their way promptly into private spending, the conclusion may be
unwarranted.

' See data In Federal Reserve Bulletin. August 1953, pp. 857, 865, 874.
3 See National Income, 1954, pp. 170-i73, for figures on this basis.
24 See particularly their Flow of Funds in the United States, 1939-53. 1955. I have com-

puted a set of money-flow accounts for the Federal Government for 1790-1860 which are
n process of publication by the National Bureau of Economic Research in a volume of

papers on 19th century economic growth.
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As a rule, added refinements, with their costs in compiling and
complications in using, are only as valuable as the uniformities of
behavior on which they rest. What one really wants to know to
analyze fiscal policy is, first, from whom did the money come and
what would those people have done with it otherwise; and second, to
whom did the Government pay it, and what did the recipients do with
it? Variations in the response to one tax or one spending program
may create a degree of indeterminacy which swamps added refinements
in classification.

STATISTICAL SOURCES AND METHODS

The "official" figures on Federal receipts and expenditures as pub-
lished in numerous Treasury and other documents contain certain de-
ficiencies for the economist. In part these stem from the classifica-
tions, which are administrative rather than either functional or eco-
nomic. In part they stem from capricious patterns of inclusion and
exclusion. For the years since World War I, the official figures have
been badly inadequate because of the existence of Government corpo-
rations and trust funds whose activities are not accurately reflected by
summary data on receipts and expenditures in traditional form. For
recent years, the problems have been recognized and met to some ex-
tent by the statistical devices noted above. They give data back as
far as 1929, usually. Professor Kendrick has computed cash-consoli-
dated expenditures data for earlier years, but they are not ideal for
pie-1v0 d ates.

The defects in the official data exist for figures all the way back to the
1790's. One systematic distortion, more important before 1870, was
the lack of conformity between the accounts of the Treasury, which
the official data summarize, and the accounts of the collecting and dis-
bursing officers who actually dealt with the public. During the Civil
War, for instance, more than $100 million shown by Treasury figures
as spent was actually accumulated in disbursing officers' balances from
which most of it was disgorged in 1866.

The transactions of the Post Office were also outside the ordinary
Treasury summaries, and while this paper adheres to the convention
of netting postal transactions, it does not imply unqualified approval.
There have also been trust funds and/or Government corporations as
far back as 1796. The security-holding trust fund was extensively
used prior to 1860, with considerable investments being made in State
government bonds. After the Civil War, this practice largely gave
way to the use of bookkeeping trust funds not involving segregated
accounts, but these gave rise to fictitious transactions in the summary
accounts.

Treasury summary figures make some unsatisfactory inclusions and
exclusions. Their totals for ordinary receipts sometimes include
seiguiorage charges and premiums on sale of gold or securities. Ex-
penditure totals may include debt premiums paid, trust fund or other
security transactions, and tax refunds. They do not show the pay-
ment of $28 million surplus revenue to States in 1837.

The statistics on receipts imd expenditures used in this paper were
compiled in an effort to overcome these shortcomings. They consist
of completed estimates for 1789-1860, fairly close preliminary esti-
mates for 1861-90, and a relatively sloppy first approximation for
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1891-1916. From that point I have used Kendrick's data, which
merge into the contemporary official publications. For receipts, my
approximations go to 1929.

Estimates through 1890 were constructed on the basis of the annual
Account of Receipts and Expenditures of the United States, published
by the Register of the Treasury. These present in vast detail the data
which are the basis for the summary totals appearing in the Treasury
annual reports. The detail is generally adequate to classify the items
and remove undesirable ones.2 5

For the period through 1860, separate financial accounts were com-
piled for all Federal agencies carrying on financial transactions.
These were derived chiefly from the annual or other published re-
ports of executive departments appearing in the series of American
State Papers or the executive documents of Congress. From all these
was computed a consolidated money-flow account of all transactions
with the public.

For the period 1861-90, a sampling of sources indicated that the
discrepancies arising out of collecting officers' accounts were negli-
gible. The time lag in expenditures, reflected in changing levels of
disbursing officers' balances was occasionally important, however.
For the war period, these balances were ascertained as much as pos-
sible from detailed reports. For the peacetime periods, however,
they were estimated to be a relatively constant and in the long run
declining fraction of transactions.

One major adjustment was imposed on the data for 1862-7i. Dur-
ing this period the Treasury conducted part of its transactions in
coin and part in currency which was substantially depreciated relative
to coin. In order to show all transactions in a common unit, customs
revenues and interest payments (which were made in coin) were con-
verted to currency values by multiplying them by the average gold
Dremium of the vear.

For the years after 1890, estimates were constructed from Treasury
annual reports. For the entire period 1790-1916, data were adjusted
to exclude tax refunds, interest receipts, sales of Government prop-
erty, and certain fictitious trust-fund transactions from both receipts
and expenditures. Revenues from seigniorage and securities issues
were excluded, as were expenditures for securities. The postal ac-
count was modified to contain the actual difference between revenues
and expenditures, rather than the payment to or from the Treasury.

The "official" cash-revenue figures for 1929-47 do not show the com-
position of revenues. I estimated these to be the same proportion of
totals as the accrual data in National Income, 1954, pages 170-171.
For the 1948-58 data were obtained from the annual budget documents
for 1950-58. Refunds were excluded, their distribution being roughly
estimated. I doubt that my revenue series is exactly commensurable
with that for expenditures, particularly for 1920-29.

25 Incidentally, It is clear that the data In Receipts and Expenditures, and therefore in
the Treasury summary tables, reflect warrants actually paid by the Treasurer (through
1890, at least), and not merely warrants issued, as alleged in the explanations of the
Treasury summary tables. For an explanation, see Secretary Bristow's statement In 44th
Cong.. lst sess., Senate Reports, No. 371 (1876), pp. 36-37.
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Other data used in table I were assembled in the following manner.
GNP figures for 1790-1865 were based on my own estimates (expressed
as a range). These were derived by adjusting the estimates of R. F.
Martin to meet certain conditions suggested by Kuznets.2 0 For pre-
1861, Federal expenditures are so small that a wide range of inde-
terminacy in GNP figures does not change the percentage very much.
For the Civil War period, I made annual range estimates, adjusting
1860 estimates with price data.

For all the data on per capita expenditures in 1926 prices, and for
GNP comparisons after 1865, I adjusted Kendrick's figures in pro-
portion to the discrepancy between them and mine. This somewhat
piratical technique saved me a vast amount of work, and I am most
grateful to the National Bureau of Economic Research for permitting
the use of this material.

x Martin's estimates are given in Studies in Enterprise and Social Progress, National
Industrial Conference Board, New York, 1939, & 79. See Simon Kuznets, National Income
Estimates for the United States Prior to 187 , Journal of Economic History, June 1952.
I figured GNP to be 10 to 15 percent above national income.
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CONSIDERATIONS IN DETERMINING GOVERNMENT
FUNCTIONS

EXPANSION OF GOVERNMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Solomon Barkin, director of research, Textile Workers Union of
America, AFL-CIO

Concepts of the proper functions of government have been pro-
foundly changed during the last few decades. Older shibboleths,
which hailed the best government as the one which governed least,
are now of little use in evaluating the propriety of new functions.
They reflect the rear-guard defenses of dogmatists opposed to the
Government's assuming any new functions no matter what the national
need for such action.

Adam Smith defined the duties of government as being defense,
internal justice, and the erection and mainenance of public institu-
tions and public works, including roads and education. They long
served as guides for the students of government. Except for unusual
conflicts such as the present dispute over school integration, where
people are ready to destroy historic educational institutions to frus-
trate the application of the Supreme Court orders, few have challenged
the above definitions. But we have now gone far beyond this level of
thinking. The major issues now center about the question of which
positive functions the Government shall assume. Which gaps in our
social and economic system and failings in our present operations
should be met by assigning them to Government?

DEPRESSION AND WARTImE FUNCTIONS SHRUNKEN

In considering the current status of governmental operations and
expenditures, the striking fact is that we have completed what many
have characterized as the historic process of divestiture following a
sharp upsurge in new governmental functions. During the last 10
years this country saw the Government scrap many functions; these
primarily were institutions and organizations developed to solve the
problems of the depression and to meet the needs of highly centralized
controls during both World War II and the Korean war. As a result
of the investigations conducted by the Hoover Commission, and the
subsequent activities of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget and
officials of the Defense Department, the Government abandoned many
so-called commercial activities. The present administration has also
been intent on limiting the area of governmental responsibilities, and
has liquidated some activities and tried vigorously to limit others.
These efforts have aroused considerable opposition in many are:ls,
particularly in the field of power generation and multipurpose river
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development. Our Nation has probably arrived at a balance of pres-
sures, with the current functions representing the relatively new, more
permanent basic level of governmental functions.

FORMS OF GOVERNMENTAL DISCHARGE OF FUNCTIONS

Recent developments have added new complexities to this problem
of distinguishing public from private functions. XVhen the govern-
ment assumes direct responsibilities in a given area, it no longer auto-
matically means direct operations therein. There is no necessary in-
ference that an operating institution will be erected or that an army
of employees will be necessary for the particular function. Govern-
mental policy and interest may be implemented in the above tradi-
tional way, or it may be reflected through its program of purchases
of goods and services, by the use of its credit position, the transfer of
payments, or regulation and control of particular private operations.
Many significant recent extensions in government interest in the oper-
ation of our private economy have required few additional employees.
Moreover, the implementation of our monetary policy has called for
little direct use of Federal funds. The assurance of proper minimum
wages and working conditions has necessitated few employees or gov-
ernmental expenses other than those required in the direct administra-
tion of the law itself. Economic policy directives are being used to
implement government purposes.

The relative importance of these nonoperating governmental func-
tions is well illustrated by the figures on government employment
and expenditures. In 1956, 9.7 million persons were in the government
service out of a national total of 65.7 million employed persons, or
14 percent. Of the government workers, 4.5 million were with the
Federal Government, of which 2.8 million were military and 1.7 mil-
lion civilian employees, and only one-half million were employed in
Federal enterprise; 4.4 million were with State and local services, and
one-third of a million were with local and State governmental
enterprises.

The wages and salaries for compensating all government employees
amounted to $36 billion, representing only 36 percent of the net gov-
ernment expenditures. Governmental purchases from business
amounted to $40.3 billion, or about 40 percent of the expenditures.
Transfer payments in the form of social-insurance benefits, military
benefits, and direct relief amounted to $17.2 billion. Interest pay-
ments would increase the above transfer payments by $5.7 billion,
bringing this area to 23 percent of governmental expenditures. These
sums, of course, do not include the vast amount of outstanding gov-
ernmental guaranties supporting private credit. The man-hours of
work devoted by private industry to serving the government as pur-
chaser of goods and services and stimulated by government action may
far exceed those hired directly by the government (table I).

PRIVATE SOCIETY USES COLLECTIVE INSTITUTIONS AND PRIVATE EXPENDI-
TURES ARE INFLUENCED BY GOVERNMENTAL POLICY

The essential characteristic of a governmental organization is that
it is a community institution whose functions are prescribed and funds
allotted to it by a governmental body. It is controlled through the
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budget. The alternatives in our private economy and society have
some similarities. True, the market more or less determines these
operations. But we are no longer faced with the simple choice of
large government versus the single individual. The latter has found
it desirable to organize into voluntary groups which require no gov-
erninental authority or support, or to secure sanction from the govern-
ment for forming such groups. The business corporation, the philan-
thropic foundation, and many trusts and membership organizations
are creatures of the government administered by private authority.

The important fact for our present purpose is that the individual
assigns some of his power over personal expenditures to these groups-
They spend it for him. For example, instead of granting charitable
aid himself, he is likely to give his money to a philanthropic institu-
tion. Incidentally, some of these organizations, like the community
chests, collect funds on such a wide basis that it is tantamount to a,
voluntary levy upon the local citizens. Similarly, members pay dues
to their unions, and in union shops all must pay, or to membership
organizations for the realization of common purposes. AMany of these
groups operate on the budget rather than the market principle.

If the previous discussion highlights how much less appropriate
is the use of the old dichotomy between the public and private econo-
mies, so the older contrasts may not be employed for the study of col-
lective versus private expenditure. The latter is now significantly
controlled and affected bv governmental influences so it is more an in-
strument of public purpose than a completely independent agent.
Personal expenditures are at all times a function of prevailing social
patterns; new governmental controls have been developed to further
restrict private choices of expenditures.

Besides the basic protective legislation related to cleanliness, pure
goods and drugs, labeling, and other similar controls, and taxes on
items such as alcoholic beverages, we have seen two major develop-
ments affecting private expenditures. The first is represented by the
growth of welfare programs. Funds are transferred to people who
would otherwise not have been able to purchase specific goods and
services or proper amounts of them. Matching this,§o-called welfare
state, which slogan became an issue of national concern some 5 years
ago, is the relatively less-trumpeted development, the incentive state.
Not only are governmental funds transferred to certain private busi-
ness in the form of subsidies, and generous sales of government sur-
pluses or properties, but the government has used various financial
inducements to stimulate businessmen to engage in specific functions
such as housing, construction, research activities, expansion of capacity
for the production of vital war materials, and general industrial pro-
duction. Even the individual has been provided incentives to spend
his funds in governmentally approved ways. The Federal income-
tax system allows generous exemptions to philanthropic contributions,
wlhichi have led to the creation of thousands of foundations for the
organized expenditure of funds for these purposes. These exemnp-
tions, in effect, allow the private administration of publicly taxable
funds.

A review of this twofold development involving, on the one hand,
the multiplication of the forms of government influence ranging from
governmental enterprises to a positive system of economic policy im-
plemnentation and the appearance of many collective institutions for
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the spending of private funds, and, on the other hand, the striking
growth in incentives guiding private expenditures and the transfer of
purchasing power among private citizens, clearly unfolds the fact
that any determination respecting a governmental function and re-

-sponsibility does not automatically carry with it a decision on the
form of governmental intervention in a particular area. The decision
as to whether the influence is to be exerted through direction, opera-
tion as a public enterprise, or some less direct or completely indirect
form of influence, is a moot question. Similarly, the fact that the
forms of governmental operation and influence are most diverse, per-
mits it more easily to extend its concern and to condition the behavior
of individuals in a wider area of our private society and economy.
Since the choice is not merely between governmental and private enter-
prise, various means can be devised to achieve public purposes. Where
particular gaps or failings are recognized in our economic or social
structure and performance, the government can intervene or influence
the situation without necessarily establishing a public enterprise. The
issue as to what is a public function must, therefore, be defined in
terms of this concept of the wide range of choice of methods of exerting
influence available to governmental authorities.

GoODs ARE NOT INHERENTLY PRIVATE OR PUBLIC

Beyond the areas of governmental responsibility set forth by Adam
Smith, distinctions between public and private goods appear quite
contrived. Physical characteristics as to divisibility are hardly ger-
mane. Many goods and services originally furnished by private
enterprises have now become public goods and services. Governments
have assumed the operation of services in some communities which
remain private in others. Shifts have continued without basically
changing the character of the goods or services.

What has happened in such transfers is that the community has
determined through its legislative or executive bodies that the methods
of distribution and the volume of goods or services, available to the
people in a system built on the market principles, are not adequate.
The benefits have been deemed so important to the community that the
means of producing or distributing particular goods and services have
become public. The determination has been made on the basis of the
belief that the benefits should be widely shared. In other instances
the conversion has been made because of the conviction that a public
body might be more economic or might perform services not now con-
sidered worthwhile to private interests. Such has been the argument
for multipurpose development of river valleys by those who have
pressed for public enterprises in these areas. The public bodies have
been established for other functions where private resources are con-
sidered inadequate or unwilling to take the risk.

In each case, therefore, the shift has occurred from private to pub-
lic performance, or the particular good or service has been decided to
be a public good because the legislative bodies have determined it to
be necessary in the public interest. The merits and disadvantages
must be argued specifically in terms of the particular project rather
than* on the basis of general assumptions and the preference for one
form of enterprise or another.
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The same approach needs also to be taken in connection with the
proposals for establishing new public interest and concern in one or
another area of our social and economic structure. The issue is pri-
marily whether the currently available goods or services meet the pub-
lic needs. Are the effects compatible with the public interest? Do
the market influences assure an adequate total supply of goods and
services? Are they being distributed among the population in proper
amounts? Are prices compatible with the public interest? Are the
types of goods and services needed in the society being produced and
offered? Are we getting a desirable pattern of use of resources and
manpower? Is economic power being adequately diffused?

A negative answer to these inquiries does not necessarily mean, as
we have indicated, that the only alternative is government enterprise.
The gaps and failings in our structure may be overcome by other means
which will serve the stated tests. Distress in some of our cities or the
shortage of economic opportunities in underdeveloped areas can be
overcome frequently, not by wholesale introduction of public goods
and enterprises, but by the completion of several public works which
would open up the areas to private development, as the TVA did for
its region and the St. Lawrence Waterway is likely to do for the North-
ern States of our country. We have learned from our economic aid to
underdeveloped countries that a few strategic public works which
would not be undertaken by private capital can often generate exten-
sive industrial development. So we find that the provision in the
hellieinr laws fnr t-hep. ahorntion of losses in land purchase by local
communities and the Federal Government has stimulated urban re-
development in many cities which had suffered from the heavy hand of
blight. Government guaranties on home loans have stimulated our
entire home construction industry. Similarly, the modernization of
the current building codes would so reduce costs as to open up vast
opportunities for new construction.

The basic challenge is, therefore, not to distinguish between public
and private goods but to determine the effectiveness of the operation
of the private society and economy and to seek methods of correcting
whatever the shortcomings may be, whether they be omissions or
imperfections.

GovERNMENT HAS PosmvE FuNcTIONs iN HELPINO SocIETY REALIZE
ITS GoALs

Having accepted the primary governmental functions set forth in
the earliest writings on political economy, governments for many
decades operated within this range of responsibilities. Their activi-
ties expanded primarily as populations grew, as the land area of the
nation was extended, as wealth increased and industrialization cre-
ated new demands. However, the functions remained narrowly cir-
cumscribed. Government expenditures before the Civil War repre-
sented about 1.5 percent of the national income. Military engage-
ments not only raised the immediate costs of government but signifi-
cantly raised them in the years following the war, as many costs per-
sisted. Between the Civil War and World War I government ex-
penditures were higher and represented about 2.7 percent of the gross
national product; the percentage would be higher if calculated in
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terms of national income. After World War I the rate rose to about
3.1 percent.

The major rise in the level of Government expenditures grew out
of the crash of 1929 and the subsequent depression. The concepts of
Government's responsibilities were drastically altered. The laissez-
faire philosophy of the previous century and a half was replaced by
a new vision of Government as being a nositive force responsible f-Pc
closing the gaps in the private economy and mitigating or correcting
its failings. The individual person was no longer to be abandoned to
his fate. His difficulties were no longer regarded as personal weak-
nesses for which he was to do penance by continued misery. They
were often the result of social forces over which he had no control.
As a member of society, he was entitled to a minimum of benefits which
would enable him to take advantage of opportunities for self-support
when they arose. The Government was responsible for the direction
of the economy so that its efforts would supplement and reinforce
those of private industry in providing employment opportunities and
productive economic activity for the people.

The recognition of these positive responsibilities led to a new series
of governmental programs. Some were directed at failings. Others
were intended to initiate activities and services which were not being
provided by the private economy. The programs were directed at
the most diverse facets of the economy. Some were designed to stimu-
late business. The Government entered upon large construction
projects and embarked upon providing new services such as research,
theater, music, and art. The private and public relief systems were
modernized and the old poor-law concepts swept aside. Assistance
to the unemployed became a public function. New codes were drafted
for industry to provide guides for its conduct and minimum terms of
employment. Other institutions like the banks, stock market, and
commodity exchanges were rehabilitated. Tremendous projects such
as TVA were initiated to strengthen the economny of entire regions.
Social insurance systems started major public schemes of aid to
individuals. Conservation programs were executed to develop and
preserve our natural resources.

These programs affirmed Government's positive economic and social
responsibilities. It could not stand idly by while the country went to
rack and ruin. Businessmen, bankers, farmers, and vworkers demanded
action. It had to take steps both to rehabilitate the country and
mitigate the suffering of the people and stop the loss and waste of
national resources and wealth.

Governmental expenditures for these purposes are no longer con-
sidered unproductive. It is now generally believed that governmental
expenditures during periods of less than full employment are highly
productive and lead to the utilization of resources and manpower
which would otherwise remain idle. The older economic theories
which assumed stability with minor variations and couldn't conceive
of manjor depressions had provided no alternative but to wait for recov-
ery while the patient's economic blood was let. Such views are too
brash for the current era in which there is an open conflict between
economic systems on their comparative abiilty to provide employ-
ment and promote economic well-being.

Still new tests for Government to meet were born during the war.
The failings of the past had created a longing for the Government to
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assume more positive functions. 'Moreover, the stupendous achieve-
ments recorded by Government as a wartime planner and guide for
the economy reaffirmed the public's belief that this instrument could
also solve the maladies and defects of a peacetime society and economy.
The new responsibilities assigned to the Government were no longer
limited to those of aiding in the recovery of a society and economy
in complete distress. Its obligations are more continuous and posi--
tive. These new tests were formally developed and articulated as
American policy in the Employment Act of 1946. It declares that.
it is-

The continuing policy and responsibility of the Federal
Government to use all practicable means * ' * to coordinate
and utilize all of its plans, functions, and resources, for the
purpose of creating and maintaining, in a manner calculated
to foster and promote free competitive enterprise and the.
general welfare conditions under which there will be useful,
employment opportunities including self-employment, for
those able, willing, and seeking to work, and to promote.
maximum employment production and purchasing powel..

The Federal Government has sought to implement these broad
directives. During the last decade we have enjoyed an unusualll era
of economic growth and high employment. During the last year we
faced problems of stabilizing our price structure to prevent the infla-.
tionary forces from weakening the foundations of our economy. Peo-
pie who closed their minds to direct controls and considered oilly,
indirect monetary techniques for restraining price rises, raised the.
question of the possible conflict between full employment and price.
stability.

Both goals, we contend, are compatible. The present admninistra-
tion has failed to choose procedures for effecting stability which are
themselves consonant with the maintenance of full employment and
balanced growth. The monetary controls which we have employed
originate from an outgrown economic philosophy derived from a,
time when people and government suffered and tolerated the sharp
sxvines of the business cycle. These theorist-s and practitioners are
imprisoned by their conceptions and assumptions which are out of
tune with an economy in which full employment and balanced growth
are essential goals and cannot be subordinated to a third goal such
as price stability. Policies must be devised to realize concurrently
theses three objectives of full employment, g-rowth, and stability.

The concept of full employment provides us with a measure of the
degree of uniderutilization of our manpower.. It supplies a measure
of the upper limits of economic activity and social well-being which,
we can attain wvith our material resources and capital.

We have also accepted economic growth as an essential objective..
It responds to the underlying yearning for progress in an opti-
inistic western society. The channel to progress is through economic
expansion. Tle Governmenit's responsibility is to facilitate this proc-
ess. Besides helping to maintain a climate conducive to full employ-
ment it must help dormant and declining areas and industries find
the formula for their rejuvenation. Where the latter fails, new de-.
signs must be evolved for the distressed areas. Help can be fur-
nished them through technical assistance and finance as wye have done.

97 735-57-8
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through our foreign-aid programs. This is the objective of the area
assistance bill now before Congress.

Stable growth means not only that prices remain relatively stable
but also that the growth process is balanced. It is the unevenness
in the rate of expansion and the accumulation of demand in specific
sectors which currently create the environment for inflation in our
economy. The excessive demands on structural steel arnd other key
commodities necessary for the expansion of our capital goods in-
dustries sparked much of our current inflationary price movement.
The Government's responsibility is to restrain unjustified price in-
creases and to help balance demand through appeals and controls
and possibly to build new capacity to meet these rising economic needs
where private industry proceeds at too slow a pace. Economic bal-
ance demands careful appraisal of our areas of growth and our
physical and human resources. Economic balance also calls for an
appropriate pattern of large and small businesses.

One other function of government is to help translate economic
growth into rising living standards. In our economy we boast that
such has happened; and indeed the facts support this conclusion.
"People's capitalism" is the phrase coined to describe our system as
contrasted with others. Certainly we can boast, in the words of
a recent panel group sponsored by the Advertising Council, of en-
joying a "rising dynamic way of life and the broad distribution of
the benefits of the economy among the people through a high stand-
ard of living for the bulk of the population" (The American Round
Table, sponsored by Yale University and the Advertising Council,
Discussions on People's Capitalism at Yale University, New Haven,
Conn., November 16 and 17, 1956, Advertising Council, 1957, p. 13).

These criteria may be differently defined. But in my concept it
would include the realization of constantly rising living standards;
higher level minimum wages for the entire work population; equal
pay for men and women; collective bargaining as the practice of
industrial relations; shorter working hours; longer productive work
lives; adequate educational and training facilities for youths, adults,
and older persons; adequate social insurance and assistance to provide
basic economic security; adequate hospital and medical care; sufficient
number and high standards of housing; local cultural and recrea-
tional facilities and vast opportunities for personal development.
These social goods and resources often have to be supported by some
level of government. The essential test is whether the needs and as-
pirations of the American people are being fulfilled under existing
arrangements. Where they are not, it is the responsibility of the
Government to take positive steps to insure their fulfillment. The
form of operation is a later question to be faced.

In American society, we have placed a strong emphasis on efficient
execution. If early solutions do not meet this test, we shall evolve
the proper ones through debate and effort. As an example, we are
now trying assiduously to evolve a system of medical care which
will satisfy our population. We have relied on private systems.
Their defects have been manifoldly revealed. Improvements are
being made in response to the strong criticism and the appearance
of new competitive services. This two-fold process will continue, we
hope, to shape our institutions to serve us better.
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The conservation and development of our resources has been a long
established goal for American government. Similarly, we must list a
sound agricultural economy as a primary objective for our Federal
agencies. National security and the appropriate forms of foreign aid
to protect ourselves and stimulate and assist the development of inde-
pendent, viable, and growing nations are part of our current inter-
national policy. Traditionally our governments concern themselves
with the promotion of an adequate transportation system both for
military and commercial purposes. Research find scientific develop-
ment are new responsibilities which technology makes necessary, be-
cause private endeavors have been limited and must be stimulated, and
many pioneering efforts require huge financial outlays and entail great
risks. Adequate statistical services are vital to a properly function-
ing industrial society and must be supplied primarily by the Govern-
ment. Finally, no government can neglect promoting an adequate
urban plan for its population.

CONCLUSION

These, then, are some of the positive functions of government.
They are a far cry from the modest list of governmental responsibili-
ties recognized before 1929. The Government has an obligation to
help realize these new objectives. It cannot sit back prayerfully and
hope that these ends will be realized. It must determine whether the
state of well-being conforms to these purposes. If there are gaps in
our privt tit 6Oiey alld ecullolnly, and if Lihe perforstuassces do siou sineei
the tests, it has an obligation to intervene and help the citizenry realize
these ends for which the society has been created.

TABLE I.-Government eopenditures, 1956

[Millions of dollars]

Total Federal State and
local

Total -- -------------------------------------- $104, 21 $72,012 $35,483

Purchase of goods and services -80,227 47, 199 33,028
Compensation of employees -36,068 18,798 17,270
Net purchases from business -40, 245 24,487 15 758

New construction -12.818 2 774 10.044
Other -27, 542 21,828 5. 714
Less domestic sales of surplus consumption goods -115 115

Net purchases from abroad- . 3;914 3,914
Transfer payments----- -------------------------------------- 17.150 13,491 3,659
Grants-tn-aid to State and local governments - 3, 277
Net interest pad. 5 739 5,198 541
Subsidies less current surplus of Government enterprises 4,592 2,547 1I745

Source: Survey of Current Business.

APPENDIX

FEDERAL CASH PAYM1ENTS AND CREDIT GUARANTIES BY TYPES OF
RECIPIENTS

There are no data available which provide a convenient and ex-
plicit summary of cash payments, loans, investinents, sllbsidies. and
transfer payments to individuals not in the Government's employ.
Special analysis D of the budget provides some data on this subject
by noting the beneficiary of the expenditures, which is. in some cases,
a private individual. In the latter instances, the data has been ab-
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stracted, but this material does not provide a full listing of the data,
particularly in such areas as public works, military procurement, and
expenditures for developmental purposes.

Tabulations are available for the calendar years 1951-52 appearing
in the report of the Council of Economic Advisors, which provide a
better insight into the allocation of funds by type of recipient. We
would re.c.ommendl that, the. Joint Economic Committee request the
Bureau of the Budget to develop a current supplementary table which
explicitly sets forth the Federal Government's expenditures by type
of recipient and which would proceed beyond the classifications shown
in the attached table. The exhibit would clearly arrange the expendi--
tures to indicate which are made through procurement or contract
with private persons or bodies.

Because we believe such tabulations are desirable and would throw
light on the extent to which the Federal Government now depends
upon such private persons and bodies for the services and goods it
uses or furnishes to the American people, we are attaching the table
for the calendar years 1951-52.

Federal cash payments to the public by type of recipient and transactions,
calendar years 1951-52

[Billions of dollarsl

1951
_________ _________ 1952, 1tt

Cash payments T a half I
Total 1st half Sd half

Direct cash pavments for goods and services, excluding pay-
ments formilitary-services: 2-

Payments to individuals for services rendered:
Civilian wages and salaries (excluding Post Offlce):

Federal 
3

Grants- and loans-in-aid for performance of specified
servireOs net 4

Total

Payments to business for goods and services:
Pnblic works:

Federal-
Grants-in-aid and loans for public works

Other goods and services 5--
Payments to foreign countries and international insti-

tutions for goods-and services --

Total

Direct cash payments for goods and services-payments for
military services: 7

Military personnel
Major procurement and production
Military public works
Stockpiling of strategic and critical materials
Operation and maintenance of equipment, research and

development, reserve forces, and other

Total

Loans and transfer payments to individuals:
Social insurance and public assistance,

Federal emnloyers' retirement benefit payments
Old-age and disability benefit payments
Unemployment insurance benefit, payments
Grants-in-aid for public assistance

Readjustment benefits, pensions, and other payments to
veterans 8 _____________________________________

Loans to homeowners, net
Interest 9
Other '°

Total ----- ---- ----------------- ----------------------

3.0

-9

3.8

2.1
.8

. .9

.1

3.8

9.7
7.5
1. 2
./7

10. 7

29. ,

1.5

.4

1.9

.9
-3
-4

1. 5

.4

1. 9

1. 1
-5
.6

1.6

,.

2.1

1.3
-3
-4-

(6) (6). 1 ()

1.6 2.2 2.0

4.4
2.8
-3
-4

4.3

12. 2

5.3
4. 7
-9
-3

6.3

17. 5

5.7
6. 5
1. 1
.5

7.1

20. 9
l l -

-3
2.2
.9

1. 2

5. 2
.1

1. 1
-.1
-1.

]I. 0

1.1 1.1
.5 .4
.6 .6

2.6 2.7
(6) .1

.6 .5
-.2 (6)

5.4 S.6

1.2
.6
.6

2.3
(6)

.611
-.2

5.2

See footnotes at end of tfble'.
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Federal cash payment8 to the public by type of recipient and transactions,
calendar years 1951-52-Continued

[Billions of dollars]

1951
Cash payments 152, I1st

half I
Total Ist half 2d half

Loans, investments, subsidies, and other transfers to business
and agriculture:

Farmers:
Price support, net (including supply program) --. 4 -. 4 _ I -. 2
International Wheat Agreement - 2 .I .1 1
Other loans and direct subsidies to farmers -. 8 .4 .3 5

Business:
Home mortgage purchases from financial institutions--- 5 .2 .3 2
Loans, net ------------ -) (8)(-)
Direct subsidy payments --------------------- (') (')

Subsidy arising from the postal deficit -. 7 .4 .3 .4
Interest ' ---------------- 3.1 1.5 1.6 1.4

Total --------------- 4.8 2.3 2.5 2.4

Loans and transfer payments to foreign countries and interna-
tional institutions:

Unilateral transfers:
Military aid -- 1.6 .7 1.0 1.4
Economic aid -2- 2.9 1.6 1.3 1. 2

Loans ---------------------------- 3 2 I1 .
Subscriptions to the International Bank and Monetary

Fund (net cash withdrawals)-(5) (') (' ) (e )

Total ---------------------- 4.7 2.4 2.4 2.7

Clearing account for outstanding checks and telegraphic reports + 1 (6) + 1 +. 3

Total Federal cash payments to the public- 58.0 25. 7 32.3 35.6

I Estimates based on incomplete data.
2 Differs from the national income concept of "Government purchases of goods and services" by excluding,

in addition to military services, farm price-sup 3rt expenditures, and unilateral aid to foreign countries.
Grants to States and localities for public works, here Included as a Federal expenditure, would be included
in the national income accounts as a State and local expenditure. There are other less significant differences
between the two concepts.

3 Excludes payroll deductions for Federal employees' retirement.
4 Includes all grants-in-aid and loans to public bodies for purposes other than public works and public

assistance. Includes, in addition, 16 of Federal expenditures for veterans' tuition, books, and supplies.
' This figure is obtained as a residual by deducting all other expenditures from total cash payments to

the public. This residual is subject to a high margin of error, since many of the detailed expenditure figures
are estimated from records maintained on different bases. Conceptually, it Includes purchases of supplies
and equipment, payments for transportation, communication, and various contractual services.

° Less than $50,000,000.
7 Excludes retired pay and redemption of Armed Forces leave bonds which are included below as pay-

ments to veterans. Also excludes payroll deductions for civilian employees' retirement.
F Includes cashing of terminal-leave bonds retired pay of military personnel, and national service and

government life insurance refunds and benefits in addition to veterans' pensions and readjustment benefits.
Includes only 15 of payments for veterans' tuition, books and supplies.
i ' Includes a small amount of interest on tax refunds in addition to interest on tax refunds in addition to
interest on the public debt. Interest paid to business includes about 5100,000,000 of interest paid each year
by the Federal Government to State and local governments. (Interest in appendix table A-2-Consurner
account-is net and is on an accrual rather than a cash basis; it includes interest paid by State and local
Government corporations.)

l0 Represents transactions in deposit funds (including partially owned Government corporations) and
in trust funds not specified elsewhere.

NOTE.-Detail will not necessarily add to totals because of rounding.
Source: Bureau of the Budget.



ECONOMICS AND THE APPLIED THEORY OF PUBLIC
EXPENDITURES

Walter W. Heller, professor of economics, School of Business
Administration, University of Minnesota

What does the economist have to offer a perplexed public and its
policymaking representatives on the theory of Government functions
as they affect the budget? The cynic's offhand answer, "not much,"
may be close to the mark if one demands definitive rules of thumb
for determining the precise scope of Government functions and level
of Government expenditures. But if, instead, the demand is for
economic guidelines to aid the budgetary decisionmaker (1) in blend-
ing rationally the service, stabilization, and income-transfer func-
tions of Government; (2) in identifying those deficiencies in the pri-
vate-market mechanism which call for Government budgetary action
or, more broadly, those activities where Government use or control of
resources promises greater returns than private use or control, and
(3) in selecting the most efficient means of carrying out Government
functions and activities (whether by Government production, con-
tracts with private producers, transfer payments, loans, guaranties,
tax concessions, and so forth)-if this is the nature of the demands
on him, the economist is prepared to make a modest offering now
and to work along lines that promise a greater contribution in the
future.

In a sense, this paDer is a progress report designed to show where
the economist can already offer some useful counsel, to indicate some
of the lines along which promising work is being done, and to suggest
certain limitations or constraints within which the economic criteria
for dividing resources between public and private use must be applied.

A BASIC FnAmiwoRK

As a first step in the search for economic guideposts, we need to
disentangle, classify, and define the basic objectives and functions of
Government that shape its budgetary decisions. Fortunately, Prof.
Richard A. Musgrave has developed a conceptual framework for this
task in his "multiple theory of budget determination." Although he
speaks for himself in this volume and elsewhere,' a brief examination
of his contribution provides a most useful point of departure for a
schematic review of expenditure theory.

The component functions of the budget as he brings them into
focus are: (1) The service, or want-satisfying, function: to provide
for the satisfaction of those individual wants which the market mecha-
nism cannot satisfy effectively (e. g., education and conservation) or

1 See, for example, A Multiple Theory of Budget Determination, Finanzarchiv 1957,
vol. 13, No. 3, pp. 333-343, and the relevant chapters of his forthcoming treatise on public
finance.
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is incapable of satisfying (e. g., defense and justice); (2) the income-
transfer or distributional function: to make those corrections in the
existing income distribution (by size, by occupational groups, by geo-
graphical area, etc.) which society desires; and (3) the stabilization
function: to join with monetary policy and other measures to raise
or lower the level of aggregate demand so as to maintain full employ-
ment and avoid inflation. For purposes of the panel discussion of
which this paper is a part, the first function is of dominant interest,
and the succeeding sections of the paper return to it. But several
general implications of the Musgrave system as a whole deserve atten-
tion before turning to specifics.

Musgrave's formulation helps unclutter our thinking on the com-
ponent parts of the budget decision. It drives home the significant
point that our decisions on how much and what kind of want-satisfy-
ing services to provide by Government budgets need not be tied to our
demands on the budget for correction of either the existing patterns
of income distribution or the level of aggregate demand. If we prefer,
we can have a small budget for services (financed by taxes levied on
the benefit principle) combined with a big budget for redistributive
transfers of income (financed by taxes levied on the ability principle),
or vice versa; and either combination can be coupled wit either a
deficit to stimulate demand and employment or a surplus to reduce
demand and check inflation. In this respect, it is reminiscent of
Samuelson's "daring doctrine" that by appropriate fiscal-monetary
policy "a community can have full employment, can at the same time
halve the rateVI ucapital lornilatiol it wane, and can accomplish aii
this compatibly with the degree of income-redistributing taxation it
ethically desires.2 Musgrave, in turn, points the way to achieving any
combination of Government services, income redistribution, and eco-
nomic redistribution, and economic stability we set our sights on.

So far, so good. The waters, though deep, are clear and relatively
still. They get somewhat muddied and troubled when we move from
the clear-cut want-satisfying programs (subject to the benefit prin-
ciple) and clear-cut distributive programs (subject to the ability
principle) into dual-purpose programs, transfers-in-kind in the form
of subsidized housing, medical care, vocational education, and so forth.
For here we are no onger furnishing services that the majority has
voted to meet its own needs (including both selfishly motivated needs
like defense and police protection and socially motivated needs like
foreign aid) via Government, but are in effect requiring the minority
to accept services which they might or might not have bought had they
been handed an equivalent amount of cash. Perhaps they would have
preferred to spend it on wine, women, and song, but the majority is
apparently saying, "No, we know what's best for you." Can this be
justified?

It may be digressing to do so, but let us consider for a moment the
provision of free vocational education as a case in point. It might
be argued that vocational training results in a direct increase in earn-
ing power of the trainee (since employers will be willing to pay him
higher wages) and that it should therefore be left in private hands

Paul A. Samuelson, The New Look In Tax and Fiscal Policy, In Federal Tax Policy forEconomic Growth and Stability, Joint Committee on the Economic Report, Washington,November 9,1955, p. 234.
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or, if furnished publicly, should be financed under the market prin-
ciple (by direct charges to the recipient of the service) rather than
the budget principle (provided free of charge and financed by general
taxation) . In terms of the service budget alone, the foregoing con-
clusion is probably right. But bringing in the redistributive motive
puts subsidized vocational training in a different light. The voting
majority may feel that income transferred in this form constitutes a
more efficient and desirable form of transfer than a direct cash trans-
fer. It insures that the transferred economic power won't be squan-
dered in foolish and dissolute ways. It approaches reduction of
economic inequality through greater equality of opportunity. In the
process, it strengthens the economy's productive capacity.

The new welfare economics may protest that this is a form of
tyranny of the majority of the voters over the minority, that each
individual is his own best judge of his welfare. Since the equivalent
cash payment would have been spent differently, it is said to be a
violation of consumer sovereignty. But it is also quite possible that
the recipient of the transfer in kind will vote with the majority to
have this kind of program rather than a direct cash payment. The
individual may accept and welcome the discipline in such an arrange-
ment which overcomes his own self-deplored lack of willpower (a
lack which is not restricted to children, aged persons, and imbeciles).
How many of us would "prefer" to spend our time quite differently
than we do if left to our own devices, yet are willing to accept, or even
welcome, the tyranny of a deadline as a condition of participating in
a desirable project? Seen in this light, the transfer in kind may
interfere more with license than with freedom of consumer choice.
I do not mean to dismiss the "tyranny" argument, but its force is
certainly softened by the kind of consideration just examined. It
may be further softened if we accept the proposition that the respon-
sibilitv of the voters' representatives goes beyond a mere recording of
individual preferences to leadership and education designed to re-
direct individual preferences along lines which a social consensus
deems more constructive.

Even beyond this, the transfer in kind may actually have a large
service component, i. e., secondary benefits which accrue to others
than the direct recipient of the service.4 For example, low-income
housing may confer indirect benefits on high-income people in sur-
rounding areas for which they are willing to pay a considerable price.
Subsidized housing projects may replace unsightly slums, arrest ur-
ban blight which threatens to encroach on better neighborhoods, and
reduce fire and police protection costs. To this extent, taxes on high-
income people to subsidize low-cost housing may in large part be a

3 For a discussion of these principles see Gerhard Colm, Essays In Public Finance and
Fiscal Policy, New York, 1955, pp. 8-11.

5 To the extent that the income transfer motive is the sole or dominant motive for keep-
ing certain services on the public budget (or at least causing us to supply them on the
budget principle rather than the market principle), a rise in average family income and
a decline In inequality will eventually bring us to a point where programs such as vocational
education and low-cost housing should be moved off of the Government budget and into the
market economy. This point is undoubtedly much more distant for some programs than
others. Also, I do not mean to suggest that the main impact of economic growth and
prosperity is to reduce Government expenditures. Both in the case of intermediate public
goods (such as roads), the demand for which typically moves in accord with private goods,
and in the case of "end Item" services (such as better education and recreation), the
demand for which Increases with higher standards of living, economic growth and pros-
perity mean higher rather than lower demands for Government services. (See Gerhard
Colm, Comments on Samuelson's Theory of Public Finance, The Review of Economics and
Statistics, November 1956, vol. 38, p. 410.)
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payment for the indirect benefits they receive rather than a transfer
payment. Clearly identifying and separating the service elements
from the redistributive element in this manner suggests that the wants
of third-party beneficiaries are being satisfied by using the direct
recipient of subsidized housing, medical care, education and the liklp
as the instrument, willing or unwilling, for this purpose.

This formulation may also shed new light on the theory of pro-
gressive taxation. Musgrave suggests that highl-income people may
be willing to pay proportionately more for a given government serv-
ice than low-income people (i. e., the income elasticity of demand for
the service is greater than unity), even in the case of government serv-
ices like defense and justice which by their nature must be consumed
in equal amounts by all persons. Add to this consideration the im-
portant indirect stake which the upper income groups have in sub-
sidized programs for the lower income groups (i. e., programs not
equally consumed by all). The direct beneficiary may put a low value
on the service and a high value on money, while the indirect bene-
ficiary (who gets secondary benefits in protection from epidemics, in
arresting of urban blight, in a more stable body politic and labor
force, and so forth) may put a relatively high value on the service and
a low value on money. The tax policy result: progressive taxation on
the benefit principle. 5

Although the foregoing discussion leads us afield from the strict
question of what functions government should undertake, it under-
scores an important point that should not be overlooked in the course
of separate inquiries into tax and expenditure principles: the two
are intertwined in both a conceptual and a practical way. Our con-
cept of government functions, both in their service and in their redis-
tributive elements, has obvious implications for tax theory. Also, as;
will be noted below, expenditure and tax instruments are often alter-
native means of accomplishing a given governmental objective. For
example, one can give government support to the oil and gas industry,.
to foreign investment, or to agriculture either by outright subsidy re-
flected in higher expenditures or by tax concessions reflected in lower
tax revenues.

The Musgrave contribution provides an instructive illustration of
the intellectual process at work, a process of which the Joint Economic-
Committee's hearings are an essential part. His formulation, even
though not yet published in definitive form, has already clarified and.
stimulated thinking on public expenditure theory (a field compara-
tively neglected in favor of work on tax theory and policy) and has.
provided a base for further contributions to the subject. This is not
to say that his system is complete. that it will not be modified, or per-
haps even replaced in the course of time. It is a framework for think-
ing about the problem rather than an operational prescription for

5Prof. Joseph A. McKenna, building on the Musgrave formulation and adding to it
the assumption of diminishing marginal utility of money (an assumption Musgrave ex-
plicity eschews in drawing inferences for progressive taxation from the service budget),
sets up the concept of "maximum taxable benefit." the amount of money any beneficiary-
primary or secondary--of a public service would pay if forced to do so rather than do
without the service. For services to consumers, this maximum taxable benefit would be
the marginal utility of the service divided by the marginal utility of money. while for
business services, it could ordinarily be obtained directly in terms of money savings or
increased receipts. In this formulation. a public service would be undertaken only if
the sum of the maximum taxable benefits for all beneficiaries exceeds the cost of the service.
(This formulation is developed by McKenna in an unpublished paper, Reflections on Public
Expenditures, St. Louis University. May 1957.)
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government budget accounting. It has no unequivocal place in it for
those government services which represent a satisfaction of "merit
wants," (those which reflect a collective, or majority judgment that
certain services should be provided even if they interfere with indi-
vidual preferences). Nor does it aDPear to Provide exDlicitlv for some
of the resource-allocating functions of the budget such as changing
the balance between consumption and investment to influence the
growth rate, redirecting resources from one industry to another (e. g.,
from other industries to the petroleum industry), from one stage of
production to another (e. g., in favor of the extractive stage) or from
one geographical area to another (e. g., in favor of foreign versus
domestic investment).6 But, in spite of these conceptual and practical
limitations, encouraging progress has been made toward clearing away
the analytical underbrush and revealing more clearly the choices that
have to be made and the problems that have to be solved.

EcoNoMiC DETERMINIANTS OF THIE PROPER SPHERE OF GOVERNMENT
AcTIvITY

Given a framework for straight thinking about budget functions,
the economist is brought face to face with two questions that come
closer to the central problem of the proper sphere of Government
activity. First, where competitive bidding via the pricing mechanism
is inapplicable, how are the preferences of voters for governmental
services to be revealed, measured, and appropriately financed? Sec-
ond, waiving the question of measurement of preferences, where would
the line between public and private control over resources be drawn
if economic efficiency were the only criterion to be implied?

On the first question, insofar as it relates to individual preferences
for public goods, economists have agreed on the nature and difficulty
of the problem, have made some intriguing suggestions as to its solu-
tion, and have concluded that it is next to insoluble. The key diffi-
culty is that the voting process, unlike the pricing process, does not
force the consumer of public goods to show his hand. The essence of
preference measurement is the showing of how much of one good or
service the consumer is willing to forgo as the price of acquiring
another. But the amount of a public good or service (say, of defense,
police protection, or schooling) available to the voter is independent
of the amount lie pays in taxes or the intensity of his demand for it.7
Unless and until we devise a reliable and reasonably accurate method
of detecting specific voter preferences in some detail, our definition of
the proper sphere of government activity will have to rely chiefly on

6 Some of these reallocations represent an implementation of foreign policy and national
defense, others represent simply a substitution of collective judgment or political pressure
for the rule of the market as to the most efficient distribution of productive resources.
In terms of the Musgrave framework, perhaps some of the expenditure and tax subsidies
to specific Industries may simply be an inefficient way of providing a larger amount of
defense or other services. They would thus fit, albeit rather uncomfortably, Into the
service budget.

7 For an Illuminating exploration of ways and means to get at a more valid and clear-cut
expression of voter preferences for government services, see the pioneering work by Howard
R. Bowen, Toward Social Economy, New York, 1948, especially ch. 18, Collective Choice.
In this chapter Bowen explores both voting and polling techniques for ascertaining those
Individual tastes and preferences which cannot find expression in, or be measured by, the
market mechanism.
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the informed judgment and perception of those whom we vote into
legislative and executive office.8

This being the case, the economist's task is to contribute what he
can to this informed judgment and perception. In effect, the econ-
omist's job becomes one of telling the voters and their representa-
tives what their preferences as to governmental activities would be
if they were guided by the principle of economic efficiency. In doing
so, the economist is not proposing that decisions as to what kinds of
activities should be assigned to government-what wants should be
satisfied and resources should be redirected through government ac-
tion-should be made on economic grounds alone. He is fully aware
that values such as those of political and economic freedom play a
vital role in these decisions. But he can perform the valuable service
of identifying those deficiencies in the market mechanism and those
inherent economic characteristics of government which make it eco-
nomically advantageous to have certain services provided by govern-
ment rather than by private initiative. In other words he can show
where government intervention in resource allocation and use prom-
ises a greater return per unit of input than untrammeled private use.

The economist recognizes, of course, that there are areas in which
he is necessarily mute, or at least should not speak unless spoken to.
These are the areas of pure public goods, whose benefits are clearly
indivisible and nonmarketable, and no amount of economic wisdom
can determine the appropriate levels of output and expenditure.9 In
the realm of defense, for example, one successful Russian earth satel-
lite or intercontinental ballistics missile will (and should) outweigh
10,000 economists in determining the appropriate level of expendi-
tures. At most, the economist stands ready to offer analysis and
judgments as to the critical levels of defense expenditures beyond
which they threaten serious inflation in the absence of drastic tax ac-
tion or curtailment of civilian programs, or, given that action,
threaten impairment of producer incentives and essential civilian
programs.

A much more fruitful activity for the economist is to demonstrate
the economic advantage offered by government intervention, budge-
tary and otherwise, in those intermediate service areas where benefits
are at least partially divisible and marketable; A number of econ-
omists have made useful contributions on this front.' 0 In what
situations does economic logic point to government intervention to
correct the market mechanism's allocation of resources in the interests
of greater efficiency in their use?

8 Insofar as voter wants In the public sphere go beyond Individualistic preferences to
general welfare choices (as Colm, in his article commenting on Samuelson's theory, argues
that they not only do, but should), the problem changes form, but the desirability of
sharper definition of voter preferences remains undiminished.

I No attempt Is made here to define a public good. Samuelson (In The Pure Theory of
Public Expenditures, The Review of Economics and Statistics, November 1954, vol. 36,
p. 387) has defined "collective consumption goods" as those in which one Individual's
consumption of the good leads to no diminution of any other individual's consumption of
that good. McKenna (op. cit.) would broaden the definition to include as public goods all
those that provide "benefit simultaneously and automatically to more than one member of
society." It would seem that while the former definition leaves out many goods provided
under the budget principle, McKenna's embraces quite a number provided under the market
principle.

10 See, for examplc, 0. H. Brownlee and B. D. Allpn, Irenomies of PIhblie Finance, second
edition, New York, 1954, ch. 10, The Role of Government Expenditure. See also Max F.

tillikan, Objectives for Economic Policy in a Democracy (especially pp. 62-68), and
Robert Dahl and Charles E. Lindblom, Variation In Public Expenditure. both in Income
Stabilization for a Developing Democracy, Max F. Millikan, editor, New Haven, 1953.
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1. Where there are important third-party benefits (also known as
extra-buyer benefits or beneficial neighborhood effects) which accrue
to others than the direct beneficiary of the service as in the case of
education, disease prevention, police and fire protection, the market
price and demand schedules underestimate the marginal and total
social benefits provided by the service in question. By and large, the
direct beneficiaries are the only ones who enter the private market as
buyers, with the result that the services would be undervalued,
underpriced, and underproduced unless government entered the trans-
action. Government is the instrument for representing the third-party
beneficiaries and correcting the deficiency of the market place (though
this is not to deny that private religious and philanthropic organiza-
tions, for example, also represent third-party beneficiaries and operate
on budget rather than market principles).

2. Just as there may be indirect benefits not reflected in market
demand, there may be indirect costs inflicted on society which do not
enter the private producer's costs and therefore do not influence market
supply. Classic examples are the costs of smog, water pollution,
denuding of forests, and the like. In these areas, private output will
exceed the optimum level unless government corrects the situation
either by regulation or by a combination of expenditure and charge-
backs to the private producers involved.

3. Where a service is best provided, for technical reasons, as a
monopoly (e. g., postal service, electricity, railroad transportation),
the Government is expected to step in either by regulation or operation
to avoid costly duplication and improve the quality of service.
Ideally, its function would also be to guide prices toward levels
consistent with optimum output.,, Involved here is the problem of
the decreasing cost industry, where efficient plant size is so large rela-
tive to total demand that average cost decreases as output increases,
and the market solution of the output and price problem will not result
in best use of the productive assets. To push production to a point
representing an ideal use of resources may require, if not government
operation, a subsidy financed out of tax revenues.

4. Government may enjoy some advantages in production or dis-
tribution which make it an inherently more efficient producer of cer-
tain services. Here, the classic case is highways, streets, and side-
walks. By providing them free to all comers, Government effects sub-
stantial savings in costs of distribution since it does not have to meter
the service and charge a price for each specific use. In this category
we might also fit projects, such as the initial development of atomic
energy, which involves such great risks and huge accumulations of
capital that the private market does not have the financial tools to
cope with them.

Although the foregoing list could be lengthened, it serves to cover
the major types of mixed economic situations (i. e., those in which
resource allocation could be guided either by the market mechanism
alone, or by Government alone, or by a combination of the two) in
which the economist sees opportunities for improved deployment of
productive resources via Government action.

" Note that the Government here is likely to be applying the market principle rather
than the budget principle, though it has the advantage of being able to combine the two.
For example, in the postal service It can subsidize parts of the service In accord with
assumed social priorities, while making other parts pay their way.
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ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF CARRYING OTrr GOVERNMENT FuNCTIoNS

Given the decisions as to the appropriate sphere of Government
activity (on the basis not merely of considerations of greatest eco-
nomic gain but also of value preferences), there remains the problem
of choice among alternative methods to implement these decisions,
to achieve given aims and satisfy expressed public wants. This
choice will affect the budget in different ways. It may increase ex-
penditures, decrease revenues, establish contingent liabilities, or per-
haps have no effect on the budget at all (except for a small amount of
administrative expenses involved in the supervisory and regulatory ac-
tivities). Since the operational question is not merely what functions
and activities Government should carry out, but what budgetary prin-
ciples and expenditure levels these lead to, the problem of implementa-
tion must be included in any applied theory of public expenditures.

Here, the economist's role is to determine the most efficient method
of providing the service or otherwise influencing resource allocation.
He is concerned with minimizing costs, i. e., achieving the stated ob-
jective with a minimum expediture of resources. Needless to say,
other considerations will also influence the selection among alternative
means, as even a brief consideration of the types of choices involved in
the implementation process will make clear.

What are these choices? Take first the case of direct satisfaction
of individuals' public wants. Should the Government produce the de-
sired public goods or obtain them from private industry by urchase or
contact9- Toacv'_ ~ ls rediastrbtv ends, shold Ya -1A 0 --
ment provide transfers in cash or transfers in kind? 12 Should Gov-
ernment rely on public production of educational services, or should
it consider private production combined with earmarked transfers of
purchasing power to parents? Thus far, the choices all involve direct
budgetary expenditures, the level of which differs, at least marginally,
depending on the relative efficiency of the method chosen. But in
making his choice, the policymaker must consider not merely the direct
.costs of providing the service but whether one method involves more
or less disturbance of private market incentives and patterns of pro-
duction than another, whether it involves more or less interference
with individual freedom (which is largely a function of the extent of
Government expenditures and intervention but certainly in part also
a function of the form of that intervention), and so on.

Another set of choices may take the item off of the expenditure
side of the budget entirely, or leave it there only contingently. Should
such subsidies as those to promote oil and gas exploration, stimulate
foreign investment, expand the merchant marine, promote low-cost
housing, and increase the flow of strategic minerals take the form of
(1) outright subsidies or above-market-price purchase programs, (2)
Government loan programs, (3) Government guaranties, or (4) tax

One involves so-called resource-using (also called factor-purchase or exhaustive)
Government expenditures, i. e., payments in exchange for current goods and services
rendered, with direct control of resources remaining in public hands. The other involves
transfer payments, i. e., pavmcnts made without any provision of current goods and
services in return, with direct control over resources passing into private hands.
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concessions? The choice will clearly involve quite different impacts
on Government expenditures. 13

In many of these cases, the economist can be helpful with his effi-
ciency criterion. But one would be naive to think that efficiency alone
dictates the choice. The economist may show that a direct subsidy
could stimulate a given amount of private direct investment abroad,
or a given amount of exploration for oil and gas, with a much smaller
cost to the budget than is implicitly required in the tax concession
method of achieving the same end. Yet, the costlier tax concession
method may be preferred for two simple reasons: (1) it is virtually
self-administering, involving no administrative hierarchy to substi-
tute its authority for relatively free private decisions, and (2) it does
not involve an increase in the expenditure side of the budget, a fact
which has certain attractions to the Executive and Congress.

As yet, no clear boundary lines have been drawn among the various
form of Government intervention to mark off those that properly
belong within the scope of public expenditure theory. But this illus-
trative review of the various choices makes clear that some forms of
Government activity which are not reflected in expenditures at all
(tax concessions) or only contingently (guaranties) are an integral
part of such expenditure theory. In fact, there may be a stronger
case for embracing these in expenditure theory than many Govern-
ment activities which require budgetary outlays but are conducted
on the pricing principle, i. e., Government enterprise activities.

Economists are conducting some provocative inquiries into ques-
tions of alternative methods of carrying out Government programs
in areas where the answers had heretofore been taken for granted.
For example, the transfer of schooling to a private production and
Government transfer payment basis has been urged by Prof. Milton
Friedman as a more efficient means of providing the desired service.
Prof. 0. H. Brownlee is currently probing further into this question,
as well as the possibilities of transferring other publicly produced
services into the sphere of private production. Once fairly conclusive
findings are devised as to the mthods most likely to minimize costs,
there remains the vital task of blending these findings with the non-
monetary values that would be gained or lost in the process of trans-
ferring from public to private production.

SOME CONSTRAINTS ON THE APPLICATION OF SPECIFIC ECONOMIC
CRITERIA

Repeatedly in this discussion, the note has been sounded that,
in determining the level of Government activity, the policymaker
cannot live by economics alone. More particularly, we need to guard
against setting up our economic guides solely in terms of those
considerations which lend themselves to sharp economic analysis

13 Even within the bounds of a particular program, these impacts can vary sharply.
Thus, a direct lending program can be handled by using either funds provided by the
U. S. Treasury, in which case it will be reflected in Government expenditures and debts.
or as was recently the case in the Federal housing program, funds raised by direct sales of
debentures to the public, which are not recorded as part of Government expenditures and
debts.

14 See Milton Friedman, The Role of Government in Education, In Economics and The
Public interest. Robert A. Solo, editor, New Brunswick, 1955, pp. 123-144. In his
prescription, Friedman would, of course, have Government regulate the private schools
to the extent of insuring that they meet certain minimum standards in their programs and
facilities.
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and definition. In other words, the role of both economic and non-
economic constraints must be given full weight.

The former include a host of considerations relating particularly
to economic motivation in Government versus private undertakings.
Government may, for example, have a decided edge in the efficiency
of distribution or be able to achieve a better balancing of social
costs and social benefits in a variety of fields. Yet, there may be
important offsets to these economic advantages in terms of (1)
bureaucracy, (2) lack of the profit criterion to gage the results of
Government activities, and (3) undesigned or unintended (presuma-
bly adverse) economic effects of taxation.15

The latter factor, in particular the fact that tax financing of public
services involves breaking the link between an individual's cost of a
given service and his benefit from it, may involve important offsets to
economic advantages otherwise gained by Government expenditure.
Thus far to be sure, no dire consequences of the disincentive effects of
taxation Wave been firmly proved, but changes in the form of private
economic activity to minimize taxes are certainly a cost that must
be weighed when netting out the balance of economic advantage in
Government versus private performance of services.

Beyond the economic factors, one encounters an even more basic
and less manageable constraint, namely that of freedom of choice.
Thus, it is quite conceivable that following the kinds of economic cri-
teria discussed earlier in the paper would take us considerably farther
in the direction of Government spending and control over resource
allocaiuun than we would wish to go in terms of possible impairment
of economic and political freedom. This consideration enters im-
portantly not merely in decisions as to the proper range of Govern-
ment activity but also in choosing among alternative methods of
providing Government services.

This is not to imply that all value considerations run counter to
the expansion of the Government sector of our economy. Such ex-
pansion may serve a number of social values, such as greater equality
of income and opportunity, a more acceptable social environment, and
so on.'8

To get all of these considerations into the decision-making equa-
tion on pivate versus public provision of a particular service, or
on the choice among alternative forms of providing the service, re-
quires a wisdom which goes well beyond the field of economics. Per-
haps this explains why so few economists enter politics.

'5 These less sharply defined economic effects have to be balanced, of course, againstcomparable and perhaps offsetting drawbacks In the market mechanism. For an explora-tion of some of these factors, both in the private and the public sphere, see Robert A. Dahland Charles E. Lindblom, Politics, Economics, and Welfare, New York, 1953, especiallypt. V. See also C. Lowell Harriss, Government Spending: Issues of Theory and Practices,
Public Finance, vol. 12, 1957, pp. 7-19.

16 This type of consideration is examined In William Vickrey, An Exchange of QuestionsBetween Economics and Philosophy, In Goals of Economic Life, edited by A. Dudley Ward,
New York, 1953, pp. 148-177. See also Fax F. Millikan, op. cit.



PRINCIPLES OF BUDGET DETERMINATION

.ViUsgrave, pr~ofeSSr of economics, University of
Michigan

The people of the United States are generally agreed that the econ-
.omy is to be organized on the premise of free consumer choice, that
production is to be carried on by privately owned and operated firms,
.and that the market should be relied upon where possible to transmit
the desires of the consumer to these firms. This being our basic form
:of organization, why is it that a substantial part of the economy's
output is provided for through the budget? This question must be
answered to begin with, if we wish to say something about the
"proper" scope or composition of the budget.

The budgetary activity of the Government is needed because the
pricing system of the market cannot deal with all the tasks that must
be met in order to operate a sound economy and a healthy society.
Certain tasks must be performed by government. Some may deplore
this fact and dream of a setting where everyone could live in peace
without any kind of governmental activity; others may feel that the
necessity of social and economic policy at the governmental level en-
riches the challenge of social life and makes for a more balanced
society. Whatever one's values in this respect, the nature of things
is such that budgetary activity is needed. The question then is under
what circumstances and why this need arises.

The answer to this question is too complex to permit a simple and
uniform solution. In my own thinking I have found it useful to dis-
tinguish between three major functions of budget policy, including-

1. The provision for social wants, which requires the Govern-
ment to impose taxes and make expenditures for goods and serv-
ices, to be supplied free of direct charge to the consumer;

2. The application of certain corrections to the distribution of
income as determined in the market requiring the Government to
add to the income of some by transfers while reducing the income
of others by taxes; and

3. The use of budget policy for purposes of economic stabili-
zation, rendering it necessary under some conditions to raise the
level of demand by a deficit policy and under others to curtail
demand by a surplus policy.

I shall comment briefly on the nature of each of these three functions,
and on how they are interrelated.

PROVISION FOR SOCIAL WANTS

When I say that the Government must provide for the satisfaction
of social wants, it does not follow that the Government itself must
carry on the production of the goods and services which are needed to
satisfy these wants. This may be necessary in some cases, as for in-
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stance with the provision for police protection, which can hardly be
left to a private agent, but this is the exception rather than the rule.
In most cases there is no such need. If new planes or government
buildings are to be provided for, they may be purchased from private
firms. The essence of budgetary provision for the satisfaction of
social wants, therefore, is not production by government. It is pay-
ment for goods and services through budgetary finance, and supply
of such services free of direct charge to the consumer.

*What, then, are the social wants which must be provided for in
this fashion? Some people have argued that they are wants which
in a mysterious fashion are experienced by the Nation as a whole, and
thus reflect the desires of the collective entity. This makes little sense
in our setting. The desire for the satisfaction of social wants is ex-
perienced by individuals, no less than that for the satisfaction of pri-
vate wants. This is not where the difference lies. The basic problem
of social wants arises because their satisfaction, by their very nature,
requires that the goods and services in question must be consumed in
equal amounts by all. Social wants differ in this important respect
from private wants, where each consumer may arrange his personal
pattern of consumption such as to satisfy his own personal tastes.
Thus, I may go to the market and purchase whatever amounts and
type of clothing, housing, or food may suit my tastes and resoulces;
but I must be satisfied with the same municipal services as are re-
ceived by my neighbors, or with the same degree and type of foreign
protection as is granted to all other citizens of the United States. 'TiIs
crucial fact, that certain services must be consumed in equal amounts
by all, has important consequences.

One consequence is that you cannot apply what I like to refer to
as the exclusion principle.1 Since all people must consume the same
amounts, no one can be excluded from the enjoyment of services
aimed at the satisfaction of social wants. Everyone benefits, whether
he contributes little or heavily to their cost. Now you might say that
this is not too difficult a problem. Let the tax collector see to it that
everyone pays. Unfortunately this overlooks the real difficulty. The
real difficulty is not that people are unwilling to pay unless forced
to; it is that of determining just how much various people should be
called upon to contribute.

This difficulty does not arise with the satisfaction of private wants
in the market. Here the individual consumer is forced to bid against
others in order to get what he wants. The pricing mechanism, as it
were, is an auctioning device by which things go to those who value
them most, as evidenced by what they are willing to pay. People
must bid to get what they want, and thereby provide the producer
with the necessary signal of what to produce. In the case of social
wants this signal is not forthcoming. Consumers know that they can-
not be excluded and that their own contribution will weigh very
lightly in the total picture. Thus they will not reveal their true pref-
erences on a voluntary basis and offer to pay accordingly. Therefore
it is no easy task to determine just what social wants should be rec-
ognized and how much each should be called upon to contribute.

1 A second consequence, which has been pointed out by Professor Samuelson, is that there
would be no single best solution to the budget problem, applying the usual criterion of
economic efficiency, even If the preferences of all individuals were known. This aspect is
omitted from the present discussion.

97735-57-9
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A further difference is this: For goods supplied in the satisfaction of
private wants, competition sets a uniform price in the market. In-
dividual consumers, depending on their personal tastes, can buy dif-
ferent amounts at that price. For goods supplied in the satisfac-
tion of social wants, all must consume the same amount, and those who
value public services more highly must pay a higher unit price.

This much is clear, but the question is just what should be supplied
and just how much each should pay. The market cannot give the
solution and a political process is needed to accomplish this task. By
choosing among various budget programs, including various expend-
iture plans and various tax plans to cover the costs, the voters call
express their preferences in the matter. Since they know that the
law, once decided upon, will apply to each of them, they will find it
in their interest to reveal their preferences and to vote for the plan,
or the approximation thereto, which is most appealing to them. Thus
preferences are revealed through the political process. While the
minority might be dissatisfied, and strategies might be used in voting
an acceptable approximation to the preferences of the individuai
members of the group is reached.

All this is somewhat of an oversimplification. Individuals do not
vote personally on each issue. Rather, they elect representatives who
vote for them. Thus, the function of the representative is to crystal-
lize public opinion with regard to such issues, budgetary and other,
and to find groups of issues on which their constituents can agree.
The Member of Congress is a go-between, whose function it is to work
out- compromises and solutions which are acceptable to the majority.
By saying this I do not mean to slight the educational function of
political leadership, nor do I wish to underestimate the importance of
the contribution to be rendered by the executive branch and by the
civil service. All these are important, but the basic process is one
of transforming individual preferences into social wants.

In taking this view of social wants, I am thinking in the framework
of what since Adam Smith has been referred to as the benefit principle
of taxation. In other words, budget policy should provide for goods
and services in response to the social wants of individuals, and to
make this possible, individuals should contribute as closely as possible
in response to their evaluation of these social wants. The great value
of this approach, from the point of view of the economist, is that it
requires us to determine public expenditures together with the revenue
side of the budget. In this basic sense, there can be no theory of
public expenditures without a theory of taxation, and vice versa.

What does the benefit approach mean regarding the distribution of
the tax bill between people with different levels of income? I will not
attempt to answer this in a categorical form, but I can point to the
considerations on which the answer should depend: This is whether
the goods and services supplied for the satisfaction of social-wants are
largely in the nature of necessities or luxuries. If they are largely
in the nature of necessities, the answer leads to regression; if they are
primarily in the -nature of luxuries the answer points to progression.
If people wish to spend the same fraction at all levels of income the
answer leads to proportional taxation.2 While a moderate degree of

3In technical terms, the tax structure will be proportional If the income elasticity of-social wants is unity, progressive if it is greater than unity, and regressive if It is smaller-than unity.
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progression would seem the reasonable answer, this is by no means the
only consideration entering into the distribution of the total tax bill.

Finally, a word about the matter of budgetary balance. Insofar as
the satisfaction of social wants is concerned, the budget must be bal-
anced, in the sense that goods provided for through the budget must
be paid for over their useful life. This merely reflects the fact that
resources used for the satisfaction of social wants cannot be used for
other purposes, and someone must bear the cost. At the same time,
we shall see that this is only one among other considerations. It does
not follow that the total budget must be balanced.

I need hardly add that this brief disc ussion of social wants does not
cover the entire picture. Not all public services are supplied in
response to the individual preferences of the consumers. There may
be instances when the majority decides that certain wants of indi-
viduals should be satisfied, even though these individuals would prefer
to be given the cash and use it for other purposes. Free education or
hospital services may be cited to illustrate this case. This type of
public service requires a different explanation. However, note that
the benefits derived from such services extend beyond the specific bene-
ficiary, and thus approach what I have described as the central type
of social wants.

ADJUSTMfENTS IN THE DIsTRIBUvIOX OF INCOMNE

I now turn to the second function of budget policy, which is to pro-
vide for adjustments in the distribution of income. We are all agreed
that it is the responsibility of society to undertake certain adjustments
in the distribution of income, which results from the forces of the
market, the laws of inheritance, and differences in abilities to acquire
income. Babies must be assured adequate food, the sick and the aged
must be given proper care, and so forth. Beyond this; some hold toan
idea of the good society which requires a fairly extensive degree of
income equalization, others would favor a moderate degree of equali-
zation, while still others might oppose any such measure and favor
a high degree of inequality. These are matters of social philosophy
and value judgment omi which we all have our own views. Moreover,
consideration must be given to the interrelation between income dis-
tribution and the total income which is available for distribution..

My concern here is not with the question as to which isthe best-set
of values. While I happen to feel that progressive taxation is fair,
this is not the point.. My point is that if society wishes to make dis-
tributional adjustments; it is desirable as a matter of economic policy
to make them through the tax-transfer mechanism of the budget. This
is preferable to distributional adjustments via manipulation of par-
ticular prices, be it of products or of factors of production. Certainly,
we cannot accept the stricture that the purpose of taxation is to finance
public services and iiothin g else, and that, therefore, they "must not"
be used for distributional adjustments.' There is'no such law in'the
order of things. Indeed, where distributional adjustments are to be
made, this is the logical way in which to make them.

The determirimmation of tle desired degree and type of distributional
adjustment is agaili a matter of political process, and I ivill not discuss
it here. Let us suppose that some degree of income' equalization is to
be accomplished. This calls for taxes on some people withaincoines
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above the average and for transfer payments to some people with
incomes below the average. Insofar as distributional adjustments are
concerned, the budget must again be balanced. Now you may argue
that such a general tax-transfer scheme does not appear in the budget,
except perhaps in the social-security programs, and that our budget
does not engage in distributional adjustments. This is not the case.
The distributional adjustments are imnlieit in n. distrihiitinn of the
overall tax bill in a way which is more progressive than would be
justified on the basis of assigning the cost of social wants on a benefit
basis. In other words, the budget as we know it and as it is enacted
reflects the net result of various component policies. More about this
in a moment.

Just as my discussion of allocating the cost of social wants moved in
the context of a benefit approach to taxation, so does the problem of
distributional adjustment belong in the sphere of ability to pay and
equal sacrifice doctrines. The two approaches are wholly compatible
if each is viewed in its own context. The argument that the cost of
public services should be allocated in accordance with ability to pay
sounds nice, but it gives us no foundation on which to decide what
public, services should be rendered. This can be done only in relation
to individual preferences and implies the spirit of benefit taxation.
I can see no other approach that leads to a sensible solution. At the
same time, it is non sequitur to argue that progressive taxation is out
of order because (assuming this to be the case) benefit taxation requires
proportional rates. The element of progression may be called for in
order to implement distributional adjustments, which is quite a differ-
ent matter.

Failure to distinguish between the problem of distributional adjust-
ment and the problem of providing for the satisfaction of social wants
leads to confusion on both counts. If the degree of distributional
adjustment is tied to the level of the budget, some may favor an
increase in the level of public services as a means of extending distri-
butional adjustments, even though they do not support budget expan-
sion on the basis of benefit taxation; and others, who would favor an
expansion of the budget on this basis will oppose it because in practice
it is related to an extension of distributional adjustments. Moreover,
these relationships change with the level of taxation and the existing
tax structure. While there was a time when the marginal taxpayer
was the fellow with the large income, we are now in a situation where
increased levels of public services largely involve increased tax contri-
butions from (or exclude tax reductions for) people in the middle or
middle to lower income groups. Thus the politics of the fiscal problem
are changed and essential public services will go begging in the
process.

BuDGET POLICY AND STABILIZATION

I now turn to my third function of budget policy, which is the use
of tax and expenditure measures as a me-ans of economic stabilization.
The great achievement of the fiscal-policy discussion of the last 25
years is the by now fairly general recognition that fiscal policy miust,
play an- important role in economic stabilization. The old view that
the ~udget should: be balanced is applicable only if we consider our
first and second functions of budget policy, and even here some tem-
porary exceptions may arise. Once the stabilization function is intro-
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duced, deficit finance is called for under conditions of potential de-
pression, and surplus finance is called for under conditions of
potential inflation. The point to be noted here is that the stabiliza-
tion objective of budget policy can be achieved without contradicting
the other requirements of budget policy, namely, efficient provision
for social wants and the application of distributional adjustments.

Regarding the proper level of public services, this means that there
is no excuse for make-work expenditures during a depression, just as
there is no excuse for cutting essential public services during periods
of high activity. Precisely the same fallacy is involved in both cases.
An increase in public services during the depression is in order, only
to the extent that the decline in private expenditures for some pur-
poses (such as investment) frees resources which people may wish to
allocate in part to the satisfaction of social wants; and a decrease in
public services is in order during the boom only to the extent that
people wish to divert resources from public use to meet an increased
demand for resources for other uses. This sets the limits of the
permissible adjustment: There is no justification for raising the level
of public services merely to increase aggregate demand, since this
can be done also by lowering taxes; and there is no justification for
cutting public services merely to curtail demand since this can be done
also by raising taxes.

Moreover, there is no need for permitting considerations of sta-
bilization policy to interfere with desired distributional adjustments.
Thus it was argued frequently during the thirties and forties that
taxes on lower ineomes 5h.ll(1-l he avoiderd hbecau- this we'd1 ndor
mine demand and that therefore a more progressive tax structure
was needed; and vice versa for the current case of inflation where it
is held that progression should be reduced to secure a shift of re-
sources from consumption to investment, thus providing for increased
capacity in order to check inflation. The argument makes sense in both
cases if we assume that the total level of tax yield is given, but it
breaks down if we allow for adjustments in the level of taxation. The
level of taxation which is required for purposes of stabilization should
depend upon the distribution of the tax bill, and not the other way
round.

NET BUDGET AND SEPARATION OF ISSUES

To bring my point into focus, let me exaggerate a little and assume
that there are actually 3 different budgets, pursuing respectively my
3 functions of budget policy. First, there is the budget to provide for
the satisfaction of social wants, where taxes are allocated in line with
a benefit principle of taxation. By its nature, this budget is balanced
over the useful life of the services which are supplied. Secondly,
there is the budget to provide for distributional adjustments, involv-
ing tax and transfer payments. By its nature, this budget is balanced
as well. Then there is the budget designed to stabilize the level of
demand. By its nature, this budget involves either taxes or transfer
payments, proportional to what is considered the proper state of
income distribution.

We may think of these budgets as being determined in an inter-
dependent system, where the manager of each of the three branches
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takes the action of the other branches as given.3 Having determined
the three budgets, the Government may proceed to administer each
budget separately. This.-would involve various sets of taxes and/or
transfers for any one person. To simplify matters, it will be desirable
to clear the tax and transfer payments against each other, and thus to
administer one net budget policy only.

The actual tax and expenditure plan enacted by the Congress in any
one year ieflects such a net budget. 'This is of nlvantage as a matter
of administrative convenience, but it blurs the issues. While it may
be difficult as a matter of legislative procedure to determine inde-
pendently each of the three subbudgets noted in my discussion, some
lesser steps may be taken in the organization of the budget process, on
both the executive and the legislative side, to move the problem into

a better perspective. To say the least, an understanding of the three
objectives as distinct issues is prerequisite to efficient budget planning.

The preceding discussion will suffice to show that it is exceedingly
difficult to establish a simple set of principles by which to secure an

3 To illustrate, let me assume that there are two taxpayers only, X and Z. Assume
further that the full employment income equals $100, and that X's earnings are divided
such that X receives $70 while Z receives $30. Now suppose that the Distribution Branch
imposes taxes of $10 on X and pays $10 of transfers to Z, the desired distribution being
such that X is to receive 60 percent and Z is to receive 40 percent.

Next, let me suppose that with an income of $100, distributed in this fashion, private
expenditure on consumption equals $60 and that expenditures on investment equal $30.
Moreover, the manager of the Stabilization Branch is informed that expenditures for the
satisfaction of social wants equal $22. This means that total expenditures equal $112
and are $12 above the full employment level. To simplify matters, let us hold investment
constant. In order to lower consumption by $12 the Stabilization Branch will impose
taxes of $20, it being assumed that the ratio of consumption to income is constant at 60
percent. In order not to Interfere with the distributional adjustment, $12 will be paid
by X and $8 by Z.

The income of X now equals $70-$10-$12=$48, while that of Z equals $30+10-$8
=32. Now suppose that both wish to spend 27.5 percent of their income on the satisfac-
tion of social wants. Thus for the satisfaction of social wants taxes equal $13.20 for X and
$5.50 for Z, with total expenditures for the satisfaction of social wants equal to $22.

TThe three subbudgets involve the following transactions:

X Z Total

Satisfaction of social wvants:
Goods and service expenditures------------------- - --------- 22. 0
Taxes - -- 11.2 --- 22.-0----------- ------------------- 1. _

Balance ------------------------------- 00.0

Distributional -adjustment:
Taxes - ---- 1---------------------------- l0.0 10.0
Transfers- --------------------------------- 10.0 10.0

Balance. ------------------------------ ------ 00. 0

Stabilization adjustment:
Taxes ------ --------------- ------ 12.0 S. 0 20.0
Transfers ----- ------- -- -- -------------------

Balance ------------------------- ------------------------ 20. 0

Net budget:
Taxes --------------------------- 3.2 6.8 42. 0
Transfers - --------- -----
Goods and service expenditure- ------------------ ------------ - 22. 0

Balance-20. 0

Instead of collecting 3 separate taxes from X it will be more convenient to collect the total of $35.20; and
instead of collecting 2 taxes for Z and paying 1 transfer, it will be more convenient to collect net taxes of
$6.80. We thus have net tax receipts of $42 which after allowing.for goods and service expenditures of $22
leave us with a surplus of $20, equal to the surplus in the stabilization operation. A similar illustration
might be given where the stabilization operation involves a deficit, in which case there appears a correspond-
ing deficit in the net budget. Finally note that the distribution of the tax bill in the net budget is more
progressive than that for carrying the cost of social wants, but less progressive than that involved in the
distributional adjustment only.
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efficient determination of public expenditures. This task involves the
determination of the total budget plan, including the revenue as well
as the expenditure side, and it comprises quite distinct sets of objec-
tives or functions of budget policy. The issues involved are the more
difficult as they cannot be solved. or be solved in part only, by the
ordinary tools of economic analysis. The political process of decision-
making becomes an inherent part of the problem.

At the same time, the complexity of the problem establishes no pre-
sumption that the use of resources for the satisfaction of social wants
is less efficient than its use for the satisfaction of private wants. This
must be kept in mind if we are to see the problem of social-want satis-
faction in its proper perspective. While it is obvious that any ex-
penditure objective, once decided upon, should be accomplished at
minimum cost, the objective of efficiency in public expenditure plan-
ning must not be confused with minimizing the level of such expendi-
tures. By the very nature of the budget as an allocation problem, the
danger of inefficiency arises with insufficient as well as with excessive
outlays.



SOME PROBLEMS IN OPTIMIZING THE LEVEL OF
PUBLIC EXPENDITURES

Kenyon E. Poole, professor of economics, Northwestern University

SUMMARY

In this paper I should like to discuss a few of the problems that
are met with in the determination of the optimum level of Federal
expenditures, with particular reference to stable economic growth. It
may be. useful to preface the more extended remarks with a brief
summary of the major points that will be covered in the text.

It seems to me that there is a tendency on the part of many com-
mentators on the problem of Federal finance to be unduly pessimistic
on the effectiveness of the budgetary process in holding Federal ex-
penditures to the level that makes a maximum contribution to aggre-
gate social welfare. In an age in which economic resources are still
scarce, public information media can be counted upon to call atten-
tion to any really serious misallocation of resources between the public
and the private sectors of the economy, or within the public sector.
It has to be conceded, of course, that the complexities of the budgetary
process, and the obstacles to making close calculations with respect to
the relative social desirability of public and private spending pro-
grams, provide room for much difference of opinion on the effective-
ness with which our economic institutions allocate resources. What
should not be conceded is the contention that these difficulties make
intelligent budgeting of resources for maximum social welfare an
unattainable objective.

In accordance with the relatively optimistic attitude adopted here
toward the possibility of intelligent budgeting, two commonly held
and widely divergent opinions are rejected. One is the view that the
secular rise in gross national product entitles the Federal Government
to proceed with additional social-welfare programs on some kind of
automatic basis, and the other is the frequently expressed view that
Federal expenditures are "too high," or that they have risen too
rapidly. Both of these opinions beg the question by making tacit
assumptions on which there is room for disagreement. It is merely
an assumption that government is entitled to share in any definite way
in the annual increments to national product; but on the other hand
it is to be expected that as an economy grows, the absolute economic
importance of government will grow with it. The job that has to be
done is to determine how far and in what directions government func-
tions should evolve when population, national output, and productiv-
ity are growing.

By restricting the discussion of Federal spending to problems of
economic growth, we exclude two types of programs. Day-to-day
housekeeping expenditures, though both affecting and affected by
economic growth, are not a primary consideration. Moreover, Fed-
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eral programs which may be definitely classed as social consumption
are not directly relevant. A problem is posed in practice, however
in differentiating between programs which increase the capacity of
the economy to produce goods and services (or to make progress in
some broader sense), and those which merely contribute to current
social consumption. The difficulty is, of course, that many programs
have aspects of both. Examples which readily come to mind com-
prise most of the major Federal nonmilitary programs: Federal aid
to schools, hospitals, residential construction, depressed areas, slum
clearance, highways, aid to small business, social security, and the like.
In passing judgment on the admissibility of particular programs we
should be careful to distinguish between their social consumption
aspects and their capacity for contributing to growth. Both are
equally relevant to social welfare; but it is necessary to face up to the
implications of selecting a given ratio between the two objectives, and
this involves taking a long look at every proposed program with this
distinction in mind. This is an aspect of Federal budgeting which
has not received sufficient attention in the past.

A possible defect in our capacity for properly evaluating the net
welfare contribution of Federal expenditures for economic develop-
ment stems from the fact that there is less resistance to spending pro-
grams that can be financed out of an automatic rise in tax receipts as
national income rises than there is for programs that require a rise
in tax rates. The reason is that public opinion seems to be fairly
united on the view that tax rates, and especially income-tax progres-
sion, have reached (or surpassed) permissible peacetime limits. Im-
plicitly this means that the public believes that Federal spending has
already gone some-what beyond the point at which its net marginal
contribution to national welfare is negative. The effect is that ade-
quate consideration may not always be given to the relative impetus
to economic growth (and thus to an ultimate rise in the tax base and
tax yields) of development programs that initially, at least, require
a rise in tax rates. This disability is not a prohibition, however, and
it therefore is of interest to consider 1 or 2 points that bear on the
effects on economic stability of a rise in Federal spending that is
financed by a rise in tax rates.

One point is the possibility that destabilizing effects may arise out
of an increasing divergence between the nominal and the actual income-
tax rate structure when already high nominal rates are increased. The
higher rate schedule stimulates individuals and firms to seek a multi-
plication of exemptions, and the distortions caused by the varying suc-
cess of different groups may adversely affect investment. Another
destabilizing effect of increased tax fates appears if increased excise
tax rates, or increased rates of other taxes entering into cost of pro-
duction, result in a rise in the Consumer Price Index. The conse-
quences of increased tax rates are thus complex, and the particular
mixture of inflationary and deflationary effects that is experienced de-
pends on circumstances.

A discussion of the growth functions of Federal expenditure pro-
grams leads into the question of efficiency of Government operations.
In this context efficiency is not closely related to the narrow concept
of minimization of waste in Government offices, but is concerned with
the question of the scope of Government functions, and the coordina-
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tion of the objectives of the various Government agencies. In other
words, concern is with the efficiency of resource utilization by the Gov-
ernment within the context of efficiency of resource utilization for the
economy as a whole. It is this broader concept of efficiency, rather
than the narrow "office-manager" concept, that ought to be used in
determining the limits and judging the effectiveness of Government
functions.

Finally, this paper calls attention to an aspect of the impact of a
high Federal spending floor on economic stability. To a significant
extent the knowledge that Federal spending is high, and will remain
high, is a substitute for a large volume of liquid assets in providing a
stimulus to private investment. So long as the monetary authority
refrains from taking strong steps to discourage private borrowing,
firms and individuals can borrow from banks (and thus create pur-
chasing power) with the certainty of a massive basic demand for prod-
ucts on the part of the Government. Thus an important contribution
is made to investment for growth in the private sector; but in these
circumstances the assurance of price stabiltiy appears to call for a more
determined Federal Reserve policy than would be needed in the ab-
sence of the Government spending floor. In other words, there may
be a bias toward optimism which might on occasion have to be counter-
acted in the interest of inflation control. It can be argued that inter-
est rate policy may therefore have to be supplemented with other types
of control, particularly controls over investment through internal
financing.

THE PRECONDITION OF EFFECTIVE BUDGETING

The public finance theorist tells us that the cost of producing an
additional unit of public goods is the sacrifice of real private con-
sumption or investment that is necessary to release the resources
needed to give effect to the increase in public spending. In order to
maximize social welfare, therefore, public expenditures should be
pushed to the point at which the social satisfaction obtainable from
an additional (or marginal) dollar spent on publicly produced goods
no longer exceeds that of a dollar spent on privately produced goods.1
(Publicly produced goods are defined here in a broad sense, including
not only government services, but also the net satisfactions derived
from government transfer expenditures.)

This concept is basic, and underlies the budgetary procedures in
any political system. The principle is being applied whenever an
intelligent decision is made, but it is qualified under rule by pressure
groups if the wishes of the strong are accorded a heavier weight than
those of the weak (for example, producers versus consauners). It is
true that we have an exceedingly difficult hurdle to surmount when
we attempt to translate this marginal principle into practical action.

XAt first blush one hesitates to state a proposition that would appear to be, in theory at
least, so obvious. That there is nothing obvious about its practical political application
is apparent from the manner in which (1) protagonists of increased provision of govern-
mental welfare services simply assume that the more of these services the economy pro-
duces, the greater the net contribution to social welfare, and (2) exponents of Federal taxreduction assert that "expenditures have risen too rapidly and have reached too high a
level." In seeking the optimum level of public services in a mainly free enterprise econ-omy, this is, of course, precisely the issue that must be debated. The implications of theproblem can be clearly seen if one consults Governor Stevenson's campaign statemententitled "A Program for the True Peonomy: Where Is the Money Coming From?" and thecomments thereon by selected economists, Review of Economics- and Statistics, May 1957,pp. 134 ff. and the Committee for Economic Development, Tax Reduction and Tax
Reform-When and How, May 1957, pp. 10 ff.
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Developed by economic theorists for use in thinking about the optimii-
zation of public expenditures, it is subjected to severe criticism (pos-
sibly too severe criticism) by those who are experienced in the
budgetary process and are impressed by the complexities of political
decision making.2 (1) It assumes substantial knowledge on the
part of the public of the available alternatives; (2) it supposes that
substitutions between public and private spending can be made in
small enough units so that some attention is paid to the sacrifice
in the consunmption of private goods that must be made when gov-
ermnent spending is increased; (3) it assumes that the welfare coIn-

tributions of alternative public expenditure programs are compar-
able; (4) it takes it for granted that the general public and its
legislative representatives make a reasonably successful attempt to
reconcile future social welfare with present social welfare; (5) it
assumes that account is taken of the fact that a particular objective,
like growth or a welfare program, produces incidental adverse,
social effects, and that some goveriinment-produced goods hurt one
group of individuals while benefiting others, or while benefiting
society as a whvhole (for example, an airport in a residential area);
and (6) it assumes that it is not a fatal defect of decision-making
that many individuals and groups favor or oppose on purely dog-
matic or sentineltal grounds increases in the relative importance of
Federal expenditures within the framework of aggregate spending.
If we consider these points in order, the practical difficulties come
into focius at once, and not the least of them is the irreconcilability
of opposed value judgments, upon which the economist has no special
competence whatever to give an opinion.

Thus, (1) no one has ever suggested a completely satisfactory means
of providing the knowledge of alternatives that is needed to permit
full weight to be given in our fiscal thinking to the public and private
goods and services that must be forgone When a decision is taken to
tax and to spend for a particular purpose; (2) even if such a tool
were perfected, the fact that no price is too great to pay for adequate
self-defense, for example, is an indication of the impossibility of
making close, marginal calculations in Federal spending; (3) our
ideas with respect to comparability of the satisfactions from alternative
forms of public expenditure are fuzzy; (4) little success can be ex-
pected from an attempt to reconcile future with present social welfare
so long as economists and others divide themselves neatly between
those who believe we should encourage present consumption at the
expense of present investment and future consumption and those who
believe that we should do the reverse; 3 (5) surprisingly little attention

' See, for examnple, Jesse Burk-head. Government Budgeting (Wiley, 1956). pp. 42, 44. who
states that "Marginal social benefit and marginal social cost are attractive phrases, but
they are devoid of explicit content and with respect to the allocation of public expendi-
tures. "At the time when decisions are in process, marginal theory provides no guidelines
for the allocation of public expenditures." This statement appears to he rather extreme,
since budget making and budget cutting are by no means always across-the-board.

I See the opposed testinmony of several prominent economists at the hearings before the
Joint Economic Committee in June of this year: Fiscal Policy Implications of the Eco-
nomic Outlook and Budget Developments. Federal Reserve Board Chairman Martin has
stated (Senate Finance Committee hearing. August 19 of this year) that present inflation-
ary pressures arise out of overspending and undersaving (and that the Federal Government
may he the 'chief offender"). The counterargumeut would be that a high ratio of con-
sumption to income makes an invaluable contribution to full employment, which is itself
indispensable to rapid capital, formation. But, again, It has been argued that the rate of
capital formation in the fifties has been somewhat less than that of the twenties, with the
implication that the saving-consumption ratio might well be increased. When the question
is raised whether the level of saving in the twenties may have heen too high to sustain
full employment, the elusiveness of this whole issue becomes apparent.
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is ever paid to the long-term adverse welfare effects of public spending
programs; and (6) to the extent that individuals and groups have
preconceptions and particularistic points of view, the conditions are
lacking for an objective, socially oriented approach to welfare
economics.

All these obstacles to applying the marginal principle in order to
ascertain the correct level and distribution of Federal expenditures
are serious ones, and they stand out ominously in the dark shadows
of the budgetary process. They have to be borne in mind when we
are considering the net contribution that can be made by Federal
spending and taxing to the maintenance of the maximum rate of
growth (assuming that we want to maximize growth) that is con-
sistent with the minimum acceptable degree of economic stability.
Yet they are not insurmountable so long as the issues are debated in
the full glare of publicity. Indeed, to take any other view would be
to admit that public spending decisions are completely haphazard,
and, despite all the shortcomings of the budgetary process, this is
patently untrue.

THE RoIE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN EcoNoMIc GROWTH

In consonance with the terms of reference of these hearings, I shall
limit myself to a discussion of Federal expenditures for growth and
stability. At the same time, an- adequate level of current maintenance
expenditures and spending for protection is an indispensable prerequi-
site to growth, if not to stability, and both these types of expenditures
are themselves dependent on the rate of growth. Consequently, they
are likely to rise over the long run, and thus they are necessarily
always under consideration, implicitly if not explicity.

At the outset it may be noted that a public spending policy aimed
at encouraging growth exerts complex effects on economic stability.
Federal expenditures on production factors place a floor under aggre-
gate demand, and, to that extent, reduce the danger of both cyclical
downturns and secular stagnation. On the other hand, a concomitant
of growth is a rise in the flow of goods and services, which, taken
by itself, is a deflationary factor. The net effect cannot be easily
foreseen very far in advance. Moreover, unless great care is taken
in the choice and magnitude of governmental projects, the private
sector may react adversely to increased competition for limited sup-
plies of savings and scarce resources. In contrast to the possible de-
flationary effects of government spending for growth are the infla-
tionary implications. The acceleration of rates of growth may pro-
vide the background for creeping inflation, and to avoid this a care-
ful balance needs to be kept between public and private investment
programs. Moreover, there is always some danger that the public
may ultimately react to a lengthy period of creeping inflation by
shifting into assets that are believed to be inflation proof. If this
occurs, there is no guaranty that the pace of inflation will not be great-
lv accelerated.

It is easy to approve, in general terms, any rise in aggregate spend-
ing that is expected to contribute to stable growth. The trick is to
determine, of the expenditures that can be made for this purpose,
what proportion should be undertaken by the Federal Government.
This problem has roots that are deep in the Nation's history. It will
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be recalled that Alexander Hamilton held to the view that growth
would be stimulated if the National Government would take the lead
in economic life, whereas his opponents divided themselves between
two positions; (1) that the private sector could do the job best un-
aided by government except in essentials like protection of life and
property, and (2) that the States, rather than the National Govern-
ment, should assume responsibility for certain risky and expensive
developmental investment projects. In seeking to maximize growth,
we must accept one important human characteristic. It is a rare in-
dividual who concerns himself much that growth should be stable,
provided only that it is rapid. Feelings run strong, however, on
the ratio in which the public and private sectors should share respon-
sibility for spending for growth; and purely economic judgments are
modified, and may at times even be submerged, by political philoso-
phies.

The feeling is widespread that we are helpless in stemming the
tide of Federal spending. But what is meant by this? Net budget
expenditures, which were 15.3 percent of gross national product in
fiscal 1949, after rising to 20.4 percent in fiscal 1953, had declined
again to 16.1 percent by 1956. Gross national product has been rising
steadily, while Federal spending has been subject to considerable
fluctuations, primarily in response to the military situation. Private
spending has likewise been rising, however, and there is no a priori
reason why a long-term rise in gross national product should not con-
sist, in part, of publicly produced goods and services. Indeed, it
.IA.Ljsn bel a counvtriutioun IAo clarit~y .Jf uthought if wef ceased inanlluig
regretful references to our inability to prevent a secular rise in Fed-
eral spending. Economic growth implies an expansion in the output
of both public and private goods.

It is not impossible, moreover, that balanced growth may call for
an increase in the ratio of public to private goods during certain
phases of economic and political development. The latter statement
receives support from the relatively sharp rise in State and local
expenditures in recent years, much of which has been in direct re-
sponse to a public demand for new types of State and local serv-
ices. Many of them, like hospitals, highways, and standards of police
protection, are at once cause and effect of economic growth. A
similar point applies to some Federal expenditure programs. It
might be found, for example, that a rising proportion of Federal
spending to gross national product would be justified by the need to
react to the effects of growing international pressures which them-
selves are a corollary of growth of populations and of the expansion of
economic aspirations of all nations. To the extent that this were true
a rising trend of Federal expenditures would be as much a result of
growth as a cause of it. We may have to reckon with the possibility,
as the expensiveness of national defense rises, that the ratio of Fed-
eral spending to national income will rise.

RISING GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT AS A JUSTIFICATION FOR EXPANDED,
FEDERAL PROGRAMS

A line of argument has often been set forth, and recently discussed
by a symposium of economists, the acceptance of which would, indeed,
greatly complicate the task of making an objective assessment of the
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relative satisfactions to be derived from public and private spending.
This is the view (mentioned in footnote 1) that, even with present tax
rates, prospective economic growth can be counted upon to finance
automatically such desirable public services as medical and unem-
ployment insurance, a really adequate system of public education, slum
clearance, the development of natural resources, and an expanded
concept of old-age security. If this argument is taken to mean only
tIhlatd LIMh aULVIIIUUcU9 ailnual Increase i111 e r U tax rUevUeA -1-1allUt, Uo Lie

counted upon to finance some rate of secular rise in Federal expendi-
tures, then it is not very interesting as a basis for establishing future
spending policy. But if it is meant that we have some slack to play
with in the budget, and that surely we can earmark a portion of the
annual increment in national product for welfare purposes, or, in-
deed, for any particular objective, we are perilously close to being in
the position of short circuiting the budgetary process. The essence
of budgeting is to reexamine constantly the relative merits of the
performance of functions by the public or private sector, as well as
the merits of performance versus nonperformance of the function.

Budgetary experience in this country runs strangely counter to the
view that there is no problem to be faced in financing a planned secular
increase in Federal welfare and other programs simply because at
constant tax rates the total rise in Federal tax receipts over some
period of years will be several times the total cost of the programs.
It is a matter of record that revenues have not been, and are not now,
adequate at present tax rates to finance all the programs that are
urged upon (aand by) the American people each year. 1;W7here, then,
would we be if we went ahead and earmarked funds for an expansion
of Federal programs?

The immediate answer would appear to be that either tax rates
would have to be raised, or other spending programs would have to be
curtailed. In fairness, however, this answer needs to be qualified.
Of the Federal programs mentioned above, some contribute to eco-
nomic growth and some do not (or do so to a very minor extent).
Those which do not (namely, all those which come under the rubric
"the better life") would be a deadweight charge on future budgets.
But those which do facilitate growth also serve to enhance taxable
capacity, and in some instances they may do so relatively to alternative
programs undertaken in the private sector.

It seems imperative that the public should always be informed in
advance of the cost to the Nation, in terms of foregone possibilities
of growth, of an option in favor of a diversion of resources toward
the better life. The voting appeal of liberalized social-security bene-
fits, for example, is very great. Therefore we need estimates of the
cost to the private sector, in terms of taxes, that must be paid over
the long term, taking account of increased revenue needs due to popu-
lation growth and to changes in the age distribution of the population.
Moreover, account must be taken of the forms which demands for
further elaboration of the good-life concept are likely to take, merely
in consequence of the acceptance of initial and successive phases of
the program. For in accepting a program' of this sort we are not
only committing ourselves to the cost of foreseeable welfare and other
governmient, services. Iin addition, we are'assuming responsibility
for the autirmatic increases in the cost of these programs that result
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from rapid population growth; and we are advancing one step along
the road toward the acceptance of at present unthought-of spending
programs, since the achievement of one goal opens way for the struggle
f or another.

It is important to note that nothing in this discussion should be
construed as representing basic opposition to an expansion of Federal
spending programs intended to contribute to growth and long-term
social welfare. We need a healthy competition between the public and
private sectors for the privilege of implementing the investment de-
cisions that will optimize the utilization of resources at the disposal
of the economy. Given the criteria of optimization, the test is rela-
tive efficiency, and there is no reason to advocate reduced expenditures
merely because this permits a reduction in tax rates. But the good
life ought not to be confused with economic development. We should
be quite clear on the distinction between those Federal expenditures
that can reasonably be considered to contribute to growth and those
which are synonymous with consumption. This distinction is often
obscure in the realm of public spending.

Let us reject, therefore, the view that our dearest objective is always
to strive to reduce Federal spending, however desirable judiciously
spaced intermittent economy drives may be. On the contrary, we
should be prepared to consider acceptance of an expansion of Federal
programs when it can be established that they will make a greater
contribution to desired growth, per dollar of expenditure, than would
private investment programs. No purely general discussion can enter
into the. mnnifold dlpefitj thaht. halve to he. sifters in 'Avincf pffglt ton tfis
judgment. One may simply state the belief that this is an area in
which the planning principle, because of its obvious usefulness, should
be acceptable to everyone. At what point, for example, does invest-
ment in educational resources cease to contribute to growth and become
a form of consumption? Remembering the serious political conse-
quences of "overeducation" in certain European countries during
the interwar period, we may ask whether we do not need a detailed
forecast of the economy's future needs for trained personnel in order
that intelligent decisions can be taken wvith respect to what the de-
sirable contribution of the Federal Government to education should
be. (Similar exhaustive investigations ought to be made, and kept
current, with respect to all long-range Federal programs.) It is
quite clear that productivity will be raised by improved standards of
education only up to the point at which the working force is optimally
distributed among job opportunities. Beyond that point educational
expenditures becomie a form of luxury. This may be all to the good
socially; but it will not necessarily contribute to growtlh.

HI-C.i TAX RATES AS AN OI3srAcr,1. 0o EX-PANDED FEDrnAL SrJ.NDING

It is quite a step from the argument that a portion of the anlnual
increment to real national income should always be earmarked for
Federal spending to the view that at some point positive steps may
have to be taken to curtail the expansion of Federal programs. If Ave
look at economic growth alone as a criterion for FeCleral expeliditllre
policy, wve dlo not discover at the present momlent any compelling
argument in favor of the curtailment of Government spending.
Notwitlhstandidnic some recent slowing clown in productivity incre-
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ments, there appears to be no serious dissatisfaction with the current
rate of growth in real national product, nor with the part played
by the Federal Government in providing the basis for it.4 On the
other hand, we must reckon with the eventuality that, taking into
account the possibility of the need for a rise in military expenditures,
the level of desirable Federal spending programs may rise sufficiently
to call for higher tax rates. If this were to occur it would be necessary
to subtract from any contribution -Ad by re.se. I dral expendi-

tures to economic growth the adverse effect that was produced on
private investment and initiative by higher tax rates, and hence on
the rate of growth in the private sector.

At the risk of repetition, it should be emphasized that this problem
is nonexistent to the extent that the rising tax base associated with
rising gross national product provides each year an automatic increase
in tax revenues. Under current tax rates, and with current annual
increments to GNP, about $3 billion of additional revenues come auto-
matically into the Treasury each year. Only a portion of this, how-
ever, is available for programs designed to stimulate growth. Not
only does this figure have to be deflated for a rising price level, but
also account has to be taken of automatic increases in Federal spend-
ing under a wide variety of programs which are themselves a func-
tion of growth in population, for example, grants to States and local -
ities, highway programs, collection and analysis of statistics, services
to agriculture and industry, and so on. Even when this is done, how-
ever, a modest residual is left which might be employed to finance
new governmental programs without the aid of new taxes. But no
one can predict for many years the cost of maintaining internatinal
political and military equilibrium, and it is therefore conceivable that
in the light of urgent national defense projects desirable civil spend-
ing programs could not be financed solely out of automatic annual
increments of tax revenues.

DESTABILIZING EFFECTS OF INCREASED TAX RATES

It is rather unlikely that at present high income-tax rates public
opinion would be favorable to tax increases even in order to finance
growth programs that might ultimately contribute more to national
income (and to the tax base) than would the private investment pro-
grams that would have to be sacrificed unless taxes on consumption
were increased.5

Nevertheless it is of some interest to glance at a possible conse-
quence of any significant further rise in personal income tax rates.
There is good reason to believe that pressure for exemptions and
favorable tax rates under the income tax are some kind of a f unction
of the severity of the nominal rate structure. If this is so, then a
further rise in income-tax rates would tend to shift the income-tax
burden still further in the direction of those individuals and miwo-
prietorships which are not in a position to benefit from such conces-

4 Moreover, despite the large space devoted to the inflation problem in the press, there is
so far little evidence that the public feels great concern over a gradually rising price level
(though this situation could change drastically). On the contrary, many policymakers
show signs of being more fearful of temporary periods of declining prices than of a long-
term upward trend in prices. 4 -

s It is hardly to be expected that if tax-rate increases were found to be necessary, the
income tax would be exempt.
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sions as percentage depletion, accelerated amortization, conversion of
ordinary income into capital gains, and so on. Consequently, those
who were unable to escape the effects of the higher nominal rates
would invest less (because of higher marginal tax rates), and would,
moreover, have smaller after-tax incomes. But those who did man-
age to avoid being subject to the higher rates would have no incentive
or capacity to increase investment (ignoring the income effects of the
additional Federal spending). Consequently there would be a net
adverse effect on that part of economic growth that is accounted for
by investment in the private sector."

One argument in favor of holding any rise in Federal peacetime
expenditures within the limits of the automatic increment of tax
receipts determined by current rates of growth in gross nationl product
is the difficulty of finding new revenue sources that are not destabiliz-
ing. As stated above, further rises in personal income-tax rates
would probably have disincentive effects on those who are unable to
escape the nominal rates. With respect to death taxes, there is scope
for increased rates and lower exemptions, but this scope is limited.
The other major alternatives, sales, and excise taxes, have a potentially
serious defect if they are exploited during a period of creeping infla-
tion, or when there is a delicate balance in the economy between
inflationary and deflationary forces. The Consumer Price Index of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which is the index used in most wage-
escalator agreements, includes "sales taxes, retail excise taxes, customs
duties, and all manufacturers' and processors' taxes passed on to the
vnnszinmPrm Thii- qnv inevpn in tfhl. rfsifp. or coverafge of these taxes
causes an automatic rise in the Consumer Price Index, and therefore
in all wage rates either formally covered in escalator agreements or in
practice tied to the cost of living in wage bargaining. The number of
workers directly or indirectly covered under formal escalator agree-
ments (nearly 4 million at the present time) is of special significance,
for there is no room for doubt that their hourly wages will increase
in accordance with specified rises in the Consumer Price Index. At
the, same time it is precisely during a period of rising prices that we
find the maximum number of workers covered under escalator agree-
ments.7

In view of the fact that the two effects mentioned above tend to
offset each other (higher income-tax rates are here viewed as defla-
tionary, and higher excise-tax rates as inflationary) it may be reason-
able to infer that some combination of rises in the rates of each tax
could be found which would be reasonably neutral to inflation. An
important difficulty, however, is the distortion caused by the mixture
of unemployment and rising prices. 'Higher income-tax rates would
tend to discourage output, while higher sales-tax rates would stimulate

O A possible exception to this statement may be of interest. If we start with a sufB-
clently progressive rate structure in the higher brackets, the pressure for exemptions and
special treatment may be very great if Income tax rates are raised still further. If this is
so an increase in the nominal rate structure could actually result in a lessening of the
tax burden on the higher-income groups. (This is what would actually occur if a very
high rate structure were to lead to the exemption of realized capital gains from the Income
tax.)i Conceivably the consequence might be a net Increase In investment by them, since
in the extreme case assumed here their after-tax incomes would be higher under the higher
nominal tax rate structure. The practical application of this case Is probably unimpor-
tant, but It serves to call attention to the nature of the economic effects of a high nominal
inconme tax rate structure, which are usually Ignored in favor of discussions of equity
effects.

Moreover, the recent growing popularity of the longer term labor contract had already
led to wider adoption of the clause even in advance of the price rise of 1956.

97735-57-10
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price and wage rises. The situation would be one of a mixture of rising
prices and soft spots. The very evident confusion of economists in
trying to explain economic trends in the circumstances of the past
year or two, when a somewhat similar situation has developed for
other reasons, is testimony to the obstacles which would face an
attempt to prevent the appearance of destabilizing effects if substan-
tial additional tax revenue should come to be needed.

There is, to be sure, an alternative tax wh1ich does not suffer from
the "cost-inflationary" defect of sales taxes. This is a spending tax
of the type proposed by the Treasury in 1942. This tax, levied at
progressive rates on an individual's spending, provides no mechanism
whereby the tax shows up in the Consumer Price Index, and there-
fore contains no element of cost-push inflation.8 At fixed rates, and
with relatively low personal exemptions, this tax could be used to
finance an increased amount of Federal investment expenditures with-
out disincentive effects on either private investment or personal con-
sumption. A Federal spending and tax policy could thils be evolved
which would be consistent with both growth and price stability,
though at a political cost. The cost would be a substantial increase in
the role of government in the overall planning of resource use. But
this eventuality is really implied anyhow in a fiscal program aimed
simultaneously at growth and economic stability.

A CRITERION OF EFFICIENCY OF GOVERN:2IENT SPENDING PrzoGRAAS

It is difficult to conceive of a discussion of government spending
functions that omits reference to the question of economy and efficiency
in Federal expenditures. The greater the efficiency with which gov-
ernment performs its services, the easier it becomes to gain public
acceptance of the diversion of a given quantity of resources from pri-
vate to public use. Unfortunately, as everyone knows, it is far from
simple to cormTpa.re efficiency in the private and public sectors. The
efficiency of private enterprise is tested in terms of bankruptcies and
declines in capital values that are often associated with bargain pur-
chase by a more aggressive management group. No such objective
market test is at hand for government services, and this fact not only
complicates the problem of ascertaining the efficiency with which gov-
ernment agencies operate, but makes the public sector vulnerable to
frivolous, along with the justified, charges of inefficiency. It is often
forgotten, moreover, that it is no easy matter to measure the efficiency
of private enterprise. Furthermore, government action itself con-
tributes to the degree of efficiency that is achieved by the private
sector. Again, subsidies, favorable tax treatment, tariff protection,
and the like may find legitimate support on one ground or another;
yet they obviously widen the range within which inefficiency on the
part of private management can conceal itself. I would contend that
relative efficiency, in any narrow sense, does not provide much of a
basis for helping us decide the proper scope of governmental func-
tions. In any event, each government agency ought to be glad to

It might be worthwhile for Congress to reexamine the good and bad points of this taxin the light of the growing importance of wage cost-of-living clauses, and of the possibilitythat valorization clauses may sometime become increasingly popular in many types ofcontracts besides wage agreements (for example, index bonds, variable annuities, escalatedFocial security payments. etc.). For a recent searching analysis of this tax see NicholasKaldor, An Expenditure Tax, George Allen and Unwin, Ltd;, London, 1955.
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subject itself to a periodic checkup on efficiency, and to report its
progress in reducing cost per unit of output.
* In a broader sense, the question of efficiency borders on that of the

determination of the limits of government functions. Here efficiency
is conceived of, not in the technical sense of output per worker, but
with respect to the form that the long-term objectives of government
programs ought to take in the light of forecasts of the future needs of
the Nation. In other words, efficiency is conceived of in terms of
output per unit of resources. In this area Congress might sponsor
technical studies, perhaps undertaken by the staffs of appropriate
joint conmnittees, of the alternative short- and long-term objectives
of major national welfare and other spending programs. This would
give much-needed assistance to administrative agencies in making
their self-evaluations, and would at the same time help to keep deci-
sions on the scope of government functions from being made on oppor-
tunistic grounds. Certainly these decisions are ultimately political
ones; but holders of public office would clearly benefit from analyses
made by technical experts, and important public spending issues would
receive the benefit of timely clarification. One is struck with the need
for maximum agility on the part of both government and private
enterprise in making their decisions to devote resources to promising
developmental projects, and in determining upon a method for shar-
ing responsibility for them. Any equilibrium between public and
private spending plans must be tentative and subject to change. There
is no room for dogma in allocating functions between government and
private enterprise. We are engaged in a constant Drocess of trial
and error, and we can maximize the rate at which we learn, only if
programs are constantly reassessed. 9

THE IMPACT OF A HIGH FEDERAL S PEN-DING FLOOR ON- ECONOmIC
STABILITY

Up to this point we have been primarily concerned with the question
of the impact of Federal spending programs on growth. It is nec-
essary also to take account of the ways in which the floor of Federal
spending, as well as probable changes in Federal spending levels in
response to fluctuations in income and employment, react upon spend-
ing in the private sector. The importance of doing this lies in the fact
that the level of private investment spending (and through the mul-
tiplier, consumption spending) is partly, indeed significantly, deter-
mined by the fact that Federal spending is high, will remain high, and
is likely to rise on the advent of any serious unemployment. The
world situation assures a minimum Federal budget in the vicinity of
$70 billion. Moreover, the great expansion of economic activity in
recent years has necessitated a substantial rise in State and local pro-
grams; and since these promise to continue to increase, private long-
term investment decisions are made in the light of knowvledge that
public demand for resources will rise secularly. It is true that cut-
backs in Federal spending in the interest of economy add their -eight
to the soft spots caused by specific overproduction, inventory reduc-
tions, and lagging consumer demand. But even those who stress these

9A case in point Is the difficulty of coordinating the objectives of different Federal
agencies. For example, the Department of Agriculture is continually concerned with the
problem of excess capacity in agriculture, while the Bureau of Reclamation's irrigation
program obviously adds to it.
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phenomena, and who believe that maintenance of expansion rates
rather than the danger of inflation is the major economic problem
facing this country today, would probably grant that these adverse
signs are primarily structural and temporary in nature.

A high floor under government spending has a direct effect on
economic development. It also has an indirect effect by way of its
encouragement or discouragement to private investment spending.
1 rivided 'hat aggregate spendinUg 1i 1tJ not s1o111 Uhhau 111UUnters Irats
are driven up to the point of discouraging private investment, a high
level of government spending is a favorable sign for full employment
and for the contribution of the private sector to rapid economic
growth. Viewed in the broadest possible terms, one of the tasks of
the Federal budgetary process is to take a position on the rate of pri-
vate capital formation that is the optimum precondition of the desired
rate of expansion of Federal (and State and local) developmental
programs. Economic progress is maximized when the correct bal-
ance is struck between public and private spending programs.

Permanent full employment (with no more than relatively minor
recessions) in a free-enterprise economy is an achievable objective
provided two hurdles can be surmounted. First, the private sec-
tor must be permanently convinced that the demand for resources
for public use will rise indefinitely in response to growing demiand
for the kinds of programs that are best undertaken by governmenit.
In the public sector there is no important question of a lack of pur-
chasing power; what has to be established is the reasonable certainty
of a public desire for the expansion of governmental programs. Sec-
ond, some kind of procedure has to be worked out whereby competi-
tion between government and private enterprise for limited re-
sources is not allowed to lead to an inflationary situation that is serious
enough to be a prelude to crisis and possible collapse in the private
sector. The problem is complicated by the fact that within the pri-
vate sector itself specific overproduction and miscalculations are inte-
gral to the investment decisioiin-making process, and serious deflation-
ary consequences can ensue if rapidly rising interest rates happen to
coincide with inventory reductions and cutbacks resulting from temn-
porary overproduction.

Any defects attributable to monetary and fiscal policy as instru-
ments of inflation control are magnified under circumstances of high
level Federal spending and taxing, and particularly so under a philos-
ophy of assuring government its share in the secular rise in national
product and in responsibility for rising national economic potential.
Tue problem arises out= of. the, fact that while monetary and fiscal
policy are suitable instruments for discouraging private spending,
they are quite irrelevant to the control of Federal (though not, of
course, State and local) spending.10 Sharp criticism has been directed

10 This is a worldwide phenomenon. Considerable complaint has been voiced in a number
of European countries that fear of inflation leads governments to impose controls on private
investment and consumption, while no similarly effective instruments are at hand to curb
ambitious public spending programs. One difficulty Is that whereas controls over the
private sector can be made to operate more or less continuously, national governments often
tend to delay moderating action with respect to their own spending programs until a serious
international monetary crisis has arisen. Some method needs to be evolved that will
encourage national governments -to submit to a more continuous regulation of spending pro-
graspa-inthe light of what the governments themselves expect the private sector to accom-
plish'f6i economic growth and stability;'14In a word, the instruments of economic control
at the disposal of free enterprise werefdeveloped prior to the appearance of national-govern-
ments as massive users of economic resources, and are inadequate to cope with present-day
problems.
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in recent months against a monetary policy that is credited with
being effective in stiffening the terms of borrowing to potential home-
owners, small and new business, and farmers. The Treasury's difficul-
ties with debt financing are indeed well publicized; but while borrow-
ing problems discourage private investment and consumption spend-
ing, they do not enter into legislative spending decisions. This phe-
nomenon has been complained of in many countries, centrally con-
trolled and decentralized alike, in the postwar decade, and it appears
to be part of the price that has to be paid for full employment.

Recent discussion has called attention to a further complicating
element in inflation control."l Monetary policy is alleged to suffer
from the serious defect that its major influence is exerted in restrict-
ing investment in the competitive sections of the market; big busi-
ness and oligopoly can utilize price policy and reinvested earnings
as a defense against monetary control. In my judgment it is not
necessary or desirable to carry too far the basically valid point that
monetary policy can never be as important an instrument of control
as it was thought to be in an era when the commercial banking
system occupied a highly strategic position in the aggregate credit
flow. Institutions have changed; they have not been swept away.
The correct course would appear to be to forge supplementary politi-
eal institutional weapons that will assist in the control of investment
by large enterprise and by the Federal Government. The dice are
loaded in their favor in the struggle for scarce resources. Moreover,
there is alwavs the threat that anv sign of weakening on the part of
the relatively competitive segment of the private sector of the econ-
-omy will be taken as an invitation to government or big business to
step in and fill the gap. There may be cogent reasons why further
concentration of economic power in the hands of the Federal Govern-
ment and big business is desirable. But it would seem imperative at
the earliest possible moment to establish ground rules which, if there
is found to be an imbalance of power at the expense of the private
sector, and specifically at the expense of new and small enterprise,
make it possible and likely that steps will be quickly taken to redress
it.

11 Cf., for example, J. K. Galbraith, Market Structure and Stabilization Policy, Review
of Economics and Statistlcs, May 195T, pt. V.
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THE DIVIsION OF LABOR BETVEEN GOVERNMENT AND TIHE MARKET

Most of the great problems of social policy in this century involve
the division of labor between government and the market. The con-
ditions of freedom and equity, of order, efficiency, and progress de-
pend upon our answer to the question: What things should be done
by group decision operating through the political process, and what
things should be done by individual decisions mediated by the mecha-
nism of the market? The line which divides these processes is neither
intuitively obvious nor eternally fixed; it must be decided by free
discussion among the responsible citizens of a free society; it changes
according to the circumstances of the times, the understanding of the
citizenry, and the capabilities of the Government. Nevertheless, there
are some general principles which can, or should, guide rational dis-
cussion of this great problem.,

What are the peculiar characteristics of these two processes? What
ends do they seek? How can they work together to achieve these ends?
The political process

In any society, the political process is concerned with the allocation
of power. In a democratic society that process is designed to secure
a group consensus on specific issues of social policy. The consensus
is always subject to discussion and modification, but, while it remains
in effect, the rules of the game compel individual dissent to be subor-
dinated to group decision. Ai importer of Swiss watches, for exam-
ple, may doubt the wisdom of protective tariffs, but, so long as these
duties stand on the schedules, he foots the bill and harbors his ques-
tions till the next election.

If we take a broad and cursory view of the political process, we
find that the scene is occupied by the following groups of actors:'
First, the electorate, the citizens, who exercise the franchise in the
light of their values, their information, and their interests; second,
the political parties, who propose issues to the electorate; third, the

' For background, see Frank H. Knight, The Ethics of Competition, The Ethics of Com-
petition and Other Essays, reprint edition, London, George Allen & Unwin, 1936, especially
pp. 49-58. Classical discussion of the problem can be found in Adam Smith. wealth of
'ations, book V, ch. i: Of the Expenses of the Sovereign or Commonwealth, and John
Stuart Mill. Principles of Political Economy, book V, ch. i: Of the Functions of Govern-
ment; ch. xi: Of the Grounds and Limits of the Laissez-Faire or Non-Interference Principle.

For a summary of current economic thought, see Fritz MaIchiup, The Division of Labor
Between Government and Private Enterpise. American Economic Review, XXXIII (March
1943). pp. 87-104. For a sociologlcal t'e-atmnent. see Mahx Weber, The Theory of Social
and Economic Organization, translated by A. PI. Henderson and Talcott Parsons, New
York Oxford University Press, 1947. ch. ii. Also consult Henry C. Simons, A Positive
Program for Laissez-Faire, Economic Policy for a Free Society, Chicago, the University of
Chicago Press, 1948.

2 This is an expanded version of the list given in Ernest Barker, The Parliamentary
System of Government, Essays on Government, second edition, Oxford, the Clarendon
Press, 1951.
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legislature or parliament, who are selected by the electorate, from the
parties, to represent their interests and to transplant the general
consensus into specific laws; fourth, the executive, who translates both.
the laws of the legislature and the consensus of the body politic into
specific acts of policy; fifth, the permanent bureaucracy, who carry
out the details of executive policy and perform the routine tasks of
government; sixth, the judiciary, who interpret the law and adjudicate
disputes.

The role-structure of the political process is extraordinarily comn-
plex. Equally complex are the functions carried on within this struc-
ture. For, in all its variety and complexity, the political process repre-
sents the most characteristic activity of organized society; namely,.
problem solving according to specified rules, under given conditions,
in an environment of uncertainty. Despite the humbug and chicanery,.
the oratory and ideologies which lend color and interest to the process,
political choice in a democratic society is the solution of common prob-
lems through group discussion. Discussion is the essence of demo-
cracy. And since the solution of the problem cannot be known before-
hand, the outcome of the process is indeterminant; it cannot be pre-
dicted from given conditions. In this respect it differs radically from
the market process in which the given conditions of consumer pref-
erences, industrial technology, and available resources dictate the
outcome within tolerable limits of accuracy.

Another outstanding feature of decisions made through political
discussion is their uniformity. They must be, so to speak, the same for
everyone-everyone, that is, whose circumstances are similar. By con--
trast with the market mechanism, individual differences are not taken
into account save through the ad hoc device of administrative dis-
cretion. For example, if the political process determined the disposi-
tion of goods among consumers, every household might have an annual
dividend of 4 pairs of shoes and 5 quarts of whisky, even though a
barefoot teetotaler would find these goods superfluous. On distribu-
tion day he would truck them to the public square and barter them for
something else, a costly and annoying expedient which the price sys-
tem renders unnecessary.

Despite the indeterminancy of the political process in general, the
roles of some of the actors can be identified and tentative predictions
ventured. The individual citizen, in his capacity as a voter, a lobby-
ist, and a political persuader, acts to maximize the satisfactions he
receives from his government. Representatives act to maximize their
terms of office. Political parties act to maximize the power they com-
mand which, under democratic conditions, is equivalent to maximizing
the votes they receive. In this connection, political parties act as
entrepreneurs and innovators. Just as entrepreneurs in the market
economy design and offer for sale the commodities among which con-
sumers choose, so political parties package the issues on which elec-
tions are decided. But the range of choices is much narrower for the
American voter than for the American consumer. The voter, there-
fore, is confronted with a "tie-in purchase." To buy a box of apples,
he must take a peck of leeks. To get a labor and taxation policy he
likes, lie may have to swallow a foreign policy he abominates.

3 Anthony Downs, An Economic Theory of Democracy, New York, Harper & Bros., 195T.
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The differences between voting and purchasing also call for brief
comment. In democratic societies, the rule is, "One citizen, one
vote"-except for juveniles, prisoners, and migrants across political
boundaries unable to establish legal residence before the election. In
the market, the rule is "Purchases are made with money, and money in-
come is distributed among people in accord with inheritance, effort,
and the chances of life." Though public policy must ultimately be
ratified by votes, voting is by no means the crucial nexus of the poli-
tical process, and the formal equality of the ballot box is countervailed
a hundred times over by inequalities of power and ability which make
themselves felt in the strategy of decision. Given its initial inequal-
ity in the distribution of wealth and income, the democracy of the
market consists in the fact that one man's dollar is the equal of another
man's dollar. Neither race, religion, nor prejudice can stay these in-
struments from their appointed ends-to guide production and govern
the allocation of resources. Finally, the voting mechanism accom-
plishes its results indirectly and by remote control, as it were; the vote
does not immediately call forth that which was voted for. Purchas-
ing, on the other hand, both indicates a preference and accomplishes
possession of the thing preferred.4

Problem solving through the political process is a necessary conse-
quence of the existence of uncertainty. The degree of uncertainty
faced by the society exercises a profound influence on the structure and
function of its institutions: The greater the degree of uncertainty,
the higher is the cost of acquiring information on issues of public
policy. The ordinary citizen being unwilling to bear the costs of ac-
quainting himself with the issues, society specializes the function of
detailed policy decisions in a small group of elected representatives.
But, again, the greater the uncertainty, the greater the likelihood of
error. Thus, the necessity of checks and balances to hold legislative
folly within tolerable limits. Political parties are another byproduct
of uncertainty; they specify the issues to which voters react, and
conduct exploratory expeditions to sample the consensus of the body
politic. The normal administrative work of the bureaucracy repre-
sents still another aspect of society's unending struggle to routinize
the unexpected.

If uncertainty were to vanish, by far the greater part of the appara-
tus of government would be altogether superfluous. No uncertainty,
no problems; no problems, no politics. For in a world without uncer-
tainty. the costs of acquiring information about the future are reduced
from infinity to zero; the consensus of the body politic is formulated
and made known without doubt or delay. Therefore "representative"
government and political parties would be obsolescent. Administra-
tive decisions would be reduced to repetitive routine so that the execu-
tive arm of the Government would consist of tax collectors and pro-
ducers of public services. Given perfect certainty, both the verdict
of justice and the balance sheet of power are intuitively obvious so
that neither adjudication nor a trial of strength are necessary. Order
follows inevitably. For disorder arises either from fraud or from
an appeal to force; the first is impossible when concealment is impos-
sible and the second is superfluous when the outcome is inevitable.

4 For further comment, see James M. Buchanan, Social Choice, Democracy, and. Free
Markets. Journal of Political Economy, LXII (April 1954), pp. ii4-123.
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In this event a society which shared a common pattern of values and
which was not plagued with fundamental conflicts of interest has no
use for a central authority to maintain order. A society divided into
contending interest groups but united by a common standard of justice
would decide differences by rational compromise in order to establish
equity and preserve stability. In both cases the reserves of force are
impounded in a common bank and need never pass into active circu-
lation. (Only the uncertain society needs a central authority to col-
lect and, on occasion, spend these reserves of force.) But a divided
society without common standards of justice would impose order in
the interests of the strongest.3

The market mechanirsm
The market mechanism is concerned with the allocation of resources.

It is designed to answer the questions: (1) What things shall be pro-
duced? (2) How shall they be produced? (3) How shall the output
be distributed among the agents who, jointly, produce it? (4) How
shall society provide for maintenance and progress?

In an individualistic social order characterized by free exchange,.
private property, and personal responsibility these decisions are ini-
tiated by individual consumers and individual producers; but the
market is a device for making these multitudes of choices mutually
consistent, for translating individual decisions about bread, houses,
and automobiles into social decisions about prices and outputs. For
the buyer, prices are costs which provide both a signal and an incentive
to cut back on his use of things that are dear and push forward on
his use of things that are cheap. For the seiler, prices are returns
which provide both signal and incentive to make more of the things
that are expensive and less of those that are cheap. For the system
as a whole, prices settle at the level which clears the market. The
prices of productive services, together with the pattern of ownership
of resources, determine the distribution of income among persons and
families; and the income of resource owners represents the costs of
producers, while the expenditures of resource owners-as consumers
of goods and services-represents the income of producers.

The broad and general case for the free market is simply this: Left
to their own devices owners of resources will be guided by the signals:
of the market to put scarce agencies to the most productive uses..
Given freedom of maneuver plus reasonable knowledge of the facts,.
resources will be channeled into the areas where demand is brisk and,
returns are high and diverted from the uses where demand is slack,
and returns are low. And the attempt of each economic agent to
maximize his net returns leads, under free competition, to equal re-
turns at the margin for agents of equal capacity. Finally, equal
returns at the margin means maximum returns for the community
as a whole.

But even if the system of the market worked with perfect efficiency,
the ends it secures are no better and no worse than the initial dis-
tribution of resource ownership on which it is based. Allocative
efficiency does not mean distributive justice. Further, the sovereign
consumer whom the market serves may command it to perform serv-

aIn the uncertain society, as Thomas Hobbes argued in his Leviathan (1651), preserva-
tion of order is the elementary task of civlized government. But whatever the degree of
uncertainty, order without equity is tyranny.
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ices which are, at best, frivolous and, at worst, subversive of higher
esthetic and moral values.6 Consumer sovereignty is no guaranty
of individual integrity.

These, however, are evils easier indicted than remedied. For, in
addition to the democratic presumption of individual responsibility
which forbids arbitrary interference with the means he commands
and the ends he chooses, we encounter the political dilemma that public
intervention can scareelv be expected to rise above the private stand
dards of the citizens who sanction it. It would be a rare thing, indeed,
if citizens displayed more wisdom at the polls than in the market.

Still further, one of the notorious facts of economic and social life
is that not all individuals have effective power to exercise their formal
freedoms. Freedom without power is illusory. The faith, the pre-
sumption, or the hope that the individual is the best judge of his own
interests is altogether untrue if his abilities are limited or his under-
standing corrupted. Here again, however, democracy faces one of
its critical dilemmas: How do we detect significant aberrations from
rational self-interest and how do we intervene to correct them? Above
and beyond the limits of individual ability are the subtle barriers
to formal freedoms erected by prejudice, by custom, and by overt
coalitions that narrow his range of effective action.

The market, like the political process, is powerfully affected by the
degree of uncertainty which the society faces. Economic knowledge
is a scarce commodity; and actual adjustments of the market are bound
to diverge from the ideal because of the intrusion of the unexpected
into the affairs of both producers and consumers. Chance creates both
windfall gains and losses in the lifetime income stream of the indi-
vidual. Uncertainty also takes its toll on the income stream of the
society in the form of periodic fluctuations in income, employment,
and prices. The market creates an elaborate series of adjustments to
handle the problem of uncertainty. The major adjustment consists
of a division of labor between those who receive relatively fixed re-
turns (sellers of labor and renters of capital) and those who receive
fluctuating returns (stockholders or owners) based on the fortunes of
the enterprise. In this picture, the business entrepreneur bundles to-
gether the risks which a specific firm is designed to exploit and sells
pieces of these chances to owners (or to himself) who pledge their
capital to the firm.

In the absence of uncertainty, most of economic life would be re-
duced to repetitive routine. Entrepreneurship would vanish; admin-
istration and decisionmaking would become unnecessary. The busi-
ness cycle would cease to trouble us. The economic problems remain-
ing would be the age old ones of scarcity and poverty in-I might
'add-an environment of unrelieved monotony.

FRAMEWORK ACTIVITIES oF GOVERNMENT

In discussing the various grounds on which government participates
in economic activity, I have divided the normative role of the state
into two broad categories. The first covers the "framework" or regu-
latory activities of government, the second the "allocative" activities.
Framework activities establish the structure within which the market

Frank 11. Knight, The Ethics of Competition.
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functions. They alter or help to establish the "given conditions"-
the tastes, resources, and technology-which govern the equilibrium
of market forces. Though framework activities involve some use of
resources, this aspect of the problem is relatively trivial; the chief
issue is the substantive content of the rules and orders which govern-
ment establishes. Allocative activities, on the other hand, involve
substantial use of resources. or modify the distribution of income, or
affect the level of economic activity. As we shall see presently, there
is some overlap in these categories.

In this and the section following I have attempted to say what
government should do; i. e., to extract from the existing body of doc-
trine in political economy some normative criteria for the economic
role of the state. But Leviathan has al insatiable appetite; in the
effort to satisfy the political temper of the times, parties often pro-
pose and enact measures of doubtful-doubtful, I say, not negative-
economic value. These dubious expedients are briefly treated under
-the catchall heading of "Price Fixing and Govermnent Enterprise."
Rules of the gamne

In democratic societies, standards of behavior can be regarded as a
series of overlapping circles: The circle of broadest compass is the
mores, values, and norms of the society. Inside this is the domain of
the common law, based on judicial recognition of social mores. Inside
this is basic or constitutional law plus judicial interpretation of con-
stitutional provisions. Still narrower in scope but more detailed in
form is statutory law.. At the final and smallest of the circles we find
administrative law and administrative custom.'

Government, then, codifies and administers the common rules of the
market as part of this set of overlapping sanctions. It does in two
-different ways.

1. Standards and norms: The State is the agency which standardizes
practices. The great body of doctrine which defines the "law of con-
tract," establishes the meaning of "private property," or implements
-"the rule of reason" represents the standardizing activities of govern-
ment as the articulate instrument of custom. This body of rules gov-
*erns the legal qualities of money, the procedures for buying and selling,
the liabilities of partners and stockholders, the means for collecting
debts, and the paths to be followed in going into bankruptcy. Law and
administrative decisions also guide the process of taking out a trade-
mark, of conducting collective bargaining, of selling stocks and bonds,
and of passing on an inheritance.

These positive rules implement order and stability in commercial
interchange. In economic terms, they are part of the definition of
<'resources." For an agent of production is not just a technological
datum, for example, so many acres of land or man-hours of labor; it is
that plus an invisible penumbra of rights and duties embodied in the
law of contract and other parts of the framework.8

2. Prevention of force and fraud: Government exercises a monopoly
of force in order to prevent fraud and forestall the use of force by

'The breadth of the circles does not Indicate legal priority. Constitutions and statutes
-can, to be sure. set aside the common law. and the evolution of judicial decisions which
modify the common law need not parallel the evolution of the mores. I am indebted to
my colleague Prof. Winston M. Fick for this formulation.

I The "institutions of the contract" is discussed in Pmile Durkheim, On the Division of
Labor in Society, translated by G. Simpson. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1933.
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private parties. Private force must be held in check, because its use
is subversive of both public order and justice. So far as the market
is concerned, the reservoir of force at the disposal of the State is em-
ployed to uphold contracts and prevent "taxation" of one private
citizen by another.

Though illegal use of force almost always involves fraud or con-
cealment, prevention of fraud per se rests on different grounds than
does prevention of forre. In the. long run the fra.udul~~ent merchant.
the vendor of stocks in nonexistent oil wells, or the manufacturer of
tainted foods would be forced into bankruptcy by a free and informed
market. But in the meantime the costs of detecting fraud through
trial and error involve extraordinary burdens on those who are short-
changed, fleeced, or poisoned. It is cheaper all around, therefore, to
rule these practices illegal and provide the machinery for enforcing
these rules. At the Federal level the Pure Food and Drug Act or the
activities of the Securities and Exchange Commission are notable
examples of this practice.
Deflning the group whose welfare is to be macimtized

Part of the exercise of national sovereignty consists in defining the
limits of the social body whose welfare is to be maximized. In prac-
tice this ordinarily means the ethnic and racial groups who occupy the
territory of the state. This object is implemented by a simple but
enormously important device-the restriction of immigration.

The broad outlines of social policy on immigration are very largely
a closed issue in most nations of the Western World, though they may
be reopened for review by changes in the balance of power or by shifts
in population structure. Barriers to migration raise the income of
labor competitive to potential immigrants and lower the earnings of
specialized resources that are complementary to potential migrants.
If no restraints are imposed on exports of capital or imports of com-
modities, neither the rate of interest nor the relative price of interna-
tionally traded goods will be much affected by these barriers.
Freedom. of entry

Given a framework of rules and a definition of the group to be
served, the case for freedom of entry is overwhelming on both eco-
nomic and political grounds. Freedom of access is both an impli-
cation of political democracy and a necessary condition for economic
efficiency.

So far as economic efficiency is concerned, barriers to entry result
in the production of less of the restricted commodities and more of
all other things than the economy either wants or could have if the
barriers were broken down. How do these restrictions arise and how
should the State move to demolish them? In the absence of public
intervention, the degree of restraint on the free movement .of re-
sources would be established by the balance of two contrary tenden-
cies: On the one hand, there is a clear and obvious gain from combin-
ing to restrict competition and raise prices-as, for example, a coalition
of bakers or of housebuilders in a particular locality or a cartel of
metal fabricators or a syndicate of truckdrivers in the country at large.
(These gains are greater the smaller the possibility of securing substi-
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tutes for the commodity or service the coalition controls.) 9 On the
other hand the costs of coordinating the coalition plus the restless
forces of competition act to erode these gains away.

The State should, and in some cases does, aid the. market in restrain-
ing the growth of coalitions. As a minimum it ought not to counte-
nance nor encourage these barriers by law and administrative decisions
that create a favorable climate for suspending competition. At the
maximum it ought to seek out and break up trusts, combines, and
syndicates. This is no easy matter as the complex history of law and
court procedures under antitrust clearly demonstrates. However the
existence of the Sherman and Clayton Acts plus the activities of the
Federal Trade Commission have exercised a profound influence on
our economic structure and have helped to prevent the growth of
cartelized inefficiency on the European model.

Restrictive practices by trade unions represent still another exam-
ple of barriers to free entry. The union need not ration entry to
the trade or occupation by direct controls such as membership quotas,
elaborate apprenticeship requirements, or high membership dues.
The same result can be accomplished indirectly by persuading the
buyer of labor services not to offer employment below some stipulated
wage. The wage rations entry. Unlike producer coalitions, unions
have very low overhead costs and can proliferate indefinitely without
running into diseconomies of scale.
Regulation of natural monopoly

Natural monopoly is an obvious candidate for public regulation.
Monopoly creates economic inefficiency by distorting the pattern of
production. The price of monopolized articles is higher, the output
lower, and the output of all other things is greater than would be the
case if monopoly were conducted in the public interest.10

Natural monopoly ordinarily arises when the advantages of large-
scale production plus the conditions of demand are such that one pro-
ducer engrosses the entire market for a commodity. And competi-
tion in the industry will be imperfect if production and demand con-
ditions are such that a small number of firms dominate the scene. For
either pure monopoly or "competition among the few," the individual
producer occupies a large enough share of the market so that varia-
tions in his output exert an appreciable influence on the price of the
goods. In the effort to maximize returns producers will jack up prices
above the incremental costs of production.

Given the definition of "the commodity,'. the degree of monopoly
power depends on the extent of substitution in both production and
consumption. Everyone has a bit of a monopoly on something: The
unctuous manners of a neighborhood grocery-store proprietor may
earn him a preferred position over his quarrelsome competitors, but
if he attempts to capitalize this dividend into his prices he will merely
increase the business of the chainstore down the block. A rutabaga

I For discussion of the underlying economic issues see Alfred Marshall, Principles of
Economics. 8th edition: London: Macmillan & Co.. 3920, book V., ch. vi; as modified
by J. R. Hicks, The Theory of Wages. Reprint edition: New York: Peter Smith. 1948.im. 241-247. Further seo Osoerep J. -Stigler, The Theory. of Price, revised edition ; New
York: The Macmillan Co., 1952, p 208. h

10 Melvin W. Reder, Studies in .the Theory of Welfare Economics. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1947: .ch. IV, An Obstacle to the Attainment of Alaximum..Welfare:
Monopoly.
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monopoly would be of small avail so long as potatoes, lima beans, and!
squash could readily be had. A mionopoly on gas or electric power in
a particular town is a somewhat more seriousmatter, however, because
of the unavailability of close substitutes. Most State and local regu-
lation of monopoly lies in the field of public utilities, and the Federal
Power Commission exercises jurisdiction over interstate movements
of natural gas and hydroelectric power. A monopoly over a factor
of production sach as aluminum would also raise questions of public
policy even though a host of other metals compete with it for its.
various purposes.

Now given the economic indictment of monopoly, regulation ought
to be designed to encourage efficient use of resources; that is, to force
the monopoly to price at its incremental cost of production. But this
criterion raises a host of technical issues which it is inappropriate to
pursue here."

In some instances the public may elect to take over and run the
monopoly. In principle, both regulation and operation should arrive
at the same end, but since the latter involves government ownership
and allocation of resources it will be briefly treated under another
heading.
External economies and diseconomies

In allocating resources by the market, private welfare is synony-
mous with public welfare so long as prices reflect the full costs or the
full benefits of economic activity. But this reflection is often imper-
fect, and some of these imperfections raise important issues of policy.
A famous illustrative example concerns the manufacture of a com-
modity which creates smoke or noxious vapors that pollute the sur-
rounding air. The "private cost" to the manufacturer is the expense
of labor, raw materials, wear and tear on the plant, et cetera, incurred
in producing the article. The "social cost" is that plus the incon-
venience and danger which pollution creates for the inhabitants
roundabout." For an inhabitant of southern California this is no
trivial example, I might add. (In the long run with free choice of
places of residence no one would put up with the nuisance unless he
felt that other advantages of the locale compensated for it; and thus
the place affected would have to offer lower rents or a higher dividend
of conveniences in order to be of equal attractiveness with other places.
Thus, the lobig-run cost of the nuisance would be the distortion it
created in regard to choice of residence.)

This case illustrates an external diseconomy-external because it
operates outside the price system and diseconomy because it creates
a cost for someone. In general an external economy (or diseconomy)
is created whenever the consumption or production of some com-
modity or service by one agent creates benefits (or costs) for other
persons not covered in the price. There are four categories of these
external effects: (1) between consumers, (2) between producers, (3)
from producers to consumers, and (4) from consumers to producers.1'
In order to push forward on the production and consumption of

" For a summarv of these issues see Nancy- Ruggles, The Welfare Basis of the Marginal
Cost Pricing Principle and Recent Developments in the Theory of Marginal Cost Pricing,
Review of Economic Studies, XVII (1949-50), 29-46, 107-126.,.

12 A; C. Pigou; The Economics of Welfare, 4th edition; London: Macmillan & Co.. 1932;
Pt. 11. ch. IX.

E Tibor Scitovsky, Two Concepts of External Economies, Journal of Political Economy,
7-XII (April 1954), 143-151.
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things which create external economies and to cut back on those that
create diseconomies, public intervention in the interests of economic
efficiency is required if the effects are important enough to be worth
bothering about. In some instances laws and regulation alone wvill
suffice; in others-to be discussed under the second of our major
headings-public resources must be expended.

For the smoke nuisance case, as an example, zoningr regulations
and requirements concerning manufacturing processes, private in-
cinerators, and perhaps automobile exhausts seem the appropriate
remedy, though-as the Los Angeles case again demonstrates-con-
siderable research, financed by public money, wvill he needed before
precise correctives are discovered.

Most of the important cases where regulation is appropriate in-
volve external diseconomies between producers, or between producers
and consumers. Many of these instances also involve the conserva-
tion of resources.

An important instance where intervention can improve allocation
is presented by external diseconomies between lumbering and farm-
ing. Cutting timber increases the rate at -,which water drains off
the surface and exposes farmlands downhill or downstream to the
likelihood of flood and erosion. Various remedies have been pro-
posed: one is a requirement that lumber companies replant as they
cut (some of them find this profitable to do on their own) ; another
is that they modify the cutting pattern so as to leave undergrowth
and small trees standing.

ExterLnal diseconomies between producers in the same industry
are exemplified by the extraction of crude oil from a particular cle-
posit or pool. If drilling rights are owned by a variety of operators,
each will seek to pump the deposit as rapidly as possible with the
result that pressure of natural gas inside the dome will fall and
cut down the yield of the pool. Each producer creates external dis-
economies for the others. But production could be maximized if
ownership were unified so that external burdens would be trans-
formed into internal costs. If one producer cannot buy out the
others-because it is too troublesome or requires more capital than
he can lay his hands on-unified extraction can be achieved by public
regulation, providing the rules are enforceable and technologically
feasible.14

The fisheries case is another instance of producer diseconomies,
with one additional complication-the economic opportunity, the fish-
ing ground, cannot be owned. Given certain biological variables,which are but imperfectly konown at present, the annual rate of take
will exert an influence on the total population of certain species of
ocean fish. But the individual fisherman does not consider changes
in the underlying stock of resources when he voyages out to make
his catch. Each one, consequently, creates diseconomies for the
others; rational management of the fish population goes by, default
and is left to chance.' 5 The remedy would appear to include some
sort of international licensing organization.

Still another aspect of producer diseconomies is found in activities
whose unregulated pursuit would clutter up the city streets or create

1C Clair Wilcox. Public Policies Toward Business. Chicago: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,1955. pp. 363-360.
'. Anthony Scott. The Fishery: The Objectives of Sole Ownership, Journal of PoliticalEconomy, LXIII (April 1955), 116-124.
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chaos through unlimited exploitation of limited facilities. An inter-
esting, but somewhat trivial example, is taxicabs in metropolitan
areas. In the interests of holding down the burden on other forms of
traffic, the number of licenses granted to cabdrivers is limited, the
number being decided by a rough estimate of the advantages of
service to the consumer versus the disadvantages of cabs to other
drivers. Taverns and liquor stores are similarly limited on the pre-
sumption, no doubt, that a plethora of such facilities would lower the
character and quality of the region. A much more important example
is Federal licensing of radio and TV broadcasting in order to prevent
dual exploitation of a single channel. Now, whatever the grounds
on which such limits are fixed, the license to exploit the facility repre-
sents a partial patent of monopoly. Public authority may place
hedges on the license; for example, the Federal Communications Com-
mission in granting TV licenses seeks to disperse control over the
channels of mass communication. But other things the same, it is
surely contrary to either policy or economy to give tlhese prerequisites
away. They should be sold on the open market to the highest bidder-
providing the applicant meets the other conditions which policy im-
poses. This criterion most certainly applies to radio and television
franchises.

Economijes in pursuing interests and acquiring knowledge
The case for the free market presumes that the individual knows

his own interests and is aware of economic alternatives. Common
observation suggests that departures in practice from these conditions
are as pervasive as they are regrettable. Individual conduct shows
many instances of obstinate attachment to "irrational" objectives;
the costs of acquiring knowledge of the market are frequently so high
that, in the absence of outside help, the sensible man decides that it
is more efficient to remain ignorant.

Now the paternalistic role of the state in democratic societies, inter-
-vention to improve behavior or combat ignorance, is capable of infinite
abuse and must be severely limited. The following represent some of
the steps that may be taken on this ground.

Some transactions are restricted or altogether prohibited-e. g.,
sale of habit-forming drugs, gambling, and the practice of the world's
oldest profession. While dope addiction and other aberrations work
some hardships on persons outside the transaction, i. e., create external
diseconomies, the primary reason for their prohibition is that they do
violence to the self.

On a somewhat different level, the state requires the individual
to maintain ownership in himself; he may offer his services for rent
but cannot sell himself in bondage. Nor can individual citizens sell
their electoral franchise. Clearly, however, these actions are pro-
hibited because of their adverse external effects since, if widely prac-
ticed, they would subvert the whole climate of freedom.

An intrusion of the state which is widely accepted in practice but
still debated in principle is compulsory saving under the Social Secu-
rity Act. Although the actuarial value of the pension exceeds the
accumulated worth of the contributions, the compulsory portion of
Old-age and survivors insurance is founded on the theory that the
ordinary worker shortchanges his future, i. e., discounts future income
6t a higher rite of interest than he ought rationally to employ..
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A still different set of interventions, directed, I think, against the
effects of ignorance of market alternatives is licensing of professional
practitioners such as doctors, lawyers, and pharmacists. A free mar-
ket with exact knowledge makes licensing unnecessary, for the self-
interest of the buyer rewards the seller according to his wvorth, and
the incompetent can find no customers. But in the absence of exact
knowledge the license testifies, when properly administered, to some
mininum level of competence and saves the time and cost of deter-
mining whether the practitioner deserves his title. For law or medi-
cine these costs woul d be hlig 1. I doubt whether the same is true,
however, for barbers, beauticians, and others who need a public cer-
tificate to set up shop.

ALLOCATIVE ACTiVITIES or GoVERN-'zEN'T

"Allocative" activities of Government employ resources, influence
the distribution of income, or affect the level of national output.
Despite their great variety and complexity and despite the even greater
complexity of that incredible docunient, the Federal Budget, which
authorizes them, the grounds or reasons for undertaking them alre rel-
atively few in num-lber.

Indlivl.9ible sergv ices
*Aimong its other functioins, iiiarket price is a rationing device which

governs the volume of goods or services at the disposal ofthe user. No
nvle-. no1fl ~'viep_. Ent miany activities that are "in the highest lezvee
necessary" cannot be rationed by price and imist be available to every-
one if they are available to anyone. An exanipie which conveys the
essence of the case: lighthouses."

In some cases an indivisible activitv could easily be carried on by a
voluntary agency which supported itself by fees charged to the user.
Shipowners, conceivably, might band together in al association to
build lighthouses, or the residents of a river vallev might embark on a
joint operation to control floods-another indivisible activity which
Government ordinarily performs-but the difficulties of promoting
anid administering the agency, the trouble involved in collecting fees
fromi unwilling beneficiaries, etc., would render the prospect of such
associations dlbious. In this connection, however, Government may
be regarded as a holding company for a group of associations render-
ing a variety of indivisible services to the citizenry."' AShile Govern-
menti can more readily promote and finance such associations, time hold-
ing company is likely to be somewhat larger than optimum size (and
not always responsive to the needs of its customers).

Ileaded by national defense, the dominant function of central gov-
ernmiienits under existing conditions, the major indivisible seivices may
be listed as follows:

1. Nationial defense andl reatted functions
2. Police protection
3. Foreign asid and develo)pimenit
4. Puilic heaflth
5. Puire researlch

` .1. S. 1111. Prineiples. Bk. V. ch. XI. sync. 1.5.
'l 1 A 1 1 . Sam.u..elso.. The I 'ure Thoory ''f Pu 1bl1c Exjendito res, lt,*view of Economies
lnd Statistics, XXXVI iNovember 11154), :287-:1S9.

977T::5-57--11
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6. Navigational aids and flood control
7. Streets and highways-with exceptions as noted below
8. Wildlife preservation
9. Public monuments, buildings, and parks-with exceptions

Comments on selected items:
(2) Individuals can and do hire private watchmen 1 and carry arms

to fend off marawdpers but nrevPntioin, dptctfion, and punishment of
crime are public offices.

(3) Foreign aid is a function of political and military policy, but
long range economic development probably depends on exports of
private capital.

(4) Pure research is undertaken both by government and by private
nonprofit agencies, such as universities and foundations.

(6) Navigational aids and flood control on inland waterways are
often conducted jointly with power production and irrigation which
can be rationed by prices.

(7) Save for limited access roads and bridges, highways ai'e indi-
visible services in the first instance but can be financed by taxes, on
cars and gasoline in joint demand with highways. These taxes rep-
resent user charges whose yield provides a clue to the optimum size of
the highway network.

(9) Imposing public edifices and parks, to the extent they have
esthetic value, are an indivisible service for the public in general.
But visiting a national park, hunting on a game preserve, and using a
public recreation facility should, if practicable, be rationed by admis-
sion charges or licences in order to prevent overcrowding and cover
the costs of operation.:s

How should indivisible services be produced? Both economic ef-
ficiency and political liberty require that Government use the signals
and incentives of the price system in acquiring and combining the
resources which supply these services. The market for indi-visibles is
blind on the demand side, but the supply side should use prices to the
fullest extent possible. This clearly implies (1) that Government
should pay market prices for the resources it hires, (2) that, whenl-
ever possible, Government should contract with private producers to
perform services instead of supplying them directly. For, to amplify
the second of these criteria, the optimum size of government from the
standpoint of political policy may exceed the o-tieum for puthposes
of managerial efficiency. If public bodies can contract out or delegate
the task of management to private enterprise, they may both reduce
the costs and improve the quality of operations.

To exemplify: Highways, public buildings, and dams can be. and
normally are, built by private contractors rather than by public em-
ployees. The complex weapons and devices needed for military pre-
paredness in the postatomic age are manufactured by private con-
cerns rather than by Govermnent arsenals. The thousands of different
items used in the daily operation of government are ordinarily pur-
chased from private dealers. To these statements there are some ex-
ceptions. Highway departments sometimes build their own roads;
the Military Establishment does manufacture some of its own weap-
ons; and Government agencies sometimes fabricate their own supplies.

a' Procter Thomson, Prices Versus Taxes in the Allocation of Public Resources, Proceed-
ings of the 48th Annual Conference of the National Tax Association. Sacramento, Calif.:
National Tax Association, 1956, pp. 140-15T.
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Trhese exceptions ought to be rigorously and carefully scrutinized.
In all too many cases the waste and malfeasance which. there occurs
would be incompatible with survival under private auspices. But the
details of this topic belong elsewhere.

Requisition of military manpower represents one important area
where Government ignores the signals of the price system though, to
be sure, the ground rules for the draft vary from time to time and
coercion is sweetened by persuasion. As a result, it is impossible to
ascertain the real costs of defense. i. e., the costs in terms of the value
of manpower in other uses. Cheap military manpower secured via the
draft is, moreover, an expensive bargain in the long run. In an age
where the soldier must command a formidable arsenal of technical
weapons, these reluctant defenders are scarcely the equal of a seasoned
cadre of professionals recruited by voluntary inducements. At a time,
moreover, where potential annihilation lurks in the dark of night for
those who stay at home as well as those who go to wvar, no great pre-
mium would be necessary to hire all the permnanent staff of our forces
or to pay, if need be, for short periods of duty followed by transfer
to the Reserves. In a mature and responsible society, finally, a mer-
cenary army of professional soldiers poses no great threat to our dem-
ocratic freedoms.
ExternaZ economies and diseconomies

As was argued above, prices sometimes fail to reflect the full costs
and benefits of particular activities, with the result that the private

...-;producs S. toov- of1 4-1,;, +1,.+ flfCas 'tlla rxl.~e
and too many of those that create diseconomies. In many cases these
departures from optimum can be handled by public regulation and in-
volve no direct use of resources. Particularly is this true of external
diseconomies, e. g., the smoke-nuisance case and the oil-well case. But
where the activity creates benefits for persons other than the producer
or consumer, a subsidy is needed to stimulate its production. From
the standpoint of public resources, education represents by far the
most important example of this principle.

The education of individual A produces, of course, a direct and
immediate benefit to A himself: and self-interest alone would induce
him; or his parents acting for him, to build up his capital of ability.
But A's education also confers advantages on B. and C, and D. For
in a. democratic society with a universal franchise, education is a
necessary condition for wise and responsible exercise of political free-
doms; A, if uninstructed and ignorant. could not exercise his fran-
chise wisely and an illiterate electorate would imlperil the whole future
of democracy. Further, cultural interchange and all the amenities
of civilized society demand individual sensitivity to values, ideas. and
the world about us. But if left to its ovn devices. family A might not
purchase as much schooling as B. C, and D would like to see them buy.
This important instance of external economies in consumption justifies
public subsidy for education.

The school government, in this context. is a corporation that imiple-
ments the interest of each in the education of others. For, to be sure,
B's comcerin for A (and A's for B. etc.) could be implemented by a
series of private gifts. But these interests would be better served by
a mutual compact among families A, B, C, and D stipulating that each
would match-or meet in some agreed ratio-the contributions of the
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other. A commlimunity referen(1iim on school taxes an111 expendituires
assumes precisely this sort of mutual compact. Because of external
economies, families A. 13. C, and O) would elect to expend a greater
amount per child than o woud have resulted from indiviclual purchases
plus priv ate philanthropy.

Public subsidies for sciools cou(ld be expeiided in a number of ways.
Government could subsidize private schools; it coiuhl dispense certifi-
cates to the family, wvho could spend the certificate at an accredited
school of their choice; or it could oper ate schools as a. department of
governiment. For political and other reasoiis. current prractice favors
the latter alternative.

External economies are a pervasive feature of humanl life but Inost
of them are too trivial to be worth bothering about as subjects of pub-
lic intervention. Examples are the householder whose well-kept lawn
beautifies the neighborhood, or the merchant wv'hose store windows
gladden the eye of passing pedestrians.

An analytical cuiriosity which puzzles and intrigues economists but
may or may not be of great practical importance is the possibility of
"increasing returns to scale" for a particular industry. In this form
of external economy. expansion of production by the firm lowers costs
for the industry bevause optinnmin size for thme exploitation of some
common facility has not vet been achieved.?9 These cases, when iden-
tified, are appropriate candidates for subsi(ly. Biut possibilities for
such economies appear to be rather limited, and, in any event. no one
seems able to identify these curiosities in p1ractice.e

Opeat ion of ciatural iono poiie.

Monopoly, as already argued, represents an obvious thieat to effi-
ciency. The case for controlling it by public intervention is equally
obvious. The choice betveen regulation or public operation turns
upon some difficult issues of politics, economics, and administration
whose solution varies accordingy to circumstances. Regulation may
tempt an alert and aggressive monopoly to befuddle or bribe the
regulators. Operation involves the possibility of aggravated bureau-
cratic waste.

Monopolies in po ver water, gas. aind transport are often operated
by municipalities. Tlhe Post Offiee l)el)artnmenit is a mionopoly olerated
bv the Federal Government T-Tow should these monopolies be con-
dclted? On the one hand, optimum efficiency is achieved -viene the
price of the service covers the cost of producing the last unit of that
service. On the other hand oltimnium efficiency requires that total sales
receipts cover total costs of producing the service: for taxes to finance
subsidies inevitably waril the pattern of economic alternatives; more-
over equity (equaI treatment of equals) is violated w\then nonusers
subsidize users-except in special cases where nonusers receive benefits
that are not reflected in the structure of prices. These criteria conflict
wvheln the demanld schedule for the service intersects the schedule of
incremental (or marginal) costs at a point \which lies below the
schedule of average costs.2 '

"' Allyn onxmr. inerensinrg Returns and Economic Progress. iiconouic Joournal, XXXVIII
(December 1925). 527-942.

:9 Seitovsl.v. External Ecovnmles, J. P... ,LXII.
S For background and further exposition see the articles of Nancy Ruggles cited In

footnote 11. Roughly. however, when average cost (total cost divided bv number of
units) falls as cuitulit rlses, because of economies of seale, the expenses of l;roducing the
last increment of the service are bound to he lower than the average cost of the entire
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If pricinig on the basis of incre"Ieletal costs involves subsidizino the
monopoly from the Public Treasury, the gooverniing authority Fits a
number of strings to its bow which it caln employ in impot alnt special
cases. It can vary the quality of the product. By reducing the cost
and quality of its services it call eventually come to rest at a point
where demand price, incremental cost, and average cost coincide, and
where incremental pricing, therefore, just covers total expenses.2 2

For the post office, a Federal monopoly which chronically runs at
a substantial deficit, these technical considerations are relevant and
important.21 Under existing practices and rates, the postal deficit
subsidizes advertisers, book publishers, magazines, other departments
of government, and inhabitants of rural areas. (Due to the vagaries
of Government accounting, the post office does not bear the full cost
of contributions to pensions for employees; on the other hand it is,
or was, used as a vehicle for delivering handsome subsidies to private
transport agencies such as airlines.) Subsidy in general is justified
by the presence of a substantial degree of external economies. In the
remote past subventions to publishers might have been justified as a
contribution to literacy and education. Surely this presumption is of
negligible worth at the present juncture. Surely, also, the disecono-
mies of high taxes render the postal deficit, and the additional taxa-
tion thereto attached, an enterprise devoutly to be liquidated.

Through what steps can the postal service be induced to balance its
budget? First, put it on notice that it must balance its accounts.
Second, unscramble the records so that it bears the full costs, but iio
more than the full costs, of its operation: this implies payment by
other departments for use of postal buildings and delivery of Gov-
erunment mnail and payment of overhead and retirement costs by the
post office. Third, and most important, let it set its own rates and
establish a defensible system of mail classification. Under this dis-
pensation the postal service would be a quasi-independent corporation
free to use the methods of the market, save for the stipulation that
(having no stockholders) surpluses, if any, must be plowed into ad-
ditional facilities. Deficits, when they occurred, would be financed by
postal bonds sold to the private market.

If these three steps were taken, might it not be possible to contem-
plate a fourth and more radical proposal, namely opening the postal
business to private enterprise? The quaint and antiquated devices

range of output. (For instance if a batter who is hitting .250 before a particular game,
pulls his average down, his "incremental" performance that day was less than I out of 4.)
It follows as a matter of simple arithmetic that incremental cost times number of units
sold falls short of total cost.

2 The existence of an equilibrium at this Intersection can be shown as follows: Given
an enterprise where incremental cost and demand schedules intersect at any point, each in-
crease (or decrease) in quality will raise (or lower) the cost schedules and raise (or lower)
the demand schedule. Given diminishing returns to investment in quality of service, each
rise in quality will raise the demand price (for a given output) by less than the cost
price; each fall in quality will lower the demand price by less than the cost price.
Eventually the average cost schedule can be made to overtake the demand schedule where
the former crosses the schedule of incremental costs.

By similar reasoning. a monopoly that earns a surplus In the first instance is in the
happy position of being able to achieve balance by raising its level of service.

If, now, increasing returns to investment in quality prevail over the relevant range, a
public monopoly that incurrs a deficit In the first instance should raise rather than lower
the quality of its service.

What do variations in "quality" entail? For a city transport system obviously, or for
the ledersil Post Office (as argued below) many such variations In convenience, promptness.
and comfort can be undertaken. For municipal gas, water, and electricity. technical
possibilities of variation are much more limited. Installing and repairing facilities, and
billing customers would arppear to exhaust the range.

2a Jane Kennedy, Structure and Policy in Postal Rates, Journal of Political Economy,
LXV (June 1957), 185-208.
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by which, it is sometimes alleged, the post office conducts operations
would be put to the test of the market, while prospects of private
monopoly would be counteracted by public competition.
Equality

A free and open market tends to pay productive agents the value
of what they produce. The income of individuals depends on the unit
price of prouc;ve services tiees the number of units which they
own-including both capital goods and their own labor power. The
number of units of productive services which they own, or have em-
bodied in them, depends on inheritance, effort, and luck. For reasons
too obvious to enumerate, the benefits of inheritance, effort, and luck
are not equally distributed in the existing social order and are not
likely to be so distributed in any conceivable scheme of social organi-
zation.

But inevitability does not justify inequality. More accurately
speaking, inequality of wealth and income can be modified by social
policy; and a democratic social order is powerfully determined to
undertake that policy. Equality, or mitigation of gross inequalities,
is both an end value of the democratic community and a means to
other ends.

In this context the happiest exercise of the power of the state
is to promote equality by removing the barriers which restrict oppor-
tunity; barriers founded on caste or prejudice, barriers heightened by
the presence of ignorance, and barriers which the market itself
would sweep away if given scope to do so-all this is a necessary
exercise of democratic public power. 24

The State also intervenes to purchase equality, or mitigate inequity,
through the tax-expenditure mechanism. Depending on the schedule
of taxes and the imputation of benefits to individuals, the balance of
benefits bestowed minus taxes collected is generally positive for the
lower income groups and negative for higher income groups. 25 De-
spite opportunities for evasion, the saw tooth monster embodied in
present income and inheritance tax schedules has cut down signifi-
cantly on the relative share of upper income groups in the Nation
divided over the past quarter century. 2 6 Approach toward equality,
then, is both a valid aim and a real accomplishment of our democratic
fiscal system.

Given the conditions of economic life, a tax-expenditure system
which promotes equality conflicts, after a certain point, with other
end values of the community. Specifically it conflicts, after some
specified point, with productivity. In full perspective, the relation
between equality and productivity doubtless runs as follows: If wealth
and income were very unequally distributed, there is a range over
which the community could probably achieve both higher output and
more equality by redistributing resources from rich to poor. If redis-
tribution continued, a point of maximum productivity and moderate
equality would be reached. Thereafter, additional degrees of equality
could be purchased only at the expense of some sacrifice of productiv-

24 Allan G. B. Fisher, Alternative Techniques for Promoting Equality in a Capitalist
Society. American Economic Review, XL (May 1950), 356-368.

2James M. Buchanan, The Pure Theory of Government Finance: A Suggested Ap-
proach, Journal of Political Economy, LVII (December 1949), 496-505, refers to this
balance-with the sign reversed, however-as the "fiscal residuum."

28 Simon Kuznets, Shares of tpper Income Groups In Income and Savings, New York:
National Bureau of Economic Research, 1952.
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ity. These sacuifices would be small at first, but would increase steadily
till, at the limit, complete equality-the same income for everyone-
would be reached only by a verv considerable sacrifice of total output.

Now why must equality and productivity be competitive values
beyond a certain point? Answer No. 1 is to be found in the adverse
incentive effect of progressive taxation on initiative, risk taking, and
enterprise. Answer No. 2 rests on the adverse incentive effect of receiv-
ing income without expending effort. (Up to a point, of course, the
latter effect would be counterbalanced by improvements in ability
and standard of living created by subsidies to low-income families.)

To continue: So long as society can get more of both values, both
more equality and more income (from a given body of resources), it
would be wasteful not to do so. But the problem of choice arises when
the two values cannot increase simultaneously, when, that is, addi-
tional equality can be purchased only by some sacrifice of productivity
and progress. Because we are, or may be, faced with this kind of
choice is, of course, no reason for abjuring additional equality. We
may judge it worth the price. But in so judging we must take account
of the terms of trade between equality and productivity. Here, in
brief, is a central problem of democratic government-how much
more (or less) equality do we want in terms of the sacrifice (or gain)
in productivity involved in moving toward it.

Finally, equality is not achieved by any one activity of government.
It is a byproduct and an end product of the whole system of govern-
ment finance.

HIumctnitarianimsm
The market is an impersonal agency. It takes no account of need

unless signalized by price and recognizes virtues only when they are
marketable. In larger perspective, however, "no man is an island,"
or, in the language of economics rather than literature, one man's
utility function may contain a term for the welfare of another. Hu-
manitarian activities are thus an important special case of external
effects between consumers.

Humanitarian objectives can be undertaken by voluntary nonprofit
agencies to which individuals contribute in accord with their means
and desires. (In the division of labor between government and the
market these institutions share some of the elements of both.) Citi-
zen X, however, might be more willing to support some humanitarian
activity if assured that Y and Z would follow suit. Accordingly he
makes a compact with them under which each is to vote on the amount
that all will contribute. Before voting, they decide that the total will
be allocated between them in accord with their means. In this way
each dollar that X contributes will be accompanied by, say, half a
dollar from Y and two from Z. When the vote is taken, therefore,
the tax each levies on himself exceeds the amount he would have
contributed on his own. Government philanthropy, then, can be re-
garded as a device to administer such a compact for the community as
a whole, voting. of course, being conducted by representatives rather
than bv the entire electorate.

Humanitarian activities of government include a series of transfer
payments for assistance to dependent children, aid to the aged, com-
pensation of the unemployed, and general relief for the indigent and
unfortunate.
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Economic stability
An economic environment of individual decisions, mutual inter-

dependence, and uncertain prospects is inevitably subject to fluctua-
tions in income, employment, and prices. While these erratic move-
ments are, in some sense, a concomitant of progress, the business cycle
generates a train of evils which no responsible society will passively
endure. (1) Uncertainty itself creates costs; elaborate and expensive
adjustments must be undertaken by individuals in order to cope
with it. (2) Both inflation and depression generate diseconomies in
the form of overexpansion of certain sectors of the economy duriiing
a runaway boom and underutilization of resources during a slumlp.
(3) The incidence of the cycle is inequitably distributed between
individuals. (4) Aggravated uncertainty of the system plus waste
and inequity generate political pressures which threaten the stability
of democracy.

From the individual point of view the cycle appears as a capital
levy of arbitrary amount, levied without announcement or compen-
sation. If the cycle cannot be tamed but must be accepted as an
act of providence, social policy, as a bare minimum, ought to share
its burdens more equitably.

Uinder modern conditions. the cycle can, or some of its components
can, be mitigated, though not completely controlled, by fiscal and
monetary policy. Government can stabilize certain elements of the
budget and these in turn can exert a tranquillizing effect upon the
market; it can stabilize the level of expenditures over the cycle; it
can fix the rates, though not the yield, of the tax system: it can sta-
bilize the quantity of money but not, of course, the number of times
that money circulates during the period.

Government can also intervene to stabilize several important vari-
ables for the market as a whole. It can, if needed, fix the price of
particular things though not the qamlitv and quantity of goods ex-
changed a7 this price; it can fix the rate of interest; it cani stabilize
the general level of prices; and it can stabilize the level of employ-
ment.

Under modern conditions, however, the chief problenms of fiscal
policy are conflict among objectives and inadequacy of means. Re-
garding conflict, the Government may not be able simultaneously to
stabilize the level of prices and the volume of employment. Full em-
ployment at forced draft spells inflation, although the terms of trade
between more inflation and more employment vary erratically over
the course of the cycle. Regarding means, stabilizing either emplov-
ment or prices or some selected combination of the two can be attempted
either through automatic devices or through forecasting and admini-
istrative action. Automatic devices or built-in stabilizers take time
to operate; forecasting is subject to error, and administrative action
may involve both error and delay.

In any event economists knotw appallinl-y little about the cure of
the cycle and still less about its causes. The situation counsels humility,
ca itioin-and moreresources for.basic research.
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MIISCELLANEous AcnVlTIIES: PIucE FIXING AND GOVERNMNEENT
ENTERPRISE

.PAice fizing
On an ad hoc basis, the Central Government intervenes to regulate

the prices of particular goods and services. In most instances save
-the control of prices during wartime, these interventions establish
m~nimuillm prices and redound to the advantage of particular producers.

Primary instances of these activities are farm price supports, tariffs,
transportation prices, and minimum wage legislation.

In the short run, parity prices and production quotas on basic agri-
cultural commodities sold in the private market represent an income
subsidy to wealthy farmers financed by a sales tax on low income city
consumers. For the rise in price is equivalent to a levy on consump-
tion; the larger the farmer's output (or acreage) the greater is the
extent of the subsidy which this rise in prices (or soil bank payments)
confers upon him; and the wheat, cotton, corn, and tobacco which this
program covers are staples of the city worlker's budget. (The portion
of the crop sequestered in storage by the Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion and its equivalents is paid for from general revenues, though a
portion of the cost may be recovered if the commodity is later sold or
dumped abroad.)

In the long run, the portion of the subsidy that finds its way into
income of farm labor tends to retard the migration of workers to the
city and slow down the rate of urban economic development. The
portion imputed to land bids up the price of farms.' In addition to
the income subsidy, the stability of agricultural prices which the pro-
grain administers enables farmers to employ resources more effec-
tively.

2 8

Tariffs and import quotas subsidize producers at the expense of
consumers in the short run, while in the long run they draw more
resources into the protected trades than would otherwise be the case
and lower the national dividend by cutting us off from the advantages
of international specialization. In addition, tariff hampers exports,
fosters domestic monopoly, and creates political pressures for subsi-
dies to foreign governments. Tariff, however, prevents deterioration
in the economic position of workers and investors who are threatened
by foreign competition and who can raise enough leverage to secure
protection.

The legal minimum wage raises the price but reduces the volume of
employment for workers in the trades it protects. For no tendency
in economics is more certain or definite than the principle that states:
the higher the price of something, other things the same, the less the
volume of purchases. This principle, unfortunately, applies to the
hiring of unskilled workers in sweated industries. An effective floor
on wages which raises costs of production will diminish employment
because, first, employers substitute capital for labor and, second, con-
sumers substitute other goods for those produced by the protected
trades. If demand for unskilled labor is elastic the minimum wage
also reduces the total wages bill and purchasing power placed in the
hands of the protected workers.

" For general discussion see T. W. Schultz, Agriculture in an Unstable Economy, New
lork: McGraw-Hill, 1945.

2 D. Gale Johnson, Forward Prices for Agriculture, Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press. 1947.
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Benefits of minimum wages are secured by those who gain employ-
ment under its provisions. Costs are borne, first, by the workers whom
it prices out of the market, second, by consumers who buy the products
of protected industries, and third, by resources which are comple-
mentary to unskilled labor.
Government enterprises

In addition to operating natural monopolies which sell to the zen-
eral public, Government also produces a great variety of supplies-and
services; for many, but not all of these, Government itself is the sole
customer. The Defense Department operates a galaxy of establish-
ments which manufacture arms, build ships, and produce supplies.
The Government operates a railroad in Alaska and in Panama; it has
turned its hand to the production of rum and molasses in the Virgin
Islands; it lends money to farmers (the Farmers' Home Administra-
tion), to small-business men (the Small Business Administration),
and to importers and exporters (the Export-Import Bank). It builds
and owns ships which are leased to private concerns. Finally, Govern-
ment is the landlord of 400 millions of acres within the 48 States.

What issues of principle and practice are raised by these activities?
In genera], as suggested above, Government is a most indifferent
manager of enterprises. Why? Because Government employees are
stupid and lazy? Not at all; here, as elsewhere, the servant is worthy
of his hire. Because the civil service, while an admirable device for
preventing corruption, tends to protect mediocrity and inhibit initia-
tive? Perhaps; but too much cannot be made of this argument. Be-
cause Government is immune from the discipline of the competitive
market? In part, yes, but large sections of corporate bureaucracy
also enjoy some relative immunity. The ineffectiveness of Govern-
ment management arises from its diseconomies of scale. Government
is too large for maximum efficiency. Or. put a bit more carefully,
Government may be no larger than necessary in order to discharge
the functions which it alone must command, but if some activity which
the market could have performed is added to its structure, that ac-
tivity will, in general, be conducted less effectively than it could have
been conducted by the market. Not only that; but the addition of this
activity will dilute the managerial capacity of the top echelon, and
existing activities will suffer in consequence.

Now, of course, this general presumption must be modified in par-
ticular cases. Many old-line Government bureaus (such as the For-
estry Service) and many quasi-public corporations (such as the TVA)
have great dedication and initiative with high esprit de corps amongst
their staff and are fully the equal of comparable sectors of private
enterprise. But the general presumption against Government enter-
prise should not lightly be cast aside. Government ought not to dupli-
cate the efforts of the market and when it has done so, because of some
temporary expediency, it should withdraw as gracefully and rapidly
as possible. Exceptions require very strong proof indeed.

Unfortunately, once Government is embroiled in one of these ven-
tures, the cost of disentanglement is high. In some cases no private
firms are willing to take the thing off the Government's hands save at
bargain-basement prices. Or-as in the case of loans to farmers and
small-business men-the activity involves a concealed subsidy which
the political power of the beneficiaries is mobilized to retain. Or an
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arsenal, a manufacturing plant, and an insurance agency become sym-
bols of empire and all the massive power and artful devices of en-
trenched bureaucracy are arrayed in their defense.

RATIONAL CHOICE IN BUDGETARY POLICY

Given the grounds which sanction Government activities, how
should we decide how much of our resources to devote to public pur-
poses? Since the market cannot register the demand for these serv-
ices, the political process must answer this question for us.

To economize on the labor of decision-making, elected representa-
tives review policy and decide the details of public expenditure. In
this, however, they do but reflect the ultimate consensus of the body
politic so far as it lies within their power to determine it. Let us
inquire, therefore, how the rational society would determine expendi-
tures if the people themselves, after due investigation and debate, held
a mass referendum on budgetary policy.

The decision could be made in two separate stages. The first order
of business would be determination of the system of taxes, i. e., the
array of rates for collecting any given amount of revenue from vari-
ous income groups. To simplify exposition let us suppose that the
revenue is to be collected by a universal tax on personal income.
For each amount of revenue some sets of rates promise more equality,
and some less; some would exact a smaller sacrifice in productivity,
others a greater sacrifice. Indeed each set of rates would yield a spe-
cific combination of nwaqnlitx ancd nrnrl-Pixtivitf.% The ratinnal voter
would select the rates that corresponded to his preferences as a citi-
zen and his interests as a producer.

The society as a whole, let us say, decides to accept some rough.
average of the systems of rates for which its members voted. This
being decided, the taxes levied upon members of each income class
for each different amount of revenue are ascertained and announced.

Our citizen-taxpayers repair to the polls again to vote for the level
of expenditures. Let us suppose that they are to cast a separate vote
for each of the major categories: national defense, health and wel-
fare, conservation, and so forth. How does the rational taxpayer cast
his vote? He is aware that, say, expenditures of $10 billion of the
community entail $100 in personal taxes, $15 billions, $150 and so on.
Given his income and the structure of taxes, each extra dollar levied
on him is accompanied by an additional $100 million from the com-
munity at large. (These accompanying amounts, of course, vary
from one income group to another and from one expenditure level to
another.) As a rational citizen-taxpayer he assesses the technical
results of these expenditures and evaluates the personal satisfactions
they create for him. For each class of activities, he votes for the level
of public expenditures where the satisfactions created through Gov-
einment by the outlay which necessarily accompanies the last dollar
in personal taxes equal the satisfactions he would have secured from a
dollar of private expenditure. He equalizes at the margin the satis-
factions secured from alternative avenues of expenditure.

Depending on their income, their preferences, and the structure of
the tax system, each individual selects some different level of expendi-
tures in each category of the budget. The community, let us suppose,
balances off these votes by compromising at the median, by taking,
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that is, the level which slices thie votes in half; 50 percent voted for
some higher level, 50 percent for some lower amount.

The result, inevitably, satisfies no one perfectly and dissatisfies some
exceedingly. First, the tax system appears arbitrary when viewed
by citizens who hold different preferences for the terms of trade
between equality and productivity. Second, the degree of freedom
the voter exercises depends on the number of expenditure categories
arrayed for his decision. Third, the optimum for which he votes
is surrounded by a margin of doubt. For his choice on "national de-
fense" is bound to be affected by public expenditures and personal
taxes for "conservation." But he votes for each in ignorance of the
amount the community will determine for the other. Fourth, the
community-under the Miedian rule or any other rule-is not likely
to satisfy his preferences precisely (unless, by accident, he was the
median voter). If, for instance, the community chooses $10 billion,
those who wanted more will feel shortchanged, while those who
selected less may fancy themselves abused.

What role does representative government play in rational budg-
etary policy? The variety and complexity of government is beyond
the scope of the ordinary citizen, nor would it be at all sensible for
him to spend any large fraction of his time and his fortune in public
business. That task is entrusted to elected agents who both accumu-
late knowledge of public affairs and serve as middlemen between
the body politic and its government. Even the most dedicated of
these agents can form no more than a rough estimate of the issues at
stake, and can collect only the most cursory of samples of the true
state of public opinion. But given their limits and their commit-
ments, the role of the legislator is to vote as the citizens would have
voted if they knew as much as he knows.



FEDERAL EXPENDITURES IN MODERN AMIERICA

Frazar B. *Wilde,' chairman, Research and Policy Committee, Com-
mittee for Economic Development, and president, Connecticut Gen-
eratl Life Insurance Co.

I welcome this study of the principles that should underlie Federal
decisions to spend money. We have fallen into the habit of thinking
that, wviere Federal expenditures are concerned, we should consider
every case oln its merits. Even in these terms, on a case-by-case basis,
we do not do well-often what passes for merit has little relation to the
national welfare. But, in addition, to consider each case on its merits
is not really to consider the merits of any case. Each decision can be
macde properly only in the light of the other decisions that must simul-
taneously be ma(le. And this is possible only if all decisions are illu-
miniatedl by certain comno principles. This is why I ari pleased that
one agency of the Congress is now discussin& the p inciples of Federal
expendituire policy.

In conducting this very valuable inquiry. I hope the subcommittee
will bear in in -d one important fa(t aboout the Amnerican economy
that inai people disregard in makinglr recomimiiiendatiolns hl oiit. Sede 1
expenditures. That fact is that we have developed in this country a
set of priivate institutions which have demonstrated their capacity to
meet inost of our national needs through the individual efforts of our
citizens, singly or organized in businesses, labor unions, and other
associations. The basic impetus to satisfying these needs comes from
the millions of decisionmaking units in the economy who direct their
labor anid financial resources into productive pursuits without inter-
ference from the Central Government.

The role of government, especially of central government, in a highly
developed, private enterprise economy like ours is vastly different
from its role in an underdeveloped country. Where the private econ-
omy is incapable of generating and sustaining growth, the Govern-
ment must step in to stimulate the forces of expansion. Where the
private econoly is alr'eady glrowing at a rapid rate, the presumption
runs thle othler way. Although certain limited exceptions should be
recognized, it is true in general that government intervelntion is likely
to do more harnm than good, either because it might result in a misallo-
cation of resources or because it might impair the incentives of private
individuals to produce and to undertake risks.

There is still another reason for relying less on the Government in
this couintry than elsewhere. bNot only is our national product the
largest in the world-it is also distributed niore equally than in most
other countries. Tlhis is partly the result of tile tremendous growth

While the views presented in this paper are within the general framework of p.oliey
statements issued by the Research and I ,liey Committee of the Committee for EconomleDevelopment, their particular expression :and application here are the responsibility of the
author alone.

I h3
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we have already achieved and partly the result of our greater devotion
to the ideal of equality of opportunity.

Although we have not completely eradicated the problem of ex-
tremely low incomes, we have developed efficient and equitable meth-
ods of dealing with many of its basic causes. Our system of universal
education provides every child with the basic training needed to par-
t~isnat~e in the economy and to share in its output. We deal with unl-
employment and old age-tvwo of the major causes of poverty-
through social insurance and private pension arrangements. And we
have a nationwide system of public assistance to help those who are
poor for other reasons.

More needs to be done to improve the lot of the less fortunate among
us, particularly to assist in developing the skills that will permit them
to earn their own livelihoods. But growth in our production carries
far more potential for removing poverty from our midst than does
a redistribution of the output we have. This is one of the more im-
portant reasons why we must be sure that Federal expenditure pro-
grams promote, rather than retard, economic growth.

ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERN-MENT IN A GROWING EcoNoirY

To determine the needs for Federal spending under conditions of
growth, it is essential to discard ideas about the role of government
that are the outgrowth of the depression psychology of the 1930's
The problem is no longer how to assist the economy in making use of
the available human and physical resources. The problem now is
how to allocate our existing scarce resources among the numerous de-
mands that are placed upon them. This change is reflected in the
reasons now being given by those who support more Federal spending.
Proposals to maintain or increase the present level of Federal spending
are advanced mainly on two grounds, neither of which is related to the
high employment problem. Higher spending by the Federal Govern-
ment is now justified either on the ground that growth itself creates
demands for more government services or that increased spending is
essential to promote further growth.2

I agree that economic growth increases the need for certain govern-
mental services-particularly if the term "economic growth" is under-
stood to include growth in population as well as in number, size, and
geographic dispersion of the Nation's economic units. By and large,
this growth-created demand for government services is concentrated
in the traditional areas-police and fire protection, water supply,
waste disposal, highways, education, postal services, provision for the
aged, etc. We tend to take some of these services for granted, but they
are extremely important for the health of the economy.

It is important to recognize, however, that in this country most
of these traditional services are provided by the States and local
governments, not by the Federal Government. Among the categories
mentioned above, the Federal Government is responsible for postal
services, interstate highways, and old-age and survivors' insurance.
Otherwise, Federal expenditures consist largely of outlays for defense,

"This discussion is limited to the nondefense portion of the Federal budget, since our
defense requirements are to an important extent independent of our growth needs.
Although the research conducted under the defense programs has contributed to the devel-
,opment of new products and new techniques, I know of nobody who would argue for a
larger defense budget on the ground that it would stimulate growth.
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interest on the national debt, and a host of programs that subsidize
particular groups, industries, or regions in the economy, the most im-
portant of which are farmers and veterans.

Although there is very little basis for measuring the increased needs
of the community for the traditional governmental services as growth
proceeds, it is probably not unrealistic to assume that, in the absence
of accumulated backlogs, expenditures for these services would in-
crease in absolute terms but would either rise proportionately with
total output or perhaps decline slightly in relation to output, on the
assumption that there would be some economies of large scale.

In actual fact, cash expenditures of the States and local govern-
InentS 3 have increased relative to total output in recent years, from
7.7 percent in fiscal year 1948 to 9.7 percent in 1956. This increase,
instead of the sidewise movement or slight decline that might have
been expected under ordinary conditions of growth, is easy to explain.
State-local expenditures were kept to a minimum during World War
II and, before the backlog of accumulated demands could be worked
off, the Korean war intervened. On top of this, there as been a rapid
rate of growth in population and a movement of population to the
suburbs. As a result, road, school, and other public construction proj-
ects have lagged behind actual needs. State-local expenditures are
still rising relative to total output, and this trend may be expected to
continue until a substantial part of the backlog has been worked off.

At the Federal level, nondefense expenditures have also increased
at a faster rate than total output. _ ash expenditures, exclusive of
outlays for defense, foreign aid, and interest, rose from 6.8 percent of
the gross national product in fiscal year 1948 to an estimated 7 percent
in fiscal year 1958. On a per capita basis, and corrected for price
changes, these expenditures will be approximately 50 percent higher
in the current fiscal year than they were 10 years earlier.

,Even a cursory examination of the major categories in the budget
will reveal that the recent rise in Federal nondefense expenditures
cannot be attributed to needs created by growth. For example, Fed-
eral cash expenditures for agriculture increased from $0.6 billion to
$4.9 billion in the past 10 years; matching grants to the states for
assistance to the aged, the blind, and other categories of needy persons
increased from $0.7 billion to $1.7 billion; and outlays for housing,
community development, and related activities increased from $0.2
billion to $0.9 billion. Such expenditures might have been expected
to decline with the steady increase in employment and the continued
growth of the incomes and financial assets of the Nation's families; yet
there is little evidence in recent budgets that such a decline is in
prospect.

I must confess that I have great difficulty in understanding the
argument that substantial additional Federal spending-over and
above the spending required of States and local governments-is
needed to stimulate growth. The argument seems to be that, since
growth requires more investment, invc stment by the Federal Govern-
ment should rise proportionately as much as-and perhaps even r ore
than-investment by other sectors of the economy. This proposition
is by no means self-evident. In fact, in an economy with so many

'Including Federal grants-In-aid and retirement and Insurance trust expenditures, but
excluding outlays of utilities and liquor stores.
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other institutions capable of supporting large-scale investment.
projects-individuals, businesses, State governmeents, local governl-
ments, quasi-public authorities, and voluntary associations-it would
seen more reasonable to suppose that less reliance need be placed on
the Federal Government as these other institutions expand their
activities.

Mv own view is that, given our present institutional framework. the
Federal Government should refrain froni making a ii expen ditiure
unless it is absolutely certain that it is nee(led and that other units in.
the economy cannot provide that expenditure more efficiently.

There are strong arguments for turning to the Federal Govern-
ment only as a last resort. Spending decisions will be more ecollo-
inical and efficient if they are made directly by the people who pay the
bills. The economy will grow more rapidly if the investment of sav-
ings must meet the test of profitability in a competitive market. The
freedom of the individual and the vigor of State and local govern-
anent will be better protected the more limited the size and powver of
the Central Government. And, in an economlly wher e private demaniads
are high, we can help avoid inflationary pressures by holding downt
the size of the Federal budget.

I do not want to imply that our needs for pubtlic assets are small.
On the contrary, there is need to clear the slums in our large cities: to
build more schoolrooms, hospitals, and roads; to improve our harbors
and airports; and to conserve and develop our natural resources.

But should these be provided by the Federal Government? The
answer, I believe, is that only few of these important progranms mav
be clearly labeled a Federal responsibility. One of the clearest cases
is the financing and planning of interstate roads. In constructing the
Nation's highways, attention must be given to the needs of interstate
traffic and to defense needs. Furthermore, the Stfite-local highlway
Droorams must be coordinated so that thev -vill result in a Ioziical
national network. For these reasons and one other-that the program
can be financed through taxes levied on1 highw,,lay users anid neeJ not
be a drain on the general revenues-CED has endorsed Federal par-
ticipation in the construction of the Interstate Highway System.'

On the other hand. education and health are eitlher a State-local
or private responsibility. Airport improvement (as distinct from
aids to navigation), slum clearance, and urban development programs
must be tailored to the needs of individual cities or metropolitan areas.
The improvement andi oDeration of commercial harbor facilities is a
local. State or regional problem for which the use of a quasi-puiblic
authority seems to best be suited. Conservation aentd development of
natural resources is a matter of national as wvell as local concern, but
Federal outlays for these purposes shouldl be restricted to proje(.ts
that cannot be undertaken by private businesses or State and local
governments and, in all cases, the full cost of construction and opera-
tion-inclcliing the cost of capital at market rates-shonld be borne
bv the beneficiaries of these projects.

I conclude that most of the governmental services and public assets
required under conditions of growth should be provided by the States
and local governments. Before turning to the reasons why the Fed-

4 committee for Economic Development, 'Modernizing the Nation's Highw:ays, J.anuary
1956.
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eral budget for nondefense purposes is nonetheless at; record levels, it
is necessary to examine still another argument that has been used of
late to justify increased Federal expenditures, namely, that the States
and local governments do not have the financial resources to satisfy
the growing demands upon them.

RoLE OF FEIERAT, AlID

Somie people vhio agree that States and local governimneits haave tile
primary lesponsibility in providing governmelltal services under con-
ditions of growth nevertheless believe that a major share of these serv-
ices should be financed by the Federal Government throu'g-b grlants-in-
aid or similar devices.

Since 1940, tile Federal Government hms provicled roughly 10 pel-
cent of total State-local reveues, with the exception of World War II
.years and the subsequent period of readjustment. lin fiscal year 1956,
total Federal aid accounted for $3.3 billion of State-local revenues-
an amount just short of 10 percent. Since then, however, the Federal
hlighwvay program has been put into operation and the magnitude of
Federal aid has been rising- ralidly. According to the President's
budget for fiscal year 1958, Federal grants (exclusive of the proposed
school construction aid program, which was not enacted by this year's
Congress) will amount to $5.3 billion this fiscal year and, at this level,
they wvill probably account for 12 to 13 percent of State-local revenues.

The use of Federal aid is not limited to a few small and isolated
ac; s ,-4 i-.,- Qtaf, a; lerd o T11 fiqal vear 1 956. S8
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percent of total Federal aid was allocated to education, highivayls,
public welfare, ] eaithl and iiosp itals, and linatural resources-expencli-
ture categories that accounted for 7 4 percent of total State-local
expenditures. It is important to recognize, therefore, that the pro-
posals to increase Federal aid would add greatly to an already bewild-
ering variety of strongl y entrenched progrIams.

There is a place in our financial system for Federal aid. Such
assistance should be reserved for projects, like the road programil.
in which the Federal and State or local governments have a joint
responsibility. Iln all cases, the State and local governments shoul(l
finance a substantial portion of the cost of the joint plrogralm on a
matching basis.

There are grave dangers in a-n excessive reliance by the State
and local goverlnmenlts Onl the Fedemal Government for financial
assistance.

In the first place, such aid may lead to an encroachment by the
Federal Government onl decisions thiat should be made by State, counity,
and city governments. Those wiho are failmiliar with local conditiolnIs
are in a muchi better position to gage the needs of tiheir comimities.

Second, even if Federal assistance is provided on a matching basis,
there is alwnays a tendency for States and mniicipalities to allocate
more of their own resources to the areas in wvN-hich Federal assistance is
given merely to obtain the Federal funds. Thus. tme uase of funuds
provided by another goveimrnment may result in a misallocation of
resnIEltEs, wiftli soimle, m;ti cities being supported too hiandsompely :1nl
other, more necessary. acfivities being staiwed. .s neall as possibl-.
tax anid expenditure deeisions should he made at tile same level of
-overlmnmen t. rather than at clifferent levels.

'7 7:t.-:i I 2
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-Third,'Federal aid has already placed a heavy burden' on the
Federal Government. In the current fiscal year, grants-in-aid will
constitute approximately one-seventh of total Federal cash expendi-
tures other than defense and foreign aid. The continuous rise in
Federal aid during the past decade has been an important factor in
preventing the moderation of the increase in Federal expenditures that
is necessary before Federal tax reduction becomes practical. In view
of the urgent need for Federal tax reduction and tax reform in the
interest of promoting growth, augmentation of Federal aid programs
could delay indefinitely the revisions that have already been postponed
for much too long a period of time.

The financial problems that must be faced by the State and local
governments are admittedly formidable. They can be solved within
the traditions of our Federal system, if the States and subdivisions
accept their responsibilities. In practice, Federal assistance cannot
be confined to a few selected activities-once the assistance is extended
to another area, there will always be requests for more Federal aid as
new State-local problems arise. As the Kestnbaum Commission has
pointed out:

If we are not willing to leave some room for diversity of
policy, to tolerate some lack of uniformity in standards, even
in matters which are of national concern and about which we
may feel strongly, the essence of federalism, even if not the
legal fiction, will have been lost. We must also realize that
it can be lost, or its vitality sapped, by nonuse of State and
local initiative as well as by overuse of national authority.
We have, therefore, as citizens a responsibility to see to it
that those legitimate needs of society that could be met by
timely State and local action do not by default have to be met
by the National Government.5

CAUSES OF HIGH AND RISING FEDERAL SPENDING

There are two major reasons why the Federal budget continues to
rise even though it is already at record levels. First, a number of
Federal programs are misdirected-we are trying to solve problems
by spending more money, rather than by eliminating the causes that
created them. Second, the Federal Government is doing things that
the private economy or that State and local governments can do more
efficiently.

The agriculture program is perhaps the best illustration of the type
of program that should achieve the desired results at lower costs.
In its statement on agricultural policy CED urged that emphasis
should be placed on withdrawing whole farms from cultivation. We
also warned that, unless price supports are gradually reduced to free
market levels while the land retirement program is being carried out,
it would be impossible to bring the supply of, and the demand for,
farm products into balance. Finally, we suggested that assistance
should be provided to help some farmers find new and more satis-
factory means of earning a livelihood.

, Report of the commission on Intergovernmental Relations, June 1955, p. 5.
see Economic Policy for Agriculture, 1956.
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In actual practice, the agricultural program has worked in the
other direction in two of these respects. Price supports are being
reduced, although the pace is too slow. However, whole farms are
not being removed from cultivation under the soil-bank program;
and enough is not being done to help farmers on uneconomical farms
to move them to other occupations that provide higher income op-
portunities.

Another Federal activity that needs to be reexamined critically
is the secondary mortgage purchase program of the Federal National
Mortgage Association. This program was at one time to be coil-
verted to a self-supporting private mutual enterprise with the pur-
pose of alleviating temporary shortages of mortgage funds. Instead
it is being used to insulate the mortgage market from general mone-
tary policy. In an economy with our efficient private capital mar-
kets, one logical remedy to try before the Federal Government inter-
venes is to permit the Federal agencies that insure and guarantee
mortgages to meet the prevailing rates.

The stockpiling programs seem to be directed more at stabilizing
prices of some metals and minerals than at meeting our security needs.
Since our stockpile exceeds $6 billion and our capacity to produce
critically necessary materials has increased substantially in the past
few years, it is time to consider revisions of these programs in the
interest of reducing prospective Federal activities.

The postal deficit of $600 million is such a self-evident disgrace
l-ath it i- hard -for tlh ordinary citizen to understand why the Con-

gress does not eliminate it. Postal rates should be raised promptly to
pay for the entire cost of the postal system, and user charges should
be adopted in other cases where individuals and private businesses
benefit directly from a Federal service.

Considerable savings can be made in the veterans' programs by re-
vising payments in accordance with the recommnendations of the Pres-
ident's Commission on Veterans' Pensions. In particular, the Com-
mission's proposals for gradual elimination of benefits for non-service-
connected disabilities should be implemented as soon as possible.

Finally, the Federal Government should restore to the State and
local governments functions that they are in a better position to per-
form. Among these are sewage and pollution-control facilities, vo-
cational education, disaster relief, urban redevelopment, and public
assistance. The Joint Federal-State Action Committee, appointed
by the President, is now considering the feasibility of shifting certain
governmental functions and tax sources from the Federal Govern-
ment to the State and local government. I hope that the results of
this work will provide the basis for a clearer delineation of the role
of the various levels of government in our Federal system.

The foregoing are only a few examples of the policies and pro-
grams that should be reviewed in order to reduce Federal expendi-
tures.

THE NEED FOR BUDGETARY REFORM1

There are, of course, great political obstacles to overcome if the
Federal budget is to be trimmed to its absolute essentials. As CED
indicated in its latest policy statement, the biggest obstacles are-

public defeatism about the Federal budget and the pressures of particular groups
to expand Federal programs in which they are interested. " ¢ * Citizens will
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have to be willing to forego Federal expenditures that are less valuable to the
Nation and to themselves than tax reductions

The way to overcome defeatism and apathy is to reform Federal
budgetary procedures in order to focus the attention of the public and
the Congress on the consequences of expenditure decisions. It our
study of Federal budget procedures,8 we found that the budgetary
process is deficient in two important respects, each of which mu)lst:
be dealt with pioperly to achieve economy and discipline. First. :ade-
quate consideration is not given to the relation between total expeiidi-
tures and taxes in the formulation of expenditure policy. Rveduc-
tion of taxes seems to be subordinated in the budget process to tme-
pressures for expanding the numerous activities of Government. Sec-
ond, the Congress and the public are not adequately informed as to the
long-range costs of particular programs. What seems to be a rela-
tively small expenditure for a newv program when it is initiated often
mushroomis into billions of dollars. It is clearly impossible for Con-
gress to judge the desirability of any program merely on the basis:
of the current costs.

To remedy these weaknesses we emphasize five recommendations:
1. The administration must take the leadership in formulatillo, a

policy that will leave room for tax reduction. In appraising the-
worthwhileness of government activities, we should remember that
reliance on the free decisions of individuals, including their decisions:
about how they will spend their income, is fundamental to our dellio-
cratic society.

a. Information on the purposes and relative values of budgeted ex-
penditures should be presented to the Congress on a program budget.
basis. so that it can evaluate the purposes of the recommended prto-
grams and decide how much should be appropriated for the activi-
ties of Government and how much should be allocated for tax reduc-
tion. We urge the use of program budgets, because only in this way
can the great mass of information now presented in the budget be-
organized to relate proposed and present programs to their costs.
Under present procedures, expenditures and appropriations are .ub-
divided by departments and agencies, rather than by type of activity.
The Congress and the public wlill be able to understand the full scope
of government activities if appropriations and expenditures are com-
bined by programs rather than by departments. Some progress along
these lines has already been made, but the development of the pro-
grram budget should be pushed ahead more rapidly in the near future..

3. To imake budget decisions properly, Congress should have before
it estimates of revenues and expenditures, not only in the comning year
but also for 4 or 5 vears ahead. Along with overall budget totals,
the estimates should include details for the major, long-term Federal
programs, whether they are included in the administrative budget
or in the cash budget.

-. The President should be given authority to veto individual
items in appropriation bills. Under present procedures, the Presi-
dent cannot disapprove one item without disapproving many others.
and, as a result, too many wasteful expenditures creep into the aniual
bullet.

'I:lx Reduiction anid Tax Reform-When and How. May 1956. p. 10.
C('ontrol of Federal Government Expendittures. Jaffl.ary 195.5.
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ru Congressional procedures should be revised to encourage Conl-
!Le1's to view government spending as a whole and to evaluate the
-effect of the budget on the private economy. A joint budget-policy
*conference, consisting of key congressional leaders, should be or-
ganized to coordinate revenue and expenditure decisions and to set
('nidelines for the separate tax and expenditure committees of the
'CoI Egress.

CONCLUSION-

With the Federal budget as high as it is now, it is imperative, in the
interest of economic growth, that the current upward trend in Fed-
-eral expenditures be moderated and, if possible, arrested. Federal ex-
penditures are using up resources that might be more productively
used in the private sector of thie economy or by State and local govern-
ments. High Federal expenditures are absorbing incomes that might
provide an incentive to effort and enterprise, and the high Federal tax
rates needed to finance these high expenditures reduce effort and ac-
tivity devoted to earning and producing income.

To say that Federal expenditures should be moderated is not the
same thing as saying that needed governmental services should not be
supported. Indeed, a growing economy requires more governmental
services, but the major responsibility for providing these services
should rest with the State and local governments. If we continue to
spend more at the Federal level, the other u nits will not have the finan -

ri1 som i-uees they will need to satisfy the demands imposed upon them
by a gro-wing economy.
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LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT AT WHICH PUBLIC FUNC-
TIONS ARE PERFORMED

Dr. George C. S. Benson, president, Claremont Men's College

A few decades ago, this problem could have been solved with a
very simple answer: "Read the constitutions." The Federal Consti-
tution outlined Federal powers, and the State constitutions often out-
lined local functions as contrasted to State functions. Today, how-
ever, the complete freedom accorded to congressional exercise of the
Federal expenditures power by the Supreme Court does place on each
Congress the awe-inspiring responsibility of redetermining the al-
location of functions in those fields where expenditure is a major
item. Not only do congressional decisions determine whether or not
the Nation enters a governmental area which had formerly been con-
sidered uel provinlce Of ulie SUILLC, b -ao
include provisions which profoundly affect the State-local distribu-
tion of functions.

GRANTS-iN,-AID

Federal grants-in-aid have been a major, although not the only,.
means of bringing the Federal Government into disputed, nonconstitu-
tional functions. The grant device has sometimes been a useful means
of cooperative sharing of responsibility for a function between levels.
of government (as, to take an obvious example, the public-health
function should be shared). It is an easy method of recognizing a
Federal "interest" in a field, or of stimulating States and localities,
to functions which they might otherwise ignore. It has, in a number
of cases, considerably improved the level of governmental administra-
tion in some States and localities.

The troubles with the grant-in-aid device grow perhaps out of
the ease with which the device is used. There are now too many
grants (about 90) and those grants are too detailed. They confuse
State and local budgeting and disturb the responsibility of governors,
State legislatures, mayors, councils, and county boards for the func-
tions which are supposedly allocated to those bodies. In a subtle
way grants become a means of defeating popular control of govern-
ment at the State and local level. Professional officials at each level
work out their policies together, often without much regard to the
opinions of elective officers.

There are, however, some places where grants would be more de-
sirable than direct Federal programs. Some of these places are sug-
gested in the later discussion of specific fields. They are usually

16.5
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gases where a direct Federal operation has tended to keep State gov-
ernments from entering fields in which those governments should have
an interest.

HAPHAZARD NATURE OF FEDERAL Acrxmms

Federal intervention in the fields which were formerly considered
State or local h-as, in the nature of things governmental, been some-
what haphazard. It is, of course, possible to cite frequent oddities.
For example there are now some Federal activities in all major fields
of State and local expenditure, except public safety, which is in most
countries one of the first functions to be subject to central author-
ity. To take another example, the Federal Government gives public-
assistance grants in those special categories where the needs are most
continuous and leaves to the States the function of general relief,
which has far more bearing on the Federal Government's full em-
ployment responsibilities than do the special categories of public as-
sistance. The Federal Government gives loans to aid certain local-
government public-works planning but then ignores the results of
such planning with some of its own expenditures. It reaches the
child-welfare worker in the county public-assistance department with
two quite uncoordinated groups of grants. It may give money to
one public-health worker from several public-health grants. It has
determined over 40 percent of State and local expenditures in Missis-
sippi without any consideration of the needs of Mississippi as a whole.
The Federal Government teaches the farmer about general care of his
farm through a grants agency but about soil conservation through a
direct Federal agency.

But these and other incongruities are a natural result of the devel-
opment of Federal action in the State-local field through a score or
more of Federal bureaus and an equal number of congressional com-
mittees. This committee is to be congratulated for its efforts to view
these problems as a whole, and to fined some general criteria for allo-
cation of functions.

CRITERIA FOR ALLOCATION

A substantial number of criteria for allocating governmental func-
tions come readily to mind. Is the function one which can be financed
adequately by the level concerned? Is it a function, the financing of
which affects the general economic condition of the Nation? Is it one
which prospers better under the direct popular control of local govern-
ment? Is it one which is so precious to our liberties that we do not
want unified control? Or is it one which gains from the superior ad-
ministrative technique and the greater knowledge normally to be found
on a broader level of government? Does the function require close co-
ordination with other functions which are already located at one or an-
other levels of government? Do the persons subject to it move readily
from jurisdiction to jurisdiction? If the function is one which re-
quires different policies in different sections of the country, is this not
a substantial argument for State or local administration? Is the
function one which a large central government cannot operate too
well because it involves several bureaus which are difficult to coordi-
nate?
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One questionable criterion which is not stated above is whether or
not the function has a "national interest." All activities of govern-
ment have some degree of national interest, in the sense that most as-
pects of the life of every citizen are important for national defense,
or for international relations, or for the general welfare. If we per-
mit "national interest" to be a criterion of allocation, everything will
soon be nationalized, Washington will be vastly overburdened, and
our Federal system will be gone. There may, however, be functions
in which a high degree of "national interest" justifies Federal
activity.

The above host of considerations is confusing, so it is best to begin
by looking for major criteria. Clearly the first one is that those func-
tions specifically outlined in the Constitution as Federal functions
should be exercised by the National Government. This includes na-
tional defense, foreign policy, international and interstate commerce,
Indian affairs, patents and copyrights, money and currency, and the
other items which you know. These functions usually cannot be
transferred to State or local levels without constitutional amendment,
probably should remain where they are, and hence are out of this dis-
cussion. It should be noted that the importance of these functions
has increased vastly in the past few decades. Instead of being con-
cerned with how to dispose of Federal surplus as in the last century,
we now have a Federal budget which, in the field of strictly constitu-
tional Federal functions, involves expenditure of over $50 billion.
There are three important implications of the size of this Federal
budget for this committee. First, in itself these strictly Federal ex-
penditures are a large enough amount to permit some delay or speedup
of expenditures as may be dictated by national economic considera-
tions. Second, it is already a sufficient array of vitally important
powers to keep the President and Congress very fully occupied. Do
we really want to add to the responsibilities of overburdened Federal
elective officers the whole range of State-local governmental activity?
For it should be noted that once the Federal Government moves into
a field, even by the deceptively mild grants-in-aid route, the basic
policy decisions in that field will sooner or later fall back on the Presi-
dent and Congress. Pressure groups would rather work on 1 Con-
gress than on 48 legislatures.

A third important implication of the large, strictly Federal budget
for allocation of functions is fiscal. When the Federal Government is
carrying heavy charges for defense and foreign relations, is it finan-
cially wise to increase its responsibilities in what was considered the
State and local field? Some grants in these fields tend to encourage
expenditures. For example, Federal old-age-assistance policies have
encouraged heavy expenditures in States like Louisiana and Colorado.
At a time when total governmental costs are necessarily high for de-
fense, it is not wise to get into intergovernmental fiscal relationships
which encourage expenditure.

Next to the constitutional criterion for allocation of functions it
seems to the writer that the most important criterion of allocation is
the degree to which the funcion may be subject to direct popular
control. All fields of government have some technical features, but
some are much more appropriate for judgment by a local citizenry
than others. In this day of large technological organizations, it
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seems desirable to leave to the State and local units of government
such functions as are more readily understood and directed at those
levels where the people are best able to do so.

The reasons for leaving functions to State and local units where
direct popular control is possible are well known but should be re-
stated briefly. Decentralized government has the fundamental advan-
tages of-

1. Preventing undue concentration of governmental power
which may be dangerous to liberty.

2. Giving citizens a greater opportunity to participate in their
government.

3. Providing greater opportunity for training political leader-
ship through practice in State and local government.

4. Permitting greater adaptation of governmental policies to
the needs of particular areas.

Clearly, however, the above criterion for direct popular control
should be aided by several others. Consideration of the fiscal capa-
bility of the local unit is in order. Consideration of its administra-
tive capacity, either through qualifications of its personnel or through
its political willingness to recognize governmental problems, is also
in order. Also before all technological work is assigned to the Fed-
eral level of government, we should reflect that its superiority is inl
gathering technicians together. In some fields we need rival groups
of technicians to work out new ideas.

If one values the Federal-State-local division of labor, he could then
allocate a substantial group of functions to the State-local level on the
ground that these functions are ones which operate better under direct
popular control and should do so for the reasons stated above. Here
we are admittedly entering a very controversial field.

The writer places these criteria very high because he assumes that
most Americans wish to maintain direct popular control. He admits,
howvever, that some other considerations, such as administrative con-
venience of persons affected, or effect of the functions on govermnental
policy in the economic field, will at times result in modification of the
results of this criterion. How do we apply these general criteria to
specific fields?
Law enforcement

Most Americans seem to feel that law enforcement is a field of
State or local effort. This is in part because of a natural fear of the
great power of a Federal police force, in part because of union-labor
opposition to State police forces, in part because no pressure group
has ever urged federalization. In general this desire to avoid con-
centration of police power seems healthy for liberty, but it must be
admitted that a number of local police forces leave much to be desired,
and that some greater integration of our police work would be help-
ful. Perhaps the services now rendered by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation to State and local citizenry to support and improve the
functioning of their own law-enforcement agencies will be adequate.
Perhaps greater State activity is desirable.
Education

This writer would include public education in the fields which
should be left subject to direct popular control. If the democratic
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Pticess of poptllar judgment can wvork anywhere it should work in
the public schools with which more voters coine into direct informed
contact than any other function of government. Technical aspects of
this field can easily be transmitted from system to system. Another
nmajor consideration in the case of public education is the criterion of
liberty. Do we want Federal grants, to which some administrator or
subcommittee call easily attach conditions. to determni'e policies in our
vast public-sclhool system ? The schools could easily become a mech-
anisml for political thouglht control on a tremendous scale. Inci-
ientatlly, some of the groups -which are now mnost actively working for

Federal aid to education might be amiong the tirst to regret sollle of the
Federal controls.

Tle *FedlerakGovelnment is already in -olved in a liumber of aspects
of pulblic education, sonle of which seem questionable to this writer.
The vocational education program does not seem to have much more
of a national interest than other progframs, but would be better coor-
dinated with other State and local activities if it had more direct State
mailnagement. The Federal subsidies of education in federally
affected areas are justifiable on the ground of financial need, though
their distribution leaves something r to be desired. The national school-
luinch program of the Departmemmt of Agriculture may be a useful
means of disposinlg of surplus agricultural commodities, but the cash
-rants under it seem to be an unnecessary expense oln the Federal Gov-
ernment and aln intrusion on a field which belongs to States and local-
ities.
JV(c(Ifa,y

Categorized public welfare is now so definitely under Federal con-
trol that any attemllpts to put it elsewhere will surely raise very sub-
stantial protest. Nevertlheless, it seems to the writer that tllsis a field
of direct popular interest and control. If we are to he taxed for the
ssupport of our indigent fellow citizens (as most Americans will prob-
ably wish to be taxed within limits) we should have some say as to the
requirements for relative support. the amount of relief payments, and
the terms of eligibility. These practices will vary greatly from sec-
tion to section of the country as perhaps they should.

(i)ne exception to State and local responsibility for public welfare
is general relief, the relief to be received by the unemployed if a

-se-ere economic situation has used up unenliploymenit-insurance ben-
efits. In the event of recurrence of amiither depression, it seems that
here is a real place for Federal help on the ground of the greater credit
and other financial resources of the Federal Government in such times
and the responsibility which the Federal Government has assumed
for full employment I'Perhaps the mechanism for that help should
now be established.

Highways
A.nother field in which direct popular control is important is that of

highways and roads. Voters kIow what kind of 'o:t(as or streets they
are using and can easily pass judgment on wlhether they should spend
more or less dollars for this puirpose. It vill be a tragedyv when as has
been seriously proposed, President and Congress lust consi der ques-
tions of street paving. Yet the whole trend is in the direction (f
t-reater Federal responsibility for road construction. Recent highl-
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way acts have increased the percentage of grants which the Federal
Government is paying.

There are certainly some considerations for Federal interest in the
highway field. National defense is interested in an adequate interstate
network as is interstate commerce. Certain other Federal activities are
aided by better highway networks. But, as noted above, *ve should
be wary of this "national interest" criterion for allocating functions
of goveiiiment. Some genuine national interest can be found in every
function of Govermuent; so the inevitable result of pushing the na-
tional-interest criterion is complete centralization.

It seems to this writer that the better way of allocating responsi-
bility for highway construction (almost all maintenance is State and
local and no one is seriously advocating change of this allocation) is
to assume that this is a function which profits from direct popular
control, and that the Federal Government should intervene only where
the State or locality has genuine financial need. Federal funds for
construction of important interstate roads across vast desert areas,
such as those of Nevada, are clearly appropriate. Federal funds for
construction to or through Federal facilities are also appropriate.
Some Federal aid for a definitely interstate system is also in order.
But the general Federal aid which requires apportionment of certain
percentages to rural roads and certain percentages to urban areas is
both a denial of popular control and a confusion of the responsibilities
of Government. It is well known that these allocated general aids
frequently result in less economical expenditure.

If the Congress should decide at some future time that the general
economic condition requires more roadbuilding it can easily find
State and local highway agencies which are able to spend the money.
4ids to agriculture

In this field, we find a curious and expensive existing allocation
of function which violates the criterion of direct popular control. The
long-established extension system is a grants-in-aid compromise by
which governmental education of the farmer benefits from national
concentration of technical knowledge and local control of the mecha-
nism through vhiclh that knowledge is transmitted to the farmer. Yet
we have over decades maintained a rival agency (the Soil Conserva-
tion Service) with direct Federal funds to educate the farmer on
matters of soil conservation. While this deviation from the extension
pattern could originally have been justified as a means of waking -up
extension personnel who were not sufficiently aware of the importance
of soil conservation, it is today an upsetting factor in agricultural
education.

In addition we find Federal agencies passing out direct benefits to
agriculture which are not supportable, either as a matter of allocation
of functions or of sound public policy. The agricultural price-support
program, which may have had some justification at its inception, is
today morally and economically unsound. And, if it were sound,
it should be administered by the States as its own statute has long
permitted but the Department of Agriculture has not wished to ein-
courage. The actual determination of subsidies and of acreage alloca-
tion at the local level is a function which Federal administrators
should wish to decentralize in a Federal system of government. This
is a function which should be'subject to direct popular control.
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Another expenditure function which is reasonably subject to direct
popular control is that of "soil conservation" benefits payments. This
program, if continued at all, would be more economically and efficiently
handled, if it were done on a grants-in-aid basis with the States. The
propriety of payments here is easily a matter of direct popular con-
trol. No peculiarly Federal technical knowledge is needed. While
there is a national interest in soil conservation, it is doubtful if such
conservation is the real end of this program. In any event, the na-
tional interest could be recognized adequately through a grants
program.

Social insurance
The present picture in the social-insurance field is complex. The

old-age and survivors insurance program is a direct Federal opera-
tion. So is railroad and maritime workers' compensation. Unem-
ploymient compensation (and the related Employment Service) is a
joint responsibility of Federal and State governments. Workmen's
compensation is a State program. All of these fields are similar in
technical difficulty, so there is no argument to justify the present di-
versity. There is, however, an argument of administrative conven-
ience which clearly justifies keeping old-age and survivors insurance
on a national basis. Persons are bound to move from State to State
in a mobile industrial population like ours. Recordkeeping would be
vastly confused and movements of individuals possibly handicapp ed
by State regulations if this function were handled on any other basis.

Cev-ra- e-F if ind -enomensant-.- n is- irnne-
diate so there is no particular reason for its not being handled on a
State basis, unless one accepts the assumption that the Federal Gov-
ernment has a national interest in keeping all State workmen's com-
pensation laws up to some minimum level. Since workmen's com-
pensation is not known as an important cause of interstate competi-
tion, this writer would reject the above assumption on the ground,
already stated, that we would lose our Federal system if we allocated
to the National Government all functions which have some national
interest.

Unemployment compensation and the related employment service
present a different problem. Both fields clearly involve some national
issues. The Joint Economic Committee has an interest in unemploy-
ment compensation for its possible stabilizing effect on the national
economy. All of us are interested to see that people do not lose un-
employment compensation as a result of an interstate movement. The
Employment Service has some role in suggesting out-of-State place-
ments to unemployed workers. Yet there are powerful reasons for
keeping these services on the State-local level. Both are functions
which are reasonably susceptible to direct popular control. Some of
the functions with which they are closely related such as vocational
education, public assistance, and public education are already on that
level.

On the whole. it seems probable that the existing allocation of func-
tions in these fields is relatively correct. Administrative procedures
slioiild7 probably he iltered, as suggested by the Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations, but the sharing of Federal and State activi-
ties seems correct.
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Conservation of natural resources
In this function we also have a widely variegated pattern of opera-

tions. The Federal Government owns and operates (with vastly dif-
ferent policies in different bureaus) a large amount of forest land,
some parks, and a great deal of wild land. It spends funds on some
cooperative work in connection with forests, including chiefly fire
fighting. It provides the sole resources for many flood-control Droi-
ects and "lends" a substantial sum (much of which may never be
repaid) on reclamation projects.

The story as to how the Federal Government got itself into this
vast variety of projects is too long to tell here. It is partly because
of the failure of States and localities to undertake this work. them-
selves. It is partly because no governmental agency is likely to give
up a project on which it has started.

It seems clear that most of these functions are ones which are sus-
ceptible of direct popular control and which should involve a greater
participation by the States and to some extent by local levels of gov-
ernment. Admittedly, any such change would have to come gradually
and after substantial education of the official personnel of some States,
perhaps through grants-in-aid. But it is clear to this writer that the
States, especially the public-land States, would be more vital units
of government if they took a constructive interest in their natural re-
sources. While prediction is difficult in any field of social action, it
might prove that local ingenuity would find better methods of devel-
oping some of those assets than has the Federal Government. A
recent study in California has suggested that this might be the.rase.

Specific recommendations are not made here because the writer
agrees with the Commission on Intergovernmental Relations and the
Second Hoover Commission that the conservation problem deserves
special treatment. But lie is convinced that the States should bear
some of the costs and share in some of the controls of this field.
Control of commercial activities

The writer is not discussing the field of commercial regulation for
two reasons. First, the amount of governmental expenditure involved
is small. Second, the legal problems and confusions are very great.
Public health

These inexpensive but important activities are spread over three
major levels of government: Federal, State. and usually county.
The work on all three levels is linked together by an elaborate system
of specific grants. While there are probably too many grants, the
existence of the system seems reasonable in the light of the criteria
advanced above. Public health is lar ely a technical function and
most aspects of it speedily cross State and local boundary lines in a
mobile population like our own. So there is less of the argiument of
direct popular control for complete local control and there are more
technical reasons for some kind of national control. But there is one
important consideration for maintaining some degree of local
autoniom-ny, i. e., the close interrelationship of the public-health function
to several other activities which are predominaitly on the State and
local level. These include public assistance, public education, and
law enforcement.
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Fiscal aspects of allocation of functions
Since the writer is the only political scientist on the panel, he has

left fuller discussion of the fiscal problem to his colleagues from the
field of economics. He would, however, like to make two general com-
ments about the basic problem of the finances of a Federal system.
The problem is, of course, that the Central Government can administer
most taxes at less cost and with more fairness to the community as a
whole than can State and local levels of government, although the
latter are the more logical levels for administration of many expensive
functions.

The first comment is that there is little likelihod of effective decen-
tralizating action through return of specific taxes and functions to the
-States. The Commission on Intergovernmental Relations explored
this field carefully and found no such reallocation which would not
benefit the wealthier States and hurt the poorer ones. Although our
grants system is not basically an equalizing system, it seems improb-
able that the American people will consent to a change which is so far
opposite from equalizing.

The second comment is that the equalizing block grant could be well
used to replace some of the excessively specialized and control-ridden
particular grants. The Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
rejected this block-grant program on the ground that it would only add
block grants to specific grants and thus further reduce the independ-
ence of States and localities. This, of course, is a psychological ap-
proach which depends in part on the mood of Congress when it con-
siders block granLs. I; a s-ubstatial portion of 0on--es is reallv
seriously concerned with the amount of national expenditure and with
the detailed control of State and local expenditure into which Congress
has been almost unconsciously gravitating, a block-grant system, with
larger aid to the poorer States might be a useful substitute for exist-
*ing specialized grants and.a useful answer to pressure groups suggest-
:ing new grants.

CONCLSON

This memorandum is not much more than a series of random remarks
on a subject which deserves much fuller and more careful considera-
tion. Important functions have not been considered, and of course
many of the functions which have been considered involve other
criteria than those mentioned here. The writer's hope in submitting
these comments is to emphasize a few points of view:

First, the existing allocation of functions between levels is not very
rational, and confuses responsible government on all levels and has
an adverse effect on State and local budgeting.

Second, the concept of "national interest" has been overworked. It
could easily lead to the end of our system of decentralized government.

Third, an important criterion of allocation of function which is
often overlooked is that of the desirability of direct popular control
.of many functions. Reallocation of functions should be considered in
this light.
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FEDERAL EXPENDITURE AND STATE FUNCTIONS

Jamles M. Buchanan, Chairman, Department of Economics,
University of Virginia

In his Williamsburg speech of June 24, President Eisenhower
called upon the States to assume financial responsibility for the pro-
vision of public services now borne, in whole or in 'part, by the

.Federal* Gov'ernment. .Following. this, in. July,:he appointed a tbp-
level committee to work with a committee representing the State

*governors;. The, preservatiori'!of effective,~.oiiticaldecentralization
has been made a subject for serious contemporary discussion.

The President made his views on these matters quite, explicit. He
recognizes the advantages'of genuinely.'decentralized government.
But' at the same time, 'he feels, that there' exist certain. pressing
social needs which, 'if the States do not meet them,, must be provided
for' by the Central Government. In ,this position,'. the President is
surely reflecting an attitude 'which is widely !shared. And it' is this
attitude which will.'possibly'.provide the: motivation for expanded
Federal expenditure over the next decade. The Federal Government
will probably continue to assume greater and greater financial re-
sponsibility for highways, schools, hospitals, 'resource development,
slum clearance, urban redevelopment, flood and natural disaster re-
lief, etc.

"UNDENIABLE" NATIONAL NEEDS

In this paper, I 'vant to examine critically this commonly held
attitude. Two specific quotations from the Presiderit's speech pro-
vide a text:

Every State failure to meet a pressing need has created the
opportunity, developed the excuse, and fed the temptation for
the'National Government to poach on the States' preserve.
Year by year, responding to transient popular demands, the
Congress has increased Federal functions.

Opposed though I am to needless Federal expansion, since
1953 I have found it necessary to urge Federal action in some.

-areas traditionally reserved to the States. In each instance,
State inaction, coupled with undeniable national need, has
forced emergency Federal intervention.

There is no ambiguity here. The needs exist. Either the States
respond to them, or the Federal Government must. On this simple
and apparently straightforward logic, the power of the States them-
selves to determine whether or not there exist needs for services tra-
ditionally performed has completely vanished.

Something is wrong here. The mere presence of public or collec-
tive needs has become confused with the necessity for satisfying them.
The need for more and better highway facilities, for more school-
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rooms, for more slum clearance, etc., may be readily admitted. But
needs are always relative, never absolute. The existence of "unde-
niable" need does nothing toward proving that action must be taken
to meet it. Paralleling each additional need or desire, be it.public or
private, there is some cost of meeting it, a cost which can be measured
in terms of the goods and services sacrificed or given up. This concept
of alternative or opportunity cost is the central principle of economics,
and we stand always in danger of overlooking it, especially in dis-
cussions of public policy issues. We can collectively satisfy the need
for more schoolrooms only by giving up something else-dwelling
units, automobiles, or what have you.

Public needs become objectively meaningful only when people indi-
cate a willingness to bear the necessary costs. And there is no ob-
jective standard to be utilized at this point. In a democratic society,
the genuine collective needs of the people are expressed only through
their actions as voters, pressure-group members, legislators, and
administrators.

The question at issue concerns the prospects for Federal assumption
of financial responsibility for functions traditionally performed by
the States and local units of government. The President suggests
that the, latter units have failed to meet the needs which should be
met, presumably on the basis of some objectively determinate stand-
ard. But if no objective standard exists, on what basis can such a
statement make sense?

FEDERAL V.EDns LCZES D='S0O A Tr11-G

It might be argued that the social decision-making process repre-
sented by the Federal Government is more "rational" than is that
represented by State and. local units, that is. "rational" in the sense
that Federal decisions are more closely in correspondence with the
genuine desires of the populace. This argument appears from time
to time under different forms, but surely it has no basis either in fact
or ideal. The philosophical foundation of western civilization em-
bodies the assumption that the individual acting for himself or his
family can best express his own wants. Failing this, the individual's
desires can be more closely satisfied through decisions made in small,
closely associated groups and organizations. How else can we account
for the widespread support for such ideas as local option, home rule,
self-determination, etc.? The individual's wants are more adequately
expressed through the actions of a county or city school board, which
is forced to respond directly and continuously to conflicting pressures,
than through the action of the National Congress or a Federal ad-
ministrative agency. At the local levels of government, the needs of
individuals are clearly manifest, but (and perhaps here is a key to
some of the confusion) so are the costs. And it is precisely because
both needs and costs can be more properly weighed that local gov-
ernments many times seem to the careless observer to be backward
and unresponsive in taking positive action. Local school boards do
not always decide to build schoolrooms which some educational au-
thorities, thinking only of the need, demand. But this fact in itself
is an indication that decisions are being made on a rational basis
rather than the opposite.
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The best evidence that many of the needs for extra schoolrooms,
more roads, more hospitals, and so forth, are not undeniable is pro-
vided by the fact that States and local units have not taken measures
to satisfy them. Far too often, the Federal Government is called
upon to assume additional financial responsibility because the direct
connection between benefits and costs tends to become lost in the com-
plex maze of Federal budgetmaking. To the individual recipient of
Federal aid, Federal financing gives the illusion of some sort of magic
although simple logic must reveal that additional Federal taxation
is necessarily present. As a general rule it may be stated that the
further removed the individual is from the governmental unit in-
volved the greater the fiscal illusion becomes. This alone should give
pause to any extension of Federal financing at the expense of State
and local units.

WIHEN Is FEDERAL FINANCING OF STATE FuNcTIONs JUSTIFIEDI

Fiscal equalization
There are only two legitimate grounds which justify that the Fed-

eral or Central Government assume some fiscal responsibility for pub-
lic services performed by State and local units of government. First,
some Federal action is legitimate if the purpose is that of achieving
fiscal equalization among the various States. By fiscal equalization
I mean the equalizing of the overall fiscal burden among the separate
State areas.

This sort of action may become necessary if there exist wide differ-
ences in incomes -and wealth among the separate States. Here the
Federal Government may, in the interest of both efficiency and equity,
take action to transfer funds from the richer States to the poorer
States. Such transfer is necessary due solely to the fact that average
incomes differ among the separate geographical subdivisions, and that
these differences impose differential fiscal pressures on individuals.
The individual who resides in a low-average-income State must, on
the average, be subjected to a heavier fiscal pressure than his equal in
a high-average-income State. A fiscal disadvantage -is placed on the
individual who happens to reside where low income receivers are con-
centrated. In more concrete terms, the Mississippi resident must pay
higher taxes to get the same quality of public services than the New
York resident, not due to any inefficiency of the Mississippi fiscal
structure, but due solely to the fact that he lives in Mississippi. The
equalization of fiscal pressures may be accepted as a proper role of
the Central Government.

But, having accepted fiscal equalization as an appropriate Federal
function, the next question becomes that of applying this legitimate
purpose to the problem of Federal financial aid to States for partic-
ular State functions. There are several points to be noted.

First of all, the need for geographical equalization of fiscal pres-
sure is rapidly being eliminated. Average income differentials among
the States are narrowing over time. It is not to be expected, nor
should it be hoped, that these differences will ever be fully eliminated.
Some such differentials must remain as the result of the deliberate
choices freely exercised by individuals. But regional income and
wealth differentials significant enough to warrant Federal interven-
tion should assume diminishing importance over time.
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Secondly, if Federal income transfers to accomplish fiscal equali-
zation are attempted, this does nothing to suggest that particular
State functions should be singled out and designated for Federal aid.
The equalization argument is a general one and it should be applied
for overall fiscal pressures (taxes and beneAts) and not to particular
services such as education, highways, and so forth. Ideally, Federal
grants-in-aid designed to achieve equalization should be completely
unconditional, and the recipient States should be free to dispose of
such funds as they wish. Unless this procedure is adopted, State
budgets are distorted and spending upon projects of secondary im-
portance may be encouraged. The equalization argument provides no
justification for Federal assumption of financial responsibility for
specific State and local functions.

Thirdly, if fiscal equalization is the main purpose to be achieved
by Federal financial aid, this can be accomplished through Federal
grants to the poorer States only. There is no equalization purpose
to be served by general Federal financial aid to all States, rich and
poor alike.

Federal grants-in-aid, in the past, have not been motivated pri-
marily by the desire for fiscal equalization. The factual record indi-
cates that Federal grants to States have been almost neutral in their
equalization effects. The achieving of fiscal equalization has not been
the dominant motive behind expanded Federal aid, and there seems
no reason to predict that the equalization argument will loom larger
in the future. In fact the contrary seems more likely. Federal
financial aid in the past has been tied to State performance of par-
ticular public functions. This sort of financial aid must be supported
on the basis of some argument other than that of equalization.
Spillover or neighborhood effects

The second justification for expanded Federal participation in the
financing of public functions traditionally performed by State and
local units lies in the possible existence of important spillover effects
stemming from independent State action or inaction. If the action
taken by a single State with regard to the performance or non-
performance of some public service exerts significant and important
effects on citizens of other States, some basis is provided for the inter-
ference of the Central Government. It is at once evident that almost
any action, public or private, carries with it some spillover effects.
The benefits from public expenditures made by individual States rare-
ly fall exclusively upon residents of the spending jurisdiction. And
the social costs resulting from a failure to perform certain services
are not normally confined to a single political unit. The relevant
words become, therefore, significant and important. When do such
spillover effects become important enough to warrant Federal inter-
vention? The answer here can only be discussed case by case; there
is no clear dividing line which is generally applicable.

We may, first, examine the financing of the highway system. Much
of the support for Federal financing of the Interstate System, ap-
proved in 1956, was based on the presumed need for a genuinely inter-
state network of highways. It was argued that full State responsi-
bility would allow portions of the national network to become de-
preciated to such a degree that effective interstate communication
would be disrupted or seriously impaired. No detailed empirical in-
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vestigation is required to indicate the weakness of this argument. If
the separate States were, in fact, characterized by vastly divergent
standards of road construction, some additional Federal participation
may have been justified. But the road network of the Nation is re-
markably uniform, and interstate travel is not difficult. The spill-
over effects do not- loom as significant or important in any meaning-
ful- relative sense. There annears to have been no legitimate justi-
fication for increased Federal participation in financing highway
construction. This is not,' of course, to deny the existence of benefits
to be expected from a single, integrated system of trunk roads. These
are real benefits to the Nation as a whole, but they will be secured at
the cost of yet another expansion of centralized political power, a cost
which can only be indirectly calculated and which tends to be of
permanent duration.

As a second currently important case, we may consider the problem
of Federal aid for school construction. The existence of spillover
or neighborhood effects from State and local expenditure on educa-
tion cannot be denied. And this is clearly a national interest in seeing
that the separate States devote adequate funds to education. The
population in'any one State at any particular time is made up of
individuals educated in many of the separate States. The benefits
from educational expenditure are not limited to the citizens of the
'State which finances. Having said this, the whole question now
reduces to one of assessing the significance of the spillover effects
and weighing these against the added cost which necessarily accom-
panies Federal intervention.

In education, these intervention costs are likely to be especially
high..' Education is not a homogeneous product, and the values of
maintaining separate systems are great. We do not know the sort
of education which is optimal, and the forcing of all public education
into a. standardized straitjacket which Federal financing must involve
would destroy much helpful experimentation and divergence. It is
assumed that Federal financing will involve Federal control, sooner
or later. There seems little evidence that such control can possibly
be avoided. We may look again at the highway problem for current
evidence. Federal intervention was designed to be kept at a minimum.
Yet, before the revenue bill was enacted, Davis-Bacon provisions con-
cerning wage setting were imposed, and now, only 1 short year later,
active discussion is continuing concerning Federal action to regulate
billboard advertising. It is naive to hope that Federal aid to school
construction would fare any better. It is realistic to expect that it
will fare worse.

We may summarize all this by saying that, when spill-over effects
are present, there are real benefits to be gained from the securing of
uniform national standards of performance of certain public services.
But there are also real costs involved in achieving such uniformity.
Far too often, popular discussion overlooks the cost side. The costs
are difficult to compute, because they are measurable only in terms of
_power concentration. It is almost impossible to place dollar equiva-
'lents on costs of this nature, but this should not cause them to be
.neglected. Such costs show up in damage to the whole political power
structure represented by a federally organized system. Genuine fed-
eralism as a viable political form requires severe limitations on the
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degree of power concentration in the Central Government. And,
in a country so large as the United States, genuine federalism may be
essential to the preservation of the free society.

The discussion at this point becomes one of the political philosophy,
which is inappropriate in this brief paper. Perhaps a more direct
and positive approach is more useful. Let me state that I consider
further centralization of political power in the hands of the Central
Government to carry with it a real cost; that I consider the benefits
to be secured from nationalizing public education, highways, and
other similar services insufficient to warrant paying this cost. In
making this statement I am not speaking as an economist who has
measured such social intangibles as the cost of centralizing power or
the benefits of nationalizing education. No accurate measurement
can be made. Only those directly responsible for decisions can strike
a final balance on the basis of their own attempts at measurement.
But, in undertaking this difficult task, political leaders should not
allow themselves to be bamboozled into accepting some supposedly
objective measures of national need and then cajoled into believing
that because the need exists it must be satisfied. -The implications of.
the Eisenhower statements cited at the beginning of the paper must
be rejected. The failure of the States and local units to take action
in expanding certain public services is no signal for Federal Govern-
ment action.

CONCLUSION

* T dhmll 4oAnnel11t. It Qrt~that thereo apnpears-to be no Justification
for the Federal Government, over the next decade, to assume greater
responsibility for financing public functions now financed by States
and local units. There are good reasons which suggest that a sizable
reduction in Federal aid to States and localities should be carried
out. But it would be naive to expect such a reduction, and I am by
nature a pessimist. But by waking up, all too late, to the dangers
inherent in the continued concentration of power in the Central Gov-
ernment, we can, perhaps, prevent further encroachment.

This study by the Joint Economic Committee is devoted to the gen-
eral topic, "Federal Expenditure Policy for Economic Growth and
Stability." The proper environment for economic growth is a po-
liticoeconomic system characterized by effective decentralization of
power. Undue power concentration can only be detrimental to eco-
nomic progress, whether this concentration be in the form of big
business, big labor, or big government.



THE INCREASING ROLE OF INTERGOVERNMENT TRANS-
FER P A YMNTRT TN TIF PVPFOR.MANCR OF STATE
AND LOCAL FUNCTIONS

Frank L. Fernbach, economist, Department of Research, American
Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations

In discussing the division of functions between governments at
various levels, it is well to keep in mind two significant facts regard-
ing the existing division and the way it is being financed.

In the first place-and contrary to the impression spread by those
who ritualistically pin the "welfare state" label on the activities of
Washington-the almost all-consuming preoccupation of the Federal
Government is the fulfillment of its constitutionally imposed respon-
sibility to "provide for the common defense." Nearly 80 percent of
all of the revenue Washington collects is devoted to activities related
to this single, all-important function.

Second-and largely obscured from public consciousness because of
the impact of the mountainous Federal expenditure-is the fact that
most of the outlay for civilian public services is directly underwritten
by the States and the local governments themselves.

Stated another way, although Washington collects about 70 percent
of the tax dollars levied by all governments, the States and localities
are paying for more than 70 percent of the total cost of all civilian
public services from their own direct tax levies and charges and by
going increasingly into debt.

In fiscal 1956, according to a recent study of the Bureau of the
Census, the expenditures of all governments approximated $101 bil-
lion (excluding all insurance-trust outlays and the utility and liquor-
store operations of the States and localities).' Of this total, the Fed-
eral Government spent about $67.5 billion, including $3.3 billion trans-
ferred to the States and localities in the form of grants. The States
and localities, for their part, raised and spent $33.3 billion, excluding
the Federal grants they received.

Over half of all this governmental spending in 1956-almost $54
billion-went to meet the costs of past wars and to pay for national
defense. These exclusively Federal outlays paid the cost of veterans'
benefits, interest on the war-incurred debt, maintenance of the Armed
Forces, overseas aid, the atomic program, stockpiling, etc.2

The remaining governmental expenditure-slightly less than $47
billion-represents the total outlay by all governments for civilian
purposes in 1956. This combined Federal, State, and local govern-

' Summary of Governmental Finances, Bureau of the Census, document G-0F56, August
23, 1957. Census concepts of Federal receipts and expenditures are not precisely com-
parable to those of the Budget Bureau because of the effort of the Census Bureau to con-
form in structure to the system it uses for classifying State and local data.

2 This total is derived from The Budget of the United States Government for the Fiscal
Year Ending June 30, 1958. Other figures come from Bureau of the Census sources, unless
otherwise noted.
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mental spending to meet civilian needs equaled about 11 percent of the
value of all goods and services produced in the United States in 1956.
In comparison, the outlay for this purpose was 9 percent in 1929 8
when, however, there was no depression and war-created public con-
struction lag to be overcome and no comparable pressure for expanded
public services resulting from.the unprecedented postwar population
rise.

In 1956, public expenditures for civilian purposes were divided be-
tween the Federal Government and the States and localities in the
following manner:

Amount Percent
(bilions)

Federal, total. $133. 29
(Grants to the States and localities) - ($36) (7)
State and local, exclusive of Federal grants -. $.33% 71

Most of the $10 billion of Federal spending for civilian purposes
(excluding the grants to the States and localities) went for postal
services ($2.9 billion) agricultural aids ($2.9 billion) and other nat-
ural resource and nonhighway transportation development purposes
($2.1 billion). Only slightly more than $2 billion remained to meet
the cost of all of the other civilian functions assumed directly by the
Federal Government.

The States and localities spent most of the $3313 billion they raised
from tiheir oWIl reourUcen in 1356 in uLsu pe116 P ,"-CM - -1mjo

tions. Their outlay for these functions, in relation to total govern-
mental outlays for them, follows:

State and Percentage
local outlay of total

Function exclusive of govern.
Federal - mental
grants outlay

(billions)

Education -$ .. - - $12.7 95
Highways ----- -------- --------------- ------------------ --- 6.2 88
Health and hospitals -------- 7 0----------------------
Public welfare-1.9 53.----------------------------------------- . 53
Police protection -- ------------ .----------------------------- 1.3 89
Sanitation - .-.-. 1.3 100
Fire protection ------------------------------------------------------------ .7 100
Local parks and recreation - --- - - - - -- . 100
Local libraries --- --------------------------------- - ---------------- .4 100
Housing and community development -. 3 62

The part played by the States and localities in providing these major
civilian services is not only surprisingly large; during the postwar
years it has been expanding.

In the 8 years from 1948 to 1956, State and local expenditures fi-
nanced from their own sources (excluding Federal grants and insur-
ance trust, utility and liquor-store activities) rose $17.5 billion-from
$15.8 billion to $33.3 billion-a rise of 111 percent. In the same period
Federal grants to the States and their subdivisions rose $1.4 billion, or
mnly 7.3 percent.

3 Musgrave and Culbertson, The Growth of Public Expenditures in the United States,
1S90-1948, National Tax Journal, June 1953.
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The substantial effort of the States and localities to meet the soaring
postwar demand for greater outlays for civilian governmental func-
tions is reflected in the rapid rise in the tax collections and the debt of
these governments.

Between 1948 and 1956, State and local tax collections rose almost
100 percent from $13.3 billion to $26 billion, and a further rise to $28
billion is estimated for 1957. Meanwhile, State and local debt sky-
rocketed 162 percent-from $18.7 billion in 1948 to $49.2 billion in 1956.
A further rise in debt of about $5 billion is estimated to have occurred
in 1957. Almost three-fourths of this indebtedness is owed by the
local governments.

The foregoing discussion has dealt primarily with the part the vari-
ous governments play in performing civilian functions from revenues
derived from their own sources. It is important to note, as well, the
role of intergovernment transfer payments and the increasingly sig-
nificant distinction between financing a government function and the
performance of. it-a distinction which is particularly important at
the local level.

Because of the public controversy over the Federal grants-in-aid,
it has been less noted that grants and the sharing of revenue have
become increasingly important in the interrelationship between 'the
States and their subdivisions.' In fact; the local governments actually
are the ultimate beneficiaries of almost all intergovernmental revenue
transfers. Indeed, were it not for this factor, many local governments
could not possibly have continued to perform their traditional func-
tions, or have attempted to assume newer ones.

In 1956 the general expenditures of the States and localities totaled
$36% billion-they spent the $331/3 billion which was raised from'their
own resources plus the $31/3 billion received in Federal grants. Two-
thirds of this total, however-about $241/2 billion-was spent by the
local governments although they were able to raise only $16.2 billion
from their own local sources.

The ability of the localities to spend substantially more on the per-
formance of their functions than they raised themselves, was due to
the receipt of $6.2 billion in net grants and shared revenue from the
States plus $0.3 billion received in direct grants from the Federal
Government.

The States, for their part, raised $15.1 billion from their own general
revenue sources and received $3 billion in Federal grants. But they
disbursed $6.2 billion more to their local governments than they re-
ceived from them and, thus, revenue available to the States for their
own direct expenditure was only $11.9 billion.

Actually, the local governments not only received intergovernmental
revenue transfers equal to the entire amount of the Federal grants-in-
aid; they were also the recipients of an additional transfer of revenue
from the States of an almost equal amount. Without this substantial
financial aid-more than half of which was allocated for education-
local government outlays could not possibly have accounted for more
than half of the outlay of all governments for civilian purposes during
the course of 1956.

Despite this intergovernmental aid, the mounting needs of most local
governments continue to exceed the revenue from all sources available
to meet them. How to find enough money to meet the ever-rising de-
mand for increased local services-and particularly for those which
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must be assumed by our metropolitan areas-is a major problem we
must solve. Its urgency has increased with the rapid change in the
way our people live.

America has gone through two great changes in its living patterns.
In the last quarter of the 19th century and the 1st quarter of the 20th
century, we shifted from a basically rural to a basically urban society.
Inevitably, the rise of. the cities rapidly increased the cost of tradi-
tional local functions-for education, sanitation, police and fire pro-
tection, parks and libraries, and for public health.

With the second great change in American life-a shift from an
urban to a-basically metropolitan society-the demand for expanded
local public services has become explosive.

In 1955, almost 60 percent of our entire population was living in 172
metropolitan areas located in 42 States and the District of Columbia.
These 95 million metropolitan residents now live in an area that covers
only 7 percent of the entire territory of the United States. Further-
more, this concentration is continuing to increase. In the last 5 years
alone, 97 percent of our 12 million population rise occurred in the
metropolitan areas.4

At a recent conference of State and metropolitan officials it was
aptly observed that-

The metropolitan area does not respect geography.. It jumps over and around
rivers and land masses. It ignores the political lines of districts, villages, towns,
cities, counties, and States.5

The metropolitan core city, its suburbs and its satellite cities are now
one compact and interrelated community, and its boundary beconiie
further extended every day.

While about 70 percent of the 172 metropolitan areas are still con-
fined within a single county, 30 are now intercounty and the bound-
aries of 11 of these areas extend into 3 and even 4 counties. In' addi-
tion, there are 24 metropolitan areas that are now interstate.

The arrival of the metropolitan era has intensified traditional local
problems and added a host of new ones. The need for rapid mass
transportation between the core city and its suburbs. for an expanded
water supply, for the proper planning of land use to protect residential
areas from the encroachment of those that are commercial and indus-
trial, for construction of low-cost housing and for the retarding of
community blight, for the ending of water and air pollution and the
elimination of industrial wastes are all concerns of the entiremThetro-
politan area and must be cooperatively resolved. .Effective fulfillment
of all of these expanding local responsibilities now requires a new kind
of governmental effort-a united metropolitan area approach.

AKvayiety of methods to achieve this end are now being undertaken;
In some places, the consolidation of existing historical political units
within the metropolitan area is being urged. In others, more and
more areawide functions are being undertaken by the couinties. Else-
where, informal cooperative metropolitan federations are being estab-
lished. In some areas, special purpose governmental authorities,
intracounty and even interstate in their functions, are being set up.

'The States and the Metropolitan Problem, a report to the Governors' Confcrence by
the Council of State Governments, 1956.

6 Report of the Arden House Conference on Metropolitan Area Problems, September
21-2R, 195Th7
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All of these efforts must be encouraged. Yet, even while new ad-
ministrative techniques are being devised to make the performance of
local functions more efficient, more money to finance them is still criti-
cally needed.

The magnitude of the financial problem is suggested by an official
estimate of public works construction needs alone.

In 1956, total State and local outlays for new public works reached
a record $9.4 bill ion and the local governments accounted for 60 per-
cent of this total. Nonetheless, even this huge expenditure for high-
ways, educational buildings, water and sewerage works, hospital and
institutional buildings and other non-Federal public enterprises met
less than half of the current need. According to the United States
Departinents of Labor and Commerce, State and local governments
should now be investing $20.4 billion in new public construction each
year if the backlog of need is to be overcome by 1965. It must be sub-
stantially eliminated by then if "new and severe community problems
are to be avoided," the Federal experts warn.6 Yet, in 1956, total
State and local public construction only measured up to 46 percent
of this goal, and each year we fail to reach it the backlog grows.

In 1956, the direct expenditure of the States for the performance of
their own general functions reached a record total of more than $12
billion, about 26 percent of all governmental outlays for civilian pur-
poses. About $4.3 billion was spent for highway construction and
maintenance, $1.7 billion for institutions of higher learning, $1.6 bil-
lion for Public assistance, $1.4 billion for State hospitals and institu-
tions, $0.7 billion for natural resources development, and $0.2 billion
for highway police activities.

All States are under constant pressure to increase their outlays for
the performance of their own statewide functions, particularly to meet
the rising demand for higher education, mental health services, recrea-
tional facilities and other services. At the same tine, there is also an
insistent demand that the States relieve their hard-pressed local gov-
ernments of some of the functions that traditionally have been theirs-
local roadbuilding and maintenance and public assistance, for example.

Even more important, there is a mounting pressure on the States to
exercise their superior taxing power and their leadership function to
help raise far more revenue to finance local functions and to help in-
crease the efficiency of the local performance.

The "creature" local governments must be allowed-in fact, must be
encouraged and aided-to coordinate their efforts to solve mutual area-
wide problems, both intrastate and interstate in scope.

Furthermore, the States must assist their localities to increase local
property tax yields, the source of 87 percent of the direct tax revenue
of all local governments and of 74 percent of the tax collections of
the cities in 1956. Unjustified State-imposed tax-rate limitations
must be ended. Frequent reassessments and uniform statewide assess-
ment procedures must be encouraged. Besides, the States must pro-
vide leadership in an effort to professionalize the role of the tax
assessor.

- 6 Construction Review., May 1955, p. 4, published by the U. S. Departments of Labor and
Commerce.
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With more and more Americans working in one community but
residing and paying taxes in another, local governments must in-
creasingly depend on the State to levy and collect general taxes and
then share the revenue equitably among them. By this means, and
particularly through greater statewide use of progressive levies on
income and profits, total revenue available to local governments will
increase and can be distributed more fairly, more revenue can be
obtained from taxes based upon ability to pay, and there need be less
dependence on the plethora of local sales and payroll taxes that are
currently being imposed. Furtdermore, only through special State
grants-in-aid based on the broad taxing power of the State can be
poorer localities achieve at least minimum standards in the per-
formance of their local functions.

Clearly, more revenue can be obtained to finance State and local
functions by a greater use of State income taxes. In 1956, less than
17 percent of all State taxes came from this source. In 13 States, in-
cluding some of the most industrialized and urbanized like Illinois,
Michigan, New Jersey, Ohio, Indiana, Washington, and Texas, no
individual income and corporate profit tax is collected at all. Even
though the Federal Government has long extended an invitation to all
of the States to enjoy a share of the revenue collected by its progres-
sive income tax-through the allowance of deductibility against the
Federal tax, wherever State income taxes are imposed-most States
have failed to take full advantage of this revenue-sharing opportunity.

The expectation of several decades ago that the States would pro-
vide great leadership in the eftort to find new solutions for changing
and complex State and local problems has not been fulfilled. Al-
though progress in some States can be cited, most State legislatures
are still dominated by those who look backward and are unresponsive
to modern needs. Archaic and, apparently, almost unchangeable
State constitutions keep the States and localities tied to inefficient
and outmoded practices that block progress toward more efficient
government. State and local taxes are still based almost entirely on
regressive levies. Although additional revenue could be obtained
from progressive taxes on income and profits, efforts to install them
are met with the fearsome argument that employers will be driven
to other States where the "tax climate" is more favorable.

Rather than obstructing the solution of local problems, as is now so
frequently the case, State governments more appropriately should be
the channels through which new inspiration, ideas, and revenues flow
to their political subdivisions. This, above all, should be the function
of State governments today.

Despite the necessity for continuing vast outlays to meet the costs
of past wars and present defense requirements and for expanded pub-
lic expenditures to meet civilian needs, the dominant mood is for fiscal
retrenchment. Willingness to make every necessary sacrifice for
national security is widely proclaimed. The necessity for a greater
effort to meet school, highway, health, community development, and
other civilian needs is widely acknowledged. At the same time, the
demand for tax cuts mounts.

With the Federal Government collecting 70 percent of all tax dol-
lars, inevitably Washington is the main target of the economy and
tax reduction drive. And, since war and defense related costs can
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hardly be cut substantially, it is the one-fifth of all Federal expendi-
ttires spent for civilian services that is facing closest scrutiny. Above
all, the Federal, grants-in-aid are now under attack.

All Federal, State, and local grants should be ended, the National
Association of Manufacturers says.8 The chamber of commerce, on
the other hand, favors Federal grants for highways, airports, market-

-ing research, and natural resource development, but would end all
those that help raise public service standards for individuals-public
assistance, child welfare, education, unemployment compensation
administration, and school lunches.9

Is Federal financial aid to the States and localities to help them per-
form.their functions a legitimate Federal function? Since the Civil
War, when the first State land-grant colleges were established with
*Federal aid, the congressional majority has viewed that it is. On the
one hand, it is widely believed that Federal funds should be used to
assist poorer States and localities raise their standards of public
service to a reasonable minimum. Furthermore, Federal grants-in-
aid-through the use of the matching principle-stimulate the recip-
ient States and localities to undertake and, to add their own financial
support to, new forms of public service which Congress deems vital

-to the national welfare.
The variation in the capacity of the people of the different States

to meet public service costs-like the variation between the localities
within each State-is substantial.

- In 1956, for example, per capita income in West Virginia and New
Mexico was only one-half of the income in Delaware, and in Mississippi
itmwas about one-third. These income variations are dramatically re-
flected in public service standards. In the fall of 1956, Delaware re-
ported an additional public school classroom need of only 1.2 percent
of its existing supply. In contrast, West Virginia's need was 11.3 per-
cent and Mississippi 37.6 percent.' 0 Furthermore, the selective-serv-
ice disqualification rate-which largely reflects standards of education
and health-was only 7.9 percent for Delaware in contrast to 13.1 per-
cent for New Mexico, 14.3 percent for West Virginia, and 45.3 percent
for Mississippi.'"

The varying degree of achievement by these States does not reflect
a lesser effort on the part of the poorer ones. On the contrary, whereas
Delaware was spending only 1.9 percent of the personal income of its
residents to support public schools in 1953-54, Mississippi was spend-
ing 2.6 percent; West Virginia, 2.9 percent; and New Mexico, 3.1 per-
cent.12

Because of our increasingly interdependent way of life, local and
State boundaries have lost much of their importance of an earlier day.
With millions of families now migrating annually across local and
State boundaries pursuing opportunity in an economy which now is
nationwide in scope, the adequacy of essential public services-both
in the communities from which they come and to which they go-is
now a nationwide concern. The establishment of minimum nation-

8 Testimony of Dr. Harley L. Lutz on behalf of the National Association of Manufacturers
before the House Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relationships Between the Federal
Government and the States and Municipalities, July 31, 1957.

9 Federal Grants-In-Aid Programs, Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
0 U. S. Office of Education, Circular No. 490, January 1957.

" Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1956, U. S. Department of Commerce.
12 National Education Association, Research Division Bulletin, August 1956.
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wide education, health, and public welfare standards for all Americans
is not merely a national concern because we are a humane people; we
need them also to protect the standards of the communities into which
the new arrivals come. And we need them to strengthen our national
security as well.

In 1956, Federal grants financed about 9 percent of all State and
local functions. What lies ahead?

There is no doubt that many States can meet more of their own ex-
panding revenue needs through a more adequate- and equitable effort.
In addition, the States and their subdivisions can do much more to
increase the efficiency with w'hich they now perform their functions.
Furthermore, as Congress periodically reviews the Federal grant
programs, changes in emphasis and in matching formulas doubtless will
occur. Nonetheless, it is the opinion of this writer that the role of
Federal grants inevitably will become larger, not smaller, in the years
ahead.

Not only will State and local needs grow, as will the Federal respon-
sibility to help meet them, but State and local dependence upon the
superior taxing power of the Federal Government will also continue
to increase.

In 1956, the 500 largest industrial corporations in the United States
sold roughly one-half of the Nation's manufacturing and mining
output, a total of about $175 billion. They earned nearly two-thirds
of all after-tax manufacturing and mining profits. 13

Increasingly it becomes evident that only the Federal Government
has suffici-nt means to secure n ndeqnuate and P.sitbhlp, tax contri-
bution from the powerful private industrial, commercial, and financial
enterprises which dominate the American economy today. Increas-
ingly, the Federal Government-like the States in behalf of their
localities-mhust exercise its broader taxing power to collect revenue,
and then to share it on the basis of equitable formulas.

The attack on Federal grants-in-aid by the NAM and chamber of
commerce seldom charges that the purposes now served by these
grants are unworthy of public support. It is only alleged that the
States and localities are able to bear the cost. Yet, without doubt
those who seek to whittle away the Federal grants are fully aware
that this transfer of the cost would accomplish substantial tax savings
for wealthy corporations and individuals since the Federal tax struc-
ture, despite its imperfection, is essentially based upon ability to pay
in contrast to the regressive character of State and local levies.
Furthermore, it cannot be doubted that many of the services now sup-
ported by Federal grants in poorer States and localities would be
terminated because State and local revenue resources are insufficient
to sustain them.

Is the Federal fiscal dilemma of increased demands for civilian
expenditures and growing demands for a general tax reduction sus-
ceptible to congressional accommodation? This writer believes that
it is. Is not the present an opportune time for the Congress to close
the unjustified tax loopholes and end the illegal evasions that could
bring a multi-billion-dollar addition to Federal revenues?

"8 Fortune magazine, July 1957.



CENTRALIZED VERSUS DECENTRALIZED FINANCE

Harold M. Groves, professor of economics, University of Wisconsin

It is an accepted rule that the Government should not perform
functions that can as well be performed privately and that the
Federal Government should not perform functions that can as well
be performed by State and local governments. Unfortunately this
doesn't help very much in making decisions as to whether functions
should be assumed by the Federal Government or left to the States.

PRESUMPTION FAVORING DECENTRALIZED FINANCE

The presumption in favor of State and local government is based
on the faith that decentralization is an important constituent of
democracy. This faith is particularly plausible insofar as it applies
the rule that matters which are solely or perhaps mainly of concern
to a particular area should be left to the people of that area for de-
cision. This interest in local autonomy carries the title "Home Rule"
and it is guarded as jealously (and as frequently violated) as the
similar right of the private individual to mind his own business when
it does not conflict with that of somebody else.

Beyond this interest in home rule there are values in local govern-
ment that are lost when responsibilities are assumed by central gov-
ernments. One of these is participation-government by the people.
The private citizen undoubtedly finds opportunities to participate in
government at the local level which cannot be duplicated at the na-
tional level. At the city hall or State capitol any public-spirited
citizen can reach his alderman or legislator in person and he can ap-
pear to express his views at a public hearing. An ordinary "dirt
farmer" can do all of this and get home in time to milk the cows.
It may be prohibitively expensive for him to go to Washington
and, anyway, he would need an elaborate organization to make much
impression there. Rated by degree of participation, most democratic
government is that by popular assembly or referendum where repre-
sentatives can be dispensed with entirely. Next best is representative
government in a small enough circle so that the ordinary citizen
without undue sacrifice can make himself heard and felt.

Local government also offers to many an opportunity to partici-
pate in government in positions of responsibility. There are thou-
sands of people whose career as a representative of the people is and
will be confined to membership on the school boards of our some
65,000 school districts. This is not only of some value in itself-it is
a training school and a testing ground from which the upper eche-
lons of government recruit talent.

Local governments also serve as experiment stations in which new
ideas may be tried out without the risk and expense (to say nothing

188
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of the inertia) that would be involved if the experiments were na-
tional in scale.

These positive values of local government are reinforced by the
negative aspects of far-flung centralized bureaucracy. Distrust of
such is deeply rooted among Americans, especially those who lean
toward an antimonopoly philosophy. Central governmient is not
only big; it is also single; it possesses unique coercive powers; and it
offers no alternatives to its customers. Like all large monopolistic
organizations it suffers the inefficiencies that rise from inadequate
knowledge at the center of what is really needed at the periphery.

Of course, it can be argued plausibly that some central sharing in
the financial support of local functions is quite different from Fed-
eral assumption of sole responsibility and control in these areas. It
is argued that in communities with limited resources, grants-in-aid
may increase local independence by freeing some of their limited
funds for services of their own choosing. But this new freedom is
like that of a son who earns part of his support and gets the re-
mainder in a regular (but not guaranteed) allowance from his be-
nevolent parents. H-e is not really fully free and responsible until he
subsists on his own income supplied by himself.

THE CASE FOR CENTRALIZED FINANCE

Alltof -the above is widely appreciated in this country. But there
is another side of the picture that offers persuasive support for a
degree nof e.Pr.1i-cd vcrppnliiiwity at least greater than that which
prevailed in the 1920's.
Slow progress and undemnocratic procedures in State government

The States and municipalities (particularly the former) would be
in a stronger position as candidates for more responsibilities if they
had (or would) put their own house in order. Following the Com-
mission on Intergovernmental Relations one can list the areas that
need attention as follows:

1. There are antiquated representation systems that underrepresent
large and recently developed centers of population in one or both
legislative bodies. What becomes of the democratic principle when
a majority in the legislature can be elected by a quarter of the eligible
voters and when A's vote counts for 10 times as much as B's? Some
of this might be defended on the dubious ground of area representa-
tion; most defense is the obvious rationalization of a special interest.
Some progress in reapportionment is being made continuously but it
is not enough to ofset population changes now going on; thus on
balance the problem is a growing one. Some effort has been exerted
to devise machinery that can cope with vested interests in this area
but it has been successful in only a few States.

2. There are antiquated constitutions providing for weak executives,
too many elected officers, too infrequent legislative sessions and bud-
gets, too limited financial powers.

3. There are still many cases of civil service infested with patronage
and with the inferior talent that must be expected at highly inade-
quate salary scales.

4. There is the record of neglect in dealing with the metropolitan
problem regarded by many critics as the No. 1 domestic issue. This

97735-57-6 14
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is the problem which has resulted from the recent vast movement of
population into some 168 metropolitan areas and out of their centers
to their peripheries.. If these areas had governments coterminus
with their functions they would still be hard pressed with such mat-
ters as strangulating traffic, decadent sections, crowded schools, de-
linquent gangs, and of course excessive tax rates. Usually added to
all this is an antiquated. political geography with many units of gov-
erniiieinL, somne of themri poaching on their neighbors. One district may
have a factory and another the workers. These problems will not
yield except to great courage and imagination at the State level.
Not too much of this kind of leadership has developed.

Regressive taxation
The States and municipalities have on the whole a regressive, tax

system based at the local level on the general property tax and at the
State level on the retail sales tax. The Musgrave studies l have in-
dicated that in State and local taxes the poorest bracket of taxpayers
($0 to $2,000 net income) pay almost half again as much per thousand
dollars of net income as the well-to-do (over $10,000 net income).
Moreover, there is ground for the view that the trend is toward more
regressivity. Eleven States have enacted sales taxes since World
War II and no States have enacted new net income taxes. This means
that a vote for decentralizing the financial responsibility for a func-
tion is a vote for regressive as against progressive taxation. This
is not a matter of equity alone; it also involves economics. It is
the progressiveness of the tax system that gives it much of its built-
in flexibility-its propensity to produce automatic surpluses and de-
ficits to meet the needs of compensatory budgeting.

Those who favor decentralization should logically be in the front
rank of the crusaders for better and more aggressive State and local
government. Actually this is often not the case and it leads to the
conclusior that these people are probably more interested in less
government, less total taxes, and less taxes for themselves than in
decentralization as such.

Interstate competition
The States and municipalities are in a relatively weak financial

position because they are amenable to interterritorial competition to
a far greater degree than the Federal Government.

The proposition that Federal aid involves only the collection of
revenue that might have been raised locally, the sending of this rev-
enue to a distant capital, from whence it is returned with some part
missing, is at most a half-truth. The full truth would add that if
the central government (for better or for worse) did not support this
function and raise the tax for it, the function probably would not
be supported at all and the tax for it would not be raised. The com-
petitive factor, among others, also provides a rationale for distributing
aid to strong districts as well as weak ones.

The degree to which taxation influences industrial location and the
degree to which competition influences State and local decisions con-
cerning taxation are matters long in dispute. It is evident that State

I Richard A. Musgrave. Incidence of the Tax Structure and Its Effects on Consumption,
Federal Tax Policy for Economic Growth and Stability, Joint Committee on the Economic
Report, 84th Cong., 1st sess., 1955, pp. 96-113.
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-and local governments are not completely captive and that the deduc-
tibility of State and local taxes on Federal income-tax returns gives
them some protection. State and local government under the pressure
of earlier public works postponement and increased population have
been expanding their outlays for public services with some aggressive-
ness. It is true also that no empirical study has ever established the
alleged fact that areas with high taxes or relatively progressive tax
systems have suffered in industrial development. But anyone who
*observes legislative bodies cannot doubt that the pressure is real and
important. it is nonetheless real because a lot of it is mailily fear
psychology.

The degree of interterritorial competition is probably increasing.
A perusal of newspapers and magazines indicates that the "booster
spirit" is everywhere going strong. It takes the form of advertising,
developmental corporations, subsidies, tax exemption, and a "favorable
tax climate." Concerning the latter one former director of a State
division of industrial development observed: 2

In an era of industrial mobility, no State can stand alone in
its adherence to a tax structure strongly oriented to the "abil-
ity to pay" theory. Continued adherence to this theory, in
the face of defections by contiguous or "competitive States"
will have the certain long-range effect of decreasing the rate
of personal-income growth and denying improved employ-
ment opportunity to the very persons supposedly benefited by
the application of this theory.

'Interdependence
The trend of the times is toward more interdependence. This thesis

*can be supported by the impressive evidence concerning migration,
travel, and interterritorial exchange of all sorts. This interdepend-
ence means that the people of Podunk, N. Y., have some equity in the
maintenance of public standards in Podunk, N. Mex., and vice versa.
It is characteristic of the satisfaction of human wants through govern-
-ment that the benefits derived from government outlay are largely
-indirect and frequently extraterritorial.

The growth of interdependence is particularly relevant with regard
-to education. Educational standards may seem at first to be of concern
-mainly to pupils and parents or at most the citizens of the community
in which the youth are reared. But what becomes of this conclusion
Awhen we confront the statistics of migration and observe how many
now being educated in one community turn up eventually as workers
and citizens of another?

Interdependence means that the interest in many matters formerly
of strictly local concern is now a divided one. The degree of interest
for parties involved is difficult to discern and to implement. Our
Federal aid system is one means by which a partnership of interest is
combined with a partnership of fnancial responsibility and control.
'The control issue is the most sensitive one; the Kestnbaum Commission
surveyed this area with great care and although it recommended some
changes in detail, it is fair to say that on the whole it found the con-
trols conservative and salutary. Tliey have encouraged such State

I Robert D. Siff, Some Pertinent Points on Industrial Development Policies, Tax Policy,
-Tax Institute, Princeton, vol. XXIV, Nos. 2-3, 1957, p. 11.
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improvements as merit-system civil service and State highway depart.
ments.

The general level of public expenditures
It is apparent that one's reaction to the question of Federal versus

State financial responsibilities is conditioned considerably by his reac-
tion to public expenditures as such. If he thinks they are too high he
will pobabhy favor decep~ntralizainn Thea Stqates and muicin4Jnn if ies
for reasons previously cited will not spend as-freely as does the Federal
Government with its far superior taxing power. The proper level of
overall public expenditures is the subject for other panels. Here it
may be said that proponents of liberal government spending have
these points on their side:

As the economy advances and per capita income increases, free
income (above biological necessities) increases still faster. This free
income is subject to a degree of discretion not true of the hard core of
necessities. It is everywhere devoted in large measure to services
where the Government competes with private disposition most effec-
tively. Some of the ugliest aspects of the American way of life, such
as slums, crowded schools, youth delinquency, and mental illness are
in the area where government programs are most effective. The
wastes of government are regrettable but they probably are minor
compared with those of private consumption which in the United States
are legendary. The typical American consumer thinks nothing of
driving a station wagon across town to mail a letter. Governments
are sometimes extravagant but they also frequently are niggardly.
The case I know best is the Internal Revenue Service which in the
opinion of many critics has always been substantially undermanned.
Under present conditions the belief that the acceleration of private
expenditures as against government expenditures necessarily results
in the healthiest society is not tenable.

CENTRALIZATION AND ECONO31IC CONTROL

One would be insensitive to the wave of the present if he did not
attempt to relate our problem to that of controlling inflation. For
the maintenance of at least the present Federal role in the overall
expenditure picture it can be said, looking at the long run, That
Federal expenditures and taxes are more amenable to control than
those of the States; that the government's large role in the economy
is what makes compensatory controls effective and that this role
would diminish if the Federal Government relinquished a large area
to the States; that it is the predominantly progressive overall tax
system that affords built-in flexibility and that this is maintained only
by the Federal Government's role. On the other hand controllability
is no good if it isn't used; this seems to indicate a reduction in Federal
expenditures now that inflation is our gravest problem; if the States do
not take up the slack, so much the better. Those who cherish Federal
expenditures for their nonfiscal or institutional objectives have the
obligation to offer some remedy for inflation other than reduced
public expenditures.

Of course, what would really now aid the States would be an
acceleration of economic growth, an end to inflation, a loosening of
tight money (which interferes with their borrowing), and a con-
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tinuance of Federal spending at least insofar as it supports the States.
This program sounds a little like the politician's platform of a soldiers'
bonus, reduced taxes, and a balanced budget. But we have not ex-
hausted the field when we have accepted a high level of public expendi-
tures and rejected tighter money as remedies for inflation. Simplest
but not the most popular remedy is to plug loopholes in existing taxes
and thus add to the Federal budget surplus. Obviously cutting taxes
and letting expenditures ride is a perverse answer. Perhaps wye should
look for something new as an inflation control; for example, decel-
erated depreciation, a tax on bank loans, and a sales tax on industrial
equipment have been suggested. A graduated overall expenditure
tax to supplement the income tax would be a promising instrument
of control if it could be administered.

On the other hand, if as alleged and as seems probable, our present
inflation problem is due in large part to cost-push causes; that is,
to monopolistic pressure (business and labor) upon the price level,
then we surely have to look for something new in inflation controls.
The nearest thing to a fertile suggestion that has so far come to our
attention is that of Sumner Slichter to disallow'wage increases (for
a time) as corporate income-tax deductions. Alternatively we might'
levy a special payroll excise tax in much the same way and to the
same effect. These proposals involve the administrative problem of
separating wage increases from payroll additions due to expansion;
and they throw all the onus of monopolistic pricing on labor. It
would be more logical to levy a special sales tax on the receipts from
price increases; but in only a few cases are commodities sufficiently
standardized to separate genuine price increases from changes due
to innovation in product. To all of these possibilities the objection
will be made that they constitute government tampering with the
free market. But here the ready answer is that it is the absence of a
free market that creates our problem to begin with.

At any rate it seems inadvisable to reorder our intergovernmental
fiscal relations as a remedy for inflation. That some Federal expendi-
tures can and should be cut is conceded, but most of them (from our
point of view) are inelastic in the downward direction. And in some
areas expenditures should be increased.

This is not to say that nothing should be done about inflation. The
author will not attempt here to arbitrate among the several suggestions
listed above, but he does wish to leave the thought that the time is ripe
for the exercise of some further ingenuity with regard to the inflation
problem.

QUANTITATIVE PicTuRE OF FEDERAL-STATE FINANCE

We may turn now before drawing a conclusion to the quantitative
picture and ask what it shows regarding the alleged encroachment of
the Federal Government on the States. Over the long view, the relative
position of State and local governments in total expenditures has
undoubtedly dropped sharply. In 1927 State and local expenditures
were nearly three-quarters of the total (73.1 percent); in 1940 they
were still more than half (52.8 percent) ; and in 1956 a little more
than one-third (33.6 percent). The 1956 proportion is the same as
that of 1948, indicating no postwar trend. Much of the recent alleged
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aggrandizement of the Federal Government has been for military
items; if they are abstracted from the picture, Federal, State, and local
outlays are not far from equal. This was also true during the.late.
1930's when the military proportion of the Federal budget was much
less. As to Federal aid, since 1940. it has increased more rapidly than
State and local expenditure but less rapidly than total expenditure.
Over the longer pull, however (comparing the present Federal posi-.
tion with that of the late twenties), the Feederal role by any standard
has increased quite substantially. The expansion occurred during the
thirties and included, of course, the important area of social security..

Comparing the United States with, other countries as to centraliza-
tion one finds such data as 'the, following (the. figures indicate the'
ratio of local taxes to total taxes 1947-53) 3

United Kingdom- -- ______ 8 Italy---------------------------- iS
France__- __------------------ 13 Switzerland ------------- 51
Germany ----------------------- 14 Canada-------------------------- 2&
Sweden-_ -- ______________-____ 25

In conclusion and to indicate a personal position on our problem, the
author finds himself in general agreement (as to the matters discussed
in this paper) with the Kestnbaum Commission's report which may
be summarized as follows:'The Federal system on the 'whole was
found to be in healthy condition; the values of local autonomy are-
real and important and always. need stressing; these values may be
overbalanced by the great advantages of national or joint action. in
particular areas changing with time; it behooves the States deploring
Federal encroachment to -put their own houses in order. The States
and municipalities are still'finding plenty of scope for such vision,.
energy and ingenuity as they' are able to summon. The Federal sys-
tem in this country has preserved a degree of local autonomy unsur--
passed at least by that of any of the world's great powers.

The pragmatic and sensible solution of Federal problems is not
likely to 'lie in loyalty to any slogan but in the balanced weighing of'
values in the case of each new issue as it arises.

aEconomic Commission for Europe (Research and Planning Division), Changes In theF
Structure of Taxation in Europe, Economic Bulletin for Europe, vol. II, No. 3, Geneva,.
1951, p. 59; Canadian Tax Foundation, The National Finances, 1954-55, Toronto, p. 10.



EXPENDITURE POLICY FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH AND
STABILITY IN A FEDERAL SETTING

WernerHochwvald, Chairman, Department of Economics,
Washington University

This paper will present a brief summary of considerations which
may influence the impact of government expenditures on economic
growth and stability in a Federal setting. For this purpose the paper
will (1) categorize the general impact of government expenditures,
(2) indicate the extent to which impacts may depend on the level of
government at which public functions are performed, and (3) the
influence of grants-in-aid on these impacts.

IMPACT OF GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES

Government expenditures will increase national income as govern-
ment employees are paid and government contracts are let. The im-
pact of these expenditures on aggregate economic growth and stability
will depend on (1) the expenditure patterns of government income
recipients (multiplier ettects), (2) the expenditures private individuals
and groups forgo because of government activities (substitution
effects), (3) the total resources available to the community and their
relations to the aggregate expenditures made by all sectors of the
economy (price effects).
Multiplier effects

Government employees and contractors will spend at least part of
their income for their own consumption and investment needs. These
expenditures in turn will stimulate another round of consumption and
investment on the part of new income recipients, leading to an endless
chain of income creating new income through the spending cycle.
These multiplier effects of government expenditures, as they influence
aggregate employment and economic growth, have been discussed fre-
quently in the literature of the last generation and form the basis
of government efforts to influence overall economic activity through
fiscal policy.

Multiplier effects of government expenditures may also contribute
to economic stability as they are timed to counterbalance shifts in the
expenditures of private groups. Such timing is difficult, however; and
may present serious limitations to the effectiveness of fiscal policy.
Substitution effects

Only rarely will government expenditures be a net addition to all
expenditures made by private, groups. It is more likely that some
private spending will be replaced by public expenditures as services
provided by government take the place of private consumption or in-
vestment. Illustrations are readily provided by public education and
free highways, by public power projects and municipal airports-

195
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Private expenditures may also be adversely affected whenever erratic
public spending undermines confidence in the future stability of the
economy or raises doubts about the future place of the private business
sector in the economy. Any such substitution effects will counteract
the multiplier effects discussed above.

Beyond the mere size of private and public expenditures, however,
there is a more subtle issue involved here. Where economic growth
is measured in real rather tnan monetary terms, interest is focused
on the efficiency of resource allocation, whether the spending is done
by private or public bodies. As long as government expenditures
merely add to private spending, the issue of relative efficiency does
not arise, as it can be argued that any employment of otherwise idle
resources is more efficient than unemployment. As government takes
the place of private enterprise, however, it becomes necessary to evalu-
ate these substitution effects, in regard to their aggregate size as well
as to their impact on the efficiency of resource use.
Price effects

Multiplier and substitution effects thus far have been discussed with
the implicit assumption that no changes have taken place in the total
money supply: Government expenditures have been financed through
taxes or borrowing of existing funds. Where these taxes have been
raised from taxpayers who would have spent the funds if they would
have not been taxed, substitution of public for private spending is
obvious. Where the taxes are paid from funds which otherwise would
have been saved, some net addition to total spending is possible.

Governments are not limited to the spending of tax revenue. They
may borrow, either from existing funds or newly created bank credit.
Where the total money supply is expanded by government debt, gov-
ernment expenditures may still proceed without overall price effects
as long as spending is matched by the more efficient employment of
resources. Where spending outruns real resource availability and
use, however, the impact of government expenditures will be partly
on prices rather than employment. Their impact on economic stability
and growth will then be impaired by the forces of inflation. Though
government expenditures will still increase money income, a growing
part of this increase will now be accounted for by purely monetary
gains without a corresponding growth in the output of real goods and
services.

LEVEL oF GOVERNMENT AT WHICH PUBLIC FUNCTIONS ARE PERFORMED

The above discussion applies to all levels of government. The po-
litical process of decision making, the fiscal capacity of government
units, the legal authority of debt creation, the skill of tax and debt
administration, all differ on various levels of government, however.
It will be instructive, therefore, to review the impact of government
expenditures with specific reference to the level at which public func-
tions are performed. This survey will again proceed in the order
followed above, reviewing in turn (1) multiplier effects, (2) substitu-
tion effects, and (3) price effects.
Multiplier effects

Government employees and contractors are likely to spend their in-
come regardless of the specific government unit from which they re-
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ceive their funds. Consumption multiplier effects are therefore the
same whether teachers are paid by Federal, State, or local govern-
ments. Neither would it appear to matter whether old-age benefici-
aries receive their checks from Federal or local authorities. Invest-
ment multipliers are more readily affected by shifts in the government
spending unit as actual or potential government contractors may be
expected to "buy at home" and therefore be influenced by the geo-
graphic jurisdiction of the public agencies with which they deal.

The stability of government expenditures and their multiplier ef-
fects also may be subject to increasing limitations as the level of
government descends. The smaller the government unit, the more it
becomes the follower rather than the leader of its economic environ-
ment, subject to the general fortunes of the economic base on which its
fiscal capacity and its spending power depend.
SUbstitution effects

Many substitution effects are again likely to occur regardless of the
specific level of government at which the public function is performed.
There are some reasons, however, why substitution effects may be
larger at the lower level. To the extent that the fiscal capacity of
smaller government units is limited, expenditures may absorb a larger
share of local purchasing power, thus increasing the substitution of
public for private spending. Also, taxpayers may find it easier to
evade the local tax burden by shifting to other areas; it is this con-
sideration of competitive disadvantages for local business and the

willingness of local governments to spend.
Difficult as it is to assess the aggregate size of substitution effects,

it is even more hazardous to estimate the relative efficiency of govern-
ment at different levels. As local government is closer to the people
it is designed to serve, efficiency of resource use and responsiveness to
shifting needs may be better safeguarded. -On the other hand, the
inefficiencies of local patronage have been notorious at times. Few
general observations appear possible, therefore, on the more subtle
aspects of resource use efficiency on different levels of government.
Price effects

Only the Federal Government has the power to create new money.
The price effects of government expenditures are greatly influenced,
therefore, by the level of government which finances these expendi-
tures. Local and State governments can borrow, yet their access to
the money market is subject to the same restraints which characterize
the borrowing activities of private groups. The inflationary poten-
tial of government expenditures is, therefore, much more limited at
levels below the Central Government which combines the fiscal and
monetary powers of sovereignty.

It is this very limitation which has been the strength and weakness
of lower level government expenditures. The need for local govern-
ment to compete in the money market with private claimants for
funds may assure more careful appraisal of government projects and
thus lead to a more efficient resource allocation among private and
public uses. On the other hand, local governm-nent units are much
less equipped to "lean against the wind' and thus may accentuate
rather than balance fluctuations in aggregate employment and income.
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INFLUENCE OF GRANTS-IN-Am

Grants-inl-aid are a device of intergovernmental relations designed
to combine the fiscal advantages of each government level. The
greater fiscal capacity of the National Government is called upon to
finance expenditures of lower authorities whose more limited juris-
diction is thought to assure greater efficiency and responsiveness to
local needs. The followving observations Will briPyflV indicate how
such a complex Federal setting of intergovernmental fiscal relations
may change the impact of government expenditures on economic
stability and growth. Here, again, it will be convenient to retain the
distinction among (1) multiplier effects, (2) substitution effects, and
(3) price effects.
Multiplier effects

As stated before, government income recipients are not likely to be
influenced by the source from which they receive the funds. There
are several ways, however, through which grants-in-aid could change
these multiplier effects. First, matching grants may induce the re-
ceiving. government unit to spend more on its own in order to maxi-
mize the fiscal benefits received from the grant; such a reshuffling of
State and city budgets is often the very purpose of matching grants
and thus leads to intergovernmental multipliers. Second, grants-in-
aid may be designed to redistribute income among geographic regions
and areas; to the extent that such redistribution of income from well-
to-do to poor areas is accomplished, the consumption multiplier will
be increased.

It thus would appear that the multiplier effects of grants-in-aid
depend on the way the grant is administered. Matching grants offer
an incentive toward intergovernment multipliers yet limit the regional
redistribution of income; grants defined by local performance stand-
ards rather than financial participation emphasize the regional redis-
tribution of income throughout the jurisdiction of the grantor gov-
ernment.

Substitution effects
Grants-in-aid minimize the substitution effects of tax inequalities

as they tend to equalize income as well as the tax burden among all
units participating in the grants. This again holds particularly for
grants requiring no financial participation of the grantee government
though to a minor extent it also holds for matching grants. While
grants-in-aid thus limit the competitive impact of Government ex-
penditures among geographic areas, they may increase substitution
among resources as the larger expenditures of local governments for
goods and services bid resources away from private employment.
This latter impact is minimized if grants-in-aid are used for transfer
payments to final consumers, such as old-age assistance or educational
benefits.

The appraisal of grants-in-aid and their impact on the efficiency
of resource allocation presents again the difficulties encountered in any
appraisal of government efficiency. Grants-in-aid wish to combine
the fiscal efficiency of big government with the citizen participation
that local government on the grassroots level appears to preserve. Yet
fiscal efficiency presents some dangers. The pain of additional State-
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local taxes may serve as a helpful yardstick to sharpen the critical
appraisal of services demanded by local constituents, an appraisal
dulled by easy access to financial support from governments of higher
jurisdiction. In fields with a strong and clearly identified national
interest, local governments can best serve their citizens by drawing on
the superior fiscal powers of the Central Government. Yet such
reliance on outside support should not impair the discipline associated
with the discomfort of higher taxes.
Price effects

To the extent that grants-in-aid rely on the fiscal and monetary
authority of the National Government, they are likely to have the same
price effects direct Federal expenditures would have. The greater
reserves available to the Federal Government for raising funds
increase their potential contribution to economic growth as well as to
price inflation. This apparent ease of Federal financial support-
based on broader geographic jurisdiction, more efficient tax and debt
administration, freedom from the fear of industrial migration and tax
evasion, ready access to the money market-offers almost irresistible
temptation of increased reliance on grants-in-aid as a convenient way
out of the financial wilderness of State-local finance.

Yet the easy way may not always be the safest way to economic
growth and stability. In the twin national emergencies of the great
depression and the World War, there was no choice but to turn to the
National Government for increasing support on all levels. As the
rapid l1. tL and relative _setiltJ ad -4. pt da hv -J
strengthened the national economy, State and local governments have
been endowed with increased fiscal capacity to exercise more freedom
of choice in deciding how to finance the costly public services their
electorates are demanding. Full participation on all levels of govern-
ment, not only in spending funds, but also in raising the revenue
needed for these expenditures, appears the best assurance for a national
resource allocation to further economic stability and growth.



ADJUSTMENT OF GOVERNMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES
VIA GRANTS

James A. Maxwell, professor of economics, Clark University

THE CASE FOR FEDERALISM

When our Federal system was set up nearly 160 years ago, lines were
drawn that set limits to the powers of the National Government, and
reserved certain powers to the States by constitutional provision. The
lines drawn were not, indeed, clear cut, and they are even more blurred
today. But the demarcation was and is of great significance.

The importance of the federal form of government to the United
States is not less now than then. The very growth in the duties and
complexities of government may make it more important. Some gov-
ernmental decisions must be Federal, but there are many governmen-
tal services affecting the diverse life of the people about which uni-
form regulation and administration from a central source would be
mischievous as well as impracticable. Centralized decision would be
irresponsive to the variety of State and local needs.

The case for federalism-for decentralized decisions and adminis-
tration-rests on more than an appeal to efficiency. This is a dynamic
nation; the appropriate way to handle governmental functions does
not stay put. In such circumstances, State and local governments
provide limited laboratories for experimentation in administration.
Even more important is the fact that the State and local governments
are bulwarks of democracy. Only where the people of a nation have
adequate powers of decision can they develop a public spirit and the
specific knowledge and techniques that give life to free institutions.

A strong belief in federalism should not, however, be regarded as
synonymous with an extreme belief in States rights. States rights
can be defined so as to have genuine meaning, but this meaning should
not be twisted to block adjustments in the relative responsibilities of
Federal and State-local government. In the modern world changes
must be made, and rigid resistance to change can be injurious to the
success of federalism.

At present, with respect to economic policy, no area exists from
which Congress and the States are barred by lack of constitutional
power.1 According to the Commission on Intergovernmental Rela-
tions, "the crucial questions now are questions of policy: which level
ought to move? Or should both? Or neither? What are the pru-
dent and proper divisions of labor and responsibility between them?
These are questions mainly for legislative judgment, and the criteria
are chiefly political, economic, and administrative, rather than legal.
The emphasis is on mutual and complementary undertakings in fur-

1 The commission on Intergovernmental Relations, A Report to the President forTransmittal to the congress (Washington: June 1955), p. 32.
200
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therance of common aims." 2 The Commission goes on to say that a
realistic program to prevent overcentralization will depend not merely
on Federal restraint, but "on the readiness and ability of the States
and their subdivisions to assume their full share of the total task of
government." 3

STATISTICAL BACKGROUND

Table 1 shows public expenditures as a ratio of net national product
(gross national product minus capital consumption allowances) for
various nonwar years 1890-1955. For all levels of government, it was
8-11 percent of NNP 1890-1929. The figure jumped to 20 percent
during the 1930's first because of a fall in NNP (the denominator) and
later because of a sharp rise in government spending (the numerator).
At present, because of carry-over costs of World War II and the con-
tinuance of international tensions, government takes 29 percent of
NNP.
War-related versus civilian expenditures

If the total government expenditure is split into two broad cate-
gories (a) that for war-related purposes and (b) that for civilian pur-
poses, the significance of the former in the postwar period-is apparent.
From being 3 percent of NNP in 1940, it rose to 14 percent in 1955;
government expenditures for civilian purposes, on the other hand,
declined from 17 percent to 15 percent.

Another piece of factual background is brought out bv table 2. It
shows that the structure of governmental e4enditure for civilian
purposes has changed notably in one respect between 1940 and 1955;
welfare expenditures grew relatively, as well as absolutely. They were
52 percent of the total in 1940 and 59 percent in 1955. The other main
category of civilian expenditure, economic development, has relatively
held its own.
Federal, State, local 8hares

If next, expenditure is allocated among the three levels of govern-
ment-Federal, State and local-it is not surprising to find that respon-
sibility for the relative increase in government spending has been Fed-
eral. Table 3 shows that, for many years before the 1930's, Federal
expenditures in peacetime were 25-35 percent of total government
expenditure. In the depression of the 1930's, the Federal share jumped
(to 50 percent), while that of the localities dropped (from 57 percent
in 1929-to 31 percent in 1940). By 1955, the Federal share had risen
to 62 percent and the local had fallen to 21 percent. The State share
throughout was quite stable, being 18 percent of the total in 1929 and
17 percent in 1955.

If, finally, the classification of expenditure by levels of government
is joined with the classification of war-related versus civilian, the fact
emerges that postwar the State and local governments, and especially

'Ibid. p.33.
President Eisenhower repeated this thought in his speech to the Conference of State

Governors on June 14, 1957. He said: But, like nature, people and their.governments
are intolerant of vacuums. Every State failure to meet a pressing public need has createdthe opportunity, developed the excuse, and fed the temptation for the National Govern-ment to poach on the States' preserves. Year by year, responding to transient popular
demand, the Congress has Increased Federal functions. Slowly at first, but in recent timesmore and more rapidly, the pendulum of power has swung from our States to the CentralGovernment."
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the former, have expanded their civilian expenditures faster than has
the Federal Government. As table 4 shows, in 1955 the Federal share
was 29 percent; in 1940 it was 42 percent. *The decline affected about
equally the two major categories of social welfare and economic devel-
opment. This postwar behavior of Federal civilian expenditure is
explicable by the expansion of its war-related expenditures. What if
this latter could safely be reduced? Reduction in Federal taxes would
be one consequence but part of this reduction would probably be offset
by an iherease iii tate-local taxes. Moreover, a more rapid growth
of Federal civilian spending might be expected.

In the intergovernmental statistics given above, expenditures have
been charged against the level of government providing the money,
even when this money has been turned over to another government in
the form of grants. For example, over one-half the payments to
recipients of old-age assistance is provided by Federal grants; the
Federal Government is the source of the funds which go to State and
local governments as reimbursement of expenditures already made
by them.

Table 5 shows that, while Federal grants postwar have grown
rapidly in absolute amount, the grow'th has not been as fast as State7
local expenditure. Federal grants go predominant]y for social wel-
'fare with economic' develop mt' a' pbor second. (See table 6.) In
the .next decade, however, economic development may gain ground
because of the increase in grants provided by the Highway Act of
1956, and because social insurance payments, which are not financed
via 'grants, will .grow. over expenditure for public assistance,

FEDERAL GRANTS

Grants' are the chief device by whi6h governments cooperate in
handling a function, and opinion about them has been divided. Those
critics who believe in a precise separation of governmental functions,
with assignment of complete responsibility., to a level, argue that
cooperative action is relatively ineffective, leading to friction and
fumbling in administration. They are, furthermore, critical of the
process by which grants are selected. Congress makes the decision,
often guided by pressure groups which aim at bypassing the State
governments. Grants may, therefore, take the Federal Government
into functions which historically and constitutionally belong to the
States; they may bring centralization. The government which-holds
the purse strings will, it is asserted, control the activity. Still another
criticism is that grants bring about a redistribution of income among
the States,' so that income is taken from a rich State and transferred
to a poor one. At very best this process means a waste of crosshauling
as revenue is pulled in to Washington and then distributed to the
States.

The'proponents 'of Federal aid present counterconsiderations' of
some persuasiveness. 'But in the literature dealing with Federal
grants, an interesting aspect is that whereas opposition to grants is
usually expressed in general terms, proponents tend to stress the
merits of particular grants rather than of a system of grants. For
example, the opponent of Federal grants to education will stress argu-
ments relevant chiefly to this type of grant.
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Separation of functions
For the purposes of this paper only general arguments are rele-

vant, and here the most sweeping one relates to separation of gov-
ernmental functions and therefore of responsibility. The desirability
of clear-cut divisions and unified decisions would be beyond dispute
if governmental functions could be neatly divided and as neatly
maintained. But no precise division has ever commanded widespread
agreement. It is of the nature of a Federal Nation like the United
States to be heterogeneous in economic interests, traditions, and social
outlook. A division which means overcentralization to one area may
mean decentralization to another.

The pages of the Report of the Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations (the Kestnbaum Commission), and of the reports of its
study committees, offer convenient confirmation of these generaliza-
tions. States such as Kansas and Oklahoma regard the Federal soil-
conservation program as a national responsibility which should be
State. and Federal. (See Kestnbaum report, pp. 159, 164-66.) A
State like New York stresses the national importance of public hous-
ing, slum clearance, and urban renewal, while a State like N6rth
Carolina takes a very different view. Similar contrasts can be found
in the attitude toward development of water resources: Oregon versus
New Jersey; forest-fire control: New York versus Washington; for-
est planting: Massachusetts versus California; stream pollution:
Connecticut versus North Dakota; natural disaster relief: Maine ver-
sus Texas. In short, no manifest line can be drawn between a policy
which puts into Federal hands a power to make decisions which might
be irresponsive to the variety of geographic needs, and a policy which
puts in the hands of the States important responsibilities which they
cannot meet. Even if, at any point of time, such a line were visible, it
would inevitably get out of daite. And flexible adjustment of func-
tions to accord with a changing environment is not easy, since it is
of the essence of federalism to guard against frequent constitutional
change.

In circumstances of this sort, the device of grants may serve to
link the interests of the States and of the Federal Government. A
governmental function, vocation rehabilitation, which is primarily a
responsibility of State and local governments, may also be a matter of
national concern. To shift the function to the Federal level would
certainly be difficult and might be undesirable; to leave it as wholly a
State-local responsibility would be to neglect a national need. These
unsatisfactory alternatives can be avoided if the Federal Government
offers grants to stimulate State-local performance, to carry part of the
cost of the function, and to establish standards of performance at a
level appropriate to the national interest. Such a step may increase
the Federal power; it may bring some centralization, depending on
the scope and stringency of the Federal conditions. But the history
of grants offers no instance in which a grant has been a prelude to
Federal assumption of control; it does offer instances of grants which
have outlived their usefulness and of others which have not been
adapted to new situations.

Redistributive effects
The criticism that grants redistribute income among the States is

correct. If per capita income is taken as a measure of the richness
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or poverty of a State, rich States at present receive relatively small
grants, and poor States relatively large ones. (See table 7.) A rank
correlation of per capita grants and income by States for the fiscal
year 1953 gives a value of minus 0.59. This modest negative correla-
tion for grants as a whole conceals the fact that some grants, most
notably those for health services and public assistance, are much more
equalizing. Those for employment security, on the other hand, show
a positive correlationI, i. e., Larger relmative slants to thL e Ue -

to the poorer States.
Equalization by means of distribution of grants is, however, only

part of the process of interstate redistribution of governmental income.
In addition, the Federal revenue from which grants are provided
drains relatively more from the richer States. With one exception
.(grants for employment security administration which come from pay-
roll taxes) the money distributed as grants comes from general reve-
nues. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that the incidence of the
revenue spent as grants is the same as that of aggregate tax collec-
tions. The incidence of Federal taxes per capita in fiscal 1952 ranged
from $112 for Mississippi to $1,015 for Delaware. Rank correlation
of these figures with per capita income payments for the fiscal year
1953 gives the high value of +0.93. A visual indication of the dual
process is given by the accompanying charts, the line with the positive
slope showing the progressive incidence of Federal taxes by States,
and the line with the negative slope the regressive incidence of Federal
grant expenditures. Congress, in framing the formulas for allocation
of Federal grants should bear in mind the redistribution .which comes
from raising the revenue to be spent as grants, as well as that from
the formulas.

Equalization, carried too far, would have unfortunate effects on
resource allocation. If, for example, Government welfare services
~are provided to employables at generous levels, and through equaliz-
ing grants, incentive to labor mobility would be reduced. Equalizin
grants for development purposes might also create misallocation o
resources. On the other hand, equalizing grants when spent on welfare
services for unemployables would not likely impair resource alloca-
tion, since mobility of persons not in the labor market should be
discouraged rather than stimulated.

The practical likelihood that Congress will overdo equalizing grants
seems not to be great. Variable-ratio formulas, providing poor States
with a higher, and rich States with a lower percentage reimbursement
of expenditure, bring objection from the rich States. The logical
proposal that, for established welfare functions, the Federal Govern-
ment should give no grants to rich States, confining itself to variable-
ratio grants to poor States, has not appealed to Congress or to the
rich States. And yet such a scheme would require a much smaller
Federal expenditure, and it would relieve the rich States entirely
from the onus of Federal conditions.

It should also be remembered that, while equalization grant for-
mulas and a progressive Federal tax system redistribute income so as
to favor the poor States, the process is less powerful than if the
Federal Government, as an alternative, took over the whole activity.
Some part of the cost of provision of a welfare expenditure, such as
old-age assistance, is shifted at present via Federal grants from tax-
payers in poorer States to those in richer. But entire Federal respon-
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sibility for old-age assistance could be expected to redistribute costs
even more from poorer to richer States.

A final criticism of grants will be discussed, not because of its
weight, but because of its recurrence in popular discussion. It is that
collection of revenue by the Federal Government, and its subsequent
disbursement as grants, merely reallocates resources already under
the jurisdiction of State and loca-l governments and available to them
for taxation. As has been indicated just above, such a statement slurs
over the important fact that, in the process, there is a redistribution of
resources so that some States get more and some less. But even if
collections and grants balanced State by State-ven if the process
paralleled that of federally collected State-disbursed taxes-the de-
ticription would be inaccurate. Federal collection of most revenues
is more efficient and equitable than State-local collection; a given
revenue can be raised with less real cost by the Federal Government
than by State-local governments.

The gist of this discussion is that two basic difficulties stand in the
way of designation of functions as wholly Federal and wholly State-
local. The first is that governmental interest in most functions is not
divisible into these two segments, and, as a result, responsibility can-
not easily be so divided. For some functions, indeed, the division is
easy. To provide security against external aggression is a task for the
National Government; to provide internal security is a task for the
State and local governments. But the current debate concerning re-
sponsibility for civil defense, and the existence of the FBI, impair

soA A 1 hat cv^--- th.--sc- Sre n Tuvoln AMAlUa UA1_ _ 1u L_ _ 11d L_

ability of the Federa Government on the one hand, and of the State-
local governments on the other, to collect revenue and to handle ex-
penditure, is disparate. The State-local governments can handle a
great many functions more effectively than can the Federal Govern-
ment. The Federal Government, however, can handle collection of
most revenues more effectively than can State-local governments. Ex-
cept in time of war, the tendency is for State and local governments
as a whole to have a plethora of duties in relation to the revenues at
their effective disposal. The case of the Federal Government tends to
be the other way around. Both of these difficulties stimulate use of
grants.

DEFECTS OF FEDERAL GRANTS

The favorable appraisal of grants presented above should not be
allowed to obscure the fact that Federal grants, as now utilized, have
important defects. Their development has been piecemeal and hap-
hazard, so that no system of grants exists. Over the years Congress,
responding to pressures, has provided conditional grants, thereby
stimulating State and local governments to spend more than they
otherwise would for specific purposes. And once in operation, grant
programs live on, even though the original national purposes behind
them have been achieved. In such cases, grants serve only the fiscal
purpose of lightening the load on State-local budgets. Even when
grants continue to achieve national objectives, they may need revision
concerning method of apportionment, conditions, and administrative
rules.

The pages of the Kestnbaum report indicate the hold of status quo on
intergovernmental financial relationships. In 280 pages 174 dissents,

97735-57 15
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STATE RANKS IN PER CAPITA FEDERAL TAX INCIDENCE

(-FISCAL 1952) AND INCOME PAYMENTS (FISCAL 1953)
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qualifying statements, exceptions are recorded. Almost no specific
recommendation concerning grants is unanimous, and yet an academic
critic is bound to feel that the recommendations of the report were
disappointingly weak rather than bold. As such a critic, I cannot
believe that, for example, the grants for agricultural and vocational
education serve important national objectives; and that those for pub-
lie, issistnce and for nublie hphealth do not. need mnsior overbhaul and
probably consolidation into block grants.

Another defect of the Kestnbaum report is that it gave very little
attention to intergovernmental tax relations. And yet even the bold-
est opponent of grants is aware that discontinuance or reduction of
grants would throw a burden of expenditure upon State and local
governments which they could not easily provide. The proposition
naturally arises: Could not reduction of Federal grants be coupled
with reduction of Federal taxes? Even if State use of some tax
sources is less efficient than Federal, a realistic program of decentrali-
zation which would increase the importance of the States in our Fed-
eral system has marked appeal.4

The lack of boldness in the Kestnbaum report may be indicated also
by a brief examination of its treatment of present governmental re-
sponsibilities for two major functions, highway construction and
unemployment insurance.

HigAway construction
Responsibility for no long-established function of government has

gone through so complete a cycle of change as highways. A century
and a half ago, Federal interest in highways was strong. But in the
years after the War of 1812, the Federal Government retired from con-
striiction and not long afterward so did the States. The task of build-
ing and maintaining highways became, in the main, a local function,.
and it remained so almost to the 20th century. Roads seemed to be a
local responsibility because traffic on them was local. Then the rise of
the automobile, bv revolutionizing our system of transport, also revolu-
tionized the responsibilities of government toward highways. At first
there was demand even for Federal construction of a system of inter-
state highways,,ibut the more pedestrian plan of Federal grants pre-
vailed, with allocation of most of the money to local roads. Gradually,
however, under the guidance of the Bureau of Public Roads. the mile-
age eligible for Federal grants was limited, and in many States a

State highway system was marked out for direct construction and
maintenance by State highway departments.

The Federal grants for highways have been given a good rating by

most observers, and, in a historical sense, this rating seems correct.
Nonetheless, it seems that the political strength of the program allowed
and persuaded Congress to stick to a formula and allocation which
were out of date even before World War II. Postwar, indeed, Con-
gress enlarged and revised the program, giving attention to express
highways through or around the larger cities, and to designation of an
interstate system for which the major financial responsibility is Fed-

4At present, a Joint Federal-State Action Committee is exploring what can be done.
Federal relinquishment of taxes on admissions, local telephone service, club dues, etc.,
bringing in a revenue of about $750 million, is suggested as a quid pro quo to reduction
of grants for vocational education, old-age assistance, national disaster relief, the school-
lunch program, etc.
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era]. But too much money continued to be spent on roads with rela-
tively little traffic, to the neglect of heavy traffic roads and of roads in
the more populous States.

The Etestnbaum report showed little awareness of this situation. It
favored some increase of Federal aid channeled especially toward
"hi(hIways of major importance to the national security" (p. 216)
it wanted "a reduction in the extent and degree of Federal super-
vision" of the grants; it favored a pay-as-you-go plan financed "pri-
mrarilv from increased motor-fuel taxes" (p. 219) ; it wanted repeal
of the Haydele-Cartwright Act. Yet at this very time Congress, in
framing the Highway Act of 1956, was making major decisions in
highway policy. It was to increase Federal expenditure on highways
from 10 percent of total governmental expenditure to 20 to 25 percent,
to provide for reconstruction of the 41,000-mile Interstate Highway
System almost entirely with Federal money, and to segregate Federal
highway-user taxes into a fund earmarked for highway purposes. It
may be that a mileage will emerge which is entirely a Federal respon-
sibility, while the remaining mileage will be left to the State and local
governments with little or no Federal aid.
Uinebpioyinent inmsuran'ce

Unemployment insurance was set up in 1935 on a cooperative
Federal-State basis by use of the tax offset. A purely Federal scheme
was thought to be impractical for a variety of complicated reasons,
among them the danger of being declared unconstitutional. The tax
offset scheme itself squeaked bv the SUDreme Court in 1937 in a. 5 to 4
decision, with the majority putting much emphasis on their opinion
that the conditions and controls imposed by the Federal Government
were not excessive, and that the States were given a wide freedom
concerning the type of statute they might enact.

In the 20 years since this decision, the number of advocates of
federalization has grown, and, if a fresh start could be made, a
national plan of unemployment insurance might be favored. The
actual scheme of Federal-State cooperation, with its divided achmin-
istrative and legislative responsibilities, and the resultant diversity
of coverage, benefits, waiting periods, and tax rates, does not meet
adequately the national interest in unemployment compensation.
Merit rating, in particular, has introduced a perverse behavior of
the contribution rate which impairs countercyclical finance and en-
dangers the solvency of some State reserves. These are formidable
faults which are inadequately recognized by the IKestnbaum report. 5
Indeed, nowhere in the report, and in the report of its Study Com-
mittee on Unemployment Compensation and Employment Service, is
the influence of status quo so marked. A bare majority of the study
committee-6 out of 11 members-favored an increase in the tax
offset from 90 to 99 percent. This would, in effect, abolish the pres-
ent Federal grant for unemployment compensation and permit the
States to collect 99 percent of the employer tax. The Commission
gave its endorsement to experience rating. By a bare majority of 6
to 5, its study committee favored extension of coverage to employers

I Four Commissioners, Senators Morse and Humphrey, Dr. William Anderson, and ex-
Governor Alfred E. Driscoll, favored a national system of unemployment insurance, sup-
portfd and administered, by the Federal Government.
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of 1 or more employees, and the Commission went along, with 1
dissent.

The likelihood of major reform in unemployment insurance, not
to say federalization, is slight. The existing scheme works well
enough most of the time; it has the entrenched support of its admin-
istrators and indeed of all State officials in States with strong
reserves.

Two related policy conclusions seem indicated by this briet survey.
(1) The present system of grants needs overhaul to eliminate grants
which no longer serve an important national purpose, to revise grants
for which conditions, administration, apportionment are inappro-
priate, to add or enlarge grants for purposes where inadequate State
action is coupled with national need. (2) If the net result is to
throw new financial responsibilities on State and local governments,
the Federal Government should offset, or more than offset, the
burden by reduction of Federal taxes, especially those suitable for
State-local administration. Such steps would help in reconstruction
of a more effective federalism.6

TABLE 1.-Public expenditures and net national product,' all levels of government
combined (fiscal years)

1890 1 1929 1 1932 1940 1955

Expenditures (billions):
1. Civilian -$0.6 $8.8 $9.6 $15. 5 $60. 5
2. War-related 

2- - .2 1.9 2.2 2.5 152.9

3. Total -. 8 10.7 11.8 18.0 113.4
4. Net national product -. 11.0 95.0 50.7 93.0 359.5

Expenditures (percent of net national product):
5.Civilian 2 6 9 19 17 15
6. War-rehtacd 2 

- 2 2 4 3 14

7. Total----- 2--29-2-----------------------------9 8 |23 |

I The classification and the figures for (1890) 1940 are taken from an article The Growth of Public Expend-
itures in the United States, 1890-1948, by R. A. Musgrave and J. M. Culbertson, National Tax Journal,
June 1953. The figures for 1955 are only roughly comparable with those for 1940 since I have sometimes
had to guess where Musgrave and Culbertson would put the figures.

2 War-related expenditures are defined as those of the Military Establishment, veterans' benefits, interest
on Federal debt incurred for defense purposes, and Federal foreign aid in 1955.

TABLE 2.-Public expenditures for civilian purposes, 1940 and 1955,1 all levels of
government combined (fiscal years)

1940 1955 1940 1955

BiUions BiUions Percent Percent
1. Regulation and protection -$1.0 $2.1 6 4
2. Economic development -3.6 14.5 24 24
3. Social welfare -8.0 35.8 52 59
4. Interest 2 -- ------------. 1.3 1.3 7 2
5. Other-1.7 6.8 11 .11

Total ---------- 15.6 60.5 100 . 100

I See footnote to table 1.
2 Interest on debt incurred for purposes other than defense.

O A thorough overhaul of grants should not neglect their adaptability for countercycle
purposes. Some of the possibilities were summarized in a paper presented to your ssbcoin
mittee by me in November 1955.
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TABLE 3.-Distribution by levels of government of public expenditures'
(fiscal years)

1890 1929 1 1932 1 1940 1 1955

Billions of dollars

1. Federal -------------------- - 0.3 2. 6 3.25 9. 0 70. 2
2. State -. 1 1.9 2.3 3.4 19.6
3. Local -__ 6.2 6.0 5.6 23.6

Total - -------------------------------- .9 10. 71 11.8 j 18.0 j 113.4

Percent of total

1. Federal
2. State .
3. Local

Total ---- --------------- ------

I See footnote to table 1.

NOTE.-Figures may not add to totals because of rounding.

TABLE 4.-Distribution, by levels of government, of civilian expenditure,
1940 and 1955

1940 1955 1940 1955

Economic development: BiUions Billion s Percent Percent
1. Federal ------------------------------------ $2 $5 55 37
2 State - ---------------------------------- 1 6 25 38
3. Local -------------------------------------------- 1 4 2U X0

Total -4 15 100 100

Social welfare:
1. Federal -- -------------------------------------- - 3 9 42 25
2. State -2 12 24 32
3. Local -- ------------------------------------------ 3 15 34 43

Total -8 36 100 100

Other:
1. Federal -1 3 30 29
2. State -1 2 15 25
3. Local -2 5 55 47

Total-4 10 100 100

Total civilian:
1. Federal -7 17 42 29
2. State-3 19 22 32

.Local-6 25 36 39

Total -16 61 100 100

NOTE.-Figures may not add to totals because of rounding.

TABLE 5.-Federal grants and State-local expenditures

Grants State-local Percent
expenditures

Millions Million
1947 -$1,678 $14, 171 11.8
1953 -2,781 32,937 8.5
1954 -2,987 36,607 8. 2
1955 -3,126 40,376 7.7
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TABLE 6.-Federal grants, 1947 and 1955

1947 1955 1947 1955

Percent of Percent of
Millions Millions total total

Labor and welfare-$935 $2, 094 55 67
(Public assistance) -(644) (1, 427)

Commerce and housing --- --------------- 602 724 35 ?.
(Highways) -(208) (584) .

Agriculture and agricultural resources -65 248 4 S
Natural resources, not agriculture -10 26 1 1
Other -67 35 4 1

Total ------------------ 1,678 3,126 100 100

TABLE 7.-Per capita income payments (fiscal 1958), Federal grants (fiscal 1953),
Federal tax incidence (fiscal 1952), by States

Income Federal Federal tax Income Federal Federal tax
payments grants incidence payments grants incidence

United States ------ $1,616 $17.19 $412 ------------ |------------

Delaware ----- 2, 256 15.52 1,015 1 36 1
Nevada -2,201 51.19 653 2 1 5
Connecticut -2,132 10. 92 698 3 46 2
District of Columbia -2,122 7. 88 697 4 49 3
New York- 2,110 13. 04 676 5 42 4
Illinois -2,038 13.75 552 6 40 6
New Jersey -- --- ----- 2,035 8.84 510 7 48 9
California -2,008 21.29 505 8 18 10
Ohio -1,942 12.47 460 9 43 12
Michigan -1, 916 14.67 445 10 37 14
Washington -1, 846 25.71 381 11 12 19
Maryland - ---- 1, 806 12.37 485 12 44 11
Massachusetts-1, 792 16.31 549 13 35 7
Pennsylvania-1, 778 10. 04 446 14 47 13
Indiana- 1, 751 11. 81 336 15 45 26
Oregon -1, 718 17.85 387 16 29 18
Rhode Island -1, 705 17.27 538 17 30 8
Wisconsin -1,694 14.51 376 18 38 21
Montana -1,690 30.45 350 19 7 25
Wyoming - ------ 1,654 32.74 333 20 5 27
Colorado- 1.652 32. 85 412 21 4 15
Missouri -1,631 23.68 405 22 15 17
Kansas-1,590 21.79 302 23 17 30
New Hampshire- 1, 586 16.73 408 24 33 16
Nebraska ----- 1,558 16.64 326 25 34 28
Iowa -1, 546 17.25 300 26 31 31
Minnesota -- 1, 524 18. 34 361 27 27 23
Arizona -1,488 25. 96 293 28 22 32
Utah -1,484 28.17 243 29 9 37
Texas -1,468 18.84 318 30 24 29
Idaho- 1,448 24.89 241 31 14 38
Vermont ------------ 1, 382 21.04 359 32 19 24
Maine- 1, 364 18. 09 372 33 28 22
Florida- 1, 352 17.02 378 34 32 20
Virginia -1,350 13.17 277 35 41 33
New Mexico - ------ 1,337 30.68 239 36 6 39
Oklahoma -1,310 34.51 245 37 3 36
South Dakota -1,296 28. 93 218 38 8 43
North Dakota -1, 270 27.23 224 39 10 41
West Virginia - 1, 245 19.21 249 40 22 35
Louisiana------------ 1,240 34.94 258 41 2 34
Georgia ---- 1,162 23. 31 220 42 16 42
Tennessee -1,156 19.05 209 43 23 45
Kentucky -1,146 18.56 231 44 25 40
South Carolina -1,092 19.40 170 45 20 46
North Carolina -1,078 14.11 213 46 39 44
Alabama -1,021 18.44 163 47 26 47
Arkansas -- 953 25.30 139 48 13 48
Mississippi- 830 19.26 112 49 21 49

Sources: The Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Report, pp. 303-304, Selma Mushkin, Illus-
trative Estimates of Federal Expenditures and Revenues by States (U. S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, Washington, 1956, mimeographed), p. 58.



THE TENABLE RANGE OF FUNCTIONS OF LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

George J. Stigler, professor of economics, Columbia University

The members of the legislative, executive, and judiciary de-
partments of 13 and more States, the justices of peace, officers
of militia, ministerial officers of justice, with all the county,
corporation, and town officers, for 3 million and more of peo-
ple, intermixed, and having particular acquaintance with
every class and circle of people, must exceed, beyond all pro-
portion, both in number and influence, those of every descrip-
tion who will be employed in the administration of the Fed-
eral system (The Federalist, No. 45).

The preservation of a large role in governmental activity for local
governments is widely accepted as an important social goal. No one
can doubt that the individual citizen gains greatly in political dig-
nity and wisdom if he can participate in the political process beyond
casting a vote periodically. It is also generally conceded that a good
political system adapts itself to the differing circumstances and mores
of different localities, or, as I would wish to rephrase it, the syster
should allow legitimate variations of types and scales of governmental
activity to correspond with variations in the preferences of different
groups of citizens.

Nor will it be denied that this social goal is being increasingly
sacrificed. In 1900, virtually all questions of housing, public health,
crime, and local transportation were dealt with exclusively by State
or local governments, and the role of the Federal Government in edu-
cation, regulation of business practices, control of natural resources,
and redistribution of income was negligible. Today the Federal Gov-
ernment is very active in each of these areas, and its share of responsi-
bility is gradually increasing.

I propose to examine some of the reasons which are given for the
growing centralization of political processes. The proper range of
activities of government in general will not be raised. Our question
is simply this: If the people in a given community wish to embark on
a particular governmental policy, when does the efficient discharge
of this policy require that it be imposed by a central authority also
upon other communities?

In many minor areas of governmental activity no real questions are
raised, as yet, about the feasibility of local sovereignty. If a given
community wishes to have superb library facilities, it can build and
pay for them; if another community wishes instead a skating rink, it
may so choose. If individual citizens in any community disagree
strongly with the majority preferences, they may move to a more con-
genial commun~ity. Since governmental functions must often be pro-
vided upon a considerable scale to be tolerably efficient in execution, a
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sufficiently eccentric individual may not be able to find any community
with enough like-minded individuals to be able to adopt that series
of governmental policies which would exactly suit his taste. For exam-
ple, he may wish to live in a community with gravel streets and a
magnificent observatory, and find no community willing to provide
this combination. This sort of limitation is also encountered in con-
suming the products of private enterprise-I may not find precisely
the automobile or typewriter that suits me.

In most areas of governmental activity, however, it is increasingly
felt that local governments are inefficient units. When any of three
types of governmental activity are sought, it is said that the unit of
effective administration must be large in scale-

1. When the object of a regulatory policy can be nullified by
the competition of (including migration to) other local govern-
mental units.

2. When the source of revenue of the activity can escape finan-
cial responsibility by migration to another unit.

3. When the policy is incapable of efficient performance upon a
local scale.

We consider these problems in turn.

THE PROBLEM OF COMPETITION,

Suppose that a community wishes to set a high standard of factory
safety, and requires the installation of a very expensive safety device.
Then the local portion of a much larger industry will be undersold in
the common market by factories in other communities, provided they
do not also simultaneously set as high standards of safety practices.
The local branch of the industry then dies or migrates. These facts
can be taken as data for our discussion.

The essence of this argument is that competition, which usually
works so well in the area of private enterprise, serves to defeat desir-
able goals in the area of government. If every governmental unit, save
one, were to desire and require elaborate safety devices in the facto-
ries of some industry, it is claimed that their desire could be stultified
by the presence of the exceptional community which did not have this
desire, because the regulated industry would migrate to this commu-
nity and escape regulation, and the knowledge that it would do so is
often enough to prevent the various communities from attempting to
regulate it.

It may be remarked that a similar argument is often encountered
in the private-enterprise sector. Plants with low wage rates, it is
often said, force plants with high wage rates to reduce their wages in
order to compete successfully in the common market. In this case the
argument is reversible: the plants with high wage rates force plants
with low wage rates to raise their wages in order to compete success-
fully for workers in the common labor market. Both formulations,
however, are singularly uninformative, for they do not lead directly
to the correct conclusion, which is that the wages of all (similar)
workers must approach equality in all plants under competition, and
the common wage rate will be governed by the value of the worker's
services in those plants which can pay this rate. Can it be that some
parallel obscurity attaches to the customary formulation of the unfor-
tunate effect of competition among governments?
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-The governmental analysis is, in fact incomplete. Suppose any
community set the required level of safety practices as high as it.
wishes, and then gave a subsidy to each enterprise in the locality equal
to -the additional cost that these safety devices imposed upon the en-
terprises. Then there would be no tendency for the local industry to,
be handicapped in competition with other areas with lower safety
standards, and the community would enjoy more worker safety and.
less of other things than other communities. If 47 percent of the lo-
calities or 99 percent of the localities embark upon this policy, then 47
or 99 percent of the factories will have the desired safety practices,
and the nonconformist competitors will not have the slightest ten-
dency to injure or attract these safe and expensive factories.

'When a community imposes the safety regulations without giving
a compensating subsidy, its troubles arise from the fact that it is seek-
ing to push these higher costs off on consumers, and neither local nor
distant consumers wish to assume this burden. The problem of com-
petition resolves itself into an unwillingness of the community to bear
the costs of its policy when they are posed as an explicit burden.

A similar analysis holds when the community wishes to require of
some consumer good that it be of unusually high quality. If it spec-
ifies that only goods of this luusual quality be sold in the community,
the producers will be quite eager to meet the specifications-at a re-
munerative price.

Although it involves a digression, it may be profitable to discuss
more g"nervlUy our e.nm1pl of factory safety devices because the dis-
cussion will serve to illmuninate the workings of competition in general.
If workers are faced with the choice of working in one plant, un-
equipped with safety devices, at an hourly rate of $1.50 but with ex-
pected losses from injuries of 5 cents per hour, and in another plant
with safetv devices they are offered $1.46 with no expected losses
from injuries, we should expect them to choose the latter plant. If
under these conditions they do not choose the safer plant, the most
probable explanation is that they do not correctly appraise the ex-
pected losses from injuries and the remedy is to inform them of the
consequences of working in factories unequipped with safety devices.
In a fully competitive system the entrepreneurs will supply at cost
all the safety devices that the workers demand, and all safety devices
which return (to the worker, in terms of reduced injuries) as much
or more than the cost will be adopted. It may well be that in this
situation there will be safetv devices which do not pay but which
would reduce injuries further, and that the community as a whole
sets a higher value on avoidance of these injuries than the workers
themselves do. Some moral philosophers might argue that these work-
ers should set a higher value on the avoidance of injuries, but the
workers do not, and in a society with free choice of occupation they
cannot be made to pay for more safety than they wish. Hence the
society must bear the costs of achieving more safety, and the sole
question is whether the costs be borne by consumers through compul-
sory installation of the safety devices and restriction of supply, or by
direct grant from public funds.

The competition of other communities as tax collectors is an inm-
portant form of the alleged difficulty arising out of competition. Sup-
pose community A wishes to have splendid and expensive schools,
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streets, housing, poor relief, and what not. If it levies sufficient taxes
to finance this elaborate program, a large portion of the tax base (in-
dustries and well-to-do individuals) wvill leave the community while
simultaneously a large number of beneficiaries of the generous pro-
gram may immigrate. The tax rates on the narrower tax base will
have to be prohibitive (from the viewpoint of the remaining taxpay-
ers) to finance the sumptuous program.

Again we can accept the facts, with one temporary amendment.
Let us assume that the same income is received by every family, and
no questions of income redistribution are involved. Will the presence
of communities with lower tax rates defeat the ambitions of com-
mnunity A? The answer is clearly in the negative. There will be some
redistribution of population among communities: those people who
prefer cheaper public services and lower tax rates wvil]] miove else-
wrvle, and others with opposite taste will move to A. Coanpetition of
communities offers not obstacles but opportunities to variolls coin-
munities to choose the types and scales of governmental functions
they wish. The proviso that all family incomes are equal has a vast
influence on this argument, of course, and we turn now to income
redistribution as a goal.

TIrE DISTRIBIUTION OF INCOfME

If all families lad equal (real) income, would there be any need
for local governmental units? Why could not each city be a private
corporation, supplying at a price the services its dwellers demanded?
With many, many such corporations, competition would prevent mo-
nopolistic pricing, And schooling and police and fire protection would
be sold.at a price including a fair rate of return on investment. This
scheme would obviously be inappropriate where the service must be
a monopoly (like national defense) and probably also where the comn-
umnity size was so large (due to the economic advantages of size) that.
the communities were too few to rely upon competition, but let us put
these instances aside. Wie are not seeking to prove that there should
be no government, but rather to find the logic of government at the
multiunit governmental level.

A basic deficiency in this private enterprise organization of social
life, we would all agree, is that it allows excessive freedom to the indi-
vidual. It would allow parents to horsewhip children, and it would
create communities populated chiefly with drunkards and drug ad-
dicts-although thieves would presumably prefer to live among honest
men (even with their policemen) than only with other thieves. Pub-
lic opinion would curb many undesirable personal actions, but the
society would wish to compel observance of its basic values. As a
result, we must recognize the need for political units large enough so
their numbers include enough normal people to insure the imposition
of the society's basic moral standards on local communities. Our
States-with 1 or 2 possible western exceptions-meet this condition of
statistical large numbers.

The second basic weakness-some will call it a strength-of the pri-
vate enterprise organization of local government is that it would not
permit price discrimination; it does not have the ability to redistribute
income. The purely competitive organization of local services would
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make it impossble for a local government to obtain money from the
rich to pay for the education of the children of the poor, except to the
extent that the rich voluntarily assumed this burden.

How can local governments cope with this problem? If 99 com-
munities tax the rich to aid the poor, the rich may congregate in the
hundredth community, so this uncooperative community sets the tune.
Here competition does not perform with its usual excellence, for com-
petition is the system calculated to organize only voluntary activity.

What is the correct amount of redistribution of income in light of
the society's desires? It is more than the unrestricted competition of
tax-free colonies of the rich would allow, but less than the most ag-
gressively egalitarian community would desire. The decision must
be in some sense a national decision, for the proper amount of redis-
tribution, even if rich and poor were chained to their communities,
could not depend upon the accidents of income composition of a par-
ticular community. And once this level of redistribution is set, no
one community may complain if its rich citizens migrate when it seeks
to go above this level of distribution unless the society is prepared to
let the most egalitarian community set the scale of income redistri-
bution.

Since redistribution is intrinsically a national policy, it should not
be restricted to a community level; a community consisting only of
poor people should receive the desired minimum social services.
Hence, in pure principle, the Federal Government should collect the
progressive levies and redistribute them (in whole or in part) to local
UwiAS with each uliii receiving an amount governed by the number of
its poor and the degree of their poverty.

Given this system of tax revenue redistribution, the local govern-
ments could still be allowed to perform any function which they were
competent to perform efficiently. One community might choose to
spend more on schools and less on hospitals than another, but this is
surely an area of legitimate freedom; there is no "correct" distribution
of expenditures among such functions.

In a society which has no serious program of income redistribution
(even as a means to the attainment of minimum goals), local govern-
ments would face no basic revenue problems because of competition.'
It is in keeping with this argument that a century ago almost all func-
tions were local and the problem of competition for the tax base was
negligible. With an appropriate fiscal system we could restore these
revenue considerations to a position of unimportance even in an era of
extensive income redistribution. There still remains the question of
whether the local governments could efficiently perform the enlarged
range of functions that modern governments have assumed. We
turn now to this question.

TIHE ECONOMIES OF SCALE

How large must a governmental unit be to perform efficiently the
activities which the public wishes governments to perform? This is
an area which deserves much more attention than it appears to have
received, and the following remarks are 1ighly tentative.

Perhaps a qualification should be entered with respect to the growth of taxable wealththat escapes a general property tax. In England the desire of property owners to easetheir tax burdens was a force in the emasculation of local government; see E. Cannall,The History of Local Rates in England, second edition, 1912. ch. VI.
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: There are a set of functions which are intrinsically natiopial :because
they are. indivisible.. The greatest of these is national defense,. and
it would be ill-served if each State or local unit were to undertake
the defense of its own area. One may cite also foreign relations, the
national governmental machinery, and the control of relationships
among lower governmental levels.

In addition to such traditional functions, one may list certain func-
tions which are or can be performed at a. local level bUb Nileieli i-juSt

be coordinated to achieve efficiency in their design. The transpQrta-
tion systems of localities must take some account also of the needs of
long-distance transportation. The radio and television stations of
various localities must not jam one another. These are functions
which in the economist's language, have large external economies or
diseoconomies accruing to the areas which do .not participate in their
execution, so it is essential that they be formulated (although not.
necessarily administered) on a larger area than the local government.

We should reserve for the Federal Government those functions
which are much more efficiently discharged on the largest scale.
When local performance involves large duplication, it is inefficient.
Thus it seems undesirable to have 48 estimates of wholesale prices
since the price movements in most regions will be parallel: on the
other hand, the calculation of cost-of-living indexes might suitably be
removed from the BLS to the States.
. The optimum scale of performance has tacitly become identified
with the National, or at least the State, scale almost without examin-
ing the nature of the governmental functions under discussion. This
seems most surprising to the student of industrial organization; he is
accustomed to finding that the activity in an industry with a complex
technology is usually efficiently conducted by a firm smaller by almost
any measure than the government of a town of 25,000. Is there some
special characteristic of governmental functions that makes, large
units necessary to efficiency?

Only one characteristic seems a possible candidate for this role: the
great variety of functions performed by even the small governmental
units. The lack of specialization is pronounced even tlough.politi-
cal scientists complain of a multiplicity of overlapping local units
(many of which were established to evade tax or debt limits on local
units). Some of these functions can be performed efficiently on a
very small scale. Many of the most distinguished private. schools
and colleges are much smaller than the school svstem of a town of
5.000 people. Others are more varied. A police department can
efficiently control local traffic on a small scale: in one sense it must
be worldwide to have an efficient "missing persons" 'bureau.

But this variety of function is not really unusual. Every enter-
prise must use goods and services, or produce goods or services, which
must be produced or sold on a much wider scale than the enterprise
itself can undertake. Even a huge department store is not large
enough to make its own delivery trucks, or to print the newspapers
in which it advertises. Just as cooperation in these matters is brought
about by the price system, so cooperation among governmental units
has been developed-and could be carried much further-to avoid the
determination and execution of all public functions by that govern-
mental unit which is most efficient in conducting the functioji with the
largest scale of operation.
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It happens, as we have already noticed, that one function of para-
mount importance must be conducted on a very large scale: the col-
lection of revenues designed to redistribute income. Much central-
ization, in fact probably most centralization, has been a consequence
of this situation. A central government is loathe to make grants
without exercising a degree of control over the local units which
disburse the funds. No degree of control less than 100 percent, how-
ever, is sufficient to guarantee local performance exactly as the cen-
tral authorities wish it, and there is no obstacle except tradition to
slow down their gradual extension of controls.

The case for imposing controls over the smaller units receiving
grants, however, is far from general. The central disbursing authority
has no monopoly of wisdom. The State boards of education have
imposed a series of certification requirements on local teachers, for
example, that have done much to lower the quality of elementary
education in the United States. When central governments have
superior civil servants, as they often do, the cause lies more often in
their control of finance and authority than in the advantages of
centralization. It may be true that when most administrative units
are small the ablest men cannot conduct affairs on the largest scale,
but this seems an odd consideration to give weight in setting the func-
tions of local governments in a democracy. More often the complex-
ity of the tasks at the national level has reached such levels that not
the ablest men can control them efficiently.

If grants were given to local governments without supervision,
there wV o Ud bU sov '..- . g;ro- ng. or5- v.enlit and more
variety in the quality of the performance of public functions. We
should also expect to find that much of this variety was eminently
sensible, and that many types of experimentation would constantly
be embarked upon by the more venturesome and the more foolish
communities-with large social benefits from both the successes and
the failures.

If we give each governmental activity to the smallest governmental
unit which can efficiently perform it, there will be a vast resurgence
and revitalization of local government in America. A vast reservoir
of ability and imagination can be found in the increasing leisure time
of the population, and both public functions and private citizens
would benefit from the increased participation of citizens in political
life. An eminent and powerful structure of local government is a
basic ingredient of a society which seeks to give to the individual the
fullest possible freedom and responsibility.
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ECONOMY AND EFFICIENCY IN GOVERNMENT
EXPENDITURES

SOME DEVICES FOR INCREASING EFFICIENCY IN
GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE

0. H. Brownlee, professor of economics, University of Minnesota

This paper treats what must be considered some comparatively
minor issues associated with government spending. It is concerned
with how to determine the levels of some of the services that govern-
ment ought to provide and how such services should be produced.
Its proposals are applicable to State and local as well as Federal
expenditures. I am almost certain that other participants in this
study will point out that solutions to many of the central problems
of public expenditure policy are essentially matters of personal taste
on which unanimous agreement is not to be expected. At the present
time, I am not prepared to debate this position. Instead, I shall deal
with some problems whose solutions should not be arbitrary ones, even
though the changes in expenditures that wouid follow from applying
them would look small in comparison with current levels of spend-
ing.

The treatment provided does not point out in detail how the princi-
ples proposed might be applied. I shall sketch the applicability for
a few examples. These examples may appear to be extreme cases
and are chosen to demonstrate clearly the points I am trying to make.
These proposals when applied might prompt us to do some things in
ways much different from those currently employed.

Although I shall argue that demand and supply relations can guide
us more in determining government expenditure than currently is
the usage, this argument does not support either those who believe
that the best government is the one that does least nor those who believe
that the scope of governmental activities should be expanded. In
manv areas we don't know whether government is spending too little
or too much-even though such questions could .be answered unambig-
uously-because we have not obtained relevant information nor em-
ployed decision-making procedures which would permit us to use the
relevant data.

GOVERNMENT SPENDING TO PROVIDE SERVICES AND TO REDISTRIBUTE
INCOME

Government spends to provide services and to modify the dis-
tribution of income from that which would prevail if it were deter-
mined only by the pattern of resomI-ce ownership and resource prices.
The extent to which income should be redistributed-the tax and ex-
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penditure pattern together being important instruments of redis-
tribution-is essentially an ethical problem and will not be discussed
here.
Goods and services that should be provided by government

The goods and services whose provision to the population should be
of interest to government and the goods and services which govern-
ment soild nrpodiie need1 inot hp the same thlings. The first group
includes things whose costs should be covered to some extent fromn
tax revenues, although the organization of the production of these
things might be left completely to private enterprise. The things
whose provision to the population is a legitimate governmental con-
cern includes those that one might call "socially beneficial." Ad-
ditional consumption of such a good or service by one person increases
the welfare of other persons as well as that of the immediate consumer.
Elementary school education is a service generally believed to be of
this kind. Because Smith's children do not capture all of the benefits
of becoming literate and perhaps learning how to think and thus
eventually becoming better citizens than would be the case if they
were without elementary education, Jones is willing to contribute
toward the education of the Smith children, i. e., to support govern-
mental expenditure for such education. It is believed that if ele-
mentary school education were allocated among the population in the
same manner as steak or beer, too little of it would be produced.
Other instances of goods or services that are socially beneficial in-
clude services to check the spread of communicable diseases and
various services associated with sanitation-sewage and garbage dis-
posal, for example.

A second category of gcods and services in whose provision gov-
ernment should be interested might be called public goods,' those
which can be consumed by one person without any reduction in the
amounts available to other persons. For example, a radio or television
transmission can be received by an additional receiving set without
affecting the reception of other receivers; one's view of a public monu-
ment is independent of the number of persons who have seen it pre-
viously.

Government's interest in sociallv beneficial g oods is to see that their
consumption is larger than would be the case if they were distributed
in the same manner as other goods. This objective can be attained
by subsidizing producers or by giving grants to consumers conditional
upon these grants being used to purchase such goods or services.
Either approach requires governmental spending. The interest of
government in public goods also is akin to seeing that more is )lro-
duced than would be the case if they were privately produced and
sold. It costs something to produce and disseminate radio programs.
Yet the best way of collecting to cover these costs is not necessarilv
to charge each listener according to the amount he listens but rather
to charge him a flat fee for the opportunity to receive radio reception.
Insofar as government mav act as the intermediary in collecting and
dispersing funds, government expenditure is involved.

I Refer to Paul A. Samnleson. The Pure Theory of Public Expenditure, The Review of
Economics and Statistics. XXXVI. pp. 387-389.
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.Oood? and services that should be produced by government
Whether government should produce goods and services-socially

'beneficial ones, public goods, or other goods- :is simply a question of
whether governiental organization of production will result in a
Given amount being produced at a lower cost than would be achieved
by private producers. Thus, there is no inherent reason for a good
or service to be produced by government, even though this good is
freely distributed by government, if private producers can produce
it at less cost; nor is there any reason why government should not
produce any good or service and sell it in. the market, even though
this commodity has been produced privately, if it can do so at less
cost than private producers.

In this paper I shall avoid the hardest problems-those associated
with how much production there should be of public goods and goods
with social benefits. Instead I shall deal with some of the problems
of trying to assure that the costs of producing whatever outputs
are chosen is a minimum, some of the devices that can be used for
determining the outputs of goods that are neither public goods nor
socially beneficial but in the production of which government has
definite advantages, and with some considerations in determining
whether a good is socially beneficial.

MORE WIDESPREAD USE OF CONTRACTING AS A DEVICE FOR LOWERING
COSTS OF SERVICES IN WHICH GOVERNMEN-T HAS AN INTEREST

In the United States it is widely believed that with both types
of producers having access to the same technology and the same mar-
ket information, private producers will produce more efficiently than
government. There is relatively little pressure for government to
take over the production of steel or autos or most other goods and
services that are clearly neither socially beneficial nor public goods.
A foundation for this belief might be that if decision makers are
rewarded (or penalized) in accordance xvitlh the quality of the deci-
sions which they make, the quality of decision making vwill be better
than if rewards and quality of decisions are not closely related.
Where profit is a good index of the quality of the decision, the results
of private producers' decisions in organizing production are gen-
erally accepted.

In many areas, government has chosen to specify the amount of
a product to be produced and to let private producers produce the
product for government. The military does not produce its own
planes, tanks, etc.; the postal service hires railways and airlines to
carry mail; some school districts do not operate their own school
buses, etc. The line between where government should buy goods
and services and where it should produce them itself appears to have
been arbitrarily drawn. If the contention that private producers
can produce more efficiently is correct, there are opportunities for
reducing costs of government-although the savings may not be
large-through more widespread application of the practice of gov-
ernment specifying the task to be accomplished and letting private
producers bid for the job. For example, fire protection, garbage col
lection, mail collection and delivery, and even many law-enforcemlent
activities (such as checking parking violations and collecting taxes)
might be contracted to private agencies.
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One cannot forecast accurately the outcome of more widespread ap-
plication of contracting. - There should* be reductions in costs of
doing some of the things now done by government. But total ex-
penditure might be increased. For example, with better garbage
collection at the same cost as at present or the same kind of garbage
collection at lower cost- people might demand more of it than cur-
rently is being obtained. Rather than try to oiess what the, expend-
iture pattern would be, let me try to indicate how more widespread
use of contracting might be made by reference to an extreme case.

One function which government performs is that of levying and
collecting taxes, the procedure whereby a person may determine
his tax liability having been stated basically by legislation. There
are, of course, what many people call "inequities" in the tax structure
that are the results of legislation. However, there are others that
are essentially administrative-in the assessment of property for tax
purposes and in the .undercollection of income taxes, particularly
from self-employed persons. It is claimed that these could be rem-
edied by devoting more. resources to tax collection, yet there is no
agreement as to how much more should be devoted to this purpose.
One way of determining this would be to sell the right to collect
a certain tax in a particular area. If taxpayers have adequate
recourse to opportunities to prove their true tax liabilities so that
they will not pay more than legally prescribed and if the right
to collect a tax sells for more than-the net revenues (gross collec-
tions minus collection costs) obtained by government, greater effi-
ciency in tax collection would have been achieved. The tax '"farm-
ers" (as they were called in earlier times when such procedures were
followed) would be organizing their resources more efficiently than
has government in collecting a given amount of revenue and/or de-
voting more nearly the correct amount of resources to their function-
It might be noted that such a move might prompt legislation such
that taxpayers could more unambiguously determine their tax lia-
bilities and that there should be virtually no bribery of tax collectors.

SOCIALLY BENEFICIAL GOODS AND SERVICES

There is not complete agreement with respect to precisely which
goods and services are socially beneficial. However, some of this
disagreement is the result of failing to distinguish between benefits
that can be rewarded through the market and those that cannot. For
example, investment in plant and equipment that will earn enough to
pay interest and amortization costs is socially beneficial in that it
results in a given amount of product being sold at a lower cost. How-
ever, the making of such an investment is rewarded through the
market. If a person learns to understand things that improve his
decision-making ability as a citizen but do not increase his market-
able skills, this act is not rewarded through the market. Only the
latter kind of action warrants expenditure as a socially beneficial
action. If there are unnatural impediments to investment that pre-
vent the first kind of action from being carried out, such impedi-
ments can be removed by the establishment of governmental agen-
cies-for regulation or* for making loans, for example-whose
expenditures are relatively insignificant.
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Furthermore, as already has been indicated, goods or services that
are sociallv beneficial need not be produced by government. Unless
the government is interested in controlling the curriculum, the ap-
propriate stimulation to the production of elementary education could
be provided by grants to families conditional upon such granits being
used for elementary schooling. Private producers could operate the
schools and collect for their services through fees.

An appraisal of current governmental aids to higher education pro-
vides an opportunity to illustrate a confusion in popular notions of so-
cially beneficial goods. Governmental aids to education are extended
not only to elementary schooling but to secondary school training and
so-called higher education-the educational services provided by col-
leges and universities. Yet, it cannot be argued that training a person
to be an accountant, an engineer, an embalmer or a mathematician or
to speak French brings significant social benefits. It is true that in-
creasing the number of accountants, engineers, etc., reduces the prices
for the services which they produce. But improving technology or
increasing the amount of capital employed.in producing various goods
and services also reduces their prices. Investment in higher education
does not differ fundamentally from any other form of investment in
the distribution of its returns among the persons making the invest-
ment and others. If a rationalization, consistent %with our general
views as to how resource allocation should be made, were to be pro-
vided for public support to higher education, this rationalization
miniht be that existing market arrangements make it Dossible for us to
borrow to purchase a farm, a factory, or an oil well, but that borrow-
ing to purchase a college education usually cannot be accomplished
through formal financial channels. Investment in higher education
thus would be too small, if we left its determination to the same forces
as are permitted to determine other investment decisions. One way to
encourage more investment in higher education is to reduce its price
through governmental grants to some colleges and universities.
. However, if it is agreed that we .shouldbe interested primarily in
assuring that individuals may invest in themselves through training
on the same terms as they may invest in other assets, this objective
can be achieved by creating lending institutions for making loans to
purchase education-perhaps in creating an FHA for college educa-
tions. Such institutions could require considerably less Government
expenditure than do current arrangements-in the long run they need
not require any: and, they could result in a better allocation of l duca-
tional opportunity than do present institutions. At the present time,
some persons who would not buy a college education if they had the
financial resources and had to pay the full costs attend some State-
supported institutions. Others who would buy a college education if
they could borrow the financial resources and hiad to pay the full costs
cannot attend college. A loan program, in lieu of present forms of
State support, would permit the second group of individuals to attend
college, and-if educational training were priced at cost-would re-
sult in the training of fewer individuals in the first group. Govern-
mental operation of institutions of higher learning might continue
under the proposed arrangement. But, the reasons for such operation
are the same as those for State operation of grocery stores, filling sta-
tions, etc.
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It should be noted that pricing higher education at cost would per-
mit us to determine whether too much or too little is being produced.
When a good or service is not socially beneficial and is priced below
cost, the fact that more of this good or service is demanded than is
available is not sufficient to claim that a true shortage exists. In the
long run, there would be "shortages" (excess demand) of all such
goods and services if they were priced in this manner. Information
about the quantities of socially beneficial goods and services that
would be purchased at various prices also is required to determine
how much should be produced. Because, at some arbitrary price,
there is excess demand for such a good or service does not necessarily
mean that too little is available. Excess demand for this good also
may mean only that the price is too low.

PUTTING DECISIONS WITH RESPECT TO HIGHWAY SERVICES ON A

SUPPLY AND DEMAND BASIS

Among the goods in which government should act as collector and
disperser-if not producer-are those in which costs of collecting
from each user in accordance with the amounts used are high relative
to production costs. Water or electricity would be such a good, if
eithber good were -cheap but meters were very expensive. A classic
example is highway services. With the exception of a few limited
access highways and bridges, the costs to private producers of col-
lecting from highway users directly in accordance with use are so
high relative to construction and maintenance costs that unless gov-
ernment provided highways and streets, there would be too few of
them.

For more than three decades, there has been much argument re-
lating to how much should be spent on highways and who should
pay the bill. The question of who should pay the bill hinges on
whether highway service is socially beneficial. Although improved
highways cut transport costs and hence the prices of things con-
sumed by persons not directly using the highways, there are many
other activities that result in reduced prices and for which no special
means of compensation are provided. Except for potential military
uses of the highways-for which the military services should pay-
the case for attributing social benefits to highway services is a weak
one.

In addition to attributing social benefits to highways, further re-
sistance to conceptually applying the usual market criteria to deter-
mining how much of such service should be produced has arisen from
viewing highway services as public goods. If using a highway im-
posed no maintenance costs and if there existed no problems of high-
way congestion, such a view might be legitimate. However, it is not
economic to construct highways so that there are not maintenance
costs (at least for some vehicles), and street and highway congestion
is one of our most widely discussed problems. If difference in qual-
ity of service is considered-quality might be defined in terms of op-
portunity to travel at a certain speed, with a certain comfort and some
specified probability of accident-much of the service offered by the
street and highway system is not a public good.
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If it is agreed that highway services are neither socially beneficial
nor public goods it would be desirable to try to ration these services
among users and to determine the amounts that should be produced
in the same general way as these problems are solved for other goods.
The practical problems are those of attaching appropriate prices to
highway services, collecting from highway users according to the
amounts of each of the services used and employing highway-use
data to determine the amounts of roads of various qualities to con-
struct.

Some of these problems have been explored in more detail else-
where2 and I will state only some of the implications of these ex-
plorations here. Collecting from highway users in accordance with
the amount of service obtained can be accomplished by reliance upon
motor-fuels taxes for passengers' care with supplementary weight-
distance taxes for trucks and buses. Revenues could be allocated to
each section of the highway system in accordance with the traffic
pattern and comparisons of revenues and costs would be employed
to guide the construction and maintenance patterns. Encourage-
ment to toll roads would be provided by imputing revenues to them
in the same fashion as for other roads. Thus, decisions about how
much of various kinds of highway service to provide could be based
on whether such changes would pay. We would be able to know
more clearly than we can at the present time how adequate is our
highway system.

SUMMARY

The devices that have been suggested in this paper-more wide-
spread use of contracting in the production of services provided by
government, a loan program to prospective college students rather
than an expanded State role in the production of higher education,
and the provision of highway services in accordance with market cri-
teria-are all designed to make it possible for us to know more ac-
curately whether the right amounts of certain kinds of services are
being provided and if the least-cost methods for providing various
amounts are being employed. The changes in government expendi-
tures that would result from using such devices might not be large, but
some improvement in resource use would result.

'See . H. Brownlee and Walter W. Heller, Highway Financing and Development,
American Economic Review, May 1956, pp. 232-250.



ECONOMY AND EFFICIENCY IN GOVERNMENT
EXPENDITURES

Albert G. Buehler, professor of public finance, University of
Pennsylvania

In this paper the question of economy and efficiency will be related
to the overall problem of government expenditures. With govern-
ment expenditures exceeding $100 billion a year, tax rates at high
levels, a general tendency for government activity to increase over the
years, and a common desire for economic development and stability,
it is essential to appraise at frequent intervals the operations of the
public and private sectors of the economy.

THE MEANING OF ECONOMY AND EFFICIENCY

The terms "economy" and "efficiency" are variously employed in
discussions of public expenditures and taxation. Economists have
emphasized the desirability of maximizing our economic and social
welfare. They stress the objective of most effectively utilizing our
resources toward that end by promoting economic growth and sta-
bility. The management of community affairs should be thrifty and
efficient in the use of our resources. Depending upon the point of
view, government expenditures for education, health, welfare, and
other approved services might be increased or decreased.

Those who are critical of increased government spending and taxa-
tion often contend that both should be reduced and that more reliance
should be placed upon private initiative and action in achieving our
economic and social goals. They think of economy as requiring less
spending and of efficiency as the elimination of what they regard as
waste.

Another point of view would distinguish decisions as to public
policies and functions, on the one hand,' and decisions as to manage-
ment, on the other. Economy would imply the wise selection of gov-
ernment policies, functions, programs, projects, and activities and
expenditures upon them. Efficiency would relate to public manage-
ment in discharging public responsibilities.

Efficiency in the accounting and engineering sense would seem to be
related to unit costs and the effectiveness, as measured in terms of
standards of cost, attained in the execution of government policies and
functions. One might attempt to distinguish, however, between meas-
urable money costs and social costs.

While there are many different interpretations of economy and effi-
ciency in government expenditures, certain implications of these terms
are evident. It is clear that they are related to decisions as to what
expenditures governments should undertake and the effectiveness of
those expenditures as judged in relation to the criteria in mind.
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Broadly speaking, they are involved in the control of government
expenditures for the advancement of approved objectives.

Is the control of government expenditures possible?
Not long ago the manager of the tax department of a large corpora-

tion asked me if the effort to control government expenditures was not
a hopeless one. Ile apparently had in mind the failure of those who
opposed government spending policies to accomplish substantial reduc-
tions in expenditures and the great difficulties encountered in securing
greater efficiency in public management.

Others seeking greatly increased funds for public education, high-
ways, defense, and other functions may also feel that their efforts
to control expenditures have failed if their goals are not realized.
In a national community with over 170 million members and State and
local communities with many members, the final determination of
government expenditures is bound to be the result of many com-
promises.

It would appear, however, that if we would expend more thought
and energy in formulating our economic and social objectives we might
reach a wider agreement on what they should rationally and fairly be.
If we should attain more success is agreeing upon and stating our com-
munity goals. we should also be able to increase our effectiveness in
utilizing our inaterial and human resources in advancing toward those
goals.

THE PRINCPLEs oF GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES

If we are to achieve greater economy and efficiency in govern-
ment expenditures, in relation to the use of our resources, it is neces-
sarv for us to formulate guiding principles and criteria by which we
shall appraise the effectiveness of such expenditures. It is suggested
that every student of government expenditures might proftably
attempt to state what he would accept as sound, basic, and equitable
principles which are also practicable of application. Suppose, for
example, that some such set of principles as those listed below are to
be followed. Do they not require so much interpretation and involve
so much. controversy that there remains a wide area requiring the
determination of value judgments which will always be open to uncer-
taintv and differences of opinion in our system of government? Even
so, a statement of principles may provide a greater common denomi-
nator and may be helpful in planning and executing spending
programs.

Sorme principles of Governnent expenditures
1. Government expenditures should promote the most effective

utilization of our human and other resources.
2. They should be consistent with the economic objective of an in-

creasing national income flowing steadily and equitably to the popula-
tion while advancing social and other community goals.

3. They should promote, or at least protect, the welfare of the
majority even though they may be designed primarily to further the
welfare of a particular class or group.

4. Careful judgment should be exercised by public officials and
the citizens to insure that the advantages of expenditures on each
public service exceed the costs and that the utilization of funds and
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resources by governments will be more conducive to social welfare
than the private use of the same funds and resources would be.

5. In calculating the economic and social results of expenditures,.
the economic and social effects of the taxes and other receipts raised
to finance them should also be weighed.

6. Public works and other expenditures should be placed at the
most propitious time, so far as possible, for enhancing economic sta-
bility, increasing the commnunity income, and lowering the costs of
the services performed.

7. The services and expenditures of the various units of govern-
ment-Federal, State, and local-should be coordinated as effectively
as possible to obtain the maximum social benefits and to avoid an
unwise and wasteful duplication of efforts.

8. Government administration should be efficient and honest. Only
those expenditures duly authorized by law should be disbursed; all
expenditures should be accounted for completely; and public financingl
should be reported intelligently and interestingly to the executive
officials, the legislature, and the citizens so that the social gains and
costs of public expenditures can be compared in as rational a maimer
as possible.

CONFLICTING OBJECTIVES

If we assume that economy, in the broad social sense, requires the
most effective utilization of our resources in the advancement of com-
munity objectives, it must be conceded that there may be some conflict
among our objectives. Governments are not engaged exclusively in
promoting economic welfare because they may also be busy with
social, political, and military aims. Provisions for public safety,
both internal and external, justice, education, public health, public
welfare, and the regulation of morals no doubt greatly influence eco-
nomic activity, but they may be directed largely toward noneconomic
objectives.

We may all agree that economic development and stability are
desirable, but we all know that in some measure these economic ob-
jectives are in conflict with each other. Changes in the distribution
of wealth and income may be considered desirable or undesirable
objectives. The problem is not entirely an economic one, however,
for it involves moral,.political, and social issues.

If we can attain agreement on our community goals, we have the
further problem of arriving at agreement on the methods by which
the goals are to be accomplished. Should we resort to government
or private action or some combination of both?

Avery serious problem in attempting to secure the most effective
utilization of our resources is that of measuring and appraising the
results of government and private action. In coping with the agri-
cultural problem, for example, how are we to determine the conse-
quences of various alternatives in developing a farm-aid program?
In deciding upon an appropriate foreign-aid program, can we reach
a judgment with full information concerning the effects of foreign aid ?

The economic, social, moral, and military results of government
actions are not altogether visible and measurable in objective terms.
Our standards of measurement-are likely to be subjective. Perform-
ance related to such standards is appraised largely in subjective
terms.
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Conflict not only arises in formulating community objectives but
also over the methods by which they should be advanced, not only
because of disagreement over objectives, but also because of uncer-
tainty over the consequences of various courses of action. Economy
in the utilization of our human and material resources thus en-
counters many grave and highly complicated problems.

DOES Hi STORY PROVIDE AN ANsWER?

An answer may be sought in history to the question: What func-
tions should governments undertake and what expenditures should be
made for them? Every student of public finance knows that in gen-
eral and over the centuries, government expenditures have been in-
creasing. The German social economist Adolph Wagner, stated in
1876, after a study of public expenditures in many nations,
that government activities were regularly increasing because new
functions were constantly being undertaken and both old and new
functions were being performed more efficiently and completely. He
found, apparently to his satisfaction, that public economic activities
were increasing at the expense of private, and looked forward to more
collective economic action.

It may be granted that everywhere government expenditures have
been increasing. The extent to which governments have become more
or less efficient, if one has unit costs and relative waste in mind, has
not, to my knowledge, been determined.

TIhe history of modern societies shows a tendency for MuhIL tac-

tivity which was once regarded as private to be transferred to govern-
ments, for much new activity to be assumed by governments which
had not previously been extensively provided by private action, and
for government responsibilities once looked upon as local in nature to
become increasingly national in scope. Among the more important
factors contributing to the growth of public expenditures hlave been
the following:

1. The expansion of public wants.
2. The rise of the modern state, with its emphasis upon service

to the citizens.
3. Costly wars and international tensions.
4. Increasing population and changes in the age and distribu-

tion of population.
5. The industrial and social revolution of the 19th and 20th

centuries, with changing techniques of production, changing eco-
nomic and social problems, and new efforts at social progress.

6. Rising incomes and higher levels of individual and public
consumption.

1. The direction of fiscal policies toward coping with economic
development and stability.

8. The development of government taxation and borrowing,
with consequent increases in the funds at the disposal of gov-
ernments.

9. Rising prices.
Certainly, there have been miany forces at work in the continuing

rise of government expenditures. In the United States, a great part
of the increasing cost of government must be attributed to the direct
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and related costs of war and national defense. Modern nations have
become more efficient in killing and in destroying resources. In gen-
eral, war would appear to be a vaster of both material and human
resources.

There is undoubtedly much waste in government, as in private and
business, activity. The growth of government expenditures must be
related to numerous eomnlex politicV econom ic, social pscooical
and moral pressures. At bottom, there has been the continuing and
expanding want for public services, with resistance coming primarily
from the taxpayers and others who have felt the burden of paying
for these services.

THE QUESTION OF CENTRALIZATION

If public safety, highways, health, education, welfare, and other
functions are to be assumed by governments, to what extent should
the responsibility for the function and its financing be located at the
Federal, State, and local levels? Some persons will say, "Let com-
parative efficiency decide." Although it is not always clear what
efficiency means here, let us assume that it is a problem of assigning
functional responsibility to the level of government which can pro-
vide the desired amount and quality of service at the lowest cost.

There could be little doubt that on such a basis national defense
would be located with the Federal Government, even though many
persons have vigorously assailed what they consider to be waste in
the Defense Establishment. Factors other than unit costs are in-
volved, however. Unified national action in an emergency is essential.
The cost of defense in the aggregate, moreover, is so great that State
and local governments could hardly support it.

Without attempting here to evaluate the relative efficiency of the
Federal, State, and local governments in providing public services,
it may be pointed out that cost data are lacking in many areas to fur-
nish a basis of comparison. To measure unit costs, we must have
units of performance which are strictly and uniformly comparable.
Such units are often unavailable.

There has been much argument over the years concerning the rel-
ative efficiency of the Federal, State, and local governments in terms
of costs. Some persons contend that the large Federal Government
tends to be most efficient, apparently identifying size with efficiency.
Some argue as eloquently th'atthe closer g6 vernment is to the people,
the more the people can watch and control it, with consequent gains in
efficiency. Other persons regard the States as more efficient than the
local and Federal governments, feeling that local units are too small
for maximum efficiency in many functions and the Federal Govern-
ment is too large or is too preoccupied with national defense prob-
lems to offer the greatest efficiency in domestic services.

Actually, the distribution of functions among our governments has
resulted from the operation of a number of factors. Among them are
these:

1. C-nstitutional requirements.
2. Political considerations.
3. Available resources.
4. The widening community interest.
5. Assumed efficiency of performance.
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6. The inherent interdependence of governments in this
country.

7. The desire for uniformity.
Perhaps most Americans believe that strong and active State and

local governments are necessary for the improvement and survival
of our type of representative government, or democracy. If this
conviction holds, one may feel that functional and financial responsi-
bility should, so far as possible, be placed at the local and State levels
even if the Federal Government would provide a more uniform and
adequate service.

If uniformity is regarded as paramount, national responsibility will
be advocated. Bigness in government, as in business and labor, is
undoubtedly favored by many persons. Bigness maybring weaknesses
and waste, however, as students of government and society know.

If efficiency is to be rated as a primary factor in allocating govern-
mental responsibility, we may face the difficulty that we have in-
sufficient data to determine comparative costs, or we may interpret
efficiency in terms of uniformity or the amount or quality of service
without weighing costs. One may assume that big Central Govern-
ment is more or less efficient than State and local governments. or that
local governments near the people are the most or least efficient, with-
out having comparative cost data. We may start out with a predilec-
tion for central or local government and, through a rationalization
process, find evidence and arguments to support the conclusion which
we adopted as our initial hvyothesis.

WAsTE IN GOVERNMiENT EXPENDITURES

Nearly everyone wants economical and efficient government when
he thinks of his taxes and other charges. He wants "to get the most
for his money" in financing services which he thinks are essential. At
the same time, the typical citizen seems to seek, or at least accept, serv-
ices of benefit to himself for which others largely or entirely pay.

The wasteful use of our resources in government expenditures
arises from wrong decisions as to public functions and provision for
them and in the inefficient and costly administraton of public func-
tions. Waste thus arises in spending too little in some instances and
too much in others.

Social reformers would have us spend more for various social serv-
ices, arguing that it is wasteful not to spend enough. Many taxpayers
groups contend that governments are assuming too many responsibili-
ties and are administering their functions in a wasteful and inefficient
manner.

Waste resulting from the assumption of too many Federal responsi-
bilities may be greatly reduced by slashing certain expenditures,
according to various business organizations asking for greater economy
and efficiency. They would reduce expenditures for national defense,
foreign aid, veterans' benefits, agricultural subsidies, and other serv-
ices. They would eliminate what they regard as wasteful public
works and housing expenditures, reject a general public health in-
surance programr, leave tile finaimuing of public education to the States,
keep the Government out of competition with private business, and,
in general, cut down on Federal expenditures.
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The advocates of economy and efficiency have also proposed numier-
ous reforms in- governmtal organization and in the techniques of ad-
ministration. They have supported such measures as the following:

1. The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921
2. The Corporation Control Act of 1945
3. The legislative ceiling on expenditures
4. The consolidated appropriation bill
5. Limitations on income taxes
6. Centralized purchasing
7. Improved accounting, auditing, and financial reporting
8. Adequate congressional staff for appropriation analysis
9. Performance budgeting

Many of these measures have been advocated by those desiring in-
creased, as well as decreased, expenditures. Once policy decisions are
reached, efficiency in government operations would seem to be gen-
erally desired. Improved budgetary and other controls should, in-
deed, be helpful in arriving at policy decisions.

A PROGRAM OF CONTROL

The Federal budget and the budgets of some of the States and large
cities have grown to such proportions that some persons despair of
any real control over expenditures. How can anyone comprehend de-
fense expenditures of $40 billion or total Federal expenditures of $70
billion or more? And who can comprehend the expenditures of thou-
sands of units of government exceeding $100 billion?

The size and direction of expenditures have been determined largely
in the rough and tumble of the budget process, with spending and
opposing pressures in continuing conflict. In our system of govern-
ment, success in the control of government expenditures in the ad-
vancement of our community goals requires the constant, intelligent,
fair, and constructive cooperation of the citizens and the executive
and legislative branches of our governments. Final judgments, in a
democracy, must be arrived at by compromising the different points
of view of those involved. If we work together in a rational and
helpful mianner, the compromise will be consistent with the common
goals of at least the majority.

Expenditures start with. proposals for appropriations. Unless ap-
propriations are controlled, expenditures cannot be controlled.

Many persons have said that Congress has lost control of the appro-
priation process. But control is often in a precarious balance, and it
involves the executive branch and the citizens as well as the legisla-
ture. Control must therefore be exerted at every stage of the budget
process through the best efforts of all the parties involved.

The. techniques of expenditure control are, in general, well known
to students of public finance in and out of government. The will to
control is more apt to be missing than the techniques, although im-
proved techniques are continually being developed. The techniques
frequently need refining and improvement, but those which are avail-
able are often overlooked.

Another weakness in efforts at expenditure control is the failure
to appraise each appropriation and expenditure in relation to a total
program, and to attain consistency throughout the total program of a
government. Inconsistencies may exist in the spending program of a
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certain department and are frequently found among the various spend-
ing measures of a government. In addition, the expenditures of the
various levels of government may be somewhat inconsistent with each
other.

Democracy is a cumbersome and bungling process, in many respects.
It could, however, operate more logically, economically, and efficiently
if greater and more intelligent efforts were exerted.

An important check on the success or failure of the spending pro-
gram may be found in the attitudes of the taxpayers and those who
must "pay the bill." Taxpayer complaints may be exaggerated with
respect to claims concerning the destructive burdens of taxation. On
the other hand, many taxes are now levied at very high rates. Many
other substantial taxes are collected indirectly from the people and
the-total tax burdens are not visible. with the result that expenditures
are not, under the circumstances resisted or criticized.

Government expenditures are warranted, in the last analysis, only
if their social benefits exceed their social costs. The effects of each
expenditure and each revenue, in relation to the total spending and
taxing picture, must therefore be appraised if Government activities
and finances are to be controlled in the best interests of the community.

Taxation does interfere with the lives and economic pursuits of
the people. Whatever may be the benefits of the expenditure of the
tax proceeds to certain groups and society at large, to the person pay-
ing the bill or otherwise feeling the effects of taxation, it is a cost.

Government is justified only when it provides essential public serv-

tial public services at a lower cost than other sources could.
In this brief discussion of some of the problems confronted in seek-

ing the maximum economy and efficiency in Government expenditures,
more questions have been raised than have been answered. Certainly
we are a long way from the rational, fair, and complete control of
Government expenditures as a means to advance our community ob-
jectives.

The techniques of control, sometimes of the nature of gadgets, will
not in themselves assure control. Nor will the reorganization of each
unit of Government and placing more responsibility for public services
and their financing on the State and local governments, however com-
mendable these measures may be.

There must be an effective and continuing will to control if our hu-
man and material resources are to be employed to best advantage by
governments. Such a will to control has not yet been fully developed
and exerted.

In the appropriation, expenditure, and taxation process all of the
essential information available concerning proposals and their possible
effects should be brought out in the open for the full appraisal by
citizen groups as well as public officials. The advantages and dis-
advantages of each proposal should be weighed, relating the proposal
to the total program of appropriation, expenditure, and taxation.

Control, to be effective, must be exercised in all of the stages of
budgeting and taxation. It is necessarily continuing and unending.

Control requires standards of performance and the appraisal of
performance. The standards must be related to value judgments as to

97735-57-17
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-what they -should be. The appraisal of performance also involves
judgments.

In our representative form of government, with a Federal svstem,
control of Government expenditures is contingent upon the efective
teamwork of the citizens, thie legislature, and the administration. The
problem is tremendously complicated. If, however, we recognize its
complications and seek out and apply the constructive measures which
arc available to us Eve can go a long way toward increasing the econ-
omy and efficiency of our governments and keeping the tax burdens
and other costs to a rational minimum.



THE INTEREST RATE IN COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Arnold C. Harberger, associate professor of economics,.
University of Chicago

It would be hard to overstate the importance of -the interest rate
-used in the discounting of benefits and costs to judge the worthwhile-
ness of proposed long-term Federal investments. Suppose a project
were expected to yield benefits of $1 million a year beginning 5 years
from the initiation of construction. and extending indefinitely into
the future. Using an interest rate of 21/2 percent, we would evaluate
this stream of expected benefits at $35.36 million as of the date of
initiation of the project. But if we were to use a 6-percent rate, our
evaluation would be no more than $12.45 milion. The choice of inter-
est rate becomes more critical, the longer the duration of the project
in question, and the longer the lag between the beginning of construc-
tion 'and the time when benefits begin to accrue. Clearly major mis-
takes can be made if the wrong interest rate is used in evaluation.. If
the cost of the above project were $20 million, it would be a fine-in-
vestment if 21/2 percent were the right rate and a terrible mistake if
6 percent were the right. rate. I DroDose to argue in this paper that a
rate of 6 percent or better is the proper rate to use in evaluating
Federal projects. This compares with a rate of 21jo percent most com-
monly used by the Government agencies which undertake cost-benefit
analyses.

The justification most commonly given for the use of the 2½/2 per-
cent rate is that that is the rate at which the Government can borrow.
This, of course, is no longer true; perhaps a 31/2 percent rate would
accord better with the present state of the money market. Be that as
it may, my argument for a rate of 6 percent or better does not depend
critically on the state of the money market. It holds equally well
for the easy-money days immediately following the second World War
and for the hard-money period through which we are now passing.

The essence of my argument is that there exist and have existed
ever since the war widespread opportunities for investments yield-
ing 6 and 8 percent and higher. So long as such opportunities are
available, our society does itself a disservice by investing at yields of
merely 2½/2'or 31/2 percent. The opportunies I speak of are those at
the' margins of industrial and agricultural investment, and I suspect
it is also true that investment in residential construction might yield
close to 6 percent.
- Let us consider a typical industrial investment. Let it be financed
half out of equity (or'retained earnings) and half out of borrowings.
What must it yield in order that it be a successful investment in the
market sense? Presumably, the total yield should be' sufficient to pay
the interest on the borrowings and provide a rate of return on the
newly invested equity equal to the market rate of return on equity.
Takin- fieures which are reasonably representative of the period since

939
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the war, let us assume the interest charge on borrowings to be 4 per-
cent, and the earnings yield of equities to be 10 percent. This earnings
yield is, of course, after taxes; the before-tax yield of equity capital
has typically been in the order of 20 percent. Thus our typical suc-
cessful investment yields 4 percent on half the invested funds and 20
percent on the other half, making the rate of return on the whole equal
to 12 percent. It may be objected that the 10 Derce~nt figure for earn-
ings yield, while representative of the whole postwar period, has been
rendered obsolete by the great rise in stock prices that has occurred.
For recent years a figure of 7 percent might be better for the after-
tax yield of equities. This means 14 percent before tax, and together
with a 4 percent borrowing rate applied to half the total capital im-
plies an overall yield on capital of 9 percent, rather than the 12-
percent figure obtained earlier.

Another approach to estimating the rate of return on capital in
the United States is to compare total income received on account of
capital with the total value of the capital itself. Neither of these
components is easy to estimate, but much work has been done in re-
cent years to improve our knowledge of both.' In spite of the lack
of absolute precision in the presently available estimates, one may
feel quite confident that the stock of capital in the United States
is somewhere between 3 and 4 times the national income, and that
the income accruing to capital amounts to somewhere between one-
third and one-fourth of the national income. Our estimate of the
rate of return on capital in the overall economy lies, then, in the
range between 61/4 percent (income of one-fourth divided by- capital
of 4) and 11.1 percent (income of one-third divided by capital of
3), and probably closer to the middle than to the extremes of the
range.

In the case of agriculture we have a reasonably good measure of
the return on capital in the ratio of the gross rent paid to the value
of rented farms. For 12 Corn Belt States this rent/value ratio
ranged from an average of 51/2 percent in Ohio to an average of
8½ percent in Wisconsin, with most States averaging between 6 and
7 percent. The figures are for 1954-57, and apply to farms rented
wholly for cash.2

It is clear that there do exist many alternative investments yield-
ing 6 percent and more per year. One might ask, however, whether
-these differ substantially from typical government projects in their
degree of riskiness, so as to warrant a substantially different rate of
return. I cannot help but feel that Federal projects are highly
similar in their degree of riskiness to many private projects. Both
power and irrigation facilities are provided by the private market
side by side with Federal installations, as are, from time to time, river
and harbor improvements, flood-control facilities, etc. These rank,
to the best of my judgment, neither as especially safe nor especially
risky investments. It therefore seems reasonable to expect that Fed-
eral investments in these activities should pay off at least at 6 per-
cent, which, as we have seen, appears to be somewhat below the aver-

Cf. Raymond Goldsmith, A Study of Saving in the United States. (Princetgon: 1956:)
- 0oses Abramovitz, Resource and OuitputTrends in the United States Since 1:870,American

Economic Review, May 1956, pp. 5-22. and the sources cited therein.
U U. S. Pepartment of Agriculture, The Farm Cost Situation, May 1957, p. 19, table 8.
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age return on investments in the private sector of the economy. The
purpose of Federal investment is, I believe, to improve our level of
living and that of our children; the measure of this improvement is
provided in dollar terms through the estimation of benefits. There
seems little or no justification for the Government's withdrawing re-
sources from the private sector unless these will yield as much im-
provement in levels of living as ordinary private investments.

My recommending the use of a substantially higher interest rate
in cost-benefit analysis does not imply any prejudgment that serious
mistakes were made because a lower rate was used. If estimated
benefits were 5 times costs using a 21/2 percent rate, they would likely
turn out to exceed costs, though by a smaller margin, when a 6 or 8
percent rate was used. It is the projects which are marginal in the
first place that look bad when a higher rate is used. It is accordingly
of interest to inquire whether projects actually undertaken could pass
the test of a higher interest rate. A group of investigators at the
University of Chicago have looked into this question, using the same
benefit and cost estimates as were presented by the agency in ques-
tion, but simply applying different interest rates for time discount-

but of 24 Bureau of Reclamation projects which were in fact un-
dertaken, only 8 would have been judged acceptable at a 5-percent
rate, only 2 at a 7/-percent rate, and only 1 at a 10-percent rate, if
only primary benefits are taken into consideration. Counting sec-
ondary as well as primary benefits, 16 projects would pass the test at
the 5-percent rate, 9 at the 7i/2 -percent rate, and * 4at wile 1O-pevUY t

rate. Similar results emerged from a study of 29 Corps of Engineers
projects. However, in the case of 27 Department of Agriculture
watershed programs, practically all of the projects would stand up
under a 5-percent rate, and two-thirds would be acceptable at a 10-
percent rate, though one must add that the estimates of benefits, which
are, theeraw material of benefit-cost analysis, appear to be subject to
substantial possible error in these cases.'

Thus it appears that the use of a higher rate would have precluded
some, but by no means all of the projects actually undertaken. I
strongly recommend and urge that future Federal investments receive
scrutiny in terms of a rate of interest comparable to the return to capi-
tal in the private sector. This will lead to a better use of our re-
sources, and in the bargain may provide some possibilities for budget
limitation.

I University of Chicago Office of Agricultural Economics Research. Paper No. 5612.
July 18, 1956, pp. 4-5.



ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT SPENDING: THE
CONCEPT'

C. Lowell Harriss, associate professor of economics, Columbia
University

The literature on government spending-official, academic, and
popular-contains relatively little discussion of the concept of effi-
ciency or economy.2 Theories about the meaning of "economy" are
implicit in the terms of reference, in the method of approach, or in
the coverage of the special commissions that seek greater efficiency.
Also largely implicit rather than clearly defined are the concepts of
economy which underlie the normal workings of the budgetary proc-
ess (conceived most broadly). The writings of economists, so'far
as I am aware, give the problem little explicit attention. Yet in a
world where governments have the role they do today, efficiency in
government spending has an importance that calls for our'best in-
tellectual ef orts.

THE GENERAL CONCEPT OF ECONOMY (EFFICIENCY).-

Economizing is, the process of getting good (better) value or,
essentially the same thing, higher efficiency; success is achieved when
the use of resources yields the best result possible. The crucial.ele-
ment, is a. relationship between (a) what is used up and (b) what is
received, i. e., between input and output. Only when one, compares

thAis relationship can one study economitizing.-
'A reduction in expenditure is not necessarily a move toward econ-

omy; perhaps the loss of output is even greater. In fact, one per-
sistent fallacy in discussions of government economy is an assumup-
tion that not spending is economy; a person terminating his expendi-
ture. on food would find himself with more money to starve-not
my .idea of economy. On the other hand, an improvement in ac-
complishmient which yields'something highly desired is not neces-
sarily evidence - of greater efficiency; the cost may have been
excessive.

There.are some other things that are not necessarily guides,-to
economy. The recent concern over the size of the'budget totals as.
such, for example, seems to me misplaced. A rising or falling ex-
penditure trend, in itself, gives no indication of efficiency. No per
capita figure, no percentage relationship to national income, no com-
parison with another era or another land-no such measure-can re4

IIt was only late in August that a release from other commitments permitted me to
accept the invitation to participate here. My points rest on work done over a period of
years, without the new research I would have undertaken had time permitted.

2 The outstanding exception with which I am familiar is Mayor's Committee on Manage-
ment Survey, Modern Management for the City of New York, New York, 1953, vol. 1,
pp. 32 ff. My statement in the text is not intended to disparage the work of the Hoover
or other commissions.
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veal whether spending is economical. Such figures do not compare
what we get with what we pay.

The inputs of a business or a government are resources, human time
and effort, materials, the use of equipments In most cases they have
money prices; consequently, a reasonably reliable money measure of
cost is available. In a more fundamental sense cost is the best alterna-
tive sacrificed; money measures may not indicate the complete worth
of the alternatives sacrificed. Consequently, a look beyond money
figures is needed if costs (inputs of any economic process) are to be
measured fully. Yet these more fundamental measurements are rarely
feasible; for the most part we assume that people spending their dol-
lars freely take as good account of alternatives as an imperfect world
permits. Where compulsion rather than free market choice deter-
mines-and this is characteristic of the way governments get funds-
there is a presumption that dollars do not give an accurate measure
of the worth of alternatives sacrificed. Yet I know of no way to
allow for distortions in cost measurement that result from compulsion.

Still greater difficulty arises in measuring outputs of government.
The procedure used in national income accounting (valuing output
precisely at money cost, i. e., treating-input and output as identical in
money value) is utterly inappropriate for judging economy and effi-
ciency... Yet there is no other simple or precise measure of output.
Therefore, government spending presents a strikingly different prob-
lem from that of either business or family spending.

.Business has a tangible measure of'output-the dollars customers
will pay; these dollars are just like the dollars in which costs are
paid; comparison of inputs and outputs is easy (except as gaps in time
separate them).-4 Families as ultimate consumers draw upon im-
mediate'and direct experience to make'their judgments'of the worth
of spending. What the'public gets from government expenditure
varies from indispensable elements of existence itself to services of
insignificant worth, perhaps even positively harmful. What are these
varied outputs worth 2 And what about outputs that could be obtained
from'more or different spending? Some might be worth a great deal
more than they would cost, but so long as they are not "purchased" we
have little basis for judgment. The difficulties of measuring outputs
create the chief obstacle' to applying the traditional economic or
business concept of efficiency in government affairs.

IMPROVING METHODS OF OPERATION

Yet there is a level at which the problem of efficiency' can be studied
and mastered without raising the more difficult issues. Here we see
the most readily understandable concept of economy. It involves
choice of methods of achieving immediate, specific objectives. The
objectives ordinarily involve operation-heating a hospital, processing
a voucher, dredging a channel, building a barracks. The thing to be

3Government spending which transfers command over resources rather than uses them
to create goods and services presents problems treated later. The definition of "govern-
ment expenditure Is In fact much more complex than may appear. See C. Lowell Harriss,
Government Expenditure: SIgnificant Issues of Definition, Thnrnn.l of Finance. December

-
4 Notall the objectives businesses and businessmen seek:through profftmaking-activity

are sold in the market. The pure exceptions raise problems very like those that charac-
terize government spending.
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accomplished has been decided upon and defined with considerable
precision. Then the reasonably possible methods of achieving it can
be compared and the cheapest selected. The problem may closely
resemble one which business firms face; their solutions can be ex-
tremely helpful.5 So can the solutions of other governments.

This approach, the application of businesslike methods, has helped
improve government efficiency. (A change in operating methods to
cut spending may also change the accomplishment; if the output is
better, the desirability of the change clear; if accomplishment suffers,
the wisdom of the change is very much harder to judge.) Frequently,
the use of business methods will require at least a temporary increase
in outlays, such as for mechanization; spending more saves money
later. So much government spending is on wages and salaries that
improvement in personnel policies (in the broadest sense) may offer
the greatest challenges to those striving for more efficiency. Promis-
ing opportunities for bettering methods lie ahead, I suspect. How-
ever, in view of the determined efforts of recent years, I should be
surprised if the application of business methods offers promise of
great improvements in efficiency at the Federal level except as better
methods are devised in business; Members of Congress are in a better
position than I to judge the possibilities. Yet, as has been pointed
out so often, the big problems lie elsewhere, in the formulation of
Programs.

Before passing to the larger issues, however, it is wise to note some
issues which may confuse the choice of one as against another operat-
ing method.

A government spending program may seek mixed objectives.
Consequently, a businesslike method that is best for getting one part
of the objective, perhaps the dominant one, may need to be discarded
because it is ill suited for another. One thinks of the Walsh-Healey
Act. the requirement that United States ships be used for transport-
in a portion of foreign-aid cargoes, the desire to channel procurement
orders to depressed areas, or '"Buy American." One also thinks of
our desire to prevent corruption, dishonesty, personal favoritism-
the "spoils system"-even at the sacrifice of flexibility and speed.
A systematic survey of Federal spending policies would probably
reveal many examples of mixtures of objectives which influence oper-
ating methods. All the objectives may be worthy. That is not the
point here. The point is that combination of objectives may impede
the choice of the least expensive operating method of achieving the
main goal. Even worse, the "mixing" adds difficulty in identifying
the method which will give the best combined result.

Difficulty in finding and using the cheapest method of achieving a
stated objective also arises from government methods of accounting
for capital items.6 If spending projects provide services over different
stretches of time, or if projects involve costs that extend over varying
periods, judgments of economy can be reliable only if an appropriate
interest (discount) factor is used. The choice of an appropriate

B Successful businesses sometimes use different methods for performing an essentially
similar function. The business world will not always contain one procedure which an
recognize as best.

e Developments since I last studied this problem may have altered some of the problems
described here.
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figure is itself a matter for debate.d Yet the essentiality of including
the calculation in decision making is (or ought to be) beyond dispute.

A second problem of capital accounting Is depreciation (including
obsolescence).8 The traditional method of treating capital spending
plus maintenance as current expense and ignoring depreciation may
give tolerably ood results for the budget as a whole, though I have
great doubts. T'or individual projects, such a method is certainly not
the best man can devise. The treatment of capital expenditures on
long-lived projects as current outlays on the same basis as Payment
for labor services yielding only momentary worth (delivery of today's
mail) must distort judgments on the wisdom of capital outlays. The
concept of economy in executing programs ought to include allowance
for depreciation. Differences between leasing and ownership must
sometimes complicate measurement of efficiency.

The problem of tax exemption also arises in evaluation of one as
against another method of achieving a social objective. This country
has chosen to get much of the money for financing government from
businesses, or more generally, from the process of creating income."
Taxes are a significant element of cost for most productive organiza-
tions (creative activities). An activity that does not need to include
expense of government as a cost will appear to operate more cheaply
than activities which do pay taxes; yet the apparent "saving" is not
a reliable guide to economy.'0

A less generally recognized aspect of the tax problem as it bears
upon comparisons of efficiency arises from tax exemption as a substi-

aete fer ve'nndit11reA QoPking an objective that requires use of re-
sources, Congress may rely on some form of tax exemption."
Occasionally, perhaps, the taxes that might otherwise be collected
can be determined to provide a good index of cost; I can think of no
case, however, in which the cost is treated along with dollar outlays
as an expense of government.

Appraising the efficiency of guaranties and insurance as devices for
achieving objectives presents other perplexing problems. Without
either an outlay or a sacrifice of revenue, government can perhaps
bring changes in the private economy. Yet how much guaranty (or
insurance) will produce how much result? and what kind? 12 More-
over, there is the chance that sometime the Treasury may be called
upon to make cash payments to cover losses. But how much? Busi-
ness concepts of economy cannot really be applied to evaluate "operat-
ing" methods in such cases.

The rate used should probably be that for which Government can borrow freely in the
market for a period equal to that of the services and costs Involved.

A third problem, the treatment of loan transactions, would be discussed in a more
complete study.

9 For this purpose, the provision of housing services, through rental or owner occupancy,
is a form of income creation. The chief tax is the local property tax.

o1 In trying to improve the Nation's transportation system, for example, we still fall
to solve the problem of differences between forms of transport which cover less than they
cost (airlines not paying all expenses of terminals), those which pay approximately their
cost (some trucks), and those (railroads) which, in addition to paying their own expenses,
contribute to the treasuries of local, State, and the National Government for nontrans-
portation functions. In trying to improve communication, comparison of the postal and
telephone systems should take account of the widely different tax treatment.

11 Accelerated amortization is even more difficult to appraise than tax exemption. The
interest lost to the Treasury from the tax deferment cannot be determined when the decision
to grant rapid amortization is made. Nor can we judge how much will be accomplished
that would otherwise not be doune.

a The history of "608 housing" insurance suggests that all results of a well-intentioned
gollcy are not desirable. Perhaps generous provisions for guaranty and Insurance of

ome mortgages, by stimulating demand, have raised land prices and building costs; if
so, some of the basic objectives were partially defeated. How could one, then, judge the
efficiency of the Government's methods for getting the results it sought?
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COSTS: CONCEPTUAL ISSUES INVOLVED IN JUDGING EFFICiENCY
Dollars raised by either taxes or government borrowing do notnecessarily give an accurate measure of the worth of sacrificed

alternatives.'3 Some of the problems involved are inherently insol-
uble, but there is point in understanding them.

Most taxes are compulsory contributions, clear or hidden. Theyexist because of the approval (or the absence of strono disannroval)
of representatives of a majority of the voting publics. Yet even
casual familiarity with the process of tax legislation should leave
no doubt that the total an individual pays can be quite different from
what would represent his freely but responsibly and conscientiously
made judgment of his proper contribution. His marginal taxes-
whether in a high personal income bracket, a tax on business earnings
that is a cost of what he buys or a reduction of his income, or an
cise tax-may or may not seem more desirable than some (marginal)
government services. Few if any of us, I suppose, could make such
a calculation for ourselves. How can we (our representatives) do so
for others? How validly can any vote of taxes-forcing payment
even from those unable to vote or voting in opposition-reflect the
worth of alternatives sacrificed?

Some resources in-private hands undoubtedly serve purposes of
slight usefulness. To take them in taxes is to impose little sacrifice
of a truly desirable alternative. The fact that this situation undoubt-
edly exists has been used to justify some (a large amount of) high
bracket rates even when there is no basis for determining how much
of the money collected will actually come from such sources. Yet it is
wrong, I think but cannot prove, to attempt to justify any signifi-
cant amount of government spending on the grounds that payment
can be made with tax dollars that impose slight cost on the taxpayer.
Still less justification exists for implying that we know which dollars
have such low cost.

Taxes impose a type of cost unlike that of prices.15 This cost re7
suits from tax-induced distortion of economic (and social) life. The
individual (or business), with some exceptions, gets the same services
whether or not he (it) pays a Federal tax. Any one person's or firm's
failure to pay tax brings no loss of government service. This situa-
tion contrasts with market transactions in which the product or serv-
ice can be obtained only if the price is paid. Consequently, the incen-
tives to escape taxes are quite different from those to avoid paying
prices. The escape (evasion or avoidance) requires time and effort,
costs which are largely pure waste for the economy; in addition, the
escape will often involve choice of actions less desirable than one would
otherwise choose. The allocation of resources becomes somewhat less
efficient. Sheer losses to the economy result, but losses which cannot be
measured.'6

s Revenues from charges are more likely to measure the worth of sacrificed alternatives
14 Unlike many State and local taxes, Federal levies are not the result of constitutionalor charter provisions that decisively limit the freedom of the voting public. Yet the deadhand of the past has powerful Influence. Congress, the administration, and the courtscannot in fact make frequent, large revisions in the revenue system.11 The cost of administering some taxes may be less than that of charging prices.16 When tax rates are moderate, such distortions are insignificant; when rates are high,the losses, while not large in the national accounts, may be more than insignificant in rela-tion to the revenue from the top rates. Some dollars the goverment gets may cost theeconomy very much more than the average.
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What the Treasury pays for funds obtained by borrowing may
represent a good measure of sacrificed alternatives. This is probably
true of proceeds of loans sold in open competitive markets when in-
formation is compete and no appeals to patriotism or other such con-
siderations sway decisions. To the extent that sentiment or ignorance
influences the loan terms, however, the expense to the government may
represent a less good measure of cost than might be obtained. When
the loan is compulsory, as in the case of social security, how can one
judge cost? A person compelled to lend to the Treasury for 2 per-
cent when he is paying, say, 6 or 12 percent on his own (marginal)
borrowings may in a significant sense be incurring a greater cost
than the Treasury pays.

A still clearer departure of apparent money cost from the worth of
sacrificed alternatives arises when' borrowings come from the banking
system, especially in times of substantial unemployment. Little or no
sacrifice of desired alternatives may then be required. At this point
we have reached more complex considerations than my space per-
mits me to examine.

The upshot of these comments on cost seems to be'that tax dollars
are likely to impose sacrifices worth somewhat more than the dollars
suggest, especially when tax'rates are high. So will compulsory bor-
rowing. Finally, conscription and other compulsion will likely in-
volve costs above those shown in the Treasury's figures. .

ATTAINMENTS: GOODS AND SERVICES

Now we return to the heart of the problem, the need to evaluate
what is or might be obtained. Here is the task of program formula-
tion. It involves two essentially different kinds of outlays: (a)
Spending to get goods and services (national defense, postal services,
tax collection) ; and (b) transfer spending (welfare, subsidies to
farmers) .17 The first buys goods and services which are thereby
taken from other uses; government use imposes real sacrifice, real
cost. Transfers, however, do not use up resources (except for the
relatively minor expense of administration); they do not take pro-
ductive capacity from other uses to create government output.

How much benefit does society get from an element of govern-
ment spending that yields goods or services? The gains may be
incalculable in the sense of being great beyond measure. Almost
always the results (good or bad) are incalculable in the sense of
not being measurable. Rarely can fruits be evaluated with anything
like the precision with which a business can value what its spending
programs bring. It is even harder to envision accurately the gains
from spending programs that might be but are not being made. The
difficulties are likely to create a sense of frustration. Yet we must
do something.

The start is to define objectives, both ultimate and immediate,
as clearly as possible. What constitutes a better life? Peace, vic-
tory,. personal freedom, to be liked abroad, reduction of poverty,
health, the development of human personality and opportunity, jus-
tice, equalitv before the law-so goes the list of things most of us
want, things that seem basic. Then one faces the choice'of more

17 The two groups are not sharply distinct. .
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instrumental o bectives, desirable as means to help achieve the basic
ends. Some of these instrumental objectives may (or must) be
sought through government spending.ls Much of the analysis of
objectives at both levels is intuitive. We cannot have all we want; so
we must choose from among a host of good things. Few of us as
individuals, I suspect, can measure and balance basic values to our
own satisfaction. Doing so as a group is even harder.

Confusion of instrumelntal objectives with those that are more
fundamental is a recurring source of difficulty; means get mixed with
ends. Success in achieving some specific goal this year-new knowl-
edge about disease or improvement in recruiting Foreign Service
officers-may be a fine move toward a more basic goal-better health
or, diplomacy. Yet this year's success may only conflict with the
achievement of a more basic objective. The low-interest rate policies
of the late 1940's and more than one feature of agricultural policy
seem to me examples; failure to raise salaries of senior civil servants
may save money now but cost heavily in longer run quality of govern-
ment services. Moreover, it is not economical to do efficiently some-
thing desirable if the accomplishment of something still more import-
ant becomes harder as a result. 19
* The definition and redefinition of objectives, fundamental and in-
strumental, must be a continuous process if we are to make the wisest
decisions. In a dynamic society both needs and opportunities change.
Economy requires more keeping up to date than we may think.
Enough modernization of goals to prevent the continuation of serious
waste-including waste in the form of failure to take advantage of
new spending possibilities that offer more than they would cost-is
difficult in a world where so many things press for attention.

Choice of objectives would be easier if the public had clear knowl-
edge of its wants in order of priority. Unfortunately, however, the
world is too complex for public opinion to be clear on more than the
broadest matters. We must rely upon our elected representatives (and,
in my view, the civil service). One of the greatest of the difficulties
they face is the identification of the general public interest.

Government undertakes a spending program because the public asa whole will benefit.0 Unless there is such a paramount general con-
cern, the use of public funds is not justified. Or so it seems to me.21
Yet the total gain from any program will include some more or less
specific benefits; not all individuals will be affected equally. Those
aware of greater benefits-from this dam, that research, or any mili-
tary installation-are likely to press for the spending more insistently
than the average person. There may, in fact, be a bias against gen-
eral benefit spending in favor of that for special interests; the strong-
est pressures do not necessarily-even "in theory"-reflect what will
best serve the general interest.

Another factor adds confusion. The many elements of our society
are so interdependent that the prosperity of one influences that of

s The analysis will Involve the question, "If this goal Is one people in general want, whywill the free market not provide the means to. reach It if the worth exceeds the cost?"U Federal-State local rivalry for funds may offer examples. Many localities, I suspect,spend less on schools than they would If Federal spending (and taxes) were lower. Someof the Federal spending may be done efficiently, but on projects less important than addi-tions to school facilities.
s Programs financed by charges on the user constitute exceptions.2 Although this view has been dominant in the legal and scholarly writings, the "man inthe street" might not hold to it strongly.
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others. Consequently, groups press for government spending to bring
them special benefits; they rest their plea on the claim that the public
as a whole will benefit; this general benefit is to come not from the
products or services created but from the diffusion through the econ-
omy of secondary benefits which result from the improved position
of the special groups.22 The pressure on Congress to vote for spending
on the basis of special, rather. than the general public, interest must
complicate the determination (as well as the achievement) of what is
most economical. The relative persuasiveness of special interests is
not necessarily proportionate to the contribution of their programs to
the general public interest.

Up to this point we have shown, I hope, that economy in spending
requires knowledge of (a) what the public wants (developed to a
rather refined degree) and (b) what specific programs do contribute,
not in their totality but to the general interest.23 Our ability to judge'
what the goods and services really do provide will vary. Newer
budgetary procedures help focus on this problem, but they cannot
yield all the answers we should like about what the public is now
getting.2 4

The most serious problems arise, I suppose, in protective functions.
This is true not only because the amounts are so large but also because
the strength of the thing to be protected against (the physical capac-
ity and the willingness to use it) is unknown.' In the case of national
defense, the ideal minimum and maximum expenditure would seem
to be-the same-the amount that will just prevent the need to use
force actively. Not knowing what this amount is, however, Congress
will act economically in providing a margin over what appears essen-
tial; the losses can be so tragic that the risk of error which might bring
war cannot be assumed. (Yet other outlays-on foreign service, in-
formation, foreign aid-also influence the amount of our need for
defense spending.) Success may appear as waste, perhaps sheer ex-
travagance. The whole concept of economy in protective (defense)
spending bristles with difficult problems, to say nothing of those that
arise in implementing a program.

Each of the other major categories of Federal spending presents
its own problems of relating (a) what the public wants to, (b) what
actual (and possible) spending does accomplish. The specialized
papers presented later will doubtless do much to illuminate the is-
sues-how Congress has come to decide what the public wants, how
money is spent, what the results are, and perhaps what might be
gained from greater spending.

One more point. The use of government as an agency to achieve
objectives offers a way to serve the public interest where individuals
and voluntary associations will do nothing or too little. Sometimes
such spending can, as it were, tip a balance or fill a gap and thereby
stimulate private activities that are highly desirable. Outlays to pro-

2 The hurt to the general public from the necessary taxes is likely to be Ignored except
as some other group may point out the connection.

: To the extent that a program is paid for by charges on users or beneficiaries, the
general Interest criterion does not necessarily apply.

" It Is my impression that as a rule the budget process throws little light on what
might be obtained from programs not in operation or even from bigger outlays on existing
pr QSanlng for research inquiry Into the unknown, presents problems that In some

ways are more perplexing than those of protection. It Is inherently impossible to know
what can be obtained until the job Is done.
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mote competition or expand knowledge are two widely different ex-
amples. Spending of this sort can have a powerfully multiplying
effect; it may induce or force a mass of private activity into more
productive channels.26 In the case of economic growth there are
important examples. 2 7

ATTAINMENTS: TRANSFER EXPENDITURES 28

The concept of economy in transfer spending has received less at-
tention than the growth of such spending would seem to require. The
recipient's benefit may be substantial, a dollar for every dollar re-
ceived. Often, he makes no sacrifice of desirable alternatives to get
it.29 Sometimes there is sacrifice but of minor nature only. Normal
"economizing" forces do not motivate the recipient in limiting his
"demand."

What is the general public benefit? It is rarely tangible, not even
as: clear as better courts, cheaper food, or less congested transport.
What the public gains is membership in a society some of whose mem-
bers are in better situations than otherwise.3 0 The result may be a
true benefit to the general public.32 The gain is hardly measurable,
however. And who really bears the burden? One cannot be sure
there is net gain until costs and fruits are compared. The diffusion
of cost is likely to be over a group so large that no real identification
of burden is possible. Those who pay may be in no position to take
effective action to press their interests.32
* Is any approach to a concept of "economy" feasible? Within limits,

certainly.
The essential start is a clear definition of purpose or objective.

What is the need, in general and specifically? Immediate and more
permanent ? What is the public concern in meeting it? Why? -Are
there gradations in urgency? If so, what is the relative significance
of possible priorities? It is questions such as these that must be an-
swered. Persons concerned directly, including potential recipients,
must be consulted. Yet we can expect objective, balanced judgments-
those reflecting real concern for economy-only if final evaluations
are made by persons who can and will make the general interest para-
mount.33

The next step is to compare alternative ways of attaining the goals,
considering, of course, but looking beyond administrative feasibility.
Some methods, for example, may do more than others to remove causes.

7eThe situation is usually either one in which benefits cannot be captured by a private
creator (for sale at their worth to the public) or if captured for sale will not yield their
full potential because the private owner will charge more than marginal cost.

27 ome of my views on this subject appear in C. Lowell Harriss, The American Economy:
Principles, Practices, Policies, 2d edition (Homewood: R. D. Irwin, Inc., 1956), pp. 732-750.

as Space limits, plus my own uncertainty, preclude a discussion here of the meaning of
transfer payment" and the "transfer" element in government spending which purchases

goods.and services. In some respects any government expenditure which yields substantial
benefits to specific groups is a transfer, but more common usage limits the concept of
transfer to payments for which no goods or services are received.

29 The Government employee or a seller to the Government makes sacrifices for the
dollars he gets. If he were not working for Government, he would do something else with
his time and other resources. Ordinarily what he could earn would be almost as great.

m0 If interest on Government debt is a transfer-I doubt that this is the most helpful
method of thinking of interest-the public gain is largely some form of freedom from the
costs of inflation.

3' One of the blessings of modern productivity, in my view, is the power it gives to alleviate
destitution.

: On the other hand, opponents may exert the big pressures while potential beneficiaries
are generally ineffective.

3aThis statement assumes that the decision is not made by popular referendum.
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The most economical program may be one which for a time costs more
than others but which accomplishes proportionately more. Some
transfer programs, I suspect, are less economical than they might be
because they offer benefits broadly; aid goes even where the need is
much less than that which "sells" the plan to the public. The broader
program may gain wider support than one more economical, one that
would concentrate help where it would most efficiently achieve the
objectives of general public interest. Programs in operation call for
continual examination-the basic objectives, the methods possible
under current conditions, and the procedures in use.

The concept of economy in transfer spending can, I hope, be sharp-
ened. Final answers, however, will always rest on judgment. Yet
whose judgment? And how formed-on the basis of what questions
asked, what facts analyzed, what values appraised? The papers and
hearings stimulated by the Joint Economic Committee will undoubted-
ly make possible improved judgment.



CRITERIA OF EFFICIENCY IN GOVERNMENT
EXPENDITURES '

Roland N. McKean, the RAND Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.
A good deal of progress has been made in certain analytical tech-

niques, for example, those of estimation and computation, that can
help us choose efficient courses of action. But one aspect of seeking
efficiency, that of devising appropriate criteria or tests of preferred-
ness, is almost as troublesome as ever. Moreover, it is a crucial aspect
of choosing efficient policies; for with or without painstaking measure-
ments and sophisticated computational techniques, poor criteria can
lead to some very peculiar choices. As a simple illustration, consider
the criterion and one of the choices of the efficiency expert in the play
The Pajama Game:

While I am still in bed I shave
And the lather drips and the bed gets wet,
And, oh, what a lousy shave I get
But think of the time I save.'

But let us turn to more serious problems of choice and criterion
difficulties. In this paper, I shall discuss a major complication in the
devising of criteria, a few generalizations about appropriate tests of
preferredness, and their application to specific governmental problems
of choice. These remarks apply particularly to the use of quantitative
analysis-whether called economic analysis, operations research, or
systems analysis-in seeking efficient government programs and
activities.

In comparing alternative government operations or courses of ac-
tion, we cannot apply what might be called ultimate criteria. Thus
we cannot apply such tests as maximum well-being from available
resources." Without more precise definitions, this is merely saying
that we want the best. And when we spell out tests of preferredness-
more precisely, we find that we are using proximate criteria-that is,
practicable tests which are not necessarily or obviously consistent
with ultimate goals. The fact that we have to use such criteria makes
it easy to adopt erroneous ones.

SUBOPTIMIIZATION AND CRITERIA 3

There is a mjor complication in the process of choosing that multi-
plies the possibilities of going astray. This complication is the fact

'The discussion here Is based upon parts of ch. 2 in a forthcoming book, tentatively
entitled "Efficiency in Government Through Systems Analysis, With Emphasis on WaterResources Development." This volume, to appear in 1958, is one of a series of Publicationsin Operations Research sponsored by the Operations Research Society of America and
published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

'2The Pajama Game, book by George Abbott and Richard Bissell, music and lyrics byRichard Adler and Jerry Ross, Random House, New York, 1954, p. 125.
a For many of the points mentioned here, see Charles Hitch, Suboptimization In Opera-tions Problems, Journal of the Operations Research Society of America, May 1953,

pp. 87-99.
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that we inevitably have to break our problems of choice into manage-
able pieces or subproblems. As some have put it, the process of
choosing efficient courses of action is a process of suboptimization. In
a government or department, one man or one committee cannot pos-
sibly examine all problems of choice simultaneously and select each
course of action in the light of all the other decisions. The task is
divided among various persons along, hierarchical lines, some of the
broader policy choices being made by high-level officials or groups,
and others being delegated to lower levels. Similarly analysis-making
must be broken into manageable pieces, since it is impossible for a
single analysis to examine all of thie alternatives. Thus comparisons
of possible courses of action always pertain to parts of the govern-
ment's problem. Other parts of the overall problem are put aside for
the moment, decisions about some matters being neglected, specific
decisions about others being taken for granted. The resulting analyses
are intended to help in finding optimal, or at least good, solutions to
subprobiems: in the language of systems analysis and operations re-
search, they are suboptimizations.

Table: 1 may help to show precisely what is meant by suboptimiza-
tion and what kind of difficulties are involved. In the allocation of
money for forest development among its component activities (labeled
"Subproblem 2"), what should be done depends in part upon decisions
at other levels. That is, the best allocation of these funds depends
partly upon the way the whole Federal budget is allocated and partly
upon the way forest management, fire suppression, and pest control
are carried out. Nevertheless, decisions at all these levels cannot be
made simultaneously. To be sure, each decision will not be made in
complete ignorance of the others. But the allocation of funds for
forest development may be made more or less independently of deci-
sions about new operating procedures, work layout, and equipment.
In the selection of specific fire-suppression equipment (subproblem 3),
the allocation of the forest budget, a higher-level choice, and the
selection of detailed operating procedures, a lower-level choice, will
probably not be accomplished at the same time. Similarly, analysis
intended to assist in such decisions inevitably looks at pieces of the
Department's problem, with many other facets of the overall problem
temporarily fixed or ignored, because of the sheer size and complexity
of the Department's operations.

Piecemeal analysis and decision-making have their advantages. For
one thing, as problems are broken down into smaller parts, more detail
can be taken into account. A high degree of decentralization is often'
desirable so that the "man on the spot" can decide about many matters.
In analysis, somewhat similarly, considerable breakdown of govern-
mental problems is desirable so that the models used in estimating
results can be "on the spot," that is, less aggregative and more nearly
correct in their predictions than departmentwide models would be.
On the other side of the fence, there is a danger inherent in piecemeal
analysis, one whose importance can hardly be overemphasized. This
danger 'is that the criteria adopted in lower-level problems will not be
closely related to higher-level criteria. As mentioned before, proxi-
mate criteria would have to be used in any event, but since problems
must be examined a piece at a time, a whole hierarchy of possible
criteria comes into play, and potential inconsistencies are abundant.

97735-57-18
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Sub-problem 1

Allocation of Funds
For Forest Development

. Among Management of National
Forests, Forest Fire Control,

and Forest-Pest Control

Figure 1. Sub-optimization at Different Levels

For example, consider subproblem 3-the selection of fire-suppres-
sion equipment for the national forests. This problem of choice is
somewhat removed from top-level policy formation. In the case of
firetrucks, maximum capacity (e. g., rate of flow that pumps can
maintain) per dollar cost may seem like a plausible criterion. Yet
there is no assurance that this test is consistent with overall aims.
Suppose one engine costing $10,000 can maintain a flow of 10,000
units of water per minute-a capacity of 1 unit per dollar cost.
Another engine costing $50,000 can maintain a flow of 25,000 units
of water per minute-a capacity of one-half unit of water per dollar
cost. Is there good reason for choosing the former engine? Is this
test closely correlate* with higher-level criteria? No, not necessarily.
The smaller engine may simply be an inexpensive way to let fires get
out of control.
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The higher-level criterion-that is, our overall goal in forest devel-
opment and forest-fire control-is something like maximum profits
to the Nation or, more specifically, maximum net value of output.
Physical output, such as the volume of water that can be pumped
per minute, need not be highly. correlated with value of output.
Moreover, even when output is in value terms, the ratio of output to
cost, i. e., output per dollar cost, has no particular relationship to
maximum net value of output. Since ratios permit the scale of output
or cost to wonder willy-nilly, nothing insures their consistency with
higher-level tests. It is always hazardous, therefore, to use them
as criteria.'

,Somm Rm-ARxs ON PROPER CRITERIA

So much for "suboptimization" and the fact that one must be ex-
tremely wary in devising criteria. What of a constructive nature
can be said? If output and costs can be measured in the same unit-
that is, dollars-a suitable criterion form is maximum output minus
costs. For instance, in selecting fire-suppression equipment and
methods, the test can be maximum value of output; that is, timber and
property saved, minus costs. In order to estimate value of output,
of course, one cannot examine fire trucks (or tools for constructing fire
breaks, or fire-finder devices) in isolation. In those circumstances,
only a measure of physical output could be devised. It is necessary
instead to fit the fire trucks (or other equipment being considered)
into the system in a realistic context and esbiLnutm. tiie value of assets
saved annually with the alternative kinds of equipment.5 The kind
that yields maximum value minus costs or, if the budget is fixed, maxi-
mum value for the given budget, is the most efficient.

To be sure there are supplementary considerations that cannot be
embraced in a practicable test of economic efficiency. One major con-
sideration of this sort is uncertainty. Which equipment is to be pre-
ferred if type A is more efficient on the average but type B gives a
higher probability of avoiding catastrophic fires? Other supple-
mentary considerations, for example, so-called intangibles, are always
present. Nonetheless, the preceding test of. economic efficiency is cer-
tainly a major consideration-one that is highly relevant to the final
choice. This is more than can be said for many plausible criteria.

If output and costs cannot be measured in the same units, it is im-
possible to maximize value of output minus costs. This is the typical
situation in defense activities, various loan programs, social security
programs, and many other activities that provide special services to
the public. Prices that are widely acceptable cannot be given to these
outputs. Voters and officials have to attach values to various pro-
grams, at least implicitly, but one man's evaluation need not always be
valid for other persons. In the case of such activities, analyses have
to express output in physical terms, and the use of output minus costs

' This is not to say that ratios should never be used in any manner. To adjust activities
until two ratios are equal is often a very useful device. But the maximization or
minimization of some ratio is always a dubious criterion. For a more complete discussion
of this matter, see Hitch, op. cit.

& The streams of gains and costs should be discounted at the marginal rate of return
that could otherwise be earned, but the treatment of time streams cannot be taken up in this
short paper.
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(e. g., 20,000 patent applications processed minus $10 million) as a
criterion becomes impossible.

The next best procedure appears to be to fix either the costs or the
output at a reasonable scale. The test can then be minimum cost of
achieving the specified physical output (e. g., patent applications
processed, capability in particular military missions) or maximum
physical-output for the given-cost. These two criterion forms areveauiv-
alent if the size of either gain or cost is the same in the two tests. If
the test of maximum gain for a $50 budget points to the policy that
yields a gain of 100, then the test of minimum cost to achieve a fixed
gain of 100 will point to the same policy-the one that achieves the
gain of 100 at a cost of $50. The choice between these two criterion
forms depends mainly upon whether it is gain or cost that can be
fixed with the greater degree of correctness.

This leads us to a most important question: How does one determine
the right achievement or budget? If the achievement or budget is set
uncritically, the test is not necessarily consistent with higher level cri-
teria. In many problems of choice, the size of the budget or the scale
of the mission is fixed by higher authority. In these circumstances,
whichever is fixed can indeed be taken as given. If neither is fixed, one
must try to select the mission or budget that seems reasonable in the
light of higher level objectives. This calls for careful inquiry into
those higher level objectives and their relationship to the mission or
budget under consideration. Another possible procedure is to try sev-
eral budget sizes or mission levels. If the same equipment is preferred
for all task levels or budgets, that system is dominant. If the same
course of action is not dominant the use of several tasks or budgets
is nonetheless an essential step, because it provides the policymaker
with vital information.

APPITCATION TO SPECIFIC PROBLEMS

What implications do these observations have concerning the com-
parison of specific alternatives? Let's look briefly at two problems
that confront government officials periodically: (1) Choosing among
alternative sizes of the budget for forest management, and (2) choos-
ing among alternative personnel policies in government. In deter-
mining the efficient size of the forest-management budget,( we can
devise sensible monetary measures of both output and cost. In this
problem, then, a proper test would be similar to the criterion that
private firms presumatbly use-maximum expected profits or, in other
words, maximum gains minus costs (given whatever constraints exist).
That is, choose the scale of timber planting, cutting, and selling that
would yield the greatest excess of gains (discounted to their present
value) over costs (similarly discounted). The Forest Service some-
times prepares analyses employing this sort of test; yet in this
problem, and in many other investment choices, less meaningful
criteria are often employed. Note that it is misleading to use a
benefit-cost ratio as a test in this case (as in most others). Unless
applied with special constraints and solely to small increments in

* I assume here that Federal management of the national forests is to continue. By
"the" forest-management budget, I mean the funds for activities leading to the sale of
timber.
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the budget, maximizing such a ratio would favor restricting opera-
tions to a small but golden opportunity-say, cutting a small amount
of high-quality and easily accessible timber. Commonsense would
rule out this extreme, but the point is that the ratio would have little
significance.

The second problem, determining personnel policies (e. g., in the
military) is one in which output under alternative arrangements
cannot satisfactorily be measured in dollars. If we slice off one
particular part of the problem, i. e., setting the pay structure, a
proper criterion is minimum cost of obtaining a designated set of
services (i. e., physical output). The designated set of services should
be consistent with the functions and tasks that are to be performed.
*The cost, of course, should not be confined to the coming year's ex-
penses, but should be the present value of the costs for at least several
.years ahead. This example too is one in which appropriate criteria
have been adopted, at least in some instances. With respect to mili-
tary, personnel, the Cordiner report has made use of a criterion
similar to the one above in comparing its proposed pay structure
with the existing one.

Suppose we examine other alternatives in determining personnel
policies. The designated set of services, for civilian as well as mili-
tary activities, should be called into question, too. We should like
to eliminate overstaffing to find more economical combinations of
men and equipment, to design equipment and methods of operation
that make more efficient use of personnel. For such purposes, the
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criterion. Nor will such tests as physical output per worker, gain-
cost ratios, or the minimum cost of doing some casually specified job.
The test would have to be, in very general terms the minimum cost
of performing a function or mission that is specifed carefully in the
light of higher level criteria. To state that such a criterion form
should be used is to leave the hard work still ahead, namely, putting
down those appropriate specifications of the function to be carried
out. But the hard work is there because the problem is hard. To
avoid it by adopting nonsense criteria will not lead to sound choices.

The problems just mentioned-determining personnel policy and
the forest-management budget-are but two of myriad choices that
must be made in deciding upon government expenditures. In each of
these choices, criterion selection is a crucial aspect of either analyzing
the problem quantitatively or of just thinking about the alternatives.
And in this matter of criterion selection, it is imperative that we draw
on economic principles, together with caution and commonsense, in-
stead of adopting the first plausible test that occurs to us.
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ECONOMY AND EFFICIENCY IN GOVERNMENT
EXPENDITURES

Wilson Wright, economist, Procter & Gamble Co.

ViwroriNT

The competence of the writer is the ability to analyze economic
situations and to suggest appropriate policy and action to men respon-
sible for the management of economic affairs. Because this is the
competence and viewpoint employed, there is little unusual which can
be offered for consideration by readers of this report. Instead, what-
ever -value, may be assigned to the ideas presented in this report must
be attributed to the fact that the author is accustomed'to evaluate
the economic consequences of expenditure made by Government from
the viewpoint of a person observing and appraising/rather than as
a participant.

ECONOMY, WASTE, EFFICIENCY

The task of describing standards which can be used to determine
whether specific programs undertaken by the Federal Government are
economical may begin with a statement of what is understood to be
economy, waste, and efficiency.

Economy is understood to be the management of affairs with
special regard for costs and involves the husbanding of resources.
Expenditure is wasteful if it is not economical. Efficiency is under-
stood to be the effectiveness of managerial action as measured' by a
comparison of the product obtained with the expenditure or cost.

AsSIGNNMNT OF REsroNsIBu'Y

A review of the organization of the Federal Government, and the
operation of the Federal Government in the past, may be used to
support the assumption that neither the Congress nor the executive
branch of the Government-actually is formally responsible for efficiency
and economy in public expenditure.

Persons in both the executive and legislative branches of the Gov-
ernment unquestionably have been and are interested in seeing to it
that Government expenditure is made efficiently and with economy.
Yet neither the executive branch nor the Legislature is actually
charged with formal responsibility for the performance of this func-
tion. The executive branch assembles budgetary data and presents
the budget to the Congress. The Congress, on the other hand, can
either add to the budget or refuse to appropriate funds necessary to
finance items in the budget. Furthermore, with several notable
exceptions, few Members of the Legislature have made efficiency and
economy in Federal expenditure the basis for their political careers.
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Long ago the lack of a formal assignment of responsibility for
efficiency and economy in Government expenditure presumably was
not a matter of large importance, because the magnitude of Federal
expenditure was not such an important factor in the economy. This
situation, obviously, has been changed.

In the operation of a popular government, in which political parties
adopt specific programs and party discipline is observed, responsibil-
ity for efficiency and economy may be assigned by the electorate to
the party in power. In such cases the high administrative officers
are the leaders of the party or coalition which comprises a majority
in the legislature. In this kind of a situation the citizen may hold
the party responsible for economy and efficiency.. Because these char-
acteristics are not to be found in our form of political organization,
economy and efficiency seem to be an interest of legislators and ad-
ministrators as a consequence of their citizenship, and as responsible
individuals, rather than as a formal responsibility related to their
positions in the Government. While the lack of a formal assignment
of responsibility presumably is a defect in the organization of the
Federal Government it, also, may be noted that the management of
Federal expenditure does not appear to have been less efficient than
the performance of the comparable function by the popular govern-
ments of other countries in which responsibility seems to be formally
assigned. This appears to be a tribute to the commonsense and
statesmanship of American political leaders.

STANDARDS

The means of measuring economy, waste, and efficiency in govern--
ment apparently are quite different from those which could e em-
ployed in the management of a business operation. In the manage-
ment of a business the operating statement and balance sheet can be
used to indicate whether or not operations have been conducted with
efficiency. A comparison of these statements with those of similar
enterprises may be used to determine whether the operation of one
business is more efficient than the operation of another. Such meas-
urements and references do not exist for the evaluation of efficiency
in government and both the objectives and the responsibilities of a
government are different from those involved in the management of a
business.

Two different types of reference may be used to determine the
economy and efficiency of expenditure. The first of these is the kind
of reference called a "principle." Such principles, of course, are
judgments or opinions derived from the observation of experience
and developed by reasoning. The second type of standard consists
of a definition of proposed expenditure, expressed in definite num-
bers. This is the "budget" which is used in managing expenditure
made by both persons and organized groups, including government.
In the conduct of business operations it is customary to seek ways
and means of reducing the expenditure defined in the budget. The
reduction of budgeted expenditure, without producing a commen-
surate reduction of the volume of prodtiction. is an important func-
tion of business, management. In business the incentive to provide
this function is large. In the management of group operations,
where large material rewards are not obtainable by the persons who
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perform the function of managing budgeted expenditure, the incentive
must consist of personal satisfaction, approbation on the part oflothers,
and dedication to attainment of the task. It is also apparent that

-the establishment of budgets and the actual management of budgeted
expenditure can be only the function of managers or executives who
are held responsible.

These considerations lead to the conclusion that the Congress
can only use the kinds of standards known as principles in determining
the economic and efficient types and volumes of expenditure-supple-
menting the use and application of principles by obtaining responsible
assurance that the administration of expenditure budgeted is organ-
ized and performed with competence.

THREiE EcoNoMIc SITUATIONS

Government expenditure is made in at least three different types of
situation. One of these types of situation is experienced when the
Nation is mobilized for war. A second type of situation is when
large numbers of the population are unemployed. The third type of
situation, which may be considered as representing "normal," is when
neither of the first two situations obtain. In each of these three dif-
ferent types of situation somewhat different concepts and standards
'may be adopted and used by the Congress in evaluating expenditure.
. Because the third type of situation, in which the Nation is not

mobilized for war and the number of unemployed is not large, is the
kind of a situation experienced most of the time, as well as in the pres-
ent, it is appropriate to give priority to a consideration of two prin-
cipal or basic standards to be used in this kind of a period.
Principle I

A first principle which may be used by the Congress in appraising
the economy and efficiency of Federal expenditure, in the situation de-
fined, is derived from a consideration of the effects of Federal finance
upon the financial system of the economy as a whole. The importance
of this standard is that by observing it the Congress may avoid pre-
cipitating inflation and general economic disorganization leading to
boom and depression, inflation, deflation, unemployment, and unnec-
essary social friction. The principle may be stated in the follow-
ing terms. The difference between Federal expenditure and income
should be adjusted to change in the demand for credit in the rest of
the economy. Another way of stating the principle is that the change
in Federal debt plus the change in other debt should be equal to the
change in the market value of national output required by the in-
crease in the population and technological improvement. If go-ern-
ment expenditure is adjusted to fit this equation, Federal debt would
be retired in periods when the increase in the aggregate debt in-
curred by the State and local governments and private borrowers
would be larger than the volume which could be equated with the
other factors. It is not enough merely to balance the Federal budget
in a situation in which State and local governments and private bor-
rowers are expanding their debt beyond the limits indicated in the
equation outlined.

The consequenoe of violating Prinoiple 1.-The principle described
may be used to avoid large-scale long-term inflation and deflation.
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It is assumed that it is not necessary to support the contention that
such inflation and deflation is undesirable and to be avoided. In
each period of inflation sincere, respected and honorable voices may be
heard advocating expenditure and financial procedure which is infla-
tionary. Because decisions regarding government expenditure should
be debated, it is reasonable to suppose that the arguments supporting
inflationary expenditure should be heard. Inflation, however, has been
experienced for centuries. It is normal experience avoided by only
unusual nations with unusual leaders. The causes, development and
consequences have been observed, understood, defined, and explained.
There is nothing mysterious and little that is not known about the sub-
ject. Deflation, of course, is a consequence of inflation.

The primary origin of inflation invariably has been and will be
an expansion of the money supply in excess of the expansion of the
volume of commodities produced. The usual and almost invariable
origin of inflation is the expansion of government debt or the debase-
ment of the money supply as a consequence of political action. In
this connection it is to be noted that public debt is an important part
of the reserve held against the money supply of this country which
was incurred for political purposes. For these reasons the change in
the public debt should be adjusted to the changes indicated in the
equation described if government expenditure is to be considered eco-
nomic and efficient. If government expenditure is so large that public
debt is not adjusted to the limits defined in the equation, government
expenditure cannot be considered to be either efficient or economic.

The problem of velocity.-Aithough the primary origin of inflation
is an improper political use of credit, it also may be observed that a
change in the level of prices may be related to a change in the velocity
of the circulation of the money supply. This, however, is a matter
which is not amenable to control by a legislative body and may be con-
sidered the special province of the persons responsible for the formula-
tion and application of monetary policy. In the United States the
Federal Reserve Board, rather than the Congress,-may be considered
the proper authority to deal with the problems derived from changes
in the velocity of the circulation of money.
Prcwiple II

A second standard or principle which may be used to evaluate the
economy and efficiency of government expenditure is the magtude
and incidence of tax rates required to raise an appropriate volume of
income. It is evident that, if expenditure is so large that the taxation
required to finance the expenditure reduces the incentive to produce
on the part of the population, the expenditure can be considered
neither economic nor efficient.

An examination of the economic consequences of the present hotch-
potch of Federal tax legislation is not an appropriate subject to the
development-of this paper. In passing,-however, it may. be noted that
existing legislation, while adequate for the purpose of obtaining the
funds with which to finance expenditure, provides incentive to finance
capital investment of all kinds with borrowed funds, provides incen-
tive for small-buisiness men to sell businesses before these become too
large, and provides incentive for persons who are unusually competent
in the management of economic affairs to avoid action which might
increase personal tax liability.
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A succinct general label -for the existing legislation might be that
it is the kind of extravagance which can be afforded temporarily by
a wealthy country in a period of booming economic activity.

UNECONOMIC AND INEFFICIENT STANDARDS

.A percentage of national income
From .,.Me urtie it has beeni - ugget- bthat an appropriitte volume

*of expenditure might be established by selecting some percentage of
national income. This approach has the merit of reducing the stand-
-ard to a definite number. Such a number, however, would have no
relation to the use made of the funds thus obtained and would be a
violation of principle I. For these reasons there seems to be no ra-
tional justification for the selection of a definite proportion of national
-output as a measure of the volume of expenditure which should be used
for political purposes.
-Weed as a standard

A second standard sometimes used to justify government expendi-
ture is "need." A need is a matter of opinion. Because needs are
unlimited and the means available for satisfying needs are.not, it
-would seem to be obvious that no expenditure should be imade'pri'
marily because the expenditure is needed or wanted. When want or
need is the criterion used to determine whether or not expenditure
will be made it is to be expected that expenditure will be made without
reference to what can be afforded and with little regard for either
-efficiency or economy.

EXPENDITURE WHEN UNEMPLOYMENT Is LARGE

When unemployment is large the public will demand expenditure
-by the. Government to provide income for persons who would other-
wise be unemployed. This public demand may be expected as a
.consequence of widespread acceptance of the theory of compensatory
government spending, the planning of full employment and the use

-of fiscal policy to support "purchasing power."'
In this connection it is interesting to observe that the. only part

of the theory of full employment by means of planning and the use
of. fiscal policy which has proven actually acceptable is the idea that
government spending in excess of income is appropriate when un-
-employment is large. The other part of the theory has been proven
unacceptable. When a situation of full employment has obtained
governments have not been able to reduce or defer expenditure until
a time' when unemployment would be experienced.

Because the theory is widely accepted it is to be expected that there
w'ill be a -large and important demand for government spending, in
-excess of income when large-scale unemployment again is experienced.

It probably would be possible to observe principle I, described
in this paper, concerning government in such a time. When business
activity is reduced and unemployment is increased it is to be expected
that, private borrowing also will be reduced. This would permit
government borrowing to be undertaken or increased without violat-
ing-principle I.- In this connection, however, it is important to note
that if government deficits, become too- large,- property owners and
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entrepreneurs will fear that tax rates levied upon successful busi-
ness venture may be increased. If this proves to be the case the
fear of taxation will deter the undertaking of ventures and invest-
ment which will be needed to increase employment and income.

The theory that the volume of employment can be determined
largely by fiscal policy actually can be used to produce a situation
which would represent neither prosperity nor depression but eco-
nomic stagnation. Government expenditure made for the purpose of
supporting employment and income but which actually produces a
stagnation of enterprise can be considered neither economic nor
efficient.

MILITARY EXPENDrTURE

Contrary to ideas which seem to be generally accepted the condi-
tion known as peace has rarely existed for very long in this world.
What is now generally thought to be peace seems to be the kind of
situation which existed when British naval power dominated the
oceans and ports of the world. This situation has not obtained since
1914. In the present and prospective unstable political world it
must be expected that a major proportion of Federal expenditure
will consist of expenditure made for military purposes.

Because expenditure for military purposes probably will be the
largest single item in the Federal budget for many years to come, it
is apparent that this item will continue to be the part of govern-
ment expenditure in which efficiency and economy will be most im-
portant.

Assuming that the strategic evaluation and planning of the mili-
tary are adequate, rational and properly integrated, the problem of
efficiency and economy in military expenditure will consist largely of
the problem of administering the military budget. In this connec-
tion recommendations have been made by the second Hoover Com-
mission which supported the recommendations of the Committee on
the Business Organization of the Department-of Defense.

Because the maintenance of a permanent large military organization
is relatively new in the experience of the United States it is reasonable
to assume that there is much which is not understood about how to
manage the expenditure of such an organization. The development
of such knowledge requires time, experience, and study. For these
reasons it probably will be both desirable and appropriate to establish
task forces and working groups from time to time, with functions
similar to those of the Committee on the Business Organization of
the Department of Defense. Groups commissioned for the perform-
ance of this task can be used by the Congress in the way that the
managers or directors of a corporation sometimes employ the pro-
fessional services of firms specializing in operations research or man-
agement engineering. CONCLUSION

The review of the standards which may be employed by the Congress
to determine the economy and efficiency of Government expenditure
supports the assumption that these probably must be standards con-
cerned with overall Federal expenditure supplemented by responsible
assurance that funds budgeted and appropriated are being adminis-
tered with competence.
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FEDERAL EXPENDITURES AND ECONOMIC GROWTH>

CONTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES TO
ECONOMIC GROWTH AND STABILITY '

Evsey D. Domar, professor of political economy, the Johns Hopkins
University

INTRODUCTION

It is, I believe, a sign of progress that in the past few years we have
become increasingly concerned with economic stability and particu-
larly with growth, rather than merely with full employment. (It is
interesting to note that the Employment Act of 1946 does not mention
the word "growth." The nearest it comes to it is in the expression
"maximum production.") As goals of economic policy, full employ-
ment, and growth are not incompatible, but neither are they identical:
An economy like ours growing at a sufficiently rapid rate (with the
usual qualifications regarding health. leisure. and so forth) will enjoy
full employment without worrying about it, but full employment may
or may not be used efficiently and will not necessarily result in growth.
Growth, with its emphasis on efficiency, good management, techno-
logical progress, and, may I add, hard work and thrift, fits much better
with our general attitudes and is the healthier objective of the two.
That growth as such is desirable seems to me obvious. With the
present international conflict it is also a condition of survival.

I shall mean by growth the rate of increase of the total output of
goods and services, measured by real national income or product (gross
or net) or some similar series. To achieve a growing national income
two basic, conditions must be satisfied: (1) There must be a growing
demand for goods and services which the economy can produce; and
(2) there must also be a growth of productive capacity. These two
conditions are closely interrelated. The first without the second will
initially result in full employment, but eventually-in inflation. The
second without the first-in unemployment and idle capacity which
will undoubtedly inhibit the growth of capacity itself. While eco-
nomic stability is essentially concerned with the first condition, or
more correctly with the adjustment of demand to a given level of
capacity, and growth-with the second, it would be difficult, in an
economy like ours, to achieve either without the other.

Before proceeding further let me make clear that this paper is solely
concerned with Federal expenditures, and even with only certain kinds
of expenditures, not because I imagine that the change in the volume,

I I am grateful to Donald Bear of Stanford University and to Vladimir Stolkov of theJohns Hopkins University for their help in gathering statistical materials for this paper.They are not responsible, however, for any of my conclusions and recommendations.
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timing, and composition of Federal expenditures is the only, or even
the most important, key to the problem in hand, but simply because
it is the subject of the present hearings. While the committee has
been considering one aspect of Federal policies in its bearing on growth
and stability at a time, we may hope that it will synthesize its findings
someday.

E EcoNoMIc STABILITY

The first aspect of our problem, the adjustment of demand to pro-
ductive capacity at a given point of time-that is, economic stabiliza-
tion-is a field where it is easy to advise and difficult to act. Eco-
nomic discussions of the last two decades have repeatedly emphasized
that Federal expenditures should be curtailed during an inflation and
expanded during a depression, thus preventing the- development of
either. This is good advice, so far as it goes. A mild inflation is
not catastrophic and is unlikely to injure growth, but it is hard to
keep an inflation mild. There is also another reason for curtailing
Federal expenditures in prosperous and inflationary times. When
productive capacity is fully utilized, any increase in Federal (or any
other) expenditures must be matched by a more or less equal reduc-
tion elsewhere, achieved by taxation or inflation, and is, therefore,
costly. During a depression, however, when labor and machinery
are not fully utilized, an increase in Federal expenditures need not
and should not be matched by a corresponding reduction elsewhere
because labor, machinery, and materials do not have to be taken off
other jobs. More than that. The additional stream of Federal (or
other) expenditures will, in turn, give rise to secondary and subse-
quent streams and thus increase national income by an amount greater
than the original expenditure (the so-called multiplier effect).

While our economy is seldom, if ever, in one of the extreme positions
described here, and while there is quite a difference between the sim-
plicity of a textbook demonstration and reality, the essence of the
argument holds. The trouble is not with the argument itself, but
with its practical implementation. If the early arrival of a depres-
sion could be foreseen, some Federal expenditures, such as those on
highways, could be postponed. But the slack in non-Federal expendi-
tures (private, State, and local) might not take place for years to
come. How long are we to wait? Of course, if a depression does
come, Federal expenditures should be increased. This is also not
easy to do on short notice if the expenditures are to be socially useful,
yet less difficult, it seems to me, than their postponement.

I find it most fortunate that the stabilization problem will be con-
sidered by a special panel, whose members, I trust, will be more in-
genious in devising practical suggestions than I am. (The decision
to consider Federal expenditures in isolation from other measures,
such as taxation, is very restrictive in this connection.) Let me
make the optimistic assumption that this problem has been solved in
the sense that demand for goods and services will grow at an appro-
priate rate and proceed to the problem of growth of productive
capacity.

THE GROWTH OF PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY

The growth of productive capacity is a most complex phenomenon,
and any attempt to classify its ingredients in a simple (or perhaps
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any other) fashion is unsatisfactory. No particular significance
should be attached to the following list. It is merely used as a point
of departure.

An increase in productive capacity depends on the following fac-
tors:

1. An increase in the labor force (more correctly, man-hours
available).

2. An improvement in the health, education, and training of the
labor force.

3. Development of knowledge, including tecimical knowledge, and
its application.

4. Improved management and administration.
.. Accumulation of capital, and improvement in its quality.
6. More efficient utilization and discovery of new resources.
7. Changes in other economic factors, such as composition of out-

put, industrial structure, competition, etc.
8. Changes in more general factors, such as attitudes toward work,

efforts, invention, thrift, risk, and many others which are very ini-
portant, perhaps more important than the strictly economic ones, but
which I am hardly competent to discuss. It is not easy to change
them by Federal expenditures, in any case.

There is no simple formula that could tell us which of these com-
ponents of growth should be the particular concern of our Federal or
of any national government. No two countries, nor any one country
at different periods of time, would rive the saine answer. III this
particular case, it seems best to me to tollowv oar traditions and to
modify them when reasons for a chantre are strol g.

Let us start with capital formation. Whether we could profitably
invest a larger fraction of our national income (or product) is a coll-
troversial subject among economists. Much, of course, depends on
the concomitant growth of the labor force and on technological
progress. Without these two, and particularly the latter, the output
contributed by an extra dollar of capital will decline with time. I
doubt if this has been the case in this country, and I believe that we
could invest a higher fraction of our income, provided anti-inflatioim-
arv measures were undertaken at the same time. From this it does
not follow, however, that the Federal Government should participate
in capital formation on a large scale, except in such fields as highlwlvays,
where benefits are diffused; atomic energy, where returns are still
uncertain; defense installations, which serve al special purpose; and
other special fields. The bulk of our capital formation call be left iII
private hands, stimulated, if necessary, by tax, credit, and other
policies. This has been our tradition, and I do not see good reasons
for changing it at the present time.

Similarly, there is no need for Federal (or any governmental) inter-
ference with the growth of our labor force; that is, essentially with
the birthrate-we are doing quite wvell here oni our own-nor with the
lenigth of the workweek. I do not see that the Federal Governinelit
could or should try to change our nuanaigerial or admininstraltiv -etl-
ods. except, perhaps, in its own backyard. Tile Federal Gover innent
does concern itself with questions of competition and inonopoly. but
this is hardly a field for Federal expenditures, as distimmgu islie(d frollm
other Federal actions, except, possibly, in the allocation of Govermi-

f'7 7s-,5--If I
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ment contracts. With these exclusions, the fields where Federal ex-
penditures can and should contribute to growth are:

1. Education and training.
2. Development of knowledge; i. e., research.
3. Public health.
4. Natural resources.
All these fields are important and deserve Federal attention, but

I shall limit my remarks to the first 2, and particularly to educa-
tion, both because of my ignorance of the last 2 and because. .pr
education and research suffer frol serious deficiencies.

FEDERAL EXPENDITURES AND EDUCATION

The committee is undoubtedly familiar with the shortage of qu~ali-
fied teachers, the overciowding, and the ,frequently unsatisfactory
level of instruction in our public schools. I would like to discuss
here. another aspect of our educational system: the wwaste of ability
and talent caused by the failure of' a surprisingly large numberj of
bright high-school graduates to attend college.

In an. advanced industrial society like ours, positions of importance
and responsibility in practically every field increasingly require a
college education and, frequently, postgraduate training as well.
When an. ajble person who cali benefit from such an education does
notireeivyeit, he hurts both himself and society. It is not always
easy tO identify good college material, but a high score on an intelli.
gence test combined with a high performance in high school gives .a
strong promise of success. Yet, according to table I, taken from a
study of the Commission on Human Resources and Advanced Training
published-in 4954, 38 percent of high-school graduates in the upper
20 percent of their graduating class and with an intelligence score of
145 or over *(which is very high, indeed), do not even enter college.F
For that' matter, even a score of 125 is quite high-the average for
college graduates is 121 3-yet, as table I shows, over 40 percent of
this group, who are also in the upper 20 percent of the graduating class,
do not go to college. IIn the words of Dael Wolfle, the Director of the
Commission:,

Every year, over 150,000 pupils who could become average
or better members of most of the specialized fields graduate
from high school but do not enter college. Some of these able
students will attain positions of high responsibility; they will
contribute as much to society and derive as much personal.
satisfaction from their work as they would had they attended
college. But many will not. Without college education,
they have little or no opportunity to become teachers, scien-
tists, doctors, lawyers, or social scientists. They may become
businessmen, musicians, artists, journalists, or nurses, and
some of them can become engineers while others can work in
a variety of subprofessional fields. But, as a group, they can-

2 Dael Wolfie, America's Resources of Specialized Talent; the Report of the Commission
on Human Resources and Advanced Training (New York, Harper & Bros., 1954), p. 174.
This Commission was appointed by the Conference Board of Associated Research Councils
under a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation.

8 Ibid., p. 146.
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not contribute to society as much without additional education
as they could with it.4

TABLE I.-Percentage of high school graduates who do not enter college, clussifed
by intelligence and high 8chool grades'

Percent High-school grades (percentile rank in graduating class)
of all _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

AOCT score high- _ . _ -

asco 1-20 2140 41-00 1-S0 81-100 Total
ates

145 and abo e -2.1 59 52 44 38 40
136 to 144- 5A4 70 63 57 50 431 46
125 to 34 ------------------- 12 0 74 67 60 53 461 52
115 to 124 -19.2 76 70 03 51 49 58
106 to 114 . -- 22:8 79- 72 65 58 52 65
95 to 104 - 19.2 81 74 6& 61 54 71
X to 94 -12.0 84 77 70 64 57 78
75 to 84 .-- 5.4 88 81 74 67 60 84
Below 75-2.1 92 84 77 70 66 91

Total--- . ------------ - 74 . 65 56 47 | 68

' Ibid., p; 174.

The Commission concluded thait- . . -

The United States wastes much-. of- its talent. Colleb-e
graduating classes could be twice ds-large-ds they curfentfy
are, and with no loss of quality. The- potential supply gets
drained off, in large or small amounts, all the way through -

-the educational system. Practic-aliy all pouentially gvuu Cul-
lege students enter, and most of thenm finish high school, but
after highi school the loss is large; . Fewer than half of the
upper 25 percent of all high-school graduates ever earn col-
lege degrees; only '6 out. of 10 of the top 5 percent' do. So
ciety fails to secure the full benefit of many of its brightest
youth because they do not, secure the education that would
enable them to work at the levels for' which they are poten-
tially qualified.5

It is proper to inquire at this point whether the influx of. all these
bright young men and women into colleges would create an over-
supply.of college-trained personnel. Their admission to college need
not necessarily give rise to a sharp increase in the fraction of.our pop-
ulation going to college, unless this is regarded as desirable in itself.
Every college teacher is aware that a distressingly large fraction of
our present undergraduates are poor college material. Hence, a good
deal of substitution of these poor students by better ones, rather than
a net addition to them, could take place. Secondly, a rapidly grow-
ing economy needs talent and ability; in turn, a better utilization of
these rare qualities promotes growth.

Ibid., p. 242.
5Ibid., p. 269.
Similar evidence was obtained by another study which tried to find the relation between

the Intelligence level and occupation. It was found that on the whole people of high
intelligence are concentrated in the professional, managerial, and clerical occupations:
persons of low Intelligence do not usually rise to the top, hut a large percentage of highly
Intelligent persons (with scores of 140-149) are found among skllcd manual, semlr.killed
and even unskilled groups. See C. A. Anderson, J. C. Brown, and M. J. Bowman, Intel-
ligence and Occupational Mobility, The Journal of Political Economy, vol. LX (June
1952), pp. 218-239. Their conclusion was that "Elimination of the less Intelligent men
from the topmost level appears more certain than the rise of brilliant men from low posi-
tions to high ones", p. 221.
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These 40 or so percent of potentially excellent students do not go
to college for two sets of reasons: one is financial, the other-more
general. A study made by Ralph F. Berdie in Minnesota reveals that
only one-half of the upper 10 percent of high-school graduates who
did not intend to go to college said that they would go if funds were
available.6 The other half would not go because of lack of motiva-
tion, interest, or other reasons.

A system of Federal scholarships for college and post-graduate
training would help those who do not go to college because of lack
of funds, but no miracles should be expected from it. A large num-
ber, perhaps as many as two-thirds of potential recipients would go
to college in any case, though some of them would be enabled to enter
better schools and some parents would be relieved from a heavv bur-
den. What worries me about a system of Federal scholarships, how-
ever, is their probable restriction to some specific fields, such as sci-
ences and engineering where a shortage of trained personnel seems to
exist. We certainly need able and well trained scientists and engi-
neers, but we also need able doctors, lawyers, businessmen, teachers,
and even economists. We should increase our supply of scientistsuand
engineers by drawing into college those bright meen and women who
stay out of them, rather than by denuding other professions and oc-
cupations of their best personnel. The choice of study should be left
to the individual, aided by advice from his relatives and teachers and
not hampered by the promise of a scholarship in one field and its
absence in another.

Federal scholarships could help solve but one aspect of the problem.
Thiey would not improve education in our schools, the need for which
is great. To quote again from the Commnfission's report:

Of these possible courses of action, probably the most im-
portant in the long run is to improve education at the ele-
mentary and secondary levels. In the intermediate run, early
identification of talent plus efforts to improve motivation on
the part of both the pupil and his parents appears to be the
most promising direction of effort. And in the short run,
intensive indoctrination plus financial assistance will have the
earliest payoff.7

Such an improvement in our educational system will hardly be
accomplished without Federal help. But before I press this point
further, let us take a look ata few facts.

Taken as a fraction of total population, enrollment in all our schools
and universities, taken together, has not changed much since 1930. In
elementary and secondary schools this fraction was 23.2 percent in
1930 and 21.7 percent in 1956 (see appendix, tables AIII-AV): in
universities the corresponding figures were 0.9 percent and 1.8 percent,
and total enrollment on all levels was 24.1 percent in 1930 and 23.4
percent in 1956. The proportion of young people enrolled has been
increasing, but the fraction of young people (ages 5-24) in the total
population fell from 38.3 percent in 193e0 to 31.7 percent in 1956.
With the higher birth rates since World War II, the fraction of total
population enrolled is beginniiing to rise.

6Ralph F. Berdie, After High School, What? (0inneapolis, Minn., University of Mmn-
meqota Press, 1953). The reference is taken from Wolfle, op. cit., p. 165.

7 Wolfle, op. cit., p. 244.
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The fraction of our gross national product spent on education from
all sources (Federal, State, local, and private) has risen from 3.49 per-
cent in 1930 to 3.87 percent in 1954, after a slight dip in 1940 and
1950 to 3.16 and 3.07 percent, respectively. (See appendix, table
AVI.) Expenditures on elementary and secondary education as frac-
tions of gross national product have behaved in roughly the same man-
ner, while expenditures on higher education have risen faster (from
0.69 percent in 1930 to 0.95 percent in 1954).

Thus neither the fraction of our population enrolled in school nor
that of gross national product devoted to education has shown a
marked change. Rougl its these comparisons are, they leave one some-
what puzzled regarding the causes of our increasingly acute educa-
tional problem. Pa rt of the latter can be explained by a rise in what
is regarded as good education, but by far more important is the pe-
culiar character of education: It is an industry deriving little benefit
from technological progress, so that real productivity per person
(teacher) engaged has not increased much, if at all, over the centuries.
True, our teachers know more (I trust) than their ancestors, but the
essential method of instruction has not changed considerably since the
days of Socrates: A teacher working directly with a class of students
without much help from mechanical devices was then and still is the
typical method. An attempt to raise the teacher's productivity by in-
creasing the size of class simply reduces the quality of instruction.

It is most ironical that while education contributes so much to eco-
nomic growth-perhaps more than any other activity-it suffers from
the success of its own efforts. In industries subject to particularly
rapid technological progress productivity per worker rises and his
income can be and is raised without difficulty. This brings pressure
on less progressive industries. To keep their workers they also have
to raise wages or reduce the quality of their personnel. Their output
becomes more expensive and/or of lower quality. This is exactly
what has been happening to education.

This is not a temporary situation. The more prosperous we be-
come and the faster we grow the more expensive good education will
become, unless some major technological revolution, such as mass use
of television as an instrument of instruction, transforms the education
industry. It is too early to tell whether such a change will be possible
or desirable. As things stand, it is very unlikely that this country will
have an educational system such as it deserves and badly needs and can
certainly afford without Federal participation on a large scale.

Traditionally, education, particularly on the elementary and sec-
ondary level, has been regarded as a local affair. Although part of
this tradition has already been broken by State educational grants to
local governments, which are quite common, further departures from
this or any other tradition require justification.

In ages past when a person was likely to be born, live, and die in
the same community (if such times ever existed in this country) which
was economically more or less self-sufficient, it was natural to think of
education, particularly on the elementary and secondary level, in local
terms. Whatever might have been the case in the past, the geographi-
cal mobility of our present population is remarkable: between 1953 and
1956 over 10 million persons per year changed their county of residence.
(See appendix, table A-VII.) Subject to annual variation, the gen-
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eral trend has been from the Northeast and South toward the West.
Must the South-our poorest region-provide education for the more
prosperous West?

That the economic interdependence of all regions of this country is
very great requires no elaboration. A waste of ability and talent in
any one region affects all the rest. The education and training of our
highly mobile labor force is therefore a national problem.

One may still wonder whether a proper educational system coUIU
not be financed by local governments, with State support, particularly
in periods of high prosperity, and full employment. Whether a large
increase of educational expenditures from these sources can be under-
taken is a moot question. Financial ability is hard to judge. On the
whole, our poorer States, which usually also have poorer schools, are
making at least as great or even a greater educational effort than the
richer ones. Thus in 1954 Mississippi spent 3.06 percent of her per-
sonal income on education; Arkansas and South Carolina 2.78 and 3.37
percent, respectively, as'compared with 2.08 percent for New York,
1.80 and 2.01 percent for Connecticut and New Jersey. (The highest
ratios were in the West: in New Mexico, 3.56; Wyoming, 3.44; and
Idaho. 3.39 percent.) (See appendix, table A-IX.) That the State
and local governments find it much more difficult to raise funds than
the Federal Government does is well known. The fear of repelling
customers in case of a sales, tax, and wealthy individuals in case of an
income tax, is an~important factor. Perhaps the unwillingness to tax
is as strong as inability.. Be all this as it may, the fact remains that
State and local governments have not met the problem. Nor is a radi-
cal improvement to be expected in the near future.

The emphasis placed in this paper on the waste of talent and ability
caused by the failure, of potentially bright college students to enroll
should not give the impression that this is the only educational problem
we face. (Other problems will, I presume, be discussed by the. special
panel. Perhaps I may add here thatit is highly desirable to raise the
general level of our college instruction. Our education is becoming
ever longer because so little is accomplished in 4 years of undergrad-
uate training; a master's degree and even a doctorate are increasingly
required. For that matter, postdoctoral training is becoming more
common. But such a reform of college education cannot be under-
taken without a major improvement in our elementary and, particu-
larly, high-school instruction.

FEDERAL EXPENDrrURES AND RESEARCH

Expenditures on research and development from all sources (gov-
ernmental, commercial, and nonprofit) have increased markedly over
recent years, rising from some $0.8 billion in 1941 to $4.6 billion in
1953, or as a fraction of gross national product from 0.6 to 1.3 percent.
Between 1941 and 1957 Federal expenditures on research and develop-
ment rose from $0.2 billion to $2.6 billion, though as a fraction of
gross national product the latter figure corresponds to only some 0.6
percent. (See appendix, table A-X.) And of course the absolute
figures should be corrected for changes in the price level..

That economic growth is based on technological progress and re-
search in general is clear beyond doubt. It is tempting, therefore,
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to argue that Federal expenditures on research should increase. I
take this position, but with the following qualifications:

1. The social usefulness of research expenditures is limited by the
supply of well-trained research workers which in turn depends on
our educational system. If the Federal Government increases its de-
mand for them without helping to increase the supply, research
workers will be simply shifted from non-Federal to Federal projects.
In the short run this will accomplish certain specific objectives, par-
ticularly connected with national defense. Its long-run effects may
be less desirable.

2. By far the largest part of Federal research expenditures-84
percent in 1956-is related to national security. (See appendix, table
A-XI.) While some of the results of these expenditures will find
peacetime uses, I cannot help wondering whether it is healthy in the
long run that only 16 percent of them are directed to nondefense
purposes.

3. Even more important is the estimate that over 90 percent of
Federal research obligations are for applied research. (See appendix,
table A-XII.) Granted that the distinction between basic and ap-
plied research is vague and that the estimate is not precise, it still
remains true that the Federal Government is little concerned with
basic research. It may even be impeding it by encouraging scientists
to leave basic research where material gains, if any, are small and
move to applied projects which can be easily financed. And yet basic
research is the foundation on which all other research is built; its
bcnvfits are widely diffused indl aoerve M tohp. whole qnniptv rather
than to its direct sponsors and originators. It is difficult to find a
field more worthy of Federal support.

APPENDIX

This statement was made by Alfred Marshall, the great English
economist, near the turn of the century. While there is a vast differ-
ence between the present American conditions and those in the England
of his time, his statement is still of interest.

The laws which govern the birth of genius are inscrutable.
It is probable that the percentage of children of the working
classes who are endowed with natural abilities of the highest
order is not so great as that of the children of people who
have attained or have inherited a higher position in society.
But since the manual labor classes are 4 or 5 times as numer-
ous as all other classes put together, it is not unlikely that
more than half of the best natural genius that is born into the
country belongs to them; and of this a great part is fruitless
from want of opportunity. There is no extravagance more
prejudicial to the growth of national wealth than that waste-
ful negligence which allows genius that happens to be born
of lowly parentage to expend itself in lowly work. No change
would conduce so much to a rapid increase of material wealth
as an improvement in our schools, and especially those of the
middle grades, provided it be combined with an extensive
system of scholarships, which will enable the clever son of a
workingman to rise gradually from school to school till he
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has the best theoretical and practical education which the
age can give.

To the abilities of children of the wroking classes may be
ascribed the greater part of the success of the free towns in
the Middle Xges and of Scotland in recent times. Even
within England itself there is a lesson of the same kind to be
learned; progress is most rapid in those parts of the country
in which the, o'veallteset proportion of the leaders of industry
are the sons of workinginen. For instance, the beginning of
the manufacturing era found social distinctions more closely
marked and more firmly established in the south than in the
north of England. In the south something of a spirit of caste
has held back the workingmen and the sons of workingmen
from rising to posts of command; and the old established
families have been wanting in that elasticity and freshness of
mind which no social advantages can supply, and which comes
only from natural gifts. This spirit of caste, and this de-
ficiency of new blood among the leaders of industry, have
mutually sustained one another; and there are not a few
towns in the south of England whose decadence within living
memory can be traced in a great measure to this cause.8

TABLE A-I.-Estirnated distribution of college graduates cia8sifled by occapatios
of father

Percentage Number and percentage
Distribution of each group among college graduates

Father's occupation of 1,000 graduating
children from college

Number Percent

Professional and semiprofessional- 5 43 28 22
Managerial -- 128 19 24 19
Sales, clerical, and service -158 15 24 19
Farm -162 6 10 8
Skilled, unskilled, factory, etc-487 8 39 31

Total - --------------------------- - 1, 000|-------------- 125 100

Source: The distribution of children was taken from Bureau of the Census report p. 20, No. 32, Dec. 4,
1950, Children and Youth: 1950, which gives the distribution of children under the age of 18 by occupation
of the employed head of the household. The other figures are quite tentative Commissioti estimates.
Dael Wolfe, America's Resources of Specialized Talent, p. 162.

TABLE A-II.-Estimated educational attainment of boys and girls uwith AGOT
scores of 130 or higher'

Both sexes

Annual Percent
numberI

In age group of 2.200,000 - 152, 000 100.0
Finish high school -- 148, 000 97.0
Enter college - ----------------------------------- 80,000 53.0
Graduate from college ---- 70,000 46.0
Receive doctor of philosophy degrees -2, 600 1. 7

I All numbers are rounded, and are based upon an age group of 2,200,000 approximately the current size;
percentage figures are of all (boys and girls, or both) in age group and with AGCT scores of 130 or higher.

Source: Commission estimates.
Dadl Wolffe, America's Resources of Specialized Talent, p. 183.

8
Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics (London, Macmillan & Co., 1090), 1st edition,

pp. 270-271.
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TABLE A-III.-Population, labor force, and school enrollment

277

Total con- Enrollment
tinental Labor force Total en- In eemon- Enrollment

Year population, (including rollment tary and In higher
including military) In schools secondary education

Armed (all levels) educatIon
Forces

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1890 -62, 947, 714 21,814,412 '13, 980,756 '13,824,000 156, 756
1900 ------------- 70, (18, 794 27, 323, 055 17, 198,841 16, 961, 249 237,592
1910 -.--....-------...------- 92,027,874 35, 749, 068 19,099,148 19, 643, 933 355, 215
1920- ------- - 105,827,858 41, 018,851 24, 061, 778 23, 463, 898 597, 880
1930 -.... 122,864,490 50, 080, 000 29,9652,377 28, 551,640 1, I 0,737
1940 -.---- ...--------- ..131,788,208 56, 030, 000 29,751, 203 28,257,000 1,494, 203
1950 - 151, 683 ()00 (4 599.000 31, 319, 271 28.660,250 2, 650,021
1952 -- 157, 028, 000 66, 420, 000 32, 856 348 30, 554, 404 2,301, 884
1954 - ..--- 162,409,000 67, 818, 000 35, 011, 050 33, 396, 338 2, 514,712
1955 - ......------ ..-- 165,248,000 69,53S,000 0 37, 811, 47 1 35,090, 618 2,720, 929
1956- .... 167, 181, 000 69, 885,000 1 39,181, 765 ' 36, 234, 780 2, 946, 985

As percent of population As percent of labor force As percent of total
enrollment

Elemen- Enroll- Enroll- Elemen- Enroll-
Total tary and ment in Total Elemen- ment in tary and ment in

Year enroll- second- higher enroll- tary and higher second- higher
ment as ary en- educa- ment as second- educa- ary en- educea-
percent rollment tion as percent ary as tion as roliment tion as

of popu- as percent percent oflabor percent percent as percent percent of
lation of popu- of popu- force of labor of labor of total total en-
(4 ÷2) lation lation (4 ÷3) force force enroll- rollmet

(5-2) (60 .2) (5-3) (60 ÷3) ment (6÷4)
(5 -4)

(7) (8) (9) (10) ( 1) (12) (13) (14) (I .5)

1890 -- ----------- 22.21 21.96 0.25 64.09 63.37 0.72 98.88 1.11
1900 -- 22.60 22.29 .31 62.95 62.08 .87 98.62 1.38
1910 -21. 73 21.35 .39 55.94 54.95 .99 98.22 1.78
1920 - 22.74 22.17 .56 58.66 57.21 1.46 97.52 2.48
1930 - -- ------ 24.13 23.24 .90 59.21 57.01 2.20 96.29 3.71
1940 -- ----------- 22.58 21.44 1.13 53.10 50.43 2.67 94.98 5.02
1950 - 20.65 18.89 1.75 48.48 44.37 4.12 91. 51 8.49
1952 -20.92 19.46 1.47 49.46 46.00 3.47 92.99 7.01
1954- 22.11 20.56 1.55 52.95 49.24 3.71 93.00 7.00
1955- - 22.88 21.24 1.65 54.38 50.46 3.91 92.80 7.20
1956 - 23.44 21.67 1.76 56.09 51.87 4.22 92.48 7.52

' Denotes estimation on basis of subsequent (or _preceding) proportions of private enrollment to total
enrollment in elementary and secondary schools. Consequently, the total enrollment in elementary and
secondary schools (and in all levels) is, in part, an estimation.

SOURCES FOR TABLE A-Itt

Col. 2: 1890 figure from Stat. Abst. 1956, p. 5, table No. I; figures for 1900-1940 computed from Dist. Stat.,
p. 25, series B, 2, and 3; figures for 1950-56 from Stat. Abst., p. 5, table No. 2 (1956 figure is for December).

CoI. 3: Figures for 1890-1930 are based on "gainful worker" concept. From 1940 on the labor force con-
cept is used. Difference is mainly that former excluded new workers not yet employed for Ist time,
whereas latter includes them. Figures for IS90-1920 from fist. Stat., p. C4, series D, 32, and cover gainfully
occupied as of age 16 and over. Figures for 1930-55 from Stat. Abst. 1956, p. 197, table No. 235 and include
those gainfully occupied or in labor force (whichever is appropriate) of age 14 and over. Figure for 1956
(December) comes from Monthly Labor Review, April 1957, p. 506, table A-l.

Cols. 4, 5, and 6: Figure for 1890 enrollment in elementary and secondary schools is estimated on basis of
1890 enrollment of 12,723,000 in public elementary and secondary schools (Biennial Survey of Education,
1950-52, eh. 1, p. 18, table No. 11) and distribution between public and private enrollment in elementary and
secondary schools in 1900 (ibid., ch. I, p. 7, table No. 4). Figure for 1890 enrollment in higher education
from Biennial Survey, 1950-52, ch. I, p. 41, table No. 34. Figures for 1900-1952 from Biennial Survey,
1950-54, cli. 1, p. 7, table No. 4. Figures for 1954 from Biennial Survey, 1952-54, ch. I, p. 7, table No. 4.
Figures for 1955 and 1956 enrollment in elementary and secondary schools are estimated on basis of 1955
and 1956 enrollment in public elementary and secondary schools (30,532,166 in 195. and 31,527,695 in 1956)
(Office of Education, supplemncist to circular No. 490, p. 1, table No. 1) and on basis of 1954 enrollment in
private elementary and secondary schools (Biennial Survey, 1952-54, p. 7, table No. 4) as a proportion of
total enrollment. Figures for 195.5 and 1956 enrollment in higher eduvAliou from Offico of Education,
Circular Series, No. 460 (p. 7) and No. 496 (p. 2).
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TABLE A-IV.-Total population and school-age population

Total conti- Populatios Poptlation Populationnental United of ages 6 to of ages 5 to of ages 17 toStates popu- Population Population Population 24 as per- 17 as per- 24 as per-Year lation (in- ages 5 to 24 ages 5 to 17 ages 18 to 24 cent of total cent of total cent of totaleluding population population populationArmed) (4 . 2) (5+2)
Forces)

.hJ (3) (4) (3) (6) (7) (8)

1900 -76, 085, 794 31, 845, 462 21, 538, 024 10, 307, 438 41. 85 28. 31 13. 551910 -92, 027, 874 36, 988, 359 24, 230, 948 12,748, 411 40.19 26. 34 13. 851920-------105,827,818 40, 746, 789 27,728, 788 13, 018,001 38.10 26. 20 12 301930 ------- 122, 864,499 47, 034, 979 31,1571, 322 11,463, 617 38. 28 25. 70 12.191940 -- 131,788,208 46,351,915 29,745,246 16,606, 669 315.17 22. 57 12. 60
1950- 151,683,000 46, 519,445 30,735 025 15 784,420 30.67 20.26 10.411955 -165 248 000 52, 440,000 37,334,000 15 106, 000 31.73 22.59 9.14

Col. 2: Figures for 1900-1950 from table A-III, col. 2.
Col. 3: Figures for 1900-1950 computed from 1950 Census, Special Report P-B], p. 93, table No. 39. Fig-ure for 1955 computed from Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 121, p. 1.Col 4: Figure for 1900 compisted from 1900 Census of Population, vol. II, pt. II, p. xxxvi, table XIV.Figure for 1910-50 computed from 1050 Census, Special Report P-Bl, p. 95, table No.43. Figure for 1955computed from Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 121, p. 1.
Col. 5: Figure for 1900 computed from 1900 Census of Population vol. II, pt. II, p. xxxvi, table XVI.Figures for 1910-50 computed from 1950 Census, Special Report P-B1, p. 95, table No. 43. Figure for 1955

from Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 121, p. 1.
Cols. 6, 7, and 8: Computed from cols. 3 and 2, cols, 4 and 2, and cols. 5 and 2, respectively.

TABLE A-V.-School-age population and educational enrollment

Total enroll- Total en-Population Total enroll- Population ment in ele- Population rollment
Year of ages 5 ment in of ages 5 mentary and of ages 18 in higher

to 24 education to 17 secondary to 24 education
schools

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) .(6) (7)

1900-- - - - 31 845 462 17,198, 41 21, 538,024 16, 961, 249 10, 307,438 237,5921910 - - 36,988,359 19,999,148 24, 239,948 19, 643, 933 12,748,411 355, 2151920 - - 40,746,789 24,061, 778 27, 728,788 23,463,898 13,018,001 597,8801930 - - 47, 034, 979 29,652,377 31, 571, 322 28, 551, 640 15,463, 657 1.100.7371940- 46 31, 915 29, 71, 203 29, 745, 24 28, 257, 000 10, 606, 669 1,494,203190 -46,119,445 31,319 271 30731, 021 28,660,250 1517846 20 2,659,0211911 -12,440,---000- 137,1 47 37, 334,000 I 31, 090,618 11,100,000 2, 720,929

Total enroll- Total enroll-
Total enroll- ment in ment in

ment in elementary higher edu-
education and second- cation as

Year as percent of ary schools percent of
population as percent of population

of ages population of ages
5 to 24 of ages 18 to 24
(3.2) 5 to 17 (7÷6)

(5. 4)

(1) (8) (9) (o0)

1900 ------- 6----------- 54.01 78. 75 2.31
1910 -6------------------------- 54.07 81.04 2.791 -930-1-- - - ----------------- 59.05 84.62 4.591930--------------------------------------------63.04 90.44 7.121940 ------------------------------------------------------ 64.19 95.00 9.001950 - -------------------------------------------------------- 67.33 93.25 16. 851955 -72.10 93. 99 18.01

I Denotes estimation. (See table A-III.)
Cols. 2, 4, and 6: See table A-IV, cols. 2, 3, and 4.Cols. 3, 5, and 7: See table A-Ill, cols. 4, 5, and 6.NOTE.-Tbe enrollment data include total enrollment in the particular level of education under con-sideration and consequently are not limited solely to enrollments from the age group with which it is com-pared. Enrollments by age group do not exist for some years hence, it seems better to retain a consistent

measure for enrollment figures.
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TABLz A-VI.---0ros0 national product and educational ezpenditure

AII figures in thousands of dollars]

Expendl- Expendi- Total
expendl- ture on ture on Expendi- Expend!- expend!-

Gross ture on public private ture on ture on ture on
national Gross education elemen- elemen- public private elemen-
product national (including tary and tary and higher higher tary and

Year (Depart- product capital secondary secondary education education secondary
ment of ('Painter) outlay) schools schools (including (including schools

Commerce) (5+6+7+8) (including (including capital capital (including
capital capital outlay) outlay) capital
outlay) outlay) outlay)

(5+6)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1900 - - - 1287,751 214,965 ' 27,000 1 24,463 ' 21,323 1241,965
1910----------------- - '1571,688 426,2W0 53, 542 1 49, 100 ' 42,796 '479, 792
1920 ----- - ------------ 86, 600,000 '1,382,658 1,036, 151 130,141 115, 597 100, 769 1 1, 166,292

1930 - 91, 105,000 88,200,000 3, 182, 316 2,316, 790 233,277 288,909 343,340 2,550,067
1940----100,618,000 97, 100,000 3,176,804 2,344,049 227,000 332, 592 273, 183 2, 571,0D49
1950 ----- 285,067,000 - 8, 743, 885 5,837,643 782,967 1, 174, 125 949, 150 6,620,610
1952----- 346,095,000 -10,696,434 7,344,237 1,027,670 1,313,084 1,011 443 8,371,907
1994----300,500,000 ------- 13, 949, 876 9, 172, 129 1,364,079 1,911,750 I 01, i,918 10, 536,208
1955 391, 700, 000-
1956 -414, 70,000 -

Total expend- Total expend- Total expend- Total State Total Federal
iture on iture on Iture on and local expenditure

higher edu. public edu- private edu- expenditure on education
cation cation cation on education (including

Year (including (including (including (including capital
capital capital capital capital outlay and

outlay) (7+8) outlay) (5+7) outlay) (6+8) outlay) grant to
States)

(10) (11) (12) (13) (14)

1900---------------- 45,785 '239, 428 '48. 323 255,000 -------
19100--- 91,896 ' 475,350 968 338 577,0 O00
1920 ---- ------ 216,366 1, 151, 748 230, 910 1, 705,000 .
1930---------------- 632, 249 2,005, 699 576, 617 2,311,000 -------

605,755 2,676,641 500,163 2,638,000 174,930
190 ---------------- 2,123, 275 7,011.768 1,732,117 7,177,000 3,618,900
1952 --------------- 2,324,5627 8, 657, 321 2,039.113 8,318,000--------
1954 -3,413,668 11,088,879 2,865,997 10, 557,000 -
1955 -11, 907,000 1, 561, 574

See footnote at end of tables.
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TABLE A-VI.-Gross national product and educational expenditure-Continued
EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURES AS PERCENT OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

[All figures In thousands of dollars]

Total ex- Total ex- Total ex- State andTotal edu. penditure Total ex- pcnditure penditure local gov-cational ex- on elemen- penditure on public on private ernment ex-Year penditure tary and on higher education educatIon penditure(4÷2) secondary education (all levels) (all levels) on M-ducation (10-2) (11 2) (12.2) iton(9÷-2) .(13÷2)
(15) (10) (17) (18) (101 OfO

1900 --- ---
1910 -- ----
1920 .
1930 .- - - -
1940
1950 .
1952 .
1954 .
1955 .
1956 .-- - -

3.49

3.16
3.07
3.09

23.87
_-- --- - -

,-- --- - -

2.80
2 56
2.32
2.42
2.92

0.---- 6946
.60
.74
.67
.95

-- -- -- --- i §-

2. 86
2.66
2.46
2.103.07

--- -- -- -- --- -

.50

.61

.59

.80

2.54
2.62
2.52
2.40
2.93
3.04

I I
I Federal grants to States and local governments for education included in expenditures of Col. 13 andneluded in Federal figure in col. 14; then adding cols 13 and 14 involves double counting.Denotes estimation due to the need to estimate expenditure on private elementary and secondary schoolsi n 1914.

SOURCES FOR TABLE A-VI
Col. 2. Figures for 1930-52 from National Income, 1914, supplement, pp. 162-163, table No. 2. Figuresforl1954 from Businiess Statist~ics, 1911,sulsplement, p.31. Figures for1911~-56 from Survey of Current Busi-ness, July 1917, pp. 30-31, table No. 49.Col. 3. Figures for entire column from Painter, Federal Reserve Bulletin, September 1945, p. 873.Col.. 5 Figures for 1900-1952 from Biennial Survey 1950-52, ch. 1, p. 18, table No. 11. Figure for 1954 fromTrends mn School Finance, p). 49, table No. 42.Col. 6. Figures for 1910, 1930-52 from Statistical Abstract, 1956, p. 124, table No. 146. Figures for 1900,1920, and 1954 estimated on basis of preceding (or subsequent) proportions of public and private expenditureof total elementary and seconidary expenditure.Col. 7. Figures for 1920-52 from Statistical Abstract, 1956, p. 124, table No. 146. Figures for 1900, 1910estimated on basis of total expenditure on higher education given in same table. Figure for 1954 fromBiennial Survey 1952-54, ch. 4, pt. II, pp. 105, 121, tables Nos. 1, 7.Col. 8. Same as col. 7 for years 1900-1952. Figures for 1914 from Biennial Survey 1952-54, pp. 108, 122,tables Nos. 1, 7.
Col. 13. 1900, 1910, 1920, 1930 figures are actually for years 1902, 1913, 1922, 1932, respectively. All figurescome fom Historical Statistics on State and Local Government Finance 1902-53. p. 17. table I, exeent for1914 anl 1915 figures, which come from Summary of Government Finances in 1965, p. 26, table No. 8Coi. 14. 1955 figure from Federal Funds for Educatioss, 1954-55, 1955-56, p. 24, table No. 7. 1950 figurefrom Federal Funds for Education, 1950-11. 1951-52, p. 5, table No. 2. 1940 figure from Federal Funds forEducation, 1938--39, 1930-40, p. 27, table No. 5, with $21,316,000 added for expenditure not attribistable toany given State-that figure being the one for 1942.

TABLE A-VII..--Average annual number of inigrants, by region of residence at
beginning and end of year: April 1953 to March 1956

Region of residence at beginning of yearRegion of residence at end of _ Total mi-year grants into aNortheast North South West county of-
Central

Northeast------------ 1,424,060 71,000 2710,000 17,060 1, 822,000North C Tral - -10,000 2,011, IO 487, 000 186, 000 2,829, 000South --------------- 198,010 342,000 2, 726,000 271, 000 3, 538, 000West --- ----------- 111,000 238, 000 :334, 000 1,1158, 000 2, 245, 000Total miy ants from a county in. 1, 842, 000 2, 702, 000 3, 817, 000 2, 072, 000 10, 434, 000

Souree: Current Population Reports; series P-20, No. 73, p. 18, table No. 11.From the above information M e can compute average annual net migration of each region- by subtract-ing the appropriate column sum from the appropriate row sum.

TABLE A-VIII.-Average annual net nigration, by regions, 1953-56
Region: Net migration

Northeast ----------------------------------------------- -- 20, 000North Central----------------------------------- 127, 000
South------------------------------------------------------- -279, 000
West -------------------------------------------------------- __ 173, 000

Source: Calculated from table A-VII.
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TABLE A-LX.-Currcnt coapenditure on public elementary and secondary 8chooms
and personal income, 1954, by States

[All in thousands of dollars except col. No. 51

State

(1)

Northeast:
Connecticut .
M aine ---------- -- - ------------
Massachusetts - -- --------
Now lHampshire
New Jersey -----------------------------
New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Vermont - ---- --------

North Central:
Illinois --------- - --------
Indiana - ----------------------
Iow a -- - - - - - - -- - - - - -
Kansas .--
Michigan-
Alvlne --soLa -.-.---------
Missouri
Nebraska -- ------ --------------
North Dakota
Ohio -- ------------------------------
South Dakota
Wisconsin -------------------------------

South:
Alabama
Arkansas - .-.-----------.------------
Delaware
Florida
Georgia - ------------- ---------
Kentucky.
Louisiama ---a -----------.--.------------
Maryland
Mississippi
North Carolina
Oklahoma
South Carolina --
Tennessee - . -.----.-.-.----
Texas ------------------------------- - -
Virginia ----------------
West Virginia

West:
Arizona
California
Colorado
Idaho
Montana --
Nevada
New Mexico ----------------------------
Oregon
Utah
Washington
Wyoming Co - --- --

1)istrict of Columnbia- -- ----------

Expenditure
(current) on
public ele-

mentary and
secondary

schools, 1954

(2)

Personal
-income,

1954

(3)

EXI
oil
as
of

1i

_ _~ I-

$92, 755
311,872

189,814
19,025

233, C39
709, 174
460, 628
25.608
14,542

383,164
192, 114
127.069
94.t14

321,497
ii3 , rz9._
139,481
59,027
28,924

338, 214
31,930

147, 615

92,895
49,598
16,597

123, 843
12, 198

78, 332
120, 23
103,849
55,444

154,700
96, 9C9
80, 527

106,402
346. 616
118, 701
76, 244

45,990
727.557

69, 210
29, 229
:t4, 989
10, 482
38.367
91, 236
34, 723

129,610
18, 434
27 ,7.35

$5,156,000
1,304,000
9,448 000

894. 90
11, 619, 0)0
34, 175,000
19,646, 000
1, 522, 000

536,000

19, 786,000
7,619,000
4. 449, )00
3.413. OJIl

14,172,000
.1, i 69, u
7,066,000
2,236,000

760,000
17,221 000

901, 000
6,212,000

3,289, 000
1, 781,000

891,000
5,342,.000
4,418,000
3, 594, 000
3, 742,000
5,079,000
1,81-1,000
4,959,000
3 159,000
2,391,'000
4,038,000

13. 300.0)(0
5.193,000
2,419,000

1,480,000
27,148,000
2,519,000

861,000
1,074.000

506,000
1,077,000
2, 90., 000
1,146,000
4,963, 000

5368 000
1, 87 1 OWo

Current ex-
penditure
per pupil
In average

penditure daily at-
schools tendiance.
percent in public
personal secondary
neome, and ele-

1954 mentary
schools, 1954

United
States

average=
$264.76

(4) (5)

1.80 $296. 80
2.37 199.33
2.01 298.39
2.13 256.38
2.01 333.31
2.08 361.99
2.34 299.31
1.68 268. 05
2.71 245.31

1.94 31& 81
2.52 279. 87
2. 86 273. 91
2. 7i 263. 79
2.30 282.82
Z.Z 7 b o. bi
1.97 232.79
2.64 262.45
3.81 262. 40
1. 96 253.88
3.54 274.91
2.38 293.39

2. 87 150. 88
2.78 139.19
1.86 325.42
2.32 228.74
2.83 177.41
2.18 153.17
3.22 246. 65
2.04 268.47
3. 0f 122.60
3. 12 176.97
3.07 223. 87
3.37 176.34
2. 64 166.36
2.61 249.22
2.29 192.56
3.15 186. 09

3.09 281.63
2.68 314.51
2.75 279.76
3.39 237.81
3.20 327.99
2.07 294.12
3.56 264. 71
3. 14 336. 72
3.03 208.18
2.61 305.42
3.44 329.86
1.48 302.10

Col. 2: Biennial Survey of Education, 193-.54, ch. 2, pp. 76-77, table No. 26.Col. 3: Iersonal Income by States since 1929, supplement to Survey of Curreunt Blusiness, 195S. pp. 1 .0-141,table No. 1.
Col. 4: Computed from cols. 2 and 3.
Col. 5: Biennial Survey of Education, 1953-54, pp. 102-103, table No. 39.
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TABLE A-X.-llxpenditures.for research and gross national product

[All figures in thousands of dollars]

Total ex- Federal ex- Private corn- Private non.
Gross penditures penditures mercial ox- profit ex-

Year national for research on research penditures penditures
product and devel- and devel- on rescarch on research

opment opmcent
1

2 and devel- and devel-
(4+56 -61 onment onment I

* (1) ' . ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~(2) (3) (4) (6) (6)

1937 -90,780,000 -- 124,000
1938 --------- 85,227,000 - - 108,000 198,680
1939 -91,095,000-
1940 ---------- 100, 618,000 - - 74, 100 280,132
1941 ---------- 125,822,000 727,900 197,900 510,000 20,000
1942 - 159, 133, 000 800, 300 280, 300 560, 000 20, 000
1943- 192, 513, 000 1,032, 400 602, 400 410,000 20,000
1944- 211,393, 000 1,817, 200 1, 377, 200 420, 000 20, 000
1945 -213, 558 000 2,040,700 1,590,700 430, 000 20,000
1946 -209,246,000 1,787,800 917, 800 840, 000 30,000
1947 -232, 228,000 1,999,900 899,900 1,050,000 *50, 000
1948 -257,1325, 000 2,074,800 85, 800 1,150,000 70,000
1949- 257,301,000 2,142,000 1, 082, 000 990,000 70,000
1950 - 285; 067, 000, 2,342, 800 1, 082, 800 1, 180,000 80,000
1951 -:328, 232,000 2, 680, 500 1, 300, 500 1,300,000 80, 000
1952 -345, 445, 000. 3, 326, 200 1,816 200 1, 430,000 . 80, 000
1953- 363, 218, 000. .4, 649,000 2,0099,000 2,370, 000 . 180, 000
1954 -. 361, 167, 000: -- 2,084,200 _
1955 -- 391, 692, 0 -- - 2,133,400 -------------- --------------
1956 ------------- 414, 686, 00O . 2,282,000-
1957 - - -2, 560, 800 _

[Percent]

. Total Federal Private Nonprofit .Fderal
expenditures- expenditures commercial expenditures expenditures
on research on research expenditures on research .on research
and devel- and devel- on research and devel- and devel-

-opment as opment as and devel- opment as opment as
Year percent of percent of opment as percent of percent of

gross gross percent of gross total expend-
national national gross national iture on
product product national product research and
(3-2) ., (4-2) product (6-2) development

(5-2) (4-3)

(i): . ~~ ~ ~~(7) (8) (9) (I 0) (11)

1937------------------- - ----- 0.14 ------- --------------
1938-- .13 0.23 .
1939-,
1940-0---i .07 .28
1941. 58. .16 .41 0.02 7.19
1942 - .54 .18 .35 .01 32.58
1943 -- 1 . 54 .31 .21 .01 58.35
1944 - - .86 .65 .20 .01. 75.79
1945 - - .96 .74 .20 .01 77.95
1940_ *------85 .44 .40 .01 51.34
1947 ,_ .- - .86 .39 .45 .02 45.00
1948 - .81 .33 .45 .03 41.20
1949 --------- ------- 83 .42 .38 .03 80.51
1950 -- $2 .38 .41 .03 46.22
1951 - - 82 .40 .40 .02 48.52
1952 - - .96 .53 .41 .02 54.60
1953 - - 1.28 . .58 .65 .05 .45.15
1954-- .58.
1955 - - .054 .:
1956 --- 55.
lost-------------------- ----- I------------------------
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SOURCES TO TABLE A-X-

Col. 2: Figures for 1936-56 from Survey of Current Business, July 1957, pp. 8-9, table No. 2.
Col. 3: Calculated from cols. 4, 5, and 6.
Col. 4: Figures for 1937-38 from Research-A National Resource, vol. 1, p. 66, table No. 1.
Figures for 1940-57 from Federal Funds for Science, V, pp. 46-47, table No. 10.
The 1956 and 1957 figures are estimates.
Col. 5: Figures for 1938 and 1940 are estimated from information given In Research-National Resource,

vol. II,. p. 173. On the basis of the cost of research as $4,000 per man-year of research personnel, together
with that in 1940 there were 70,033 research workers in American industry (41 percent more than in 1938),
the figures for 1038 and 1940 can be derived. It is assumed that Government expenditures in 1938 and 1940
for research was entirely performed by a Government agency.

Figures for 1941-52 from Department of Defense, Growth of Scientific Research and Development, P. 10,
table No. 1. These figures apply only. to industrial research in the natural sciences (including medicine)
and engineering. However, because private industry's research in the social sciences is probably quite
limited, expenditure for research and development in the natural sciences and engineering seems adequate.
In view of the fact that the source makes no mention as to how the data were compiled, whether or not
iteinsesuch as capital outlay, etc., were included, it seems that not too much confidence can be placed in the
data. Such suspicion is reinforced by the fact that NSF data for 1953 show an almost $1,000,000,000 Increase
in industrial research and development expenditures over the 1952 figure given by Department of Defense.

Figure for 1953 from Reviews of Data on Research and Development, No. 1; p. 2, table No. 1. This
figure is also for research in natural sciences alone.

Col. 6: Figures for 1941-52 from Department of Defense, Growth of Scientific Research and Development,
p. 10, table No. 1. Same comment here as to reliability of the estimate as expressed above under col. 5.
* Figure for 1953 from Review of Data on Research and Development, No. 1; p. 2, table No. J.

All figures in col. 6, as in col. 5, refer only to expenditures for research and development in the natural
sciences and engineering. The exclusion of the social sciences is probably more serious in the case of the
nonprofit institution than with private industry.

Cols. 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11: Calculated from cols. 2 and 3. 2 and 4, 2 and 5, 2 and 6, and 3 and 4. respectively.

NOTES To TABLE A-X

I Cols. 4, 5, and 6 refer to sources of funds for research and development. The actual performance of the
research may in the case of Government funds, be done, say, by a private commercial enterprise.

2 In col. 4 the figures for 1956 and 1957 arc estimates, all other figures are actual expenditures, not obliga-
tions, for fiscal, rather than calendar, years. Such figures exclude development expenditures from Depart-
ment of Defense procurement funds and the pay of military personnel engaged in research and development.
The magnitude of these latter elements w.as, in 1955, 635,000,000 for research and development from De-
partment of Defense procurement funds, and $157,000,000 of pay of military personnel engaged in research
and development. (Source: Federal Funds for Science, V, for fiscal 1955, 1956, and 1957, p. 4.) It is the
exclusion of these 2 categories of expenditures which probably accounts for the generally higher Federal
expenditure figures given in Dcpartment of Defense publication, The Growth of Scientific Research and

v~1rn, ne Nnithr- ,f th. 9. x--- o i-1h-,i ,-,-tin. .tI~tinet nnallntirnn- ,nl rhl-ti-nn in the. d.fni.
tion of research and development.

The World War II expenditure on research and development by Federal Government includes expendi-
ture for construction of production facilities (Oak Ridge, Los Alamos) for the atomic bomb. To this extent,
Federal research and development expenditure is overstated for World War II.
F GENERAL NOTE.-All data, insofar as can be determined, include expenditures for research and develop-
ment plant and equipment.
D Since expenditures on research and development cannot be defined precisely, a good deal of variation
exists in data derived from different sources.

TABLE A-XI.-FederaZ research and development esspenditure, by function,
1953-56 1

[All figures in thousands of dollars]

All other research
Total Fed- and development

Interns- eral research expenditures as
Fiscal year National Veterans' tional All other 2 and develop- percent of total

security services affairs and ment ex- Federal research
finance penditures and development

(cols. 2, 3, 4, 5) expenditures
(cols. 5, 6)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1953 -1,830,920 4, 600 1, 792 281, 572 2, 118,884 13. 29
1954 -1, 84, 310 5,130 1,143 291,886 2,102,469 13.88
1955 -1,745,672 5,312 1,144 331,879 2,084,007 15.93
1956 -1,862,902 5,870 1,421 358,901 2, 229,094 16.10

X Federal research and development expenditure here includes capital outlay and apparently normal
statistical collection.

2 The "All other" includes a multitude of functions which are given separately in the source. It encom-
passes: Social security, welfare, and health; housing and community development; education and g s eral
research; agriculture and agricultural resources; natural resources; transportation and communiration;
finance, commerce, and industry; labor and manpower; and general government.

Sources: Cols. 2 and 5: Figures for 1953 from NSF, Federal Funds for Science, Ill, pp. 28-30, table No. 3.
Figures for 1914-56 fiosin NSF, Federal Fundsi for Science, IV, pp. 24-2G, table No. 3. 1955 and 195G figures
are estimates. Cols. 6 and 7: Calculated as shown on table.
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TABLE A-XII.-Basic and applied research and development in Federal
obligation8, 1958-57

Total current Federal obli- Federal obli- Federal obli- Federal obli-
Federal obli- gation for gatlon for gatlon for gation for

Fiscal year gation for basic ro- applied re- basic re- applied re-
research and search and search and search and search and

develop- develop- develop- develop- develop-
ment ment ment ment annt

Thousands Thousands Thousand I Percent Percent
1953 -$1,919,500 $116,000 $1, 803, 500 .0 94. 0
1954 -1,744,000 116,000 1,628,000 6. 7 93.3
1955 -1,887.500 130,100 1, 757, 400 6.9 93.1
1956- 2, 205, 205 162,100 2,043, 100 7.4 92.6
1957- 2,382,400 215,100 2,167,300 9.0 91.0

NoTE.-All of the figures in this table are Federal Government obligations, as distinct from expendi-
tures; hence these data are not exactly comparable with those presented in other tables.

Sources: Figures for 1953 from Federal Funds for Science, III. p. 9; 1954 from Federal Funds for Science,
IV, p.9; 1955-57 fronn Federal Funds for Science, VI, 11. Figures for 1956 and 1957 ar budget estimates.



GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES AND GROWTH

James S. Duesenberry, professor of economics, Harvard University

INTRODUCJTION

It seems fairly clear at the outset that there are important classes
of government expenditures which have a positive effect on economic
growth. These include expenditures for education, health, urban
renewal, highway construction, water resource development, applied:
research in agriculture and in the production of minerals, and basic
scientific research. Of course there are other classes of government
expenditures which contribute little or nothing to the growth process.
These include most defense expenditures (except insofar as they
produce technical progress as a byproduct) and most of the transfer
payments. Indeed, it may be argued that transfer payments for
agriculture impede progress by holding labor on the farm which
could be better used elsewhere.

Expenditures in these latter categories may be justified on other
grounds but not by their effects on the growth of output.

As regardsc thos evp ue Aw-. e cn-u t^ s .- gl It

of output wve have to ask whether they contribute enough to justify
the withdrawal of resources from other uses. We cannot have every-
thing. If we invest in education, health, and so on, we must either
forgo some current consumption or some private investment.

Two decisions are involved in setting the level of government ex-
penditures which are justified by their contribution to economic
growth. These are (1) how much should be saved and invested by
the whole economy, (2) how should the investment be distributed
between public and private investment?

If wve wish to increase the rate of growth or output we must in-
crease the rate of growth of capital formation (in a broad sense which
includes expenditure to improve the health and education of our labor
force and increase the rate of development of technique). Three al-
ternative ways of increasing capital formation may be considered: (1)
Reduction in governlment expenditures (relative to national incomle)
to permit reduction in personal taxes and thereby encourage personal
savings in order to supply more funds for private investment: (2)
reduction in government expenditures (relative to national income)
or increase in taxes on consumption to permit reduction in corporate
income taxes and thereby encourage private investment; (3) increase
in government expenditures which contribute to growth while cut-
ting other governmnent expenditures or increasing taxes.

It wvill be argued below that there is not likely to be a chronic short--
ag-e of personal saving over the next decade. Consequently, the first
method need not be consider ed.

Any of a variety of combination of the other two methods would
contribute to the growth rate. I think it is likely that there is a

¶17 7t- 7 -.-- 2f .... 295.
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considerable volume of government investment which will contribute
as much to economic growth as additional private investment. If that
is true then we will not wish to hold down government investment in
order to stimulate private investment. Our real problem is therefore
to decide how much of an increase in total investment we can afford
and how it should be divided between public and private investment.

Over the next few years considerations of national security will
probably require the maintenance of the present level. of defense nd
foreign-aid expenditures. Indeed, the growth of the Russian econ-
omy may force us to increase defense expenditures. Most of the non-
defense expenditures of both the Federal and the State and local gov-
ernments consist of either transfer payments or expenditures which
do contribute substantially to economic growth, e. g., education, health,
highway construction. .There are, no doubt, some government-serv-
ices which are not worth their cost, and some uneconomical subsidies.
Some savings could be made by improving the efficiency of govern-.
ment operations. But we will not be able to free any large volume
of resources for investment by reducing government purchases of.
goods and services. Additional resources for investment can only be
obtained by holding down private consumption. That can be done
either through taxation or restriction of government transfer pay-
ments. There is, of course, no necessity for increasing tax rates. But
unless transfer payments are reduced it will be necessary to withhold
tax reductions from consumers in order to free resources for additional
investment.

In the remaining sections of this paper I shall consider the three
possibilities for increasing investment mentioned above, viz. (1) re-
duction in personal taxation; (2) reduction in corporate taxation;
(3) increase in government investment.

A SHORTAGE OF PERSONAL SAVINGS?

In the last 3 years we have been told in innumerable speeches and
articles that there is a shortage of savings in this country. It has
usually been suggested that this shortage could be eliminated by a
reduction in government expenditures. Those statements may be
adequate enough as descriptions of the situation in the last couple of
years. I do not think, however, that there is much reason to anticipate
a shortage of savings on the average over the next decade or so. There
is always a tendency to overemphasize the significance of short-term
movements in business conditions. When there is a boom in invest-
ment people talk as though it would last forever. When there is a
slump they see no end to it. Yet all -our experience shows that
investment fluctuates, every rise in the ratio of investment to income
being followed before long by a decline. It is unreasonable therefore
to judge the average situation by the situation at the peak of the cycle.

During 1955 and 1956 gross private domestic investment averaged
about 15.7 percent of gross national product. That was about one-
half a percentage point above the average ratio for the postwar years.
The depression and the Second World War caused capital shortages
in both housing and industry which have now been made up. It
seems unlikely, then, that a.rate of investment of as much as 15 percent
~of gross national product can be sustained in the long run. The Na-
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tional Planning Association estimates the sustainable average rate of
gross investment at 13.2 percent of gross national product. When we
view the investment performance of 1955 and 1956 against that back-
ground it seems unlikely that a shortage of savings will persist over
a long period.

That conclusion is reinforced by the fact that in the last 3 years the
growth of industrial capacity has exceeded the growth of demand in
a considerable number of industries.

I conclude then that under the present tax arrangement there is no
great likelihood of a chronic shortage of saving. The Government
will not contribute anything to the Nation's growtli potential by run-
ning a surplus and throwing additional funds on the market through
debt repayment. Nor will it help to cut Government expenditures
and then reduce taxes on high income persons in order to allow them
to save more.

It does not follow, however, that we cannot increase the rate of
growth of output by increasing the rate of saving and capital forma-
tion. YvWe can do so in two ways: (1) By adjusting the tax structure
and, some of our financial arrangements in such a way as to increase
the demand for capital on the part of business, (2) by Government
investment in such-fields as education, urban redevelopment, conserva-
tion of resources and health.

CORPORATE TAXATION AND PRIVATE INV.ESTMENT

A nmmber f-witnesses before thieommitt6e halve argued that a
higher rate of growth of output can be obtained by encouraging pri-
vate investment. Their argument is fairly simple. We know vthat
there is a great deal of relatively old and inefficient plant and equip-
ment in use in this country. That is a persistent situation. Old
equipment is constantly being replaced with new but at the same time
existing equipment is getting older. Since technique is constantly
improving, there is always a wide gap between the efficiency of the
oldest equipment in service and that of the best available equipment.
It seems clear that if we could reduce the age of the oldest equipment
in use we could save labor or raw materials which could be put to
other uses.

At present many companies seem to feel that an investment return
of 20 percent or more (before taxes) is required to justify the re-
placement of old plant and equipment. If the rate of return required
to justify replacement were lowered the age of the oldest equipment
in use would be reduced and the productive efficiency of our economy
would be increased.

Three different sets of factors operate to make firms require a high
prospective return on investment: (1) Some firms may simply feel
that, in view of .the risk involved, an investment .is not worth while
unless it can be expected to yield an after-tax return of, say, 10-
percent. To the extent that that is true, a reduction in the effective
corporate income tax rate on earnings from- new investment would
reduce the before-tax rate of returns required to justify new invest-
ment. But to the extent that losses on one venture can be offset against
profits from another the Government shares in the risk as well as in
the profits of investments. The net effect of taxation on the level of
returns required to compensate for risk should not be very great.
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(2) Some firms may be willing to take lower expected returns on new
investment if the investment can be financed from retained earnings-
They may, however, be unwilling to take the additional financial risk
associated with the use of borrowed capital. In that case more invest-
ment would be forthcoming if the corporate income tax were reduced
so as to permit an increase in the flow of retained earnings. (3)
Some firms may be willing to use a greater amount of borrowed funds
but find it imiito ibie (except. at prohibitive rates) because of "tiLgt"
money. As I have already indicated this, may be a cyclical problem
but it is not a chronic one which can be dealt with by taxation. (4)
Because of imperfections in the capital markets some small rapidly
growing firms always find it difficult to finance investments which they
consider worth while. That problem may be dealt with by changes
in the structure of the capital market, but I shall not attempt to discuss
them here. Alternatively consideration might be given to further tax.
concessions to small firms.

I have emphasized the replacement problem in the above discussion,
but the same argument applies to the investment involved in the
introduction of new processes or new materials wvIich may reduce
costs for other firms. It also applies to the cases involving a decision
whether to build new plant or to continue using obsolete standby
capacity.

To our sorrow no one knows how much effect tax reduction would
have on private investment. We can hardly expect that all of the in-
crease in corporate profits after tax resulting from tax concessions will
go into additional investment. Some of it may be passed on to consum-
ers through lower prices, and trade unions may extract some additional
wage increases. At the same time dividends may increase and some
firms will borrow less instead of investing more. Finally, some of
the gain from tax reductions may be diverted into advertising and
selling expenditure rather than into productive investment. It seems
quite likely that private investment will be increased by only a frac-
tlon of any tax concessions given to private business.

That is not necessarily a controlling consideration. If tax conces-
sions result in plice reductions, wage increases, or dividend increases,
households are compensated for paving higher taxes in order to permit
reductions of business taxes. If firmns use the gains from tax reductions
to avoid borrowing or build up liquid assets, taxes on consumers can
be reduced -without any inflationary effect. The gains to households
from these sources would, of course, be distributed differently from
those emerging from a change in taxes on households in the first
instance. But that is not necessarily a disadvantage.

To the extent that tax reductions do result in increased business
investment they should contribute to the rate of increase of produc-
tivity. The possibility of reducing taxes to increase investment must
therefore be regarded as competitive with government expenditures
aimed at increasing potential ouitpuit.

GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT

We are always inclined to think of investment as something involv-
ing bricks and mortar or machines. *When we think of government
investment we think of hydroelectric projects or toll roads. They are
classified as investments because they do involve physical construc-
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tion and because they produce benefits which are readily identifiable,
1aid measurable (if not collectible) in cash. B3ut investments do not

-have to have those characteristics. An investment is an expenditure
which produces benefits which accrue over or last for a long time.
From that point of view expenditures on education are certainly
investments. They increase the productivity of the labor force not
just in the year in which the expenditure is made but for many years
afterward. At the same time education is supposed to produce
,esthetic and social benefits which last throughout the lives of the
students. Those benefits do not appear in the national income statistics,
but we oughlt not to neglect them just because they cannot be rung up
0on the cash register.

A similar agmnent applies to urban renewal. At least a quarter of
Mgross private domestic capital formation goes into residential con-
struction. The figure is even larger if we add the associated construc-
tion of trade and service facilities, utility construction, and public
-construction. Yet while we pour billions of dollars into new con-
struction we permit our enormous existing stock of housing to
deteriorate far more rapidly than is necessary. Those losses could
-be avoided by programs designed to rehabilitate marginal areas where
deterioration of property has not gone too far, for the clearance of
:existing slum areas, for planning the future development of metro-
politan areas. Programs of that sort would save a great deal more
,capital than would be required to finance them. In addition, they
would provide a continuing stream of social and esthetic benefits
worull t great deal in themselves.

It is not my purpose to argue for particular programns. The pro-
,grams I have mentioned are only examples. I do wish to emphasize
two points. First, that government investment in a wide range of
fields can contribute substantially to the'growth of real output as
usually measured. It can do so by increasing or conserving the pro-
ductivitv of our existing human and natural resources. Such invest-
ments may not produce revenue for the Government, but they will add
to the real output of the Nation.

It is not easy to measure the yields from education, urban redevel-
*opment, basic research, or expenditures to improve health. It is
fairly clear, however, that investment in the training of professionals
yields a high return on the investment. Data on the effects of other
*types of education are less satisfactory. Available information on
skill differentials does suggest, however, that education does have an
appreciable effect on the '1value of a man."' Similarly most expeits
in the housing field seem to agree that urban renewal is economically
.advantageous.

Secondly, I wish to emphasize that the nonmaterial benefits of a
large class of government expenditures should be regarded as contri-
butions to economic growth even when they do not add to gross
national product in constant prices.

In discussing growth we tend to talk about real national product
as though we were concerned with the rate of output of a single com-
modity. In fact, of course, we are concerned with the output of thou-
sands of different goods and services. We add up this collection of
items by weighting the output of each item by its relative price.
Such a procedure is necessary since we can shift resources from the
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production of one commodity to the production of another. But if wee
confine our attention to the size of gross national product in constant
prices we leave out of account the problem of choosing the composition
of the gross national product. It is just as important to produce the
right things as it is to produce more of something. For the most
part we leave the decision as to what things are to be produced to indi-
vidual consumers and the working of the market. The business com-
munity has every incentive to find out, if not what the customers.
want, at least what they can be made to want. If the customers will
pay for tailfins we can have every confidence that someone will dis-
cover it and supply them. The free market method of deciding what.
should be produced sometimes has odd results, but most of us agree
that there is no better way to do things. When the philosophers are
kings things may be different, but meanwhile most of us are content
to rely on the vagaries of the price system.

It is clear, however, that the market process does not, work for
some kinds of goods and services. Private enterprise cannot supply
services which benefit everyone at once, e. g., national defense or flood
control, or the benefits of well planned and zoned metropolitan areas.
Nor can it supply services whose benefits are diffuse or uncertain like
those from basic scientific research. Private enterprise cannot ordi-
narily provide services which we wish to make available even to those
who cannot pay the full costs, e. g., education and hospital services.'

Standards of service in health, education, and other types of gov-
ernment service ought to rise with rising income at least as much as
the standard of consumption of privately supplied commodities.
There is no reason to discriminate against education and in favor
of backyard barbecue equipment just 'because one is supplied by gov-
ernment and the other by private industry. Yet there is danger
that we will hold down the expansion of government services be-
cause no one advertises them.

Moreover it seems likely that government expenditures will have
to rise even if no important programs are started. Many government
services must be expanded with population. Even if there is no
further increase in the general price level, construction costs will rise,
and so will the costs of government services. Wages in those fields,
in which productivity rises slowly, will tend to keep pace with wages
in areas in which productivity is increasing more rapidly. As a re-
sult the cost of a given amount of construction or government service
will rise. Finally we must keep in mind the possibility that defense
expenditures will rise again as the Russian economy continues to
grow.

In view of those considerations government expenditures will in-
crease even if there is no increase in the standard of government
services provided. There will therefore be strong resistance to an
increase in the standards of government services. But if we do not
increase the standards of education, health, and urban living condi-
tions (among other things) we will not get the full benefit of our
increasing productivity. It would be false economy to starve public

1 I have not Included private charitable organizations under the heading of private
enterprise. It Is also true, of course, that It would be possible to depend on private firms
to operate schools or hospitals while subsidizing fees for Individuals. The administrative
difficulties of such arrangements are obvious.
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services in order to get the maximum increase in private consumption.
Indeed if it were necessary it would be better to take a slower increase
in real gross national product than to get the maximum increase
and then devote it to the wrong ends.

CONCLUSION

The problem of evaluating government expenditures is always one
of judging whether we get enough from them to compensate for what
we give up. A large proportion of our nondefense expenditures pro-
duce benefits which accrue over a long period after the expenditure
is made. These expenditures have to be regarded as investments and
evaluated in terms of yield or rate of return on investment. If we
make government expenditures we must give up either private con-
sumption or private investment. In principle, a government expend-
iture of the investment type is only justified if its yield is (a) high
enough to justify a reduction (or loss of an increase) in consumption
large enough to finance it, and (b) higher than the yield on private
investments which would be made if taxes were lower. Both tests
are involved because a reduction in consumption can always be used to
provide resources for either private or public investment. In prac-
tice, however, it may not be politically feasible to give tax cuts to
business without giving them to consumers. In that case, the yield
required to justify a government expenditure is the yield required to
justify sacrificing a politically determined combination of private con-
sumption and private investment.

The yield from government expenditures often involves two com-
ponents: (a) Their contribution to productivity as measured by the
real gross national product; (b) the value of the nonmaterial bene-
fits which they produce.

It is difficult enough to measure the effects of government expendi-
tures on productivity, but at least the problem is one of measuring
objective magnitudes. But, when we deal with the nonmaterial bene-
fits of education, public health, or urban renewal, we are in the realm
of value judgments. Some people feel that widespread liberal educa-
tion is a priceless asset to the whole community. But, if we may
judge from the curriculums of some of our colleges, there are many
who feel that education must justify itself in dollars-and-cents terms.

Some government expenditures may be justified solely on the basis
of their effect on physical productivity. But many will appear poor
investments on that basis. They will only appear worthwhile if we
throw their nonmaterial benefits onto the scale. And the weight
given to those benefits is, in the last analysis, a matter of taste, about
which we cannot dispute.
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At the start of this study of the interconnections between Federal
spending and economic growth, it seems a fair presumption that each
will have an effect on the other. Thus, there are two separate questions
to be considered, which may be phrased as follows:

1. How are the level and nature of Federal expenditures likely
to affect our prospects for economic growth in the coming decades?
Under this heading vwe will want to decide whether it can be said
that one size or kind of Federal budget will promote growth and
another size and kind will impede it.

2. Assumning an environment of economic growth, how should
this affect our decisions as to the proper amounts and objects of
Federal spending? In other words, we will want to see how
economic growth will affect our need for, and our ability to
afford, the various types of Federal spending.

'Question 1 vidl be taken up first.

FEDERAL SPENDING AS A DETERMINANT OF GnOWTHr

The entire history of the United States has been one of economic
growth. True, there have been cyclical swings above and below
the prevailing upward trend, but it would be mere confusion of
language to label these periods as alterations of the underlying growth
trend. The present panel is concerned with long-term growth trends,
rather than with cyclical fluctuations above and below them, and, in
this context, the first thing to recognize is that the upward trend
has been persistent.

With this in mind, the analyst looking for a connection between
Federal spending and economic growth must very quickly develop a
feeling of frustration. Growth has occurred under so wide a variety
'of spending levels that one must wonder whether there is any con-
-nection whatever between the two.

During the first 140 years of our existence as an independent
nation-surely, a period of economic growth-Federal expenditures
(except during brief war periods) were at levels which must be con-

*sidered purely nominal compared with the levels we have become
accustomed to in recent decades. Yet the past two decades apparently
have also been a period of growth.

The fact that there has been an increase in spending levels since
pre-WorId War I days is too well known to require statistical cor-
roboration. Yet the astounding magnitude of the change is worth
reporting:

292
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A4nnual Jedcral exponditure8 in 3 period8 of economic grow th

Billions of Percent of
dollars Per calita gross national

product

Average, 1871-1910 -$0. 4 $9 2. &
Average, 102h30 -3.4 29 3.8
Average, 1947-56 -- 53.4 342 10.5

This contrast between recent and historical levels of Federal spend-
ing suggests that economic growth may be affected very little by the
level of government spending. The same conclusion is indicated by
a more detailed examination of the recent years.

Compared with historical precedents, Federal expenditures have
remained high since 1941. Yet there has been considerable variation
in spendinglevels within that period. These variations do not seem
to be closely related to economic growth, which proceeded throughout
the period with only short and minor interruptions.

During World War II, Federal spending amounted to almost 50
percent of our gross national product. After the war spending was
reduced to about 13 percent of gross national product. Contrary to
some predictions, this reduction caused no cessation of economic
growth. During the Korean war, expenditures rose again, reaching
21 percent of gross product in 1953. Since that year there has been
sonme decline and the figure for 1956 was 17 percent.

This factual record gives no support to glib assertions that there
is a ueaerminaDie minimum levei of Federal expenditures necessary
for the support of economic growth. Equally, the record does not
encourage the assumption that there is a clearly definable upper limit
such that when expenditures rise above it they become destructive of
prospects for growth. One is tempted to conclude that government
spending has very little to do with the process of growth, either posi-
tively or negatively.

Yet commonsense forbids us to dismiss the subject with this negative
conclusion. There must be limits-both minimal and maximal-to
the levels of Federal spending which can make economic growth pos-
sible, whether or not we can define those limits precisely. The subject
is worth pursuing further, provided we recognize the futility of at-
tempting to set up precise operating rules on this basis.

Although the present discussion is oriented toward the spending
side of the budget, we should not forget that the effects of spending in
discouraging or encouraging growth depend to an important degree
on the methods used in obtaining the necessary funds. A badly de-
signed tax system might be destructive of growth potentials even if the
total revenue it provided was moderate in amount. A well-designed
tax system might protect growth possibilities to a point much higher
in the spending scale, but certainly there are limits to this protection.

GOVERN'NMENT AS A MLARKET FOR GOODS AND SERVICFS

A thought which underlies some discussion of the proper level of
Federal expenditures. is thait tide Government is an important cus-
tomer for our national output of goods and services. Approximately-
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11 percent of our total output was sold to the Federal Government
in 1956.

Every businessman recognizes the customer as a most essential ele-
ment in the conduct of his business. He cannot grow-in the sense of
expanding his output and his employment--unless he can find new
customers or persuade existing customers to take more of his output.

These are indisputable facts of business life. From like considera-
tiolls many people -- l-dC tha+ the Federal Government, by inexeas-
ing its expenditures (i. e., by becoming a better customer), can provide
an essential support for economic growth. They further conclude
that as our productive capacity expands it will be more and more
necessary for the Government to take a substantial part of the product
off the market, in order that men and machines may not be left idle
through lack of sufficient demand for their expanding output.

The train of reasoning described above is not customarily expressed
explicity. The view seems to be going out of fashion that we can
predict statistically the gap between demand and potential output
and adjust Federal spending to fill it.

But emphasis on the importance of the Government as a customer
is still implicit in much of the argument over Federal spending. For
example, we hear fears that a reduction of defense spending might have
a depressing effect on our economy. With economic growth and ex-
panded productivity there might seem to be even greater difficulty in
finding sufficient nongovernmental demand to keep us going.

The customary answer to this argument, and the one which will be
given here, is that there is no limit to the growth of private demand,
since human wants are insatiable.

This thesis has a stale, trite sound-more like a copybook maxim
than, a realistic basis for economic confidence. Yet in our lifetime
we have seen it vindicated to an extent which should astonish even
those who have been most sure of it. In 1929 we thought we were pros-.
perous enough, but since that time per capita expenditures on con-
sumption, in real terms, have increased by more than 50 percent. The
average person consumes half again as much, in the way of goods and
services, as he did a generation ago, and with no visible signs of
satiety. Surely the burden of proof is on those who would claim that
this process has come to an end, and that wve shall henceforth be unable
to generate sufficient demand to keep an expanded economy growing.

That is not to say that there is no conceivable danger of depressed
markets in the future. Goods are produced not simply because people
want them but because they can be sold at a price which will repay
their costs and yield some profit. Unworkable relationships between
cost levels and the state of demand might make it impossible to keep
our resources at a high level of employment.

But these are problems which ought to be dealt with on their own
terms. They should be solved by preserving the flexibility of our
economy in adjusting cost and price levels to changing conditions.
Merely to offset such difficulties by increasing government spending
is to risk converting the temporary maladjustment into a chronic one.
* Of course it can be argued that we will not have to worry about
these difficult problems if we simply resolve to keep government de-
mand at a high enough level to keep everyone employed, no matter
what maladjustments occur. But this is the fallacy of regarding
production, rather than the enjoyment of the product, as the ultimate
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aim of economic activity. Government spending which is motivated
solely by the desire to increase total demand is not a support to eco-
nomic growth but a dissipation of the benefits of growth.

All this is not to say that there is no minimum below which Federal
expenditures may not fall without injury to economic growth. The
Government has functions to perform which are essential to the well-
being of the Nation generally, and therefore to economic growth.
These functions cost money and unless the budget provides adequately
for them, economic growth might be seriously impeded. But the basic
function of the Government is to govern, and not to provide a market
for the Nation's output. This still leaves a broad area of controversy
as to the proper level of government expenditures, but it is helpful
at least in clarifying the objective.

One other point which it may be well to clarify is that there is noth-
ing wrong in principle with a government timing its purchases with
some regard for the possibility of getting lower prices by waiting.
Every prudent buyer will seek to time his purchases, whenever pos-
sible, so as to make them in the most favorable markets. But no pru-
dent buyer ever buys something he does not need or want, simply
because the market for that product is depressed.

FEDERAL ExrENDITruRES AS AN IMPEDIMENT TO GROWNTH

The discussion thus far of the impact of expenditures on growth
has dealt with the question of the minimum expenditures necessary
for growth. The conalusion has been that. thie- minimum is set bv
the need for performance of essential Government fumetions, rather
than by any need for contributing to market demand.

It remains to discuss the negative impact of Federal spending on
growth. In a sense all Government spending has a negative impact
since it is a withdrawal of manpower and other productive resources
which might otherwise be used in expanding the economy. The
most that can ever be said of any form of Federal spending is that
we might be even worse off if the expenditure were not made. (For
example, we certainly will not have economic growth if we lay our-
selves open to external aggression through failure to provide an ade-
quate national defense.)

It would probably be futile to attempt to specify the precise point
at which Government spending would become totally destructive of
economic growvth-although some such limit must certainly exist.
For a period during World War II the Federal Government took
almost 50 percent of our national output. But this wvas under spe-
cial circumstances and it seems unlikely that any such level of spend-
ing could long continue and leave anything over in the way of
resources for expanding our economy.

The record of the post-World War II era is ambiguous. On the
surface it appears to have been a period of economic growth and of
expansion in our capital equipment. Yet it was also a period of
rapid consumption of our existing stock of capital. (The rate of
capital consumption is grossly understated in accounting records.)
Only a relatively small percentage of our capital outlays represents
a genuine net expansion of our productive facilities. Until we have
more perspective it will be hard to judge the impact on economic
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growth of postwar Federal spending, which in recent years has hovered'.
between 16 and 21 percent of the national product.

The important point is that all Federal spending, to some degree'
at least, reduces the potential for economic growth. We come back
again to the previous conclusion. Federal expenditures should be
limited to the levels necessary to support the activities which only
the Government can perform or which the Government can perform
better than anyone else. Expenditures above this level: (i) are not
needed to support demand; and (2) would deprive us of resources
otherwise available for growth.

SPENDING OBJECTIVES INT A GROwING EcoNOMY

We have examined the impact. of spending on growth, and the next
question is the impact of growth on spending-question 2, as posed at
the beginning of this paper. This may be approached either from.
the point of view of needs for Government services or from the point
of view of ability to afford Government services.

First, what will be the effect of economic expansion on our need
for Federal services? At first blush it might seem that our needs in
this respect might be expected to expand roughly in proportion to,
the expansion of the economy. However an examination of the spe-
cific objects of current Government spending indicates a quite con-
trary conclusion:

Federal ex)penditures, calendar 1956

[Billions of dollars]

Purchases of goods and services:
National defense ----------------------------------------------- 40. 4~
Other national security------------------------------------------- 2. 0
Other-5 _______________________________________ :. 2

Transfer payments,- -13. 5
Grants-in-aid to State and local governments-------------------------- 3.2:
Net interest paid---------------------------------------------------- 5.2
Subsidies less current surplus of Government enterprises---------------- 2. 8

Total--------------------------------------------------------- 72. 3:
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

National defense is the largest item. What our future needs for
this purpose will be is unpredictable but there is no reason to suppose
that these needs will grow pari passu with the growth of the economy..
Economic growth will neither increase nor decrease our need for
defense, which depends on other factors.

The same is true of Federal interest payments, which are deter-
mined by the size of the debt and the average rate of interest on it-
factors which are only indirectly (if at all) related to economic
growth.

The $5.2 billion of outlays for goods and services, other than na-
tional defense or national securitly, may contain some items which
would have to grow along with economic growth. These, however',
must be an extremely small part of total expenditures.

The $13.5 billion of transfer payments consists mainly of pay-
ments from social insurance funds (which are outside the regular
budget) and veterans benefits. The social insurance benefits will
probably increase, but this will be the result of maturing of con-
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tractual obligations rather than of economic growth per se. Unfortu-
nately the increase will occur whethfer or not the economic growth
Is realized.

Government expenditures of the type which are intended to relieve
individual distress might be expected to decline with economic

.giowth. As general economic well-being improves there is less need
for such Federal aid. Although this principle may hIe of little help
with respect to future benefits already contracted for, it might be
kept in mind when questions arise of expanding such obligations or
assuming new ones.

Similarly, there is reason to hope that grants-in-aid can be reduced
as economic growth progresses. With iinmproving economic condi-
tions the States and localities should become ebetter able to take care
of their own needs, and the need for Federal assistance will decline.

Welfare expenditures generally are a process of taking money from
one group of citizens and paying it to, or spending it for the benefit
of another group. Whatever hunmanitarian reasons may be advanced
to justify such a process, the need for it must become less cogent as
economic growth makes us more prosperous.

Thus the Federal budget is a mixture of various kinds of expendi-
ture. In some cases (covering the hlrger part of the budget) the
needs which the expenditure is intended to satisfv wvill be unaffected
by economic growth. In other cases the need will decline as the
economy grows. A comparatively small part of total expenditures
-a-re for needs which will increase along with growth.

k This is by (contrast with thie expenditures ot States and localities.
These are mostly for the provision of.essltiaI coimlunity services
and they do increase along with the increase in population and the
growth of the economy.)

WHAT CAN 1rF AFFORD?

This whole problem can be approached from a totally different
<irection. Instead of asking: "What will we need?" one might

ask "What will we be able to afford?" in a growing economy. If
one cares to argue fromn the latter viewpoint he can claim that as our
economy grows we will be able to afford more in the way of Federal
expenditures and, therefore, we should have them.

' This attitude is often met in practice Whhen the tax system- begins
to yield more than is needed to meet current expenditure levels, there
fire those who will view this as an opportunity for undertaking new
expenditures, rather than for reducing tax rates. Now we can afford
to do what we have always wanted to do, they will say.

However reasonable such an attitude may seem in particular cases,
as a long-range proposition it is a way of getting nowhere. Its con-
sistent application would mean that we are stuck forever with the
existing tax levels. It would mean that any rise in taxes for meeting
a temporary need would be built into the tax system permanently as
new. uses were found for the revenue thus yielded.

The rise since WVorld War II in Federal expenditures to levels which
would have been iiieonceiivable in our previous peacetime history is,
in part, at least, to be explained by just such a process. XWe have be-
,rome inured to tax rates which we would have resisted vigorouslV a
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generation ago and the Government has found ways of spending our
larger contri ution.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The propriety, or impropriety, of any proposed item of Federal
expenditures is only partly a subject for economic analysis. In an
ultimate sense it is simply a question of what people want from their
government and what they are willing to pay for. When they have
made their choice it is not for the economist to say that what they
want is wrong.

'Yet, in practice, the desires of the people are usually oriented to-
ward general objectives and are seldom formulated into specific meas-
s'ures. The task of the economist is to advise as to whether the
specific spending proposals will in fact contribute to the general ob-
jectives, which he m'ust take as given.

Since last Januai'y, the people have indicated rather clearly that
they do not want' a rising level of government expenditures. The
preceding economic'discussion can only add that a rising level of
expenditures is not essential' to economic growth' and is in fact an
impediment to it.

The 'conclusion of the analysis is that government expenditures
should be limited to those necessary for performing essential govern-
'ment services' This rule does hot, of course, answer all questions but
it does answer some important'ones.

There will be many problems as'to what constitutes an "essential
government service." Neither this'panel, nor'any other group, can

produce a simple rule of thumb for deciding these questions. Legis-
lators must be aware of what people want from their government and
what they want to pay for it, and they must offer leadership in deter-
mining practical ways of attaining these goals.
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Serious discussion in the public arena of the economic policy impli-
.cations of Federal expenditures has been increasingly hampered by
the barrage of emotional sloganeering of the two major business organ-
izations and lack of leadership by the administration.

If these hearings help to clear away only a small part of the emo-
.tional impediments to -a calm appraisal of this. issue, it will serve, a
most worthwhile purpose.

Unfortunately, however, academic discussions of this topic can be
only partially helpful, at best. As long as the administration and
the Congress deal with this issue in the 19th century cut-expenditures-
enlarge-the-pork-barrel manner, little significant progress can be made
in-the necessary public understanding of the role of Federal expendi-
tures in our national'econoniic development. There is a huge reservoir
of nonsense on this issue that has been spread widely by people. in
responsible positions. n... .

* .Yedera! cxpnditu.Ces a e neiterl gJU livelau in UZUi ilvt1. .ey
must be -viewed in terms of their purpose, in relation to the 'gross
national product, in relation to the level and trend of private activities,
and-in-telation to fiscal and monetary policies. .

It is sheer nonsense to say-as some have said or have implied-
that'any rise in- Federal spending is a threat to our national well-
being.' :To meet the needs of national security' and some of the needs
of our growing population may well require a rising level of Federal
expenditures. Under suchs conditions-that characterize the current
period of our history-it is the duty. of Federal Government leader-
ship'to seek the adoption of adequate and fair tax and monetary
policies to meet our national-needs, rather than to-ignore defense and
social necessities. - -

It is ridiculous to proclaim-as.some have declared-that a dollar
spent: by a private person is always somehow preferable to a dollar
spent by government. . There is a positive economic role for govern-
ment-defense, education, postal services, roads, and conservation of
natural resources are but a few functions that require some activities
and outlays by one or another level of government.

It serves no purpose other than confusion to wield the broadax
blindly at suggested Federal expenditures and, at the same time, to
thank God that Federal expenditures have been helping to hold up
the level of economic activities-as did many responsible people in
the first half of 1957.

Neither does it serve any purpose of achievement or understanding
to propose Federal programs on the one hand. to threatiten the Nation
with disaster if they are.adopted, on the other hand, and to acquiesce
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quietly to their defeat-as the administration did on so many public
welfare program issues in the past session of Congress.

It is disgraceful that the Russians should have been first in firing
successfully an ICBM. The budget and the legislated debt limit
seem to be the major criteria for meeting defense needs, as well as
public service needs.

I stress these factors because I am convinced that the subject of
Federal expenditures and economic growth, in its economic policy
implications, is more of a social and political problem than one of
economic theory. Arrival at some general conclusions on this subject
by this or any similar panel is not going to provide us with a bold
national leadership. Economic theory alone is not going to produce
serious concern among-private and public policymakers with-the social
objectives of a rich and productive economic system such as ours.

To discuss properly this subject of Federal expenditures and eco-
nomic growth, there are a number of questions that first must be
posed and answered.

QUESTIONS ON FEDERAL EXPENDITURES POTICnES

Can we conceivably expect, within the near future, any substantial
reduction of defense expenditures, by about $10 billion to $20 billion-
and thereby obtain some significant cuts in Federal spending? I do
not believe so, in the absence of some settlement of world tensions,
because I do not believe that the world we live in will permit such
cuts in Federal spending, unless we are prepared to face the alternative
of .a loss of national sovereignty and a collapse -of the free world. I
therefore expect Federal expenditures to be high and to remain high
in the foreseeable future, by comparison with pre-World War II
peacetime years.

Can we expect to meet the growing needs of a growing population
with real or dollar outlays for public services that are no greater than
in 1940? I think not, and I don't see how any thinking person can
advocate chopping away at public service expenditures and expect the
Nation to maintain adequate educational, health, road, and similar
facilities. Furthermore, there have been 15 years of postponed and
neglected public service efforts. Our population has grown almost 30
percent since 1940-and the- proportion of the population below-work-
ing-age at one end and above 65 at the other end has been rising.. Not
only have public service needs as a whole grown, but the public
service needs of the voung and the elderly have grown most rapidly.
In addition to the expansion and the changing characteristics of the
population, our standard of living, as well, has improved. There are
greater demands and greater needs for education beyond the ele-
mnentary school; technological changes in civilian pursuits and in the
Armed Forces require an increasing degree of advanced scientific edu-
cation and technical training- increasing leisure has increased the
demand and need for adult education; paid holidays and vacations
have resulted in pressing demands on our existing recreational
facilities.

If we compare nondefeuse budget expenditures in 1940 and 1956,
we find the following: in 1940, Federal budget expenditures for non-
defense were $6.9 billion in an economy whose gross national product
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was $100.6 billion-these outlays were 6.9 percent of total national
output. Between 1940 and 1956? our gross national product rose more
than four times and our population increased almost 30 percent. But.
in 1956, Federal budget outlays for nondefense purposes were
billion-6.2 percent of $414.7 billion gross national product.

Organized business and conservative politicians screamed to high
heaven about these 1956 expenditures, predicting gloom and doom,
despite the vast subsidies that go to business, largely in the indirect
form of tax concessions. It seems to me, however, that the growth of
the population and expansion of public needs justify some significant
improvement of public and social services. Merely to have lifted
nondefense budget expenditures to 7 to 71/2 percent of gross national
product would have meant Federal outlays for these purposes of $29
billion to $31 billion-it would have made possible an increase of some
$3 billion to $5 billion over what was actually spent.for public services
and social programs.

As I look at these figures, I am utterly convinced that the problem
is not whether we can afford some improvement of public and social
services. The problem is a political one-with the administration and
the Congress. The question is whether our national leadership desires
a significant improvement of public and social services.

Should an expanding high-employment economy have social objec-
tives that are somewhat more meaningful than rising lines on charts
and a continuing outpouring of automobiles and other consumer dur-
ables? My answer is definitely in the affirmative. During the de-
Dression of the 1930's. we concentrated our afttntfin s-n nlpmbvin(r
full employment, more effective use of our productive capacity and a
more equitable distribution of income. Since 1940, we have made vast
strides in those directions. We now have the job of sustaining eco-
nomic growth and high levels of employment and of achieving some
further improvements in income distribution. But more than 15 years
of generally high levels of employment and production have posed
new questions that deserve the attention of national leadership.

What is the purpose of sustaining continuing economic growth
and high levels of employment and output-is it merely to turn out
more and more automobiles and electrical appliances? Should a rich
and growing economy seek to wipe out remaining pockets of poverty ?
Should the benefits of economic growth be used to improve the Nation's
health and educational facilities, to eliminate slums and provide im-
proved housing, to revive decaying urban centers, to encourage cul-
tural activities Should an economy, such as ours, shift an increasing
degree of attention to leisure and to leisure-related activities?

I would suggest that the Nation's productive ability, after more
than a decade of generally high employment, makes it possible for us
to turn at least part of our attention, to these social objectives. An
expanding and productive economy, such as ours, can afford to devote
a share of the gross national product-as well as imaination and
leadership-to eliminate poverty, to improve health and educational
facilities, as well as housing, to redevelop our urban centers, to con-
serve'and develop natural resources, to expand recreational and cul-
tural facilities.

Economic growth makes it possible for the Nation to devote in-
creasing dollar outlays for public services and social advances. Seven
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percent of a $100 billion output in 1940 was $7 billion-7 percent
for public services, social programs and other nondefense purposes of
a $415 billion output in 1956 would have been $29 billion. Further-
more, economic growth expands the tax base and revenues rise as out-
put and sales grow. There is no doubt that the national economy can
afford to improve and expand its public services and devote some por-
tion of its total output to enrich our social order. In some of these
areas the question, I believe, is whether we can aford not to make im-
provements-in education, for example, or resource development or
urban redevelopment.

Can we expect the business community to finance such develop-
ments? I think not and it would be unreasonable to expect profit-
seeking enterprises to do very much along these lines. It is a tragedy,
however, that the business community traditionally blocks such ad-
vances by government, as revealed again, in the past few months, by
the organized business attack on Federal aid for education. The rec-
ord of the business community on these issues is overwhelmingly neg-
ative, except where it touches the pocketbook nerve of specific business
interests, as indicated by the widespread built-in business support for
Federal outlays for road building.

NATIONAL LEADERSHIPI IS REQUIRED

Almost all of the efforts in improving public services and in en-
riching our social order, therefore, inevitably fall upon the govern-.
ment, upon both Federal Government leadership and expenditures.

A frequent answer to questions, such as those posed above, is to talk
about States' rights and to declare that these tasks belong with the
States. That reply is often a subterfuge and, more often, it is mean-
ingless. Many of these tasks are national in scope and require na-
tional direction or coordination. Many of them are too costly for con-
ventional financing by States and local governments-they require
Federal outlays, grants-in-aid or long-term loans.

Few States have responded, with positive action, to these issues
in recent years. With their current financial burdens and constitu-
tional limitations on expenditures and new bond issues, it is unreal-
istic to expect much significant action on public welfare programs in
most States without long time-consuming delays, at best-especially
in the absence of courageous State leadership and national prodding
to obtain necessary constitutional changes and improvements of State
tax structures. It is no wonder that the States have done so little
in these areas in recent years. Not only are they burdened with com-
mitted outlays, frequently inadequate revenues, and constitutional
limitations, but most State legislatures are so constituted as to be
far less than receptive to public service and social programs and im-
provements of regressive tax structures. Most State legislatures are
poor examples of representative democratic government-with their
"rotten borough" representation and substantial underrepresentation
of the urban population.

To talk about shifting current social welfare programs, and future
programs to the States, is to undermine the possibility that much
action on such programs will be taken in the near and foreseeable
future. It is hypocrisy on the part of the State-righters to say
that the Federal Government should not engage in civilian public
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services such as aid to localities with chronic unemployment and
financial assistance for schools and hospitals. If the State-righters
were sincerely interested in strengthening State governments, they
would be in the forefront of efforts to make State legislatures more
representative of the population, to modernize State constitutions,
and to rebuild their State and local tax structures on the basis of
ability to pay.

Federal expenditures, as I see it, have to be viewed in the light
of these and similar considerations-high dollar outlays by com-
parison with pre-Worid War II peacetime years due to national
security requirements, the growing public service needs of a growing
population with changing characteristics, the need for social objec-
tives of an expanding high-employment economy and the ability of
such an economy to turn more of its output and attention to fulfilling
these social objectives, and the reality that the States cannot be ex-
pected, without long delays, to take leadership on these issues. Fed-
eral expenditures have to be viewed, too, in terms of economic growth
that expands the tax base and raises the revenue potential from a
given tax rate.

This Nation is capable of meeting its currently "normal" defense
requirements, as well as improving and expanding public services
and social programs, if we are fortunate enough to avoid all-out war
or a sudden sharp rise in defense outlays. The problem is essentially
not an economic problem-it is a political one.

1-11.11I Tce 'CRI ri L xJG OFJ2JU UCINIiYLiU GUAtUW'l'U

Foremost, as I see it, is the issue of meeting the public service
needs and social advances of a growing population in a rich and
highly productive economy. I think it is wrong to base Federal
expenditure policies on compensatory financing a one. If we con-
tinue to concentrate all of our policies on the basis of compensatory
government operations and to delay needed programs, as we have
done since the start of World War II, we will be sadly neglecting
important underpinnings of our economic system and society.

To think of economic growth as most economic-model theorists do,
is to omit the important human and social aspects of economic de-
velopment. Basically, economics is not numbers, graphs, or charts-
it is human beings and society. The school system is a major factor
in economic growth. So are the conditions of the people's health,
housing and urban areas, roads, resource conservation and develop-
ment.

In working on economic development plans for underdeveloped
countries, economists have all too often planned complicated hydro-
electric and irrigation projects, without thought for the need of engi-
neers; steel mills before considering the need for technically trained
workers; industrial activities while neglecting the requirement for
continuing maintenance of the equipment. In thinking about future
economic growth in the United States, we should not and cannot
ignore the human and social requirements of continuing economic
expansion.

This country's educational system has contributed much to improv-
ing productive efficiency and economic growth. The cultural heritage
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of the Western World-and of the American people-must be ade-
quately passed down to the new generation. To neglect our educa-
tional system at this time of rapid technological change will under-
mine the potential for economic growth and improving productive
efficiency in the future.

Not only is there obvious need for adequate educational facilities-
structures and equipment. There is also the need for teachers. So-
ciety must be willing to provide these necessities, if it is to continue
its advances. Our educational system should be considered at least
as important to the Nation as automobiles and washing machines
which receive so much of the public's attention. National and State
leadership is required to speak up clearly and forthrightly on the
needs of our educational system. Federal aid for education is essential
for the economic, as well as general, well-being of the Nation.

Resource conservation and development may be somewhat more
directly related, in the public mind, with economic growth. But even
here, practical efforts and achievements in most fields have been far
from noteworthy since the start of World War II. It took many years
of work by people like Theodore Roosevelt and Gifford Pinchot, be-
fore the various levels of government and sections of industry became
concerned with conserving our timberlands. We would be hard put at
present to find national leadership of similar force in the effort to
preserve and extend our forest conservation programs, in efforts to
move toward new river valley developments that would curb flood
disasters and enrich the economic potential of several areas of the
Nation, to conserve and develop water resources in an attempt to
forestall serious water shortages for industry and agriculture in the
Western States.

Although the administration has talked about the need for some
program to assist economically distressed communities-ever since the
19.52 camnaign-n o legislation on this issue has yet been adopted. Tm-
provement of the economic conditions in such communities would
obviously be of assistance in sustaining continued economic growth.

These and similar efforts that require Federal Government outlays
and leadership are essential for continuing economic expansion. They
form part of the social underpinning for economic growth. Such
programs should be started as soon as possible and they should move
forward at a steady pace-to be curtailed in the case of a sudden sharp
rise of defense expenditures and to be stepped up when private eco-
nomic activities decline.

What we need at present is not a backlog of public service pro-
grams and blueprints that can serve as a means for holding many con-
flerences, but going programs to strengthen and enrich our society.

MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF THE BUSINESS CYCLE

In recent years, most attention to movements of the business cycle
have been on inflation rather than on deflation. High Government out-
lays, by comparison with the past, we are told, are inherently inflation-
ary and an excess of Government outlays over revenue will inevitably
cause demand inflation. This is decidedly not what has happened in
recent years, and experience should have taught us long ago that Gov-
ernment 'expenditures should be viewed in relation to the gross na-
tional Droduct and the level and trend of Drivate activities.
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In fiscal years 1947 and 1948, Federal outlays were declining and
there were substantial Federal cash surpluses-$6.7 billion in 1944 and
$8.9 billion in 1948. Nevertheless, there were sharp price rises in those
years due to the pent-up demand for all types of consumer and cap-
ital goods and to the untimely end of OPA. In fiscal 1951, the year
of post-Korean sharp price increases, there was a cash surplus of $7.6
billion, and in fiscal 1956, when wholesale prices moved up rapidly,
there was a cash surplus of $5.1 billion.

Sharply reduced Government expenditures, as in fiscal 1947, are not
guaranties that price rises will not occur. Neither will substantial cash
surpluses, in themselves, guarantee against a rising price level.

Federal expenditures, surpluses, or deficits are neither inherently
inflationary or deflationary in themselves. The level of Federal out-
lays-as well as of cash surpluses or deficits-are of great importance
when examined in relation to the levels and trends of activities in the
other sectors of our economic system and in relation to fiscal and mone-
tary policies.

Concentration of Government activity on anti-inflation policies and
restrictive measures, rather than on economic growth, is a departure,
it seems to me, from the intent of the Employment Act. It is the
maintenance of economic growth to which the Federal Government is
committed under the terms of that act, although the administration
seems to be too little aware of its obligation under the law.

Continuing economic growth is essential for the maintenance of ma-
terial strengt1i and high levels of employment. It is likewise essential

{, nALvLaUI-i uriuy requirements and for improving living
conditions. Economic growth in the past made possible the great
material achievements of the Nation. It can make further advances
possible.

As the economy grows, its tax base expands and increased revenues
can be collected from a proportionately smaller burden on individual
taxpayers.

Government policies and measures are important in maintaining
economic growth. Changes in Federal expenditures have an effect on
the direction of national economic activities, depending on trends in
the private sectors.

A significant change in the dollar level of Federal expenditures has
an obvious effect on the trend of economic developments, depending
on fiscal and monetary counteraction, if any. The degree of effect
would depend on the magnitude of the change, as well as on the direc-
tion of private activities.

A decline of Federal expenditures of $11 billion between 1953-54
was bound to have a depressing effect, since no significant private
activity was moving up sharply. The effect of the cut of Federal
expenditures was to reduce orders, and induce business to cut inven-
tories, output and employment in defense-related industrial plants, to
reduce income from private activities and to depress expectations
generally. The psychological effect of a significant change in direc-
tion of Federal expenditures can and does have an economic impact-
as in 1953-even before the actual cuts, or increases, in government
outlays occur.

One cannot forecast these effects with mathematical certainty. It
is even more difficult to measure the precise effects of one type of pro-
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gram, as compared with an alternative program. The direction, how-
ever, can more easily be foreseen.

Improvements in the unemployment compensation and social secu-
rity systems help to bolster consumer income at a time when wages
and salaries from private activities are declining. An increase in
transfer payments of $1.9 billion between 1953 and 1954 helped to pro-
duce a small rise in total personal income, despite a decline in labor
and farm incomes. This maintenance of high levels of personal in-
come during the 1953-54 downturn helped to reduce the impact of the
decline in government spending and in industrial output. The re-
duction in personal income taxes, effective January 1, 1954, had a
similarly strengthening effect on consumer buying power, which cush-
ioned the economic decline.

Alternative types of programs have differing effects in specific
areas of the country, specific industries and among specific groups of
the population. The recent cutbacks of defense outlays, particularly
aircraft, for example, have had the most notable effect as yet in Cali-
fornia and seem to have dampened expectations generally.

Countercyclical policies, when economic activities are moving down,
should require, I think, a stepping up of government expenditure
programs, tax cuts or a combination of both. On this, there is little
disagreement against most Americans. There is disagreement, how-
ever, on the issue of which part of the economy should receive most
government attention.

During the downturn of 1953-54, the administration strongly em-
phasized its views that Federal efforts should be concentrated on
stimulating business investment. We, in organized labor, opposed
the administration's suggestions-we were convinced that the admin-
istration's proposals were based on faulty economics and would fur-
ther erode the progressivity of the Federal tax structure. We are now
convinced that the administration's success produced a lopsided eco-
nomic development between the spring of 1955 and the end of 1956-
sharply rising business investment in new plant and equipment, ac-
-companied by sluggish consumer markets. We are now beginning to
see some of the consequences of this lopsided development that was
encouraged by administration policies.

With current cuts in defense outlays, at a time of a general lull in
economic activities, it is my belief that a cut in the Federal income
tax-by increasing the individual exemption from $600 to $700-is
essential. It was my view before this committee, several months ago,
that congressional action on reducing individual income taxes should
have been taken immediately by the past session of Congress, accom-
panied by closing some of the many tax loopholes, if possible. Action
on this issue by the forthcoming session of Congress may be too late
to halt a downturn from getting underway.

Involved in any countercyclical policies, therefore, is the economic
sector or population group to be affected and proper timing. It is
my view that under most conceivable conditions of a turning down of
economic activities, the major part of the Government effort should
be aimed at bolstering consumer buying power. In our kind of econ-
omy, the long-run health of the system largely depends on consumer
activities. This point, as I see it, should be kept in mind in pursu-
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ing economic policies to forestall a decline in economic activities and,
also, in pursuing policies to curb the possibility of demand inflation.

Built-in stabilizing forces should be strengthened so that their action
may be forceful at the beginning of a downturn. That would mean,
among other things, the development of Federal standards for the un-
employment compensation system and a general improvement of that
system. It would mean, too, a substantial overhaul of the Federal
tax structure to restore that structure's progressivity-so that Fed-
eral revenues could be raised more on the basis of ability to pay than
they are at present.

The built-in stabilizers, inherited from the New Deal and Fair Deal,
are strengthening factors in our economy and society. They do not
and cannot provide, however, in my opinion, a guaranty against de-
pression.

While the built-in stabilizers would go to work automatically, in
case of a downturn, their operations may conceivably only alleviate
a downswing and not halt it. Tax cuts should be considered. Gov-
ernment public service and social programs, under those conditions,
should be stepped up. Tax cuts and the stepping up of such pro-
grams should not and need not await economic disaster-quick Federal
-action- is essential when production is declining and unemployment is
rising rapidly.

In order to build confidence, strong countercyclical measures should
be the announced policies of the Federal Government. The American
people have a right to expect intelligent and courageous action from
their Government.

In conclusion, I should like to emphasize my conviction that the
subject we are discussing is much more a political issue than an eco-
nomic one. We need government policies to encourage continuing eco-
nomic growth-certainly not government measures to restrict the gen-
eral level of economic activities. We need an expansion of Federal
efforts to improve public services and to strengthen our society. We
need an equitable and progressive Federal tax structure-and in the
States, as well. We need more and better economic data and more
information about current movements of the business cycle and the
effects of. specific types of Federal actions. But above all we need
national leadership, worthy of a rich and productive democratic so-
ciety.
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Since the study of economic growth is itself in an early stage of
growth, it is not possible to analyze one aspect of the topic with full
confidence that everyone will recognize the niche into which it fits.
Accordingly, I shall use the first part of my paper to summarize some
important conclusions that economists have reached and to make some
suggestions of my own regarding a theoretical and empirical frame-
work for the analysis of economic growth. This will provide a basis
for the subsequent discussion of the role and responsibility of the Fed-
eral Government with respect to economic growth.

THE ANALYSIS OF EcoNomic GROwTH

As the best general measure of economic growth, I choose real, per
capita, national income,' appropriately adjusted for changes in per
capita leisure. Some correction also needs to be made for cyclical and
other short-run variations, 10-year averages being perhaps the best
solution. The aim of both corrections is to eliminate variations in
the utilization of resources, thus emphasizing that, basically, what is
being measured is the change in the volume of productive resources.
A 'per capita measure is chosen as the most appropriate for public
policy in the belief that the American public would not cheerfully
accept a growth in aggregate income that failed to exceed the growth
in population. I take the rate of growth of population as given, but
I do consider some repercussions upon governmental expenditures.

For the hypothetical man in the street the chief concern with eco-
nomic growth is that it be fast enough, so that he can enjoy the benefits
of ever higher income. Such an approach is reinforced by external
military threats and by the worldwide rivalry between free and col-
lectivist economic systems. This aspect of growth has been subjected
to increasing study by economists in recent years, particularly in rela-
tion to underdeveloped areas. Perhaps even more attention has been
given by economists to a somewhat more technical, but nonetheless
important, facet of growth, its relation to the stability of the economic
system. As Professor Schumpeter was fond of emphasizing: "Busi-
ness cycles are the price that we must pay for progress." The more
significant of the business-cycle theories have always, in one way or an-
other, stressed this relationship. Since Keynes directed attention
toward short-run aggregative equilibrium in the 1930's, there has been

I Since growth is closely related to the supply of factors of production, national Income
has a slight advantage over net national product in being measured at factor cost. Gross
national product overstates capital formation, and personal income Is unsatisfactory because
corporate saving is excluded and transfer payments included.
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an extensive developmnent of growth models that state the conditions
for steady growth and show that failure to satisfy these conditions
may lead to secular stagnation or exhilaration, prolonged periods of
underutilization, or attempted overutilization of resources during
which cycles might also occur. Thus, economic growth is no simple
matter of projecting and following trends.

Any determinate model or theory of growth implies, or can readily
be extended to imply, precise conclusions with respect to the role of
Federal expenditures in economic growth. At the present state of
knowledge, I do not think that we can place heavy reliance on any
single theory. The growth models, for example, have been criticized
as being overly rigid and dependent for their results on precise and
invariant values of key parameters. I concur in this despite my gen-
eral belief that growth is such a sprawling and complex phenomenon
that we shall always have to rely on relatively limited and seem-
ingly unrealistic models. There are, however, certain key general
relationships that seem to underlie most treatments of the problem.
Accordingly, I shall summarize for use in later sections several prop-
ositions regarding growth on which I believe there would be a reason-
able amount of agreement among economists. The cost of this step
must, however, be noted. I am one who believes that, ideally, policy
recommendations should be strict inferences from well-established
theoretical models and not intuitive eclectic improvisations, however
inspired. By retreating to more general assumptions I am condemn-
ing such conclusions as I may reach to a comparable degree of gen-
era x.Il MI, . y u IVVill, V UU11V5.

Se'veral propositions concerning growth
1. The growth of capital is both income creating in the present

and, capacity creating in the future, and the two properties have to be
in adjustment for steady growth of income.

Our economic system is very much like an overly ambitious man
whose state of psychological well-being in the present depends upon
how fast he is advancing. However, the eminence that he attains
this year makes it more difficult for him to perpetuate the rate of ad-
vance and, hence, the level of equanimity. Similarly, a high rate of
growth of capital in the present insures that existing resources will
be kept employed and that the level of income will be high. Yet the
higher the rate of growth the larger will be future productive capacity
and the greater the problem of keeping it fully employed. There
can 'be no doubt about the two properties of capital formation and
the importance of adjustment between them. Disagreement exists
as to the ability of the economic system to adjust easily and quickly to
different rates of growth of capital.

2. With unlimited natural resources but no change in technology,
a rate of capital formation in excess of population growth will in-
crease real per capita income, but the rate of return to capital will
fall and ultimately check the growth of capital.

3. If no increase occurs in the quantity and quality of natural re-
sources, and no improvement takes place in technology, growth in
labor and capital will ultimately encounter diminishing returns. A
sufficiently rapid growth of capital might permit rises in per capita
real income. but the rapid decline in the rate of return to capital makes
the continuation of such growth highly improbable.
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4. The fourth proposition deals with the historical record of growth
in the United States. For this there is no better statement than the
conclusion of Abramovitz:

The source of the great increase in net product per head
was not mainly an increase in labor input per head, not even
an increase in capital per head, as these resource elements
are conventionally conceived and measured. Its source must
be sought principally in the complex of little-understood
forces which caused productivity-that is, output per unit of
utilized resources-to rise.2

Both the theoretical and the historical studies of growth are in
clear agreement on one point, the importance of advances in scientific
knowledge and technology. Past growth in per capita income and
its continuation into the future depend heavily upon knowing how to
get more out of given resources. At the same time, changes in tech-
nology are required in theoretical models to thwart diminishing re-
turns and keep investment at a level that will insure a reasonably full
utilization of the resources available at any one time.3

To the extent that advance in technology steps up the rate of in-
crease in capacity and, at the same time, causes that capacity to be
more productive, its leverage upon economic growth is very powerful.
There are, however, various cancellations, offsets, and imbalances that
reduce the leverage below the extreme just considered. For example,
stimulating investment may require a high rate of obsolescence and
scrapping of existing capacity, thus partially offsetting the productiv-
ity-increasing effect of the new capacity. Further, to the extent that
new methods are highly capital saving, fewer dollars are needed for
investment. Also, as Fellner has pointed out, the labor-saving, capi-tal-saving, and resource-saving characteristics of inventions and inno-.
vations may be out of balance with the relative resource scarcities.4
To some extent, motivation may correct such an imbalance, since
research is less likely to be directed toward saving resources that are
already plentiful. However, there are long lags and the results of
scientific investigation are to a high degree fortuitous, so present in-
novations may not be well adapted to today's conditions.

I have no doubt that very complex conditions have to be satisfied
to secure the proper balance between the investment-stimulating and
productivity-increasing properties of technological change, and be-
tween the differential productivity effects and supplies of resources.
Further, balance is required between improved methods and the labor
skills required. If these conditions are not satisfied, the consequence
is, presumably, instability in rates of growth, employment of re-
sources, and the level of income. There might also be an unfavorable
feedback upon the source of technological change, research, and other
productivity-increasing expenditures. I shall not at this time go
deeper into this topic, but shall, instead, simply make the assumption

- Moses Abramovitz, Resource and Output Trends in the United States Since 1870,
American Economic Review. May 1956, Papers and Proceedings, p 6a A careful analysis of the investment-demand curve wiRi show that it can remain inplace and maintain a constant level of income only if technological change offsets theInescapable tendency toward capital saturation. Further, the Barrod growth model, Inwhich the warranted rate of growth appears to be self-sustaining, actually requires ever-.increasing autonomous investment, the main stimulus for which is technological change.See D. }Iemberg, Economic Growth and Instability (New York: Norton, 1956), pp. 80-82.4 W. Feliner. Trends and Cycles in Economic Activity (New York: Bolt, 1956),
especially pp. 209-215.
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that advances in knowledge, technology, and skills are, on balance,
conducive to growth, and that the side effects on stability, if serious,
should be offset by methods other than a deliberate slowdown of these
advances in knowledge.

The importance of technological change and other means of increas-
ing productivity suggest certain revisions in theoretical models and
in the collection and classification of data. In the two centuries that.
they have been plying their trade, economists have probably devoted
more time and space to the saving-investment process than to any
other aspect of their subject. The original importance was the rela-
tion to growth, since saving frees resources and investment uses them
to augment productive capacity. A vast literature has developed on
the mechanism and the network of institutions by which the private
economy divides resources between present consumption and future
productive capacity. Partly because this mechanism did not appear
to function efficiently in the short run, the saving-investment decision
has received much attention since the midthirties as the principal de-
terminant of the level of utilization of existing resources. It now
appears that a decision of at least equal importance is the amount of
current resources to be devoted to advances in knowledge, technology,
and skills. These will be called productivity-increasing expenditures
in contrast to capacity-increasing expenditures (investment).

For an effective study of growth, the private economy must be
looked upon as a mechanism for determining not just a 2-way division
of resourees bhtwepn aiirrpnt eosnnqimpt.1on and invPstmPnt. but a 3-

way division that includes the use of resources for increasing produc-
tivity. Further, it can be shown that productivity-increasing ex-
p enditures are not correctly classified for the determination of current
levels of income. Consider, for example, the sums spent by indi-
viduals for education, which are classified as consumer expenditures.
A good case can be made for regarding at least part of educational
expenditures as being, like investment, an offset to saving in the sense
of increasing the demand for current resources without at the same
time adding to the supply. A high-school graduate who goes to col-
lege rather than to work augments the demand for current resources
but not the supply in much the same way as a business executive who
constructs a plant for future use. Also, education, like capital for-
mation, is often financed out of accumulated savings. A stronger
case can probably be made for the research expenditures of colleges
and foundations, which also appear under consumer expenditures.
The research expenditures of business, except for the addition of fixed
facilities, are similarly treated as a current expense, no distinction
being made between hiring a production worker and hiring a research
worker.

In the simplest income models the expenditures of the private
economy are classified as C+I, consumer expenditures (consump-
tion) plus capacity-increasing expenditures (investment). Wlhat I
am suggesting is that, for the study of growth, a better classification
would be C+I-+-P. the last being proauctivity-increasing expendi-
tures.5 Productivity-increasing expenditures I define as those that

6 With saving conventionally defined, P falls into the class of offsets to savings.
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tend to augment the quantity 6 and quality of natural resources, the:
education and skill of labor, and the stock of pure and applied scienr,
tific and technological knowledge. Capacity-increasing expenditures
are those that utilize given resources, skills, and knowledge to aug-.
ment productive capacity. Like all definitions these are subject
to fuzziness at the fringes, but they do serve to bring out the major
dis+tnction. It is interesting to note that P, like I, can be measured
net or gross. Except. for accidental loss, knowledge may not be sub-
ject. to deterioration, but its human receptacles certainly are; part'of
current expenditures merely offset rates of mortality and forgetful-
ness.

Once the productivity-increasing expenditures are separately classi-
fied, important questions follow. Is P primarily an independent
variable, little affected by changes, in other economic variables? If
not, how sensitive are productivity-increasing expenditures to changes
in income, prices, and the interest rate? Finally, how great an effect
do. productivity-increasing expenditures have upon both the amount
of capital. added in the future and the productivity of that capital?
In contemplating the last question I am sometimes inclined to think
that the best solution is simply to take it on faith that research
and education pay, without attemping to prove it. Unfortunately,
even in a society that lives by faith there is the vexatious economic
problem of deciding how much of the resources to devote to the
building of cathedrals and the support of the clergy.

The classification of governmental expenditures.
For the study of growth it is governmental expenditures that suffer

most from inadequate classification and analysis. In the national' in-
come accounts, all governmental expenditures are treated as final
goods and services, whereas a distinction is made for the private
economy between final goods and services sold to consumers and in-
termedlate goods and services sold by one business firm to another.
Some governmental expenditure, such as those for parks and recrea-
tional facilities, do provide final goods and services for the public and
can appropriately be called collective. consumption. Other expendi-
tures are intermediate in the sense of providing goods and services for
business that are then reflected in a higher value of output of the
private, economy. In may cases,. such as highways, both purposes
are served and disentanglement is difficult. Yet, as will be shown
later, the distinction is significant.

A capital budget for governments has long been advocated on other
grounds, but the study of economic growth gives added support to
the proposal, since it is vital to know the extent to which govern-
ments have spent and are spending to augment their own productive
capacity. Such additions are essential to the growth of the services
governments provide as a component of real per capita income. Fur-
ther, in terms of the stability of income and prices, recent experience
has shown that it makes a difference whether the educational system
has enough classrooms and Congress enough office space, or whether

6 It might be better to include augmentation of the quantity of natural resources In
capital-increasing expenditures, but I follow convention In not doing so. Adding to
natural resources is productivity increasing in. the sense that it forestalls the diminishing
returns that would otherwise occur in the future.
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additions have to be made in competition with a rapidly expanding
private economy.

As was true of the private economy, it is the productivity-increasing
expenditures that are most in need of careful classification and meas-
urement. The outline of the subcommittee's study raises the question
of the effect on economic growth of different categories of Federal
expenditures. The answer lies, I think, mainly in the extent to which
those categories contain productivity-increasing expenditures. It is
interesting to note how application of this criterion changes one's
subjective evaluation of the different types of spending. There is, I
think, some tendency to regard military expenditures- as not intrinsic-
ally desirable but imposed upon us by external threats and likely to
dwindle in a more peaceful world. Parks and recreation facilities
provided by governments are, in contrast, looked upon as intrinsically
desirable, regardless of world conditions. Yet in terms of the pro-
ductivity-increasing expenditures essential to a high rate. of growth
the military budget, particularly if the Atomic Energy Commission
is included, probably ranks higher than any other category of
expenditure.

I have struggled to come up with a simple and significant classifica-
tion of governmental expenditures, suitable for inclusion in a growth
model of reasonable proportions. The basic difficulty is that govern-
ments participate in all forms of expenditure and their contribution
is.inextricably intermeshed with the activities of the private economy.
With respect to capacity-increasing expenditures, governments may
Coris.-Fuet cpacity for prov;isiu1 of gre~aer colective consumption;
may build roads, bridges,. and dams that are necessary to private cap-
ital formation; and they may provide direct subsidies for private cap-
ital formation. Productivity-increasing expenditures, such as those
of the Hoover Commission, may be designed to increase the Govern-
ment's own productivity; or, as in the case of some-research expendi-
tures of the Department of Agriculture, the aim may be a specific effect
on the productivity of the private economy; or there are expenditures,
such as those on education, whose benefits are widely dispersed. This
is the sort of vexation that emerges whenever-one lifts the lid on aggre-
gates. For the present I shall be content, merely to classify govern-
mental expenditures in the same way. as -private-current, capacity
increasing, and productivity increasing.and to recognize that varying
amounts of cross-fertilization exist-between public and private ex-
penditures of each type.

THE ROLE AND REsPoNsmILITY OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WITH
RESPECT TO ECONoiIc GROWTH

In considering the role of the Federal Government with respect
to growth I shall exploit the analogies with, short-run income stabil-
ization and thus utilize the wide experience that we have had in ana-
lyzing that topic. First,' though, I should like to comment upon the
limitations of knowledge within which the discussion of the topic
must be confined.

Economic analysis deals primarily with the transmission of effects
by way of changes in prices and income. Models of the economic sys-
tem show how economic units are affected by changes in income and
price and in turn transmit effects to others. Productivity-increasing
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expenditures, like any other, can be analyzed with respect to the effects
that the sums spent have on the economic system. This is not, how-
ever, the primary economic effect or significance of such expenditures.
The primary effects are on the underlying conditions within which
economic activity and economic analysis take place-"the state of
the arts," to use a phrase rich in tradition. The process by which ex-
penditures produce changes in technology is not primarily an economic
process. Once the change occurs in the state of the arts, economics
takes over and analyzes the repercussions that flow through the eco-
nomic system. Thus, in terms of economic analysis as generally con-
ceived, productivity-increasing expenditures are essentially parameter-
changing expenditures. The same problem arises with respect to
research expenditures of a firm. In economic terminology, shall the
production function include the use of resources to change the pro-
*duction function? Of course, economic analysis might be extended
beyond the traditional boundaries, but there are disadvantages to such
a move.

The situation, then, is somewhat like this. Productivity-increasing
expenditures alter the underlying conditions for economic activity,
or the parameters of economic analysis. The process by which these
effects are transmitted is largely noneconomic and not very well
understood. We think we know the general nature and the general
direction of these effects. We cannot say very much about the size
of the effects, particularly the relation to dollars spent, nor can we
be very definite about the relationship between specific effects and
specific types of expenditure. We can, I believe, be reasonably con-
fident that high levels of expenditure on science, research, and educa-
tion, particularly if long continued, will cause appreciable improve-
ments in technology and the productivity of resources.

I shall now briefly recapitulate what seem to me to be the salient
aspects of stabilization policies. If one goes back far enough in time,
the prevailing opinion among economists was that the Federal Gov-
ernment should simply confine itself to those activities at which it
was more efficient. The economic case for income-stabilizing expendi-
tures by the Federal Government rests on the conclusion, accepted by
most economists, that the saving-investment mechanism of the private
economy will not operate in such a way as to insure stability of income
and employment. Compensatory Federal spending was proposed as
a remedy but in time was seen to have the defects of requiring fore-
casts of private economic activity and also fairly specific knowledge
of the response of the private economy to Federal spending. Built-in
stabilizers then came to be recognized as the best device, since they did
not require explicit forecasts of private economic activity. To
counteract tendencies toward severe depression or inflation, built-in
stabilizers are regarded as probably inadequate, and compensatory
spending might be required.

I shall use the preceding summary of policy with respect to income
stabilization as.a guide for a tentative consideration of policy with
respect to economic growth. It will be useful first to explore the
consequences of a passive or neutral policy.
A pa88ive or neutral policy

The effect that governmental expenditures have had on economic
growth has depended largely upon the productivity-increasing ex-
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penditures. To emphasize and clarify that relationship, it will be
convenient to sketch out a neutral or passive role in which the respon-
sibility for growth is left solely to the private economy. Since the
problem of an optimal division of resources between the public and
private sectors is the subject of another panel, I shall simply assume
that they have found the answer. Imagine then that resources are
growing over time and that at each point of time these resources are
optimally divided between public and private production. This of
course implies that both the public and private sectors are adding to
capacity as well as providing current goods and services. Problems
arise with respect to the adjustment of current production to the rate
of growth, but let us pass over these. There are also difficulties in
timing and a possible acceleration effect in that the growth of private
productive capacity precedes and induces the augmentation of govern-
mental productive capacity. I shall avoid this question by assuming
that growth of productive resources is correctly anticipated and
divided.

Under these restrictive assumptions what effect do governmental
expenditures have upon growth? It is clear that governments are
directly providing growth in the public part of real, per capita, na-
tional income. Otherwise, the resources would not be used at all or,
the division between public and private expenditures being optimal,
they would be used for goods and services of lower priority.

It has sometimes been argued that the intermediate expenditures
of the government, like roads and darns, have external economies and
cause income to rise by a multiple of the gOvelrnullellbal euxpnItuyuue.
While there is probably some validity to this argumlent, it has to be
carefully scrutinized. In many instances the governmental expendi-
tures have lagged and created a bottleneck. Removal of the bottle-
neck then has magnified efects on the flow. To the extent that public
and private expenditures are kept in proper balance, the effects are
likely to spring from the productivity-increasing property of the ex-
penditures.

Governmental expenditures that grow with the volume of resources
may have a stabilizing effect upon income. In a more general sense,
the policy with respect to growth outlined in this section lends sup-
port to measures for short-run income stabilization. The level of
governmental expenditures should be determined by the wealth of
the country, not its current income, by the total volume of resources
available, not the amount of resources that the private economy is
able to use at a given time. Yet the principle of continuous budget
balancing would require that, whenever the private economy reduces
the percentage of the total resources it uses, the government also
reduces its percentage. Thus, some measure of short-run stability
would be provided and this, as will be argued later, probably con-
tributes to growth of the private economy.
An active policy with respect to growth

It is obvious that governments in general and the Federal Goverit-
nient in particular do participate heavily in productivity-increasico
expenditures. These range from very general programs such as ai
to education by the Veterans' Administration and the research of the
Atomic Energy Commission down to advice to farmers about the
proper cultivation of crops and assistance to uranium prospectors.
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One justification for such governmental participation in the increase
of' productivity could be greater efficiency but since this is the topic
of another panel I shall not pursue it further. The question at issue
here is not how governmental expenditures should grow over time in
relation to private expenditures. It is rather the use of governmental
expenditures for the purpose of modifying the growth of the private
economy.

The most serious charge that could be levied against the private
economy and the strongest basis for action would be that the rate of
growth is too slow. This could take the form of inadequate capital
formation or it could be that all resources, capital included, are not
productive enough. Under our type of economic system, we are not
inclined to criticize any rate of capital formation however small, pro-
vided that it is equal to savings out of full employment levels of in-
come. An inadequate rate of capital formation would, then, flash the
war]iing signal of persistent unemployment, as was true in the 1930's.
So far as I can tell, there is no alarm to warn us that the productivity
of all resources is not increasing as fast as possible. Though there
are cancellations,'as mentioned earlier, a higher level of expenditure
on pure and applied research would appear to be at least a partial
cure for both deficiencies. This line of argument also supports the
maintenance of high levels of expenditure on research as a cure for
such hidden stagnation as may exist even when investment is ade-
quate to maintain a high level of income.

Our experience after major wars buttresses the belief that govern-
mental research programs would stimulate the growth of the private
economy. Many writers have given wartime research as a partial
explanation of high postwar levels of capital formation. To the
extent that the results of governmental research remain outside the
patent system, there may be a uniquely stimulating effect. It has
often been remarked that the abolition'of the patent system, though
probably unwise' in the long run, would give a powerful immediate
stimulus to investment and income. To a slight degree governmental
research has some of the effects of freeing patents, though it is prob-
ably partially offset by reduced incentive in the private economy.

Is it possible for productivity-increasing expenditures to be too
large? Conceivably, technology could change so fast as to create
uncertainty and temporarily slow down capital formation. I doubt
that such a reaction will ever be very widespread. I have heard busi-
nessmen state' that their plants were obsolete the day they opened,
but there must have been some foreknowledge of this possibility, and
it did not prevent construction. Further, the stalemate effect is
spawned by a spurt in the rate of technological change; a steady rate,
however high, would not be the basis for postponing investment.

Let us switch to the other side and ask whether productivity-in-
creasing expenditures can be so large as to cause secular exhilaration,
a prolonged period of attempted overinvestment. The present period
might be cited as an example, though the boom in capital formation
does appear to be coming to an end. The possibility exists but I am
not inclined to worry about it.. First of all, too high a rate of intro-
duction of innovations can be checked by monetary controls supple-
mented, if need be, by fiscal policy. Secondly, from the social-point
of view ideas will keep without deterioration, but they may not be
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producible when needed except after a long lag. Thus, if we have an
excess of new scientific and technological ideas 10 years hence, we can
slow down their use, but a deficiency of such ideas may be correctible
only by having taken appropriate action 10 years earlier.

Another line of argument is that a high rate of growth intensifies
business cycles. If so, the appropriate action is not to slow down
the rate of growth but rather to apply monetary and fiscal counter-
measures. In other words, I favor shock absorbers but not a governor.

There are also arguments against relying too heavily on the private
economy for increases in prouctivity. The educational expenditures
of individuals and the research expenditures by business and endowed
colleges and foundations are obviously dependent on the.level of na-
tional income. It may also be that, apart from the greater availability
of funds, prosperity has an unfavorable effect. In depression the re-
search expenditures of business suffer because funds are short and the
range of vision narrows. In prosperity, there is an abundance of
profitable short-range projects and the interest rate is high, so the
longer range research projects may be slighted. A somewhat similar
phenomenon is the bidding away of teachers and scientists doing pure
research into private employment during prosperous times. A firm
can appropriate to itself the gain in hiring an able scientist before
others do. The loss is spread over all firms. Hence, even when na-
tional income is high, productivity-increasing expenditures of the pri-
vate economy may be inadequate and out of balance.

A different type of objection can be raised to heavy reliance on pri-
vate productivity-increasing expenditures. A firm that devotes large
sums to research must have fairly large earnings and be relatively
free from short-run competitive pressures in order to plan for the
more distant future. On both counts, the large firm is favored. The
weak position of small firms is underlined by the fact that in agricul-
ture most of the research is done by Federal and State departments of
agriculture. Furthermore, basic or pure research requires the great-
est freedom from short-run competitive pressures and may be justi-
fiable only for the most secure of monopolists. There may then be a
basic conflict between enforcement of our antitrust laws and reliance
upon private business for scientific research. It is interesting to note
that many corporations have been using their advertising in recent
years to spread the message that only large firms can do sufficient
research and bring the benefits to the public. I am inclined to think
that even the largest firms are not likely to do enough basic or pure
research to replenish the wellsprings of technological change. Ap-
parently we have in the past been importers of pure science but prob-
ably cannot continue to be.

CONCLUSIONS

It seems desirable that productivity-increasing expenditures be
high, stable, and growing with real income. Such expenditures by
the private economy may be too low, too sensitive to income variation,
and in some ways out of balance. To some extent, this may also be
true of such expenditures by State and local governmients. It is im-
portant, therefore, that Federal productivity-increasing expenditures
be relatively high, stable, and,, wheire possible, designed to preserve
balance in the total. The possible consequences of high levels of pro-
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ductivity-increasing expenditures in the form of intensified cycles
and inflationary pressure seem negligible beside the consequences of
too little expenditure. Short-run stabilization measures can be used
to cushion any such effects as may occur. Furthermore, increases in
productivity are themselves a partial corrective to inflation.

Because of the cumulative nature of the effects, productivity-in-
creasing expenditures are not suitable for countercyclical variation.
In the event of prolonged depression or stagnation, raising the level
of such expenditures would be justified as a short-run stimulus to in-
come and a possible long-run cure. It is certainly to be hoped that we
will never permit such losses in education and research as occurred in
the thirties.



GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

David McCord Wright, William Dow professor of economics and
political science, McGill University, Montreal, Canada

Fifty years ago the great economic oversimplification was that
'supply created its own demand." Purchasing power would take
care of itself. Today the equivalent error is that "demand creates
its own supply." Spend more money and increased output and em-
ployment must follow. To untangle these problems will require care-
ful thought.

There are really two questions raised by the outline for this hear-
ing. The first concerns the direct efficiency of government outlay-
in what lines does government activity do better, or contribute more
to growth than the private economy. The second question concerns
the effect of a given amount of government outlay (usually thought
.of as deficit financed) on economic activity generally. Naturally
these two sets of problems overlap a good deal but we should try to
keep them distinct in our minds as much as possible.

Concerning the first problem: Even if we decide that government
ntc.pris is f b0 +fer in a gv lin +han private that

still does not justify us in estimating the benefit of government action
merely from the size of the appropriation. As in the case of private
business, it could be greater than indicated, and it could be much
less. In business the efficiency of a firm and the creativeness of its
ideas may be just as, or much more important than, the size of its
capital. So it is with governments. Benefits to growth cannot be de-
duced from the mere size of appropriation. Two factors must also
be considered: (a) efficiency; (b) how much private activity in the
same line may have been reduced.

Because there has just been a hearing on the question of objects of
government activity (though I have not seen it while writing this
statement) and because time is short, I will allot the rest of this
statement to the problem of general economic activity. The com-
mittee may be interested, if more material on the general philosophy
of public versus private outlay is needed, in reading my Democracy
and Progress (facmillan 1948) and A Key to Modern Economics
(Macmillan 1955).

Turning now to the problem of government expenditure and general
economic activity, I should like to submit emphatically that there is
no mechanically foreseeable or 100 percent reliable relationship, in
either direction, between government expenditure-however financed
or directed-and general economic growth.

Take inflation. When one makes a prediction that increased gov-
ernment outlay in some line is going to cause inflation, this prediction
must depend upon a battery of hidden (or, indeed, explicit) assumnp-
tions as to the behavior of the rest of the economy and the type of taxa-
tion or borrowing-none of which need prove true. For example, on
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a basis of things as is-that is, on the basis of present trends, as-
sumed rates of change, and assumed fiscal policy, the analytical core
for an inflationary prediction might, in a given year, be overwhelm-
ing. But if there is one thing which the statistical record establishes
it is that things do not always stay as is. History is full of infinite
surprises. Any honest economist must admit that there is ap in-
evitable element of hunch in all economic prediction.

The committee should also, remember ihat even if a given increase
in appropriations is covered by taxes this does not mean that in-
flationary danger is avoided. First of all, the tax may fall on money
that was hitherto idle and thus increase the quantity of money, in effec-
tive circulation. But next, consumers or private businessmen may try
to keep up their expenditure, and, by encroaching on reserves or bor-
rowing, the volume of money spent may not drop. even while govern-
ment is spending and taxing more. Thus inflationary pressure will
continue. . So always one has to consider not just the size of the appro-
priation, but the type of taxation, and the response of the rest of the
economy.

We turn now to the question of depression, and less than "full"
employment-there, of course, mechanical prediction has run riot.
But there is one basic error. 'The consumer does not have to spend his
money. Even if he does the businessman does not have to put in or-
ders for more goods, even supposing he allows the stocks on hand to
be sold. Always any increase, in buying, to be translated into more
employment and production,. must pass through the decisions made in
the minds of the managers of production-largely businessmen in our
economy, government officials in a Socialist one-the discrepancy, in
this connection, between appropriation by Congress to various agen-
cies, and amounts actually spent, shows that the government official,
also, is not a purely automatic respender any more than the business-
man.

Coming now to the question of the business decision, since that is
still a most important element in our country, this decision is cast
in terms of expected profit and loss. There exists a certain amount of
highly inconclusive evidence to show that some businessmen work for
"love." But the factual base is extremely shaky. Even if some men
will do some work for little reward, will as many men do as much
work as we want without incentive?

Now suppose, in depression, government spends more and in the first
instance increases actual outlay. This still may not increase em-
ployment if, on the one hand, rapidly rising money wages, and on the
other, increased taxation of profit leave the businessman and investor
io' adequate hope of reward. Increased government outlay may be

neutralized by higher money wages. In this connection I should like
to quote Dr. Kenneth Boulding's little jingle from The Impact of the
Union, D. McC. Wright, editor; Kelley & Millman, 1957.

"We all or nearly all consent
If wages rise by 10 percent

It puts a choice. before the Nation
Of unemployment or inflation."

The problem is that expansion is not a matter of moving smoothly
upward. Even in a completely-planned state one cannot expect all in-
dustries to grow at the samen rate. Still less is this true of th'e mn-
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iplanned society. The result is that from time to time the various spon-
taneous rates of change will not add up to full employment. In that
'case, if depression is spreading rapidly and seriously, a case is made
out for deficit finance. But the trouble here is that the money injected
-does not just die. And once the momentum of change picks up we
-will find ourselves with too much purchasing power-and have to tax.
But this is a very unpopular thing politically. Witness our post
World War II experience.

For myself I feel that if one does not hamstring society with unwise
remedies the impact of technical change will soon pull it out of de-
pression. Thus we have to use the utmost caution before throwing
in purchasing power or we may find that we have done so prematurely.

The above statement gives my general philosophy. I can't cover so
huge a field in detail and will wait for questions. I annex a state-
ment on Lord Keynes' views-not that I think Keynes is infallible
but simply because his teaching is so often misunderstood and cited
as authority for doctrines he would have undoubtedly repudiated.

ArPENDIX ON IKEYNES

Keynes is generally thought to have taught that if the government
ran a deficit it would necessarily and immediately raise income.

But in the General Theory, pages 122-124, he distinguishes quite
clearly between the logical theory of the multiplier and the con-
sequences of an expansion in the capital goods industries. In other
-words, he knew the difference between a theoretical model and reality.

Keynes is often thought to have advocated higher money wage
increases as a cure for depression. This is entirely mistaken. On
pages 270-271 he explicitly favors keeping -wages stable.

Even more important he sometimes argues, pages 264, 265, that
money wage reduction would stimulate recovery.

Keynes was extremely concerned with the need for an optimistic
business climate, page 162.

He even admitted, page 172, that-
a large increase in the quantity of money may cause so
much uncertainty about the future that liquidity preference
[the desire to hold money rather than invest it] may be
strengthened.

In other words, the deficit itself can sometimes scare the businessman
out of activity.

Keynes thought a "scheme for the higher taxation of large incomes
and inheritances" might lead to too low a rate of accumulation, invest-
ment, and economic growth, page 377.
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GOVERNMENT SPENDING AND ECONOMIC STABILITY

Walter D. Fackler, assistant director of economic research, Chamber
of Commerce of the United States

INTRODUCTION

Economic stability is one of the goals of public policy which almost
everyone espouses and about which few seem to agree. The term "sta-
bility" has a ring of high purpose. It is a laudable and lauded
objective-as long as it is left vaguely defined. As soon as discussion
passes from pleasant generalities to what is meant by stability and
the appropriate means for achieving it, controversy ensues. Dis-
agreement becomes more intense when policy measures are proposed
or put into effect which are designed to promote stability.

There are good reasons for this state of affairs. Economic sta-
bility as a policy goal in a changing world is not a simple concept.
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able pliability. People do not want stable incomes; they want rising
incomes. They want a stable general price level, but they also want
higher prices for the products and services they sell and lower prices
for the things they buy. They want technological progress, greater
productivity, opportunity, and economic freedom of choice. They
want normal market adjustments to allocate resources and direct
production so as to obtain maximum output composed of the "right
things" at minimum cost. But they are understandably vexed or
alarmed when market adjustments affect them adversely, when they
must move to another "line" or suffer permanently reduced income.
It turns out that people do not want stability-at least not too much
of it. They want security from the threat of unemployment, disagree-
able economic pressures, and income losses. In short, stability as
a policy goal, beyond the vague injunction to public officials that
they must learn how to keep us out of situations of mass unemploy-
ment and advanced inflation, is actually a mass (mess) of conflicting
goals.

Even when pragmatic agreement is reached for policy purposes on
a reasonably acceptable concept of economic stability, major disagree-
ments are bound to arise over the means of achieving stability. Again,
with good reason. Legitimate differences of opinion will exist as to
the correct interpretation of economic events, and the relative impor-
tance of the many economic and noneconomic forces operating in a
given situation. There are differences in value judgments as to
importance of other policy goals, the proper role of government, the
role of the individual, the kind of economic system which is desirable,
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and how different policy measures will affect the system in the long
run. Moreover, since it is possible, at least theoretically, to achieve
stability by various combinations of public measures, each individual
group will plaintively or arrogantly demand that combination of
policies which will secure for it maximum economic advantage or
least disadvantage. The first maxim of special pleading, as legis-
lators know so well, is to identify the particular interest with the
general interest. This would be a strange vorlud if it were otherwise.

Because of both the shifty character of economic stability as a
policy goal and the shifting sands of argumentation over how it
.should be promoted, only the naive or tyrannical will expect or de-
mand the impossible-spontaneous and harmonious agreement in the
arena of public policy.

But all is not lost. Having stressed the inherent difficulties of the
problem as a prophylaxis against dogmatism and oversimplification,
we can, with good reason and fortitude, concentrate our attention on
-narrowing the range of disagreement-both as to practical goals and
workable (perhaps even acceptable) solutions.

Economic stability is not a mirage. It is attainable, provided we
define it as orderly economic adjustment or the avoidance of major eco-
nomic maladjustments. What we really want, and the most we can
legitimately expect, is fairly regular overall economic growth (rising
real incomes) without having to endure the appalling social wastes and
suffering of mass unemployment on one hand or the cruel penalties
.and social frictions of persistent inflation on the other. At the same
time, of course, we want expanding economic opportunities and indi-
vidual economic freedom. Stability, then, also demands flexibility
and sufficient latitude for those normal and necessary fluctuations to
occur in output, prices, incomes, and employment which must take
place if the severities of major dislocations are to be avoided. In other
words, a reasonable policy goal lies in a range of variability among
the major economic processes or categories. If the limits of tolerance
are set too tight, or if "stability" is used as a policy justification to
shelter particular groups from economic change and adjustment, sta-
bility of the system in the larger sense makes no sense. All this may
seem obvious, but the obvious is most often forgotten.

Essentially, flexible stability (or stable flexibility) boils down to
the rule of reason-the golden mean between extremes. We cannot set
arbitrary targets as to rates of economic growth, or expect these rates
to be constant. We cannot overload the economy in response to special
-pleas during periods of inflation, or grossly mismanage our affairs by
uncompromising attitudes during depression. We must adopt a real-
istic concept of the maximum employment goal of the Employment
Act, which some people seem to interpret (in deed, if not in word)
-as meaning that the Federal Government should guarantee every indi-
vidual a job doing exactly the kind of work he wants to do (however
the consumer may feel about this) and at rates of pay which he indi-
vidually or collectively demands. We cannot attempt to force con-
tinuous full prosperity on every industry, occupation, region, village,
and farm at all times without destroying the viability of the system.
We cannot drag a crowd of sociological problems, however important
-each may be, under a great tent called "economic stability" without
-confusing the issues and widening disagreements. In sum, a reason-
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able stability goal must be viewed, not only as a technical economic
problem, but as a problem of social discipline.

Turning, now, to the question of means as distinct from the ends
themselves, it is again possible to narrow the area of disagreement.
During the past two decades a vast literature, theoretical and applied,
has mushroomed on questions of stabilization policy. The literature
is diverse in policy implications and prescriptions, and much of it deals
with narrow technical aspects of the problem, with very limited appli-
cability to policy questions. Yet even the theoretical discussion pro-
vides important insights, and out of this mass may be distilled some
important propositions which are highly relevant to policy formula-
tion and which represent a consensus of the large majority of
economists.

General stabilization policies may be grouped roughly into two
categories: fiscal-having to do with government spending and tax-
ing; and monetary-concerned with control of the money-supply
and credit conditions. Debt management can probably be best char-
acterized as a marriage of fiscal and monetary policies-a union for
which, because of the large size of the Federal debt, no divorce is
possible; though the marital relations are not always happy, the
partners usually try to put on a brave show of affection in public.

The present debate is basically concerned with how these monetary
and fiscal policies should be used and in what combination. The his-
tory of the debate clearly illustrates that the development of economic
doctrines certainly follows no orderly growth pattern. In the 1920's
monetary policy held fuil sway, only to be discarded or scornfully
ignored during the 1930's when fiscal policy became the great
hope of stabilization during the prolonged depression. With the
problems of postwar inflation, monetary policy came back to the
fore. It is now clearly recognized that any one-sided approach to
stabilization is ill advised and likely to be ineffectual. Both fiscal
and monetary policies must, of necessity, be used in concert. If they
work at cross-purposes, stability depends on the coincidence of for-
tuitous circumstances, rather than on responsible direction of public
affairs.
- In the past 25 years the role of government in economic life has been
.greatly-expanded., Both in absolute and relative terms, the public
sector, as compared to the private sector, has grown so. large that for
good or ill the fiscal policies of government do have a very significant
impact on the economy. Because of the continuing heavy expendi-
tures for national defense and the wartime legacy of a large Federal
-debt, what the Federal Government does now and in the future with
regard to taxing, spending, and debt management will necessarily
loom large in determining an inflationary or deflationary course of
events. In short, we have big government, and, therefore, cannot
afford fiscal irresponsibility in government.

With the sobering experience of both a major depression and a great
inflation in recent times, coupled with a recognition that big govern-
ment will continue to play a major economic role whether we like it or
not, there is general agreement that fiscal policies should be at least
conducive to economic stability, rather than instability. To some
people, direct manipulation of government spending will always be
considered the least appropriate policy device of the whole kit of
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stabilizers, but all will agree that government spending should at
least work in the right direction. Few people would knowingly ad-
vocate that the Federal Government commit fiscal acts which are de-
liberately unstabilizing in effect-which worsen depressions or add
fuel to an incendiary inflationary situation.

This rather lengthy introduction, it is hoped, will serve as a point
of entry into (rather than a point of departure from) the rocky field
of stabilization policy. More narrowly, it is intended to stress the
fact that government spending policies occupy just one of several
tracts in this field, perhaps one of the smaller tracts, but certainly
one which cannot be properly cultivated unless the general outline of
its boundaries and position is at least roughly delimited.

In what follows, an attempt is made to place stabilizing expendi-
ture policy in perspective. Nothing new has been added, and much
is repetition. But merely reviewing the state of the debate and focus-
ing attention on the main policy implications of current economic
doctrine may provide some orientation and clarification for the policy-
maker.

Briefly, this paper attempts to outline the basic issues, summarize
the limitations and practical problems, and develop a few general
guidelines for government spending policy. This approach, it is
hoped, will help to narrow the range of disagreement on how gov-
ernment spending policy can contribute to the achieving of the im-
plicit and explicit aims of the Employment Act of 1946-without, it
should be added, overriding other equally important social consider-
ations.

THE BASIC POLICY ISSUES

The fundamental policy problem in most elemental form is twofold:
(1) Should the Government directly manipulate the volume

of its expenditures in light of prevailing or expected economic
conditions ?

(2) If so, to what extent, according to what criteria, and how
should such spending be financed?

The logical possibilities.
Out of prolonged debate, several logical possibilities as to fiscal

policy and their implications have emerged. In barest outline, they
are as follows:
Compensatory spending

According to this school of thought, the Government should take
positive stabilizing action by increasing expenditures during a reces-
sion to offset, at least partially, declining or deficient private demand
for output. Conversely, during boom periods the Government should
cut expenditures to reduce inflationary demand pressures.

In some formulations the compensatory principle has been linked
with the so-called stagnation or mature economy thesis which holds
that declining investment opportunity in relation to the volume of
savings generated in a wvell-developed economy leads to a chronic
deficiency of private investment and therefore to chronic under-
employment. Under such conditions, it has been argued, government
spending (largely financed by budget deficits) is necessary to close
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the gap in aggregate demand in order to maintain high levels of
income and employment.'

Compensatory spending, in principle, is in no way related to the
stagnation thesis. In its usual formulation this policy calls for
deficit government spending during the downswing of the business
cycle to compensate for falling private investment. During the up-
swing government spending would be cut back in the face of rising
private investment. Budget deficits incurred during recession would
be repaid from surpluses piled up during prosperity. Though annual
budgets would be unbalanced, no permanent increase in government
debt need necessarily occur as the budget would presumably balance
*out over the course of the business cycle. Compensatory spending
would, it is pointed out, have multiplier effects in both directions.
Additional government spending by also raising consumer spending
to higher levels would create substantially more new income than the
amount of the deficits incurred during recession. Conversely, a reduc-
tion of government spending would cause or induce a fall in consumer
spending and income during a boom and thereby serve as a significant
anti-inflationary influence. There are many possible variations of the
'compensatory principle. Largely, the variants involve qualifications
as to kind of spending, methods of financing, and the degree of reli-
:ance to be placed on built-in or flexible features as opposed to ad hoc
measures. In fact, other budget policies discussed below have some
compensatory features in a broad sense.
A stable expenditure budqet

According to this view, government expenditures should be kept
stable, except for certain automatic or built-in variations, such as in
relief payments, which take place in response to changes in economic
circumstances. Expenditures, it is argued, should be based in each
case on an evaluation of social benefits, social costs, and a proper allo-
.cation of resources between public and private uses-determined inde-
pendently, in the main, of the stability problem. Primary reliance for
stabilizing action, then, would be placed on either built-in flexibility
*in the tax structure or adjustable tax planning and on monetary policy.

The well known CED stabilizing budget is a variant of this ap-
proach.2 According to the CED proposal, tax rates would be set so
as to provide a balanced budget in normal times of reasonably high
levels of economic activity and should be adjusted only to allow for
variations in normal overnmental expenditures. With progressive
income taxes as the backbone of the revenue system, tax rates and rev-
enues would automatically rise during inflationary periods and pro-
duce a budget surplus. Conversely, during periods of falling income,
tax rates and yields would also fall and produce budget deficits. In
short, stable government expenditures, coupled with built-in flexi-
bility, would automatically and promptly keep the fiscal program
working in a countercyclical (stabilizing) manner.

l The stagnation thesis, though an odd grain of truth sprouted in some of the pro-
argumentation, has been rather roundly debunked by theoretical analysis and recent
history.

.Taxes and the Budget: A Program for Prosperity In a Free Economy, A Statement on
Nationnl Policy of the Research and Policy Committee of the Committce for Economic
Development, 194T. Elaborations on the basic theme have been embodied in a number of
ICED publications -lnee the proposal was first set forth.
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Advocates of a more extreme version of the stable expenditures
approach would go further and pursue stabilization by manipulating
tax-rate schedules themselves (either by formula or on an ad hoc
basis). This approach has considerable appeal to many economists.
of diverse political and philosophical inclinations. 3 Some even sug-
gest negative tax rates or rebates in periods of severe depression or
rapidly falling income as the correct therapeutic procedure.
Annually balanced budgets

The view that the budget should always be balanced under all con-
ditions-except, perhaps, in periods of severe national emergency such
as a war-has long been a hallmark of sound or orthodox finance. In
its most rigid form, this approach requires that government expendi-
tures should be promptly reduced or taxes promptly increased to main-
tain the balance regardless of economic circumstances. Such a pro-
cedure would contribute to instability. It would allow inflationary
increases in government spending during a boom when incomes and
tax receipts are rising (or inflationary tax decreases) and during reces-
sion call for reduced government spending (or increased taxes) when
incomes and tax revenues are falling, and thus worsen the downswing.

A more sophisticated version of the annually balanced budget
approach is embodied in the so-called balanced budget theorem which
theoretically demonstrates how the unstabilizing features of annually
balanced budget might be overcome.4 In periods of recession, an
increase in Government spending, even though matched by increased
taxes, would, under certain highly artificial assumptions, increase
aggregate demand and work in a stabilizing direction. Conversely,
in boom periods a decrease in Government spending, even though
matched by tax reductions, would decrease aggregate demand.

There is nothing mysterious about the "balanced budget theorem."
Assuming that there are no significant indirect repercussions from
the changes in fiscal operations on private investment spending and
the distribution of income, each dollar of increased Government spend-
ing adds directly to the Government component of aggregate demand.
Each additional dollar added to the tax bill, however, does not reduce
private consumer spending by a full dollar, since part of the taxes
are paid from income which would have been saved anyway-that isi
not spent on consumption. Looked at another way, the primary effect
of the increase in Government spending is to increase the total demand
and income by the amount of the added spending. In addition, as
in the case of compensatory spending, there will be multiplier effects.
Consumer spending will rise and create further increments of induced
or supplemental income. At the same time, however, higher taxes
work in the opposite direction to reduce disposable income, reduce
consumer spending, and absorb it, as it were, or offset the supplemental
or induced part of the income created originally by new Government
spending. Thus, private spending remains unchanged. Aggregate

3 Cf. A. P. Lerner, An Integrated Full Employment Policy, Plannine and Policy for Full
Employment (Princeton; Princeton University Press), 1946, pp. 163-220; and K. E. Bould-
ing, The Economics of Peace (New York: Prentice Hall), 1946.

.4 There is a large literature on the mechanics-and implications of the balanced budget-,
theorem.: For a. good. explanation and references to the literature, see Haskil P. Wald,
Fiscal Policy,- Military. Preparedness, and Postwar Inflation>;National Tax Journal, II
(1949), pp. 51-62.
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demand for the economy as a whole is increased by precisely the
amount of the increase in the Government-demand component.: The
mechanics are not important for our purposes here. What is impor-
tant is that it is entirely possible to have both higher Government
spending and larger tax receipts and yet no change in private spending.
The analysis can be reversed and applied to inflation. A reduction
in spending matched by an equal reduction in tax revenues reduces
the Government component of aggregate demand but leaves private
demand unchanged.

The uncomfortable alternatives
What appears to be, at first glance, a wide range of choices open

in the matter of stabilizing fiscal policies soon narrows as the alterna-
tives are examined.

A compensatory spending policy involves a considerable expansion
of public spending and increased size of the public sector vis-a-vis
the private sector during recession. Temporarily, at least, it also in-
volves deficit finance and increases in Government debt. Such a policy
will not be readily espoused by people who believe in limited gov-
ernment or view government debt with alarm. On the other hand,
compensatory spending will also be repudiated quickly during inflation
by those who advocate massive increases in the activities and respon-
sibilities of government. They will find all sorts of reasons why
Government expenditures "cannot" be radically reduced and substan-
tial amounts of debt retired during inflation. As long as some balance
of nnliftinl nnwpr iq mqinf.9ini-d hot-wtPn the two Annn-inor ,nmn- thfk

potential range of compensatory spending may be narrow, indeed,
and what compensation is tolerated will likely operate with an infla-
tionary bias. Politically, it is hard to reduce spending during in-
flation, especially when costs of Government are rising. Nor is it
easy to keep taxes high enough to retire debt.

Maintaining stable expenditures and operating flexible fiscal policy
from the tax side, likewise, presents uncomfortable problems of choice.
Here, the fact that Government spending is supposedly determined
on the basis of normal social functions and proper resource allocation,
not subject to capricious manipulation, has great appeal. There is
no undue expansion or curtailment of the public sector based on ex-
pediency and crisis, nor is there as likely to be inflationary bias on
the spending side. Furthermore, primary reliance is placed on in-
direct changes in private demand which follow from tax adjustments.
There are drawbacks, however. To achieve a given increase or de-
crease in aggregate demand via tax adjustments alone calls for much
larger deficits during recession and much larger surpluses during
inflation than would occur with compensatory spending. Also the
drastic changes made in rate schedules would have serious repercus-
sions and create uncertainties that few private persons or public offi-
cials would readily risk.

The balanced budget approach to stabilization also has disturbing
implications. Superficially, it has a familiar cloak of apparent finan-
cial soundness. There would never be a deficit-except when expected

5
For those not familiar with the uses and limitations of an income-expenditureapproach -

to these problems, the balanced budget theorem can be explained In terms of changes In
the supply and velocity of money.
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tax revenues were overestimated. But to balance the budget at high
enough levels during a recession to buoy up total demand, calls for a
much greater expansion of government spending-increase in the size
of the public sector-than does compensatory spending. On the
other hand, during inflation the balanced-budget approach might re-
quire such a large reduction in public spending and taxes that even
the normal social services would have to be curtailed. Furthermore,
Aihe Lax repercussions woulud be -vary large -an _lng4 ne Nt
only would the prospect of frequent tax-rate manipulations create
unstabilizing uncertainties to complicate business decisions, but psy-
chologically the tax changes required in this case would work in the
wrong direction. Rates would have to be raised during recession and
lowered during inflation. Such changes could be expected to influence
expectations and private investment in a way which would promote
instability. On close inspection, there seems to be little appeal in
the balanced-budget approach to stabilization except the label.

The nature of the alternatives which theoretically (potentially)
would achieve the same changes in aggregate demand for the economy
as a whole via fiscal policy may be summarized for clarity in the fol-
lowing tabular manner: 6

Compensatory spend- Stable spending with
ing with stable tax adjustable tax rates Balanced budgets
rates

I. RECESSION

(a) Policy procedure - Increase spending - Spending unchanged- Increase spending.
Tax rates unchanged Decrease tax rates- Increase tax rates.

(b) Policy implications:
Increase in Govern- Substantial - Little or none - Greatest.

ment spending.
Tax repercussions - Few- Many -- Most.
Size of deficit - Large -Largest --------- None.

II. BOOM

(a) Policy procedure - Decrease spending- Spending unchanged- Decrease spending.
Tax rates unchanged Increase tax rates - Decrease tax rates.

(b) Policy implications:
Decrease in Govern. Substantial - Little or none - Greatest.

ment spending.
Tax repercussions - Few-- Many-Most.
Size of surplus - Large -Largest ------- -- None.

Clearly, when stripped naked all stabilizing fiscal policies have
unsightly deformities which we prefer to keep covered in public and
to keep out of polite political discussion.

Unfortunately, if they want any stabilizing fiscal policy at all,
those who do not like government debt, must, then, be prepared to
accept policies which involve the largest fluctuations in government
spending and taxes. Those who want minimum manipulatio n of gov-
ernment spending must face the largest deficits. Those who honestly
advocate compensatory spending must be prepared to fight vigorously
for massive reduction of government spending during inflation. In
short, in matters of fiscal policy, almost everyone, whatever his prot-
estations of faith, either unknowing or because he prefers delusion
to reality, adopts inconsistent attitudes or demands what is impossible.

6 All of the conclusions embodied in this table cannot be derived directly fromisthe pre-
vious discussion which sketched only the barest sort of outline of alternative-fscal policies.
But these conclusions do follow from the simple mechanics of lncone~theory:- It should
also be borne in mind that these conclusions are based on unrealistic simplifying assump-
tions about the behavior of private demand. The practical value of this approach is to
snake clear the probable results of certain kinds of government action.
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Happily, the theoretical dilemmas themselves exert a centripetal
force on groups of differing political and social views and draw them
closer together on questions of policy. The range of disagreement is
further narrowed by other theoretical and practical limitations to
which stabilizing spending policy is subject. To these we now turn.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL COIPLICATIONS

The policymaker who is sincerely interested in adapting Federal
spending policies to stabilization goals faces a host of theoretical and
practical problems. Again in barest outline, some of them are as
follows:

Oversimplification,
The theoretical alternatives are based on extremely naive and over-

simplified models of reality which by themselves provide no basis for
policy decisions. 7 Simple models of income determination based on
.a few aggregate variables such as investment, national income, con-
sumption, ete., mask the complexities and maladjustments which occur
in economic life. No amount of manipulation of Federal spending
will correct certain kinds of internal maladjustments of a temporary
or short-run nature, and such action could conceivably aggravate
temporary economic ailments. Moreover, most models reason from
ignorance as to the possible interaction of many variables -,which can-
not be known or taken into account. Professor Groves has eloquently
warned 's about tlhe overRimnlifient.ionn snnd dlnnutrs n-f noggre"atfix'
thinking in these words:

* *-* the aggregative point of view becomes frequently
- guilty of serious omissions. Business and households do not

always react along functional lines, and the economic system
is not like two quart jars. into which one pours economic sub-
stances until the levels are equal and then all is well.8

The short,. naive theoretical models provide useful clues and in-
sights, but they are mainly useful in telling us what not to do and
what to avoid. For example, the balanced budget theorem cannot
be used as a policy rule of thumb. Theoretically, it postulates the
existence of a single combination of spending and taix rates, which -will
provide full employment without inflation, and it makes impossible
assumptions about the behavior of private spending. Yet it tells
us-that even a balanced budget may well be inflationary (or defla-
tionary) and so warns us as to possible effects of budget and tax
changes.

Forecasting
Spending policy, along with all ad hoc stabilization policies, must

contend with the -well-known problems of economic forecasting.
While some improvements in forecasting techniques may be expected,
and better statistics more promptly published would be of great as-
sistance, the problem of guessing future developments will always be

7 For an extended discussion of this Problem. see A. G. Hart. Model Building and FiscalPolicy, American Economic Review, XXXV (1945), pp. 530-54S.
' Harold M. Groves, Financing Government, 4th edition (New York: Henry Holt), 1954,

97735-37-23
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a frustrating game, especially for the policymakers who have to make
the decisions.

There is no need to dwell on this point. Suffice it to say, short-run
forecasting always will, in the nature of the case, be a slippery proposi-
tion which will militate against setting policy targets except in the
most general terms. The problem is particularly serious for manipu-
lation of government spending because of the timing problem noted
below and the limited scope for automatic or built-in adjustments in
the volume of expenditures as economic conditions change. It should
also be remembered that compensatory variations in spending based on
a misplaced certainty about uncertain forecasts can be unstabilizing
rather than stabilizing.

Timing
One of the oft-repeated limitations of manipulating government

expenditures is the time element. The budget process is long-too
long for prompt adjustment of spending to counteract changes in the
private economy as they occur. For this reason, there are grave
doubts that government spending can ever play a major ad hoc role
unless things really get out of hand. In our constitutional setup,
the Congress cannot abdicate its responsibilities in controlling the
public purse. It cannot, except within narrow limits, give discre-
tionary authority to the executive branch of Government. Yet, it is
well known that once cumulative upward or downward movements
get underway, ever larger offsetting increases or decreases in spending
would be required-assuming primary reliance were to be placed on
fiscal policy. While there has been much desultory discussion about
a reserve shelf of engineered public works to be promptly started
as economic slack appears, there seems little possibility the Federal
spending can and will be adjusted promptly and often enough to
cushion deflationary developments.

On the inflationary side, not only is it difficult to make downward
adjustments in government spending to reduce the economic overload
(where should the cuts be made?), in the face of rising costs, but the
decisionmaking process takes too long to provide prompt relief.
Timelags

Closely related to the mechanical problem of policy timing and the
general oversimplification issue mentioned above are timelags in the
economic system itself. Most economic analysis on which stabilizing
expenditure policies might be based is concerned with different eco-
nomic positions or effects after certain types of adjustments to
changed conditions have taken place. But the process of adjustment
itself takes time, and there may be long delay before significant
economic effects of policy action become apparent.

We cannot here go into the various technical problems involved, but
one example will suffice to illustrate the complexities. It may be
assumed that if the level of government expenditures is increased by
a given amount (say, $2 billion per time period) the stimulative
impact on aggregate demand will be greater than the incremental
increase in government spending. In this' example, total demand
would rise by some multiple of $2 billion. This is the well-known
"multiplier" process of national income theory. The increase in the
volume of government spending creates new demand and new income
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in the first instance. In addition, some part of this new income will
be spent by consumers causing demand and income to rise still higher.
Successive rounds of consumer spending will follow, each adding
successively smaller increments of demand and income until the im-
pact of the initial increase in government spending has been comn-
pletely absorbed by the system. In the end the new equilibrium
level of demand and income is higher than the old level by an amount
which is significantly greater than the new government spending.
But this process takes time. Because of many factors (such as the
savings-spending behavior of the public, income velocity of money,
the length of income propagation periods, credit market repercus-
sions, and many others) the hoped-for stimulative effects may not be
felt with any force for 12 to 18 months-by which time economic
conditions may have changed. In fact, the changed conditions might
well call for policies whichi would exert the opposite or counteracting
effects.

Many examples of timelags in the economic processes and events
could be cited to reinforce the main observation here: that direct
manipulation of government spending aimed at achieving precise
(predicted) results presumes a rapidity of economic adjustment which
is not possible and cannot be expected. Furthermore, it is presumed
that other things will stay equal long enough for the expected
results to be obtained. Needless to say, economists are (or should be)
rather humble and careful about such presumptions.
Afn4L24,? 04 0717 hIl),Y'V~toO

Another serious problem for the policymaker is to determine how
many and what kind of changes are necessary or desirable. This
problem is also related to some of those previously raised-oversim-
plification, timing, and so forth-but merits a separate word or two.

Obviously, in an economy with a $400 billion gross national product,
a given increase in spending of, say, $5 billion, will have less impact
than in an economy with a $100 billion gross national product. Al-
though we may seem fairly confident at times as to the right direction,
no one really knows how much. The problem and some of its impli-
cations have been summed up neatly by Professor Smithies, though
he probablv exaggerates for emphasis, as follows:

If we were properly conscious of the margins of error to
which our economic analysis is subject, I doubt whether we
would expect that a $5 billion change in any one factor
would have an ascertainable effect on total economic activity.
This, incidentally, points to a basic dilemma in the use of
fiscal policy as an economic stabilizer. To produce decisive
results, changes in the budget surplus or deficit of from $10
billion to $20 billion may be needed, and then there is always
the danger of overshooting the mark in the direction of infla-
tion or deflation as the case may be. But budgetary changes
of such magnitude might disrupt if not debauch the regular
budgetary process. In view of the practical limits on
changes in the budget. I do not believe that fiscal policy alone
can be relied on as an economic stabilizer. But there is no
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reason why its influence should not be exerted in the right
directions

The question of "how much" cannot in practice be separated from
the question of "what." The leverage effects of changed government
expenditures will vary with direction or kinds of expenditure. In
this connection, it is usual to separate "transfer payments" from "gov-
crnmcnt purchases" of goods or services. Trnnqfvrs which merely
redistribute income from one group to another may, it is assumed, be
mildly stimulative in the short run. To the extent that they tap idle
savings and are promptly spent by recipients on consumer goods, some
rise in total demand might occur. Redistribution on too large a scale,
however, obviously might be self-defeating, aside from the disturbing
long-run implications of such a policy.

Government purchases of output, on the other hand, are directly
income creating. Public works, the object of flattering consideration
in the past, now have to compete with national defense and an ever-
increasing host of prolific "social priorities" which seem to have tre-
mendous multiplying powers. One of the "knotty" issues of direct
manipulation of government spending lies in the fact that "stability"
may well conflict with "social priorities." The particular increases or
decreases in spending which would be most stimulating or tranquiliz-
ing for the economy are not necessarily the ones which could easily be
adjusted in light of other political and social considerations.

Increasing certain kinds of government purchases might have little
stimulating effect. For example, government spending might serve to
bid up wages and prices in a particular sector and thereby cause an
offsetting reduction in private demand. Conversely, in boom periods
a cut in certain types of government spending-research as a possibil-
ity-, might have a negligible effect in reducing total demand.

Our wartime experience indicates that leverage effects from dif-
ferent kinds of expenditures may differ greatly from time to time.
To achieve maximum stabilizing action via government spending,
there probably should be a good deal of internal shifting in expendi-
ture programs-not an easy policy to devise or follow. No attempt is
made here to assess the conditions which would favor one type of ex-
penditure as compared to another. The point here is simply to draw
attention to one aspect of the problem which receives too little atten-
tion.
The determination of norms

Another problem which must be mentioned, at least in passing, is
the determination of norms or criteria for policy formulation. Since
criteria for spending policy are being dealt with at some length in
other papers in this compendium, only two items will be mentioned.
First, what constitutes reasonable or realistic "full employment"
goals? This matter was touched on in the introduction. Second, and
just as important, is the choice of a general price level goal which
is consistent with "normal" (as opposed to stabilizing) changes in
government spending and the tax structure. There is real danger
that even well-meant policy will place the Government in a never-end-
ing series of inconsistent positions. The problem is particularly acute

9 Arthur Smithies, The Twin Objectives of Tax Reduction and Reduction of the Budget
Deficit, National Tax Journal, VIII (March 1955), pp. 30-31.
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for a "stabilizing budget" policy which relies heavily on built-in tax
flexibility. A tax schedule and tax structure consistent with both
high employment and stable prices could be established only by a
difficult process of trial and error. *When the difficulties of fore-
casting growth factors are taken into account, the determination of
policy criteria becomes an even more complicated problem. Chang-
ing price levels and rising equilibrium levels of output put the policy-
maker out on an uncomfortable limb. What constitutes an appropri-
ate high employment goal becomes more uncertain, and margins of
error in other estimates likewise become greater. All this really boils
down to the not very helpful observation that stabilizing policy
would be ever so much more simple if we only had stability.
Market discipline

The problems of any stabilization policy are intricately related to
the operation of the market and the willingness of policymakers to
work with the market rather than against it. In periods of inflation,
stabilization policy calls for restrictions which always evoke outcries
from special interests who will seek Government shelter from market
pressures. It goes without saying that the Government will under-
mine its own stabilizing procedures if it spends to subsidize indiscrimi-
nately those groups who feel the restraints.

Inflationary price movements are not only the result of economic
overload but also are intimately related to the problem of market
structures which fiscal policy can do little to solve. When money
wage rae ale ___ u_ , --- ---- 4h1- over
broad sectors of the economy, costs and prices must rise. Cutting
back Government spending may reinforce monetary policy and help
to discipline "cost push" inflation, but perhaps only with the pain of
some unemployment. Here the basic problem can be solved only by
vigorous enforcement of competition in both the product and labor
markets.' 0

In depression, likewise, well-meant attempts to protect particular
groups or shotgun tactics may be of little help and even will impede
recovery if they clumsily interfere with automatic compensatory
adjustments in the market places."1

The perversity of State and local finance
It is well known that State and local finance may misbehave in a

manner similar to sensitive segments of the private economy. In a
*period of recession, State and local spending governments are faced
with declining tax revenues and are forced to reduce total expendi-
tures, though certain kinds of expenditures, such as relief payments,
may rise. During prosperity, on the other hand, State and local ex-
penditures for construction and public services expand. As a result,
Federal stabilizing expenditures are at least partially offset by "wrong
way" changes in spending at the State and local level. Moreover,
when the Federal Government shows a willingness to increase spend-
ing on public works, State and local governments have a natural incli-

'° Cf. E. Despres, M. Friedman, A. G. Hart, P. A. Samnelson, and D. ET. Wallace, The
Problem of Economic InstabilIty. American Economic Review, XL (1950), pp. 505 -53S;
also The Mechanics of Inflation (Washington: Chamber of Commerce of the United States),
1957.

d Cf. Gerhard Colm, The American Economy in 1960 (Washington: National Planning
Association), 1952, ch. VI.
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:iation to allow Federal financing to displace local financing to the
extent they are allowed to do so. This perversity of State and local
finance will probably always be a discouraging, unstabilizing influ-
ence. While this is a drawback, it provides no argument against Fed-
eral stabilizing action. It is just another unavoidable complicating
factor-a bad example which the Federal Governmient should cer-
tainly not follow.

Public attitude8
Finally, public attitudes, whether rational or irrational, impose

serious limitations on the use of government spending as a stabilizing
device.

Fiscal orthodoxy which demands annually balanced budgets will
always have a strong appeal. There are good reasons for this state
of affairs. A balanced budget provides an easily understood rule of
cost for transferring resources from the private to the public sector."2

Compensating expenditures and deficits, it is argued, delude the pub-
lic as to costs and provide a vehicle for ever greater expansion of
government. Many, in desperation, see strictly balanced budgets as
the only realistic means of keeping government spending in bounds.
Who can really say that this is a naive approach-especially since
there are other stabilizing procedures available, such as monetary
policy, which may be adequate to cope with the smaller economic
fluctuations? Until there is more evidence of fiscal responsibility in
government, direct manipulation of government spending to meet
changing economic circumstances will be opposed by many as a dan-
gerous practice. In dire emergency, of course, exigency will dissolve
some of the resistance to deficits. In less dire circumstances, resist-
ance is bound to be stiff. At least, there is fairly general agreement
that government spending-taxing policies should, at minimum, be
neutral-never positively unstabilizing. This represents a real ad-
vance in the level of economic literacy.

IMPLICATIONS FOR SPENDING POLICY

It is now time to shake some policy implications out of the foregoing
estimate of the situation. Some readers will feel that the outlook for
stabilizing expenditure policy is bleak, indeed-that the complexities,
problems, and differences of opinion will preclude rational adaptation
of Federal spending in ways which will contribute to the attainment
of the economic goals of the Employment Act. But such a pessimistic
conclusion does not follow. The inherent difficulties, the policy dis-
comforts which arise from extreme positions, and the practical prob-
lems which must be faced in the real world, all work to narrow the
range of disagreement and bring more closely together diverse groups
with conflicting views and values. To be sure, there is always danger
that stalemate rather than compromise might occur. Moreover, there
will always be disagreements-even major disagreements-but these
will arise mainly over questions of degree, the appropriate combina-
tions of policies, and the economic outlook. There is, nevertheless,
good reason to be optimistic-though not complacent-in the hope that

12 Cf. Jesse Burkhead, The Balanced Budget, Quarterly Journal of Economics (May 1954),
pp. 191-216.
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there exists a sufficiently broad area of general agreement on funda-
mental matters of policy to promote workable and acceptable solu-
tions.

Set forth below are a series of observations based, largely, on the
preceding analysis, which may provide some positive guidance for the
policymaker. This writer believes, perhaps presumptuously, that they
will command fairly widespread assent among most economists and a
majority of thoughtful nonspecialists.

(1) Government spendin is only one element of overall stabiliza-
tion policy-one which wi§ normally occupy a secondary, or even
minor, position, especially in combating minor economic fluctuations.
Monetary policy is obviously the first line of defense against inlsta-
bility, though it is potentially more effective against inflation than
deflation. Monetary policy is general in application, can be promptly
applied, and is aimed at stabilizing private spending. Tax policy is
at least as important a spending policy as a stabilizer-perhaps more
so, because it is more automatic, indirect, and general in application.
Also, tax adjustments probably are more widely acceptable than is
direct manipulation of government spending.

(2) Spending policy, in concert with other fiscal measures, can
make a major contribution to stable employment and price levels, as
a firm and effective "backstop" to monetary policy. In other words,
changes in Federal spending should work in the same counter-
cyclical direction as credit restraint or credit ease.' 3 This means that,
in recession, some expansion of government expenditures-whether
on an ad hoc or an automatic basis-is both necessary and desir-
able. But this does not mean that, in every lull in the rate of eco-
nomic growth or in a minor readjustment period, the Federal Gov-
ernment should rush excitedly into new or expanded spending schemes
to encumber the economy with unneeded help.

During inflation, on the other hand, the Federal Government
should adopt a rigorous prosaving attitude toward spending which
makes every Government activity and project "fight for every dol-
lar"-to use one of the late Professor Schumpeter's vigorous phrases.
This does not mean that inflation can be used as an excuse to cut all
types of spending. Basic governmental services are either necessary
and appropriate or they are not. Each should be decided on indi-
vidual merits. But it does mean that, where cuts cannot properly
be made or expansion of spending is deemed absolutely necessary,
taxes must be raised high enough to cover all spending and provide
for a substantial budget surplus, as well. Stabilizing expenditure
policy cannot be a 1-way street and still merit public support. If
increased spending is necessary during recession, reduced spending
is likewise necessary during inflation. Clearly, monetary policy
cannot be expected to serve as an economic policeman, to guard
against disorder during recession and to arrest inflationary excesses
during boom, if the superintendent of police-the Congress-in fiscal
matters fails to give support in hard times and tears up most of the
arrest tickets during inflation.

'a Bccausc monetary pollc can be reversed more quickly than spending policy, and be-
cause changes must be made occasionally in the "normal" level of Government spending
for other reasons, there will be times when monetary and spending policies will, and quite
properly should, work in opposite directions.
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(3) Adequate budgetary procedures and control are essential in-'
gredients of stabilizing spending policy. Long-run spending policies
as to government services, programs, and responsibilities should be
decided on the basis of what constitutes the proper agenda of Govern-
ment, "social benefit-social cost" considerations and optimum resource
allocation, without direct reference to the problem of economic in-
stability. Rational adjustment in government spending, however,
presumes some initial ordering of priorities and perhaps subsequent
reordering as economic conditions change and the questions of eco-
nomic impact must be taken into account. Budget preparation and'
procedure should make it possible for the Congress to evaluate spend-
ing proposals-to select the least important and pressing programs
which can be eliminated during inflation or postponed to be under-
taken during periods of economic slack. Likewise, better budgetary
procedures would help eliminate make-work spending schemes during
depression which are not consistent with long-run spending plans.

(4) Serious consideration should be given to ways and means by
which a greater degree of automatic flexibility could be built into
Government spending programs, without, of course, weakening con-
gressional control of the public purse. This is a difficult and touchy
issue which has often been discussed and dropped. But the fact re-
mains that until some way is found to overcome the problem of selec-
tion and timing, the potential contribution of government spending'
to stabilization policy will be seriously constricted. There is already
some built-in flexibility in certain kinds of government expenditures,
mainly in transfer payments for relief and in farm subsidies. In
principle, it should be possible to build substantial countercyclical
flexibility into some other types of expenditures, especially in long-
range, social-investment programs which can be adjusted to changing
economic conditions without creating serious, hardship.

The present long-term., Federal highway program is a case in point.
It has been suggested that this program, as it is now set up, may have
perverse effects on economic stability. Basically, under the trust-fund
arrangement, spending from the fund is geared to tax receipts flowing
into the fund. If tax revenues fall, construction would be delayed.
Although there is some discretionary authority on the part of the Sec-
retary of Commerce to release additional money when the trust
fund has a surplus, regular congressional action would be required to
make temporary appropriations (loans) from the general fund to the
trust fund before spending could exceed current receipts and surplus.
This writer is not familiar enough with the details of the Federal
highway program to know how it will work out in practice, or to
evaluate the suggestions that the program might work in an unsta-
bilizing manner. This program has merely been singled out as an ex-
ample of long-range social-investment spending which has already
been undertaken on its own merits and which could be so rigged as to
make a positive, rather than a negative, contribution to economic
stability.

State and local governments simply cannot regularize their expen-
ditures, but in joint Federal-State ventures they could be helped to
do so. Furthermore, there is no reason why long-range, Federal
spending on public works should follow the perverse pattern of State
and local finance. Surely, formulas could be devised, consistent with
adequate budget control, to make Federal spending a more sensitive
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and automatic instrument of stabilization policy. It xvill not be easy
to get agreement on how this can be done, but solutions in this direc-
tion should be patiently and persistently pursued.

(5) Annually balanced budgets, or overly balanced budgets to pro-
vide for secular reduction of debt, are a necessary policy rule in nor-
mally prosperous times. In times of economic stress, much beyond a
mild recession, the Federal budget simply cannot be balanced without
making recession more severe. Tax revenues will drop much more
rapidly than expenditures can be reduced. Moreover, even if it were
politically possible to cut spending at such times, few people would
suggest that public spending should be cut simply because private de-
mand was falling, or that the Government add to downward pressures.

A recognition of the fact that under deflationary conditions the
rigid insistence on an annual balance in the Federal budget would
make the Government a promoter of depression throws out of court
schemes which call for debt retirement according to a fixed annual
.-schedule or formula. *While systematic secular retirement of debt,
when economic conditions are favorable, is a desirable policy goal,
plans for debt retirement must be flexible enough to allow the Federal
'Government to discharge its minimum responsibilities under the Em-
ployment Act.

But a recognition of the fact that an anmually balanced budget is
neither possible nor desirable under adverse economic conditions also
makes it essential for the administration and the Congress to take
forthright steps to eliminate the inflationary bias which seems, inevi-
tably, to crcp into fiscal UV It * of coursqp nolitically difficult to
reduce spending, to keep taxes high, and to retire substantial amounts
'of debt during periods of inflation, but public support for stabilizing
fiscal policy can be greatly widened and strengthened if there is also
public confidence that fiscal discipline can really be expected even in
.election years. "Social priorities" and "emergencies" cannot be used
*as meaningless catch phrases to justify any and every scheme for ex-
panding governmental programs without reference to costs-costs
both in terms of the resources required and the costs of inflation. Eco-
nomic overload by government contributes to inflation and a
course of economic events which is diametrically opposed to the
goals of the Employment Act. Furthermore, many well-meaning and
thoughtful people distrust and oppose compensatory finance, built
in or pushed in, because they see in it the mechanism for ever expand-
ing the scope of government under the appealing guise of "stabiliza-
tion policy" whereby government spending is expanded in depression
and expanded some more during inflation. If Federal spending is
-to make its important, albeit limited, contribution to greater stability,
the Congress must demonstrate that the goals of the Employment
Act, including the implicit goal of fairly stable price levels, are more
than a pious declaration of faith.

(6) Because of the many problems, theoretical and applied, involved
in the direct manipulation of Government spending, the financing of
expenditures-tax policy-must play a major policy role. Built-in
flexibility in the form of income taxes makes a healthy contribution to
stability, especially in dealing with minor fluctuations. In addition,
tax rate adjustments should be used judiciously to augment and rein-
force spending policy. By working from both sides of the fiscal equa-
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tion, some of the serious dilemmas of extreme positions can be allevi-
ated, although never entirely eliminated. Frequent changes in the tax
code are not desirable because of administrative difficulties and the
unsettling repercussions they have on the private economy. Business
decisions are difficult at best without creating additional uncertainties.
For this reason, it behooves us to develop a tax structure which per-
mits tax rate adjustments to be made with minimum adverse efliects
on business decisions and private demand. Tax problems are beyond
the scope of this paper, but they cannot be divorced from the expendi-
tures problem in rational policy formulation.

PosTscrT

No attempt has been made in this paper to be comprehensive or to
innovate. An attempt has been made throughout to maintain a policy,
rather than a technical, orientation. As was stated at the outset, the
purpose of the paper has been to discuss the issues and problems with
a view to staking out a sizable area of agreement on policy goals and
procedures. The summary of policy considerations immediately above
is far from being either exhaustive or precise. But it may provide
some guidance on difficult and important questions.

Fortunately economics has no political affiliation-though the public
is no doubt often perplexed on this score. No amount of economic
analysis, however thorough and relevant, can provide ready policy
prescriptions or relieve us from the inescapable, and often uncom-
fortable, necessity of choosing among various alternatives. Economics
is a dismal science because it tells us that we cannot have our cake and
eat it too. It becomes less dismal when we realize that economicanalysis may equip us to choose more intelligently. If this paper
has helped in a small way to clarify certain choices and their impli-
cations with respect to Government spending policy, its addition to
the vast existing supply of printed pages dealing with the same
subject may be justified.



ANTICYCLICAL EXPENDITURE VARIATION

Walter Froehlich, professor of economics, Robert A. Johnston College
of Business Administration, Marquette University

Relief payments and public works during bad times can be traced
back through a long history. At least toward the end of the great
depression, a more systematic development of fiscal policy in order
to stabilize the performance of the economy has been tried. In good
times business expands, spending more than its revenues. Therefore,
business must borrow, partly from the banking system, or must in
other ways acquire additional funds. In bad times business contracts;
that is, spends less than its revenues. Fiscal policy attempts as nearly
as possible to stabilize the flow of expenditure in the economy and
thus presumably the level of economic performance as a whole. Thus,
government spending must become compensatory spending moving
in the opposite direction as business spending moves. Government
revenues should be greater than expenditure in prosperity, less than
expenditure in depression.

During the last decades, we have become more aware of a great
number of relaled prubmenis. Tfhere is a delicate nterdependence of
fiscal and monetary measures. Moreover, fiscal policy is not only
expenditure policy. The 1955 papers and hearings before the Sub-
committee on Tax Policy of the Joint Committee on the Economic
Report have considered tax policy. Debt management has become
more relevant because of the size of the debt and the necessary amount
of yearly refunding.

It is widely held that the major contribution of monetary policy
is to be expected during prosperity and that the main contribution
of fiscal policy is to be expected during depression. Yet, the prevailing
economic situation of the last 15 years makes it imperative that the
possible contribution of fiscal policy in times of prosperity and infla-
tion be more fully explored. The present situation has been called
an uneasy triangle. Full employment, price stability, and absence of
direct controls (over wages and/or prices) are not easy to achieve
simultaneously. Full employment and price stability may be had, per-
haps, at the price of direct controls-with far-reaching adverse eco-
nomic and sociopolitical consequences-but direct controls are, at
least in peacetime, ineffective and on the whole destructive of our
economic, social, and political system. Price stability and freedom
from controls may be achieved, perhaps, at a more modest level of
employment-again with far-reaching adverse economic and socio-
political consequences. High level employment without direct controls
may involve creeping inflation. The indirect and extended conse-
quences of prolonged creeping inflation have not vet been fully ex-
plored. To this present situation, we have to apply expenditure
policy. A high rate of growth likely does ease conflicts. In addition,

343
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measures of market policy like making the market structure more
competitive, prices more sensitive, may be helpful.

Finally, we have become increasingly conscious of the fact that
economic analysis cannot simply relate the large aggregates and hope
to find useful, stable relationships between them. Such an analysis
would be at best only the first step. We shall have to strive at more
disaggregation, at consideration of smaller, more restricted aggre-
gates having more complicated and possibly less stable relationships
between them.

Stabilization-shall refer throughout this paper to the short period
of essentially cyclical variation as contrasted to problems of growth
or of stagnation. Existence of cyclical patterns is assumed and no
inquiry is intended into the length, regularity, type, and recognition
of these fluctuations. Stabilization entails primarily stabilization of
output and of employment, not primarily of prices. The relation of
stability to growth has been discussed in preceding papers. Possibly,
too much insistence on stability (absence of cyclical variations) may
affect unfavorably the rate of growth. Questions of the immediate
future will also be excluded from this paper as they have been dis-
cussed in hearings before this committee in June 1957.

In order to avoid overlapping and repetition as far as possible I
shall consider exclusively the expenditure aspects of Federal fiscal
policy in regard to short-run (anticyclical) stabilization, that is, miti-
gation of cyclical fluctuations in output and employment. Three
areas will be touched upon:

1. Some relevant aspects and measurements of aggregate
output and employment as yardsticks of expenditure policy.

2. Some relevant aspects and measurements of expenditure and
expenditure change in regard to anticyclical policy.

3. Some relevant criteria and measures of repercussions of
expenditure change in regard to short-run stabilization.

NATIONAL INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT AS MEASURES OF SHORT-RUN
STABILIZATION

Concepts of aggregate output and equivalent concepts of aggregate
income serve different and possible conflicting purposes. We can, of
course, construct simply convenient pragmatic devices for a study of
economic relations. But when we look at national income (the money
equivalent of output) as a measurable achievement, we have in mind
the net yield of economic arrangements in the sense that more income
means that people are better oH. Changes in the purchasing power of
money should be taken into consideration. Much thought has been
given in the literature to the index number problem. It seems, though,
that the choice between different index numbers is not of major prac-
tical importance. Real income (as a rule per capita) is a widely
accepted measure of economic performance. It would be outside the
scope of this investigation to discuss difficulties which arise from com-
paring incomes under different social systems, in fully developed and
underdeveloped countries or in countries of very different income
distribution. Yet in connection with public finance other pertinent
problems arise.

First let us consider a minor technical problem. We arrive at
national income by subtracting from gross national product capital
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consumption allowances and indirect business taxes. This treatment
of the latter means that the measured achievement (national income) is
different according to whether it is financed by these indirect business
taxes or by a corporate income tax. In fact it is rather likely that
both taxes are frequently shifted in a very similar way. It is very
doubtful whether the different manner of taxation means a significant
difference in the price level. If wve justify deduction of indirect busi-
ness taxes because they supposedly are equivalent to the value of gov-
ernment services to business and hence must be deducted in order to
avoid double counting, the arbitrariness of such an evaluation is only
too apparent. Yet, as in the short run the structure of the tax system
probably does not change greatly, this question may be dismissed as
being of minor importance.

There is, though, a more fundamental difficulty, which cannot be
overcome. *We consider the "product" of government a part of and an
addition to the gross national product. A final purchase is, according
to customary terminology, determinative for the national product and
income aggregates. A final purchase, that is a purchase not for resale
by the individual, is either one for consumption (and thus indicative
of anticipated satisfaction from consumption directly) or for final
investment (and thus indicative of anticipated satisfaction through
the roundabout process provided by investment). This relation to
"satisfaction" cannot be ascertained for government purchases of goods
and services. In the absence of evaluation by a market, that is of
market prices, a valuation at cost is a customary and wise business
practice leaving the correction one way or the other to the final realiza-
tion through future action in a market. Such final correction is miss-
ing if we evaluate the government product at cost. The judgment of
the economic subject that cost spent by him measures approximately
the expected advantage to the individual until corrected by later real-
ization is basically a useful assumption. Extension of such reasoning
in order to maintain that cost incurred by the Government approxi-
mates the value of the services to the citizenry never to be corrected by
the action of buyers and sellers in any market, generates grave doubt.
This is as true for democratic as it is for totalitarian government.
Elections serve many other complex functions; they cannot be con-
sidered ratifying specific government spending by every individual
taxpayer. Proposals have been made to evaluate the government
produtct. It has also been proposed to distinguish government services
which imay satisfy the individual citizen and which he would pre-
sumiably buy if they were offered in a market and consider only those
an addition to the gross national product. Health services are an ex-
ample. The bulk of other services which are, perhaps, more neces-
sary, as for example maintaining the framework of society through
security measures, may not qualify under such a test.

The difficulty of evaluation and classification are quite clearly not
mere matters of statistical procedure. The statistical details of which
expenditure goes or does not go into making gross national product
as defined by the Department of Commerce can be learned from the
estimates of Federal receipts and expenditures published by the D&
partment.1 It has been proposed that for the purpose of making

I See Young, The Government Sector. A Reconciliation of Alternative Budget Concepts.
Conference on Research in Income and Wealth, Studies in Income and Wealth. vol. XX.
Princeton, 1957.
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welfare judgments we should use two indexes, one for private services
and private consumption using a market price index as deflator, and
another for "final collective welfare goods" using a cost index as
deflator. The two subtotals cannot be added up in a meaningful way
for measures of welfare. They should better be regarded as providing
some evidence, which people may use to assist them to make welfare
judgments. 2 The usefulness of customary national income aggregates
at least for welfare purposes must be doubted. Where the problem is
whether increased government expenditures are helpful in some way,
the use of government expenditures as measure of income creation at
cost, that is as measure of achievement, simply begs all questions. An
evaluation of government product is at best a difficult and frequently
an arbitrary value judgment. To include some and to exclude other
services according to whether they are similar to privately furnished
services is quite unsatisfactory. Certainly, government activity does
frequently increase human welfare, satisfy what one may call collec-
tive wants. In fact, many government services (like national defense)
are of overriding importance, but their importance cannot be simply
measured for our purposes in the manner appropriate to the measure-
ment of the private sector of national income. Public expenditure
may, in addition, indirectly lead to increased private consumption and
possibly private investment, though overwhelming negative effects on
private investment in real terms are also possible.. These indirect
effects come about over a prolonged period of time; they cannot easily
be measured or predicted as to size. It is frequently uncertain whether
these total indirect effects are negative or positive, smaller or larger
than the government expenditure. This is especially true when the
expenditures are made during a time of relatively high level of em-
ployment or if they are financed from tax receipts. If, on the other
hand, national income is only meant to denote a goal of a certain
amount of employment opportunities at certain wage rates, then any
national-income figure does not mean more than the corresponding
employment figure. To state the employment figure directly is pref-
erable, if only for greater clarity.

The Employment Act of 1946 is on solid ground to consider em-
ployment directly as a measure of economic stabilization. Measures
of unemployment are somewhat less reliable than measures of em-
ployment. The former require measurement of the labor force as
well as of employment with a possible statistical bias in opposite
directions.

Defining full employment as the situation where more vacancies
than unemployed exist in the aggregate or the like (unfilled vacancies
approach) leads to setting required employment at a figure where seri-
ous inflationary pressure and other distorting influences will be over-
whelming. The serious shortcomings of this type of definition do not
have to be discussed any more. Full employment can also be defined
as the degree of employment that exists when the aggregate demand
for commodities is at the highest level that is compatible with the
condition that demand at existing prices (or at the prices of the last
previous peak) is balanced by current supply or the like (price ap-
proach). This type of definition is of small help for policy forma-

'1. D. M. Little, A Critique of Welfare Economics, Oxford, 1950.
.. ... , . .X . . . . , , ;, A*:.~~~~~~~~1
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tion because full employment as defined may be reached at a very low
level of unemployment (Lerner's high level full employment) or
quite possibly at a very high level of unemployment (Lerner's
low level full employment). The latter situation may be caused by
rigidities, bottlenecks, monopoly situations in business and labor, and
so forth. Price rises sufficient to cause price level rises may, indeed,
start at a fairly low level of employment. Reliance on large aggre-
gates and their average behavior may be misleading. We may have
to consider the different behavior of industrial and agricultural
prices, of prices of manufactured goods and services, etc. It bears
investigation whether monetary and fiscal policy can well stabi-
lize price levels if prices in large areas are administered and hence less
responsive to overall measures. In this case at least a very great,
more than proportional, impact on the responsive, sensitive prices in
the more competitive sector of the economy may be needed to reach
any desired overall level. It seems that in the balancing of objectives
under the Employment Act of 1946, maintenance of a certain price
level must not be a necessarily overriding consideration.

The market structure in the markets for the outputs, and the work-
ings of the institutional setup of employment influence employment
and wages and have to be considered every time, especially if they do
not stay invariant over the change. Generally speaking, there will
be less unemployment in a growing economy than in a stationary
one. On the other hand, a growing economy requires changes and a
high level of investment. For that reason, frictional unemployment
due to industrial and regional change will be relatively high. This
type of unemployment in a growing economy such as ours has been
estimated as high as 4 percent of the labor force. This kind of unem-
ployment cannot properly and successfully be alleviated by overall
monetary-fiscal measures.

We have to be satisfied with the use of benchmarks, guideposts,
or similar rules of thumb. In fact, we do not need to establish a single
benchmark for full or maximum employment. What we need are
several benchmarks, every one denoting a number of unemployed for
a stated period of time. The term "unemployed'" may have in every
case a different definition. Every benchmark should give us an oc-
casion to consider when certain anticyclical expenditure measures
ought to be started. We may use a figure or a percentage, but we have
to be careful which definition of unemployment we relate to that figure
or percentage. Different definitions of unemployment can, perhaps,
be used equally well in connection with different benchmarks. Differ-
ent benchmarks might be in place for considering more time-con-
suming legislative action and for starting swifter administrative
action. The most important signpost is the figure of unemployed re-
quired for large-scale public works to be financed largely by budgetary
deficits. There must also be signposts developed for restrictive gov-
ernment action in an employment situation where inflationary pres-
sure becomes too great.

In general, if the public understands and approves governmental
action, such publicly supported action is likely to be more effective.
Nevertheless, it does not necessarily follow from these premises that
contemplated tentative benchmarks should be made available to the
general public. The situation is somewhat though not fully simi-
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lar to the situation common to monetary policy. As a rule a policy
is the more effective the less the general public knows in advance the
means available to and the specific measure of, let us say, the
Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve System, and there-
fore is not able successfully to counterspeculate. The tentative na-
ture of our knowledge may also be a good reason not to state goals
Dubliclv in advance.

Presently, our knowledge of desired achievement, means, time, and
dosage is much too uncertain to consider the enactment of programs
to be started automatically at the reaching of a certain benchmark
(formula flexibility). Foreign experience in that matter seems in-
conclusive and on many grounds not applicable to the United States.

MEASUREMENT OF EXPENDITURES AND EXPENDIThRE CHANGES FOR
PURPOSE OF SHORT RUN STABILIZATION

Measurement of public expenditure (or more specifically of Fed-
eral public expenditure) is dependent on the purpose to which we
want to apply the result. We are presently concerned with spending
for stabilization. For stabilization purposes the actual cash flow

vill be of primary importance. The administrative (conventional)
budget is of little help. A statement of receipts from and payments
to the public (consolidated-cash budget) will be of greater signifi-
cance. The Bureau of the Budget as well as the Treasury provides
us with statements of this kind. There are a. number of steps in
the process of spending that can be distinguished; further refine-
ments may easily be made.

1. Statutory enactments and administrative action, which will lead
in due time to expenditure; e. g., a civil servant is hired or a soldier
joins the Armed Forces. They will in due course acquire rights or
at any rate will have to receive benefits of some kind. Authority to
make contracts may exist preceding appropriations as for example in
military procurement and in construction. Government enterprises
may have authority to spend money they have been authorized to bor-
rowv from the Treasury or from the public without further appro-
priations.

2. Appropriations proper (authority to obligate and to spend).
3. Actual administrative incurring of obligations or making of

commitments.
4. Actual production of goods for the Government, which as a ruile

leads to private expenditures in producing them.
5. Actual delivery of goods and services to the Government where-

by claims against the Government arise.
6. Payments actually made under appropriations (outlays). These

come about under previously incurred obligations but also without
previous obligation.

Unobligated obligational authority carried over as well as unspent
obligated appropriations carried over complicate the budgetary pic-
ture; so do-to a much smaller extent-supplementary and deficiency
appropriations.

There is a wide and growing range of Government activities. the
exact classification of which may be somewhat in doubt but which

Samuelson In Colm, ed., Tbe Employment Act, Past and Future, Washington, 1956.
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should be included with the expenditures. In a technical sense, loan
guaranties (e. g., Federal Housing Administration, Veteran's Admin-
istration) are not expenditures. As the Government as a rule does
not have to reimburse anybody due to the guaranty, this guaranty
will not even lead to a governmental expenditure. Such activity
might be considered stimulating, promoting, making possible private
expenditure. But for the purposes of stabilization these activities
should be treated like governmental expenditures. The same is true
for long term leases of, for example, specially built postal and office
facilities. Technically only the rental is an expenditure, but the
economic effect is the same as if the Government had spent the money
to build the facilities. Abatement of taxes due to carryback provi-
sions should be considered an expenditure, because the tax reduction
is due to facts which have largely occurred after the tax has been paid
which is now reduced by the carryback of losses. Tax refunds due to
tax litigation, though they also d1o improve the cash situation of the
recipient and are paid out of appropriated funds, may better be
treated as decreasing receipts from taxes. 4

Every one of the steps enumnerated above has economic consequences.
Some effects will occur during the earlier stages in anticipation of
expected government expen(liture, some repercussions will come about
after the receipts from government are respent by the recipients. The
former effects are not easily treated in a formal manner, as it happens
frequently with attempts at formal treatment of expectations. Pri-
vatelv financed deficit expenditure on government account (to borrow
a termn Professor Hart has used in the June hearings) is important
in military procurement, especially in the earlier stages of industrial
planning and of preparation of actual production.

Control of spending is divided between the legislative and executive
power. Congressional control ends as a rule with apprjpriation.
This control is further complicated by unused and carryover obliga-
tional authority and spending authority. Administrative control con-
cerns itself with the steps following appropriation.

Generally speaking a step that makes very likely the occurrence of
those following it will be the most important step. -Much depends on
when anticipatory action can and will be taken. Akn appropriation
that conforms to a willingness of the administration to spend it will
be an important step. Sometimes the letting of contracts will have
the strongest impact leading to anticipatory private spending. Somie-
times only actual expenditure will count. The relative importance of
every step is different according to circumstances. Anticipatory pri-
vate spending and anticipatory private use of resources, not only the
periods of income propagation following the expenditures, have to be
considered. Expenditurelike activities (guaranties, etc.) may be very
important. The use of large aggregates and the use of single time
points to judge the process will lead to serious oversimplification.

Variation of government expenditure can be measured in terms of
flexibility. Flexibility may mean an absolute (dollar) change or a
percentage change relating government expenditure and an external
variable (like gross national prodluct or emplovmllent). As discussed
above expenditure in the wider sense may be measured at any of the

'See on these problems C. Lowell Harris, The Journal of Finance, 1954.
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steps outlined above, though actual spending is the most important
step; the relevance of the large aggregates to which expenditure is to be
related is also open to doubt. The change is usually measured without
reference to the time which has to elapse before the measured result
comes about, though lags are important.

Built-in (automatic) flexibility of expenditure should mean that
under existing programs and statutes (without legislative change or
uajor exercise of administrative disCreLUo 11, thU1 ughlg appropriations

may be still needed) expenditure will change as the result of change
of the gross national product or of employment. Unemployment
benefits or relief payments may serve as an example. The expenditure
change in turn may influence the size of gross national product and
employment. In actual measurement change in gross national product
causing expenditure change and change in gross national product
modified by expenditure change will not be easily distinguishable,
though the economic processes are distinctly different. Built-in flex-
ibility of taxation has increased very much over the last generation
due to the increasing importance of personal and corporate income
taxes. This flexibility may be too great and thus cause instability, or
it might just be sufficient. Nevertheless, the opinion is widely held
today that the effects of built-in flexibility of taxation are not strong
enough to mitigate economic fluctuations sufficiently. Built-in flex-
ibility of expenditures, like relief payments, would add to the stabiliz-
ing influences. The fluctuations of payments in agricultural programs
do not follow a clear anticyclical pattern. Unfortunately, flex-
ibility on the whole has declined considerably as against the thirties

,largely due to the preponderance of military expenditure. Only the
slightest degree of flexibility can be assumed in that area and that
only in the sense that if there were widespread unemployment and
social unrest in the Western World the aggressive propensities of the
Soviet Union would probably increase and then require more expendi-
ture for defense and foreign aid. We may measure built-in flexibility
in a very simple way such as A. G. Hart's formula:

Dollar Increment of Deficit
Dollar Increment of Gross National Product

We may develop more specific formulas using specified models of the
economy. Due to the present size of governmental expenditures even
relatively small variations must exert considerable influence. Never-
theless, our reliance on built-in flexibility of Federal expenditure
should be slight.

Legislative and administrative flexibility is an autonomous change,
measured by the dollar or percentage change of expenditure. Such
change will presumably bring about a change in gross national product
or employment. One must compare the situation with the one which
would have developed in the absence of the expenditure change.

The degree of variability and the speed of variation do not go hand
in hand. Frequently speed of expenditure change will be greater than
speed of revenue change. The speed of possible increase of expendi-
ture is different from the speed of decrease of expenditure. The meas-
iure most frequently proposed to speed up expenditure increases is
the public works shelf. If the (necessarily inexpensive and long
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drawn) planning stage of public works would precede the time of need,
laster spending would be possible whvhen need arises. This procedure
is not without danger as every planned project has an innate propen-
sity to be executed irrespective of the business cycle. The speed wvith
which projects once started can be stopped is something else again.
Canals are likely to be completed. Road improvement can be done
piecemeal and is easily terminated; this adaptability in terms of
anticyclical policy should not lightly be sacrificed for a long-range
program-except if it were suggested such a p ogramn were necessary
to counteract stagnation. Gralnts-in-aid and subsidies can seemingly
be easily terminated but this termination may not be feasible due to
actual or presumed socioeconomic consequences for the recipients, be
it private individuals or governments.

Legislative deliberation frequently takes more time than adminis-
trative deliberation. Nevertheless, legislative speed (from the begin-
niing of deliberation to the actual expenditure) may xrell be in any
specific case greater than administrative speed. Again, consideration
of every case on its merits without much reliance on supposed general
considerations will be necessary.

Surpluses and deficits might balance out over the business cycle.
We may or may not use a capital budget; at any rate, for true capital
items debts may be incurred and capital-constunption allowances may
be spread over the useful life of the capital item. For cyclical sta-
bilization, depreciation taken may well be higher in years of pros-
perity and lower in years of depression. Surpluses and deficits cer-
rainiy must not balance over thme cyte iII ai pI:VgOi- g acUiOvlry. The

rate of permissible debt rise in relation to the rate of growth of the
economy, though, is outside of the scope of this paper.

A debt rise may be also permissible within a fairly unchanging
economy, but stringent limitations are to be observed lest the public
demand for funds dry up the supply of funds necessary for private
investment. There is also the great danger that funds are provided
in an inflationary way through the banking system. Finally, the in-
creasing size of the recurrent debt-service burden mav have an unfav-
orable effect, though this seems to be somewhat less likely. Different
ways of debt management make for important differences. In gen-
eral, additional expenditures are expansionary, but expenditures made
on servicing the public debt may be contracting due to their asset
effects. More spending on interest of the public debt may make it
possible to have a public debt of longer duration; such securities will
be harder to liquify and more other liquid assets will have to be held by
the public or the banks. High interest rates also may make possible
a transfer of the securities from the banks to private holders, thus de-
creasing private funds available. Such a transfer can also be a first
step toward monetary restraints in the banking system; that is, it
may make possible the application of more restrictive monetary policy.
All these considerations, howvever, go beyond expenditure policy
proper.

REPERCUSSIONS OF EXPENDITURE CHANGE ON STABILIZATION

Repercussions can be measured by effected chang-es in the large ag-
gregates or in some more specific manner. Repercussions may result
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f rom anticipated public spending. On the whole, though, the primary
determination of effects of Government expenditures on gross. na-
tional product, national income, or on employment is primarily
through the concept of multiplier effects following spending. The in-
crease in gross national product or national income is measured which
is not only due to the initial autonomous increase in investment of
Government spending but is also due to the consequent increases in
consumption. T he multiplier might be a specific public-works or pub-
lic-expenditure multiplier, or it might be a more generalized invest-
ment multiplier. Such multipliers are quite useful in model building,
but it sometimes becomes difficult to distinguish between monetary
effects (incipient inflation) and effects in real terms (increased level of
output). An employment multiplier, that is, the final increase in em-
ployment due to public works, though less fitted for model building,.
does measure directly the desired main result in real terms. Moreover,
an increase in income and hence in consumption will lead to voluntary
increase in inventories and to increases in investment in facilities pro-
ducing the consumption goods when the existing facilities are already
fairly well used (acceleration). Sometimes increased investment will
lead to induced additional investment followed by new multiplier ex-
pansion. The total effect has sometimes been called leverage, meas-
tUred by a supermultiplier (A. Hansen).

In any situation where there exists, at going prices and wages, con-
siderable unemployment and considerable unused resources, any addi-
tional compensatory public spending which does not create a com-
pensating reaction through decreased private spending will lead to
some additional private spending when the public expenditures are
respent by the recipients. This respending will lead with leaks and
lags to some additional use of resources and additional employment-
that is, additional output at going prices. This additional income
will lead again with leads and lags to some additional output and
employment and so forth. Any increase in real terms is only possible
as long as there is sufficient unused labor and resources available.
Studies made before the Second World War about the numerical
size of the multiplier effect are largely obsolete due to the changed
structure of the economy. These are also presently inapplicable due
to the higher level of use of labor and resources. Little recent em-
pirical work has been published due to the fact that employment and
output have been rather uniformly high over the last 15 years. Any
multiplier effect in real terms is presently presumably very low, and
unfavorable effect on private spending likely to be high. Multiplier
models have, as a rule, been 'insistent that the initial step is an increase
in autonomous investment or Government spending and the following
steps are increases in consumption. In reality, the neatness of the
distinction between investment and consumption is somewhat blurred.
Recent models consider certain additional repercussions in investment
and in consumption. For policy purposes, measurement of repercus-
sions in the past is of help only to the extent that stable relations can
be safely assumed over a considerable period of time or a safe estimate
of the importance of the changes were possible.

At any rate, fluctuations in investment during the business cycle are
much greater than fluctuations in consumption; investment goods play
a strategic role in the business cycle. For that reason, as well as for
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*others, emphasis on spending on investment goods (including con-
struction) seems quite justified.

In a depression, fiscal policy relating directly to expenditures is
more forceful than monetary policy which only can make borrowing
easier if borrowers want to borrow. Expenditure increases are in
depression more powerful than tax reductions, because tax savings
may be used for debt repayment, increased cash holdings, and so on.
Higher taxes show probably more powerful restraining effects in
prosperity than expenditure reductions, though this is somewhat con-
troversial. Sometimes the feasibility of any tax or expenditure vari-
.ation will depend on the established level of taxation and of expendi-
ture and their socioeconomic consequences. It may be questioned
whether Colin Clark's 25-percent maximum level of taxation has em-
pirical validity. Certainly, there are, somewhere, limits to tax in-
*creases in a democratically organized society.

A Government surplus will have a restrictive influence if the re-
.sultant surplus is sterilized, e. g., in the rainy-day fund, preferably
not deposited with the commercial banks. The surplus may be used.
for debt reduction and still retain its restrictive effect if care is taken
that the increase in the spending power of the recipient of the money
is in some way destroyed. The classical case is the repayment of pub-
lic debt to the banks with simultaneous reduction of their money-
'creating power. If this reduction of the money-creating power of
the banks cannot properly be safeguarded, the debt reduction out of
surplus will have hardly any restrictive effect.

II expenditures are uaaLLnced by revenlueS tle cuutereufectbs Vof th1e

raising of revenues have to be considered. National income is defined
as equivalent to the sum of private consumption, net private invest-
ment, and labor and resources used by. government, neglecting for
this discussion the small net foreign investment. Then, most of the
time, government, by taxation, absorbs some existing funds which
are "income" in the everyday sense of the word, and respends these
funds in their entirety. The Government prevents some fraction of
the amount taxed from being "saved." If we define "realized" sav-
ings as equal to investment, and if we assume they fall short of
"intended" savings, that is, savings in the everyday sense, in the situ-
ation described above, the decrease in consumption and investment
must then be less than the increase in the Government sector of na-
tional income (always measured by expenditure, that is, cost). This
would be so because the decrease in investment (which investment is
less than intended savings) is less the increase in government spend-
ing, as some of the taxes fall on savings that would not be invested.
Thus, taxing and spending seem to raise, almost by the powers of
definition, national income. Under conditions of full employment,
people may work in part for the Government instead of for them-
selves; but, if there is a sufficient amount of idle manpower and re-
sources, the amount of employment and productive services required
by the Government may come forth in addition to what is wanted by
the private sector of the economy. The money value of all goods and
services produced for private as well as for public needs will have
increased. In fact, from the employment point of view, the result for
the society as a whole will be exactly the same as if the Government
had ordered idle manpower and resources without any direct compen-
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sation. The additional quantities of goods produced and services
rendered may be paid for at unchanging prices. But, it cannot be
inferred in which way well-being will be affected. The effect will
depend on whether the Government services add to the well-being of
individuals otherwise dependent on their net average private incomes.
Moreover, it should also be noted that total net private income divided
by the number of people who work in both sectors and hence receive
income, that is, average net income of people employed, will fall.
Only the net private average income-that is, the total net income
divided by population or labor force-will stay unchanged. Whether
well-being is maintained for the average working person will depend
on the additional well-being created by government services. Only if
additional people are employed for private needs and their output is
sufficiently high to provide the additional goods necessary for them-
selves, as well as for the people employed producing for public needs,
only then will the average amount of privately used goods and serv-
ices for people working in production for private needs remain un-
-changed or rise. There might be, in addition, adverse influences of
high taxes on investment or on effort.

Certainly no general assumption is possible that such management
of government finance is probable or in any way preferable to any
other policy. Thinking that balanced budget expansion of the public
sector raises the national income by the amount of the expansion can
hardly be upheld. The indirect increase in national income, the latter
term defined in the customary sense, will be small. In fact, the effects
may be negative due to unfavorable indirect repercussions.5

Fiscal policy will have some influence on income distribution and
hence on the relation between consumption and investment and thus
on multiplier values. The change in income distribution will be ac-
centuated if we include in the measure of consumption free or under-
priced public services available to and relatively more used by low-
mncome groups. Any pertinent measurement of effects of fiscal policy
will require measurement of the distribution of the tax burden as well
as of the distribution of governmental payments and services. If the
expenditures made and services rendered out of a deficit could be
separated from those paid out of taxes it would be possible to specu-
late whether these additional expenditures tend toward further in-
come equalization. But it is not likely that the equalizing effect of
deficit financing over the business cycle will be very pronounced.

Some government expenditure will strengthen, some will weaken
private investment; sometimes investment will be weakened by even
more than the amount of public expenditure. Effects will not only
depend on how the funds have been acquired (taxes, borrowing from
private borrowers, borrowing from banks) but very much on the
specific manner in which they have been put to use. It is also impor-
tant how the use of funds influences the general climate of opinion,
especially of investors' opinion. Building of pyramids is not deter-
rent to any kind of private investment yet it will have an unfavorable
effect on investors' attitudes in our society.

Total fiscal effects will not only depend on revenue and expenditure
of the Federal Government. On the other hand, the financial systems

5 See Baumol and Preston, American Economic Review, 1955, 1956.
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of States and municipalities are not well organized for contracyclical
policy. Stringent constitutional or, in case of localities, even statutory
debt limitations, and required earmarking of funds make flexibility
very difficult to obtain. Individual State and local budgets by them-
selves are too small to have any recognizable influence on overall
fiscal policy. These governments can hardly have any incentive to
follow a Federal pattern, except for grants-in-aid that require match-
ing or for similar such devices. It can be shown that Federal deficit
spending in the thirties, small by itself, was largely counteracted by
disinvestment and debt repayment by States and localities and there-
fore could not have had under these circumstances any significant
stabilizing influence.

CONCLUSIONS

A few tentative conclusions may be drawn:
1. For the purposes at hand large aggregates like total expenditure,

but especially such as gross national product and national income, hide
significant problems. Their use is frequently dangerous. We need
more specific knowledge about relations between more restricted aggre-

gates. We lack sufficient quantitative measurements of repercussions
and know little about the degree of stability of established rela-
tionships.

2. Deficit spending is as a stabilizing device more powerful than
revenue-covered spending. Deficit spending seems very useful (and
available alternatives to it most restricted) at low levels of output
and employment. At what levels of output and emlrnoypuenm the -use-
fulness of this device diminishes and finally ceases is difficult to state.
Empirical measurements of final repercussions, but even only of multi-
plier and related effects, are very rough and uncertain and tend to
become soon obsolete. Final effects in real terms change not only
with changing levels of output; there are important indirect reper-
cussions from which we cannot abstract. Predictability of final effects
in quantitative terms is very limited. The behavior of the general
price level or cost-of-living price level is not always necessarily of
overriding importance. The influence of certain types of expenditure,
of prolonged deficit spending, and of debt increases on the prices
and on the climate of ublic opinion necessary for strong private
investment has always to e kept in mind.

3. Emphasis should be on public expenditure favorable rather than
on such unfavorable to private investment. For that reason it seems
that such expenditures should preferably not be competitive to private
investment. On the other hand, such expenditure must have a con-
siderable degree of usefulness not only for the welfare effects to be
derived from these expenditures but also because of their impact on
public opinion as prevailing in our society. This poses a familiar
dilemma in planning and executing public works.

4. A relatively high degree of potential variability and potential
speed in starting as -well as ending spending programs is important.
Built-in flexibility of expenditure can only be relied upon to a very
moderate extent. A high degree of social usefulness persisting over
the different phases of the business cycle makes spending more desir-
able by itself. Yet such usefulness poses a very serious problem when
termination becomes important. There are, therefore, additional dis-
tinct limitations on the desirable kind and intensity of social usefulness
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of expenditure when speedy contracyclical variability is considered
necessary.

5. Coordination of Federal and State-local policies is desirable but
is distinctly limited by the established Federal system.

6. Fiscal policy is supposedly only concerned with levels of output
and employment. Different economic activities are influenced in
different ways by different ways of spending. It is generally con-
sidered wluill-l tile scope of overall fiscal policy to emphasize that
spending favorable to the general level of investment (in real terms)
is desirable. The behavior of the investment goods industries (in the
wide sense of the word, to include, for example, construction) has a
crucial impact on the economy.

7. Anticyclical policy does not necessarily require that the public
debt fluctuate around a predetermined size. Sterilization of the sur-
plus may be preferable to debt repayment despite the loss of interest
savings. There are distinct and strong liinitations to permissible debt
rises. The danger of inflation is only one of several limiting factors.
The limitations, to be accepted, must leave some room for the feasi-
bility of at least some sudden debt rises due to war or warlike
.situations.

8. Anticyclical fiscal policy should be content with less than com-
plete success in achieving a set employment and price level. We know
too little to permit fairly precise timing and dosage. Attempts at
stringent stabilization will have undesirable side effects. Expendi-
ture policy can be used, though, successfully to mitigate considerable
fluctuations. The effects of expenditure increase in depression have
been much more thoroughly explored than the effects of expenditure
decreases in an inflationary prosperity. The determination of the
extent of permissible fluctuations in output and employment and in
prices should be a primary policy decision. Our restricted knowledge
about final repercussions is an additional reason why some degree of
fluctuation should be unavoidable. The development of even only
tentative benchmarks for legislative and executive action would be
of greatest help, though they would not necessarily have to be made
public.

A discussion of anticyclical compensatory spending together with
a discussion of policies promoting a desirable and feasible rate of
growth point toward a framework within which the study of specific
expenditure programs should take place. A thorough investigation
of specific programs and their specific repercussions at different levels
of output and employment is necessary. Repercussions on prices and
price levels have to be studied most carefully. At times these reper-
cussions might be of overriding importance. The value of generalized
models which relate in money terms the large aggregates to each other
is restricted. Such models should be considered only as a very first
step toward specific investigations of expenditure programs.



FEDERAL SPENDING AND TUE STABILITY OF THE
POSTWAR ECONOMY

Bert G. Hickman, the Brookings Institution'

Federal expenditures for newly produced goods and services have
averaged 11 percent of the gross national product annually since the
end of World War II, as compared with shares of 1 and 4 percent in
1921-29 and 1930-40. An increase of this magnitude in the relative
importance of Federal spending must have ramifications touching
practically every phase of the Nation's economic activity. It is com-
monly supposed that one major result of the growth in the size of
government has been to increase the stability of the postwar economy..
That is the proposition to be examined in the present paper. It is
not my purpose, however, to discuss deliberate contracyclical fiscal
actiorfs, such as changes in government expenditures or tax rates
designed to offset unwanted fluctuations in private demand. I will
confine my attention to the structural effects of big government as a
factor influencing the exposure of the economy to disturbing forces,
on the one hand, and the manner in which it reacts to those forces,
en the other.

Let us make a start on the problem by distinguishing two principal
kinds of demand for final output: Expenditures which are closely
linked to the level or rate of change of national income, and those
which are importantly affected by other factors and may therefore-
vary independently of income. Fluctuations in the latter type of
expenditure can initiate or prolong movements in aggregate economic-
activity, but the character of the movements is also influenced by the
manner in which income-related or induced expenditures behave as
income changes.

It is important to notice that expenditures which are independent
or autonomous with respect to income are not necessarily unstable.
Autonomy permits variation but does not require it. Conversely,.
expenditure streams which display a high degree of instability through
time may do so either as a consequence of autonomous factors or-
because they respond strongly to variations in income or its rate
of change. It is apparent, then, that if an increase in the relative
importance of a given category of demand is to exert a stabilizing-
influence on the economy, it must either decrease the variability of
autonomous expenditure, or reduce the magnitude of the response of
induced expenditure to income changes, or result in some combination
of these two influences which is favorable on balance. These are
the possibilities which will be considered in reaching a judgment
about the stabilizing influence of big government as a structural
feature of the economy.

IThe views expressed in this paper are those of the author. They do not necessarily
reflect the views of other members of the Brookings staff or of the administrative officers
of the institution.
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It follows from what has been said that the effects of a given amount
of government expenditure are likely to differ according to its mixture
of autonomous and induced components and the specific characteristics
of each. It must also be stressed that the effects will vary with the
method of finance. However convenient and enlightening for analy-
tical purposes it may be to separate the receipt and expenditure sides
of the budget, this must not lead to the complete neglect of the one
when attenftin is dr-cted pr.arily 4-to 4t1h - othr. A -e-rdingly, taxes- --- - -- _-- VL LIL U1J1r f Vlu .tx rigiuxŽas well as expenditures will be discussed at the appropriate places in
the subsequent pages.

AUTONOMY OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURE

The first question to be decided is the degree of independence or
autonomy of Federal expenditure. A distinction must also be drawn
between government expenditures which represent an outright de-
mand for newly produced goods and services and those which do not.
Since our interest lies in the role of government as it actually exists
in the postwar economy, these matters may be discussed with refer-
ence to the prevailing pattern of Federal outlays.

Federal expenditures in 1956, as measured in the national income
accounts, are shown in table 1. These figures differ somewhat from
those contained in the conventional and cash budgets, in that they
exclude certain capital and lending transactions, expenditures for
goods and services are timed with delivery instead of payment, and
CCC guaranteed nonrecourse loans are recorded as expenditures
when the loans are made rather than when they are redeemed by
CCC. Also, they include the transactions of the trust accounts, which
are omitted from the conventional budget although counted in the
cash statement. In addition to these conceptual differences, the ex-
penditures are given on a calendar year basis rather than for the
fiscal year. The figures may appear unfamiliar to persons accustomed
to the cash or consolidated budgets, but they are conceptually the most
desirable for present purposes.

It will be seen that about two-thirds of total Federal expenditure
last year was devoted to the purchase of goods and services, while
the remainder consisted of various items which transferred income
from taxpayers to one or another sector of the economy. Such trans-
fers may affect the demands of households, businesses and State and
local governments and will be dealt with later. For the present,
however, attention will be confined to direct Federal purchases of
goods and services. These were comprised in 1956 of $40 billion
for national defense, $2 billion for other national security, and $5
billion for all other purposes.

TABLE 1.-Federal empendititres as shown in the national income accounts,
calendar year 1956

[Billions of dollars]
Total expenditures--------------------------------------------- 72. 0

Purchases of goods and services-------------------------------------- 47.2
Transfer payments--------------------------------------------------- 13. 5
Grants-in-aid to State and local governments--------------------------- 3.3
N et interest paid…----------------------------------------------------- 5. 2
Subsidies less current surplus of government enterprises…----------------2.8

Source: Survey of Current Business, July 1957.
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I-ow might these expenditures for goods and services be expected
to change m response to movements oT aggregate economic activity?
The answver to this question will partly depend on the period of time
allowed for the occurrence of induced responses. A certain amount
of short-term built-in flexibility exists in the form of movements
within previously defined and budgeted programs. According to
recent careful estimates, however, such expenditure changes are
likely to be comparatively unimportant, both absolutely and relative
to the much larger induced movements of tax receipts and transfer
payments.2 Much of such flexibility as does exist is due to the price
changes which accompany movements of national output. Price-in-
duced expenditure fluctuations are cyclically perverse in monetary
terms although neutral in real terms unless administration officials
take discretionary steps to use the resulting monetary savings to
accelerate real expenditures during contractions, or act to absorb
price increases by curtailing real operations during expansions.
Apart from the uncertain area of price effects which might or might
not alter real expenditures, sizable automatic or quasi-automatic vari-
ations may occur in activities like the agricultural price support and
stockpile programs. The potential contribution of such variations
to changes in Federal spending is limited by the small size of the
programs in the total budget, lowever, although on occasion they
may account for a substantial fraction of the actual total change.

If sufficient time elapses so that programs can be altered by con-
gressional action, induced responses of another sort become possible.
Tne characLwr of these responvsc. .w ld depend upon the. fisa :.t-ti-
tudes of administration officials and legislators. Thus at given tax
rates, tax receipts will rise and fall in conformity with national in-
come. If actual or expected increases in revenue were viewed as
favorable opportunities to augment expenditures, and decreases were
regarded as signals that retrenchment was necessary, much of the
potential stabilizing influence of Federal spending would be dissi-
pated. While deliberate contracyclical changes in expenditures or
receipts have been excluded from discussion in this paper, it is relevant
and important to emphasize that one corollary to the view that large-
scale Federal expenditures may be stabilizing per se, is that they are
determined independently of induced fluctuations in revenue. This
thought may be clarified by a simple example.

Let us compare three hypothetical situations. In the first, it is
assumed that when national income declines, the entire brunt falls
upon disposable personal income. Thus, a $10 billion decline in
gross national product produces an equal fall in disposable income,
which in turn induces a reduction of, say, $8 billion in personal con-
sumption expenditure. In situation 2, we take account of induced
changes in tax receipts. Now when gross national product falls by
$10 billion, personal and corporate income taxes decrease by $4 billion,
and disposable income falls by only $6 billion, rather than the $10
billion of the preceding example. If the relative response of con-
sumption to disposable income remains the same as before, the induced
reduction in consumption expenditure will be only $4.8 billion, or 60

2See the papers by David W. Lusher and Samuel M. Cohn in Policies to Combat Depres-
sion, a Conference of the Universities National Bureau Committee for Economic Research.
Princeton University Press, 1956, pp. 77-100.
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percent as much as in the first situation. Automatically induced'
changes in tax receipts have cushioned the decline of income after-
taxes and therefore of consumption expenditure, adding to the sta-
bility of the economy. But this conclusion will not necessarily hold
in situation 3, in which a behavioral response of government spending
to changes in revenue is postulated. If a successful effort were made
to keep the budget balanced at all times, for instance, the net effect of'
governmuent fiscal operations would be destabilizing. Thus in situa-
tion 2, the $4 billion fall in tax receipts prevented a decline of $3.2
billion in consumption which otherwise would have occurred. If the
fall in tax receipts induced an equal reduction in government expendi-
ture, however, the latter would decline by $4 billion, hence more than
offsetting the $3.2 billion cushion to consumption expenditure. The
combined reduction in expenditures by consumers and the government
per $10 billion drop of gross national product would be $8.8 billion, ori
more than the $8 billion drop in consumption which would have re-
sulted if there were no change in tax receipts at all.3

I do not mean to assert that this last is an especially likely result.
For one thing, the adjustment of expenditures to receipts would not be
exact even if a continuously balanced budget were the goal, or perhaps
something less than an exact adjustment would be sought. In these
circumstances, expenditures might not change as much as receipts. It'
the proportional response of government expenditure to tax receipts
were the same as the response of consumption expenditure to dis-
posable income, the government fiscal operations would leave national
income unaffected; whereas if government spending changed less per
dollar of tax change than consumption spending did per dollar of
income change, the net effect would be stabilizing, although less so
than if government spending did not change at all. Again, it may be
that advocates of a balanced budget would behave differently; that
they would react to increases or decreases in tax receipts by seeking
decreases or increases in tax rates rather than changes in expenditure.
The important thing to notice in this connection, however, is that such
actions would also be destabilizing. Yet, again, possible effects on
private investment have been neglected in the example. These could
go either way, since the adverse effects of unstable government ex-
penditures on business sales might be augmented or diminished by
psychological reactions of the business community to the policy of
continuously balanced Federal budgets; reactions which are uncertain,
in direction and strength and may change with the attending circum-
stances. Finally, Federal expenditures in the present economy may
in fact be largely autonomous with respect to induced fluctuations in
tax receipts, so that instability does not arise from that source. My
concern has simply been to emphasize that any conclusion that a large
volume of Federal spending is inherently stabilizing implies, among

3 The potential extent to which these situations differ may not be Immediately apparentto the nontechnical reader. Taking the three cases In order, the total change in grossnational product per $1 Initial change In, say, investment, would be $5, $2. and $8. Thecomparatively small differences in the amount of induced expenditure per dollar of changein gross national product add up to sizable amounts when successive rounds of income andexpenditure are considered, since each drop of Income reduces expenditure In this periodand therefore leads to a further decline of production, Income, and expenditure in the nextperiod. The reader should also note that the figures I have used are illustrative only andare not to be taken as estimates of actual relationships In the economy, and that uo allow-ance was made in the example for changes In business saving.
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-other things, an expenditure policy which if not actively contra-
.cyclical, at least is not of the cocyclical, balanced-budget variety.

It will be assumed in the remainder of the discussion that income-
induced changes in Federal purchases of goods and services are com-
paratively unimportant, and that postwar variations in government
'expenditure have been due primarily to autonomous factors. This is
-a reasonable supposition if for no other reason than the fact that
'expenditures for national security bulk large in the total and have
fluctuated widely with changes in international tension.

THE INSTABILITY OF FEDERAL SPENDING

Granted that Federal expenditure is a largely autonomous source
-of demand for output, is it a stabilizing or destabilizing source? To
-ask this question is to raise several others. Is it subject to frequent or
wide fluctuations? Do its fluctuations tend to counteract or to aug-
ment the ebb and flow of private expenditure? H-lave Federal pur-
.chases grown at the expense of the less or the more stable of other de-
mands d Has a higher floor been placed under the economy by the en-
larged share of Federal spending? Let us deal with each of these
1queries.in turn and in the light of experience since World AWar II.

Chart 1 depicts the course of the major categories of domestic de-
mand for final goods and services during 1946-56. The chart is
.drawn on a ratio scale, so that increases and decreases are pictured
in relative terms. Similarly, the straight lines which have been
tdra-.v;.n. thu ,g c iavl curvto in to icaU- atiO its upa.ard drift arc 1smarn. Or
less steep according to the average percentage rates of increase during
the period. Since 1946 was a disturbed year of postwar transition,
it. had been eliminated in establishing the drift lines, which may be
regarded as defining the average rate of growth for the decade
1947-56.

Foremost among the interesting features revealed by the chart is
that in most meanings of the term, Federal expenditure has shown the
least short-term stability of all major components of final domestic
demand during the postwar years. To mention the exception first, if
stability be defined in terms of the number of reversals of direction
during a given period, the Federal sector was more stable than pro-
ducers' durable equipment and no less stable than consumer durable
goods or residential construction. Frequency of change of direction is
not the only criterion of stability, however. It is surely necessary to
-distinguish between what may be called instability in the small and
in the large. The postwar history of durable goods-either producer
-or consumer-exemplifies instability in the small, in the combination
-of frequent but moderate oscillations. In contrast, the swings of
Federal expenditure occurred nearly as often and were considerably
larger.

Stability measures which reflect relative amplitudes are readily
constructed. Two types are presented in table 2. In the first column,
the average annual percentage change is shown for each of the series
displayed on the chart. The increase or decrease from one year to the
next is expressed as a percentage of Ihe average level iii tile 2 years,
and an average of the resulting annual percentage changes is struck
without regard to sign for the entire interval from 1947 to 1956. The
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Chart I
Gross National Product and Selected Major Components, 1946-56
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the National Bureau of Economic Research. The dashed growth lines are fitted to
*'the data for 1947-56 by the method described in footnote C2) of Table 2. No growth

line has been drawn for consumer services, since it would be scarcely distinguish-
able from the actual data. For source of data, see Table 1.
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outcome is a measure of average year-to-year variability, in which
account is taken of the size of the economy at the time of the change,
but not of its growth throughout the period. In effect, the position
of the economy in a given year is accepted, and we ask how much each
category of expenditure expanded or contracted from that year to
the next. A glance at the table will demonstrate that by this test Fed-
eral spending outranked every other category in degree of instability,
and that only residential construction ran a close second.

A drawback to the foregoing measure of variability is that it makes
no allowance for smoothmess or regularity of change. This disadvan-
tage largely disappears when the measure is supplemented by a chart,
but it may be preferable to handle the difficulty more directly. Sup-
pose that the drift lines of chart 1 are taken to be representative of the
prevailing growth tendency of each series during the decade. A
movement along the line would then signify stable growth at a con-
stant rate, and fluctuations about the line would be evidence of insta-
bility of growth, either in the sense of accelerations and retardations
of the rate of increase, or in some instances, actual declines. An index
of instability of growth has been computed for each of the charted
series by averaging the annual percentage deviations of the actual
data from the growth line (table 2, third column). By this criterion
also, Federal spending was the least stable of all categories during the
past decade; indeed, this is true by a wider margin than in the pre-
ceding set of measures.

meanL 2.-O --------- --sw v r*urw=vtS7vD wvvtS

expenditure, 1947-56

[In percent]

Average Average Index of
Expenditure category annual I rate of stability

change growth ' of growth '

Gross national product -6.6 6.7 3.4
Personal consumption expenditures- 5.4 5.5 1.0

Durable goods- ------------------------------- .5 5.9 4.6
Nondurable goods --------------------- 4.4 4.0 2.0
Services- 7.4 7.6 .7

Gross private domestic investment -17.8 6.6 11.1
Residential nonfarm construction. ------ 15.4 9.8 9.5
Other construction-9.7 9.0 3.6
Producers' durable equipment-9.2 4.3 6.1

Government purchases of goods and services-14.1 11.3 13.3
Federal 20.3 15.2 20.6
State and local-. 10. - 10.1 3.2

' The arithmetic mean of annual percentage changes, signs disregarded.
Each annual percentage change is computed as the ratio of the absolute change from the previous year

to the average level in the previous and current year.
'Computed from an exponential curve fitted to the data by the use of Glover's mean value table (T. W.

Glover, Tables of Applied Mathematics, George Wahr, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1923, pp. 468 ff.). The average
rate of growth is the slope of a straight line drawn on a ratio scale, as in chart 1.

' An arithmetic mean of the percentage deviations of the annual observations from the fitted exponential
curve.
I Non.-For source of data, see table 1.

The reader may be tempted to enter a mental reservation at this
point, to the effect that the post-World War II swings in Federal
spending have been due to unusual conditions of warfare and its after-
math. It should be remembered, however, that my topic is the effect
of big government on the inherent stability of the postwar economy.
Throughout the past decade and at the present time, the great bulk of
Federal expenditure has been for purposes of national security.
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Under the circumstances, the sensitivity of security expenditures
to changes in the international situation is a property which cannot be
left out of account.

Instability of individual components of aggregate expenditure is
not intrinsically undesirable, since the fluctuations may be offsetting
rather than reinforcing. The retardations or declines of expendi-
tures for privately purchased durable goods and residential construc-
tion during the Korean war, for example, provided stabilizing onsets
to rising Federal expenditure. Counterbalancing fluctuations may at
times result from essentially accidental causes, at others from the self-
adjusting properties of the economic system, and at still others, from
deliberate governmental actions. These reflections suggest two fur-
.ther questions about the postwar record of Federal spending: From
the viewpoint of its contribution to economic stability, were its fluc-
tuations accidental, deliberate, or induced; and did they augment or
diminish overall stability?

A look back reveals that the postwar oscillations in Federal outlays
were largely accidental in the sense used here, and that, as would be
'expected of accidental movements, they were sometimes stabilizing
and sometimes not. The initial, huge post-World War II cutback in
security expenditures was accomplished between mid-1945 and mid-
1947. For the first 6 or 9 months of this period the cutback was a
powerful deflationary force, to which, however, the economy adjusted
rapidly and successfully. Thereafter until mid-1947, Federal ex-
penditure fell slowly as private spending mounted, moderating the
inflationary influence of the latter rise. The downward course of
Federal expenditure was reversed during the summer of 1947 and it
rose steadily until midyear 1949. Again security outlays led the
movement, and again the movement first strengthened and later weak-
ened the prevailing tendency of the economy, helping to prolong the
expansion and inflation in 1948 and providing an important offset to
deflationary declines in private demands during 1949. The economy
also received an assist during the contraction of 1948-49 from a sub-
stantial induced increase in government outlays under the agrikul-
tural price-support program.

Federal expenditure did not lead on the upswing in late 1949,
although the previously mentioned support during' the preceding
months had helped to foster conditions making for prompt recovery.
In fact, government purchases of goods and services decreased some-
what during the latter part of 1949 and the first 8 or 9 months of
1950, owing to reductions under the security and price-support pro-
grams. This situation was altered radically by the outbreak of hos-
tilities in Korea, of course, and for the next 3 years the economy was
driven upward under the impetus of defense expenditures. That the
subsequent decline of defense spending was a major cause of the con-
traction of 1953-54 is a matter of recent history; The decline abated
about the middle of 1954, however, and for 2. or more years thereafter,
Federal expenditure was quite stable as the private economy expanded.
A sustained rise of the Federal sector set in during the latter half of
last year and has contributed to the increase of gross national product
since that time, although in common with other categories of expendi-
ture, much of the rise reflects higher prices rather than greater volume.
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The Prilicipal conclusions of this brief survey of the postwar be-
havior of Federal expenditure may be summarized as follows: It has
been the least stable of the major components of domestic expenditure
for final goods and services. This instability was primarily a reflec-
tion of changes in the climate of international relations, which several
times exposed the economy to potent inflationary or deflationary
shocks. In some instances these shocks acted to initiate or to quicken
the prevailing tendencies toward expansion or contraction, and in
others to mitigate them. Since 1954, however, Federal expenditure
has remained comparatively stable, and until recently it was not an
active factor in the expansion of aggregate activity which got under-
way in that year. It is evident from earlier experience, nonetheless,
that Federal expenditures cannot be counted among the inherently
stable components of aggregate demand for so long as they consist
predominantly of outlays for national defense and security.

FEDERAL EXPENDITURE AND THE NEW COMPOSITION OF DEMAND

The stabilizing potential of Federal spending is affected by its own
stability, but is not fully determined by it. Measured in current
dollars, the share of Federal expenditure in the gross national product
has risen nearly tenfold since 1929, yet this development will not have
increased overall stability unless it has decreased the variability of
total demand in at least 1 of 2 ways: By reducing the range of fluctua-
tion of autonomous expenditures, or by moderating the response of
induccd cxpcnditer et obhangesa in incone. Whet.her t.hiq Ims naeiirrcl
*depends in good part on the characteristics of the demands which
have declined in relative importance as Federal expenditures have
grown.

At first thought, the only relevant characteristic would appear to
be the inherent stability of the displaced demands. If Federal ex-
penditure is steadier than the demands which have diminished in
importance, then stability has increased, and vice versa. Now this is
substantially true, but it conceals two difficulties. The most impor-
tant from the present point of view is that the very growth of the
government share may have affected the stability of other demands,
so that a simple before-and-after comparison does not suffice to settle
the issue. Thle other difficulty has already been touched upon: sup-
pose that Federal expenditure were highly variable but always moved
against the tide. It could then be stabilizing even if less stable itself
than any other component of expenditure. As we have seen, however,
accidental fluctuations cannot be relied upon to be compensating
Deliberate changes could always be compensating if properly timed,
but that subject falls outside the scope of this discussion of stability
in the absence of discretionary fiscal actions.

For the moment, I will blink the first difficulty as well, and proceed
as if the growth of the Central Government had not -influenced the
variability of any other category of demand. This would mean that
other autonomous demands were as stable as before, and that induced
demands responded to fluctuations of income-in the same way and to
the same degree as in former years. The latter assumption permits
us to disregard induced expenditures entirely for the time being.

That is, induced expenditures can be disregarded if they can be
identified. A complete specification is conceivable in principle but

97735-57- 25
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probably impossible in practice. Theoretical and empirical consid-
erations suggest, however, that investment demands may fluctuate
rather widely with changes in technology, population, terms of finance,
expectations, and the like, whereas consumption demands are more
closely dependent on income. A provisional division may therefore be
made by classifying all investment as autonomous and all consumption
as induced. State and local expenditures may also be treated as
autonomous demands. This is to overlook the cyclical perversity of
State and local expenditure-the prewar tendency for it to vary co-
cyclically with tax revenues and favorable psychological conditions
for loan finance-but the response is a slow one and has not been
pronounced in the postwar years. Net foreign investment is com-
paratively unimportant in our economy and will be ignored.

The shares of the various categories of expenditure in gross na-
tional product are shown for 1929 and 3 postwar years in table 3. All
comparisons are for years of full employment. The nadir of postwar
Federal expenditure came in 1947 and its maximum in 1953. The
figures for 1956 are representative of the current position of the
economy.

TABLE 3.-Distribution of components of gross national product, selected years

uIn percent]

A. MAJOR COMPONENTS OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

Gross national product Gross national product
in current dollars in 1947 dollars

Expenditure category

1929 1947 1953 1956 1929 1947 1953 1956

Government purchases of goods and services - 8.1 12.3 23.2 19.3 9.1 12.3 22.8 17. 7
Gross private domestic investment -15.5 12.8 13.9 15.9 17.9 12.8 12.6 14.3
Personal consumption expenditures------------------75.6 71.0 63.5 64.4 71.9 71.0 64.7 67.0
Net foreign investment-8 3.9 -. 6 3 1.1 39 1 9

B. SUBCOMPONENTS OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

Government purchases of goods and services:
Federal -1.2 6.8 16.4 11.4 1.5 6.8 16.7 10.9

National security- (1) 5.7 14.2 10.2 (1) (') (1) (1)
Other (') 1.6 2.3 1.3 (1) (1) (1) (I)

State and local -6.9 6.5 6.9 8.0 7. 5 5.5 6.1 6.8
Gross private domestic investment:

Fixed investment ------------------------- 13.9 13.2 13.8 14.8 16.5 13.2 12.7 13.3
Residential nonfarm construction ------- 3. 5 2. 7 3.3 3. 7 4.6 2. 7 3. 1 3.5
Other construction -4.9 3.3 3.8 4. 3 6. 2 3.3 3.4 3.8
Producers' durable equipment 5.6 7.2 6.7 6.8 5.7 7.2 6.2 6.1

Change in business inventories -1.6 -. 4 .1 1.1 1.4 -. 4 -. 1 1.0
Personal consumption expenditures:

Durable goods --- 8.8 8.9 8.2 8.2 8.7 8.9 8.7 9.2
Nondurable goods ---- 36.1 40.1 32.8 32.2 38.9 40.1 34. 5 35.2
Services - ---------------- 30. 7 22.1 22.5 24.1 24.2 22.1 21.4 22.6

X Not available.

Source: See table 1.

The first thing to be noticed is that autonomous demands as defined
above have increased as a percentage of postwar gross national prod-
uct. When gross national product is measured in current dollars, the
share of consumption is found to have decreased fully as much as
the proportion of Federal expenditure increased between 1929 and
1956. There was no relative displacement of investment. The pic-
ture is altered somewhat when account is taken of price changes, but
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consumption still remains a smaller proportion of gross national
product than in 1929, though this is now also true of investment.

The enhanced importance of autonomous demands could work in
either direction. If government expenditures-Federal as well as
State and local-prove to be stable elements of demand in the future.
the fact that real private investment is now relatively less important
is favorable to stability, evein though taken altogether autonomous
expenditures are larger than before. Historically investment de-
mand has been a highly variable factor, and its diminished share has
restricted its maximum potential range of fluctuation. Lest this make
us overly complacent, however, it is well to note that at its present
13 percent of real gross national product, fixed investment still
bulks large enough to decline as far relative to full employment gross
national product as it did between 1929 and 1933. In the latter year,
fixed investment amounted to 4.3 percent of the 1929 gross national

roduct, having fallen from an actual 1929 share of 16.5 percent, or
Ev about 12 percentage points. Clearly, there is still room for a
marked reduction of investment demand. It is not as if stable gov-
ernment expenditure had been completely substituted for unstable
investment expenditure and had reduced the latter to insignificance.
Incidentally, the same inferences hold if the autonomous demand
category is broadened to include durable consumer goods, since ex-
penditures of this type are a somewhat larger percentage of real gross
national product than in 1929 and have a correspondingly larger
maximum range.

I, UOAIU'U beC miniIiatan'Jd, UflCfl, thtv v oetilrwu f;net

ment demand has been substantially diminished by the growth of
Federal expenditure. A high floor may have been placed under the
economy by that growth, but if so, it is due to effects less direct than
a simple displacement of hitherto unstable demands. In particular)
the inherent variability of investment demand may have been reduced
through the expansion of governmental activities or for other reasons.
It would take us far afield to discuss all the possibilities in this con-
nection, especially since many are related tenuously at best to the
amount of spending by the Central Government. A listing would
have to include such financial reforms as the development of the
amortized home mortgage, government programs to insure or guaran-
tee mortgages and other loans, regulation of the security exchanges,
and insurance of bank deposits and saving and loan shares. The
enhanced importance of labor unions should also be mentioned among
the major structural changes, along with such postwar developments
as the increased use of long-run economic projections and of capital
budgeting techniques by business firms. Finally, there is the signifi-
cant fact that under the Employment Act of 1946', the Federal Gov-
ernment assumed responsibility for the promotion of maximum em-
ployment, production and purchasing power.

These and other structural changes-including the automatic tax
and expenditure stabilizers to be discussed in a moment-affect stabil-
ity by modifying the reactions of businessmen, workers, consumers,
and other economic agents to changes in economic activity. They do
not, However. act in the first instance to diminish fluctuations of de-
mand caused by innovations, shifts in tastes, variations in population
growth, resource discoveries, and war, to name some of the more
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important autonomous forces. There is little in our experience since
World War -II to suggest that. these sources of instability have been
eliminated, and as long as that is so, it is not safe to conclude that.
wide fluctuations in investment demand are either impossible or ini-
probable. On the other hand, most of the structural developments
cited above tend clearly to moderate the secondary repercussions of
cyclical contraction, including those on investment, so that a decline
as severe as in the 1930's is not likely to recur.

THE FEDERAL GOVER-NMENT AND THE AUTOMATIO STABILIZERS

The stabilizing properties of induced changes in tax revenues anci
transfer payments are among the most analyzed and best publicized
features of the postwar economy. This is partly because there has
been a notable expansion of Federal transfers along with purchases of
goods and services by the Central Government, and tax revenues have
kept pace with the total of both types of expenditures (table 4). From
the standpoint of stabilization, however, the particular forms faker
by the expansion of transfers and taxes are just as important as tIei
expansion itself. This is because-deliberate alterations in paymelts
or tax rates aside-the stabilization potential of these items depends
upon their responsiveness to changes of income, rather than their
size at a given income. No matter how large they were, if they were
steady over time neither transfers nor receipts would tend automat-
ically to mitigate fluctuations of income. On the other hand. it is
difficult to conceive of a sizable response of receipts to changes of
income unless they were also a large share of income, since there wvould
be little purpose or popularity in a tax structure designed to collect
a small percentage of a given gross national product and a large per-
centage of any departure from that level. What has actually
occurred, of course, is that the total tax take has increased quite sub-
stantially and that most of it has been levied in the form of the
cyclically sensitive corporate and personal income taxes. The situa-
tion differs somewhat with regard to transfer items. Unemployment
insurance benefits account for a minor fraction of all transfer items
but do most of the stabilization work in the category.
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TABLE 4.-Government expenditures and receipts as percentages of gross
national product, selected years

Item

Federal expenditures, total

Pulrobases of goods and services.
Transfer Items-

Transfer payments.
Grants-in-aid to State and local governments .
Net interest paid.
Subsidies less current surplus of Government enterprises

Federal receipts, total.

Personal tax and nontax receipts.
Corporate profits tax accruals-
Indirect business tax and nontax accruals
Contributions for social insurance

State and local expenditures, total.

Purchases of goods and services
Transfer items

State asd local receipts, total-

Taxes .---- ------ ----------------------------------------------
Federal grants-in-ail-

Government expenditures, total

Purchases of goods and services
Transfer items-

Government receipts, total I ---------------------

1929 1947 1953 1956

2.5 13.4 21.3 17.4

1. 3 6.8 16. 4 11.4
13 6.0 5.0 6.0

.7 3.8 2.7 13

.1 .7 .8 .8

.4 1.8 1.3 1.3
I. .2 .2 .7

3. 6 18. 7 19. 4 189

1.2 8.5 8.9 8:9
1.2 4.6 5.4 5.1
1.1 3.4 3.1 2.8
.1 2.2 2.0 2:6

7.4 6.2 7.5 8.6

6. 9 5.5 6.9 8.0
.5 .7 .6 .6

7.2 6.7 7.5 8.2

7.1 6.0 6.8 7.4
.1 .7 .8 ;S

9.9 19. 6 28.8 25.,9

8. 1 12.3 23.2 19.3
1.8 7.1 5.0 6.6

10. 8 24. 6 26.2 26.3
--

Excluding Federal grants-in-aid.

Source: See table 1.

Automatic stabilizers reduce the amplitude of cyclical fluctuations
to the extent that they diminish the response of induced expenditures
to prior changes of income and inhibit the spread of expansionary or
contractionary impulses from one sector of the economy to another.
This result is accomplished by affecting the relationship between
changes of gross and net income. Again we assume that consumption
is the major category of induced demand, and that it depends upon
the amount of disposable personal income available to the public for
spending or saving. This means that the smaller the change in dis-
posable income for a given change of gross national product, the
smaller is the secondary fluctuation of consumption and hence of
gross national product in response to an initial disturbance. It is
because induced movements of taxes and transfers do diminish the
reaction of disposable income to changes of gross national product
that they have come to be called automatic stabilizers. But there are
other important leakages between gross national product and dis-
posable income-depreciation charges and undistributed corporate
profits-and part at least of the support currently given to the con-
sumption of the unemployed by social insurance was formerly
achieved in other -ways. Thus not only the postwar economy but
earlier experience should be consulted in an evaluation of the net
effectiveness of taxes and transfers as automatic stabilizers.

The materials for an evaluation are presented in tables 5 and 6.
Neither the data nor the techniques employed in these comparisons
permit of more than a first approximation to the relevant relation-
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ships, but it is an approximation which is not apt to mislead. The
first of the tables refers to periods of cyclical expansion during the
1920's and the years following World War II, while the second deals
with contractions during the same intervals. The figures for the
1920's are based upon incomplete source data and are probably less
reliable than the estimates for recent years.

Examination of tabler Sdiscloses that during P. 4 i. of three- recent.
periods of business expansion-1946-48, 1949-53 and 1954-56-dis-
posable income increased about 60 percent as much as gross national
product. The reasons were rather different in the last two expan-
sions than in the first, however. Approximately one-sixth of the in-
crease of gross national product between 1946 and 1948 was absorbed
by taxes, including those of State and local governments, whereas the
proportion in 1949-53 and 1954-56 was more than one-third. This
contrast primarily reflects the fact that Federal tax rates were sub-
stantially higher after 1950 than before, but it is also influenced by
the fall in tax rates between 1946 and 1948 and the rise in rates between
1949 and 1953. The figures have not been corrected, in other words,
for changes in tax rates between the initial and terminal years of the
expansions, and therefore are not a measure of the increase in tax
yields induced by income expansion alone. Let us ignore that fact
for the moment, however, and inquire what other leakages declined in
relative importance when taxes were boosted after Korea. We find
that the major compensating change was in undistributed profits,
which actually were smaller in 1953 than in 1949 despite an increase
of $10.8 billion or 41 percent in profits before taxes. Owing to the
increase of tax liabilities due to higher profits and higher taxes on
those profits, net corporate profits increased merely $1 billion, and
since dividends were up $2 billion, undistributed profits declined.
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TABLE 5.-Relationship between changes of gross national product and disposable
personal income during selected business cycle expansions

[In millions]

Change between Initial and terminal year of expansion of-
Item

1921-23 1924-26 1927-29 1946-48 1949-53 1954-56

Increase of GNP -$13,089 $11, 054 $8, 500 $48, 079 $105,917 $53, 519
Less: Increase of taxes- 1,314 1,447 1,107 8,013 38,573 18,783

Indirect business taxes- 1,049 758 460 3,041 8, 579 4,867
Corporate profits taxes -233 385 86 3,399 9,893 4, 830
Personal taxes -30 280 504 2,334 17,110 6,729
Social-security contributions |2 24 57 -761 2,991 2,657

Less: Decrease of transfer items -69 -68 -23 327 -1,673 -2,734

Government transfer payments -32 -117 -73 312 -1,265 -2, 189
Net Government interest -101 49 50 15 -408 -545

Less: Increase of business saving -5,946 1,623 1,720 10,183 7,151 8,369

Capital consumption allowances 758 869 755 4,828 8,055 5,343
Undistributed corporate profits- 56 158 754 965 8,355 -904 3,026

Less: Increase of other items -- 4,669 1,160 290 1,137 -212 -3, 638

Corporate inventory valuation adjust-
ment -- 4,669 1,160 -125 3,113 -2,940 -2,241

Statistical discrepancy---------------- () (') 268 -3,042 2,517 -63
Excess of wage accruals over disburse-

ments -- ----------------- - (') (Q) 0 60 -31 0
Surplus minus subsidies of Govern-

ment enterprises -(I) (') 147 1,006 242 -1,334

Enimls: Tncrease of disnosable nersonal
income - 10,429 6,892 5,406 Z8,419 ozu 01 3 2,79

Addendum: Increase of personal consump-
tion expenditures - 5,930 5 050 6082 30,992 49,944 30, 603

X Not available.

NOTE.-The dates of the business cycle troughs and peaks upon which this table is based are from the
National Bureau of Economic Research, except for 1956, which is merely the most recent year for which data
are available.

Sources: 1921-28, all items except personal consumption expenditures are from Raymond W. Goldsmith,
A Study of Saving in the United States, vol. III, Princeton University Press, 1956, pt. V. The data shown
in the source were adjusted by the present writer to the level of the most recent estimates of the Department
of Commerce for the year 1929. The data on personal consumption expenditures are unpublished estimates
prepared by Simon Kuznets for the National Bureau of Economic Research, with direct taxes deleted from
the service component to conform to the concepts of the Department of Commerce. 1929 to date, see tablet.

This last behavior was rather unusual, since dividends ordinarily
increase much less than net profits. Indeed, it is this fact-the
tendency for dividends to be stable relative to net profits-that makes
for the large swings in undistributed corporate profits that act as
"automatic" stabilizers. What happened in the present case is not
really an exception, however. Profits after taxes rose sharply from
1949 to 1950 and dividends increased one-fourth as much. Net profits
then declined between 1950 and 1953, and when dividends were main-
tained at the 1950 level, undistributed profits fell in consequence.
In short, the movements of unldistributed profits during the expansion
were consistent with the corresponding fluctuations on net profits, but
because of the peculiarities of the period the net changes between the
trough and peak years were not representative of the entire expansion.

It is in connection with the present expansion that the operation of
the automatic stabilizers at the enhanced postwar levels is most easily
observed, since no significant changes in tax rates have occurred dur-
ing its course. About one-third of the increase of GNP between 1954
and 1956 was offset by the induced rise of tax receipts. Part of the
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deterrent effect of this rise was nullified by an increase of transfer
items, however, so that taxes net of transfers-a measure of the net gov-
ernmental offset-increased only 30 percent as much as GNP. The
rise of transfer payments occurred in the face of a decline of $700
million in unemployment benefits, but the latter was more than out-
weighed by higher transfers for other purposes.' The steady advance
of depreciation charges associated with capital growth continued, of
course, while undistributed profits accounted for $3 billion of the
$5 billion increase in net corporate profits during the year. All told,
gross business saving offset some 15 percent of the rise of GNP, or
about half as much as net taxes. Finally, the correction for inventory
profits plus a few minor adjustments acted as a negative offset of about
7 percent.
- It will be instructive to compare this recent expansion with those
of the 1920's, but a further point of interest about the contemporary
economy may be mentioned first. Apart from the obvious fact that
the automatic changes in tax receipts and unemployment benefits may
be swamped by deliberate changes in tax rates or other transfers, it
is important to remember that the relationship between increments of
disposable income and consumption is also subject to disturbances.
Consumer spending increased more than disposable income between
1.946 and 1948, only 80 percent as much as income from 1949 to 1953,
and about 93 percent as much from 1954 to 1956. As a percentage of
disposable income, personal saving fell from 7.9 in 1946 to 5.3 in
1948; whereas it rose from 4.0 to 7.9 between 1949 and 1953 and was
7.0 in both 1954 and 1956. During the 1930's the saving ratio tended
to rise during expansions and fall during contractions of disposable

income. To the extent that such behavior is consistent, personal
saving is itself a kind of automatic stabilizer, not only in a sense
analogous to a proportional income tax, but also in one which makes
allowance for the additional effectiveness provided by progressivity
in the tax structure. The fluctuations in the saving ratio have been
erratic at times during the past decade, however, sometimes rein-
forcing instead of mitigating the prevailing tendency of the economy.

Estimates of offsets to increases of gross national product durino
3 expansions of the 1920's may now be compared with the rela-
tionships for recent years. Tax collections accounted for a consider-
ably smaller share of the increments of gross national product in the
earlier period, of course, ranging from 10 to 13 percent. Since trans-
fers were unimportant, the offsets provided by net taxes were substan-
tiallv the same as for gross taxes. Gross business saving contributed
a larger deduction than taxes in each of the expansions. This was
especially noticeable in 1921-23, because the 1921 trough had been deep
with heavy inventory losses and negative undistributed profits. This
meant that the swing from negative saving in 1921 to positive in 1923
was quite large. The offsets from gross corporate saving in 1924-26
and 1927-29 were, respectively, 15 and 20 percent of the increment
of gross national product, however, and these values may fairly be

4 Only Government transfer payments, as defined In the national Income account and net
Government interest, are included under the heading of transfer items in tables 5 and 6.
The entry for net subsidies of Government enterprises is included with "other items." and.
Federal grants-in-aid are not shown since they are a transfer to another governmental unit
rather than to a private party. Grants-in-aid used to finance current State and local
purchases of goods and servlces are reflected In earned incomes from production.
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compared with the corresponding figures of 21 and 16 percent for
1946-48 and 1954-56. Apparently the drag exerted in expansion by

-corporate saving is on the same order of magnitude today as in the
1920's, so that the increased offset now provided by net taxes amounts
to a net gain insofar as reduction of the response of disposable income
to gross national product is concerned. This inference will be cheeked
a bit further in a moment, after a look at the behavior of income offsets
during contractions.

Four business contractions are covered by the data for the 1920's
and the present decade (table 6). All were mild and, in the first,
gross national product actually increased a little when measured in
the crude unit of annual observations. During the contractions of
1923-24 and 1926-27, net taxes increased and so, of course, did depre-
ciation allowances. Large reductions in undistributed corporate
profits more than compensated for these increases, however, so that
-disposable income rose substantially relative to gross national product
during both recessions.

TABLF 6.-Relation ship bctwocen change8 of gross national product and disposable
personal income during selected business cycle contractions

[Millions of dollars)

Change between initial and terminal year of
contraction of-

Item
.

.

1923-24 1926-27 1948-49

j - _

1953-54

2,051Decrease of gross national product

Less: Decrease of taxes

Indirect business taxes-
Corporate profits taxes-
Personal taxes ---
Social security contributions

Less: Increase of transfer Items

Government transfer payments
Net Government interest

Less: Decrease of business saving .

Capital consumption allowances
Undistributed corporate profits .

Less: Decrease of other items-

Corporate inventory valuation adjustment
Statistical discrepancy.
Excess of wvage accruals over disbursements .
Surplus minus subsidies of Government enterprises-

iEquals: Decrease of disposable personal income
Addendum: Decrease of personal cunsumption ex-

penditures-

-451 1, 562 24

-185- -329 2,809 4,815

.-327 -324 -1, 254 90
51 90 2,099 2,875

102 -74 2.481 2,817
11 -21 -517 -967

-133 21 1, 235 2, 263

-9 55 1,080 2,074
-124 -34 155 189

892 1, 137

-224 -281
1, 116 1, 418

-230 679

-230 679
(') (')
(') (')

(') (')

-791 54

-4, 190 24

2, 745 -1, 161

-1,937 -2,437
4, 682 1, 276

-6, 209 362

-4,093 -679
-2,181 926

75 -76
-10 191

-556 -4, 228

-2.989 -6,015

I Not available.
Notes and sources, see table 5.

AIn important role was again played by net corporate saving in
1948-49, owing partly to large inventory losses, but this time net taxes
declined nearly as much. Corporation income tax rates were un-
changed during the contraction, but the bulk of the decline in personal
tax receipts between calendar years 1948 and 1949 reflects rate reduc-
tions which became effective after the early months of the former year.
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Tax cuts were even more important in 1953-54, when on an annual
basis all of the decline in personal taxpayments and roughly one-third
of the fall in corporate income taxes was accounted for in this man-
ner. In addition, reduced Federal excises more than compensated the
rise of indirect State and local taxes. The decline of net corporate
saving was comparatively small this time, since inventory losses were
minor and a larger fraction than formerly of the decrease in gross
profits weas absorbed by the fall in corporate profit tax liabilities. Ex-

panded depreciation allowances swamped the reduction in undistrib-
uted profits, so that on balance gross business saving was destabilizing.
Depreciation charges are insensitive to mild contractions because net
capital formation continues and the bulk of the allowance is based
upon previous investments; hence, this source of business saving is
automatically stabilizing during expansions but destabilizing in all
but severe contractions. This tendency is partly counteracted, how-
ever, by the behavior of Government transfers. Unemployment bene-
fits rise and fall with business activity, but the upward march of pen-
sion and retirement benefits augments expansionary and diminishes
contractionary tendencies. Only one-half of the sizable increase in
transfer payments in 1953-54, for example, was due to unemployment
insurance.

- What conclusions emerge from this brief review of four contrac-
tions? First, that net corporate saving acted as an automatic stabi-
lizer before the Government stabilizers became important, and that it
was sufficiently effective so that disposable income rose substantially
relative to gross national product during two mild recessions in the
1920's. Second, that although taxes were a greater mitigating factor
than gross business saving during the two most recent recessions, a
good part of this increased importance stemmed from rate reductions
instead of induced declines, and this was especially true of personal
income taxes. Third, that a positive impulse to recovery was fur-
nislled in at least three of the contractions when consumption expend-
iture rose considerably more than disposable income. In these in-
stances, the decline of the personal saving ratio from peak to trough
was evidence of more than automatic mitigation of a contraction by a
struggle to maintain previous standards of consumption as disposable
income fell-the situation in 1929-33 and 1937-38-rather, it was a
symptom of an autonomous increase of consumption demand which
helped to reverse the cyclical tide.

The problem that has engaged us in this comparison of business
cycles in the 1920's with those of recent years-that of forming a judg-
ment about the net contribution of the newly important Government
stabilizers to overall stability-can be attacked in a different way with
the assistance of chart 2. The chart makes use of the same estimates
of gross national product, disposable personal income, and consump-
tion expenditure which entered the previous discussion. Three rela-
tionships are diagramed side by side for the two postwar periods.
The top panel shows the relationship of consumption to gross national
product. This, in turn, is resolved into two components in the middle
and lower panels: one relating disposable income and gross national

product; the other, consumption and disposable income. Straight
lines have been fitted to the data in all panels by the method of least
squares. The reader is reminded that the estimates for the earlier
years are less reliable because of gaps in the basic source data.
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Comparison of the two lines relating consumption and gross na-
tional product shows immediately that the one for the 1920's is steeper
than that for the recent period. The first line implies an increase of
67 cents in consumption expenditures for an increment of $1 in gross
national product, whereas the second places the increase at 54.5
cents. Apparently the induced response of consumption to gross in-
come is smaller now than formerly, a factor making for greater sta-
bility.

Further inspection of the diagrams reveals that the diminished re-
sponse of consumption is due primarily to the fact that disposable in-
come increases less for a given change of income than in former years;
that is, to the fact that the postwar growth of taxes and transfers has
added to rather than replaced the stabilization potential of induced
swings of business saving. The increment of disposable income per
dollar increase of governmental product may be estimated from the
fitted lines at 73.6 and 62.5 percent, respectively, in the earlier and
later periods. The corresponding values for the ratio of changes of
consumption and disposable income are 90.0 and 87.2 percent. It is
easily calculated that with the earlier relationship between consump-
tion and disposable income and the present one between the latter and
gross national product, the ratio of increments of consumption and
gross national product would now be equal to 57.1 (90.9 multiplied
by 62.5) instead of the actual 54.5 percent. The same tax leakages and
corporate saving as formerly in combination with the present be-
havior of personal saving, on the other hand, would yield a ratio of
64.9 percent, or not mucn iow'er- mlian 'tne actiual GO. percent .Of th

twenties.
Although the foregoing comparisons are probably of the correct

order of magnitude, little weight should. be given to the precise nu-
merical results. Even if the statistics on incomes and consumption
were completely accurate, the variables themselves are subject to au-
tonomous disturbances and random variations, and the estimated re-
lationships could not be more than approximations to the average
strength of the induced responses. Inspection will quickly convince
the reader that the changes from one year to the next do not always
parallel the lines of average change, even during expansion, and
that vertical movements of consumption relative to gross national
product were the rule for the years of mild cyclical contraction cov-
ered by the charts. We know that several leakages operate in one
direction during expansion and another in mild contractions-de-
preciation allowances, old-age and survivors insurance benefits, and
indirect taxes come to mind-and that induced changes in at least
one other leakage-net corporate savings-may vary considerably in
magnitude from one cycle or phase of a cycle to another. It is also
apparent that autonomous increases of consumption occurred during
three of the contractions. All in all, it seems best to regard the esti-
mates as approximations to the average induced responses of dispos-
able income and consumption to increases of gross national product
during expansions from comparatively high cyclical troughs. Even
then, it is essential to remember that significant year-to-year varia-
tiois in the strength of the responses can and will occur. The ratio
of increments of disposable income and gross national product was
0.52 in 1954-55 and 0.74 in 1955-56, the one far below and the other
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Chart 2
Some Relationships Among Gross Nalioaml Product,

Disposable Personal Income, and Personal Con-

sumplion Expenditures. (Billions of Dollars)
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Chart 2 (Cont. )

Part B. 1947-56
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about equal to the average value estimated for the entire period
1921-29.

FEDERAL SPENDING AND STABILITY IN A GROWING ECONOMY

The discussion thus far has been limited to problems of short-term
fluctuation. The implicit benchmark of perfect stability was a con-
stant level of gross national product in money terms, and increases
and decreases from that level were regarded as evidence of instability.
What modifications of previous conclusions become appropriate when
it is recognized that the goal is not merely stability for a year or two
but stable growth over the long run, including the avoidance of chronic
unemployment or inflation?2

The first fact to be stressed is that the historical analysis has dealt
with certain characteristics of the actual postwar economy; that is,
of an economy unmarked by serious contraction and experiencing more
than a decade of high-level activity. Federal expenditure was shown
to be the least stable of the major components of final demand during
that decade, and the conclusion was reached that on several occasions
it contributed importantly to overall instability. The dominant im-
pulse was toward expansion, however, so that Federal expenditure in-
creased more rapidly on the average than other components and after
each retrenchment remained a larger share of gross national product
than before. Does this mean that the net effect of the autonomous
demands of national security was to foster expansion and to prevent
severe contraction, albeit at the cost of a moderate degree of short-run
instability?

There are really two issues raised by this last question: What was
the actual effect of large-scale Government spending, and what would
have occurred in its absence? I will not speculate about the second
issue, but I would like to comment on the first.

Suppose that an autonomous increase of Federal expenditure oc-
curs at a time when unemployed resources are available to expand
national output. Will an expansion actually develop, and, if so, how
vigorous will it be? Clearly, more information is needed before an
answer can be given. We need to know whether the additional ex-
penditure raises autonomous demand, and, if it does so, by how much
induced expenditures will rise in consequence.

If other demands remain unchanged at the time of the increase,
autonomous expenditure will rise by the amount of the additional
Federal outlay, and further gains will result from the subsequent
rise of induced expenditure. The direction of the impulse is plainly
evident in this simple case, and a tolerably good estimate of its
strength is possible. But will other demands be initially unchanged?
In general, no. In the first place, the private sector may respond di-
rectly to the same stimulus that spurs Federal spending. There were
dramatic instances of this in the forward-buying waves during the
early months of the war in Korea. Less startling than this sort of
simultaneous reaction to an outside stimulus is the regular tendency
for private investment to be made in inventory and plant in antici-
pation of subsequent Federal purchases for which orders have been
placed. This is an important problem for short-term analysis of the
impact of Federal spending, but it need not occupy us here. We also
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leave aside the case in which the new expenditure is directly competi-
tive with private investment and causes an offsetting reduction in the
latter.

What we do need to consider is the method by which the new Gov-
ernment expenditure is financed. If tax rates are increased in order
to raise the additional revenue, private demands will be diminished,
and at least part of the stimulus of the added expenditure will be
lost. Just how much will be lost depends upon the amount and type
of the tax increase and the effect of the resultant reduction in private,
disposable income upon private expenditure. The possibilities are
manifold, but a simple example will suffice to illustrate the basic
point.

Chart 3
Expenditures for Goods and Services. Net Receipts, and

Surplus or Deficit, Federal Government. 1946 - 56
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For source of data, see Table I

Assume that an increase of $10 billion in expenditure is contem-
plated, and that personal income-tax rates are adjusted upward to raise
an equal amount of additional revenue at the same level of national
income as prevailed before the new expenditure is made. Since the
initial effect of the tax i i crease is a $10 billion reduction of disposable
personal income, consumption expenditures will fall by, say, $8 billion,
offsetting that much of the increase of Government expenditure. A
net gain of $2 billion of autonomous expenditure still results, however,
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aiid, when transformed into earned incomes, will induce further in-
creases of aggregate demand. Notice that, although the initial effect
of these fiscal operations was a balanced-budget increase of Federal ex-
penditure, the induced rise of taxes due to the secondary expansion of
incomes and demand will yield a surplus on Government account. The
emergence of this surplus (or diminished deficit, if the initial position
was one of deficit) is a sign of the restraining or deflationary influence
of the automatic tax stabilizers, but it is a restraining influence that
was called into being by the initial net expansionary increase of Fed-
eral spending. A before-and-after comparison would show an in-
crease in the surplus, yet the end result of the entire fiscal operation
would be expansionary. The expansion would be smaller than if the in-
crease of expenditure were loan financed, but it is not necessary that
a deficit be incurred in order to raise gross national product by raising
Government expenditures.

What the foregoing example means when translated into practice
is that an observed increase of Federal expenditure may have a net,
expansionary effect even if matched by an approximately equal rise
of receipts. It is not enough to observe whether a deficit or surplus.
exists or is developing in order to gage the expansionary or contrac-
tionary influence of Government fiscal operations. A further com-
plication results from the fact that the effect on private expenditure
depends upon the type, as well as the amount, of the additional taxes.
For instance, because part of the incidence of a given increase in cor-
porate-income taxes will fall upon undistributed profits, dividends
and hence disposable personal income will fall by less than if the same
amount of tax revenue were raised by an increase in taxes on personal
income. The smaller reduction of consumption per dollar of tax
increase may or may not be compensated by a tax-inspired reduction
of corporate-investment demand, but, in any event, a direct com-
parison of total tax revenue with total Government expenditure will
not settle the question. With these strictures in mind, let us turn to
a brief assessment of the impact of postwar changes in Federal expend-
itures and revenues on aggregate economic activity.

Federal purchases of goods and services, net tax receipts, and the
excess of receipts over expenditures are shown annually for 1946
through 1956 in chart 3. There is no need to discuss the year-to-year
changes in details. It is sufficient to note that the generalizations
offered earlier about the expansionary or contractionary effects of the
postwar swings in Federal expenditure remain valid when cognizance
is taken of the concomitant changes in revenues. Thus, during 1948
and 1949, the expansionary stimulus of expenditure increases was
strengthened by the tax cuts which stabilized receipts in the former
year and by the induced decline of receipts in the latter. The rise in
expenditure from 1950 to 1953 was less expansionary than if auto-
matic and discretionary increases in revenues had not also occurred,
but that it was, nonetheless, expansionary can scarcely be doubted
in view of the history of the upswing. Again, the deliberate and
induced reductions of receipts in 1953-54 helped to cushion the impact
of the cutback in Federal expenditure, but did not prevent it front
exerting a net deflationary pressure on the economy. I do not have
the space here to support these assertions in detail, and it must be made
plain: that full assessment of the economic impact of fiscal operations
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requires close analysis of the causes, timing, and magnitude of the
changes in receipts and expenditures, and also of both the related and
the independent fluctuations in private demand which are occurring
at the same time. These qualifications do not alter the main point,
however, that Federal expenditure was a substantial factor making
for general expansion after 1947 and especially after 1950, and that
the 18-percent drop in Federal spending from 1953 to 1954 left it
on a high plateau and did not lead to a major contraction. These facts
stand out despite the short-term shifts in the balance of receipts and
expenditures and despite their general correspondence in level
throughout the period. Viewing the postwar era as a whole, then,
the longer run effect of the autonomous demands of national security
has been to foster expansion, notwithstanding the instability of growth
of Federal expenditure.

Modification of another previous conclusion is indicated when sta-
bility is considered in the context of growth. This was the conclusion
that Federal spending would become a destabilizing factor if it were
altered to keep pace with induced movements of tax receipts. This
still holds unreservedly for declines. When it comes to stable growvth,
however, it may be desirable that Federal outlays rise along with
revenues, lest the expansioP of income be restr-ained unduly by an
uncompensated increase in tax collections. Whether increased Fed-
eral expenditure (or tax cuts) would in fact be desirable from the
standpoint of stability would depend upon the degree of prevailing
inflationary pressure-upon whether the effect would be primarily
to raise prices or real income-and also upon the probable expansion
of private autonomous expenditure.

97735-5-T-- 26



VARYING PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION AND HOUSING TO
PROMOTE ECONOMIC STABILITY

Sherman J. Maisel, professor of business administration, University
of California (Berkeley)

A periodic reexamination of old theories is useful. Changing
times, new institutions, increased knowledge all call for significant
reinterpretations of even well-established ideas. The task of this
paper is to review, in the light of experience since the passage of the
Employment Act of 1946, the basic principles and criteria relating
Federal spending for construction and housing to the maintenance
of economic stability.

REsUmE~

General agreement exists as to certain basic propositions. The
Government spends large sums of money. Because of the magnitude
of its expenditures, both their level and any changes in that level
affect vitally the economy's income, production, and prices.

Any increase in Government expenditures has a direct inflationary
(antideflationary) effect, but expansion of income is far from identical
for each dollar spent. The type of governmental expenditure,
whether for public construction, durable or nondurable goods, pur-
chases of services or of financial assets, or transfer payments may
lead to widely divergent results.

The individuals and corporations receiving the Government's money
differ as do the sectors of industry and sections of the country. The
total increase in production and prices depends on how these groups
alter their production or inventories, how much they spend of their
new receipts, how fast, and on what. Some may spend it all imme-
diately. Some may save it all. In addition to affecting the produc-
tion and the spending desires of their recipients, higher governmental
expenditures may also influence the spending decisions of third parties
who may be encouraged or discouraged from using their funds. The
total inflationary effect of a dollar of Government spending depends
on the new output purchased directly by the Government plus the
total amount of induced expenditures (the multiplier).

Examination shows some governmental expenditures whose timing
pattern may be altered without a significant loss in public welfare
or efficiency. The economic justification of others depends upon their
not competing with high private expenditures. They are beneficial
only if planned so as not to increase inflationary tendencies and not
to raise the total cost structure unduly. In contrast these expenditures
have a heightened value if made during periods of underemployment.
Labor and other factors will be employed which would otherwise be
underutilized. Advantageous indirect effects will accrue as this added
income percolates through the economy.

382
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This then leads to the conclusion that a successful formula for
varying Government expenditures-one that would lower spending
in booms and raise it in deflations-would help to insure the best use
of resources and would aid in maintaining the proper level of employ-
ment as well as preventing price inflations.' The indirect effects of
Government spending on the total economy occur whether desired or
not. They are so important that the Government should not neglect
them in its spending decisions. They must enter into any careful
determinations of budget policy.

The application of this principle in any concrete situation is com-
plex. A decision to cut spending requires agreement: (a) that an
inflationary situation exists and that it will continue unless expendi-
tures are lowered; (b) that it is preferable to cut expenditures rather
than to raise taxes; and (c) that a specific type of outlay should be
reduced. This last means accurately measuring the relative value of
separate categories to determine which is needed least, and assurances
that the resources made available will serve to reduce inflationary
pressures in general while not dislocating a specific industry so as
to raise its costs.

To date, the knowledge on which to base such decisions has been
deficient. Only slight improvement has been made in measuring the
relative priorities of separate needs. The actual mechanism of in-
flation is too uncertain to allow accurate tracing of the consequences
of a proposed expenditure or curtailment. As a result, conflicts of
the following type cannot be resolved.

Many observers are convinced that the current need for iluubes and
public construction is overriding and that if demand must be reduced
to ease inflationary pressures, it can be cut as effectively for other
goods as for these either through taxes, specialized borrowing, or par-
ticular monetary controls. If these assumptions are correct, it fol-
lows that a proper policy would maintain spending for public con-
struction while cutting it in other less essential parts of the economy.

On the other hand, some experts assign lower utilities to building
than to other items the economy has been eagerly purchasing. They
believe that problems of raising taxes or of invoking special monetary
controls to cut other types of spending make it simpler and cheaper
to cut demand for housing and construction. If these contrary as-
sumptions are the valid ones, it follows that a proper policy will aim
at curtailing spending in the sphere of construction.

Without the requisite knowledge to decide which set of assumptions
is correct, the basic principle that spending should be reduced to
counteract inflation does not offer a method of selecting one line of
action in preference to another. Proper policy for the future will
depend upon success in gathering more valid data so as to apply the
existing criteria intelligently.

Miuch more effort has been expended on the analysis of expanding
spending in deflations. The result of such studies has been to dimin-
ish the importance placed on contracyclical public works expendi-
tures. The problems of forecasting, resource use, administration, and
technical timing are all complex. Except for periods when excess
resources exist primarily in the construction industry, analysis of the

2 For a more complete exposition of this entire theory see: S. J. Maisel, Fluctuations,
Growth, and Forecasting (Wiley, New York, 1957), chs. 14, 21, and 22.
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difficulties involved in such a program have tended to lower the prior-
ity assigned to it in battling depressions. Conversely, added utility
has become apparent for programs either to maintain fiscal stability
or to increase tax remissions, transfer payments, and public spending
on less durable goods or services in periods of deflation.

Rather than constituting a major weapon for economic stability,
the following analysis indicates that the fluctuation of public works

-nd housing is priarily usefu1111 iperiods of exbra high construction
demand, in serious and lengthy depressions, or when the demand and
supply situation within construction is in basic disequilibrium.

METHODS OF ALTERING SPENDING

The Government can curtail or increase expenditures in the field
of public construction or housing by several types of action.

Most obvious are its powers over the directly budgeted Federal
spending programs. In recent and past inflationary periods, at-
tempts to decrease the level of public construction have been made
through spreading out, cutting, or completely halting existing or pro-
posed programs. Expenditures on Federal buildings, damns, airports,
parks, etc., have been curtailed. The opposite policy has been fol-
lowed in depressions. Programs administered directly by the Fed-
eral Government are the easiest to control and react most readilv to
a shift in policy.

Secondly, Federal action can alter a large volume of spending
not appearing in the current budget. Many programs, such as those
for housing, construction of public buildings, expansion of plants,
and urban redevelopment are carried on through a wide variety of
credit, grant, and subsidy aids. Their support may come from a
pledge of Federal credit, a., long-term lease, or a promise of annual
subsidies. Adjustment of the terms on which aids are granted can
ici ease or decrease demnand sharply.

A third type of control is exercised through monetary policv.
While most analysts agree that monetary changes can do little to-
ward increasing demand in a deflation, its powers appear much
stronger in a boom. Construction goods are extremely durable.
Because a higher percentage of construction activity is financed by
borrowing than is true of other goods, policies aimed at increasing
interest rates hayie.their: greatest. impact on this type of spendinmg.
Experience has shown, as theory predicts, that housing and local
government investments are more vulnerable to tight money than
are other expenditures, such as those on producers or consumiers
durables or on public-utility expansions.

Because general monetary policy is effective, the Government miust
decide whether or not to interfere with its operation in specific fields.
If it is satisfied with the degree of curtailment brought about by
monetary stringency, no additional action is required. If, on the
other hand, it decides that alterations in the interest rate are not a
proper method of rationing resources among potential users, it can
decide to take counteracting steps and must select among them.

The laws and instructions to the Federal Reserve System can be
changed to require that the qualitative as w-ell as the quantitative as-
pects of monetary policy receive attentioti. Monetary policy can be
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shaped so as to control demand specifically. Such action has been
taken in the past.

Another possibility is to offset the effects'of general monetary pol-
icy by altering the level of spending tbrough other means. There has
been wide support recently for programs aimed at counterbalancing
the effect on housing of the deflationary interest rate through direct
Yeterans' Administration loans or by increased purchases of the Fed-
eral National Mortgage Association or Government trust funds.
Similarly, school subsidies would cut down the effect of high interest
rates on school construction. On the other hand, much pressure has
been generated behind suggestions to 'elinjinate such programs en-
tirely so as to reinforce rather than offset monetary policy.

BASIS OF CRITrRIA FOR POLICY DEcisIoNs

An axiom for Govermnent expenditures is that a dollar should be
spent on a specific project by the Government when the marginal so-
cial benefit derived is as great as or greater than could be obtained by
spending the dollar elsewhere either in the private or public sphere.

Two criteria for policy appear most important. The first is really
that of efficiency-the direct comparison of costs and utilities for the
specific item purchased. . How does the proposed spending'policy affect
the use of resources and the benefits gained thereby? Every expendi-
ture entails certain costs and gains, but some produce proportionately
more goods and services at a lower cost than others. One object of a
spending decision must be to maximize mths diredt gain.

The second criterion can be thought of as effectiveness, a measure of
the indirect effect of the spending on the production and price picture
for the total economy. The ability of a spending policy to achieve its
aims depends on the direction of its impact, on the accuracy of fore-
casting, on the time it takes to get underway and to finish, and on the
problems of administration. Somee although lacking force, mlay be
started and -stopped quickly. Others may, -each. high peaks of de-
mand but only after considerable delay.

In applying these criteria, some actions may rate high on one and
low on the other. In such a case no objective economic basis need
exist for choosing one over the other. As in most decision functions,
the proper weighting of the separate criteria must be a political de-
cision reflecting the desires of the Nation as a whole.

THE VALUE (EiFFICIENC Y) OF FEDERAL SPENTDING

Much of the uncertainty concerning proper spending policies arises
from our present inadequate measurements of the true efficiency of
public spending. For example, assume that a cutback in housing and
public construction could effectively free' resources for other purposes.
Should such a slice in spending be made?-- The answer depends upon
the importance to public welfare of the housing compared with that
of the uses to which the freed resources would be put if it were cut.
Government expenditures cover a wide area of public consumption of
goods. -Moneys for defense, basic respcioluill, agriculture. education,
health and welfare, public construction, and housing are only a few.
Resources consumed for any goods may mean fewer available for
other purposes or for private consumption and investment.
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In theory, allocating resources should not be difficult. The Commit-
tee for Economic Development recently stated that decisions could be
arrived at by answering the following questions:

Is the program necessary to enhance the security and wel-
fare of our citizens? Can these needs be reasonably accom-
modated by the States and local governments or by private
business? Is the expenditure worth more to the Nation than
an equivalent reducion in tax rates? Can the program be
undertaken with the available resources or will it simply
add to existing shortages and increase prices ? 2

In practice our national budgeting system is not adequate to allow
clear decisions on these facts. The measurement of benefits is far
from complete.

The comparison to private spending
In a boom or inflationary period, a major difficulty is that of weigh-

ing the value of projected governmental spending compared to that
of leaving equivalent purchasing power in private hands. Some ob-
servers argue that when private spending is adequate, high govern-
mental spending must be wasteful per se. In their opinion, the
Government always spends too much. Because expenditures are paid
for by taxes rather than out of an individual's own pocket, they expand
too fast. On the theory that everybody's business is nobody's busi-
ness, public money, they believe, is spent less efficiently. Increased
values are always received for moneys spent by private decisions.
Others disagree violently. The fact of high demand does not remove
the need for proper spending priorities. The optimum point of
spending for any dollar is not necessarily in either the public or
private sphere. The very existence of governments is proof that some
spending can always be done beet in a collective manner.

Full employment of resources does mean, however, that spending
cannot be justified by its secondairy effects. These consequences are
now inflationary and unwanted. The added welfare effects gen-
erated by public spending in periods of deflation are not now bene-
ficial. Some programs justifiable on the basis of these secondary
effects in other periods may have to be cut because of them during
boom times.

The basic problem of adequately measuring the relative benefits
remains. The fact that people are willing to pay for the resources
to increase the average length of their private autos by a foot or two
does not lessen the need for public highways or parking spaces. The
advantages of public education received from larger and more nu-
merous TV sets need not outweigh those obtainable from larger and
more numerous schools. A splurge of office building does not reduce
the value of decent houses. u

This lack of accurate measures means that under our democratic
system decisions as to the most valuable or efficient spending must
remain primarily political-in the best sense of the term. The people
through their votes make known their preferences. Economists and
public administrators, by demonstrating the real costs of alternative
policies, can aid them and their elected representatives in forming

2 Committee for Economic Development, Tax Reduction and Tax Reform-When and
How (New York, May 1957), p. 15.
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proper judgments. Better data would narrow the limits of contro-
versies, although they would not completely eliminate them.
The relative efficiency of different types of public spending

Policy problems in deflations are likely to be of a different type
from those described above. Private and public spending are now
not competitive, and increased public expenditures will be worthwhile
for both their primary and secondary effects.

Early studies put most of their stress on stepping up the public-
works program. The idea that high spending during deflations
should be brought about by expanded programs of public construction
and housing still enjoys wide acceptance. But is there any reason to
believe that the public will benefit more by increasing spending in these
two categories than elsewhere in the wide range of public programs?
The answer seems to be "No."

Public works appeared especially desirable because they are durable.
The Government ends up with useful goods to show for its money.
Deficits could be justified as simply borrowing to invest, like any cor-
poration. Furthermore, increased public construction might be
merely an expansion of normal policy. Because expenditures made
at other periods and under other circumstances, furnished proper
benchmarks, efficiency could be judged more accurately.

Only gradually was it recognized that other types of spending might
have equal or even greater value. Durability is not a sound basis or
measuring the worth of an expenditure to the public. It makes little
sense to build beautiful schools and then to close them because of
unwillingness to pay the teachers to staff them. Defense expenditures,
cut because of budget stringency, might well have a high priority if
additional expenditures become possible. Money spent to feed hungry
people is likely to offer a greater return than beautiful monuments.

Backlogs of needs
The discussion and analysis of the past 10 years has removed much

of the fear that the scope of public spending could not be expanded in
a deflation without spreading into inefficient areas. As an example,
the backlog of public construction, over and above that which would
be built at existing rates during the next 10 years, has been estimated
as at least $100 billion to $150 billion (in 1957 dollars).' Similarly
large estimates exist for urban redevelopment and housing.

One might well ask why such huge backlogs do not disappear in the
face of recent record levels of public construction. The reason is that
effective economic demand falls far short of the projected needs.
These estimates reflect the ideas of the experts formulating them on
how much government expenditure it would take to raise the level of
capital in their own areas of interest to some predetermined standard
of adequacy, usually based on engineering, educational, health, or
similar grounds. Uinder existing institutional and political pressures,
we are unwilling to build up to these standards. Some fields lack a
clear decision as to which level of government should attack the back-
log. In other cases the fiscal ability is inadequate. Some are needs

2P. Newcomb, Public Works and Economic StabIlization, Problems In Antirecession
policy (Committee for Economic Development, New York, 1954), and M. A. Edwards,
Requirements for State and Local Public Works Construction, Construction Review, May
1955.
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which the economy feels should rate a low priority in periods of high
private investment. They may be desirable, but not in boom times.

Implicit iAn most of these statements. is an assumption that in
deflations many of the forces separating demahd-fronm need 'would
disappear. Local fiscal difficulties would vanish as Federal aid came
forth. Government expenditures would have an increased marginal
utility, because instead of competing for resources, they would lead,
through the multiplier, to the einployinenL ol ofiier~viie wasted private
neans.

Finally, 'in a depfessionv the sphe-re of legitimate public spending
might broaden. This would be particularly true in the housing field,
where the line between public and private has fluctuated widely with
the existing economic and political climate.

Costs of institutional change
Another possible source of inefficiency arises if the cyclical fluctua-

*tion of expenditures creates heavy costs for institutional change.
For example, the present Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System has objected strenuously to receiving instructions which would
require them to consider the specific (or qualitative) results of their
action in contrast to their overall (or quantitative) effects. Recalling
thdt-;in the past .vhhen they .used .selective credit controls they were
sibject to much criticism and pressure; they recommend that if the
ecountry believes the present situation with respect to any market to be
unsatisfactory, action should be taken by Congress or other branches
of the Government, rather than by themselves. They concede that
if particular markets are being exceptionally hard hit, methods of
altering the situation could be devised, but they don't want the
responsibility.

A vocal opposition refutes these Federal Reserve views. The cost
of such institutional changes will be less than the gain. We do not
abolish police or building departmnents because they are subject to
pressure and at times create enemies by enforcing worthwhile laws.
The popularity of the Federal Reserve Board is not necessarily a
measure of its success.

A further possible source of inefficiency originates in the increased
role which the Government must play if it intervenes to increase the
level of construction in both a boom and possible deflation.

There has been much disagreement over whether or not the Govern-
ment should attempt to hold back high demand in a booming but not
inflationary period in order to save some for the future. Increased
capacity has been needed to handle a backlog plus a high current level
of demand. People worry that when this backlog is used up, the
industry may have too much capacity. The resources attracted in
.the boom will be unemployed. This is the familiar case of over-
expansion due to the acceleration principle. Many feel that' no real
problem exists. If a deflation occuirs, governmental action. can increase
the demand.

But at this point, an institutional problem arises. Private demand
has fluctuated widely in the past and probably will again. Is there
a hidden cost in using government action to make up for the lack of
such demand in a deflation? Would it be cheaper instead to have the
Government hold back some of the demand in high periods?
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A cost somewhat similar to the above is the possible inefficiency
of having to expand and contract the governmiental organization
rapidly. Some feel that the Government should simply attempt to
hold its expenditures as constant as possible, on the theory that any
gains from spending at better times will be offset by the lowered or-
,anlizational efficiency.

TrITE EFFECTIVENESS OF A PUBLIC CONSTRtUCTION PROCGRA

The previous sections have discussed some of the problems of
the efficiency to be lost or gained by expansions or contractions of
public works. The remnainder of this paper examines the second
criterion-that of effectiveness. The effectiveness of a program de-
pends on its purchasing or freeing the right resources in the appro-
priate period. Can a contracyclical policy succeed in raising and
lowering demand in the correct places and at the proper times? 4

Forecasting
Any change in expenditure patterns to improve economic stability

must be based on a forecast of economic conditions. Unfortunately,
if, the economy moves in the opposite direction to that predicted, a
worse situation will develop than if no shift in spending had been
ulndertaken at all.

The record of forecasts made since the Employment Act of 1946
has been only fair. Shorter forecasts for 1 or 2 quarters have been
better than tke lrnger ones rovering n. vap.r or more.

The consequence of failure to perfect forecasting skills is an iii-
creased relative effectiveness for spending which can be started and
stopped rapidly and which can be tied to the more accurate short-
run forecasts. If the forecasts prove wrong, the spending stream
can be cut off. Public construction programs do not meet this con-
dition. They are both slow to start and hard to stop once they get
rolling. Forecasting has to be more exact and farseeing. If public
construction programs had been undertaken to combat the recessions
of 1948-49 and 1953-54, they would have poured out their funds after
the recessions were over. Their primary effect would have been to
interfere with later attempts to contain inflationary pressures.

The availability of resources
For an increased public spending to have the desired effects, it

must hire resources being underutilized and avoid using resources
already in short supply. The more homogeneous are resources and
the greater their transferability, the higher will be the effectiveness
of a program. Public construction and housing use rather special-
ized resources. Furthermore in many categories, they normally pur-
chase a high proportion of the existing supply.

Tables 1 and 2 list the major resources used by new construction
activity in 1956. They also show that widely different resources

'Cf.: E. J. Howenstine, Compensatory Public Works, Journal of Political Economy
(June 1951) and Public Works Programmes and Full Employment, International Labor
Review (February 1956) International Labor Offlce. Public Investment and Full Employ-
ment (Muntreal, 1940): S. J. Maisel, Timing and Flexibility of a Public Works Program.
Review of Economics and Statistics (May 1949): Julius Margolis, Public Works and
Economle Stability. Journal of Political Economy (August 1949) J. A. Maxwell, Federal
Grants and the Business Cycle (National Bureau of Economie Research, 1952), and
R. Newcomb, op. cit.
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are required for an equal value of work in the major-building cate-
gories. Even a casual glance at the tables reveals that the various
types of construction differ radically from each other. Still clearer
is the fact that the resources used have little bearing on other areas
of the economy which might be depressed, such as farming, textiles,
autos, etc.

Examination of such data has led to rather pessimistic views on
stabilizing value. An expansion of Governmen~t spending adequate
to fill much of a gap in private demand if it merely multiplied exist-
ing programs would use far too many resources of some types and
far too little of others.

Any expansion, to be of much use, would have to be carefully
planned. While a program to utilize all unemployed resources of
the construction industry could probably be worked out, it could not
merely be a replication on a larger scale of existing public construc-
tion programs. Attempts to utilize resources unemployed in other
industries would be far more difficult and would probably not be very
successful.



TABLE 1.-Relationships of building materials requi:ed for specific types of construction in 1956

Estimated percentage distribution in 1956 Estimated consumption required for equal values of work in
place (public works= 100)

Material Total in
units Public Private Public Private 1956

I________ - ________ -_______ - ________ ________ - _______ _ I________ I__ _ aaverage,
eli Con-

Works I Building Housing Other Works Building Housing Other struction

Percent Percent Percent Percent
Lumber - million board-feet.. 20, 700 10 6 54 30 100 160 317 209 228
Steel -thousand tons. 16, 900 20 12 9 59 100 124 21 177 97
Wire nails and staples -thousand tons.. 460 6 4 61 39 100 163 460 414 348
Asphalt roofing- million squares-- 50 3 14 30 53 100 885 437 935 550
Brick- million bricks-. 6,300 8 15 48 29 100 420 310 225 252
Clay sewer pipe----------------------thousand tons.. 2.000 77 2 16 5 100 5 10 4 25
Oypsum board and lath- million square feet... 4,700 1 6 81 12 100 2,086 7,230 1,317 3,406
Portland cement -million barrels--I 260 51 6 12 30 100 26 12 35 38
Cast-iron pipe -thousand tons.. 660 6 11 65 18 100 346 500 165 300

9

0
000
1

I Includes all public construction except building. 1952). Table 3: U. S. Department of Labor, Value of New Construction Put In Place

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Construction and Building Materials (March 194-56 (revised May 1957).
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TABLE 2.--Relationships of labor required for specific types of constraction iln 1956
CAD

Labor
'lotal

man-hours
(inl mUi-
lions)

Estimated percentage distribution in 1956

________________________ - I -

Estimated labor required for equal values of work in place
(public works= 100)

Public

Works I I Building

Private Public Private

Housing I Other Works Building
-_________________________ - .I----.---I -I I I. ______________ _____________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Skilled:
Bricklayer
Carpenter
Electriclan
Equipment operator
Ironworker
Lather ------------------------
Painter-
P'ipefitter --- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- -- -- ---- -Plasterer
Plumber -
Sheet-metal worker
All other

Total

Semiskilled and unskilled:
Laborer --------
All other

Total
Nonmanual

-Grand total

I Includes all public construction except building.

290
1, 388

200
290
140

20
240
140
100
170

290

3, 340

Perceiqt
5
8

it
58
18
S
6

10

7
4

24

14

Percent
13
8

13
5

19
14
11
19
10
11
15
12

Percent
.53
47
20
6
6

19
51
4

63
41
38
16

Percent
29
37
56
31
57
22
32
67
26
41
43
49

100
100
too
too
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

499
201
281
18

215
619
378
403

1, 686
332

1, 040
106

Housing Other

. 492 323
277 259

87 293
5 32

16 18
497 221
424 822

18 421
2,485 1,216

293 8157
623 832

32 122

1956
average,
all con-

struction M

0
361 0
230 4
169 "-

33 n
107
328 6n
325 00
202 0

1,0535 Q
282
628

81 F

1, 250 24
530 36

1, 780 27
220 32

1,340 19

10 36 39 100 157 131 171 140

9 22 45 100 75 46 112 80
69 17 41 100 36 24 69 54

8 21 44 1011 60 37 95 70
17 18 33 100 Ill 29 63 61

10 30 41 100 108 79 127 101

Otl U)

IH

Department of Labor Bulletin No. 1146, table 20. International Labor Review (February 1956) table f.
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Adminzistration and timing
The administration of public works programs is complex and time

colisuirling. Public construction is a melanie of Federal, State, and
local responsibilities and authority. Housing is even more complex
since it falls more completely in the sphere of private enterprise.
Construction requires prior plans, surveys, investigations, and studies
of needs and sites. In addition to blueprints and specifications, land
must be acquired. Present legal methods are slow. Prior acquisition
is usually difficult.

W\ork has been done on systems of prior planning of public works
to cut the lag between the start of a program and expenditures. Re-
sults indicate that important savings in timne are possible if enough
work is done in advance. To date, however, progress in the speeding
ulp of non-Federal programs has been slight.

A1dvance planning has failed because a really large-scale expansion
vould require a change in political and institutional relationships.
States and localities halve a perverse financial ability. They cannot
finance appreciable expansions during contractions even if they so
desire. Furthermore, their planning and engineering staffs are not
equipped for advance planning. Increased responsibility for leader-
ship, planning, and finalncial assistance in any depression wotuld
devolve on the Federal Government.

A new and different type of program would be even more necessary
to permit enlargement of urban redevelopment and housing programs.
Private demand in this sphere is almost certain to decline precipi-
tously if adverse winds blow in the general economy. The small addi-
tional flexibility available under present programs by easing financial
terms or other aids would not be sufficient to do much good.

The time patterns of public.construction.and housing programs
vary widely even after ai program has been started. In addition to
planning and land problems, contracting delays may occur. Projects
move toward completion at widely divergent rates. *Work on soil
conservation, roads, airports, levees, repairs and rehabilitation of
existing buildings can be started and completed fairly rapidly. On
the other hanld, major engineering projects, large-scale buildings,
and housing all move slowly.

These technical differences in timing, i¶1 -resource use, and in ad-
ministration all affect the successful lAaining of an anticyclidal con-
structon program. Most of these factors mean that it is more difficult
to shape an effective program for public works than for other types
of public spending. That is why so many who have looked into the
possibility have been skeptical of the usefulness of a public works
program.

On the other hand. Howenstine and Newcomb, who have spent
the most time on these problems, are still relatively optimistic. They
believe that, providing enough time and effort were put into its plan-
ning, an effective program could be developed. Newcomb has esti-
mated that with existing techniques Federal construction spending
could be expanded by about a third in a year. Even with preplanning
and new institutional arrangements, the expansion of State and local
vemwdimig would be soniewhlbat slo%%ver. Still wvith adequatLe preparita-
tions, a public construction and housing program probably could
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raise the level of spending in these fields by about a quarter at the
end of a year. Expansion could then continue more rapidly.

This seems to indicate that expansions of public construction can
be used primarily in cases of long contractions-when total demand
stagnates and long-run programs are called for to raise the equilib-
rium spending level. The technical problems of shifting construc-
tion make it extremely difficult to coordinate it with programs aimed
as stabilizing shorter employment fluctuations.

THE EFFECnVENESS OF PROGRAMS To CGuB CoNsTiucTIoN

In contrast to improved knowledge of the factors involved in ex-
panding public construction in a deflation, little progress has been
made on theories applicable to inflationary periods.

We have already noted the inability to measure the relative in-
efficiency of cutting out particular spending items. Further dis-
agreement exists over the effect of the proposed curtailments. What
will happen if construction demand drops? Repercussions will be of
two types: (a) The specific (micro) effects on costs, prices, and in-
comes in the industry itself; and (b) the overall (macro) results
which depend not only upon these specific happenings but also on
the interrelationships of demand and supply for the entire economy.

Specifc effects
Few object to cutting back demand when construction resources

are inadequate. Such inflationary situations should be halted. A
possible alternative to halting demand would be increased action to
augment supplies, but the few attempts along this line have not been
very effective.

More controversy arises over attempts to lower demand when the
resources in construction are merely fully employed or perhaps some-
what underemployed. This reflects the general analytical uncer-
tainty as to the cause of recent inflationary tendencies. Two rather
strong opposing points of view exist.

One holds that spiraling costs and prices in construction result
from a very inelastic supply curve. When demand rises, prices are
driven up. When demand falls, prices should fall. Any tendency
for prices to rise is taken as a signal that construction's specific de-
mand is too high for supplies. This then means that construction
resources are inadequate and demand should be cut.

The opposition believes that rising prices in building have little to
do with the specific demand and supply situation of the industry, but
are simply the result of the general cost-push forces at work in the
economy. They point to increases in steel prices with falling steel
demand and to rising wages in industries with growing unemploy-.
ment. They feel that holding back demand in this specific field will
have but slight impact on the general forces causing the cost push.

They go further and state that under existing conditions a cut in
building demand wil lead to higher costs and prices. This they be-
lieve will occur because their concept of the suply curve for construc-
tion, and especially for housing, is one in which costs decrease with
volume. Curtailing demand will raise costs and prices both im-
mediately and far into the future. They point to many years when
housing has greatly increased its production with slight or nonexistent
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price rises. Housing's one experience with lower prices came with an
increase in scale and a shift from a contract to an operative basis.
Contract firms tended to minimize overhead, land development, and
forward planning. The postwar period of sustained strong demand
brought forward larger, stronger operative firms with lower costs.
Because of problems of overhead and of land and community develop-
ment, these firms need a lead time of assured demand. The uncer-
tainty brought about by Government action to curtail demand has
particularly penalized these firms with a larger planning horizon and
more future commitments. The result has been to raise costs by
hindering or removing the most efficient type of producers.
Overall effect8

A policy has also been suggested of lowering demand in construction
as a means of combating the general inflationary situation. Here
the issue is not what happens to building prices, but how spending in
this area affects other demand. If surplus resources exist in the hous-
ing field, would it be improper to employ them on the assumption that
any additional spending would increase the total pressure on the
economy?

The overall inflationary effect of spending in a specific field depends
on the source of funds and on the multiplier. Construction paid for
by creating purchasing power will have an inflationary effect as it
spills over from its initial spending purpose into other areas. How-
ever, if the purchasing power already exists and is simply taken from
other uses. an inflationary imDact need not occur. Its effect on Drices
will depend on the total consequences of the expenditures in their
new channels as contrasted to how this money would have been spent if
not taxed or borrowed to increase construction demand. (The results
will, of course, be more inflationary than if the Government had
taken the purchasing power and saved it.)

Provided there are underutilized resources in the industry or its
supply curve leads to falling prices with increased volume, spending
money for housing even in a period of high aggregate demand is likely
to be deflationary. The purchasing power absorbed cuts back on the
demand for all other goods. This money instead employs resources
which otherwise would be wasted (assuming they could not easily be
moved into high-demand areas). The result is to augment the total
amount to goods produced. Aggregate prices will fall because total
purchases have not been increased while the total utilized supply has.

Another erroneous impression is that there is a necessary difference
between the effect of purchasing power taken through taxes and that
borrowed. Provided the Federal Reserve maintains a constant level
of credit (and contrary to their statements), borrowing to increase
housing demand by the Government may have a deflationary effect.'
For example, when the Federal National Mortgage Association bor-
rows in the money market to lend to house purchasers, this may raise
interest rates and stop other potential borrowers. The available funds
might, if not borrowed, have augmented consumer expenditures or
business purchases of durables. Expenditures in areas with shorter
supplies could lead to larger price increases.

6 U. S. Senate Subcommittee on Housing of the Senate Banking and Currency Committee.
Hearings on Housing Amendments of 1957 (85th Cong., 2d sess.), p. 279.
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The overall results will depend also on the effectiveness with which
the funds are taken. But little effort has been made to judge the
relative costs of using programs of taxes, borrowing, or qualitative
monetary controls to obtain funds for specific fields, even though each
may have definite advantages in a certain situation. If important
differences prevail in the secondary effects of money spent in separate
fields, then these must also be taken into account. No obvious diver-
gent secondary effects appear to exist, however.

ACTUAL MOVEMENTS OF EXPENDITURES

The history of shifting Government expenditures in the postwar
period bears out the previous analysis. There has been a great deal
of difficulty in determining when it would be efficient to expand or
cut public construction. As a result, with the exception of the housing
field, only mild action has been taken to promote stability by varying
expenditures in this sphere. The few attempts have not been very
effective.

In the recession of 1948-49, increased Government spending and
decreased Government taxes played a significant role in maintaining
stability. Because of poor forecasting, however, most of this occurred
in an unplanned maimer. Moreover, as would be expected in a short
recession, the best results were achieved by nonconstruction items.

The excess of Government "withdrawals from" over "additions to"
the income stream dropped at an annual rate of $13.3 billion between
the first halves of 1948 and 1949, the period when such a drop was
most desirable. Of this sum income taxes decreased by $4.3 billion,
and $1.6 billion was from other falls in revenue. The largest increase
in spending, at a rate of $2.4 billion a year, occurred in payments
to farmers through loans and crop purchases. Purchases for foreign
aid went up at the rate of $2.1 billion. Other increases totaling $2.9
billion were spread among unemployment compensation, wages, higher
defense spending, and a few miscellaneous categories. During this
most critical period, public construction expanded somewhat, but at
less than its normal postwar recovery rate. Housing slumped. As a
result, the desired expansionary effects of public construction and
housing. were less than normal.

Again in the recession of 1953-54, public construction played only
a slight role in halting the decline. In this period, although the Priesi-
dent apparently issued instructions to speed up public works, Federal
construction actually fell.6 State and local construction expanded
slightly, while housing did make an important contribution to income.
Other Federal. expenditures contracted sharply. The sharp fall in.
military expenditures was, of course, one of the major causes of the
general decline.

One other lesson can be drawn from the postwar experience. In the
initial planning under the Employment Act of 1946, it was hoped that
public housing and urban redevelopment could make important con-
tributions to anticyclical policy. The Housing Act of 1949 contained
specific authority for the President to speed up these programs if neces-
sary to promote stability.

I Cf., the article by R. . Donovan, New York Herald Tribune, May 4, 1956.
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Table 3 shows the time required to complete expenditures of the first
year's authorizations under this act. From this record, there appears
to be slight likelihood that these items could become an important
anticyclical device. Redevelopment was a brand new program that
had to set up new organizations and establish new procedures. Con-
tracts for the spending of the first year's authorizations of Federal
grants took over 4 years to write, and the period for contracting loans
was more than 71/2 years. Over 8 years elapsed before the funds were
finally disbursed. Clearly, this time will be cut in the future if the
agencies stay in operation. Even so, considerable time must elapse
between authorizations and contract approvals. Furtherniore, the
average lag between contract and expenditure, which depends more on'
technical problems, was from 2 to 3 years. Only one project was
actually completed in the program's first 8 years.

TABLE 3. -Time to complete 18t year's prograrn authorized under the BHousing
Act of 1949

Years from passage
of act

Average Total
(mediau) I

Public housing (135,000 dwelling units): I
Put under construction -2.0 3. 0
Construction completed-3.7 4.8

Urban redevelopment:
Capital grants ($lUU,tJUO,OIJ):

Contracts authorized-3.3 4.3
Grants disbursed -6.0 8.1

Project loans ($250,000,000):
Contracts authorized-5.1 7. 5
Grants disbursed--.2 '8. 5

I Program was delayed 2 to 5 months by Korean war.
2 Estimated.

Source: U. S. Housing and Home Finance Agency, Housing Statistics.

Because the housing program was actually in operation, the initial
steps for this program went much faster. Even so, it was about 41/2
years (correcting for the delay of Korea) from authorization to comi-
pletion of the first year's program. The physical construction lag was
about 20 months from start to completion of construction.

These programs seem to show again that public construction cannot
be speeded up so as to increase stability in any but fairly long, severe
depressions. Since the additional efficiency of these programs is also
in doubt, recent policy statements putting greater stress on adjust-
ments of other types of Government spending and receipts seem
sensible.

I97735-1i7-27



FEDERAL SPENDING AND ECONOMIC STABILITY

Ralph Robey, economic adviser, National Association of
Manuf acturers

These hearings are to be welcomed as providing an opportunity for
looking at the problems of government spending in long perspective.
We are concerned not with devising specific measures for meeting im-
mediate problems, but with developing a basic understanding which
can serve as a guide in the indefinite future.

As a contribution to such understanding, I offer two basic prin-
ciples:

1. Federal spending policies can and do have very important
effects on the stability of the economy.
- 2. The deliberate and persistent reliance on Federal spending
as an instrument for preserving economic stability will tend to
have the contrary effect and promote instability.

Taken together, these two principles seem to form a paradox. If
it is granted that Federal spending can have an important impact on
stability, it might seem to follow that we can, and ought to, make use
of that impact as a means of keeping our economy in balance.

But paradoxes are often the beginning of wisdom. The remainder
of this paper will be devoted to a discussion of why the two princi-
ples stated above are not mutually contradictory. It will be necessary
to begin with some discussion of the nature of economic stability, and
the possible dangers of instability we will face in the future.

ECONOMIC STABILITY AS AN OBJECTIVE

A stable economy would certainly not be defined as an economy in
which no change occurred, or if it were it would be dismissed imme-
diately as an aim of policy. Our previous history has been one of
growth and change, and we surely do not want the type of "stability"
which would prevent that process from continuing.

But economic growth does not mean a uniform rate of increase for
all areas of economic activity. Our past growth has resulted in strik-
ing qualitative changes in character-from a predominantly agricul-
tural economy to one in which agriculture plays a relatively minor
role, for example. Although we cannot foresee them in detail, the
only safe assumption is that similar qualitative changes will occur in
the future. There is no worse illusion than to assume that economic
growth will produce an economy which is identical with the present
one, except on a larger scale. It is of the very essence of economic
growth that its effects on different types of activity will be uneven.
Uneven growth should not be confused with economic instability.

This basic point is worth dwelling on. We had better face the fact
that all of us, as individuals, will have to make personal adjustments
as the economy grows and changes, and for some of us the adjustments
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will be quite drastic. If, in the name of "economic stability" we try
to prevent such adjustments from taking place we shall sacrifice the
chief benefits of economic change. For example, the improvement in
our agricultural productivity would not have been much help to us
if we had insisted on retaining as large a percentage of our work force
on the farms as we had a century ago.

Our free enterprise economy has within itself resources for guiding
and facilitating such adjustments. But there is real cause for con-
cern that, by confusing change with instability, we may devise policies
which will retard or misdirect the process of adjustment.

All this makes the problem of maintaining stability-and there is a
problem-much more difficult. It cannot be dealt with by efforts to
freeze the status quo, or to insure that all sectors of the economy will
grow at an equal rate. At least it cannot be so dealt with unless we
are willing to surrender our hopes for economic growth.

THE REAL PROBLEM

In the past, we have had not only economic growth and the accom-
panying economic changes. We have also had episodes of economic
development which cannot be defended as either desirable or inevi-
table. Certainly neither periods of prolonged large-scale unemploy-
ment nor periods of persistent inflation can be defended on these
grounds.

In what follows, the problems of instability will be taken up under
two headings: 'The danger of recession and the danger of iniiation.
This is the customary procedure, although it is adopted here with
some reluctance. Recession and inflation are in no sense opposites of
each other, and they may not even be mutually exclusive. One of the
gravest dangers of the future is that we might have both at the same
time.

A recession, or depression, is a period in which a substantial part
of our manpower and other productive resources is not being utilized.
For an explanation of why such periods occur, we must turn first of
all to a consideration of profitability.

Despite the inroads of government in recent years, this is still a
profit-oriented economy. Things happen because someone believes
it will be profitable to take the steps which cause them to happen.
Other things fail to happen because no one finds it profitable to take
the steps which might bring it about.

(There are some who say that it should not be so and that the guid-
ing criterion should be "human welfare" rather than profitability. It
is assumed, however, that this point need not be argued here.)

A period of unemployment, then, is a period in which there are
insufficient opportunities for making a profit through the employment
of people to produce goods. Since profit is an excess of selling price
over cost, we must conclude that in such a period there is something
wrong with the relationship between the price which may be obtaine
for finished goods and the cost of producing them.

This type of imbalance is by no means a hypothetical danger. At
present wage costs, the largest element of total cost, are set not by
market action, but by arbitrary fiat, in a wide and critical sector of
our economy. As a result, the profitability of employment-creating
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activities has been seriously reduced. Just- how close we are to the
margin where it will be impossible to maintain our recent high levels
of employment is not precisely determinable, but we have been mov-
ing nearer to it.

It is not our purpose to discuss this danger in all its ramifications,
but only as it relates to government spending. It is clear that govern-
ment spending cannot penetrate to the heart of this problem and cor-
rect the condition which have brought it about. The most that gov-
ernment spending might do, conceivably, is to offset the evil effects
of such job-destroying situations.

The Federal Government can create new opportunities for earning
a profit through employing people and producing goods. It can do
this by bidding for additional goods on a cost plus basis. It can also
create new jobs by spending its money so as to employ people directly.

Whether or not such new opportunities would be a net addition
to the number of opportunities for making a profit through employ-
ing people to produce goods is another question, and a difficult one.
It would depend on the way the money was spent and on the way it
was raised.

Spending money raised by taxation is a very doubtful way of
stimulating business activity. The question of how those who bear
the tax burden would otherwise have spent this money must be
raised. Beyond this, it must be remembered that private business
activity can be stimulated only by creating new opportunities for
profit and most forms of taxation have an adverse effect on profita-
bility.

The spending of borrowed money is also doubtful in its effect; If
the Government offers to pay a comnetitive interest rate it may simply
attract away loanable funds that might have been used for expending
existing enterprises.

If the Government borrows money through persuading the mone-
tary authorities to create new liquid'funds for its accommodation
another question must be asked. If the problem of the economy is
the need for increased liquidity, why should the Government spend
money and divert productive resources from their natural uses simply
to bring'about this result? The responsibility for providing sufficient
liquidity, together with other responsibilities of course, belongs to
the Federal Reserve System and there is no necessity for the inter-
vention of government spending with its many side effects.

But suppose, for argument, that a technique could be found whereby
it could be assured that government spending would provide a new
addition to the opportunities for profitable production and employ'
ment. Would not this be the perfect and painless answer to all our
fears of recession ?

In the first place, it is not a painless solution. It involves'surren-
dering to the Government some part of the productive potential which
could otherwise be used to produce goods for us to enjoy as individuals.
It is one thing if government spends money for Performing its neces-
sary functions. It is another thing if the Government purchases
goods for the purpose of providing a market for them.

Second, it is not a perfect solution since it does not deal with the
root causes of the difficulty-costs that are too high in relation to
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market conditions. At best, it can only offset the depressing effects
of that imbalance.

Many will brush this argument aside as irrelevant. What differ-
ence does it make, if it works? If government spending can put peo-
ple back to work, why should we care whether it corrects the condition
which originally put them out of jobs?

The answer is that government spending of this character would
counteract the economic forces which would otherwise tend to bring
the economy back into balance. With the corrective forces eliminated,
the malady could be expected to become progressively worse. What
mightht have been a temporary maladjustment is preserved indefinitely.

Picture our condition if we decide, as a fixed policy, to offset the
effects of cost-price maladjustments through government spending:
Everyone who makes major economic decisions is assured then that,
however economically absurd his actions may be, the Government wil 1
spend money to offset their harmful effects.in curtailing output and
employment. There would be no incentive for the entrepreneur to
resist any of the claims which would result in higher costs, since hle
is assured that government will provide the market.

With a fixed policy of government spending for this purpose. tht
total of. such expenditures could be expected to rise periodically as
each new cost-price crisis arose and was offset rather than cured.
There is no theoretical limit short of the Government.purchasing 100
percent of the national product, although it is probable that the ab-
surdity of the policy would become apparent well before that point
and it would be abandoned.

The only safe policy is for government to limit its expenditures to
those necessary for the performance of governmental functions.
Expenditures specifically motivated by the intention of promoting
"economic stability" must in the long run intensify instability.

SPENDING POLICO AS AN ANTI-INFLATION WEAPON

One of the gravest dangers in the future is the possibility of a
gradual, but cumulative, erosion of the purchasing power of our:
money. This does not exclude the possibility of simultaneous recession
and unemployment. In fact both might result from the same cause-
cost levels that are arbitrarily and unrealistically set too high. But
continuous inflation cannot result from the cost side alone, unless
rising costs are accompanied by efforts to validate the higher costs
by monetary expansion.

In a situation like this it is difficult to see how Federal spending
policies can be of much help. If monetary powers were being used
to validate the arbitrary cost levels, then a reduction in government
spending would simply necessitate an even greater injection of new
money. .

If and when an inflationary danger arises from the demand side
(rather than the cost side) a reduction in government expenditures
might be of some help. But this device is available only if the ex-
penditures were too high in the first place. Certainly we would not
want to reduce expenditures below the tevel neepssary to provide
essential services.

It might be argued that we ought to maintain a high level of ex-
penditures in normal times, so that we might reduce them when in-
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flation threatened. This would be a little like arguing that personal
extravagance is a good habit since it leaves plenty of margin for
cutting expenses when the need arises.

THE SO-CALLED COMPENSATORY BuDGnr

In recent years, the "compensatory budget" view of Federal fiscal
flolipV has atta'ined a certain cnrveno. In~ this~ vivru Fe~deral budgets

of the general type we have had since World War II should be re-
garded with satisfaction since they exercise an automatic stabilizing
effect on the economy.

This alleged stabilizing effect is the product of three features of
our recent budgets:

1. The emphasis in our tax system on income taxes, and
especially on progressive taxes. This means that tax collections
are extremely sensitive to business fluctuations.

2. The growing importance of welfare-type expenditures,
which increase automatically as times get bad and decrease as
conditions improve.

3. The magnitude of the budget, which means that the effect
of 1 and 2 will be substantial in the economy generally.

From these considerations, it is argued that the budget will exert
a strong influence in counteracting cyclical fluctuations. When pur-
chasing power is declining in the private economy, federal fiscal pol-
icy will automatically increase it, and vice versa.

There is a curious, perverse, sort of logic in this thinking. It can
be said that by saddling ourselves with a high budget and high pro-
gressive tax rates we tend to stabilize the economy. But it is equally
true in about the same sense that a man who is tied hand and foot may
be said to be stabilized in his activities.

In its application as an antirecession weapon, the compensatory view
seems to depend on the fact that by collecting excessive amounts in
taxes during good times, we have an opportunity to improve conditions
in bad times by reducing the amount of tax collections. This is like
arguing that it is a good policy to hit one self on the head with a
hammer every day, since it leaves one with the opportunity to improve
his well-being by ceasing to do so.

There are signs that enthusiasm is waning for the compensatory
budget views. One of the services this panel might perform is to
announce its final demise. It is bad enough to have to meet arguments
that high spending and high taxes are unavoidable necessities. It is
far worse to have to meet the contention that they are to be regarded
as causes for self-congratulation.

CONCLUSION: THE PROBLEM OF STABILIZATION

Economic stability is generally accepted as a desirable objective,
although no one has succeeded in defining it precisely. There are
extreme situations which everyone would agree represent undesirable
instances of instability. There is also a vast borderland of cases where
there might be a dispute as to whether they are to be considered
evidence of instability or merely the normal accompaniment of growth
and change.
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Our market system generates forces which guide the economy and
tend to keep production, employment, etc., in rough adjustment. It is
true that these forces sometimes act with distressing sluggishness. It
is also true that these forces may be rendered inoperative by deliberate
interference with market operations-e. g., by monopolistic setting of
wage costs. But the impersonal market forces must always be our
major reliance if we are to preserve an economic system which is
recognizable as free enterprise.

Government spending cannot directly influence these equilibrating
forces. The most it can do is to substitute itself for them, when they
do not seem to be operating satisfactorly.

Government spending policies would have to be designed with
almost superhuman wisdom, if they were to have this effect, even in
the short run. But let us concede that it can be done, and government
spending can offset the maladjustments which occur from time to time.

The trouble is the government spending, by offsetting the unpleas-
ant effects of the maladjustment, also offsets the corrective forces
which would eliminate it. Thus a consistent policy of using govern-
ment spending to promote stability must result in a constant accumula-
tion of unstabilizing influences.

Moralists preach that it is good for us to suffer for our sins since
we are then fortified in our resolve to sin no more. Perhaps some-
what the same principle applies in economics, and government spend-
ing which protects us against the unpleasant consequences of our own
wrongheadedness is the road to perdition.



GOVERNMENT INTEREST PAYMENTS: THEIR RELA-
TIONSHIP TO ECONOMIC GROWTH AND STABILITY

James R. Schlesinger, assistant professor of economics, University of
Virginia

Any study which attempts to examine the ways in which the pattern
of Government expenditures may contribute to the achievement of
the twin goals of economic growth and economic stability must come
to grips with the problem of interest payments. The magnitude and
variability of interest expenditures have made them a budgetary prob-
lem of the first order and have increasingly attracted to them the
attention of both public officials and students. In analyzing the
interest issue, one must examine the role of the rate. of interest the
relationship between the interest expenditures and the Nation's scal
capacity, and, finally, alternative means of monetary organization
which may hold* out the possibility of alleviating the burden of the
debt. Prior to the investigation of the analytical issues, however, it
is desirable to view our present interest problem in the light of
history.

Since the onset of the depression, despite a sharp decline in the
average rate of interest paid on the public debt, the sums spent by
the Federal Government in the servicing of its debt have crept steadily
upward. The increased interest expenditures reflect the vast expan-
sion of the public debt which resulted from the emergency expendi-
tures of the thirties and the immense cost of the Second World War.
In the past 12 years, the rise in interest charges has also reflected the
gradual increase of the interest rate from the lows reached during
the period of wartime controls. In table I will be found the basic
data relevant to the rise of the public debt and of interest expendi-
tures and, in addition, statistics on budget expenditures and the
gross national product. Interest charges during the current fiscal
year are anticipated to be $7.4 billion, more than 10 percent of total
budget expenditures. It will be recognized, however, that relative to
the total budget, interest charges are now lower than they were in the
twenties and even in the period prior to the Korean war. This simply
reflects the lower level of total expenditures during these earlier
periods. Relative to total output, interest payments are now about
1.8 percent of gross national product-a level 3 times greater than
that prevailing in 1929. They have, however, declined from the high
point, 2.3 percent of gross national product, which was reached in
1946.

It is useful to view current interest charges in historical perspective,
since this helps to dissipate some of the more frenetic attitudes on the
subject that have been generated by the continual increase of the abso-
lute amount of interest payments. From the standpoint of history,
the present costs of servicing the debt are not unduly heavy relative to
our capacity.
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Nevertheless, the increased charges should not be viewed, with com-
placency. In national income accounting, Government interest pay-
ments are viewed as transfer payments. They add to personal in-
come, but- they do not-in contradistinction to other interest-add to
national income, since they are not paid for services currently rendered
in the productive process. Government interest payments serve no
productive function. For the most part, the public debt is a kind of
spurious capital. Since it has arisen largely as a result of war ex-
penditures, it has, unlike private debt, little counterpart in real pro-
ductive assets. National income statisticians make no attempt to im-
pute a return to socially owned capital. The servicing of the debt
constitutes a drain on the budget, absorbing funds which might other-
wise be used for different purposes. It represents a burden for the
taxpayer. What purposes, then, do Government interest payments
serve in the maintenance of strong economy?

THE ROLE OF THE RATE OF INTEREST

At the present time, the chief variable influencing the magnitude of
Government interest expenditure is the rate of interest. If the money
market is not to be disrupted, the rate of return on governments must
be consistent with that available on other instruments. Variability
of Government interest payments reflects the changes in the rate of
interest. The rate of interest on Government obligations cannot be
"pegged" without simultaneously stabilizing the rate of interest gen-
erally, and, on the other hand, if the general rawe u interest is per-

imitted to vary, the rate paid on governments must also vary. In order
to understand why the rate of interest must vary and, therefore, in
order properly to assess the function of interest payments, we must
indulge in a theoretical digression on the question: the role of the rate
of interest.

According to the traditional view, the chief function of the rate of
interest is to serve as a deterrent to the desire to borrow. In this way
it governs the demand for investable funds, thereby limiting aggregate
spending from borrowed funds. In recent years it has been recognized
that the effective mechanism may be something more than the deter-
rent effect upon potential borrowers resulting merely from an increase
in the cost of borrowing. Borrowers may still wish to borrow, despite
the increased cost, but are unable to find lenders. In any event rising
rates of interest do imply the cutting off of fringe borrowers.
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TABTE I.-Amount of interest-bearing public debt, interest on the public debt,
budget eaxpenditures, gross national product, and their relationship, 1929-57

Interest Budget ex-
Interest- Interest on charge as Gross penditures
bearing the public Budget ex- percent of national as percent

debt debt penditures budget ex- product of gross
penditures national

product

millions Millins Millions Millions
1929 -$16, 639 $678 $3, 299 20.6 $104, 436 3. 2
1930 -15, 922 659 3,440 19.7 91, 105 3. 8
1931 -16,520 612 3,577 17. 1 76, 271 4.7
1932 -19,161 599 4,659 12.8 58,466 7.9
1933 -22,158 689 4,623 14.9 55,964 8.3
1934 -26,480 757 6,694 11.3 64,975 10.3
1935 -27, 645 821 6,521 12. 6 72,502 9.0
1936--------- 32,756 749 8,493 8.3 82, 743 10. 2
1937 - 35,803 866 7, 756 11. 2 90,780 8. 5
1938 -36,576 926 6,792 13. 7 85, 277 8.0
1939 -39,886 941 8,858 10. 6 91, 095 9. 7
1940 -42,376 1,041 9,062 11. 5 100, 618 9.0
1941 -48,387 1,111 13, 262 8.4 125, 822 10.5
1942 -71, 968 1,260 34,046 3. 7 159, 133 21.4
1943--------- 135,3580 1,808 79,407 2. 3 192, 513 41. 4
1944--------- 199, 543 2,609 95,059 2. 7 211,393 45. 1
1945 -256,357 3,617 98,410 3. 7 213.558 46. 2
1946 -268,111 4,722 60,448 7.8 209, 246 28.9
1947 -255, 113 4,958 39,032 12. 7 232, 228 16.8
1948- 250,063 5,211 33,069 15.7 257, 325 12.5
1949- 250, 762 5,339 39, 507 13. 5 257, 301 14.9
1950 ---- --- 255,209 5, 750 39, 617 14. 5 285,067 13.9
151 -252, 852 5,613 44,058 12. 7 328, 232 13.4
1952--------- 216,863 5,869 65,408 9.0 345, 445 18.9
1963 263,946 6, 504 74,274 8.8 363, 218 20.4
1954 268,910 6,382 67,772 9.4 361,167 18.7
1955 -271,741 6,370 64,570 9.9 391, 692 16.3
1956 -269,853 6, 787 66,540 10. 2 414, 686 16.4

Source: Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the Finances for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1956. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business, July 1957.

The supply of investable funds need not be affected. As a weapon
of control, the interest rate does not affect the allocation of resources
between investment and consumption activities save insofar as it af-
fects the society's willingness. The interest rate is simply a surface
phenomenon-underlying the monetary relationships are the real
forces which, in the final analysis, determine the allocation of re-
sources between present and future needs. Of main importance in this
respect, during periods of full employment, is the willingness of the
citizenry in their individual and corporate capacities to free resources
for investment activity by voluntarily refraining from consumption
expenditures. In this inclination, they may be abetted by the will-
ingness of the Nation as a whole to save, as reflected by a surplus in the
Government budget.

Taken in conjunction with "thrift"-the source of funds-the de-
mand for funds (which is largely a reflection of the expected produc-
tivity of capital) tends to determine the rate of interest. If we assume
full employment, there is considerable truth in the idea, developed by
Knut Wicksell, of a natural rate of interest determined by the real
forces of demand and supply. If we are willing to tolerate inflation,
the market rate of interest may be held down, and more investment
may be carried on through the process of forced savings. It may be
assumed, however, that normally, we would wish to avoid inflation.
Though serving temporarily to supplement the resources devoted to
investment, inflation is undesirable on long-run grounds since it serves
to dry up the chief source of investment resources-i. e., voluntary
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savings. Inflation causes an inequitable redistribution of income and
wealth; it may also, therefore, be considered abhorrent on moral
grounds.

In the contemporary economic context, the chief contribution that
interest rates may make to economic stability is in controlling the in-
flationary process. During periods in which there is some danger
that resources may fall idle, interest rate should be lowered in order
to encourage additional investment activity. But our present-day
problem is not one of idle resources. The interest rate must be used
as the vehicle for curtailing investment demand within the limits of
the available supply of resources. It may be that present inflationary
symptoms are due to the upthrust of wages and other costs, but this
hardly implies that we should wish to superimpose a demand inflation
upon a cost inflation. Use of the rate of interest does imply a ration-
ing of credit through the price mechanism among the various claim-
ants to resources. It may well be that those claimants excluded from
access to investable funds are just those individuals and firms that
could use capital most productively and would add most to the long-
run growth of the economy. To this possibility we must return later.

It is desirable to keep in mind that the interest rate is a two-edged
weapon, having side effects which tend to spur, as well as control,
inflation. To the extent that prices are administered in accordance
with a cost-plus formula rather than being set by competitive forces, a
rise in the rate of interest by adding to costs may be reflected directly
in a Imarki'lng Up of prices. This is nnrftien1ar1v triip in a highlv oli-
gopolized economy operating under a full-employment guaranty. In
addition, it has been pointed out, government interest payments are
a part of personal income, but are not a part of national income-
they do not constitute payments for services rendered in the turning
out of national production. An increase in government interest pay-
ments may, therefore, swell demand without swelling output; by thus
serving as a feedback to demand they may add to inflationary pressure.
From this standpoint, a rise in the interest rate may be viewed as a
built-in destabilizer, adding gradually to demand as inflationary
pressures rise. Some protection against this destabilizing effect may
be obtained by the funding of the Federal debt into long-term issues.
Nevertheless, it may be seen that a rising rate of interest has offsetting
facets which tend to spur inflation to some extent on both the demand
and cost sides.

On balance, it is generally believed, the offsetting facets are of minor
importance-the function of the interest rate in the control of invest-
ment demand is the crucial one. Interest costs are a minute percentage
of the final cost of finished goods. In certain sectors of the economy, a
small, once-for-all increase in prices may occur in order to bring about
equilibrium in the markets concerned. It may be regarded as the price
paid to bring to an end inflation as a continuing process of rising
prices. It is desirable to keep in mind the distinction between higher
prices and rising prices. On the demand side, some portion (perhaps
30-40 percent) of additional interest payments will be recaptured by
the Go-verin mente in taxes: some will be saved. This is, of course, true of
any increase in spending that gives rise to an increase in income. It
does suggest however, that, even if interest payments were to rise by
a billion dollars, the net addition to effective demand would be in the
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order of perhaps $500 million-an infinitesimal sum relative to the
total demand for final goods and services, which is well over $400
billion. The curtailment of investment demand is, therefore, of criti-
cal importance. Its relative importance should not be lost sight of
because it is only one of a complex of influences emanating from a
change in the rate of interest, from which no one part can be disasso-
*ciated.

Though occasionally we may like to fool ourselves on the issue,
there is, in reality, no acceptable alternative' to flexible interest-rate
policies. To approach the problem from another direction may help
to cast it in the proper perspective. In the absence of direct controls,
which are probably unacceptable to the American people, in a period
of rising demand for investable funds, the maintenance of a fixed in-
terest rate would simply imply the abandonment of control over the
supply of money and the creation by the banking system of all the
additional purchasing power that all potential borrowers might de-
sire. Without direct controls, it is impossible to control both the price
and the quantity of any commodity. The implication of a fixed inter-
est rate in the face of rising investment demand is a permanently en-
larged money supply with consequential inflationary repercussions.
That there is really no issue seems to be confirmed by the recent report
of the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy to the Joint Economic Com-
mittee.

2

INTEREST PAYMENTS AND THE NATION'S FISCAL CAPACITY

Granted that flexible interest-rate policies are essential in the
attempt-to stabilize a free-enterprise economy, and that interest pay-
ments must, therefore, rise on occasion, one cannot disregard the
relationship of the interest burden to the total budget and to national
income. On the other hand, before reaching the conclusion that it is
always most desirable to cut interest payments, one must keep in mind
.that there are valuable educational, charitable, and commercial in-
stitutions which are, in part, dependent upon interest income for sup-
port. Yet, the general presumption must remain that reduction of the
interest burden is to be desired since it will alleviate budgetary
.pressures.

Economists have gotten over their infatuation with the idea that
a domestically held public debt is no burden because "we owe it to
ourselves." Because a burden is "merely financial," it does not mean
that it cannot be burdensome. The element which we term the
Nation's fiscal capacity" is an essential ingredient of a discussion of
any major component of the budget. This concept refers to the fact

I In theory, fiscal policy could serve as a complete substitute for monetary policy. In
principle, the interest rate could be held at a predetermined level by the adoption of
,appropriate tax and expenditure policies. To the extent that a restrictive fiscal policy is
adopted during periods of rising demand, the need for interest-rate variation will be
lessened. As an instrument of control, however, fiscal policy is crude in operation and
cumbersome in administration. Politically, it is not suitable for quick adjustments. As
a practical matter, It cannot cope with the delicate regulation of demand that is required.
To imply the contrary is to expect too much of fiscal policy, a "perfectionist" attitude
reminiscent of Beveridgism. A more refined tool is needed. In practice, therefore, it is
necessary to use monetary policy.

2 Fiscal Policy Implications of the Economic Outlook and Budget Developments, Report
of the Joint Economic Committee to the Congress of the United States, June 26, 1957.
See. especially, p. 5, on which it is stated "' * * public policies to cope with increases in
the price level must take the form of general fiscal and monetary restraints on the expansion
of total spending."
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that there exist economic limits and even more stringent political
limits oln the Nation's capacity to tax its citizens. For brief periods,
under certain circumstances, this limit may run as high as 40 to
50 percent of gross national product. In the United States, and for
extended periods of time, it is likely to be significantly smaller. The
existence of a limit on the capacity to tax imposes a limit on (non-
inflationary) government spending. The higher interest payments
are, therefore, the less will be the funds that are available for other
purposes. It is conceivable that, when no consideration is given to the
growth of the public debt, an intolerable budgetary situation may de-
velop in which interest payments, in addition to other necessary ex-
penditures, add up to more than the amount supportable by the state's
fiscal capacity, with the implication that the debt must perennially
grow. Something of this sort did develop in France during the 17th
and 18th centuries, and was in no small measured cause of the
revolution. We must remember, however, that the fiscal capacity of a
modern state is vastly greater than that of an 18th-century state.

Another related danaer which is more germane to the United States
is' the menace of building in inflation via the public debt. In its
ultimate form, the Nation faces the dilemma whether to service the
debt by borrowing or to hold down the rate of interest and, therefore,
expenditures through its control of the central bank. Rising prices
bring about a rise in the natural rate of interest, which tends to in-
crease the burden of servicing the debt. This contingency may be
countered by holding down the market rate of interest and thereby
stimulating excessive spending, further spurring on the innation and
go. on. Happily, we seem to be nowhere near this state of affairs at
the present time, though we may have been caught in its toils for a
brief period after the Second World War. The rapid fall of the
burden of the debt.(relative to gross national product) in the last
decade has steadily reduced the urgency of this problem.

THE CONTRIBUTION TO STABILITY AND TO GROWITH

'In attempting to summarize the relationship of government interest
payments to stability and growth, it must be observed at the start that
their'maii direct; relevance is the vital role they play in'stabilizatioti.
In oide' to contribute to stabilization, interest payments must be
accommodated to the natural tendencies of the rate of interest. Thil
obstinate desire to hold down the interest rate on the public debt may
simply. bring inflationary consequences.

Interest payments are the price of proper debt management. Debt
management ought to be designed to relate the liquidity of the debt to
the liquidity needs of the economy. Short-term debt or long-term
debt with pegged prices is highly liquid; an excess of such instruments
adds to the inflationary bias of the economy. To reduce liquidity; a'
large-proportion of the debt must be put into the hands of "firm
holders"-preferablv on a funded basis. So long as our present
monetary arrangements last, adequate interest paymlents are essential
to the achievement of a firm holding of the public debt. If Treasury
issues are obliged to compete with private issues for the .available
funds, the interest rate on government securities must be competitive
and must, therefore, reflect market forces. Once again it appears that
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there is no alternative to a flexible interest rate, and in this respect,
rising interest payments in good times are a sine qua non of stabiliza-
tion policy within our present monetary framework.

In regard to growth, interest payments can contribute little save
indirectly. To the extent that destabilization militates against growth,
the contribution that interest payments make to stabilization may be
essential to growth in the long run. In the short run, however, the
rate of growth is largely dependent upon the rate of capital forma-
tion-and thus merely reflects the resources made available through
nonconsumption of national output. It is sometimes asserted that
the capital-rationing process associated with rising interest rates
discriminate unduly against the type of investment which in the
long run is most productive both industrially and socially-to wit,
construction, railroads, public utilities, and borrowing by local school
boards. There is certainly some truth in this assertion since these are
the segments of the capital market most sensitive to changes in the
interest rate. Unless we are willing to accept direct controls for the
allocation of capital with all that this implies, there is, however, no
alternative. From the economic standpoint, the proper remedy is to
in&ease the rate of saving, by supplementing private savings- via a
surplus. in. the Federal budget. The rationing process is implicit
in the interest-rate mechanism.

THE QUESTION OF ALTERNATIVES

Since there is little doubt that present interest payments do consti-
tute a drain on the resources available for other governmental activi-
ties and a burden on the taxpayer, can anything be done to lower the
cost of serviciig the debt? Since the interest rate, in itself, ought not
to be controlled, are there possibilities for the reformation of our
monetary framework which might alleviate the burden- of the.debt?

Over the long run, it is worthy of note, the growth of Government
trust funds promises to promote an attenuation of the problem. The
social-security fund is now approximately $24 billion and, it is hoped,
it will continue to grow for the rest of the century. In all, trust funds
and other accounts of the Government hold some $53 billion worth of
Federal securities. The Federal Reserve System, which remits 90?Per-
cent' of itspprofits to the Treasury, holds. an. additional $24bNIioA.
As the holdings grow, increasingly the effect of interest paymentsis
to swell Ithe'size of the:'funds,:thus permitting a levelof s0cial-security
taxes somewhat lower than they might otherwise be (and also, lower
insurance deductions for Government employees and others). Pay-
ments to the Federal Reserve System are in large measure simply
paper expenditures. As the proportion of the public debt in the

ands of the trust funds and the Federal Reserve System increases,
it implies (a) a lessened net drain on resources, and (b) firmer hold-
ing of the public debt, reduced shiftability, and, therefore, lessened
danger of a 'liquidity time bomb."

Yet, on the other hand, interest rates are rising internationally.
This may reflect rising demands for capital, the inflation itself, and,
perhaps, some fall in the tendency to save. The Congress, in fram-
ing new banking legislation, may wish to keep this problem of alter-
natives in mind. In a modern economy the money supply in no
inconsiderable measure is created through the monetization of public
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credit. When the commercial banks monetize public credit, they
receive the interest payments; when the Federal Reserve monetizes
the public credit, most of the interest payments revert to the Treas-
ury. If the burden of servicing the public debt is regarded as too
onerous, the Congress might desire to force a larger portion of the
debt into the Federal Reserve System. This could be accomplished
by raising reserve requirements and, thereby, reducing the expansion
power of the banking system. The Federal Reserve would then find
it necessary to supply additional reserves and in the process would
acquire additional debt. For example, the required reserves of the
member banks are at present about $18 billion; doubling of the present
reserve requirements would imply that the Federal Reserve System
would expand its debt holdings by an approximately equal amount.

Such action would imply a retreat from the fractional reserve sys-
tem. Before embarking on such a course the advantages of the frac-
tional reserve system ought to be weighed. It is more flexible and
better adapted to the needs of the economy than, for example, is a
100-percent reserve system relying solely on the monetization of pub-
lic credit. It has the advantages of the status quo; it is understood; it
is institutionalized. Any attempt to change it would be vigorously
resisted. Yet, it is true that one way of dealing with the problem of
a large interest-bearing public debt is to reduce the burden by mov-
ing away from the fractional reserve system. Whether the benefits
are, equal to the costs is a question of political judgment.

In mentioning this possibility of institutional change, it might be
in order to ritera+t that shor+ gf nitright. inflation there is no real
alternative to permitting variation of the interest rate under our
present institutional arrangements. Interest-rate variations, it may
be demonstrated, have some inflationary impact in themselves, yet
these side effects are negligible when compared to the loss of control
over. the money supply. Interest-rate variation means changing
interest payments, and the latter are indispensable to the maintenance
of economic stability. Restraining increases in interest payments by
funding the debt, however, may serve to protect the process of economic
growth.



FEDERAL EXPENDITURE AND ECONOMIC STABILITY:
THE FALLACY OF THE BALANCED BUDGET

H1-arold M. Somers, dean and professor of economics, School of
Business Administration, University of Buffalo

There is a prevailing opinion in both lay and expert circles that a
balanced budget is substantially neutral in its effects on the economy.
This opinion is fallacious.

There are a great many things to be said in favor of a balanced
budget. In particular, if we are fearful of a growing debt, a balanced
budget, by definition, means a stable debt. This financial consequence
of a badanced budget does fiot, however, mean that the balanced budget
leaves the economly. substantially unaffected. A balanced budget may
be highly expansive in its impact on the economy and may cause infla-
tion.: 'A balanced budget may also be highly restrictive in its impact
on the economy and may cause depression. Likewise a budget that
shows:a surplus-generally regarded as being restrictive in its effects
on the economy-may in fact be inflationary. A budget that shows, a,
deficit (heice requiring borrowing-usually regarded as* being ex-
pansive iin its effects on the economy-miay, in fact, be restrictive. It-
is necessary to examine the nature of the expenditures and the taxes,
(and the borrowing) before any conclusion can be drawn as to the
impact of any budget on the econohly, whether it is a balanced budget.
or shows a surplus or a deficit.i

-. FEDErAL EXPENDITITIRE IN riE- BUDGETARY CONTEXT

'It'is -undoubtedly possible to. discuss. the 'relation between Federal'
expenditure iand economiic'stibility by hlffti' The Federal expendi-7
ture in isolation. We would then ignore other aspects of the Govern-
ment's fiscal operationsl, such as tax revenues and borrowing. As a
practical matter, however, it is budgetary policy as a whole that is the
concern of policymakers. If we set as our aim the achievement of
economic stability we cannot evaluate the effects of any particular
amount or type of Federal expenditure unless we know many things
about the economy. One of the most important of these is the revenue
side of the Federal budget. For instance, a large Federal expenditure
may have a small expansive effect if there exist certain taxes which
drain off the expenditure as quickly as it reaches the economy.
Budgetary policyinakers should, in fact, consider both expenditure
policy and tax policy more or less simultaneously because of the fact
that the impact of the one is determined in part by the nature and
extent of the other.

For these reasons our discussion of Federal expenditure and eco-
nomic stability is set up in the context of the Federal budget as a

I Harold M. Somers, Public Finance and National Income, Blakiston, Philadelphia, 1949,
pp. 485-527.
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whole. We shall indicate the various consequences of a given amount
and type of Federal expenditure under a variety of different assump-
tions as to the prevailing tax structure. Since our primary interest
in this paper is with Federal expenditure, the references that are made
to tax policy are in the nature of assumptions as to prevailing institu-
tional conditions. Among other important institutional conditions
are the nature of the banking system and the state of the money market
as a whole.

THE STRUCTURE OF BUDGETARY POLICY

Most of the individual instruments of budgetary policy-expendi-
tures, taxation, borrowing, and debt repayment-have been subjected
to meticulous examination by economists. The multiplier theorist
has explored the effects of expenditures, and the tax theorist has
built up an enormous literature dealing with every nook and cranny
of tax incidence and effects. Borrowing and debt repayment have
not been studied quite so thoroughly but there is a substantial litera-
ture even on these subjects. Although the individual instruments of
budgetary policy have been studied carefully, the theory of budgetary
policy as a whole lacks integration. The terminology and interests
of the tax theorist have not been the same as those of the multiplier
theorist while the borrowing and debt repayment expert has busied
himself with matters monetary and capital to which the others have,
in the main, paid only passing attention. As a result, it is difficult to
make adequate allowance for the effects of taxation, borrowing, and
debt repayment in trying to determine bthe uvo-t ou f anly parti-
cular volume of government expenditures. Instead of being an in-
tegral part of the analysis, these effects usually take the unsatisfactory
form of "modifications" or "qualifications."

The immediate task is to study each instrument of budgetary policy
on some comparable basis and then construct a comprehensive picture
of the budgetary impact as a whole, In every case the same broad
types of effects are considered. Printing of new money 'has economic
effects only insofar as the money is spent, hence printing of new money
is not considered separately. Credit creation for government expendi-
tures forms part of borrowing, in this, case from the banking system.
Since we wish to see how budgetary policy influences consumption,
investment, and national income as a whole; we must consider the
extent to which each instrument of budgetary policy involves some
imipact on the Nation's supply of income and capital funds. The
impact on income funds serves as a; starting point for the study of
subsequent effects on consumer spending and the impact on capital
funds serves as a starting point for the study of subsequent effects on
investment.
Ezpaiai-ve effects of Federal expenditure

An elementary approach to the problem of measuring government
spending for the purpose of determining the effects on economic
stability would be simply to look at the amount of spending. Govern-
ment expenditures of $20 billion would be expected to have an expan-
sive impact twice as great as government expenditures of $10 billion.

Brief reflection will show that this approach is inadequate. There
is no doubt that it is necessary to break down the amount of govern-
ment Vending in order to get an accu'rate measure of the effects

97735-57-28
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on economic activity. It is important to know who receives the money
paid out by the Government. If the money is received by persons
who will spend it immediately the impact is much more expansive
than if it is received by people who will save most of it. Any amount
that is saved. may be assumed to be available for use on the capital
market if suitable terms are available. Some items listed as Federal
expenditures are in fact entirely capital items making available funds
for lon , e. .a aapro~priation to a Federal landg gn In

some cases the Government merely pays money to itself, leaving the
economy unaffected.

Another distinction that should be made is that between govern-
ment transfer payments and government income-producing payments.
The former represents merely a transfer of funds from the govern-
ment to individuals and does not in and of itself involve any employ-
ment or income creation. Government income-producing payments
represent the purchase of goods or services by the Government and
therefore in and of themselves result in employment and income. In
the case of transfer payments we must wait for the spending of the
money before there is any impact on the economy.

What is done with funds received from the Government is not fixed
and invariable. It depends on the. psychological climate, the, state
of expectations, which will in turn be affected by what the Govern-
ment does and how it does it.

Through the medium of expenditures the Government induces both
consumer spending and capital lending. For the most part, income-
creation is involved, as in the case of administrative expenses, relief,
public works, and most national defense items. By purchasing goods
or services the Government directly transfers income funds to the
firms and individuals concerned. As pointed out above, there has
also grown up another type of government disbursement of funds
whereby the Government merely lends its money (nominally, at least),
and does not give it away or purchase outright any goods or services.
The extension of credit tends to have the same sort of ultimate effects
on national income as the outright purchase of goods and services by
the Government, but the path taken by these effects is different. Gov-
ernment expenditures associated with lending activities augment the
supply of capital funds and thus tend to ease the terms-pf private
borrowing. The effects; of this depend on the nature of the~ njt?-
ment to invest and on the possibility of obtaining funds from other
sources, for instance, the banks. On the other hand, the direct pur-
chase of goods and services by the Government means, in and of itself;
means that the community's supply of income funds in hand is aug-
mented. Government expenditures that directly result in the pro-
duction of income we shall call "release of income funds"; expendi-
tures that result merely in making lonable funds available (although
if invested they too will create income) we shall call "release of capi-
tal funds." Thus we carry over into our later discussion the two
categories of government disbursement of funds-those which involve
a release of income funds and those which involve a release of capital
funds.
Restrictive effects of taxation

In the case of tax revenues we have an absorption of funds by the
Government; and here again we may consider the funds involved to
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be of two types. To some extent, the process of taxation transfers to
the Treasury funds which would have been spent on consumers' goods.
This is true in some degree of sales taxes and of income taxes on low-
income groups. But some taxes impinge on savings, which may have
augmented the supply of capital funds. These two parts of taxation
have different effects on the national income. The first part directly
reduces consumers' expenditures and national income while the second
has only an indirect effect operating through the availability of capi-
tal supplied by individual income recipients. As a result of this type
of taxation the terms of borrowing for private investment may be less
favorable than they would otherwise have been. Where bank credit
is freely available the restrictive effects arising from the absorption of
capital funds through taxation may be negligible. Taxation, then
involves both an absorption of income funds and an absorption of
capital funds.
Restrictive effects of borrowing

When we turn to borrowing we again find an instance of govern-
ment absorption of funds. It might seem that since the money is
borrowed the funds involved must necessarily be capital funds. But
if we are concerned with the use to which the funds would have been
put if they had not been lent to the Government, then we can see,
paradoxically perhaps, that not all funds lent to the Government
need be capital funds. In the case of some bonds issued during the
war and more clearly in the case of compulsory savings, the money
lent to the Government would, to some extent at least, have been
spent on consumption goods. If the borrowed money comes from a
restriction of consumption as a result of public pressure accompanying
the borrowing campaign,' the 'effects are different from those which
result when the borrowed money comes from credit expansion or from
savings which would have taken place anyway. The ordinary multi-
plier analysis usually takes it for granted that the borrowing of the
money in itself is completely innocent of any effects as far as expan-
sion and contraction are concerned. But Government borrowing
might reduce private consumption and, depending on the state of the
batking system, might discourage private investment. Hence, in the
case of borrowing as in the case of taxation we should consider sepa-
rately the-ibsor-ption-of income funds and the absorption of capital
funds.
Expansive effects of debt repayment

We should not leave out of account the release of funds through
debt repayment which goes on even whern a net increase in the debt
is taking place. The repayment of the debt (interest payments being
considered part of expenditures) might seem to involve solely a release
of capital funds. For the most part, this is true, since the funds
paid out by the Government in retiring debt will probably be put on
the capital market for the purchase of securities. But in some -cases,
the Government bonds represent a definite savings program on the
part of the individual, with the retirement of the bonds marking the
culmination of the program and the spending of the money involved.
The repayment of bonds sold in wartime through the use of public
pressure or compulsion will also have the effect of stimulating corx-
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sumer spending. Debt repayment may then be considered to involve
a release of income funds as well as a release of capital funds.

OPERATION OF THE BUDGETARY MECHANISM
The several instruments of budgetary policy operate as a unit.

Their respective releases and absorptions of income and capital funds
combine to achieve the total budgetarv imnaet. nn the natins income.
It is useful to consider the various income and capital funds elements
separately and then analyze the relation between the two.
Net government release of income funds

Having completed the isolated examination of each instrument of
budgetary policy we can obtain an estimate of the extent to which the
Government adds directly to the community's income funds. It is
generally considered a mistake to regard the whole of Government
expenditures as a net addition to income funds because there are off-
setting effects in the form of taxation. Hence the magnitude of the
deficit, sometimes -modified to take account of capital items within
expenditures and taxation, is generally regarded as the appropriate
indicator of the Government's net contribution to the community's
purchasing power. The deficit (or some variant of the deficit) has
been generally used as the appropriate multiplicand of the multiplier
principle. But if the foregoing dissection of budgetary policy has
any validity, the deficit (that is, the extent -to which expenditures
are financed out of borrowing) gives a misleading picture of the Gov-
ernment's contribution to the community's income funds. Nor should
we'regard the whole of takation as being an item to offset expenditures;
some taxes are completely innocent of any detrimental effects operat-
ing directly on consumption. Finally, we should take account of the
debt repayment activities of the Government.

In short, we should add together those parts of expenditures and
debt repayment which involve a release of income funds; and deduct
those parts of taxation and borrowing which involve an absorption
of income funds. In this way we can take account of the income
effects of each instrument of fiscal policy and obtain a measure of: the
net Government release of income funds. This, not the expenditures
nor the deficit, is the appropriate measure of the Government's direct
contribution to the Nation's purchasing power and is the appropriate
multiplicand of the multiplier principle. It may. conceivably be nega-
tive in. some circumstances, that is, there may be a net -Government
kbiorption.of inconie funds.
7et Covernment absorption of capital funds

The other effects of: each instrument of budgetary policy must not
be ignored. Government borrowing involves mainly (and, in ordi-
nary times, entirely) an absorption of capital funds. Likewise, taxa-
tion almost .invariably absorbs some capital funds. These elements
which involve an absorption of capital funds should be added to-
gether,' and from them should be deducted those parts of expenditures
and debt retirement which constitute a release of capital funds; In
this way we obtain a measure of the net Government absorption of
capital funds. In other words, we obtain a measure of the net amount
of funds the Government withdraws from the money and capital
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markets. To take only the amount of Government borrowing, as is
usually done, is incorrect, because taxes also involve a withdrawal of
capital funds to some extent, and, at the same time, the Government
puts some of these funds back into the capital market through its ex-
penditures and repayment of debt. There may be a net release rather
than absorption of capital funds on the part of the Government in
some circumstances.

In deriving the overall measure representing the net absorption or
release of capital funds, we should not lose sight of the individual
segments making up this overall measure. The overall measure must
be treated with the care required wherever we deal with broad con-
cepts and ignore qualitative considerations. In the case of capital
funds, in particular, quality is a vital consideration; a plenitude of
funds in the call-money market is of no use to a family desiring to
build a house; nor need a scarcity of funds in the long-term capital
market have a detrimental effect on a business seeking to renew a
30-day note.
Conversion of capital funds into income funds

Each instrument of budgetary policy may, then, be considered to
have a consumption-funds element and a capital-funds element. Bor-
rowing and taxation absorbs both income funds and capital funds,
while expenditures and debt repayment release both income funds
and capital funds. We may say that expenditures and debt repay-
ment have expansive effects, while borrowing and taxation have re-
bLridbivv teutects. We have brokenu up each Adf thl ^ 11aiv arVd U

strictive effects into two parts: the effect on income funds and the
effect on capital funds. There is usually a net absorption of capital
funds and a net release of income funds. Where there is no change
in the government's cash balance and no government printing of
money to finance expenditures, the net government absorption of
capital funds is identically equal to the net government release of
income funds.

The fisc is essentially a mechanism which converts capital funds
into income funds. In determining the extent of this conversion, we
must not confine our attention to deficit spending, as is so often done.
Each instrument of budgetary policy-expenditures, taxation, bor-
rowing, and debt repayment-affects the availability of both capital
funds and income funds and plays a part in the Government's con-
version of capital funds into income funds.

EFFECTS OF BALANCED AND UNBALANCED BUDGETS

It has been suggested above that the net government release of
income funds rather than the deficit is the appropriate overall indi-
cator of the direct expansive impact of budgetary policy. This em-
phasis on the net government release of income funds directs atten-
tion to the expansive effects of expenditures financed through cer-
tain types of taxes. Since it is possible to have a net government
release of income funds when the budget is balanced, it is possible
to leave an expansive effect on consumption, and thus national income,
when the budget is balanced. For instance, if expenditures are $70
billion, made up of $65 billion release of income f unds and $5 billion
release of capital funds, and if tax revenues are also $70 billion (thus
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balancing the budget), made up of $50 billion absorption of income
funds and $20 billion absorption of capital funds, the net govern-
ment release of income funds is $15 billion ($65 billion release
through expenditures minus $50 billion absorption through taxation).
At the same time, the indirect restrictive impact is potentially $15
billion in the form of a net absorption of capital funds ($20 billion
absorption through taxation miniis $5 billion s through ex-
penditures). Whether this indirect restrictive influence is actually
felt depends on the state of the banking system and the general avail-
ability of capital. In any case, there is a direct expansive impact of
$15 billion, even though the budget is balanced.

The direct expansive impact of budgetary policy may be greater
than that indicated by the size of the deficit. For instance, if tax
revenues were only $50 billion in the above example, and borrowing
were $20 billion, both involving solely an absorption of capital funds,
the net government release of income funds would be $65 billion ($65
billion release through expenditures with no absorption through taxes
and borrowing). Thus, there would be a direct expansive impact of
$65 billion with a deficit of $20 billion. There may also be an off-
setting restrictive impact of $65 billion absorption (50 plus 20 minus
5) of capital funds in a tight-money market.

There may be a direct expansive effect even with a budget surplus.
For instance, if expenditures are only $50 billion, constituting solely
a release of income funds, and tax revenues are $70 billion (making
a budget surplus of $20 billion), constituting $30 billion absorption
of capital funds and $40 billion absorption of income funds, the net
government release of income funds is $10 billion ($50 billion release
through expenditures minus $40 billion absorption through taxa-
tion). In this case, there is a direct expansive effect of $10 billion,
even though there is a budget surplus of $20 billion.

On the otheL hand, the direct expansive effect may be less than
that indicated by the size of the deficit, and there may even be a
direct restrictive effect when there is a balanced budget or when
there is a deficit. If expenditures are $70 billion, releasing $50 bil-
lion income funds and $20 billion investment funds; if tax revenues
are $60 billion, absorbing $45 billion income funds and $15 billion
capital funds; and if borrowing is $10 billion, absorbing capital funds
of the same amount, the net government release of income funds is
only $5 billion ($50 billion release through expenditures minus $45
billion absorption through taxation). Thus, we have a direct ex-
pansive impact of only $5 billion when there is a deficit of $10 billion.

If expenditures are the same as above and tax revenues are also $70
billion, absorbing $60 billion income funds and $10 billion capital
funds, there is a net absorption of $10 billion income funds ($60 bil-
lion absorption through taxation minus $50 billion release through
expenditures). Thus, there is a direct restrictive effect of $10 billion,
even though there is a balanced budget.

If expenditures are again the same but tax revenues are $60 billion,
absorbing $55 billion income funids and $5 billion capital funds, and
borrowing is $10 billion, absorbing only capital funds, then the net
absorption of income funds is $5 billion ($55 billion absorption
through taxation minus $50 billion release through expenditures).
Thus, we have a direct restrictive effect of $5 billion, even though
there is a deficit of $10' billion.
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In all cases, there is a net absorption (or release) of capital funds
equal to the net release (or absorption) of income funds. If invest-
ment capital is plentiful, however, a release or absorption of capital
funds by the Government will have little overall impact on the
amount of investment that actually goes on. In a tight-money mar-
ket, on the other hand, any release or absorption of capital funds will
have a corresponding effect in stimulating or restricting actual in-
vestment.

SIGNnmICANCE OF FEDERAL RESERVE POLICY

It was indicated above that a balanced budget of $70 billion may
involve a net release of consumption funds of $15 billion and a net
absorption of loanable funds of $15 billion. Although these figures
are hypothetical it is reasonable to assume that a balanced budget of
large magnitude involves a net release of income funds and and a net
absorption of capital funds. The release of income funds is undoubt-
edly expansive. Whether or not the absorption of capital funds is
restrictive depends on the state of the money market. In a sufficiently
tight-money market the absorption of capital funds may be highly
restrictive, offsetting completely the expansive effects of the release
of income funds. In an easy-money market, however, the absorption
of capital funds may have little effect. Then the balanced budget as a
whole would be expansive and under conditions of full employment
inflationary.

F'd-ral Rs-rv poliy can deterrmine the sbtite of tfh canital mar-
ket, hence the effect of the balanced budget. The balanced budget will
be substantially neutral if and only if the Federal Reserve System
tightens the capital market so as to make fully felt the effects of the
Government's absorption of capital funds and thus offset completely
the effects of the Government's release of income funds. In an easy-
money market or even a moderately tight-money market the balanced
budget is expansive, hence inflationary under conditions of full em-
ployment.

CONcLUSION

Federal expenditure in itself is expansive, hence inflationary under
conditions of full employment. Federal expenditure matched fully
by Federal revenue-i. e., a balanced budget-also tends to be expan-
sive unless capital funds are scarce. A balanced budget is thus gen-
erally not neutral. The balanced budget becomes neutral only if it is-
accompanied by a Federal Reserve policy of tight money.
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PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING FEDERAL SPENDING
PROGRAMS

THE HIDDEN EFFECTS OF FEDERAL CREDIT
PROGRAMS

George F. Break, associate professor of economics, University
of California, Berkeley'

In any appraisal of the impact of the Federal Government on
private economic activity, on economic growth, and on price levels,
a convenient and useful starting point has been, since its introduction
in the budget for fiscal 1944, the consolidated cash budget. That it is
no more than a starting point, however, is well illustrated by the Fed-
eral credit programs. The majority of these appear only on the pay-
ments side of the cash budget on a net basis-i. e., receipts are treated
as negative expenditures and are subtracted from gross cash pay-
ments-even though, as we shall see later, there are good reasons for
supposing that in some cases gross loans made are a better measure of
eUn.omlliU ipFUact tllhan is the web ululaie III reuim uuZ5UaUiImd.g InLL
addition, a number of highly important credit programs are omitted
almost completely. These are the ones that involve governmental
insurance or guaranty of private loans, activities which result in only
very small cash payments to the public although their impact on the
private sector of the economy may be anything but small. It is the
purpose of this paper to explore the problems involved in deriving
a quantitative measure of the economic importance of these programs.
Were such a figure, or perhaps a range of figures, available, its inclu-
sion along with the consolidated cash budget and the other special
analyses of the Bureau of the Budget would make possible a more com-
prehensive and realistic evaluation of the influence of the Federal
Government on incomes, employment, and prices.

FEDERAL INSURANCE AND GUARANTY OF PRIVATE LOANS

At the present time the Federal Government has a dozen or so pro-
grams under which private lenders are protected against default on
the part of the borrower and sometimes against the risk of falling
prices on the loan securities held. The Federal Housing Administra-
tion insures the principal amount of loans made to finance the acquisi-
tion of homes, the construction and operation of multifamily housing
projects, and the improvement and repair of existing houses, while
the Veterans' Administration guarantees housing, business, and farm

IThe author Is currently on leave from the University of California to direct for the
National Planning Association a study of those governmental activities whose economic
effects are reflected only partially or not at all in the Federal budget. This paper is an
outgrowth of preliminary work on that project.

Since 1952, fortunately, additional Information covering the gross disbursements of
the main credit-extending agencies has been made available In the Bureau of the Budget's
special analysis of Federal credit programs. 423
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loans extended by private lenders to veterans of World War II and
the Korean war. Local governmental authorities engaged in urban
renewal projects or in the construction and operation of low-rent public
housing units may pledge as security for private loans the Federal
Government's commitment to pay the debt charges (both principal
repayment and interest) if the local agency is unable to do so. The
Farmers' Home Administration not only insures private loans to farm-
ers tU Uuy Udu improve farmlls, to develop water facilities, and to carry
out soil-conservation practices but also agrees to repurchase the loans
at the request of the lender after the first 5 years of the loan contract.
The Maritime Administration insures private construction loans and
mortgages on cargo ana passenger ships, and various Government
agencies guarantee a portion of any defense loans made under the
AV-loan program. The Small Business Administration has carried on
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation's deferred participation loan
program whereby the private lender advances the full amount of the
loan but the SBA agrees to purchase part of it at any time on demand:
Finally, the Commodity (Credit Corporation guarantees both principal
and interest on private loans made to farmers under the CCC's price-
support, farm-storage facility, and mobile drying equipment programs:

In table I both the total amounts of private loans made under these'
Federal loan guaranty and insurance programs and the net change in
such loans outstanding (1. e., disbursements-repayments) are given -for
fiscal 1956. For various reasons to be discussed below, neither of these
two sets of figures can be taken to measure the effects of the programs
on the level of private incomes. Nevertheless, it is clear that the group
as a whole is important enough to warrant careful consideration in any
economic analysis of the Federal budget and that within the group the
FHA and VA housing programs and the defense (V-loan) program
far outstrip the others.
TABLE I.-Gross and net volume of private loans insured or guaranteed by

Federal agencies in fiscal 1956
[Millions of dollars]

Grossvolume Net change
of private in private

Agency or program credit credit
Insured or insured or
guaranteed guaranteed

Federal Housng Administration: All programs 3,711 +1 186
Veterans' Administration: ,

Home loans- 6,776 l
Business and farm lan~s ------- +------------------- 2Public Housing Administration- -- +83Urban Renewal Administration -31 +18

Farmers' Home Administration--0 +41
Maritime Administration -17 +17
Small Business Administration -24 +9
Expansion of defense production (V-loans) -1,006 -11Export-Import Bank -------------------------------- 62
Reconstruction Finance Corporation- ---------------------------- ( ) -8
Cbommodity Credit Corporation -() -401

Total --- --------------------------------------------------------- 11,642 +5,709

Cash surplus (+) or deficit (-) -+4,473
Budget surplus (+) or deficit (--)- +1, 600

I Not available.

Sources: Gross-voluine data were supplied by the Federal agencies in question except that (1) the figure
for the Small Business Administration was computed from the cumulated totals of deferred-participation
loans approved, given in its semiannual reports, and (2) the volume of loans guaranteed under regulation V
was supplied by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Net-volume data were computed
from the figures on outstanding guaranteed or insured loans given in special analysis F in the 1957 and 1958
Federal budgets.
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EcoNoMIC EF-FECrs OF THE PROGRAMS

The immediate effect of any governmental guaranty or insurance of
private loans is to reduce default and liquidity risks borne by lenders.
Chances of loss on loans held to maturity are lowered both directly,
because the Government places its financial resources behind those of
the borrower, and indirectly to the extent that the Government (as in
the case of FHA's stimulus to the use of fully amortized home mort-
gages) induces changes in the lending market which facilitate repay-
ment of principal by the borrower or uses its insurance programs ef-
fectively to stabilize the economy as a whole. Risks that loan securi-
ties will fall in market price while in the portfolios of the original
lenders are reduced if Government guaranties stimulate the develop-
ment of a private, nationwide, secondary market for such securities.
Still more directly, agency agreements (such as those of the Small
Business Administration) to purchase part of a private loan on de-
mand eliminate completely the chance of a fall in market price on
that portion of the lender's investment.

Lower lending risks as a result of a new Federal loan-guaranty
program will bring about some increase in the volume of private lend-
mg. Lenders will be induced both to grant funds to people whom,
without the Government action, they would have considered as un-
acceptable credit risks and to liberalize the terms (interest rates, ma-
turities, and downpayments) on which they lend to all customers.
Borrowers, in turn, will react to the changed terms on which loans
ueuoMUi avvUiauiab. OVUM LUV1ruVWUL7 who wanU-LU UiIuZS UeIvIO uLM

were unable to obtain them will now be satisfied, and others who did
not wish to borrow will be induced by the more favorable market
conditions to do so. On both counts, there is an extension of loans
which otherwise would not have been made, and the loanable-funds
market is widened. Finally, borrowers who would have obtained
loans anyway may be induced by the more favorable terms to increase
their demands for funds. To this extent, the market is deepened.
- An increase in the volume of private lending will, presumably, raise
to some extent the level of income-generating expenditures. It is in
the magnitude of this rise that we are primarily interested. In esti-
mating it, we may treat the widening and the deepening of the private
loan market either separately or jointly.
The housing program
* In the housing area, for example, the deepening effect would, in
principle, be determinable from cross-sectional data such as are pro-
vided -by the 1950 housing census. Families could be grouped accord-
ing to the main variables affecting the demand for housing, and then
the average amounts spent for new homes by groups having similar
family incomes, family sizes, and, perhaps, also family types, but
borrowing money under different contract-mortgage terms, could be
compared. Market widening could be estimated from a multivariate
statistical demand study, using the number of houses upon which con-
struction was started each year as the dependent variable and incor-
porating into the analysis one or more variables measuring contract-
mortgage terms. Alternatively, use of the dollar volume of expendi-
tures on new houses as the dependent variable would yield an estimate
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of the elasticity of demand with respect to mortgage terms whichwould include both the deepening and the widening effects.8
Given estimates of the sensitivity of housing demand to changes incontract-mortgage terms, the next step in the analysis is to determinethe effects of the FHA and VA programs on mortgage terms. A mini-mum estimate can be derived from the differences between the termson insured and guaranteed mortgages and those. on 1onventionln monnrt-gages. These differences will not tell the whole story, since the gov-ernment programs have, undoubtedly, induced a liberalization inconventional-mortgage terms themselves. It is not likely, to be sure,that any very precise estimate of this effect can be obtained. Never-theless, it should be possible to derive a maximum measure of the gov-ernmental influence on contract-mortgage terms. In this way thetrue answer can at least be placed between two boundaries.
From these two steps, then, emerge both maximum and minimumestimates of the direct and immediate impact of the Government guar-anty program on the housing industry. The indirect effects, however,will be much more difficult to assess, since they are far reaching, both

in distance and in time.
In the first place, people employed in the construction and sale ofnew houses will be induced by their increased incomes to spend moremoney on various goods and services; these expenditures will raiseincomes elsewhere; still more spending will be induced, and so on, inthe familiar multiplier fashion. These additional rounds of spend-ing, which will spread their effects throughout the economic system,may be expected to occur largely within a 1- to 2-year period after theoriginal increment in spending on housing and to equal or exceed the

amount of that initial impact.
Secondly, any loan-financed increase in private-housing expendi-tures will lead to later repayments of principal which may induce (orforce) borrowers to reduce their spending on consluner goods andservices. 4 These deflationary effects, however, are likely to be ratherslow in making their appearance. Consider, for example, a new hous-ing program which is expected to increase the demand both for mort-gage credit and for new homes by 100 each period. Table II showsthe pattern of repayments which will result if the loans all carry 20-year maturities and require the repayment of an equal amount ofprincipal each period. The last line of the table will also show theway in which the deflationary effects of the program will increase overtime if every dollar of principal repayments induces a decrease of$1 in the borrower's spending on current output.' The induced de-crease, however, is unlikely to be this large. Many borrowers, if theydid not have to make the principal repayments, would save at leastpart of the funds thus freed, and, to this extent, the repayments will
"None of these approaches takes explicit account of the effects of a reduction in thenonprice rationing of loanable funds-i. e., the extent to which Government guarantiesinduce lenders to grant mortgage funds to submarginal borrowers-on the housing market.Since, however, changes in mortgage terms and in nonprice rationing are likely to beclosely correlated, the separate effects of the two factors would not be determinablestatistically, and the mortgage-term variable could be taken to incorporate the influenceof the other factors.4 Increased interest payments may also induce borrowers to cut their spending on currentout~put, but, unlike principal repayments, these transfers represent income to the lendersand, hence, are likely to lead to increases in their spending, which will offset the reductionsmade by borrowers.

The shorter the maturity of the loans, of course, the more rapid the increase in theseeffects.
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not depress the level of consumer spending. Other borrowers may
have been induced by the Government guaranty program to buy houses'
sooner than they otherwise would have done. In these cases, the de-
flationary effect of the program is concentrated entirely in some later,
year. Whenever these induced cuts in spending do occur, they will, of
course, lead to a further succession of rounds of reduced spending on'
the part of other consumer units.

TABLE II.-Pattern of repayments of principal accompanying a stable credit:
-program of 20-year loans amortized on a straight-line basis

Period

1 1 2 13 1 4 6 18 19 201 21

Additional loans induced - 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Repayments of principal on additional loans 5 10 15 20 25 90 95 100 loo.

In summary, then, governmental guaranties of home mortgages"
stimulate the housing industry directly to the extent that they induce
spending which otherwise would not have taken place, and other
industries indirectly because an increment in spending on housing will
generate waves of additional spending on all kinds of goods and'.
services. In opposition to these forces, however, are the depressing'
effects on spending which flow from the additional repayments of
nmortgag priuncipal. Tg +^cn th+e the es f fgt, neithber of

which is likely to be closely related to the actual amount of loans
disbursed or principal repayments made, determine the total impact
of the Government program on the economic system.6 The marginal
impact (and this is the aspect of the program in which makers of fiscal
policy are primarily interested), however, is largely a function of the
first set of effects. At any given moment the volume of new loans to be
made in the near future under the guaranty program may be altered
by changing the program; 7 repayments of principal within the same
period, however, are mostly a result of loans already made in the past,
and hence are not subject to control. Short-run fiscal policy, then,
may largely neglect the potential deflationary effects of principal re-
payments. The controllable effects of a mortgage insurance or guar-
anty program are predominantly those flowing from the increase it
induces in spending on new homes.
The business and farm programs

In principle, the same techniques of analysis are applicable to the
remaining Federal loan insurance or guaranty programs which aid
either business or farm groups. In some cases, however, a consider-
ably simpler procedure may yield adequate answers. Agencies such as,
the Small Business Administration, the Reconstruction Finance Cor-

In the 20th year of the program illustrated above in table II, for example. gross
loans disbursed and repaid might be 250 (1. e., no new credit is extended under the
program) at the same time that the direct expansionary effect of the loan guaranties Is 100
(as already assumed above), and the direct contractionary effect Is, say, 75. Each of these
dire~t ehsnges in the level of private spending will have its own multiplier effects. If, for
simplicity, we assume that each multiplier is equal to 2. we can estimate the total expan-
sionary influence of the housing program, most of which will be felt during years 20
and 21, at 2 (100-75) =50.

7 The old program will, of course, exert some carryover effects as a result of loan
commitments which have not yet resulted In actual credit disbursements.
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poration, and the Farmers' Home Administration were set up specifi-
cally to service submarginal borrowers, and if they are efficient in
accomplishing this purpose, the main effect of their activities is to make
private loans available to people who otherwise would have been
unable to obtain credit. The extent to which this does, in fact, occur
may be estimated approximately by an analysis of the terms of the
loans made and of the financial characteristics of the borrowing groups
in relation to similar data for nonguaranteed loans made by the same
lending institutions.

Given such an estimate of the additional loans stimulated by govern-
ment guaranties, the next two steps are: (1) to classify the loans
according to the extent to which the proceeds are used to generate
additional incomes, and (2) to estimate the probable depressing effects
of loan principal repayments on the spending of the borrowers. On
the first score, all loans obtained in order to acquire newly produced
goods and services may be classified as income generating and dis-
tinguished from credit which refinances old loans or pays for the
acquisition of land or old assets. Refinancing loans generate no incre-
ments to private incomes, and although loans used to purchase old
assets do generate income in the form of capital gains by bidding up
the prices of the assets in question, they may be classified as non-income-
generating without serious loss of accuracy. From the total amount
of additional income-generating loans induced by the Government
program must then be subtracted any depressing effects flowing from
the corresponding repayments of loan principal. As in the case of the
housing programs, this final subtraction is not likely to be important
to makers of fiscal policy unless they are taking a relatively long-range
view into the future or unless the loans guaranteed by the Government
are largely very short-term loans.

TnE. AVAILABLE EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

The literature on Federal credit programs contains numerous quali-
tative judgments on the effects of those activities, but quantitative
evidence is sparse indeed. There appears to be virtually unanimous
agreernent among the experts that the loan and guaranty programs
do have net expansionary effects but that one cannot simply use as
measures of their influence the gross or net sums of money disbursed
under the programs without running the risk of overestimating that
influence. Grebler, Blank, and Winnick, for example, conclude that
"It would be rash to assume that all of the new construction financed.
with FHA and VA loans represented additional volume that would
not have been produced without these aids: Much of the building
sponsored under the FHA and VA programs would probably have
occurred without them, for the two facilities have operated largely
in a period when rising or high incomes have increased demand for
new residential construction. It would be equally rash to deduce
that these programs have had no influence on the volume of residential
construction." 8

Two postwar studies will illustrate the kinds of quantitative evi-
dence now available. In a survey of the credit restrictions imposed

aLeo Grebler, David M. Blank, and Louis Winnick, Capital Formation in ResidentialReal Estate: Trends and Prospects (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1956), p. 148.
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by regulation X, drawn from personal interviews with 1,368 ran-
domly selected persons who had purchased 1- or 2-family nonfarm
houses for owner occupancy between mid-October 1950 and mid-
Alarch 1951, the Federal Reserve Board found that the median price
of houses purchased by veterans was $9,650 and by nonveterans $9,250,
and that ": veterans generally paid lower interest rates, had
longer maturities, and obtained higher loan-price ratios on their mort-
g(ages than was the case for nonveteraiis."' 9 It is, of course, possible
that the higher price paid by veterans is attributable not to the more
liberal mortgage terms which they enjoyed, but to a higher average
income among them than among the nonveteran group. The relevant
income data, unfortunately, are not given in the study, but the reported
fact that the veterans were, on the average, younger than the non-
veterans casts considerable doubt upon that possibility. The Federal
Reserve study further shoved that wvhien the median prices of new
and existing houses were comnpared for home purchasers within a
given income group, the new house price was typically the higher of
the two. Since mortgage terms were generally more liberal on new
houses, these data suggest the extent to which changes in credit terms
may deepen the mallet for houses.' 0 In addition, it was found that
the distributions of monthly paymnents on new and old houses were
similar, a result which is consistent with E. M. Fisher's hypothesis
that in a sellers' market the level of debt service tends to remain
constant as mortgage terms are relaxed."

A second study, by Herbert Shapiro, contains evidence that changes
in cUlitli acIu iLIrtu age LUI J1lJ.s ma W VI d t I I htl Ith h10 l'tS- .. -

ket.'2 Liberalized terms on lower priced house,; in 1948 and 1950, for
example, led to a decline in the median new-homne property value and
in the median mortgagor's income in 1949 and 1950 as compared to
1948. Conversely, the fact that property values in 1951 and 1952
on FHIA-insured homes rose faster than construction costs and that
the median mortgagor's income rose faster than median nonfarm in-
come suggests that the larger downpayments and shorter maturities
required under regulation X may have narrowed the market as far
as Fl-TA-insured transactions were concerned.

Finally, three recently published studies of installment credit ex-
tended to finance the purchase of consumer durables highlight the im-
portance of the terms on which that credit is available with evidence
that, while not directly related to mortgage credit terms, is neverthe-
less highly suggestive of the influence that changes in those terms may
have. A comprehensive statistical analysis made by Avram Kissel-
goff for the 1929-41 period showed that both the size of monthly in-
stallment payments and the length of the installment contract had
significant effects on the demand for installment sales credit. On
the average he found that a 10-percent increase in the size of monthly
payments decreased the demand for credit by 11 to 14 percent, while

D House Purchases in the Five Months Following the Introduction of Real Estate Credil
Regiulations. Federal Reserve Bulletin (July 1951), pp. 787-789.

'° Ibid., pp. 783 and 795. For similar results over the 1938-41 period see Lrn:,'st Al.
Fisier. Urban Real Estate Markets: Characteristics and Financing (New York: -National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1951), pp. S3-84.

u F'lshlr, op. nit., *n 82.
D1 Herbert Shapiro, Characteristic of 1-Family Houses With FHA Mortgages, 1949-54,

Construction Review. I (November 1955). pp. 4-9.
ia Avram Kisselgoff, Factors Affecting the Demand for Consumer Installment Sales Credit,

Technical Paper No. 7 (New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1952).

97735-57-29
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a 10-percent increase in the length of the credit contract increased the
demand by approximately 11 percent. Milton Moss, concentrating on
automobile installment credit, found that between 1954 and 1955
when new-car prices were declining somewhat, the average maturity
on installment contracts for new cars increased front 241/2 months to
28 months while the average monthly payment remained constant at
$80.14

In other words, the increasecpd orpdit granted in 19.55 on the averige
installment contract was 3.5 x $80=$280, of which approximately
$80 went into increased finances and insurance charges. If other fac-
tors affecting the demand for new cars were either constant between
1954 and 1955 or offsetting in their influences, it would be possible to
derive from these figures, together with the numbers of new cars
purchased on credit in the 2 years (3 million in 1954 and nearly
4,500,000 in 1955), an estimate of the extent to which the increase in
contract maturities deepened the market for nlew cars. Since the num-
ber of new cars that would have been purchased on credit in 1955 if
maturities had not been lengthened at all must lie somewhere between
the figures of 3 and 41/2 million given above, this estimnate must be
at least $600 million but less than $900 million. Finally, a national
sample survey covering the 1954-55 period found, by means of exten-
sive personal interviews, that larger downpayments on new cars
would have discouraged 49 percent of the new-car buyers interviewed
from buying at that time and that larger monthly payments would
have removed almost 60 percent of them from the new-car market.' 5

Of those buyers who indicated that they would not have bought the
same car under tighter credit conditions, 79 percent said that they
would have bought no car, and 17 percent that they would have pur-
chased a cheaper car, either new or used.

Statistical investigators of the demand for housing have been virtu-
ally precluded from measuring the effects of contract mortgage terms
by the absence off- comprehensive and consistent time series for mort-
gage interest rates, downpayments, and maturity lengths. The series
for these variables compiled recently by the National Bureau of
Economic Research for the 1920-47 period come closest to filling the
void, but the Bureau's sample was biased by a high degree of non-
response among the smallest lending institutions. Furthermore,
since its data are confined to first mortgages, they undoubtedly under-
estimate the costs of credit during the 1920's when short maturities on
first mortgages forced the extensive use of higher-cost second mort-
gages and frequent expensive refinancing on the part of homeowners
unable to repay in full at maturity. The National Bureau's mortgage-
terms series has so far apparently been included in only one statistical
demand study for housing-that of John Mattila, and he was pre-
vented from obtaining significant results by a high degree of inter-
correlation between that variable and two other independent varn-
ables.17

14 Milton Moss, Effects of Changes In Installment Credit Terms, in Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System, Consumer Installment Credit, pt. I, vol. I (Washington: Gov-
ernment Printing Office, 1957), p. 128.

16 Board of Governors, Federal Reserve System, Consumer Installment Credit: Pt. IV,
Financing New Car Purchases, A National Survey for 1954-55 (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1957), pp. 98-100.

16 J. E. Morton, Urban Mortgage Lending: Comparative Markets and Experience (Prince-
ton: Princeton University Press, 1956), appendix A.

17 John M. Mattila, An Econometric Analysis of Construction (Madison: University of
Wisconsin, 1955), especially pp. 73-76.
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The empirical evidence so far available concerning the effects of the
Federal loan insurance and guaranty programs, Len, is far from
satisfactory. A detailed exploration of methods of filling the gaps is
to be undertaken as part of a research project which the author is
carrying out for the National Planning Association. Although work
on this study has just begun, one example of the use of statistical
demand studies to estimate the effects of changes in contract mort-
gage terms on housing demand may be given.

In his study of interwar business cycles in the United States
Lawrence Klein derived estimates of the influence on expenditures for
owner-occupied, single-family, nonfarm houses of changes in rents,
construction costs, disposable income, and the number of new non-
farm families."' On the basis of these estimates we may compare,
for the 1936-41 period, the actual increase in housing expenditures
from one year to the next with the increase that should have occurred
as a result of the concurrent changes in rents, construction costs, dis-
posable income, and the number of new nonfarm families. This has
been done in the second column of table III. It will be noted, for
example, that between 1937 and 1938 housing expenditures increased
by $430 million more than Klein's equation predicted they would in-
crease. If Klein's measures of the influence of rents, construction costs
and the other two variables on housing expenditures are accurate, this
discrepancy must be the result of the operation of factors which were
omited from his equation. The omitted variables in which we are
interested, of course, are the various terms on which residential mort-
gages were granted Detween 1.936 and 1941. Three uilferenb iiieasures
of the year-to-year changes in these terms are given in the remaining
columns of table III. In column (3) we have the annual increase
in the mean duration of FHA-insured mortgages on new homes, in
column (4) the increase in the mean percentage of the new home value
borrowed under the FHA program, and in column (5) a composite
"conditions of credit" variable constructed by Mattila from National
Bureau data on both FHA-insu'red and conventional mortgages.
Each of these variables has been ranked, from the greatest liberaliza-
tion in contract mortgage terms to the least, and when these gradations
are compared with Klein's predictions, ranked from his greatest
underestimate of the increase in housing expenditures to the least,
it will be noted that the correlations are remarkably close. Klein's
greatest underestimate (that for 1937-38), for example, coincided
not only with the largest increases in the mean length of FHA mort-
gages (3 years) and in the mean loan-to-value percentage (7.1 per-
cent), but also with the greatest liberalization in the terms of both
FHA and conventional mortgages as shown by Mattila's composite
variable.

There is a strong suggestion, therefore, that liberalization of the
terms on which mortgage credit was granted during the late 1930's
did stimulate expenditures on new housing. When the influence of
other factors is allowed for on the basis of Klein's estimates, unex-
plained increases in housing expenditures still remain for those years
when mortgage terms were liberalized most. These results must, of

la Lawrence R. Klein, Economic Fluctuations in the United States, 1921-41 (New York:
Wiley, 1950).
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course, be regarded as highly tentative until other demand equations
have been analyzed, other variables included, and the data obtained
from cross-sectional sample surveys of housing scrutinized.

TABLS III.-A comparison of Klein's predictions of the increase in iousinj
,rt)e)n7itur/rc 1936-41. 'With7 chanqes in the terms on P11A-inslured mortgages

anl on. all mortgages included in the National Bureau's 1947 sample

(1) ~~~(2) (3) (4)(5

Actual increase MAsle duration Mortgage as a Mattila's "conditions of credit"
in housing expend- of FHA-insured percent of FHA- variable=

itures minus mortgages ol determined new- mortgage interest rate
Klein's estimate new homes home value loani-to-value ratioXduration
of the increase

1'criod _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Millions Rank Change Rank Change Rank Change Rank
of dollars in years in percent

1936-37 - -70 3 +0.7 3 +1.4 2 -1. 0 2
1937-38 - +430 1 +3.0 1 +7.1 1 -1.3 1
1938-39 - -170 5 +.6 4 +1.3 3 -. 3 4
1939-40 - +90 2 +1. 0 2 +1. 0 4 -1. 0 21i
1940-41 - -130 4 +.3 5 +. S 5 +.2 5

CONCLUSIONS

The last two decades have witnessed the introduction and rise to
prominence of a number of Federal programs involving the insurance
or guaranty of privately made loans. Since these programs, typi-
callv. involve little use of Federal funds, their expansions and de-
clinses have occurred without significant effects on either the regular
or the cash budget. Yet, presumably, these Federal operations do
have important effects on the level of economic activity. To the
extent that they do, a significant portion of the influence of the Federal
Government on incomes, spending, and prices is hidden from view
by being omitted from budgetary figures. Some information about
these activities is now included in the Bureau of the Budget's special
analysis of Federal credit programs, but there is need of further
supplementary material-an expansion of this special analysis to in-
clude gross private loans authorized and disbursed through the
insurance and guaranty facilities, an economic classification of the
main purposes for which the funds are to be used, and, in addition,
a comprehensive, quantitative analysis of the effects which these money
flows are likely to have on various parts of the economic system.

It need hardly be stressed that fiscal policy should take these extra-
budgetary programs into account. In a period of threatening in-
flation, either the introduction of new loan guaranties or the expansion
of existing programs will tend to increase the rate of price rise unless
offsetting adjustments are made in cash expenditures or tax revenues.
At the moment, only very rough estimates of the size of the needed
adjustments are possible. Recent improvements, both in the quality
of the available data. and in the statistical techniques of analyzing
them, however, promise a steady refinement as fiscal research is con-
tinued. The hidden hands of Federal credit agencies may vet halve
their fingerprints taken.



GUIDES AND PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING
FEDERAL EXPENDITURE PROGRAMS

Gerhard Colm, chief economist, National Planning Association l

The Employment Act of 1946 states that the Federal Government
should "utilize all its plans, functions, and resources for the purpose
of creating and maintaining * * * conditions under which there will
be afforded useful emlploym-lent opportunities * * "

The Federal Government's spending programs certainly belong to
these "plans, functions and resources." Therefore, according to the
act, government spending programs, if possible, should be so formu-
lated and conducted that they contribute to economic growth and
stability. Although few people would question the validity of this
legislative mandate, there is a real question whether Federal spending
programs have adequately implemented this aspect of the Employ-
ment Act.

The bulk of Federal expenditures have in recent years been de-
termined by considerations for national security or by legal commit-
ments made in the past. Economic consideration in the 0ormulation
of Federal spending programs have been introduced primarily as a
negative or restraining influence; namely, as an effort to delay non-
security programs in the interest of not adding to inflationary pres-
sures. In fact, some of the increase in nondefense programs has taken
place largely in spite of economic considerations and rather as the
result of political and social necessity. Thus, there has been little
occasion to develop procedures for a positive economic approach to
expenditure programs. If, however, requirements for national se-
curity should level out, or if it should be possible to reduce them, the
opportunity and the necessity may well arise for giving greater em-
phasis to evaluating the contributions which Federal expenditure
programs can make to economic growth and stability. In that event,
the examination of fiscal policy in the perspective of economic require-
ments could become of growing importance. The studies initiated
by the Joint Economic (Committee might, therefore, prove to be very
timely.

In both the executive and the legislative branches, the budget is
considered by agencies (Budget Bureau, Appropriations Committees)
other than those entrusted with considering the economic aspects of
the Federal program (Council of Economic Advisers, Joint Economic
Committee). Also, the structure of the budget and the method of
presentation are not tailored to provide guides for an economic con-
sideration of expenditure programs.

Originally, the principles and procedures for budgeting wvere de-
veloped primarily as instruments for legislative control of the purse,

'In this paper I am expressing my own views, not necessarily those of the National
Planning Association. I acknowledge the assistance of Manuel Helzner In the preparation
of this paper.
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and secondarily as instruments or executive control over the farflung
administrative activities of the Government. An economic evalua-
tion of government expenditure programs, however, is needed to assist
in deve oping priorities among competing programs. The contribu-
tion a specific program promises to make to economic growth is not
the only criterion for establishing priorities, but it should be an im-
nortant consideration. The appraisal of government expenditure
programs in the perspective of economic growth must, by necessity,
also include the consideration of tax and debt policies. This is needed
in order to determine how, in a specific situation, economic growth is
best promoted. For example, might it be more desirable to adopt a
new or expanded program, even if this means increasing taxes or
postponing an otherwise possible tax reduction? What guides and
procedures, then, have been or could be developed in order to evaluate
the effect of government expenditures on economic growth and
stability?

PROGRAm EFFECT AND SPENDING EFFECT

Before attempting to answer this question, it is necessary to clarify
what is meant by the effect of government expenditures on economic
growth and stability. In this respect, a distinction should be made
between the program effect and the spending effect of government
expenditures.

The spending effect consists of the additional purchasing power
created by government expenditures and put into the hands of con-
sumers or business. Let us consider the example of a hydroelectric
project undertaken by the Government. While the dams and gen-
erator stations are under construction, money is being spent for labor
and material. This adds to the payrolls and earning of industry
and constitutes the direct spending effect. Since consumers and busi-
ness, in turn, spend all or part of this additional income, a secondary
spending effect (multiplier) takes place. If the increase in total sales
should induce additional investments, one then speaks of an accelerator
effect derived from the original government spending.

The spending effect of a government program may be offset, in
part, by the effect of taxation or government borrowing which would
tend to restrict the private availability of funds. Different spending
programs and different systems of taxation or borrowing will exert
different types of positive or negative multiplier and accelerator pres-
sures on the economy.

The program effect, meanwhile, takes place not while the money is
being spent, but usually after the government project has been com-

leted (except where there may be some anticipation of this effect).£nethe example of the hydroelectric project, when construction has
been completed and electric power is produced, the creation of this
additional source of electricity may have an effect on power rates or
may help to meet an otherwise unsatisfied industrial demand for
electric power. New industries may be attracted by the availability
of cheaper power, and the entire area may undergo an economic
transformation. This represents the program effect of government
expenditures.

In some areas the relations between the program effect and eco-
nomic growth may not always be readily identifiable. All expendi-
tures, including those for national defense, foreign aid, veterans' bene-
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fits, social-assistance payments, have a spending effect but may not
necessarily have a program effect on economic growth. Expenditures
for research, training, health, conservation, or development of natural
resources, etc., may affect economic growth generally. Other types
of expenditures may benefit one or another group in the population
(e. g., farm subsidies) but may affect general economic growth only
indirectly. Some programs may indirectly affect general economic
growth in a negative way. For example, one type of farm-subsidy
program may tend to hold submarginal farmers on the land while
another type of program would encourage them to shift to nonfarm
occupations where their contribution to higher productivity and eco-
nomic expansion would be greater. In any case, when examining
the effect of government expenditures on economic growth and sta-
bility, it is essential that the distinction between the program effect
and the spending effect be clearly recognized.

There may at times arise a conflict between policies guided by con-
siderations of the program effect and those of the spending effect of
government expenditures. During recent years spending for certain
nondefense programs was held to a minimum in order to reduce the
inflationary effect of government spending. This may well account
for some of the delays in programs for education, training and re-
search, conservation of water, and other programs which contribute
to economic growth. It is a difficult task of economic and fiscal states-
manship to reconcile in each situation the objectives of policies de-
eir ned to prorm-te Pvnnomiea qtabilization with those designed to pro-
mote economic growth. Only in a period of slack do the t o objectives
largely coincide.

GUIDES FOR AN ECONOMIC CONSIDERATION OF GOVERNMENT
EXPENDITURES

Guides for estimating program effects
Subsequent papers will discuss the effects of government ex-

penditure programs on specific areas such as natural resources, human
resources and skills, transportation, and research. I do not know of
any general method by which the program effect of a contemplated or
actual government expenditure program can in any precise manner be
quantitatively ascertained. Some progress in developing quantitative
measurements of benefits and costs has been made in appraising water
resource programs (e. g., irrigation) and transportation programs
(highways, navigation). However, even in these areas program con-
siderations appear to give inadequate attention to the longer run eco-
nomic implications of government spending with the result that some
government investments may not be making the maximum contribu-
tion to economic growth which could be achieved with the funds
actually used.

There is great need for government to examine proposed expendi-
ture programs in the light of their possible contribution to an expand-
ing economy. Although methods have been worked out for apprais-
ing government programs in the light of long-range economic needs,
it does not appear that such considerations have been decisive in the
formulation of many of these programs. In this respect, private
enterprise has made more progress in that most larger corporations
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formulate their investment programs with the aid of long-range pro-
jections which are designed to indicate the probable future develop-
ments for their products or services.

The health program of the Government might also be appraised in
view of its contribution to economic growth. We know that many
man-days of labor are lost by sickness. A Federal program which
could improve the health of the people would increase the available
man-hours of the labor force and make further increases in production
possible. Therefore, in considering the economic effect of Federal
health programs (in addition to their humanitarian values), account
should be taken of the possible consequent decrease in labor
absenteeism. Attention would thus be given to the relationship be-
tween economic productivity and government health programs. I
doubt that it ever will be possible to present an exact economic calculus
of the relationship between the cost of the health program on the one
halnd, and the potential increase in production on the other. However,
to deny that such a relationship may exist would also be an error.

Or, let us consider the example of a flood-control program. It is
possible to make a comparison between the costs of such a program
and the expected savings over time resulting from the control of floods.
However, this is in no way an exact cost-benefit calculation because if
the program were not undertaken certain vulnerable industries might
not settle in the areas exposed to the possibility of flood damage.
Were the flood-control program to be undertaken, an unknown number
of enterprises might settle in the no longer endangered area.

The difficulty of making a precise evaluation regarding the program
effect of government expenditures increases the need for providing
decision makers with an effective approach to program determination.

An entrepreneur uses judgment in addition to statistical analysis
before making an investment. So also government officials can never
be certain about the extent of the contribution a particular program
could make to economic development. The entrepreneur may ask
himself: If I do not make the contemplated investment, bow will this
influence the investment decisions of other entrepreneurs? Likewise,
government officials should ask: Would private interests in the absence
of a government program attempt to do what the Government might
decide not to do? If there is the likelihood that private interests may
consider performing that function, the question should then be asked
as to how the private performance would compare in costs and benefits
with the public performance of the same function. Thus, in consid-
ering whether the Government shall undertake proposed expenditure
programs which may have an effect on economic growth, government
officials who have to make the program decisions should evaluate the
following information:

1. The estimated monetary and nonmonetary costs of the pro-
gram as a whole (including an estimate of the time needed for its
completion).

2. The estimated economic and noneconomic benefits to be
derived.

(A) In economic terms-the estimated effect of the Gov-
ernment program on future production and its contribution
to economic development. In proposing an irrigation project,
for example, consideration should be given to what the need
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will be for additional agricultural production. Also growing
any needed additional produce on newly irrigated land should
be compared with the alternative of increasing production by
more intensive use of fertilizer or other improvements on land
already in cultivation. In addition, an economic appraisal
should present estimates concerning:

(a) benefits for which the Government may collect fees
(e. g., water fees).

(b) benefits for which no fees will be collected (e. g.,
higher productivity resulting from improved health or
educational programs).

(c) the effect of the increase in productivity on future
tax returns.

(B) In noneconomic terms-the social and other benefits
or humanitarian considerations to be evaluated (such as from
national defense programs or old-age assistance).

3. The probability that either private organizations or State
and local governments may undertake the proposed or a similar
project if the Federal Government does not undertake it. Such
an evaluation should include a consideration of the advantages
and disadvantages of such alternatives.

Quantitative estimates should be provided where possible; other-
wise, qualitative statements with indication of likely order of magni-
tude or judgment should be made.

For each program an object breakdown of proposed expenditures
shoiled qlRo ha. made in terms of wages. capital equipment, materials,
etc.. which could form the basis for evaluating the spending effect.
Periodic studies should be undertaken to determine which programs
contribute to economic growth, particularly in those areas where
government activity may supplement and promote private endeavor.
Such areas might include-

(a) The educational training and health needs of the labor
force.

(b) The promotion of basic or applied research.
(c) The development of natural resources or substitutes.
(d) The need to foster more adequate transportation facilities.
(e) The problem of providing private capital facilities for spe-

cific purposes (e. g., small business).
(f) The need for promoting more comprehensive statistical

programs.
In many of these areas an evaluation of program needs has been

undertaken, but such studies should periodically be reexamined and
brought up to date.

In the past a number of valuable studies in the economic and fiscal
field have remained unutilized because no committee of the Congress
had the responsibility for examining them and for making legislative
recommendations based on their findings. The Joint Economic Com-
mittee could undertake to evaluate the need for government programs
to contribute to economic growth and could make these studies the
basis for its recommendations to the appropriate committees of the
Congress.
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Guides foar estimating spending effects
The budget sunmmary.-The Government's budget will always be

the point of departure for an analysis of the spending effect of Gov-
ernment programs. The summary tables of the budget document
offer a first approximation of the amounts which government activities
either add to, or deduct from, consumer income or business funds. For
this purpose, the summary tables which present the payments to and
receipts from the Government (consolidated cash budget) are npartiau -
larlyiuseful. At first glance, a budget deficit might be assumed to in-
dicate the amount of funds added to the stream of funds available
to consumers and business, while a budget surplus might represent the
extent of a curtailment of such funds. Such an approach, however,
would be an oversimplification. A fiscal policy based merely on the
criteria of a surplus or deficit in the budget summary could be serious-
ly misguided. Additional factors must also be considered:

1. The effect of a budget surplus or a deficit on income, pro-
duction, and employment is influenced by the way the budget
surplus is used or the deficit met. A budget surplus used for re-
paying a Government debt held by banks may exert an anti-
inflationary effect if accompanied by the appropriate monetary
action. Such may not be the effect of other Government debt is
redeemed. Similarly, a budget deficit financed through the banks
will, under most circumstances (but not under all circumstances),
have an expansionary effect. If financed through purchases by
individuals of savings bonds, it would tend to absorb purchasing
power which might otherwise be available for other purposes.
Thus, debt-management policy must also be considered, in addi-
tion to the budget data.

2. The economic effects of a budget surplus or a budget deficit
may vary, depending on the factors which brought the surplus or
the deficit about. A budget deficit, for example, may result from
an economic decline when payments for the unemiployed are rising
and tax yields are declining. This situation could result from
the so-called built-in stabilizers, which would cushion the decline
in private income. These stabilizers, however, cannot turn a
downswing into renewed expansion. A budget deficit otherwise
arising from a substantial cut in tax rates or the adoption of new
or expanded Government programs could create additional de-
mand and not merely reduce the shrinkage of purchasing power.
This is the reason why, in case of a serious economic decline, the
effect of built-in stabilizers should be supplemented by fiscal-
policy measures, such as a speeding up of expenditure programs
and/or of tax cuts. The reverse situation would be true with re-
gard to an anti-inflation fiscal program. Tax increases and ex-
penditure reductions should supplement the effect of rising tax
yields. In any case, it is not enough to focus attention only upon
the budget surplus or deficit.

3. Increases in expenditures may add to total effective pur-
chasing power, even if financed by tax increases. Conversely, cur-
tailment of expenditures accompanied by corresponding tax re-
duction may result in contraction. A balanced budget is not nec-
essarily a neutral budget. The reason is that the multiplier and
accelerator effects (positive or negative) of expenditures and of
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taxes differ depending on the kind of expenditures and the
kind of taxes which are adoipted.

4. The budget summary does not reflect the economic signifi-
cance of all Government operations. (I need not go into this as-
pect as the preceding paper by George F. Break is devoted to it.)

5. The budget summaries are classified according to an adminis-
trative and functional division. There is no overall classification
of expenditures by economic criteria. (An incomplete object
classification of obligations is the closest approximation to it.) It
would be desirable if a detailed object classification of expendi-
tures could be developed in line with the standard industrial clas-
sification system.2

6. An evaluation of the Government's effects on the economy
as a whole must consider not only the transactions of the Federal
Government, but also those of the State and local government.

7. Most important, the economic effect of Government transac-
tions must be seen in the perspective of actual and expected devel-
opments in the private sectors of the economy.

National economic accounts.-The spending effects of Government
programs (including the effects of changes in taxes and debt) can
best be evaluated using the tools of national economic accounting.
National economic accounts depict the incomes and expenditures of
the various economic sectors-consumers, nonprofit organizations,
business, and government.

In order best to appraise this effect, projections of the national ac-
counts shoul tue prepared lur a -lurllbue -- a O +hVA +nl1OW-

ing assumptions:
1. If present government programs are continued; and
2. If certain changes in government programs appear neces-

sary in order to promote conditions under which maximum em-
ployment levels are likely to be achieved.

It would be most desirable if various alternative changes or alter-
native combinations of changes in government programs would be
assumed. Consideration should be g'ven to the feasibility and possi-
ble implications of speeding up certain programs in the event of an
economic slack, or of slowing them down in case a high level of pri-
vate activity or a high level of other government activities (e. g., na-
tional security) creates an inflationary situation. The national eco-
nomic account projections would reflect changes not only in the Gov-
ernment account but also in the incomes and expenditures accounts of
consumers and business.

If estimates of consumer and business spending under assumption
No. 1 indicate a decline or an inadequate rise ("adequate" being de-
fined as a rise commensurate with the increase in the production po-
tential), alternative methods for bolstering consumer purchasing
power and/or business investment would have to be contemplated. The
Government could consider several steps. Government spending
could be increased or tax rates reduced, or both. Other methods would
include a reduction in interest rates (hoping to stimulate private in-

See Lhe Natioual Economic Accounts of the United States Review, Appraisal, and
Recommendations, by the National Account Review Committee of the National Bureau of
Economic Research, June 1957.
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vestment) or making mortgage funds available at more attractive
terms.

Thus, with the aid of national economic account projections, an
appraisal could be made of the need for government measures in sup-
port of consumer purchasing power or business investment or both.
These projections-which, in effect, are hypothetical economic fore-
casts-would state what economic developments are likely to be as-
sumning (a) no change ink-j -v-.-'----s (v) adoption of cer-
tain changes in the programs.

The original full-employment bill provided for exactly this kind of
projection of the Nation's economic budget as part of the President's
Economic Report. In the version finally approved, however, the
language of the legislation was made less precise, because there was
doubt that the President would always be able to provide specific
forecasts for the various component parts. Nevertheless, the pres-
ent language of the Employment Act still suggests the legislative
intent that the President should state the levels of employment, pro-
duction, and purchasing power which would achieve the purposes of
the act; the levels that are likely to be obtained under existing pro-
grams; and the changes in Government programs which are deemed
necessary to attain the desired level of economic activity.

A projection of "needed levels" implies an estimate of the full-
employment potentials for economic activity. Such a projection,
particularly in a longer range perspective, is feasible, and less haz-
ardous than a forecast, particularly a short-run forecast. Also, there
is often some reasonable basis for judging the probability that these
levels could or could not be achieved under existing programs. The
likelihood of error increases, however, if the conditional forecast
undertakes to specify not only the direction of the economic move-
ment but also its expected magnitude and the timing of cyclical turn-
ing points. Therefore, I still believe that the Congress was wise in
not requiring a specific and detailed forecast, but only a statement
of foreseeable trends of economic activity.

This skepticism about making specific forecasts does not exclude
the possibility of appraising, in terms of national economic account
projections, the spending effect of contemplated changes in expendi-
ture programs. Rather, I would offer the following specific proposals
for consideration:

1. In each Economic Report, the President should include a
statement of "needed levels of employment, production, and pur-
chasing power," in terms of a projection of national account
aggregates. The projection might cover a 5-year period.

2. In each Economic Report (or in a special report issued in-
termittently), a number of alternative projections should be
presented, describing possible economic developments under ex-
isting programs, assuming, e. g., (a) an inflationary trend; (b)
a sidewvise movement of economic activity (i. e., failure to ex-
pand) ; (c) decline of, say, 5 percent per year in terms of gross
national product in constant prices. By presenting such alter-
natives, it should be made perfectly clear that none of these
trends is predicted. IHowever, it would be desirable if the text
of the report would discuss the probabilities of these various
alternatives in the light of the current outlook.
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3. In connection with these alternative projections the report
should also review the programs contemplated by tie Govern-
ment and their likely effect on consumer and business incomes and
outlays.

Should the economic outlook suggest that changes in programs
are called for, a specific recommendation should be presented for
Government action, as well as an estimate of the expected effect of
the recommended change on economic activities in terms of the na-
tional economic accounts. If it should be desirable to delay and
stretch out, or speed up and enlarge, expenditure programs, the Presi-
dent and the Congress would take into consideration both the spend-
ing effect and the program effect of the changes which were being
recommended.

BUDGET CONSIDERATION- AND ECoNOMIc CONS)IDERATIONS

Coordination in the executive branch of the Government
The Budget Bureau assists the President in the formulation of

the budget. Its concern is that Budget recommendations implement
the President's program, and that the objectives of Government are
pursued with the greatest economy and efficiency.

The Council of Economic Advisers assists the President in the
preparation of the economic report. Since the President is respon-
sible both for the budget and the economic report, some consulta-
tion between the two agencies takes place as a matter of routine.
. evertheless, there have been instances in which the econonuc as-
sumptions implied in the budget document appeared not to be con-
sistent with statements about the economic outlook expressed in the
economic report.

Two recommendations have been made by the National Planning
Association for promoting greater coordination between the budget
and economic report.3

1. Each budget message should include a budget outlook cov-
ering the same number of years as the economic projection
suggested above for inclusion in the Economic Report. The
Government programs included in the budget outlook would
correspond to the programs (expenditures, taxes, and debt trans-
actions) consistent with the Government's responsibilities under
the Employment Act. The budget also would state the legislative
changes which would be required for effectuating the proposed
changes in future expenditure and tax programs.

Inclusion of such a budget outlook would permit an examina-
tion of expenditure and tax policies in the perspective of several
years. This is a necessity for effective budget control, because
legislation and appropriations often have their full impact only
on future budgets. This fact leads to repeated frustrations when
Congress in the spring attempts to take action designed to affect
the budget which becomes effective in July of the same year.
That "the budget is out of control" is due largely to the fact fhat
the budget of one particular year is, to a considerable extent,

a See National Planninng Association Planning Pamphlet No. 90. The Need for Further
Budget Wcform-A Joint NPA Statement; The Federal Budget and the National Economy,
a staff report by Gerhard Colm. with the assistance of Marilyn Young (March 1955).
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determined by congressional action of previous years. The budget
outlook would facilitate more effective congressional considera-
tion of the budgetary implications of contemplated legislation.
At the same time, it would help to coordinate economic and
budgetary considerations.

In order to achieve consistency between the economic projec-
tions and the budget outlook, closer cooperation between the
agencies responsible for the preparation of these two related
sets of estimates would become a necessity.

2. The expenditure and revenue estimates of the budget docu-
ment should be based on the assumption that reasonably full
employment and price stability will be maintained during the
ensuing year. Basing the budget on such an assumption rather
than on an economic forecast of actual conditions removes a
major source of possible inconsistency between expenditure and
revenue estimates and also between the basis of the budget docu-
ment and statements in the Economic Report. It would, how-
ever, be desirable if congressional appropriations would make a
budgetary allowance for some contingencies; e. g., if there should
be greater unemployment than implied in the expenditure esti-
mates. If economic developments are less favorable than as-
sumed, the President could release these contingency reserves in
addition to speeding up the long-range expenditure programs
for which appropriations have already been made.4 Presumably,
the President would undertake to use the contingency funds only
on the advice of the Council of Economic Advisers and would
report such action to the Congress.

Coordination in the legislative branch of the Government
The Joint Economic Committee has the responsibility for advising

the various legislative committees of Congress and the Congress as a
whole on matters relating to the implementation of the Employment
Act. The scope of this responsibility certainly includes consideration
of the impact of Federal expenditure programs on economic growth
and stability. The NPA joint statement referred to above states:

It would be desirable if Congress would adopt each year a
concurrent resolution which would outline the broad order
of magnitude of the budget over a period of years and the
recommended principles of financing. Such a resolution
could state that there should be an excess of revenue over
total expenditures, or a balance, or that a part of the expendi-
tures should be financed by loans. It would also set forth the
changes in the longer range program if any, which are con-
sidered necessary for the purpose of counteracting business
fluctuations.

The annual report of the Joint Economic Committee is well suited
to provide a basis for the formulation of such a resolution.

The Joint Economic Committee has the responsibility under the
Employment Act to provide "a guide to the several committees of

4 Adoption by the Congress of the proposed shift to an accrued-expenditure basis for
appropriations would materially reduce the flexibility of the Government to vary the rate
of expenditures for purposes of promoting economic growth and stability. (See the testi-
mony of Gerhard Cohm before the House Committee on Government Operations, April:5,
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the Congress dealing with legislation relating to the Economic Re-
port." In fulfillment of this function, the committee each year pre-
pares a report containing its findings and recommendations as they
relate to the principal economic proposals of the President. In addi-
tion to this, it would be highly desirable if members of the Joint
Economic Committee would appear before the Appropriations and
Tax Committees of both Houses to present the conclusions and policy
recommendations which the Committee has reached with respect to
budget matters.



BASIC WEAKNESS IN FEDERAL BUDGET PROCEDURE

George Y. Harvey, director, Bureau of Government Research,
University of Missouri

The rising cost of government has prompted many suggestions of
methods to improve the budgeting process. In practically all in-
stances, these suggestions have dealt only with the mechanics of
budgeting, the methods of presenting fiscal information for the use
of the Bureau of the Budget, the President, and the Congress in con-
sidering the annual financial requirements of the Government. This
is a superficial approach in that it fails to come to grips with the
basic problems involved: (1) The kind and degree of control which
the legislative branch will exercise over the executive branch, and
(2) the extent to which policy decisions, not measurable in arithmeti-
cal terms, control recommended budget estimates. Reliable financial
statements showing the cost of government programs are necessary
in the budgeting process in reaching intelligent decisions as to the
level of financial support required, but they are of little use in deter-
mining the basic policy as to whether a particular program should
be carried on. Frequently, also, the size of the program is largely
determined on policy rather than arithmetical grounds.

The mechanical process is under coIstan1t r eview and revision. Every
year some refinements and innovations-not always improve-
ments, however-are introduced. The one definite statement that can
be made is that there is no best method. Some methods are better
than others. Some persons, thoroughly familiar with the subject,
may prefer one method while others, just as expert, prefer another.
A system sufficiently flexible to permit variation necessary to the ade-
quate presentation of the case with respect to an individual program
would seem to be the most logical. Certainly, too much uniformity,
with the necessarily attendant rigidity, will tend to produce unreal
results in many cases. The real key to the situation is integration
of the budgeting and accounting systems to the end that the ac-
counting system realistically produces accurate cost data and the
budgetary statements clearly reflect the accounting results.

ORIGINAL PuRPosEs OF THE BUDGET SYSTEM

The support which finally enacted the budget system into law came
from groups whose major concern was reduction in the cost of governi-
ment. However, original proponents of the budget system did not
claim economy as a major purpose. Their primary concern was to
strengthen the Executive power, and some of the opposition in Con-
gress was on this account. Hon. Joseph G. Cannon, of Illinois, who,
at that time, had served longer as chairman of the House Coimmittee
on Appropriations than any other chairman and had been Speaker

rFor elaboration of this point, see Contract Authorization in Federal Buidget Procedure,
Public Administration Review, vol. XVII, No. 2. spring 1957.
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of the I-louse, voiced the extreme opposition on this point in theses
words:

When Congress consents to the Executive making the
budget, it wiTl have surrendered the most important part
of a representative government and put this countr7 back
where it was when the shot at Lexington was heard 'round
the world."

Whether for better or for worse will be a matter of individual
opinion, but, certainly, the executive branch is in a far stronger rela-
tive position now with respect to control of the public expenditure
programs than prior to adoption of the central budget system. It.
should hastily be added that, with the complexities of greatly en-
larged modern government, no one would seriously consider scrapping-
the present system for a return to the rather haphazard prebudget
methods. It is fair to suggest, though, that, after these years of
experience, perhaps a searching reexamination of the basic system is.
in order with a view to determining whether some method can be de--
vised which will enable the Congress to act with somewhat more free-
dom than is possible under present circumstances.

The budget is not a budget in the sense of a businesslike document
providing sources of revenues and distributing them in such fashion
as to assure adequate support for necessary government functions.
within ability to pay. Rather, it is a collection of estimates of funds
required for purposes ranging all the way from the cost of operation
oi necessary service orga1iizaUio11l Iu putey political vote-gettin-g
activities. If the total expenditure is within total receipts, then that
is a happy- coincidence.

"It's in the budget" is the strongest argument that any pressure-
group can make for a pet item. That means it has had the Presi-
dential blessing, is part of the President's program, will be fought
for by all agencies of the executive branch. Formerly, the hardest
job of the lobbyist for funds was to persuade the Congress of the
value of his project, whereas, under present procedure, it is most
important that lie get it in the budget. Items not budgeted are at a
great disadvantage on Capitol Hill because the budget always is~
presented with little or no leeway for items to be added without
offsetting reductions unless budget totals are exceeded, which Con-
gress, understandably enough, has always been most reluctant to do.
In fact, the question each year when the budget is sent to Congress
is: "How much can the budget be reduced?"

BASIS OF FINANCIAL PROGRAM

When President Garfield, then a Member of the House of Repre-
sentatives, was chairman of the Committee on Appropriations, he
made the following statement to the House:

The necessary expenditures of the Government form the
baseline from which we measure the amount of our taxation
required, and on which we base our system of finance. We
lhave, freqiuently heard it remarked that we should make our
expenditures come within our revenues, that we should cut
our garment according to our cloth. This theory may be
correct when applied to private affairs, but it is not appli-
97735-57-30
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cable to the wants of nations. Our national expenditures
should be measured by the real necessities and the proper
needs of the Government. We should cut our garment so
as to fit the person to be clothed. If he be a giant, we must
provide cloth sufficient for a fitting garment.2

Whether or not acceptable in theory Garfield's view of the basis
of government financing has been followed in practice. Government
costs have increased steadily for various reasons but all within the
framework of the Garfield theory. The simplest example, of course,
.is in the postal service where more population equals more mail and
inevitably more expenditures, but such simple answers are not avail-
able for the important questions. Preponderantly the problem lies
in two areas:
Domestic services of government

New activities are constantly being added and regarded as neces-
sary functions of government and the additional tax burdens ac-
cepted with a high degree of tranquility. This is true not only at
the Federal level but at State and local governmental levels as well.
While there is always much public clamor against high taxes, that
clamor seems to be lacking in the voting booth and is altogether
missing from the high pressure drive on the town councils, school
boards, State legislatures, and Congress for more and better services
of government costing more money which can be secured only
through increased taxes. Each legislative session sees enlargement
of existing activities or the establishment of entirely new ones.

The public attitude is such that lipservice is adequate political re-
sponse to a demand for reduced taxes, but when appropriations are
sought for additional government services, then the officeholder had
better stand and deliver or suffer dire consequences at the polls.
National defense

More than half of current Federal expenditures are for purposes
of national defense, and this is the most difficult area over which
the Congress must exercise control. America has never been a mili-
tary nation. In time of peace this country has frugally-at times
penuriously-maintained a skeletal military force and then, in time
of war, we turned the keys to the Treasury over to military authori-
ties, only to return to peacetime frugality after the war was over.
Now the situation is different and there are no historic guideposts.
Young men, now being drafted into the Armed Forces, never knew
the day when there was no compulsory military service in America.
They have gone through school accepting a period of military service
as part of their future. It is now a way of life and every indication
is that it must be so accepted for some years to come. This presents
a budgetary consideration which should be studied and met on a long-
range basis. It must receive annual scrutiny but it cannot be handled
1 year at a time. A preparedness program which must be constantly
modernized in order to meet obvious competition must be planned
well into the future but kept under constant review. The United
States cannot afford to build a Maginot line. On the other hand it
cannot afford to turn all of its available resources into military pre-

2 Congressional Record, March 5, 1874.
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paredness over too extended a period lest there be no reserve for the
all-out effort necessary in the event of "hot" war. Perhaps the op-
ponents of the American system would be just as pleased to see the
Western World Financially bankrupt 30 years hence as militarily in-
adequate now. Just how much of the resources of the country can
be diverted to military preparedness over an extended period without
resulting bankruptcy and natural resource depletion is the question
to which an early answer is urgently required. Military decisions
as to necessary level of defense may be based too largely on military
requirements without adequate concern for effect on long-range eco-
nomic factors. Active civilian participation in such decisions is the
only assurance of balanced determination of the necessary relationship
between militarily desirable and economically supportable levels of
national defense.

Is THERE A SOLUTION?

The primary considerations in both of these problem areas are of
such nature that they do not lend themselves to the usual annual
budgetary approach. As to domestic services only vigorous public
reaction against cost can ever bring about real curtailment. In 1940,
during heated discussion over increasing the limit on the public debt,
Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau was asked for his judgment
as to the amount of debt the country could stand. His answer was,
"We will know when we get there." When the public is no longer
willing to foot the bill then government can shrink in size. In the
meantime the cheese-paring process of minor reduction through elimi-
nation of wasteful and extravagant practices of administration will
continue but the results cannot be startling in comparison with total
expenditures.

Particularly in the defense area consideration should be given to
availability, over long periods, of natural resources and their utiliza-
tion as well as both military and civilian production manpower needs.
The final budget presentation must, of course, be presented in terms
of dollars, but this stage should be reached only after careful con-
sideration of the economy of the Nation in terms of plant capacity,
manpower, and available resources.

UNOBLIGATED BALANCE

There is currently-and has been for sometime-a great outcry
against the large unobligated and unexpended balances accumulated
by various agencies, principally in the Department of Defense.
Various super cial suggestions have been made to use accounting pro-
cedures and techniques to control these balances. All of these sug-
gestions are an "after the horse is stolen" approach. The balances
exist because Congress has acceded to the urgent demands of the
military authorities and provided funds for a level of national de-
fense which the executive branch has said was absolutely vital to the
Nation's welfare, and the executive branch has not provided the
amount of defense for which Congress appropriated. The existence
of the balances is proof positive of failure of executive authority to
carry out programs at the levels contemplated in budgetary pro-
posals. The explanation for the existence of the balances cannot be
found in books of account. The real explanation lies in the answers
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to the question: Where is the defense Congress in all good faith pro-
vided funds to purchase? Have the funds not been expended be-
cause of administrative failure? Have the estimates been prepared
without sufficient regard to the ability of the economy to produce?
The responsibility lies in the executive branch. In only a few in-
stances has the Congress provided more funds than requested in the
budget and then usuallv on the basis of testimony by important exec-
utive branch r epresentatives. In the aggregate Congress, over a
period of years, has provided considerably less than total budgetary
requests and still there are balances of such magnitude as to attract
attention and bring to the fore suggestions for remedial measures.
What would have been the situation had Congress granted all the
funds requested?

The Air Force stated in January 1953 that it had available for obli-
gation for "Aircraft and Related Procurement" for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1953, $12 billion, all of which would be obligated; it
requested for the next fiscal year, 1954, $6.7 billion, all of which would
be obligated during that year.' Congress appropriated only $3.5 bil-
lion for 1954, yet the Air Force carried forward into 1955 an unobli-
gated balance of $4.6 billion.4

In other words, instead of contracting for the acquisition of $18.7
billion worth of aircraft in a 2-year period, contracts let totaled $10.9
billion and it was later learned that many of the so-called contracts
were far from firm. The unanswered question is, Why is there so
little relationship between estimates and accomplishments? The real
answer can be found only through examination of program planning
procedures and policies. There is no denying the fact the Nation
must maintain a maximum defense effort but there is grave question
whether it is sound policy to continue to supply funds entirely out of
proportion to production capabilities.

The situation in the aircraft procurement program described above
is cited only as illustrative of the financial problem in military pro-
curement and construction programs generally.

Year after year they return to Capitol Hill asking for additional
funds and predicting dire consequences if the Congress fails to grant
every dollar requested. Curiously, the showing of great balances of
funds unexpended, not even obligated, on their books seems 'not to
embarrass them in asking for additional funds.

In view of the gravity of the world situation the Congress has had
little choice but to accept military recommendations but the day is fast
approaching when drastic action must be taken. To permit the situa-
tion to continue is dangerous to the stability of the Nation's economy.
Reference was made in recent months by a Cabinet officer to hair-
curling depressions which could result from continued high-level Gov-
ernment expenditures. Booms and busts have historically maintained
a definite relationship and there is nothing to support the hope that
the pattern will be different in the future.

' Budget of the United States. 1954. p. 615.
4 Budget of the United States, 1957. p. 563.
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POLITICAL NATURE OF TILE BUDGET PROCESS

The executive budget system was borrowed from the parliamentary
governments in Europe. Great Britain had such a system from about
1822. The importers of the system seem to have failed, however, to
appreciate the full significance of the separation of the executive and
legislative powers in the American system in relation to the executive
budget. In parliamentary government, where the executive is directly
dependent on the legislative for its continuance in power, the legisla-
tive branch can afford to delegate powers beyond the point practicable
under the American system.

Under congressional rules of procedure, it is contemplated that an-
nual appropriations will be made only for those activities of govern-
ment which have been previously authorized by law. It is often fal-
laciously assumed that from there on the task is simply one of deter-
mining on some mechanical basis the cost of administering such laws.
The basic authorizing statutes for the most part-and of necessity-
are broad in scope and grant to the Executive rather wide latitude.
The only continuing congressional control over activities within such
statutes is through the annual budgetary review and legislative author-
ization of funds. The budget document, the message from the Presi-
dent, includes the recommendations of the executive branch for con-
tinuation, increase in scope, or curtailment of these activities. It is a
policy proposal reflecting the political philosophy of the current
executive authority. It is a political document. As such it is sub-

people, each of whom must take his own responsibility for his part in
it before his own constituency. On that account it is of first impor-
tance that any budgetary system be so devised as to protect the legisla-
tive prerogative of the individual member. For this reason the item
veto has never been acceptable to the Conigress. Similarly, suggestions
that while motions from the floor of Congress to reduce the budget be
made in order, motions to increase the budget be outlawed have never
found favor. Certainly, if the Congress ever agrees to such proposals,
it will have greatly enhanced the power of the Executive and, consider-
ing the obvious political nature of the budget message and its own
responsibilities thereon, Congress must move most cautiously in that
direction. There are occasions when the political philosophy of the
two branches of the Government are not in complete accord, but regard-
less of that fact the Congress must never permit itself to become
merely an adjunct to the executive branch.

CENTER OF THE ANNUAL POLITICAL STAGE

The presentation of the budget to the Congress is the signal for the
annual political controversy. The administration's political program
is there presented in such form and under such circumstances as to
focus attention immediately on the points of difference and to set the
stage automatically for the great debate. Other legislative recom-
mendations, presented piecemeal, may be delayed, sidetracked, sub-
jected to drawn-out debate, and when involving political hazards, end-
less and pointless discussion purely for the purpose of delay. But
work must begin immediately on the budget. There is an automatic
deadline. Funds must be provided for the Government to operate the
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following year, and the political issues presented in the budget must
be faced and settled. On occasions, when it seems politically desir-
able, new and not previously authorized programs may be presented
in the budget in order to force action when orderly, regular procedure
would indicate separate legislative enactment authorizing such pro-
grams prior to requests for funds. Congress has itself used the annual
appropriation bills as vehicles for extraneous legislation which might
inot ohrise1-W, standin 1-- l. have-been able - toaJ. ctJ. all theislative
hurdles to final enactment. Much as the idealists may deplore these
conditions, cognizance must be taken of the simple fact that the enact-
ment of the annual appropriations is a normal part of the legislative
business, and legislative business is political business.

These are the reasons why many aspects of the budget process do not
lend themelves to the formalities of pure accounting statements. Too
often the rigidity of formal statements leads to the idea that the budget
is purely a matter of arithmetic and, on the face of the document, this
appears to be true. However, the policy considerations which have
governed the arithmetic have involved many mathematically indeter-
minable factors. By the time the budget reaches Congress these fac-
tors either have disappeared from the picture or have been converted
to dollar marks to support the budget figures.

At that point, the great political question is whether or not the
President will be supported. The executive branch has prepared the
budget and has had ample opportunity to develop the case in support
thereof. The Congress then sits and listens to a carefully prepared
case disclosing only those facts which will present the budgetary re-
quests in the best possible light.

PRESSURE GROUPS

Most of the agencies of the executive branch are in direct communi-
cation with private pressure groups who can be counted on to whip up
support for the budgetary requests of their pet activities. Though
the rules require that administrative budget decisions be not disclosed
until the budget message is transmitted to Congress, the agencies hav-
ing special problems usually find devious ways of letting the pressure
group know what to expect so that they can be fully prepared to move
directly on Congress at the time the budget arrives. This is a practice
so often followed as to be well known in budget circles in Washington.
While the executive agencies, having made the bullets, stand piously
by, the pressure groups take over and bombard Congress from all sides.

The Congress is never in position, therefore, to reach an objective
decision on fiscal requirements. It is always in the position of a be-
sieged force standing off attack, knowing that, at best, some casualties
must result.

There is, of course, no complete cure to this situation. Congress
would be in a more advantageous position, however, if some method
could be devised to permit congressional participation at the decision-
making stage before battlelines are so definitely formed.

In earlier years much was heard of "pork-barrel" legislation, bills
originated by Congress in which Members allegedly helped each
other by providing politically desirable public-works projects. Now
the distribution of "pork" is handled in the budget by the executive
branch. This tends to gain for the executive branch all the benefits
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accruing from such practices while Congress takes the responsibility
for not reducing the cost of government. It seems that everyone wants
to support the President's program while Congress reduces the cost
of government.

The historic control by Congress of the executive branch has been
definitely lessened, and it is safe to assert that those who proposed
the budget system as a means of aggrandizing the executive power
have gained more of their objective than those who supported it as
a means of reducing the cost of government. As a matter of fact,
there is ample evidence of the enlarged powers of the executive and
none to prove that the budget has resulted in better controlled costs.

UNSUPPORTED CRITICISM

Those involved in the processing of the budget frequently become
restive under the constant, and sometimes seemingly capricious, criti-
cism by those who have only one well-proved fact on which to base
their protest; the total expenditure figure. It is easy to view with
alarm the total number of employees of the Government if no notice is
taken of the work required to be done by those employees. Few of
these headline-making objectors ever get to the point of definitely
pointing out the items in the budget which they want to reduce.
pressure groups in favor of specific items of appropriation are so
numerous as to clog the corridors of the Capitol but pressure groups
in favor of reduction rarely identify items to be reduced or eliminated.
They prefer the easy path of glittering generalities.

It would be foolish not to admit-that usually there are surplus
employees in some agencies of the Government. On the other hand,
calling attention to total numbers is no contribution to the pure
drudgery involved in ferreting out the overloaded payrolls in in-
dividual agencies, which is the only means by which economy may
be accomplished.

The members of the Appropriations Committees of the Congress
are not in position to enjoy the luxury of the clear conscience re-
sulting from promptly discharged responsibility merely by citing a
few startling statistics and saying the budget is too large; the Fed-
eral payroll must be reduced. They must spend long hours studying
the individual items making up the budget and finally take the re-
sponsibility for a judgment as to the smallest amount requisite for
necessary governmental functions. At the end of the session annually,
they stand condemned alike by the special pleaders for economy for
not having reduced enough, and those interested in items they did
reduce, for wrecking the country.

INVESTIGATIONS

The most frequently advanced method for furnishing Congress the
wherewithal to stand against this well-organized annual attack is
investigation and this has been tried in various ways. Results ob-
tained have been worthwhile and have brought about many adminis-
trative economies but have not been spectacular, as the investigative
approach seems of little assistance in policy deteriiiiiatioiis. Investi-
gations can and do produce factual data about administrative matters
which can and do result in remedial action. However, investigation
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cannot produce the basis for policy judgments which control the
largest items of expenditure. Evidence that airplane parts have been
buried in a snowbank is evidence of maladministration demanding
vigorous attention but is of little use in determining the size of a more
modern Air Force in future years.

CONGRESS MUST EXAMINE DETAILS OF ESTIMATES

In view of the fact that the annual budgetary review and enactment
of appropriations furnishes the only opportunity for Congress to exact
an accounting for administration of laws and to assure that con-

ressional intent is carried out, detailed examination of the estimates
lor individual activities is vital and the Congress has always insisted
*on this prerogative. This was a major contributing factor to the
utter failure of the legislative budget proposal included in the Legis-
lative Reorganization Act of 1946. Of course, in the first place it was
purely advisory and had no real effect on final allocation of funds.
Secondly, and probably more importantly, it required action on total
budgetary figures without an opportunity to examine the individual
proposals making up those totals.

In adopting the British system it appears that adequate considera-
tion was not given to this point. Parliamentary review or amend-
ment of the expenditure items in the British budget is of a very cur-
sory nature. The primary concern there is the rate of taxation which
is included in the budget. In that sense the American budget is no
budget at all inasmuch as it requires legislative action only on the
expenditure side and does not require simultaneous action to provide
the necessary tax receipts. Taxes are always handled separately,
separate recommendations from the President and separate legislative
enactment.

In England, the departmental minister is a member of Parliament
and subject directly to its wvill, whereas in the United States the Cab-
inet officer or agency head is in no wise directly controllable by the leg-
islative branch except through the annual budget.

COSTS HAVE NOT BEEN CONTROLLED

In the 169 years of its history, the United States Government has
operated with an annual deficit 66 times. Of those 66 years, 22 have
occurred during the 37 years since adoption of the budget system.
Of the 44 deficit years, prebudcget, 18 were war years; and since adop-
tion of the budget, 9 of the 22 deficit years have been war years.5 At
the present time taxes and expenditures are at an all-time high during
peace years and the present rate of expenditure has been exceeded only
three times even in the war years. A combination of so many factors
has brought about this situation that it cannot be contended that the
budget system is responsible. However, it can be argued that the
budget system has failed to control government expenditures as was
intended by those who supported it as an economy measure.

In many ways the budget system bears little resemblance to the
ideas and plans advanced at the time of its adoption. Even the
Bureau of the Budget is an altogether different instrumentality from

5 See annual reports of the Secretary of Treasurv.
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that intended by the original act. It was intended that the Bureau
would be a small, professional organization to screen estimates of
the executive agencies and reduce them to such amounts as would
be commensurate with efficient, economical operation. Now, how-
ever, the Bureau of the Budget has become a much larger organi-
zation than was originally contemplated and has many duties and re-
sponsibilities not within the original scope. It has become a function-
ing policy arm of the President's office. These changes have come
about as a result of a change in basic philosophy within the executive
branch as to the role which should be played by a budget bureau, and
because of the inevitable political nature of the budget process.

In view of all the changed circumstances since the adoption of the
budget system, it would seem that a careful reexamination of the
whole process is now in order. For a number of years prior to the
adoption of the budget system, many research agencies, colleges, and
other groups had devoted a great deal of time and attention to the
problem. It was out of their work that the budget system was devised..
From the contemporary literature it is apparent that they contem-
plated a more direct relationship between proposals for taxation and
recommendations for expenditure than has been found to be practical
within the budget system finally adopted.

The Select Committee on the Budget, in reporting the bill pro-
viding for a national budget system to the House, stated that the
primary, basic defect then existing was "expenditures are not con-
sidered in connection with revenues." 6 It was their hope and expec-
tation that the new system would remedy this situation, but the record
is such as to lead inescapably to the conclusion that these hopes andc
expectations have not been realized.

A DIFFERENT APPROACH

The weaknesses in the present system are deepseated. They do not
lend themselves to superficial treatment. It is easy to say that Con-
gress has not the control over the expenditures by the executive branch
that it once had, but no mere change in format of the budget, or re-
arrangement of financial statements, will accomplish the needed im-
provement. The decision-making stage when policies are determined
upon is the vital area. This is a subject worthy of the examination
and thoughtful consideration of the best minds available to devise-
workable'solutions. It involves a reexamination of one of the founda-
tion stones in the system of government: the separation of powers..
It is not the kind of situation which can be handled by a group of ex-
perts recruited for a few months to make a survey. In this modern
pushbutton world there seems to be a popular idea that answers to
questions are available just as readily from the proper experts as are
new household furnishings at the department store. There has been
too much of this "buy it at the department store" approach to basic
government problems which are of such nature as to require careful
philosophical consideration.

The research groups and students of government might well give
some thought and attention to the present situation just as they did

H. Rept. No. 363, 66th Cong., Ist sess.. October 8, 1919, p. 4.
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in the early decades of the century when they became enamored of
the budget idea and furnished the impetus for its final adoption.
They would do well to go back to the ideas advanced at that time,
find out what has happened to them since, and see just how their
theories have fared in a practical world. Many of the earlier writers
wanted to enhance the powers of the executive branch and there is
ample evidence that thev have attained their objeative. The ni ipt.inn
to raise now is: Has the country benefited? But this time it is hoped
that notice will be taken of the fact that it is not possible to engraft
pieces of one system of government onto another without taking into
account the limiting factors involved in basic differences in govern-
mental processes.



SYSTEMIC IMPROVEMENT IN THE FEDERAL
BUDGETARY PROCESS

Walter G. Held, secretary, Committee on Government Expenditures,
Chamber of Commerce of the United States

Much has been written in recent years about methods and procedures
which conceivably would reduce the problem of budgeting to a some-
what rigid science. Improvement in accounting systems, new ad-
vances in developing and understanding cost accounting and standard
costs, plus the growing interest in organization and management anal-
ysis, have led many to believe the problem of budget planning and
control can be solved by the development and application of principles
as precise as those of applied science. As a result, there has been a
proliferation of one-shot approaches which presumably offer hope for
the effective accomplislhmient of governmental goals more economically
and efficiently.

Although many of these have merit, some are valueless or are based
upon misunderstanding. Generally speaking, all suffer from a lack
of comprehensiveness. There is no single method or "gimmick" which
will provide an easy path to better Federai budgeting. ilme aLppruad
to the problem must be comprehensive and must recognize the rela-
tionship of each procedural change to the whole pattern of the system.

Therefore, any attempt to discuss systemic changes in the Federal
budget process must be placed in proper perspective. Assuming the
objective of the budget process is effective planning and control of the
use of resources made available to the Government to successfully
accomplish its objectives, it must be recognized that organization or
procedural changes in and of themselves will not achieve that end.

Budgeting is basically a judgment-making process. Primarily it
involves a series of value judgments at every stage. It seeks answers
to such fundamental questions as: What proportion of the total econ-
omy should be devoted to governmental activity? What functions
should be performed by the respective levels of government in our
Federal system? What are the relative values to be placed upon one
public function as against another, or all others? What type of reve-
nue structure should be established to distribute the governmental
burden? What improvements in government organization structure,
procedures, methods, and techniques will yield the most effective, eco-
nomical, and efficient results? '-

Any consideration of systemic arrangements or an evaluation of
organization, methods, procedures, and techniques employed by the
Federal Government in doing the budget job must recognize this

l U. S. Bureau of the Budget, Budget Formulation, 1945. 'This document sets forth five
kinds of policy questions vhiich fire Involved in the Federal budget: (1) What proportion
of the whole economy should the Government comprise? (2) What should be the relation-
ship between the Government's expenditures and its current receipts? (3) How should
the burden of cost be shared? (4) What share of available funds should be used for each
purpose? (5) How can the desired results be achieved at the lowest possible cost?
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fundamental fact. For the judgiment-miaking nature of the budget
process presents at the same time both the governing rules for con-
ducting it and the essence of the problems which must be overcome.
At best procedural change can provide only the framework within
which effective budgeting can be accomplished.

The dynamics of the problem resulting from human nature and the
philosophical tenets which underlie its operation will always present
an imponderable as in all cases of human administration. To bring
about most effective budgeting, it must be understood that the problem
is at least, if not more, one of human dynamics as it is one of mechanics.

It is within this context that the following discussion is offered.
It deals with:

(a) certain general concepts and aspects of the budget process;
b) specific features of budget structure and format; and

(c) organization problems and selected procedures.
Observations regarding the validity of present arrangements or

suggestions for change and improvement are presented.

DEFI NITION S

To promote clarity, it is advisable to set forth the concept of
budgeting used herein and to identify the sense in which other terms
employed in succeeding paragraphs are used.

Budgeting is recognized as the process by which a plan of activities
(in this particular case that of the Federal Government) is formulated
for a prescribed period of time; reviewed and adopted by Congress;
and the management of the plan of activities previously approved in
the form of a budget according to a schedule and at a cost within
resources available.2 It is the primary means by which the executive
branch plans and controls the administration of Federal activities and
the fundamental action taken by Congress annually in controlling
Government programs and the utilization of Federal resources.

Other terms employed follow the normal vocabulary of Federal
fiscal operations. They are those contained in the Budget Treasury
Regulation No. 1, as amended by Circular A-34 of the Bureau of the
Budget, Circular A-11 of the Bureau of the Budget, entitled, "In-
structions for the Preparation and Submission of Budget Estimates,"
and other budgetary or fiscal documents.

GENERAL ASPECTS AND CONCEPTS

Many concepts underlying the budget process appear to need re-
evaluation and/or change. Many are adequate in theory but deficient
in practice. It is the purpose of this section to examine certain general
features of the budget system and selected concepts which underlie
them. It concerns itself with (a) the determination of budgetary
requirements; (b) the role of the executive branch; (c) the role of
the legislative branch, and (d) the role of public officials and
employees.

2 A. E. Buck, Public Budgeting, New York. N. Y., 1929, pp. 3-4; U. S. Bureau of theBudget, Budget Formulation and Budget Execution Manuals, 1945-46: Harold M. Groves,
Financing Government, New York, N. Y.. 1952. pp. 513-514.
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Deter~n-&ining budgetary requireqaents
No mechanismn for deternvining true "needs."-For many years it

has been an inherent concept of Federal budgeting that a fundamental
determination required is the development of the "needs" of the people
of the Nation in order to select those which should be performed by
government and the National Government in particular. From a
purely theoretical standpoint this provides a convenient explanation
of the contents of the Federal budget. However, it fails to recognize
at least three important points. First, there is no adequate or standard
mechanism for determining "need" in the public sphere, such as exists
in the private economy. Second, it places emphasis upon the desires
and wants as developed by interested individuals or groups, and not
upon general welfare or the ability to support such requirements.
Third, it stresses the development of such requirements by a presum-
ably omniconmpetent Federal bureaucracy.

This concept of budgeting thus often results in the development of
glorified "wish lists" rather than programs of essential needs. It in
effect directs Federal agencies to determine the needs of people in both
the limits of this country and to some extent abroad. Further, it
establishes in them the prerogative of ascertaining whether or not
such functions should be performed by the National Govermnent, the
State or local governments, and other nations.

To assume that the first of these determinations should be unre-
strained in character contributes materially to the constantly in-
creasing cost of government and its claim on a major portion of the
economy. It is recognized that some attempt to contain these alleged
4needs" is accomplished through the use of the target figure process
employed by the Bureau of the Budget. Nevertheless, this feature
is to a great extent undermined when the budget reaches the legisla-
tive level, where no such basic decision is made.

Go'vernmental needs must be related to limited resources.-Failure
to cast the budget job in terms of accomnplishling programs within
limited resources magnifies the problem of controlling Federal spend-
ing. It must be recognized that virtually all items in the budget can
be justified from one standpoint or another. It is not a question of
their true value in most cases nor of the ability of some interested
administrative unit or special interest group to develop sufficient
st.tiistics to support their inclusion in the budget. The problem to be
overcome is to relate such recommendations to limited resources.

Establish the concept of budget ceiling.-Since there is no auto-
matic mechanism for determining a public need such as there is in the
private economy, it would seem wise to build into the conceptual
framework of the Federal system a target level for the annual Fed-
'erall budget which would provide for essential public services and a
svstematic reduction of the Federal debt. The primary need for
such a concept is in Congress, although it should pervade all budget
activity. Such a. target should have as its objective the elimination
of all budgetary items which are not truly responsibilities of the Na-
tional Governmient, even though the same problem might be mani-
fested in many resions of the country and be considered nationwide
in character. Thlus, it is not enough simply to apply the test of gen-
erality to the problemi. One must go further and apply the tests
of federalism-the spirit as well as the letter of the law in the Con-
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stitution-the principles of a free-enterprise system and the possible
impact of the budget on the total economy before including programs
or activities in the Federal budget.

Unless substantial progress is made toward developing and utiliz-
lug such a concept in Federal budget operations, there is little hope
for bringing about truly effective budget control. History is replete
with illustrations showing that "needs" of the Federal Government
are reMeasured bv elastic yardsticksn Isca sb ovnread p
cipally by the availability of revenue.

Role of the executive branch
Executive budget system sound.-Although there may be variances

of opinion as to the advisability of an executive budget system as
against a legislative or commission budget system, the executive
budget system in a government based on the doctrine of separation of
powers constitutes a fundamentally sound arrangement. As in all
social organizations or instiutions, there are weaknesses, but many of
these are attributable directly to inherent difficulties in the separated
powers theory itself.

By far and away the advantages of our executive budget system
outweigh its handicaps. Structurally, it provides an intelligent
framework for moulding proposals for Congress on public policy and
enables the effective administration of public activities with both
efficiency and economy. Both of these are functions assigned to the
executive branch. Thus the role of the executive branch in the
budget process, conceptually speaking, is that of developing a planned
program of activities in dollar terms for a period of time ranging from
1 year to an indefinite term. Similarly, it requires the executive
branch to effectively, economically, and efficiently administer ap-
proved budget programs as an inherent responsibility of the public
trust which reposes in governmental officials and employees.

President's proposedu dget properly subject to change.-There is
a concept which has been built up over the years, as an outgrowth of
both our constitutional and political systems, that the President's
budget program as presented must be adopted by Congress with little
if any change, lest the country be maltreated and the President "lose
face." Justification for this stand needs specious reasoning, for under
our system of separated powers it is certainly the President's preroga-
tive to submit to the legislative branch a proposed budget program of
activities, but certainly it is not his right to have such a program
accepted and implemented without change.

Value judgments differ between branches of government.-Obvi-
ously, with the inherent weakness in determining governmental
needs described above, budget programs will, of necessity, contain
some questionable requests. All of the estimates will reflect the sun-
dry judgments of the governmental officials and employees who have
presented them. They will embody the political, economic, and social
philosophies of those who were responsible for building each individ-
ual part of the budget and the document as a whole. Similarly, it
will have built into it the prejudices and interests of specialized
groups who stand to lose or gain most by the budget determinations
made. All of these, when combined into a budget by the President,
contain the imponderables which are present in human activity as
broad and far reaching as the making of the President's budget.
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They are logically subject to reasonable examination and change.
Adequate yardsticks to make decisions which are unchallengable do
not exist.

Itis proper that the legislative branch give full and thoughtful con-
sideration to budget proposals for the purpose of bringing its per-
spective into play. Certainly it will be, if the democratic processes
are working properly, much more representative of the wishes of the
people. This does not overlook the fact that there are inherent weak-
nesses in the present system of representation but this is no excuse for
assuming that such vital determinations as those in budgeting should
be transferred to the administrative structure in the executive branch.

The role of the legislature must be positive and penetrating. Un-
der our system of government, exercise of judgment in determining
related values can well be accepted as a substitute for that presented
by the President in his budget without the assumption that a Presi-
dent has "lost face" in the exercise.
The role of the legislative branch

flow can Congress make its budget review most effective?-If it is
assumed the role of the executive branch is as described above; i. e.,
one of formulating programs and effectively, efficiently, and econom-
ically administering them, and that this process necessarily involves
varying degrees of detail, with basic decisions being generated at each
successive level in the hierarchy of the budget system, a logical ques-
tion is raised as to what is the proper and most effective role for the
legislative body. Is it the job of Congress to engage in a series of
repetitive actions which invite a rehashing of detail which has been
the subject of executive deliberations? Does it not have the same
basic questions to answer in its budgetary decisions which face all
those primarily engaged in the Federal budget process? If so, can
an examination and approval of the Executive's proposals be effec-
tively accomplished without reevaluating or redoing each action
which has taken place preceding submission of the President's
budget?

Should it concern itself rather with broad program levels and pro-
gram relationships irrespective of the details which comprise or under-
lie each program? If the sum of the budget truly equals the parts,
can Congress wisely decide on a sum without delving into such ques-
tions as to the consistency of the parts of the budget which comprise
it?

It is the contention of this paper that it is not within the proper
role of Congress to redo or reexamine each detail of the budget pro-
posed by the President. To examine such detail line item by line
item wvould not necessarily enhance its control but would actually im-
pair it. The activities of the Federal Government are entirely too
vast and complex for busy Congressmen or their staffs to attempt to
second-guess each decision made by Federal administrators on the
budget, even though each may be looking at the same problems from
slightly different vantage points.

Gear congressional judgmnent to highest possible level.-Congres-
sional value determination must be geared to the highest possible level
consi'stet wvith effective evaluation. Its role in the budget process
could most profitably be devoted to determining (a) the proportion of
the total economy which should be devoted to conducting the Federal
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Government; (b) determining the relative values of each major func-
:tion and activity of Government in light of modern concepts and
needs; (c) assuring that all possible detrimental effects to the economy
Slave been removed from the budget programs which it approves;
(d) evaluating each demand for a new public function to determine
its propriety -as a responsibility of the Federal Governiment as con-
trasted to having it performed by the States or local governments,
,01, lip, p~riXVwt0 0CO-Rohly; v g) : lil S1 1:1 -t- g- lit 1 c-t t~tII r Ut -IUl I " If I I ItI

structure is provided to cover, under normal conditions, a level of
budget program it approves; and (f) reviewving the efficiency and
economy applied to conducting Federal operations and insuring that
the budget is used to remedy such deficiencies as may be found to
exist.

Use "rule of exeeption" in exa'nining detail.-All this is not to say
that there is not need for a detailed examination of certain phases of
budgetary activities. To the extent that an examination is required
,to understand a program, it must be made. However, such endeavors
.should be premised on the rule of exception. Unless the application
of general yardsticks to each of the determinations suggested above
-reveal soft spots or areas which require more detailed examination,
it seems inappropriate for Congress to delve into such detail.

Although there are several possibilities for reducing the need for
congressional delving into the minutiae of executive budget decisions,
there are at least two which offer substantial promise of reward.
First, the proper organization and simplification of the budget and
-appropriation structure would be helpful. It should be designed
to reflect more clearly (a) what funds are being requested for; (b)
-how much is being requested for some meaningful unit of end product,
and (e) how in general terms it is proposed this be accomplished.
Secondly, it would certainly be fruitful to direct efforts at the devel-
opment of simple yardsticks for use in making the above decisions
with rapidity and understanding.

Should appropriations govern pending congrees'sionai- actions?-
Ai practical difficulty manifest in the system of congressional control
-of the budget stems from different concepts on the function of appro-
'priations in the legislative process. Should the annual review of
budget proposals to accomplish Government programs be considered
aln action superior to previous determinations by Congress regard-
ing the level or type of program to be carried on 2 This was pointed
'up in the first session of the 85th Congress when the economy bloc
made its first sustained drive to cut appropriations. This occurred on
the Labor-HIealth, Education, and Welfare bill and was characterized
in remarks to the House by Representative Howard Smith:

Now, my friend says, "We have to appropriate this money
because Congress authorized these things." Congress, I
expect, makes some mistakes because Congress has not been
above making mistakes in past years. But no previous Con-
(gress can bind this Congress to continue appropriations on
matters that a previous Congress authorized or appropriated
money for, if this Congress thinks it is in the best interest
of the country to reduce those appropriations or to eliminate
them. If you do not accept this as a theory of govern-
ment, then you cannot do anything with these bills. You
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cannot reduce them because they are going to keep on going
up and up and up. You have to be willing to just face this
issue and say this thing has got to be cut, tfese budgets have
got to be reduced and these appropriations must be reduced,
and we have to have the courage to stand up and do it and I
hope that we will.8

Reviewing the function of budgeting in the governmental system,
Congressman Smith's stand would seem most appropriate. The an-
nual budget gives Congress an opportunity to review in realistic dollar
terms the consequences of its previous work and the ability of the
Nation to support its adopted policies. Thus, it would seem proper
that, even though Congress may have passed by previous action cer-
tain formulas, adopted certain programs, or established certain levels
of performance it may in its budgetary considerations decide to
change or modify its previous stand in view of current fiscal realities.
To look at it otherwise presents a standing invitation to special-interest
spending groups to circumvent the annual congressional review of
Federal programs through the enactment of fixed formulas and pro-
grams outside usual budget controls. The ultimate of such a develop-
ment would be a negation of budgeting.

Appropriations should be overriding.-Iii view of the notable rise
in the amount of funds which have become relatively uncontrollable
by normal budget processes, Congress should adopt the concept that
appropriation actions are overriding except for payment of the obl]iga-
tions on the national debt or similar contractual responsibilities.
Where Ahe rvumr stannds *s heni-f .tjr to a Rnprnl ,i'oun of
individuals through grants or gratuities, the level of appropriations
voted should determine the amount of funds to be distributed and not
some formula which may have been concocted many years previously
and fixed in law.
The role of public officials and employees

Personnel with sound concepts and training essential.-Since budg-
eting is a dynamic, judgment-making process, personnel constitutes
the most important ingredient in the budget system. The extent to
which they are grounded in sound conceptual bases, and properly
trained, will determine to a considerable degree the success of Fed-
eral budget operations.

Managerial concepts which place emphasis upon the wise applica-
tion of men, money, and materials to accomplish objectives are only
beginning to receive understanding in Federal operations. A broad
concept of the budget process as a prime means for planning and con-
trolling the use of such resources to meet public objectives effectively,
economically, land efficiently is not found widely among managerial or
technical personnel engaged in budgeting. In many areas the budget
is conceived as an incidental adjunct of accounting which must be
tolerated as a necessary nuisance. In some places there prevails the
age-old outmoded belief that a budget is an accounting worksheet
totaling estimates of what you think you can get for the next fiscal
year. In other instances, the job of budget officers is regarded as
existing simply to assure that the organization gets the "best deal"
possible on funds.

'U. S. Congress, Congressional Record, March 26, 1957, p. 3911.

97735-57 31
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To remedy these and other conceptual difficulties found among Fed-
eral personnel there must first be instilled an understanding on the
parts of both managers and technical budget staffs of the broad and
pervasive nature of Federal budgeting. It is important that there be
an understanding of relationships of each part of the budget to the
others, to the budget as a whole, 'and to the proper role of the Federal
Government in the economy and society.

There must he developed also a sense of public trust w+hich goes
beyond the prolongation or expansion of particular interests and
agencies. Much as a banker or guardian administering a trust fund
must concern himself with the wise and prudent application of funds
in behalf of the beneficiary, all employees should be made to realize
that the resources with which their jobs are conducted are those of the
body politic. They are held in trust by them and must be used with
prudence and intelligence to accomplish their job with utmost econ-
omy and efficiency.

Need for broad budget training progran.-Since soundness in judg-
ment is susceptible of development through various techniques, the
quality of the Federal budget process can be substantially enhanced by
efforts properly directed. The orderly and planned development of
improved judgment-making is something which is notably lacking
or at best carried on in a disintegrated -and ineffective manner. It is
true that there are several training programs of a limited or unpre-
tentious character which deal with the problem and process of budget-
ing. But for the most part these are mechanistic in character, and
their emphasis is primarily upon forms and procedures. Stress is
upon the development of memory rather than upon the use of analyti-
cal judgment.

Several years ago the Bureau of the Budget prepared a series of
staff papers in the form of budget formulation and execution manuals.
The materials in these documents suggest the broad and penetrating
approach which is required for a proper understanding of the role of
budgeting in the Federal Government and in the economy. Although
dealing in many respects with detailed methods of computing budget
requirements, these materials stress as well the interrelationships be-
tween various management concepts and functions. To a lesser ex-
tent, they deal with the economic and social impact of the budget.

There are undoubtedly revisions in these materials which could be
made because of the increased knowledge on the subject of Federal
budgeting during the past 10 to 15 years. However, it is suggested
that these materials be amplified, slightly reorganized, and used as a
basis for the development of a standard set of training courses within
the Government. This program should be directed by the Bureau
of the Budget and be required of all key managers who participate
actively in determining budgetary requirements or administering sig-
nificant segments of the budget. This course should also be directed
to all technical budget personnel and become a prerequisite to the ap-
pointment of employees and officials to budgetary positions. The im-
pact of such training on the budgetary system in the executive branch
could be tremendous. For although there are recognized exceptions,
there are indications that the great bulk of Federal budgetary per-
sonnel has not been given any significant training in the broader
aspects of the budgetary process.

Is
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Qualifications of budget personnel.-Appointments to budget posi-
tions are often based upon work conducted in accounting-type activ-
ities or certain administrative responsibilities. Although these skills
are helpful to the development of a good budget officer or a good man-
ager with major responsibilities for budget actions, they are in them-
selves insufficient to prepare the type of budget technician or budget-
conscious manager which the Federal Government requires.

Some studies have been made as to the characteristics and qualifica-
tions which should be possessed by budget technicians. In many in-
stances these have stressed a knowledge of accounting. Although it is
essential that everyone engaged in performing Federal budget func-
tions be acquainted with the principles and practice of accounting, the
great value of accounting as a tool of management and as a support for
budgetary actions of itself will not produce a good budget officer.
Added to this very essential accounting qualification must be vision,
objectivity, imagination, foresight, and the ability to plan and to com-
prelhend relationships between budget programs, management actions,
and the whole budget. Similarly, there must be the ability to give
an understanding adaptation of economic and governmental principles
to budget decisions.

It is not enough that these qualifications be possessed by budget per-
sonnel alone. They must likewise be present in the managers at each
administrative level. It is these groups which make and are respon-
sible for budget considerations.

B-rmcv.FT q'RTh.nCnRmF. ANT} FOR_.rAT

Any consideration of improvements in the budget process must con-
sider budget structure and the format used in the budget document.
Although rapid and significant strides have been made in the structure
of the budget and in the format of the budget document in recent
years, much still remains to be done. It still has too many vestiges of
the budget technician's approach, emphasizing procedures and me-
chanics rather than judginents. Thus it is weighted down with diffi-
cult 'and even meaningless terminology and facts and figures which
require the expertness of a technician to understand.

Simplify terminology.-Efforts must be made to simplify budget
control by first directing efforts at the gobbledygook used. For ex-
ample, the actions of the Bureau of the Budget in developing a budget
for presentation to Congress each year, and the Congress in consider-
ing it, are primarily concerned with the amount of new obligational
or spending authority which is being requested by the agencies and the
impact which the resultant expenditures will have upon the economy
and governmental programs. In doing this, there are at least five
ways of providing new obligational or spending authority, for ex-
ample, appropriations, reappropriations, permanent appropriations,
contract authorizations (new and permanent), and authorizations to
expend from public-debt receipts (new and permanent). Although
the reasoning behind the use of different types of new obligational
authority is recognized. such use seems highly unnecessary and only
tends to confuse further a problem which is already exceedingly coin-
plex.

Since the principal question involved is how much new spending
authority Government agencies shall be given for either the next year
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or an indefinite period of time for particular purposes, it would seem
much more feasible to eliminate all types of new obligational author-
ity except appropriations and expand the term "appropriation" to
include all new obligational or spending authority proposed by the
executive branch or the Congress of the United States.

It is recognized that there are subtle implications in such a change-
over which would involve changes perhaps in congressional rules or
procedures, and in certain executive and legislative concepts. Never-
theless, in acting on budgetary matters, the one question of how much
of the people's resources the Government will be allowed to obligate
and expend anew is what concerns most Americans. For it is the
establishment of a limit for legal obligations which determines the
amount of expenditures or checks issued from the Treasury.

Revise and simplify organization of budget.-A second and impor-
tant direction in which simplification can be made is in the arrange-
ment or organization of the budget. The present budget document,
with its primary emphasis upon organization unit is a somewhat
hybrid document, being neither completely a performance or program
budget nor a line-item budget. Although it manifests primarily the
former characteristics, the latter certainly are not lacking.

The most logical move to bring about improvements in the organ-
ization or arrangement of the budget would be to commence with the
program or performance structure manifest in the Budget in Brief.
This little document has become an extremely important part of the
entire Federal budget process and is being given wider and wider use
by public officials, civic organizations, and the man in the street simply
because it gives a much clearer picture of what the Government is pro-
posing to do with public moneys and the relative values it places upon
the functions of Government. It is simply and attractively presented
in a meaningful arrangement of material.

Therefore, it would seem advisable that the budget document sub-
mitted by the President to Congress be refashioned and reorganized
along the lines of the Budget in Brief. Fundamentally, this would
require use of a primary classification which presents Government
programs by function, that is, major national security, international
affairs, and finance, etc. Under each of these primary classifications,
the appropriation structure and supplementary material could then
be presented by organization unit. This would have the advantage
of identifying those responsible for conducting the various functions
of Government. Among its other advantages, it may also simplify
funding and accounting actions between agencies involved in perform-
ing parts of the same basic function. Similarly, it would serve to
point up unnecessary duplications of activities and possible improve-
ments in organization and management which would produce econ-
omy or efficiency benefits to the taxpayer.

The value of having a summary of funding and accounting infor-
mation by agencies is also recognized. Such information could be
made readily available by appropriate summaries on an agency basis.

Eliminate term, "new obligational authority," and redefine "expendi-
tures."-In view of the difficulties which have been manifest in re-
cent years in understanding the difference between "obligations" and
"expenditures," it is suggested that consideration be given to renam-
ing all types of new obligation and spending authority "expenditures"
and to redefine the word, "expenditures," in Federal financial termi-
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nology to incorporate all such actions. Furthermore, it would seem
advantageous to tighten such "expenditure" authority by precise defi-
nition in law of what constitutes a legal obligation (or expenditure if
renamed) by the Federal Government, such as was sought by section
1311 of Public Law 663, 83d Congress.

The term, "expenditure," as it is now used in the Federal Govern-
ment, namely, checks issued, should be renamed "disbursements,"
since this most appropriately recognizes the character of what is pres-
ently called expenditures in the Federal fiscal process. Under current
definitions they constitute simply the issuing of checks to liquidate
valid legal obligations which have been incurred pursuant to spending
authority granted by Congress and are virtually automatic actions.

The term, "expenditure,' as it is proposed here would seem to be
much more in line with what the public expects the Congress and exec-
utive branch to control-the true "expenditure" of fiscal resources at
the point at which they are available for utilization, namely, the point
where legal obligations to pay are incurred.

Consolidate and simplify appropriation strcture.-A third means
by which the budget structure and format could be improved would
be by consolidating several of the appropriations which are now split
to reflect the function which they perform. Certainly the appropria-
tion structure of the Veterans' Administration and the Defense De-
partment are two which illustrate this point.

Reduce size of budget document.-Consideration should also be
"iven pord^^g h n.-7. 4n.tra prcs~lt~ in Ix d ^"
budget" which the President submits to Congress. It is recognized
that such action would tend to eliminate detail which may be consid-
ered by the technicians to be necessary. However, the majority of
Congressmen who are concerned with the budget and others who use
it are not technicians. It should be geared to their needs, and permit
them to make intelligent value judgments on budget proposals.

Several Congressmen have spoken out about the lack of detail in
present budget presentations, detail which they feel necessary to make
proper evaluations. This "lack of detail" has been used to attack the
use of a program or performance-type budget.

Actually, there is no true inconsistency between a good program or
performance budget and the provision of adequate budget detail to
permit proper evaluation by the legislative branch which controls the
public purse. It is believed that with a reorganization of the budget
structure as suggested above to permit a presentation along functional
lines, the big budget itself will be much more meaningful. Addi-
tional detail could well be presented in supporting documents, seDa-
rately published appendixes to each of the major functional sections.
of the budget.

Publish detail by function in separate appendixes.-If the budget
is truly built from pieces which comprise it, the detail which would
comprse such appendixes would probably already be available. With
relatively insignificant additional expense, it could be provided to
Congress and to various segments of the public which are especially
interested in each function. If properly d-esigniedl, tihev mav well
eliminate the ream on ream of supporting paper which agencies de-
velop for their appearances before the Bureau of the Budget and
Congress. It could be a source of data showing, through object classi-
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fications as subordinate parts of activities or functions, the resources
or ingredients which go into performing particular end purposes.

Special analyses of overhead costs.-Finally, in order that there
might be a better opportunity to appraise general overhead or service-
type costs in the executive branch, it is suggested that special analyses
be provided of the amount of funds voted to the several auxiliary and
staff sarviccs for thc0 1 o cmcnAt as - whole Fo *xampla indicatio x
should be given of how much funds are being asked for personnel
work, financial management activities, purchasing administration, etc.

OrGANIZATION AND PROCEDURE

Changes in organization, methods, procedures, format and the like
will not necessarily yield a good Federal budget. Yet, it is a fact that
since budgeting is to a large extent a problem of human dynamics,
these can have a profound effect upon the course of human activity
which goes into the Federal budget process. It certainly is of major
importance that they be soundly devised and administered. Specific
systemic changes are discussed below in terms of those applying to the
executive branch and those used by Congress.
The executive branch

Most procedural improvement in executive branch.-Most budget
improvements since the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 have been
manifest in the executive branch of the Government. Its concern with
improvement and progress have by far overshadowed the actions of
Congress on this subject.

Nor has all improvement in the executive branch been the result of
outside stimulus. True, the two Hoover Commissions provided some-
what independent attitudes on the budget activities of the executive
branch and gave stimulus to or pointed up needed improvements.
Nevertheless, within Government itself, particularly since the 1930's,
there have been numerous movements to tighten up or improve the
many aspects of Executive budget control. It is needless to enumerate
these for they are known by most who concern themselves with this
subject. Suffice it to say that the Bureau of the Budget and the Office
of the Defense Comptroller have been two primary forces in bringing
about such improvements. The Bureau of the Budget has concen-
trated on government as a whole and has been instrumental in working
with the Comptroller of the Defense Department in making improve-
mients in that department which contains the largest segment of the
budget.

It is important to note 'that the major procedures employed in the
executive branch are for the most part based on sound concepts. It is
entirely possible, however, that with the changes recommended above;
that is, those regarding the role of public employees and officials and
the budget document itself, a slightly different approach to budget
control might be taken.

Emphasis should be on stewardship of public resources.-Whereas
the present emphasis in budgeting is placed primarily upon getting
sufficient funds to run the Government agency program at its existing
or expanded level, it is possible that by a change in budget procedures
used the emphasis could be placed upon stewardship in the use of
public resources.
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This is a subject which has been the concern of many over the years.
Several have conjectured as to the best method of instilling in Federal
managerial personnel -and budget staffs an incentive whic w would
stress their trusteeship of public resources and encourage them,
through appropriate remuneration, to conduct activities with utmost
economy and efficiency. Too often the current practice develops into
a cat-and-mouse game, in which the administrator seeks to utilize all
funds made available to him lest he be penalized for his efficiency in
using less than was given.

Similarly, in presenting requests, it is not unusual to find the request
somewhat inflated because of a recognition that "there will probably
be some cutting anyway." To overcome this is, of course, a tremen-
dously complex problem in human relations, but it is not insur-
mountable.

Perhaps consideration should be given to development of several
related budgets which provide a more comprehensive control over
the use of resources. This would seem to require at least a series of
budgets on an accrual basis controlling inventories, personnel, re-
sources, purchasing, contracts, etc., and would concentrate on showing
the principal resources to be applied by an agency and their source
in accomplishing a governmental function or activity. When
approved, they would set the limit for that agency. Such limitations
would be in dollar terms, and thus would provide a comprehensive
control over the men, money, and materials which are used to achieve~~1_ _1 _ _ . - --- 3 _
lle m GVUJ.II;- L 6eibS Seual.

Although it is an oversimplification to describe it as such, an
approach may be worked out somewhat as follows: Assume that agency
X is involved in regulating narcotics traffic. A certain 'amount of
resources, both of a personnel and materiel nature, are required to
accomplish this. (Materiel as used here includes supplies, facilities,
structures, etc.) It would prepare budgets for principal categories
of resources to be used, land indicate the sources of materiel to be
employed. For example, it would show whether the materiel to be
used was to be gotten from new purchases or be drawn from inventory,
and the budget could in effect establish inventory levels. Similarly,
manpower and dollar levels could be established to govern personnel
costs. Such an approach as is suggested follows to a considerable
degree, withuappropriate adaptations, the approach used in developing
business budgets, and combining them into a master budget.

Changes under present system,.-In the absence of a change in the
conceptual approach to budgeting in the executive branch, there are
certain improvements in the present system which can be made. Some
of these are: (a) Building the budget from zero (b) tighter use of
apportionment and allotment controls to effect economies or improve
efficiency; (c) stating personal-service schedules in costs per man-
years; (d) improving the concept of reappropriations; (e) eliminat-
ing the project-order system; (f) establishing a single account for no-
year funds; and (g) granting the President the power to veto riders
on appropriation bills.

Build budgets from. zero .- It would seen rv ise. 1 executive agencies
to build their ammual budgets from zero rather than start with existing
programs or program levels regardless of whether such programs may
be required by law. Estimates of budget requirements would be built
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accordingly rather than developed to care for simply expanding or
contracting needs. Justifications could follow the same pattern and
be designed to attest to the validity of the program at the level at
which it is proposed it be conducted.

Certainly, such an approach would be more advantageous to the
taxpayer. The annual reevaluation of each basic program and its
component ngnt condi,-tions would serve tu el-lLi-
nate activities where appropriate. *Through such efforts, the knowl-
edge which would be gained by the administrators dealing at first hand
with these programs could be transmitted to the legislative body and
possible changes effected if legislation were necessary.

The theory of using existing levels as a base in computing require-
ments is fundamentally a fallacious one. It will not promote sound
budget control.

Apportionment and allotment controls.-Improvement in budget
execution can be realized from a stronger use of budgetary-control
devices such as apportionments and allotments. Though many decry
the forceful use of the apportionment power by the Chief Executive
and the withholding of funds from agencies for certain purposes, this
power and its forceful use is essential to the executive budget system.

The Chief Executive, as has been noted above, is inherently respon-
sible under our system of government for the efficient and economical
administration of the budget program approved by Congress. This
requires daily attention. Since it is assumed by Congress, under
normal circumstances, that the budget is fundamentally a set of esti-
mates, and agencies may require supplementary funds in the form of
supplemental or deficiency appropriations, likewise it must recognize
that the original estimates of funds and the appropriations made may
be excessive to the actual needs of Federal agencies. Recognizing this
fact, the Chief Executive must be able to withhold funds from agencies
in order to deter the unwise use of Federal fiscal resources.

Under current concepts, the Bureau of the Budget considers its role
somewhat circumscribed by limitations in the Budgeting and Account-
ing Procedures Act of 1950. Such limitations should be eliminated
if the intent of the act was to so tie the hands of the Chief Executive.
On the other hand, if the limitation which it is felt exists by the
Bureau of the Budget is the result of a narrow interpretation of legal
provisions, consideration of revision should be given.

State personnel requirements in man-years.-Some improvement in
the reporting of personal services in the budget (01) schedules can be
made. Present practice is to state personnel requirements in positions
and total annual salary rates, and then reduce them by a factor termed
"lapses" to average number (man-years) and actual salary costs, in a
one-line entry.

Regardless of the expression in the budget as to the number of posi-
tions and total salary rates, the effective manpower and true salary
costs of a program can be expressed only in man-years of employment
and the actual dollar costs related to such employment.

Concept of reappropriations.-Certain reappropriations which are
now often excluded from tabulations of new obligational authority
should be included. All actions involving the reappropriation of
lapsed funds were so carried until recent years when the Bureau of
the Budget changed its method to exclude certain reappropriations
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for continuing programs as the granting of new obligational author-
ity. Since these funds would normally lapse and result in savings to
the taxpayers, their reappropriation is, in effect, the granting of new
authority which otherwise would not exist. The present practice dis-
torts considerably the true totals of appropriation acts.

Eliminate project-order system.-The project-order system of the
armed services should be eliminated or substantially modified. The
former is preferred, for, with a properly designed appropriation sys-
tem, the need for the project-order device is eliminated. It is a device
which is subject to flagrant abuse, as has been demonstrated in several
investigations by the General Accounting Office. Project orders,
which are orders of one Government agency to another and are re-
corded as legal obligations, permit the preservation of spending au-
thority by an agency even though they do not constitute an obligation
in the legal sense. Consequently, the records of funds actually spent
are distorted, and the judgments of reviewing authorities may be in
error correspondingly.

Establish single account for multiple or no-year funds.-Adoption
and implementation of recommendation No. 17 of the Second Hoover
Commission report on budget and accounting would be helpful in en-
hancing administration. It "requires that each department and
agency be authorized to maintain a single account under each appro-
priation title or fund for controlling the amount available for liquida-
tion of valid obligations." This would simplify accounting and per-
mit simplification of the budget format on the long-term program of

Presidential power to veto riders on appropriation bills.-Sugges-
tions have been advanced from time to time recommending the grant-
ing of the item veto power to the President. Although such authority
works satisfactorily in several States, its application at the Federal
level is questionable. The political implications of such a device sug-
gest that it not be adopted. However, consideration should be given
to granting the President authority to veto riders on appropriation
acts.
The Congress

Need for comprehensive study of congressional budget system.-
Since action by Congress constitutes the focal point upon which all
budgeting in the Federal Government is centered, it sets, to a large
extent, the tone for the rest of the Government. To the extent that the
congressional system is deficient, its weaknesses are passed on and ex-
pressed in varying ways throughout governmental operations.

This is a most disturbing situation, since Congress itself is probably
most in need of improving its role in the Federal budget process. Al-
though significant advances have been made in the executive branch,
the legislative branch has been remiss in not making a comprehensive
review of its own handling of the budget and devising substantial im-
provements. Only once since the Budgeting and Accounting Act was
passed has there been an attempt to comprehensively review congres-
sional fiscal organization and management. This was in the La Fol-
lette-AMonroney committee on the organization of Congress which
came forth with several proposals which were somewhat unrealistic
politically and were unsuccessful.
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The system of separates.-The primary difficulty with congressionalhandling of the budget lies in its system of separates. Both in its
organization and in the procedures employed in reviewing the budget
program submitted by the President, it works in a loose and disinte-
grated fashion. The budget, though submitted to Congress as anintegrated whole, is immediately upon introduction broken down into12 to 15 appropriation bills and considered separately by a series of
subcommittees.

It is understood that committee action on subcommittee recomi-mendations is somewhat perfunctory in most cases. Disagreements
within the committees are more likely to be fought out in the Com-
mittee of the Whole or on the floor than in Appropriations Com-
mittee deliberations.

Even though the budget is presented as a whole, and overall figuresfor revenues and expenditures are summarized in it, these are gen-erally lost sight of in the detailed examination of the budget. Thereis need for coordination between decisions made on expenditures andanticipated revenues. The impact of such decisions on the economy
is well recognized, and thus it demands orderly, constructive, andresponsible action by Congress.

In a similar fashion, committee organization fosters consideration
of various budget aspects separately. In addition to the House andSenate Appropriations Committees, there are at least the followingcommittees who take actions on particular significance to the budget:
Senate Finance and Government Operations Comittees, House Waysand Means and Government Operations Committees, the Joint Com-mittee on Internal Revenue Taxation, the Joint Economic Committee,
and the Joint Committee on the Reduction of Nonessential Expendi-
tures.

An obvious goal in overcoming some of these difficulties is to effectbudget decisions in the light of a predetermined budget policy. Thewhole budget picture should provide the perspective for decisions on
each part. Several suggestions have been advanced for achieving this
goal.

The Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 provided for a JointBudget Committee and the establishment of budget ceilings. Theorganization and procedure provided was beset by political imprac-ticalities and has not proved workable, despite the meritorious ob-
jective itself. Its failure, however, should not be the sign for dis-illusionment or the abandonment of hopes for a solution to this
problem. Two suggestions have been offered which may be helpful
in overcoming this deficiency.

Some years ago it was recommended that there be an omnibusappropriation measure and it was tried by Congress. The test itunderwent was inconclusive. It neither proved its worth nor itsinadequacy.
Some logical objections have been raised to it. It is claimed that-

The only procedural difference between the omnibus and
separate bill approach is, that under the former the com-
mittee holds the separate bills until all are ready for report-
ing. The net effect is to report some 12 bills simultaneously
in the form of chapters in a single measure.4

4 Robert A. Wallace, Protecting the Public Purse, reprint of summary of doctoral disser-tation in the Congressional Record, September 19, 1957, p. A-7741.
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There is considerable validity to this view and the omnibus bill
may have the disadvantage of delaying the appropriation process.
There is, of course, little difficulty involved in holding up the passage
of appropriations for a period of time, providing passage is accomp-
lished sufficiently before the beginning of the fiscal year to permit
orderly financial administration.

Two appropriation bills.-It is suggested that perhaps the use of
two omnibus bills-one encompassing national security activities, and
the other encompassing 'all other functions of government-may
offer a solution. Such a move would facilitate a look at the budget
as a whole, or at least considerably more so than under the present
system.5

Joint Budget Policy Conference.-Another feature coupled with
this might make it even more practicable. In 1955 the Committee for
Economic Development suggested that-

The relations between expenditures and revenues, and the
effects of the size of the budget on incentives and growth, be
considered by a Joint Budget Policy Conference.6

It proposed that this conference be composed of congressional lead-
ers, and majority and minority members of the Appropriations, Rev-
enue, and Joint Econmic Committees. It would meet shortly after
the budget was submitted to discuss major revenue and expenditure
problems. It was felt that even though this conference might not
'arrive at any conclusions, their discussions would provide adequate
guidance to Appropriations Subcommittees and to the chairmen of
revenue committees.

Legislation affecting the budget.-The Appropriations Committees
should be geared directly into the consideration of legislation affecting
the budget. Too often actions are taken by legislative committees
alone which have a distinct effect upon the budget. Commitments for
the establishment of formulas, quotes, etc., in aid programs are often
made in basic legislation, which may alter considerably budget bal-
ances in the future. Normally, these are not processed through
Appropriations Committees. To remedy this, Congress should be
provided with comments of the Appropriations Committees on such
legislation and a determination of full costs.

Permanent and indefinite appropriations.-The use of permanent
and indefinite appropriations should be studied carefully with an eye
to eliminating them. Although there might be a recognized obliga-
tion on the part of the Federal Government to pay such fixed charges
as are handled by these appropriations-for example, interest on the
public debt-there seems to be no substantial reason why these could
ifot be acted upon annually. Such fixed charges can be estimated with
a reasonable degree of accuracy. Even though no discretionary action
could be taken by Congress, it would be required to look at the budget
more comprehensively.

Adequate staffs.-The question of adequate staffs for Appropria-
tions Committees is something which requires constant reevaluation.
With the budget growing in size and complexity, there is need for

?SMarcellus Shield, former clerk of the House Appropriations Committee, proposed this
in 1947. See George Galloway, Reform of the Federal Budget, Washington, D. C., 1950,
p. 92.

aCommittee for Economic Development, Control of Federal Government Expenditures,
New York, N. Y., 1955.
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considerable professional analysis of budget requests. The size of
the staff should be carefully evaluated and supplemented if necessary.
This decision would be to a large extent dependent upon the character
of decisions that Congress exercises.

Long-term and capital development programs.-One of the features
of the budget which causes some confusion is proposals for long-term
fixed charge and capital development programs. These are inter-
iminlgled wviut curreli, operational iequests of agencies and make it
difficult for reviewing agencies to comprehend. It- is suggested that
the possibility of using separate subcommittees on the Appropriations
Committees to conduct studies of long-term fixed charge and capital
development programs be explored. This would institutionalize the
concern of Congress with these programs and tend to focus attention
upon them annually.

Improved presentation of information.-It has been stated many
times that one of the major difficulties in effecting congressional con-
trol over the budget lies in the lack of or insufficient information avail-
able to Congress. This does not necessarily stem from the lack of
voluminous materials prepared by Federal agencies in support of the
budget, nor of the budget document itself. Testimony and views are
amply recorded in thousands of pages of congressional hearings. In
addition, much information is prepared in separate special analyses,
justifications, etc., which are used as supplementary material in
making budget decisions.

The difficulty appears to lie more in the direction of the quality and
the organization and presentation of the information than in volume.
Certainly, the current amount of information provided should be
sufficient. In fact, if adequate general yardsticks were established by
congressional action to measure budgetary requests and make de-
cisions, it is likely that much of the existing data could be eliminated.

There is implied in this a belief that neither the members of the
Appropriations Committees nor their staffs have sufficient time to
analyze and digest the submitted testimony. At best, only the high
points can be skimmed from these discussions. Thus, it would seem
that improved organization and presentation of supporting data
would aid staffs immeasurably. Much of this is, of course, entwined
in the budget and appropriation structures, and part of the remedy
must be looked for in that direction.

Realine appropriations subcommittees.-Consideration should be
given to the realinement of -appropriations subcommittees along func-
tional lines to correspond with the recommended reorganization of
the budget itself. Although special subcommittees may be required
to study unique problems or aspects of the budget, organization aloirg
functional lines could simplify and facilitate handling and enhance
understanding.

Consolidate number and simplify language in appropriations.-
Although considerable improvement has been made in the appropria-
tion structure in the past few years, there still remains much which
can be done. There still appear to be too many appropriation items,
and too much detail in the language of appropriations. A reduction
in the number, simplification of the language, and elimination of de-
tailed data in appropriations should be an objective in any plan to
strengthen control over appropriations.
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Expand jurisdiction of Appropriations o0MMittee8 to all budget
matter8.-It also seems imperative that all actions granting the au-
thority to obligate and spend Federal fiscal resources be subject to the
jurisdiction of the Appropriations Committees. It has been recom-
mended above that all such authority be identified as "appropriations."
This implies that the present practice of permitting legislative com-
mittees to pass upon authorizations to expend from public debt. receipts
without action of the Appro riations Committees be discontinued.
To get effective budget contro , all authority to obligate and expend
public funds should be subjected to the check of Appropriations Com-
mittee analysis. This has the advantage of injecting a degree of
objectivity which is not present in the existing system.

Budget conferences for Congress.-Congressmen in general who are
not members of the Appropriations Committees require better organ-
ized and simpler information on the budget than they now receive.
However, this in itself is not enough. They in turn must be given
an appreciation of the nature and operations of the Federal budget
process, an understanding of the decisions they are being asked to
make, and some general yardsticks which will help in their evaluations.
Some formalized means of providing an orientation program on the
importance of the annual budget review by Congress and the budget
process should be undertaken. A series of conferences or seminars
shortly after the elections or the beginning of a session could well
improve understanding and thus the quality of the decisions Con-
gressmen make on the budget.

C1loser reiatio-,vhipo of GAO tu iv uudyetp rhlulp.-mJiu 01 Uiipii l

means by which Congress could improve its actions on budgetary
matters would be by a more direct tie-in of the General Accounting
Office to the appropriation process and greater utilization of it. With
the improvement in organization and the reorientation which this
Office has experienced in recent years, it holds enormous potential for
improvement in the congressional phase of the budget. Continued
emphasis by the GAO on the conduct of comprehensive management
au its can do much to point up improvements in governmental organi-
zation, methods, and procedures which will result in budgetary
savings. It also can identify the use of fallacious economic prin-
ciples, or the improper application of funds. Similarly, there can
be an identification of overlapping or duplicating functions.

It has been recommended by one author that similar objectives can
be accomplished by the effective implementation of section 206 of the
Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946.7

Basically, this section, providing for analysis of Federal activities
by the Comptroller General, would determine the degree of efficiency
and economy used in expending public funds. This would be sub-
mitted to the appropriate committees, including the appropriations
and Government operations committees.

The direction taken by the GAO in its management audits suggests
that it intends to accomplish the role proposed in this section of the
Reorganization Act. The data which will come from such efforts
will undoubtedly facilitate congressional budgetary decisions.

7 Robert A. Wallace, Protecting the Public Purse, reprint of summary of doctoral disserta-
tion In the Congressional Record, September 19, 1957, pp. A-7740-A-7742.
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It is not enough, however, that analyses be made by the GAO and
reports submitted to Congress. A closer gearing of the work of
the GAO to the Appropriations Committees would be most desira-
ble. This might be effected by providing for representatives of the
GAO familiar with agency operations to be present at Appropria-
tion Committee hearings and discussions of the budget of each agency.
It might also be aided by submission of summaries of GAO views
to each Member of Congress regarding the agency s requests in light
of past performance as revealed by its audits.

Strengthen "1311" certification procedure.-Section 1311 of Public
Law 663 of the 83d Congress permits a certification procedure which
requires agencies to make an unqualified certification of valid legal
obligations on their books at the end of each fiscal year. This should
be strengthened and penalties inflicted for the failure of agencies to
comply. The whole 1311 procedure has a healthy effect on increased
honesty in governmental accounting. There would seem to be little
reason why any certification of Federal accounts which involve pub-
lic moneys should not meet the standards which apply in commercial
practice.

In addition, the General Accounting Office should provide regular
spot audits of the accounts on which 1311 reports were based. Cases
of erroneous certification should be prosecuted just as is any other
improper handling of Federal money.

Use budget to improve managemnent.-It must be recognized that
many, if not a majority, of budgetary decisions are in some way con-
cerned with problems of organization, management, procedures and
intergovernmental relations. For example, the decision as to the
amount of funds to be given for defense activities can hardly be di-
vorced from the problem of organization, methods and procedures used
in the Defense Establishment. To the extent that they are wasteful
or uneconomical, effective budgeting is impaired. Budget control
by Congress should be used as a means for effecting desired remedies.

The function of examining efficiency and economy in governmental
operations is vested in the Government Operations Committees and
the Joint Committee on the Reduction of Nonessential Federal Ex-
penditures. The work of these committees is inherently connected
with the job of the appropriations committees in considering annual
budget requests. Consideration should be given to effecting closer
coordination between the work of these committees and the appropria-
tions committees, or possible consolidation of them.

The appropriation control point.-There has been much discussion
recently regarding the best point in the Federal fiscal process at which
Congress could control the resources to be used in accomplishing gov-
ernmental objectives. It has been suggested that the present system
of establishing an obligation and expenditure level for each program
through appropriations is inadequate.

One of the most wvidely discussed plans is that which would place
appropriations on an accrued expenditure basis. This proposal, ad-
vanced by the Second Hoover Commission, primarily seeks to con-
trol more closely the carryover balances which are available to the
Defense Department in carrying on certain long lead-time programs.
Briefly, it would require Congress to establish controls over the amount
of goods and services which could be delivered and the amount of
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certain disbursements which could be made, e. g., progress payments
and advance payments.

Though it is said that this plan would strengthen congressional
control, it is believed that it would actually result in weakening it
by placing the formal point of appropriation control at a later stage
in the fiscal process than at present. To overcome this deficiency, it
would supplement appropriations on an accrued expenditure basis
by using the contract authorization system which in effect simply es-
tablishes control at the point it is currently. Howlever, it is believed
that this in turn would tend to confuse understanding of the full lia-
bility of the Federal Government as a result of budget actions.

Two other major objections may be raised. The use of this method
would also aggravate the "system of separates" which has character-
ized present congressional budget actions, and would bring into full
play a method, i. e., contract authorizations, which has been a notorious
loophole, weakening control of Federal expenditures.

It must be recognized that there are at least six major points in the
Federal fiscal process at which control might be imposed in exerting
overall control by Congress or top management in the executive branch.

Obviously, the first point of control arises during consideration of an
authorization bill which proposes a program requiring the future
expenditure of money. If unwise or in violation of our accepted
principles of economics and government, it may be stopped at that
point. Once an authorization act has been passed, however, there are
fivA otfhar nrincinal Doints at which the use of fiscal resources can be
controlled.

The second point of control, chronologically, is the point at which
the dollar level of the program to be carried on under the authoriza-
tion bill is approved. This is accomplished through our present ap-
propriation process in which the full scope of a program is recognized
and the obligation and expenditure funds is authorized for it.

The third point of control exists when legal obligations are author-
ized by the Chief Executive and administering agencies. This con-
stitutes a principal control in the management of Federal activities by
the executive branch.

The fourth point of control arises when goods and services are
delivered. These, known as accrued expenditures are characterized by
the delivery of goods and services regardless of whether invoices have
been received or expenditures made for them.

The fifth point of control occurs when goods or services are applied
to accomplishing a job. This consumption of goods and services is
commonly referred to in Federal fiscal terminology as an applied cost.

The final point of control is the expenditure point, or the issuance
of checks to liquidate legal obligations incurred in the procurement
and use of goods and services. This is essentially a ministerial-type
function.

Obviously, the point of control which is most effective is that which
occurs nearest the beginning of the process. The resulting points of
control generally speaking, are governed by it.8

sThere are, of course, other points of control which represent shades between each of
those noted, or combinations of them, e. g., commitments and accrued expenditures as
defined by certain bills In the 85th Cong.
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The above deficiencies and remedies are suggested as possible avenues
by which improvements could be made. It is not suggested, however,
that these be accepted on their face alone. It is the writer's belief that
any major changes in the congressional system for handling the budget
should be premised upon an intelligent, systematic and objective
bipartisan study by Congress of the problems of Federal budgeting and
all possible remedies. Such a study should be undertaken by com
petent budget technicians from the educational world, the executive
branch, and the staffs of congressional committees. It should be
undertaken as soon as possible for it stands as a prerequisite to sub-
stantial improvement in the system of Federal budgeting at all stages.



IMPROVING BUDGET PROCEDURES IN CONGRESS

Roswell Magill, president, Tax Foundation, Inc., partner, Cravath,
Swaine & Moore

The question whether Congress lacks control over spending has been
subject to much misunderstanding and even controversy. Events in the
past session of Congress help us to understand the problem.

WIThen the President presented his record peacetime budget last
January, there was an unprecedented outcry by the people. They
were protesting the further delay in the long-promised tax reduction.
As the taxpayer protest continued, both the President and Congress
tried to accede to demands to cut the budget by sharply reducing
appropriations. Congress alone lopped about $5 billion off total
appropriations originally requested.

This was a major accomplishment by Members of Congress seri-
ously concerned about meeting the demands of their constituents
But what has been the effect? First, despite the huge appropriations
cuts, Congress was unable to reduce taxes in the session recently con-
cluded. Second, now, in October, it appears that the budget total of
Q7 biin, w~ivoh nirrin.11v hrnugiht about the taxpaver protest, will,
in fact, be spent in fiscal 1958 after all. In short, substantial tax re-
duction next year, virtually promised by all concerned, is in serious
jeopardy.

Individual Members of Congress must feel frustrated after their
stalwart attempts to cut spending. Moreover, this year prcvides a
pretty good indication that Congress, with the best of intentions,
has not found the solution to the control problem.

How is this possible? Does not Congress have control of the purse
under the Constitution itself? Right there, it seems to me, is the
starting place for any inquiry into the problem. Uncontestably,,
Congress has the constitutional power to control spending. But even
the power and the will to cut spending stumble, as we have seen just
this year, over faulty processes, including, particularly, the piece-
meal character of congressional action on the budget.

The objectives of our budget procedures are (1) to provide adequate
review and control of authorizations for future spending and (2) to
obtain the most efficient and productive results from current expendi-
tures after authorization.

The budget processes involve (1) the formulation of the budget,
(2) its review and authorization, (3) its execution, and (4) the audit
of results. It is orthodox to say that responsibilities 1 and 3 are exec-
utive, and that 2 and 4 are legislative. But, in practice, there is much
joint responsibility throughout the discharge of all four functions.

My discussion is directed mainly to the first objective of good budget
process; namely, controlling the authorization of expenditures. In
my judgment, the congressional processes to discharge this responsi-
bility well and carefully are inadequate.
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This is not a new complaint. As long ago as October 1951, it was
my privilege to appear before Senator Byrd's Joint Committee on
Reduction of Nonessential Expenditures and to report on an analysis
of the Federal budget by the Committee on Federal Tax Policy. Since
it has pertinence in the present discussion, may I quote our main
comment:

To our surprise and amazement, we found that, out of the
President's budget of $71.6i billion, only about $24 billion is
clearly and definitely under annual congressional review and
control.

Coincidentally, the budget for fiscal 1958 is very close to that 1951
figure, and we at Tax Foundation, Inc., estimate that, of the present
budget, only $30 billion "is clearly and definitely under annual con-
gressional review and control."

The fortuitously similar figures do not reveal that Congress itself
in recent years has devoted more and more attention to the problem
of controlling expenditures-this committee's investigation itself is a
measure of that concern-and literally hundreds of bills have been
introduced to help deal with the problem.

Before discussing several of the attempts to improve congressional
spending control, I would like to explain-somewhat teclmically, I
fear-just what we at Tax Foundation mean when we say that con-
gressional processes are now inadequate to control the authorization
of expenditures.

LIMITATIONS OF THE AiPROPRIATIONS PROCESS AS A MEANS OF CONTROL

* The appropriation process is intended to be the major instrument of
Congress' control of the "purse strings" of Government. It is, in fact,
an important safeguard of economy to find congressional committees
whose direct concern is with expenditures rather than with the sub-
stance of programs. Nevertheless, a substantial part of Federal ex-
penditures is not effectively reviewed and controlled annually through
the appropriation process. Among the reasons for this limited annual
control of expenditures through the appropriation process are the
following:

1. Appropriations and other authorizations passed by Congress
for a given year, in part, govern expenditures for later fiscal years.
Similarly, the expenditures for a given fiscal year are, in part, made
from appropriations of a prior year. Thus, the appropriation process
differs in timing and extent from the spending process. In the budget
for the fiscal year 1958, it is estimated that $24 billion, or about one-
third of total budget expenditures, would be made from balances of
prior authorizations.

2. In addition, there are annual indefinite appropriations, which,
as the name suggests, authorize indefinite amounts of obligation and
expenditures. These appropriations, however, are relatively small.

3. More important are the permanent appropriations, both definite
and indefinite. They authorize substantial amounts of expenditures
which are governed by contractual arrangements or definite legislative
commitments outside control of the appropriations committees. The
largest item in this category of expenditures is interest on the debt,
currently over $7 billion. The only way in which Congress makes a
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direct decision about the Federal debt is through the overall debt limit
it imposes; Congress does not necessarily act on the debt limit annu-
ally. The provision of appropriations to a sinking fund, as required
under various acts of Congress, has become a mere bookkeeping
routine.

4. Two other forms of authorizations which may serve to separate
spending from the review process by the Appropriations Committees
are contract authorizations, which confer authority to incur obliga-
tions in advance of appropriations, and authorizations to expend from
public-debt receipts, which permit obligations and expenditures to be
made from borrowed funds. For example, under the Corporation
Control Act of 1945, Government-owned corporations were made sub-
ject to the annual appropriations-review process, but authorizations
to expend from debt receipts can be made outside of appropriation
acts.

5. The form in which many programs are authorized in basic legis-
lation restricts the possibility of control. In programs such as aids
to State and local governments, aids to veterans, and agricultural aids,
the amounts spent each year depend upon formulas set out in basic
legislation and upon economic conditions. There is little the Appro-
priations Committees can do, for example, to limit the number of vet-
erans applying for and receiving the benefits specified in law. Control
of expenditures here must be through appraisal and review of basic
law, annually perhaps.

6. It is also a weakness of present procedures that once a program
has been authorized in basic legislation there is a tendency for the
appropriations committees to regard that authorization as a moral
obligation to provide the funds required. As Senator Byrd once
remarked:

* * * when appropriation bills are before us, it is argued
that a moral obligation is involved ;, but, when the basic
legislation authorizing the program is before us, it is argued
only authorization is involved, and appropriations are not
mandatory. Actually, once a program is authorized, the
pressure on Congress and the Appropriations Commmittees
for money in increasing amounts is tremendous
(Hearings on annual control of the Federal budget, before
the Joint Committee on Reduction of Nonessential Federal
Expenditures, September 14,1951.)

7. While it is not exactly a weakness of budgetary procedures, it is
worth adding that budget terminology is complicated and confus-
ing. The very word "appropriation" is misleading, since there actu-
ally are no "funds" to be appropriated-Congfress provides taxes, to
meet expenditures as they are made; tax revenue is not collected, put
into a fund, and then later appropriated. An appropriation is more
exactly defined as an authorization of expenditures. But the word
"authorization" as currently used, has a double meaning-it refers
to the authorization of appropriations in basic legislation and to the
appropriations themselves. It would certainly be desirable if existing
terminology could be simplified.
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LIMITATIONS ARISING OUT OF PIECEMEAL BUDGET ACTION

In addition to the procedural limitations of the appropriations
process, there are limitations on the policy-forming functions of Con-
gress that arise out of the piecemeal character of its actions on the
budget.

It is a fundamental economic fact that human wants and needs
will, in tiile aggregate, exceed Che resources prudently available to
satisfy them. Therefore, there should be in the budget process a
place where the sum of all proposed needs and wants are related to
the revenues and where their effect on available resources can be
weighed. Most of the work of Congress is necessarily done by com-
mittees and their subcommittees. The work of these committees, as
a rule, can receive only cursory review by the House or Senate as a
whole. The work of subcommittees often cannot be reviewed in great
detail by the full commmittee concerned.

The legislative committees of Congress dealing with particular
programs and activities naturally tend to develop biases in favor of
the matters with which they are concerned. This is also true to some
extent of the subcommittees of the appropriations committees-they
become the guardians as well as the critics of their particular appro-
priation accounts. In a statement before the House Rules Commit-
tee, on March 12, 1957, Representative Pillion (New York) said:

For example, the Interior Committee of which I am a
member, has a total membership of 31. The number of
Members of Congress from the 17 reclamation States is 98.
They would be entitled to 22.5 percent of the committee
membership of 7 members.

Instead of having 7 members, the reclamation States have
21 members, or 67.7 percent of the membership.

The piecemeal character of congressional action also results in
inadequate attention being given to broad fiscal policy considera-
tions. The legislative committees examine the substantive matters
within their jurisdiction. The appropriations committees examine
the needs for funds, program by program, and account by account.
The Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee
examine independently the needs for revenues to meet current and
estimated expenditures.

In the appropriation process there is no means by which Congress
can weigh one expenditure against another, one program against
another, and changes in expenditures against changes in taxes. There
is no means by which Congress can assign priorities to various ex-
penditures and use these priorities in determining the choice among
competing expenditures and the scale on which various programs are
to be carried out.

A very weak link in present procedure is the separation of action
on expenditures from action on revenues. New programs can be
authorized without any obligation to provide tax revenues to meet
the expenditures involved. In this respect the Federal budget differs
from other governmental and private budgets. In the past the
President has even presented his detailed tax proposals in a sep-
arate message to Congress. It was only in 1954 that the practice
was introduced of showing revenues for the coming year, including
the estimated revenue effects of proposed tax changes.
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Improvement of the budget process involves executive as well
as congressional responsibility. One example will illustrate. The
executive responsibility for formulating the budget should cover
proposals to modify, reduce or eliminate existing programs of ex-
penditures, as well as to propose new ones. The executive should not
assume that existing programs are all sacrosanct.

EFFORTS To IMPROVE THE BUDGET PROCESS

Since World War II there have been numerous proposals for re-
form and many actual improvements. Congressional control of ex-
penditures through the appropriation process has been improved, for
example, by the Corporation Control Act of 1945, which brought
Government corporations within the annual appropriations review
process (although there is further room to improve this review).

Other important steps toward better congressional control have
been the inclusion in the budget document of detail of trust fund re-
ceipts and expenditures, and the inclusion of detail of gross expendi-
tures and revenues of business-type operations, which appear in
budget expenditures on a net basis.

The introduction of performance budgeting as a result of the first
Hoover Commission was another step forward. Instead of present-
ing a multitude of detail on objects of expenditure-personal serv-
ices, rents, travel expenses, supplies and material, etc.-appropria-
tion requests are now required to be supported in addition by detail
on expenditures by program and activity.

Efforts to insure greater congressional attention to broad fiscal
policy and action on total expenditures have been numerous. There
have been repeated attempts to impose overall limits on expenditures
for 1 fiscal year (Senator Byrd's proposals), to insure that expend-
itures shall not exceed revenues (the various "balanced-budget res-
olutions), to control expenditures through changes in the debt limit
(Senator Saltonstall's proposal), and others of various kinds.

One of the most ambitious of attempted reforms was the Legisla-
tive Reorganization Act of 1946. This act created a Joint Committee
on the Legislative Budget, which was to set a ceiling annually on ap-
propriations. In 1947 the joint committee could not agree on the
ceiling. In 1948 an agreement was reached on the ceiling but not
enforced, and final appropriations exceeded the ceiling. The expe-
rience with this act seemed to show that Congress, in particular the
Appropriations Committees, is not willing to accept a specific overall
limit on appropriations and expenditures. Later bills, such as the
Ray and Coudert proposals designed to provide such overall limits,
also failed of passage.

Another approach to the problem was the Omnibus Appropriation
Act of 1950. As its name implied, this bill would have consolidated
all general appropriations into one bill for action by the House and
Senate and the President. When tried out in 1950, there were com-
plaints about the delay imposed on action by the House and Senate.
The bill did not pass the Senate until August 4 and was signed
by the President on September 6, 2 months after the beginning of
the fiscal year. The next year the procedure was abandoned, al-
though many people insist to this day that the procedure did not
have a fair trial for a long enough period.
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In 1951 the Committee on Federal Tax Policy recommended a
"clean-slate" approach to appropriations. The proposal was that Con-
gress should suspend all spending authorizations, except for the mili-
tary and interest on the debt, after which the Bureau of the Budget
should be directed to submit an alternate expenditures budget which
would not exceed estimated revenues for the year. This was admit-
tedly an emergency measure. But no long-run reform for recapturing
annual congressional control of expenditures through the appropria-
tions process has yet been developed. As I said in 1951 when testify-
ing before the Joint Committee on Reduction of Nonessential Federal
Expenditures-

* * * all the enthusiasm in the world to cut expenditures-
and Congress has evidenced much of this lately-avails little
when it is discovered that Congress has annual control over
only a little more than a third of expenditures.

It is no doubt much easier to identify the deficiencies in our budget
process than to prescribe detailed remedies. I have no panacea. But
I do suggest it is high time to try something-to take what seem to be
the best of the recent proposals and give them a fair trial. Certainly
the control situation couldn't be much worse than it is now. More-
over, actual experience with a proposal that doesn't quite fill the bill
might itself uncover a better solution.

If I were to couch my conclusions in the form of recommendations,
they would be as follows:

1. Take one or more of the important, thoughtful proposals to rem-
edy the lack of control, perhaps Senator Byrd's or Senator Salton-
stall's, and give it a year's trial. The eventual solution might then
become clearer.

2. Continue this year's pruning of swollen appropriations requests.
Even though there is no great immediate effect on expenditures, the
appropriations process is fundamental and continued reductions in
appropriations will have considerable cumulative effect on later
budgets. a

3. For a long-range solution, institute a comprehensive congres-
sional study of the problem to find the best long-term solution to the
present lack of control.

I believe Congress must and will act soon. Certainly, the spectacle
this year of billions reduced from appropriations with no consequent
cuts in expenditures or taxes should prompt immediate action. It is
eminently clear that the path to substantial tax reduction must first
pass the milestone of congressional spending control.

The American people are not likely to accept explanations about
lack of control in lieu of spending, debt, and tax cuts. They want
lower taxes. Since in this country the people usually get what they
want, it is incumbent on Congress to find a solution.
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TO NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
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THE CHANGING ROLE 01' T'f.U GOVERNMENT IN THIE ECONOMY

In the last 25 years, outlays by Federal, State, and local govern-
ments have risen over 10 times, from about $10 billion to over $100
billion. The rise in gross national product has not been as precipi-
tous; on a comparable basis it has risen sevenfold, from about $60
billion to about $420 billion. There are, of course, many reasons for
this changed relationship. A brief examination of some of them will
give some insight into just how the role of government has changed,
and the consequences of this change in terms of the need for budgetary
information.

In 1929, total government outlays amounted to about $10 billion,
at a time when gross national product was $105 billion. The expendi-
tures of the Federal Government accounted for only $2.5 billion of
this. mind t0h)1i eonntitqnt.d only nhont. 9.5 npire.nt. of totnl aov~rnmnent,
expenditures. Over the next decade there was relatively little change
in State and local expenditures, despite the depression, but the Federal
Government more than tripled its expenditures. Much of this in-
crease in Federal expenditure was due to measures instituted as seda-
tives or cures for the depression. Thus the WPA, AAA, and even
social security were introduced to provide relief and to help the econ-
omy back on its feet. By the late 1930's, however, there had been no
appreciable dip in Federal expenditures; the new responsibilities that
the Government had taken on primarily to combat the depression were
continued even after substantial recovery had taken place.

World War II brought with it, of course, extremely large expendi-
tures for national defense. Federal expenditures rose to over $95
billion. At the same time, in spite of rising costs, State and local
expenditures were held down even below the levels of the late 1930's;
they did not even exceed the 1929 level by much more than 10 percent.
By 1944, expenditures of the Federal Government constituted over 90
percent of all government expenditures. After World War II, there
was a sharp rise in State and local expenditures as these governments
attempted to make up for the expenditures which they had postponed
during the war. Simultaneously, the Federal Government sharply
curtailed its expenditures for national defense, and its total expendi-
tures were cut by over 50 percent. Nevertheless, in 1947, when Fed-
eral Government expenditures reached their lowest point, they were
still double those of State and local governments. This is in contrast
with the year 1929, when Federal expenditures were one-third of
State and local, and with the immediate prewar period, when they
were about equal to State and local expenditures. Again, thus, the
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increased responsibilities which the Federal Government had as-
sumed during the war were continued into the postwar period. Since
1947, problems of national defense have again swelled Federal ex-
penditures, and they have once more increased relative to State and
local expenditures. There seems to be no indication that the Federal
Government will shed these responsibilities, or play a less important
role in the economy, in the future.

A discussion of the Governmen s role in LerLIs of the expediidture
of money, furthermore, does not convey the entire extent of the
growth in the Government's influence in the economy. In the past
25 years, the Government has assumed more and more responsibility
for the economic health of the Nation. The problems of maintaining
full employment and avoiding continued inflation are now accepted
by the Federal Government as primary responsibilities. The tenor of
recent congressional committee hearings indicates that the Govern-
ment is concerned about the degree of supervisory control it must
maintain over big business and big labor. This, coupled with com-
mitments regarding social security, education, highways, urban rede-
velopment, etc., suggest that in a decade's time the role of the Federal
Government may be even greater.

Many of us have considerable qualms about this trend. We see
before us a specter of big government. Yet the individual decisions
that lead to this trend are the result of the considered judgment of
intelligent men in both the executive and legislative branches of the
Government. The logic of the Federal Government's responsibilities
in certain of these areas is compelling. Few would question the need
of the Federal Government to provide adequate defense and to main-
tain a healthy economy and avoid inflation. The majority of the
voters are for such things as social security, new highways, and better
health protection.

It is unfortunately true that in some quarters the reaction to this
dilemma has been to deny the facts, and so avoid the necessity of fac-
ing reality. This is an ostrichlike approach based on the hope that
if the problem is ignored it may go away. But a little reflection
should make it obvious that unless there is a sound basis for believing
that the Government's role will become less important in the future,
it is necessary to do everything possible to make sure that the impor-
tant decisions the Federal Government must make are made with the
aid of all the relevant information. The denial of tools for policy-
making will not reduce the amount of policymaking; but it will mean
that the policies adopted may be harmful. Economic policies must
be based upon a realistic understanding of the different facets of the
economy and the Government's relation to them.

NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACCOUNTING AND ECONOMIC POLCY

This changing role of government in the economy has had a pro-
found effect both upon economic analysis and upon the framework of
data about our economy. And conversely, the development of a com-
prehensive national economic accounting framework has had consid-
erable impact upon the procedures for determining Federal spending
programs. The evolution has been such that today the Government
is looked upon as a sector of the economy interacting with the private
producing and consuming sectors and having as its basic accounts
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the budgetary data arising from tax receipts and the expenditures
of the various agencies of the Government. In this process, it is prob-
ably true to say that theoretical economics has not led the way, but
rather circumstances and events themselves have led to the develop-
ment of the required analytical tools. This is not to say that the tools
have always been available when they were needed-hindsight shows
us that our present degree of sophistication in the use of tools would
have been very helpful had it been available in previous periods. But,
even though the economist has not been able to show the way, in the
sense of providing a well-developed analytical framework ready-made,
it is, I think fair to say that the economist has been an important part-
ner in this development, and has made significant contributions to it.
A brief examination of the evolution of national income accounting
over the past 25 years will show the development of its relationship to

the Government accounts and its use as a tool in analyzing Govern-
ment expenditure.

National economic accounting had its roots in the national income
work carried out by academic economists and research foundations
both in the United States and in Europe early in this century. These
early contributions were mainly concerned with establishing the abso-
lute level of the Nation's income and the changes in this level from
year to year. The national income was defined as the sum of the in-
comes of the people. Although measurement of national income is
primarily a phenomenon of the last 30 years, the concepts were de-
.ivcd from +h'e classird ieonoymies of Bentham. Mill, and Pigou.

The Federal Government did not become interested in national in-
come until the great depression. In 1932 the Senate passed a resolu-
tion which resulted in the publication, in 1934, of a report on national
income, and from that time onward there was an increasing interest
in this subject. The depression posed many problems which necessi-
tated the formulation of specific economic policies. The Government
became interested in the changing level of income from year to year,
and in the relation of its own expenditures and tax receipts to the na-
tional economy. But the early annual estimates were very sketchy in-
deed, and concentrated entirely on national income, omitting national
product.

The natural evolution of national income accounting in the late
1930's was greatly stimulated by the mobilization needs of World
War II. The defense effort was of a magnitude that required a much
more complete understanding of the operation of the economy and
the repercussions that various government taxing, spending, and bor-
rowing policies might be expected to have. All the armament produc-
tion plans had to be considered together, to make sure that the re-
sources of the economy were sufficient to carry them all out. The total
quantity of resources obviously had a limit, and total production had
to be designed to fit within this limit. To schedule more production
would not only be unrealistic, it would cause serious bottlenecks in
some areas and useless oversupply in others. To schedule less produc-
tion than the available resources would permit, on the other hand,
would be to operate tall z level lower than full capacity. Accordingly,
data on such things as the distribution of manpower among indus-
tries and national income originating in the various industries became
of extreme importance. For any realistic appraisal of the problem,
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furthermore, current consumption had to be taken into account. Not
all production could be devoted to war purposes; the civilian popula-tion had to be supported. An examination of the minimum level ofgoods and services needed for consumption was therefore necessary,and national income accounting was again called upon to show theinterrelationships among the end uses of production.

The task of deciding how the production plans were to be imnle-mented, as well as the determination of the potential level of pro-duction, also required major economic policy decisions. The warexpenditure had to be financed, and the method of financing to be
used was one of the more important questions that had to be faced.It was obvious that taxation should be increased. But how much
could it be increased and how much additional tax revenue could beexpected from the fact that the economy was working at a higher levelof activity? And for the part of war expenditures that could notbe financed out of taxation, how and from whom should the requisite
funds be borrowed? What different repercussions on the economy
would result from borrowing from banks as opposed to individuals,
and what effect would such borrowing have upon the incomes ofindividuals and upon prices? In similar manner, how far could the
price incentive be used to move resources such as labor from unessen-tial to essential industries? Income payments obviously would beaffected by any such use of the price incentive, and it was necessary
to know the extent of the inflationary influence to be expected andwhether means were available to offset it successfully. Finally, towhat extent and by what means should civilian consumption be re-
stricted to necessities? Relying on the price mechanism to providethe restriction again might result in a disastrous inflation, so thatit was necessary to decide in what areas rationing and price controlmight be necessary.

It is obvious that all these problems are highly interrelated, andthat they can be solved satisfactorily only if they are consideredwithin one framework of data. Under wartime pressures national
income accounting was developed to provide such a framework.

With this framework it became possible to relate the total availableresources to the planned production for war and for civilian con-
sumption, and to examine the income payments and prices thatwould necessarily result from the adoption of any specific system oftaxes, borrowing, incentive payments, price control, and rationing.
By the end of the war national income accounting had thus emerged
as an essential tool in the formulation of economic policy. Sincethe war, the national income and product accounts have been further
developed as a tool for determining Federal expenditure policy, andby now the data in the accounts have become familiar to the reading
public in newspapers and news magazines.

The account for the Government sector is an essential component
of the national income framework as it has developed. In addi-tion to the Government, three other sectors of the economy are dis-tinguished: households in their role as consumers, businesses in theirrole as producers, and foreign countries insofar as they trade withthe United States. In addition, an account is drawn up to showsaving and investment. In this national income accounting system,
Federal, State, and local governments are consolidated into a single
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sector, but detailed classifications within the account provide sig-
nificant breakdowns of different kinds of transactions at the Federal,
State, and local levels.

Since the war, other forms of economic accounting have been de-
veloping to meet specific needs. Thus for example a study of post-
war patterns of employment was undertaken with the aid of input-
output data. A few years ago the flow-of-funds work of the Federal
Reserve Board was initiated to provide data on the sources and uses
of funds by various sectors of the economy, as an aid in examining
credit and financial policies. Even more recently pioneering work on
national wealth and national balance sheets has been undertaken by
private research organizations.

During the past year, the Bureau of the Budget set up a com-
mittee to review, appraise, and make recomendations with respect to
the national economic accounts of the United States. On October
29-30, 1957, hearings were held by the Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics on the National Accounts Review Committee's report and
recommendations.

In its review of national economic accounting, the National Ac-
counts Review Committee emphasized the very central role which
the Government accounts play in all schemes of national economic
accounting. There is a great need for reform of the Government budg-
et to permit its integration with the national accounts. One of the
major recommendations which the Committee made was that the
Aiffravnt -forms of national economic accounts should be integrated
into a single national economic accounting system that would include
the flow-of-funds, input-output, balance of payments, balance sheet,
and national wealth data, as well as the current income and product
accounts. This would simplify the accounts that are needed for the
Government sector; one presentation of the Government accounts
would meet both the requirements of economic accounting and the
needs of budgetary presentation. At the present time, many different
Government accounts are compiled for various purposes. Besides
the regular Government budget, Government accounts are compiled
for national income accounting, flow-of-funds accounting, and input-
output tables. All of these differ in some respects, and can be made
comparable only through rather elaborate reconciliations.

The National Accounts Review Committee sought to remedy this
situation by developing a single system of economic accounts contain-
ing an integrated set of Government accounts which would serve the
needs of national income accounting, input-output tables, flow-of-
funds accounting, and national balance sheets. The integration makes
elaborate reconciliation between the various forms of the accounts un-
necessary, and permits the user to move easily from one aspect of the
Government account to another. The National Accounts Review Com-
mittee did not take the additional step of integrating the Government
accounts as given in the national income accounts with those given in
budget hearings and those shown in the Daily Treasury Statement.
It is obvious, however, that a closer integration between the national
economic accounts and the Government budget would he a great help
to both the legislative and the executive branch in evaluating past
performance and making reasoned judgments about future appropria-
tions. One of the barriers that has stood in the way of such an in-
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tegration is the different systems of classification used in the different
accounts. The Committee has gone a long way in overcoming this
difficulty by recommending the inclusion of a functional classification
in the economic accounts, i. e., a classification showing the purpose of
the expenditure, such as education, highways, etc. It is also true
that an economic classification of expenditures-in terms of wage pay-
ments, purchases of goods, transfer payments. subsidies, etc.-would
be useful in an appropriations budget, in helping to make reasoned
evaluations and in analyzing the impact to the expected.

NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACCOUNTS AND BuDGETARY REFORM

The present form of the Government budget is itself an evolution,
shaped to meet certain needs. The primary requirement which it is
organized to fulfill is that of accountability. While it is obvious that
accountability must be a function of the accounts, it is also obvious
that developing accounts solely for this purpose is being penny wise
and pound foolish. Actual fraud and dishonesty represent only a
fraction of what could be wasted through unwise action. Additional
expenditure in developing Government accounts that would be more
useful both for evaluating past expenditures and for budgeting future
expenditures would be many times repaid through more intelligent
and economical decisions. One frequently hears from the legislative
branch the complaint that they cannot deal adequately with budget
requests. This is in large part a fault of the accounting procedures
employed-a defect in linking the individual parts of the program
with the overall. There is at the same time a need to deal with a
large amount of detail and a need to place the Government expenditure
program in the broader perspective of the economy as a whole. Some
improvement in this area can be expected through developing better
national economic accounting systems which tie in with existing Gov-
ernment accounting procedures. However, the basic problem does
not lie in a superficial adaptation to inadequate accounting procedures,
but in a reform of the basic accounting itself, so that more meaningful
results can be achieved. It will take a great deal of work to develop
accounting systems and controls that will serve the needs of the indi-
vidual agency and at the same time feed into the more comprehensive
economic accounts required for the examination of national policy, but
such budgetary reform is very badly needed.

The nature of the needed reform can best be shown by a considera-
tion of its major objectives. It must accomplish four things, in
addition to providing for accountability with at least as much efficiency
as at present: (1) it must distinguish among different kinds of Govern-
ment economic activity; (2) it must provide a classification system
that will show both the purpose of a transaction and its economic
nature; (3) it must develop the accounts for individual accounting
units in such a manner that they can be combined and consolidated at
various levels to provide meaningful summary accounts that will fit
into the national economic accounting system; and (4) it must pro-
vide a more informative treatment of transactions which are of a
capital rather than a current nature.
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Definition of accounting unit8 in Government economic activity
T1he Government engages in many kinds of economic activity. It

may be directly engaged in the sale of goods and services to the public
at prices intended to cover costs of operation. It may run ancillary
operations similar to those found in business, but exclusively for its
own internal use. It may take on the nature of a financial enter-
prise, buying and selling securities on the open market. Finally, it
may of course be engaging in a purely governmental activity, hiring
employees and performing legislative, executive, or judicial functions.
Some of the present forms of Government accounts do implicitly rec-
ognize some of these differences. For example, receipts from sales
of goods are treated differently for certain Government units than
for others. But. present definitions of Government economic activi-
ties are not very clear-cut, and need careful reconsideration.

Government enterprises, for instance, are separated from general
Government in all of the accounts, but questions can be raised both
about the manner in which the sales and transactions of these groups
are handled and about the activities that are treated as Government
enterprises. If these Government-run units are to be considered enter-
prises, they should operate as enterprises, in that their accounts should
include payments for services they now render free of charge to other
Government agencies. In the case of the Post Office, for example,
some progress has been made by requiring at least partial payment by
the executive agencies for mailing privileges. Such reform should
be extended to other branches of the Government, and appropriations
to diiue braiichees iuad au' iuinly larger t Io

the other hand, the accounts of Government enterprises should also
cover more fully the economic costs they incur. The Post Office, for
instance, should take account on a current basis of the cost of the
buildings it occupies, in terms of either depreciation or rent, and also
of a reasonable accounting allowance for local property taxes. Only
in such a manner is it possible to evaluate the cost of the operation
in terms of what it might be under other conditions. This argument
is, of course, made much of with respect to the TVA.

Similar accounting procedures, furthermore might well be ex-
tended to the ancilliary agencies such as the Government Printing
Office, and even the General Services Administration. These agencies
have as their customers primarily other Government agencies, but
their charges should be such as to cover the total cost of the resources
used in a fair and equitable manner. For instance, the present treat-
ment of Government buildings might be mentioned. Government
agencies that occupies buildings paid for by past appropriations are
at the present time receiving the benefit of these past appropriations
without any evidence of this in the size of current appropriations. A
new agency, on the other hand, will be forced to supply its own office
space and other facilities, so that it will be paying for its space out
of current appropriations. One of the things that impreses a visitor
to Washington is the relative spaciousness of those agencies which
have existed for some time and have their own buildings, versus those
agencies that rent their space conmnercially. It can be argued that
this is not coincidence. but is due to the form of the accounting system.
An accounting reform that would require all agencies to include in
their budgets a fair market rental for the space they occupy might
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well lead to a more rational distribution of resources. Such a reform.
for instance, could be achieved by consolidating all Government build-
ings under the control of a single ancillary agency, which would rent
the properties to the agencies wishing to occupy them. Thus all
Government agencies would be forced to make an explicit decision on
whether the cost of additional space was worth the price that must be
paid to obtain it. There are many similar problems in other areas. In
rnnnlinar thrna iv1h1t i; nnot orl is nlco~r ottonfinn to In nr; .-;<i- of'
direct costing.
Economic and fun-dtional cla.ssifitations of Government transactions

Defining the basic accounting units for Government economic
activity and outlining the scope of the accounts within these units is
of major importance, but it still leaves unsettled the problem of the
internal classification of transactions within this framework. The
purpose of such classification is to yield pertinent data for evaluating
efficiency in performance of specific programs 'and the economic effects
which these programs have on the rest of the economy. Two different
kinds of classification are involved. Expenditures must be classified
(a) by programs and projects within programs according to the pur-
poses of the operation-agriculture, education, and so forth-and
(b) by the economic nature of the expenditure-wages, interest, com-
moditiesj transfer payments, and so forth.

With respect to classification by program and project, many
dilemmas arise. Appropriations are made in terms of fairly broad
programs, and the basic accounting should be in terms of these pro-
grams. At the same time, it can be argued that a classification system
should be developed in which the same function carried out in a num-
ber of different places within the Government is brought together
under a single heading. Thus, for example, school building may be
aided by a number of different agencies at different levels of Govern-
ment. It is, therefore, suggested that, in addition to the program or
project, there should be a classification by function that cuts across
programs. A true classification by purpose, however, raises many
problems. Members of the legislative branch have different purposes
in mind when they vote for a specific program, and in this sense it may
be that any refined approach to purpose is too subjective to serve as a
basis for accounting, and that we may have to rely upon the legislative
framework, accepting as a consequence the lack of comparability
among agencies.

The classification of government transactions by economic nature is
necessary to show the economic activity of the Government in relation
to the working of the economy as a whole. One way in which this
could be achieved simultaneously with a program classification would
be to develop a rather elaborate cross-classification showing both the
economic nature of transactions and the program of which they are a
part. At the most general level such a cross-classification would prob-
ably be very useful, and the basic accounts in government units should
perhaps be kept on this basis. But there is a great danger that such
a system of cross-classification will get, out of hand, presenting masses
of detail which are essentially of no interest.
The integration and consolidation. of the accounts

It is clear that this is the heart of the problem of government
budgeting, since it is immediately obvious in view of the conflicting
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demands that any single account or tabulation is insufficient for the
evaluation of government economic activity. An accounting frame-
work must be developed in wvhich it is possible to move simply and
easily from the detailed accounts of individual agencies to summary
levels shlowing the relation of the Government as a whole to the rest
of the economy. Neither the detailed accounts or the summary ac-
counts by themselves are sufficient. The detailed data yield large
volumes of paper in wvhichi all perspective is lost and which cannot
be digested. Summary accounts hide much important and useful
information in their totals. The combination which is now avail-
able-a variety of detailed and summary tables which do not mesh-
creates further frustrations through the need for complex reconcilia-
tions and the existence of apparent paradoxes. What is required is a
gradual consolidation and combination of data at several levels, culmi-
nating in a single summary account for all government transactions
that will mesh with the summary accounts for the other sectors of the
economy.
Capital versus current expenditure

One of the most frequent criticisms of the present government ac-
counts has been that, unl ike business enterprises, the Federal Govern-
]uent budget does not recognize the existence of capital. It is fre-
quently pointed out thiat government accounts in many other countries
make a distinction between current transactions and capital trans-
actions, and that in the interest of sound accounting practice the
United States should consider the merits of adopting a capital budget.

In its review of national economic accounting, the National Ac-
counts Review Committee gave considerable attention to this problem.
It became evident that there are two fairly strong arguments in favor
of capital budgets. First, it cannot be denied that many of the ex-
penditures which the Government makes are of a lumpy nature. The
construction of a new building or the purchase of machinery and
equipment is essentially similar to the purchase of buildings or equip-
ment by business enterprises, in that the expenditures are intermittent
rather than continuing, and should not all be attributed to the account-
ing period in which they are made. Second, the Government does own
assets, and if, as has been recommended, national balance sheets are
drawn up, these government assets should be shown. In strict ac-
counting logic, if these assets had been considered as purchased on
current account, they would have been expensed, and could not appear
on the balance sheet.

Further discussion by the committee, however, brought out some
equally strong arguments on the other side, which cast serious doubt on
the meaningfulness of capital budgets as an analytical tool. With
respect to the first argument concerning the lumpiness of expenditures
for durable goods, it was pointed out that this criterion should not be
restricted to items made of metal, wood, and concrete. There are
similar lumpy expenditures of an invisible nature which also give off
services in the future. An example is the recent cost of polio injec-
tions. It can be expected that this expenditure will have future bene-
fits, and that smaller expenditures will be required at future dates.

Similarly, other expenditures in such areas as education, health, and
national defense, could logically be included in the capital category,
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in terms of both their lumpiness and their future effects. If it is
argued that education will be required every year, the same argument
can also be extended to government buildings, since for the Govern-
ment as a whole it is reasonable to assume that the wearing out will
occur every year. There is no reason to expect, furthermore, that the
growth required in government buildings would be much different
from the growth required for education. The committee concluded
therefore that the introduction for general government of a capital
budget restricted to durable goods would not be a useful device in
developing criteria for government spending. In fact, if such a cap-
ital budget were taken seriously, it was generally agreed that it would
be harmful. For these reasons, the committee retained the concept
of a single account for government outlays, showing distinctions among
kinds of expenditure as a part of the classification system.

The committee was impressed, however, by the argument relating
to the need for a government balance sheet, and, breaking with tradi-
tional accounting procedure, decided to retain an accounting or inven-
tory of assets, despite the fact that the expenditures for acquiring
these assets were treated as current outlays.

A thoroughgoing budgetary reform of the nature suggested in the
preceding sections would, however, help to solve this dilemma. If
the concepts of government enterprises and ancillary agencies were
introduced on a consistent basis, purchases of buildings and capital
equipment could be treated as investment expenditures by these gov-
ernment enterprises and ancillary agencies. For these groups, capital
accounts would be entirely proper, having the same meaning that they
do for private enterprises-expenditures that are expected to yield
future incomes, and so to be self-liquidating. Payments or transfers
from general government to these groups would be current transactions
in the general government accounts. Furthermore, assets of a non-
income-producing nature owned by the general government, especially
such things as parks and roads, would not be considered capital goods
in the normal sense of the term, nor would they be considered mar-
ketable assets. All marketable assets and self-liquidating capital
goods would be segregated into the ancillary agency and government
enterprise accounts, where they could be treated as capital. From a
budgetary procedure point of view, therefore, it would not be neces-
sary to make a distinction between capital and current expenditures in
the general government accounts.



THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPENDING PROCESS

Murray L. Weidenbaum,' senior operations analyst, Convair,
General Dynamics Corp.

This study is concerned with the impact on the economy of the dif-
ferent stages of the Federal Government spending process. Because
of the length of time involved in carrying out many government
procurement programs, it is important to know whether the economic
impact occurs at the point where expenditures are made or also, or
instead, at some other place in the process.

The concern with the process of government spending arises in
connection with the fluctuations in the level of governmental outlays.
For many purposes of public policy and fiscal administration it is
essential to have accurate instruments to record present movements
and to understand their relationships to future trends. An inappro-
priate indicator of government spending may show an upturn when,
in reality, the basic force of government spending is operating in the
reverse fashion. An insensitive indicator may show little movement
when in fact a great fluctuation is taking place. A lagging indicator
may only show movement with considerable delav.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE GOVERNMENT SPENDING PROCESS

An important first step in evaluating the economic impact of gov-
ernment spending is to understand the operation of the Federal Gov-
ernment spending process. The following section is devoted to ex-
plaining the major phases of the process.
Basic authorizing legislation

The first step in the process is the enactment of basic legislation
authorizing a given agency, program, or activity. Some such statute
must be on the books before an appropriation can be enacted to pro-
vide funds for the agency or program involved.2 Basic authorizing
legislation of this nature ordinarily does not contain financial author-
ization enabling an agency to obligate government funds or to make
expenditures.

There are a number of exceptions. Some authorizing statutes, such
as the Federal-Aid Highway Act, do simultaneously grant Federal
agencies obligational authority. The annual appropriation request
in that case is merely to liquidate the obligations previously incurred.
Many government corporations are authorized by basic legislation to
spend the receipts from their operations without securing annual
appropriations from the Congress.

IThe writer wishes to express his appreciation to Profs. Paul J. Strayer and Lester V.
Chandler of Princeton University for their advice and guidance on the study on which
this pap er Is based.

2This is the result of congressional procedure rather than statutory requirement.
Cf., U. S. House of Representatives, Constitution, Jefferson's Manual, and Rules of the
House of Representatives, Washington, Government Printing Office, 1949, rule 21, clause 2.
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It is important to consider the increment of legislation which is
proposed each fiscal year-the extension of expiring legislation, the
enactment of new legislation, and modification or repeal of existing
statutes-for this is the birth stage of new governmental spending
programs.
Enactment of new funds

In Januarv of each year. the President transmits to the Congress
the budget for the coming fiscal year, the 12-month period beginning
the following July 1. Within the next 6 months, and sometimes
over a longer period, the Congress reviews and modifies the Presi-
dent's recommendations and enacts the appropriation bills for the
coming year. The total of financial authorizations made available to
the Federal agencies is composed of a number of types of enactments.

The most prevalent type is the ordinary appropriation, which em-
powers Federal agencies (1) to place orders, enter into contracts, or
otherwise comimit or "obligate" the Government to make expendi-
tures in the future, and (2) to make the expenditures required by
such obligations.

Another type of financial grant is the contract authorization. This
empowers the agencies only to incur obligations. In these cases, the
agencies have to make a later request for an appropriation to pay
for or "liquidate" the obligation.

Authorizations to spend from "debt" receipts are usually used to
finance government enterprises, where proceeds from operations may
repay the initial advances from the Treasury. The availability of
obligational and expenditure authority is the same as that of ordinary
appropriations. However, such' authorizations need not go through
the appropriations committees and are not usually included in 'con-
gressional tallies of appropriations enacted.

Most financial authorizations are enacted for a 1- or 2-year period
and expire if not obligated during that time. Because of lags in
Federal procurement, requests are sometimes made to extend such
authorizations beyond the original period of enactment. The effect
of reauthorizations is generally the same as if new authorizations
were voted in their place.

The total of appropriations (other than those to "liquidate") and
other financial authorizations made available to the agencies for a
given year is called new obligational authority. The common char-
acteristic of all such authorizations is that they empower the agencies
to obligate the Goverlnlent to make expenditures in the future.

The granting of obligational authority is a major control point
over Federal spending. Given the grant of new authority, the usual
functioning of Government will result in a subsequent flow of ex-
penditures.

Apportionrrent of funds
After the Congress has voted funds, the control over expenditures

shifts back to the executive branch. Each quarter, the Bureau of
the Budget apportions to the agencies the funds appropriated to
them. The apportionment power arises from the desire to prevent
the agencies from spending their appropriations early in the year and
returning for deficiency appropriations..
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The apportionment power has been used to keep the amount of
government spending for a particular item below the limit granted
by the Congress. Tie general Appropriation Act of 1951 affirmed
this authority "whenever savings are made possible by or through
changes in requirements, greater efficiency of operations, or other
developments subsequent to the date on which such appropriation was
made available.8

Following the making of apportionments, which is a centrally ad-
ministered control, allotments are made by agency heads to adminis-
trative units within the agencies.

Inourring obligations
Within the linmits of the apportionmnlent of funds made available to

them, the Federal agencies place orders and take other actions which
obligate their apportioned funds. To the extent that the goods and
services needed by the Government are ordered from and produced
in the private sector, this is the first stage of the process in which gov-
ermnent procurement activity directly involves private industry. It
is also the last clearly discretionary step in the process which will ulti-
mately involve governmental disbursement of funds.

Obligations may be incurred for a wide variety of objects, in addi-
tion to the purchase of goods and services from the private sector.
Purchases of goods and services from the public sector itself, transfer
and interest payments, subsidies, grants to State and local govern-
ments, and purely financial transactions are also included.

Producing government-ordered goods
Pursuant to the contracts and orders placed, the suppliers of gov-

ernment goods and services produce or otherwise obtain the items
previously obligated for. To the extent that production is carried
on in the private sector, this stage of the Federal spending process is
not usually reflected in the Federal financial accounts. The fact that
disbursements to factors by government contractors do not appear in
the Government accounts at this time but in the private accounts will
be of considerable significance in the subsequent analysis.

In the case of production carried on by a government agency, the
actual disbursements to factors in the course of production are re-
flected as expenditures in the Federal accounts. In the case of ex-
penditures which are not for currently produced goods and services,
such as transfer payments, interest payments, and the acquisition of
land, the lag between obligations and expenditures is usually non-
existent or at a minimum.

Making payments
In accordance with customary business practice, the Federal Gov-

erminent generally pays for the items it orders after they have been
delivered, inspected, and approved. A number of agencies are au-
thorized to make advance and progress payments. These are usually
confined to large orders in the fulfillment of which the supplier re-
quires considerable additions to his normal working capital.

Advance payments are made prior to the performance under a con-
tract and arc expected to be liquidated from payments due the con-
tractor from performance. This device is rarely used at the present

'64 Stat. 595.
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time, although advance payments were an important source of busi-
ness credit at the beginning of World War II. Progress payments
are usually made for a percentage of the work performed or cost in-
curred under a government contract and are still generally employed,
especially in military procurement.

The lags in the process
As a result of the number of steps involved in the Federal spending

process and due to the length of time often required by suppliers to
produce the goods ordered by the Government, thereis, in aggregate,
a substantial lag between the time expenditures are authorized and the
time they are made.

The lag's in the early stages of the process are primarily adminis-
trative. 'it takes time for the agencies to prepare and obtain approval
of their apportionment requests, for specifications to be drawn up for
individual orders, and for contracts to be awarded.

A later and more important lag is technological, the lag between
the letting of contracts and the beginning of quantity production.
This is the contractor's period of 'make ready" which may range
from a few weeks to more than a year. In the case of a new type of
heavy equipment, hundreds of additional engineers may be hired and
trained by the contractor, thousands of detailed drawings made,
production lines laid out, material requirements computed, schedules
prepared, and subcontracts negotiated.

There are certain legal limits to the lags in the Federal spending
process. Most forms of new obligational authority are available for
obligation for either 1 or 2 years and are available for expenditures
for no more than 2 years beyond that. Within these limits, the lag be-
tween the Government's embarking on a program and its execution
is largely determined by private decision making. Military procure-
ment of "hard goods," however, is generally financed from no-year
appropriations, which are available until spent.
Reducing government spending

The actions which can be taken to curtail government expenditures
would operate in somewhat the same fashion as the actions involved
in making expenditures. A reduction in government spending can
be initiated at various stages in the spending process. The effects of
the actions taken at each stage can be cumulative in their effects on
expenditures during any given period.

For example, the Congress may decide to eliminate or reduce the
scope of a program by changing its basic authorization or by elimi-
nating or reducing the amount of funds authorized for it. These
actions can be implemented, either through eliminations or reductions
in the amount of new obligational authority being considered or in
the rescission of existing obligational authority.

The President may decide that a given agency should not spend
all of the funds it has been authorized and reduce its quarterly ap-
portionments. The agencies can reduce the amount they spend by
slowing down the rate at which they obligate funds, by obtaining a
slowdown in the production of items they have ordered, or by can-
celing contracts they have already entered into.

There are obstacles to the reductions in expenditures which can be
made through rescinding contracts, such as payment of damages and
-the loss of investment already made on a project.
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TilING oF THE ECONOMIC IrPAcr: A SIMPLE CASE

An indication of the possible effect on the economy of each of the
major stages of the Government spending process will be given in
this section. A number of simplifying assumptions are made, so that
the effects on the economy arising directly from an increase in gov-
ernment spending can be examined.

An increase in government spending is assumed which consists
entirely of expenditures for goods currently produced in the private
sector of the economy. It is assumed that these expenditures are
financed by borrowing idle funds.

It is also assumed that there are sufficient mobility and idle resources
in the economy to produce the goods ordered by the Government
without new, fixed, business investment or price or wage increases
and without displacing any private demand. Also postulated is the
availability of adequate financing for the Government contractors.
It is further assumed that this increase in spending will generate no
indirect psychological effects on consumer or business expectations nor
any changes in other Government programs.
Appropriation of funds

It is assumed that the President transmits to the Congress a supple-
mental appropriation request which it enacts. Under the assumed
conditions, there would be no immediate effect on the economy.
Neither would any change be registered in the measures of Govern-
mo.nt gonnding.

Placement of contracts
The Government agency to which the appropriation is made places

contracts with business firms in the private sector of the economy.
The following are some of the events that would occur following the
receipt of a Government order by a typical manufacturer.

The contractor finds that he cannot fill the order out of existing
inventory or even from existing production lines. He determines
that this additional volume of production can be obtained through
more intensive utilization of existing capacity, but that it will require
substantial increases in inventories and in his labor force. This, in
turn, will necessitate increased working capital, which will have to
be obtained outside of the firm.

On the basis of the company's past performance and the Govern-
ment's order, the contractor obtains a working-capital loan from his
bank. He begins to place orders for materials, to hire additional
workers, and to subcontract parts of the order to other firms. These
suppliers or subcontractors will be going through a similar process
at this time, in some cases involving another tier of suppliers or sub-
contractors.

The first effect on the volume of economic activity will now be
taking place. As deliveries begin to be made on raw materials and
wages are earned by the newly hired workers who are tooling up, the
contractor will be drawing upon his loan authorization and making
small amounts of payments to the various factors of production. An
increase will be registered in the outstanding loans of commercial
banks and in the money supply. Also, some increase will occur in
gross private domestic investment, the component of gross national
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product which contains the inventory accumulation resulting from
the small amounts of goods in process.

The economic activity represented by contract placement is not
reflected in any of the measures of Government spending. These con-
tracts are included, but not identified separately, in the monthly re-
ports by the Department of Commerce on new orders received by
business firms.

That the placemnent of Government orders ("obligations incurred"
by the Federal agencies) is the phase of the Government spending
process which energizes private production on Government account
has been noted by a number of observers:

The initial stimulus to production is provided by Govern-
ment contracts for procurement. 4

* * * it is the placing of a contract, or its anticipation
which leads industry to plan its acquisition of materials and
labor and to schedule its production. * * * 5

It is in the stimulus to productive activity rather than in the minor
amounts of "make ready" production that the contract placement stage
exercises an important effect on the level of economic activity.
Production of goods

As quantity production gets underway on the Government order,
payments are made by the Government contractor for wages to the
employees engaged in the work, materials delivered, and the interest
due on the working-capital loan. He also will be accruing profits on
the order. The costs incurred by the contractor during the entire pro-
duction period-the value added-should total the amount of the
order.

The outlays of government contractors are not reflected in govern-
ment purchases of goods and services, nor in any other government ex-
penditure series at the time they are made. They will show up in
gross national product, in the change in inventory segment.

Simultaneously, the costs incurred will also show up as compensa-
tion of employees, corporate profits, interest and rental income, and,
depending on the legal status of the contractor and subcontractors,
earnings of unincorporated enterprises. Increases in consumer ex-
penditures and fixed business investment may also occur as a result
of the income payments.
Paymernt for goods

After the completion of production, the goods would be delivered to
the Government- and paid for. This is the period during which the
Government purchase shows up as a budget expenditure and a cash
payment to the public.
- Following the payment by the Government, the contractor would
repay the working-capital loan. These actions would tend to reduce
the anount of private credit, reduce the Governmnent's cash balances,
and increase the cash position of the contractor.

The delivery of the goods showvs up in the national income accounts
as a decline in business inventories and, hence, in gross private domes-
tic investment. It also is recorded as a government purchase of goods

4 Molvin Ajishen and Frances D. Wormuth, Private Enterprise and Public Policy, New
,-York, Macmillan, 1954, p. 530.

S John Perry Miller, Pricing of Military Procurements, New Haven, Yale University Press,
1949, pp. 24-25.
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and services. These two movements tend to cancel out, with the result
that there is no net effect on the level of economic activity at the time
the Government expenditure is made; the contribution to purchasing
power has been made earlier during the contract placement and pro-
duction stages.

TI~mINZG OF THE ECONo0MIIC IMPACT-SOME COIrmcACATIONS

Some of the possible effects on the economy of the operation of the
various stages of the Government spending process xvill be examined
here under more complicated circumstances than in the previous
section.

Anticipatory effects
In the simplified situation in the previous section, it was assumed

that the new government spending program would be neutral in its
effects on consumer and business expectations. However, the Govern-
ment's embarkment on a new program can have an "announcement"
effect on consumer and business expectations. Such was the case in
the early stages of the Korean mobilization program, when memories
of World War II price rises and shortages set off a wave of private
ordering in advance of any government purchasing.

On the other hand, the reaction to the new program may be negative.
Businessmen may fear or oppose it as undue government interference
and competition.s

The announcement effect of government spending is too diffuse and
elusive to be measurable. We-simply do not know what the actions
of businessmen and consumers would have been in the absence of
the anticipatory effect of government activity. We can only obtain
some indication of the magnitude of the catalyst through a measure
such as new obligational authority. However, the public reaction
in a given situation will depend on recent experience, available pur-
chasing power, and other variables.

Availability of resources
If the necessary labor, materials, or equipment are not available,

the mere placing of a Government contract will not be sufficient
to initiate productive activity. This was the situation during much
of the World War II period when, once relatively full employment
had been attained, additional orders merely resulted in increased
backlogs. Through its economic control system, the Government
was able to shift productive facilities from peacetime to wartime use.
However, such action would have little effect on total economic
activity.

Under other situations, such as at the outset of the Korean mobili-
zation, the shortage was of particular resources. Here, much fixed
investment preceded production on Government orders for end items.
Both groups of expenditures show up initially in gross private
domestic investment. However, the capital expenditures, when made
by private firms, would be included as additions to plant and equip-
inent and nonresidential construction and would remain in the stock

' Cf. an indication of reaction in the 1930's "* * * who could tell where the experi-
menters would turn next?" Douglas A. Hayes, Business Confidence and Business Activity:
A Case Study of the Recession of 1937, Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1951,
p. 120.
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of business assets. The production on Government orders, on the
other hand, would, on completion, be recorded as Government pur-
chases and become part of the stock of Government assets.

Where the contractor can fill the Government order out of exist-
ing inventory production would not take place until the firm de-
cides to replace the depleted inventory. The Government payments
in this case would precede the impact on GNP.
Financing the Government eaxpenditure

In the simple situation, it was assumed that the Government ex-
penditures would be financed by borrowing idle funds. It would
be more usual for the Government to finance a large increase in ex-
penditures through raising the level of taxation or borrowing in-
vestment funds. Either of the actions would tend to reduce private
demands for output and, hence, to offset the expansive effect of the
Government expenditure.
Reducing Government spending

In general, the economic impact of a reduction in government
spending is analogous to that of an increase. The very act of em-
barking upon a contraction of government spending can have an
"announcement" effect.

Under circumstances of a large pent-up private demand, as in the
reconversion period following World War II, the curtailing of gov-
ernment demand may evoke waves of private buying. In other cir-
cumstances, such as the cessation of the Korean mobilization pro-
gram, the heralded decline in government purchasing may mean a
decline in total demand.
Summary

The impact of the various stages of the government spending
process may vary with surrounding circumstances. Although all of
these complications may modify the economic impact, the basic rela-
tionship generally holds: the primary impact of government pro-
curement on the level of economic activity occurs in advance of the
actual government expenditure.

OTHER TYPES OF GOVERNMENT SPENDING PROGRAMS

The preceding two sections have been devoted to Government pur-
chases of goods and services from the private sector. Other types
of Government expenditures will now be examined.
Transfer and interest payments

Transfer and interest payments by the Government do not con-
stitute a demand for output but are income to the recipients. Nor-
mally, these payments only affect the level of output with a lag and
indirectly, as they are respent by the recipients for goods and services.

Anticipatory effects could take place, such as newly unemployed
workers maintaining a certain level of spending in anticipation of
the future receipt of unemployment compensation.

Also, accruals of interest can have some economic effect in advance
of the actual payment. Some bondholders report interest on an
accrual basis for tax purposes. Moreover, the knowledge that their
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net worth position is growing stronger may also influence the spending
decisions of some investors.7

Subsidy paymnent8
Subsidy payments also constitute income to the receivers and are

not a demand for output. To the extent that they have favorable
repercussions on the expectations of producers, these payments may
evoke a positive effect in advance of the Government expenditure.

Grants-in-aid
Federal grants-in-aid to State and local governments normally

affect economic activity as they are utilized by the non-Federal gov-
ernment units. However circumstances can arise under which the
very act of the Federal Government in embarking on a new or ex-
panded grant-in-aid program, or even its anticipation, can evoke an
important stimulus to private or State and local activities in advance
of any Federal payment or even pledge of funds.

The expansion in 1956 of the program of Federal grants for high-
way construction furnishes a recent example. In advance of con-
gressional authorization, potential suppliers, such as cement producers
and manufacturers of road-building equipment, began to plan for
expansion of capacity and markets. The States stepped up advance
planning of potential highway projects and many had qualifying
projects ready to go as soon as the legislation was enacted. 8

Lending programs
Federal lelllding programs provide a numbcr of variai in the

timing of the economic impact of Government spending. The main
effect of the loan normally would arise from the purchases made by
the recipient of the loan. For example, housing loans can be used to
finance new private residential construction; production loans to busi-
ness firms and farmers for inventory accumulation and, ultimately,
for sales to consumers, governments, or other private businesses; and
loans abroad for net foreign investment.

In some circumstances, the expansive effect on the economy would
precede the Government disbursement. This would be true if private
firms order goods and services, hire additional employees, and begin
production on the basis of the Government's commitment to make the
loan at a later date.

In many instances, private production (and, hence, the initial im-
pact on economic activity) would take place after the Government
loan. This would be true of loans to farmers for implements, feed,
and other items needed before production could get underway.
Purchases of existing assets

Government purchases of land and other existing assets merely add
to the liquidity of the recipients. Only to the extent that the pro-
ceeds are used to finance or purchase current output will there be any
impact on economic activity.

Neither this category of government expenditures, nor the preced-
ing category of loans, appear as government purchases of output or
as income to the recipients.

7 Carl S. Shoup, Postwar Federal Interest Charge, American Economic Review, supple-
ment, pt. 2, June 1944, p. 54.

8 Engineering News-Record, June 7, 1956, p. 26; July 5, 1956, p. 23.
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Government production
A substantial portion of government purchases of goods and serv-ices is made directly from the public sector itself and involves noproduction in the private sector. Conventionally, this gross prod-uct of the public sector is taken as the compensation of General Gov-ernment employees.9
Government "obligations" are recorded as the personal services arert'enered. *With a lag of usua-ly 1 to 2 weeks, the employees receivepayments for their services as they are rendered. Hence, the lag be-tween obligations and expenditures is at a minimum. From the view-point of economic activity, the payments to factors (government

employees) are recorded as government purchases of goods andservices when the services are rendered and when payments are made.There is no time lag involved for "intersector" transfers as is thecase for goods and services which the Government buys from privatebusiness firms.

NE'w MEASURES or GOVERNMENT SPENDING

A number of measures of the Federal Government spendingprocess are currently available and used. These individual measures
have arisen for a variety of reasons and are used for different pur-poses. Additional series may be required and can be prepared.
Ecisting expenditure measures

The three most widely known measures of government spending
are (1) budget expenditures, based on the Federal administrativebudget; (2) Federal Government payments to the, public, prepared
on a cash-consolidated basis; and (3) Federal purchases of goodsand services, computed as a part of the national income and productaccounts. Each of these series varies in coverage, basis of measure-ment, and types of payments included.

Budget expenditures include the outlays of wholly owned Federaldepartments and agencies, but exclude payments from government
trust funds. Expenditures are recorded at the time checks are issuedby governmental disbursing officers, except for interest on the publicdebt which is generally reported as it accrues.

Payments to the public include the outlays of Federal agencies aswell as trust funds, eliminating transfers of funds, within the Govern-
ment. This series reports the amounts of checks paid by the Govern-ment.

Federal purchases are recorded as goods and services ordered by theGovernment are delivered. Unlike the other two series, only itemsinvolving the acquisition of current output ate included.--
Despite the differences in the scope and type of transactions covered,

all of the three series are closely related; they are all variations of abasic budget expenditure series and -generally measure the flow ofthe Government spending process at its completion, when production*is completed and delivery or payment is made.
Contrasted to this. general -uniformity of' measurement, -Federal:spending is a process, a flow of activity; ''expenditures"' or "payments":

A 1954 National Income Supplement, Survey of-Current Business, p. 53:'°For detailed description of the th'ree series, see Budget of the United State$ Govern-melit for the Fiscal Year 'Ending June 30, 1958, Washington, GPO, 195 7, pp. A2, A3; 1131-1133; 1954 National Incofne Suppliment, Survey of Current Business, pp. 146-147.
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or "purchases" represent just one point in an often lengthy series of
actions. Under some circumstances, attention should be focused on the
earlier phases of the process in order to gage or understand ade-
quately the economic impact of a Government spending program.
Mfeasures of other stages

Except for the expenditure series, which are generally prepared
monthly or quarterly, only limited information is available on the
various stages of the Government spending process.

The budget document reports, on an annual basis, the amount of
new obligational authority voted by the Congress. The absence of
quarterly or monthly totals may not be very important due to the
annuality of the appropriation cycle.

No series is currently published on the total obligations incurred by
the Federal Government. However, the following section contains ani
attempt to construct such a series.

Neither is there available any information on the amount of private
production onl Government account. What is needed is a breakdown,
not now available, showing howN much of business inventories relates
to private orders and how much to Government orders."
Derrivation of a series on obligations

Inform ati on on the obligations incurred by individual Government
agencies are available as a result of the requirements of budgetary
control. Such data may be utilized in preparing series for the Fed-
eral Gavel n . en as a whole.

The annual budget document lists obligations for each appropria-
tion account, but does not contain any summarization. These data can
be aggregated and, with some necessary adjustments for changes in
the concept of the budget total, can be used to provide an annual
series on obligations incurred by Federal agenices.

A rudimentary series can be prepared showing Federal Govern-
ment obligations incurred, by quarters. The series presented in table
1 is intended for illustrative purposes only. It was derived as follows:

1. The annual totals were based on the obligation figures reported
in budget documents.

2. The figures for "military" obligations were taken from reports
of the Department of Defense and cover the military functions of the
Department and foreign military assistance.

3. The obligation figures for "interest" are the amounts reported by
the Treasury epartment as interest payments. This procedure was
possible because there is no lag between obligations and expenditures
for this itein.

4; The annual obligations for all other programs were divided
evenly into four quarters. Although there are de-finite seasonal pat-
terns in goverrnnent ordering, the period covered in Table 1 is domi-
nated by sharp fluctuations in military programs and comparatively-
little distbrtion is introduced by this procedure . 2

t A recoinimendation *that such datt be prepared was made by the Subcommittee on Eco-
nomic Statistics. Cf. U. S. Congress. Joint Committee on the Economic Report, 1955 Re-
port 'If the Subcommitte' on iMenonitec Statistics. S4th Cong., 1st sess., Washilgton, GPO..
1955. pp. 5-0.

:F For data concerning the seasonal patterns of Federal procurement, see Clem C. linnen-
berg and Dana M. Barbour, Government Purchasing-An Economic Commentary, Tempo-
rary National Economic Committee. Monograph No. 19, Washington, GPO, 1940, p. 24;
U. S. Treasury Department. Financial Statements Relating to the United States Govern-
ment, Obligations, Expenditures, and Balances Under Appropriations and Contract Author-
izations, Washington, 1942-49 (processed).
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TABLE 1.-Obligations incurred by the Federal Government

[In billions of dollars]

Fiscal year Military Interest Other Total

1951
lst quarter - ------------------------------ 8.6 1.1 6.9 16. 6
2d quarter -8.7 1.3 7.0 17.0
3d quarter -16.1 1.2 7.0 24.3
4th quarter -16.2 2.0 7.0 25.2

Total -49.6 5.6 27.9 83.1

1952
lst quarter -13.0 1.1 9.2 23.3
2d'quarter -13.0 1. 7 9.2 23.9
3d quarter- 15.3 1.1 9.2 25. 6
4th quarter -20.6 2.0 9.2 31.8

Total -61.9 5.9 36. 8 104.6

1913
1st quarter - ------------------------------ 16.8 1.1 8.2 26.1
2d quarter - ------------------------------- 10.4 1.9 8.2 20.5
3d quarter -10.8 1.1 8.1 20.0
4th quarter -8.5 2.4 8.1 19. 0

Total -46.5 6. 5 32.6 85. 6

1954
1st quarter -6. 5 1.0 7.4 14.9
2d quarter -6.0 1.8 7.4 15. 2
3d quarter -6.9 1.2 7.3 15.4
4th quarter -10. 5 2.4 7. 3 20. 2

Total ------------------------------ 29.9 6.4 29.4 65.7

Source: Budget Documents for 1953-56; U. S. Department of Defense, Monthly Report on Status of
Funds by Budget Category, June 30, 1954, p. 33; Treasury Bulletin, August issues, 1951-54, p. 3.

The quarterly movements in the obligation series clearly show the
rapid buildup of the Korean mobilization program. They also
afford an insight into the substantial increases in economic activity
which accompanied the new defense program. The expenditure
series, in contrast, registered a rather slight rise in the fiscal year 1951.
In fact, substantial budget and cash surpluses resulted for the period.

It should be noted that more exact obligation series can be provided
by the Government on a quarterly basis, provided that the need is
shown and the agencies involved in the preparation are directed to do
so. This can be done because the individual agencies report their
obligations each month or quarter to the Bureau of the Budget.' 3
However, no summarization of these reports is made at the present
time.

SOMIE UsEs OF THE ANALYSIS

The applications of this study for purposes of economic analysis
and governmental administration are twofold: (1) A proper under-
standing of the operation of the Federal spending process is important
in analyzing economic developments and government activity during
periods of fluctuation in government purchasing; and (2) the meas-
ures of the early stages of the spending process are lead series which
often quickly register changes in governmental demand and indicate
future trends in actual governmental disbursements.

Is Budget, Treasury Regulation No. 1: Washington 1952.
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Analysis of economic conditions
An understanding of the Government spending process is of especial

value in the analysis of economic conditions during periods when
government purchasing provides the dominant influence in the econ-
omy. This is particularly true because the early stages of the process
often show up in the private sector rather than in the public sector,
and it is important to understand where the underlying demand
originates.

Under such circumstances, reports on new obligational authority
granted by the Congress and obligations incurred by Federal agencies
are in the nature of "lead" series or "expectional" statistics which
indicate future economic developments.

Formnulation of economic policy
Attention to the timing of the Government spending process can be

useful in the formulation of public policy. For example, if a $5
billion decline in gross national product (at annual rates) had been
experienced in period 1 and a $10 billion decline is anticipated in
period 2, it may be of little avail (aside from expectional effects) to
embark upon a large construction program for which contracts could
not be let until period 3 and production gotten underway until period
4. In such case, recourse to actions which involve shorter lead time
may be more appropriate. A stepup could be attempted instead in
the rate of production of equipment already on order.

The timing of the economic impact of government expenditures had
+.n in, bearn. en 4is.oal nnlolv {luiing t1he enary- Prarno of tihe

Korean mobilization period. The inflationary pressures were unac-
companied by any immediate Federal deficit. Uinder a policy of a
balanced budget, there was no need for added taxation. However,
the administration was partially successful in coupling the need for
increased revenue with recently enacted appropriations and the high
levels of procurement:

Under present conditions, expenditures for defense exert an
inflationary pressure on the economy substantially in advance
of the actual disbursement of funds. Demands for materials,
for labor, and for capital outlays occur very soon after the
Government contracts are let * * *.14

Governmental administration
The measurements of the early stages of the Federal spending

process lend themselves to a number of administrative uses. Forecasts
of government expenditures can be prepared by using data on new
obligational authority and available balances together with assump-
tions as to obligation and production rates.15

In a more general way, changes in the level of new authorizations
and/or new commitments can be used to gage the future course of
expenditures in a somewhat similar manner that series on new orders
are used by business analysts to estimate future sales trends.

It is the belief of the writer that aggregating the individual agency
reports on obligations incurred could also be a helpful tool in assessing

14 Testimony of Treasury Secretary John Snyder hefore the Ho-fse Wnvs and Afeans Com-
mittee. quoted In Annual Report on State of the Finances for the Fiscal Year Ended June
30. 1951, Wnshington, GPO. 1952, p. 406.

as For a recent example of this approach, see U. S. Department of the Navy, Statistical
Approach to Forecasting Expenditures, NAVEXOS, p. 1571 (undated)L
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the progress being made on government programs from the point of
view of governmental administration and budgetary control.

An understanding of the government spending process can also
be useful in effectively controlling government spending, with the
particular view of reducing. Much of the discussion has centered on
expenditures per se. However, if adequate controls are to be exer-
cised, attention must also be given to the early stages where expendi-
turp ar s rid and committed, rather than only to the pa1yniells
for goods and services already ordered and produced.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM3MENDATIONS

It is a fundamental finding of this study that the variations in the
timing and economic impact of the various stages of the governmental
spending process necessitate taking measurements of the spending
stream at earlier points than merely the completion stage represented
by deliveries or payments.

When the Government is about to embark upon a new program, often
the most useful indicator of the scope of this new activity will be the

1amount appropriated for it by the Congress. A more direct indica-
tion of the current economic impact may be the aggregate of orders
placed and contracts let. Where the increase in government activity
consists of transfer payments to the public, a series on expenditures
would be of particular value.

The use of any of these measures need not be mutually exclusive and
their contribution may be additive. What is needed is not a single
standard measure of Federal spending but a tool kit of series, each of
which is adapted to special analytical purposes.

The specific recommendations that arise from this study are that
series on new obligational authority granted by the Congress and obli-
gations incurred by government agencies be computed regularly by
the Federal Government and that thev should be published in the
standard compendia of economic statistics. They should be supple-
mented from time to time by reports on unobligated balances and on
unpaid commitments outstanding.

Such series would be useful and complementary additions to the
sections on government finance in such publications as the Economic
Indicators, the Treasury Bulletin, the Federal Reserve Bulletin, and
the Survey of Current Business.

A better understanding of the workings of the Federal spending
process will assist in the use of these tools for purposes of economic
analysis and policy formulation. In an even broader way, it is impor-
tant to understand the operation of the Government spending mecha-
nism as one of the important processes of the economy.
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MILITARY EXPENDITURES, ECONOMIC GROWTH, AND

STABILITY

Arthur E. Burns, professor of economics, dean, The Graduate
Council, The George Washington University

It is difficult to fit military expenditures into the "growth and
stability" pattern currently being studied by the Joint Economic
Committee. Although military outlays are not necessarily incon-
sistent with the objective of stability and growth, they may be and at
times have been. During war and periods of tension such as the
present, the national security objective is paramount. Expenditure
levels and patterns are not likely to be greatly influenced, or influenced
at all, by considerations of growth or stability. Other instruments
of policy are usually required to assume a measure of stability.

The impact of military expenditures on growth and stability de-
pends on many thing besides the level, rate of change, duration, and
pattern of such expenditures. The source of funds is ooviousiy im-
portant. Heavy reliance on deficit financing during World War II,
in contrast to the tax financing of the Korean war, produced different
results from the stabilization point of view. Differences in tax struc-
tures to finance any given level of expenditures are likely to alter the
imp act of military outlays. Consumer and business expectations may
difer from one period to another. The levels of employment and
plant utilization clearly affect the impact on prices, production, and
growth. And, obviously, so do governmental policies which affect
the responses of the system. These and other variables play a part in
determining the effects of military expenditures on the growth and
stability of an economy.

Moreover, a distinction between short-run and long-run conse-
quences of military outlays, particularly on the matter of economic
growth, throws light on the problem. It is important, also, to go
behind the military expenditures to the indirect consequences that may
flow from them. Under some circumstances these consequences may
be highly stimulative to employment, output, and income. The "stir-
ring ups impact of World War II on the depressed American economy
helps to account for the growth of the last decade. Many teclnical
developments and new products developed for military purposes have
a high transfer value to the civilian economy. Again this reflects it-
self in growth potential. These indirect consequences help reduce the
real cost of the military to the economy as a whole over time.

One of the striking fiscal facts of the present and recent past is the
size of military expenditures. Large-scale military outlays see-ri des-
tined to remain in the Federal budget for an indefinite period. This

97735-57-34 509
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constitutes a sharp break with past experience, and bears obviously onthe question of future economic stability and growth. A short review
of military expenditures up to World War II brings out the changed
role of military expenditures in the American economy.

HIsTORIcAL REVIEW

Throughout the 1 9th) vntfry total Federal expcnditurcs moved
upward, from about $10 million annually to some $400 million an-nually at the close of the century. During the 1920's they averaged
about $3 billion, and in the late 1930's some $9 billion. The wars of
1812 and 1861-65 boosted Federal expenditures greatly; postwar out-lays for both war-conlected outlays I and civil purposes remained
permanently above prewar levels. Compared with prewar expendi-
ture levels postwar outlays following the War of 1812 approximated
150 percent; following the Civil War the percentage was 230. Fol-
lowing World War I the postwar expenditures were about 260 percent
of prewar.

Wars not only increase total expenditures but they seem to exert
a permanent outlay-increasing effect on the postwar periods. This
efect shows up more strongly in civil than in war-connected expendi-
tures. Up to World War II, the war-connected component showeda persistent decline (except in war years) as a percentage of total
Federal outlays. To be sure, war-connected outlays have exceededcivil expenditures in all years except a few during the 1850's andagain during the 1930's. But the war-connected share trended down-ward; it was a smaller percentage of total outlays during the 1930's
than at any other time in United States history.

The great growth in Federal expenditures, both military and civil,throughout United States history was accompanied by a rapid risein population. Less than $2 per capita per year 2 in the first decade
of the 19th century, they rose to $10 in the 1890's, and to $25 in the1920's. Depression spending policies brought a. further threefold
increase by the end of the 1930's. War-connected expenditures percapita per year accounted for only one-third of the per capita Fed-eral expenditures just before World War II, in contrast to four-fifths
in the first decade of the 19th century.

Wartime per capita expenditure changes are of course substantial.The percentage increase over prewar per capita outlays shows a high
degree of uniformity. During the Civil War, World War I, andWorld War II, the percentage increases are 733, 776, and 630. Thehigh level of depression spending by the Federal Government during
the second half of the 1930's moderated the percentage increase inper capita outlays in World War II.

COSTS PER SERVICEMAN

The long-term changes in military expenditures per serviceman
are of particular importance for the problem at hand. Estimates
prepared by M. Slade Kendrick (in 1926 prices) place the cost per

I Costs of the military services, veterans, and Interest on the public debt. See M. SladeKendrick, A Century and a Half of Federal Expenditures, Occasional Paper No. 48, NationalBureau of Economic Research, New York, 1955.
2 In 1926 prices, as shown in Kendrick, op. cit.
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serviceman per year at somewhat less than $1,000 during the 1820's.
Fifty years later they had increased on the average only 50 percent.
Military technology had changed, but not in a revolutionary manner.
In the years preceding World War I the annual average approxi-
mated $2,400; the increase came largely from changes in naval ship
construction. In nearly a century before World War I the average
annual outlay per serviceman had risen somewhat less than 300
percent.

United States participation in World War I was of such short
duration that cost figures are somewhat unreal. They averaged
$3,300 per serviceman in 1918 and $6,000 2 years later. Between
1922 and 1938 they ranged from $2,300 to $4,000 per year, averaging
about half again as high as pre-World War I. World War II costs
averaged nearly $9,000 per serviceman for the years 1941-45. In
contrast the 1861-65 costs averaged somewhat under $1,000 per year.
Between World War II and the Korean war costs per man came to
$5,000 annually, about twice the cost per man of 20 years earlier.
Korea cost more per man per year than did World War II.

The enormous and rapid changes in military technology explain a
large measure of the increased cost per serviceman per year during
the present century. Compared with the last 2 or 3 decades, the 19th
century was technologically quiescent in the military sphere. Not
only have costs per man increased but the present era keeps a larger
percentage of men of military age under arms. The high levels of
military outlays and their dominating position in the Federal budget

1 M L.n tl thtib;) blGt ~Ub;:b

MILITARY EXPENDITURES AND NATIONAL OUTPUT

Until recently military expenditures as a percentage of gross na-
tional output have always been of relatively small importance. The
Kuznets estimates beginning with 1869 range from 1.3 percent for
that year down to 0.4 percent for most of the 1880's and 1890's.-

From 1900 until World War I the average is 0.8 percent. This went
up to 16 percent in 1918 but by 1923 the percentage was back to 0.8,
the prewar average. From 1931 to 1939 military outlays averaged 1.3
percent of the depressed gross national product of those years.

World War II changed matters abruptly. By 1943 some 40 per-
cent of gross national product vent into the military. The extensive
demobilization after that war brought military outlays down to 5
percent in 1948-49. With Korea the percentage rose to 14; since
then military outlays have averaged 9 to 10 percent of gross national
product.

The recent period is thus unique. The complexity and scale of
military operations during 1941-45 caused an unprecedented com-
mitment of output to war purposes. Since then rapid changes in
military technology, the maintenance of large armed forces, and the
extensive deployment of these forces contribute to the present large
commitment of resources to military purposes.

The attached table shows for 5-year intervals the volume of Fed-
eral outlays and the war-connected outlays since the beginning of
the present century. From 1936-40 to 1941-45, total expenditures
rose $56 billion per year, of which $50 billion is military. While civil
expenditures in the aggregate have risen from pre-World War II
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to the present, there has been little or no real per capita growth in
such expenditures over this period of time.

Thus, the budget problem is mainly caused by World War II,
Korea, and the world tensions summed up as the cold war. To the
extent that growth and stability are affected by Federal expenditures,
it is the military component of such expenditures that dominates the
picture.

A.4., 1 TARVXPEnrND1 USiUnES, URO-WTHW AMID STLAILIIJI

It was pointed out above that one of the unique features of the
present era in American history is the tremendous amounts spent
since 1940 on the military. In terms of the military absorption of
gross national product, the present peacetime rate or percentage is 8
to 10 times that of the 1930's, about 12 times that of the 1920's, and
more than 20 times that of the 1880's, and 1890's.
* The resources thus committed to the support of the military are not
available for other purposes, i. e., to achieve increased productive
capacity and a growth in consumption levels. A comparison of re-
cent rates of gross national product absorption by the military with
the rates of earlier periods raises some searching and disturbing ques-
tions about the prospects of long-term growth in productive capacity
and consumption levels. These questions frequently bring forth
gloomy answers.

Federal expenditures
[Millions]

Average Average
annual annual Percent

Years Federal war-con- war-con-
expend- nected nected

itures expend-
itures

1901-5 -.---
5 $388 ,721906-10-639 456 711911-15 -___--------_--------_--------_--_____--_ 720 520 731916-20 -_--_----------_8,065 4,657 581921-25 -3,579 2,186 611926-30 -3,183 1,707 541931-35 -5, 215 1,792 341936-40- 8,192 2,661 321941-45 -64,038 52,415 821946-50 -42,335 30,900 711951-55 -6 3, 216 47, 100 74

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1956, p. 355.

While the comparison of rates of absorption seems to justify deep
concern, several points need consideration as possible offsetting in-
fluences.

1. Resources diverted to military support may not be entirely
diverted from civilian alternatives. For any given increment of out-
put absorbed by the military, the civilian alternatives sacrificed in the
time period might range from zero to the full amount. Some or all
of the resources diverted to the military might have remained unem-
loyed but for the expansion of military expenditures. If there is
sacrifice in the time period, and if the loss is in investment, additional
sacrifices will accrue byond the time period.

2. The value of the output absorbed by any given increase in mili-
tary expenditures does not necessarily measure the value of output
diverted from the civilian sector. As noted above, some of the diverted
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resources might have remained unemployed. But the point holds
even where resources diverted to the military are diverted from the
civilian sector. For example, when resources shift from low-valued
products-e. g., agriculture-to high-valued products-e. g., radar
equipment for the military-increment of gross national product
absorbed by the military exceeds in value the output denied to the
civilian sector. Structural shifts in output are a characteristic of
the development of the economy over time; they have special signifi-
cance for the particular problem at hand.

3. Comparison of rates of absorption of gross national product by
the military over long periods of time may be deceptive. Seventy
years ago the military absorbed 0.5 percent of gross national product;
today the rate is 20 times greater. However, the stimulative effects
per dollar spent have probably changed. It was noted above that
military technology changed slowly during most of the 19th century
when compared with the last several decades. While it produced
something of transfer value to the civilian sector in the metallurgical
field, the contribution to collateral civilian industry appears small
compared to recent contributions. Research and development for
the military during the last two decades have created new industries,
new products, transformed older industries, and introduced innumer-
able changes in methods. The twentyfold increase in the rate of
absorption of gross national product by the military now, compared
with the 1880's, does not mean a twentyfold increase in the military
burden to the economy.

The indirect consequences of net value to the civilian economy are
not limited to such fields as atomic energy, the electronics industry,
synthetics, food processing, and the like. Asian flu vaccine is a product
of Army research which might spare the loss of a substantial amount
of gross national product.

The first two points may be brought out by reference to the increases
in military outlays and gross national product caused by the Korean
war. Here the short-run implications of an increase in military out-
lays are discussed.

Tm; MILITARY PROGRAM, 1950-53

The Korean war broke out in mid-1950 at a time when the economy
was recovering from the relatively mild recession of 1949. The fight-
ing stopped in mid-1953. Military expenditures rose sharply from
1950 to 1953, and wth them production, employment, and income.
The tabulation below shows production changes, by military and
civilian uses, in 1952 prices, at annual rates for the first 6 months of
1950 and 1953.

[In billions]

Gross national product

Total For national For civilian
I security I s

Ist halfi-0 -$302 $19 M $23

1st half 1953 -367 52 315

1950-53 change -+65 +33 +32
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At the first-half 1953 rate, the military absorbed some 14 percent of
gross national product compared with 6 percent in 1950. The incre-
ment to total output over this period was quite evenly shared by the
military and civilian sectors.

Along with the rise in output -went an increase in employment, from
59 million to 62 million, and hours worked per week in nonagricul-
tural employment increased from under 40 to 41. Combining the in-
crease in people at work and the increase in the workweek suggests
an 8- to 10-percent rise in total time worked. For this added time
worked the economy obtained a 21-percent growth in gross national
product. The civilian sector by itself increased 11 percent.

Gross national product per person employed rose from $5,100 in
1950 to $5,900 in 1953, or 16 precent. The disparity in changes in out-
put and in hours worked may be explained, in part, by the shifts in
employment, from lower value products to higher value products.
Farm employment declined from 1950 to 1953, while industrial em-
ployment rose some 2 million, virtually all in the durable-goods in-
dustries. Of the latter, spectacular increases occurred in the aircraft,
ordnance, and other war-related industries characterized by high-
valued end products.

Over this period, personal income increased; approximately half
this increment was taken in higher Federal taxes, which increased $32
billion. After all additional taxes, the public at large had $30 billion
more income in early 1953 than in early 1950.

Taxing, spending, and savings patterns in this period are of inter-
est. The immediate increase in Federal taxation brought in more
cash receipts than cash expenditures for the 3-year period. The ag-
gregate cash surplus was in excess of $2 billion. This is the first siz-
able war the United States financed fully from taxation.

With the outbreak of war, consumers and business engaged heavily
in forward buying before military procurement began rmaking its
added demands on the economy. The civilian spurt in forward buy-
ing came to an end early in 1951. The consumption ratio dropped as
consumer fears of shortages abated. Meanwhile, the forward buying.
produced a quick 10-percent increase in price indexes. By the second
quarter of 1951, the inflationary pressure eased; in fact, many price
lines declined. Personal savings increased, and consumer expendi-
tures gradually expanded with production as the war progressed.
Civilian and military buying coordinated themselves well during this.
period, bringing about a high degree of stability for a war period.

By the end of the war, in 1953, consumer savings were at a post-
World War II high. Per capita consumption was at its highest level.'
In real terms, residential housing had declined, but all other construc-
tion and business investment in durable equipment increased. Credit
restraints curbed consumer durable-goods purchases to some extent,
and allocations restrained' the growth of business investinent some-'
what.

THE QUESTON OF REAL COST

The facts outlined above show the main features of the military
impact on. the national economy during Korea. That impact was:
clearly stimulative. A big military effort was supported and, at the
same time, the civilian economy-adianced''to new-high ground in all
important respects.
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In terms of the earlier discussion, to what extent did this increased
military program involve a diversion from the civilian economy, and,
therefore, a real cost or burden?

Although no conclusive answer is possible, the facts do not point to
a major diversion from the civilian economy in the buildup of the mil-
itary program. The civilian gross national product expanded. But
the real question is: Would the civilian sector have had more than
the $32 billion increase it in fact had in 1953 over 1950 in the absence
of the Korean conflict? That is, would 1953's gross national product
have exceeded $334 billion without the stimulus of rearmament?

Some indication might be hbad from the percentage changes in pro-
duction over the period 1946-56. The average annual rate of increase
in civilian gross national product over this 10-year period is 3.5 per-
cent. In only 1949 and 1954-both moderate recession years-did
civilian gross national product decline. From the period immediately
before the outbreak in Korea, through the end of that war, civilian
gross national product increased an average of 3.5 percent. In 1951 it
was above, and in 1952 below the trend: in 1953 it was back on the
3.5-percent trend line. Again, from 1953 to the high levels of 1956,
civilian gross national pro uct increased at an average annual rate of
3.5 percent-down in 1954, but up in 1955 and 1956.

The figures suggest that the expansion in the military program be-
ginning in 1950 was superimposed on the growth curve (in real terms)
of 3.5 percent per alnum. So far as the civilian sector is concerned,
the plus and minus figures during the 3 years of the Korean war
just about cancel out, give or take a few billion dollars of output.

It can always be argued, of course, that civilian gross national prod-
uct co lId have increased at a rate in excess of 3.5 percent over the years
of the Korean war. But there is no compelling reason to believe that
gross national product would have exceeded by much the 1953 total
(give or take a few billion). There was no geat backlog of consumer
demand or of private investment (or both in 1950 to support any
unusual spurt in output. The mild recession of 1949 indicated that
World War II backlogs were largely worked off, and the increase in
voluntary savings after 1950 suggests that consumers were buying all
they wanted. By any reasonable standard, a $334 billion gross na-
tional product and 62 million employment would have represented a
very prosperous state of affairs in 1953.

The main point is that the actual 1953 level of gross national prod-
uct was high when related to the trend from 1946 to 1956. The bulge
can be largely explained by the special shift in production and em-
ployment due to war orders. Much of this bulge ($33 billion in 1953
over 1950), and perhaps most of it, does not seem to have entailed a.
shift from the civilian sector of the economy. From the facts avail-
able, it seems that the added gross national product absorbed by the
increased defense program from 1950 to 1953 was an increment to
output that might not have been produced in the absence of the mili-
tary buildup.

It is true, of course, that consumers would probably have spent
even.more than they did in 1952 and 1953 had taxes not increased.
But the data seem to suggest that the increment to consumer income
taken by the increase in taxation is that portion of income that con-
sumers would not have had in the absence of the military buildup. In
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a financial sense, the program was self-financing; the increased in-
come taxed away was created in the production of gross national
product that would not have been produced but for the program.

A general statement of the problem may be made as follows: Should
the stimulus provided by an expanded military program lead to an
increase in the total output sufficient (a) to satisfy the normal ex-
pectations of the public and (b) to provide for expanded military
requirements, then the program in real terms is self-financed, in the
sense described above. In monetary terms, should the program create
an excess of money income over normal expectations, and added taxes
take only this excess, then no income anticipated is lost and no real
cost incurred. The 1950-53 experience seems to have approximated
this condition.

The Korean war has been used as an illustration. A fuller use of
resources was probably achieved during this period in consequence of
military procurement. And production shifted toward higher value
end products. Thus, the increment to gross national product ab-
sorbed by the military entailed no corresponding loss to the civilian
economy; on the contrary, there appeared to be, at most, a relatively
small diversion from the civilian economy.

This argument is limited to a particular short-run period. Under
other circumstances, such as those prevailing from 1955 to the present,
a comparable expansion of military expenditures would probably have
caused a considerable diversion from the civilian economy.

SoME LONG-RUN CONSIDERATIONS

Over a long period of time, the problem is more complex. A pro-
longed commitment of resources at the present rate to military pur-
poses cannot avoid the problem of diversion. If military outlays
bring about a somewhat fuller and more stable level of output than
would otherwise occur, this would be a partial offset. And the stimu-
lus of research and development having transfer value would consti-
tute another offset. More needs to be known about these possible
effects of a sustained and dynamic military program.

On the long-run problem, some interesting estimates have been pre-
pared by Dr. John W. Kendrick, as part of a forthcoming publication
of the National Bureau of Economic Research. Dr. Kendrick broke
down gross national product totals (measured in 1929 dollars) into
(1) that portion required for the maintenance of population and cap-
ital stock, and (2) the margin over maintenance. The margin over
maintenance, in turn, is allocated to (1) national security, (2) pro-
vision for the growth in population (both consumer goods and cap-
ital), and (3) the margin for economic growth, both consumption and
capital.

The accompanying table shows the percentage distribution of gross
national product, by time periods, for each of these uses.

For present purposes, columns 3 and 5 are most important-and
disturbing. The margin over maintenance of population is, in the
absence of major war and major depression, relatively inflexible. Ex-
cluding World War II and the great depression, it has ranged within
16.6 and 14.6 percent of gross national product. As the national-
security component of this margin increases, the growth component
is squeezed, with the major squeeze applied to capital growth.
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Percentage of grO88 national product for-

1 2 3 4

Maintenance Provision for Margin for economic
Real gross ofpopulation Maintenance growth of progress
national (including of national population
product consumer security (consumer

and capital and capital) Consumption Capital
goods)

1889-98 100 83.1 0.5 6.7 1.2 8.5
1899-1908 100 83.5 .8 6.9 1.8 7.2
1909-18 100 85.1 3.3 6.0 1.3 4.3
1919-28 100 85.4 1.7 5.2 2.0 5.7
1929-36 - 100 97.7 .9 3.5 .1 -2.2
1937-47 100 76.9 17.5 3.1 2.2 .3
1948-53 100 83.4 9.2 4.5 .9 2.0

The estimates bring out the possible impact of war and depression
on long-term growth. But there is a difference: War helps to finance
its own extravagances, but prolonged depression never does. Even
though sudden spurts in military expenditures may involve some, and
perhaps a large, element of self-financing (in both real and monetary
terms), sizable and prolonged military expenditures probably do so to
a lesser extent, and conceivably might not at all. In the long run the
growth outcome may depend upon the extent to which military re-
search and development adds back to gross national product a stimulus
that offsets in part the real cost of the military. Over a long enough
period there might be a complete offset.

In any events, MLe iaaip-aUt of military Vba
and stability involves far more than consideration of the expenditures
themselves. Revenue sources are vital. Faced with the long-run
prospects of large-scale military outlays, revenue sources based on
nongrowth considerations-emergency war needs, social-reform pol-
icies, and simple ease of collection-need constant reexamination. Eco-
nomic growth may be regarded as an economic, political, and military
necessity. To the extent that a large-scale military establishment also
continues as a necessity, growth needs may require that it be increas-
ingly a charge against consumption.



ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF POSTWAVR NATIONAL
SECURITY EXPENDITURES

Leo Fishman, professor of economics and finance, and Betty G. Fish-
man. lectiir in Pennomics, West Virginia Univcrsity

Any meaningful discussion of the economic significance of national
security expenditures must be based on the magnitude of those
expenditures. Although it is a matter of common knowledge that
Federal expenditures for national-security purposes have been much
larger since World War II than they were before the war, the full
extent of their increase as compared with prewar years is not so
widely appreciated. Nor is it generally realized that if the entire
postwar period is considered, it appears that national security ex-
penditures are continuing to increase, rather than declining or re-
maining stable.

Although the increase in expenditures for military purposes dur-
ing the Korean hostilities was so very much smaller than the in-
crease which occurred during World War II, the decline which
occurred at the end of the Korean hostilities was smaller still. Thus,
as the table below indicates average annual Federal expenditures for
national security during the first 3 full years after the end of hos-
tilities in Korea were very much higher than the corresponding
figure for the 3 full years immediately preceding the outbreak of
hostilities, or for the first 3 full years after the end of World War
II.

National security expenditures compared Withs gross national product and total
purchases of goods and services by the Federal Government, 1939 and 1946-56

Total National security expenditures 2
Gross Federal

national purchases of
Period product goods and Percent Percent of

(billions of services I Amount of gross total Federal
dollars) (billions of (billions of national purchases of

dollars) dollars) product goods and
services

1939 -91. 1 5.2 1.3 1.4 25.01946 -209.2 20.9 21.2 10.1 101. 41947 -232.2 15. 8 13.3 5. 7 84. 21948 - --------------------- 257. 3 21.0 16.0 6. 2 76. 21949 -257.3 25.4 19.3 7. 5 76.01950 - -- ----------------------- 285. 1 22.1 s8. 5 6. 5 83. 71951 -328.2 41.0 37.3 11. 4 91. 0]952 -345.4 54.3 48.8 14. 1 89. 91953 -363.2 59.5 51.5 14. 2 86.61954 -361.2 48.9 43.1 11. 9 88.11955 -391.7 46.8 41. 3 10. 5 88. 21956 -414. 7 47.2 42. 4 10. 2 89.81946 to 1956 average -313.2 36.6 32. 1 10. 2 87. 71946 to 1948 average -232.9 19.2 16.8 7.2 87. 51947 to 1949 average -248.9 20.7 16.2 6.5 78. 31954 to 1956 average -389.2 47.6 42.3 10.9 88. 9

I Gross expenditures by the Federal Government for the purchase of goods and services less total sales bythe Federal Government. Total sales by the Federal Government in billions of dollars amounted to 2.7in 1946, 1.3 in 1947, 0.5 in 1948, 0.4 in 1949, 0.3 in 1950, and 0.4 for each of the years 1951-56.
2 Includes expenditures for military services, international security, and foreign relations (except foreignloans), development and control of atomic energy, promotion of the merchant marine, promotion of defenseproduction and economic stabilization, and civil defense. These expenditures are not comparable withthe "major national security" category in the budget of the United States Government for the fiscal yearending June 30, 1958.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.
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In 1956 Federal expenditures for national security totaled $42.4
billion, accounting for 89.8 percent of total Federal purchases of goods
and services and 10.2 percent of our gross national product. By way
of comparison we may observe that in 1939, the year in which World
War II began, Federal expenditures for national security were only
$1.3 billion, accounting for only 25 percent of total Federal purchases
of goods and services and only 1.4 percent of our gross national prod-
uct. Even in 1949, the last full year before the outbreak of hostilities in
Korea, Federal expenditures for national security were much lower
than they were last year, amounting to $19.3 billion, a figure which
represented 76 percent of total Federal expenditures and 7.5 percent
of our gross national product for that year. Present indications are
that total Federal expenditures for national security during 1957 may
reach a new peacetime high.

Although some part of the apparent increase in national security
expenditures is the result of changes in our price level, most of the
increase cannot be attributed to rising prices, nor indeed to any eco-
nomic factors. It is fairly obvious that most of that increase is at-
tributable to changes in our international relations and to changes in
modern methods of warfare, rather than to any changes in our economy
or our economic policies. But it is equally obvious that such large
expenditures for national security purposes must themselves have some
effect on our economy and on economic policy. Many questions con-
cerning the economic effects of national security expenditures suggest
themselves, and we will attempt here to deal with only a few of them.

The most persistent, and in one sense the moL basin, query is, "Can
we afford such huge expenditures for national security, and if so, for
how long can we continue to make them?" The answer to the first
part of this query is decidely "Yes." We have not paid for the in-
crease in national security expenditures by a reduction in our civilian
standard of living. Quite the contrary. Our population enjoys a
higher material standard of living now than it did in the years pre-
ceding World War II or even in the years immediately following
World War II. And, barring a general economic recession, it seems
likely that our standard of living will rise still further in the years
ahead, even if there is no reduction in our national security expendi-
tures.

Although it does not bear directly on the question of whether we,
as a nation, can afford our huge national security expenditures, it will
doubtless be reassuring to some persons to learn that the increase in
our national security expenditures since the end of World War II
has not been financed by an increase in our Federal debt. On the
contrary, there was a slight reduction in the Federal debt between
1946 and 1956, and it is anticipated that there will be a further reduc-
tion this year. In other words, our national security expenditures
have been financed by Federal taxes, rather than by Federal borrowingo.

The answer to this first question, in turn, gives rise to a second.
"Would our standard of living have been even higher in the postwar
period if we had not had such large national security expendituresP"
To this question, it is impossible to make an unqualified reply. Our
answer must depend on whetliei wve believe our economic resources
would have been just as fully employed during this period as they
actually were, even if national security expenditures had been reduced
to a much lower level.
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However, if we are willing to assume that we would have had full
or nearly full employment of our economic resources during the post-
war period, even though our national security expenditures were re-
duced to, let us say, their prewar level, then we can say with some
certainty that our standard of living during this period would have
been higher than it actually has been. For if some of the economic
resources which have been used to produce goods and services for
national security had instead been used to produce consumer goods
or to produce capital goods, which in turn would be used to produce
consumer goods, obviously the total supply of goods available to
civilian consumers would have been larger than it actually was.

Since our anwser to the previous question involves a qualification
concerning the overall level of economic activity, it seems reasonable
to turn our attention next to the effect which national security ex-
penditures have had on the level of economic activity during the post-
war period. Here again, it is impossible to dispose of the matter
with a brief and simple statement, unless we are willing to content
ourselves with the observation that the effect has varied at different
times.

For the period as a whole, the effect has undoubtedly been stimu-
lating. But what about the years 1946, 1947, 1950, and 1954, when
Federal expenditures for national security purposes declined?
Surely, it cannot be argued that they provided a simulating effect on
our economy in those years. On the contrary, the reduction in na-
tional security expenditures when hostilities ended in Korea (from an
annual level of $53.3 billion during the second quarter of 1953 to an
annual level of $43.2 billion during the second quarter of 1954) con-
tributed to the dip in overall economic activity which we experienced
in the latter part of 1953 and the early months of 1954. In other
words, the direction of change in the magnitude of national security
expenditures, provide the change be large enough. is more significant
in this connection than the actual magnitude of those expenditures.

In order to understand the effect of national security expenditures
on the general level of economic activity, however, we must consider
more than the figures on national security expenditures alone. We
must know something about the timing of those expenditures, the
general level of economic activity in the civilian sector of the economy,
the underlying strength or weakness of civilian demand for goods
and services, the manner in which national security expenditures are
financed, and the particular types of goods and services which the
Federal Government is purchasing for national security purposes.

There have been times during the postwar period when, because of
the strength of civilian demand for goods and services and the timing
of increases in national security expenditures, those expenditures have
exerted a strain, rather than a beneficent stimulating effect on our
economy, and have probably contributed more to the upward move-
ment of prices than to an increase in production.

There have been other times, such as the recent past, when shifts
in procurement policies from one type of weapon or facility to another
have had significant effects on our economy irrespective of any change
in the magnitude of expenditures. The economic significance of
shifts of this type is particularly marked when shifts are made sud-
denly, rather than gradually; when those shifts involve a change in
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the geographical pattern of production for national security pur-
poses; and when they give rise to a completely different pattern of
demand for basic raw materials, and for the factors of production.
Of course, the economic significance of shifts of this type is neces-
sarily greater when the expenditures involved themselves are greater.

It has been recognized by many economists in recent years that
an increase in Federal expenditures can have a stimulating effect on
the economy, even if it is financed by taxes, rather than by borrow-
ing.' Nevertheless, it is true that the stimulating effect of the in-
crease will be more moderate when it is accompanied by a balanced
budget than when it involves an increase in the public debt.

Another important question relating to the effect of national se-
curity expenditures concerns their influence on economic growth.
"It is salutary or otherwise?" This question, like the one on our
standard of living, cannot be answered unless we are willing to make
some assumptions regarding the level of economic activity which
would have prevailed during the postwar period if national security
expenditures had declined to, say, their prewar level. For economic
growth is closely related to the general level of economic activity,
slowing down when the level of economic activity is low, and in-
creasing when the level of economic activity is high.

However, if we are willing to assume that we would have had full
or nearly full employment of our economic resources during the post-
war period even without our large national security expenditures,
then we can argue With much conviction that our large national
security expenditures have served to impede our economic growth.
Military goods and services, necessary though they may be, are
from an economic point of view nonproductive, even wasteful. Re-
sources devoted to the production of military goods and services
do not add to our current standard of living, nor do they increase
our capacity to produce more goods and services in the future.

If we had enjoyed the same level of economic activity and had not
made such large expenditures for national security purposes, at least
part of the economic resources which were devoted to the production
of military goods and services or to the creation of facilities for the
production of military goods and services, would instead have been
devoted to the production of capital goods, or to other uses which
in turn would enhance our capacity to produce economic goods and
services for civilian consumption. Under these circumstances the
rate of economic growth in this country during the postwar period
would have been larger than it actually has been.

It follows from what has gone before that although we must recog-
nize that national security expenditures will have a significant in-
fluence on economic developments in the future, as they have at pres-
ent, and have had in the immediate past, we cannot determine exactly
what that influence will be. We may, of course, say that all other
things being equal or neutral, an increase in national security expendi-
tures will tend to have a stimulating or inflationary effect on our
economy; a decrease in national security expenditures will tend to
have a depressing or deflationary effect; while a stable level of na-

For a discussion of this point and a list of references to other writings on the same
subject, see William J. Baumol and Maurice H. Peston, More on the Multiplier Effects of
a Balanced Budget, The American Economic Review, vol. XLV, No. 1, March 1955,
pp. 140-148.
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tional security expenditures will enhance the possibility of economic
stability. Ali other things are seldom equal or neutral, however, so
that generalities of this nature unless they are supplemented by much
more precise analysis of the various situations which may arise are
of limited value to those concerned with the practical problem of
formulating economic policy.

Such detailed analysis would be inappropriate in this discussion.
Two points which may be made in this connection, however, are
worthy of observation. The first is that national security expendi-
tures by virtue of the fact that they are now so large and that they
vary in response to forces which are independent of economic condi-
tions and policies, necessarily exercise a limiting influence on the
power of the Federal Government to use expenditure policy for the
purpose of promoting full employment or achieving economic sta-
bility. In view of this fact, it is important that economists both in
and out of the Government service explore the possibility of develop-
ing other means of implementing the policies set forth in the Employ-
ment Act of 1946.

The second point worthy of observation is that if a sudden large
decrease in national security expenditures were to occur as a result
of successful disarmament negotiations coupled with a general lessen-
ing of international tensions, it would probably lead to a substantial
reduction in the overall level of economic activity, and might very well
have more far-reaching effects than a reduction of similar magnitude
in the level of private investment expenditures.

It is true that predictions similar to this proved to be completely
false after World War II. But let us not forget that at that time, as
a result of wartime price control coupled with an acute shortage of
many types of consumer goods-especially consumer durable goods-
and generally rising incomes, there was a huge backlog of consumer
demand to fill the gap caused by the reduction in military expendi-
tures. At present no such backlog of consumer demand exists, nor is
it likely that such a backlog will develop in the near future, unless
once again we become involved in hostilities on a large scale.

This does not mean that we should attempt to avoid any large
decrease in national security expenditures or that we should fear its
occurrence. On the contrary, for economic as well as noneconomic
reasons it would be highly desirable. But it does mean that we should
be prepared to adopt measures suitable to cope with the situation when
it does occur, if it becomes evident that supporting measures are nec-
essary. Worthy of consideration in this connection is the desirability
of developing standby programs providing for increased expenditures
on such things as public roads, schools, hospitals, and so forth. Ex-
penditures of this type are similar to national security expenditures
in that they do not themselves increase the sum total of either consumer
goods, or capital goods which in turn are used to increase the sum total
of consumer goods.

But expenditures of this type, unlike national security expenditures,
may be deliberately varied by our economic policymakers in response
to variations in other segments of our economy. Moreover, assuming
a lessening of international tension, it is clear that expenditures of this
type will yield far more desirable results than national security
expenditures, in the long run as well as the short run, and from a non-
economic, as well as an economic, point of view.
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George H. Hildebrand, professor of economics and director of the
Institue of Industrial Relations, University of California, Los
Ange]es, and Norman V. Breckner, assistant professor of economics,
University of California, Los Angeles

This paper evaluates the influence of national security expenditure
from the twin standpoints of stability and growth. By "stability"
we refer primarily to the absence of major short-run movements in
output and employment, and, to a less extent, prices. By "growth"
we mean both the realized and potential long-run rates of increase in
real gross national product.
Framework of the analysis

Gross national product serves as a focal point of analysis because it
measures the realized aggregate of both government and private sec-
tor demands upon resources for production. So viewed, security
.qnP.ndinc is a. mninr nnmnonnnt of aggregate demAnd no iintoii-y folr
about 10 percent of gross product currentd and as much as 42 percent
in 1944.1 When the rate of security spending persists at a given abso-
lute level, it induces a corresponding rate of output and employment
from the defense sector, while through its income-generating effects
it also contributes indirect support to investment and consumption
as a whole. When security demand changes markedly, it exerts direct
effects upon production and employment in the defense sector. Bar-
ring independent offsetting movements in investment and consump-
tion, changes in security spending will also induce wider parallel
movements in these private components of aggregate demand.

Largely under the stimulus of increased security spending, Govern-
ment demand as a whole (including State and local) has risen to
claim now almost 20 percent of gross national product at full em-
ployment. This fact has much significance both for stability and
growth.

Government demand in general and security demand in particular
are largely independent either of the level, or of changes in the level,
of private consumption and investment. They are, so to speak, insu-
lated from forces producing fluctuations in the private sector because
most Government spending is determined by different considerations.
Thus the level of security spending is governed by the climate of in-
ternational politics and the state of the military art, and it changes

I All data for gross national product and Its components, including national security
expenditure, have been taken from U. S. Department of Commerce, National Income. 1954
edition (Washington: Covernment Printing Otffle, l ; 1iirv-y of Currenit Buein'
various Issues; Joint Economic Committee and Offlee of Statistledi Standards. Bureau of
the Budget, Historical and Descriptive Supplement to Economic Indicators (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1955 and 1957) and Council of Economic Advisers, Economic
Indicators, various issues.

Annual equivalents of quarterly values for gross national product and Its components are
seasonally adjusted unless otherwise Indicated.
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with these forces. This is not to say that security demand is always
stable; only that there is no obvious mechanism that compels it to
move in disastrous parallel with swings in investment and consump-
tion. As with most of total Government demand, there is a good
chance that it will prove relatively stable in the midst of movements
originating in the private sector, particular in the shorter term.

This relative stability of security spending tends to dampen swings
in gross product and employment, in particular to check contractions
emanating from the private sector by providing a continuing steady
flow of income-generating expenditure. In more technical language,
it reduces the variance of gross product because security spending is
not closely correlated with investment and consumption and because
it frequently shows more stability than these other major variables
influencing gross product. Again, however, it must be cautioned that
security demand itself can shift sharply for sustained periods. It
may do so either at the "right" or the "wrong" time, depending upon
the strength of forces operating upon expenditure in the private sec-
tor.

It will be noted from our review of 1939-57 that when security
expenditure has significantly changed, gross product and its other
major determinants have not consistently or promptly responded
either in the same direction or degree. This is hardly surprising.
On some occasions the reason may well be that firms have anticipated
changes in security purchases well before they became recorded fact,
given that much knowledge about shifts in procurement programs
is necessarily disseminated in advance. Perhaps a more basic reason
is that investment and consumption also reflect the independent
strength or weakness of the private sector. They may move with
security expenditure, as in late 1945 and mid-1953, or they may move
against it, as in mid-1946 and early 1950. Accordingly, it is par-
ticularlv difficult to isolate the actual impacts of security spending
from a context in which the independent strength or weakness of in-
vestment and consumption is often so obscure. This is only another
way of saying that the aggregate demand for gross national product
is determined by a composite of interacting variables whose behavior
is not yet fully known. It follows that it is necessary to guard against
simple cause-and-effect reasoning. While at times swings in security
spending have proved decisive, they are not the sole factor producing
changes in investment and consumption.

It should also be pointed out that security spending is not the only
component of total government demand. At times sinces 1939 it has
dominated shifts in government demand, while at others its move-
ments have been offset or complemented by swings in the other cate-
gories of government purchases. In 1944 security purchases ac-
counted for 91.8 percent of all government demand, as against 43.7
percent in 1948 and 52.9 percent in 1956.

Because security spending is commingled with other government
demands and with demands from the private sector, it is particularly
difficult to determine how much product it has absorbed by displacing
these other forms of demand. If there is serious unemployment and
idle productive capacity, as prevailed between 1939 and mid-1942,
security spending probably involves no significant diversion of re-
sources from other productive uses. Indeed, it may well contribute
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to higher levels of investment and consumption at such times. In
fact we cannot even be finally certain that resources would have been
fully employed at all times during the long boom from mid-1942
through mid-1957 if security spending had fallen well below the rates
actually established. In sonie years it may have increased investment
and consumption demand, rather than displaced it, and at the same
time it may have displaced potential increases in the other types of
government demand.

Furthermore, as we show later, security expenditures undoubtedly
have contributed valuable side benefits to private enterprise, increasing
private product by fostering efficiency, investment, and growth
through promoting the development of new products and technologies.
On this count as well it would be a serious mistake to consider security
expenditure a complete economic loss, granted that it is costly and
does divert productive resources from other potential uses.

With this approach in mind, we shall consider next the influence of
security spending upon the economy since 1939. This section begins
with a few facts regarding the trend of such spending to date. There
follows a review of six intervening and mostly short-term movements
in gross product, where their ranges, lengths, and turning points are
compared with the behavior of security spending.

IMPACTS OF NATIONAL SECURITY EXPENDITURE UPON STABILITY, 1939-57

The trend of security expenditure
…R…w…an 1…qQ …nd 1…15… …e…urit… …-n…ndi…ir… rose fr…m …1.… billion

to $42.4 billion annually, oi almost 32 to 1. If the intervening extreme
years of the period are ignored, this implies a compound rate of
growth of about 20 percent per year. Since the rate of security spend-
ing has varied sharply with shifts in international tensions, and to a

lesser degree with developments in weapons technology, this 20 per-
cent rate of increase cannot safely be projected into the future.

The trend in the cost of national security is indicated by table 1.
Between 1939 and 1944, the share of national production claimed by
security spending rose from a negligible 1.4 percent to almost 42
percent. By 1956 it had fallen to a modest 10.2 percent, about equal
to the 1946 share and exceeding only the low levels of 1947-50. The
drop in the defense share from 1944 to 1956, which was interrupted by
the Korean war, reflects increased real national output and reduced
levels of security spending. On a per capita basis, national security
in 1939 cost each American $9.92; by 1944 it had soared to a peak of
$640.19, dropping back to $252.12 in 1956.

97735-57-35
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TABLE 1.-The changing cost of national security emcpenditure, 1989-56

[Current dollars]

National security expenditure
._______ I________ _________ __Per capita

1 j ~~~~~~~~~~disposable
Year I Percent Percent Per capita personal

Total of gross of all Goy- cost of income
(billions)' national ernment national

product purchases 3 security

1939 - $1.3 1.4 9.7 $9.92 $538
1944 -88.6 41.9 91.8 640.19 1,060
1953 -51.6 14.2 61.0 322.61 1,568
196 -42.4 10.2 52.8 252.12 1, 708

I The data per national security expenditures begin with 1939. The years 1944 and 1953 were peaks for
such expenditure in the intervening period.

2 Includes outlays for military service, international security and foreign relations, atomic eaergy, mer-
chant marine, defense production and economic stabilization, and civil defense. Figures represent Fed-
eral purchases for national security as included in gross national product accounts.

' Federal, State, and local combined.

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

Considering the period as a whole, the big increases in security
spending came during 1941-44 and 1951-53, when the Nation was at
war. Each surge involved considerable price and wage inflation, for
which the increased money supply invoked mainly by deficit financing
of war expenditure was a major cause. Some qualification must be
made for 1950-51, however, when speculative borrowing for inventory
expansion, financed by easy credit, touched off a price-wage infla-
tion well before defense spending got fully underway.

Although the absolute cost of national security remains very high
today and is rising, the burden of these costs is much less than it was
at the wartime peaks of 1944 and 1953. During 1954 and 1955 it fell
about 20 percent below 1953, but it turned upward again in 1956, ris-
ing to an equivalent annual rate of $46.3 billion in the second quarter
of 1957. For a nopuilation of 1.70.4 million, tbis represents a per calIpita
cost of $271.71. If we make the heroic assumption that all security
expenditure could be completely abolished with no change in gross
national product and with no offsetting increases in the other com-
ponents of government demand we could say roughly that per capita
disposable personal income (alter taxes) in 1957 could then be in-
creased from $1,757 per annum to $2,028, or by 15.4 percent. In a crude
way this measure indicates the average amount of income each citizen
must forgo as the price of national security in 1957. However, calcula-
tions of this type assume no decline of national product if security
expenditure were wholly abolished.

How does the cost of national security compare with other coun-
tries? According to the comparative national income accounts pre-
pared by the OEEC for 1954, the shares of gross national product
assigned to defense expenditure were 8.5 percent for the United King-
dom, 7.3 percent for France, and 11.4 percent for the United States.
Although the data are not strictly comparable, defense expenditure in
the Soviet Union in 1948 (the latest available year) were 8.2 percent
of gross national product.2 Although the relative share is consider-
ably larger for the United States, it must also be remembered that

'Data for United Kingdom and France from Organization for European Economic Co-
operation, OEEC Statistical Bulletins, General Statistics, No. 2 (Paris, April 1956) for
the Soviet Union from Abram Bergson and Hans Heymann, Jr., Soviet National Income and
Product, 1940-48 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1954), table 6, p. 25.
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per capita income levels here are double or more what they are in these
other nations.
Wartime expansion, 1939-45

There can hardly be any doubt that the enormous increase of se-
curity expenditure that began in the last quarter of 1940 finally ended
the long depression of the thirties, propelling the economy into boom
times by mid-1942 and compelling continued high-pressure expansion
until almost the end of the war. Once these expenditures started to
take hold, they induced large increases in private investment, drawing
up consumption demand through the accompanying rise of personal
incomes. Here is the clearest case on record to show security spending
in particular, and government spending in general, in the decisive
role of a stimulator to economic expansion. For later movements in
the postwar years, however, the evidence is considerably more mixed
regarding the causal importance of these expenditures.

The wartime experience is important in two other respects. Rela-
tively effective price and wage controls, coupled to a rapid increase in
money supply primarily occasioned by deficit financing, compelled
a large accumulation of idle cash held by business firms and the pub-
lic. Restrictions upon production of investment and consumers' goods,
which also promoted the growth of cash balances, built up an impres-
sive backlog of postponed demands. Undoubtedly, the wartime leg-
acies of increased cash holdings and deferred demand together pro-
vided powerful support for total demand in the reconversion period
that followed the end of the war.

Reconversion, 1945-47
Beginning with the third quarter of 1945, security spending began

a steep 2-year drop from a peak annual rate of $90.8 billion in early
1945 to $11.7 billion in later 1947, a decline of 87.1 percent. Total
government purchases also fell sharply until mid-1947, although their
contraction was checked somewhat by offsetting gains in nonsecurity
spending. By the final quarter of 1947 total government purchases
were running at a $30 billion annual rate, two-thirds below their peak
in 1945.

Despite official predictions of heavy postwar unemployment with
the inevitable collapse of security spending, unemployment rose only
slightly, reaching a maximum for the reconversion years of 2.7 million
persons in February 1946, or 4.9 percent of the civilian labor force.
Thereafter unemployment dropped sharply.

The twin inheritance of large cash balances and unsatisfied invest-
mient and consumer demands, aided further by continuing easy credit,
carried the economy through reconversion with a minimum of diffi-
culty from the side of demand, although the transition was accom-
panied by considerable inflation. Private gross investment expanded
over fourfold between 1945 and 1947, while even inventories gave no
real trouble after a brief and modest liquidation in the closing months
of 1945. Despite a small drop in disposable personal income in the
last half of 1945, consumption expenditure rose rapidly in 1946 and
1947. This increase was strongly augmented by a rapid drop in the
abnormally high personal savings rate of wartime. With this un-
usually strong support from business and consumer demand, gross
national product fell only slightly in 1946, rising sharply again in
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1947. This recovery, which began in the spring of 1946, has particular
interest because it set in against a continuing rapid decline in security
spending.

The first postwar recession, 1949-50
Measured by volume and rate of unemployment, this recession be-

gan in January 1949, and ended after the first quarter of 1950. How-
ever, industrial production had stopped rising in the last half of 1948,
fell through the first three quarters of 1949, then started upward again
in the first quarter of 1950. Gross domestic investment reached its
peak in the third quarter of 1948, declined through the next 5 quarters,
and then turned up strongly in the first quarter of 1950, surpassing its
previous peak with the second quarter of 1950. Helped along by con-
sumption and government demand, gross national product continued
to increase in the last half of 1948, thereafter dropping moderately
through all quarters of 1949. By the first quarter of 1950 it had over-
taken its previous peak attained in the final quarter of 1948.

Security spending ended its lengthy postwar contraction when it
reached its low in the third quarter of 1947 with an annual rate of
$11.7 billion. Thereafter it rose throughout the next 7 quarters,
reaching a peak annual rate of $20.5 billion in the second quarter of
1949, well after the recession had started. During the last 2 quarters
of 1949 and the first 1 in 1950, security spending fell off 17.1 percent
from its 1949 peak, turning up again thereafter. Total government
demand reached its postwar low at $27.7 billion in the second quarter
of 1947, after which it rose strongly to a $44.4 billion peak annual rate
in the second quarter of 1949. Thereafter it held steady in the rest
of 1949, dropping slightly during the first half of 1950.

This recession was brief and also shallow. It lasted for 15 months
and the decline in gross product from the preceding peak to its lower
turning point was only 3.2 percent. By contrast, the start of the
downturn in security expenditure lagged 2 quarters behind the peak
for gross product in 1948, while it dropped 17.1 percent from its
second quarter high in 1949 to its low point in the first quarter of 1950.
More important, both security spending and total government demand
continued to increase strongly during the first half of 1949, while the
downturn in gross product was already in progress. After leveling
off in the last half, both categories of government purchases dropped
sharply during the first half of 1950, although the lower turning point
in gross product had been reached 6 months earlier and was followed
by a sharp upturn in the first 2 quarters of 1950. Thus it is difficult
to establish any direct causal connection between movements either in
security spending or total government demand and the upper and
lower turning points of the recession itself.

This conclusion is reinforced by scatter diagram tests. Plotting of
absolute quarterly values (for annual rates) for gross product against
total government demand in 1948-50 shows no close relationship,
either on a current basis or with government demand lagged one
quarter. No improvement in fit was obtained by plotting inventory
accumulation against net changes in security spending, either with
current values or with a one-quarter lag for security spending.

Two further points should be made about this recession. First,
the continuing high absolute levels of security spending and total
government demand, despite certain intervening movements, may well
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have contributed some support to aggregate demand, providing a floor
for the recession. However, the onset and pace of the following re-
covery suggests that demands in the private sector had considerable
independent force. Second, consumption showed remarkable strength
throughout the recession. Helped by contracyclical stabilizers such
as the personal-income tax and unemployment compensation, dis-
posable personal income declined only slightly. Even more, con-
sumers drastically cut personal savings, from a peak annaual rate of
$12.6 billion in the third quarter of 1948 to a level of only $3.2 billion
at the end of 1949. Thus consumption in calendar 1949 actually rose
$3 billion over the preceding year, despite the recession in employment
and production.

We conclude that security spending probably had more influence
in checking the depth of recession than in determining either its turn-
ing points or its length.

The Korean War, 1950-63
Significantly, economic expansion had gotten well underway ap-

proximately 6 months before the outbreak of the Korean War without
additional stimulus from either increased security spending or total
Government purchases. During the last half of 1950, gross product
continued to rise rapidly, helped along by a sharp increase in prices.
An easy money policy was in force and credit advances to businessmen
and consumers expanded rapidly, drawing up prices and wages in their
train. Large jumps occurred in private investment, centering in in-
ventories and producers' durable equipment. In the final quarter,
net expansion of inventories soared to a $14.7 billion seasonally ad-
justed annual rate, stimulated by rising prices and expected increases
in procurement contracts. Rapid inventory accumulation continued
over the first three quarters of 1951. Price inflation reached its
peak in March.

For the first three quarters of 1950, national security expenditure
showed surprisingly little change, while total Government purchases
actually fell slightly. With the fourth quarter, security spending
jumped $4.3 billion, or 24.2 percent. Thus began an almost unbroken
rise through the second quarter of 1953, carrying this spending from
its 1950 low of $17 billion to a postwar peak of $53.3 billion, an in-
crease of more than three-fold. The buildup of defense spending
proceeded most rapidly between the fourth quarter of 1950 and that
for 1951, after which the rate of increase fell off markedly. Total
Government demand moved in similar fashion.

Undoubtedly this lengthy series of increasing injections of security
expenditure worked strongly to push the economy upwards at boom
levels for nearly 3 years. It did so directly by increasingly powerful
impacts upon aggregate demand and indirectly by promoting expan-
sion of the money supply through deficit financing. Yet it must be
remembered that the lower turning point of the first postwar reces-
sion occurred in the fourth quarter of 1949, with recovery continuing
strongly for 9 months before significant increases in security spending
had set in and 6 months before war had actually broken out. Evi-
dently independent forces were already effectively at work in the pri-
vate sector of the economy, although rising military budgets soon ac-
celerated the rate of advance.
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Two other facts should be noted about the Korean war boom.
First, direct controls were neither as extensive nor as effective as in
World War II. Thus there was much less carryover of suppressed
inflation and postponed demand when hostilities ended. Second,
military claims onl gross national product never approached the deep
42 percent cut achieved in 1944. At their second quarter peak of
19.5.3. they absorbed slightly less than 15 percent of total output. This,
too, meant much less diversion of private civilian demand, hence much
less postponed claims for the period following.
The second postwar recession, 1953-54

The Korean armistice was executed July 27, 1953, whereupon ex-
penditures on national security began a lengthy contraction lasting
over 18 months. From their peak annual rate of $53.3 billion in the
second quarter of 1953, they fell steadily to $40.1 billion in the last
quarter of 1954, a drop of almost 25 percent. Total Government de-
mand declined over the same period, though at a much slower rate,
dropping from an annual rate of $85.5 billion in the second quarter
of 1953 to $74.2 billion at the end of 1954, or by 13.2 percent. The
$13.2 billion decline in security spending during this period was par-
tially offset by a substantial increase in purchases by State and local
governments.

In timing, the onset of this recession in the third quarter of 1953
corresponds closely with the downturns in security spending and total
Government demand, while, as scatter tests indicate, there was also a
clear association between the downward course of both types of Gov-
ernment purchases and that for the economy as a whole, lasting
through the last half of 1953. Gross national product dropped $9.9
billion between the second and fourth quarters, or by 2.7 percent.
Thereafter it remained level for the first three quarters of 1954. In-
vestment in business inventories contracted sharply in the third quar-
ter of 1953, turning strongly negative in the fourth. Inventory
liquidation continued until the fourth quarter of 1954, although sub-
stantial renewed accumulation did not occur until the beginning of
1955. The relationship between the behavior of inventories and of
security spending was direct and rather close. Some connection is also
evident between gross domestic business investment and security
spending during the last half of 1953, but not thereafter.

The connection between security spending and overall economic
activity is much less clear for 1954. The former continued to contract
at a rate of about $2.3 billion each quarter, while gross product held
level for the first three quarters, turning up very strongly in the last
and even more sharply at the beginning of 1955. CI'early, the re-
cession was over with the end of 1954.

Thus this recession shows a marked asymmetry in behavior. Its
downward and initial phase of decline corresponds well with the drop
in security spending and in total Government demand, and it is rea-
sonable to attribute an important causal role to the contraction of
security spending here. By contrast, the subsequent upturn and sus-
tained recovery exhibit no direct connection with security spending
or Government demand. This suggests that, as in 1949-50, recovery
was invoked by the strength of forces initiating in the private sector
of the economy. The evidence for this is quite conclusive. Gross
private domestic investment experienced sharp increases in the second
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and fourth quarters of 1954 and again in the first quarter of 1955,
largely under the influence of the construction boom which set in
witch the second quarter of 1954 and the cessation of inventory liquida-
tion at the end of the year. Consumption also offered powerful sup-
port to aggregate demand. Throughout the recession, it fell ab-
solutely only once-in the last quarter of 1953, when the drop was
negligible. Consumption rose throughout 1954 on an average of $2.7
billion per quarter (annual rates). The favorable behavior of con-
sumption reflected three influences: The support afforded to dispos-
able personal income by the contracyclical stabilizers; an increased
propensity to consume rather than to save income; and easy credit
for consumption loans.

What, then, can be said about the impacts of security expenditure
upon the recession as a whole? First, the timing and rate of its de-
cline were the main reason for the initial 6 months' drop in total
economic activity. This suggests that sudden sharp changes in gov-
ernment purchases can invoke broader effects in the same direction.
Second, while the drop in security spending was severe, it reached
bottom at $40 billion, propping up total government demand at a
minimum of about $75 billion, or 21 percent of gross product in 1954.
We may view the fluctuations in both classes of government spending
as falling within a band whose outer limits in these times have con-
sistently represented a large component of total demand. The rela-
tive stability of government demand and its relatively high proportion
of aggregate demand means that the government sector has put a
firm floor under the whole economy. On this interpretation govern-
ment demand very probably checked the depth of the contraction, in
this way shortening the length of the recession while also keepin
it relatively shallow. Put differently, the underlying strength o0
government demand probably contributed to the resiliency and vi-
tality of forces operating upon aggregate demand from the private
sector of the economy. However, sudden sharp changes within the
Government sector can invoke corresponding movements in the whole
economy, notwithstanding governments overall contribution to sta-
bility.
The investment boom, 1955-57

The upsurge in production in the closing quarter of 1954 continued
even more strongly throughout 1955. During this time security spend-
ing ran steadily at about a $41 billion annual rate. Total government
demand jumped $2 billion in the first quarter, staying at $76 billion
for the next 2 quarters, then rising moderately in the last. Despite
the strong tide of expansion, which lifted gross national product from
$367.1 billion (annual rate) in the last quarter of 1954 to $401.9 bil-
lion in the last quarter of 1955 (up 9.5 percent), relatively little stim-
ulus came from the Government sector other than the continuing broad
basis of support afforded by the stability of security spending and total
government purchases.

What actually occurred was an impressive boom in private invest-
ment, aided by a strong collateral rise in consumption. Between the
closing qiiatiIers of 1954 and 1955, gross private domestic investment
soared from an annual rate of $51.5 billion to one of $65.1 billion, or
by 26.4 percent. This growth rested upon large increases in pro-
ducers' p ant and equipment, business inventories, and new construc-
tion.
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During 1956, the expansion continued. Gross product rose an addi-
tional $24.1 billion between the final quarters of 1955 and 1956, or at
the somewhat slower rate of 6 percent. Moreover, part of this in-
crease reflected rising prices, which started upward after mid-1955.
Gross private domestic investment stopped rising for the first three
quarters of 1956, jumping upward again in the last. Producers'
npant and emlinment, eontinued to record large gains. while inventory
accumulation moved irregularly and new construction stayed level.
Security spending held constant for the first half, but started upward
in the last, reflecting, in good part, rising prices for hardware and
materials. Total government demand rose slowly but steadily
throughout the year. During the first half of 1957, both components
of government demand moved upward strongly once more. By con-
trast gross investment dropped, reflecting declines in construction
and inventory accumulation, although plant and equipment held
steady.

The turn upward and subsequent marked increase in production
and employment that began with the final quarter of 1954 appear to
have little direct connection with the behavior of security spending
and total government demand until the end of 1955. However, it
must be noted again that the stability of the Government sector at
this time probably contributed indirectly to the buoyancy of demands
originating in the private sector. From mid-1956 to mid-1957, the
resumed rise in security purchases doubtless helped to prolong the
boom at a time when gross private investment had stopped increasing.
Total government purchases had the same broad effect, in somewhat
larger degree.

IMPACTS OF NATIONAL SEcuRrrY EXPENDITURE UPON EcoNoMic
GROWTH, 1939-57

The impacts of security spending upon long-term expansion in the
economy pose two main problems. First, what is the connection be-
tween such spending and the realized rate of growth since 1939?
This question requires evaluation of the issue whether security spend-
ing has primarily supported and supplemented or has mainly dis-
placed private demand. Second, have security expenditures for
research and development had any significant influence upon tech-
nology, investment, and economic efficiency within the sphere of pri-
vate enterprise? This problem deals mainly with the contribution of
government-sponsored research and development programs to the res-
ervoir of economically usable inventions, hence to the productivity
and potential growth of the economy.
Security expenditure and realized growth, 1939-57

Suppose there had been no increase in security spending after 1939:
would private investment have recovered sufficiently to have carried
expansion forward either at the rate actually realized or perhaps at
an even faster rate? Or suppose that security spending had remained
at the $11 billion annual rate to which it had declined by late 1947 in-
stead of quadrupling thereafter: would subsequent growth have
achieved or exceeded the rate actually realized?

These questions go to the issue of whether security spending merely
displaced an equivalent or perhaps even greater amount of private
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spending, particularly investment, or instead mainly supplemented
such spending and thereby stimulated higher levels of production and
demand than otherwise would have occurred. Admittedly, no final and
conclusive answer can be devised, for it is impossible to determine how
investment, consumption, and other categories of government demand
would have behaved if security spending had not reached the levels it
actually did. Nonetheless, some speculation is in order.

If wve appeal to the past, we can say that the history of the American
economy does contain periods of rapid and sustained expansion with-
out benefit of substantial expenditure on national security. However,
we would then have to recognize also that depressions have followed
these past expansions, reflecting the instability of private investmrient.
Even more, we have to confront the deep and protracted depression
of the thirties, which, prior to the advent of the war-induced boom,
seemed to have no visible end.

The development of a point of view regarding the role of security
spending in overall growth after 1939 depends directly upon how one
regards the strength of the inducement to private investment, since
the hypothetical reduction of the actual levels of security spending
implies a large potential increase in absolute savings. Either private
investment would have absorbed fully these additional savings or the
economy would have faced either continued depression or eventual
deflationary collapse. Followers of what Fellner calls the Keynes-
Hansen pessimism and the Schumpeterian pessimism point to alleged
weaknesses in the inducement to invest, which suggests that security
spending aseually sup-or- d a -w-. ,--f -r- 1-3 On the- F

Hansen reasoning, capital tends to accumulate more rapidly than pop-
ulation and natural resources, which lowers the rate of return on new
investment and weakens the inducement to invest. By contrast, the
Schumpeter argument points to the rise of the modern ideology of se-
curity and of greater income equality, suggesting that it gradually
takes the profits out of innovation while also making innovations them-
selves more difficult to introduce.

Neither of these views is unassailable, either in reasoning or in sup-
porting evidence. However, this is not the place to consider them in
detail. It need only be said that the ultimate question they imply is
still moot and probably will remain so.

Even if one does not adopt either of these pessimistic views, there
is a persuasive argument for the contention that during 1939-57
security spending promoted a higher realized rate of growth than
otherwise would have occurred. First, it can hardly be denied that
the lengthy series of increasing injections of military demand begin-
ning in late 1940 ended the protracted depression of investment and
production prevailing throughout the thirties. While the banking
and international monetary system undoubtedly compelled extreme
liquidation with its attendant general mood of deep pessimism in
that decade, the rapid rise of security spending was the decisive force
invoking revival and prosperity within the context of given monetary
institutions. Accordingly, it follows that security spending hastened
and intensified recovery, making a higher growth rate possible at
least in the forties.

aWilliam Fellner, Full Use or Underutilization: Appraisal of Long-Run Factors Other
Than Defense, American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings, XLIV: 2 (May 1954),
pp. 424, 425-31. For an evaluation of the stagnation hypothesis. see also George H.
Elidebrand, Defense Expenditures and the Problem of Deflation, ibid., pp. 419-420.
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Second, the normal experience of the American economy in the
more remote past has included the boom-depression sequence. Yet
no depression intervened during the long boom after 1942, while the
three downturns that did occur (1945-46, 1949-50, and 1953-54)
proved remarkably mild both in depth and duration. It is reasonable
to conclude that the continuing high absolute levels of government
demand, of which security spending has been at all times an impor-
tant and often dominant part, has at certain times offset weaknesses
in the private sector and at others has contributed to the buoyancy
of private demands. If so, then the realized rate of growth since
1942 has been higher than what would have been attained with much
lower levels of security spending and of total government demand.

Finally, the research and development programs supported by se-
curity spending had led to a large group of fundamental inventions,
as we show in the next section. This new body of technology has
permitted economies in existing types of production, while at the
same time opening up a whole range of new products and even new
industries. This has meant increased private investment and con-
sumption, leading in turn to more rapid expansion in the private
sphere itself. Here again, therefore, the rate of overall growth has
been promoted by security spending.
The contribution of security expenditure to research and technology

Writing in 1952, S. Colum Gilfillan, a lifelong student of techno-
logical change, declared:

The most striking change that has come over invention, a
change that is universally overlooked * * * is that inven-
tion has latterly come to be chiefly pursued by the Federal
Government and sometimes other noncommercial organiza-
tions, so that patenting is now a rare motivation, having
force perhaps for 15 percent of all invention. * * * Inven-
tion has followed the path of science, except that funda-
mental civil inventions, the most valuable of all, are still
nobody's baby.4

Testifying in 1955 before the Subcommittee on Economic Stabili-
zation of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, Dr. A. V.
Astin, Director of the National Bureau of Standards, stated that
"the great majority" of the current developments in scientific re-
search and its practical applications could be credited to war and
defense expenditures.5 Looking at the rise of war-borne tech-
nologies, Dr. Vannevar Bush has observed that-

What is new is an accelerated pace in the application of
new techniques in industry. And this is part of a very im-
portant general movement, namely the planned applica-
tion of scientific results in an economic manner for the in-
crease of man's physical well-being.6

uClearly, the needs of modern warfare have brought about a close
union of government, research, and business enterprise-a union
centered upon the plamied application of science to the creation of

4 S. Colum Gilfillan, The Prediction of Technological Change, Review of Economics andStatistics, XXXIV: 4 (November 1952), p. 374.
s Automation and Technological Change, hearings before the Subcommittee on EconomicStabilization of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, 84th Cong., 1st sess., p. 584.6 Ibid., pp. 613-615.
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practical new technologies, promoted in large part by government
1'unds, and laden with major implications for the American economy.7

Atomic energy is the best known of the new technologies, and, of
course, is now the classic illustration of this new alliance. Here pop-
ular interest has centered upon atomic power, although the allied
production of radioactive substances is finding important new uses in
food preservation, agronomy, medicine, and industrial chemistry.8

Two other war-inspired technologies, automation and electronics, had
their inception in problems of fire control, missile guidance, and pro-
duction of precision parts.9 In all these instances the knowledge pro-
vided by theoretical science has been translated into practical. tech-
nologies largely by the support of military funds. Similar impetus
has been given the rapidly developing technology of synthetic chem-
istry, with its new plastics, fibers, ceramic materials, and metal alloys.

Dollar measurement of the contribution of security spending to
research and development is particularly treacherous, mainly because
it is impossible to draw a precise distinction between expenditure on
research and development as such and on testing, procurement, and
modification of military end products. Moreover, it is necessary arbi-
trarily to exclude or include common overhead costs borne by the
Department of Defense, and these are substantial. To illustrate, the
National Science Foundation, using a restrictive definition, estimated
that the Department would spend $1.6 billion on research and devel-
opment in fiscal 1956-57, but found that with the inclusion of certain
allied costs the figure would rise to almost $5.2 billion.10

Proceedin- from the conservative estimates developed by the Foun-
dation, it wil be found that research and development expenditure
by the Department of Defense was only $26.4 million in fiscal 1940.
With the inclusion of outlays by the Manhattan Engineer District
(Atomic Energy Commission from 1947) beginning in fiscal 1943,
total research and development spending in the national security cate-
gory soared to $1,372 million by 1945, or 86 percent of all Federal
expenditure for research and development purposes. A sharp drop
occurred through fiscal 1947, followed by rapid expansion again dur-
ing the Korean wvar. For fiscal 1957 total outlay was projected at
$2,145 million. In recent years, major increases have centered in
missile development and atomic research. Together, the Department
of Defense and the AEC now account for about 85 percent of all Fed-
eral research and development expenditure." Research outlays by
private industry are now running at about $3 billion. If the indirect
expenditures of the Department of Defense are included, total govern-

7 For a thoughtful analysis of the long-run possibilities in these developments, see The
Sclentific-Industrial Revolution, a study published in 1957 by the investment house of
Model, Rowland & Stone, 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

8Dr. W. F. Libby, member of the Atomic Energy Commission, recently reported to a
UNESCO conference In Paris that radioisotopes were currently saving American industry
about $406 million a year and might reach $1 billion a year by 1963. W. F. Libby, The
Economic Aspects of Radioisotope Utilization, release dated September 17, 1957.

DAccording to Dr. Astin, ENIAC, the first all-electric digi ta computer, was connected
with the formulation of bombing and firing tables In World War II. Automation drew
powerful impetus from the Army s Rockford ordnance plant, which was conceived in 1941
for production of complicated metal parts In a fully automated process. Automation
hearings, op. cit.. I)p. 569, 587.

0 National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Science, V: The Federal Research
and Development Budget, fiscal years 1955, 1956, and 1957 (Washington:. Government
Printing Office, 1956), p. 19.

2 Ibid., pp. 46-47.
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ment and private outlays in 1957 may well reach $9 billion, with gov-
ernment accounting for about two-thirds. 12

There is no precise way to measure what the dollar impacts of
national security spending on research and development have been
and will be for the economy, granted that they have already become
important and promise even more for the future. That they are
fostering continued growth is undeniable. From the side of in-
vestment in the private sector, four main effects can be discerned.
First, the emergence of the new technologies is invoking investment
in new industries. Electronics is the foremost example here. Second,
these technologies are enabling existing industries to develop a new
range of equipment, instruments, and materials, replacing, improving
or extending old types of production. Computing machines, con-
trol devices, and synthetic chemicals well illustrate this case, where
private investment is induced to create new or modify old plant and
equipment. Third, the tools and materials forthcoming from the new
technologies are making possible economies of production in other
industries, calling forth new investment to finance cost-saving inno-
vations and increased output. Automatic equipment and controls for
the factory and on the railroads, and computers and recordkeeping
equipment in the office, all exhibit this effect. Finally, looking some
distance ahead we can expect considerable indirect investment in-
duced, for example, by changes in the location of industry made pos-
sible by the new technologies.

To date, the impacts upon investment have probably been relatively
small, save, perhaps, for the current investment boom. A similar
verdict is indicated for consumption, where expansion of existing de-
mands becomes possible with lower costs and improved quality, and
an array of new demands emerges with the appearance of new prod-
ucts.

It would be 'a mistake to credit the whole of these advances to mil-
itary support for research 'and development, or to conclude that secur-
ity spending is the only means to continue their promotion. The
primary role of theoretical science and the collateral contributions of
private research must also be recognized. What can be said, however,
is that security spending has nmade, 'and is continuing to make, a large
contribution to a technological development of great pending im-
portance to the private-enterprise sector and to the economy as a
whole. Military expenditure is not all dead loss, by any means.
While it can be argued that some of these advances might well have
emerged from private sources without benefit of 'any government sup-
port, it seems equally clear that the risks and large costs of initial
experimentation 'and development in some of these fields did make
government aid essential to their successful exploitation. Atomic en-
ergy and radioactive products 'are a strong case in point. Further-
more, it seems equally obvious that the urgencies of modern warfare,
whether hot or cold, when backed by ample funds, have proved de-
cisive in invoking the close union between systematic research 'and its
practical application, setting off the revolutionary chain of technical
advances recorded since the early forties. In consequence, the poten-
tial rate of growth in the economy may well be even higher in the next
two decades.

12 Executive Offices of the President, Economic Report of the President, transmitted to
the Congress, January 27, 1957 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1957), pp. 59, 60.
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SECURITY ExrENDITURE, STABILITY, AND GROWTH IN THE FUTURE

Secwuity expenditure as a tool for fscal policy
Assuming, with the Employment Act of 1946, that fiscal policy is

to serve as an instrument for mainbtaining short-run stability and
long-run growth of employment and production, how does security
spending fit these purposes?

It must be conceded at the outset that security spending is a dis-
cretionary type of demand of relatively large size, dep ent upon
appropriations from Congress and recommendations and decisions
by the executive branch. It does not significantly change automati-
cally when national income increases or decreases. By contrast, con-
tracyclical stablizers, such as the personal income tax and unemmploy-
ment compensation, do automatically tend to increase or decrease dis-
poszible personal income in a way that dampens swings in national
income. Instead, security spending today is determined by decisi6ns
taken by government authorities a year or more in the past. At times,
such spending may hold steady when the economy is either expanding
or .contracting, while at other times it may change, either contra-
cyclically or perversely, with business swings. When security spending
moves contracyclically, it helps to dampen business movements; when
it moves perversely, it intensifies them. Thus it can be either a stabi-
lizer or destabilizer for the economic system. - Moreover, the stabiliz-
ing or unstabilizing role of. security spending is now largely
determined, by forces independent of the level of business activity,
which imarrowvs ule scope for discretionary action.

Two forces, basically, control decisions about security spending.
The principal one is the state of international tensions, while the
development of weapons technology comes second. Neither factor
has a close or direct connection with the level of employment and pro-
duction. About the only influence business activity has upon security
spending is to impose a-rather indefinite ceiling with full employment
and inflation in peacetime. Even here, the independent rationale for
a given policy of national security imposes certain rigidities in security
purchases, rigidities that recently have forced up security outlays,
feeding the inflation.

This fact has important implications for fiscal policy as a tool for
promoting economic stability and growth. First, shifts in security
spending are likely to be erratic relative to business fluctuations. Tlhey
may well prove unstabilizing at times feeding booms or contractions
rather than helping to offset them. Second, if security expenditure
were to be used to reduce swings in business activity, it would pose a
serious prediction problem because of its discretionary nature. The
future course of the business swing must be foreseen in time, decisions
to spend and appropriations must then be shaped accordingly and. in
time, and the desired impacts to follow must arrive in time to help
offset the developing course of economic change. Here, successful
results are threatened by the possibility of erroneous prediction,
which would make the change in security spending unstabilizing, by
the lengthy lag between the initial decision and its later effects, and
by the inherent rigidity of most security requirements. Actually,
most of -these handicaps confront any discretionary policy of public
spending, such as public works, but the inherent rigidity of defense
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expenditure presents an added handicap not present in a public-works
program.

These considerations provide a strong case for allowing security
spending to be governed mainly by the requirements of America's
world strategy, rather than atempting to use it also as a device for
deliberately promoting stability and growth. For the latter purposes,
security spending must compete with other, more flexible, discretionary
tools, sucn as puliic-works spending, changes in taxes, aid iiionetary
policy. The scale of public works can be more readily adjusted to
business conditions, while the works themselves are more likely to pro-
vide genuine public benefits then would military expenditures not
independently justified by strategic requirements. For slumps, tax
reductions clearly add to public benefits, because they permit the
public itself to buy more goods and services of its own choosing.
Accordingly, an efficiently administered security program would be
guided by its primary and exclusive purpose; national defense in an
uncertain and rapidly changing world.
Impacts of a major cut in security expepditure

If the requirements of national security were to drop greatly with
an outbreak of major disarmament and international peace, what
problems would be posed for economic stability and growth?

For the short run, a serious deflationary situation would confront
the entire economy, with particularly severe impacts upon communi-
ties heavily committed to the production of armament. If, as seems
reasonable, we assume a multiplier of 2.5, then even a $10 billion cut in
security spending would imply a decline of $25 billion in gross national
product, barring offsetting increases in private investment, consump-
tion, or other components of Government demand. Since national
product must increase about $15 billion a year at constant prices to
maintain full employment with a growing labor force, a defense cut
of this scale would require extensive Government actions to support
aggregate demand. Unlike 1945, there would be no large-scale carry-
over of postponed investment and consumption demand to fill the gap
occasioned by the drop in security spending. Undoubtedly, the prob-
lem would require prompt tax reductions to avoid excessive budget
surpluses and to stimulate private spending, along with the stimulus
of easy money and, probably, programs for increased Government
spending.

Even if the initial transition to a much lower level of secupity
spending were successfully made, there is little doubt that the prob-
lems of stabilization and continued growth would become more diffi-
cult thereafter. The reason is that the economy would then be more
vulnerable to fluctuations in private investment than at any time since
the twenties. Since private investment has proved very volatile his-
torically, the risk of recurrence of major business cycles necessarily
increases with the loss of a considerable part of the supporting strength
now afforded by Government demand. If, to some extent, the sav-
ings from reduced defense outlays could partly be used to provide
additional Government works and services now necessarily deferred
with the continuing high costs of national security, then the stability
problem would become less acute for this, perhaps, fanciful future
world. Since the savings on defense would not likely be absorbed
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fully in this way, fiscal-monetary management would have to be
particularly sagacious as well as fortunate if it is to maintain stability.

Clearly, too, the outlook for continued growth in such circumstances
would depend more heavily upon the long-run strength of the induce-
ment to private investment. From the Keynes-Hansen or Schumpeter
points of view, the prospects are not encouraging, barring a substan-
tial permanent rise in Government.spending. Even short of these
types of pessimism, there is always the risk that the flow of labor-
saving capital improvements of recent years may not continue forever.
Against this possibility is the high promise of the new technologies,
which justifies some optimism about the prospects for a sustained high
level of private investment and growth for some years to come. Any
final view must necessarily be speculative, although it is certain that
the tasks of fiscal and monetary management with a greatly reduced
level of security spending would be harder, rather than easier, than
they are now.

CONCLUSIONS

This lengthy review of experience since 1939 suggests several infer-
ences about the impacts of national-security expenditure upon the
economy, in the past and in the future. These are summarized under
the headings of stability and growth.
Stability

1. *When major contractions in security spending can be foreseen, as
at the end of wars, they are likely to induce a dow+iiward turning noint,
in total production, as occurred in the third quarters of 1945 and 1953.
The impact is transmitted mainly through inventories and, to a lesser
extent, through new construction.

2. The timing of turning points into recovery bears no close con-
nection with upturns in security spending, although anticipations
of such upturns can occur, as in mid-1950. Slow but steady expan-
sion occurred for seven quarters beginning in 1939 before a marked
advance of security spending was recorded. Recovery set in strongly
in the second quarter of 1946 while security spending was still sharply
contracting. Recovery started again in the first quarter of 1950,
while security spending failed to advance until the fourth.

3. A sharp and sustained contraction in security spending, when
foreseen, will induce a collateral fall in general activity, with the
length of this collateral drop dependent upon the independent strength
or weakness of demands in the private sector. In 1946 these demands
were unusually strong, and the general downturn lasted only 9 months,
beginning with the third quarter of 1945. In 1953-54 the parallel
movements lasted for only 6 months; after 1953 gross product leveled
off for three quarters and then rose strongly, while security spending
continued to contract throughout 1954.

4. A sharp and sustained increase in security spending can induce
general expansion, although the latter can also occur independently.
The stimulating effect of increased security spending is shown for
1940-44; from the last quarter of 1950 through the second quarter
of 1953; andl, to a lesser extent, during the last half of 19.56 and first
one of 1957. By contrast, general recovery proceeded for 9 months
in 1950 without direct support from increasing security spending;
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the same was true for 18 months beginning with the fourth quarter
of 1954.

5. The rise of total government demand, strongly helped by in-
creased security spending, to a probably enduring level of 20 percent
of gross national product has contributed considerably to the stability
of aggregate demand. The reason is that government demand is shel-
tered from contractions emanating from the private sector. This does
much to explain the brevity and shallowness of the three postwar con-
tractions and the absence of a major depression since 1941. Govern-
iment demand also contributed to the buoyancy of private demands'in
the postwar years.

6. By promoting full employment and exhibiting rigidity in its
claims upon total physical product, security spending has contributed
to inflationary movements of wages and prices at certain times: This
is true of 1941-45, 1950-53, and to some extent of the current inflation
of 1955-57. However, all of the inflationary movements since 1939,
including that during 1945-48, have also involved a rapid increase of
money supply and some associated increase in money velocity. .

7. Security spending is determined primarily by international ten-
sions and the state of the military art. Thus it is both inflexible
relative to general economic movements and at the same time suscep-
tible to sudden changes that might well prove unstabilizing for the
economy. As a discretionary tool for promoting stability, it has
much less to commend it than public-works programs, tax changes,
and monetary policy. If, by reason of major disarmament, security
spending could be greatly reduced in a short period, it could provoke
a severe deflation problem. Barring an offsetting increase in other
types of government demand over the longer run, a major cut in secur-
ity spending would make the tasks of fiscal and montary management
considerably more difficult than they are even now, granted that the
savings would be welcome from other points of view.
Growth

1. Judgments about the effects of security spending upon the long-
run rate of growth in the economy since 1939 depend, basically, upon
a choice of speculative views regarding the strength or weakness
of the inducement to private investment. The issue of progress
versus stagnation is unresolved and probably will remain so. While
no definitive answer to this issue can be supplied, there is a persuasive
argument that security spending did raise the realized rate of growth
since 1939. First, the rapid increase of military demand from late
1940 very probably hastened the end of the great depression. Second,
the sustaining force of security spending and government demand
probably did much to keep the postwar contractions brief and shal-
low, while it is noteworthy that no major depression has appeared
since 1941. Finally, military spending for research and development
undoubtedly fostered the growth of new technologies and products,
aiding private investment and consumption and promising much more
for the future.

2. There has been a close connection between mililtary expenditures
for research and.development and the emergence of automation, elec-
tronics, synthetics, atomic energy, and radioactive substances. These
discoveries have created newv industries and have brought about
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new products and methods in old ones, provoking an unprecedented
current interest in systematic research. On this count alone, security
spending has not been a complete economic loss. However, there are
alternatives to security spencding as a means for the Government to
promote research, and the contributions of theoretical science and of
private industry to these developments should not be overlooked.
Nonetheless, the defense program. and the urgencies of modern war-
fare have played a decisive role in promoting the revolution of pro-
duction technology since 1940. The effect may well be an increase in
the potential rate of growth of the economy in the future, and at the
same time an increase in the rate actually achieved.
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FEDERAL SPENDING FOR NATIONAL SECURITY

David Novick-, IAf Cost Antalysis Dcartenen- the RAND Corps
Santa Monica, dalif.

I propose first to list and then to discuss briefly seven factors which
can be expected to influence current and future trends in Federal
spending for national-security purposes. The list is illustrative rather
than exhaustive, but it is sufficiently complete to show that the level
of expenditures is determined by a wide variety of causal factors. To
trace their future consequences with all of the resulting interactions
requires intensive and, in some respects, a novel type of analysis. I
shall have a few things to say about studies which I believe are deserv-
ing of attention by this committee.

Major elements examined are:
1. External political, military, or economic pressures which

can lead to either reduction in or expansion of the size of our
military forces and affect the quality of their armament.

2. The possibility that East and West may adopt a system of
-mutual inspection leading toward weapons control. Such a sys-
tem, if adopted, might initially cost more than the weapons it
would at first displace.

3. Possible decisions to use international forces in place of
national ones to deal with aggression and to maintain order
among the countries of the world.

4. Changing technology which may result in more effective
weapons or vehicles of war. The-se may be introduced in this
country, a friendly country, or a potential enemy. Such innova-
tions are more likely to be expensive than cheap.

5. Domestic demands for economy in government or, more ap-
propriately, internal United States demands for lower levels of
Federal expenditures.

6. Inflation or deflation in the price level in the United States
or more specifically in prices paid for goods and services con-
sumed in the national defense.

7. Impact of budget and procurement decisions made prior to
June 1957, as they will affect actions that can be taken in fiscal
years 1959 and 1960.

On the basis of an extensive analysis of these factors a generalized
-forecast will be undertaken and suggestions offered for subject areas
meriting more intensive study. Before turning to a discussion of these
points a brief summary of national-security expenditures in recent
years may be of interest.

RECENT DOLLAR TRENDS

Although the past is not always a reliable indication of what we
shall do in the future, it can provide a measure of the way in which
we have responded to advances in technology and our changing role

542
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in world affairs. National-defense expenditures and gross national
product for the years 1947-56 were:

[In billions of dollars]

National National
National defense ox- National defense ex-

Calendar defense Gross penditures Calendar defense (Iross penditures
year expendi- national as percent year expendi- national as percent

tures I product I of gross tures I product I of gross
national national
product product

1947 12.3 232.22 5.3 1952 46.4 345.4 13.4
1948------ 11.6 257.3 45 1953 49.3 363.2 13.6
149- 13. 6 257.3 5.3 1954 41.2 361.2 11.4
1950 -14. 3 285. 1 5.0 1955 - 39. 1 391.7 10.0
1951 -33.9 328.2 10.5 1956 -40.4 414.7 9. 7

1 Source: Survey of Current Business, July 1957, pp. 8-9.

Expenditures during 1954-56 were about three times the pre-Korea
level but substantially below the heaviest annual outlays induced by
that crisis.

For fiscal year 1958, the combined actions of the Office of the Secre-
tary of Defense and the Bureau of the Budget will try to hold expendi-
tures to a level considerably below that implied by the original force
structure projections. The effect of these efforts will be to stretch
out existing procurement objectives, to slow up the rate of develop-
ment of new weapons systems, to reduce force size, and to lower the
mannirng on~iiprsinr un,-1 uo*.iuifv vratec s-d onrnfhwa iinit. Tit- willrediice
our flexibility idealing with external political, military or economic
pressure and ability to respond to changes in the technology of mili-
tary equipment. However, it will bring expenditures to something
like the budget estimates previously made for fiscal year 1957 and
fiscal year 1958. In this connection, it should be noted that both the
January 1956 and 1957 estimates of expenditures turned out to be
substantial understatements; but even so drastic actions as those taken
in May-July 1957, may not be sufficient to cut expenditures back to
the level of the original estimates. Attention must be given to lia-
bilities the Government has under existing contracts which frequently
mean that a cutback in quantity or spreading of deliveries does not
automatically result in savings in payments commensurate to the
cutback.

EXTERNAL POLITICAL PRESSURES

There are continuing discussions between East and West on reduc-
tion in force and curtailment in the rate of improvement in future
equipments. Against this are rumblings of Taiwan, continuing tur-
moil in the Middle East, northwest Africa and southeast Asia. There
also is pressure from Japan, West Germany, Yugoslavia and many
other countries for stronger national military forces based in part
on economic aid from the United States. Probably most important
is the breaking of Churchill's "truce of terror" by nuclear develop-
ments among the previous have-not countries. For the moment this
seems to be producing a major change in both our foreign policy
and ideas about military power.

These pressures are likely to continue. There is and will continue
to be widespread debate in this country both on the kind of actions
awe should take and on the size and composition of military forces
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which the United States should have as a result of following one
or another policy. Without in any way dealing with the question of
what we should do, it is this writer's belief that over the next 5 years-
barring a new crisis-this debate will result in decisions which will
tend to lower national security expenditures. The result will not be
based so much on facts brought out by objective analyses of these issues
as it will be on the pressures within the United States for lower taxes
and for redutcion in the Federal debt. Since as a practical matter
substantial reductions can be obtained only by cutting national secu-
rity expenditures, and because there will be widespread uncertainty
as to what we should do about our own armament and the arming of
our allies, it will be in these areas the reductions will be made..

Such a cutback by the United States can only result in a net reduc-
tion in the total military capability of the free world. Although
there is every reason to assume that the Government will interpret
external political pressures so as to justify our reducing national
security expenditures, intensive and objective study of the problem
also should be made. We should examine all possible lines of action
and try to avoid taking steps which might result in our ultimate inter-
national embarrassment.

MUTUAL INSPECTION

The possibility of agreement on plans for mutual inspection by air
is attractive for a variety of reasons. I will not try to summarize
or analyze the basic proposals but will limit myself to the probable
impact on national security expenditures.

The objective is a reduced probability of war, lesser likelihood of
surprise attack and surprise developments in lethality of weapons.
From this flows the possibility. of smaller forces in being, lower ex-
penditures, for new equipment, smaller Putlays for development of
future weapons and equipment, in short, lower national security ex-
penditures.

That may be the final result. In the immediate future, let us say
through 1960-62, the impact on defense expenditures would be de-
termineid by the extent to which the inspection function is added to
other security activities or made a substitute for them. It seems rea-
sonable to assume that we will not sharply curtail or drop selected
military and nuclear activities until we have some assurance that the
inspection program will produce the desired results. That does not
mean that some earlier proposals for expansions will not be eliminated
or curtailed, but it seems unlikely that in the next few years such an
agreement of itself will produce a net lower total expenditure.

If these assumptions are accepted, it means that the inspection re-
sponsibility will call for aditional expenditures not now in the budget.
Vehicles will have to be built or modified to perform this function,
larger quantities of certain equipments will be needed, and additional
men will be required in numerous specialties for which additional
training will be needed. To perform inspection from the air may
require a substantially expanded flying hour program over the level
now projected. Although some substitutions will be possible, this new
responsibility will, at least initially, call for an increase in national
security expenditures.
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POSSIBLE SUBsrITUrTIoN OF INTERNATIONAL FOR NATIONAL FORCES

International forces have been used on several occasions in recent
years, notably in Korea and in Suez. In addition, the United States
hlas entered into about 70 alliances providing for joint or bilateral
military action. Our policy since 1945 has been to seek joint action
at the multination level to maintain world order and preserve the
status quo. It seems likely that, with uncertainties about the policy
we should follow now that the nuclear technology barrier has been
broken, and as a part of our effort to reduce national security expendi-
tures, we will take actions which reduce the size of our forces and the
up-to-dateness in their arinamnenlt. The reasoning which justifies these
steps will include emphasis on the possibility of preventing aggression
and maintaining order through joint international action.

Every effort should be made to safely pursue paths leading toward
joint international action not only because they will permit lower Fed-
eral expenditures for national security, but more importantly because
world peace may be attained through such actions. Nonetheless,
idealism in itself is little protection against men and armor. For
that reason, it is important that as we move toward arms reduction we
should continue to make the most intensive study of the risks involved
in the steps required to implement such a policy.

Unless and until the international police force has sufficient strength
and freedom of action to preserve peace and order, it is essential that
we have adequate insurance in the form of forces in being against
possibl failure of tho machinery on which we are plhnning to place
our reliance. Since this will be a very delicate situation, it will re-
quire the most objective analysis of all of the possibilities in order to
protect ourselves against unforeseen and potentially catastrophic risks.

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES IN MEAN S OF WAR

Improvements in the weapons, vehicles, and related equipments
used in warfare have been so rapid in the past decade that it becomes
very difficult to project future growth. Nonetheless, developments
now in process indicate further changes just ahead. Some of these
will tend to reduce costs, but most of them will mean substantially
higher unit prices for future procurement. Probably equally im-
portant in an expenditure analysis is the likely sharp increase in out-
lays required for research and development.

I will not attempt to cover even a major fraction of the possibilities,
but, instead, will rely upon an illustration. Improvements in the
means of propulsion now indicate the possibility of very much faster
airborne equipment-both manned and unmanned. Introduction of
these improvements will require basic changes in the materials used in
the vehicles. Although there are numerous possibilities, the most
likely ones seem to be a change from aluminum and magnesium to
alloyed steels.

Such a shift will mean not only an increase in cost per pound of
the material required but, more importantly, a twofold to fourfold
increase in the material fabricating expenditures and the investment
in fabricating equipment. That will mean substantially greater out-
lays per unit of output. To profit from these possibilities, substantial
research and development is required, both in metallurgy and in fabri-
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cation processes and equipment. The net effect is likely to be that we
will have to choose between modernizing and maintaining the level of
expenditures now being set for national security purposes.

Although we can make a unilateral decision to do as much as pos-
sible within a prescribed budget, activity outside the United States
may force us to review that decision. Western Europe is rapidly ex-
panding its technology. Changes are taking place in Japan, India,
Australia, South Amrierica, et cetera. In the last few years we have
come to recognize how badly we had underestimated the scientific and
technical capabilities of the U. S. S. R.

The Government can hope to lead the world in invention and inno-
vation in the means of war and to do this within a fixed and relatively
lower budget. However, if results in both friendly and potential
enemy countries demonstrate this hope to be a false one, I assume that
we will review and, if need be, change the previously established policy.

Once again, careful evaluation is required to determine the precau-
tions required to avoid possible future embarrassment. The research
and development lead time is even longer than that for manufacturing.
If the technological change is the product of a potential enemy, money
may not be able to buy us the time required to catch up. We must,
therefore, set a level of research and development which promises to
keep us at least abreast of the rest of the world, and maintain both a
manufacturing capacity and military capability which will permit us
to introduce important interventions or innovations quickly.

UNITED STATES DEMANDS FOR LOWER FEDERAL EXPENDITURES

For many years a sizable and influential part of our citizenry has
been very much concerned about the large portion of our national prod-
uct which goes into government spending. Some of their criticism

has been aimed at the level of spending; in part, it is concerned with
the kinds of taxes levied and their impact on individual and corporate
incomes and on estates; and, to some extent, it has arisen from appre-
hension concerning the inflationary result of continuing government
spending at high levels.

Steady growth in gross national product and the lessening impact of
government expenditures on disposable income has not reduced this
dissatisfaction, and outspoken criticism continues. The Congress
is exposed to continuous and almost irresistible pressures to curtail
Federal spending, and there is no need to elaborate on that part of the
issue.

I feel, however, that some cautionary notes are in order. We must
be sure that our actions are based on more than just a demand for
lower expenditures. To be sure, we must keep our Government fi-
nances in order, for a disorderly national economy is, of itself, a pri-
mary threat to our security. But the other factors involved must be
fully considered before we can say that the required expenditures are
too high.

Once again, painstaking analysis is required, first, to determine a
practicable level of military activities, and, second, to establish spend-
ing levels which are acceptable to the Nation and, therefore, can be
expected to remain stable for a number of years. At this point it
should be noted that nothing is more expensive and wasteful than
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changes in military plans. It means closing bases at one time and a
few years later reopening them or building new ones. It means build-
ing factories, buying equipment, and training workers only to use
them in an inefficient way. Probably most wasteful and harmful is its
effect upon the morale of defense personnel, both military and civilian-

If stability in resources available for national security can be estab--
lished, that in itself would go a long way toward increasing the secu-
rity that can be obtained for a given level of spending. However,.
stability does not assure adequacy, and it is essential that the expendi-
ture amount be set with careful attention to both military requirements.
as well as acceptable levels of the economic burden.

INFLATION OR DEFLATION

Inflation has had a powerful effect on national-security expendi-
tures since 1950 through its impact on prices paid for goods and serv-
ices. The previous portions of this paper have not taken that factor
into account. When an opinion has been expressed that outlays would
remain steady, increase, or decline, it was based on spending measured
in 1957 dollars.

To get a quantitative concept of the impact of inflation in the past
decade, it may be appropriate at this point to restate national-defense,
expenditures since 1947 in terms of 1956 dollars:

National-defense lI I T National-defense
em-^endiMm 0XAdturC

Calendar Price index Calendar Price index
year (1956=100)1 l year (1956=100)1

Actual In1956 Actual In 1956
dollars dollars

Billions Billion. Billions Billions
1947 - 77.0 $12.3 $16.0 1952 -91.6 $46. 4 $50.7
1948 -77.5 11.6 15.0 1953 -89.5 49.3 55.1
1949::- 80.5 13.6 16.9 1954 -91.8 41.2 44.9
1950 - 83. 1 14.3 17.2 1955 _. _._. 95.2 39.1 41.1
1951 -92 3 33.9 37.7 1956 ---- 100.0 40.4 40.4

X The price index used is that for Federal Government purchases of goods and services. Survey of Cur-
rent Business, July 1957, pp. 24-25.

The recomputation of 1947-54 defense expenditures, using 1956
prices, shows that we would have had to spend an additional $3 bil-
lion to $4 billion in most years, and almost $6 billion more in 1953.
Even so recent a year as 1955 would have required an additional $2
billion. These required additions would be even higher were we to
consider these items in 1957 dollars.

In most current economic reporting, it is taken for granted that
prices will be higher in the rest of 1957 and 1958. The recent $6 per
ton steel price increase of itself is viewed as a major factor. The
continuing rise in the cost of living will result in higher wages through
the escalator clause in most labor contracts.

Partly balancing the foregoing are continuing low farm prices and
the recent significant cuts in the prices of copper, lead, zinc, lumber,
and a few other primary commodities. If economic activity expands,
prices for most primary metals will recover, and the steel price rise
will be incorporated into higher prices for many finished products.
If, however, the recent decline in production-3 percent since the De-
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cember 1956 peak-should be accelerated, there will develop a price
tug of war. Even at higher wage rates, shorter hours will reduce
industrial-worker purchasing power. Unless housing, automobile,
household appliance, and industrial equipment sales pick up, there
is a strong possibility of shorter workweeks for a substantial number
of factory workers.

The Department of Defense spring directive eliminated most de-
fense-plant overtime, and its recent actions both will reduce the num-
ber of workers and the length of the workweek for many employees.
As noted earlier, lower defense-factory payrolls do not automatically
translate into lower prices and smaller national-security expenditures.
However, a decline in these payrolls will affect the demand for goods
and services and, hence, tend to have an impact on the general price
level.

It is this writer's judgment that we have passed the peak of the
post-war boom. In a paper completed in April 1957 I said:

For business in general, the 1956-57 problem of contain-
ing the boom will for 1957-58 become one of sustaining the
boom. Although there will be a small upward movement
in 1957-58, it will be in the form of price change rather than
in expansion of real production. If two of the major com-
ponents, housing and automobiles, do not improve, there is a
threat of a real change in direction of the postwar trend.

That opinion assumed no reduction in defense expenditures. Steps
to reduce military outlays since April lead the writer to believe more
strongly that the trend has changed and the direction of national
economic activity will be downward.

Prices, particularly prices of military goods, will continue upward
for about 10 months. Unless there are major reversals not now in
sight, economic activity will move downward and general prices
will reverse trend by mid-1958. II this judgmient should prove cor-
rect, national security expenditures will not be subject to further
inflationary pressures after the first half of fiscal year 1959.

IMPACT OF PRE-JULY 1957 ACTIONS

The budgeting and buying cycle for national security expenditures
is a long one with the result that actions taken prior to July 1957 will
continue to have a major effect for some years. This will influence
current and future expenditures in quite different ways.

Since the fiscal year 1958 cycle began in late 1955, and since legisla-
tive and administrative commitments from earlier fiscal years funds
will continue to have an expenditure impact through 1959, the com-
bined effect will tend to make for a $40 billion spending level for
the next few years. In contrast, recent cutting of force and equip-
ment objectives plus spreading of deliveries will make for lower ex-
penditures in the following years. Probably most important, since
the reductions have been applied to research and development as well
as current deliveries and force structure, it will not be easy to turn
the trend upward again, when and if current thinking is reversed.
A moment's reflection on what happened at the time of the Korean
crisis will illuminate that point.
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Fiscal years 1948-50 were a period of reducing and holding down
national security expenditures. When the events of June 1950 called
for a reversal of this trend, although goals were raised immediately,
only moderate expansion in armament was achieved in the next year.
It really took more than 2 years to approach the expansion objectives.

As we go into the present economy period, we should keep that recent
bit of history in mind. Serious study should be given to the lead-time
problem and steps should be taken to insure that the time required to
build up forces and improve their armament is consistent with our
appraisal of our need for security.

It is clear that previous years' actions and the resulting expenditure
commitments will not permit sharp cuts in military spending in the
next year or two. Administrative lags of this kind mean that the
current reductions will make for sharply lower outlays in 1960 and the
years immediately following. In all of this we must keep clearly in
mind the implications of the resulting smaller military capability if
we should be forced to deal with a major international crisis in the
years when the cuts will become effective.

CONCLUSION

Consideration of the major factors likely to influence current and
future trends in national security expenditures indicates that the
major effect of current demands for lower outlays will be to hold secu-
rity outlays at or below the 1957 level through 1959. A major effect
of this leveling wiii be to reduce the expansion and inflation pressures
in the national economy. By mid-1958 this should minimize inflation
as a factor making for higher national security expenditures.

The demand for lower Federal expenditures will influence the
preparation of at least the fiscal year 1959 and 1960 budgets. Reduc-
tions will be made and a major justification will be found in possible
arms reduction and reliance on international action as a substitute
for national action in conflicts between countries.

If these forecasts seem reasonable, then there is a greater need than
ever before for objective analysis of the impact of defense expendi-
ture cuts on our ability to attain our announced political goals in the
world. Only a short time ago a similar economy drive was followed

*by the Korean crisis. Aside from its military and international politi-
cal results, the economic effect of that combination of events-economy
reversed by crisis-was inflation at a faster rate than that which
occurred during World War II.

Now that we seem bent on repeating this process, it might be wise
to give consideration to taking out a little insurance. Since an ac-
tuarial basis is not now available, we will have to work out both the
kind of policy and amount of national security expenditures that will
best provide this protection. I hope my repeated references to studies
that should be made are not translated as a suggestion that a long
time should or need be consumed in evaluating what we are doing and
in determining what we should do.

Probably the most important point I am trying to make is the urgent
need for reviewv and that the study be made quickly so that if we are
on the wrong road we can change direction before it is too late. A
major part of this argument is the basic proposal that we broaden our
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terms of reference to include at least the seven elements enumerated
at the beginning of my remarks. Also, that we not treat them sepa-
rately or in twos or threes. All of the factors must be considered or we
may formulate not just an incomplete but an inaccurate judgment.
These forces have strong interactions and we must be sure that we sum
up an accounting of all of them.



THE DEFENSE BUDGET

Arthur Smithies, Nathaniel Ropes professor of political economy,
Harvard University

I began to draft this statement in July 1957 on the day when
,drastic cutbacks in aircraft production were announced by the Depart-
ment of Defense. Subsequently it transpired that missile develop-
ment had also been slowed down-when the Government knew of
successful Russian ICBM tests. These cuts followed cuts in the ground
forces of 100,000 men and further cuts are in prospect. At a time when
disarmament discussions were bogging down in London, disarma-
ment was going on apace in Washington-only a few months after
the world had received a demonstration of Russian ruthlessness in
Hungary.

The inference seems clear that something is wrong with defense
budgeting. Either expenditures were much too high before, or they
have now been subject to unwarranted reduction in the interests of
domestic polities.

It is a sad irony of our national life that the defense budget, on
whiMl our iiatioiial exisuellme uepeiub, reeii've6 less CullSibteiLU UteaL-

ment than any other part of the Federal budget.
The current periods are not unique. In the Late forties we ignored

the growth of Russian strength and disarmed unilaterally. That pre-
pared the way for Korea. The Korean war brought iis briefly to our
senses. We not only armed to fight that war but to sustain a long
period of cold war. The cold war is not over, but our efforts are fal-
tering. We may be preparing the way for another Korea. But next
time it may be a nuclear Korea that will make the last one look tame.
(It has already turned out to be a Syria, as a first installment.)

These events illustrate the feast and famine cycle in defense budget-
ing. A sense of emergency, obligingly provided by our adversaries,
awakens us to our dangers and we rearm. But with no diminution of
the danger, we grow used to it and disarm in order to reduce taxes-
supported by solemn statements that 8 percent of the national product
is more than we can afford to spend on national survival.

Unlike other programs-agriculture for instance-national defense
does not have the benefit of organized and continual political support
from within the country. The private manufacturers of arms, who
were villains of the thirties, are woefully weak in their political in-
fluence compared with veterans, conservationists, and farmers.

Defense budgeting not only produces cycles of military strength
and weakness, but the desire for economy has produced a concentra-
tion on strategic weapons. Under the illusion that nuclear defense is
cheap defense-it provides a bigger bang for a buck-we have steadily
disarmed conventionally and have relied on the threat of massive re-
taliation. We have thereby reduced our ability to wage limited war.
But as Russia approaches us in nuclear power, the fear of retaliation
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paralyzes our willingness to use the massive weapon except when we
face an ultimate threat. For foreign policy to have adequate military
support, the limited capabilities that have been lost in the name of
economy must be revived.

Now the latest economy move appears to be to substitute missiles
for manned aircraft (even though missile development is being slowed
down). At a time when the Government is negotiating for an in-
spection scheme that will provide warning against surprise attack,
the Department of Defense is making decisions that will render
those negotiations meaningless. There is no warning against surprise
attack in the ballistic missile age. The first step in disarmament
should be to secure agreement not to produce ballistic missiles. In-
stead we are moving in the opposite direction in the interests of
economy.

WEAKNESS OF TI1E BUDGETARY PROCESS

I shall not continue this jeremiad. I have said enough to show that,
judging by results, something is wrong with our method of budgeting
for defense. The root of the trouble is that political democracies have
not yet learned to make the sustained defense efforts that are now
needed. While this may be in part an inevitable price we must pay
for democracy, these are various features of the budgetary process that
contribute to the lack of support for an adequate defense effort.

In the first place, the defense budget is not a document that is
readily understood. Even the most assiduous student of it would
find it impossible to tell how far the budget provides for a force that
will deter a strategic attack on the United States, how far it permits
us to carry out our commitments as the leading member of NATO or
SEATO or to support other aspects of foreign policy throughout the
world. Yet the size of the budget vitally affects these matters. A
cut or an increase of say 10 percent can make a great difference to the
Nation's military effectiveness. Yet neither the Congress, the Presi-
dent, nor I suspect the Secretary of Defense and the Service Secre-
taries has the information needed to relate the financial figures in the
budget to any meaningful concept of military effectiveness. We have
had recent examples where in one breath the Secretary of Defense
asserts that not one dollar can be cut from the budget and in the next
orders drastic cuts in military procurement. I suspect that he has no
solid factual support for either position.

The present procedures grow out of the requirements of an earlier
and simpler period of military history. If the Army consists mainly
of armed soldiers, the budget can be considered in terms of the number
of soldiers and supplies, arms and ammunition per soldier. That still
remains the central idea in present budgetary procedure, however
inappropriate it may be in the day of the hydrogen bomb and the
ballistic missile.

I have the belief, not shared by everyone, that better budgetary
decisions would result if the Congress, the President, and at least the
educated public understood their military implications than if they
simply have the word of the military expert that a given budget is
"necessary." The military expert is believed, perhaps overbelieved
in times of crisis, but without a crisis he becomes an ordinary mortal.
The result is that budgetary decisions frequently rely heavily on mere
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intuition. It is a tribute to experienced Members of Congress and
many unheralded permanent officials in the Congress and the execu-
tive that budgetary decisions are as good as they are.

The second weakness of the budgetary system lies on the cost side-
on the assessment of the impact of the budget on the national economy.
*While the size of the budget that the country is willing to accept de-
pends largely on political attitudes toward taxation, those attitudes
can be influenced by authoritative opinion. Just as military opinion
can influence political attitudes concerning the size of the military
forces that should be maintained, so economic opinion can influence
political attitudes with respect to the force levels the country can
afford.

Unfortunately, however, the economic opinion that appears to have
most influence is that of the amateur rather than that of the profes-
sional. I must regretfully report that bankers and businessmen usu-
ally carry more weight in public discussion of economic matters than
do economists. This is partly the fault of the economist who has not
paid enough attention to the problems of communication. I-Ie is deal-
mng with a subject of immediate interest to everyone, and to exert
authority he must submit not only his conclusions but his arguments
to a popular jury. Failing that, the homespun parables of the banker
will win the day. Furthermore our national ideology accords to the
businessman a reputation for competence in areas far beyond the fields
of his experience, which, even in the largest corporations, can be very
limited. As a nation we do not share Adam Smith's view that "mer-

tchans and IaL..facttle.C .eitle afle nor ever call uie tile tulmC's Ut
mankind." Finally, the bankers and industrialists are on the ri-ght
side of the argument from the point of view of the taxpayer. Thev
always underestimate the economic capacity of the country to defend
itself and urge relief from the "staggering burden of taxation"-when
the economist is pointing to the fact that national income after taxes
is rising rapidly and surely the country can afford to defend itself.

A third weakness of the budgetary system is that is is supposed to
eliminate waste and inefficiency and obviously has not done so. Budg-
et cutters point with reason to the fact that if interservice rivalries
-were eliminated and if each service conducted its affairs with reason-
able standards of managerial efficiency, the same amount of defense
could be obtained for less money. But if the budget is cut on these
grounds, there is no guaranty that the desired results will follow.
Rather, it seems more likely that many of the inefficiencies will re-
main and the cuts will mean a reduction in military effectiveness.
This type of argument was used to support budget cuts in the late
forties and is being used today. Even though it is demonstrably
true that budget cutting is not the way to efficiency, the persistence of
inefficiency will obviously weaken the political case for any budget
that is submitted by the services to the President or to Congress.

The fourth weakness of the system also stems from its archaic char-
acter. The budget has always been prepared, considered, and en-
acted on an annual basis: but with the defense budget in particular
decisions must be made today whose effects wil be felt for years in the
future. A new weapon takes years to develop and years to produce.
A development decision today contemplates expenditures in the years
to come. And expenditures on long-lead items today result from de-
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cisions made in the past-perhaps by earlier Presidents and almost
certainly by earlier Congresses. Consequently, the frequent com-
plaints that the budget is uncontrollable, and the attempts to restore
annuality to a budget which is inherently unannual. The annual
state of the budget is a time-honored subject for political congratula-
tion or condemnation, but preoccupation with it can seriously de-
flect attention from effective and efficient programing for defense.

PossIBILrriEs OF I3MPROVEMENT

While defense budgeting is necessarily complex and difficult, sub-
stantial improvements can be made in the process as it exists at
present.

The first requirement, in my opinion, is a program budget that
will show in a meaningful way what military forces are to be sup-
ported by the budget. While the best form for a program budget is
a matter of extended discussion, it is easy to see how great improve-
ments over the present system could easily be achieved.

The advent of megaton weapons has focused attention on what
has come to be called the strategic and the tactical aspects of de-
fense. Strategic forces are those required to deter or to win all-out
war. Tactical forces are those neded to deter or win limited war.
I suggest that the distinction between strategic and tactical could
usefully be employed in presenting the budget. In fact if the dis-
tinction is essential in devising national strategy, there is a strong
presumption that it should be used in considering the budget. Un-
der the heading "Strategic" would be included the Strategic Air
Command whether located at home or abroad, the Continental Air
Defense Command (which includes the air defense units of the Army,
the Navy, and Air Force) and civilian defense. Tactical, on the other
hand, would include virtually the whole of the Army, the Marine
Corps, and tactical air and air transport.

In view of the difficulties of separating its functions, the Navy
(except the Marine Corps) would probably have to be included in
a category of its own, serving both tactical and strategic purposes.

Research and development is an item that should also be shown
separately. Research, especially, cannot and should not be classified
with respect to its tactical and strategic implications.

The remainder of the defense budget would cover the administra-
tive overhead of the Department of befense. A budget constructed
on these lines would center attention on critical issues. It would not
only permit a more intelligent examination of the total size of the
budget than is possible now, but would raise the vital question of
distribution between strategic and tactical forces. Within the cate-
gory of strategic, the budget would facilitate consideration of the
relative emphasis to be given to defense and offense. A consolidated
budget for research and development on the other hand would raise
the question whether enough or too much attention was being given
to the long-run future in relation to current defense needs. Such a
budget need not affect the appropriations structure or the organization
of the Department of Defense. Appropriations would continue to be
made to the individual services for administrative purposes. Still
less would such a budget imply a step toward unification of the
services. It would merely recognize in the financial field what has
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already been recognized in the field of military operations, that the
various services contribute to common ends. I cannot argue that the
inclusion of the Navy as a separate category is logical. But since the
same units can perform both strategic and tactical operations, an arti-
ficial division into the two categories would probably be a source of
needless and even vehement argument.

Critics of this kind of proposal fear that departures from tradition
would weaken political support for defense; that the Congress is more
likely to look with favor on the Army if it does not examine too closely
what it does, than if it is impressed with the Army's tactical mission.
In addition to a general faith in decisions made on the basis of knowl-
edge rather than ignorance, the record suggests to me that any change
in the direction of clarity would result in improvement.

The second improvement that I have to suggest is that professional
economic analysis be brought to bear in a systematic way on the ques-
tion of what the country can afford.

The establishment of the President's Council of Economic Advisers
and the Joint Committee on the Economic Report have been important
steps in the right direction, but they are not enough. While the Joint
Committee has performed invaluable services in educating the Con-
gress as a whole and the public on economic matters, I doubt whether
it has had a direct impact on budgetary decisions. In the executive
branch the Council has not exercised as much influence as the Treasury
or the Budget Bureau. In fact, in recent years the Council has cen-
tered its attention on short-run business fluctuations rather than on

In both the Congress and the executive branch this situation can be
remedied. The Congress, I believe, should consider the establishment
of a Joint Committee on Fiscal Policy. Such a committee would be
relatively small in numbers and would consist of leading members of
the four financial committees and of the Joint Committee on the Eco-
nomic Report. Its function would be to review the President's budget
from a broad point of view and to lay down guidelines for policy, with
respect to appropriations, expenditures, taxation, and borrowing based
on its assessment of program requirements on the one hand and the
economic capacity of the country on the other. Such a committee
would not attempt to foreclose discussion in the regular committees
by the imposition of ceilings (as was attempted in connection with
the legislative budget) but it would provide for a unified consideration
of budgetary policy that has been lacking in the Congress since the
Appropriations Committee was separated from the Ways and Means
Committee in the late 19th century.

On the Executive side, I believe that the President should receive
organized rather than sporadic fiscal advice. He should not rely on
the economic advice of the Cabinet member he sees most frequently
or finds most congenial. Further the President in submitting the
budget should submit an economic analysis of it. In fact, his Economic
Report should consist largely of an analysis of the budget and its
effects on both short-run stability and longer run growth.

To achieve these ends coordination within the Executive Office is
needed; and I think some formality would be an advantage. The fact
that the National Security Council is a formal body has resulted in a
closer coordination of diplomatic and defense policy than would have
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occurred had the President merely relied on coordination through the
White House staff. Similarly a Fiscal and Monetary Council that
included the Treasury, the Budget Bureau, the Council of Economic
Advisers, the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Loan Admin-
istration could be responsible for advising the President on an admin-
istration fiscal policy. AWVhile Cabinet members, in their public pro-
nouncements, would not and probably should not always conform to
the administration's official policy, they could be required,bhy inquisi-
tive congressional committees or newspaper reporters to explain their
disagreements with it.

The third area where improvement is needed is in the promotion of
efficiency. As I have said above, the record of experience does not
indicate that congressional or Budget Bureau investigating of budget
proposals has produced efficiency, particularly of the major kind that
could be achieved by reduction of needless interservice competition.
(I say "needless" advisedly: some competition among the services-in
weapon development, for instance-is probably desirable.) The solu-
tion does not lie in the Appropriations Committee hiring large staffs
of accountants or other inquisitors. Congressional investigation of
that kind frequently produces the wrong results. The safest way to
escape the investigation is to remain in traditional grooves. Efficiency
in conditions of rapid technological change requires bold experimenta-
tion, in the course of which mistakes will inevitably be made. Ex-
perimeters should be encouraged rather than intimidated.

I continue to believe that efficiency must be achieved through im-
proved management in the Department of Defense. In some areas,
such as property accounting, personnel management and procurement,
business principles are likely to be helpful. But at the levels of policy
formation, defense differs radically from business; and the application
of business principles can lead not to efficiency but to catastrophe.
Business criteria cannot be applied to the conduct of military opera-
tions, where expenditure of materiel becomes a secondary considera-
tion. I do not suggest that Congress and the Budget Bureau should
give up interest in efficiency. Rather they should devote their efforts
to review after the actual fact rather than, as at present, before the
hypothetical fact. In that way they could disencumber the budgetary
process from a great deal of pettifogging detail and could direct their
attention, more efficiently than they now do, to the significant questions
of management.

The fourth possibility of improvement relates to long-lead items.
At the present time this subject is beclouded by the recommendations
of the Hoover Commission. That Commission has recommended that
congressional control be established by reverting to the contract-au-
thorization procedure which was given up some years ago by the Ap-
propriations Committee.

The alternatives are, on the one hand, to continue with the present
procedure whereby an initial appropriation is intended to be used over
a number of years to cover the entire cost of a procurement item or
a construction project. Under the proposed system, a contract au-
thorization is recommended by the Appropriations Committee to
cover the entire cost. Annual appropriations are then made to meet
payments as they become due.

The major advantage of the proposed method is that if a project
lapses or if the procurement originally contemplated is given up. there
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are no disembodied appropriations searching for a resting place. Un-
der the present system appropriations, unless rescinded, can be used
for purposes that were not contemplated at the time they were made.
The major disadvantage of the proposed method is that it may create
uncertainty in the minds of contractors as to whether their projects will
be financed. If they feel they run greater risks of termination of their
contracts, the terms on which the Government can contract will de-
teriorate.

The controversy over these two methods has deflected attention from
the important issue-the need to project the budget into the future and
to review long-lead procurement as it proceeds. Unless the Congress
does these things, no appropriation device will achieve meaningful
congressional control. If they are done, either method should work
equally well.

My positive suggestion therefore is that the present controversy be
abandoned and that attention be directed to the problems of projection
and continuing review.

These modest suggestions are intended to increase the rationality
of decisions concerning the defense budget. Contrary to some po-
litical "realists" I believe that the quality of political decisions can be
improved by rational thought. Defense decisions are far from
rational-as is illustrated by our present policy of unilateral disarm-
ament. As a nation we chronically fail to realize that modest invest-
ments in deterring wars can avoid vast expenditures of human life and
natural resources in fighting them. Improved budgeting alone will
not correct the situation. But it will help.

97735-57---37
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FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR FOREIGN AID

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S
FOREIGN AID PROGRAMS AND EXPENDITURES TO
THE PROCESSES OF ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THE
PRIVATE SECTORS OF THE ECONOMY; THE USEFUL-
NESS OR LIMITATIONS OF SUCH PROGRAMS FOR PUR-
POSES OF STABILIZATION; AND THE STANDARDS
EMPLOYED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE IN DE-
TERMINING THE KIND AND SIZE OF SUCH PROGRAMS
REQUESTED

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Statement submitted by John S. Hoghliand II, Acting Assistant
Secretary for Congressional Relations

VV lun reference Ito .the fisV-, 11i;i t-be 1-n--rt--n-ent nf State
does not claim special competence in the evaluation of domestic eco-
nomic developments, it recognizes that there may be varying types
of relationship, e. g., long term and short term as described below,
between foreign aid programs and expenditures and the state of the
domestic economy and it appreciates the importance to our foreign
policy itself of maintaining a healthy and growing domestic economy.
In connection with this topic, your attention has probably already
been drawn to the study prepared by the National Planning Associa-
tion for the Senate Special Committee To Study the Foreign Aid
Program, which was printed under the title "The Foreign Aid Pro-
grams and the United States Economy."

The general conclusions of this study seem to be well supported
by the evidence. In brief, its analysis indicates that foreign-aid pro-
grams (military and economic combined) are currently absorbing
slightly in excess of 1 percent of the gross national product and that
since 1948 they have absorbed an average of 1.7 percent of the gross
national product. The study concludes that, in the light of these
relative magnitudes, "it is difficult to claim that domestic employment,
prices, or consumption as a whole could have been seriously affected,
for better or worse, by foreign aid expenditures." The study does
point out, however, that foreign-aid programs have been of somewhat
greater significance to certain industries and certain sectors of the
economy.

It should be noted in this connection that the study covers the effects
of both military and economi-ic foreign-aid programs, but that it ex-
cludes from consideration programs under the Agricultural Trade
Development and Assistance Act, which it treats as "not foreign aid
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but * * * in the nature of a sale of United States farm surpluses for
foreign currencies."

Finally, the study makes no attempt to measure the indirect effects
of foreign-aid programs, but points out that the economic growth
and stability abroad which they have helped produce "has created an
increasing demand for goods and services produced in the United
States, which these countries were better able to purchase with their
foreign exchange earnings"; and that in the absence of foreign-aid
programs "it is likely * * * that larger domestic defense expenditures
would have been necessary."

The Department, while not necessarily endorsing all statements or
conclusions appearing in this study, believes that it gives a careful and
well-balanced assessment of the domestic impact of the foreign-aid pro-
grams. The study might well have given more attention to some of
the longer term effects of the aid program on the United States econ-
omy. By assisting countries to maintain their independence as a part
of the free world, they remain a part of the trading system of the
free world with mutual benefits resulting from the profitable exchange
of resources. By assisting countries in their economic development or
reconstruction, the level of world trade can be expected to increase
with obvious benefits to all countries. This has already been dra-
matically demonstrated in the case of reconstruction aid to Europe,as well as by the historical record of increasing international trade as
countries become more developed.

The summary of the study referred to follows:

THE FOREIGN AID PROGRAMS AND THE UNITED STATES
ECONOMY

SECTION I. SUMMARY

During the period 1948-55, the United States provided ap-
proximately $43 billion of economic and military aid to
numerous countries throughout the world. In recent years,
approximately one-half of foreign aid has been for military
assistance, one-third for defense support assistance, 7 percent
for development assistance, 5 percent for technical coopera-
tion and the remaining 4 to 5 percent for various other uses,
including the President's contingency fund. The purpose
of this report is to indicate the impact of these aid programs
on the economy of the United States.

Before summarizing these effects, it should be emphasized
that the beneficial and adverse impact of thb foreign aid pro-
grams on the United States economy should be viewed in
the light of their efectiveness in helping to attain the ob-
jectives of the United States foreign economic policy. The
objectives of the foreign aid programs have been the restora-
tion and reconstruction of war ravaged areas, helping under-
developed areas to help themselves, and strengthening the
defenses of the free world. It is not the purpose of this re-
port to appraise the extent to which these objectives have
been achieved. No Government program is without cost.
However, in evaluating the cost of the foreign aid programs,
their major objectives should be kept in mind.
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The major conclusion of this report is that the costs of the
foreign aid programs seen in the perspective of the economy
as a whole have been relatively small. Since 1948, the aver-
age share of our gross national product which has gone for
foreign aid has been 1.7 percent. In 1956, this share has
dropped to around 1.1 percent. During this latter year, the
United States per capita cost of foreign aid programs, after
deducting repayments from foreign countries, has been
$23.07. Foreign aid, in 1956, accounted for about 6.4 per-
cent of total United States Government expenditures. The
average for the period 1948-55 has been 9.4 percent of total
United States Government expenditures.

Foreign aid has taken about 1.5 percent of this country's
total industrial, agricultural, and mining production during
the last 9 years. In the absence of foreign aid, production in
these sectors of the economy would not necessarily have dim-
inished by this amount. Tax reductions in the amount needed
to support the foreign aid programs, or other Government
programs which might have been increased, especially in
defense, could well have offset any drop in the demand for
United States commodities resulting from abandonment of
foreign aid. It is fair to say, however, that during a period
of inflation, such as mid-1950 to mid-1951, the increase in for-
eign aid programs tended to aggravate, though very slight-
ly, the inflationary situation. In conrast, du-rnllg peiobUsU u.f

recession, such as 1948 and 1954, the maintenance of foreign
aid purchases tended to act as a stabilizing force. Once
again, however, the importance of foreign aid as a factor of
stability should not be exaggerated.

In the early years of the foreign aid program, agricultural
commodities were quite important in that more than 5 percent
of total United States production of certain types of farm
goods were shipped as foreign aid. Such commodities in-
cluded bread grains, coarse grains, rice, cotton, and tobacco.
In recent years of the foreign aid program, agricultural com-
modities tended to diminish in relative importance and manu-
factured items came to the fore. Some of these manufactured
items were also of importance during the earlier years of the
program. The foreign aid items which account for a relative-
ly important share of their industry's total production are
tractors; conveying, mining, and construction equipment;
machine tools; and engines and turbines. Since 1952, the for-
eign aid shipments of aircraft, engines, and parts have been
of great importance, quite probably as a result of increasing
military aid shipments. There are, however, many more
items shown in the body of the report, with respect to which
2 to 5 percent of total United States production was shipped
as foreign aid.

Assuming a gross national production level by 1965 of $565
billion (in 1955 prices), the United States could double the
present size of the foreign-aid program by then with little
additional impact on the United States economy. The com-
modities most likely to be affected by such an increased level
of foreign aid would be primarily agricultural.
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Since on the average about 1.5 percent of United States
production has been involved in foreign aid, it is difficult to
claim that domestic employment, prices, or consumption as a
whole could have been seriously affected, for better or worse,
by foreign-aid expenditures. The impact on employment
varies from one region to another, depending upon the com-
rn nrl if tnral clinow n J ftk Ail --P XT nooh -- -Ia fk n t AAT-f

differ during periods of inflation and recession. On the
whole, however, the inflationary or stabilizing effects have
been very slight.

The data found in the appended tables indicate that the for-
eign-aid programs have not been used generally to aid dis-
tressed industries. Indeed, in some instances foreign-aid
expenditures for certain commodities have decreased during
periods of recession or of distress for those industries.

For agricultural products, the inclusion of these items
served the dual purpose of providing foreign aid and helping
to support domestic industries.

In the case of the United States shipping industry, prefer-
ence legislation-calling for the shipping of a minimum of
50 percent of foreign aid commodities in United States
ships-has been of some help. The basic ills of this industry
remain, however, and tramp ships are being lost at a rapid
rate to foreign registry. Only fuller utilization of existing
subsidy legislation would be capable of maintaining an ade-
quate United States merchant marine.

In addition to the direct effects of foreign aid, there are also
indirect effects which enter into an analysis of the costs and
benefits of these programs to the United States. Those indus-
tries which produce items for foreign aid utilize the products
and services of other industries in order to make their finished
goods. Moving the aid from this country to its destination in
turn utilizes the services and products of still other industries.
It is estimated that approximately 600,000 workers have been
employed each year in the United States directly and indirect-
ly as a result of foreign-aid expenditures.

Foreign aid, both in terms of goods and services, has helped
to increase the flow of necessary commodities and raw mate-
rials to the United States. Some of these items are critical
to our stockpile and defense needs. Others tend to raise
standards of living and cut costs of consumer goods. At the
same time, foreign aid has in some cases aided in the recon-
struction or modernization of industries abroad which com-
pete with similar industries in the United States. However,
foreign aid has also brought about the development of indus-
tries and of stabilized economies abroad. Thereby, it has
created an increasing demand for goods and services pro-
duced in the United States, which these countries were better
able to purchase with their own foreign-exchange earnings.
(Such indirect effects on the United States economy and on
United States foreign trade of the aid program have not been
analyzed in this report.)
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With reference to your second point, the Department believes that
foreign-aid programs should be designed primarily to achieve the
foreign-policy objectives of the United States, and must respond pri-
marily to our foreign-policy and security needs. This is particularly
true since, as pointed out above, the short-ranae impact of foreign aid
on the domestic economy as a whole is probably of marginal signifi-
cance. Therefore, while such program might have some effects for bet-
ter or worse on certain sectors of the domestic economy, a serious and
consistent attempt to use the foreign-aid programs to provide off-
setting or stimulating effects on the domestic economy would not, if in
conflict with foreign-policy objectives, appear justified; to do so would
reduce our effectiveness in dealing with foreign-policy problems and
might very likely compound these problems. The size of foreign-aid
programs must, of course, in view of the importance of the free world
as well as to ourselves of a strong United States economy, be related
to the capacity of our economy to finance them; the Department be-
lieves, however, that within the historical range of magnitude of past
and present programs they have been (as the National Planning Asso-
ciation study indicates) well within this limit.

In regard to such effect as foreign-aid expenditures may have in
connection with stabilization of the United States economy, expendi-
tures for the foreign aid would be similar to any other expenditures
for the same commodities when procurement is done in this country.
In cases where procurement is outside the United States, however, the
impact on the United States economy would be somewhat later and
could not be identified with any particular commodity. In these
cases, the dollar receipts of other countries arising from the pro-
curement would be merged with dollars earned from trade or by other
means and thus lose any separate identity.

With reference to your third point, the Department reaches its
judgment with respect to the kind and size of such programs requested
in full consultation with other concerned departments; it is deter-
mined by a careful weighin of foreign policy and national security
needs. Many factors pertaining to both domestic and foreign con-
siderations 0o into this judgment. Further, what is done in any one
country, altiough based on a careful analysis of the relative needs
from the pertinent military, economic, and political points of view,
must be affected by competing requirements, similarly determined, of
other countries.

With respect to military aid, among other factors entering into the
judgment are, of course, the geographic location of recipient coun-
tries, their political, economic, and strategic importance, their rela-
tionships with the United States, and their requirements for maintain-
ing an adequate defense. The economic component of military aid
(otherwise known as defense support) is determined by the amount
considered necessary to support the military effort.

Financial assistance under the aid program for the economic de-
velopment of other countries will henceforth be made available under
the development loan fund authorized by the Mutual Security Act
of 1957. Loans will be made for specific projects or programs in less-
developed countries where financing cannot be obtained elsewhere on
reasonable terms and where the projects are technically sound and
will contribute to economic growth. The amount of $500 million re-
quested by the executive branch for the first year's capital for the fund
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was determined on the basis of experience under previous programs
and was intended to provide for a modest increase in United States
assistance for economic development to reflect the greater relative
emphasis desired for this type of aid.

The actual process of formulating foreign aid programs and budget
requests to finance them is a very complex one difficult to describe in
terms of any simple criteria other than the relationship of foreign pol-
icy and national security needs to the availability of our real and
budgetary resources to ilee t-e rn. The subject was touched on by
Secretary Dulles, Deputy Secretary of Defense Robertson, and Mr.
Hollister in their testimony on April 8 and 10, 1957, before the Senate
Special Committee to Study the Foreign Aid Program, and by Mr.
Hollister in his testimony before the subcommittee of the House Ap-
propriations Committee on April 3, 1957. The following extracts
from some of this testimony may be useful in this regard:

TESTIMONY OF SECRETARY DULLES BEFoRE SENATE SPECIAL
COMMITTEE To STUDY THE FoREIGN Am PRoGRAx, APRIL 8,
1957

(Replying to a question from Senator Mansfield on policy
guidance on military aid)

Secretary DULLES. The basic policy problems come up for
discussion in the National Security Council. The questions
of what our policy shall be in relation to this country or that,
how large a Military Establishment would be appropriate,
how it would be fitted into our overall common defense, are
discussed usually at the National Security Council. They are
reviewed first and prepared for the National Security Council
by the Planning Board of the National Security Council
where the different agencies are all represented, and in those
considerations the Secretary of State takes a very leading and
active part.

Now when the basic decisions are reached as to the kind
and size and so forth of Military Establishment which we
would support, and roughly the figure at which it would be
supported, then a good deal of the detail work is passed on to
Defense and ICA.

TESTIMONY OF DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ROBERTSON
BEFORE SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE To STUDY THE FOR-
EIGN Am PRoGRAM, APRIL 8, 1957

(On the subject of long-range planning)

Mr. ROBERTSON. This relates to long-range planning * *
What is our present practice with respect to long-range

planning? In fact, of course, we necessarily engage in a sub-
stantial amount of planning which looks a number of years to
the future. The process of planning is twofold. It involves,
first, the determination of aid requirements in terms of long-
term United States security interests and, second, program-
ing to fill these requirements.
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In support of any decision as to whether to give aid to a
country and as to the general nature of a country program,
there occurs within thelNational Security Council mechanism
the most careful study and planning in terms of our national
security situations. 'With NSC guidance, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff develop, for each country to receive military aid, a force
goal-that is, the level of forces which that country should at-
tain in order for it to perform effectively its mission in the
free-world defense system. These force goals are carefully
worked out on the basis of the country's strategic location
and its optimum military potential, and they are revised from
time to time to reflect the latest developments. Full consul-
tation with the country concerned is undertaken on a continu-
ing basis to insure common understanding and unity of pur-
pose. These processes which I have described are basic to the
development of our aid requirements. They are, in my judg-
ment, characterized by careful and imaginative long-range
planning within the limits of the realities of fund availabil-
ity, the rapid pace of weapons systems development, and the
evolution of concepts of warfare.

Our planning and programing to fill these requirements
must also take into consideration needs and availabilities sev-
eral years hence. For example, we are now in the process of
preparing our fiscal year 1959 program. This program will
result in deliveries in 1960 and 1961 and will be the basis for
militarv yanabilities in the first half of the 1960's. In part,
this sort of long-term thinking is necessitated by the long
production lead time on many of the items of equipment we
provide. We must also phase our deliveries with strategic
requirements dictated by a changing world situation and with
the ability of the recipients to receive, use, and take care of the
equipment. I believe that it is in this area particularly-
planning for the fulfillment of well-conceived future require-
ments-that some improvement can be made.

To some extent this improvement can be, and is being, gen-
erated within the executive branch under existing legislative
authority. Our planning and programing procedures have
undergone revision in the last year. We think these changes
represent substantial improvement, but experience with the
fiscal year 1958 and 1959 programs will indicate whether we
,are finally right. Revised planning procedures initiated in
fiscal year 1957 provide for the maintenance in Washington
of relatively long-range plans within which annual programs
are detailed -and fully justified. Provision has been made for
the continuous review and revision of these plans in light of
changing military, political, and economic conditions. Re-
quirements are so 'arranged that highest priority needs can
be isolated in 'any desired magnitude -and made applicable
to 'any given area. While our procedures for administering
military aid have in many cases been time-consuming, we are
now developing steps to greatly simplify some of the admin-
istrative processing. Our MAAG's 'at the country level, and
unified commands 'at the regional level, are experienced in
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evaluating requirements and effectiveness. Despite differ-
ences between the evaluation process in NATO (called the
annual review) and the procedure employed in the Pacific
land Caribbean Command areas, I believe we are now gaining
accuracy in evaluating the effectiveness of our programs.
However, we are aware that we must make even greater ef-
forts in this direction.

TESTIMONY OF MR. HOLLISTER BEFORE SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES, APRIL 2, 1957

(Replying to a question from Mr. Gary regarding the sum
total approved by ICA, State and Defense, and requested
of the Bureau of the Budget prior to establishment of the
$4.4 billion figure)
Mr. HOLLISTER. Let me give a little explanation of how

we arrive at these figures.
We send out, as you know, our guidelines for the pro-

grams; this was in the record yesterday, so I will just sum-
marize it quickly today, which, in turn, are followed by the
missions.

The figures come in. They 'are looked over by the people
in the various desks and areas in my shop. State Depart-
ment, of course, does the same thing. A long series of meet-
ings are held between State and us, in which Treasury,
Budget, 'and Agriculture participate.

We have all the people who might be concerned. I thought
Agriculture might come in because of the Public Law 480 ac-
tivities and little by little those are refined out, so that each
country, each area, reaches some tentative conclusions, which
,are then reviewed by me and reviewed in State, and then we
sit down and try to reach some kind of an agreement.

All the way through that activity there are Budget rep-
resentatives sitting with us. Our people sit and discuss these
various things with Budget, so Budget sees the formation
of the whole picture.

When the whole matter is concluded, a letter goes to the
Bureau of the Budget indicating what we have finally con-
cluded should be the program for the coming year.

TESTIMONY OF MR. HOLLISTER BEFORE SuBcoMMrTTEE OF THE
CoMMiTTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
JUNE 19, 1957

(From Mr. Hollister's general statement)

DEVELOPMENT LOAN FIND

Mr. HOLLISTER. * * *
Now, I would like to take up the question of why the partic-

ular amounts which we have requested are required.
We are now providing development.assistance of over $400

million annually, including that part of defense support
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which goes to development purposes. Most of the studies of
development assistance, which have now been conducted for
the Congress for the executive branch and by competent
private groups, have concluded that substantially more
United States development financing could be used effec-
tively.

These conclusions are supported by information presently
available. After reviewing known development plans and
proposals for projects, my staff has estimated tentatively that
worthwhile applications for fund financing might amount,
in obligational requirements for the fiscal year 1958, to about
$1 billion, and for each of the following 2 fiscal years between
$1.1 billion and $1.3 billion. These possible project proposals
cover a wide variety of fields-basic transportation, power
facilities, agriculture, private industry, and health and educa-
tion. I am submitting with this statement a separate memo-
randum on the question of the fund's magnitude, which dis-
cusses briefly possibilities in each of these fields.

As part of its study of these possibilities, my staff has had
informal talks with the staiff of an existing public lending
agency. We have concluded that there are a number of proj-
ects and programs which are economically sound and techni-
cally feasible, but which existing public lending agencies
have not felt able to finance alone because of the foreign-ex-
chanlge p llm, and wikll. t-h. -d _ e able to f

in conjunction with these agencies.
A further fact, which may help to explain why the antici-

pated applications for fund financing exceed the present level
of development assistance, is that we expect the fund to en-
gage in several new activities.

I have particularly in mind here activities directly designed
to encourage growth of private enterprise. For example:
loans to private entities, purchase of their income debentures
for possible eventual resale to private investors, and financ-
ing of private-public or quasi-public development banks in
less-developed countries which would help finance private
businesses.

The requirement for fund financing is thus not unlimited,
but it is somewhat greater than could be met from present
levels of development assistance. What will happen if we
do not meet this requirement-if we-provide the fund with
less resources than could be used effectively ?
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Robert E. Asher, the Brookings Institution,

In determining the level and distribution of foreign aid appropria-
tions, political, strategic, and humanitarian considerations have been
more important than purely economic criteria. In fact, it would
be naive to think that economic considerations could be governing
in this kind of situation. How can one estimate accurately the value
to the United States of preserving the independence of country A in
the face of Communist aggression? How measure in dollars and
cents the importance of helping to satisfy in some measure the revo-
lution of rising expectations that has two-thirds of the world writhing
in its grip?

A fresh analysis of the full case for and against foreign aid might
be a valuable service, but such analysis is not the function of this
article. In this review of foreign aid as an item of Federal expendi-
ture, I propose first to recall certain outstanding features of the aid
programs as they have developed over the years. I intend them to
examine in turn the impact of foreign aid programs on the American
economy, on world trade, and on the economies of recipient countries.
In discussing foreign aid and the economies of recipient countries, I
do not intend to evaluate aid programs in particular areas, but
rather to analyze a few recent developments of economic interest-
specifically, the difference to the recipient nation between military aid
and economic aid, the problems of relying increasingly on loans as the
technique for providing economic aid, and the special problems con-
nected with the extension of loans repayable in local currencies.

EVOLUTION OF AID PROGRAMS

The term "foreign aid" has been used loosely to encompass a
variety of military, economic, technical, and humanitarian activities.
The mixture has changed as the international environment, or the
American appraisal thereof, has changed. The aid programs have
been justified at different times and by different groups on different
grounds. They have included at least three totally different under-
takings: rehabilitating and reconstructing the economies of war-
devastated allies, strengthening and subsidizing the military defenses
of the free world, and promoting economic growth and political de-
mocracy in underdeveloped areas.

Repairing the ravages of war was the purpose of the United Na-
tions Relief and Rehabilitation Administration and of the Marshall
plan. By and large, this purpose was successfully achieved during

I The views expressed in this paper are those of the author. They do not necessarilyreflect the views of other members of the Brookings staff or of the administrative officersof the institution.
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the course of the European recovery program initiated in 1948. Be-
fore the end of its allotted 4-year period, however, an extensive pro-
gram of military aid had been undertaken. Military aid is an invest-
ment in the mutual security of the United States and the recipient
nation. Its duration depends primarily on the duration-and the
nature-of the Soviet threat. Aid for the promotion of economic
growth along democratic lines in areas that have long been stagnant
requires American participation in an extremely complex under-
taking. On this delicate task, only a beginning has been made.

At first the job of facilitating economic development was thought
of primarily as one for the International Bank, which would make
loans for specific development projects, repayable in the currencies
borrowed. When it became apparent that the underdeveloped coun-
tries were in need not only of power, transportation, and basic facili-
ties but also of information and know-how, the technical assistance
program was initiated.2 Technical assistance was at first thought
of primarily as the provision of scientific know-how, of information
concerning hybrid corn, DDT, rinderpest vaccine, simple hand tools,
and similar matters. Only gradually did the world begin to realize
the extent to which development was hampered also by deep-seated
social and institutional barriers. More technical assistance was then
devoted to the creation of climates and institutions believed favorable
to growth and progress-community development programs, land
reform programs, rural credit institutions, and aids to small business.

In addition to technical assistance and so-called hard lualiis 'or
approved projects, loans repayable in local currencies have been au-
thorized. The authority to make loans on easier terms than those of
the International Bank and the Export-Import Bank is being ex-
tended and given added importance through the development loan
fund provided for in the Mutual Security Act of 1957.

Over the years, much has been learned about both the process of
economic growth and the manner in which foreign aid can contribute
to such growth. Much still remains unknown, however, and time must
elapse before any particular theories will be fully validated by events.

At their peak in 1953, expenditures for foreign assistance (net grants
and credits utilized) reached $6.3 billion. Foreign assistance then
fell off to an average of $4.4 billion for the years 1954-56, inclusive.
During this period, military assistance comprised a larger proportion
of total assistance, and economic and technical aid a smaller propor-
tion, than during other postwar years. The disposition of agricultural
surpluses was pushed with vigor and nonmilitary assistance to friendly
countries consisted to a growing degree of surplus commodities and,
toward the end of the period, of grants and loans of local currencies
received as a result of sales of surplus commodities. Local currencies
were accumulated by the United States at a much more rapid rate than
they were reloaned or otherwise used, with the result that the United
States claims on and holdings of foreign currencies arising from agri-
cultural commodity sales reached the equivalent of $1.3 billion by
March 31, 1957.S

'There were, of course, some small-scale precedents in the field of technical assistance
and political as well as economic reasons for giving new emphasis, to this form of aid in
1949.

8 U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, Foreign Grants and
Credits by the United States Government, March 1957 Quarter, p. 4.
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During recent years also the Soviet Union stepped up its efforts to
penetrate the underdeveloped countries by strategically timed offers
of military assistance, trade agreements, gifts, loans, and technical
and cultural exchanges.

FOREIGN ASSISTANCE AND THE AMERICAN ECONOMY

In absolute terms, $58 billion is obviously a substantial sum. It is
the approximate amount of foreign assistance provided by the United
States during the 111/2 years that ended December 31, 1956. Of that
total; $26.3 billion-an average of $5.3 billion per year-was used dur-
ing the period July 1, 1945, to June 30, 1950, and $31.3 billion-an
average of $4.8 billion per year-was granted or loaned in the post-Korean years.4 The post-Korean total is about equal to the national
income of Pakistan, a nation of more than 80 million people, and
exceeds the national incomes of Venezuela or of Denmark, for the
period in question. In the perspective of our enviable American
economy, however, it has not been a very significant item. It is con-
siderably below the amount received by a single American corpora-
tion, the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, during the corre-
sponding 61/2 years, from its sales of crude oil, products, and services.

Foreign aid may be defined in various ways. If a foreign country
assumes the risks involved in providing the United States with the
site for a major airbase and in a separate transaction obtains an aid
grant, has the United States made a gift or has it compensated the
foreign nation for risks assumed? If the United States Government
makes a dollar loan which is to be repaid in full, should the principal
amount of the loan be regarded as foreign aid? The figure $58 billion
given above treats the airbase transaction as a grant and includes loans
until they are repaid. It would be considerably smaller if it excluded
outstanding loans and considerably larger if the calculation were
based on gross grants and credits instead of net grants and credits.

Theoretically "aid may be defined as a transfer of resources, either
in goods and services or in money, without a commensurate retrans-
fer either simultaneously or in the future. In the case of loans, the aid
component may be considered to be the difference between the actual
interest rate charged by the Government and the one which would
have to be charged if the loans had to be made through commercial
channels.5 (But if the loans could not have been obtained through
commercial channels, is it not appropriate to consider the principal
amount also as aid? What would have been the interest rate on a
commercial loan to Italy or to China in 1946?)

"It is the purpose of aid to raise the recipient country's resources so
that the total of its consumer, business, and government expenditures
can be higher than its total production without such aid." G To this
end, the United States in 1946 dedicated 2.6 percent of its annual pro-
duction of goods and services. In the flourishing economy of the
postwar period, the gross national product of the United States
has mounted rapidly, with the result that foreign aid dropped in 1956

4 See table II. The figures exclude the United States Government Investment of $3.4billion In the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the InternationalMonetary Fund, and the International Finance Corporation.
5Wather Lederer, Foreign Aid and the United States Balance of Payments, SocialScience. vol. 29, No. 4, October 1954, pp. 231-232.
6 Ibid.
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to only 1 percent of total output. In relation to the expenditures of
the Federal Government, expenditures for foreign assistance declined
from nearly 17 percent of the total to less than 6.5 percent.7

The impact of the foreign aid programs on the domestic economy
has been analyzed in a recent report prepared for the Senate Special
Committee To Study the Foreign Aid Program. This report, other
highlights of which are noted below, points out that

Since on the average about 1.5 percent of United States
production has been involved in foreign aid, it is difficult to
claim that domestic employment, prices, or consumption as
a whole could have been seriously affected, for better or
worse, by foreign aid expenditures. The impact on employ-
ment varies from one region to another, depending upon the
commodity * * * and the effects differ during periods of in-
flation and recession. On the whole, however, the infla--
tionary or stabilizing effects have been very slight.8

Nevertheless, foreign aid programs are not without costs. During
a period of inflationary pressures, they contribute to such pressures.
At any time, their discontinuance and a corresponding increase in
other economic, social, or security programs of the Government could
speed the attainment of other desirable objectives. A tax reduction in
the amount of the foreign aid program would be widely welcomed.9

The report estimates that about 600,000 workers have been em-
ployed each year, directly and indirectly, as a result of foreign aid ex-
penditures. (ioods and services vitally important to friendly nations
have been provided. These in turn have helped to increase the reverse
flow of necessary commodities and raw materials to the United States.
Our programs may in some cases have aided industries abroad which
compete with similar industries in the United States. At the same
time, however, they have helped to expand the level of economic ac-
tivity abroad, thereby increasing overall demand for the goods and
services of this country."0

Government grants and loans are usually tied to specific goods and
services. Many man-hours are devoted to firming up these ties and
insuring that funds will be expended only for the agreed commodities
and services. It is natural to assume that, if the aid funds are used
to buy wheat, the result will be to increase our exports of wheat and
the recipient country's imports of an essential foodstuff. Because aid
funds are rarely the only funds available to a nation, the assumption
oversimplifies the relationships.

Foreign aid, for example, has played an important role in financing
American agricultural exports but probably a less important one than
that indicated by the statistics on commodities obtained with aid
funds. Government procurement is a complicated, costly, and time-
consuming process. Every aid administrator learns quickly that send-

7 National Planning Association, The Foreign Aid Programs and the United States
Economy, a study prepared pursuant to S. Res. 285, 84th Cong., and S. Res. 35, 85th
Cong. ,* p53.

5 Ibid. .2
DIbld., p. 12.
20 bid., pp. 3, 7. Regarding assistance received by Industries competing with similar

ones In this country, the report notes that this does not necessarily mean that the foreign
producer has obtained a competitive advantage over American producers as a result of
American aid. Even when American assistance takes the form of a grant to the foreign
government, the foreign businessman pays his government, in the currency of his country,
for the equipment he receives (p. 15).

97735-57-38
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ing a shipload of wheat abroad is easier than spending an equivalent
sum for a list of manufactured products having complex specifications.
The convenience of everyone except the recipient government appears
to be served by using aid funds to procure agricultural commodities
in bulk wherever feasible, and requiring the recipient nation to finance
other essential imports from its free dollars. At the same time. this
minimizes the volume of aid funds utilized for purposes that might
be construed as competitive with domestic industry.

When aid funds have the indirect effect of helping other countries
to build up their gold and dollar reserves, the effect on the United
States economy is not the same as when foreign reserves are being
depleted. During the early postwar years, European countries were
drawing down their reserves. The aid extended during this period
of declining reserves "resulted in an increase in United States exports,
although not necessarily of the goods originally financed by the aid
and, perhaps, not even to the countries to which the aid was given.
Because the recipient country did not have to pay for aid-financed
imports, it may have used dollars from its reserves or from current
sales for purchases from third countries, which in turn could use these
dollars to increase their imports from the United States." "1

During the period 1950 to 1953, foreign nations taken together con-
sidered it more important to replenish their depleted reserves than to
step up the level of imports from the United States by the full amount
of aid received from this country, although they also relaxed their
restrictions on dollar imports. In the absence of aid, United States
exports might have dropped significantly but the presence of aid ap-
pears to have resulted in large part in an increase in foreign reserves,
although not necessarily in the countries to which the aid was given.

At the present time, foreign countries are again liquidating reserves,
and aid may again be regarded as expanding American exports. The
effect, however, is less expansive than in 1946-49, not only because there
is less aid, but also because our total exports are greater. Aid-financed
exports even if they had remained constant, would represent a smaller
proportion of total expor'ts.

The greater expansion of American exports than of imports is due
to various factors. Rich in resources, immensely diversified, and ex-
ceedingly productive, the United States has less need for imports than
most countries and superior capacities for meeting export demands.
Though its record leaves a good deal to be desired, it has also been
more successful than the majority of its trading partners in holding
down inflationary pressures. Part of the currently widening gap
between exports. and imports, however, is due to the fact that the
foreign economic policy of the United States-in trade, aid, and in-
vestment-is oriented toward, and more successful in, promoting
exports than in enlarging imports.

The exports procured with foreign aid funds during 1948-55 have
accounted for as much as 46 percent and as little as 25 percent of total
United States merchandise exports. During 1948-50, the average
ratio of foreign aid shipments to total commodity exports was 41
percent, while for the period 1951 to 1955 the ratio was 30 percent.' 2

"1 alther Lederer, loc. cit., p. 234.
12 NPA, loc. cit., p. 13.
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Under the European recovery program, large quantities of United
States agricultural commodities were purchasea with aid funds. Dur-
ing 1948-51, inclusive, more than $1.8 billion of aid funds were used
directly to purchase bread grains and flour from the United States;
approximately $500 million to purchase coarse grains; nearly $1.5
billion to purchase cotton; and nearly $450 million to purchase tobacco
and tobacco products. In the 3 years 1948-50, more than half of the
total exports of bread grains, coarse grains, cotton, and tobacco were
foreign-aid shipments. 13

During the early postwar years, when the world food crisis was at
its height, the United States made intensive efforts to increase its
production as well as its exports of essential foodstuffs. The United
States replaced Manchuria as the major exporter of soybeans and
became an important exporter of rice. Prices to wheat farmers rose
substantially and output expanded. In other exporting nations, in
which government policies made it more difficult for farmers to obtain
the immediate benefits of rising demand, comparable increases in
wheat output failed to occur. When prices remained high, however,
others also expanded their production and surpluses began to accumu-
late. For several years after 1950 there was no agricultural commod-
ity group in which aid-financed exports exceeded 50 percent of total
United States exports.

The purpose of government financing of agricultural exports dur-
ing the early postwar years was to meet the urgent food requirements
of fo)reigii cOnnU~rien. In recent years the ma..jor purpose has been to
relieve the domestic economy of some burdensome surpluses. As a
result of the expansion of surplus disposal programs since 1954, the
United States Government has again assumed a major role in financ-
ing agricultural exports. Farm exports under government grant
credit, and sales programs reached approximately $1.4 billion in 1956,
half again as much as in 1955. Agricultural shipments, moreover,
comprised 50 percent of the gross deliveries and cash payments under
the nonmilitary programs of the Government, as compared with one-
third in 1955.14 Agricultural surpluses nonetheless continue to present
major problems for the domestic economy, which have not been, and
cannot be, solved satisfactorily by foreign assistance measures.

Surpluses are no longer mounting rapidly, but some of the heaviest
have not been greatly reduced. Despite the fact that wheat is the
most widely used commodity in the disposal programs, the wheat sur-
plus remains enormous. The supply of feed grains is sufficient
to meet all prospective requirements for domestic use and for exports,
and still to leave a large carryover. On the other hand, surpluses of
rice, cotton, and dairy products are being reduced.15

In 1948, there were eight groups of manufactured commodities in
which aid-financed exports were greater than those privately financed.
By 1955, when foreign aid consisted primarily of military assistance,
there were three product groups in which aid shipments accounted
for 50 percent or more of total exports: construction, mining, and

11 Ibid., p. 41.
14 U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, Foreign Grants and

Credits by the United States Government, December 1956 Quarter, p. 5.
15 National Planning Association, Agricultural Surplus Disposal and Foreign Aid, a study

prepared pursuant to S. Res. 285, 84th Cong., and S. Res. 35, 85th Cong., pp. 5-6.
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conveying equipment; aircraft engines and parts; and ships and other
transportation equipment.16

Although foreign aid expenditures have been significant for certain
categories of commodities, the overall effects of the foreign-aid pro-
grams on the American economy have, as indicated earlier in this
article, been minor and currently involve only about 1 percent of our
gross national product. The report on the Foreign Aid Programs
and the United States Economy prepared for the Senate Special Com-
mittee To Study the Foreign Aid Program concludes not only that the
total burden of the aid programs on the American economy has been
slight, but also that-

Assuming a gross national production level by 1965 of
$565 billion (in 1955 prices), the United States could double
the present size of the foreign aid program by then with little
additional impact on the United States economy. 1 7

FOREIGN ASSISTANCE AND WORLD TRADE

Although foreign assistance is comparatively unimportant to the
American economy, it has important effects not only on the level of
economic activity in recipient countries and on their imports and
exports, but also on the overall volume and direction of international
trade. In the first place, it has continued to be a significant factor in
the world supply of dollars. Secondly, if affects world trade in par-
ticular commodities, most notably agricultural commodities that are
also exported in quantity by other friendly nations. In the third
place, some of the legal and administrative regulations governing the
operation of the aid program insure that it will maximize American
exports of goods and services without correspondingly increasing the
capacity of other nations to earn the dollars with which to pay for
those exports. In this respect, aid policies reinforce trade and loan
policies of the United States Government that likewise tend to pre-
serve or to widen the gap between American exports and imports.

Spending by the United States Government has been an essential
lubricant of world trade. In addition to the human misery that it has
relieved, government spending has helped reduce trade barriers that
would otherwise have been raised in efforts to protect the foreign ex-
change reserves of vulnerable countries. Over the past 9 years,
about 25 percent of the dollars available to foreign countries has be-
come so as a result of United States Government spending. Govern-
ment grant and loan programs (if it is proper to include grants of
military supplies and services in the total) are consequently second
only to our merchandise imports as a source of dollars for a dollar-
hungry world. In this sense, aid programs are more important to
the stability of international trade than to the stability of the American
economy. The "large fraction of the dollar supply accounted for by
Government payments makes the total dollar supply at least as sensi-
tive to political decisions as to minor cyclical fluctuations." 18

1I National Planning Association, The Foreign Aid Programs and the United States
Economy, p. 14.

17 Ibid., p. 2.
is J. J. Polak, The Repercussions of Economic Fluctuation in the United States on Other

Parts of the World, International Monetary Fund Staff Papers, vol. V, No. 2, August 1956,
p. 283.
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The decision to embark on a broad program for the disposition of
surplus agricultural commodities has increased the United States
share in world trade in these commodities. During the past 3 years,
the United States share in world wheat exports has risen rapidly.
The United States was the biggest contributor to the increase in
world exports of rice during 1956. It has raised its share of the
world trade in corn, and has recently regained the position it held
in the early postwar years as the supplier of nearly half of the inter-
national cotton trade.19 Total agricultural exports from the United
States for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1957, reached a record high,
estimated at $4.7 billion, compared with $3.5 billion in the fiscal year
1956, and less than $3.2 billion in the fiscal year 1955.20

The Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954
(Public Law 83480), an important source of foreign assistance, has
been a major factor in increasing agricultural exports. Shipments
abroad under this law accounted for 13 percent of our total farm
exports in the fiscal year 1955, 28 percent in 1956, and 32 percent
in 1957. In the most recent fiscal year, they accounted for 57 percent
of wheat exports, 43 percent of corn, 81 percent of rice, 30 percent of
cotton, and 47 percent of cottonseed and soybean oil.21

In this process there may have been some displacement of normal
exports of other nations. Their fears that American export pro-
grams would drive down international price levels or reduce dras-
tically the actual volume of their exports have not been justified by
events to date. What has happened for the most part is that the
TUnitp(l qSt.to. his nre~ve.nte~d some price increases that might other-
wise have occurred and has obtained a larger share of the growing
international market than might otherwise have come to it.

Mutual security appropriations have provided additional assist-
ance for American agricultural exports. Contrary to popular im-
pression, the aid programs of the United States do not generally
take the form of dollar checks to recipient governments, which they
bank and draw against. Instead, our Government procures com-
modities produced in this country or, in certain cases, from other
producer nations able to supply on a competitive basis. The cost of
the commodities is then charged to the aid allotment of the recipient
government.. The effect is roughly equivalent to that of supplying
the foreign treasury with dollars.

Nevertheless, the effect is not identical, and the existing procedure
gives the United States Government a greater voice in determining
how American producers and exporters will be affected by foreign
aid. If foreign governments were in all cases supplied directly with
dollars, they might prepare their specifications differently and ob-
tain more of their essential requirements from nations other than
the United States, thereby reducing their need for American aid and
possibly (but not necessarily) the overall level of American exports.
They might also concentrate more heavily on building up domestic
production of items exported by the United States, a practice dis-
couraged by aid administrators.

la Contrneting Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, International
Trade. 1056. pp. Si-ST.

" Sixth Sem annual ieport on Activities Under Public Law 480, 83d Cong., As Amended
(85tb Cong., 1st sess.), H. Doe. No. 212. p. 4.

21 Ibid., p. 4. (The figures Include barter transactions under title III of the act.)
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The restraints on East-West trade, introduced and maintained for
security reasons, have at times likewise appeared to foreign countries
to reduce their capacity to earn foreign exchange in international
trade and to increase their dependence on the American market for
essential imports. Legislative requirements concerning the use of
American vessels for the transportation of aid shipments have a simi-
lar effect. Like the international competitive bidding procedure, the
offshore prnc.ureement procedure, under which significant sums from
our mutual security appropriations were committed for purchases
from European producers in 1952 and 1953, has operated as an off-
set to aid policies that can be interpreted as promoting American
exports.

The United States also provides dollars to the rest of the world
by buying its merchandise and its services, by furnishing private
capital for investment in foreign lands, and by private donations.
Our imports of goods and services have been increasing but so have
our exports. In fact, the latter-exclusive of grant-aid shipments of
military supplies-have been rising more rapidly than the former
and, in 1956, the surplus on goods and services was greater than in
any year since 1949. By the last quarter of 1956, transactions with
the United States were again resulting in a depletion of the gold and
dollar assets of other nations.22

In these circumstances, it is ironic that our basic trade policy as
well as our aid policy is directed toward promoting exports. The
Trade Agreements Act adopted by the Congress has only one stated
purpose: the expansion of foreign markets for products of the United
States. The "concession" we demand in trade negotiations is the op-
portunity to sell additional American commodities to others; the
reciprocal "concession" that we resist is the opportunity for Amer-
ican producers and consumers to buy additional commodities from
cheaper sources of supply. Even in a period of inflation, a negotia-
tion that permitted more goods to enter the American market than
were expected to be shipped out of it would be regarded as a failure.
The Trade Agreements Act has, of course, contributed substantially
to the general expansion of international trade, even if it has not con-
tributed to a reduction of our export surplus. 23

Properly speaking, trade-which involves a two-way exchange of
resources, cannot replace aid, if aid is defined as a transfer of re-
sources to a foreign country without a commensurate retransfer from
the foreign country to the United States. Nevertheless, the slogan

22 See table I.
23 Commodity trade-World and United States:

1957 (2d
1950 1956 quarter at

annual rate)

World exports (in billion dollars, f. o. b.) -$56.64 $93.35 $101.00
United States exports (in billion dollars, f. o. b.) $10. 28 $19.08 $21.86
World Imports (in billion dollars, c. I. -.)- 59.30 $97.92 $109.00
United States imports (in billion dollars, c. i. f.) $9.60 $13.75 $13.94
United States as percent of world exports -18.1 20.4 21.6
United States as percent of world imports -16.2 14.0 12. 8

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, vol. X, No. 10 (October
1957), pp. 28-20.
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"trade not aid" can be made more meaningful than it has yet been
allowed to become. A creditor nation such as the United States, in-
terested in securing a better allocation of resources within the free
world, could well afford to take unilateral action to liberalize im-
ports and thus help foreign nations earn a larger proportion of their
dollar requirements from commodity sales in the American market.
Adjustment assistance could be made available to American workers,
communities, enterprises, and industries substantially injured by par-
ticular reductions in import barriers. The last few years, however,
have seen a mushrooming of protectionist demands and a number
of concessions to them. Continued prosperity in the United States
will enable our friends and allies to earn more dollars, but may not
help them to balance their acounts by earning, through trade, a larger
share of their dollar spendings.24

In theory, the Export-Import Bank exists to finance imports as
well as exports. In practice, the loans of the bank are export credits.
Import financing has played a very minor role in the history of the
.bank, primarily because of the availability of private credit for this
purpose.25 Indirectly, the loans of the Export-Import Bank facilitate
capital formation in other lands, but the direct contribution of this
institution to the world supply of dollars since 1953 has been negative.
Credits utilized amounted to $716 million during the years 1954-56,
inclusive, while principal repayments came to $920 million and inter-
est collected to nearly $260 million.

The United States could maintain an export surplus on goods and
services without causing balance-of-payments crises for the rest of the
world, taken as a whole, if- Allelrica eXpOrt S Of prVivate cuplital ireuaiud

a high enough level. Private foreign investment since the end of the
Second World War has accounted for only a very small proportion,
usually less than 10 percent, of the annual world supply of dollars.
It is an extremely volatile item.26 Fortunately, it increased sharply
and encouragingly in 1956. The result was a slight narrowing of the
gap between (1) dollars supplied to foreign nations through private
investment plus payments for imported goods and services and (2)
dollars required by foreign countries to pay for American exports of
goods and services, exclusive of military aid shipments. The private
investment total for 1956, however, contained several nonrecurrent
items and was, as usual, heavily concentrated in a few areas which,
for the most part, were already areas of financial strength.

Private investment, like foreign trade and unlike foreign aid, can-
not be directed in accordance with the requirements of American for-
eign policy. So long as foreign policy considerations make it im-
perative for us to provide resources for the development of niations
unable (or, in some cases, unwilling) to compete in the market place

24 "To make matters worse, the fringe skirmishes in the constant war of commercial
policy are all going in favor of the protectionists. There is no longer much doubt that
oil imports will be cut back, one way or the other; the current 'voluntary' restrictions
are so close to Government-imposed quotas, company by company, and area by area, as to
be almost indistinguishable. And it has been oil that has provided the greater part of
what year-to-year increases American imports have been able to show. The new tariff-
quota on foreign woolens, Japan's 'voluntary' agreement to curb its exports of textiles
and of a few other items, the impending, and almost certainly successful, appeal for tariff
relief for lead and zinc-all are making their contributions to keeping the total of
American imports from showing much energy." The Economist. Sept. 14, 1957, p. 844.

; Sec Olin S. Pugh, The Export-Import Bank of Washington. University of South Caro-
lina, Bureau of Business and Economic Research, Essays in Economics No. 5, June 1957.

2e See table I.
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for private capital, even a doubling of the current relatively high out-
flow of private investment funds would not necessarily eliminate the
need for foreign aid.

FOREIGN ASSISTANCE AND THE EcoNoMnEs OF RECIPIENT COUNTRIES

In foreign aid, as in other aspects of foreign policy, urgent short-
term considerations often interfere with the realization of long-range
objectives, and means and ends become confused.

Among the more frequently cited short-run objectives of assistance
programs have been: repairing the ravages of war; preventing f am-
ilies and precipitous declines in levels of living; disposing of agricul-
tural surpluses; shoring up the independence of one-time members
of the Soviet bloc; making allies out of neutrals; strengthening the
military and economic' defenses of our allies; and obtaining bases
abroad for the United States. Longer term objectives have included:
containing communism; promoting economic growth and democratic
institutions in underdeveloped areas of the free world; extending the
free enterprise system or paving the way for its extension; develop-
ing sources of raw materials, markets for American products, and
opportunities for mutually beneficial capital investments; serving
broad humanitarian purposes through helping needy members of the
international community to overcome poverty, hunger, and disease and
enter an era of self-sustaining growth with maximum freedom for
their individual citizens.

These and other objectives, explicit and implicit, deserve examina-
tion, individually, in relation to each other, and in relation to overall
foreign policy. The maintenance of a stronger Military Establish-
ment may prevent economic growth in 'areas in which the latter is
more important than the former. Military aid may be used to main-
tain a totalitarian government in power instead of to prevent one
from assuming power. Economic development is not a universal an-
tidote for communism; Communist movements may become stronger
during certain stages of economic development. Newly independent
nations may exercise their sovereignty in ways that are harmful to
the United States.

A more fundamental dilemma arises out of the fact that foreign
aid programs have been justified at home on the ground that they
promote the American national interest, defined in fairly immediate
and concrete terms. The very grounds on which they 'are justified
at home tend to make them suspect abroad. For why should others
be grateful for the incidental benefits of steps that 'are taken pri-
marily in our own self-interest? Until we agree on a rationale in
which our national interest does not appear to conflict unnecessarily
with the national interests of others, our programs are bound to en-
counter resistance abroad.

An analysis of the situation during the last few years would prob-
ably show that the necessary rationale is gradually emerging, espe-
cially if military aid is handled in 'a defense rather than an aid context
and foreign aid is limited primarily to economic development assist-
ance. Harlan Cleveland, an experienced practitioner and perceptive
writer in this field, has recently summarized it this way:

It is in the United States national interest that the new
societies of Asia 'and Africa succeed in meeting the challenge
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ahead of them, * * * without coming under the domination
of any outside power and without 'adopting a repressive sys-
tem of internal regimentation. To promote this interest re-
quires the maintenance of a military shield, 'and we will have
to be reconciled to bearing a disproportionate share of the
cost * * * of erecting and maintaining the shield-just as
the British did, partly in behalf of our own newly develop-
ing Nation, during the 18th 'and 19th centuries. To promote
this national interest of ours will also undoubtedly require the
effective use of our great economic strength through trade,
aid, and investment. But these are tools, not aims; the aim
is a successful India, a successful Indonesia, 'a successful
Egypt * * *--successful in the sense that the constituted au-
thorities are governing effectively and by consent, and are
anxious to live with other free nations in freedom 'and co-
operation. 27

Others-among them the International Development Advisory
Board, the Mansfield Subcommittee on Technical Assistance, and Drs.
Hoselitz, Millikan, Rostow, and Staley in their writings-are saying
about the same thing.

If the development of a successful India, Indonesia, and so forth,
proves acceptable to the American people as a rationale for foreign
aid, several questions that have been highly controversial in the past
should become less so in the future. These include the question of aid
for neutrals, the use of multilateral channels for economic develop-
ment assistance, and American attitudes toward industrialization in
areas heretofore overwhelmingly agricultural. On the other hand,
the question of how much aid, how to allocate it geographically and
functionally, and many other questions will not be answered merely
because ultimate objectives have been clarified. The broad terms in
which the long-range goals must be stated will still leave ample room
for debate about intermediate action.

In recent years the predominant form of aid has been military.
Since 1952, about 60 percent of our total foreign aid expenditure has
been for military supplies and equipment provided by the Department
of Defense. The bulk of the aid provided by the International Co-
operation Administration has also been dedicated to the support of
military establishments in nations with which the United States has
defense pacts. Emergency relief, economic development assistance,
and technical assistance have accounted. for only a small share of total
assistance rendered since 1952.

Whatever the form in which foreign aid is extended by the United
States, it usually has at least one important educational effect in the
recipient nation. It forces the country to look more searchingly at
its requirements and resources than would otherwise be the case.
Plans and cost estimates have to be made, specifications for equipment
developed, market prospects analyzed, inflationary or deflationary
effects forecast, innumerable forms completed in quintuplicate, and a
subsequent stream of inquiries answered. Always time consuming,
frequently demanding the services of personnel needed in an under-
developed country for other equally vital tasks, and sometimes unnec-

27 Harlan Cleveland, The Theory and Practice of ForeIgn Aid, a paper prepared for the
special-studies project of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, November 1, 1956, pp. 31-32.
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essarily humiliating, the process nevertheless forces nations to examine
every project proposal with meticulous care. Some of this essential
discipline carries over into other activities and helps underdeveloped
countries train the necessary corps of public administrators and assign
economic priorities in more realistic fashion.

From the point of view of the economy of the recipient nation, it
makes a great deal of difference whether foreign assistance takes the
form of military aid or of economic aid. Under military aid, the
foreign country receives a grant-an addition to its resources without
an obligation to make repayment-but the grant is employed for eco-
nomically unproductive purposes. The United States gives the nation
planes, tanks, guns, and military hardware that it would not otherwise
be able to obtain or would not choose to obtain in preference to exist-
ing claims on its budgetary resources. The recipient of military aid
is assisted in building up a larger defense force in a better state of
readiness. To the extent that this deters aggression and Communist
subversion, the security of the United States is enhanced.

American military aid may permit the recipient nation to concen-
trate more of its own resources on economic development. The aid
may incidentally serve to train new leadership in the recipient country,
to teach new skills and new patterns of behavior, to interest an impor-
tant segment of the population in modern ways of doing things, and to
increase popular demand for higher standards of living. The pur-
pose of the aid, however, is not to help other nations improve local
standards of living, or bridge a gap in their balance of payments, or
enlarge their capacity to service foreign loans. The future of military
aid as an item of Federal expenditure does not depend, therefore.
upon economic considerations as much as upon an assessment of the
nature of the Soviet threat and of the points at which armed resist-
ance to foreign aggression or to subversion from within is most
important.

Military aid cannot be expected to end merely because the agreed
buildup of foreign forces has been achieved. Military equipment
becomes obsolete more rapidly than other capital equipment and tends
to require replacement with ever more costly equipment. If, during
the period of buildup, the United States and the foreign country are
sharing the increased expense on a 50-50 basis, it may well be that,
after the buildup, the cost of maintaining the larger force unaided
would be a greater burden on the foreign country than the cost to
that country of its present share of the buildup.

It can be argued that an equivalent American investment in de-
veloping the economies of friendly underdeveloped countries would
contribute more to the security of the free world than the investment
in the buildup of their armed forces is contributing. Some coun-
tries, as noted above, are perhaps being saddled with military estab-
lishments more costly than those they can be expected to maintain
out of their own resources at any time in the foreseeable future.
Others it is feared, may employ their newfangled equipment against

neighbors instead of against the common enemy. This possi-
bility provokes demands from the neighbors for comparable assistance
in order to maintain a military balance in the region. Other regions
may then feel discriminated against and step up their demands for
military assistance, to the detriment of their economic development,
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and without significantly increasing the security of the free world as
a whole.

For each of these hazards, there are analogous hazards in the field
of economic assistance. The risks might nevertheless be better dis-
tributed if American foreign aid were not concentrated so heavily
on military assistance. In light of the enormous need for help in
overcoming poverty, hunger, and disease, a prosperous nation that
devotes only a small proportion of its foreign assistance to economic
and social programs would appear well advised to reexamine its
priorities with a view to upgrading development assistance.

The amount of foreign aid being expended for economic develop-
ment-i. e., to help build up the capital stock (including the human
skills) in underdeveloped countries rather than to equip military
forces or meet urgent consumption requirements, is very small. Firm
figures are not available, chiefly because of the difficulty of isolating
the portion of defense support devoted to activities that clearly
strengthen the civilian economies of nations receiving such support.
Development assistance in 1956 probably did not exceed $400 million.
The military-aid figures shown in tables I, II, and III, following the
text of this article, refer only to military equipment and services sup-
plied to foreign governments through the Department of Defense.
Much of the assistance furnished by the International Cooperation
Administration is also required for the support of national defense
establishments. The major recipients of ICA assistance during the
fiscal years 1955 lo 19567 ore shown in table Ifa, with atne fc the
countries in question classified accordinng to the ICA categories of
direct forces support, defense support, development assistance, and
technical cooperation. Of the $4 billion obligated by ICA on behalf
of non-European nations during the 3 years, 60 percent went to 5
countries with which the United States has military pacts: Korea,
Vietnam, Taiwan, Turkey, and Pakistan. There were relatively few
additional countries on behalf of which obligations in excess of $50
million for all so-called nonmilitary assistance were incurred during
the 3-year period.2 8

Development assistance could be extended either on a grant or a loan
basis. Loans must be repaid, however, and, from an economic point
of view, a grant that does not have to be repaid ought to be more val-
uable to the recipient than a loan that has to be amortized.

* * * Obviously if foreign assistance must be repaid, the
debtor country will have a correspondingly smaller amount
of resources available for further capital formation. It
would seem to follow from this that the main factor in the
decision as to whether a country should get a loan or a grant
depends upon the magnitude of its need for capital. The
adequacy of its resources in relation to the rate of capital for-

25 The direct forces support program, constituting grants and supplies directly and
exclusively for the military forces of friendly countries, was transferred to the Department
of Defense at the beginning of the 1956 fiscal year. "Defense support" is aid given by the
ICA which is not for the direct and exclusive use of the military establishments of allied
nations, but is intended to help such nations maintain a level of defense expenditures that
would not otherwise be maintained, or to help them undertake defense activities that would
not otherwise be undertaken. Defense support includes sonie aid for ecouumle develop-
ment purposes, for example, in the fields of transportation, ovwer, and port improvement.
"Development assistance." in ICA terminology (as in table & accompanying this article)
normally means assistance in improving the capital stock of nations with which the United
States does not have bilateral security pacts. "Technical cooperation" is the program
originally known as "technical assistance."
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mation that is regarded as desirable seems to be a far more
basic test of whether it can repay foreign assistance, and
whether it should be asked to repay it, than is its balance of
payments position. In particular, its immediate balance of
payments position is irrelevant to the question of loans versus
grants, since the difference between loans and grants becomes
important only over a period of future time. Even a projec-
tion of the long-term balance of payment outlook, if based
on current trade patterns and resources, is not very relevant to
whether a country should be asked to repay. The basic ques-
tions are rather how important it is to have the country use
for further capital formation the additional resources that
would be at its disposal if repayment is not required, and how
likely it is that these resources will actually be used for that
purpose. In some cases, resources that would be needed to re-
pay loans would be a substantial portion of an underdevel-
oped country's net capital formation, and the need to repay
might significantly slow up the development process.2 9

At the end of 1956, the United States Government already had the
equivalent of more than $11.7 billion outstandinog in credits, exclusive
of those extended as a result of the First World War. Since 1954,
repayments of principal, largely by European governments, on post-
war American loans have each year exceeded new credit utilizations.
In addition, substantial interest payments have been made. If col-,
lections are made as scheduled, the United States Government will
receive in 1957 (in addition to the return of silver lend leased to India
and certain other nations) $458 million in principal repayments and
$269 million in interest, a total of nearly three-quarters of a billion
dollars. During the 6-year period ending in 1962, the Government is
scheduled to collect more than $4 billion of principal and interest on
the credits outstanding at the close of 1956. Annual principal re-
payments will ran e from $458 million in 1957 to $374 million in 1962,
and interest from $269 million to $217 million.30

In the immediate future, development assistance from the United
States will be available only in the form of loans. Pressure in this
direction had been building up for some time before the establish-
ment of the development loan fund in the Mutual Security Act of
1957, and other recent acts had required that not less than some fixed
percentage of nonmilitary aid be extended in the form of loans. The
decision to put development assistance entirely on a loan basis was not
reached through studies of the debt-servicing capacities of under-
developed countries or of the rates of development that would best
serve the interests of the free world. It was based rather on strong
feelings that grants-in-aid should not be allowed to become a normaA
feature of international economic relations.

Loans may be made repayable either in the currency of the lender or
that of the borrower. Loans that are repayable in dollars require the
borrower to increase its exports to the United States or otherwise earn

29 Walter S. Salant, Some Basic Considerations of Public Finance in the Economic Develop-
ment of Underdeveloped Countries, a paper presented to the annual meeting of the Inter-
national Institute of Public Finance, London, September 1951, pp. 11-12 (mimeo). Mr.
Salant calls attention in a footnote to the Report to the President on Foreign Economic
Policies (the Gray report), 1950, p. 67, where a similar point of view is expressed.

so U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, Foreign Grants and
Credits by the United States Government, December 1956 Quarter, p. 9.
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the dollars needed to pay off the loan. If this results in too slow a
rate of capital formation, the extension of aid on a grant basis may
prove to have been preferable. The mutual strains involved in the
relationship of donor and recipient could be reduced by several devices,
including greater use of multilateral machinery.

In the effort to find a middle ground between outright grants and
loans repayable in dollars, the United States developed one of the out-
standing innovations of the postwvar world of inconvertible currencies,
the loan repayable in the currency of the borrower-in rupees, rials,
pesos, or other monetary units.

In such cases, the commodities received from the United States by
the borrower, whether in the form of agricultural surpluses or indus-
trial goods, constitute an addition to its real resources. The use to
which these additional resources are put can be planned jointly with
the United States. Corollary exports by the borrower (for example,
those resulting from the triangular trade arrangements sometimes
made) subtract from its real resources. Payment of local currency
into a United States account within the country provides the United
States with a cash asset. While the United States account is building
up, no real resources are being lost to the borrower, but some of its
currency is being sterilized and this may help to combat inflation in
the area.

It follows also that there will be no addition to the real resources
of the country when the local currency accumulation in the United
States account is released to the country as a loan. The occasion
neverthe~les offers tfh. ITnited States a fresh oDDortunitv to share in
planning the most productive uses for the currency being released. If
exercised with discretion and skill, American participation in the
domestic affairs of countries in different stages of economic develop-
ment can be an important influence for the common good. It would
appear to be sound policy, therefore, for the United States to con-
tinue making loans repayable in local currencies and relending the
proceeds until such time as the borrower is able to repay in dollars.
This is possible under the development loan fund of the latest Mutual
Security Act, but not in connection with development loans made
under the agricultural surplus disposal legislation. If the authority
to relend were broadened, consideration might usefully be given to
making the original loans for shorter terms than at present, accumu-
lating local currencies more rapidly, and advancing the date at which
joint programing with the borrowing country would again be neces-
sary.

The American motivation for embarking on a large-scale program
of loans repayable in local currencies was the desire to dispose of
mounting agricultural surpluses. By 1953, the disposal problem had
become acute, and the Congress inserted in the Mutual Security Act
a provision requiring that, during the fiscal year 1954, not less than
$100 million of the funds appropriated for foreign aid be used to buy
surplus agricultural products which could be sold abroad for foreign
currencies.31 Similar provisions specifying that larger sums be so
used have been included in subsequent acts.32 Whereas the counter-
part funds generated by grant aid belong, with minor exceptions, to

m Mitual Security Act of 1951. as amended, see. 550.
' Mutual Security Act of 1D54, as amended, see. 402.
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the foreign government, the local currencies received in payment for
surplus commodities belong to the United States, for use pursuant to
agreements with the borrowing countries. By March 31, 1957, total
foreign currency proceeds received since July 1, 1953, under sections
550 and 402 of the different Mutual Security Acts and available to
the International Cooperation Administration amounted to the equiva-
lent of $1 billion.33

Paralleling and in many respects d th s s- sal pro-
visions of the mutual security acts have been the provisions of the
previously mentioned Agricultural Trade Development and Assist-
ance Act of 1954 (Public Law 83-480). These provisions authorize
sales of surplus commodities for foreign currencies, grants for emer-
gency relief purposes, donations to nonprofit voluntary agencies, and
barter deals. Although the basic purpose of Public Law 480 is to
facilitate the movement of surplus agricultural commodities, it has
become a major source of foreign assistance. Under title I of the
law, agreements for the sale of agricultural commodities for foreign
currencies had by June 30,1957, been made with 34 countries for com-
modities worth $3 billion at Commodity Credit Corporation cost,
or $2.1 billion at export-market value. The larger figure represents
the cost of the commodities to the CCC, including investment, proc-
essing, handling, and other costs. The export-market value reflects
the price at which the commodities are sold by United States exporters
under the program.-

The act specifies a number of purposes for which the foreign-cur-
rency receipts may be used. By far, the most important of these is
"loans to promote multilateral trade and economic development" (sec.
104 (g)). The ICA may make such loans without an equivalent pay-
ment to the CCC in appropriated dollars. By June 30, 1957, sales
agreements involving the loan of $1.2 billion in foreign-currency pro-
ceeds had been signed.

AIlthough more than half of the local currency accumulated under
title I of Public Law 480 is being lent back for "multilateral trade and
economic development," about one-quarter of the total is being used
for the payment of United States expenses abroad, a catchall category
that includes some local expenses of American embassies, the local
travel expenses of congressional committees, and a number of other
expenditures authorized by the act. Another one-eighth, the equiva-
lent of $244 million, is being devoted to military procurement abroad.
Under ordinary circumstances, the United States would-

pay for the upkeep of a diplomatic mission or pay troops
stationed abroad in dollars. These dollars are paid into the
economy of the receiving country, and may be used to pur-
chase any article moving in world trade (or to bolster re-
serves). The chances are that some of the dollars would be
spent for United States goods. When, instead, we pay for-
eign expenses in local currencies, we lessen our chances of
making sales through normal export channels, because no
dollar exchange is created. * * * Critics of the title I pro-
grams make much of this point, stressing it as a detriment to

a International Cooperation Administration, Counterpart Funds and ICA Foreign Cur-
rency Accounts, Data as of March 31, 1957, pp. 13-17.

"Sixth Semiannual Report on Activities Under Public Law 480, 83d Cong., as Amended
(85th Cong., 1st sess., H. Doe. 212), p. 2.
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normal trade and to United States firms with an interest in
foreign markets. * * * The stated purpose of the programs
would be better met if more local currencies were assigned for
economic development.3 5

Surplus commodities also provide an important source of grant aid.
Deliveries for emergency relief and other assistance abroad under
title II of Public Law 480, as of June 30, 1957, totaled $260 million at
CCC cost. Cumulative shipments for foreign relief through nonprofit
voluntary agencies and intergovernmental organizations (primarily
the United Nations Children's Fund) under title III totaled $600 mil-
lion. Whereas the emphasis in title II is on emergency relief in times
of flood, famine, and other disasters, the purpose of the donations to
voluntary agencies is to permit free distribution to needy individuals.
The processing, packaging, and related costs-and, more recently, part
of the ocean freight as well-are paid by the United States Govern-
ment.

Whether in surplus agricultural commodities or in other forms,
nonmilitary grant aid is now limited largely to the prevention of
starvation, the relief of personal poverty, and the avoidance of politi-
cal crises. The assistance usually goes directly into consumption,
where it serves a critical, short-term need. The long-term require-
ment of the underdeveloped countries is to increase the level of invest-
ment and thus improve the capital stock that will permanently raise
standards of living. To achieve the increase, simultaneous action on
many fronts is needed:

* * * Too little capital is by no means the only problem
facing the leaders of the less developed areas. But it is thle
one problem that the United States can most readily do some-
thing about. * * * The literature on this subject is well sup-
plied with estimates of the appropriate size for a larger ro-
gram. * * * Any of the figures * * * mentioned woulde a
great deal better than the actual total today, and none of them
would make a noticeable dent on what is available for domes-
tic consumption in the United States or for investment in our
own growth.36

PRESENT STATUS OF FOREIGN AID

Until only a few months ago, foreign aid seemed to have established
itself as a major feature of American foreign policy. Despite the
emergency character of the operation and the absence of authorization
legislation for the most important types of assistance, the level of for-
eign grants and credits had been running between $4.2 billion and
$6.3 billion per year for more than a decade. In late 1956 and early
1957, the program had been subjected to the most widespread and
searching analysis since the inception of the Marshall plan.

Although congressional opposition to a mere continuation of the
pre-1957 program had been growing, the initial reception for the new
and more imaginative proposals put forward by the administration in
the spring of 1957-largely as a result of congressional prodding-
was cordial. There seemed to be broad agreement on the desirability

5 National Planning Association, Agricultural Surplus Disposal and Foreign Aid, p. 24.
8 Harlan Cleveland. Theory and Practice of Foreign Aid, pp. 63-64.
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of putting the aid program on a longer term basis, separating military
and economic aid, establishing a new loan fund for development as-
sistance, and endowing the fund with sufficient resources to permit the
underdeveloped countries of the free world to plan ahead with greater
assurance than heretofore. Fulfillment of their aspirations for more
rapid economic and social progress admittedly carried certain risks,
but the risks involved in American failure to help them realize their
legitimate aspirations seemed even greater.

The process of attaining a self-sustaining rate of growth had been
compared by W. W. iRostow to the takeoff of an airplane; unless the
plane attained a certain momentum, it would never leave the ground.
To reach the takeoff speed, most underdeveloped countries needed out-
side aid and, unless the amounts were sufficient, there would be no
takeoff. A number of the recently published investigations and re-
ports, consequently, recommended increases in the current levels of
economic and technical assistance.

The task in south Asia was considered especially urgent. India,
with the largest population in the free world and one of the poorest,
has been trying desperately to meet the comparatively modest goals
of its second 5-year plan without resorting to totalitarian means.
To the north and east, Communist China has been proceeding by the
more ruthless tactics of totalitarianism and at fearful cost in human
liberty and dignity, to invest perhaps twice as large a proportion of
its gross national product as India. Unless India overcomes its pres-
ent serious difficulties, the outlook for democracy, according to many
experienced observers, will be considerably bleaker.

The Congress, by sharply reducing the amount of new money appro-
priated for the mutual security program in 1958, has left a clearer
field for the Soviet Union and made plain its own reluctance to accept
sizable military and economic aid programs as normal, peacetime
methods of achieving our foreign-policy objectives. The future of
foreign aid, consequently, cannot be forecast with any confidence. A
few conclusions can be drawn from the record to date, however.

Foreign aid has not been a great burden on the American economy.
The case for assuming the burden has rested on general foreign-policy
considerations, political, military, and humanitarian, as well as eco-
nomic. To concede that it was necessary and desirable for the United
States to undertake such programs is not to say that the programs
have been brilliantly administered, that the divisions between different
forms of aid have been wise, or that the conflicting objectives of the
various aid laws can all be realized.

The bulk of the aid furnished by the United States has been spent to
equip and support the military forces of friendly nations. In the
absence of such expenditures, the domestic defense expenditures of the
United States would, almost certainly, have been higher. The decision
having been taken to build up the defense establishments of the nations
most vulnerable to external aggression, it would seem sensible to insure
that the newly erected establishments are maintained until the danger
of armed attack subsidies. The cost of maintaining such establish-
ments makes it unlikely that the nations in question will be able to
bear them unaided. Whether the defense expenditures of the free
world can safely be reduced should depend upon a reassessment of
the nature and character of the Soviet threat, not upon the weight
of the current economic burden.
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In theory, the sums invested by the United States in nonmilitary
aid could be used to a much greater extent than heretofore to expand
American imports. Stockpiles could be established or expanded and
other devices employed to provide dollar earnings for countries that
the United States wanted to help. In practice, the aid programs of
the United States have been oriented in the direction of expanding
American exports, and, in this respect, have been in tune with a world-
wide desire to solve economic problems by protecting domestic markets
while seeking to expand foreign markets.

Much of the economic aid ias been devoted to maintaining con-
sumption instead of increasing investment. Relatively little has been
allocated to the most important long-range economic and political
problem facing the free world as a whole: permanently improving
standards of living where the economy has for long been at a bare
subsistence level and where, because of the relentless pressure of popu-
lation, considerable investment is required merely to maintain present
standards. Whether in such areas the foreign contribution can be
limited to loans is problematical.

When the United States lends to a country that could not have
borrowed through commercial channels, and the country erects a
powerplant and later repays the loan with interest, both will have
gained as a result of the transaction. If the loan is really a loan,
however, repayment must be made in real resources. If the total
resources available to the borrowing country are likely for some time
to come to be inadequate for purposes of capital formation, it may be
b-etter to exted _-rant -id Th^, lc 1-1o oclcl~sv~ baUe) ueL LU -- L~LU. cAtil. U -tt . t -i-t- -

lated in payment for previously received agricultural or industrial
commodities provides fresh opportunities for joint programing, but
such loans neither add to the already available real resources of the
borrower nor help it to obtain additional capital equipment from
abroad. In cases in which grant aid is deemed necessary, strings that
require cooperative planning can be attached without arousing undue
resentment.

The most efficient use of our foreign aid resources is that which
best achieves the objectives of our foreign policy. To me at least, it
seems unlikely that the United States will be able to live in real peace,
either with itself or with the rest of the world, until the energies of
both are harnessed more firmly to the constructive and challenging
task of raising levels of living in areas no longer resigned to grinding
poverty and subordinate status.

97735-57-39
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TABLE I.-United States surplus of eaports and means of financing calendar
years 1948-57

[In billions of dollars]

Calendar year
Line Item
No. 1I II94 95 15 1957

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1913 1954|19556 1956 (1st

- _ l qtr.)
(1)

(2)
53)

(4)

(9)

(10)

(7
(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)
(16)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

Exports of goods and services,
total

Merchandise exports.
Services - -
Military transfers under

aid programs (net)

Imports of goods and services,
total '

Merchandise imports
Services - - -- -- - - - -
Military expenditures I

Surplus on goods and services,
total .

Surplus on goods and serv-
ices, exclusive of military
transfers

Surplus on merchandise
exports

MEANS OF FINANCINO SURPLUS
ON GOODS AND SERVICES

(Surplus=line 9=lines 12+16+
17+18+19)

U. S. Government grants and
loans, net total

Grants of military supplies
and services 2

Other grants
Long- and short-term loans

(net) ------------------

Long- and short-term private
capital (net)

Private remittances and U. S.
Government pensions

Foreign liquidation of gold and
dollar assets (minus sign indi-
cates gold and dollar gains by
foreign countries) ------

Errors and omissions .

17.1116.0 1 4.4 20.3120.7121.3121.1122.0 1 26.1 7.2

13.2 12.1 10.1 14.1 13.3 12.3 12.8 14.3 17.3 5.1
3.6 3.7 3.8 4.7 4.7 4.8 5.1 5.6 6.2 1.5

.3 .2 .5 1.5 2.6 4.3 3.2 2.1 2.6 .6

10.3 9.7 12.0 15.1 15.7 16.6 16.1 17.9 19.8 5.0

7.6 6.9 9.1 11.2 10.8 11.0 10.4 11.5 12.8 3.3
1.9 2. 2 2. 4 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.1 3.6 4.1 .9
.8 .6 .6 1.3 2.0 2.5 2.6 2.8 2.9 .8

6.8 6.3 2.3 5.2 5.0 4.7 5.0 4.1 6.3 2.2

6.5 6.2 1.8 3.7 2.4 .4 1.9 2.0 3.7 1.6

5.6 5.2 1.0 2.9 2.5 1.3 2.4 2.8 4.5 1.8

5.2 5.9 4.2 4.7 5.0 6.3 4.7 4.3 4.9 1.2

.3 .2 .5 1.5 2.6 4.3 3.2 2.1 2.6 .6
3.9 5.0 3.5 3.0 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.9 L7 .4

1.0 .7 .2 .2 .4 .2 -I.1 a .6 2

.9

.6

.5

.6

1.3

.5

1.1

.5

1.2

.6
.4

.6

1.6

.6

1.2

.6

3.0

.6

.8

.2

.3
-.4

1.2 1 -3.7 -.6 -1.2 1-2.3 1- 8 I-I.s I-1 6
-1. 2 -. 8 (3) -.6 -. 65 -. 3 1--2 -. 6 - 7

I Includes personal expenditures of American troops in foreign countries.
3 The differences between the U. S. Government grant and loan figures shown here and those given intables II and III are due to differences in accounting procedures and definitions. For example, foreigncurrencies acquired through the sale of surplus agricultural commodities but still unspent enter into thebalance-of-payments accounts as short-term assistance to foreign countries. Such amounts are not incorpo-rated into the foreign grant and (long-term) credit data summarized in tables II and III, however, untilthe foreign currencies are expended as grants or credits.
3 Less than 850,000,000.
NOTE.-Because of rounding to nearest $100,000,000, figures may not add up correctly. When figures ineach Column are fully extended-

Line (1)=(2)+(3)+(4)
Line (5)=(6)+(7)+(8)
Line (9) = (1)-(5) = (12) +(16)+(17)+(18)+(19)
Line (10) = (9)-(4)
Line (11)-(2)-(6)
Line (12) =(13)+(14)+(15)
Line (13) =line (4).

Sources: U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics Balance of Payments, 1919-53,table I (for figures pertaining to 1948-52), Survey of Current Business, June 1956, table 3 (for 1953-55),Survey of Current Business, June 1957, table 2 (for 1956-57).
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TABLE II.-U. S. Govsernnwnt: Foreign grant8 and credit8, July 1, 1945, to
DeC. S1, 1956

[In billions of dollars]

5 years: 6>S years: July 1, 1950-Dec. 31, 1956
July 1, Total

Line Item 1945- _l i
No. June 30, July 1, years

1960 1950-Dec. 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 Total
31, 1950

(1) Net foreign grants and credits,
total ' -26.36 1.99 4.63 5.04 6.36 4.74 4. 22 4.34 31.31 67.66

Grants:
2) Net ---- --------------- 18.32 1.94 4.51 4.64 6.12 4.88 4.31 4.37 30. 7 49.07
(3) Gross (new) - - 19.26 2.01 4.66 4. 79 6.28 4.93 4.38 4.45 31. 0 50.76

(4) Military supplies and
services ' -1.51 .42 1.49 2. 73 4.34 3.21 2.42 2.69 17.30 18.81

(5) Other ' -17.76 1.69 3.16 2.06 1.94 1.72 1.96 1.76 14. 20 31.95
(6) Less: Reverse grants and

returns '- .94 .07 .14 .16 .17 .07 .07 .08 .75 1.69
(7) Militsry supplies and

services- .07 (') .02 .07 .06 .01 .01 .01 .18 .25
(8) Other- .87 .06 .12 .08 .10 .06 .06 .07 .57 1.44

Credits utilized:
(9) Net -8.03 .0l .12 .40 .23 - 11-. 09-.03 .6 8.69
10) Gross (new) -9.33 .20 .43 .83 .71 .39 .41 .48 3.45 12.78
11) Export-Import Bank

program 2.65 .06 .20 .48 .65 .28 .21 .23 2.13 4.78
(12) Mutual security pro-

gram' 
-

.99 .08 .21 .33 .05 .09 .19 .23 1. 19 2.18
13) Other -5.69 .04 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .13 6.82
14) Less: Principal collections 1.30 .16 .31 .43 .48 .60 .50 .51 2.89 4.19
(16) Export-Import Bank

program --- - .63 .0l .13 .27 .31 36 .1 .27 , .72 2.36
(16) Mutual security pro-

gram ----- .01 .01 .01 .02 .06 .06
(17) Other - .67 .07 .18| .161 .16 .14 .18 .22 1. 10 1. 77

' The differences between U. S. Government grant and credit figures shown here and those shown in
table I are due to differences in accounting procedures and definitions. For example, foreign currencies
acquired through the sale of surplus agricultural commodities but still unspent enter into the balance-of-
payments accounts (table I) as short-term assistance to foreign countries. Such amounts are not incor-
porated Into the foreign grant and Gong-term) credit data included above, however, until the foreign
currencies are expended as grants or loans.

Defense Depsrtment Is operating agency providing moat of miltary said reported on this line.
'Provided primarily by Internstionsl Coperation Admininstration (ICA) and its predecessors: Foreign

Operations Administration (FOA), Mutual Security Administration (MSA), and Economic Cooperation
Administration (ECA). Includes grants for defense support, technical assistance, emergency relief, and
contributions to Internationsl organizations for Palestine refugees and Korean reconstruction.

'I ncludes counterpart funds received by U. S. Government.
' Less than $5,000,000.
6 Indudes loan activities of ICA, FOA, MSA, and ECA.
NOTE.-Because of rounding to nearest $10,000,000, figures may not add up correctly. When each

figure is fully extended-
Line (1)=(2)+(9)
Line (2) - (3) -(6)
Line (3)=(4)+(5)
Line (6)=(7)+(8)
Line (9) =(10)- (14)
Line (10)=(l1)+(12)+(13)
Line (14) = (15)+(16)+(17)

Source: Report of the National Advisory Council on International Monetary and Financial Problems,
85th Cong., Ist sess., H. Doc. 200, table C-4. Date are based upon those published by the Department of
Commerce, Office of Business Economics, in the quarterly report Foreign Grants and Credits by the United
States Government.
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TABLFIII1.U. S. Government: Net foreign grants and~ credits, by area, 1951-56

[In billions of dollars]

Calendar year Total
Line --- -____ _ Line

No. 1951 I 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 ~~~~~~1951- 1954- 1951- o
__________________ - - ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~53 56 56

(1) All areas (net grants and 4.63 5.04 6.35 4. 74 4. 22 4. 34 16. 02 13.30 29. 32 (1)
credits utilized).'2

(2) Grants (net total)-----4.51 4. 64 6.12 4.86 4.31 4. 37 15. 27 13.53 28.81 (2)
(3) Military supplies 1.48 2.60 4. 28 3. 20 2.41 2. 67 8.42 8. 28 16. 71 (3)

and services.
(4) Other

2
3

- ------- 3.04 1. 98 1. 84 1.066 1. 90 1. 69 6. 85 5. 25 12.10 (4)
(5) Credits (net) -------. 12 .40 .23 -. 11 -. 09 -. 03 .75 -. 23 .51 (5)
(6) Europe (total) -------- 3. 37 3. 75 4. 41 3. 12 2.41 2. 21 11. 53 7. 74 19. 27 (6)
(7) Grants ---------- 3. 49 3.63 4.858 3. 36 2.59 2.41 11. 70 8.35 20.06 (7)
(8) Military supplies 1. 08 2.18 3. 44 2.35 1. 78 1.94 '6. 71 6.07 12. 78 (8)

and services.
(9) Other---------2.41 1.45 1.13 1.01 .81 .47 4. 99 2. 29 7. 28 (9)

(10) Credits -----------. 12 .11 -. 17 -. 23 -18 -20 -. 17 -.62 -. 79 (10)
(11) Asia (total) Ia-------- .99 1.90 1. 40 1. 37 1. 54 1. St 3.40 4. 72 8.12 (11)
(12) Grants ---------- 85 .83 1.139 1. 32 1.47 1. 63 3.06 4. 42 7.48 (12)
(13) Military supplies .29 .38 .77 .79 .58 .05 1.45 2.02 3.46 (13)

and services.~(14) Other---------.56 .44 .61 53 .89 .98 1. 62 2. 40 4.02 (14)
(15) Credits ---------- 15 .17 .02 .05 .06 .18 .34 .29 .63 (15)
(16) Latin America (total) ---- 16 .13 .40 .13 .10 .11 .70 .34 1.03 (16)
(17) Grants ---------- 08 .08 .u6 .09 .10 .14 .22 .32 .55 (17)
(18) Military supplies .00 .06 .03 .05 .03 .06 .16 .13 .29 (18)

and services.
(19) O ther -------- 01 .02 .03 .04 .07 .08 .07 .19 .25 (19)
(20) Credits---------- 08 .05 .34 .04 (4) -.03 .47 .02 .49 (20)
(21) Africa (total nonmilitary) 3... .01 .06 .04 .05 .09 .07 .11 .20 .31 (21)
(22) Grants (other than mili- (4) .01 .01 .01 .05 .05 .02 .11 .13 (22)

tary).
(23) Credits ---------- (4) .05 .03 .04 .03 .02 .09 .09 .18 (23)
(24) Other 5 ------------ 10 .10 .08 .08 .09 .14 .29 .30 .59 (24)
(25) Grants ---------- 09 .09 .08 .08 .09 .14 .27 .32 .59 (25)
(26) Military supplies .04 .04 .03 .02 .02 .02 . 11 .07 . 17 (26)

and serv ices.
(27) O ther -------- 05 .06 .05 .06 .07 .11 .16 .25 .41 (27)
(28) Credits ---------- 01 .01 (4) (4) -.01 (4) .03 -. 02 .01 (28)

I The differences between U. S. Government grant and credit figures shown here and those shown in
table I are, due to differences in accounting procedures anid definitions. For example, foreIgn currencies
acquired through the s-sle of surplus agricultursl commodities but still unspent enter into the balance-of-
payments accounts; (table I) as short-term assistance to foreign countries. Such amounts are not incor-
porated into the foreign grant and (long-term) credit data included above, however, until the foreign
currencies are expended as grants or loans.

2 Includes grants for defense support.
3 European totals include assistince to certain European dependents in Asia and Africa. Amounts for

Asia and Africa are correspo-idingly understated.
4 Equals lees than $5,001,000.

Includes Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and certain international organications.

Source: Report of the National Advisory Council on International Monetary and Financial Problems,
85tb Cong., lst sess., H. Doc. No. 230, tables C-1, C-2, and C-3. Data are based upon those published
by the Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, in the quarterly report Foreign Grants
and Credits by the U. S. Government. Because of rounding to nearest $10,000,090, figures may not add
up correctly. When each figure is fully extended:

Line (i) =(2) +(5) =(6) +(1l) +(16) +(21) +(24).
Line (2) = (3) +(4) = (7) +(12) +(17) +(22) +(25).
Line (3) -(8) +(13) +(18) +(26).
Line (4) = (9) +(I14 + (19) +(22) + (7).
Line (5) = (10) +(15) +(20) +(23) +(28).
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TABLE IV.-ICA aid to selected areas for fiscal years 1955-57, by type of
assistance'

(Obligations, in millions of dollars] 2

Fiscal year
Region and country _

1955 1958 1957 1955-57

Total, excluding Europe-

Direct forces support 3_----------------------------- -_
Defense support a
Development assistance ---
Technical cooperation ------------------------------
Other-

Far East (total) --------------------------

Direct forces support-
Defense support-
Development assistance -------- ------
Technical cooperation - -------- -------------------
Other-

Cambodia (total)-

Defense support-
Technical cooperation - --

Laos --------------------

Defense support -.
Technical cooperation-

Vietnam-

Direct forces support-

Technical cooperation - -

Indochina (undistributed)-
Defense support -- ------------------

China (Taiwan)-

Direct forces support-
Defense support-
Technical cooperation ----------------------------------

Korea ---------------------------------------

Defense support-
Technical cooperation -- --------------- ------------
Other -------------------------------

Philippines -- ----------------------------------------

Defense support-
Technical cooperation-

South Asia (total)-

Defense support-
Development assistance-
Technical cooperation-
Other -- -

India - ------------------------------------

Development assistance -- . --
Technical cooperation-

Pakistan ---- --------------

Defense support-
Technical cooperation - ----
Other ------------------------------

See footnotes at end of table.

$1,422 $1, 251 $1, 31 | $4,035
I-

81
986
236
115

3

912

56
833

20
2

4-3
992
148
113

3

739

4-3

706
4

31

1,045
201
115

811

5
38

78
3,022

586
342

6

. 462

53
2309

9
88
3

38 45 34 117

38 43 32 114
2 2 4

41 48 44 134

41 47 43 131
1 1 2

324 202 260 785

20----- 20
72104 1 2 757

3 4 8

60 '-22 - 38
60 -22 1--- 38

132 70 84 285

29 1 '- 1 1- 28
90 68 - 80 247
3 3 4 10

237 324 306 867

235 317 300 853
()5 5 it1

2 1 -- -- -a3

28 28 34 90

21 22 29 73
7 8 a 18

152 190 192 535

57 97 93 246
72 69 82 223
23 24 18 64
1 1 2- - 2

86 59 69 214

72 47 63 182
13 13 6 32

63 106 99 267

57 97 93 248
5 8 6 19
1 1 ---------- 2

_ I 1 I-
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TABLE IV.-ICA aid to selected areas for fiscal years 1955-57, by type of
assistance 5-Continued

[Obligations, in millions of dollars] '

FIscal yearRegion and country Fiscal year

1955 j 1956 1 1957 1 1955-57
___ ______ ___ _

Near East (total)

Direct forces support
Defense support
Development assistance.
Technical cooperation.

Greece

Defense support
Technical cooperation.

Iran

Defense support.
Development assistance
Technical cooperation

Israel ------------------------

Development assistance
Technical cooperation

Turkey - ----- ------ ------------- --------

Direct forces support
Defense support
Technical cooperation

Latin America (total)

Defense support ----------------------------
Development assistance
Technical cooperation ----- -----------------------------
Other --- ---- ----------------------------------------

Bolivia -----------------------

Defense support.
Development assistance
Technical cooperation
Other

Africa (total)

Defense support
Development assistance
Technical cooperation.

299

25
96

144
34

239

27
23

218

127
69
22

756

25
412
240

79

34 27 26 86

33 26 25 84
1 (') 1 2

78 65 51 189

58 45 102
54 ---- 53
19 8 6 34

41 24 27 92

40 22 25 87
1 1 2 5

90 107 59 256

25 --- 25
64 105 56 225
2 2 3 7

45 71 79 194

49 49
16 44 60
28 27 29 84
1 (5) 1

13 25 23 61

20 20
10 2 - 32
3 2 3 8

(5) (5 3) 1

13 13 62 88

3-- - -5
10

5-- - -
8

7
46
9

7
54
27

I Countries selected are those outside ICA European region, on behalf of which obligations in excess or
$50 million were accumulated during the period June 30, 1955 to June 30, 1957. ICA includes Greece and
Turkey in Near East region. European figures, which are not yet available, would add Spain, Yugo-
slavia, and possibly Germany (Berlin and East German relief) to the list.

2 Figures are preliminary. Obligations precede expenditures and provide a useful measure of currenttrends. Because of rounding to the nearest million, columns and lines may not add correctly.
3 Both direct forces support and defense support are designed to make possible the creation or mainte-

nance of a certain level of military forces. Direct forces support does so by providing, or paying for, goods
or services that physically reach or benefit the forces involved. Defense support contributes to this objec-tive more indirectly through providing resources which either enable the recipient country to maintain
a level of defense expenditures or undertake defense activities that would not otherwise be possible. The
program of direct forces support (e. g., clothing, rations, petroleum, medical supplies, etc. used directly
and exclusively by the military forces) was transferred to the Department of Defense at the beginning of
the 1956 fiscal year. Defense support includes some assistance (e. g., in transportation, electric power, or
port improvement) which might also be classified as aid for economic development. It has its specific
military impact as a country's economy is rendered capable of sustaining the desired enlargement of Its
defense burden.

4 Negative figure means deobligatlons exceeded obligations of new funds or reobligations of old funds.
* Less than $500,600.
Source: International Cooperation Administration, Office of Statisties and Reports.



AMERICA'S FOREIGN AID PROGRAM

Robert E. Baldwin, professor of economics, University of California,
Los Angeles

INTRODUCTION

An evaluation of foreign aid can usefully begin with an emphasis
upon three significant political and economic developments in the
postwar world. First, the security of the United States has been
threatened seriously since World War II by the rise of a powerful
group of Communist nations that are hostile to capitalistic countries
such as our own. Moreover, it is increasingly apparent that the re-
sultant political struggle between the western capitalistic countries
and this Communist bloc may continue for many years.

At the same time the United States was trying to turn back the
challenge of international communism, it was confronted with another
fundamental change in international relations. This is the attain-
ment of political independence by a number of nations that formerly
were alined closely to certain western countries. A major way in
which these nations exercise their newly gained independence is Dy
attempting to raise their living standards. In this effort, they are also
joined by other relatively poor countries that previously had attained
a large measure of political autonomy. The conviction that their
long-endured poverty can be eliminated deeply influences the actions
of the political leaders of these regions. However, in their attempts
to carry out the objective of accelerated economic growth, many of
these nations are not as yet firmly committed to the methods either
of democratic capitalism or of totalitarian socialism. Consequently,
the programs and policies followed by these countries are necessarily
of vital interest to both the West and the Communist group.

A third point to keep in mind while analyzing the American foreign
aid program is that international financial difficulties have plagued
many of the western capitalistic countries since the end of the war.
Although much progress has been made toward solving this problem,
the rebuilding of a stable, relatively free pattern of international
trade with these nations is still not completed.

Within the framework of these postwar developments, two major
sets of questions must be answered in considering the foreign aid
policy of the United States. They are: (1) Is the current volume and
regional distribution of foreign aid by this country adequate; and
(2) Is the economic and financial form of this aid satisfactory.

TiE VOLUME AND REGIONAL DIsTmmurIoN OF FOREIGN AID

The adequacy of the magnitude of A merica's foreigin aid program
is a question that must be decided in terms of the relative importance
of our various competing national policy objectives and the limited
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volume of resource available to achieve these goals. In particular, it
must always be remembered that satisfactory international political
and economic relations are only one of many objectives of national
policy. Furthermore, expenditures by the Federal Government are
only one method of attempting to achieve this specific. goal.

Within recent years, the threat of Communist aggression caused
this country to anllncfp. mnot. nf its fnrpign aid for the purpose of pro-
viding direct military assistance to our close allies. To meet the
immediate danger of war there can be little question about the wisdom
of this decision. Such foreign assistance clearly can indirectly
strengthen our military capabilities more than would be the case if
these funds were employed directly for increasing the potential of our
own military services. We must, however, make certain that these
funds are received by nations who would make effective fighting
partners in case of a general conflagration.

The appropriate volume of direct military aid would seem to de-
pend upon the maintenance of a balance of military power between
the free and Communist worlds. Shifts in foreign policy-appar-
ent or real-on the part of the Communist nations should not be al-
lowed to cloud their basic hostility to the West. The only adequate
guide for defense expenditures in the West is an appraisal of the mili-
tary strength of the potential adversary. An appraisal of this type
is a difficult task, but the risks involved are so great that we must
be sure not to underestimate the military power of the Communist bloc.

Although a policy of military strength may prevent a general con-
flict and also retard Communist expansion by means of small-scale
wars, it does not adequately meet the problem of thwarting the spread
of communism by peaceful methods. One means of partially dealing
with this matter is by attempting to increase the economic power of
those nations in which there are democratic leanings but in which
communism is still a real threat. The more fully these countries can
satisfy the economic desires of their people through democratic meth-
ods, the more secure will be the international position of the United
States. However, to view the problem of raising the level of eco-
nomic well-being throughout the free world solely in terms of the
struggle between the West and the Communist bloc is to adopt a much
too narrow view of our foreign policy problems. In many countries
communism is not an immediate danger, yet there are beginnings of
a profound revolution in traditional social, political, and economic
ways of life. To minimize the significance of this upheaval for the
United States would be to take a dangerously shortsighted view of
our interests. Our interests clearly are to help these nations achieve
their political, economic, and social goals within the framework of a
stable, democratic, and capitalistic system. For with this type of
government the chances of gaining the type of world peace we seek
are greatest.

In addition to shifts that are occurring in the pooer parts of the
free world, our foreign policy must also take into account the prob-
lems faced by some of the older capitalistic nations. In these na-
tions our interests are less social or political and more economic.
We are especially concerned with their economic ills that appear in
the form of periodic balance of payments difficulties. Such difficul-
ties tend to lead to the imposition of additional quantitative restric-
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tions on trade by these countries and sometimes to curtailment of the
volume of resources devoted to military preparedness in order to cope
better with their international economic problems. Since these poli-
cies are not in the interests of the United States, the question of possible
economic aid to these countries is also relevant.

But is economic aid a sufficiently effective means of implementing
our foreign policy of combating communism and of promoting a
world in which we can prosper in peace? The experience of economic
aid under the Marshall plan must certainly be judged as encouraging.
By 1950 most of industrial Europe regained its prewar level of pro-
duction and the great dollar shortage of the immediate postwar years
was significantly reduced. Financial crises have occurred since then
but the fear that an economically weak Europe would be an easy prey
to communism has long since passed. As a result, economic aid to
industrial Europe was greatly reduced. There still remains, how-
*ever, the need to develop a stronger international organization to help
these nations-as well as the rest of the world-to meet short-run
balance of payments strains.

Although the Marshall plan was highly successful, one must be
cautious about generalizing from this experience in discussing methods
of furthering our interests in the poorer parts of the free world. The
problem in postwar Europe was to rebuild a war-disrupted industrial
structure. These countries already possessed the economic and social
requisites for successful economic growth. Moreover, their govern-
ments were of the type with which the United States could maintain
harmonious relations. lThe main task for us was to help restore their
economic strength as quickly as possible in order to turn back the
threat of Communist aggression and to renew mutually profitable
economic relations.

The situation in the undeveloped areas is quite different. In these
regions it is not mainly a matter of restoring economic strength within
a framework of established social, political, and economic institutions
but of creating an environment in which sustained and faster develop-
ment can occur. To accomplish this goal significant changes in the
social, economic, and political milieu of these nations are required.
Many of these countries have long been caught in a vicious circle of
poverty. Being poor they do not possess the means to save nor the
purchasing power to encourage a large volume of investment in manu-
facturing. In addition, the efficiency of the people as productive
agents is low, and their natural resources are poorly utilized. To
break out of the circle of poverty necessitates more than the provision
of capital funds; it also requires a modification in their cultural pat-
terns that will be conducive to growth.

When the problem of accelerating development in the poor countries
is viewed in this manner, arguments for economic aid claiming that
the recipient nations will become friendlier toward the United States
or that they will turn away from communism as their living standards
rise appear rather superficial. Establishing a creditor-debtor relation-
ship or a donor-donee one certainly does not breed friendship in any
deep sense. Nor is democratic capitalism necessarily correlated with
a rising standard of living. Indeed one must be careful about assum-
ing that economic aid will make a significant contribution toward
permanently raising living standards in the poor regions. A case for
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general foreign aid based upon the development of sources of raw
material supplies and of markets for our manufactures also should
not be pushed too strongly. It is not at all obvious that these objectives
are best satisfied by a large-scale Government-sponsored aid program.

Does it follow that the benefits to the United States of an economic
aid program to the poor countries are so problematical that such aid
is not justified? I think not. It should be recognized, first, that
fundamental ecun1WHII, soUial, and political ehanges are already occur-
ring in these regions. Whether we step in and assist these nations
develop is not going to affect the underlying forces making for change.
We may be able to influence the forms of expression of these forces
but not their basic nature. In short, the United States is confronted
with changing political, economic, and social forces in these countries
to which we must adapt.

Although most poor countries in the non-Communist world are not
undertaking devleopment programs within the framework of minimal
direct government sponsorship that existed in such nations as Great
Britain and the United States during the 19th century, they are fol-
lowing policies closer to capitalism than to the type of detailed plan-
ning practiced by a completely socialistic state. Their poverty and
backwardness may necessitate more state activity than under American
capitalism, but these characteristics at the same time tend to discourage
the use of all-embracive planning techniques. For the very lack of
administrative and entrepreneurial skill makes the communistic tech-
nique of deliberate industrialization highly risky.

Thus, the United States faces the problem of adapting to deep-seated
revolutionary forces that in most of the poor nations at the present
time are being channeled into forms of political and economic activity
that are reasonably acceptable in terms of our foreign policy interests.
Our chances of living in a peaceful and prosperous world would seem
to be greater if the development programs of these regions are success-
ful than if they are not. If they succeed the chances of strengthening
democracy and free enterprise in the poor countries would seem to be
increased. Failure in their development efforts will strengthen the
positions of those advocating complete planning and the kind of un-
democratic political methods usually associated with this policy. How-
ever, even with successful development programs in the poor countries,
it should be stressed that what we should seek is a strengthening of
political independence, democratic forces, and capitalistic traditions
in these countries rather than the creation of carbon copies of American
political or economic institutions and of governments that are pre-
pared to follow blindly our political leadership.

Coupled with the challenge of adapting to the new forces in the
poor countries as well as the tendency of these nations presently to
follow political and economic methods that satisfy our foreign policy
objectives is the belief by most investigators of the development prob-
lem in poor areas that well-conceived economic measures on the part
of the rich countries can significantly help the underdeveloped nations.
Many of these countries do not seem to be too far away from a thresh-
old of sustained growth. Efforts by the poor regions alone, however,
may not be sufficient to break out of the vicious circle or at least may
delay the breakthrough for a long time. A certain amount of help
from the rich nations may provide the push needed to reach a self-
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generating growth position. It is emphasized, however, that merely
making large sums available under very loose controls or adopting
other measures to encourage foreign investment is by no means
sufficient to guarantee success. This is a very different case from that
of postwar Europe where the problem of utilizing available funds
productively was not so serious. There is a much greater possibility in
the poor countries that economic aid may not be used in the most pro-
ductive manner. The reason for this rests on the very characteristics
that make these countries poor. As a result, if economic aid is to be
successful in raising standards of living, it must be channeled through
organizations which carefully appraise the development plans and
potentials of these countries. The program should be designed to
further the establishment of conditions of self-sustained growth rather
than to raise living standards by relief benefits. This implies the
application of rather rigid economic criteria in determining the amount
of aid a particular country might profitably utilize.

If it is concluded that economic aid to the poor countries is a worth-
while policy for the United States to pursue, then what should be
the volume of this aid 2 One way to approach this question is to
ask what are the needs of the poor countries in order to raise per
capita income a certain percentage. A United Nations study in 1949
concludes that an annual capital import of well over $10 billion is
required to raise per capita income 2 percent per year in the poor
countries as a whole. Since the current flow of foreign investment
funds into the Door countries is probably about $2 billion, the volume
of additional aid necessary to accomplish this objective would be very
substantial. A more recent study by Professors Millikan and Rostow,
however, presents a much lower figure. These authors estimate the
additional volume of capital assistance that the poor countries can
absorb productively to be between $2.5 billion and $3.5 billion annually
for the next 5 years. They maintain that this volume of assistance
together with existing sources of investment funds should produce
"rates of growth of per capita income of at least 1 or 2 percent per
year." 1

Although estimates of this sort necessarily are very rough, the
Millikan-Rostow figure seems more reliable than the United Nations'
figure. It is computed in a less mechanistic manner and takes into
account the important concept of capital-absorptive capacity. It can-
not be stressed too strongly that the problem of development is much
more than one of capital accumulation. Labor skills must be im-
proved, enterepreneurship developed, natural resources more fully
utilized, market imperfections reduced, attitudes changed, etc. With-
out these development requirements the productivity of capital de-
creases very rapidly. However, even given strenuous efforts to meet
these needs, the time involved in fulfilling them implies that the
ability of the poor countries to absorb capital productively within the
next 5 years is strictly limited.

Another method of gaining a better perspective on the volume of
capital assistance to poor countries that might be appropriate on the
part of the rich nations is to consider past experience in this area.

1 Max F. Mlillkan and W. W. Rostow, A Proposal, Key to an Effective Foreign Pollcy,
Harper & Bros., New York, 1957, p. 100.
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The conclusion from this approach is that there has been a sharp
decline, especially since World War I, in the relative significance of
international investment. During the 50 years prior to World War I
Britain was easily the most important international investor. By 1913
about 40 percent of total long-term foreign investments were British
investments. France and Germany were the second and third largest
foreign investors, respectively. Britain's overseas investments aver-
aged 4 percent of her national income during the entire period 1870-
1913 and equaled 7 percent of her national income in the years between
1905 and 1913. One-quarter of British capital was exported to
regions that today are considered to be underdeveloped.

Private long-term foreign investment by the United States in the
record year of 1956 was $3.4 billion, or about 1 percent of national
income. A 4-percent level for this country in 1956 would have raised
this figure to $13.7 billion. If this volume of private investment were
undertaken by the United States today and one-quarter of it was made
in the poor countries, most of the additional capital needs estimated
by AMillikan and Rostow for the poor regions could be met from private
American sources alone.

After World War I, the international investment position of the
rich nations changed drastically. During the war Britain liquidated
nearly one-quarter of her overseas investments, and throughout the
1920's her annual net capital exports averaged only about a third of
the amount just before the war. France and Germany suffered even
greater relative foreign investment loses than the United Kingdom.
The United States, on the other hand, emerged from the war as a
creditor nation and became the chief source of international loans dur-
ing the 1920's. American private exports of long-term capital aver-
aged over 1 percent of national income during this period. About
30 percent of portfolio investments and 50 percent of direct invest-
ments by this country between 1920 and 1931 were directed toward the
underdeveloped areas. Most of this investment was undertaken in
Latin America.

In the 1930's long-term foreign investment again dropped sharply.
Political instability, the effects of the world-wide depression, and
governmental controls caused this period to become one of negligible
long-term private foreign investment. The United States in par-
ticular ceased to continue its lending role of the 1920's. Total Amer-
ican foreign investments actually fell from $17 billion in 1930 to $11
billion in 1939. After World War II private foreign investment by
this country increased again but the average volume in constant prices
between 1946 and 1952 was only one-half of the 1919-29 average.
The flow of private funds since 1953, however, is somewhat more en-
couraging. But British capital exports in real terms from 1953 to
1956 averaged only 7.5 percent of her capital exports in 1913.

As noted, private long-term investment by the United States in
1956 was $3.4 billion. Canada and Western Europe absorbed about
60 percent of this sum, while Latin America received 25 percent of
the investment funds. The remaining 15 percent was divided between
the poor nations of Africa and Asia, and such countries as Australia,
New Zealand, and Japan. Direct private investment in 1956 was $2.8
billion. About 44 percent of this type of investment was made in the
underdeveloped countries (mainly in Latin America).
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In addition to private investment the United States, of course, has
provided substantial governmental assistance to other countries since
the end of the war. Between July 1, 1955, and June 30, 1956, for
example, Government expenditures for foreign assistance were $5 bil-
lion. The underdeveloped countries (mainly 7 defense support coun-
tries) received $1.5 billion of this aid. If foreign assistance by the
Government is added to private long-term foreign investment in 1956,
the ratio of these two items to national income is 21/2 percent.

A consideration of the current needs of the poor countries and of the
past experience of private foreign investment by the rich countries
in these areas leads to the conclusion that, if anything like the pre-
World War I international investment pattern could be restored, the
capital problems of the poor countries would be solved. Fortunate-
ly, the United States at least does seem to be approaching again her
role in the 1920's of a major source of capital funds. But this will
still leave many of the capital needs of the poor nations unfulfilled.
Therefore, in view of the opportunities for strengthening our national
security, for reducing our long-run defense expenditures, and for
opening-up both new raw material sources and markets for manu-
factured products that are linked with an increased flow of capital
funds to the underdeveloped parts of the world, it would seem to be
clearly in our national interests to attempt to increase the stream of
our capital exports.

FORMS OF CAPITAL AssIsTANcE

If a larger volume of capital assistance to poor countries is an im-
portant policy goal for this country, what financial and economic
forms should this assistance take?

One of the most important issues in this connection is the extent to
which aid should take the form of private versus public investment.
There are several important advantages of private investment. Since
it is made within the framework of business profit calculations, private
investment funds are likely to be employed productively. Further-
more, to the extent that this type of investment consists of direct rather
than portfolio investment, it is likely to be accompanied by an inflow
of managerial and entrepreneurial talent. This can be an effective
method of helping to train the labor force in poor countries. Direct
private investment also has the advantage of freeing a country from
fixed charges that must be annually transferred abroad. Finally, a
larger part of the earnings from direct investment as compared with
portfolio investment are likely to be reinvested within the recipient
country.

Because of these important benefits from private investment, vigor-
ous efforts should be taken to increase the flow of this type of funds.
Most writers contend that this flow can be expanded through such
measures as investment treaties, tax incentives, investment guaranties,
and the provision of better information concerning investment oppor-
tunities abroad. But the majority of investigators in this field do not
believe that the kind of additional capital needs estimated by Millikan
and Rostow for the poor countries can be satisfied mainly by private
investment, particularly within the next few years. The risks and
ip ediments involved in private foreign investment can be minimized
only over a fairly long period of time.
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There are also some drawbacks to an exclusive reliance on private
investment. By far the largest part of British and American foreign
investment has been devoted to the development of food and raw
material exports and tertiary industries closely associated with the
marketing of these exports. In short, there understandably has been
an export bias to private foreign investment. The great international
flow of capital in the 19th and early 20th centuries also was directed to
regions of recent settlement such as the United States, Argentina, and
Australia and was accompanied by a large movement of trained labor.
The relatively skilled type of labor that emigrated to these sparsely
populated regions and the nature of the commodities produced for
export were important factors in causing the large-scale investment
in industries closely related to exports to create a mechanism of sus-
tained growth. In most of the poor countries the flow of capital and
labor was either insignificant or the type of labor emigrating to these
nations and the nature of the export industry were such that foreign
investment did little to produce a cumulative growth process.

In many of the poor countries the current prospects for the creation
of the type of balenced economy necessary for sustained development
by means of investment in industries closely associated with exports
are not very favorable. First, productive opportunities for a sig-
nificant expansion in the type of export industries that attract foreign
capital do not exist in a number of these countries. Moreover, in
those nations in which opportunities are present the high proportion
of the investment in extractive industries does not directly contribute
to an increase in the levels of skill and industrial training of very many
people nor does it induce much complementary investment in tertiary
industries. The taxation of profits from this investment, however,
can serve as an important source of revenue. Although private in-
vestment by foreigners in export industries should be encouraged for
this reason, it does not follow that 'the existence of this tax revenue will
lead to balanced self-sustained growth in any automatic manner.
Total resources available from taxes and royalties paid by foreigners
are not now nor likely to be in the near future sufficiently large to meet
the capital requirements necessary for this goal. Furthermore, as the
experience of certain countries in the Middle East indicates, the avail-
ability of capital funds does not ensure rapid development. A well-
conceived program is needed, administrative and managerial skills in
government and business must be improved, levels of general education
and vocational training of the labor force must be raised, natural re-
sources must be more fully exploited, reforms in the system of land
tenure 'are often needed, etc. In short, accelerated development re-
quires the removal of the characteristics of backwardness and under-
development as well as of capital deficiency.

Public foreign assistance must be relied upon to aid in the develop-
ment of those sectors in which private foreign investment is not likely
to be undertaken and in which government revenues as well as the non-
financial resources of the poor areas are insufficient to initiate a cumu-
lative growth process. The size of the type of aid that would seem
desirable in terms of our development goal is difficult to estimate. On
the one hand the internal needs of the rich countries are so pressing
that massive assistance to poor areas that turns out to be mostly a form
of relief because of its unproductive uses must be ruled out. On the
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other hand, if the aid is too small, it may not be sufficient to start a
cumulative upward growth movement and therefore also may be but
a form of subsidy. In terms of the estimated needs of the poor areas
and the outlook for alternative sources of assistance it would appear
that an additional appropriation by the United States Government of
perhaps $1.5 billion annually for a 5-year period would be a prudent
step. But a much more careful survey of the opportunities to absorb
capital assistance productively in the poor regions is necessary before
any firm opinion can be given on this matter.

An important part of such a program should consist of greater
technical assistance to the poor countries. Sums such as the $116
million appropriated for this purpose by the United States in 1954
and the $70 million budgeted by the United Nations in the same year
are entirely too modest in view of the opportunities in this area.
Technical assistance essentially is a form of investment in the people
of these countries. It must be remembered that nations such as the
United States, Canada, and Australia developed under the impetus
of a simultaneous flow of capital and labor. The people who emi-
grated from Europe brought with them the know-how and production
experience that had been slowly acquired in the European nations.
We cannot expect any similar migration to the poor countries of today.
The problem therefore is to provide an alternative method of trans-
fering technical knowledge to these areas. For with this knowledge
the poor countries not only will be able to utilize more productively the
investment funds nrovided bv the rich countries but will he, able to use

their existing resources better. A United Nations study estimates, for
example, that if poor countries devoted 1 percent of their national in-
come to agricultural services, they would be able to reap a 50 percent
increase in output within 20 years or less without any substantial in-
crease in capital or widespread reorganization of the agricultural sys-
tem.

Technical assistance should take the form of grants rather than
loans. Although its effects on raising the incomes and foreign ex-
change earning capacity of the poor countries are likely to prove
considerable, these repercussions will be indirect and occur only
gradually. To insist upon the repayment of these sums plus interest
charges may place the poor countries in a very difficult balance-of-
payments position and generally discourage the use of technical aid.
Efforts also are needed to integrate the several technical assistance
programs by means of some central international organization.

In addition to our direct military assistance, the principle of grants
is also appropriate for the economic aid that we believe is necessary
in order to help those countries receiving direct military assistance to
utilize this military aid effectively. Since the purpose of economic
aid of this sort is not directly related to the goal of establishing a
self-sustaining growth process, it should not be judged on the grounds
of economic productivity.

The remaining part of our foreign-aid program, including most of
the additional aid recommended here, should be in the form of loans.
Although it may well be even in our national interests to give to the
poor countries the entire amount of the additional aid suggested here,
the loan principle is necessary to help insure the most productive uses
of these funds and to encourage the creation of a framework of self-
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sustained development. Interest rates, however, should be low and
should vary among countries depending upon their level of develop-
ment. Provision for long-run, flexible repayment terms are also
necessary.

In summary, there seem to be convincing reasons for the United
States to increase its volume of foreign assistance to the poor coun-
tries. Basically, they follow from the attachment of a high priority
to the long-range goal of destroying Communist imperialism and of
creating a peaceful and prosperous world. In economic matters, as
in all forms of human endeavor, a situation must be judged in terms
of alternatives. There is no question but that an expanded aid pro-
gram will place additional burdens on the American people. But
these burdens are inconsequential compared to the kind they might
have to carry if communism continues to spread throughout the world
and if the poor countries fail to achieve a reasonable measure of suc-
cess in pursuing their peaceful national aspirations. Increased
economic assistance is no automatic guaranty that the goal of a peace-
ful and prosperous world will be established, but the potential dangers
of the future in relation to the possibilities for reaching this objective
partly by means of economic aid appear to indicate that this aid is
well worth the risks involved.



SOME NOTES ON FOREIGN ECONOMIC AID

M. Bronfenbrenner, professor of economics, Michigan State University

PRELIMINARY

These thoughts and suggestions refer to the administration of direct
Government expenditures for foreign economic aid, mainly but not
exclusively in tde underdeveloped areas of Africa, Asia, and Latin
America. They refer both to grants and to loans: indeed, one sugges-
tion will be the transfer of much of our expenditure to the former
from the latter category. They exclude such items as military aid,
disaster relief, commodity purchases for stockpiling, and Government
guaranties for American private capital abroad. They also assume
the line between such categories as military and economic aid, or
between disaster relief and reconstruction development, to be more
unequivocal than is likely in practice.

The figure concerned is as yet a relatively small one, compared to
the total Federal budget. It is currently less, rather than more, than
$2 billion annually, and the question may arise why special attention
should be devotCd to it here. To this so of nrguiment. if it in fact
arises, there are at least two answers:

1. Expenditures for foreign economic aid generate an uniquely large
political multiplier. By the term "political multiplier," which may
be original, I mean that each dollar of foreign economic aid generates
demand for X dollars (X varying over time, but always substantially
greater than unity) of domestic ex1penditures of all kinds, chiefly eco-
nomic aid for low-income areas within the continental United States.
In particular, it has been found extraordinarily difficult to reduce these
latter expenditures, say, in a period of inflation where much fiscal
theory would recommend reduction, while maintaining economic as-
sistance to foreigners. So that, while talking directly about $2 billion
of foreign economic aid expenditures, we are talking indirectly about
perhaps $5 billion or $8 billion of total expenditures. (Please do not
ask me to justify these figures, which represent pure armchair specu-
lation. )

2. The element of altruism and human sympathy in our foreign
economic aid should not be overlooked, but it remains true that it has
been sold politically, mainly as an American weapon in the cold war.
And as the cold war of rival military expenditures shifts in emphasis
to the competitive coexistence of rival economic ideological salesman-
ship, we must expect the size of these expenditures to increase for an
indefinite period.

Considered in bloodless frigidity, with all elements of altruism and
human sympathy drained awvay, the problem of administration of our
foreign economic aid program can be put in economic terms as obtain-
ing maximum cold war or competitive coexistence advantage at a
given cost, or as the so-called dual problem of obtaining at minimum
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cost a given cold war or competitive coexistence advantage. And here,
to run ahead of the main body of this paper, my feeling is that our
performance (in Asia at least) leaves much to be desired, in that the
U. S. S. R. and mainland China obtain much more competitive co-
existence advantage per dollar of foreign-aid expenditures than we.

FOREIGN ECONOMIC AID-AMERICA VERSuS RuSSIA

This section is a political digression. It deals with the initial ad-
vantage and disadvantages with which we (and other western nations,
especially the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth countries)
face in the administration of foreign economic aid as compared with
the U. S. S. R. and its allies, especially mainland China. If it should
appear, as I believe it does appear on balance, that America starts out
under an initial handicap, efficacy equal to the Russian or Chinese
will require expenditures greater than theirs.

We have, as I see it, two main advantages vis-a-vis the Russians,
in the foreign-aid aspect of the coexistence competition. The most
fundamental of these is our greater wealth. We have more to spend
for the purpose, and can afford easier terms. Less important, and
less unequivocally an advantage, are our democratic institutions. Our
expenditures for foreign aid can be presented as from the American
people as a whole, not merely from a few leaders spending the people's
money without the people's consent. It is questionable, however,
whether full use has yet been made of either of these advantages.

We operate, on the other hand, under a number of competitive
disadvantages, correlated in most cases with these same advantages.
Our greater wealth and income can be exaggerated to imply that,
whatever we give, we can afford more, and, however easy our terms,
we can afford easier ones. Indeed, if one accepts the underconsump-
tionist and stagnationist critinwe of capitalism which is common in
intellectual circles, it is easy to argue that our foreign-aid expenditures
do not hurt us in any way and are actually beneficial, if not necessary,
for us. (The theory implies, as is well known, that our only alterna-
tives to such spending are depression, unemployment, or armaments.)

Furthermore, the less savorv aspects of the history of western con-
tacts with the underdeveloped world constitute a handicap difficult
to overcome. If, as the Indians and Indonesians claim to believe, the
industrial revolution of the Western World was financed by the loot
of Bengal and the Spice Islands, any reasonable amount of American
aid expenditures in these areas constitutes nothing more than a token
payment in vicarious atonement for the sins of earlier generations of
British and Dutch. (It should also be remembered that, during the
approximate century of British free-trade policy, Americans who
"would not play false, and yet would wrongly win" participated along
with British subjects in the gains from British "imperialism.") In
countries where our aid expenditures are considered only moral repara-
tions, too little and too late into the bargain, there is little reason to
expect great effectiveness from them in swaying public opinion in a
pro-American direction.

Such half-truth history of the roots of western wealth has been
important in implanting among the intellectual classes of most non-
white countries a certain marked anticapitalist and pro-Socialist bias,
which is often transformed into an anti-American and pro-Soviet one.
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Nor are these classes to be overlooked as mere "eggheads." Their
social position is at once higher and stronger than it is in America,
despite the wretched poverty in which many of them live. Their
control over all agencies of communication, in particular, is almost
absolute. Short of totalitarian dictatorship, there is no substitute to
winning over at least a substantial minority of the intellectuals if one
wishes to influence public opinion. If American foreign policy, both
political and economic, has thus far fallen short of expectations in
influencing the intellectuals of the underdeveloped countries, the
explanation lies rather more in this half-truth history, I should guess,
than in any imperfections of our policy itself, or our domestic racial
troubles, or the alleged anti-intellectualism of American civilization.
But be its causes what they may, the anticapitalist and anti-American
slant of the intellectuals of the nonwhite and underdeveloped coun-
tries constitutes an additional handicap to be overcome, a handicap
often overlooked in cold-war prognostications.

Our democratic political institutions can also involve us in diffi-
culties abroad. Voices are raised freely, in Congress and out, begrudg-
ing the aid we give, denouncing its beneficiaries, demanding harsher
terms, both political and economic. These voices are easy to quote
overseas to counteract the political effects of whatever is spent. And,
probably more important, it has been difficult for us as a political
democracy to contribute funds in aid of what the beneficiaries often
want, because the underdeveloped regions of our domestic economy
want the same things. At least one distinguished Senator allegedly
abandoned his fight for reelection in the face of opponent's campaign
comparing pictures of model schools in India (for which the Senator
had led in getting funds appropriated) with pictures of ramshackle
structures attended by some of the Senator's own constituents.

We seem, in fact, to have run up against a dilemma in our aid ex-
penditures, as between spending on projects largely "invisible" in the
countries concerned, and projects more eminently "visible" there.
Spending on such "invisible" projects as seeds, insecticides, the serv-
ices of experts, the exchange of students and teachers, is relatively
easy to finance. On the other hand, its effect on foreign political
opinion seems to be negligible, whatever its cumulative economic effect
may be. Spending on such highly "visible" projects as steel mills,
dams, and technical institutes is more appreciated abroad, but appro-
priations are more difficult to appropriate because of the opposition
from representatives of domestic constituencies which want the same
things. Also, but less important thus far, these "visible" projects are
intended in some degree for eventual competition with our own ex-
ports, both agricultural and industrial. It may be increasingly dif-
ficult to persuade the representatives to export constituencies to accede
to "subsidizing their own competitors."

In facing this dilemma, we have tended in the main to spend on
the "invisible" projects for which Congress would most easily appro-
priate funds, and which may well be for the greatest long-run economic
good of the foreign beneficiaries, but which were not what the bene-
ficiaries themselves most desired. We have left the "visible" projects
too largely to our competitors acress the Iron Curtain. To use a
crude analogy, we have given socks and sweaters for Christmas to a
little boy who wants an electric train, and let our in-laws give him the
train.
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SOME GENERAL SUGGESTIONS

1. Aid should be put almost entirely in the form of grants rather
than of loans, for three main reasons. Direct grants are more highly
appreciated abroad, particularly as against loans from the U. S. S. R.,
which is short of capital and has sometimes pressed hard for repay-
ment. In the second place, it is doubtful that the American public
expects or counts on the repayment of many "loans" made under the
heading of foreign economic aid, so that haggling over repayment
schedules, interest rates, and so forth, is not only an irritant but a
needless one. (Finlands are few and far between.) In the third
place, funds already "lent" may be used by borrowing countries as
hostages for "ransom" if sanguine expectations of repayment are built
up. By this I mean that further loans or other aid may be extracted
against our better judgment as conditions for service on earlier loans.
(The Germans used this technique effectively in the early years of the
Nazi regime. )

2. Aigd should be concentrated on what the beneficiaries actually
want, not on what we think they ought to want. What they want
may, of course, be general programs involving a large number of small
items individually almost invisible-like postwar reconstruction in
South Korea. They are more apt to be large visible items like dams,
bridges, railroads, and factories-or, as in Afghanistan, the paving of
the main streets of the capital. Insofar as possible, projects should be
supported which are wanted both by the governments and by the
people in the grantee countries. Projects wanted by the people but
not the government run too high a chance of being sabotaged in gov-
ernment circles by diversion of funds to other purposes. Projects
wanted by the government but not the people will usually be ineffec-
tive in influencing public opinion.

3. Once aid has been granted. supervision should be reduced to a
minimum, and supplied only at the request of the grantee country.
We have been criticized for taking back in payment to unwanted
American experts, consultants, supervisors, and construction com-
panies too large a proportion of the grants we make. There are other
ways of guarding against misuse of our funds.

PROBLEMS OF ALLOCATION

However generous American taxpayers may become, difficult choices
will have to be made between alternative programs and projects. We
cannot take on ourselves the financing of the entire economic develop-
ment of the entire underdeveloped world. Allocation problems will
always be with us, and must always be faced.

As a first step in the competition for each year's allocations, United
States economic staffs stationed abroad, in embassies or in other
agencies like the International Cooperation Administration, should
list and, if possible, rank projects apparently wanted by both govern-
ments and people in the countries where they are stationed. They
should prepare, with what local assistance may be obtainable, estimates
of probable cost and (if possible) probable benefit, and submit to
Washington applications based on these estimates.

It is important that these applications be submitted to the American
Government by Americans and not by foreign governments them-
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selves. We should not require or expect foreign governments to make
formal, mendicant, hat-in-hand applications, and subject themselves
to the indignities of possible refusal. Applications should be sub-
initted by Americans to the American Government with the minimum
of publicity abroad and the minimum involvement of the prestige of
foreign countries or governments. It is not unlikely under such a
system that certain foreign governments should deliberately court
publicity for their applications and involve their own prestige in these
applications as a form of pressure on the United States. Such pres-
sure, however, is easier to resist when no formal international nego-
tiations have begun and the whole matter is strictly intragovern-
mental.

More applications will undoubtedly be submitted each year than can
conceivably be granted. The process of screening then might well be
in stages, as is the screening of research and allied applications in the
leading educational foundations. The first stage might be in the State
Department, International Cooperation Agency, or some joint board
representing all agencies concerned. The second stage might be in the
Bureau of the Budget, and the third stage in Congress. Each stage
of the screening process should be carried on each fiscal year, both
vith an eye to the total amounts to be approved and to the specific
projects which seem most promising.

It is difficult to present in advance anything which could pass for
principles to be followed in the screening of applications, and what
one says is more likely to be a "counsel of protection" than a "precept
for action." A few such general notions inay, however, be included:

1. In general, the total volume of new projects approved in the
United States should be reduced, other things equal, when the domestic
situation in the United States appears to be inflationary, and increased
when the domestic situation in the United States appears to be defla-
tionary. The direct contracyclical effects of this policy will hardly
be significant. The total volume of expenditures will be small;
changes in spending will lag behind changes in commitments and also
fluctuate less sharply, since most commitments should probably cover
more than a single year. This principle is nevertheless of considerable
importance because of the political multiplier mentioned earlier.

2. Competition with other lending agencies, particularly multilat-
eral ones, should be avoided. Projects or programs should be rejected
when they are under serious current consideration by the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, by the Colombo plan, by
individual foreign governments, or by private agencies. An exception
to this principle should, of course, be made in the case of competition
with the U. S. S. R., mainland China, or countries generally hostile to
the United States Government.

3. Grants should in general be made contingent on the receiving
government's paying for the bulk of the local labor and materials
involved, where such a requirement is meaningful. The purpose of
this requirement is to give the receiving government a share in the
project concerned, and to reduce the easy-come, easy-go attitude
toward funds received as free gifts or long-term loans.

4. Insofar as possible, grant policy should not follow the headlines.
By this we mean that it should not be concentrated too closely in
regions which happen to be in the headlines when grants are being
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allocated (the Far East in 1954-55, the Middle East in 1956-57). It
should also be as political as possible as between countries, along the
lines of Secretary Marshall's original "Marshall plan." It is difficult
to imagine a grant being made to (or accepted) by Soviet Union or
mainland China in the near future, but grants which help to turn
countries from active hostility to being "neutrally against us' or from
hostile to friendly neutrality may be the most productive investments
possible. (Poland and Yugoslavia are possible illustrations.) At the
same time, firm allies should not be overlooked in favor of countries
more strategically balanced. The great danger is of too great a con-
centration for political reasons in countries in the friendly neutral,
semially, or wavering ally categories.

5. Again insofar as possible, grant policy should be neutral economi-
cally as well. Socialism, welfare statism, inflationism, unfair discrimi-
nation against American exports, unfriendly attitude stoward Ameri-
can private capital (even to the point of confiscation) should not in
themselves bar favorable consideration. (This suggested policy of
"turning the other check" toward confiscating countries is in no way
inconsistent with compensating American investors partially or com-
pletely expropriated abroad.)

Conspicuous production, on the other hand, should seldom if ever
be supported. By conspicuous production is meant the grandiose and
spectacular project which the country itself is likely to abandon as
laughably wasteful and uneconomical after a few years. (Steel mills
located without reference to adequate iron and coal resources are
common cases in point. Likewise fancy tourist hotels and airports
in countries unsafe for foreign visitors.)

Corruption and diversion represent major problems in many coun-
tries, implying as they do that American grants would be wasted
outright, or at the very least applied for purposes other than were
intended. The temptation to supervise and police grants in coun-
tries of poor repute for corruption and diversion will be difficult to
withstand, and also the temptation to apply stricter standards to
foreign than to domestic politicians and civil servants in regard to
corruption and diversion. My suggestion is that all these tempta-
tions be avoided sedulously as good-will measures, but that really bad
records of past corruption and diversion be made bases for refusal of
grants until housecleaning has taken place. (An analogy here is the
problem of censorship of publications. What I am advocating is like
the use of posteensorship rather than precensorship for newspapers or
magazines, assuming some form of censorship to be required.)

A lesser problem: some governments are willing to inform bene-
ficiaries of American aid where the aid comes from; other governments
do everything possible to keep the beneficiaries of American aid from
realizing their indebtedness to this country. Since foreign aid is a
weapon of competitive coexistence, it seems to follow that govern-
ments of the first type should be favored over governments of the
second type in the allocation of grants. Here again, supervision
should be avoided in favor of judgment based on the past record of the
government concerned.

6. Another aspect of economic neutralism is that aid be not con-
fined to governments or public agencies. Private projects may often
be expected to win out over public ones, especially in countries with
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corrupt, inefficient, or visionary governments. Particular companies
whose projects are assisted should however be unmistakably native in
ownership, top management, and financial control. Funds should be
channeled to these companies through public agencies, much as f ounda-
tion grants to scientists in this country are usually channeled through
universities and research institutes. To reduce the competitive ad-
vantage of the recipient companies, they should be required to repay
both principal and interest to their home governments, even though
further payment by the home governments to the United States Gov-
ernment has been waived. (It would seem natural to require eventual
repayment to the United States in these cases, but such a requirement
would almost certainly bias the selection process in favor of private
projects. In addition, home governments require mollification where
private projects have been preferred over projects of their own;
eventual receipt of both principal and interest should mollify them.)

PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC OPINION

Questions naturally arise as to the political feasibility of such a
plan as has been outlined above. Two areas where adverse political
reactions may be expected are the less developed regions of the United
States, and foreign countries disappointed in the allocation of grants.

Trouble in neither of these areas is avoided under the existing system

of foreign aid administration, but these proposals would in all prob-
ability increase their severity. The attempt is presently made to
minimize adv is reaction " a o f secrecy regarding the details
of the apportionment of aid expenditures, both by countries and by
types of program. It is not impossible that declassification of this
information would help rather than hinder the success of the entire
foreign aid program-whether the present one or one reformulated in
the direction of the present suggestions.

An almost certain advantage of declassification and increased pub-
licity would be to prevent occasional inevitable instances of corrup-
tion, diversion, or maladministration from being advertised as typical,
since the great volume of contrary evidence would become available.'
Another advantage would be to permit rural Congressmen and Sen-
ators (and their constituents) to compare amounts spent for specific
types of aid in specific foreign countries with the large amounts the
Federal Government will undoubtedly spend for similar aid to States
and localities at home. Here specific breakdowns (educational aids,
highway aids, electrification aids, flood control aids, etc.) will be as
useful as overall figures, since domestic concern seems to rest on specific
types of expenditure as well as on overall totals.

As between foreign countries, the present secrecy policy leaves most
or all countries feeling discriminated against vis-a-vis some or all of
their neighbors and rivals. (Small countries are concerned with to-
tals, larger ones with per capita figures.) Their feelings are prob-
ably exacerbated by the substitution of fantastic rumors for adequate

The "great volume of contrary evidence" must of course include the honest mistakes

and the mice born of mountains along with the spectacular successes. As my colleague

Prof. John M. Hunter has put it to me In criticizine an earlier draft of these notes, the

U. S. Government should regard foreign aid much as business concerns regard their research
programs. Neither can be policed very carefully; it Is seldom that even half the individual

projects "pay off" in either case; but sometimes even the negative results are contributions

to practical knowledge, and the aggregate benefits at least equal the aggregate costs.
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evidence regarding the distribution of American aid. A policy of
publicity should permit a frank admission to any particular country
that it was left out in any particular year, together with the ad-
monition that the equity of the program as a whole must be judged
over a longer period.

SUNFED AND SIMILAR PROJECTS

These proposals imply continued American control over the de-
tails of American aid appropriations. To that extent they are un-
ilateral, and run counter to schemes for transferring control to multi-
lateral international organiaztions and concealing the identities of
individual grantor countries. At present the most ambitious of
these internationalist proposals would establish a Special United Na-
tions Fund for Economic Development (SUNFED) administered
by the United Nations. If the SUNFED proposal or any similar plan
is adopted, with large-scale American financial participation, the
foregoing paragraphs of course become irrelevant.

A main attraction of the multilateral and international proposals
is that it transfers the unpleasant and often fruitless task of dunning
debtor countries from individual creditor countries to an interna-
tional organization such as the United Nations or one of its sub-
sidiary agencies. If loans are replaced by grants, there need be no
dunning of debtors by creditors in any case, and this advantage dis-
appears.

In a competitive coexistence context, an important purpose of for-
eign aid is vitiated if grants or loans come indirectly through interna-
tional organizations rather than directly from the United States,
the United Kingdom, or the Soviet Union. If the Soviet Union and
its allies are willing to put their foreign economic aid into a common
pot, to be allocated by United Nations agencies in which there is
no veto, it may of course be in the American interest to follow suit
and lessen the acerbity of the coexistence competition. But barring
a change of heart in the Kremlin, there is more to be lost than gained
by America's merging its aid funds with those of other developed
countries, while the Soviet Union garners all the competitive advan-
tages of going it alone and having its aid clearly identified.



A PERSPECTIVE ON FOREIGN AID

Howard S. Ellis, Flood professor of economics, University of
California, Berkeley

Debate as to the merits and demerits of United States foreign eco-
nomic aid has gone on now for over a decade-in the Halls of Congress,
in special congressional committees, in the popular press, and in at-
tempts at scientific, nonpartisan investigation. It is doubtful whether
there is a single position on any of the many facets of economic aid
which has not been thoroughly aired-probably several times; and
it is doubtful whether many or any really significant facts have failed
to come to the light of day. At the present juncture, therefore, the
potential contribution of a single panel participant is limited. The
role which I propose for myself is a modest one, of offering a certain
perspective on the foreign-aid problem, a perspective of moderation.
This perspective frequently resolves the difficulties of extreme posi-
tions, and often affords answers which are per se appealing.

One extreme position would deny any justification to United States
public grants and loans for economic-development purposes in foreign

vou . arI chr the vj,. -that de~el-Ain ewnomlies mrnt hirclv
supply their own capital; and I share the view that private capital
from creditor countries carries with it know-how and techniques in a
way superior to public sources of capital. And yet to imagine that in
the present scene we must rely completely upon private capital is
tantamount to admitting foreign aid as a weapon of international
diplomacy for the Soviets and denying it to the United States and
other free governments. This I believe to be abhorrent to common
sense.

A number of studies of Soviet foreign aid and the recent Soviet
trade drive come out with the same conclusions.2 Soviet aid is now
small compared with our own; but it is conducted astutely from stra-
tegic angles, is increasing rapidly, and Soviet administrative and
economic capacity would permit it to assume a very large role. In
these circumstances, can it be a part of sensible policy to bind the
economic arm of the free world and compel us to rely solely on mili-
tary defense and defense aids?

American foreign aid antedated the first efforts of the U. S. S. R. in
this direction by a full decade and must therefore have had an inde-

L This is the position represented by the American Enterprise Association in its study,
American Private Enterprise, Foreign Economic Development, and the Aid Programs, for
the Special, Committee To Study the Foreign Aid Program, Government Printing Office,
Washington, 1957.

2 Klaus E. Knorr, Ruble Diplomacy: Challenge to American Foreign Aid. Center of
International Studies, Princeton University, November 16. 1956; Economic Development
Assistance, Committee for Economic Development, New York, N. Y., April 1957; Donald R.
Hodgmnn, Soviet Foreign Economic and Technical Assistance Bureau of Business and
Economic Research, Reprint No. 28, University of California, Berkeley, 1957; Foreign
Assistance Activities of the Communist Bloc and Their Implications for the United
States, Study No. 8, prepared for the Special Committee To Study the Foreign Aid Program,
U. S. Senate, 85th ong., 1st sess. Government Printing Office, Washington, 1957.
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endent rationale. Ethical, economic, and political arguments have
been adduced, but in each of these cases it is quite possible to state
the argument for economic aid in so extreme a form as to make of it a
piece of obvious nonsense.

Thus the ethical argument has sometimes been represented as rest-
ing on a philosophy of leveling the wealth among nations. This kind
of argument has occasionally cropped uD in some of the debates in the
United Nations; but it is difficiult to ~believe that it has ever been
considered seriously in the Congress of the United States or by many
American citizens. How very far from a leveling operation is the
actual foreign-aid program is shown first by existing absolute differ-
ences in average per capita income-$2,400 in the United States, com-
pared to $760 in Venezuela and $50 in Burma-and, second, by -the fact
that, distributed on a per capita basis over the population of the under-
developed world, American foreign aid amounted to 400 per annum
for the years 1946-52,3 and not much more in subsequent years.

In view of the slowness of economic development even under the
most auspicious circumstances, the leveling argument can be com-
pletely discounted. But it is not on that account necessary to ignore
the fact that American sympathy for the underdog, the old missionary
spirit in new form, or common sentiments of sympathy and compas-
sion have played and will probably continue to play an important role
in American foreign aid. Nor does it seem at all realistic to suggest,
as actually has been done, that this humanitarian interest be allowed
to express itself through private (nongovernment) channels. The
fact that Israel, for example, has been able to muster significant vol-
umes of capital for development through bond sales to patriotic citi-
zens or friends abroad would scarcely point to an equally successful
operation of this sort by India, Peru, or southern Italy. Thus on
commonsense grounds of practicability, if the humanitarian interest
of the United States in the poorer nations is to find any effective ex-
pression, it must typically be through the channel of public funds.

The economic argument for foreign economic aid has, like the
humanitarian argument, sometimes been stated so implausibly as to
constitute its own negation. Investment in economically backward
areas has been represented as a necessity for the capitalistic, ad-
vanced, industrial nations as a means of staving off depression, un-
employment, or low returns on capital. So far as concerns mere argu-
ment, this ought to be recognized immediately as the ancient Marxian
bromide which maintains that capitalism can survive only by export-
ing its surplus savings to colonial areas-the Marxian theory of capi-
talist imperialism. Far from being any kind of argument in favor
of American foreign aid, this kind of argument is, in fact, the chief
argument against it at the hands of its most bitter enemies, the Com-
munists. So far as the facts are concerned, and not mere dialectic,
the profitability of investment in the United States economy itself-
or for that matter the economies of most of the Western European
and European-culture nations of the world-has been so great in the
postwar scene that the practical complaint on the part of newly
developing countries has not been the too great, but the too small,
flow of private investment from the West.

Brinley Thomas, International Movements of Capital and Labour Since 1945. Interna-
tional Labour Review, September 1956.
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The truth is, of course, that the economic gains which presumably
attend a program of economic aid for the United States itself are real
but too small to be a critical consideration. This is a fact which fol-
lows almost automatically from the large area and high degree of
economic self-sufficiency of the continental United States. Foreign
trade and commerce constitute a small percentage (4 or 5 percent and
sometimes less) of our gross national product. Of course, we benefit
if American foreign investment helps to develop cheaper or more
abundant foreign supplies of raw materials; of course, we benefit also
on the export side, since American foreign investment extends the
market for our goods, particularly our producer goods. And the out-
flow of capital undoubtedly keeps up domestic returns of capital,
though the ratio of foreign to domestic investment is so low (probably
in the region of 1: 30) that this influence is slight. Thus the United
States derives real but limited economic advantages from the invest-
ment of public and private funds abroad. These advantages would
scarcely bulk large enough to constitute rational economic grounds for
aid in the form of gifts or low-interest loans.

Compared to either the ethical or the economic arguments, it is the
political grounds for foreign aid which are overwhelmingly important.
This has been true throughout the postwar period but even more so
since the end of the European recovery program, which possessed an
economic significance for the United States greatly in excess of cur-
rent aid to the underdeveloped areas. But even if the political aspect
of foreign economic aid is paramount, it is quite possible to make it
into an absurdity by extreme or distorted repreSeiiLaiuiis 01 Ulie pos-

sible connection between public (United States or international
agency) investment in underdeveloped countries and the political gain
to the United States or the free world.

One travesty of the real gain is to represent aid as attempting to
purchase friendship. One must suspect those who doubt the possi-
bility of buying friendship between nations of believing that this is a
possibility between persons. Be that as it may, the more quickly it is
realized the better not only that purchasing friends is impossible,
but that the role of even the most benevolent benefactor can easily
become a thankless one. The political motive of foreign aid is neither
to evoke gratitude nor elicit friendship, at least in any direct way re-
lated to the flow of dollars.

The political argument for aid rests upon the possible association
of improvement of living standards and economic stability outside
the Soviet orbit. Even here the argument can easily be overdrawn,
to its great disadvantage. In the first place it must be obvious that
economic aid, even when it has started to raise per capita incomes, does
not always guarantee against successes of the Communist or totali-
tarian camp. Ghana and British Guiana afford recent illustrations.
But why should it be thought necessary to hold that rising standards
of living are always a guaranty of adherence to democratic govern-
ment, no matter what the complexion of domestic politics, no matter
how intense racial or religious factors may be, and so forth? A
remedy may be good without being able in every instance to surmount
other factors.

In the matter of rising standards of living as a bulwark against
communism, it is certainly necessary to avoid dogmatism. The issue
involves numerous imponderable elements; quantitative or objective
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proof is impossible; and all that can be done is to establish a few
benchmarks for which agreement might be fairly widespread. For
one thing, it would probably be generally admitted that reasonably
prosperous countries have not fallen under Communist rule except by
external aggression. At the other extreme, it would also probably be
generally admitted that countries which have joined the Communist
ranks without external compulsion have not been countries marked by
notable improvement in the standard of living. Finally, there would
probably be some degree of agreement that the growth of material
welfare-the reduction of unemployment or the raising of per capita
incomes-in some conspicuous cases, such as Western Europe under
Marshall aid, and the examples of Taiwan, the Philippines, and prob-
ably also Mexico, has reduced the force of Communist movements.
These three propositions probably suffice to show some connection be-tween the abatement of Communist pressure and the achieving of
higher levels of living. But there is no invariant connection. It
would seem, however, that if the Communist threat to the free world
is held to be a serious one, foreign economic aid holds forth sufficient
promise to be a welcome supplement to purely military defense and
military aid. Putting the matter moderately, one must agree that
"There seems to be a good chance that judicious foreign aid by the
United States will in several of these countries [not yet politically
committed], and perhaps in many, tilt the balance in favor of reasona-
ble progress and stability outside the Soviet orbit." 4

The moderate view is compelled to assign to "judicious foreign aid"
an essential role in the defense policy of the United States for itself
and the free world nations. But what is "judicious" foreign aid?
More specifically, is there any possibility that a reasonable perspective
on foreign aid will be able to afford a cue as to its desirable size? Now
it is undoubtedly true that "the use of economic policy for foreign-
policy purposes has throughout known history yielded results of low
predictability." 5 Precise answers are therefore impossible. But
again there may be considerations which narrow down the latitude of
arbitrary choice.

For one thing one may view with considerable scepticism proposals
to increase United States foreign economic aid by several multiples
on the basis of gains which are sometimes alleged to accompany
"crash" programs of investment in underdeveloped countries. For a
while, theories which emphasized the possible gains in savings of
large-scale production for a large number of simultaneously expanding
industries enjoyed a certain vogue. But for this kind of gain to be
had from accelerated programs of investment there are substantial
risks of a serious nature: the risk of misdirected investment (haste
makes waste), of inflation, of balance of payments difficulties, and
so forth. In short, although a few Latin American countries for a
few years have achieved striking rates of investment and of growth
of gross national product, it is quite impossible to generalize these
experiences to the proposition that intensive investment programs will
usually yield vastly better results than more deliberate ones. Fur-
thermore, unless such a program were conducted wholly with foreign
capital (and this can scarcely be viewed as salutary) there would

* Klaus Knorr, Ruble Diplomacy, p. 29.
5 Idem, P. 19.
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appear to be rather narrow limits to the forced deflection of produc-
tivity gains into capital formation. Russia has always been able to
do so by totalitarian devices. But democratic governments and even
the less powerful dictatorships have generally had to bow to the desire
of the population to "cash in" on economic progress by rising levels of
individual consumption and/or extended social-welfare activities of
government. Thus, much of the supposed attractiveness and most of
the supposed economic gains have gone out of the "big push" of invest-
ment for the underdeveloped regions.

While the case is fairly strong against increasing our foreign eco-
niomic aid by several multiples, the case is equally strong against re-
ductions from recent levels. In the first place any reduction would
have a bad influence strategically at a time when Soviet economic aid
is coming rapidly to the fore. In the second place, the reduction of
aid would entail the end or attenuation of specific aid programs of
proven merit, with consequent economic waste and frustration in the
iecipient countries. Finally, the present magnitude of aid corre-
sponds in a general way to the notion of a marginal or "spark plug"
contribution to foreign economic development, without our assuming
the responsibility of providing the main substance for development.
Even with its vast productive power, the United States cannot at-
tempt to provide capital equipment for two-thirds of the world's
population now living in relative penury; and it is more than ques-
tionable whether this country should undertake to do so even if it
could. But the notion of a "grubstake" is easy to justify on the
humanitarian, economic, and political arguments already adduced.

To specify exactly how large this grubstake ought to be is, of course,
impossible. In terms of the alternative uses of revenue, switching
the somewhat more than $1 billion now devoted to foreign economic
aid to road construction would approximately double the present
Federal program, or switching it to atomic energy would increase this
activity by 60 percent. These are perhaps illuminating comparisons,
but they prove nothing. It has been said that anyone making pro-
nouncements on the desirable magnitude of funds for foreign aid (or
presumably any other) purpose, should stipulate the test he is using for
excessiveness or deficiency. But this is demanding the impossible.
Not even the individual person can state objective criteria for his own
budget allocations; and for a nation the undertaking would be even
more preposterous. We can probably give numerous reasons for not
reducing foieign economic aid below its present level and good reasons
against increases by several multiples. There would furthermore
seem to be a certain reasonableness in a growth of foreign economic
aid as the American economy expands.

Thus, if we continue to experience a growth of gross national prod-
uct by $15 billion annually, it would not seem excessive that foreign
economic aid absorb a billion dollars of this increase, following the
suggestion of the Committee for Economic Development, to a total
of $21/4 billion annually.6 This proposal would seem all the more at-
tractive if economies could be effected in military aid or defense sup-
port. At present our reliance upon the sword for friends and allies
so far overshadows our reliance upon the ploughsharc that a small

8Committee for Economic Development, Economic Development Assistance, New York,
April 1957, p. 21.
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experiment of shifting in the other direction might be worth the
try.

The foregoing observations on foreign aid result from an attempt
to see what results emerge from a perspective on the problem con-
sciously aimed toward moderation. In conclusion it may be possible
to draw two further inferences from the same viewpoint. Recently
a good many voices have been raised in favor of some kind of long
range commitment on foreign aid. Year-to-year appropriations, it
is said, preclude any sensible planning of longer range projects in aid-
receiving countries. Against the undeniable logic of this argument,
stand first the unwillingness of Congress to make more than 1-year
commitments and, second, the actual need of a considerable amount
of uncommitted aid money to meet the exigencies of the current year.
One way of having the "better part of both worlds" would be a
limited fund for commitments up to, say, 5 years. The appropriation
act of September 1957 took a step in this direction, but too small
a step for really practical significance. United States foreign aid
dollars would go further in the fostering of economic development
by a greater degree of continuity.

I should like to remark finally that a balanced view will assign im-
portant roles to both private investment by United States firms
abroad and to public loans and grants by the United States Gov-
ernment and international agencies. The case in favor of an en-
larged flow of private capital scarcely needs arguing. The persons
who have to be convinced are the private owners of funds, and the
most effective argument would be the creation of attractive conditions
in the borrowing countries: stable and dependable governments, ab-
sence of inflation and expropriatory taxation, equitable treatment of
foreigners, reduction of exchange controls, etc.

But it may be necessary to argue the case on the other side. Many
countries in the relatively early stages of development cannot at-
tract private capital without a certain amount of public investment as
an underpinning; investment in highways, port facilities, and pub-
lic utilities generally do not attract enough foreign private capital,
but are necessary complements to private ventures. Instead of com-
peting with private capital, public loans and grants generally move
into a kind of vacuum created by large risks, low profits, and slow
returns. By bridging over these dead spots for private enterprise,
public capital draws along private capital in its wake. There is the
additional fact that public lending agencies, international or na-
tional, can be influential with national governments in the borrow-
ing countries in securing equitable and attractive treatment for for-
eigners, the abandonment of inflation, etc., whereas the private firm
could scarcely make its voice heard.

In underdeveloped economies, public and private capital are thus
complementary in peculiar degree. But it does have to be recognized
that public loans and grants are made to foreign governments, and
thus our foreign aid does serve to extend the sphere of governments
and contract the sphere of private enterprise. There are several
ways of offsetting this result. Foreign government can make the
capital available to private business by way of loans or subsidies.
The United States can encourage the type of operation undertaken by
the new International Finance Corporation, which-unlike the In-
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ternational Bank-does not require the guaranty of the government
in the borrowing country. Finally our foreign aid administration
can remain alert in discovering and promoting devices to promote
private enterprise. I do not want to enter into this subject. But
it is obviously advantageous to make our foreign aid dollars go as
far as possible in encouraging a parallel flow of private finance.



SELF-HELP, TRADITIONAL INVESTMENT AND FOREIGN
ECONOMIC AID

Virgil Salera,' senior economist, American Enterprise Association,
and professorial lecturer in economics, the American University

INTRODUCTION

If one cuts beneath the luxuriant underbrush of words and figures
on the economic development of underdeveloped countries, he finds
that the issues involved largely boil down to the age-old economic
problem of making the best use of resources. Another related gen-
eralization that may help to put the issues in perspective is this: Every
economy that classifies itself as underdeveloped, and most of the
world's nation states so regard themselves, is making a poorer use of
its resources on the average than it is capable of making in the light of
usable, low-cost techniques of production and economic organization.
The economic performance of such economies leaves something, often
much, to be desired. In the typical case, such an economy actually
is capable unaided of effecting substantial improvements in its eco-
nomic performance both over the short and long run.

Resources made available from the outside are welcome, of course,
either as supplements to a feasible local effort or as substitutes for it.
This raises a key question: Under what conditions are outside re-
sources likely to supplement, rather than work as a substitute for, an
appropriate local effort? I contend that we stand the best chance of
avoiding a (wasteful) substitutionary role only if our scarce resources
are made available, save in genuine case of emergency, on the basis of
the same market-type tests as those which have governed international
long-term capital movements in the past.

The above remarks are intended both as a summary of, and intro-
duction to, my position regarding the general problem of underde-
veloped areas and America's economic relations with them. Field
work abroad, including an advisory role with respect to the develop-
ment policy of foreign governments, and a study of the relevant liter-
ature persuade me that it is in such a general context that we should
view the question of foreign aid in relation to the growth and stability
of the American economy.

GENERALIZATIONS ABOUT RESOURCE USE

In the profusion of analyses of economic development, perhaps
more so than in other areas of economic discourse during recent years,
it has been common to find writers and speakers mixing basic and side
issues in all manner of combinations. Let me indicate some typical

I Statements In this paper do not necessarily reflect the views of the institutions with
which the author is affiliated.
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side issues. They would include such matters as comparative national
economic wellbeing and related discourses on the numerous variants
of egalitarianism, 2 the much-exaggerated problem of disguised unem-
ployment,3 the country distribution of the more valuable manufac-
tured exports in world trade, the largely irrelevant and unmeasurable
secular terms of trade,4 and balance of payments considerations, includ-
ing that hardy perennial, the so-called dollar problem. These stead-
fastly must be viewed for what they really are-side issues and thus
items which have little or no place in the basic discussion.

What do the underdeveloped countries require in the way of re-
sources from us? In attempting to answer this question we have been
writing developmental prescriptions without having completed proper
ind thoroughgoing diag noses. The World Bank, to be sure, has

pointed up a number of 'important 'things. And some independent
analysts have likewise done useful work of a limited sort. Still,
Americans have failed to take a sufficiently hard look at the basic issue,
which is whether the underdeveloped countries have beeji doing all
they can reasonably be expected to do to help themselves both at the
individual producer level and in the sphere of government-producer
relationships.

American analysts must know a great deal more than they now
know about the main technical aspects of the economic performance
of the underdeveloped countries. In particular, wAe need to know a lot,
country by country, concerning the effectiveness with which the coun-
tries are using their own resources. To this end, I would like to point
iin sorni- 1-011117Q11f In --: eC 11 1 C&c i e t hs idaliLa
tlons for the sake of brevity. Generalizations, in this as in other
contexts, do not, of course, fit all cases. In framino the following inter-
related comments, I have sought to throw light on the way resources
are used today in a typical underdeveloped nation and to indicate, at
least by implication, that which has to be done to improve economic
performance. Lest my position be misunderstood, let me add that I do
not counsel perfectionism before action is taken in the financing, of
economic development.

First, we must not lose sight of the fact that the great bulk of the
people make a living in agriculture. Let us note that which is usually
emphasized in this connection: It is that per capita output is low,

Numerous difficulties. as yet not sufficiently nppreciated by many writers, stein from
international comparisons based on the concept of income as conventionally measured.For instance, the much-lamented widening of the Inequality of (conventionally measured)
Income per head as between the underdeveloped countries and the developed ones disregardsthe benefits stemming from a reduction in the death rate. A reduction in this rate ofcourse, Increases the ratio of productive to unproductive workers in the society, an obvi-ously beneficial change.

Comparisons of income per capita can be seriously misleading in another respect. Im-proved economic conditions may easily result in the death rate declining more rapidly inthe underdeveloped countries where per capita Income conventionally measured is less than
the median or average for all nations. A discussion in such situations which centers only
on the conventional measurement will be quite misleading because It will emphasize the'
analysts (statistical) fabrication namely widening Inequality rather than the importantchange-the real economic improvement In the countries in question.

Among recent works, Dr. G. Myrdal's An International Economy is open to a greatnumber of objections of this kind.
s The latest writer to make exaggerated statements about this (emotionally charged)

Issue Is Rt. Nrkse. Reflections on India's Development Plan. Quarterly Journal ofEconomics, May 1957.
4 For example, the United Nations Economic Commission for Latn America has pub-

llshed all manner of untenable propositions under this heading which purport to showv thatthe Industrial countries owe a large but unispecified debt to the underdeveloped nations.For an exposure of some of the shoddy statistics that have been used by the proponents ofthe view under discussion, see P. T. Ellsworth, The Terms of Trade Between Primary
Producing and Industrial countries, Inter-American Economic Affairs summer 1956.

97735-57. 41
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save in export sectors. Much more important, however, is the feature
which usually gets little attention, perhaps because most of the
writers know little about underdeveloped agriculture and particu-
larly the fact that most rural areas have only recently emerged from
subsistence production: such output is capa le of substantial expan-
sion at relatively small cost in terms of scarce resources, especially
foreign capital. Evervwhere, moreover, agricultural empIovmente can
be markedly upgraded, and sometimes it may even be expanded quan-
titatively, with individual and national gain. The potential for im-
provement in agriculture is perhaps the most important single gen-
eralization that may be made about the problem of underdeveloped
economies.

The second generalization closely parallels the first. It is that in
most underdeveloped areas typical rural producers labor under at
least several serious handicaps, each removable: a deep distrust of
local (county) officialdom owing to longstanding abuses of the peas-
ants-for example, the stealing of chickens and pigs; a neglect of
long-range livestock improvement at the farm, community and na-
tional level, with the result that output is small in relation to scarce
feed inputs; a common neglect of the simple techniques of cereal pro-
duction, especially soil-crop correlations, seed selection, soil drain-
age, and fertilizer-output relations; poor or nonexistent facilities
for procuring production credit; insufficient low-cost storage capac-
ity; the absence of trusted market news services, which handicaps
small producers particularly in the marketing season; a host of land-
tenure difficulties, chief of which perhaps is the frequent absence of
any incentive for the operator to effect improvements on another
man's land, so that the economy suffers a significant loss of capital
formation.

Third, import requirements for food and fiber frequently are
higher than necessary 5 and indigenous capital formation in most
sectors of the economy is much smaller than the underlying situation
would make possible. Though something like a hen-and-egg sequence
is involved, a good case can be made for placing primary responsi-
bility with the rural sector (itself a reflection basically of defective
government-producer relations); that is, for the view that rural capi-
tal formation lags behind its potential more than is the case in any
other sector. The behavior of the rural economy thus leads to the
loss of substantial capital to the economy as a. whole; in consequence,
otherwise attainable economy-wide cumulative growth goes unrea-
lized. In contrast, other basically agricultural economies which en-
joy better intergroup rural economic relations and operate within a
close distance of optimum technical levels of production deploy their
rural resources with much better effectiveness. Not unexpectedly,
they show results that count in terms of impressive rural economic
growth and an expanding national market for nascent industry which
badly needs local outlets for output derived from plants of economic,
rather than subeconomic, size. In this connection, let me emphasize
that for the majority of underdeveloped countries the most effective
route to industrialization is by way of a vastly strengthened agri-
culture. In contrast, the direct route, because of the want of econ-

:This results in a net loss of resources to the underdeveloped areas in view of the fact
that the Indicated imports often originate outside such areas.
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ornywide underpinning and the existence of inappropriate or imma-
ture institutions, is almost certain to be characterized by haste and
waste, This route will generally involve haste and waste, let me add,
no matter how much sophisticated sloganizing is used; for example,
in the form of the plea that the United States underwrite what is
vaguely refereed to as the underdeveloped countries takeoff to self-
sustained growth.

There is a fourth important, but I believe overplayed, consideration.
It is that basic public-service faciiities-such 'as roads, irrigation proj-
ects, vocational education facilities, and agricultural experiment
stations-are insufficient and/or poorly distributed in relation to areas
of comparatively high potential output. Outside resources should be
able to make a sizable contribution in this sector of development, at
least in the earlier stages of growth. I return to this matter later on.

Fifth, government-private sector relations usually leave very much
to be desired from the critically important standpoint of realizing a
maximum activation of latent human and material resources. It is
here that we find case after case of ideological considerations over-
powering both commonsense and relevant records of achievement
among the western countries now classified as "developed." 6 Bad or
inadequate government-private sector relations seldom take the same
shape in any two underdeveloped countries. But the following may
be said to point up the issue: Many governments have seriously en-
croached upon the private sector, not uncommonly at the expense of
neglectingz investment and/or maintenance in the 'area of public-service
facilities proper; 7 corruption often takes a high toll, in the economic
sense of diverting funds (resources) having high investment potential
to extra-legal consumption by the bureaucratic "elite"; industry is
overregulated, not infrequently to serve narrow political ends; govern-
ment-run enterprises often use labor in extremely wasteful ways, thus
saddling the economy with such things as burdensome costs and dis-
couraging minimum essential capital maintenance or greatly reduc-
ing feasible capital formation in such enterprises; tax policy fre-
quently seeks to absorb such a high proportion of increments to income,
especially business income, as to deter or prohibit private investment
which (1) gives a higher yield per unit of capital than typical govern-
ment 'investment, 'and (2) is more flexibly attuned than government-
run operations to changing market demands and problems of efficiency
in resource use; 8 and the protection of property is often so deficient
as to require innumerable instances of import-originating, small-scale
private capital formation that is without social net advantage, merely
to provide minimum physical protection of the sort that is achieved
at low resource cost in developed countries through public action;
moreover, because of the absence in many underdeveloped nations of

6
To illustrate just one facet of this matter, a recently deceased United Nations

economist-a specialist on the Middle East and adviser to governments-has emphasized
in a professional journal that because the Middle East countries have to use organized
measures to conserve water resources Individual farmers should operate only as employees
of the state.

7 Mr. Black, president of the World Bank, summarized this view at the recent annual
meeting of the World Bank and Monetary Fund: "I deplore the decisions of governments
which tend to reduce Investment In their own legitimate spheres of activity to branch out
iito fields where private enterprise, domestic or 7oreign, Is willing to do the job.

s In a number of instances, however, the tax system is quite regressive. Looked at In
Isolation, this Is a factor favorable to capital formation. Incidentally, our own tax
system was regressive during all of the stages of economic growth now Included within the
vague concept of an underdeveloped economy.
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an environment favorable to private property and free enterprise, we
find that a sizable 'amount of capital belonging to the citizens of
*such countries is invested abroad.

Sixth, tariff and other forms of protection against imports often
channel scarce resources either into fields which are inappropriate to
the country's basic endowment or prematurely into certain industries
which could be dlvPlnec1 nt. a . latemr dnte either wvitlout protection or
.with small amounts thereof. The result is that the yield of scarce
-capital is reduced, generally with cumulative adverse consequences
for local capital formation.

'FOREIGN CAPITAL: ITS ROLE AND THE FORmn IN WHICH IT SIbOUrLD BE
PROVIDED

Clearly, the contribution required of outside resources is small in re-
lation to the total job. Yet there is an important role to be played by
foreign capital. This may be indicated under two headings. First,
there are the capital-initensive areas of early-stage development in
which foreign capital traditionally has made significant contributions.
These are largely confined to the field of public service facilities. Most
of the necessary capital has to originate locally, but some well-chosen
projects will justify recourse to outside capital. Second, private for-
eign capital, which has long contributed significantly to the develop-
ment of many underdeveloped economies, awaits only an appropriate
investment climate before it surges ahead increasingly with innumer-
able, highly catalytic direct investment activities (extractive and in-
dustrial) in every corner of the free world.

In fact, there is no reason why existing private and public sources
of direct-investment and bona fide loan capital in countries such as
the United States cannot supply all the truly necessary outside re-
sources. This is not to say that the maintenance of recent levels of
such foreign investment will necessarily suffice, impressive9 as such
investment has been. We should expect a substantial increase in ex-
ports of American long-term capital to the underdeveloped countries
when and if many of them effect marked improvements in the general
areas outlined above. In this connection, too. "nothing succeeds like
success."

Why should American policy seek to have outside resources originate
exclusively 10 with direct-investment and bona fide loan capital?
There are a number of reasons. No other system remotely approaches
it in apportioning scarce resources consistently with established prin-
ciples of resource allocation. It operates in terms of economic tests,"
not unworkable political ones. It puts a premium on good economic
performance in both the private and public sectors of underdeveloped

I See, for example, American Private Enterprise, Foreign Economic Development, and
the Aid Programs, American Enterprise Association, pp. 1-6, a study prepared for the
Special Committee To Study the Foreign Aid Program, U. S. Senate, 1957; and Collado,
E. G., and Bennett, J. F., Private Investment and Economic Development, Foreign Affairs,
July 1957.

'1 Largely because of its importance in the area of technical education, we probably
should continue our bilateral technical assistance program at about existing levels while
continually striving to upgrade the quality of the personnel representing the country
abroad.

U Contrast this with, for example, the M. I. T. group's noneconomic criterion of
"absorptive capacity," a wholly unworkable engineering concept. For a critique of this
concept, and the alleged "limited capacity" of the underdeveloped countries to absorb
foreign capital even on a gift basis, see my "MITAID-Waste, International Bickering and
Some Development," Inter-American Economic Affairs, autumn, 1957.
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countries as a precondition for winning the use of foreign resources.
It minimizes the role of diplomacy in deciding how American re-
sources are to be used abroad, an important consideration when it is
remembered that diplomats usually prefer the easy way out that is
available to them when they have the power to make or recommend
gifts. In favors those forces in the underdeveloped lands who genu-
inely believe in the efficacy and flexibility of a strong private enter-
prise approach to economic growth.

Contrast 'this position with the views of people who favor very large
grant-aid and grant-like "soft" loans for development, with emphasis
on governmlllenit-to-governmiiienit relations and an indifference to social-
istic development policy in underdeveloped lands. Perhaps the best
illustration of the opposing view is that of the Center for International
Studies of AI. I. T. In a report submitted to the Special Senate Com-
mittee To Study the Foreign Aid Program, the M. I. T. writers urged
that very large grant and other aid be given a country without strings
attached whenever it was found to be making what is vaguely referred
to as an "additional national effort" toward economic development.
The looseness of, and dangers inherent in, such an arrangement are
well revealed by the AM. I. T. procedures for determining %vhether an
additional national effort is being made. Only two rules of thumb are
prescribed. First, 'the Government must "launch measures to capture
a good fraction of increases in income for the purposes of further
investment"; and second, the "country's leaders [must] have worked
out an overall development program." 12

It is a .... 1UJLULLy Oil this type - Lilinking to note tilat
the United States could never have qualified as a country making an
"additional national effort" according to these criteria. Significantly,
the only nations that satisfy the Al. I. T. tests in full are the Com-
munist countries, all of which, as their long-suffering consumers will
attest, employ stern measures "to capture a good fraction of increases
in income for the purpose of further investment" and ruthlessly pursue
"overall development programs."

Clearly, there are right and wrong ways of assisting other countries
in their economic development. The last thing we should do is to
encourage them-by providing easy access to our Treasury-to accept
some of the central features of the Communist ideology in the guise
of "development imperatives." Yet we should be doing pretty close
to that if we liberally assisted nations which take the ideological
position that they must exercise comprehensive control and direction
of the economic life of their citizens.

The upshot of this discussion is that foreign economic aid should
not be regarded as a policy variable with respect to governmental
actions having to do with the growth and stability of the American
economy. Rather, such aid should be terminated as soon as feasible.
We have better tools with which to work, even if foreign government
officials long accustomed to receiving economic aid publicly deny this
in the hope of keeping "costless" resources within their grasp. The
United States has the capital and, more importantly, thoroughly tested
institutions and mechanisms capable of being adapted to foreign re-

- The Objectives of United States Economic Assistance Programs, committee print,1957, pp. 5, 58. I have dealt critically with the MIT study In my "MITAID * * *,
op. cit.
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quirements with which to assist the economic growth of friendly coun-
tries on mutually satisfactory bases. We should proudly put our case
in such terms. In doing so, we should be ever mindful of the truly
great fact that it is our type of system rather than the collectivist
brand which, as the long record of human experience shows, yields
both efficient growth and economic and political freedom.



FOREIGN AID-SOME ISSUES AND PROBLEMS IN
ASSESSMENT

Wilson Schmidt, associate professor of economics, the George
Washington University

In public diScUSSiOnI, foreign aid is in a class with the Yankees-
blisteringly hated or ardently loved. Yet unreserved convictions are
unwarranted on whether or not foreign assistance is an efficient allo-
cation of American resources. Aid involves intractable uncertainties
and inherent difficulties of assessment. This paper deals largely with
some basic obstacles to firm conclusions on whether or not the benefits
from foreign aid exceed the costs.

THm PEACE EFFECTS

The main thrust of foreign assistance is to maintain peace, or at
least to avoid a major nuclear war, and to preserve and expand the
number of countries which are friendly, or at least not hostile, to the
United States. That is the way one State Department-International
Cooperation Administration stnA memorandum nut At

The means by which aid serves these ends are roughly as follows.
Foreign aid appropriations equip and train Allied forces. In 1956,
over 60 percent of net United States grants and credits took this form,
though, for the postwar period, military aid constitutes about one-
third of the total. Some allies (now primarily Turkey, Pakistan,
Taiwan, Korea, and Vietnam) receive economic aid for it is felt that
they cannot support their own defense efforts without nonmilitary
help from us.

Government grants and. credits, partly out of foreign aid appro-
priations but also from the Export-Import Bank and from the pro-
ceeds of the sale of agriculture surpluses overseas, provide capital
and finance the transfer of technical know-how to assist the long-term
economic growth of certain underdeveloped countries. The Secretary
of State recently stated that, unless the aspirations of the people of
underdeveloped countries for greater growth are met, they may install
governments which are unfriendly if not violently opposed to the
United States.

Foreign aid appropriations also provide emergency assistance to
shaky governments to sustain them during imminent internal threats.
Examples include recent assistance to Jordan during an internal
crisis, to Guatemala after the overthrow of its pro-Communist gov-
ernment, to Iran after the ouster of Mossadegh, and to Bolivia. In
these instances, the likely alternative government was thought to be
less favorable to the United States.

Economic assistance has also been used in an attempt to prevent
countries (Afghanistan for example) from becoming entirely de-
pendent on Soviet aid. And both economic and military aid were
used to support Tito's wvithdrawal from the Soviet camp.

627
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Somoe general problems in as8essment
One major difficulty in determining whether aid constitutes an

efficient allocation of resources is that, as between individual Ameri-
cans, peace is indivisible. Unlike peas and carrots, it cannot be di-
vided and sold to individual consumers by the pound. Consequently
it cannot be produced in response to individual consumer demand as
in a niarrke piace. Therefore, one cannot say that more or less re-
sources are used in gaining security than individual consumers in
total would want.

Another major problem is the difficulty of knowing what the
policies of other countries would be in the absence of aid, which in-
volves a difficult estimate of the behavior of other governments.
Three examples show the relevance of this.

I (1) An assessment of aid requires knowledge of the effect of aid
on Sino-Soviet policies. Military strength is purely a relative mat-
ter. Few benefits would be gained from an increase in the military
posture of the free world if this induced the Red bloc to raise its
defense expenditures to maintain the previous ratio of strength.'
Hence, any assessment of increased aid must involve some assumption
about the Communist response. Obviously, the appropriate assump-
tion is difficult to determine.

i2) An assessment of aid requires a judgment of the effect of aid
on the balance of power within aided countries and the colisequences
of any shift in that balance. For example, in one Latin American
country, United States assistance supports a government which, in
its ideological outlook, is probably not predisposed to the United
States. The vithdrawal of aid probably would bring dowvn that
government, for aid provides half of its revenues. Among the pos-
sible alternative governments are ones which are more and less favor-
able to the United States. But which would come to the top in a
revolution set off by the weakening of the present government?

(3) An assessment of aid requires an estimate of what the govern-
ment in power in fact does with the aid. A given type of assistance
may produce an unrelated type of benefit. Yet, discussions of aid
often assume that the benefits are directly related to the type of
assistance provided. The transfer of military items to allies, for
example, increases their military strength and consequently we are
supposed to gain certain defense benefits. But, at least in principle,
all military aid could in fact result in economic assistance and all
economic aid could provide military assistance. The nature and
complexity of this problem was developed in a recent colloquy be-
tween Congressman Otto Passman, chairman of the subcommittee
in charge of foreign-aid appropriations, and Mr. John Hollister,
then director of the agency which administers part of United States
foreign assistance:

Mr. PASSMAN. * * * In the past, practically all nations
have budgeted a certain amount of their national income
for national defense, and when we go in and pick up mili-

"This must be qualified for the possibility that Increased Communist defense expendi-
tures could sap the economic strength of the Sino-Soviet bloc more than additional aid
would weaken our strength. This would restrain the growth of the bloc's productive
capacity and thereby affect its ability to increase its military strength in the future or
reduce Its willingness to offer grants and credits to underdeveloped countries as an
instrument of political penetration.
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tary checks, it releases the money that country normally
would spend for national defense for economic purposes or
other purposes. In effect it is helping the economy of the
country.

Mir. I-HoLLIsTER. Perhaps I do not follow you. You mean
in a country where we help them militarily we assist the
economy by our military expenditures?

Mr. PASSMAN. Yes. If we are paying for their tanks and
planes and ships for national defense, that releases the
amount of money which before that time they had spent for
national defense for such things as flood control, irrigation,
and so forth, to strengthen their economy.

Mr. HOLLISr1ER. In some cases. In other cases the whole
point of our military expenditures is for the military de-
fense of the United States.

Mr. PASSMrAN. That is the claim, but it certainly helps the
economy of a country to be relieved of the responsibility of
spending its own money for armament and military pur-
poses; it releases that money to strengthen its economy.

Mr. HOLLIS1rv. That must be counterbalanced in that
everything you put into one of those countries in the way
of a military establishment increases the cost of keeping
that military establishment going. The people in the mili-
tary services must be fed and clothed; they are taken out
of economic pursuits, et cetera. So it is one of those com-
p.. questons Ot a direct answer t.

AIr. PASS31AN. That is right. It is like the old saying you
can take figures and do anything you want to with them.

Air. HOLLISTER. Yes. Here is a country that has a certain
appropriation on the military side and a certain appropria-
tion on the economic side. If we say, "Raise your military
budget, 'and we will increase your economic aid," it looks
like we 'are raising the economic aid. If we say, "Put more
money in your economic budget, and we will give you more
military aid," it might look the other way.2

The disparity between the kind of aid and the type of benefit ap-
pears in another way. For its mutual-security program for fiscal
year 1958, the administration had to divide nonmilitary aid into that
which supported United States military objectives and that which
aided economic development. Officials were frank to say that the
distinction was exceedingly difficult to make. Estimates of the eco-
nomic-development content of previous nonmilitary aid to countries
with whom we had mutual-security treaties ranged from 20 percent
to 60 percent. Two examples w7ill suffice to show the problem. As-
sistance to build a road serves military objectives since the road faa-
cilitates troop movements; but it also provides economic benefits since
the road permits more internal and external trade. Aid for the mod-
ernization of the Turkish Army, while increasing military strength,
also released surplus soldiers for civilian uses.

Unless one assumes that an eJuiv~alent amToLn)t of military aid and
iiitinil ih;ty -i ]d brilig exa(tly equal benefits to the United States. the

2 Hearings, Mutual Security Appropriations for 195S, Subcommittee of the Committee on
Appropriations, House of Representatives, pp. 7-8.
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disparity between the mixture of aid provided and the type of result-
ing benefits makes assessment of the aid program difficult.

Without attempting a balanced presentation of pros and cons, let
us consider some basic uncertainties regarding military and develop-
mental assistance.
Problems in determining the benefits from military assistance

It is tempting to assert that the United States must obtain net bene-
fits from military aid because the Department of Defense plans and
administers the program. Presumably DOD would allocate funds
between foreign and domestic expenditures in a way designed to maxi-
mize United States national security. However, the Special Senate
Committee To Study the Foreign Aid Programs contends that it
has not:

Expenditures on military aid must be weighed primarily
against the return which could be expected if these funds
were spent directly on the National Defense Establishment.
The committee is not satisfied that this principle is now being
followed under present procedures. Military aid appears to
be considered as an end in itself, insufficiently related to the
total problem of national defense and its cost.

The committee also expressed some doubt about the relationship be-
tween military aid and the strategic concepts of United States defense.

THE TYPE OF WAR

The benefits gained from military assistance depend on the type of
war we may have to fight. Obviously this is difficult to predict. For
all-out nuclear war, military aid is perhaps largely wasted since it
consists to date entirely of conventional weapons. Yet, some persons
see a need for some conventional forces in 'a nuclear war, if for
nothing else than mopup -and occupation.

In any event, under present circumstances, our ability to threaten
massive retaliation depends significantly on access to overseas bases.
Sufficient intercontinental bombers and guided missiles are lacking.
The fact that we can disperse our retaliatory forces instead of con-
centrating them in the United States is itself an advantage. Military
assistance arms and trains forces which provide some protection for
overseas bases. And our rights to those bases may depend on aid.
This was the case in Spain, where we bought the base rights with aid,
having little intent of using Spain's troops in the integrated defense
of Western Europe.

In Western Europe, United States assistance is a relatively small
part of the recipients' gross national product-probably no more than
2 percent in any country and less than one-half of 1 percent in several.
Hence, it is difficult to argue that these allies could not possibly pro-
vide their own defense now, assuming, of course, that they put their
dollar balance in order so that they might purchase equipment from
us. But it is also difficult to know what their reaction with respect
to base rights would be if we withdrew our assistance. Some might
hope to avoid national demolition if the Russians move by evicting
American forces; others might conclude that their ultimate defense
depends upon the ability of the United States to threaten massive
retaliation and would therefore not take such drastic action. Their
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response would also be affected by their interpretation of United
States policy: Does the withdrawal of United States aid indicate that
we would not assist in their defense? Clearly, the effect of a cessation
of military assistance would depend on what other commitments we
would undertake and how it is done.

To the extent that we simply have exchanged aid for bases, the
transaction is a bilateral bargain. The price is indeterminate and
could fall anywhere within a significant range. We may have paid
more than we need have to gain the bases; i. e., some of our aid brings
us no benefits. But without knowing the minimum price of our land-
lords, one could not tell for certain.

Any assessment of military aid in respect to a limited war-con-
ventional or tactical nuclear-is uncertain because there is no cer-
tainty that such wars will remain at the subhydrogen level. One
bomb leads to another, bigger each time, and the war, almost unwit-
tingly, is dragged into the superhydrogen era. This would suggest
reliance on a trip wire-not extensive force buildups-to unleash
massive retaliation. Against this, some argue that neither side would
dare use the ultimate weapon 'in fear of the consequences of retaliation.

But suppose this uncertainty is settled in favor of a limited war.
The value of military aid remains subject to doubt. The defense
efforts of our allies in Western Europe have fallen far short of their
commitments and their plans. The NATO commander stated that
an irreducible minimum of 30 divisions is necessary for the defense of
Western Europe; at present he has only 15, of which probably only
4.f A A-l AC- - a A AA xn or A AAA, T r^|mmAit_.-..m1A tTi;A)P-
t-h dvflsor l v edi.e onTh *_r-- -- ....
fense Committee of Western European Union recently excoriated
NATO members for their failure to achieve essential force goals, to
cooperate adequately in planning, logistics, and supply; it suggested
that failure to attain higher force levels might require a fundamental
shift in military strategy in Western Europe.

Outside of Europe the ability of aided countries to stop an allout at-
tack is also in doubt. But the key issue is not, however, what is neces-
sary to beat back aggression but what is needed to prevent it. Forces
insufficient to win may nonetheless deter aggression by making it just
slightly too expensive for the Communist bloc. The point at which
this line is crossed is a neat judgment, especially since it must be an
estimate of the judgment of a potential aggressor of the benefits and
costs of aggression. Furthermore, even if local forces cannot prevent
aggression and if United States national security requires the defense
of every country on the Soviet-Sino rimland, local troops can slow the
Communist drive until American help arrives and any quantity of
local forces would assist United States troops.

To SAVINGS

Proponents of military assistance assert that it would cost us many
times more than present aid expenditures to achieve the same military
strength through our own efforts as is now provided from a combina-
tion of aid and allied forces. Admiral Radford guessed it would cost
4 or 5 times as much to replace the 21 Korean divisions with American
troops, and one estimate suggested an overall saving of $25 billion
per annum. The cost of maintaining a foreign soldier falls far below
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the cost for an American soldier, and the cost to the United States in
aid of arming a foreign soldier is much less than that of an American
soldier because foreign governments bear part of the burden. Hence,
we save resources through military assistance.

Despite the frequent implication that the saving measures the bene-
fits we derive from foreign aid, such figures do not faithfully serve
that purpose. If we compare the cost of obtaining a given level of
in ihtary bLremmgtll 01hroUghl at coriibation of aid and United States
and allied forces with the cost of obtaining the same strength through
our own efforts, the difference measures the benefits of aid to us only
if United States national security remains constant. But this cannot
be assumed with certitude. The training levels of foreign troops are,
with some exceptions, lower than ours, and in some instances the for-
eign forces are structured for internal security missions rather than
combat in the common defense. The United States Government has
complete control over its own forces whereas its control over foreign
troops is much less firm. The obvious, and extreme, example where
our aid may have low productivity for United States security is Yu-
goslavia. Assistance to Tito may have preserved him and thereby
helped to create dissension in the Communist bloc. But it may also
have helped to arm a potential enemy.

Despite the foregoing, the saving figures are not necessarily an
overestimate. The United States Government does not obtain all of
its military personnel in the free market so that the real cost of United
States defense expenditures is somewhat higher than suggested by
monetary data.

Proponents of military assistance frequently note that for every
dollar of aid since the Korean war, our allies have spent $5.50 on
defense and that they have increased their ground forces by 1.3
million men. United States aid stimulated this or made it possible,
according to some proponents. Assuming that we must have, to main-
tain our security, forces equivalent to those now financed by our allies,
such figures would seem to suggest the benefits we derive from mili-
tary assistance. But they fail because, as a few administration wit-
nesses admit, we do not know what level of expenditures or forces
would be undertaken by our allies in the absence of aid. There is
even the possibility, suggested by the colloquy between Passman and
Hollister, that our aid substitutes in part for military expenditures
which our allies would otherwise undertake. Unless one knows what
would have been done in the absence of aid, one cannot calculate the
payoff from aid.

THE SIDE EFFECTS

Military assistance has numerous side effects, all of which must be
considered in assessing its value to the United States. For example,
aid to ex-mother countries has adversely affected our political rela-
tions with ex-colonial territories. The use of American equipment
by the British and French in their African actions dramatized this
issue, and brought formal complaint from Arabs. Also military
assistance to Pakistan incensed India, and, according to the American
Ambassador, the difficulties between India and the United States
"grew chiefly" out of our aid to Parkistan. Another alleged effect has
been to slow the economic growth of underdeveloped countries receiv-
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ing military assistance. They have been obliged to provide comple-
mentary resources to make use of aid items in order to achieve
established force goals. Without additional growth their political
stability is allegedly threatened to the detriment of United States
interest. Thus, an assessment of military aid requires an estimate
of the significance of the adverse political consequences of military aid
and it requires a judgment of the relative importance of various
countries to the United States.3 None of these are easy.

Problems in determining the benefits from developmental assistance
The uncertainties surrounding aid for development involve three

separate issues.
Will development, per se, bring political benefits?-An early

rationale for foreign aid was that poverty breeds communism. But
the facts began to deny this generalization. The frustrated intellec-
tual was seen as the germ carrier of communism. Paradoxes were
noted where the richer part of a nation would show the greatest Com-
munist strength while the most conservative influences were found in
the poorest, backward areas.

Now, a new rationale prevails. Without adequate rates of economic
growth, the newly restless people of the underdeveloped world may
install governments unfavorable to the United States. Unemployed
intellectuals can find satisfying work in connection with development
programs and projects. The very fact of getting on with develop-
ment breeds hope for the future. Yet, while development may satisfy
the discontented, it may also creaWe n6tv SuLcen of VI U aitkntL an1d,

therefore, induce political instability. Development restructures
peoples' wants and needs. It rips them out of their traditional ways
and cuts their previous ties, creating insecurity. Development is
change, and change creates dissatisfaction which can be exploited by
unfriendly parties to propel themselves to power.

Forced economic growth is occurring in many of the aided nations.
Does aid in its present amounts or forms raise the tempo of progress
beyond the discontent-creating level or is that level not yet reached?
The tools of social science are not now sharp enough to provide a firm
answer.

How mnuch development will aid induce?-It is not certain that a
given amount of aid always constitutes an equivalent net increment
in the amount of resources used for development in the recipient
country. For example, to what extent does aid allow the recipient
governments to divert their tax moneys away from development pur-
poses? And to what extent does aid allow them to relax their efforts
to obtain resources through other means-higher taxes, removal of
restrictions on private foreign investment, ahld increased reliance on
indigenous private initiative? It is a rare underdeveloped country
that could not make some additional gains in these ways.

Furthermore, because aid is largely channeled through govern-
ments, less meaning may attach to economic growth made possible by
United States aid than to development which results from voluntary,

'An interesting benefit alleged hy proponents of military assistance is that the military-
assistance appropriations, which financed the purchase of military equipment from the
armed services, helped to modernize United States forces because the funds received were
used to buy new equipment. If this is valid, It implies that Congress was more willing to
vote funds for foreign aid than for domestic defense, for why else use the circuitous means
of modernizing United States forces?
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market-determined decisions. A rise in national income resulting
from state-induced expenditures must be adjusted in some degree for
the fact that individual consumers have not passed judgment on the
increment in output. This is of some importance to the earlier ques-
tion of the political benefits resulting from development because, if
those benefits derive from the increased well-being of individuals, the
fuvorAl.h1e Pffehcts nf nid-iiduced grewth would be less than they might
first seem.,

Finally, population growth permitted by the economic growth which
may be caused by aid inhibits a rise in per capita income. We know
relatively little about the response of population to increased real
income. Total income may outrace population growth if a massive
initial increase in income occurs. But the kind of data necessary to
determine accurately the required initial rise in income or the amount
of aid necessary to bring it forth simply do not exist. Aid short of
the required amount is wasted. This does not suggest that more aid
i' necessary, because any proposed increment may also fall short of
the required amount and, therefore, also be wasted.

Will aid, per se, bring political benefits?-It is contended that aid,
independently of its efect on economic growth, gains cooperation, or
at least a favorable attitude toward the United States, from key groups
within the governments of the recipient countries. (This also applies
to military assistance where political leadership or strength rests with
local military personnel.) Aid strengthens the government in
power-against internal subversive forces and, in some degree, against
other political parties. While we need not be reluctant to gain the
enmity of the subversive groups-we have already got that-our sup-
port for the present government may backfire when other political
parties or persons finally ascend to power, believing that United States
aid helped keep them out before or supported corrupt and inefficient
governments. While gaining cooperation now, is United States aid
creating political troubles for the future?

It is not really certain that we only gain cooperation or favorable
attitudes. Aid must be divided. But there are no purely technical,
objective formulas for the allocation of aid among countries.5 It
must be a political decision. Those who get less than they think they
deserve are miffed. The Arabs complained of the amounts received
by Israel. The Latin Americans were embittered by the sums pro-
vided to Europe. We must say "No" to some requests. The Lebanese
in 1953 wanted more aid than our Government thought advisable.

4 This is not conclusive. Aid may substitute for higher taxes and increased reliance on
private enterprisers. Therefore, aid may indirectly affect the distribution of income,
which may itself affect the political benefits derived from development as well as the rate
of development.

6The use of absorptive capacity to allocate aid, as suggested in recent proposals, is
deficient because it takes the form of aid as given. If a country cannot absorb a given
item, this may reflect a failure to provide, through aid, sufficient quantities of comple-
mentary resources or services. A nation's ability to absorb trucks without wheels is prob-
ably zero, but why provide trucks without wheels? Any limit on the amount of technical
service and advice which we will provide in the construction and operation of aid projects
could not be founded on technical or engineering criteria. And, if such limits were
imposed, any consequent limitation on amounts of other assistance provided would merely
indicate that the advice content of the projects selected was too high. Different projects
could be undertaken to permit greater amounts of aid unless the recipient country literally
could do nothing with any aid items without foreign supervision. Clearly, there is no
limit to the amount of aid a nation could absorb if it were given in the form of free dollars
which could be disposed of as the Government sees fit; consequently, limitations on absorp-
tive capacity must stem from the specification of the types of goods to be provided or the
end use of aid. Unfortunately, such limitations are nontechnical.
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American technicians were, in opposition quarters, charged as spies,
and frequent demands were made that the Americans go home.

The presence of American technicians, some of them not too well
equipped for representation of the United States and most of them
living at higher standards than the bulk of the local population, has
created difficulties, though there also have been some outstanding
successes.

With the Soviet Union extensively in the aid field, we run the risk
that the beneficiaries of United States aid may thank the Russians
for it rather than us, on the argument that our fear of Russian pene-
tration induced our gifts.

One could go on with additional adverse effects, but little purpose
is served. The point is that foreign aid does have unfavorable side
effects and, until one can estimate the extent and importance of these
and cast them in balance with the favorable results, no firm assessment
of aid is possible. Even if one were reasonably certain that the pro-
gram produces net benefits, it does not necessarily follow that those
benefits would be sufficient to cover the cost.

DoEs AMERICAN HUMANITARIANISM JusTmIY AID?

Do the United States aid programs constitute an efficient allocation
of resources in respect to our humanitarian desires? The Secretary
of State, in defending the aid programs, once said that the United
States could not live happily as an island of prosperity in an ocean
of poverty. But, even if true, this does not necessarily justify aid.

If one thinks of charity as an act which provides satisfaction to
the giver, we do ourselves a favor by relieving overseas poverty and
helping others protect themselves from communism. In principle,
to create an efficient allocation of resources, the United States Gov-
ernment should give just that amount of money which American citi-
zens want to give to satisfy their desire to be charitable. But why
won't the American people give that sum individually? Why it is
necessary to tax them to do so? There is an element of compulsion
over the individual in every tax bill. How, then, can one contend that
tax-financed aid simply reflects the humanitarianism of the American
people? Doesn't taxation indicate that people are being forced to
give more than they actually want to give?

Two possible answers exist, neither of them very helpful. One is
that the Government may collect and administer money for charity
more efficiently than private charities can. Obviously, it is cheaper
for an American citizen to give charity when he pays his tax bill,
since he has to pay some taxes anyway. The alternative is to write
(requiring additional effort) a separate check (wasting paper), with
additional ink (wasting ink), and mail it (at an additional cost of
3 cents) to his favorite charity or the embassy of his favorite country.
The saving in stamps alone could run to $2 million. Against these
savings, one must allow for the administrative expenses of United
States Government aid-about $32 million for ICA alone in fiscal
1938-which would not be required under individual charity if Ameri-
cans would send freely disposable funds to their favorite embassies.
(Private charity would not compare as well, however, if Americans
insist, as does the Congress, on American supervision of aid.)
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Even if there is a saving through Government, is it worth the risk
that the Government may be overtaxing the individual in terms of
his desire to help others? And, if it is cheaper to use the Government,
why not establish a separate Government fund to receive voluntary
additions to one's tax bill?

A second possible answer is that a gift to an underdeveloped country
from one American would brine satisfaction, bv relieving ovarsfeas
poverty, to other Americans who are distressed by foreign squalor,
i. e., an act of charity by one American benefits other Americans as
well as the benefactor. No individual benefactor would necessarily
allow for these "neighborhood" or "external" effects in determining the
level of his charity. There is.no evidence that such effects exist. But
if this interdependence held among all taxpayers, it might be sensible
to tax all of them in order to subsidize their individual expenditures
for charity or in order to carry out more charity through government
aid than they would undertake individually. But, in view of the
numerous complaints against foreign aid, it is doubtful that such a
strong interdependence assumption can be made.

These issues can be avoided by assuming that humanitarianism
toward foreigners is a duty which the American people will not com-
pletely fulfill individually. At one extreme, ancient Christian prin-
ciples are invoked to support the view that aid is a duty; at the
other extreme, modern gimmicks of welfare economics and the inter-
national demonstration effect are called in support. This approach
leaves some key questions unsolved: How much money does Christian
duty (or welfare economics) require? Whose conception of duty
shall we use-the foreigner's or that of certain Americans? And this
approach does not explain why individual Americans must be forced
to do their "duty" through taxation instead of being persuaded to do
so voluntarily by the proponents of this view. Again, it may be
cheaper to have them convince some key Congressman and Govern-
ment officials rather than millions of individual Americans, but is the
saving worth the risk implicit in the use of compulsion? And does
an apparent act of charity have any ethical content when the burden
is largely borne by persons other than those who decide to provide
charity? And in what sense has a taxpayer fulfilled a moral obliga-
tion if he is compelled to do so by law?

TIHE COST OFAID

Do aid figures provide an accurate measure of the money cost of
assistance provided by the United States Government? And do they
faithfully show the real loss of goods and services by the United
States? No detailed analysis is possible in this brief space, but the
following comments will show some of the problems and uncertainties
involved.

The 9noney cost of aid
The public and the Congress generally hear two figures. One is the

President's request for the mutual security program, and the other is
the sum of net utilized grants and credits reported by the Department
of Commerce.

Whether or not these figures accurately show the money cost of aid
depends on how one defines aid. For example, if one regards military
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grants as aid, then the cost of the Korean war might properly be
included since it too involved the transfer of United States resources
overseas to serve the cause of peace and freedom. In addition, be-
cause United States law permits American firms operating overseas to
offset certain foreign taxes against their United States tax liability,
the burden of increased foreign taxes is sometimes borne by the United
States Treasury; in a sense, this drain could be regarded as foreign
aid. Finally, loans are included in figures popularly regarded as aid.
Yet the aid element in loans, in the sense of resources given up, is less
than that in grants since some of the loans will be repaid, i. e., the
resources are not given up forever. On this argument, perhaps the
only aid in loans is the difference between the interest rate that the
borrower would have had to pay to private lenders and the amount
charged by the government plus defaults. The correct determination
of items to be included is obviously of significance since the size of
foreign aid is a politically sensitive issue. Unfortunately, no clear-
cut criteria exist which admit of straightforward application.

Without attempting to define aid, several exclusions from the popu-
lar figures should be noted. The Department of Commerce net grants
and credits figure is deficient with respect to assistance related tQ the
surplus agricultural disposal programs. Under the Agricultural
Trade and Development Act of 1954, and section 402 of the Mutual
Security Act of 1954, the United States sells surplus stocks of agri-
cultural commodities overseas for foreign currencies and claims and
then grants and/or lends part of the proceeds to foreign countries.
The disbursement of the proceeds has lagged far behind the sale so the
United States has accumulated foreign currencies and claims.. By
failing to use those proceeds, we have provided over $1 billion of
short-term aid to foreign countries. X7hiie it is not suggested that this
lag will create a permanent revolving fund of aid, it is not unlikely
that this assistance will grow for some time. The necessary adjust-
ment for this aid can be readily made because the Department of Com-
merce, having recognized this deficiency, provides the data in the same
source from which the net grants-anid-credits figure is drawn.

Another large understatement of the money cost of United States
aid stems from the pricing policies on agricultural surplus. The sur-
plus products are sold overseas for less than their cost of acquisition
and shipment. If one is interested primarily in determining the
money cost of aid to the taxpayer, then the money value of the loans
and grants made out of the proceeds of the sale of agricultural prod-
ucts should be increased by the pro rata "loss" suffered by the Com-
modity Credit Corporation. The CCC is reimbursed for this loss
but the amount is not included in the foreign assistance figures. Un-
der agreements signed through mid-1957, the loss will equal about
$900 million.

The President's mutual security request does not include the fore-
going items. Nor does it include such important items as loans by
the Export-Import Bank ($233 million gross in 1956) and loans and
grants out of the proceeds of agricultural surplus sales ($74 million
in 1956). The growing importance of the latter ($1.8 billion is
planned for this purpose under sales agreements signed by mid-1957)
will make the President's request a less and less accurate measure
of United States Government aid.

97735-57-42
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The real cost of aid
The true cost of the aid program is the amount of real goods and

services which the United States would have had in the absence of
the aid program. A thorough analysis of whether or not the money
cost accurately reflects the true cost would require a detailed analysis
of the American economy in relation to the aid program. For ex-
ample, one would need to consider the possibility that the aid pur-
chases from certain industries brought greater economies of large-
scale production than those lost through the contraction of demand
suffered by other industries because of the additional taxes or reduced
nonaid government expenditures necessary to finance the aid. No such
detailed effort is attempted here. Rather, two matters of recent dis-
cussion and one long-held complaint will be considered.

MILITARY ASSISTANCE

According to several proponents of military assistance, a serious
overstatement of the cost of military items shipped overseas has oc-
curred in the past because of incorrect pricing. This raises doubt
about aid figures.

The military items transferred overseas come from new United
States production and from the armed services' stocks. Part of that
obtained from stocks is called excess by the Department of Defense
and is defined by law as stocks exceeding DOD's mobilization reserve
requirement. Prima facie, it would seem that in giving away excess
items we, in fact, give up nothing of value to us. But the Department
of Commerce figures include excess items at their original cost. Con-
sequently, the real cost of foreign aid is overstated by $787 million.6

The validity of this -assertion depends on the accuracy and nature of
the mobilization reserve requirement. First, it takes account of the
time required to procure goods after Al-day. Therefore, any item
which is "excess" need not be useless but only easily procured. Sec-
ond, its size shifts with political and military estimates so that it in-
volves a forecast. It is evident that some of the excess items could be
used in 'a conventional war. Therefore, one cannot contend unequivo-
cally that the cost of the 'aid program is overstated in respect to excess
items.

Entirely apart from excess items, the real cost of some of the mate-
rial obtained from the mobilization reserve may have been lower than
the money cost reported to the Department of Commerce by DOD.
The armed services, in effect, sell mobilization-reserve items to the
military-assistance program -and use the receipts to replace their
stocks. Until 1956, the law required the armed services to charge the
military-asistance appropriation for such items 'at their replacement
cost. But the replacement items were sometimes significant improve-
ments over the material shipped overseas. Therefore, some of the
items provided to our allies were in some degree obsolete in terms of
United States needs.7 They should, therefore, have been priced below
replacement cost. A small flurry was created in 1956 when the Comp-
troller General testified that much of the military assistance had con-

aThis is the difference between original cost and the cost of repair and rehabilitationfrom the beginning of the program through March 1957. There is also an overstatementfor military-equipment loans. Overstatement does not occur in the mutual security appro-priation for only funds for repair and rehabilitation are requested.
7 This does not mean they were obsolete in respect to the allies' needs and capacities touse equipment.
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sisted of World War II items, many of whiich were not being issued
to United States forces. He estimated an overcharge in excess of $1
billion. Recent reports have made much of this point in supporting
military-aid appropriations.

If the Comptroller General's estimate were accurate, the combined
overcharge on excess items 'and mobilization-reserve material would
exceed 10 percent of the total military-assistance progrem-a not in-
significant overstatement. However, the Comptroller General's esti-
mate cannot be used because the overcharge was estimated against
original cost. Suppose there had been no qualitative improvement in
the replacement items but replacement costs doubled because of gen-
eral inflation. Charges against the military-assistance appropriations
which equaled original cost would provide the armed services with
funds only sufficient to replace half of the items delivered abroad.
Since the 'armed services would need to replace the other half (because
they-came from the mobilization reserve), additional appropriations
directly to them would be required. These should, however, be con-
idered as part of the cost of the military-assistance program. There-
fore, while the substitution of improved equipment for military-aid
items at replacement cost has caused tan overstatement of the true cost
of the 'aid program, the precise amount cannot be indicated.

Still another source of overstatement relates to overseas procure-
ment of items given to Allied Nations. The United States Govern-
ment has paid over $2 billion for such goods and, to the extent that
those donll h 'ir ave h.Pn used by foreign nations to purchase United
States goods and services, this type of assistance constitutes a draft on
our resources. Because, however, of the growth in the value of inter-
national trade since the beginning of offshore procurement, trading
nations find it necessary to hold larger dollar reserves than they other-
wise would. Therefore, land for other reasons, it is not impossible
that some of the dollars spent for overseas procurement lie unused, in
which case such aid has not cost us real goods and services. Two of
the major recipients of such dollars, Belgium and Italy, increased
their reserves significantly since the start of the program. It is im-
possible, however, to estimate the amount of offshore procurement
which has not resulted in a demand for United States goods.

Against these Possible overcharges, one major understatement must
be put. The salaries of military personnel in the program are not
charged against the military-assistance appropriation. And no allow-
anceis made for the time spent by individuals who work on various
aspects of the program but who are not employed directly in it. Since
virtually everyone in the Pentagon, from the janitor to the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, spends. part of his time on the program,
the understatement of the cost could be significant.

AGRICULTURAL SURPLUs DisrosAL

While the money cost of foreign assistance through surplus disposal
is greatly understated, on one line of argument the money cost seri-
ously overstates the true cost of foreign aid. Given the price-support
programs, the surplus stocks dispatched to foreigners could not be
used by the American people. Therefore, these aid programs do not
reduce the amount of real goods and services otherwise available to
the United States.
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At minimum, this is misleading. The disposal programs restrainthe growth of surplus stocks. All other things equal, present CCCinvestment would have been more than $4.2 billion higher, or 57
percent higher, in the absence of the special, foreign-aid related pro-
grams. 8 If the continued accumulation of surplus would bring ataxpayers' revolt against the agriculture support programs, then the
aid-d.sposal programs cost the American people something because
Lhey help? to preserve, for some indeterminate period, the uneconomic
allocation of resources inherent in the domestic farm-subsidy program.

A more direct cost stems from the relationship between the aid-
disposal programs and the level of support prices. Under the law,
within limits, the support price rises as surplus stocks fall. *Whenthe disposal program reduces surpluses to the point of raising the
support level, as it has in cotton and rice, an additional incentive isgiven to farmers to invest more capital, better seed, more effectivepesticides, and fertilizers in agriculture. Resources are, therefore,
diverted from more economic uses, increasing the real cost of foreign
aid,

Against the foregoing, the disposal-aid programs may save realgoods and services by reducing regular foreign-aid appropriations.
This is just another way of saying that it is better to give away goodsone cannot use than goods one can use. By generating local currency
to finance projects which might otherwise be financed with regular
aid 'moneys, we oblige the recipient to accept goods less useful to us
than he might otherwise get. ICA guessed that their request forfiscal year 1957 would have been $50 million greater in the absence
of the Agricultural Trade and Development Act of 1954. It was notstated, however, that a substitute aid appropriation would have been
spent for nonisurplus commodities.
The real cost of loans

A frequent charge against the aid program is "We'll never get the
money iback." To the extent that loans become grants through de-
faults, the real cost of foreign assistance is increased.

In the literal sense, this charge is undoubtedly exaggerated unless
war, a serious depression, or a strongly unfavorable shift in political
relations' with our debtors 'ensues. In comparison with $18.2 billion
loans since 1940, only $8 million of loans have been charged off and$107 million of principal and interest due remains unpaid for 90 days
or more-less than 1-percent loss assuming the worst for those loans
not charged off but due.

But in the sense of never getting goods and services back, the charge
has real foundation. Continued world inflation will further convert
United States loans into grants.

A million-dollar loan allows foreigners to buy an equivalent amount
of real goods and services from the United States.' We eventually
regain goods and services with interest because, to accumulate the dol-lars with which to repay us, the foreigners who borrowed the money
must export more to the United States (providing us with additional

'This statement assumes that all of Public Law 480, title I, exports were attributableto the aid portion of the transactions. With some exceptions this Is not an unreasonableassumptions, because the aid element apparently constitutes the major attraction to for-eign "buyers." The data include sees. 560 and 402 transactions under the Mutual SecurityAct.
9 Assuming that the loan has a negligible effect on United States import and exportprices.
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foreign goods) or must import less from us (leaving us with more of
our own goods). But if inflation intervenes between the date oln
which the proceeds of the loan are spent by the borrower and the date
of repayment, we regain, aside from interest payments, fewer real
goods and services than we initially give up. For example, if the
prices of United States imports double, foreigners need export only
half as many additional real goods to us to obtain the required dollars
to repay the loan. If the prices of United States exports double, a
dollar reduction in foreigner's purchases from us leaves us with only
half as many additional goods as would have been the case if prices
had not risen.

Inflation hurts the creditor. But within nations, the creditor's loss
is the debtor's gain so that the total supply of goods and services in
the country remains the same, save for the effect of inflation on pro-
duction. But between nations, a whole nation loses.

From the date that England drew out the last of the British loan
of $3.75 billion (March 1948) to the time that repayments first began
(December 1951), we had lost over one-quarter of the real value of
the loan in terms of United States import prices. With respect to
United States export prices, the loss wvas "only" 21/2 percent. Since
1948, United States import and export prices have risen about 25 per-
cent and 10 percent.

In a world of forced-draft development and high employment pol-
icies, secular inflation is quite conceivable. We must therefore re-
member, in judging foreign aid, that inflation adds to the burdens of
A.viulgil a di1uk ituu aiIU Ulm UJ1Uu1 bitiiy U VUVpt IUUU1U L tlk lCl LVUI, LULLAI

adds to the difficulty of assessing aid. Many of our recent loans have
maturities of 30 or more years so that inflation can take a very heavy
toll.

Finally, a special problem in repayment may arise as a result of
the surplus agricultural disposal program. Under that program the
borrowing nation is given the option of repaying in dollars or, at a
higher interest rate, in foreign currency. In principle, the economic
problem of repayment is exactly the same. The borrower must in-
crease its exports and/or reduce its imports. Hence, there will be no
more economic difficulty in regaining goods and services from local
currency loans than from dollar loans. But there may be more polit-
ical difficulty. Since the United States Government will receive local
currency it will have to begin the process of transferring goods to the
United States by spending the money itself or selling it to American
importers. Therefore, the onus of any ensuing increase in the dollar
balance-of-payments problem of the country will fall on the United
States. To preserve good political relations, the result may simply
be relending (a euphemism for default) of the local currency. In
sum, the real cost of these loans is also uncertain.

CONCLUSION

Aristotle summarized the theme of this paper when he wrote:

to give money away is an easy matter, but to decide to whom
to give it, and how large a sum, and when, and for what pur-
poses, and how, is neither in every man's power, nor an easy
matter. Hence, it is that such excellence is rare and praise-
worthy and noble.
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FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR NATURAL RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT

FEDERAL EXPENDITURWS A.N-D PROGRAMS FOR THIE

DEVIELOPMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

DEPARYTMIENT OF THE INTERIOR

Statement submitted by Fred A. Seaton, Secretary of the Interior

This statement addresses itself to the following questions which
have been formulated by the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy: (1)
The relationship of Federal expenditures and progranims for the
development of natural resources and for regional development to the
processes of economic growth in the private sectors of the economy;
(2) the usefulness or limitations of such programs for purposes of
stabilization; and (3) the standards employed by the Department of
the Interior in determining the kind and size of such programs
requested.

Whi;le the Denartment of the Interior is the principal natural re-
sources agency in the Federal Government, it is not the sole Federal
agency in this field. The total expenditures of the Department
which amounted to $572 million during the fiscal year 1957 comprised
only one-third of the estimated total Federal expenditures on the
conservation and development of natural resources. The Depart-
ment of Agriculture, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and the Corps
of Engineers of the Department of the Army accounted for most of
the remaining two-thirds. This statement does not purport to cover
the activities of all these agencies, but is limited to the expenditures
and programs of the Department of the Interior.

Before discussing the various programs of the Department in con-
nection with the issues raised by the subcommittee, it would be help-
ful to set forth certain considerations which are associated with Fed-
eral expenditures on natural resources development.

Under our free enterprise economy, the basic responsibility for the
development and use of our natural resources rests with private
groups and individuals. The expenditures of the Federal Govern-
ment on the conservation and development of water, land, forest,
mineral, fish and wildlife, and outdoor recreation resources are small
in relation to the total expenditures on these activities by State and
local governments and private enterprise. The role of the Federal
Government is limited to supplementing and strengthenin g the efforts
of other governmental units and private enterprise. Thus, even the
most comprehensive analysis of Federal expenditures on natural
resources development is inevitably only a partial analysis.

Federal programs for the development of natural resources are
almost entirely long range in two respects. First, the full economic
effects of many of these programs may not be felt for several decades,
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and second, the projects themselves, notably in the field of water
resources development, may require years and perhaps decades to
complete because of their complexity.

Because of the long-range nature of many of these projects, privateenterprise would be reluctant to undertake them in the face of thegreat uncertainty inherent in any long-term investment. Another
consequence of this aspect of natural resources projects is the diffi-
culty of making Precise economic evaluation-s of such proiects. The
analysis of expenditures whose major effects occur in the futiture must
be based on the underdeveloped art of economic forecasting.

Because of the limited magnitude and ]ong-ranlge character of Fed-
eral expenditures for natural resources development, the greatest eco-
nomic 'imp1act of these expenditures will.comne from the results of the
expenditures in the form of increased productive capacity, rather
than from their immediate contribution to 'aggregate demand. This
imposes a severe limitation on the usefulness of these expenditures is
*an instrument for counteracting cyclical fluctuations in the economy.

Many of the results of these expenditures, though they are tangible,
cannot be accurately measured in monetary terms. This is true of ex-
penditures on research, on certain types of conservation, 'and on the
development of recreation resources which are freely available to the
public.

A measure of the total contribution of Federal expenditures on
natural resources development to the growth of 'the private sectors of
the economy would have 'to take account not only of the direct effects
of these expenditures on the productive capacity of the economy, but
also of the indirect effects on private investment which can be attrib-
uted to the initial Federal expenditure. For example, 'an irrigation
project which brings arid land into production may stimulate a
volume of private investment well in excess of the amount of the Gov-
ernment expenditure. The development of a quantibative measure of
the total economic effects of Federal expenditures on niatural resources
development would require highly involved statistical techniques
which cannot be attempted here.

The economic effects of Federal expenditures on natural resources
development are frequently expressed in 'terns of their direct 'and in-
direct contribution to the gross national product, which includes not
only the effect on the economy's productive capacity, but also the total
demand induced by the utiluization of the additional productive ca-
pacity. In this paper, however, we are concerned primarily with the
contribution of Federal expenditures 'to 'the growth of the economy.
Whether the increase in productive capacity is used will depend upon
the level and composition of demand throughout the entire economy.

The most direct economic impact of many types of Federal ex-
penditures for natural resources development 'is local or regional.
This arises from the fact that some resources cannot be transported
over long distances. In 'addition, there are statutory limitations on
the geographical scope of certain programs. The activities of the
Bureau of Reclamation, for example, 'are confined to the 17 Western
States. This factor 'imposes a serious limitation on the usefulness of
the Department of the Interior's expenditures as !an instrument of
national fiscal policy.

The basic objectives of the Department of the Interior are to foster
the development and conservation of our natural resources so that we
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can produce, at the lowest possible cost, the food, fiber, and raw ma-

terials needed by our growing population 'and expanding economy;
and to protect and enlarge the opportunities for outdoor recreational
activities such 'as fishing, hunting, and camping.

As the economy grows, the demands on our natural resources will

continue to increase. According to the most authoritative estimates,
our 1975 population will need about 453 billion gallons of water a

day-nearly 'twice as much 'as we need now. Our electric power gen-
erating capacity will have to increase from 123 million kilowatts in

1956 to about 321 million kilowabts in 1975. Our requirements for

minerals 'and fuels in 1975 have been estimated (t more than double
our present consumption.

The most serious problems confronting our natural resources in-

dustries arise, paradoxically, as a result of our high level of economic
activity. The unprecedented output of our farms, factories, and
mines is causing tremendous drains on some of our resources.

In the field of electric poNwer, for example, we have reached a stage

where most of the economically feasible hydro sites have been de-

veloped. It has been estimated that during the next 20 years, falling
water can provide no more than 8 percent of our new generating ca-

pacity, unless we are prepared to pay 'a substantially higher price for

our electrical energy. It is clear that we must continue our unre-
mitting search for nvew sources of relatively lower-cost energy if we

are to meet our gro-wing needs.
Our increasing consumption of minerals is causing heavy depletion

of known deposits of our higli-graue ores. To counteract this trend,
we must find ways of using economically our low-grade ores, and mak-

ing greater use of those minerals that are still abundant, such as

magnesium.
The economic forces w-hich are exerting an upward pressure on the

costs of producing electric power and minerals are also making them-
selves felt in the development and use of our water resources. Unless
we do a more effective job in the conservation and use of our water

supply, some regions of the country face the prospect of paying a sub-

stantially higher price for water.
Our rapid economic growth is having a profound impact not only

on energy, mineral, and water resources, but also on our great scenic,

wilderness, and historic areas, and on fish and wildlife resources.
With higher incomes, more spare time, and more and better highways,
more people than ever are visiting the national parks and other recrea-
tion areas. Within the past 6 years, the number of visits to the na-

tional park system has increased by two-thirds. To accommodate the
rapidly growing number of visitors, we must improve and expand the

facilities in our national park system and other outdoor recreation
resources.

The sections of this paper which follow describe the programs of

the Department of the Interior for the conservation and development
of our natural resources and the relationship of these programs to

economic growth and stability.
The annual expenditures on the various programs of the Depart-

ment or the Interior during the past 4 years are shown in table 1.
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TABLE 1.-Expenditures ' of the Department of the Interior on the conservation
and development of natural resources

[Fiscal years. In thousands of dollars]

1914 1951 1916

Bureau of Reclamation:
General investigations-$3,167 $3, 755 4, 754Construction and rehabilitation-0 i7. 00-2 1-- 7-17I 40Operation and nLLtu - - - - --ane- 18, 348 19General administrative expenses -- 4, 416 3, 684 3, 771Emergency fund ---- ------------------------ 177 264 241All other funds -2,693 

2, 554 3, 016
Total 2-_____________________________._.___________.196, 403 160, 693 161,026

Bureau of Land Management:
Manaagement of lands and resources -11. 464 12.160 14 157
All other fuonds___________
XTota~1lflld s ---- --- --------- -- ---- ------ ------ ---
Total

Bureau of Mines:
Conservation and development of mineral resourcesHealth and safety
Construction
General administrative expenses
All other funds --

Total - - --- - ---- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -----Total

Geological Survey:
Surveys, investigations, and research
All other funds

Total

National Park Service:
Management and protection
Maintenance and rehabilitation of physical facilitiesConstruction
General administrative expenses

Total-

Fish and Wildlife Service:
Management of resources
Investigations of resources ---
Construedion
Fish restoration and management
Wildlife restoration
Migratory bird conservation
Promotion and development of fishery products andresearch
General administrative expenses
All other funds

Total

Bureau of Indian Affairs:
Education and welfare services
Resources management
Construction (buildings, utilities, and land and water rightsacquisition)
Road construction and maintenance (CA)General administrative expenses
All other funds

1, 427
25, 988

38, 878

15, 458
4, 627
1, 009
1, 150
1, 644

* 23, 888

26, 710
241

26, 951

8, 965
7, 978

15, 016
1, 236

33, 195

7, 939
4. 345

560
2, 461

13, 410
4, 477

807
3,809

37, 888

49,100

12, 622

17, 087

3, 047

;1 970
35, 073

49, 203

13, 832

5, 129
276
982

-943
20, 219

27,390
-309

27, 081

9, 191
8, 624

15, 861
1, 060

34, 726

7, 208
4, 371

383
3, 787

13, 791
6, 455

1, 170
720

4,351

42,238

61,031
11, 031

14, 526
5,095
2. r44

33, 526

52,050

13, 982
5, 431

443
1 109

-1, 400

20, 965

27, 852
33

27, 885

z

1957

$5,350

21, 387
*3, 651

57
14, 024

165, 978

17, 586
4, 310

38, 683

60, 579

13, 857
4, 894.
4, 131

954
-541

23, 836

29, 992
-324

29, 668

11, 406
9, 941

35, 852
1,265

58, 464

10, 1.32
4, 546
1, 115
4,324

13, 669
4,242

4,009
824

6, 486

49, 347

45, 028
13, 780

9, 951
9, 789
2, 938
9, 685

91, 171

572, 079

10, 410
9. 128

23, 134
1, 241

43, 913

7, 858
4-, 820

536.
4, 260

13, 193
5,187

3, 581
810

3, 949

44, 194

45, 603
12, 313

10, 553
8,999
2. 79RQ

.2 043 2. I428 9 71 I
Total--- --- ------------ 83, 880 96,756 88, 418
Total for Department ------ ---------- 535,140 515, 299 511, 790

X Exclusive of trust funds.
2 Discrepancy in totals are due to rounding.
NOTE.-General departmental administrative and other expenditures are not shown separately.

NTATURAL RESOURCES EXPENDITURES AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

Water resources
One of the Department's most important programs for expandingour resource base is the reclamation of arid and semiarid lands
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through the construction and operation of irrigation projects by the
Bureau of Reclamation in the 17 Western States.

Since 1902, the Bureau has built facilities which furnish a full or
supplemental water supply for 7.7 million acres of irrigable land
which represents approximately one-quarter of all the irrigated land
in the 17 Western States. The crops produced on these lands served
by reclamation projects during 1956 were valued at $952 million.

The earliest reclamation projects were constructed for irrigation
water storage without regard to the flood-control needs of down-
stream areas and the multiple uses of water. However, Congress
soon recognized the need for the multiple-purpose development of
water resources and amended and expanded the original Reclamation
Act to include not only irrigation and flood control, but also mu-
nicipal water, hydroelectric power, navigation, fish and wildlife, rec-
reation, and pollution abatement.

As towns adjacent to projects grew, many of them exhausted their
initial supply and looked to the water stored for irrigation as a solu-
tion to their municipal water problem. Out of this, there evolved
the practice of developing water for municipal use. As a consequence,
reclamation projects have contributed an important part of the water
supply of many communities, including the metropolitan area of
southern California, Salt Lake City, and several municipalities in the
Great Plains States.

While the Bureau of Reclamation does not construct projects exclu-
sivelv for the generation of hydroelectric power, it has built 18 multi-
purpose projects with power facilities. These projects have 36 power-
plants with a total generating capacity of over 5 million kilowatts.

The Federal Water Power Act provides for the licensing of power
sites by the Federal Power Commission for development by State
or local governments and private utilities. However, there are many
instances where sites suitable for hydroelectric development are also
suitable for the construction of storage dams and reservoirs. In such
cases, the Bureau undertakes investigations of the feasibility of multi-
purpose development and presents its findings to Congress.

Irrigation and farm surpluses
The need for expanding agricultural production through irrigation

must be judged in the light of the expected increase in the demand for
food and fiber and the means available for meeting this demand.

The Department of Agriculture has estimated that the output of
our farms will have to increase by one-third by 1975, and that the
annual increases will have to be about 20 percent greater than the
prodigious gains recorded during the postwar years. Livestick pro-
duction will have to increase by about 45 percent and farm crops by
about 25 percent. The annual increase in feed grains may have to
be as much as 51/'2 times greater than the rate of increase in recent
years. It has been estimated that the additional output will require
the equivalent of 150 million acres of cropland by 1975. There are, of
course, many ways in which farm production can be increased through
advances in farm technology which increase yields per acre. But we
will also have to increase the amount of land under cultivation.

Our productive farm acreage has been diminishing under the steady
pressure of gro-wing suburbs, industrial expansion, and land require-
ments for new highways and airports. Our new superhighway sys-
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tern, for example, is expected to require nearly a million additional
acres of land. These and other inroads are taking more than a million
acres of farmland out of use each year. In contrast with this, recla-
mation is bringing into production only about 100,000 acres a year.

As far as farm surpluses are concerned, irrigation in the West con-
tributes very little to the production of the 5 principal crops which
comprise about 87 percent of our agricultural surpluses. About three-
quarters of tihe irrigated land produces forage and grain crops which
are fed to livestock in the dry grazing areas of the West.

Federal reclamation projects accounted for 0.4 percent of our total
corn production, less than 2 percent of our wheat production, 2.8 per-
cent of our rice production, .5.8 percent of our production of upland
cotton, and no tobacco. Table 2 summarizes for the principal crops,
the relationship of the production on these projects to total United
States production and the total amount under crop support in 1956.
TABLE 2.-The production on Federal reclamation projects of principal crops

under the Federal price-support program as related to United States produc-
tion and total amounts under price support8-.1956

U. S. Bureau of Reclamation projects

Price-support Production Assumed support
program

Crop Per- Per- Per- Per-
Produc- cent cent cent centtion United United United United

Amount States Amount States Amount l States States
pro- pro- sup- pro-due- due- port due-
tion tion Pro- tion

gram

Thou- Thou- Thou Thou-
sand sand sand sandCorn ----- busies 3,451,292 434, 729 12.60 13,931 0. 40 1,441 0.33 0.04Wheat ------- do- 997,207 250, 874 25.16 19, 709 1.98 4,568 1.82 .46Cotton:

Upland -bales 13, 303 3, 829 28.78 775 5, 83 92 2.41 .69American-Egyptian do 49 1 1.91 20 41.85 -- 41.99 .80Barley -bushels 372, 495 76, 391 20.51 28, 476 7.64 2, 993 3.92 .80Oats ------------ do..-- 1,152,652 35,996 3.12 10, 420 .90 530 1.47 .0.5Sorghums -do 205,065 42,056 20.51 4, 498 2.19 309 .73 .15Rice -do.-- 47,402 23, 727 50. 05 667 2.81 365 1.54 .77Rye -do-- 21 558 3,144 14.58 84 .39 21 .65 .10Beans - hundredweight.. 17 114 4, 694 27. 43 4, 743 27.72 1, 023 21.80 5.98Flaxseed -do- 48, 712 17, 424 35.77 993 2.04 9,354 .05 .02

I Data on amount of any crop under price-support loans and purchase agreements is available on a Statebasis. The proportion of total State production which is under support is applied to the production onFederal reclamation projects to arrive at a calculated or assumed level of support for crops grown on recla-mation projects.

The irrigated lands in the Western States produce many of the
crops which have become an important part of our diet. They pro-
duce virtually all of our apricots, almonds, walnuts, filberts, dates,
lemons, figs, and prunes. They also supply about 95 percent of the
grapes and plums, 90 percent of the lettuce and sweet cherries, 75
percent of the avocados, pears and cantaloups, 65 percent of the as-
paragus, 50 percent of the peaches, 87 percent of the fresh peas, and
more than 50 percent of the commercial truck crops. Many of these
crops cannot be grown in any other part of the country and much of
this production takes places during the off season for other producing
areas.
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The long-term character of reclamation projects relates not only to
their long amortization period which extends over 50 years or more,
but also to the long period of time required for the investigation,
planning, and construction of the projects. These investigations fre-
quently require many years. After Congress authorizes a project,
there is an additional delay before appropriations are made and de-
tailed plans and specifications are complete. Thus, many years usu-
ally elapse before construction is completed. Farm layout and de-
velopment and the establishment of an optimum cropping program
entail further delays in achieving full production. Depending on
size, a period of from 5 to 20 years may be required before an irriga-
tion project is fully developed and producing.

It is clear that the reclamation program is directed toward the long-
term objective of developing our agricultural resource base to serve
our future needs. The ultimate merits of the program cannot be ap-
praised on the basis of current conditions. They can be judged only
in the light of future developments.

Lands and forests
Our expanding economy is creating additional demands for the use

and development of the public lands and their resources. In addition
to private sources of demand, States and counties are showing in-
creased interest in acquiring or using public lands for such purposes
as recreation, wildlife, and forest management.

While the programs in the field of lands and forests are primarily
management and conservation progrums they do have crtaI develop
mental features.

As manager of the public domain which comprises 468 million acres
of land in the United States and Alaska, the Department of the In-
terior through its Bureau of Land Management administers programs
concerned with the classification, use, and disposal of public lands and
the development, conservation, and use of the natural resources on
these lands.

The Bureau of Land Management is responsible for the disposal of
public lands to private and public organizations and individuals for
various uses. The Bureau also issues leases, licenses, or permits for
land use. WThere conflicts arise in the competing demands for land
use, the Bureau resolves such conflicts by a process of land classifica-
tion which allocates lands to their highest uses in the interest of maxi-
mum development.

The Bureau manages Federal grazing areas totaling 170 million
acres. These Federal rangelands provide seasonal or year-round
forage for nearly 10 million head of livestock which represent an im-
portant element in our production of meat, wool, and leather.

Through the granting of grazing permits in grazing districts, and
grazing leases on public lands outside grazing districts, the Bureau
administers grazing and range activities to protect the productivity
of lands, permit the highest use of forage, and, at the same time, retard
soil erosion and provide watershed areas. Programs are also carried
out for the rehabilitation and more effective use of rangelands.

The Bureau administers more than 161 million acres of forest and
woodland, which consist of 46 million acres of commercial forests and
115 million acres of noncommercial woodlands. It carries on a pro-
gram of sustained-yield forest management for the purpose of obtain-
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ing continuous timber production at the highest possible level. Under
this program, timber sales amounted to more than $27 million in 1956.
In addition, the Bureau of Indian Affairs manages 6 million acres of
commercial forest on Indian trust lands which produce an annual
harvest valued at approximately $14 million.
Mineral resources

Mineral resources, unlike water and timber, cannot be renewed.
,,itu every ton of ore we take from the earth, we reduce an irreplace-
able supply. At the same time, it should be recognized that Nature
has probably endowed the earth with more bodies of ore than we shall
ever need. The problem is to find the concentrations of ore which are
necessary to meet the demands of a growing and changing economy.
Changes in the composition of the demand for mineral resources
arising out of technological advances may be more significant than the
overall growth of demand. Minerals and metals which were unknown
only a few decades ago have assumed major importance in our indus-
trial economy.

The principal objectives of the Federal Government in the field of
mineral resources are (1) to assure an adequate supply of mineral
raw materials at the lowest possible cost to meet our security require-
ments and the needs of an expanding economy; (2) to maintain amining industry capable of competing in peacetime and which can
provide high-level production in the event of war; and (3) to bring
about an orderly and wise use of our mineral resources.

The major contributions of the Federal Government to the develop-
ment of our mineral resources come from programs of scientific re-
search and development. The Bureau of Mines and the Geological
Survey carry on programs for the collection, interpretation, and dis-semination of information concerning minerals; the development of
new prospecting techniques; and research in all types of minerals
technology. Since mineral resour ces are not renewable, the long-range
supply problems can be solved through the development of better
methods of locating new ore bodies, by improvements in the processing
of lower grade deposits, and by searching out and learning how to
utilize new materials. At one time, the mining industry had to rely
upon fortuitous outcroppings to locate mineral deposits. But, with
the depletion of some of our resources, it has become necessary toreach below the earth's surface.

Although the actual prospecting for minerals is primarily a task for
private industry, the minerals investigations of the Department ofthe Interior have directly or indirectly resulted in the discovery of
significant new deposits. The Yellow pine tungsten deposit in Idahois a case in point. Another is the San Manuel copper find in Arizona,
where the Department's initiative in investigating a relatively un-promising outcrop resulted in the discovery of one of the country's
largest copper deposits.

The work of the Bureau of Mines in the beneficiation of ores has
complemented the work of the mining industry in the processing of
lower grade ores that could not be profitably mined before. Its work
in cooperation with the industry to bring into production the low-
grade taconite iron deposits of Minnesota and Michigan is helping
to offset the depletion of the high-grade iron ores of the Lake Superior
district, and is contributing to the efficiency of blast furnaces by pro-viding them with a high-grade feed.
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Another of the Department's outstanding contributions to the
strengthening and diversification of the minerals industry has been
the clevelopnI~ent of new mineral products. Titanium, for example,
which is light in weight yet strong and highly resistant to corrosion,
has given impetus to technological developments wvhere these charac-
teristics are necessary, as in aircraft-frame construction, marine equip-
ment, and jet engines. Another example is zirconium, which is con-
tributilng to advances in the technology of atomic energy.

The most serious problems confronting the mining industry are
the steady decline in the known deposits of higher grade ores, the
tendency toward higher costs of mining the low-,Tgrade ores, and the
cost of searching for and mining deeply buried ore deposits. The
Department of the Interior is helping to solve these problems by
taking the lead in research for better techniques for finding ore and
for the development of better mining methods. Through a program
of direct financial assistance to private industry, the Department also
encourages exploration.

Under the authority of the Defense Production Act, the Defense
Mineials Exploiation Administration -within the Department of the
Interior has since 1.951 conducted a program to encourage exploration
for strategic and critical materials. While the programn has had
special appeal for small operators who have been active in exploring
for highly strategic minerals vlhich do not occur in sufficiently large
deposits to interest large comlpanlies, some of the outstallding dis-
coveries, such as the large zinc deposits in Tennessee, have been made

,_J.e. a,

Reor.atijon resources and comnmercial fisheries

With rising incomes and more leisure time, the demand for recrea-
tion can be expected to growV in the years ahead. The Department
of the Interior has important responsibilities for the development of
otitdoor recreation resources to meet these growving needs. Through
the National Park Service, the Department administers 29 national
parks and other areas of scenic or historic importance. The Depart-
ment is also active in the development and conservation of fish and
wildlife resources.

The number of visits to the national parks is expected to rise front
,55 million in 1956 to 80 million in 1966. To accommodate this rapidly
gronvwing number of visitors, the National Park Service initiated last
year a $900 million, 10-year program of improvement and develop-
ment. This program, which is known as mission 66, provides for
the construction of roads and trails, the expansion of water and sewage
systems, and more visitors' centers, museums, and administrative build-
ings. Private enterprise will undertake the expansion and improve-
ment of overnight accommodations, restaurants, shops, service centers,
and the like.

The task of providing adequate outdoor recreation facilities ex-
tends beyond the national-park system. Tens of millions of Ameri-
cans participate in the sports of hunting and fishing. The Depart-
ment of the Interior, througlh the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service handles the Federal responsibilities for the conservation of
fish and vildlife resources. The speuific progranins of the Servuie in-

clude the management of the migratory-bird resource, wildlife con-
trol, and work in the sports-fisheries field on1 Federal lands in coop-

97735-57 43
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eration with the States. These programs, like those in lands and for-
ests, are mainly management and conservation programs.

The basic problem concerning fish and wildlife resources is how to
expand these resources in the face of a diminution in the amount of
land and water available for habitat. Part of the solution lies in the
multiple use of our land and water resources. The Department's man-
agement program also includes the conservation of marshes and wet
lands for migratory waterfowl, and land acquisition for wildlife
refuges.

In addition to its activities in sports fisheries and wildlife, the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service also conducts an active pro-
gram for the conservation and development of our commercial fish-
eries. The program includes biological and technological research to
improve productivity, the restoration of mature fisheries, the develop-
ment of latent fisheries, and the location of new ones. The Service also
provides statistical and marketing services to private industry.

NATURAL-RESOURCES EXPENDITURES AND ECONOMIC STABILITY

The relatively small magnitude and long-range character of Fed-
eral expenditures for natural resources development severely limit
the usefulness of these expenditures as an instrument for promoting
economic stability. Their principal economic consequences arise out
of their effects on the maintenance and expansion of productive ca-
pacity rather than from their initial impact on demand. The effec-
tiveness of Federal fiscal policies for promoting economic stability
depends primarily on their ability to stimulate or curtail total de-
mand. Natural-resources expenditures are simply too small to have
a significant effect on total demand, though they may have impor-
tant local effects. Moreover, their size and character are determined
by their expected long-run impact on supply or productive capacity
rather than by their short-run income-generating effects.

These expenditures are long range, not only with respect to their
principal economic effects, but also in terms of the time elapsing be-
tween the decision to spend and the actual expenditure. This is es-
pecially characteristic of expenditures on reclamation projects. The
long expenditure period makes it difficult to accelerate or curtail these
expenditures rapidly enough to counteract short-term fluctuations in
the level of economic activity.

While the effectiveness of natural-resources expenditures as an
instrument of anticyclical policy is very limited, once the projects are
completed these expenditures can make a significant contribution to
the stability of particular regions, especially in the field of agricul-
ture.

A depression in an agricultural area may be caused not only by a
general decline in demand and prices, but also by a contraction of
output resulting from natural disasters, such as drought and floods.
By providing protection against such disasters, the construction of
irrigation and storage dams reduces the vulnerability of certain ag-
ricultural regions to depressions wrought by Nature.

Irrigation projects may also contribute to stability by providing
the means for the diversification of crops. Irrigated land can be
more readily adapted to new crops than dryland farming. An area
which depends on a single crop is more vulnerable to sharp fluctua-
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tions in demand and prices than one which can grow a variety of
crops. Even during a period of general prosperity, a single-crop,
dryland area may find itself in a depressed condition as a result of a
sharp decline in the price of its crop. However, this is less likely to
occur in an irrigated region which is capable of growing a variety
of crops.

STANDARDS FOR DETERMINING SIZE AND CHARACTER OF PROGRAmI

The level of Federal expenditures 01o natural-resources develop-
ment, like all Federal expenditures, is dictated first of all by the size
and composition of the national budget. The size of individual pro-
grams is determined by the estimated long-term needs for particular
resources. Since Federal programs for resource development are
designed to supplement and strengthen the efforts of State and local
governments and private enterprise, their size and character will also
be influenced by the extent to which these efforts are expected to meet
future needs. The level of certain programs, notably research in
water, mineral, and fishery resources, is also influenced by the avail-
ability of technical and scientific personnel.

In general, the resource-development programs of the Federal Gov-
ernments do not lend themselves to rigorous evaluation with respect
to their economic efficiency because of the almost insuperable diffi-
culty of measuring the results of these programs. This is especially
true of the research programs and other programs whose benefits can-
not be readily e Qpressed in mnnonfarv tern -1

However, in the field of water-resources development, a serious ef-
fort is made to calculate the economic costs and benefits of specific
projects. Under this procedure, costs and benefits are reduced to mon-
etary terms. The project is generally considered to be economically
justified if total benefits are estimated to exceed total costs, and if the
proposed project is the least costly of the alternative means for meet-
ing the particular needs. The complete analysis of the projects also
includes consideration of benefits which cannot be expressed in mone-
tary terms.

Costs can be measured witl reasonable accuracy. Benefits are much
more difficult to estimate even if the analysis is confined to primary
benefits. For one thing, these benefits occur in the future and their
estimation involves a large element of uncertainty. And secondly,
certain benefits such as recreation. which does not have a market price
are incapable of monetary measurement. The analysis therefore in-
volves a substantial element of judgment. However, despite the con-
ceptual and statistical limitations of benefit-cost analysis, it does rep-
resent one of the few serious attempts to evaluate the economic effi-
ciency of Federal expenditures.

CONCLUSION

The resource programs of the Department of the Interior that con-
tribute most directly to economic growth are those which are oriented
toward the expansion of the Nation's resource base. These, programs
include reclamation which increases the amount of productive land,
the supply of usable water for domestic and industrial purposes, and
electric power generating capacity; and the development of the na-
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tional-park system and fish and wildlife resources to accommodate
greater demands on these outdoor recreation resources.

ThoughI their results are more difficult to identify than those ofthe above progra3s, the research and data collection activities in
wavter, mineral, and fishery resources condcucted by the Geological
Survey, Bureau of Mines, an d Fish and *W ildlife Service, respectively,
represent a vital part of the pirograms of the b~nni'tmpnt. of die
ntierior for naturl i-resour ces developinen t.
In addition to the development prograims, the Department of the

Interior also conduicts a number of prograils which are aimed at
the conservation of our resource base. As manager of the public
lands, the Bureau of Land Management is concerned almost exclu-
sively with this type of program. Indeed, conservation is an integral
part of virtually all Federal programs in the field of natural resources.

Since this statement deals mainly wvith programs that co tribute
to economic growth, conservation has not been emphasized. But we
should not overlook the simple axiom that in order to achieve maxi-
inuinn growth, we must not allow oium resources to be wasted.



-EVALUATION OF FEDERIAL EXPLENDITUIJES FOR
AWATElR REtKSOURCE PR IOJ ECTS

(tto lEckst-eill, assisthtul plrofessol of economics,Harvard Un iversitv

Federal water-resource prograiis hiatve been relatively imnmulle
from the economy drives that have affected other Federal expendi-
tures. Expenditures for fiscal 19.58 for the major project-6uildillg
agencies are expected to be in excess of $S50 million, a moderate in-
crease over 1957, and an increase of over $150 million, compared with
1956. It is true that this palt of the Federal budget was subjected
to budget reductions earlier than thie rest, htavingtr reached peaks in
1950 and 1953. B]lt given the genieral tightness in the budgetary
situation, and considernig particularly the di astic cuts that have beenl
made in such vital] fields as missiles development and foreignu aid,
every Federal expenditure must be scrutinized carefully to see if it
is the best use to Vwhich the limited funds can be put, and to see if
the transfer of resources from the private sector to the public sector.
can be justified.

This paper seeks to throw some light on these problems by examin-
ing, the contribution of wvater-resource projects to national income
andi to regional income. It also deals with some of the evaluation
practices now employed by the Federal agencies, and calls attention
to some of the difficulties of joint private and public development.

EFFECT ON NATIONAL INCONfE

Water-resource projects are investments; they absorb resources and
generate output which are additions to the stream of goods and serv-
ices which constitute the national income. Unlike most public ex-
penditures, the outputs are predominantly economic and can be valued
by prices, directly in the case of power and irrigation, indirectly by
measures, which are price equivalents in the case of flood control, navi-
gation, and water supply. Therefore it is possible to estimate how
much is added to future national income by any project and this can
be compared with the cost.

The benefit-cost analyses wh-lich are submitted to the Bureau of the
Budget and the Congress for each project at the time that authoriza-
tion or appropriation is requested I can serve to show vhether the
additions to- national income, or benefits, exceed the subtractions, or
costs, that is, whether a project increases or decreases the national
Mcoine. The results of the benefit-cost analysis are usually presented
in terms of the benefit-cost ratio.

' For fuller discussion of benefit-cost analysis see Federal Interagency River Basin
Conimaitt-ee. Snihcomnmiittee on Beletits anSd C'osts. Proposed Practices of ]Economic Anallsis
of River Basin Projects. Washington. 1). C.. 'Iaty I),)O. antd 0. Eckstein. Water Resource
Dlevelopmilent. 'I'le Econlomics of Project 'Evaluation. l-larvnrd University Press
(forthcoming .
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TABLE I.-Ben eit-cost ratios of projects for which funds 'were reqteste(d int 1957
budget

Number of projects

Benefit-cost ratio
Multipurpose Bureau of

Navigation Flood control Corps of Reclama-
Engineers tion

(Ito 0.99 ---- I
1.0 to 1.29 -1 8 8 a
1.3 to 1.59 -6 8 6 4
1.6 to 1.99 -4 6 4 2
2.0 to 2.99 -6 6 1 6
3.0 to 4.99 - -1 4
Over 5.0 - -2 I

Ultimate total cost I

0 to 1.0 ---- 3
1.0 to 1.3 -1,000 115 837 100
1.3 to 1.6 -480 157 801 222
1.6 to 2.0 -------------------------- 180 130 405 12
2.0 to 3.0 - -------------------- 198 431 158 388
3.0 to 5.0- - 24 838
Over 5.0 - -141 13

X In millions of dollars.

Table I is a tabulation of the benefit-cost ratios submitted by the
Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation for the projects
included in the budget requests for fiscal 1957. Most of the projects
are already under construction. The group as a whole will constitute
the bulk of the construction program of the next several years. While
all the projects (except one) have benefit-cost ratios above 1.0, the
table must be interpreted in the light of the quality of the benefit-
cost figures.

BENEF1T-COST ANALYSES AS INDICATORS OF CHANGE IN NATIONAL
INCOME

The concepts and techniques that have been employed by the agencies
to measure benefits in the past 15 years have yielded figures which
considerably overstate the additions to national income. In this sec-
tion we examine some of the major sources of bias. We interpret the
purpose of benefit-cost analyses to be the measurement of benefits and
costs "to whomsoever they may accrue" in the Nation, which is its
purpose as specified in the Flood Control Act of 1936 for that field.
Indirect benefits

The biggest source of bias in benefit-cost analysis is the excessive
use of indirect (or secondary) benefits. Benefits are claimed in two
categories, direct and indirect, where the former correspond to market
values or their equivalents, and the latter to a potpourri of other con-
cepts designed to measure repercussion effects. In the case of irriga-
tion, they are, primarily, profits accruing in processing and on sales
of project inputs; in flood control they are designed to represent the
reduction of losses of wage payments and of the other losses attributed
to the interruption of economic activity due to floods; in navigation
they are the benefits of the stimulation of activity along the waterway
and of increased property values. In the case of irrigation projects,
indirect benefits may exceed direct benefits, while in the other fields
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they vary more widely, but are sometimes also of the same order of
magnitude.

rn times of full employment, which is the setting in terms of which

the programs are justified, there is no economic rationale for claiming
significant amounts of indirect benefits. The capital in processing
industries would not be idle in the absence of the project; much of the
loss of wages and profits caused by floods is compensated by greater
activity after the flood and by offsetting gains elsewhere; similarly,
the increased rents and profits along waterways are likely to be bal-
anced by losses along transportation routes from which traffic is
being diverted . 2

Of course, there are some beneficial repercussion effects to which
there are no offsets; that is, there are some genuine external economies.

Supplemental irrigation water for an agricultural economy that is

declining due to deterioration of the water supply may permit more

effective utilization of processing capacity and of other sunk invest-
ments. On new irrigation projects, some of the capital of associated
businesses will earn a higher return than it would earn in its alterna-
tive uses. Some of the reductions in income payments caused by

floods will not be made up later, and so on. But it is most unlikely
that such benefits could exceed more than 10 or 20 percent of primary
benefits.

Rail rates as a measure of navigation benefits
The major source of bias in the evaluation of navigation benefits

is the use of rail rates as a measure of the alternative cost of transport.
From the point of view of the transport user, it is true thlat the rail
rates are the cost that he actually would incur. But, from the point

of view of the Nation, it is only the long-run, out-of-pocket, rail cost
which should be counted. The difference between rail rates and out-of-

pocket cost is a commodity's contribution to system overhead, and, in

the event the commodity is diverted to the waterway, either the rail-
road suffers a loss of income, or the rates on shipments that cannot
be diverted are increased. With the typical gap between out-of-pocket
costs and rail rates on the order of 20-30 percent, the resultant over-
statement of navigation benefits is very considerable. An arithmetic
example will make this clear. Suppose a commodity is shipped at
a rail rate of $3.60 a ton, but with out-of-pocket costs equal to $2.70.

If the cost of shipping by barge is $1.50, the navigation benefit would
be figured to be $2.10 a ton, although the benefit, from a national
point of view, is only $1.20. Thus a gap of 25 percent between rail
rates and out-of-pocket costs leads to an overestimate of benefit of
43 percent.

The cost of land
On the cost side of the analysis, land and property to be inundated

by a reservoir are valued at their market prices. This understates
the cost in the benefit-cost framework. The reason lies in the differ-
ence in the interest rates applied on the two sides of the analysis.
Benefits are discounted at interest rates of 21/2 to 3 percent; the mar-

. For fuller aualysis of Indirect benefits, see J. Mjargolis, Sceondary Becnfits, External

Economies, and the Justification of Public Investment, Review of Economics and Sta-
tistics, August 1957, pp. 284-291; H. E. Selby, Indirect Benefits From Irrigation Develop-
ment, Journal of Land and Public Utilities Economics, February 1944, pp. 45-51; and
0. Eckstein, op. cit., chs. 5, 6, and 7.
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ket value of land, biowever, is determined by fhe income streakn it can
produce and by the rate at which this stream is capitalized. This
rate is far greater than 3, percent, ranging from 5 to 10 percent at
different times. Thus, if a piece of farmland can produce a net income
of $100, it may sell for $1,000 to $2,000. To shlow the nature of the
bias, let us suppose that its income is capitalized at 6 percent, making
its market value, and hence its stated cost. $1.667. If the benefit-cost.
analysis uses an interest rate of 3 percent, the annual cost of flooding
the land will be stated as $50, even though the loss of farm income is
twice that figure. If the benefit of the project is between $50 and
$100 a yea., the benefit-cost analysis, by present standards, would
justify the project, even though the change in income would be
negative.

This bias understates this part of project costs by 50 percent. Where
a reservoir floods good farmland, this type of cost may be as much
as 30 percent of the total, and hence the effect on the cost side of
the benefit-cost ratio may be an understatement of costs of up to
30 percent. To eliminate it, we can compute the annual income real-
ized from the land to be flooded, or, in the event that market value
of land is to be used, the cost must be doubled if the benefit-cost
analysis is to be internally consistent and symmetrical.
Interest rates

The interest rates that have been used for the capital charges repre-
sent another important source of understatement of costs. Rates of
21/2 and 3 percent have been applied, prlestlmnably because the rates on
Government securities used to be at that level. The long-tern rates
paid by Government have risen to 4 percent or so in recent years, which
suggests some increase in interest charges, following this line of rea-
soning. But even this adjustment does not result in proper interest
rates, for, in actuality, the funds for projects in the last decade have
not come from deficit financing but from taxes. Therefore, the real
interest cost of projects depends upon the value of the capital in its
alternative uses, uses from which it is withdrawvn by taxation. Re-
cent statistical efforts to measure this opportunity cost of Federal
funds raised bv taxation yield estimates between 51/4 and. 61/2.3 These
estimates are based on studies of the likely changes in taxes that would
be permitted by expenditure reduction, the incidence of such tax cuts.
the rates of return that would be earned on the shale of resources
drawn out of investments, and the interest rates at which consumers
make their voluntary saving-borrowing decisions.

These estimates of opportunity costs do not necessarily argue that
Federal water projects should be planned with interest rates of that
level. The time perspective of the Government may be considerably
longer than that of private Iersons; it may value more highly the
benefits accruing to unborn generations than individuals in their
voluntary private choices. Also, the conservation aspect of the pro-
gram argues against high interest rates. But, if low interest rates
are used in the design and evaluation of projects, we must be on guard
against, using the low interest rate as a device to justify poor projects.
To assure that capital is not wasted on investments incapable of yield-

I J. V. Krililhl 11n(d 0. Eckstein. -Altiple-lPurPose River DevelOpielit, Studies in 'AppliedEconomic Analysis (Johls Hopkins Press), forthcomiing, ch. 4.
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ing a reasonable return, projects should not be considered justified
uinless benefits exceed costs by a compensating margin. Given the
average capital intensity of projects, a beniefit-cost ratio of 1.3 aind
aln interest rate of 3 percent assure that the avelage rate of return of
projects is equal to the op)portunity costs of the money.

.'he present progran

. Keeping in mind these considerations, aln examination of table 1
showVS that a significant sh are of the projects ill the present programi
is not justified economically, which is to say that the national income
-vill be reduced by their construction. Because of the wide range of
concepts and of quality in benefit-cost estimation, it is not possible to
pick any one benefit-cost ratio anid say thiat; all projects that exceed
it are justifiedi aid all others are not. But, given the magnitudes of
the biases we have listed, and our list is far from exhaustive, there is
very strong evidence that less than half of the projects call be justified.
Ifinsome instances, it is not the overall quality of the project which is
inadequate, but rather the excessively large scale for which the ploj-
ect plans lrovide. Buit, whiatever the cause. our1s conclusion is nes-
capable, as ftar as any evidence on the economics of the projects so far
plreseited by the agencies is concerned.

There are other projects that are eininenitly worth %%lhile, represent-
ing geln tine op0 portun i ties for public investiment, the progress of which
is much delayed by the need to spread limited funds over so many
undertakings. There are also enormous backlogs of projects not yet
started, parts of which are of high quality. Emphasis on projects of
bhe higihest ecoulloillic ilerit would assure trnat the programs make a
positive contribution to national income.

*WVhat can be done to promote the selection of projects vhich are of
greatest advantage from the national point of view? Perhaps the
most important step is a reform of the benefit-cost-evaluation pro-
cedures and rigid insistence that only justified projects be built. The
Subcommittee on Benefits and Costs of the Interagency Committee
on Water Resources has, for almost a decade. been working to improve
these procedures. But progress has been slow, primarily because
there is little pressure from the Congress or the President in this direc-
tion.. Before the benefit-cost figures can command public confi-
dence, the sources of upward bias enumerated above must be removed.
Also, to assure that the estimates of physical and economic magnitudes
in project analyses be realistic, the review function in the executive
branch should be strengthen ed by establishment of an independent
board of review 4 With a modest but highly competent staff of its own,
or by increasing the staff and powver of the Division of Resources and
Civil Works of the Bureau of the Budget.

WATFR RESOURCE PROJECTS A-ND NAT'rIONAL Ecoxi-o-lr c GROWVT

Whlile the return on the investment in many projects is much below
tile rates of return earned in other sectors of the ecooniny, the projects
nevertheless represent additions to the Nation's capital stock. *With
the funds for tile projects raised by taxation, a substantial part of the
resources required fair projecs is (Iro vt, ofut of consumption uses,

Thls Is one of the recommendations of the President's Advisory Committee on Water
Resources Policy. Water Resources Policy, December 22, 1955.
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the rest out of investment. Insofar as it is the former, the rate of
capital accumulation is increased; insofar as it is the latter, resources
are diverted from private investments yielding certain rates of return;
and if the project yields a lower return, the rate of growth of the
system is retarded.

In order to estimate the percent of resources for projects which are
drawn out of consumption and investment, it is necessary to make
some assumption about the nature of the tax cut which is being fore-
stalled by these particular expenditures. if the next tax cut would
be an increase in the exemption of the personal income tax or a split-
ting of the first bracket, then much the largest part of the resources
could be assumed to be drawn out of consumption, thus significantly
increasing the share of national income going into investment, and
thereby raising the rate of growth. If an increase in the rate of
growth is in itself desirable, and the growth of the Russian economTy
is a strong argument in support of that position, then projects yield-
ing a reasonable rate of return can be justified on these grounds.
But these considerations do not support the undertaking of submar-
ginal projects, yielding, as they do, rates of return of 1 to 4 percent.
For one thing, there are far more effective means by which the Govern-
ment can step up the growth rate, such as changes in the corpora-
tion income tax or investment in technical education and scientific
research; for another, at least to some extent, submarginal projects
compete for the outputs of capital-goods industries, driving up the
prices of capital goods and thereby discouraging a certain amount
of private investment.

If it is assumed that the forestalled tax cut would be much more
favorable to investment, perhaps consisting of a reduction of cor-
portation income taxes and of upper-bracket personal income-tax
rates, the case against submarginal water projects becomes even
stronger. With the bulk of resources for the projects drawn out of
investment rather than consumption, the loss in potential future
returns on the private investments is likely to outweigh the returns
on the water project. Further, the private investments generate sub-
sequent reinvestment through accumulation of depreciation allow-
ances and the plowinlg back of retained profits, while the public
projects, with their extremely limited repayment requirements, ulti-
mately simply have their capital consumed, though at a very slow
rate, given the extreme durability of many water-resource projects.

Thus, it can be seen that the criterion of economic growth rein-
forces our previous conclusions. Projects with adequate rates of
return, reflected in sufficiently high benefit-cost ratios, hasten the rate
of growth of the economy, particularly if the funds for the projects
are taxed out of consumption uses. Submarginal projects, on the
other hand, are likely to reduce the economy's rate of growth.

EFFECT oN RicalONAY, INCOME AND GROWTH-

There is little doubt that the income of a region in which a project
is built will be increased. The disbursement of public funds for con-
struction and the economic opportunities created by the project affect
the incomes of residents in the area favorably, and since, on most
projects, much the largest part of project costs is covered out of
national tax revenues, the cost borne locally will fall far short of the
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benefits. If regional development is a bona fide objective of the Fed-
eral Government, the regional effects of projects may be considered
to outweigh in significance the effects on national income. Statistical
investigations into the magnitude of incomes generated locally by the
operation of irrigation projects indicate that income in associated
businesses near the project is about 1.1 to 1.7 times as large as the
income earned on the project.5 W-hile most of this income represents
diversion from one region to another, if the development of a certain
region is weighed particularly heavily in Federal policy, it can be
argued that the regional effects may provide a basis for project
justification.

Two broad lines of argument have been used; on the one hand, it
is contended that regions that have been laggard in developing should
be the recipients of Federal developmental expenditures; on the
other, regions that have been growing very rapidly, in part due to
past Federal investments, must be given further investments to assure
continuance of the high rate of growth. If both of these lines of
argument are accepted, there is the implicit view that all regions in
the United States should grow at the same rate. Given the diversity
of resource endowments, and given the preferences of people to live
in different places, this position in favor of uniform regional growth
is indefensible. In the case of laggard regions, which are, in some
cases, also the regions with lowest per capita incomes, the Govern-
ment should give some sort of assistance. But whether water-resource
projects are the best method of aiding the people is not at all clear.
In the case of the rapidly growing regions, clearly there will be a
need for public services, including the services supplied by the Fed-
eral Government, such as flood control and navigation projects. Since
the Government has supplied these services in the old regions, it pre-
sumably should continue to do so elsewhere as the need arises. B
where the subsidized public projects are the main cause of growth,
they must be judged by their capability to contribute to the national
economy, and not by their regional effects, for given a sufficient sub-
sidization of certain key factors of production, such as power or trans-
portation or water, economic growth can be stimulated anywhere.

The magnitude of economic activity that may be triggered in this
way may be very large and the resultant regional benefit considerable.
But as a matter of national policy, the extent to which this is merely
diversion of activity must be kept in mind. The creation of regional
economies under hothouse conditions, dependent on the continued
largesse of the Federal purse, may be undesirable from many points
of view, not the least of which is the resultant political pressure for
continuance and expansion of the subsidies.

WATER RESOURCE PROJECTS AND BUSINESS CYCLE POLICY

The preceding discussion assumed that the economy is in full em-
ployment. In times of depression, the opportunity cost on the funds
and the resources used for projects is very low, of course, and insofar
as there are multiplier effects, the costs may actually prove to be
benefits. In the event of serious depression, water-resource projects

6 These studies are summarized in M. E. Mlarts, Use of Indirect Benefit Analysis in
Establishing Repayment ResVQ4sMi11ty for Irri1gation Projects, Economic Geography.
April 1956, pp. 132-138.
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are among the relatively few areas in which the Federal Governme'nt
can step up the rate at which it contributes to the effective'demand
for goods and services. The evaluation procedures need to be adapted
drastically for this condition, stressing the low opportunity costs and
the employment-generating potential of projects.

In the depression of the .1930's it wvas founid that a conisiderable
n4riod elasedh between the time the decision w.as made to use pub-
liC works a isa countercyclical weapon and the tinie significtni-t emi-
ployinent effects began to be felt,' a period commonly well in excess
of a year. To some extent this timelag has been shortened. The
coordinator of public-works planning ill the Executive Office now
maintains an account of the shelf of project plans in the hands' of
various agencies, and while the administrative and engineerinig capa-
bility to simultaneously undertake a large fraction of the' shelf is
quite limited, the rate of expenditures could be stepped' up eonsid'
erably. The larve number of projects under construction at any onie
tibe, while undesirable from some points of view, does make possible
the rapid expansion of outlays, simply by accelerating the rate of
construction. But there still remain severe obstacles, of which the
most important is the necessity for Congress to vote specific appropriia-
tions. While Congress is not in session, little can be done.

WTater-resource projects would only be appropriate for, coping
With major depressions. For the typical minor cycle, lasting 2 yearS
or so, the techlology of project building precludes countercyclical
variation. The typical project takes several years to construct; to
phase the expenditure flow against minor cycles, a precision in short-
run forecasting would be required wvhich is beyond the present capa-
bility of economic science.

Should there be another major depression, water-resource and other
Federal public-works programs can make a contribution. ' Given the
size of the fluctuationis in total effective demmiand that would De in-.
volved, and given the size of the Federal budget, it is clear that plub-
I ic wvorks are no mnore than a minor weapon in the stabilizer's arsenli.
At the present time, Federal water-resource expenditures are one-
fourth of I percent of GNP and are little more than 1 percent of the
Federal budget. This is no reason to overlook the potential, and par-
ticularly for the large multidam, multipurpose program on major
rivers, depressions provide the oportunity to make large investments
in this kind of social overhead at little cost.7

TI-E PARTNERsiiiP AIrROAC.I1

Prompted both by ideological and budgetary considerations, the
Eisenihower administration has sought to transfer some of the water-
resource activities to private companies and to State and local units
of government. Progress has been rather slow and the reasons ale
not hard to find. The users of the services are reluctant to surrender

eU. S. National Resources Planning Board. The Econonic Effects of the Pederal Public
Vorks Expenditures. 19.33-38. Washington, 1940.

W eVe have assumed that any future shortage of effective demand Is of a short-run nature.
If, at some point in the future, possibly after Government budget outlays have declined,
thelre should prove to be inadequate investinen t opportunities as a long-run phenomenon,
causing unemployment and an inadequate rate of growth, water-resource projects of the
sort most likely to generate complementary investments could be considered as an offset.
This point of viov is expressed forcefully by Professor Hansen in 'ITrends and Cycles in
Economic Activity, Review of Economics and Statistics, -May 1957, pp. 105-115.
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the subsidies that came with thle Federal progranis; the State and lo-
cal governmiienits are not eager to take on responsibilities without Fed-
eral evacuation of some tax areas, 5 and perhaps most important of all,
tble politicatl struggles between advocates of public and of private
powver is still more or less in a state of stalemate.

Greater piivate and local participation in -water-resource develop-
inent Would be extremely desirable. First, it is much tile surest way
to elimina te plojects of no economic merit, for the local people will
not be w illinr to bear the costs unless the benefits can n eally he expected
to accirue. Also, if we accelt the present limit on the national debt
and tile resultant pressure against undertaki ng public investments
:is one of on0 institutional assumptions, partnership-or completely
privtte development-may plovide the only means by which needed
plojects m iy be finaniced. II n-my view, these are overriding reasonis.

So farhllow ever, little progress has been made in assutring the corn-
piehensive develol)ment and integrated opelation of large river sys-
tems. Recent researches by l)i. J. V. Kxrutilla indicate that tihe losses
c iused by failure to assure pri vate developmilent whiich is eflicient f rom
thle public point of view are likely to be severe.10 Under presenit ]aw,
private coimpanies cannllot be compensated for thle increase in eneroy
mnade possible at public clails located downstream from the private
installation. This is an acute problem on rivers where hydroelectric
development was started in public hands but is to be continued pri-
vately, for there is no incentive for the private company to build the
ptoper amouit of storage capacity into its reservoirs, or to plan its re-
lease schedules in a manner most beneficial to the whole river svstem.11

Tl le resultant losses can run into millions of dollars. Also, some of
the outputs of projects are nonimarketable; for example, flood control
cannot be sold, and so no revenues are produced. A private company
respon-lsible to its stockholders cannot be expected to incur large ex-
iei~ses to provide tiese fiee g ifts to the area. Theoretically, the Fed-
eral Powver Commission has the powver to require private comlpanies to
provide such benefits as a condition of issuing its license, but as tile
researches of Dr. Krutillia show, in practice, the FPC exercises this
poower with extreme moderation. If there is to be an increase of
private development of our water resources, serious efforts need to be
mazde to find answers to this range of problems.

REVENIE EIQC.I:REMI:ENTS or PROJECTS

In cprinciple, costs iiiCUrred for ircigatioll, power, and municipal
water supply are consideied jeimbursable; thiat is, the beneficiaries

S Nor did State officials respond with much enthusiasm to the offer of President
lEisenhower to transfer both some taxes and activities to the States. New York 'fillies,
Juine 26. 1957, p. 1.

-Where the local polttical unit is large, some of the problems that have plagued tile
Federil prograim recur. The beneficiaries of projects wvill endeavor to get the rest of the
community to subsidize them. by financing projects partly out of general revenues. It is
the failure of the beneficiaries to finance the projects wvhlch unlooses the political pressures
vhich push governments into unjustified undertakings. For a billion-dollar example at

the State level, see J. C. DeEaven and J. Hishleifer, Feather River Water for Southern
California, Journal of Land Economics. August 1957, pp. 19S-200.

P J. V. Krutiila and 0. Eckstein, Alultiple Purpose ivler Developmcnt, Johns Hopkins
Press (forthcoming), especiaily chs. 5 and 0.

l for some possible solitlons to these problems. see Krutilla and Fekstein. op. cit.,
hs5. 6. atid f.
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are supposed to repay the costs over the life of the project, usually
assumed to be 50 years. Naviga tion and flood control are not reim-
bursable, though local interests are required to make contributions of
lands and easements for local projects. In practice, with the excep-
tion of power and water supply, local revenues and contributions
have been extremely small. In the case of irrigation, no interest is
charged and revenues fIomt poler are used to help defray the invest-
ilellut. I o Illustrate tolls pirocedure, table II surrnLari e tle 1i[ancial
analysis of the irrigation investment so far authorized for the Colo-
rado River storage project. If interest is ignored, total payments of
irrigators plus the assignned power revenues will equal the irrigation
investment. In fact, the Governlmelnt does pay interest, and even if
we ulse a r ate as low as 2l/ percent, the irrigators p)ay only 6 percent
of the total cost, power pays 49 percent, and the taxpayer 45 percent.
This computation assumes that the power rates can actually be main-
tained at the high levels that are intended, a dubious assumption con-
sidering the rate of progress being made on1 atomic and solar power.

TABLE II.-Summary of repayment analysis of irrigation investment of Colorado
River storage project'

Percent dis-
Total pay- Present value tribution of

Source ments, ignor- of total total pay-
ing interest payments 2 ments, in-
(in millions) (in millions) eluding

Interest

Payments of irrigators 3_ _ _ _---- _________ $36.6 $15.2 5.4Contribution from power revenues - 246.2 139.7 49.4
Contribution of taxpayers -- 127.9 45.2

Total - ------------ -------- 282.8 282.8 100.0

I Source: U. S. Congress, House of Representatives, Report on Colorado River Storage Project, H. Rept.
1087, 84th Cong., 1st sess. Our analysis assumes that the cost allocation is correct.

2 We assume an interest rate of 23. percent.
3 Assumes equal annual payments for 50 years after a development period of 10 years.
4 Assumes equal payments for 50 years. Since actual power revenues will build up gradually, the con-tribution from power is overstated slightly.

On flood-control projects, local contributions cover 5 percent of the
cost of the program, and are confined to local projects.12 It would be
difficult to make flood control completely reimbursable because of the
large number of people who are protected and because communities
other than the main beneficiaries of any project are unlikely to be
willing to contribute, knowing that if the project is built the protec-
tion cannot be withheld from them whether they pay or not. Never-
theless, the Federal Goverlnment could insist on considerably larger
contributions than it now receives, and if it encouraged the formation
of flood-control districts, it could collect local contributions even in
the case of reservoir projects, which are now exempt by law.

Our inland waterway system has traditionally been free of tolls.
Local contributions are required for local works, but not on the water-
ways themselves. For the St. Lawrence seaway, strictly speaking
an international project, it has been planned to impose tolls sufficient
to make it self -liquidating, and it was on that basis that the authoriz-

.2 Report of the Chief of Engineers to the Subcommittee To Study Civil Works, published
as vol. 3 of U. S. Army CorPs of Engineers, Annual Report of the Chief of ngineers,
1951, pt. 1, p. 337.
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ing legislation was passed. There is now considerable agitation to
eliminate the tolls.

In all of these fields, whether revenues should be collected or not
is fundamentally a question of equity on which economics can shed
no light. Whether the Congress chooses to redistribute income from
the taxpayers to the project beneficiaries is an ethical and political
issue. Nevertheless, the effect of the lack of revenue requirements on
the efficiency of the water-resource program must be mentioned.
Clearly here lies the main source of pressure for bad projects, and until
this is diminished it is impossible to have the programs concentrated
on projects of genuine economic merit. Also, with the severe fiscal
needs of the Federal Government in these times, project charges
should be considered a potential tax source. Surely money raised
through charges on project beneficiaries would be considered an
equitable tax.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

America's water problem is receiving growing public attention.
Newspapers run features on the threatening water shortage and on
the possibilities of towing icebergs to southern California. There
are severe shortages in many places, and the demands for water will
continue to grow at a rate greater than the growth of the economy.
Much research is needed to devise economical means of meeting this
problem, and increased expenditures of Federal funds for this purpose
can be expected to yield large benefits in the long run. Also, the

vrnwtuh n-f t.h0 ePpn1nmv1y _R etq inererases the, potential losses from
floods and generates continued need for additional control measures.
Thus the significance of the problems and the need for solution can
be expected to continue in the coming years.

The present water-resource program meets this challenge most im-
perfectly, however. In the case of at least half of all the projects
that are being built, it is unlikely that their effect on national income
will be positive; and even though they all represent additions to the
Nation's capital stock, the return on many projects is so low that their
net effect will be to reduce the rate of growth of the economy. The
effect on regional incomes aid growth is less ambiguous because of
the large subsidies in projects; but regional effects, being in large part
diversionary, are only a limited justification for national investments.

To improve the quality of the water-resource program, the following
steps are suggested:

1. Improve the concepts of benefits and costs used for the economic
analyses.

2. Make organizational changes in the executive branch of the Gov-
ernment to strengthen the process of review of project proposals.

3. Increase the level of user charges to discourage the political pres-
sure for dubious projects.

4. Make legal and administrative changes to assure that partnership
projects develop our rivers as efficient integrated systems.

Once the quality of the program is assured, we will be capable of
dealing with the worsening water problems in the coming years.



AAATER. RESOURCE1S

AMaitin G. Glaeser, professor of economics and commerce,. University
of Wisconsin

SoME Vt1] GENERAL CONSIDE RATIONS

IFederal expeniditutes relating to otir water resources ale ilitubatilY
associtted With the problems that have arisei in connection With
water use and supply. Abstractly considered, water in associatioii
w ith land is our most fundanmental natural resource and in its relation
with the phenomenon of population growth has become an increas-
ingly scarce commodity. Hience there can be no questioning that its
proportionate supply and use provide the very underpinnina for' the
growth and stability of the economy. In the production of goods apd
services the economic allocation of scarce water resources constitites
our most fundamental problem. But this problemhas- several li'ffereiit
facets, depending upon how this resource is organized and used; It
m ay be a matter of individual or collective use and supply. Tlius ive
meet at the very outset of our consideration of this problem the ques-
tion of its institutional orientation. ,

Should the supply and use of this resource be organized ais a collec-
tive State function supported by taxation ? Should it be orgaiiized
on a, less collective scale and supported by beneficiaries alone under a
system of fees and special assessments? Should it be set up as a public
utility where the supply and utlilization are commnercially orgamnized
under a system of governmentally fixed rates, or may the supply ahd
utilization be safely left to individual initiative? Are conbiiiations of
these arrangements more suitable under given circumstances? These
are political questions, the answvers to which are a matter of public
policy and come to us freighted with historical antecedents.

SOME HISTORTCAL CONS]IERATIONS

From both an engineering and social point of view the major prob-
leins arlising out of the development of our water resource may be
summarized as follows:

1. The provision of a domestic amid industriall water suipply
from surface or grounid-wa ter sources, adequate in qiudntity 'hul
quality. The great bulk of our population takes service fiom
public utilities which are mostly public agencies. In rural areas
private supply is still pervasive.

2. The companion piece to these water utilities are the serwer
systems, again dominantly public. The systems are usually-sup-
ported through a combination of taxes and special assessments,
though1 there is a new tendency to place sewer facilities on the
backs of water utilities through a, system of water-rate surcharges.
Private systems of industrial waste disposal and sewage treat-

668
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meint also ale designed to make headway againist the gloving
water pollution.

3. Sinilarly, the growinu intensity of floods requires measuires
of flood control by way of 'upstream englineering," the construc-
tioni of levees to confine high water and of reservoirs to reduce
peak flows. Best results flow fromn combinations because intense
rains give point to the quip of the proponents of reservoirs "that
they would like to see 7 inches of rainfall perched on a leaf."
They are organized as public agencies with public financing by
means of taxes and special assessments.

4A Irrigation and drainage to regulate water supply for agri-
cultural purposes by means of natural underground storage and
artifical reservoir storage with appurtenant distribution systems
and drainage collecting systems. These are usually organized
as territorial districts or cooperatives.

l5. Soil conservation to retard runoff and prevent sedimenta-
tion of downstream water courses. Soil conservation is accom-
plished by means of strip cropping, terraci-ng, check dams, and
similar structures. They are usually organized as soil-conserva-
tion districts with taxes and special assessments.

6. Aids to navigation, such as harbors and maintenance of
adequate river channel depths by means of slack-v'ater pools.
Dams with appurtenant locks control water levels and water
flows. Supplied by Federal agencies-Corps of Army Engineers,
Pnblie, cornorationl-with Federal taxes and tolls (St. Lawrence
seaway).

7. Hydroelectric power by means of dams, reservoirss and
powerhouses. Supplied by Federal, State, and local, public
agencies or as private licensees of the Federal Power Commission,
financed by means of Federal or local public funds or private
funds, but subject to reimbursement out of power sales.

8. Facilities for public recreation and maintenance of wild and
fish life. They are provided by Federal, State, and local public
agencies with Federal tax funds supplemented by imposition of
fees.

Until the end of the 19th century Federal participation in the devel-
opment of our water resources was decidedly limited, although the
Congress had the constitutional power to regulate interstate commerce
under the commerce clause. This poweer had been held to include
navigation which gave Congress jurisdiction over navigable waters
of the Unit&e States. It also included flood protection and water-
slhed development. A further extension of this power authorized
Federal generation and sale of hydroelectric power or its developilielit
by other agencies, public or private, under a Federal license. Regu-
lation and disposal of water and land resources in the public domain
stem from the property clause of the Constitution, under which the
Reclamation Act was passed by Congress in 1902. With the spread
of the movement for conservation of our natural resources, Federal
activity, both regulatory and proprietary, was stepped up. Under
the treaty powers of the Federal Constitution, treaties with foreign
governments-and with Indian tribes-were held by the courts to be
the supreme law of the land. They regulate and dispose of water
resources in international streams. Under the compact clause of the

97735-57-44
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Constitution, States, with the consent of Congress, have apportioned
the water resources of interstate streams among themselves.

FROM SINGLE PROJECT TO OC3IPREIIENSIVE PLANNING

The last century and a half have witnessed the gradual evolution
of our Federal water-resources policy from one which had in view
the planning of single-project and single-purpose development of a
given water resource to one which comprehended the progressive plan-
ning and development of multiple projects for multiple purposes for
an entire river system. The growing realization that, for the best
economic development and conservation of these water resources, a
basinwide approach to the problem would be necessary was never more
succinctly stated than in a letter by President Theodore Roosevelt
transmitting the report of an early waterway commission:

Every stream should be used to its utmost. No stream can
be so used unless such use is planned for in advance. When
such plans are met, we shall find that, instead of interfering,
one use can often be made to assist another. Each river sys-
tem, from its headwaters in the forest to its mouth on the
coast, is a single unit and should be treated as such.

However much the members of the second Hoover Commission
disagree among themselves, they were as one with respect to this
aspect of national policy:

(a) That water resources should be developed to assure
their optimum use and their maximum contribution to the
national economic growth, strength, and general welfare.

(b) That water-resources development should be generally
undertaken by drainage areas-locally and regionally.

CRITERIA DERIVED FROif DIMiENSIONS OF EcoNolIy

In securing better utilization of our scarce, and hence costly, natural
resources, economists and engineers have long sought to achieve what
may be called economies of the load factor. As applied to electric-
power production, the load factor has been defined as the ratio of the
average power (average load) used to the maximum power (peak)
used during a certain period of time. This ratio measures economy
in the use of capacity already installed. A higher load factor ex-
presses greater economic productivity. This is true because the same
fixed cost of the plant when divided by the greater output of the plant
operating at a higher load factor will yield a lower cost per unit
of output.

Another dimension of economy is expressed by the diversity factor.
Applied to power production, it is an economy which relates to the
installation of power-producing capacity and arises out of the di-
versity in the time of individual peak requirements. If the demand
for service comes at different times, the same plant capacity can be
made to serve different customers. Hence, the diversity factor has
been defined as the ratio of the sum of the maximum power demands
of the subdivisions of any power system, or parts of a system, to the
maximum demand of the whole system, or part of the system under
consideration, measured at the point of supply. The effect of diver-
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sity in bringing about savings in power installations can climb to a
peak when there is diversity between the demands made upon indi-
vidual power stations, and when these power sources can be intercon-
nected by means of transmission ties into a regional power system.

A third dimension of economy has to do with the size and scale
of operations. Load factor and diversity factor economies apply to
small as well as large plants and are therefore independent of the
scale of operations. With the expansion of the market, it is possible
to secure fuller utilization of existing plants, but when this expan-
sion becomes continuous it also becomes possible to increase the size
of plants as the electric utility business has been doing for some time.
Electrical operations started on a small scale, with plants serving
customers only in the immediate vicinity. Soon the combination
movement set in, with intervals of short-lived competition, but the
end result was citywide and later areawide consolidations. Inefficient,
high-cost plants were retired from service or relegated to carry only
the peak load. The ainm was to carry the continuous or "base" load
by means of the most efficient productive instruments available.
Another economy of scale arises from the technological fact that larger
units of equipment cost less per unit of capacity.

A final category of economies are those of joint cost. Another way
of stating this is to say that some products or services may be jointly
produced. When one of the joint products is of greater economic im-
portance than the other, the other may be called a byproduct, often
rising to this economic status from being a waste product. The im-
portant point, however, is that the production of one product is tech-
nically so arranged that its production will of necessity lead to the
production of the other. There is an extension of this principle when
it is cheaper to turn out 2 or more products or services from 1 central
process or structure than to produce them separately. The best exem-
plification of the operation of this principle is the Tennessee Valley
Authority which so planned and designed the construction of dams
as to regulate the Tennessee River for flood-control, navigation, and
power purposes as true joint products. The joint production of these
services realizes certain economies whose separate realization would
have been more costly, if not impossible, if an attempt had been made
to develop the river without using these multiple-purpose structures.

In general, the concatenation of these dimensions of economy in any
organization, whether public or private, provides an opportunity to
realize the optimum of production of goods and services and raises
economic productivity to a higher power. This is the principle con-
cealed in the quotation from President Roosevelt's letter. Bringing
water for irrigation or urban water-supply purposes from a distance
and over mountain ranges may create "heads" for the production of
hydraulic power. The Los Angeles-Owens Valley aqueduct would
be an example where joint costs are of the byproduct variety. In
general, operations of most utilities, especially if they are multiple-
service enterprises, illustrate the organization of these dimensions of
economy in their operations. But its application need not be restricted
to utilities.

The foremost examples of the operation of these principles, es-
pecially joint cost, as applied in the development of our water and
energy resources are afforded by the Colorado River, the Columbia
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River, and the Tennessee River. These Federal examples are what
Max Weber would have called three ideal types of policy formation.
Referring back to our previous discussion of the institutional bases
for these problems, the Colorado exemplifies the States-rights and.
interstate-concept approach. The Columbia exhibits the old-line de-
pattmental agencies in action, that is to say, the Bureau of Reclania-
tiOiI, the Corps of Army Enigineers, sUIlpplemelted by the Boinneville'
Power Administration to provide some interagency coordinationi. The
Tennessee approach was sui generis ill that the.Tennessee Valley
Authority was a Federal corporate instrumentality with a single,
unified jurisdiction over the water and related resources of aln entire
watershed.

THE PROBLEMI OF JOINT COST ALLOCATION

The prime focus of all controversy over the development of our
water and related resources (How much development should there
beI? Who is to do it, public or private agencies?) has to do with the
teclhniique of joint cost allocationi. Unless thii has first been explored'
we are'set adrift upon the field of hauling and pulling as to who shold
get the benefit of this dimension of economy. H1Jowever briefly ,and'
inadequately, I propose to discuss this first before commenting on
these three distinct types of procedure in developing water resources.

At-the threshold of any consideration of the economies of multiple-
purpose. projects, whether State, Federal, or local, we meet this ques-
tion of joint-cost allocation. One standard of judging the economic.
value of different employments of'natural resources is to miesure their
comparative costs. Cost is not the only standard, of course, but it is
the 'most abiding and universal. .4 .
.Alli multiple-purpose projects, if their costs are to be properly.

brought to book, involve the problem of cost allocation. This wvas'
specifically recognized in section 1.4 in the Tennessee Valley Project
Act. The TVA Board Nowas required to investigate the present value
of W,1ilson Dam and certain steam plants acquired fronm the Army
engineers and also the cost of constructing all future' dams 's-for the
purpose of ascertaining how much of the value or the cost of said;
properties shall be allocated and charged up to (1) flood control,
(2) navigation, (3) fertilizer, (4) national defense, and -(5) the de-
velopment of power." These "findings" of the Board, when ap-
proved by the President of the United States, were to be considered
final and were to be used in keeping the "book value" of the proper--
ties. I may state parenthetically that no allocation iwa ever made to
fertilizer production. Instead, the fertilizer plant was treated; as a,
consumer of TVA power and bore its share of the cost as a ratepayer'
National defense was likewise eliminated as the recipient of a joint
cost allocation except during the war emergency. It was the present
writer's assignment to make this first allocation.
Isolating joint costs
- The first step in securing a segregation of project costs among'tie

fuinctions recognized in the act was to distinguish structures or identi-
fiable parts of structures which served only a single purpose. 'For.
example, the powerplant portion of Wilson..Dam was structurally
capable of serving only for the production of power. Similarly, nav-.
igation locks serve only a navigation purpose. In the case of storage
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dams like Norris, according to "rule curves" laid down 'or their
operation, the capacity of the upper portion of Such danimIS is re-
served to store exceptional runoff and is therefore held available only
for the single use of flood control. The remaindler of the dams, how-
ever, usuludly their spillway sections, jointly serve all the various uses
to wVich the palticlLar dain is put. Costs attributable to these sec-
tois nmay thus be isolated as joint costs. However, aln additionil
adjustmenit nicust first be made before all joint costs have been accu7
mulated. If in the case of main river damiis, the lock section and
powerhouse section (usually at opposite ends) Awere removed, it would
be necessary to replace them with a nonoverflow section. The esti-
mated cost of such replacements should thus be subtracted from the
cost of. the lock section and powerhouse section and added to the
joint cost. This operation puts all single-purlpose expenditure on an
incremental cost basis. Here then is the incidence of the allocation
problem because some share of the remainin-Ig joint costs nmilst be as.
signed to each of the single purposes.
The effect of mublic policies

In developing principles and methods of allocating joint costs for
Federal projects one must bear in n mind thelegal limitations, both conl-
stitutional aid statutory, in accordance Avithl which. these water-coutrol
works were designed, constructed, aid operated. According to the
TVAT \ Act these works must provide at least an 1.1-foot channel to make
possible 9-foot draft navigation in the Tennessee River and maintain
a water supply for the sanie from Knoxville to the mouth of the river
at Paducah. The cdams on the main stem and on the tributaries iust
together control destructive floodwaters in the Tennessee, lower Ohio,
and loxvei7 Mississippi drainage basins. In operating these works the
Board was'required to regulate streamflow "primairily for the purpose
of promoting navigation and controlling floods." Insofar as con-
sistent with these primary purposes, the B3oard was "to provide and
operate facilities for the generation of electric energy in order to av6id
thre waste of waterpower."

JIn order to help liquidate costs, the B3oard was authorized to trans-
mit and market this power. In other words, the Board wvas not at
liberty in the development and operation of these multiple-purpose
dams to give priority or even equal consideration to powver but must
give priority to navigation and flood control with electric generation
subordinate thereto. The release of water from storage was accord-
ingly not in the charge of the powver department but in charge of
water conttrol departments. The allocation of joint costs had to recog-
nize all of these limitations.

Further study of the allocationi problem for TV\A dams, as well as
for other Federal projects, brought awareness of the dynamic aspect
of joint costs. Under unified development plans for an entire water-
shed,. single dams were only interdependent units in a progressive
program. However critical the Muscle Shoals section of the river
mav have been for navigation, Wilson Damn in overcoming this barrier
made only a partial contribution to the contemplated hiannel. Full
-value for navigation wvoild emerg°e only after all the dams in the pro-
yramn vere constructed. Time saie consideration applied to flood con-
trol and power., From this point of view it might have been better to
defer allocation (which the act did not permit) until full development
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had been obtained. However, if allocations were to be made on a
dam-by-dam basis as the statute contemplated, a formula would have
to be developed which would envisage both main river and tributary
storage dams operating on an integrated plan. Such a formula would
have to be flexible and capable of progressive application.

Another early step in the development of an adequate allocation
technique required that expenditures be segregated into project costs
and nonproject costs. rroject costs were cennect as those expencditures
either directly necessary for any one of the functions or jointly neces-
sary because of the coordination of different functions. Nonproject
costs pertained to related objectives of silt control, reforestation, soil
conservation, and recreational development.

One further troublesome question arose because the speed with which
the navigation channel and flood protection was being achieved might
have no reference to the rate at which related power facilities would
be needed to supply the effective demand for electric power. If such
power structures were not included in the original design and con-
struction program, the ultimate economy to which the plans were ad-
justed would not be achieved. Happily, the accelerated defense pro-
gram relieved the situation; but such advance expenditures, ultimately
chargeable to power, might have been temporarily segregated in some
account, labeled "Power installation held for future use."

THEORIES OF JOINT COST ALLOCATION

We come now to a discussion of theories for allocating the
joint construction expenditures of multiple-purpose structures. For
this purpose we suggest a fourfold classification which distinguishes
the different theories according to their basic criterion: (1) Benefit,
(2) vendibility or price, (3) use of facilities, and (4) cost.
Benefit theories

Allocations of joint cost based upon some criterion of benefit drew its
chief protagonists from the ranks of flood-control engineers. A. E.
Morgan, former chairman of TVA, was one prominent advocate. It
was recommended in reports by the National Resources Board and its
subcommittees, by the Mississippi Valley Committee and by various
regional planning committees. Historically, the benefit theory had
its origin in the law of special assessments where the cost of drainage
or irrigation works, flood-protection works, street improvements and
park facilities were assessed against abutters or properties organized
into districts in proportion to special benefits conferred. It should be
noted, however, that this procedure was used only where a single pur-
pose was involved and all drew the same kind of benefit from the
improvement. In such cases the total assessment was limited strictly
to the cost of the improvement but assessed to individual beneficiaries
in proportion to ascertainable special benefits.

Proponents of the benefit theory proposed to extend the use of this
method of allocation to multiple-purpose dams conferring more than
one class of benefits. All benefits were to be reduced to the common
denominator of economic value as measured by money.

The benefit theory was rejected by the TVA Board over the objec-
tion of Chairman A. E. Morgan, and this action became one of the
reasons for the controversy which raged inside the Authority. The
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controversy led ultimately to the dismissal of Chairman Morgan by
President Franklin Roosevelt and to an investigation of TVA in 1939
by a joint committee of the Congress, whose majority report upheld
the action of the Board in disapproving the benefit theory.

The benefit theory was rejected for two reasons, one practical, the
other theoretical. It was rejected because of the great practical diffi-
culty of securing definite measures of the economic value of benefits in
advance of their full realization. It was also rejected because the
theoretical infirmity of benefit as a means of cost allocation resides in
the fact that the reasoning is circular. To measure the share of joint
costs to be borne by power users by a forecast of the future economic
value of power was placing the cart before the horse in any measure of
cost of service. The relative amounts of other benefits which the public
will derive, particularly from navigation and flood control, can only
be effectively measured years after the projects have been completed
and the traffic or utilization of flood protection develops.

Conservative forecasts of the economic value of the different kinds
of benefits to be realized in the future have their place in comparing
their dollar or social values with a forecast of the costs of construction
and operation, the so-called benefit-cost ratios. These are promoters'
ratios by means of which the different projects may be compared with
each other in order to determine their relative economic feasibility.
They are a part of the authorization and appropriation process which
I do not have space to consider. Where the margins of advantage are
larger (let us sav 2 to 1 as compared with 1.5 to 1). greater economic
feasibility may Le indicated. They supply a basis for the calculus of
probabilities and serve to guide the direction which public or private
investment of capital may take. They are useful, probative techniques
for the exercise of judgment in securing authorizaitons of projects.
They do not have the same validity as an economic test of reasonable
allocation of project expenditures already made for purposes of cost
reimbursement.
Vendibility theory

Economists have considered the pricing of commodities or services
produced at joint cost. Joint products, produced for an open market
under conditions of effective competition, will tend to be sold at prices
which between them will equal their joint cost of production plus a
competitive profit. But the accrual of the total receipts will depend
upon the relative demands for each. Should the marketing of one
of the joint products entail some special expense, the price for this
product must cover at least these special, incremental costs and some
share of the joint costs proportional to the relative intensity of the
demand for this product. In short, selling joint products is a case
of disposal at "all that the traffic will bear."

A Committee on Financial Policy inside the TVA, in making rec-
ommendations to the Board, took the following position:

This theory of pricing joint products is of little assist-
ance to uis in suggesting a method of allocation *unless the
fundmental assumption upon which the theory is based also
applies in the disposal of the services rendered by multiple-
use dams. This assumption is that the prices of all the joint
products are fixed by the interplay of demand and supply
in an open market. If that were true, the allocation of joint
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costs would be accomplished automatically through market
demand. Hence we call this the vendibility theory, of.:'.
`allocation. oi l.

In applying this theory to the Authority's projects, it
should be noted that of the services rendered by multiple.-
use dams, only two-fertilizer and power-are vendible or
partly vendible commodities under the provisions of the Ten-
nessee, Vallev Authoritv Act. Navigation and flood control
are not subject, or at least not yet subjects to any system of
charges or of special assessment against beneficiaries.: Even
the special costs traceable to navigation and flood control may
not be recovered by means of tolls but are regarded (along
with joint costs) as a general cost of government.

Under'plans adopted by the Authority for distributing.
fertilizer, even the special costs assignable to fertilizer pro-

'.! duction will not be recouped. All distribution of fertilizer
transcending merely experimental use aims to secure large-
scale distribution for purposes of large-scale .demonstra-.
tion. The objective is mass education of practical farmers
in the use of fertilizer, but under circumstances which will
make possible an evaluation of the best procedure. Except,
therefore, as fertilizer production consumes power which is

'paid for through a system of interdepartmental charges, it
will not be the source of a dependable income sufficient to

-. -liquidate a share of the joint cost. ***However, since large .
.quantities of electric .power are required for the fertilizer
.program, the Board has taken the position that with respect.

. to such use the fertilizer works is to be given- the status of an
ordinary commercial customer of the electricity department.

. In this respect, the fertilizer works makes. its contribution to
cost liquidation as does any other electrical customer, with
this difference, that the production of fertilizer can, in the.
main, be adjusted to the use of secondary power.

The vendibility theory thus breaks down because there is
no open market in which the services produced by the Author-

-ity under conditions of joint supply can be sold.

Use of facilities theories
Theories of a third type would distribute joint costs upon the basis

of the comparative use of the joint facilities. To each single.function
would be allocated such share of the joint cost as is measured.by the
extent of its use. This method is commonly employed by cost account-.
alnts. . The oldest illustrations. are derived from the railroad. field
where apportionments of commiDon cost between the freight, mail,
express and passenger branches of the service are made upon some
comiparable use units like the car-mile, passenger-mile, ton-mile, or
other convenient measure.

A use theory breaks down when there are no common -use. units or.
where differences in the use units of different utilizers are- so great
as to preclude their being reduced to some comparable basis. Since
the acre-foot of reservoir capacity or the acre-foot of water released
are available as measures of joint use of dams, the apIlicability of a
use theory based upon the acre-foot of st6fage' or reservoir capacity
was carefully considered.
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I canlnot iii t-his Sunlilin'y blbring a discuissionl of details. Nor caln I
do mlore than mention certain companion theories based upon equal
apportionmenit whiere the l)otelitiaIity of use is approxilmiately the
salle, or it poll difeieiitijl aIpportiolillnelit vilere tile utilization of
stored water cal aflorCl som-ie cille as to tile coll-l)arative use'of facili-
ties. It IoI.1st suffice to state tile collclusioll of tlhe finalncial policy
comimittee onl this point

Division of the cost slhould not be made solely on the water-
use thieory since the storage capacity is cal)abie of serving
eachl funmctioln, even tilou gh it may not be used by one or more
of tile fullnctions in anly year1. Tihs the method, if applied,
should involve a comibiniation of both capa:city and water
use, suclh combination being subject to inchividiual iinterpreta-
tion in connection with each project inapplying the niethod,
Because of thle fact tlhat the Autilority's projects, as outlined
ill its report. on the unified plain for the development of the
Tennessee River system, are only partly in plocess of con-
struction and thwat, therefore, adequiate data for a complete
applicationi of a combi ned reservoir capatcity and water-use
theory 'vill not be available until nmluch later; the application
of this type of use of facilities theory is at pl'esent attended
with) difficulties.

0'o.st theorie8
Tile onyv cost theoryv lravinl2 validity is one which elsewhere I called

the alternative-cost-avoidance theory. As is now generally recog-
itized, by constructing damis wliclh serve multiple puiposes, tile TVA
was able to aclhieve savings in construction expenlditures over what
these exp)enditilres would hiave beeni if single-ptirpose dcails had been
constructed. The plamiing, ;and construction of dcams for navigation,
flood control and iicildental power on a Awatershed basis tius enables
the Authority to achieve the aforementioned economies of joint con-
struction cost.

Since the aim in combining multiple purposes in a series of struc-
tures is the savings to be achieved, it is also possible to use the ratio
in -which these higher expenditures are avoided by joint action as a
basis for allocating joint costs. In other words, in applying the prin-
ciple of alternative cost avoidance, the measure of participation in
common expenditures is the alternative cost for w-hich these common
expenlditulres haxve been substituted.

In applying this mnetdod it is necessary to secure estimates of the
lowest alteinati ye cost by ineanis of wliicli substantially the samne
qmiavmtity aimld qutality of service for each separate function call be
obta i ned. The fundiinenita l assiuim )tions wlichi ucldeilie thle cost
estinmates for single-iuse striuctuires must be as reasommable and practi-
cal as they cali be made. They must be based upon experience and
arrived at after adequate investigation. On account of the scarcity
of available sites, the construction of a sinigle-uise dcam at a given site
may make imipossible the achievement of other purposes for which the
given site is likewvise most suitable. This practical difficulty does not
prevent the use of calculated alternative costs of single-use projects
for purposes solely of allocation of multi-use investment.

In order to resolve a difference of opinion between members of the
teclnical staff of TVA, the alternative-cost- a voidaniice theory was re-
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christened "alternative justifiable expenditures." In this more palat-
able form, suggesting the benefit theory so strongly urged by A. E.
Aforgan, the committee was able to agree upon a definite mode of allo-
cation procedure.

THE TVA FORMULA OF JOINT COST ALLOCATION

The alternative justifiable expenditure theory has been consistvent 1 .y
applied by TVA with the beginning of the period of normal opera-
tions, and its accounts have been formalized upon the basis afforded
by this formula of joint cost allocation. The method was approved by
the majority report of the joint congressional investigating committee
of 1939 and favorably commented upon, as well as used, by the Recla-
mation Service. The Federal Power Commission, in response to a
congressional resolution, investigated TVA allocation procedures in
1949 and generally approved the method.

In order to illustrate these allocation procedures, we have re-
arranged the findings of the FPC into a table which summarizes the
allocation as of June 30, 1945, when the 9-foot navigation channel
required by statute had been achieved. In the table, section A shows
the segregation of total cost between joint costs and direct costs.
Joint costs of $345,633,150 of the multiple-purpose system must be
allocated. This is accomplished in section B. The first step is cal-
culating the costs of alternative single-purpose systems capable of
equivalent performance. Subtracting the actual direct costs not
avoided provides a measure of alternative costs avoided. A comparison
of actual joint costs of $345,633,150 with alternative single-purpose
costs avoided of $611,023,099 provides a calculated measure of the
economy of joint cost. The allocation is made upon this basis. Sec-
tion C merely records the total investment costs by adding in other
items such as chemical plant, construction in progress, etc.

TVA allocation procedures, 16-project multiple-purpose system, June 30, 1945

A. Total investment costs…---------------_____________________ $562, 774,051

Direct navigation cost…----------------------------------------- 41, 278, 423
Flood control…--------------------------------------------- 47, 262,000
Power---------------------------------------------------- 128, 600,478

Joint cost of multiple-purpose system--------------------------- 345, 633, 150

B. Alternative costs avoided:
Navigation------------------------------------------------ 217, 532, 000
Dredging saved------------------------------------------- 8, 000, 000

Total--------------------------------------------------- 225, 532, 000
Flood control (storage of 11,162,000 acre-feet) ----------------- 227, 704, 000
Power (capacity of 856,000 kilowatts)-------------------------- 374,928,000

Total--------------------------------------------------- 828, 164, 000

Subtracting direct costs not avoided leaves alternative costs
avoided:

Navigation (30.16 or 30 percent)--------------------------- 184,253,577
Flood control (29.53 or 30 percent)------------------------- 180,442,000
Power (40.13 or 40 percent) -------------------------------- 246, 327,522

Total (100 percent)------------------------------------- 611,023,099
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Allocating actual joint costs on preceding percentages:
Navigation------------------------------------------------ $103, 689, 945
Flood control----------------------------------__ 103,689,945
Power --------------------------------------------------- ' 138,253,260

Total--------------------------------------------------- 345,633, 150

Total system-adding direct to joint costs:
Navigation---------------------------------------------- 144,968, 368
Flood control- - 150, 951,945
Power---------------------------------------------------- 438, 856, 667

Total--------------------------------------------------- 734, 776, 980

C. Total investment all purposes:
Multiple-purpose reservoirs___----------------------------- 562, 774, 051
Single-purpose hydro-------------------------------------- 43,828, 484
Fuel-electric plants --------------------------------------- 27, 816, 789
Other electric plants--------------------------------------- 100, 357, 656
Chemical plant- -___________________________ 10, 620,451
General plant--------------------------------------------- 13, 004, 172
Construction in progress----------------------------------- 29, 637, 650
Unamortized acquisition adjustment------------------------ 1,916,299
Prelim, investigations------------------------------------- 136,398

Total-------------------------------------------------- 790, 091, 950
Other power costs to be added, $172,002,929.

AGENCIES FOR COORIINATION AND PLANNING

Closelv eonneetfd wvithl tie. for-nincg subsf!tn-tin T so on-aof n t-F
allocations is the question as to who has the primary responsibility
under the statutes in making them. One of the criticisms has been that
there has been a signal lack of consistency with respect to the appli-
cation of principles and methods.

The greatest degree of uniformity has been achieved by TVA where
the Board of Directors make the cost allocations. They become final
for accounting purposes with the approval of the President. Under
reclamation law as amended by the Reclamation Project Act of 1939
the Secretary of the Interior has the responsibility of making them
for projects concerned with irrigation, water supply, power, naviga-
tion, and flood control. The only other agency which has been given
a major share of responsibility has been the Federal Power Commis-
sion. It was specifically named to allocate costs to power in the
Bonneville Project Act and the Fort Peck Act. Inferentially the
Commission also has responsibility under the Rivers and Harbors
Act of 1945 with respect to the McNary project on the Columbia
River and certain projects on the Snake River. The Flood Control
Act of 1944 provides that the FPC approve rates for the sale of
surplus power from dams constructed by the Corps of Army Engineers
but that the actual sale of the energy be in the hands of the Depart-
ment of the Interior. Inferentially again this may give the Commis-
sion some jurisdiction over cost allocations since these are the basis
for the general level of rates. On the other hand, it has been pointed
out by the Commission and others that with respect to Missouri River
projects and projects throughout the country constructed by the Army
engineers no provision hasleen made with respect to cost allocations
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to power developmenwt. This dispersion of responsibility is an impor-
tant factor in importing a great amount of uncertainty and instability
into the economics of water resources. The Jones subcommittee which
investigated this specific subject in 1952 came to the conclusion that
proposed al]ocations be initiated by the construction agency but that
the Bureau of the Budget be desig.nated as the executive agency to
approve final allocations.

A nernplexin - isnet :ISOCi atedl wvitli this Lreiieric problellm llas to (lo
wvith reimbursemnenit policy as was recognized by the Coolie Conmmiiis-
sion in 1950. Cost allocatiolls, rate policies and remilmrseiment are
tied together in making a decision as to whlio slhould be thle payillg
partners. Multiple-purpose projects that involve the allocation of
reimbursable costs in the form of wvater anid power rates, special
assessments and fees, ancl that involved also tie lete-imination o1
subsidies from the Federal Treasury are hard projects to deal with.

Irrigation projects have been m1ost5 troublesome so fialr as fixillnr tile
len,,gth oif the repaymiienit period is concerne(l. To assnre thlat a g<riven
project be classed as economically feasilble, it xvas provilded fromt tile
very begininiing of Federal inivestmienittbt these fundis be iiia(le repay-
able by meanis of repayment contracts but wvitlhouit interest. F iist
fixed at 10 years in 1902, thle repayniienit perio(ld was extended to a
maximum of 20 years in 1914, to 40 years in 1926, and in 1939 to 50
years with a 10-year development period added. Special statutes
have expanded tlhe reilmbursemenit schedule to 68 years, inciuclinog a
development period. In the case of "sick projects," Conn ress has
brought relief by providing for payments of over 100 years w ith addi-
tional chargeoffs where lands proved to be nonii-rigable. Amono- the
reimbursables, the irrigationi function has had the poorest histoiy.

Amlong thle nlonrreimbursables, tlhe avigationi funiction las lonlg beeni
a thorn in the flesh of land tranisport agenicies, particularly of tire
railways. The historic policy has been to provide these watelrways
toll-free to users whether they be common carriers, contract carriers,
or private carriers. Recently there have beeii some signiificanlt excep-
tions in the case of the Panaama Canal anid tire St. Lawreniee seaway.
With present-day standards of construction and operation, btulky anid
heavy raw materials and commodities important for agricuiltural ancd
industrial production have found inlanid navigation to be the cheapest
mode of transport. Again, historically, wvaterwvay improvements have
been used to secure reductions in railroad rates which the carriers
by rail were willing to grant to keep the traffic on the rails. This
loss in revenues has been recouped by chlarging higher rates on n1on1-
competitive traffic. Railway management has long recognized that
this "erosion of the rail rate structure" has been a serious consequence
of free waterways. This reduction in the price of rail transport has
been regarded and measured as one of the "benefits" justifying the
cost of waterway improvements by the Army eniginieers. BIut waater-
wvays have also created traffic, partiittlarly oni the IGreat Laakes and the
upper Ohio IRiver, which could only muove by water.
. Such wrong-headedlness of our historic transport policies is finially

being recognized in a growing demand that the "inhelent adlvanitages
of water transport, to quote the Cooke Commission, "be integrated
inlto a broader program designed to provide the. Nation witlh all eco-
nomuical and efficient coordinated transportation system, including
railroads, motor transport, wvaterways, ancd aii-ways. In suclh a coor-
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dinated systein all forirs of transportation. should be considered as
complementary rather than competitive with each other." In' this
attempt at coordination, the Cooke Comimission suggested the imposi-
tion of user charges or tolls based upon full costs, thereby yielding a
return on these Federal expenditures. The second l-[oover Commris-
sion of 195.5) makes the more nmoderate proposal "that Congress auithlor-
ize a user charge on inlmd waterways except for smaller pleasure
craft, sufficient to cover maintenance and operation and authorize the
Interstate Commnnerce Commiiission to fix such charges."

It is my conviction that the diverse and conflicting nature of the
public and private interests involved in Federal, State, and local ex-
pencditures for water resource development make them a proper sub-
ject for a series of congressional inquiries with due recognition of all
the conflicting interests involved.

SO-ME Issui!s FROM CURRENT PRInomCTS

In the space that remains, I will state my own position as to some
of the issues that alise out of current projects.

The most important issue is that in adopting the river basin, multi-
ple-purpose approach, we do nothing to subvert that approach for
transitory or temporary reasons; For best results the operation of
these projects must be hydraulically and electrically integrated.

The Tennessee Valley Authority has achieved the status of a going
concern, with benefits accruing both nationally and locally. It is
carrying out the allocation, ratemaking, and reimbursement policies
laid down by Congress in the Tennessee Valley Project Act as amend-
ed. In the course of the development of these policies, TVA achieved
complete control of the territorial market in which its surplus water-
power must be sold, in order to reimburse power costs and help liquii-
date other costs attributable to other public purposes. Because it is
definitely in the wholesale power business with its distributors de-
pendent upon it for economical supply, TVA should be authorized to
function as a public utility. It should be authorized to issue revenue
bonds because its power operations are being carried on under the
proprietary power of the Federal Government. In that way TVA
can relieve the Federal budget of expenditures that are truly repro-
ductive. It makes payments to local and State governments in lieu
of taxes and it can make similar payments into the Federal Treasury.
It should be able to amortize a portion of the Federal investment from
taxation in order to establish corporate equity which will support its
bonded indebtedness. TVA is not a conspiracy directed against the
surrounding private utilities. It grew up and was nurtured in the
soil of ineffective regulation %which characterized the predepression
period, particularly in the South.

The Pacific Northwest, with its dependence upon the water re-
sources of the Columbia River, provides an opportunity for testing
the efficacy of what may be loosely called the partnership plan of
natural resource development. The significant rise of public power
agencies even before Columbia River development began, like the
cities of Eugene in Oregon and Seattle and Tacoma in ashingtoll,
provide, together with the previously existing private utilities, a solid
base for regional participation. Subsequently, the setting up of pub-
lic-utility districts and cooperatives, the organization of the Bonne-
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vile Power Administration as a marketing agency, and the creation
of the Northwest Power Pool during World War II as an integrating
device, have further enlarged the base for cooperation between the
public and private sectors of this regional power and water resource
economy.

Evidence that such cooperation can be worked out is found in the
licensing by the Federal Power Commission of the Grant County
:Public Utility District to construct the Priest Rapids project on the
Columbia River. To attain this end, the preference clause in the
Federal Power Commission Act of 1920 was indispensable. Power
from this dam will be sold to 8 public agencies and 4 private utilities,
with 36½/2 percent of the total output reserved for the Grant County
Public Utility District.

With respect to the nonpower purposes of this multipurpose
project, the license provides that the district must so construct the
dam as to make possible the addition of a navigable lock at a future
date. It also provides that the district must at its own expense pro-
vide flood-control storage equivalent to the flood protection now pro-
vided by the natural constriction of the channel. The district must
also provide flood control by advance release of water from its reser-
voirs if requested by the Corps of Engineers, though for this opera-
tion the Federal Government will pay compensation to make up for
the lost electric energy. It remains to be seen whether these some-
what complex arrangements can be made to function as effectively as
does the unified control exemplified by TVA.

Another example of the partnership policy in action is the Puget
Sound Utilities Council whereby the cities of Seattle and Tacoma,
the Snohomish and Chelan Public Utility Districts and the Puget
Sound Power & Light Co. are cooperating in the construction of multi-
purpose dams that are a part of the unified plan for the development
of this watershed. The Drincipal criticism that has been and can be
made of this arrangement is that the Bonneville Power Administra-
tion and the other Federal agencies will lose their power to plan and
initiate projects thereby failing to control the pace and sequence of
development.

In the Pacific Southwest where the compact approach was used
in the development of the water resources of the Colorado River,
further promotional activity, in the lower basin at least, is moribund
because the parties to the compact must await the outcome of litigation
over water rights. The original weakness in the plan was that the
apportionment of water to the States in the lower and upper basins
had been made with inadequate records of the quantity of runoff
in the river. Although much in the way of physical development has
actually been accomplished, further programs under the compacting
procedure will be slow and costly.



THE USE OF NATURAL RESOURCE EXPENDITURES TO
PROMOTE GROWTH AND STABILITY IN THE AMER-
ICAN ECONOMY

Lawrence G. Hines, professor of economics, Dartmouth College

Seldom has a statistical projection excited so much enthusiasm as
the trend line of American economic growth. Like the rainbow
with the pot of gold, although it describes no descending arc, the
growth trend promises leisure and plenty in the not distant future.
Economic growth, generally indicated by increasing gross national
product, is more often than not advanced uncritically as an important
and laudable goal of American economic activity. Morever, econ-
omists find themselves in unusual agreement on the major requisite
for promoting economic growth: Maintain (or create) ample oppor-
tullities for investment. Of course there are minor discords over the
precise role to assign to consumption and investment, but the historic
16 or 17 percent investment component of gross national product gen-
erally has been accepted as a reasonable benchmark of how much
capital formation we must have to prevent a serious dip in the growth
trend. At the same time, investment of this magnitude is thought
to provide the necessary underpinning of the economy and facilitate
the achievement of the somewhat antithetical goal of stability. But
at this point more caution must be observed.

Although economic growth usually has been achieved with a stable
capital-output ratio, it is not a sound inference that economic growth
can be endlessly stimulated by raising the capital side of the equation-
or more properly, it is .. t a reasonable premise to assume that capital
accumulation can be indefinitely increased.1 Capital accumulation
must be based on sound technological innovation, new markets, or
other demand-increasing avenues of profit-making opportunities else
the rise in output will founder on the diminishing marginal produc-
tivity of later capital installations. In short, a boom level of invest-
ment may overreach the optimum ratio. But if the innovation or
"newness" achieved by capital rationalization is underwritten by con-
sumer purchases, we can tilt the growth line more sharply upward.

It is commonplace for economists to avoid the question of the
social worth of economic activity (at least when viewing the output
of the market economy) but certainly Government policy cannot ig-
nore this question. Assuming that we can push the rate of growth in
the American economy substantially above its present level, or for
that matter, maintain it at its present level-should this be an over-
riding objective of Federal policy? Although growth in one sense is
inseparable from the announced objective of stability, that is, in its

I See A. H. Hansen, Economic Growth and Stability, Federal Tax Policy for Economic
Growth and Stability (Washington: Joint Committee on the Economic Report, 84th Cong.,
1st sess., November 9, 1955).
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counteraction to a downturnii in economic activity, some of the increase
in economic output of the American economy is devoted primarily to
satisfying the consumer's passion for keeping up-to-date: poinited
shoes, and Easter-egg cars. Moreover, consumer acceptance-even
clamour-to spin the economic wheel of wealth faster to keep from
going backward should not blind us to the fact that such consumer
demand is largely implahted by the producer. Althougyh economists
may nderstandaly feel. uneasy if -- lled tupon to appraise the worth
of such accelerated obsolescence, a critical choice may confront the
Government policymnaker in deciding between alternatives that will
have less growth stimulation for the American economy, but which
ma ty possess intrinsic merit or strengthen the economy in important
areas. At the same time, capital growth is itself temporarily re-
sponsible for a decrease in consumers goods. The drive for newvness
in capital stock necessarily reduces the production of consumers goods
during the period of capital creation. If this accelerated obsolescence
is produced primarily by a jockeying for position among major pro-
ducers, the resultant consumer benefit may be slight indeed and at
times have v\irt-ually no effect upon' the positions of the competitive
contestants.

To sleet the requirements of piibl ic policy, the economist's erude
dollar measure of productivity (or growth) of the economy must be
refilied by further analysis. Dependinicg upon the preeminent objec-
tives of society at the time, e. gr., increased capacity for war, enhance-
ment of public welfare, improvement of international goodwill, etc.,
some types of economic and noneconomic activity may contribute
more to the acomplishmnent of these objectives than others. Thus, it
is impossible to.ignore the fact that equal units of national income
are not equally productive in attaining given objectives. Although
it may not be possible in many cases to substitute one type of resource-
using activity that promotes a given societal goal at the expense of
another resource-usirng activity that has a neutral or negative effect,
we should recognize that some of the most productive activities under-
taken in our society have little effect upon the generation of gross
national product. For example, secondary and tertiary effects of con-
sumer spending and induced private investment may be very meager
from a program to increase educational opportunities and stimulate
the arts. Indeed, gross national product may initially fall as re-
sources are withdrawun from the labor market for a time and the net
(crude) effect of such a program may be to stimulate the economy
much les than investment that calls forth a demand for brick, mortar,
and machines. But if not now, at least eventually we may reach an
imbalance in the accumunlation of brick, mortar, and machines in re-
lation to the opportunities for cultural exnression and development.
wVe may even reach the conclusion that transfer payments may sub-
stantially enhance productivity if they result in equipping a segment
of our society to contributing more satisfactorily to the accepted goals
of. our society. It is the continuing obligation of our governmental
organizations to prevent such an imbalance from seriously impairing
the productivity of our society.

The twin goals of growth and stability are to a large extent the
product of preoccupation with problems of the great depression and
post-W;orld War II eras. We want to avoid a return to the economic
distress of either, but in our concentration on problems of the past
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we may fail to recognize more important needs of the future. At the
same time we are sometimes inclined to deplore any divergence from
stability and treat moderate inflation and deflation as equivalent
evils. Quite possibly we fear inflation too much, at least the type of
inflation that has mildly harassed the American economy during the
past 10 years. Although we can posit a constant growth rate and a
dead level of stability, such a situation seems so unlikely that it is
better to err on the side of mild inflation than moderate deflation.
Such a course has its disadvantages and inequities: The fixed income
group may be seriously distressed, employers may face the pinch
of a tight labor market,2 tax adjustments upwards may cause discon-
tent, etc., but there are compelling compensating factors in the gen-
eral strengthening of the economy and the ascendancy of lower in-
come families to higher income positions. Compared with the last
period of normalcy of the 1920's, our society is better off economically
in almost every way: Home and farm ownership has increased, sav-
ings per family has virtually doubled, inequality in income distribu-
tion has decreased. On the basis of rational economic choice, mod-
erate inflation does not appear to be too great a price to pay for such
developments. This does not mean that public policy should be
unconcerned about checking inflation and indifferent to the singular
hardship it may cause among certain groups. We should maintain
an interest in stability of our economy and stability of the purchas-
ing power of the dollar, but we should be more than critical of a
program that is willing to abandon stability of relatively full em-

nyloyviIUet to attain lFc3.t stabilifJ7 of rr-bqQsn" nn-vpr We should
in turn devise special programs to meet the nmeeds of those groups
particularly distressed by a mildly ascending price level.

THE THEORY OF PUBLIc EXPENDrrITRES

In a short time we have come a long way from the dictum of Jean
Baptiste Say that "The very best of all plans of [public] finance is to
spend little." In approximately 25 years, spanning 1929 to 1955,
total Federal, State, and local expenditures have moved from less
than 10 percent of gross national product to slightly over 25 percent,
with 1943 and 1944 war expenditures coming close to half of the
gross national product for those years. Moreover, the rise in govern-
ment expenditures over this period has occurred almost entirely at
the Federal level, with State and local expenditures in 1929 over
twice as high as Federal expenditures-7.3 percent of gross national
product for State and local and 2.5 percent for Federal, while in
1955 the State and local proportion of gross national product had
risen only 0.2 of 1 percent to 7.5 percent, but Federal expenditures
had increased to 17.7 percent of gross national product.

With combined Government expenditures constituting slightly over
one-fourth of total gross national product, it has become a widely
accepted truism that one of the most important forces for inflation or
deflation lies in the taxation and expenditure policies adopted that
affect this decisive portion of our national product. In short, the
role of public expenditures has changed over the last 20 years from

2 See Paul A. Samuelson, Full Employment Versus Progress and Other Economic Goals,
Income Stabilization for a Developing Democracy (New Haven: Yale University Press.
1953, M. F. Milhikan. ed.).
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relatively minor outlays for activities that could not easily be under-
taken through the private economy to a myriad of governmental
functions and duties involving a different level of expenditure. This
change has created a new threat and a new opportunity. If this
quarter portion of gross national product can be brought under ra-
tional, decisive control, it may greatly assist in alleviating the prob-
lems of insecurity and instability that have plagued us in the past.
If it cannot, w.VC may be a t tg to predict _ an the course
of an economic tumbleweed. But in either case, we can no longer
view public expenditures purely from the standpoint of whether par-
ticular outlays are desirable or undesirable in their own right; we
are forced to think in terms of the magnitude of the total expendi-
tures and the fiscal appropriateness of particular outlays. Another
dimension, which has various subdimensions, has been added to the
problem of the selection of Government activities.

Briefly, these well-known major fiscal dimensions may be separated
on the point that divides inflation and deflation. Historically, of
course, our original concern with the countercyclical features of pub-
lic expenditure pro-rams was directed toward deflation and generally,
since public expenditures demonstrate a pronouncedly greater flexi-
bility in an upward direction, we have thought of expenditures as ap-
propriate primarily as a means of stimulating economic activity rather
than dampening down its upward thrust. Taxation and monetary
controls have been relied upon and prescribed with more success in
meeting the problems of inflation. But it is impossible to ignore the
fact that public expenditures of one-quarter of gross national product
cannot really be thought of as neutral or passive, even if income and
outgo are perfectly balanced. It makes little difference whether a
deficit is created by lack of taxes or excess of expenditures, or that an
overbalance of receipts over outlays is the result of curtailed expendi-
tures or increased taxes. The important fact is that large expenditures
do provide an opportunity for curtailment, although there may be
compelling reasons for not pressing this fiscal advantage. A rational
approach to public expenditure policy cannot ignore the consideration
of the suitability of different types of public expenditures for fiscal

contol, although the decision may sometimes be that certain govern-
ment functions are so important that they must be maintained irrespec-
tive of their fiscal inappropriateness.

Countercyclical fiscal policy as a means of combating deflation was
embraced tentatively during the later period of the great depression.
The experience during this period was somewhat inconclusive, but the
trial maneuver was long enough to provide clues to the requisites and
limitations of positive fiscal policy. The concern of this paper is
with expenditure policy, although it is unrealistic to ignore the im-
portant role of taxation and borrowing.

The primary lesson of the depression appears to be that the magni-
tude of deficit expenditures (and/or tax relief) must be sufficiently
great to compensate for the decline in consumer purchasing power.
Moreover, the public expenditure must carry with it sufficient stimulus
to encourage the private economy to take up again the full employ-
ment level of investment, else the recovery will be tentative and
short lived. In other words, public expenditures must not only fill the
gap resulting from decreased private consumption and investment, but
provide a rejuvenating force that will restore these activities to their
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previous vigorousness. It is apparent from a close inspection of our
experiences during the great depression that our expenditure policy
was not sufficiently vigorous to achieve this goal. During the early
period of the depression total expenditures by State, local, and Federal
Government for public-works projects were actually below the levels
of the late 1920's, largely as a result of drastic curtailment of State and
local outlays. This cut heavily into the normal government contribu-
tion to national product. At the same time tax increases, rather than
tax relief, helped to counteract the possible stimulus to recover from
deficit spending. Partly because of the insufficiency of government
deficit spending, partly because of fiscally inappropriate tax policies,
and partly because of the hostility and suspicion of this new tool of
deficit finance, the American economy had to wait for recovery to be
achieved by the deficits of World War II.

A lesson not so apparent from the experience of the great depres-
sion is that public expenditure policy is a cumbersome and unwieldy
thing. It is sometimes assumed that the time required to initiate a
full-scale Federal public works (expenditure) program during the
great depression was largely the result of indecision and lack of expe-
rience with compensatory finance. Certainly the unfamiliarity with
this new tool must account for considerable delay in its use, but even
after spending decisions have been made and allocations of funds
achieved, a distressing delay must take place before the funds cir-
culate in the economy in amounts sufficient to have any significant effect
in raising the level of economic activity. Ideally, public expenditures
should be subject to the smallest possible controlled variation during
a given expenditure period: 3 to 6 months' lag between decision to
spend and the accomplished fact of spending. Actually, public ex-
penditures do not lend themselves to anything like the precision of
control necessary to promote great confidence in their use. It is a
misconception to believe that the lag in the stimulating effect of public
expenditures can be overcome by having an administrative organi-
zation ready to undertake projects and a shelf of plans already certi-
fied. The lag between appropriation or allocation time and the peak
impact of spending is so great that had we attempted to counteract
the recessions of 1948-49 and 1953-54 with extensive expenditure
programs the peak impact of such activities would have occurred in
time to add further embarrassment to our attempts to control rising
prices. Although some types of public expenditures lend themselves
to more sensitive control than others, for the most part the use of
public expenditures as a counteracting influence for anything other
than a well-established, serious depression does not appear appropri-
ate. The more resilient approach through tax policy seems to offer
prospects of greater success.

The sluggishness of public works is well illustrated by public hous-
ing expenditures, frequently designated as a desirable objective of
Federal expenditures, partly because of the stagnation in the construc-
tion industry which generally accompanies a recession. Persuasive
arguments appear to favor stimulation of the construction industry
through some form of public housing program: The administration
organization for undertaking a Federal housing program exists in
at least a modified form; our Federal Government has probably as
much experience in housing public works as any other large-scale
undertaking; housing construction uses large amounts of manpower
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and materials, hence promising secondary and tertiary stimulation
of the economy; to some extent housing projects can be undertaken
in localities where the depressed condition of the construction industry
is greatest and where the greatest benefits from stimulation may be
expected; Federal assistance for housing development and community
slum clearance is a generally accepted function of the Federal Govern-
ment, affording the onnortinity for Federal coopertrinn with Rthte
and local governments.

The great disadvantage of a. large-scale housing project is the lapse
of time between the allocation of the funds for the program and the
time at which the expenditure finally affects the private economy. As
is shown in chart I, a timelag of 2 years occurs before any significant
effect on the private economy can be expected from public housing
expenditures. This timelag is partly the result of problems peculiar
to housing programs-for example, condemnation proceedings nor-
mally require from 2 to 3 years-and partly a characteristic of large-
scale contracting.
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CHABT I. PERCENTAGE OF FUNDS EXPENDED IN EACH 6-MONTH PERIOD BY
VARIOUS PROGRAMS

Months
30 36 42 48 nver 48Al location=dav 6 12 18 24

Delay between
deflation and
allocation:
Time for forecast-
ing. political
support. administra
tion, planning.

AverageWeight- .n n n n ..

ed Program 5 27 25 17 9 6 4 2 5

Public n 1 n n
Buildings 12 46 23 10 3 5 1

Reclamation & An n n n n r, n
U.S. Engineers 0 II 16 II 1 1 7 7 31

Conservation, A A

other 31 6 2 2 2 1 1 1

Roads, Highways n a _j_ _ _ _ _ _

0 36 37 14 5 5 3

Housing & Urbar n n n ,rA -_
Redevelopment 0 0 24 35 22 8 7 4

Local Programs n H n n n
0 23 32 23 10 8 4

Source: Reproduced with permission from 'S. J. Maisel, Timing and Flexibility of
a Public Works Program, The Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 31, No. 2 (May
1949), p. 151. Reproduced by permission of the Harvard University Press. Compiled from
J. K. Galbraith, Economic Effects of the Federal Public Works Expenditures, 1933-38
(National Resources Planning Board, Washington,. D. C., 1940), pp. 74-106; E. J.
Howenstine, Jr., Dovetalling Rural Public Works Into Employment Policy, The Review of
Economics and Statistics, vol. 28 (1946), pp. 165-169; International Labor Office, Public
Investment and Full Employment (Montreal, 1946), pp. 134-146; U. S. Congress: Special
Senate Committee on Postwar Economic Policy and Planning, bearings. pt. V: S. Res. 102,
p.1111 (Wnshington: 78th Cong., 2d sess) ; S. J. Maisel, unpublished study based on
FPHA Report S-100.



TABLE I.-Federal Government expenditures for the development of natural resources
CD

[In millions]

1937 1918
1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 19.56 (esti- (esti-

mate) mate)

Conservation and development of
agriculturallandand waterresources $26 $27 $25 $27 $32 $39 $49 $285 $241 $237 $346 $341 $317 $244 $286 $305 $579 $636

Conservation and development of
land and water resources- 302 381 337 247 163 162 333 505 756 884 948 1,038 1,122 960 815 E03 940 1, 070

Conservation and development of
forest resources -27 27 32 36 38 43 53 61 66 78 81 95 107 117 118 138 163 186

Conservation and development of 0
mineral resources 6 9 19 26 23 21 24 26 29 34 36 35 38 37 37 38 88 go

Conservation and development of 6
fish and wildlife -7 8 8 7 8 8 11 12 18 23 26 30 34 38 43 45 64 61

Recreational use of natural resources 14 13 8 5 4 5 11 17 19 24 30 33 30 33 35 44 76 76
Defense production activities- 1174-2 5 3 1-Q
General resources survey -2 3 2 3 3 4 10 10 13 16 18 21 25 27 34 -
Total natural resources expend -

tures - 411 467 431 351 272 282 663 916 1,143 1, 395 1,486 1, 599 1, 675 1, 457 1,367 1,409 1, 925 2,126 S
Total Federal budget expenditures- 13, 387 34, 187 79, 623 95 315 98, 703 60,703 39, 289 33, 069 39, 507 39, 606 44, 058 65, 410 74, 274 67, 772 64, 570 66, 40 68,900 71,807 ..

Resource expenditure percent of .
total budget -3.0 1.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 1.7 2.8 2.9 3.5 3.4 2.4 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.8 3.0

I Development and control of atomic energy. Source: Compiled from various issues of Bureau of Census, Statistical Abstract of the
2 This category differs from the United States budget "Natural resources" category United States and Bureau of the Budget, The Budget of the U. 3. Government.

by the addition of "Conservation and development of agricultural land and water."

W
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Quite as important as whether a public works program can be
initiated quickly is the question of whether the project is susceptible
to wide variation in expenditures upon short notice and quick termi-
nation. Projects that involve considerable prior planning and large
units of construction, such as housing, flood control, and reclamation,
are generally extremely inflexible. Once a housing or slum clearing
project is initiated, for example, strong community pressure may be
exerted to continue the undertaking even though it may no longer
be fiscally appropriate.3 Aside from these pressures, termination of
a partially completed housing development, flood-control dam, or
reclamation project is generally not feasible if the project is to provide
any benefit from the original investment. As a result, only in cases
where the portent of the future is clearly for a prolonged depression
is it safe to risk undertaking such projects for their countercyclical
influence.

Aside from the activities of the Bureau of Reclamation and the
civilian functions of the Army engineers, as indicated in chart I, ex-
penditures for conservation activities are relatively good candidates
for counterfiscal projects. The prime advantage of such expenditures
is that the appropriations flow into the money stream of the economy
rapidly. The larger portion of natural resource expenditures goes
for the purchase of labor services and involves the use of easily avail-
able equipment. The process of spending natural resource allocations
is largely that of adapting existing organizations to the task of in-
emr'9se1 aetivitiios gnn rearniting workers to perform the services
required. During a recession the recruitment of labor is generally
simple, but the location of the greater bulk of the unemployed in
eastern urban areas may retard the initiation of projects that are
undertaken in less densely populated regions of the country. As a
result, the problem of mobility is a major disadvantage of natural
resource expenditures as a countercyclical influence. Additional dis-
advantages are that expenditures for resource development usually
involve the use of little machinery and equipment, hence reducing
the secondary and tertiary influence of such spending, and rarely
employ manpower at the skills practiced prior to unemployment.
These are serious disadvantages that restrict the potential impact of
such programs and decrease their attractiveness to the unemployed
worker. Many resource development activities, such as the improve-
ment of watersheds, small upstream flood-control projects, reduction
in forest-fire hazard, and the like, provide some gain, however,'even
though a whole area is not covered or the original plan is not fully
completed.

Professor Abbott describes well, If somewhat cynically the forces that work against
curtailment of expenditure: "Spending begets an organization of spenders-an administra-
tive staff as a minimum, supported by an administrative budget, to supervise the outlay
of the appropriation. Spending necessarily produces records, and records In the Govern-
menet seem to have a will and an ability to survive and perpetuate themselves that are
almost independent of the desires or actions of the recordkeepers. Very often it results
in the acquisition by the Government of assets that must be preserved and maintained-
office furnishings, If nothing more. Almost always it fathers 'projects' which will take
some months or years to complete and which must be continued or else result In a complete
waste of the public moneys already spent. By its nature it develops, from out of its own
administrative organization, experts who can, from their familiarity with the records that
they themselves keep, assemble more facts In its defense than can be brought to bear by
Its opponents who do not have ready access to the information. Above all, spending
establishes a host of vested interests that range from the employees actually on the payroll
to the business firms and local government bodies in the districts where the funds are
spent." (By permission from Management of the Federal Debt, by C. C. Abbott. Copyright,
1946, McGraw-HUI Book Co., Inc., p. 166.)
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TABLE II.-State expenditures for natural resources

[In millions]

1915 1925 1930 1937 1 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945

Natural resource expenditures -3 56 74 59 101 119 123 119 132 144
Total State expenditures -448 1, 603 2, 275 2, 629 4, 569 5,491 5,515 5,510 5,709 5, 775
Resources expenditure (percent of

total) -l.67j 3.6 3.31 2.21 2.2 2.21 2.21 2.1 2.31 2.5

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955

Natural resource expenditures - -- 166 207 244 290 477 518 548 531 762 793
Total State expenditures- 6, 216 7, 953 10, 211 11, 557 12, 907 15, 020 15,834 16,850 36, 607 40, 375
Resources expenditure (percent of

total) -2.7 2.6 2.4 2.5 3.5 3.4 3.5 3.2 2.1 2.0

I Financial Statistics of States not published in 1935.
Source: Unless otherwise Indicated, "Natural Resource" expenditures from Bureau of Census, Summary

of State Government Finances, and "Total State Expenditures" from Statistical Abstract of the United
States, 1915-40, vol. 64 (1942); 1941, vol. 65 (1943); 1942-48, vol. 71(1950); 1949-50, vol. 73 (1952); 1951-52, vol.
75 (1954): 1953, vol. 76 (1955); 1954-55, vol. 78 (1957). "Natural Resource" expenditures for 1953-55 from
Statistical Abstract. The revised data for the years 1942, 1944, 1946, and 1948, issued in Bureau of Census,
Revised Summary of State Governmental Finances, 1942-50, has been disregarded to emphasize data
consistency within a year period as opposed to comparability over a period of years.

For the most part, State expenditures for the development of
natural resources (recorded in table II) cover activities similar to
those of the Federal Government, although a large component of such
expenditures is generally for agricultural assistance. It is ques-
tionable whether much of the assistance to agriculture by both the
State and Federal governments can be legitimately classified as de-
veloping natural resources. Even an expenditure, such as the so-
called soil-bank program which is defended as a conservative measure,
largely an expedient to achieve other objectives: reduce surplus agri-
cultural output by withdrawing acreage from cultivation and increase
some farmers' income (generally the more articulate) through govern-
ment subsidy.

Although both the legitimacy of such subsidies as natural resource
development expenditures and the soundness of such a program of
income redistribution can be questioned, it remains that such ex-
penditures usually can be accomplished without the time lag that char-
acterizes most construction projects and other activities for which
there is not an existing, well-operating bureaucracy. Aside from the
important question of whether it is desirable to perpetuate misalloca-
tion of resources in the agricultural industry, which frequently ex-
hibits a deficiency of mobility from the field, these types of pay-
ments-like any subsidy that requires negative or no action-lend
themselves well to counter-cyclical manipuation. One great disad-
vantage is the tendency of such payments to be built into our system
and become "normal" government expenditures, especially in those
portions of the agricultural industry exhibiting more or less chronic
depression. Moreover, it is possible that the various subsidy pay-
ments to agriculture have already reached a magnitude that prohibits
very much upward flexibility without compounding seriously the
problem of inequity in the distribution of farm income and the prob-
lem of the imbalance of reseources between the agricultural and non-
agricultural industries.
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Certain types of expenditures, such as Federal aid to State and
local governments that encourage decision-making and administration
by the lower units of government, may have special advantages over
purely Federal actions-particularly if the Federal-aid system re-
quires financial participation by the lower unit of government. It
is sometimes argued that at the lower level of government the citizen
is better acquainted with "local" issues and more likely to arrive at a
"rational" decision. 4 Even if we accept the above thesis, two fac-
tors appear to restrict the extent to which the advantage of "local
rationality" can be exploited: the inability of State and local govern-
ments to keep pace or "match" Federal expenditures during deflation
and, as the data in tables III and IV indicate, the size of such expendi-
tures is not very impressive.

By adapting the share to be matched by the non-Federal agency
to the financial capacity of the lower governmental unit, however,
it may be possible to increase expenditures during deflation periods on
projects that bring greater participation by State and local units of
government. An example of the type of program that might be ex-
panded is found in the Water Pollution Control Act of 1956, Pub-
lic Law 660, which provides Federal assistance to municipalities for
the construction of water pollution abatement systems. Although the
amounts appropriated for 1957 and 1958 are comparatively small, a
serious approach to the problem of control of water pollution in the
United States may provide expenditure opportunities of a quite dif-
ferent order of magnitude. The fiscal experience of the somewhat
experimental recent approach to the control of water pollution is
tabulated in table V.

TABLE III.-Grants-in-aid to State and local governments for natural-re8ource
development

[In millions]

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 X 1958 1

Agriculture: Watershed
protection and flood pre-
vention - ----- 6 10 16 20 28

Natural-resource develop-
ment -17 18 20 23 25 26 26 37 39

Water-pollution control -2 3
Construction-of waste-treat-

ment facilities-7 62
Total grants-in-aid, shared

revenues, loans, and re-
payable advances - 2,269 2,434 2, 604 2,857 2,657 3,124 3, 753 3,317 3,848

Resource aid, percent of
total grants-in-aid .. .74 .77 .80 1.2 12 1.1 1.9 3.4

I Estimated.

Source: Bureau of the Budget, The Budget of the U. S. Government.

' See R. A. Dahl and C. E. Lindblom. Variation In Publlc Expenditure, Income Stablitza-
tion for a Developing Democracy, op. cit.
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TABLE IV.-Federal aid to State and local governments for natural resources,'
fiscal years 1950, 1952, 1954-57

[In thousands]

1956 1957
Aid for natural resources 1950 1952 1954 1955 (estl- (esti-

mated)' mated)'

Total aid to States and local governments

Grants-in-aid

United States section, St. Lawrence River_
State and private forestry cooperation
Drainage of anthracite mines - -
Wildlife restoration 3_ __-__-_-__-_-____
Fish restoration and management 3
Proposed legislation:

Partnership projects (Defense, Army
Department, Engineers)

Partnership projects (Interior Depart-
ment, Reclamation Bureau)

_ 654 _7 280 $75, 045 $83, 202 $86,570 $108, 547

16, 957 19, 755 24,940 25,934 25, 983 36, 550

108 150 150
9, 466 10, 037 9, 800 9, 509 10, 465 10,465

300 3, 000
7, 491 9, 518 12, 848 12, 796 10,880 11, 700

200 2, 293 3,522 4,188 4, 035

---- --- -- --- -- --- ---- --- --- - - --- --- 5, 000

2, 200

Shared revenues -26,697 37, 525 50,105 57, 268 60,587 69,797

Federal Power Act - -28 28 35 33 31 37
* Grazing receipts, to States - - 185 288 349 352 370 368

Proceeds to States, sales of public lands,
materials - -5 118 67 86 134 246

Alaska school lands, income and proceeds '--- ) 1 1 3 2
Boulder Canyon project, payments to Ari-

zona. Nevada - -600 600 600 600 600 600
Oregon and California land-grant fund, to

counties -1,762 3,172 6, 422 11, 756 9,000 8, 755
Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands, Oregon 44 - - - 143 43 50
Oil and gas royalty payments, Oklahoma- 4 6 9 12 7 8
Mineral Leasing Act, to States -11,325 15, 108 18,741 22,189 24,940 26,917
Migratory Bird Conservation Act, to

counties -. 31,991 255 471 564 547 550
Grand Teton National Parklands, Wyo - - - - 26 26 26 26
National-forest fund, to States for counties 7, 753 13,993 18,695 16,471 19, 428 26,089
National-forest receipts, Arizona, New

Mexico ------ 61 107 123 103 114 115
Flood Control Act - -468 813 989 1,053 1,190 1, 250
TVA, payments in lieu of taxes- 2,471 3,036 3,579 3,878 4,152 4,786

Loans and repayable advances (net of collec-
tions) ----------------------------------- 2,200

Proposed legislation: Partnership projects- 2, 200

' Detail will not necessarily add to totals because of rounding.
2 In the budget of the United States Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1957.
' Part of a larger appropriation account.
4 Less than $500.

Source: Bureau of the Budget, The Budget of the U. S. Government, 1957, pp. 1148-
1149; 1956, pp. 1192-1193; 1954, pp. 1132-1133; 1952, pp. 996-997.

TABLE V.-Fiscal data on water pollution control appropriations

[In thousands]

1957 1958

Program grants to States (to develop State activities) -$2,000 $3,000
General headquarters activities, including Sanitary Engineering Center at

Cincinnati ---------------------------------------- 2, 224 3, 500
Construction grants to assist municipalities -50,000 45,000

Total -54,224 51,500

Source: U. S. Public Health Service.

This program is selected for special attention 6 because it is pre-
eminently a matter of resource development (or resource rehabilita-

5 A similar problem resulting from urban concentration, air pollution, might have been
chosen as an illustration of a Federal grants program for resource development, but the
air-pollution program even more than the water pollution control program is in its
infancy. Public Law 159, 84th Cong., 1955, established "An act to provide research and
technical assistance relating to air-pollution control. At the present time expenditures
have been concentrated primarily upon research and study carried on with States, Federal
agencies, and universities. The program is administered by the U. S. Public Health
Service and has the following appropriation record: 1956, $1,784,000; 1957, $2,740,000;
and 1958, $4,000,000.
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tion); it involves a resource whose use extends to the most varied
directions (industrial, agricultural, domestic, and recreational) ; it
involves issues of interstate jurisdiction that compel Federal partici-
pation and possible initiation, but require decisions and construction
at the local level; and it appears to have favorable countercyclical
fiscal characteristics. Construction of pollution-abatement installa-
tions take place in local communities, with greater need for such
abatement installations generally coinciding with the more highly
industrialized, heavily populated urban centers. The local organiza-
tion for administering such installations (local waterworks or sewage-
disposal authorities) are frequently available to undertake such
programs.6 The engineering design for pollution-abatement systems
is relatively standardized and the installations themselves are not
subject to unique local specifications or wide stylistic variations, such
as is the case with housing developments, school plans, flood-control
projects, and the like. The construction of pollution-abatement
systems uses large amounts of concrete, moderate quantities of steel,
and specialized pumping equipment, thus promising some degree of
stimulation to investment as well as to consumption. FinaTly, al-
though such systems operate most successfully when construction is
completed to capacity design, it is possible to terminate construction
somewhat short of the optimum plan and still obtain benefit from the
installation.'

CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF NATURAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

"Crab and all sorts of things *** plenty of choice, only make up
your mind."

Alice's problem of choice was small compared with decision making
in the formulation of public policy. Complications occur in making
up the public mind as a result of: (1) The necessity for a small num-
ber of individuals (legislators and administrators) to decide on the
basis of imperfect information what other people would like; (2) the
special nature of conflicting public policy objectives, such as the
goals of stimulation of economic activity or improvement of resource
allocation,8 which do not lend themselves to decisions on the basis of
personal experience; (3) the lack of a ready mechanism, such as the
market economy, that can be relied upon more or less automatically to
assemble a consensus from conflicting opinions.

GA serious and Increasingly Important reservation should be noted In the case of the
available community administrative organization for undertaking water pollution-control
projects. The growth of metropolitanism, 1. e., the spread of residential developments
beyond the boundaries of existing community administrative organization, may be expected
to create more rather than less administrative no man's land.

7 Pollution-treatment plants are usually designated as "primary" or "secondary."
Primary treatment consists of settlement and secondary treatment involves filtration and
biological reaction. Flexibility in pollution treatment may be obtained by treating less
than the total volume of the community's waste water and through progressive expension
of pollution treatment from primary to secondary coverage. Although It is generally
conceded that virtually all communities should provide primary treatment as a means of
water-pollution control, the practice is far from universal, thus providing an opportunity
for extensive expenditure. Further exibility Is available in the decision to advance from
primary to secondary treatment.

sThus the payment of subsidies to farmers for not producing may be a more flexible
form ofenuntercycle stimulation thau housing projects, but at the same timo may enhance
the misallocation of the economy's productive resources.
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Although the problem of decision making in public policy is by no
means new, with each enlargement of the variety and extent of gov-
ernmental activities the impact of public policy upon the economy
becomes more significant. Growth in size and variety of Government
undertakings has stimulated interest and research in developing
procedure by which public-policy decisions will be more nearly in
accord with defensible standards of choice.9 The most refined attempt
to provide a basis for economic evaluation of public expenditures by
a governmental agency is found in the Report to the Federal Inter-
agency River Basin Committee on Proposed Practices for Economic
Analysis of River Basin Projects 10 by the subcommittee on benefits
and costs. This document has been prepared through the cooperation
of the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, and Interior, the
Army Corps of Engineers, and the Federal Power Commission. These
departments and agencies represent most of the important Federal
Government units that carry on programs for the development of
natural resources. Although skepticism is undoubtedly justified in
appraising the influence that some parts of the interagency report
have had upon either the participating Federal agencies or Congress,
it provides an accepted framework for the presentation and analysis
of economic data for most federally sponsored water-control projects.
As a result, adherence to the philosophy and procedures advanced in
the interagency report are sometimes important features in the com-
petition for appropriations and the justification before Congress of
agency expenditures. Briefly, project justification relies heavily upon
benefit-cost analysis, which in turn is very closely identified with the
standards of value established in the private market economy. For
example, the interagency report holds that-

* * * In order for the effects of a project to have economic
value in terms of benefits or costs it is necessary that there be
a need or demand for the goods and services produced by or
used for the project.

The most practicable measure of the relative desirability
of goods and services for meeting the various needs and de-
mands which exist is the market price in dollars. * * * To
the extent that project effects can be assigned an actual or
estimated market value, they may be defined as benefits and
costs in terms of the market value in dollars of the increases
or decreases in goods and services that are expected to result
if a project is undertaken.11

Although the interagency report is studded with careful disclaimers
that private market data alone should not serve as the basis for deter-
mining the acceptability of a Federal project, the very nature of

"l'naor contributions to the investigation of policy determination in governmental
natural resource-uising projeets have been made by S. V. Cirincy-Wantrup. Resource Con-
servation : Economics and Policies (BerkeleY: University of Californin. 1.52) : 0. Eck-stein. Benefits and Costs: Studies in the Economics of Public Works Evaluation (Cam-
bridge: Ph. D. thesis. Iarvnrd University, April 1955) : R. N. McKenn. Cost-Benefit
Analysis and Efficieney In Government (Snnta Monica: RAND Corp., 1955). The most
thoroughgoIng Federal ngencv study of this problem Is to be found In Proposed Practices

for Economic Analysis of Rlver Basin Projects: Report to the Federal Interagency RiverBnsin Committee (prepared by Subcommittee on Benefits and Costs, Washington, D. C.,May 1050). This report Is generally known as the Green Book.
'0 Cited above, note 9.
31 Ibid.. pp. 7-8.
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the benefit-cost ratio, which is the end product of the benefit-cost
analysis, creates an almost irresistible temptation to place primary
emphasis upon this succinct and ready means of comparing different
projects. Unfortunately the admonitions to evaluate projects in
terms of their appropriateness from the standpoint of the public
viewpoint may be rather futile if the benefit-cost ratio excludes con-
siderations that are not expressed by data translated from or into
the parameters of the private market economy. In such a case the
decisive point is the dividing line between so-called tangible and
intangible benefits, with the former comprising the benefit side of the
ratio and the latter "described with care" and "recognized and con-
sidered apart from the analysis of monetary values." 12 The inter-
agency report distinguishes between tangible and intangible effects
as follows:

The tangible effects of a project are, for the purposes of
this report, defined as those measurable. in monetary terms,
and the intangible effects are those which cannot be measured
in monetary terms. Most of the effects of most projects,
whether benefits or costs, can be evaluated on the basis of
market prices. Some tangible effects cannot be evaluated di-
rectly on the basis of market prices, but their values may in
some cases be derived or estimated indirectly from prices
established in the market for similar or analogous effects or
may be derived from the most economical cost of producing
similar effects by alternate mens. ()tOfrl effects cannot be
evaluated in monetary terms by any satisfactory device and
so are called intangibles

It is understandable that the typical Congressman, harried by a
nagging conscience to try to cut Federal expenditures, should be at-
tracted by a benefit-cost ratio that purports to reveal clearly and
quickly whether a particular public project in natural resource devel-
opment is worth the Government expenditure that is requested. The
answer is seemingly simple: if the ratio of benefit to cost is greater
than unity, the Government is getting its "money's worth." Projects
that have a higher ratio of benefit to cost must be better Government
"investments" than undertakings with a lower ratio. Although it is
of course possible to look behind the benefit-cost ratio to the analysis
of the data and the description of the intangible features of a given
project, those activities that do not lend themselves to monetary inter-
pretation are at a greater competitive disadvantage in the struggle
for congressional appropriations-especially in the press of Washing-
ton decision-making.

In view of the strong emphasis in the interagency report on the
use of private market data as measures of benefits and cost and the
frequent allusion that the cost to the community of resource use by
the Federal Government is the output consequently foregone by pri-
vate production, it is surprising that participating agencies do not
necessarily consider the benefit-cost ratio to provide information on
whether resources should be shifted from the private to the public
sector of the economy. One would expect-and most reviewers have

22 Ibid., pp. 28. 27.
D Ibid., p. 28.
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assumed-that the emphasis upon private market data and standards
has been primarily for the purpose of facilitating conparison between
public and private direction of resources and providing a measure
of effeciency.

Two major aspects of project cost accounting prevent the benefit/
cost ratio from indicating whether it is economical to shift resources
from the private to the public sector of the economv: (] ) the use of a
21/ percent interest rate and (2) the unsatisfactory arrangement for
tax allowance. Althouglh a low rate of interest may correspond to
the long-termi Federal Government borrowing rate, thus in a partial
sense representing the risk to the lender, such a rate can hardly reflect
adequately the economic hazard of investment in a given resource
development project. Indeed, if the repayment history of some irri-gation developments is indicative of "return on investment," a
phenomenally higher rate of interest might be required to attract
resources away from the private economy for such activities. It may
be unnecessary to point out that the Federal Government borrowing
rate is largely disassociated from the risk and uncertainty of the
projects that it undertakes and therefore provides no basis for relating
private and public investment.

In considering the proper treatment of taxation in the benefit-cost
analysis, the interagency report is concerned primarily with the aggre-
gate effect of such levies upon the tax capacity of the economy or the
pertinent region. It is apparently not concerned with the impact
that a given method of tax accounting may have upon the scale of
development of resource use in public as compared with private under-
takings. Although portions of the report's consideration of tax ac-
counting are subject to conflicting interpretation, apparently an allow-
ance for taxes comparable to that encountered in similar private
investment is made through reduction in price (but not to measure
benefits), rather than addition to cost. Since benefits are measured
when possible by the prevailing market price, the allowance for taxes
via price reduction in effect permits the Government investment to
exploit a lower portion of the demand curve. In other words, it is
simple to justify larger capacity than comparable private installations
if the benefits for the publie installation are measured by the price
obtained by the private installation, and if the Government price and
cost actually does not include a tax allowance equivalent to the tax-cost
outlay by the private firm. The effect of this accounting technique-
including tax outlays in establishing project benefits and excluding
them in computing project costs-is to provide a purely artificial basis
for the expansion of Government installations. This stimulus to
expansion will of course cause the greatest distortion in resource allo-
cation vis-A-vis the private economy when the activity involved is
subject to significant economy of scale.14

14 The relevant portions of the interagency report appear to be the following:"* * * The primary effect of a river-basin project on local government units arises fromchanges in the real-estate tax base. The local government revenues may in some casesbe reduced to a greater extent than the corresponding reduction in the costs of the serv-ices it provides. In other cases, the local tax revenues may be increased by the projectproportionally more than are the costs of providing services to such an area. Whendecreases in tax revenue In a given taxing unit are offset by decreases in the costs ofgovernmental services, no allowance needs to be made in project costs. Also when in-creased revenues are sufficient just to cover both any increased costs of service and anylosses in tax revenues from lands withdrawn from the tax base, no allowance needs tobe made in project costs. A tax-adjustment problem arises when an adversely affectedtaxing district cannot benefit from the increased tax returns in other areas which may
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The justification for including taxes on the benefit side and deduct-
ing them when computing government project costs may be the result
of an analytical misconception. It may be argued, for example, that
since the shift of resources between private and public activities occurs
from "marginal" private investment, the taxation issue "washes out"
because the marginal firm does not bear taxes. The misconception
involved here is that although the marginal firm may not bear taxes-
in the sense that such levies must be compensated for by price adjust-
ment-the effect of the higher private price is to curtail private invest-
ment at the same time that it enhances the benefit figure for public
projects and increases the latter's scale of operation.

The net effect of the use of such a double standard for the treatment
of cost outlays in government and private investment renders invalid
the use of the benefit-cost ratio as a measure of the economic appropri-
ateness in terms of private market appraisal of shifting resources from
the private to the public sector of the economy.

Quite aside from the technical inadequacies of benefit-cost analysis,
however, the appropriateness of using private market standards for

determining public investment is questionable. At times a half-ad-
ministrative, half-economic argument is made in defense of the use of

these types of evaluation that hold up government expenditures and

investment to the assumed rigorousness of the private market. It is

contended that although the standard is not perfect, it helps to hold in

check those Federal agencies that are adept at creating local pressure-
group s-ppert fr t~heir fiinetinons and most frequently the benefici-
aries of "pork barrel" appropriations. More often than not, however,
the benefit-cost analysis results not in restraining the agencies that
have built empires of bureaucracy, but merely hamstringing other
agencies that have not yet developed such an effective entree to the
Federal purse.

Although benefit-cost analysis is not intended to provide the only or
main basis for project justification, very frequently it has attained an
influence in decisionmaking quite out of keeping with its proper role-
even if the analysis were performed satisfactorily. The acceptance of
the private market standard as a criterion foir Federal project justifi-
cation places the public interest in a peculiar double jeopardy. The
private market standard, i. e., justification of public investment on
the basis of whether it can yield a return commensurate with private
investment, ignores the critical difference between the purposes of pri-
vate and public economic activities. Moreover this procedure confers
on resource allocation decisions of the private market an economic and
ethical omniscience unfortunately not possessed by the market econ-
omy. Although the American economy has an impressive record by
pragmatic test of its ability to increase national output, it does not
follow that its ordering of resource allocation represents the apogee
of output and efficiency. There are areas in the American economy
where its efficiency is under restraint and other areas where the direc-

have their tax base raised by the project * * *. The total reduction in net tax revenues
In adversely affected taxing districts may be regarded as a project benefit, and may be
accounted for as a deduction from tax charges inolded in associated costs.

"* * * When the benefits of a Federal projects [sic] are evaluated on the basis of

the cost of producing similar products from an alternative private source, the estimate of
private costs should include taxes that would be payable. Proper comparison may also
be obtained if project costs for given purposes are compared with the charges less taxes
for comparable products and services from private sources" (ibid., pp. 30, 31).
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tion of resources seem to falter. The efficiency of the market economy
is retarded by various monopoly restrictions of business and labor, by
certain subsidies and controls imposed by government, by an institu-
tional background that affects mobility of resources, by less than com-
plete consumer knowledge, which sometimes makes the "consumer sov-
ereignty" doctrine read backward.

But even if the view is afcepted that the market ceonomy cannot
be excelled in the excellence of its efficiency, we are confronted with
the fact that the private market must avoid those activities that are
not susceptible to the precept that price must cover cost. The result
is well known. Such functions as education, public health, and na-
tional defense must be carried on outside the framework of the private
market. Moreover, the pattern of resource allocation that results
from consumer choice cannot be sanctified with ethical justification.
The production arrangements and the distribution of goods and serv-
ices in the American economy conform to no higher ethical standards
than those implicit in the underlying distribution of wealth and in-
come in our society. It appears strangely inappropriate that the value
system of the private market should be accorded such importance in
the selection and justification of Federal projects when one of the
main functions of government is to initiate or supplement activities
that cannot be adequately performed by the market. Such a partial
view of the problem of project selection as that presented by the
benefit-cost ratio acts as a Procrustean mold to eliminate noncon-
formity with the decisions of the market economy. To point out
the inadequacy of this approach, however, is not to decry the use of
economic analysis for project justification. The remedy for this sit-
uation is more, not less, economic analysis-but an analysis that does
more than mirror the value judgments of the private market. Eco-
nomic analysis must include a careful consideration of the public
interest.



FEDERAL EXPENDITURE POLICY FOR ECONOMIC
GROWTH AND STABILITY IN THE AREA OF NATURAL-
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT WITH SPECIAL REFER-
ENCE TO THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF ATOMIC-
ENERGY DEVELOPMENTS ON THE ENERGY, FUEL,
AND POWER ECONOMIES OF THE COUNTRY

Karl M. Mayer, Washington, D. C.

THE BROAD OBJECTIVES OF THE UNITED STATES
AToMIic-ENERGY PROGRAM1

The broad objectives of the atomic-energy program in the United
States can perhaps best be stated by quoting from the declaration of
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954:

1. Atomic energy is capable of application for peaceable
as well as military purposes. It is, therefore, declared to be
the policy of the United States:

(a) The develolmnntm . ii- .nd eontrol of atomic energv
shall be directed so as to make the maximum contribution to
the general welfare, subject at all times to the paramount
objective of making the maximum contribution to the common
defense and security.

(b) The development, use, and control of atomic energy
shall be directed so as to promote world peace, improve tihe
general welfare, increase the standard of living, and
strengthen free competition in private enterprise.

The purpose of this paper is to examine, in the light of the afore-
mentioned policy statement, the present status of the atomic-energy
industry in the United States and the direction in which it is likely
to move-keeping in mind the impact of fast or slow rates of atomic-
energy growth on the competitive energy, fuel, and power economies
of the country.

In the first part of this paper it will be assumed that the speed
and direction (as well as the incidence and degree of impact) of the
United States atomic-energy industry will essentially be in response
to economic forces. In the latter part of this paper certain changes
in the rules of the game will be considered and the probable effects
of the changes discussed.

WORE ALREADY DONE IN THE FIELD

A great deal of basic work has already been done (and continues
to be done) in the field of inquiry under discussion. Because of the
limited amount of time available for the preparation of this paper it
was considered necessary to draw heavily on the basic material which
has already been gathered and analyzed.

97735-57--46 701
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE UNITED STATES ENERGY ECONOMY

Before discussing the potential growth of atomic-energy use in
the United States economy, it will perhaps be desirable to take a brief
look at the market for energy sources before the entry of the new fuel.

Very detailed and comprehensive studies are available on energy
production and consumption in the United States (see. for example,
B arnett, Lyon, and Colby). Data were taken from Barnett, Lyon,
and Colby, sources in the Federal Power Commission, the Census Bu-
reau, and from worksheets prepared by the author in order to draw
up the rough sketch of energy flow i the United States in 1947.
Data for 1954 are still being revised; however, the sketch given as
figure 1 in this paper will serve the purposes of the present dis-
cussion.

In the preparation of figure 1, from another study, various com-
ponents of energy consumption were systematically removed from
the estimated total production of energy in the United States in 1947
until only that component remained which was consumed by the
manufacturing industries for nonpower purposes (please see the bar
on the extreme right).

The key or legend indicates those components of the energy market
which may feel a more direct impact in the years ahead. The order
in which the components are listed (power, industrial heat, transpor-
tation, and residential-commercial) are roughly ordered according to
the amount of study to which each component has been subjected as
a potential market for atomic energy. At one time it was generally
he d that the above-mentioned order also ranked the various com-
ponent markets according to the degree of attractiveness (from the
standpoint of atomic energy); however, there are many people in the
field who now feel that this is not true.

In this paper the component markets will be discussed in the order
indicated by the legend of figure 1.
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THE MARKET POTENTIAL OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN THE UNITED STATES

Power
The data given in figure 2 (taken from another study) illustrate the

economic setting within which nuclear power finds itself now and will
find itself in the years immediately ahead in the United States. In
other words, if nuclear power can be generated only at costs in excess of
10 or 12 mills per kilowatt-hour, such power is of little economic
interest in the United States.

If nuclear-power costs can be reduced over time, roughly as illus-
trated by the line given in figure 3, then one can derive a projected
development of nuclear power shaped primarily by economic forces,
as shown in figure 4. Note that only a very slow growth can be
expected before 1970. Most of the growth will take place at the
expense of steam-electric plants which would otherwise have been
built. In addition, the bulk of the fuel which will be displaced, as
nuclear power enters the market, will be bituminous coal in the United
States.

The data given in figures 5 and 6 indicate the existing and projected
differences between the power-market situation in the United States
and other areas. Whereas there is a large and immediate market for
12- to 15-mill nuclear power in Europe, the market in the United States
is relatively small.
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Industrial heat
The bulk of the boilers sold to the manufacturing industries in the

United States are used to generate heat rather than electric power.
Of course, some boilers are used to make steam which in turn gener-
ates power and later gives up additional energy to supply heat to
industrial processes.

The characteristics nf industrial-heat boilers may be som-ewhat dis-
couraging to nuclear-reactor designers since they must be cheap, small,
and generate small amounts of steam at low pressure. However, if
nuclear reactors can generate steam of the same quality and quantity
at a lower price, they will be able to invade a large and expanding
market. Estimates of how large the industrial-heat market is at each
price level must await further study.
Transportation

A technical-economic study of the potential of nuclear energy in the
field of marine propulsion is currently being undertaken by Stan-
ford Research Institute and the American Standard atomic-energy
division. This work is being sponsored by the Maritime Commis-
sion and the Atomic Energy Commission. Studies in other branches
of transportation have been undertaken by several other groups.
Among people working in this field are Dr. Lyle Borst, of New York
University, who has done work in the possible application of nuclear
energy to rail transportation.
Residential-comnmercial applications

A relatively small amount of work has been done in this field.
However, Schurr and Marschak did give the subject some attention in
their study, Economic Aspects of Atomic Energy.

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING TIRE MARKET POTENTIAL OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

The conclusions, regardless of application, will, of course, always be
the same. In a greatly simplified form, one can always say that it is
merely a matter of cost. At this point a great deal of the simplicity
disappears.

Thle energy-cost structure varies from area to area, so that nuclear
energy for a particular application is likely to be competitive in cer-
tain areas sooner than in others. The energy-cost structure in the
United States is such that, although the total market (at all price lev-
els) is large, the size of the market at higher price levels is very small.
For this reason, the atomic-energy industry in the United States is
likely to grow less rapidly than in other areas if the development of
the industry is determined by economic forces alone. Stated some-
what differently, the likely penetration of nuclear energy into markets
now held by other sources of energy, fossil fuels, and conventional
generating equipment will tend to be smaller in the United States than
in other areas of the world.

In Geneva paper P/475, the author concluded that nuclear-energy
costs will have to be reduced-nuclear energy cannot expect the costs
of conventional sources of energy to rise substantially in the United
States in the years ahead. In the paragraphs which follow, some
general consideration will be given to the prospects for reducing
nuclear-energy costs.
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PROSPECTS FOR NuCLEAR ENERGY COST REDUCTION

Nuclear-energy use in the United States can be expected to grow
faster than a rate such as suggested by figure 4 if costs are reduced at
a rate faster than given in figure 3. The effective costs of nuclear
energy can be reduced by (1) research and technical progress, or by
(2) administrative action. Examples of both methods are suggested
in the paragraphs which follow.

From the standpoint of the powerplant operator, the cost of nu-
clear power is composed of elements which are similar to those which
constitute the cost of generating power by conventional means. In
order to illustrate the similarities (as well as the differences), an
analysis of the cost of power from a large (100-150 megawatt) nuclear
powerplant built in the 1960-70 period is given in table 1. The fig-
ures given in table 1 are given for illustrative purposes only; how-
ever, the magnitudes of the figures are not unreasonable.

TABLE 1.-An analysis of the cost of nuclear power produced by a 100-150-mega-
watt plant in the 1960-70 period

Estimted cost
in mills per

Cost component kilowatt-hour

Plant '----------------------------------------------------------- 6.0
Operation and maintenance -1. 0
Fuel:

Uranium consumption -1.0
Fuel fabrication - 1.5
Fuel reprocessing - 2. 00
Fuel-inventory charge ------------------- . 5

Gross cost of production -12. 0
Plutonium credit - 2. 0
Incentive credit - (2)

Byproduct credit - (2)

Net cost of production -10.0
I At about $200 per kilowatt of plant capacity, 13.5 percent overall Investment charge, and 50 percent

lifetime plant factor.
' Not known.

A plant cost of around $200 per kilowatt of capacity does not seem
unreasonable in view of the estimates made by such reactor builders
as General Electric, Babcock & Wilcox, and North American Aviation
Corporation. A good estimate of operation charges must await the
actual operation of a commercial nuclear powerplant for some period
of time. It is possible, of course, to design a nuclear-power station in
such a manner as to reduce plant costs at the expense of higher fuel
and operating costs, or the other way round. Even the fuel cost com-
ponents can be varied by the design of the plant. Uranium consump-
tion can be reduced at the expense of high-cost fabrication and fuel
reprocessing; it may be possible to eliminate fuel-reprocessing costs
(and also plutonium credits) and reduce uranium consumption per
kilowatt-hour through the use of very expensive fuel fabrication tech-
niques, and by discarding long irradiated fuel elements. The opti-
mum cycle and the final level of costs reached by each component will
be determined through a whole series of cost-balancing and cost-trad-
ing activities between cost coiiiporierits. as reflected by a design and
development program.
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COMPETITIVE POSITION OF NUCLEAR POWER

For purposes of discussion, let it be assumed that nuclear power
could be produced at a given place for 10 mills per kilowatt-hour. As-sume, also, that a comparable amount of power could be produced by
conventional means at the same time and place for 7 mills per kilo-
watt-hour. Faced with such alternatives, the powerplant executive
w d i --- --- obabilit, Il..t to bu iu WM 11 UL1ivul1Uillal pladr.But let it be assumed that the Government would like to encourage
the construction of the nuclear plant as a means toward fulfilling a
Government objective. The nuclear plant can be built by the Gov-
ernment with public funds, or the Government can provide an in-
centive credit to encourage the construction of the nuclear plant, and
thereby make nuclear power competitive in the eyes of the powerplant
operator. The incentive credit can be given directly by a capital
subsidy or an outright operating grant, or indirectly by one of a num-
ber of means, including the following:

1. Waiving of fuel charges.
2. Interest-free or low-interest-bearing loans.
3. Low charges for use of Government goods and services.
4. Reduction in price of fuel.
5. Increase in the credit for plutonium.
6. Purchase of nuclear powerplant operating reports.

SIGNIFICANCE OF INCENTIVE CREDITS

Direct subsidies can be designed to encourage nuclear powerplant
construction without affecting powerplant design. However, the
effects of indirect subsidies are much harder to control. If a govern-
ment wishes to encourage a reactor operating by reducing chemical
processing charges, it discourages entry into the processing field by
the chemical industry. If the price of fuel is reduced, then designers
will be encouraged to waste fuel and save expensive plant. If the
price of plutonium is raised, then plant designs and operating cycles
will be shifted accordingly.

From the standpoint of the equipment suppliers and powerplant
operators, it will be extremely difficult to make plans for the future if
indirect incentive credits are used and frequently changed.

Unexpected changes in prices due to policy shifts could cause a great
deal of hardship to the individual manufacturer. However, no busi-
ness enterprise is wholly immune from such hazards; most businesses
are affected to some degree by changes in taxes, tariffs, tolls, and regu-
lations resulting from Government policy decisions.

RELATIONSHIP OF PRICE TO COST

Some have suggested that Government prices for goods and services
should be made equal to their costs-but to which costs? Let it be

'The author recently conducted a survey among leading powerplant executives of power-producing organizations in the southern United States. It was found that the powerexecutives were of the opinion that: (1) Nuclear and conventional power generation costsshould be figured on the same basis (13-15 percent overall investment charge; 50-60percent lifetime plant factor, etc.). (2) Nuclear plants should be installed only whenand if the cost of nuclear power is equal to or less than the cost of conventional poweron a comparable basis.
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assumed that irradiated fuel from many nuclear powerplants will
be reprocessed in a Central Government chemical reprocessing plant.
The basis for pricing could be any one of the following costs:

1. Average cost at present plant throughput.
2. Average cost at optimum plant throughput.
3. Average cost at maximum plant throughput.
4. Marginal cost at present plant throughput.
5. Marginal cost at maximum plant throughput.

Each price would have different advantages and disadvantages, and
a different set of impacts. It is important, therefore, that each manu-
facturer become familiar with the pricing policies and bases of the
Government before becoming heavily committed in any particular
direction (or with any particular reactor type) in the nuclear-power
field.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of facts developed by studies mentioned in this paper
and by other studies in the field it is most difficult to prove an economic
need for nuclear energy in the United States.

If one seeks to prove a need for nuclear energy now in order to
conserve valuable, limited fossil fuels, he must in turn prove that the
fossil fuel saved now will be more valuable in the future than the
uranium, stainless steel, and zirconium used now-and thereby effec-
tively not available in the future. Stated somewhat differently, one
must. nrove that the higher fuel cost or expenditure now will be more
than offset by even higher fuel revenues in the future.

It might be easier to show that nuclear-power development should
be encouraged because the additional cost associated with nuclear-
power generation will be more than offset by the additional non-
power-economic benefits brought to the country or to a particular re-
gion. For example, the presence of a nuclear-power industry in a
particular State or in the country as a whole) might attract sufficient
ancillary economic activity to justify the payment of a subsidy by the
shareholders of the company, by the ratepayers of the system, or by
the taxpayers of the State.

It might, on the other hand, be easier to prove a future economic
need for nuclear energy in terms of the economic benefits which will
accrue to the American economy should the United States become a
nuclear workshop supplying reactors to all parts of the world as nu-
clear power becomes competitive with power generated from local,
conventional resources. In this case it might be held that the dollars
invested today in the nuclear-energy field will be returned many times
over in the future. Persons holding this position would, in the final
analysis, also have to hold that public or private dollars invested in
this direction will show a greater social or private return than an
equivalent sum invested in any other available direction.

If one determines that there is a noneconomic need (such as inter-
national prestige) to encourage or expand the use of nuclear energy,
then there is a cost involved and either or both of two action courses
are suggested: Government construction and/or subsidies for private
construction. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the rela-
tive merits of either of these courses of action; however, it is clear
that some concrete aid (other than the removal of restrictive rules,
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regulations, and laws) is called for if the industry is to be encouraged.
Subsidies for encouragement can come from such groups as share-
holders, ratepayers, or taxpayers.

If the subsidy rather than the public construction course is taken,
then there are many economic arguments which tend to favor the use
of a direct subsidy or capital grant even though such action may be
politically difficult to take. In the end, it will produce the same effect
at a lower overall cost.

The amount of direct subsidy or capital grant needed to encourage
a given, desired amount of activity in the nuclear-energy field is
directly proportional to the competitive gap between nuclear and non-
nuclear-fuel costs. This suggests that consideration might be given
to the granting of subsidies to United States firms engaged in nuclear-
energy activities in high-fuel-cost areas overseas.



THE DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

Perry D. Teitelbaum, economist, Council for Economic and Industry
Research Inc, and Philip Mullenbach, research director, Nuclear
Energy Study, the Twentieth Century Fund, Washington, D. C.'

The next 25 years will undoubtedly see the large-scale entry of
nuclear energy into a variety of applications as a consequence of sub-
stantial progress in nuclear technology for peaceful uses. This period
will also see substantial economic growth in the United States, accom-
panied by a major rise in energy consumption as a whole. In the
rest of the world, growth in economic activity and particularly energy
is likely to be even more rapid.

The United States supply of conventional energy, including over-
seas oil sources, seems generally adequate to meet projected demands
on it, if foreign demands could be ignored. But the combined require-
ments of all countries may tax the world supply to a relatively greater
degree, with inevitable consequences for the United States supply
situation. This, foo, will influence the rate of entry of nuclear energy.
In these circumstances it may be useful to analyze the likely mag-
nfitude of ftil-Tr mlpnmrv demand and suDDvly including the scale and
scope of nuclear energy, as a background for considering the basic
problem before this panel, Federal expenditures for atomic-energy
development.

The first section of this paper presents projections of United States
energy supply and demand over the next quarter century (nominally,
to 1980) and indicates some of their implications. The second section
considers the problems of policy criteria in regard to public expendi-
tures on atomic energy for peaceful uses.

ENERGY PROJECTIONS AND EcoNoMIC GROWTH

Nuclear energy "needs"
In seeking to establish a frame of reference for the present pro-

jections, we may usefully begin with the following classification of
nuclear energy "needs." As suggested subsequently, we are here con-
cerned mostly with domestic "needs."

1. Military, including weapons and reactors for propulsion,
power, and heat.

'The views expressed are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the organiza-
tions with whlch they are associated. The authors were formerly on the staff of the
National Planning Association project on the productive uses of nuclear energy. This
paper Is based, in part, on the research and publications of the NPA project. Mr. Teltel-
haum takes primary responsibility for the first section on energy projections and economic
growth, and Mr. Mullenbach takes primary responsibility for the second section on nuclear
energy expenditures and national policy. The authors gratefully acknowledge the coopera-
tion of the staff of the National Planning Association and of the Division of Finance, AEC.
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2. Foreign relations, based on intangibles associated with for-
eign policy, such as prestige derived from technical leadership,
and the tangibles of foreign markets.

3. Domestic, including power, heat, propulsion, and radiation.
In the past, almost all of the United States investment in nuclear

research and development, and in physical plant and equipment has
been directed toward military applications. Progress toward non-
milit.ry applications has been ]argely a byproduct. This situation
has been slowly changing in the past few years, although expendi-
tures for military applications still represent an overwhelming pro-
portion of the total. In future periods, considering the already high
level of weapons production and stockpiles that undoubtedly exist,
and the ever-broadening economic potentials for peaceful uses of
nuclear energy, strictly military applications may account for suc-
cessively smaller, although still substantial, fractions of public and
private expenditures. Determination of a suitable balance by the
Federal Government between outlays for military and nonmilitary
applications will mostly depend on factors peculiar to each; only to
the extent that military applications yield byproducts for other appli-
cations need they be considered together.

There is also a "need" to maintain technical leadership in nuclear
science and technology as an adjunct of United States foreign policy.
In the present juncture of world affairs, great importance is attached
to achieving preeminence in this field. Such leadership may also be
instrumental in securing suitable international control of the atom
for peaceful purposes.2 Some consideration must therefore be given
in any policy deliberations to maintaining this leadership.

Related to the foregoing foreign policy considerations, but suscepti-
ble of separate treatment, are the economic opportunities for United
States industry to supply foreign demands for nuclear fuels, reactors,
and related goods and services. While no systematic overall analysis
of the United States share of this "market" has as yet been undertaken,
it is possible that many opportunities will exist in the next few decades.
Table 1 below indicates the general order of magnitude of these foreign
demands. Since these data refer exclusively to electric power genera-
tion, they would be substantially enhanced if nuclear energy becomes
significant in industrial heat and propulsion applications.

The foreign market may also represent a useful "crutch" for a
domestic nuclear industry to lean on during its early years: The higher
competitive cost thresholds for nuclear power and heat in foreign
markets as compared with those in the United States will offer domes-
tic producers of nuclear fuels and hardware an opportunity to "earn
while they learn" during the next decade, at least, so that the experi-
ence gained could yield improvements in nuclear technology with
resulting cost reductions which may permit a subsequent large-scale
entry into the United States market.

' See Summary of Findings-Pollcy Suggestions for the Future, Reports on ProductiveUses of Nulear Energy, National Planning Association, Washington, September 1957,
ch. VI, for a fuller discussion of this question.
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TABLE 1.-Range of free world requirements for nuclear power, 1956 and
about 1980

[Thousands of kilowatts, at high plant factor]

1955 conven- Nuclear power capacity
Free world tional power

capacity
1965 1980

Western Europe:
Euratom-47,688 2,000- 8,000 60,000- 75,000
United Kingdom -27,250 5,000- 6,000 50,000- 66,000
All others ------------ 26,269 500- 1,000 6,000- 15,000

Total -101,207 7,500-15,000 115,000-156,000

Asia:
Japan ---- 14,512 500- 1,000 9,500- 15,000
India -3,221 10- 500 1,510- 3,000
All others -2,945 200- 500 500- 1,500

Total -20,673 860- 2,000 11,550- 19,500
Africa -------- 5,510 200- 500 1,550- 3,000

North America:
United States- 130,896 1.500- 4,000 60,000-227.000
Canada -12,678 550- 1,000 5,000- 15,000
All others ---- ------ 3,299 100- 500 500- 1,000

Total -146, 873 2,100- 5,500 65, 500-243,000

South America:
Brazil -2070 100- 500 2,000- 3,000
Allothers- 4,987 100- 500 2,000- 3,000

Total -7,957 250- 1,000 4.000- 6,000
Oceania -- 4,459 200- 500 1,000- 3,000

Free world total -286,679 11,000-24, 500 197, 500-430, 500

Source: Summary of Findings, Ibid., table V-i, p. 45.

From the viewpoint of the domestic economy, nuclear energy can
most usefully be thought of as an energy source which will acquire
significance by preempting energy markets or applications based on
its unique characteristics. In some cases, particularly in regard to
radiation energy and some applications of high temperature furnace
heat in industry, both of these developments will occur simultaneously.
The present projections are concerned largely with the entry of nu-
clear energy into the domestic fuel and energy economy and they
ignore other possible nuclear markets. To the extent that this "par-
tial" analysis is valid, policymakers are free to alter the stated pro-
jections and implications to introduce the influences of the broader
issues of military and foreign policy and of foreign markets for
nuclear energy.

Specific underlying assusnptions
Generally speaking, the present projections assume a continuation

of the essentially full employment conditions which have character-
ized the United States economy in the post-World War II decade.
They also assume that the cold war wvill continue, with continued
heavy outlays for defense and foreign military and economic aid; that
population growth will be rapid; and, based on the fiiul employment
assumption, that industrial technological progress will proceed at a
more rapid pace than in the past.3

The present projections are taken from a staff study prepared by Perry D. Teltelbaun
for the National Planning Association project on the productive uses of nuclear energy.

97735-57 47
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The following assumptions were made regarding fuel and energy
prices and costs: 4

1. Nuclear energy costs: These can be best illustrated in the case
of electric power generation. (See table 2.)

TABLE 2.-Nuclear power cost assumptions

§ Larg. plants | Small plants

Cost item l
Short term Long term Short term Long term

(1965) (1980) (1965) (1980)

Plant cost, per kilowatt -$225 $150 $350 $190

Generating costs at a 50 percent lifetime plant
factor (in mills per kilowatt-hour):

Fixed charges I -6.9 4.6 10.8 5.9Operating and maintenance -2.0 .5 2.5 1.5Fuel costs 2 -3.0 .8 4. 7 2.5

Total -11.9 5.9 18.0 9.9

See footnote 3.
I At 13H percent, consisting of: Interest, 1.5 percent; equity return, 4 percent; Federal income taxes,

4 percent; other taxes and charges, 2.2 percent; insurance, 0.2 percent; and replacement and amortization,
1.6 percent. These figures assume a 50-50 bond-equity private financial structure with an average 8 per-cent equity return. Federal income taxes were figured at 50 percent, other taxes at about the national aver-age. The amortization and replacement component reflects a 25- to 35-year plant life on a sinking fund
basis.

2 Includes fuel inventory.

2. Coal: At most, an average rise in delivered prices of 15 to 20
percent is envisaged by 1980, based on ample reserves, an increasingly
alert and aggressive management, substantial progress in mining
techniques, a decreased tendency for coal miners' wages to continue
to rise more rapidly than those in other industry groups, and lowered
transportation costs. (See 5 below.)

3. Oil: Increased dependence on ample overseas sources (assuming
no drastic changes in the Middle Eastern situation), the low ceiling
on United States crude oil price rises imposed by shale oil, and the
continued availability of United States sources of supply, assuming
improved techniques of finding and drilling for new-oil reserves and
of producing oil, all suggest only a moderate oil price rise at most.

4. Natural Gas: Domestic supplies are deemed ample to support
projected demand, although average well prices may increase sub-
stantially. The domestic supply may also be augmented by Canadian
and Mexican gas and by the development of tankers carrying natural
gas liquefied under pressure and at low temperature.

5. Fuel transportation: Through a variety of developments, fuel
and energy transportation real costs are expected to continue their
long-term downward trend. These developments include increased
use of barges, conveyor belts, and pipelines for coal; supertankers for
oil; larger pipelines and tankers for natural gas; and improved long-
distance transmission techniques for electric energy.

Other underlying assumptions include the following: In constant
1955 prices, gross national product in 1980 is projected to rise by
about 1.3 times above 1955 levels. This yields a figure of around $900
billion (or $960 billion in 1957 prices). The industrial production

4 All references to prices or costs should be understood to be In real, or constant dollar,terms.
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index is projected to 324 (1956 = 143) ; steel ingot production is esti-
mated at 225 million tons (117 million tons in 1955); and electric
power generation is projected to 1,795 billion kilowatt-hours (629
billion in 1955).6

Energy supply and demr and in 1980
Based on the foregoing assumptions (and on other related assump-

tions), we have projected domestic primary energy consumption to
double between 1955 and 1980, from 40.3 to 80.9 X 1015 b. t. u. Table
3 summarizes this projection in terms of supply by primary fuels:

TABLE 3.-Domestic energy consumption by primary source, 1955 and 1980

1955 1980

Primary energy source
Conven- 1015 Percent Conven- 10k' Percent
tional B. t. u. of total tional B. t. u. of total
units units

Bituminous coal and lignite (million tons) 423.4 11.1 27
Anthracite (mllion tons) - 23.6 .6 l1 73 5 19.2 23.7
Liquid petroleum products I (billion

barrels) ------------------------- 2.81 16.3 41.1 5.8 33.6 41.5
Wet natural gas (trillion cubic feet) 10.1 10.9 26.7 17.4 18.7 23.1
Hydro (billion kilowatt-hours) -118 1.4 3.4 271 2.4 3.0
Nuclear energy (10 1I B. t. u.) ------------- --- - --------- ---------- ------ - - - 7.0 8. 7

Total -40.3 100.0 -80.9 100.0

I May include liquid fuels in 1980 derived from shale oil and coal, as well as from crude oil, although no
allowance is made for this in the coal projection.

Source: See footnote 3.

Table 4 summarizes the energy consumption projections and their
nuclear shares in applications liable to nuclear competition. The
overall nuclear share of these components is approximately one-sixth.
Comparison of the total for these applications (39.6 X 105 B. t. u.)
with the total for all energy in table 3 (80.9 X 015 B. t. u.) demon-
strates that roughly half of total energy consumption in 1980 will
not be affected directly by nuclear energy.6
nuclear energy.

&1980 was chosen as the target date for the projections solely as an analytical expedient.
It should more properly be considered to represent a convenient way of saying "the next
2 or 3 decades."

6 It may be noted that tables 4 and 5 Include estimates of energy consumption for mili-
tary purposes. These estimates are introduced solely to have a complete account of the
domestic energy budget and represent rough approximations of the appropriate components.
The figure for the 1U. S. Navy Is largely based on publicly announced plans for nuclear
naval capacity as applied to total capacity of naval vessels on active duty. The figure for
the Air Force is essentially an arbitrary estimate. These estimates have no significance,
however, in regard to current or future outlays on military or civilian applications of
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TABLE 4.-Potential nuclear share of energy consumption in competitive
applications, 1980

Installed capacity, Energy consump-
106 kilowatts tion, 1012 B. t. u. Nuclear

Energy consuming category (heat) share of
_____ ___ ___ ____ -. __ ____ ___ ____ total

Total INuclear Total I Nuclear (percent)

Steam electric generation -- 732 192 14, 798 4.307 29Industrial process and furnace heat - . (') 63 20, 740 1,454 7Ship propulsion - 122 23 2,064 491 24Railroad locomotion- -------- ------ 169 8 1,000 96 10U. S. Navy --------------------- 60 60 450 450U. S. Air Force .-- (') 40 500 110 .Other military-C') 17 (') 100
Total ---- - -------------------- -- 9------- 393 39,552 7,008 210

I Not estimated.
' Civilian categories only.
Source: See footnote 3.

Table 5 summarizes sigrnificant aspects of the competitive interfuel
struggle derived in conjunction with the projections in tables 3 and
4: the projected displacement of fossil fuels and hydro by nuclear
energy in particular applications.

TABLE 5.-Projected displacement of conventional energy by nuclear energy, by
consuming sectors, 1980

[In 1012 B. I. u.]

Added- Displaced-
Energy consuming sector nuclear

energy
Coal OU Gas Hydro

J I
Electric power generation -4,307 2,263 884 276 51Industrial process and furnace heat -1,454 765 4C8 281 ----------Ship propulsion -491-- 491Locomotives ------------- 96 96U. S.Navy ---------------------- 450------- 450 ----------
U. S. Air Force -110 -- 110Other military--------------------- 100 ------ 203 ----------

Total, in 1012 B. I. u -------------- 7,008 3,021 2,459 557 51
Total, in conventional units------------------- 1 270 23116 2 410 '538 a 556Percent of total in 1955 -17 26 15 5 5

I Million tons coal equivalent.
2 Million tons.
3 Million barrels.
4 Billion cubic feet.
& Billion kilowatt-hours.

NOTE: Totals do not balance because a higher thermal efficiency is assumed in conventional than In nu-clear electric-power generation. In addition, the conventional energy losses in the "other military" cate-gory, except for an estimated substitution for oil by package power reactors, cannot be soecifled because ofits miscellaneous nature.
Source: See footnote 3.

Because of their long-run nature and because of their dependence
on assumptions that are subject to varying degrees of uncertainty,
the foregoing projections must be considered to offer no more than
an estimate of the relevant orders of magnitude. Nevertheless, the
nuclear projections are more likely to be too low than too high: first,
because generally conservative assumptions were introduced at various
stages in their derivation; second, because we cannot make any al-
lowances for applications of nuclear energy that are as yet undiscerni-
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ble. The potential pervasiveness of such applications may be ap-
preciated, however, by considering as an analogue the impact that
electric energy has had on the pattern of energy consumption during
the past quarter century, in terms of its direct substitution for other
energy forms and of new uses that were unknown in 1930.

Others have undertaken more detailed considerations of the poten-
tial impacts of nuclear energy on specific energy-intensive industries.7
To a large extent, these analyses concern applications of nuclear elec-
tric energy, exclusively; hence they ignore the possibilities (considered
in the present projections) of either low or high temperature nuclear-
based heat in industrial applications. They are also based on energy-
cost comparisons which may since have shifted slightly in favor of
nuclear energy, at least for the long run. The present projections of
nuclear energy in industry, which thus cover a wider range of possi-
bilities, may therefore on this score appear more optimistic than would
be indicated by these other studies.
Implications for public policy and economic growth

The primary implications of these projections for future economic
growth and for emerging questions of energy policy are these:

First, potential supplies of fossil fuels available to the United States
appear sufficient to meet projected demands at no more than moderate
increases in real costs over the next quarter century. Nuclear energy
can be expected to become competitive in the United States only as the
result of substantial progress in technology and cost reduction.

Second, the growth of total energy demand required to sustain eco-
nomic development is rapid, with total energy consumption expected
to double and electric power consumption expected to triple in 25
years. All forms of energy supply will be called on to meet this
growth. As a supplementary source, nuclear energy can help in meet-
inga part of growing boiler fuel needs, in providing a restraint on
price increases of fossil fuels, in reducing the disparity between energy
cost differentials in various regions of the United States, and in pro-
viding stimulus to the economic growth of such regions as New Eng-
land and the upper Mississippi Valley where energy costs have con-
strained the development of energy-intensive industrial activity.

Third, nuclear energy alone cannot solve the problem of the steadily
growing dependence of the Nation's energy economy on fluid fuels,
secured in part from lower cost foreign sources that seem vulnerable
to interruption. Aside from the contribution of nuclear energy in
special applications such as ship propulsion, the United States econ-
omy will have to look mainly to a domestic synthetic liquid fuels
industry, from shale or coal, to lessen the dependence on foreign sources
of petroleum.

f inally, owing to the close interrelations existing between different
energy sources and between domestic and overseas supplies, the Nation
for many years has needed and still needs an overall energy policy.
While recognizing that nuclear fuel has already multiplied the Na-
tion's energy potential, such an overall policy should be concerned
with broadening the energy base and assuring supplies at minimum
cost, consistent with considerations of national security.

7 See, for example, Economic Aspects of Atomic Power, S. H. Schurr and J. Marsebak,
Princeton University Press, 1950; and Atomic Power, WV. Isard and V. Whitney, Blakiston
Co., 1952.
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The economic growth of other advanced industrial nations of the
free world has already been seriously affected by the constraints im-
posed by inadequate and assured energy sources at reasonable costs.
With proper management of our resources-including the technology
of synthetic liquid fuels and of nuclear energy-there need be no sim-
ilar problem here. We can therefore meet the expanding energy
needs implied by the rapid economic growth foreseen in the United
States during, and far beynd, the niext generation.

NUCLEAR ENERGY EXPENDITURES AND NATIONAL POLICIES

Development of nuclear energy in the United States, we have seen,
will be one of several technical advances that will help to broaden the
energy base of the economy, restrain the tendency toward rising cost
of energy sources and hence contribute to longtime economic growth.
Yet, the influence of nuclear energy on resource development is un-
likely to be large in the short term. Federal expenditures for nuclear
energy could depart substantially from present levels without pro-
ducing immediately discernible effects upon resource development and
economic growth.

The connection between development expenditures now and the
Nation's future growth, while remote in time, is nonetheless real. In-
deed, the wide range of nuclear energy applications, not merely in
electric power, but also in ship propulsion, radiation, and process heat,
seems certain to result in long-term economic benefits here and abroad.
Moreover, large public and private investment undoubtedly will be
necessary to achieve the long and difficult transition from technical
to economic feasibility of all these applications.

Applications receiving the largest investment support in the devel-
opment phase may not prove to be the ones contributing the most to
longer term growth. The nonpower uses, such as radiation process-
ing, may prove more productive, in terms of increments in national
product per dollar of research and development expense, than may
reactor-produced electricity.s But the economic effects of nuclear
energy's wide application-and particularly electric power-should
be assessed not alone by cost-benefit relations or by economic growth
potentialities. Especially important will be the extent to which the
Nation's generally accepted foreign and domestic policies may. be
supported by the development of nuclear energy, and help provide
solutions to worldwide energy problems.

Most of the productive applications of nuclear energy are deerp in
the developmental stage and may remain so for several years. Only
isotopes, thus far, have crossed the threshold into competitive useful-
ness. For this series of Joint Economic Committee papers, perhaps
the atomic-energy expenditure programs fall more sensibly into the
"research and development" category than "natural resources." No
single classification can be satisfactory, however, since the purposes of
nuclear-energy development are multiple, covering national security,
foreign aid, as well as natural resource development. National poli-
cies governing the scale and quality of this development program have
roots extending into virtually all the budget categories used by the
committee's staff.

8 Addresses by AEC Commissioner Libby have reported the hundreds of millions of dol-
lars that have already been saved by industrial applications of isotopes.
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Size and direction of development spending
The magnitude of peacetime public expenditures for atomic energy-

military and civilian purposes-is without parallel. Since the be-
ginning of the effort in the National Research Council (1940), the
total investment by the Government has exceeded $17 billion, of which
$15 billion has been expended since the war. (See table 6.) The
investment in plant approaches $6.6 billion, and costs of all operations
are now nearly $2.0 billion. The Commission's major expansion pro-
grams, begun in 1950, have now been largely completed and yearly
costs of new plant are runninn- at $320 million-one-fourth of the peak
reached in fiscal year 1954. TSee tables 6, 7, and 8.)

TABLE 6.-U. S. Government iUveatnmcnt in atonic-energy program, June 191,0
through June 1957 (preliminary)

[In millions]
Appropriation

payments,
net of

reimbursement

War Department (NDRC, OSRD, and MED): Fiscal year 19l41 through
fiscal year 1947 (part) ------------------------------------------ $2,233. 4

Atomic Energy Commission: Fiscal year 1947 (part) through fiscal
year 1957_----------------------------------------------------- 13,577.6

Total payments, net----------------------------------------- 15, 811. 0
Unexpended balance of appropriations, June 30, 1957_-------------- ' 1, 284.8
Appropriations transferred-------------------------------------- 5.6

Tntal anpropriated funds------------------------------------ 17, 101.4
Less collections paid to U. S. Treasury and property and services

transferred to other Federal agencies (net)------------------------ 107. 6

Total investment through June 30, 1957_--------------------- 16,993. 8
Less cost of operations, including depreciation and obsolescence from

June 1940 through June 30, 1957_-------------------------------- 8, 591. 4

AEC equity at June 30, 1957_--------------------------------- 8, 402.4

$2,324,000,000 of appropriations for fiscal year 1958 not included.

Source: 1956 Financial Report, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, October 1956. Pre-
liminary 1957 data from Division of Finance, AEC, Oct. 2, 1957.

TABLE 7.-Sumntary financial data for U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, fiscal
years 1950-57

In millions of dollars]

Plant con- Completed
Fiscal year- Cost of Percent struction Percent plant at Percent

operations' increase costs change June 30 increase
incurred

1950 - 414.8 -261 -1,809.6 .
1911--------- 494.6 19.2 459.2 79.3 1,924.8 6.4
1952 -684.2 38.3 1,082.2 131.7 2,113.9 10.9
1953 -904.6 32.2 1,125.6 4. 0 3,149.1 47.6
1954 -_--_ - 1,039.2 14.9 1,215.1 8. 0 4,090.3 29.9
195 -1,289.5 24.1 842.5 -30.7 1,818.3 43.2
1956 1, 608.0 24.7 301.7 -64.2 6,466.0 10.3
1957 (prelminary) 1,968.3 22.4 317.0 . 1 6,596.7 2.0

I Includes depreciation.

Source: 1956 Financial Report, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, October 1906. 1957 d ata from Division
of Flnancv, 0 t. 2, 1057.
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TABLE 8.-AEC investment in plant and equipment, June 30, 1957, preliminary

[In millions]

Completed Construction Total Percent of
plant in progress total

Production facilities:
Raw materials -$7. 1 $0. 4 $7. 4 0. 1
Gaseous diffusion plants -2,318.2 8.4 2,352.7 33. 7
Production reactors and separation areas 1- , 560. 7 68. 0 1, 628.8 23. 6Weapoas production and storage -709. 8 39. 1 748. 9 10.8Heavy water -22.7 1. 3 264.0 3.8
Other production facilities -340.9 13.9 354. 8 5. 2

Total production- 5, 433. 3 153.0 5, 586. 3 80. 9
Research facilities:

Laboratories- : 541. 4 24.3 565. 6 8. 2Reactors ----------------- 84.1 94.8 178.9 2. 6Accelerators - -- ---------- 60. 2 13. 4 73. 6 1.1Other- 661 11 9 78. 0 1.1

Total research7 51.8 144.3 896. 1 13.0
Communities -267. 3 4.1 271. 4 3. 9Other ------------------------- 144. 3 9.9 154. 2 2. 2

Total --- 6, 596. 7 311. 2 6,907. 9 100.0

NOTE.-Detail may not add to total due to rounding.
Source: Division of Finance, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, Oct. 2,1957.

Current rates of operating expenditures and plant construction for
research and development on nuclear reactors for military and civilian
purposes are shown, insofar as they have been segregated by the
Atomic Energy Commission, in tables 9 to 13. The key facts indi-
cated by the AEC's figures are these:

Thus far, roughly $450 million of development and construc-
tion expenditures have been dedicated to civilian reactors.

By rough comparison, about $900 million of development and
construction expenditures have been devoted to military reactor
development (excluding construction of the materials production
reactors at Hanford and Savannah Rivers).

Expenditures for military, civilian, and undesignated reactor
research are expanding rapidly. For each of these categories,
annual development expenses are now (fiscal year 1958) more
than double those 2 years ago.

Government commitments to support "cooperative arrange-
ments" with groups outside the AEC are just beginning to be
substantial, but no expenditures for construction are expected
until fiscal year 1959.

In brief, these development expenditures for civilian purposes are
on the order of many millions annually-$150 million is a guessti-
mate-and they are rising rapidly. They are large, too, when com-
pared with expenditures rates for military reactors. Important tech-
nical, economic, and national policy objectives can be set forth to
justify such large and growing expenditure programs; they also
raise the question of still further expansion in public expenditures.

Technically, reactor developments of the last few years have re-
vealed the need for an extensive program along several promising
lines, including not only a wide variety of technically feasible designs
for central station powerplants, but also reactor designs for ship pro-
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pulsion, for remote use, and for radiation processing. The United
Kingdom has found it best to concentrate on two lines of power-
reactor design, one being practical immediately and the other holding
promise for the longer term. The United States, however, has not
had to decide on 1 or 2 courses of development and has proceeded on
many fronts, at least at the experimental level.

Furthermore, the scientists and engineers in AEC and industry
have found the task of bridging the cost gap between technical feasi-
bility and competitive usefulness to be more difficult and time-con-
suming than it apeared in 1953 and 1954. Also, the volume of private
investment in reactor development and construction, while significant
and growing, has proved to be less than presupposed by passage of
the Atomic Energy Act in 1954 permitting wider private partici-
pation in atomic energy development.

Finally, on the political front, each year since the President's far-
sighted U. N. atoms-for-peace address in 1953, the international situ-
ation has become a progessively more impelling reason for wider
international cooperation in nuclear energy. The wide declassifica-
tion of United States information on reactor technology, the scientific
conference at Geneva (1955), the numerous bilateral agreements, the
startling success and expansion of the British reactor program, the
formation of Euratom with United States encouragement, and the
Suez crisis-all of these events underscore the desirability of a reactor
development program that fully supports the Nation's foreign policy
objectives, as well as the purely domestic.
M71t__.~ 7 _ 7! , erC . -v7 72 _
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Practical manifestation of the need for civilian applications of
nuclear energy preceded the formation of the Atomic Energy Com-
mission, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1946. The Man-
hattan Engineer District (MED), recognizing the promise of the
atom for productive purposes, began before the end of the war a
number of exploratory power reactor projects, particularly at Oak
Ridge. The institution of three national laboratories, a product of
the MED, was a most constructive step taken at this time, laying the
ground for wide development of nuclear energy under Commission
auspices.

Considerably later, the AEC in 1949 established the Reactor Devel-
opment Division which led to the "industry participation program"
and, later, to the declaration of Commission power reactor policy,
June 24, 1953. The Commission's declaration, in brief, held "* * *
the attainment of economically competitive nuclear power to be a
goal of national importance * * *," recognized the responsibility
of the Commission to continue reasearch and development, and to
promote the construction of experimental reactors which contribute
to technology and to design of economic units; and, among other
things, expressed the conviction that progress toward economic nu-
clear power could be further advanced through participation in the
development program by "groups outside the Commission." The act
of 1954 gave body to virtually all the Commission's proposals for
providing reasonable incentives for encouraging wider participation.

The President's atoms-for-peace address, Decemiber 8, 1953, set
forth the policy objectives that now underlie the provisions of the 1954
act providing carefully circumscribed authority and conditions for
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permitting wider international cooperation in certain atomic energy
matters.

These developments are the primary policy bases for nuclear energy
development programs, and from them stem the criteria for evaluating
the character of the expenditure programs in this field.
Suggested criteria

The six criteria listed here are iliustrative of the reievant ques-
tions and the brief comment on each is intended to evoke discussion
and provide background rather than to represent a sufficient answer.

The primary standard to be suggested is this: Is the program ade-
quately supporting, without the waste of resources or jeopardy to
national defense and security, the Nation's major policy objectives,
first, to achieve, without delay, economic nuclear energy applications
through the efforts of both Government and private enterprise; and,
second, to permit the achievement of foreign policy objectives that
necessitate growing international cooperation?

Differences in personal value judgments about these questions ex-
plain much of the controversy concerning the desirable rate and scale
of atomic energy programs. Yet recent debate has suggested that a
narrowing of extreme points of view may be occurring. Acceleration
of reactor development has been generally accepted by the legislative
and executive branches. Moreover, it is accepted that, although do-
mestic needs for a new source of power are not pressing, the needs of
Western Europe, Japan, and other free nations are urgent. (See
table 1.) There is no question that it is in the United States policy
interest to participate in fulfilling these needs. Finally, it is ac-
cepted that nuclear energy development calls for the technical and
financial resources of both the Government and industry, but with the
Government taking the lead in experimenting with new approaches
to reactor design.

Not yet resolved is the detailed manner in which the Nation goes
about the problem of reconciling its domestic and foreign programs
for nuclear energy. The domestic development program is motivated
primarily by the goal of achieving economically competitive nuclear
power through reliance on the efforts of nongovernmental groups,
supported by strong Government assistance. On the other hand,
the more urgent foreign program, motivated primarily by interna-
tional necessities, presupposes the early availability of economically
useful nuclear power. While the premises of the two programs seem
to be in conflict, it is possible with the ample resources we possess
to contemplate a nuclear power development that is aimed at accom-
plishing the purposes of both policies. The key issue then is how to
rectify the present disparity between the domestic and foreign pro-
grams of the United States.

Is the domestic development program to be further accelerated-
beyond that warranted by considerations of private motivation and re-
source needs-or should the scope and pace of the foreign program be
cut back to the level of technical realities at home? It would be fruit-
ful to explore both sides of this question at some length, but circum-
stance and judgment suggest that the second alternative is politically
difficult, if not impossible. Our foreign policy and the atoms-for-
peace program have led us to 10 bilateral power agreements, the for-
mation of the International Atomic Energy Agency, full support of
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Euratom, and the offer of quantities of nuclear fuels. The prospects
for augmenting the scope and depth of the effort to achieve econom-
ically useful nuclear power may be revealed in the course of examining
a few other standards for evaluating the domestic developmental pro-
gram.

Is there a marked disparity in the pace of reactor development as be-
tween military and civilian applications? Is the civilian program
interfering with the military reactor development effort? The fact
of 2 nuclear-propelled submarines in operation, 14 more vessels now
being built, and several more planned, is sufficient evidence that avail-
able resources are being found adequate to support a large military
reactor program without major diversions to civilian development
projects. Civilian reactors, benefiting to a degree by transference of
the military reactor technology, have not moved nearly so rapidly to
full-scale construction. Only one full-scale, Government-owned
power reactor is now approaching completion, and this is a direct off-
shoot of a design developed for naval ship propulsion. The evidence
suggests a gap between the two programs at the construction level
Moreover, the technology of military reactors is not necessarily in the
best direction for civilian development; virtually all of the military
reactors being built or planned are of the pressurized water design
using enriched uranium as fuel. The basic reactor design found suit-
able for ship propulsion holds no certainty of producing economically
competitive central station nuclear power. Several other avenues
need and have been receiving investigation.

Is technical progress towfrd econromic use of reactors being sus-
tained and are technical breakthroughs being fully exploited? There
has been until recently an obvious preoccupation in the development
and construction program with designs that employ natural water and
enriched uranium-to the apparent subordination of several other de-
signs, such as the natural uranium heavy-water reactor, the gas-
cooled natural uranium reactor, and reactors using plutonium as fuel,
among others. The number of technically feasible reactors is great
and the capacity of the United States program to explore several simul-
taneously is a marked advantage (but fertile source of confusion).

Thus, the Government experimental program now covers not only
pressurized and boiling-water reactors, but also such reactors as the
sodium-graphite, homogeneous, fast breeder, organic-moderated, and
liquid-metal fuel. It is at the small, experimental reactor level-
rather than at full-scale construction-that the Government has
achieved generally recognized success in accomplishing major steps in
reactor technology. Indeed, a leading reactor specialist (Zinn) has
indicated that the design concept of every power reactor was first de-
veloped in connection with the AEC program for the construction of
sma1l experimental power reactors.

With the exception of the homogeneous reactor concept, each of the
five designs in the Commission's 5-year reactor program (1953) has
successfully passed through the small-scale, experimental stage and
is substantially ready for full-scale demonstration. In general, ma-
jor technical advances-such as the boiling-water concept-have been
specifically confirmed by experimental reactors of small size, but such
advances have not yet been tested for their economic promise at full
scale. This experience must be secured soon.
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Is the development program being managed in a manner that assures
the efficient and reasonably full use of both government and industry
resources of technical and scientific talent? This standard presup-
poses the national importance of reactor development and not the
dubious desirability of keeping scientists and technicians busy just
for the fun of it. Evidence suggests that the present programs of

resources of industry and government would permit.
Reactor engineering and construction capabilities, for example, are

now very great, in part because the Commission's expansion of pro-
duction reactors is long since passed. Moreover, there is still only a
handful of large contractors carrying major responsibility for develop-
ment and construction of reactors. Smaller companies and new en-
trants in the field have repeatedly stated that resources are available
to permit a greater distribution of reactor development. 9 And it is
still true that major segments of industry, that were formerly in
the atomic energy program, have shown no disposition to return by
participation in civilian development programs. Also, the national
laboratories, all heavily engaged in government and industry pro-
grams, have contributed a stream of trained people to all parts of
industry. (However, it may be fruitless to speak of potential indus-
try resources that are available if the motivation for productive,
profitable participation by nongovernment groups continues to appear
remote.)

Are the tone and character of the development program such that
the ever-present private versus public power controversy is not exacer-
bated and, indeed, not raised to a pitch that could stall the develop-
ment program through failure to find mutually acceptable solutions
to common problems? This problem is so thorny that there has been
a self-protecting disposition in most statements discussing national
policy for nuclear power to sweep the issue under the rug. One need
be neither a fool nor an angel to attempt commenting constructively
on this contentious matter as it relates to the expenditure program.

9 In response to an AEC invitation for proposals for engineering design of a 40,000-
kilowatt nuclear-power reactor, 31 architect-engineer firms submitted proposals (AEC
Release 1183, October 1, 1957).
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Commonsense indicates that both the private and public sectors
of the electric utility industry accept the desirability of joint govern-
ment and industry efforts in developing economically competitive
nuclear-power reactors useful in both types of systems. Also, each
sector is opposed to having the developmental program become exclu-
sively the province of the other. While granting the important po-
tential contribution of the private utilities to reactor development,
the public sector expects the program to be administered in a manner
that permits its participation with adequate recognition of the differ-
ing financial capacity and needs of publicly owned systems. Simi-
larly, the private utilities expect the development program to be
administered in a way that provides necessary government assistance
yet avoids arrangements that might extend the scope of federally
owned utility systems or that might compromise the mandate of the
act that the Commission is prohibited from generating electric power
for commercial purposes (sec. 44).

These points of view are compatible-though the underlying fears
that spokesmen of each sector have expressed concelning the aggres-
sive ambitions of the other are not. While recognizing the views of
the Executive branch on national power policy, one must also note
that there is no clear evidence that administration of the civilian
reactor program has favored one sector at the expense of the other.
(See table 10 for the direct assistance being given private utilities
and public, municipal, and cooperative systems.) Considering the
high degree of government intervention required by reactor develop-
ment and operation under the act. it would be an adminiqt.rM-.ivA si.-
complishment of surpassing skill if no conflicting claims of favoritism
were expressed.

There is a continuing possibility, however, that this controversy
could delay or prevent adoption of measures designed to encourage
reactor development. It is probable, for example, that private indus-
try will seek progressively greater degrees of government assistance
in the construction and operation of full-scale power reactors and will
continue to oppose steps moving toward Federal construction and op-
eration beyond experimental sizes. At the same time, supporters of
publicly owned systems will be impelled to question the desirability of
greater government assistance to private reactor operation and may
continue to urge outright Federal construction. However these ex-
tremes may finally be compromised or resolved, the impact will ap-
pear, in greater or lesser degree, in the reactor expenditure programs
for development and construction.
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TABLF 9.-Operating expenses and plant construction costs for reactor development, through fiscal year 1T58

[In millions]

Civilian power reactors _
___ ___ __ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ _ ___ ___ __Controlled General To a

Military thermo- research and development
AEC direct Cooperative Merchant- reactors nuclear development program

program arrangements ship reactors Total power
program

(a) Operating expenses:
Through fiscal year 1955.
Fiscal year 1956 ------
Fiscal year 1957-
Fiscal year 1958 (estimated) . .

Cumulative to June 30, 1958
(b) Plant construction costs:

Through fiscal year 1955-
Fiscal year 1956 ----------
Fiscal year 1957 --
Fiscal year 1958 (estimated)

Cumulative to June 30, 1958-

62.)
42.3
51.5
82.9

3.9
0
2.0

13.9

0
.1
.7

3.3

65.9
42.4
54.4

100.1

237.6
91.3

154. 2
180. 6

7.4
6. 6

11.0
21. 7

146. 5
30. 8
44.9
51.9

457. 4
171. 2
264. 7
354.3

239.0 19.8 4.1 262. 9 663. 7 46. 7 274.1 1, 247.6

7.1 .3 0 7.4 131.4 .7 181.2 320.7
8.7 .1 0 8.8 11.7 .6 12.6 33.7

36.6 .7 .3 37.6 31.0 .3 19.1 * 88.0
27.5 0 5.0 32.5 50.7 2.6 34.6 120.4

00J
0
0
0

00

0

00
79.9 1.1 6.3 86.3 224.8 4. 2 1247.6 662.8

I Perhaps more than ]i of this sum is assignable to civilian projects.

Source: Division of Finance, AEC, Oct. 2, 1957.



TABLE 10.-Reactor projects jointlyfinanced and supported by AECand outside groups-The"CooperativeArrangementsProgram,"fiscalyear
1958 budgret

[In millions of dollars]

AEC assiance Contractors' participation
Electric

Utility capacity Total cost
(kilowatt) Research and Waiver of Construe- Research and Construc-

develop. fuel-use tion Total value develop. tion ' Total
_ment I charges ment

Ist round:
Yankoe (Massachusetts) I -- 134,000 $5.0 $3.0 0 $8.0 (') $55.0 $55.0 $63.0 >
Power Reactor Development Co. (Michi-

gan) -- 100,000 4.5 3.7 0 8.2 9.0 45.2 54. 2 62.4 4
Consumers (Nebraska) -75,000 26.2 1.3 24.0 51.5 0 16.6 16.6 68.0

2d round:
Rural Cooperative (Minnesota) -22,000 5 2. 8 .1 5. 7 8.6 1.0 2. 5 3.5 12.0
Wolverine (Michigan) - 10,000 1.6 0 3.8 5.5 0 .8 .8 6.2 0
Piqua (Ohio) - 12,500 7 3.5 .6 4.0 8.1 0 4.0 4.0 12.0
Chugi ch (Alaska) - . 10,000 1 9.9 .6 6.7 17.2 (') 1.9 1.9.1 1

3d round:
Florida group ' - ---------.----- 136,000 9.3 10 7. 5 0 16.8 (') 40.2 40.2 57.0
Northern States (Minnesota) . 66,000 6.0 1.0 0 7.0 0 21.6 21.06 28.6

Total --------------------------- 565,500 68.8 17.8 44.2 130.9 10.0 187.8 197.8 328.3

' In some Instances includes postconstruction research and development. ' Excludes $3,600,000 of postconstruction operating expenses.
I Including turbogenerator. B Excludes postconstruction operating expenses (maximum) of $2,500,000.
a Privately-owned. Others are publicly owned. ' $25,000 contributed by Nuclear Development Corp.
' Included in construction estimate. 1' Includes $5,000,000 waiver of heavy water use charges.
& Excludes a maximum of $1,640,000 to cover postconstruction costs for operating ex- Source: Atomic Energy Appropriations for 1918, hearings before the Subcommittee on

penses in excess of conventional costs.
6 AMF Atomics, the reactor manufacturer, in September 1957 withdrew Its cost esti- Appropriations, House; 85th Cong., 1st sess., pp. 223-232; and S. Rept. 791. Authorizing

mates for this plant. New higher estimates are being prepared. Appropriations for the Atomic Energy Commission, Aug. 2,1957, pp. 9-14.

hi

i-
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The last suggested standard, intimated by the preceding discussion,
is this: In seeking wide, industrial participation as contemplated by
the act, are the forms and degrees of government assistance reasonable
and clearly visible, and will they best serve the goal of achieving
economically competitive nuclear power? The extent of nongovern-
mental reactor development and construction, while increasing, has
still n~ot bccomsc iargc. Onc privat e,-all cxpcrimclntal m . -reactor
thus far has been constructed, and two full-scale plants are in process
of construction that do not depend on substantial degrees of govern-
ment assistance. A number of other nongovernmental plants are
planned, each involving such direct government aids as preconstruction
research and development, and waiver of fuel use charges, aside from
such indirect benefits as government indemnification for reactor haz-
ards, guaranteed fuel reprocessing charges and long-term fixed prices
for byproduct plutonium.

Present government assistance, direct and indirect, is varied, subject
to change and not easily identified. Yet there are still other aids that
could be brought to bear, such as pricing plutonium at its weapon
value, granting nuclear fuel without any use charges, pricing U-235
at out-of-pocket expense rather than full cost of production (includ-
ing plant depreciation), and many others. Present and potential
devices for assistance are so numerous and intricate that there is grave
danger of the expenditure programs failing to consider both real and
dollar costs pertaining to them. Also, there is a risk that additional
assistance, designed mainly for the immediate purpose of accelerating
technical development and gaining experience in full-scale plant oper-
ation, could become a permanent crutch in commercial operations, not
only of generating stations, but also of supporting facilities. Achiev-
ing economically competitive nuclear power could become a simple, but
meaningless bookkeeping task.

Unfortunately, there is no practical way to judge when the cost
of additional government assistance exceeds the additional contribu-
tion to technical development. But the variety of devices already
being used, within the limits of the "no subsidy" provision in the act
(sec. 169) is itself a warning.

The only alternative to more and more government assistance, in
order to promote technical development and private full-scale plants,
is not necessarily the obvious one of Federal construction and invest-
ment. Though the desirability of doing so might be open to sharp
differences of opinion, the expenditure program could continue to
follow its present pattern: Industry being expected to construct full-
scale demonstration reactors, and AEC taking responsibility for
development and construction of experimental reactors-and such
others as the Congress itself may specify in authorizing appropriations
for projects and programs. The cost of constructing full-scale power
reactors is large-on the order of $50 million to $75 million each. A
national policy therefore that shifts the cost of constructing or operat-
ing demonstration plants to the Federal Government could have a
large impact on the reactor expenditure program. Yet the expenditure
rate could be doubled before approaching the present scale of the
military reactor program.

If one accepts the desirability of accelerating construction of full-
scale units in order to demonstrate the costs and reliability of nuclear
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ower, then progress toward competitive reactors could be advanced
by(a) increasing degrees of government assistance, (b) by outright
subsid ies,(c) by government construction, or (d) possibly by a mix-
ture of these. If the premise of full-scale construction is not accepted,
then extraordinary construction measures are not necessary and the
present program may be relied on, perhaps at the cost of some delay,
to provide the answers being sought. But there are differences among
the technical experts as to the necessity of full-scale construction.
Some stress the need for prior nuclear fuel experimentation and
subordinate the role of plant problems; but most insist that full-scale
plants for most designs are necessary, not only for proving out the
fuel cycle, but also providing the operating and plant experience that
different reactor designs require.

The fact that full-scale reactor construction requires between 4 and
5 years, including engineering design, and that construction of several
reactor designs has not yet begun, means the construction phase that
the civilian reactor program has only recently entered may be long
indeed. The serious delays and obstacles the reactor development
program has experienced may be measured by the low rate of construc-
tion costs currently being incurred. (See table 9.) In fiscal year
1958 the plant costs of the direct government program are actually
less than in fiscal year 1957. More striking still, the reported con-
struction costs of the "cooperative arrangements" program are nil in
the current year, no construction being expected until fiscal year 1959.

This ^ m li c a eder+ is frftlu nflqst. bV the

current construction of a few privately owned plants and by the
Government-owned plant at Shippingport, Pa. But it suggests that
the development program may be lagging behind the scale of effort
required to support the prompt achievement of major national policies
set forth 3 and 4 years ago. One danger is that the present program
may fail to complete the construction phase in time to be of maximum
use in assuring the Nation's full participation in international de-
velopments and in meeting the needs of other countries. It seems
likely that international developments not discernible now, as well as
the foreseeable needs of the International Atomic Energy Agency,
Euratom, and the bilateral agreements will place heavy demands on
the Nation's ability to deliver, in the form of guaranteed reactor de-
signs and performance.

Establishment of Euratom in particular opens the immediate and
promising possibility of joint arrangements between the United
States and the six nations in the construction of full-scale demonstra-
tion reactors in Europe. Were joint arrangements to be successfully
worked out, the two-way benefits could be substantial. Euratom, a
major step toward Western Europe's integration, would be able to
make the first step toward the 15 million kilowatt target for 1967.10
The United States on its part would secure the indispensable experi-
ence and knowledge of constructing and operating full-scale pilot
units.

'S A Target For Euratom, May 1957

2- A Target for Euration, May 1957.
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TABLE 11.-Civilian power reactor construction costs, fiscal year 1958 budget

[Costs in millions]

Total esti- Through Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal
mated fiscal year year year year After

cost 1955 1956 1957 1958

Pressurized water reactor -$50.0 $1. 2 $7.1 $35.7 $6.0 0
Fast power breeder -29.1 0 0 .3 .5.0 23. R
Argonne boiling reactor- 8. 5 0 0 0 2.5 6.0
Liquid metal fuel reactor -17. 5 0 0 0 1. 5 16.1
Sodium reactor experiment- 4. 7 0 0 0 3 4. 4
Consumers Public Power District -24.0 0 0 0 4 23.6
Rural Coop Power Association - 5.7 0 0 0 1.5 4.2
Wolverine Electric Coop Association 3.8 0 0 0 .3 3.5
City of Piqua, Ohio -4.0 0 0 0 .5 3. 5
Chugach Electric Association -6.7 0 0 0 0 6. 7
Plutonium Fabrication Laboratory, Han-

ford -4.0 0 0 0 .5 3.6
Zero power reactor, ANL- 2.7 0 0 0 1.8 9
Power reactor test building and hot cells,

LASL-2.6 0 0 0 .8 1.8
Hot cells and waste storage system, Santa
P Susana, Calif -2.2 0 0 0 .5 1. 7
Fuel Technology Center, ANL -10.0 0 0 0 2.0 8.0
Plutonium fabrication facility, ANL 3.0 2 1.1 5 1.2 0
Engineering test equipment for HRP,

ORNL-.8 .1 1 .2 4 0
Plutonium recycle reactor, Hanford -15. 0 0 0 0 5. 0 10. 0

Total -194.4 1.6 8.2 36.8 30.0 117.8

NOTE.-Totals may not add due to rounding.
Source: Division of Finance, AEC, Oct. 2, 1957.

TABLE 12.-Plant construction costs for selected AEC programs, fiscal year 1958
budget

[Costs in millions]

Through Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year
fiscal year 1956 1957 1958

1955

Biology and medicine
Physical research
Produetion of radloisotopes
Food irradiation
Atomic power, by reactor concept:

Pressurized water
Boiling water
Homogeneous - ----- -------------
Fast power breeder -----
Sodium graphite ----------------------------
Liquid metal fuel --
Organic moderated .
Plutonium recycle
Pressurized heavy water
Advanced design
Cooperative arrangements program- -

Total

Civil atomic propulsion
Thermonuclear power .
Military and classified projects
General research and developing, supporting opera-

tions, equipment, etc ..

$29. 5
116. 2

0
0

1.2
.8

1.0
4.1
6
0
0
0
0
0
.3

$0.7
9.1
0
0

7.0
.6

0
1.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
.1

8. 8

0
.6

11. 7

12. 6

$3.4
12.5
0
0

35. 7
.4

0
.5

0
0
0
0
0
0'

$5.3
28.9
0
.4

6.1
4.0
.3

10. 8
1.2
1.5
.5

3.1
0
0
0

27. 5

5.0
2.6

50. 7

34. 6

7.4

0
.7

131.4

181. 2

.7

37. 3

0
.3

31. 0

19. 1

Source: Division of Finance, AEC, Oct. 2, 1957.
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TABLE 13.-Operating expenses for selected AEC programs, fiscal year 1958
budget

[Costs in millions]

Through Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal
fiscal year year year
year 1056 1957 1958
1955

Biology and medicine -172.1 28.4 31.6 36.0
Physical research - 274.0 49.5 60.7 71. 0
Production of radioisotopes-7.4 1. 7 2. 3 2. 4
Food irradiation-0 0 .1 .1
Atomic power-by reactor concept:

Pressurized water -17.2 15.2 14.6 21.0
Boiling water- 9.0 4.7 5.0 5.0
Homogeneous -21.3 10.7 10.7 11. 8
Fast power breeder -- 9.1 4. 7 6.1 13. 6
Sodium graphite-1.4 5.0 6.1 7.9
Liquid metal fuel -0 1.6 3.5 8. 0
Organic moderated-0 .3 3.6 5.5
Plutonium recycle -0 0 1.0 4.0
Pressurized heavy water -0 0 .5 4.0
Advanced design -0 .1 .4 2. 0
Cooperative arrangements program -3.9 0 2.0 13.9

Total -65.9 42.3 53.8 96.8

Civil atomic propulsion --. 1 .7 3.3
Thermonuclear power -7.4 6.6 11.0 21. 7
Military and classified projects-237.6 91.3 154.2 180.6
General research and developing, supporting operations, equip-

ment, etc - -------------------------------------------- 146.5 30.8 44.9 51.9

Source: Division of Finance, AEC, Oct. 2, 1957.



ATOMIC POWER AND ENERGY RESOURCE PLANNING
Richard A. Tybout, associate professor of economics, the

Ohio Sulte Unilversity

Atomic energy was introduced to the world as a force of unprec-
edented destructive power, but in opposition to its military potential,
scientists emphasized the physical similarity between destructive and
commercial applications. Both utilize the same atomic fuels and
are founded upon the same basic science concepts. Atomic swords
could be made into atomic plowshares in a direct sense.

The high hopes for commercial applications were incorporated in
domestic legislation and became the cornerstone of the United States
proposals for international control of all atomic energy applications.
Realization of these hopes, however, was necessarily postponed in
deference to the more immediate and increasingly apparent require-
ments for manufacturing atomic armaments. The prospects of inter-
national agreement faded, and with them the prospects of early com-
mercial application. The United States atomic energy industry grew
rapidly as a result of the impetus of defense preparedness.

In recent years, sufficient capacity for production of atomic fuels
has been available to satisfy military goals and at the same time to
permit the growth of peaceful applications. Atomic electric power,
atomic space and process heat, food irradiation, thermonuclear power,
atomic propulsion, and related civil applications are being studied.Radioisotopes, a longstanding commercial (and research) byproduct,
are being used on a large scale in American science and industry.

From an energy resource standpoint, the most important of these in
the foreseeable future will be atomic electric power and atomic space
and industrial process heat. Others are in too early a stage of develop-
ment to permit meaningful discussion of their commercial prospects,
or, like radioisotopes and food irradiation, are not primarily energy
sources.

THE ENERGY RESOURCE PROBLEM

There are four major limitational factors in man's environ-
ment: food, water, energy, and other mineral and nonmineral re-
sources. We need no figures to remind us of the general significance of
each of these, though their quantitative relationships to material wel-
fare are far from simple in advanced economies. For present pur-
poses, we shall rely upon accepted projections of economic growth as
these determine (and are determined by) human needs, giving soleattention to energy requirements and energy resource availability.

The quantitatively most significant energy resources in the world
today are coal, oil, gas, and vegetable fuels. The first three taken
together account for three-quarters of present world energy consump-
tion, while vegetable matter, which (in the form of fuel wood) was the
most important source of energy a century ago, accounts for another

736
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15 percent.' The remainder of the energy is derived from falling
water, direct muscular efforts of men and draft animals, and other
sources quite unimportant quantitatively. In the United States, ap-
proximately 96 percent of the energy is derived ultimately from coal,
oil, and gas. The rest is from falling water (in the form of hydro-
electric power) and unclassified noncommercial sources.

As a first approximation in analyzing energy needs and resources,
we shall lump together all energy from whatever source, usually on
the common basis of electricity equivalents, in kilowatt-hours, at full
calorific value. This means, for example, that a short ton of bitumi-
nous coal contains approximately the same energy as 7,680 kilowatt-
hours of electricity; a barrel of crude oil, 1,700 kilowatt-hours of
electrical equivalent; and so on.

It does not mean that either the coal or the oil will actually pro-
duce the corresponding amounts of electricity, simply because there
are energy losses in the process of converting these fuels to their elec-
trical equivalents. If there were no such losses, however, the coal and
the oil would in fact yield the indicated kilowatt hours. In express-
ing all energy resources on the common basis of energy content, we
are merely assuming (for the time being) that they are good substi-
tutes for one another in satisfying (by one means or another) various
ultimate consumer wants.
Energy and economic growth

A rough but unmistakable correlation between energy consump-
tion and economic progress can be shown in two ways.

First, while real national income in the United States increased 3.83
times from 1900 to 1950,2 the total amount of energy consumed in-
creased 3.48 times.' At the same time, efficiency in heat collection and
conversion to other energy forms increased 2.7 times.4 In other words,
the economic growth of the United States in the first half of the 20th
century was accompanied by an almost proportionate increase in
energy consumed, but a 9.4-fold increase (2.7 X 3.83) in energy used
per dollar of real national income.

Second, comparing the countries of the world today, we find a
roughly equivalent percentage improvement in per capita real na-
tional income with greater per capita consumption of fuels. Using
data for 1949, one study reported that approximately a 3-percent im-
provement in national income corresponded to a 2-percent increase in
energy consumption.5 Another study reported 1952 data for 42 in-
dividual countries showing a range from Burma with lowest per
capita annual income of $43 (and annual per capita energy con-
sumption of 0.27 metric ton of coal equivalent) and Haiti with low-
est energy consumption of 0.25 metric ton of coal equivalent (and
per capita income of $65) to the United States with highest values of

'United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, World Energy Require-
ments in i175 and 2000, Proceedings of the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses
of Atomic Energy, vol. i (United Nations. 1956). pp. 21. 22.

J. F. Deewhurst and Associates, America's Needs and Resources (Twentieth Century
Fund. 1955). pD. 40-41.

Caleublted from data given by J. F. Dwbnurst et al.. ihid.. p. 1114.
P. C. Putnim. Energy In the Futifre (Vun Nostrand.l 195'4). p. 90.

5 E. A. G. Roblnson and (0. H. Daniel. Need for a New Soorce of Energy, Proceedings of
the InternationaI Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, voL 1 (United
Nations, 1956), pp. 36-41.
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both at $1,857 and 8.18 metric tons of coal equivalent." In other words,
the extremes of the data show a forty-three-fold increase in real in-
come accompanied by a thirtyfold increase in energy consumption,
and a twenty-nine-fold increase in real income accompanied by a
thirty-three-fold increase in fuel consumption. This is essentially the
same relation as found in the other nation-by-nation study in that it
indicates a slightly less than proportional increase in energy con-
sumption with economic growth.

Certain conceptual difficulties attend the nation-by-nation compar-
isons. There are differences in energy costs which account for more
or less intensive use of energy by countries having approximately the
same levels of national income. Another aspect of the same point is
that differences in other mineral and nonmineral resources help de-
termine the product mix of industry, which in turn may be more or
less energy intensive.7 Finally, differences in climate have an obvious
effect upon requirements for space heating, which accounts for a sur-
prisingly large proportion of energy consumed. Putnam assigns 34
percent of the fuel consumed in the United States in 1947 to the end use
of comfort heating. 8

These qualifications are considerable, but not sufficient to prevent
our drawing meanful conclusions. The most serious difficulty, due
to space heating, would appear to have a systematic effect in that the
more advanced nations happen to lie in the temperate and colder areas
of the world. To the extent that this is true, the data are no less
regular, but the relation between real national income and energy con-
sumption is reduced to one in which energy consumption increased
at a relatively constant, but lower rate with real national income.

Neither of the nation-by-nation studies took into account differences
in efficiency of energy conversion, which we have noted were important
(by a factor of 2.7) in showing a more than proportionate increase
in energy utilization with economic growth in the United States. It
is not, however, necessary that they do this, as long as we hypothesize
that efficiencies in energy utilization improve in about the same way
as economic development proceeds. Then, increases in fuel consump-
tion bring even greater increases in fuel utilization, but in relatively
constant proportion. We shall in fact make this hypothesis, except
for the mature economies of North America and Western Europe,
where technological considerations indicate that future improvements
in efficiency of energy conversion, whatever the rate of growth in real
national income, will be less marked than in the past.
Projected energy needs

The general basis for projecting energy needs in the future has
been established by our discussion of past growth-energy relation-
ships.

Prevailing opinion with respect to future economic growth in the
United States puts the matter negatively: there is no basis for think-
ing that the overall rate of economic growth is slowing down.9 Over

E. S. Mason and Associates, Energy Requirements and Economic Growth (National
Planning Association, 1955), pp. 3-17.

For a discussion of these and related problems, see Mason, ibid.
op. cit., supra, note 4, p. 102.
See M. Abramovitz, Resource and Output Trends in the United States Since 1870,

American Economic Review, Papers, and Proceedings (May 1956), pp. 14-19, and refer-
ences cited therein,
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the last 10 years, the rate of growth of real gross national product in
the United States has averaged about 2½/2 percent per annum; and
over the past 20 years, about 41/2 percent.10 The 20-year period, how-
ever, included recovery from the great depression and a major war
effort. If we take the 2½/2 percent per annum as a reasonable figure
for the future, past experience suggests a 21/4 percent annual increase
in energy consumption.

But we must qualify past experience before applying it to the fu-
ture. First, we have seen that great improvements in efficiency of
energy conversion in the United States kept energy consumption
down to the observed rate of increase. The average efficiency of
energy conversion was estimated at 11 percent for 1900 and 30 per-
cent for 1950 "1 (giving our previous figure of 2.7-fold increase). The
same estimates projected to 2000 A. D. indicate an average efficiency
of 42 percent,' 2 or only a 1.4-fold increase over 1950. This fact alone
would account for almost a doubling of the rate of energy con-
sum ption over the rate predicted from experience in the first half
of the 20th century. Thus, our 21/4-percent annual increase would
become 4½/2 percent, but we shall round it down to 4 percent to allow
for nonlinearity in the relationship of efficiency improvement with
time.'s

At the same time, energy consumption is more strongly affected by
industrial activity and manufacturing than by increases in services
and commerce. Robinson and Danmel show that a high rate of
growth would be required if industrial output were assumed to con-
tinue indefinitely as a constant proportion of real gross nationai
product, but argue that the energy-intensive sectors, mining and
metals processing, do not normally continue to grow at undiminished
rates.'4 It is common experience in advanced economies that primary
activities continue to diminish in proportion to tertiary and service
functions. This would imply a reduction in the rate of increase of
energy needs with growth in these economies.

The President's Materials Policy Commission (Paley Commission)
suggested a need for doubling energy consumption in the United
States from 1950 to 1975.:1 This corresponds to an annual increase
of about 2.8 percent compounded. All things considered, we shall
choose 3 percent as the most plausible rate of growth of energy con-
sumption in the United States for the remainder of the 20th century,
but recognizing the approximations involved in the proces of selecting
any one figure, will use a range of figures: 21/2, 3, and 31/2 percent.

Similar projections for other regions of the world have been sum-
marized by Mason et al.'6 The net result of their survey of prevailing
opinion was a projected 2 to 2½/2 percent annual growth of energy con-
sumption in the mature industrialized countries of Western Europe,
with considerably higher and more approximate estimates for other
regions. For the rapidly industrializing countries of Latin America
and the Soviet Union, they chose a rough overall average annual rate

10 calculated using a 3-year moving average from data reported In U. S. Department of
Commerce, Office of Business Statistics, Survey of Current Business.

IbiPutnam, op. cit., supra, note 4, p. 90.

" See Ibid., fig. 5-3.
"Op. cit., supra, note 5.
'5 Resources for the Future, vol. 1, p. 103.
U Op. cit., supra, note 6, pp. 3-6.
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of 5 percent for the next 25 years; and hazard a guess of 4 percent
for the underdeveloped countries of Asia, Africa, and elsewhere. In
the absence of any more exact bases for forecasts of energy needs, we
shall use these figures, though with an expanded range to allow for
error in the latter cases. Thus, for Western Europe, we shall see 2,
21/2, and 3 percent; for the countries midway in the process of in-
dustrialization, 4, 5, and 6 percent; and for the underdeveloped
countries, 3. 4. and 5 percent. Even though these figures cover a wide
range of possible levels of energy consumption, we shall see that they
permit useful conclusions with respect to energy need and resource
balances.

Table 1 shows projected energy consumption on the basis of our
different assumed rates of growth. Using ais a starting point observed
levels of consumption in 1952, table 1 shows corresponding amounts
of energy to be consumed in each of the years 1975 and 2000 A. D.,
with cumulative total consumptions from 1952. All energy has been
converted into kilowatt-hours at full calorific value, including both
commercial and noncommercial energy sources.

Projected figures are given for the United States and for eight
regions into which the world has been divided."' The world totals
are sums of the estimates for the eight regions. They correspond to
world rates of growth of energy consumption slightly greater than
3, 31/2, and 4 percent, which are in good agreement with a world total
annual rate of 31/2 percent derived in another way by the United
Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs."8

The principal purpose of table 1 is to provide rough approximations
of future needs for later comparison with available energy resources.

TABLE 1.-Consumption of energy from all 8ources
[In kilowatt-hour X 1012 electricity equivalent, at full calorific value]

I 2M percent annual | 3 percent annual 3% percent annual
Increase increase increase

Cumula- Cumula- Cumula.
Yearly tive Yearly tive Yearly tive

future future future

United States:
1952 (actual)- 9.75-- 9.75-- 9.75
1975 (estimate)-17.3 305 19 4 328 21.8 349
2000 (estimate) -32.3 910 41.0 1,060 62. 1 1, 235

North America:
1952 (actual) -10.44 -- 10.44 -- 10.44
1975 (estimate) - ---- 18. 5 327 20.8 351 23.3 374
2000 (estimate) - -------- 34. 7 975 44.0 1,140 55.9 1,320

4 percent annual 5 percent annual 6 percent annual
increase Increase increase

Cumula- Cumula- Cumula-
Yearly tive Yearly tive Yearly tive

future future future

1.07 -1.07- 1.07
2.68 41.1 3.37 47.3 4.25 54.4
7.27 159.0 10.8 218.0 19.0 307.0

Latin America:
1952 (actual) -
1975 (estimate)
2000 (estimate)

17 Countries included within each of the eight regions are shown in appendix A.
IOp. cit., supra, note 1.
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TABLE 1.-Consumption of energy from all sources-Contlnued

[In kilowatt-hour X 10" electricity equivalent, at full calorlfic value]

741

2 percent annual 2]d percent annual 3 percent annual
increase Increase increase

1 Cumula- Cumula- e Cumula.
Yearly tive Yearly tive Yearly tive

future fu future

Western and Southern Europe:
1952 (actual)
1975 (estimate)
2000 (estimate)

Africa:
1952 (actual) -
1975 (estimate)
2000 (estimate)

Oceania:
1952 (actual) -
1975 (estimate)
2000 (estimate)

Asia (except U. S. S. R. and mainland
China):

1952 (actual)
1975 (estimate)
2000 (estimate)

VU nta tintt itIa uuj
1952 (estimate) --------------------
1975 (estimate)
2000 (estimate)

U. S. S. R. and East Europe:
1952 (estimate) -- ---------------
1975 (estimate)
2000 (estimate) ----- -------------

World total:
1952 (estimate)
1975 (estimate)
2000 (estimate)

5. 49 --

14.3 445

5 49
9 73 172

18. 2 512

5 49 -
10.9 184
23.1 598

3 percent annual 4 percent annual 5 percent annual
increase increase increase

Cumula- Cumula- Cumula-
Yearly tive Yearly tive Yearly tive

future future future

0.766 -- 0.766 -- 0.766
1.530 25.8 1. 920 29.4 2.420 33.8
3. 230 83.5 5. 210 114. 0 8.440 156.0

.314 -- .314 -- .314

.626 10. 5 .787 12.1 .990 13.9
1[320 34.2 2.140 46.6 3.460 64.0

2.51 -- 2. 51-- 2.51
5.00 84.4 6.30 96.5 7.90 111.0

10.60 274.0 17.10 372.0 27. 60 511.0

1 40 -1 40 1[40
2 79 40 7 3.52 53.8 4.41 6149
5. 90 153.0 9. 51 208.0 15.40 286.0

4 percent annual 5 percent annual 6 percent annual
increase increase increase

Cumula- Cumula,- Cumula-
Yearly tive Yearly tive Yearly tive

future future future

4.96-- 4.96-- 4.96
12.50 191 15.60 220 19.70 252
33.80 736 54.60 1,010 88.30 1,420

26.95
52.30

111.10 2, 860

26.95
62.00

161.00 3, 620

26.95
73.80

241.00
1,085

4,660

Source Energy consumption from all sources in 1952 is from United Nations Department of Economic
and SocilV Affairs World Energy Requirements in 1975 and 2000" and "Contribution of Nuclear Energy
to Future World Power Needs," Proceedings of the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy, vol. 1, pp. 19 and 86, respectively. The world totals are the sum of the 8 regions. All
figures for 1975 and 2000 were calculated according to indicated annual growt htrends continuously com-
pounded. Countries included within each region are shown in appendix A.

Conventional fuel resources
Western standards of living have been realized especially through

technologies that rely upon the conventional mineral fuels, coal, oil,
and gas. The crucial role played by coal in the industrial revolution
is well known, and the significance of the internal-combustion engine
for Amcrican society can hardly be understated. Having projected
world energy needs for expected rates of growth in the remainder of
the 20th century, we now ask whether Western nations have the energy
resources to continue their growth in present patterns. And we ask
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whether other nations, some of which are well along the road to a
higher standard of living, will be restrained or redirected in their
efforts to attain greater material welfare by the limitations of their
fuel endowment.

Estimates of absolute totals of coal, oil, and -as reserves are beset
with uncertainties almost as pervasive as those afecting future energy

.consumption. Table 2 gives a compilation of the most authoritative
information presently available for the United States, while tables 3

-and 4 provide the same for coal, oil, and gas, respectively, for the
8 regions of the world. Differences in the estimates reflect the limita-
tions of present knowledge.

The concept of energy resources, and all natural resources for that
matter, is relative to costs of production and delivery to the place of
consumption. A ton of coal in an Antarctic deposit is much less a re-
source than the same ton in a geologically identical Pennsylvania
field. Similarly, a ton of coal in a 10-inch seam 3,000 feet below
ground is much less a resource than the same ton in a 6-foot seam
accessible to surface earth-moving equipment. Taking this fact into
account, our estimates show, insofar as they are known, the different
costs of production and delivery to market centers of different re-
source deposits. As used in tables 2, 3, and 4, "cost" refers to all steps
in the process of getting the resource from its place of occurrence in
nature (and finding the resource in the first place) to existing market
centers, but not to additional processing of the resource, as in the case
of oil refining. This means that the figures neglect any changes in the
location of industry, which might be brought about by increasing fuel
costs themselves. It also means that they take account only of known
technologies of extraction, and reasonably foreseeable extensions of
these. As a result, we shall be limited in our interpretations of the
higher cost data.

The difficulty is compounded when we deal with "ultimately" re-
coverable reserves. Experts generally interpret this term to mean
reserves recoverable under economic conditions as they can conceive
of them in the more distant future. The concept, like the idea it at-
tempts to deal with, is wanting in standardization.

Table 2 is divided into four major parts, pertaining to coal, oil, and
gas separately, oil and gas lumped together, and oil shale.

The purpose in first showing oil and gas separately is to establish a
basis for combining them and to indicate the hazards of the process.
In the United States, proved reserves (not ultimate reserves) of crude
oil and natural gas presently are found in the ratio of approximately
6,000 cubic feet per barrel of oil. This can be observed in both the
Dewhurst and the Pratt estimates of oil and gas shown separately,
using an average energy content of 1,700 kilowatt-hours per barrel
of oil and 0.293 kilowatt-hours per cubic foot of natural gas, the
figures adopted for this study. The Department of the Interior
natural gas estimates were calculated using this ratio. (See table 2,
footnotes 2 and 3.) We shall see that a different ratio is necessary
when dealing with world proved reserves.

The table 2 estimates show a reasonable consistency with respect to
resources recoverable at present costs and at levels up to twice present
costs. When dealing with ultimate reserves, wide divergences appear,
as might bee expected.
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We shall use table 2 to get representative fuel reserves for costs
up to twice the present level. Thereafter it appears that considerable
coal, oil, and gas may still be extracted, but in vaguely known quan-
tities at uncertain costs. Economic and social adjustments will doubt-
]ess attend reliance upon ultimate reserves, probably with untoward
consequences for economic growth.

TABLE 2.-Estimates of remaining mineral fuel reserves, United States
[In kilowatt-hoursXs01 electricity equivalent, at full calorific value]

Coal and lignite recoverable

Estimates by- At or near Up to 1¼4 to Up to 2 Up to 4
present 136 times times times "Ultimate"
costs present present present recovery

costs costs costs

U. S. Department of the Interior. 1,820 2,090 - -7, 290 .........
Dewhurst--- - 2,240 ---- 7,450
Putnam --- 1,760

Crude oil recoverable Natural gas recoverable

Estimates by- At or near At or near
present "Ultimate" present "Ultimate"
costs recovery costs recovery

(proved (proved
reserves) reserves)

U. S. Department of the Interor 50 420 2 53 3 445

Pratt-- - |- - ' |-------------- - -| 6--------------

Oil and gas total recoverable (exclusive
of oil shale)

Estimates by- At or near Up to 1.3
present times "Ultimate"

costs present recovery
(proved costs

reserves)

U. S. Department of the Interior (sum of above figures) 103 865
Dewhurst (sum of above figures) - --- 103 188
Putnam -------------------------------- 73 146

Oil recoverable from shale

Estimates by-
Up to 1.3 "Ultimate"

times pres- recovery
ent costs

Dewhurst ---- -- -- 880
Putnam - ------------------------------------------- 344

X As of Dec. 31, 1954.
'Assumes 6,000 cubic feet of gas for each barrel of oil.
s Includes Continental Shelf and assumes 6,000 cubic feet of gas for each barrel of oil.
4 As of Dec. 31, 1954.
6 Putnam uses 3,000 cubic feet of natural gas per barrel of crude oil.
Source: (I) U. S. Department of the Interior, "Impact of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy on the

Coal, Oil, and Natual Gas Industries," (Jan. 13, 1956) Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, vol. II, Joint Com-
mittee on Atomic Energy, 84th Cong., 2d sess., pp. 68-89. Department of the Interior figures have been
converted from tons of coal, barrels of oil, and cubic feet of gas.

(2) J. P. Dewhunit and Associates, America's Needs and Resources (1055), p. 785. Dewhurst's figures
have been converted from British thermal units.

(3) WV. E. Pratt, "The Impact of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy on the Petroleum Industry"
(Jan. 7,1956), Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, vol. II, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 84th Cong.,
2d seas., p. 93. Pratt's figures have been converted from barrels of oil and cubic feet of gas.

(4) P. 0. Putnam, Energy in the Future (1952). ch. 6. Putnam's figures have been converted from
British thermal units.
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By inspection, we choose the following figures as representative of
fuel reserves recoverable at costs up to twice those now prevailing in
the United States:

Kilowatt-hours
Coal ---------------------------------------------------------- 2,500X10£
Oil and gas ---------- -- ------ 150X1012
Oil shale---…-------------------------------------------------. 120X10 2

To ta l -------------------------------------- ___----- _ 7. X1

These values may be in error by a factor of 2 (i. e., they may be
either twice as great or half as great as they should be).

Table 3 follows the pattern of table 2, applied to solid fuel resources
in the 8 regions of the world shown in table 1.

TABLE 3.-Estimates of remaining coal and lignite reserves, world

[In kilowatt-hoursX10"1 electricity equivalent, at full calorific value]

Recoverable Recoverable
at or near Recoverable up to 4 times "Ultimate"

present costs up to 2 times present costs recovery
(U. S. De- present costs (U. S. De- (United

partment of (Putnam) partment of Nations)
the Interior) the Interior)

North America ------ 2, 020.0 2, 350 8,070 12, 406
Latin America -14.5 1 58 165
Western and Southern Europe …16.0 I-- 2,360 5,107
Africa 74.0 2, 30 292 614
Oceania- 56.0 223 240
Asia (except U. S. S. R. and China)- 94.0 376 3 191
China (mainland) -1, 070.0 1,760 4, 270 3
U. S. S. R. and Eastern Europe -1, 370.0 2,940 5,490 10,448

World ---------------------- 5, 210. 0 9, 400 21,100 32,172

Source: (1) U. S. Department of the Interior, Impact of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy on the Coal,
Oil, and Natural Gas Industries (Jan. 13, 1956), Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, vol. II, Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy, 84th Cong., 2d sess., pp. 68-89. Department of the Interior figures have been con-
verted from tons of coal, barrels of oil, and cubic feet of gas.

(2) P. C. Putnam, Energy in the Future (1952), ch. 6. Putnam's figures have been converted from
British thermal units.

(3) United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Contribution of Nuclear Energy to
Future World Power Needs, Proceedings of the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy, vol. I (United Nations, 1956), p. 86, table II.

World totals differ slightly from the sum of the 8 regions as a result of rounding.

Somewhat less regularity is evident in the estimates applying to
costs twice or less present costs. Moreover, Putnam's estimates are not
subdivided into all eight of the world regions. Nevertheless, one fact
is unmistakable: The United States and the Soviet Union have half
or more than half the world's solid fuel reserves. China and Western
Europe hold second positions of approximately equal amounts, while
the rest of the world does not account for any sizable portion of solid
fuel reserves. It is noteworthy that in making his estimates for China
and the U. S. S. R., Putnam strikes the rather high fraction of three-
fourths of the geologically predicted reserves for these regions on
grounds of remoteness. With economic growth still ahead, it is pos-
sible that these regions may develop in ways that make the reserves
less remote from points of consumption.
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Again, we shall choose representative figures. For solid fuel
reserves recoverable up to twice present costs in the eight regions
of the world, they are as follows:

Kilowoatt-hours
North America ------------------------------------------------ 3 000 X 10"
Latin America ------------------------------------------------- 30 X 10"2
Western and Southern Europe-------------------------------- 1, 500X 10"
Africa -------------------------------------------------------- 150X 10"
Oceania------------------------------------------------------- 140X 10V
Asia (except for U. S. S. R. and China)…-------------------------- 200X 10"
China (mainland) --------------------------------------------- 2, 000 X 10"1
U. S. S. R. and Eastern Europe-------------------------------- 3, 000X 10=

World------------------------------------------------- 10, 020x 108

In the aggregate, these figures may not be in error by more than a
factor of 2. Indeed, a factor of 2 either way would make the spread
in the total equal to the spread between the Department of the Interior
estimates of reserves at present costs and Interior's estimates at 4 times
present costs. But estimates for particular regions may be in some-
what greater error. Note in particular that the relative positions of
both China and the Soviet bloc vary considerably for one estimate to
another.

TABLE 4.-Estitnates of remaining oil and gas reserves, world
[In kilowatt-hours times 101" electricity equivalent at full caloridc value]

Recoverable at or near present | l
costs kProved reserves) Recover"ltimate

l able up to recovery,
1.3 times U. S. De-

U. S. De- present partment
partment United Putnaml costs, of the

of the Nations ' Putnam ' Interior 4
Interior I

North America ----- ---- 112.0 117.0I 1060 3 990
Latin America- .....--------------------- 33.0 22.0 I * 23 241
Western and sothern Europe -1.7 .6 37
A frica ------- 3 . 62 5. 9 4 27
Oceania 3 2 (')
Asia (except U. S. 5. R. and Middle East) 6 0 .
Middle East '-- . 220 133.0 167.0 00 515
U. S. S. R. and East Europe - 23. 0 26.0 11.7 382 491

World - ---- ------ 396.0 300.0 291. 0 '1,352 '° 2, 480

' Calculated from proved oil reserves as reported for end of 1954, assuming 2,000 cubic feet of natural gas
with each barrel of oil, except in North America, where the figure assumed was 6,000 cubic feet of natural gas
per barrel of oil.
' Oil and natural gas reserves separately tabulated in source.
' Putnam assumes 3,000 cubic feet of natural gas per barrel of oil for all deposits Including North America.
4 Including Continental Shelf in Unjted States reserves and calculating all reserves on the assumption that

6,000 cubic feet of natural gas are recovered per barrel of crude oil.
' Plus 117 United States oil shale. See table 2, supra.
* Excluding Egypt.
' Not available.
' For countries included, see appendix A.
' Including Egypt.
'° Plus oil shale.

Source: (1) U. S. Department of the Interior, Impact of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy on the Coal,
Oil, and Natural Gas Industries (Jan. 13, 1956), Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, vol. II, Joint Committee
on AtomicEnergy,84th Cong., 2d sess., pp. 68-69. Department of theInterior fgureshavebeenconverted
from tons of coal, barrels of oil, and cubic feet of gas.

(2) P. C. Putnam, Energy in the Future (1952), ch. 6. Putnam's figures have been converted from
British thermal units.

(3) United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Contribution of Nuclear Encrgy to
Future World Power Needs, Prccecdlngs of the International Conference ou the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy vol. 1 (United Nations, 1956), p. 86, table II.

World totals differ slightly from the sum of the 8 regions as a result of rounding.

Table 4 extends the world inventory to cover oil and gas reserves.
We encounter again the difficult problem of accounting for natural
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gas on the basis of estimates which give only crude oil figures.
Fortunately, the United Nations has reported estimates of proved
reserves (not ultimate reserves) which show oil and natural gas sep-
arately. These indicate a worldwide average of 2,120 cubic feet of
natural gas per barrel of oil.'9 This is considerably below the 6,000
cubic feet per barrel which we found for the United States, and the
difpvrnee between the TUniteed States and world averages becomes even
greater when we note that the United Nations overall data included
the United States proved reserves. The reason for the marked
difference has been attributed to the age of the United States oil
industry. With deeper drilling and more thorough exploration, more
gas in proportion to oil is found.2 0 In view of the uncertainties of the
data, we have adopted the round figure of 2,000 cubic feet per barrel
for world proved reserves, but in calculating ultimate reserves we use
the same figure of 6,000 cubic feet per barrel for the world as for the
United States.

Casual examination of table 4 shows the same unevenness in world
distribution of oil and gas as in coal. North America, the Middle
East, and the Soviet bloc dominate, with Latin America in second
position, some oil and gas in Asia, but very little elsewhere. Separate
estimates for mainland China are not available, though it appears that
China is not destined to become an oil power.

We have no estimates at twice the level of present costs. Putnam
chose to cut off his estimates at 1.3 times present costs because he
expects (on the basis of a Paley Commission forecast) that a large
volume of oil shale can be commercially processed at this point. Oil
shales are not included in table 4 except as known to exist in the United
States. Putnam reports tbat half the world supply is in the United
States and most of the rest is in Brazil.2

1

It is interesting to note that the ultimate reserves do not exceed
Putnam's reserves recoverable up to 1.3 times present costs by very
much except in the case of North America. The disparate result here
is at least partly accounted for by the inclusion of undiscovered re-
serves in the Continental Shelf in the United States estimates, but not
in other producing regions adjacent to a Continental Shelf.2 2

For purposes of our analysis, we shall take the following rough
figures as representative of the oil and gas reserves recoverable at costs
on the order of twice those now prey ailing: Kilowatt-hours

North America l-- -- 5x10x
Latin America -- 100X1
Western and southern Europe -20Xlo"
Africa --------------------------------------------------------- 10 X 1012
Oceania -_______________________________________________________ X102
Asia (except U. S. S. R. and Middle East) -00x10O
Middle East - ---- . 500 X 10oI
U. S. S. R. and East Europe - 400X 1012

World 1, 540X 1012
' Including oil from shale.

United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Contribution of Nuclear
Energy to Future World Power Needs, Proceedings of the International Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, vol. 1 (United Nations, 1956), p. 86, table II.

20 See discussion by U. S. Department of the Interior, Impact of the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy on the Coal, Oil, and Natural Gas Industries (January 13, 1956), In Peace-
ful Uses of Atomic Energy, vol. 2, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 84th Cong., 2d sess.,

p.83.
21 Op. cit., supra. note 4, p. 140.
2 For rough estimates suggesting that a rather considerable volume of oil and gas may

be found in offshore deposits elsewhere, see Putnam, op. cit., supra, note 4, p. 154.
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These figures may be in error by a large factor in the "have-not"
regions. Table 4 shows little on which to base a rough estimate of
reserves in these regions, except that they are small. On the other
hand, estimates for the Middle East and the Soviet bloc show a reason-
able consistency, suggesting a firmer basis for our corresponding ap-
proximations. In the case of North America, the figure is not out
of line with our previously chosen value of 270 X 10' kilowatt-hours for
oil and gas reserves in the United States.
Adequacy of coal, oil and gas reserves

Coal, oil and gas are versatile energy sources. All can be and are
used in the generation of electricity, which has many special conven-
iences as a form of energy. All, of course, are well suited for space
heating. All can be and are used in their natural physical form as
fuel in mobile engines; and where fluid fuels are more convenient, coal
can be converted to gas (producer gas), to oil by hydrogenation, or
used in powdered form.

The physical substitutability of the three fuels is shown in table 5
for three important end uses. For the same energy content, approxi-
mately the same conversion to useful energy forms can be made.
Efficiencies are almost identical for residential and commercial heat-
ing, which accounted for 25 percent of the coal consumption, 25 per-
cent of the natural gas consumption and 20 percent of the oil con-
sumption in 1950, and for electric power production, which accounted
for approximately 20 percent of the coal and 10 percent of the gas.23

A signifiennt differpne~e apprears in tfhe. nsa of fuielq for fr,9nsnort.a.-
tion, where table 5 shows that 11/4 times the conversion to tractive
power can be realized from petroleum products as from coal. More-
over, when coal is converted to gasoline and like fluid fuels, approxi-
mately half of the energy content of the coal is lost.24 Transportation
accounted for 49 percent of the petroleum and 12 percent of the coal
consumption in the United States in 1950.25

TABLE 5.-Average efficiencies of the use of energy in the United States, 1947, in
selected applications

[Efficiencies as percentages energy output/energy input]

Bituminous Petroleum Natural
coal products gas

Transportation -4 6-
Generation of electricity -20 20
Residential and commercial (97 percent for space heating) 60 60 72

Source: P. C. Putnam, Energy in the Future, (1952), p. 397.

Thus, it appears that for 2 of the 3 most important end uses of
coal, oil and gas, contained energy is a good common denominator.
For transportation, oil is more efficient by a factor of 11/2 to 2, depend-
ing upon whether the coal is used directly or converted into synthetic
oil. Other end uses cannot be so easily traced. Some may very well
manifest the same efficiencies in conversion, while others have special

s Proportlons to ecd uses are from President's Materials Policy Commission, op. cit.,
supra, note 15, vol. 3, pp. 3, 17-18, and 24.

54 Putnam, op. cit., supra. note 4, p. 238.
25 President's Materials Policy Commission, op. cit., supra, note 15, vol. 3, pp. 3, 17-18,

and 24.
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functions, as in certain metallurgical uses of coal, though even here
alternative (but more expensive) techniques, as the electrolytic reduc-
tion of steel, would permit the use of energy from all three fuels on
an equal basis. 26

With different degrees of scarcity of coal, oil and gas, it appears
that the relative energy convertability of these fuels is sufficiently
comparable to permit their substitutability for economic growth, and
hence their summation in a balance of world resources and needs.
We shall later extend the analysis to consider the solid and fluid fuels
separately.

Table 6 is our rough balance sheet of needs and resources. It is
limited by all of the approximations that went into the figures pre-
sented. Even so, the data permit certain conclusions:

(1) Latin America, Africa and Oceania would probably en-
counter difficulty in carrying out their projected patterns of
growth on the basis of home supplies of conventional mineral
fuels, even within the remaining years of the 20th century.

(2) Asia, exclusive of the Soviet Union, China and the Middle
East would probably experience the same difficulty.

(3) The four regions, North America, Western and Southern
Europe, the Soviet bloc and Mainland China, may be able to con-
tinue for the remainder of the 20th century on conventional
energy resources without experiencing major economic adjust-
ments, so far as our present data can show.

TABLE 6.-Projected energy needs, 1952-2000 A. D., compared with rough esti-
mates of resources of coal, oil, and gas recoverable at costs up to twice present
costs

[In kilowatt-boursXlO" electricity equivalent at full calorific value]

I Estimated cumulative energy
Coal Oil and Total, needs. 1952-2000 A. D.

reserves gas (1)+(2)

Low Medium High

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

United States- 2, 500 270 2, 770 910. 0 1, 060. 0 1,235
North America- 3,000 500 3,100 975.0 1,140.0 1,320
Latin America -30 100 130 159.0 218.0 307
Western and Southern Europe- 1,500 20 1, 520 445.0 512.0 598
Africa-160 10 160 83.5 114.0 156
Oceania -140 10 150 34.2 46.6 64
Asia (except U. S. S. R. and China) 200 J 274.0 372.0 511
China (mainland)- 2, 000- 2,800 153.0 208.0 286
Asia (except U. S. S. R. and Middle East) - - 100 -
Middle East -500 -
U. S. S. R. and Eastern Europe - 3,000 400 3, 400 736.0 1,010.0 1, 420

World -10,020 1,640 11, 660 2,860.0 3, 620. 0 4,660

Source: Cols. (1) and (2) are from text. Cols. (4), (5) and (6) are from table 1.

A few additional observations can be made if we consider the rela-
tive proportions in which solid and liquid fuels have been consumed
in recent years. These are shown in table 7 for the United States,
North America, Western and Southern Europe, and for the Soviet
bloc plus China.

Cf. S. H. Schurr and J. Marschak, Economic Aspects of Atomic Power (Princeton
University Press, 1950), pp. 165-176.
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Table 7 shows that fluid fuels already account for well over half the
energy consumed in the United States. Moreover, they are expected
to continue to gain percentagewise at least through 1980.17 But table
6 shows that North American oil and gas reserves (about half the
energy content of which is in natural gas) will not be able to satisfy
this increasing consumvtion without increases in real cost over our
threshold of twice present levels. Home production will probably
be supplemented by increasing reliance upon imports and by produc-
ing liquid fuels for coal.25 Even from a world standpoint, table 6
shows that oil and gas reserves taken together cannot account for a
very large fraction of the energy consumed at no more than twice
present costs before A. D. 2000.

Changing world trade patterns in mineral fuels are shown in table
8. Data are given in kilowatt-hoursX109, a unit one-thousandth the
size of our previous kilowatt-hoursX1011, in order to get more con-
venient figures. Negative signs indicate imports. *We note that
Europe (except U. S. S. R.) has traditionally provided the coal ex-
ports for the world market, but is sending less and less of its coal
abroad. The two principal suppliers of international oil are Latin
America and the Middle East (responsible for most of the Asian ex-
ports). Both have shown rapid increases in their exports, primarily
to the United States and Europe, respectively.

TABLE 7.-Energy resources consumef in 1952

[In kilowatt-hoursX1012 electricity equivalent at full calorific value]

Coal and Petro- Natural Ali
lignite leum gas others Total

products

United States:
Kilowatt-hoursXl10 --------- .------------ 3.27 3.60 2.48 0.40 9.75
Percentage - 33.6 36.9 25.4 4.1 100.0North America:
Kilowatt-hoursXIO" --------------------------- 3.56 3.82 2.52 .54 10.44
Percentage-34.1 36.6 24.1 5.2 100. 0Western and Southern Europe:
Kilowatt-hoursX10"----------------------------- 4.26 .67 .02 .54 5.49
Percentage-77.9 12.2 .4 9.5 100.0

East Europe, U. S. S. R., and China (mainland):
Kilowatt-hoursX101-'------ 4.11 .70 .15 1.66 6. 62
Percentage -62.1 10.6 2.3 25.0 100.0

Source: United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, World Energy Requirements in1975 and 2000, and Contribution of Nuclear Energy to Future World Power Needs, Proceedings of the
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, vol. I (United Nations, 1956), pp. 17, 86

Western and southern European dependence upon foreign oil is
clearly seen in table 6, and the precarious nature of political develop-
ments in its principal source of supply, the Aiddle East, is well known.
In addition, Western Europe is now facing difficulties with its major
energy source, coal.

Western European coal is mined at almost twice North American
costs, 29 and under sufficiently difficult working conditions that produc-

In See U. S. Department of the Interior, op. cit., supra, note 20, pp. 73-74.
2s Coal hydrogenation results in a gasollne cost estimated at 11, 28.1, and 36.3 cents

per gallon by 3 different authorities. These figures are about equal to, twice as high as,and 3 times as high as the cost of gasoilue frota fuel oil, respectively. The estimate of
11 cents was made by the U. S. Bureau of AMines as a result of pilot-plant studies. Theestimate of 28.1 cents was made by Ebasco Services, Inc., and the estimate of 36.3 cents
by the National Petroleum Council. See Chemical and Engineering News, vol. 30 (August11, 1952), P. 3250.

im See Putnam, op. cit., supra, note 4, p. 140.
97785-57--49
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tion is restricted by a lack of available labor.30 For this reason, and
because of the nature of the mines and mining technology, it has been
estimated that the probable annual limits on coal extraction in Bel-
gium and the United Kingdom are only 1.22 and 1.32 times the respec-
tive annual rates of coal consumption in these countries.3 ' Compare
table 1 showing expected rates of growth of energy consumption in
Western Europe of 11/2 to 2 times by 1975 and 21/2 to 4 times by 2000.

winIg Lt nhe ;ame lllllalUflttions, France is already importing part of
her coal.32

The world's traditional coal-exporting region appears soon to be-
come a net importer of coal despite the still sizable local reserves.
The reserves will last considerably beyond the year 2000, but unless
annual rates of output can be improved beyond those now foreseeable,
the coal will not be available in sufficient quantity.

TABLE 8.-Net interregional trade in commercial sources of energy
[In kilowatt-hours X109 electricity equivalent at full calorific value]

Year Solid fuels Liquid Total
fuels

North America -1929 16.9 0.8 17.7
1937 -3. 4 69.5 66.1
1950 19. 5 -516.0 -494. 0

Latin America --- 1929 -61.8 224.0 162. 0
1937 -52. 5 322.0 270. 0
1950 -23. 7 722.0 698. 0

Europe (except U. S. S. R.)- 1929 178.0 -179.0 -1. 0
1937 142.0 -341.0 -199. 0
1950 89. 0 -606.0 -517. 0

Africa -12----------------------------------0------------- 1 -41. 5 -26. 2 -67.7
1937 -42.3 -66.0 -108. 3
1950 5.9 -124.0 -118.0

Oceania-1929 (') -24.6 -24.6
1937 .8 -38. 1 -37.3
1950 -5.1 -85. 5 -90.6

Asia (except U. S. S. R.) -1929 -7.6 24.6 17.0
1937 -2. 5 108.0 105.0
1910 -11.0 782.0 771.0

Others (including U. S. S. R.) -192 -83.7 .82 0 -103 2
1937 -41. 5 -54. 1 -95.6
1950 -74.5 -172.0 -246.5

' Negative.

Source: Adapted from E. S. Mason & Associates, Energy Requirements and Economic Growth (National
Planning Association, 1955), p. 70, table 7.

The Soviet bloc and China taken as a single unit is still coal-based
(see table 7), though oil and gas reserves appear to be relatively ade-
quate within the U. S. S. R. (table 6). These regions have not engaged
in much foreign trade in energy resources over the past three decades,
having been largely undeveloped economically. The rather large pro-
portion which table 7 shows coming from other sources of energy is
almost entirely noncommercial, apparently from the combustion of
fuel wood, other vegetable matter, and farm wastes. Economic de-
velopment in this part of the world appears to be relatively free of
energy-resource problems, at least for the remainder of the 20th
century.

8M See U. N. Department of Economic and Social Affairs, op. cit., supra, note 19, p. 89.
m1 Estimates of absolute limits upon rates of coal extraction in these two countries are

given by the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, op. cit., supra,
note 19, p. 89; and actual figures for 1952 coal consumption are available from the same
authority, op. cit., suora, note 1, p. 20.

32 United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, op. cit., supra, note 19,
p. 89.
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Renewable energy resources
Before going oln to consider the potential role of nuclear energy in

our resource structure, let us note the present and possible future part
that might be played by renewvable resources. These include water-
power, windpower, solar energy, and various forms of carbon fixed by
nature, as in fuel wood, other vegetable matter, and controlled bio-
logical plhotosylnthesis. If we could learn to more efliciency use these
resources, there would be less need for concern about the exhaustion
of conventional fuel supplies.

The United States in 1952 generated approximately 0.112X
10'2 kilowatt-hours of hydroelectric power. In the same year, world
hydroelectric output was 0.377X 1012 kilowatt-hours, exclusive of
the U. S. S. R., East Europe, and mainland China, for which esti-
mates are unavailable.31 These figures are 1.15 and 1.71 percent of the
corresponding energy-consumption totals for the United States and
lhe non-Comm unist world, respectively, in 1952.

There is still a considerable volume of unharnessed waterpower.
The Palev' Commission foresaw a maximum annual output of 0.314

'1012 kilowatt-hours of hydroelectric power in the United States
by 1975,3' approximately a threefold increase of existing output. Put-
nam estimates that hydroelectric capacity can double once again be-
yond the 1975 Paley Commission level, but this is about the limit of
present prospects for hydroelectric power.? If we make a rough
extension of the rather optimistic Paley Commission rate of growth
to year 2000. we get about 0.6 X 1012 kilowatt-hours of hydroelec-
tricity amnually, which is 1.85 to 1.15 percent of the projected United
States energy consumption in that year, depending upon choice of rate
of growth of total energy needs (cf. table 1). And there is very little
more hydroelectric capacity in sight.

It is easy to see that hydroelectric power will account for only about
the same, or perhaps a slightly higher, proportion of total world
energy in Year 2000. The proportion of total energy from hydro-
electric powver in 19352 is not much greater for the world (excluding
the Soviet bloc and China) than for the United States. And there is
no reason to think that hydroelectric power will develop at a rate very
different elsewhere than in the United States.

World "ultimate" reserves of unharnessed hydroelectric power are
somewhat greater, however, in relation to present harnessed capacity.
We have seen that the United States might ultimately hope to have
six times the present hydroelectric output it now has. The world as
a whole is thought to have a potential of 17 times its present hydro-
electric capacity 633 This means that world expansion of hydroelectric
facilities will probably continue well beyond 200 A. D., though hydro-
electric power may never account for more than 1 or 2 percent of the
world's energy.

3 United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, op. cit., supra, note 1,
pp. 19 and 22.

a Op. cit., supra, note 15. p. 127.
: Putnam's estimate Is that there exists about 100 million kilowatts more of unharnessed

waterwheel capacity In the United States. Op. cit., supra, note 4. p. 178. To this must
he added an Installed capacity of about 18 million kilowatts at the time of this writing.
We then get a total, harnessed and unharnessed, of 118 million kilowatts of waterpower.
Assuming the same use factor, this is twice the 60 million kilowatts capacity correspond-
In, to the annual output foreseen by the Paley Commission for 1975.

'6 Putnam, op. cit., supra, note 4, p. 175-170.
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We can rather quickly dispose of the prospects of using windpower.
After a careful study of these, Putnam gives windpower a cumulative
total contribution of perhaps one-fifth the hydroelectric power in
100 years,37 but does not hazard a guess for so short a time in the future
as A. D. 2000. Even if he is wrong by a factor of 5, it will not ma-
terially change our conclusions.

The prospects of using carbon fixed by nature are almost as limited,
but in this case presently known technological possibilities have not
yet been fully explored. The basic physical phenomenon is the reduc-
tion of atmospheric carbon by chlorophyll with the aid of sunlight.
Fats, proteins, and carbohydrates are formed which can be burned
to recover the energy in useful form. Whether chlorophyll is in a
tree or an alga, the process is the same.

As it now operates, nature is relatively inefficient in using sunlight.
If all of the carbon fixed in a year in the United States were burned,
it would supply only about 11/2 times our present national energy
needsm and all of the carbon fixed in the world would supply only 4
times present world energy needs.3 9 Obviously, we have many other
uses for vegetable matter than to support combustion, to say nothing
of the costs that would be associated with an attempt to collect and
use all such yearly crops of fixed carbon. Some vegetable matter may
well be converted to fuel directly (for example, fuel wood) and some
may be used to produce alcohol (for example, sugar beets) which can
be used itself as fuel or as a starting point in the synthesis of gasoline.
We have only to remember that we cannot hope to make a dent upon
world energy needs unless we do this with a large fraction of all vege-
table matter, assuming present technologies.

Some grounds for hope remain, however, in the use of select strains
of alga, which can be made 200 times as efficient as most vegetable
matter in fixing carbon. Putnam reports a pilot-plant study indi-
cating that electricity from the burning of today's most promising
alga, produced under optimum conditions, would cost 40 to 50 times
as much as presently available electricity from coal-fired plants.4 0

Many more varieties of alga remain to be studied, however, and there
is always the possibility of creating new strains through mutations.
Nevertheless, we note that a substantial cost gap must be bridged be-
fore this approach offers any reasonable promise.

The most promising continuous source of energy today is the sun.
Solar energy reaching continental United States annually is about
14,700 X 1012 kilowatt-hours; that reaching the land areas of the world,
246,000 X 10'2 kilowatt-hours. 4 ' If only a* fraction of 1 percent of this
could be usefully employed, it would satisfy our energy needs as far in
advance as we can predict them. (Cf. table 1.)

Solar house heating is already technically feasible and is expected
to become economically attractive in the southern United States, so
that by 1975 there may be about 13 million houses relying entirely
upon the sun for space heating (and space cooling) .42 By year 2000

27 Ibid., p. 191.
as Ibid., p. 245.

Z)Ibid: p. 199,
'° Ibid., p. 201.
*Ibid.. p. 198.
42President's Materials Policy Commission, op. cit., supra, note 15, vol. 4, p. 217.
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it has been estimated that solar-space heating will have furnished
60X 1012 kilowatt-hours of the cumulative future energy consump-
tion in the United States, and should eventually level off at about
one-fifth of the total comfort-heating load, or 6 to 7 percent of the
total United States energy system.4 " One might infer that the pros-
pects are at least as attractive at the same or lower latitudes (north
and south) throughout the world.

Certain home uses of solar energy in hot-water heating and cooking
are also being found economic. Hot-water heaters are in use in
Florida and California. Mass production of inexpensive solar cookers
has commenced in India, and many millions of units will probably
be sold.44 But all home uses put together (except space heating) are
expected to make a negligible contribution to the world's energy
needs.4 5

There is not now a prospect of utilizing solar energy on any sig-
nificant scale for industrial process heat or power. The great handi-
cap of solar energy is its discontinuous operation. To fill out the
need for continuous energy on a small scale for house heating is not
difficult, but when large systems are contemplated, economic problems
arise. One technique is to store energy by lifting water, which can
be allowed to run down again to recover the energy; another is to
employ (reversible) chemical phase transitions. On a large scale, the
former necessitates great water storage capacity. The possibilities
of the latter have not yet been fully explored.4 6 Also remaining for
further research is the development of photochemical generation of
electricity.4 7

To summarize, the prospects of utilizing renewable energy resources
are limited at the present time. Hydroelectric and wind power may
furnish 1 or 2 percent of our future national energy needs, and not
a much higher proportion of world energy needs. The combustion of
traditional vegetable matter and/or synthesis of gasoline from the
same may make a somewhat greater contribution, depending upon the
amount of vegetable matter we can spare from other uses. Solar
energy will probably account for another 6 or 7 percent of future
energy, as technology now stands.

Remaining needs, somewhere in the neighborhood of 85 to 90 per-
cent of the total, are thrown back on exhaustible fuel resources unless
technological development in biological photosynthesis or solar power
production can open the way for greater efficiency in capturing the
vast quantities of energy available from the sun. Since a large part
of the problem lies in the technological unknown, there is ground for
hope in what might be learned by future research programs.

THE ATominc ENERGY POTENTIAL

The development of low-cost atomic power is in progress today and
gives every prospect of eventual success in meeting present cost levels

43 Putnam, op. cit., supra, note 4, p. 181.
" %V. H. Stead, The Sun and Foreign Policy, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, vol. 13

(March 1957), p. 88.
, Putnam, op. cit., supra, note 4. p. 183.45 F. Daniels, Alternate Energy Sources (Unconventional Types), Proceedings of the

International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, vol. 1 (United Nations,
1956), P. Si.

47 Some applications of photochemical electricity are already in existence. See Daniels,
ibid., pp. 82-83.
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for electric-power generation. Other applicants of atomic energy in
industrial process and space heating may follow. With the expected
future stringency and growing real costs of the fossil fuels, coal, oil,
and gas, this appears to open a new horizon in energy resources. We
shall attempt to evaluate the extent to which it will do so.

A tomdc energy resources
The principal nevice for the- controlA release of atomic energy

the nuclear reactor. Fissionable materials (atomic fuels) in solid or
liquid form are inserted in reactors of various designs where they
undergo atomic disintegration (fission) into highly radioactive atomic
waste materials (fission fragments). In so doing, heat, radiation and
neutrons are released. The heat is the desired product; the radiation
is a dangerous nuisance except for certain special uses; and the neu-
trons are potentially valuable for the creation of new fissionable
materials as the old are consumed.

There are three principal fissionable materials: uranium 235,
uranium 233, and plutonium. Uranium 235 is the only one to occur
as such in nature. It constitutes 0.72 percent (approximately one
one-hundred fortieth) of natural uranium. The rest of natural
uranium is isotope 238, from which plutonium can be produced by the
capture of a neutron. Thus, in a natural uranium reactor, disintegra-
tion of the uranium 235 produces 2 or 3 neutrons, one of which must
be captured by another uranium 235 atom to cause it to fission (and
hence to continue the chain reaction). This leaves the remaining
I. or 2 neutrons to be captured by the more abundant uranium 238 to
produce plutonium, or perhaps to be absorbed in reactor structural
materials, in fission fragments, or to be lost in some other way.
Essentially the same process is involved in the creation of uranium 233,
except that the free neutrons are captured by another element, thorium,
placed in the reactor for that purpose.

Regenerative reactors are designed with a view to manufacturing
more fissionable materials as the original charge is consumed. The
new fissionable materials, however, are not created in optimum arrange
ment in the reactor for continuous reconsumption, and the fission frag-
ments, which appear in growing abundance as reactor operation pro-
ceeds, steal neutrons so that eventually an economic optimum is reached
in which it pays to shut down the reactor and to remove original fuel
elements and new fuel (in "fertile" materials) for processing, recovery,
and refabrication of fuel elements.4 8 Present commercial designs
generally strike a balance between the value of energy produced by
continuing operation and the value of regenerated fuels, which the
United States Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) guarantees to
buy back at announced prices.49 We shall see that these prices are not
intended to reflect the fuel values of the new fissionable materials, but
to provide, temporarily at least, a means of giving financial aid.

With the coming development of fluid fuel recirculating reactors, the
removal of fission fragments will be continuous and regenerated fuel
will be fed back into the reactor in which it is created. This will not
change the general nature of the requirements of the fuel cycle, but

58 For a discussion of considerations determining optimum regeneration, see J. A. Lane,
Economics of Nuclear Power, Proceedings of the International Conference on the Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy (United Nations, 1946), pp. 318-321.

so See AEC release No. 930, November 18, 1956.
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will eliminate some of the costs, such as fuel fabrication, associated
with solid fuels. 50

The resource potential of atomic energy will be determined by the
extent to which we eventually find it economical to create and use
regenerated fuels. This will depend upon the relative values of
energy and regenerated fuel. In a free market, the two will move
together since the latter derives its value (insofar as commercial, as
opposed to military, purposes are concerned) from further energy
production and further creation of regenerated fuel. But net revenue
from regenerated fuel will not necessarily move proportionately with
energy revenue in a given reactor or in the same way as between
reactors.

Assuming ultimate discontinuance of the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion (AEC) price supports, net regenerated fuel values (to their
producers) will be separated from energy values by a differential equal
to all of the costs of recovering the fuels and producing more energy
(and more regenerated fuels) from them. At low energy values, this
will discourage recovery in some reactors. At high energy values,
recovery will be more attractive and will lead to reactor designs favor-
ing regeneration. Within the limits of capacity for producing virgin
fissionable materials of the same concentration, these will set upper
limits upon prices of the regenerated fuels.

Other influences will work to retard the feasible regeneration and
use of new fissionable materials. These include losses in chemical
reprocessing, diversion to military explosives, use of fissionable ma-
terials in military powerplants and engines where regeneration is
neither convenient nor desired, and finally, there is the physical fact
that 7 percent of all uranium 238 cannot be fissioned in the most com-
plete recovery system because it will finally be transformed into the
nonfissionable isotope, plutonium 242, at the end of the plutonium
neutron-capture chain.5"

Thus, atomic energy resources are uncertain from the standpoint of
degree of usage. They are also uncertain in extent of deposit in the
earth's crust.

Table 9 shows announced reserves of atomic energy minerals for
five nations. A number of other nations have either stated that they
have reserves or are known to have them, but quantitative information
is lacking.5 2 These nations are: Argentina, Australia, Belgian Congo,
Brazil, Czechoslovakia, Portugal, and Russia. There may be others,
though AEC descriptions of reserves in the Western World indicate
that these, at least, are well known. Without qualification, AEC looks
on South Africa, Canada, and the United States as the most im-
portant uranium sources in the Western World, and states that France
is the major source in Western Europe.5 3 Thorium reserves have been

GO See remarks prepared by W. Kenneth Davis, Director, Division of Reactor Develop-
ment, AEC, for presentation at the atomic industrial forum of the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development, Washington, D. C., September 27, 1956, mimeographed
release.

'I See Hearings on Development, Growth and State of the Atomic Energy Industry before
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 85th Cong., 1st sess. (February 19, 20. 21, 25, 26,
27 28, and March 5, 1i57), pp. 346-347.

2 For announcements pertaining to most, but not all, of these nations, see papers pre-
sented by their spokesmen In Proceedings of the International Ctilference au tie Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy, vol. 1 (United Nations, 1956).

5 Twenty-second Semiannual Report (July 1957), pp. 4-5.
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less fully announced, presumably because less well known. The
United States, for example, has thorium deposits in Florida, the Caro-
linas, and Idaho,5 4 but these are not shown in our table.

TABLE 9.-Known atomic energy mineral reserves

Contained metal, Concentra-
gom hnrt tons tion average

UsOs in ore

Percent
United States '- 151,000 uranium -0.27
Canada 2_----------------------------------------------------- 200,000 uranium .10
France-2-__________________________________________________ 50,000 to 100,000 uraniumr- (3)
South Africa 2------------------------------------------------- 308,000 uranium -. 025
India-1............................. 12,000 uranium -- (---)-

I396,000 thorium-(--

I AEC Release No. 1133, Aug. 22, 1957.
2 AEC 22d Semiannual Report (July 1057), pp. 4-5. Concentration of South African ores is from Atomic

Industrial Forum, Forum Memo (January 1957), p. 11.
3 Not available.
4 Atomic Industrial Forum, Forum Memo (July 1957), p. 30.

The table 9 data are given in contained tons of pure metal at the
specified ore concentrations. The average grade of domestic uranium
ores fed to process during the first 6 months of 1957 was 0.28 percent
U3Os (uranium oxide) .55 At lower concentrations, ore-refining costs
will be higher, but this will not have an appreciable effect on fission-
able materials costs.

The energy content of fissionable materials is so high (approxi-
mately 9.7 million kilowatt-hours equivalent per pound of uranium or
thorium) that at the present price level of $18.10 a pound of pure
uranium metal,5 6 costs of metal production would be a very small part
of costs of energy. Assuming 'a thermal efficiency of 30 percent in
power generation 67 and that fuel regeneration permits recovery of
one-third of 'all fissionable material, 58 metal production will account
for 0.0187 mill per kilowatt-hour, which is insignificant as compared
with total costs of atomic-power production. We shall see that the
latter will fall in the range of 7 to 10 mills per kilowatt-hour. If
uranium-metal production costs increase 10 or even 100 times over
today's levels, they will not seriously impair the economic prospects
of atomic power.

As the demand for uranium metal -is now forecasted, 200,000 to
300,000 tons may be required for commercial uses in the United States
by 1975.19 This estimate is based on optimistic assumptions 'about the
rate of growth of the atomic-power industry, but 'at least gives us a
basis for thinking that reserves shown in 'table 9 will not serve for
very long, especially in view of the fact that they must also provide
fissionable materials for military needs.

6 F. D. Lamb, Rare Earth Metals in U. S. Bureau of Mines, Minerals Facts and Figures
(Washington 1956), pp. 735-743.

66 AEC Release No. 1133, August 22, 1957.
Il AEC Release No. 675, August 8, 1955.
6 Thermal efficiencies in modern steam-generating plants are usually 30 percent or

higher. See Federal Power Commission, Steam-Electric Plant Construction Cost and
Annual Production Expenses (Published yearly).

58 One-third conversion to fissionable materials is assumed by Putnam, op. cit., supra,
note 4, p. 214.

6 See AEC, Uranium Ore Requirement for Nuclear Power in the United States, In
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, vol. 2, op. cit., supra, note 20, pp. 113-123.
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Putnam refers to 'a number of low-grade sources, 'apparently of con-
siderably lower concentration than those shown in table 9, and esti-
mates that world reserves may account for 25 million tons of uranium
'and 1 million tons of .thorium.6° Since he made this estimate while
acting as a consultant for AEC, we must assume that it was based
upon the most complete information available at the time (1953).
There is no evidence of any disproportionate incidence of uranium
behind the Iron Curtain; 61 therefore, we will assume that the non-
Communist world has available a proportional share of this total.

Again making the assumption that fuel regeneration wVill lead to
conversion of perhaps one-third the uranium and thorium into fission-
able materials, a total of 26 n~illion tons of metal containing 9.7 million
kilowatt-hours per pound will give 168,000 times 1012 kilowatt-hours
electrical energy equivalent at full calorific value. This is 36 times our
highest estimate of future cumulative world energy requirements by
year 2000 (cf. table 1), about 17 times estimated coal reserves recover-
'able at costs up to 'twice the present levels and about 110 times esti-
mated oil and gas reserves recoverable at twice present costs.

Previous discussion has described the problems of making an esti-
mate of the extent to which we can rely upon fuel regeneration and has
indicated something of the vagueness associated with estimates of
reserves. If the combined error from these 'resources has lead to esti-
mates which are five times too high, the potential of atomic energy will
still exceed by many times the potential of all other energy resources
put together.
Commercial uses of nuclear fuels in the United States

Unlike the fossil fuels, fissionable materials do not provide a versa-
tile energy source. The physical requirements of a controlled chain
reaction and the various devices thatare necessary to protect personnel
from intense radioactivity necessarily make a nuclear furnace very
large and cumbersome.

In order for a chain reaction to be self-sustaining, it is necessary
that at least one neutron from each fission be captured by another
fissionable atom. Whether this is achieved depends upon the concen-
tration of fissionable materials in a given mass, the size of the mass
(which affects the ratio of volume to surface from which neutrons
may escape), and the presence of other materials that will moderate
the speed of the neutrons to increase the chances of their being cap-
tured by the unburned fuel. Flexibility in the critical mass (mini-
mum-size mass) can be achieved by varying the concentration of
nuclear fuel and by the use of moderating materials, but high con-
centrations and efficient moderators increase costs, and in any event,
there is a limit on the size of the critical mass. A reactor can be
designed for any power level, but these considerations make reactors
very costly in units small enough, say, for the normal family dwelling.

In addition are the limitations due to the intense radioactivity
which is a part of the fission process. The only known method of
protecting personnel from radioactivity is by massive shielding, which
may he a thickness of several feet of concrete for even a small reactor.62

c Op. cit., supra, note 4 p 214
e See, for example, H. §chwartz' diseussion of Soviet uranium reserves, Russia's Soviet

Economy, 2d edition (1954), pp. 24-25.
ea Schurr and Marschak, op. cit., supra, note 25, p. 5. See also AFC, Twenty-first Semi-

annual Report (January 1957), pp. 109-115.
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For the same reason, reactor control and maintenance requires com-
plicated gadgetry, very often two-stage heat removal systems, and
special arrangements for fuel insertion and removal. These facts
eliminate the prospect of directly using atomic power for transpor-
tation in self-propelled small vehicles, though we shall see that atomic
energy can in many other ways carry part of the future energy load.

Electric powerplants.-The most promising commercial application
of atomic today is in large central station electric poerpan,
i. e., plants having a rated capacity on the order of 100,000 kilowatts
or more. Small nuclear powerplants (of approximately one-tenth
this size) are not as well developed economically, but appear to have
costs per kilowatt-hour 2 or 3 times those of the large.-

Nuclear powerplants are similar to conventional powerplants except
that steam is generated in the nuclear reactor, or in a heat exchanged
heated by a fluid which has in turn received its heat from the
reactor. After the steam has been delivered to a turbogenerator,
electrical generation, transmission, and distribution proceed as before.

Projected trends in the cost of atomic power in large central sec-
tions in the United States, 1955-80, are shown in figure 1. The atomic
power trends were projected by IV. Kenneth Davis, Director, and
Louis H. Roddis, Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Development,
AEC. They are compared with the author's interpretation of costs
of new conventional powerplants.

In their original chart, Messrs. Davis and Roddis gave projections
of conventional power costs in the United States, but showed them
to have an upward drift. Since no explanation accompanied their
conventional cost projections, the latter were replaced by others
thought to have substantial justification. Briefly, it is true that con-
conventional cost projections, the latter were replaced by others
the same time improvements in conventional steam-plant effciency
appear likely to at least offset their effect in the time period before
1980.64

G See discussion by S. H. Robock, Nuclear Power and Economic Development in Brazil
(National Planning Association, 1957), pp. 57-61. Robock's data for small plants in the
United States were obtained from manufacturer's estimates, except in one case, which was
based upon operation of a test facility.

6 R. A. Tybout, The Economics of Nuclear Power, The American Economic Review
(May 1957). pp. 352-353, 357.
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FiGuRE 1. ESTIMATED TOTAL UNIT COSTS OF POwER FROM LARGE NUCLEAR AND
CONVENTIONAL PowERpLAINTs GOING INTO SERVICE EACH YEAR

[Assumed load factors: For nuclear plants, 70-80 percent; for conventional plants,
5O percent]

(Figures are in 1957 dollars]
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Source: Nuclear power projections are from paper prepared jointly by W. Kenneth
Davis, Director, and Louis H. Roddis, Jr., Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Develop-
ment. U. S. Atomic Energy Commission for presentation at 5th Atomic-Energy-in-Indus-
try Conference of National Industrial Conference Board, March 14, 1957, mimeographed
AEC release, chart A. Conventional power projections are from R. A. Tybout, The Eco-
nomics of Nuclear Power. American Economic Review (May 1957), pp. 352, 353, 357.

The Davis-Roddis projections use load factors of 70 to 80 percent,
which is normal for the first few years of plant operation, but tends
to understate fixed costs over plant lifetime.- Since nuclear power-
plants will have fixed costs in the range of half to two-thirds their
total costs," 8 this understatement can be significant. For example,
if the lifetime load factor is 55 percenlt, as it may well turn out to be,
total unit costs will be in the neighborhood of 20 perceril; higher than

es Ibid., p. 354.
co Ibid., p. 352.
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figure 1 shows for nuclear plants.67 Conventional powerplant projec-
tions in figure 1 assume a 50-percent load factor. Davis and Roddis
do not indicate their assumed annual rates for investment costs, but
total unit costs are not sensitive to variations in these, within a reason-
able range.6 8

The projections of power costs shown in figure 1 are for plants
coming into operation in the indicated years. In the case of nuclear

powerplant tis has ak- co Ctu- lttaflatio1 to verage -1-lflhcs

as can be seen from the example of plant X. Figure 1 shows 4 years
between the time A of first planning for plant X and the time B
of initial operation of the plant. The plant's rated efficiency is des-
ignated by point X in the range of nuclear power costs. But plant X
does not attain rated efficiency until after a 3-year break-in period
ending at time C. Thereafter, plant X continues to produce at ever
lower costs as the result of continuing improvements in newly estab-
lished supply industries, such as fuel fabrication and reprocessing.
Thus, figure 1 shows the cost levels for which new plants coming into
operation can be designed, but not the average costs which they will
in fact experience. In the case of conventional plants, very little
change in total unit costs is expected, and so the designed cost and
eventual average cost will be about the same.

Nuclear plants that will come into operation before 1960 will pro-
duce power at a wide range of costs, all of which will exceed the costs
in alternative new conventional powerplants. Later designs will
benefit from (1) research and development, a large part of which is
and will continue to be conducted at Federal expense; (2) improve-
ments in plant design and operation resulting from experiences with
early atomic powerplants; and (3) economies of scale in industries
providing equipment, services, and supplies for atomic power stations.
We shall study at a later point the Federal expenditures made to
launch the atomic power industry, including AEC-supported research
anid development. Expected improvements in plant design and econ-
omies in supply industries are tangential to our present interests.'

As the nuclear power industry matures, figure 1 shows a convergence
in the range of costs of power production. This reflects increasing
uniformity of plant design in accordance with what we can reasonably
expect to know of best-practice technologies. Conventional power
costs, on the other hand, do not show a convergence because there are
differences in costs of fuel transportation to different parts of the
country. Among other things, this reflects one important economic
aspect of atomic power-that nuclear fuels are almost weightless and
sizeless for their energy content.' 0 Atomic power will become economic
first in those regions where conventional costs are high as a result of
fuel transportation expenses. These include especially New England,
Florida, and the Dakotas.

C7 Calculated on the basis of data In Tybout, ibid., p. 352.
6 For a tabulation of components of Investment costs relevant to a comparison of atomic

and conventional powerplants, see Tybout, ibid., p. 353.
" These have been discussed by the author, ibid., pp. 365-357.
70 Usinz energy contents of 7,680 kilowatt-hours per ton of bituminous coal and 9.7

million kilowatt-hours per pound of fissionable uranium (as indicated elsewhere in this
article), we find that 1 pound of uranium has a heat content equal to that of 1,260 tons
of coal.
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TABLE 10.-Forecast8 of nuclear additions each year as percent of total additions
to electric genterating capacity

| 1960 | 1965 | 1970 | 1975 | 190S

Davis (1955)' - --------------------------------------- 4 8 38 60 70
Davis-Roddis (1957)2 -4 8 26 53 67
McKinney Panel (1956)3 -4 *7 14 44 63
B. R. Prentice (1956)4 ............. .6 6 12) 41 62

'Obtained by graphical extrapolation.
I Remarks prepared by W. Kenneth Davis, Director, Division of Reactor Development, AEC, for pre-

sentation at the 17th Annual Meeting of the American Power Conference, Chicago, Iil., AEC release,
Apr. 1, 1955.

3Paper prepared jointly by XV. Kenneth Davis, Director, and Louis H. Roddis, Jr., Deputy Director
Division of Reactor Development, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, for presentation at 5th Atomic
Energy in Industry Conference of National Industrial Conference Board, PhUadelphia, Pa., AEC release,
Mar. 14, 1957.

3 Panel on the Impact of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (McKinney Panel), Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy, vol. 2, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. 84th Cong., 2d sess., (January 1956) p. 23.

4 1B. i. Prentice, A Forecast of the Growth of the Nuciear Fueled Electric Generating Industry, reprinted
in part in Heartngs on Development, Growth, and State of the Atomic Energy Industry before the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy, 84th Cong., 2d sess. (Feb. 7, 8,15, 16, 23, 29, Mar. 1, 5, and 6, 1956), p. 578.

As a combined result of public aids and the eventual economic
merits of atomic power itself, installed nuclear capacity will account
for an increasing proportion of total electric power generated. Table
10 shows the range of expert opinion forcasting nuclear additions
each year as a proportion of new electric generating capacity installed.
The first two lines reflect AEC opinion, expressed first by W. Ken-
neth Davis, Director, Division of Reactor Development, and, second,
Bv Mssrs. Davis and Roddis jointly at the same time that they pro-
vided the figure 1 forecast of costs. The last two lines express expert
opinion from outside AEC.

In Air. Davis' 1955 forecast, he made it clear that his predictions
were based upon a bandwagon psychology assumed to motivate elec-
tric utilities to adopt atomic technologies.71 In his 1957 forecasts
with Air. Roddis, the projections were simply presented as their
"best judgment."

The McKinney panel (Panel on the Impact of the Peaceful Uses
of Atomic Energy) and B. R. Prentice estimates are related in that
Mr. Prentice (General Electric Co.) prepared his estimates for the
use of the panel. The panel then revised them slightly to take ac-
count of special considerations.

The forecasts were made by a comparison of predicted future
atomic power and conventional steam power costs in large plants in
each of the eight regions into which the Federal Power Commission
divides the Nation.7 2 Lower costs of atomic power were used than
have since been reported by Davis and Roddis (fig. 1), but conven-
tional power costs were the same as there reported. The forecasts
also took account of the fact that, perhaps for psychological reasons,
some nuclear power is being installed before costs compare favorably
with conventional power. In view of the body of opinion brought
to bear upon the problem by the panel (representing private elec-
tric utilities, public power systems, electrical equipment manufac-
turers, AEC, Federal Power Commission, and the Department of the

7' See discussion by R. A. Tybout, The Public Investment in Atomic Power Development,
Law and Contemporary Problems, vol. 21 (winter 1956). pp. 71. 72.

7' See Panel on the Impact of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy, vol. 2, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. 84th Cong., 2d sess, (January
1956), pp. 8-29.
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Interior) and the systematic approach taken, we shall use the Mc-
Kinney forecasts as a basis for estimating the toal volume of energy
from atomic power in 1975.

The next step in estimating the future energy potential of atomic
electricity is to determine the most likely rate of growth for national
electric power production.

The average rate of expansion of electric power production for the
Nation as a whole from 1920 to 1950 was approximately 7 percent
per annum, continuously compounded. 7 3 This corresponds to an ap-
proximate doubling of electric power every 10 years. In view of our
annual average increase of 3 percent in the first half of the 20th cen-
tury,7 4 this has meant an increasing substitution of electric power for
other forms of energy. The electric motor has replaced the stationary
steam engine with its power-delivery system of shafts and pulleys.
In 1950, electric-power consumption was eight times the 1920 level.
Use of petroleum in 1950 was more than 21/2 times the 1925 level,
water power was 4 times, and natural gas 5 times.7 5 Only coal con-
sumption stood at about the same level as in 1925.76

The question is whether electricity will continue to grow at the
expense of other forms of energy. The Paley Commission felt that
it would, but assumed only a 5 percent average (continuously com-
pounded) rate of increase through 1975.77 The Federal Power Com-
mission uses a percentage rate declining from 7.2 annually for the
5 years 1955-60 to 3.8 annually for the 5 years 1975-80.78 Contribu-
tors to the McKinney panel have given the weight of their authority
to a growth rate of 61/2 percent annually from 1955 to 1980.79 The
Edison Electric Institute proposes a range of rates from 5.4 to 6.8
percent a year from 1950 to 1975,80 while Electrical World uses 7.0
percent to 1970.81

As a rough compromise and while recognizing the uncertainties
implied by the differences in expert opinion, we shall use a 6 percent
rate of growth per annum, continuously compounded to 1975. The
resulting projection of nuclear-power production in 1975 will appear
in table 11, following discussion of the prospects for nuclear fuels
in other applications.

Beyond 1975, the probable rates of growth of both electrical power
and its atomic-energy component are most speculative. *We shall
make no independent projection for this period, but will note Put-
nam's forecast for year 2000.

Process and space heat.-Large stationary heat sources, such as
provided by nuclear reactors, offer some prospect of utilization for
industrial process heating and can be adapted to large central-space
heating almost as readily as to electric-power generation. The first
application is limited by technological developments, the second by
the nature of the market for space heating.

73 President's Materials Policy Commission, op. cit., supra, note 15, p. 103.

7e Ibid., p. 103.
7 Ibid.
77 Ibid., p. 119.
7' Estimated Future Power Requirements of the United States by Regions, 1955-80

(Washington, 1956).
70 Op. cit., sura, note 72, p. 25.
U8 Looking Ahead to the Last Quarter of the First Century of Electric Power in the

United States (June 1954).
t Electrical World, September 17, 1956.
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Industrial process heat requires hilgher temperatures than electric-
power generation.8 2 The problem of obtaining structural and other
reactor materials that will withstand the combined effects of tem-
perature and high radioactivity, a difficult problem for electric-power
reactors, becomes a limiting factor in the development of industrial
process heat reactors. It has been predicted by AEC that perhaps
15 years (from 1955) of research and development will be needed
before wve can utilize nuclear energy for industrial process heat. 3

Thereafter, adoptions will take place first in large installations lo-
cate in areas of high cost alternative energy sources.

Space-heating applications will also be limited by the requirements
of bulk consumption. A typical family dwelling housing 5 persons
requires a heat plant with capacity on the order of 25 kilowatts. This
is far below the level at which it is economic to generate atomic
power.8 4 Similarly, a large hotel or apartment house with a heat
plant of 1,000 kilowatt capacity is less than one hundredth the size
now judged most promising for electric-power production. In the
absence of unforeseen technological changes, nuclear power for space
heating will be limited to central-district plants.

Schurr and Alar schak have found that to be economically promis-
ing, central-district heating requires very high population densities
(of the order of 10,000 per square mile) and long cold winters.8 5

There are districts in Chicago, Milwvaukee, Buffalo, Boston, and the
New York area which fit these requirements and, in fact, account for
a significant part of the space-heating load.8 6 With the trend to ur-
banization, the potential for nuclear-space neamtig bhOuIlL furthler

improve.
Adequate information has not been developed to make forecasts

of nuclear-power consumption in industrial process and space heat-
ing, but Putnam has offered informed guesses, which we shall note
below.

Atomic propulsion.-Congress has authorized the construction of
a nuclear-powered merchant ship jointly by AEC and the United
States Maritime Administration.8 1 The powerplant will be a pressur-
ized water reactor of the type already in use in the Navy's submarine,
Nautilus.

Some indication of the prospects for economic application is mer-
chant-ship propulsion has been provided in a survey report by Rear
Adm. H. G. Rickover, Chief, Naval Reactors Branch, AEC. Ad-
miral Rickover indicates that capital costs of the reactor in the
Nautilus are about seven times as great as those for an equivalent
horsepower oil-fired plant, and that for a commercial surface vessel
nuclear fuel costs would be about 50 times the cost of fuel oil for
equal shaft-power generation.8 8 Within 5 years, Admiral Rickover

ES Panel on the Impact of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, op. cit., supra, note 72,
P. 316.

m Ibid.
s Ibid
s Op. cit., supra, note 25, p. 211.

' Public Law 848, 84th Cong., approved July 30. 1956.
8e Panel on the Impact of the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, op. cit., supra, note 72,

p. 211.
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expects nuclear-fuel costs can be reduced to 15 or 20 times those of
fuel oil.89

Nuclear powerplants offer the special advantage of ability to travel
long distances without refueling, a matter of some importance in many
military situations. This explains the Navy's interest in nuclear-
powered submarines and an analogous interest by the Air Force in
nuclear-powered aircraft. But there is no immediate prospect that
atomic power can stand on its own economic feet in commercial ve-
hicles, even when installed in vessels as large as merchant ships.

Nuclea'r fuel potential.-Table 11 shows plausible contributions of
nuclear fuels in the United States in 1975 and 2000. Previous dis-
cussion has established the basis for our estimate for 1975, viz., that
total electric-power generation will grow at a rate of 6 percent annual-
ly and nuclear capacity will be installed in accordance with the Mc-
Kinney growth-rate schedule.

Putnam bases his estimate of nuclear power upon an annual rate
of growth of total electric generating capacity of 41/4 percent com-
pounded from 1950 to 2000 A. D. and assumes that 70 percent of all
electric power generated in year 2000 is nuclear. His estimate of
space heat is based upon one-sixth of the Nation's estimated needs
and for process heat, upon one-tenth of estimated needs. Further
details are not given.

Comparing the table 11 figures with table 1 estimates, we find that
somewhere in the neighborhod of 5 percent of total national energy
consumption will be nuclear in 1975 and somewhere from 10 to 20
percent in 2000.

TABLE 11.-Plausible energy supplied by nuclear fuels in the United States in
years 1975 and 2000

[In kilowatt hour X 1012 at full calorific value]

19751 (Putnam)
2000 2

Electricity ---- 1.0 5.15
Industrial process heat -(?) 0.53
Space heat - - ---------------------------------------- ) 1.32

Total - ---------------------------------------------------- 700

1
Calculated in accordance with assumptions indicated in text and applied as shown in appendix B.

2 P. C. Putnam, Energy in the Future (Van Nostrand, 1953), p. 209.

The difficulties of radically extending our consumption of atomic
fuels are implicit in previous discussion. Transportation accounted
for 30 percent of all end uses of energy in the United States in 1947
and the Paley Commission expects it to hold approximately the same
position through 1975.90 The possibilities of using nuclear energy
for transportation appear limited except through the medium of elec-
tric power, which would necessitate radical modifications in economic
and social relationships. The fluid fuel problem is more likely to be
solved, in the 20th century at least, by use of oil shales, conversion
of coal.

so Ibid., p. 242.
10 Op. cit., supra, note 15, p. 125.
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Similarly, in comfort heating, which accounts for about a third of
energy consumption in the United States,"1 the applications of nuclear
heat are limited to central district heating in the absence of a techno-
logical breakthrough, unforeseeable at the present time. For indus-
trial process heat, which accounts for 11 percent of present energy
consumption, 9 2 nuclear fuels offer a potential, though it tends to be
especially related to bulk uses and, for example, cannot serve the same
chemical function as coke in steelmaking. Primary metals consump-
tion of coke accounts for 4.2 percent of all energy consumed in 1947.93

Nuclear energy finds its greatest potential in the applications of
electrical energy. All in all, it would seem generous to conclude that
with existing and foreseeable technologies, nuclear energy will pro-
vide any more than a quarter to a third of our future energy needs
in the absence of far-reaching social and economic changes. Such
changes, for example, might take the form of overhead electrification
on main highways for cars, buses, and trucks, with reliance on storage
batteries or remaining fluid fuels elsewhere, and more community
life in high population density areas than can be served by central
district heating.

Whether we actually move in either of these directions will depend
upon a variety of factors, not the least of which is technological ad-
vance in developing other energy sources. Ample opportunities for
research remain, for example, in improving upon nature's efficiency
in fixing carbon. It is not immediately obvious that the prospects
are very much less attractive than for commercial atomic propulsion.
The nuclear potential abroad

Most regions of the world will face more pressing energy resource
problems before the end of the 20th century than will the United
States. The underdeveloped countries are, by and large, also the
"have not" nations for fossil fuels. The mature economies of Western
Europe are in a precarious position with respect to fluid fuels and
appear constrained in the extent to which they can exploit home coal
reserves. In between are Japan, Brazil, Israel, and certain other
nations with a demonstrated understanding of economic progress, but
long-term energy resource problems.

In a general way, we shall note the promises and problems of indus-
trial atomic energy for underdeveloped and developed economies
abroad. American nuclear power policy is, at one and the same time,
an aspect of international development and a form of rivalry with
the Soviet Union in demonstrating economic prowess and cementing
technological ties with other world regions.

Underdeveloped countries.-Underdeveloped countries face a gen-
eral problem of capital shortage. Overland transportation is limited
and costly, which tends to force local self-sufficiency and low produc-
tivity. Equipment for productive techniques, power generation, and
energy consumption tends to be concentrated in large cities with ac-
cess to water transportation. Other areas, even when thickly popu-
lated, have substantially no access to energy and no tools with which

a Putnam, op. cit., supra, note 4, p. 102.
02 Ibid.
w Putnam, ibid., p. 391. reports coke consumption by end uses, while the President's

Mnterials Policy commission, op. cit., supra, note 15, p. 125, gives coke consumption as
a proportion of all energy consumption.

97735-57----50
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to use it. Electrification and local access to high energy consuming
methods of production is only one part of a far-reaching capital-con-
suming process, and is dependent upon simultaneous progress with
the other parts.

In this context, the capital intensive requirements of nuclear power
production appear at a disadvantage. Table 12 shows the capital
needs of nuclear compared with those of other electric power generat-
ing systems. All figures are for the United States and assume the
availability of a standard industrial complex for the production and
transportation of cement, steel, and other products.

Nuclear power estimates for large plants are given for the present
and expected future levels of capital costs. In both cases, the nuclear
figures include all the special supporting industrial process equipment
for fuel preparation, fuel enrichment, waste disposal and the produc-
tion of certain other special materials. Between $50 and $100 of
these capital costs could be turned into operating expenses by a nation
that was willing to buy its enriched fuel abroad.94

Assuming the availability of foreign loans, the implied drain upon
foreign exchange would appear to be serious but for the fact that
many underdeveloped countries must already import coal and oil at
high delivered prices. These countries already face a foreign ex-
change problem as a result of transportation costs for the long dis-
tances fuels must be carried. Although nuclear power requires a high
capital investment, annual costs of nuclear fuel transportation would
be negligible.

Even in underdeveloped countries where coal is mined cheaply,
available rail transport usually sets an upper limit of 300 to 400 miles
on the distance for economic overland transportationY9 Hydroelec-
tric power, where available, cannot be transmitted economically over
400 to 500 miles with present technologies.96 Again, transportation
costs may work to the advantage of nuclear fuels in economically
isolated (though perhaps heavily populated) areas. A qualification
is that there must be enough heavy transport available to permit the
initial construction of the atomic powerplant.

9w W. Kenneth Davis, Capital Investment Required for Atomic Energy, Proceedings of
the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, vol. I (United
Nations, 1956). p. 299.

° United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Some Economic Implica-
tions of Nuclear Power for Underdeveloped Countries. Proceedings of the International
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, vol. 1 (United Nations, 1956), p. 343.

00 Ibid.
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TABLE 12.-Inve8tmlen7t cost8 of electric generating station8 ivith special 8upplyI
facilities'

[Dollars per Installed kilowatt]

100,000 10,000 1,000
kilowatts kilowatts kilowatts
capacity capacity capacity

Nuclear ---------------------------- 2 350 2 600-700 (?)
'250

Conventional steam -135 155 (7)
Internal combustion -(?) 138 162
Hydroelectric ---------------------------------- 120 170 240

I The only plants requiring special supply facUlties are the nuclear plants.
2 Now.

Estimated future.

Source: W. Kenneth Davis, Capital Investment Required for Nuclear Energy, Proceedings of the
International Conference on the Peaceful 'Uses of Atomic Energy (United Nations, 1956), pp. 299-300,
except for the estimate of per kilowvatt cost for nuclear plants of 10,000 kilowatts capacity. '1 his was ob-
tained by combining the per kilowatt cost of special supply facilities from W. K. Davis, op. cit., with the
per kilowatt electric planit cost from S. H. Roboek, Nuclear Power and Economic Development in Brazil
(National Planning Association, 1957), p. 122, table 2.

A final point works to the disadvantage of nuclear power. Table 12
points to the fact, which ewe have already noted, that nuclear po'wer is
not economical in small plants. Yet, a large part of the market in un-
derdeveloped countries is for small power units. The first Indian
5-year plan is reported to provide for an 800-percent increase in diesel
engines used for electric water pumping in agriculture although the
fuel must be imported.97 The dispersion of power needs which this

There are only limited opportunities in underdeveloped countries for
power consumption on the scale most economic for nuclear plants.

The net result of these various influences is, of course, different in
each specific situation, but we may observe that in general atomic
power might be attractive for some underdeveloped countries as a
result of transportation costs of conventional fuels.

It is -worth noting in passing that the underdeveloped countries
should have a special interest in solar energy. Solar energy collectors
are well adapted to small power outputs and present no problems of
importing fuels of any kind. Moreover, most underdeveloped coun-
tries lies in the more sunlit regions of the world. The teclrnologies
of solar energy collection and storage are relatively unexplored, but
even at their present primitive level find a market for cooking in India
and space heating in the United States. One can only speculate as
to what might result from a national effort to develop solar energy
comparable to the effort we are making to develop atomic power.

Developing economies.-In the advanced stages of economic devel-
opment, nuclear power is more likely to find useful applications in
the foreseeable future.

Developing economies are concerned especially with heavy manu-
facturing production, which tends to make disproportionate energy
demands. In a worldwvide correlation, Robinson and Daniel found
twice the rate of energy consumption with manufacturing production
as with real national income.58 It follows that in the rapidly develop-
ing regions of the world, incluAdiang the Soviet T U Illio l li, tiiinler

't Ibid., note.
s Op. cit., supra, note 5, pp. 38-41.
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of South American countries, large markets are opening for energy-intensive uses. Where fossil fuel shortages appear, nuclear power
may offer the best solution.

Coomparing our previous discussion of energy resources, SouthAmerican countries would seem to be in the position to first adoptatomic power among the developing economies, and there is some directevidence that this is the case. Spokesmen for Brazil, Argentina, andUruguay delivered papers at the Geneva Conference desclibiiig plansfor energy development.91 Of these, Brazil and Argentina indicated
clear possibilities for early introduction of nuclear power. In a studyof Brazil alone, Robock found economic benefit from nuclear power
(despite foreign exchange problems) by 1965 and increasing advan-
tage in the years thereafter.100

Mature economnies.-Mature economies abroad have, if anything,
more immediate grounds for economic interest in atomic power than
has the United States.

Fuel shortages appear to be not far in the future for the westernEuropean countries as a whole and indeed, are present today in thesense that coal production involves costs almost twice those of theUnited States.l"l Japanese electricity is produced 60 percent fromhydro power, but suitable hydro sites are almost all in use and de-livered coal prices are approximately twice as high per containedkilowatt-hours of energy as in the United States.102 Both regions alsodiffer from the United States in that they are less heavily committed
than are we to a transportation system based on liquid fuels, a fact
which would make for less difficult adjustments through electrifica-
tion.

AEC has indicated that Japan expects to need 500,000 kilowatts
of nuclear electric capacity by 1965,'103 while Britain has announced
a program of construction of nuclear power plants which will
bring 5 to 6 million kilowatts of nuclear capacity into operation
by 1965 .104 Assuming a 3 percent rate of growth of energy consump-
tion in Britain, that the nuclear electric facilities are used at a load
factor of 85 percent in 1965, and an average thermal efficiency of 30percent in the nuclear plants, this means that about 6 percent of allenergy consumed by Britain in 1965 will be nuclear .105

On the continent, the Community of Six (Belgium, France, Western
Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands) through its crea-tion, the European Atomic Energy Community, has drawn up a
scheme of cooperative endeavor commonly known as Euratom. Thisinvolves supranational authority having certain regulatory functions
to protect public health and to prevent diversion of nuclear materials

9 See Proceedings of the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,vol. 1 (United Nations, 1956).
° Op. cit., supra, note 63.10' op cit., supra, note 4, pp. 137-139.
102 Delivered coal prices for Japan and the United States, respectively, are from M.Sapir and S. J. Van Byning, The Outlook for Nuclear Power in Japan (National Plan-ning Association, 1957), p. 64, and Federal Power Commisslon, Steam-Electric PlantConstruction Cost and Annual Production Expenses, Eighth Annual Supplement (Wash-ington, 1956). Information on Japanese hydro sites Is from Sapir and Van Hyning,op. cit., pp. 25-27.
103 Prepared statement submitted In hearings on development, growth, and state of theatomic energy industry before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 85th Cong., ist sess.(February 19. 20, 21, 25. 26, 27. 28, and March 5. 1957), p. 156.
'20 Atomic Industrial Forum, Forum Memo (September 1957), pp. 22-25.105 Based on 1952 energy consumption, as reported by United Nations Department ofSocial and Economic Affairs, op. cit., supra, note 1, p. 20.
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to armaments and having advisory functions with respect to power
generation and coordination of national program.'0 6 Euratom has an-
nounced that it will need a capacity of 3 million installed kilowatts of
atomic electricity by 1963 and 15 million by 1967.107 On the basis of
the same assumptions as made for Britain, this will mean that ap-
proximately 91½2 percent of all energy consumed in the six participat-
ing countries in 1967 will be nuclear.'0 8

If they carry out their plans, both Britain and Euratom will have
exceeded the United States in nuclear capacity by 1965 and 1967. The
comparable figures for the United States are 2.8 million and 5.4 mil-
lion kilowatts of installed nuclear power in these respective years.' 09

Our previously derived estimate of nuclear consumption as a propor-
tion of the United States total energy consumption is approximately 5
percent in 1975.

Lane reports reactors planned or announced in other countries as
follows: Austria, one 10,000-kilowatt powerplant; Canada, a 20,000-
kilowatt electric powerplant; Norway, a 20,000-kilowatt process heat
plant; Sweden, 3 process heat plants totaling 236,000-kilowatt capac-
ity and 3 electric powerplants totaling 75,000 to 300,000 kilowatts; and
the Soviet Union, looking toward a total of 2 to 2.5 million kilo-
watts.' 0 In all cases, the plants are to be in operation by the early
1960's.

Foreign assistanme.-The United States is giving assistance to
friendly nations in their efforts to develop and utilize atomic power.
This is generally referred to under the global term "atoms-for-peace,"
stemming from the President's historic announcement Defore the
eighth session of the United Nations General Assembly, December 8,
1953. In keeping with his proposals, the President subsequently an-
nounced that 20,000 kilograms of enriched uranium fuel would be
available for lease or sale to friendly nations at $25 a gram, a price
intended to cover AEC's total unit costs of production, but not to yield
AEC a profit."' Various other steps have been taken, too numerous
to catalog here, but including especially the promotion of the Geneva
Atoms-for-Peace Conference and the International Atomic Energy
Agency.

For its part in atoms-for-peace work, AEC requested a budget
authorization of approximately $7.7 million, about $3 million for
expenses of international conferences and about $2.5 million for
construction of a training center in Puerto Rico.1"2 The remainder
was for relatively stabilized aspects of AEC foreign aid, as shown in
table 13.

Table 13 shows the assisted nations by world region, and for each
region, totals are indicated. Four types of assistance are shown.
Columns (1) and (2) refer to student training. Columns (3) and (4)

°1 See K. E. Knorr, Nuclear Energy in Western Europe and United States Policy
Princeton, 1956).

107 AEC prepared statement, op. cit., supra, note 103, pp. 155-156.
138 Based on 1952 Energy consumption for the six Euratom nations, as reported by

United Nations Department of Social and Economic Affairs, op. cit., supra, note 1, p. 20.
t10 Calculated from schedule of nuclear capacity installed each year In the United States,

appendix B, table B-i, col. (6).
no J. A. Lane, Where Reactor Development Stands Today, Nucleonlcs (August 1956).
I'w hite House press release, February 22, 1956. An additional allocation of 29,800

kilograms was subsequently made available for foreign governments. White House press
release, July 3, 1957.

"'Hearings before the Subcommittee on Appropriations on Atomic Energy Appropria-
tions for 1958, 85th Cong., 1st sess, (July 10, 1957), p. 140.
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show assistance in actually getting reactors. Column (3) shows li-
censes issued for export of reactors. In most cases the export is paid
for through a grant shown in column (4), but this is not always the
case. Canada and Italy are importing reactors not covered by grants.
Column (5) shows depository libraries, distinguished by C if classi-
fied, by U if unclassified. Columns (6) and (7) show bilateral agree-
ments in effect, and in process of negotiation, respectively. The bi-
lateral agreen-fients provide for exchange of information, classified or
unclassified, as indicated, and often include provision for shipment
of nuclear fuels under terms noted above.

The general impression given by table 13 is that Europe is receiving
by far the greatest assistance in developing atomic energy. Asia
comes next, at least in student training, but is matched by the Amer-
icas in all other respects. Very little aid goes to other world regions.

TABLE 13.-Selected foreign atomic energy assistance

Students trained Research reactors Bilateral agreement
at ISNSF I licensed for export

Technical
Country library 2

Num- Cost to Num- Grant by Pending or
ber United ber United In effect a in negotia-

States States tion 2

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

The Americas, total --

Argentina
Brazil .
Canada
Chile .
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador -.-.-.-.-.---
Guatemala .
Haiti
Mexico -.-.-------
Nicaragua -- ------------
Peru .
Uruguay .
Venezuela

Europe, total

Austria ------
Belgium
Denmark
Finland -.-.---
France -- ---- --------
Germany, Federal Republic

of
Greece -- --------
Iceland .
Ireland .
Italy
Luxembourg .
Netherlands .
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Yugoslavia .

Africa, total

29

4
0

4

a

3

2
132

13

$174, 000

24, 000
54,000

24, 000

12,000

18, 000

6,000
12,000
12,000

792,000

2 $700,000 1 iC, 13U IC, 0U 5C, 5U

T
1

---- 350,000

--- 350,000

2, 020, 000

U
U
C
U
U
U
U
U

U

U

U

2C, 17U

U
U
C
U
U

IC, lOU

C
C

U
C, U

CU

U
C
C

5C, 2U10

6 30,000 --- U U
8 48, 000 3 350,000 C C
4 24, 000 2 310,000 U U .
2 12, 000 --- U

13 78,000 --- U C

20 120,000 4 3 30, 000 U U C
8 48, 000 3 310,000 U U

U
U U

21 126,000 -- U U C
U

4 24, 000 1 310, 000 U CU
4 24,000 --- U C
3 18,000 1 350,000 U U

22 132,000 1 350,000 U U C
5 30, 000 --- U U C
9 54,000 - 4 170, 000 U C, U

C C
4 24,000 U U

9 54,000 -2U 2C, 2U

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 13.-Selected foreign atomic energy assistane-Continued

771

Students trained Research reactors Bilateral agreements
at ISNSF I licensed for export

_________ _________ Technical
Country library

2
'

Num- Cost to Num- Grant by Pending or
ber United ber United In effect ' in negotia-

States States tion 2

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Egypt -.-- 8 48, 000- U
Liberia--------------------------------------------- - - U
Southern Rhodesia -1 6, 000 -C - -
Tunisia ----- --- - - -- ------------ U
Union of South Africa - - -U C

Asia, total -102 612, 000 1 700, 000 13U 9U 6C, 3U

Afghanistan -1 6, 000 -- - -
Burma - 5 30,000 --- U-
Ceylon - 1 6 000- U U
China (Taiwan)-7 42,000 - - - U U C
India --- 8 48, 000--- U-
Indonesia - --- 3 18,000-
Iran -- 2 12,000- U
Iraq -5 30, 000 -U - U
Israel -4 24, 000 '3 50,000 U U C
Japan- 18 108, 000 1 350,000 U U C
Korea, Republic of 12 72, 000 - - U U
Lebanon - 1 6,000 --- U U
Pakistan -14 84, 000- - U U C
Philippines -- 5 30, 000 -U U C
Thailand -- 7 42, 000- U U C
Turkey -- 9 54,000 - l U U

Oceania, total -2 12, 000 -IC, U

A,,ctrfthift_2 12 .000 ------- C------------

New Zealand- U-

World, total-274 1,644, 000 13 4, 020,000 5 3C, 45U 7C, 29U 18C, 12U

NOTES

' Authorized enrollment at the International School of Nuclear Science and Engineering (ISNSE), 1st
6 sessions commencing from March 1955 to September 1957.

2 By "U' is meant an exchange of unclassified information related to research reactors; by "Ci is meant
an exchange of classified information related to power reactors.

' Tentative grants; complete plans not submitted by applicants.
4 This is the Geneva Convention Reactor which was sold to Switzerland at approximately 50 percent of

cost.
3 Does not include 4 technical libraries awarded to international organizations.

Sources: Cols. (1), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7) compiled from AEC Releases through Sept. 18,1957; col. (2) calcu-
lated on the basis of costs announced by AEC in hearings before the subcommittee of the Committee on
Appropriations on Atomic Energy Appropriations for 1958, House of Representatives, 85th Cong., 1st sess.
(July 10, 1957), p. 120. Exact pro rata figure per student is $5,916.67.

PUBLIC AIDS

The development of civil atomic power is one phase of a predomi-
nantly military atomic energy program which from its inception in
1940 to the end of fiscal year 1956 resulted in public appropriations
of $15.2 billion,113 at least several billion dollars of which would have
been necessitated by a single-purpose civil power effort.

Military objectives have already led to the conduct of much of the
necessary basic research, have stimulated exploration for uranium
ores, and have created the refining, fuel enrichment and fuel reproces-
sing facilities that give the nuclear power industry a supply base upon

us AEC 21st Semiannual Report (Jauuary 1957), p. 379.
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which to build. The facilities for fuel enrichment and reprocessing
even today are publicly owned, though there is every reason to think
that as the atomic power industry grows, these traditional industry-
type activities will be conducted in the private sector. Until that
time, nuclear power will continue to benefit from its base in the public
sector, if for no other reason, because the atomic power industry, if
based only in the private sector, could not have supported in its early
years the scale or fuel ennichle-~t an-td reprocessing operations diat

would have kept costs down to their present levels.
These benefits are real, but are unintended byproducts of military

preparedness. In principle, we cannot charge them against atomic
power, and in practice, information is not available and could not
be obtained with any exactitude as to .their extent, based upon what
might have been the situation in their absence.

The public aids with which we shall be concerned are those explicit-
ly intended to bring atomic power costs down to present levels of
steam electric power, plus certain other public expenditures for the
joint purpose of furthering both military and civil atomic power,
but no expenditures incurred in whole or in part for military explo-
sives.

AEC has undertaken three major programs of financial assistance
for low cost civil atomic power. First, the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion is conducting research and development on promising reactor
concepts. This is generally limited to pilot-plant (experimental
small scale) models. Second, the Commission is covering part of the
cost of particular full-scale nuclear power stations which will be
privately operated under arrangements referred to as the power re-
actor demonstration program (demonstration program). Assistance
of this type is negotiated separately for each project. Third, AEC
has adopted a sliding scale of price supports for purchase of regener-
ated fissionable materials produced in private atomic powerplants,
whether or not the plants are operating under demonstration program
arrangements.

Other forms of financial assistance are made available by the Fed-
eral Government. First, rapid tax amortization is available for civil
atomic powerplants, though not for other electric utilities. Second,
the civil atomic power industry is indemnified by law against public
claims of damages from nuclear accidents over certain levels.

Finally, at the State level, established practices in electric utility
regulation have been interpreted to permit atomic power station oper-
ators to charge the higher costs of atomic electricity to consumers in
higher rates than would have resulted had conventional facilities been
installed.
AEC civil-power research

Table 14 shows cumulative AEC expenditures for civil-power re-
search through 1957, plus related projects and cost projections.

Twelve projects appear under the title "Civil-Power Reactors."
The first five were AEC's 5-year power reactor development program
started in 1954, but since swallowed up in the present expanded (and
unnamed) program of civil-power research. The rest of the projects
were adopted as they sho-wed technological promise, very often as the
result of stimulation by the congressional Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy. For example, column (6) shows that appropriations for
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fiscal year 1958 included sums that had not been requested by AEC.
These originated in the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy."'4 The
natural uranium (graphite-moderated, gas-cooled) reactor had not
been represented before among the civil-power projects.

The pressurized water project, listed first among the civil-power
reactors, is a full-scale electric powerplant of 60,000 kilowatts capacity
located at Shippingport, Pa. (in the Pittsburgh area) and scheduled
to begin operation in December 1957. The plant is owned by AEC,
but will be operated by the Duquesne Light &a Power Co. under ar-
rangements that will result in Duquesne's paying about 32 percent of
all electric power generating costs over the plant lifetime.1"5 Operat-
ing costs shown in column (1) of table 14 for this plant refer only
to research and development operations, since the plant is not yet
generating power.

TABLE 14.-Atomic Energy Commi8sion reactor development cost8

[In millions of dollars]

Costs through fiscal year 1957 Projected costs

Operat- Construc- Added by
Operat- Construc- Total ing, fiscal tlion, at Congress,

Ing tion year 1958 complo- fiscal year
tion 1958

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Civil power reactors:

Boiling water - 18.7 1.8 20.5 5.0 10.3
Homogeneous-------------- 42.7 1.0 43. 7 11.8 4.7 -----
Fast power breeder ---- 20.2 5.7 25.9 13.6 29.17
Sodium graphite- 16.5 0 10.5 7.9 6.0
Liquid metal fuel-5.1 0 5.1 8.0 (?)
Organic moderated -3.9 0 3.9 5.5 .8
Plutonium recycle -1.0 0 1.0 4.0 (7) 15.0
Pressurized heavy water -. 5 0 5 4.0 (?)
Advanced design-.5 0 .5 2.0 (?) - -
Natural uranium------3.0
Other -5.9 1.1 7.0 0 D -(?) _----

Total ---------------- ----- 162.0 53.5 215.5 82.8 115.4+ 18.0
Military and classified projects -483.1 174.1 657.2 180.6 .
General development, operation of sup-

porting facilities, etc -222.2 212.9 435.1 51.9 3 0

Source: Cols. (1), (2), and (3), unpublished data from U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
Col. (4), AEC budget request, hearings before the Subcommittee on Appropriations on Atomic Energy

Appropriations for 1958, House of Representatives, 85th Cong., Ist sess. (July 10, 1957), p. 217. The AEC
budget request of $2,377,600,000 for operations was granted In the amount of $2,215,470,000 in Public Law
715. 85th Cong.. approved Aug. 28, 1957, without restriction upon reactor development.

Col. (5), AEC prepared statement in hearings before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy on De-
velopment, Growth, and State of the Atomic Energy Industry, 85th Cong., Ist sess. (Feb. 19, 20, 21. 26, 27,
28, and Mar. 5,1957), pp. 690, 691, and J. A. Lane, Where Reactor Development Stands Today, Nucleonics
(August 1956).

Col. (6), Public Law 162, 85th Cong., approved Aug. 21. 1957. No distinction Is made between plant and
operating expenditures in these appropriations.

Costs are given on the basis of obligations incurred and not for cash disbursed In cols. (1) through (4).

All of the other projects listed as civil power reactors are experi-
mental units, and a number of such units may be included in a given
project. For example, the first homogeneous reactor was started in
March 1951 at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, but was shut

" See S. Rept. 791, 85th Cong., 1st sess. (August 2, 1957).
"'I Calculated on the basis of a $30 milliou exp enditure by Duquesse Light Co. over plant

life (see Tybout, op. cit., supra, note 71, pp. 65-66) as compared with AEC's investment
of 64.5 million shown in table 14, column (5), which will substantially complete the AEC
expenditure for power generation at Shippingport.
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down and dismantled in early 1954. The present homogeneous reactor
is also being constructed at Oak Ridge; present plans call for initial
operation in December 1957. The costs of both homogeneous reactors
are included in columns (1), (2), and (3). The same principle is
followed for other civil power projects, except that military and
general research precursors are not included with the civil power
reactors. The cost of earlier reactor research was assigned in Com-
mission accounts, which were the source of data in columns (1), (2),
and (3), to civil atomic power only in cases were this was the clear
intention at the beginning of the research."16

Table 14 shows a total cost of civil power reactors of $215.5 million
through fiscal year 1957. In addition, AEC spent $657.2 million on
military reactor development (principally for propulsion) and $435.1
on general reactor development, including operation of supporting
facilities. The general expenditures were intended to further both
military and civil goals. At least some part of them should be as-
signed to civil power development.

Two procedures for allocation of general reactor development ex-
penses between civil and military programs have been described else-
where by the author."17 The first treats all general expenses in the
same way as overhead burden in many industrial cost accounting
systems. Applied to the data in table 14, it results in the assignment
of $109.7 million of the general expenses to civil power, bringing the
civil power total to $325.2 million by the end of fiscal year 1957.

The second apportions all general expenses in the same way as
common costs are allocated in the most satisfactory of the techniques
for our large multipurpose river and regional development projects,
such as the Tennessee Valley Authority. This method assigns $217.6
million of general expenses to civil power, resulting in a total civil
power cost of $433.1 million through fiscal year 1957.

Columns (4), (5). and (6) of table 14 show projected costs as far
ahead as theje can be foreseen with reasonable assurance. The column
(5) figures include the construction costs shown in column (2), except
for minor plant costs which are no longer used in reactor projects.
An example would be the previously mentioned first homegeneous
reactor, now dismantled. This is included in column (2), but not
column (5).

'IO Physical descriptions of the civil power reactors may be found in AEC semiannual
reports of recent years.

"I See Tybout, op. cit., supra, note 71, pp. 65, 66.
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A rough total of funds spent and committed to civil power can be
calculated by adding the projected costs (sum of cols. (4), (5), and
(6)) to civil power costs through fiscal year 1957, and subtracting the
column (2) costs so as to avoid double counting with column (5).
This, of course, will understate total costs even as implied by present
projects to the extent that civil power reactor projects already under-
taken will necessitate further (specific and general) expenditures be-
fore completion. Recognizing this limitation, the indicated calcula-
tions give 487,91 to 595.8 million dollars for civil atomic power,
depending upon the method used for allocating general expenses
cumulated to the end of fiscal year 1957. For future reference, we
shall round this to 500 to 600 million dollars.

There is no immediate prospect of abatement of AEC's civil power
reactor research program. Only 1 of the first 5 projects (the boiling
water reactor) has all of its projected research facilities in opera-
tion.11s Facilities for the rest are scheduled to begin operation at vari-
ous dates in 1957, or as late as June 1959 in the case of the fast power
breeder reactor."1 9 It may also be significant, as a commentary upon
the embryonic state of our technological knowledge, that presently es-
timated costs of the five reactor plants vary from 36 percent to 89
percent above their original estimated costs.12 0 The rest of the proj-
ects are in the study stage, and if carried forward might go consider-
ably beyond the costs shown for them in table 14.

Power demonstration reactor program
Power demonstration proiects in iprosDect at the beginnina of

August 1957 are summarized in table 15. Projects are identified
by the name of proposers, or powerplant operators. The operators
are groups of private electric utilities and other business firms in the
case of Yankee Atomic Electric Co., Power Reactor Development Co.,
Florida Nuclear Power Group, and Northern States Power Co., with
membership as shown in appendix C. The other five organizations
shown in table 15 are public or cooperative bodies. The operators are
grouped according to whether the proposals were made in response
to AEC's first, second, or third round invitations, directed to Amer-
ican industry and offering different kinds of aid for different classes
of atomic powerplants which the latter might propose to build and
operate.

18 See hearings, supra, note 103, pp. 690-691.
19 Ibid.

120 Ibid.
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TABLE 15.-Atomic Energy Commnission assistance in power reactor
demonstration programt

[In millions of dollars]
PART A-ASSISTANCE REQUESTED BY PRIVATE PROJECT PROPOSERS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Precon- Postcon- Total
Operators and plant capacity for each struction Reactor struction Waiver of value of

researu vunstru- reseaivh Total 015. intereL st assist-
and de- tion and de- (1)+(2)+(3) charges ance,
velop- velop- on fuel cols.
ment ment (4)+(5)

FIRST ROUND PROPOSALS

Yankee Atomic Electric Co. (134,000
kilowatts) --------- 5.000 - - - 5.000 2. 980 7. 980

Power Reactor Development Co.
(100,000 kilowatts) - - -- 4.450 - - -4.450 3.703 8.153

Consumer Public Power District
(75,000 kilowatts) -- 18.165 24. 013 8.000 50.178 1.325 51.503

Total -- 9- --- ---------- -- .628

SECOND ROUND PROPOSALS

Shugach Electric Association (10,000
kilowatts) -- 9.880 6.729 2.500 19.109 0. 620 19.729

Rural Cooperative Power Association
(22,000 kilowatts) - 2.760 5.686 1.640 10.086 0.125 10. 211

Wolverine Electric Cooperative Asso-
ciation (10,000 kilowatts)-1.635 3.837 5.472- - 5.472

City of Piqua, Ohio (12,500 kilowatts) 3. 500 4. 010 3. 600 11. 110 0.625 11.735

Total ----------------------- 45. 777

THIRD ROUND PROPOSALS

Florida Nuclear Power Group (136,000
kilowatts) - - ------- 9. 300 -() 9. 300 2 7. 500 16. 800

Northern States Power Co. (66,000
kilowatts) --- 1------- - 5.500 - 0.500 6.000 1. 000 7.000

Total - ------------------------ - -15.300

Grand total -0. 190 44. 275 16.250 120. 705 17. 878 138.583

PART B-ASSISTANCE AUTHORIZED AND APPROPRIATED

Amount

Authorized by Joint Committee on Atomic Energy:
1st round proposals ---- $59. 628

2d round proposals - --- - - -------- 48. 237
3d round proposals ------------------------------------------- ------------------------- 30.000Research and development on fast breeder technology -1.500

Subtotal -139.365
Waiver of fuel use charges ------ 20.000

Total -11---------------------------------------- 159.365

Appropriated:
Previous---------------------------------------- 9.450
Fiscal year INS- 129.915

Total -------------------------------- 139.365

' Undetermined.
2 Includes waiver of heavy water use charges of $5 million.

Source: S. Rept. 791, Authorizing Appropriations for the Atomic Energy Commission, 85th Cong.,
1st sess. (Aug. 2, 1957), except for fiscal year 1958 appropriations, which are in Public Law 162, 85th Cong.,
approved Aug. 21, 1957, without restriction upon the power reactor demonstration program projects.

The projects represent types of reactors appearing in table 14, but
do not give complete coverage of the table 14 reactors. The Yankee
proposal shown in table 15 is for a pressurized-water reactor. Rural
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Cooperative Power and Northern States have both proposed boiling-
water reactors. Wolverine Electric's is an aqueous homogeneous re-
actor. Power Reactor Development Co. proposed a fast-breeder re-
actor; Consumers Public Power, a sodium-graphite reactor; Chugach,
a sodium heavy-water reactor; Piqua, an organic-moderated reactor;
and the Florida Nuclear Power Group, a natural uranium, gas-cooled,
heavy-water-moderated reactor. The last draws from the pressurized
heavy water and natural uranium concepts shown in table 14, so that
there are only the liquid metal fuel and plutonium recycle reactors not
represented among the table 15 projects.

All of the table 15 projects are full-scale (large, medium. or small)
electric-generating installations. Plant sizes are indicated under the
name of each operator in kilowatts of electric power capacity. The
plants are being designed with the benefit of information developed
in AEC research projects noted in table 14, and will be expected in
turn to contribute information of value for the next generation of
atomic powerplants.

The dollar values of AEC assistance shown in table 15 are those
requested by the proposers of the projects, indirectly approved by
AEC in requesting funds in approximately the same amounts, and
made possible by Congress in authorizing the necessary appropria-
tions, which are shown in part B of the table. Appropriations au-
thorized by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy are shown sepa-
rately in part B for the first-, second-, and third-round proposals, plus
a misnellaneous item. research on fast-breeder technology. Compare
the subtotals in column (4) showing the requested amounts of demon-
stration program assistance.

The first round, in which negotiations are still being conducted with
respect only to the Consumers Public Power District project (con-
tracts have been signed with Yankee and Power Reactor Develop-
ment), is completely covered. Close to $3 million is authorized in
excess of the financial assistance requested by participants in the
second round and almost $15 million more is approved for the third
round, which is still open and in which we can expect more proposals
to be submitted. The waiver ofthe fuel-use charge requires no appro-
priations, but has received Joint Atomic Energy Committee authoriza-
tion with a cushion of $2 million over amounts requested. Part B
also shows that the necessary appropriations have been approved in
appropriations legislation.

In its first-round invitations, announced on January 10, 1955. and
with an April 1, 1955, deadline for submission of projects, the Com-
mission offered: (1) to waive interest charges (which AEC had set
at 4 percent) for the loan of source and special nuclear materials (but
not to waive charges for the consumption of these materials) (2) to
perform in AEC facilities without charge to the participating firms
certain mutually agreed-upon research and development work; and
(3) to enter into research and development contracts with participat-
ing firms, the resulting information to become AEC property available
for public use.'2 ' The Commission indicated that it would employ the
following criteria in evaluating proposals: (1) the probable contribu-
tion of the proposed project toward acilieving economically competi
tive power; (2) the cost to AEC in funds and materials; (3) the risk

AEC Release No. 589, January 10, 1955.
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to be assumed by the maker of the proposal; (4) the competence and
responsibility of the maker of the proposal; and (5) assurances given
by the maker of the proposal against abandonment of the project."2 2

In subsequent negotiations, the terms of AEC assistance were fur-
ther liberalized. First, the fuel use charge waiver was to expire July
1, 1962 (7 years after July 1, 1955).123 Instead, the use charge nego-
tiated in all 3 of the first round projects involves a waiver for the first
;5 years of plant operation,i24 which will extendt at least to 1965 since
none of the plants will be in operation before 1960.125 The values of
the waiver, shown in column (5) reflect the interesting fact that inter-
est on fuel inventory, an inconsequential item in conventional plants,
looms large in nuclear plant costs. This is the combined result of
the high value of the fuel per pound and the large critical mass needed
for nuclear fission, as a result of which only one one-thousandth of the
fuel in the reactor may be consumed daily.l12

Research and development, as envisaged in the first round included
funds for reactor "fabrication and experimental operation." 127 This
concept is highly specific for given reactor designs, and, in fact, was
further extended to include, in the Consumer's Public Power project an
AEC contribution of $8 million to costs of operation (for "unusual
maintenance") ,'12 shown in column (3). AEC reactor construction
and ownership was not considered at all in the first-round invitation,
but has become a part of the Consumer's Public Power project, as
shown in column (2).

AEC announced its second-round invitation September 21, 1955,
with a deadline of February 1, 1956 for submission of proposals. 12 9

This round was limited to medium and small powerplants (in the
range of 5,000 to 40,000 kilowatts capacity), suitable for rural and
perhaps foreign applications.

Essentially the same kind of assistance was offered as in the first
round, but with liberalizations and additions. Waiver of the fuel use
charge was extended to 5 years after the start of plant operations,
foreshadowing the de facto practice later to appear in the negotiation
of first-round proposals. Postconstruction research and development
assistance was more explicity offered. And a new offer was made-
that AEC would consider financing and retaining title to all or part
of a reactor system.

The Commission set forth essentially the same criteria as in the first
round, with two exceptions. Projects utilizing a low degree of en-
richment of nuclear fuel were to be favored. And no mention was
made of the necessity of the proposers giving assurances against aban-
donment. AEC was subsequently to be criticized by the Comptroller
General for an absence of safeguards against abandonment in its (first
round) contract with Yankee Atomic Electric Co."' Similarly, the

=2 Ibid.
123 Ibid.
A' S. Rept. 791, supra, note 114, pp. 9-10.
25 Paper prepared jointly by W. Kenneth Davis, Director, and Louis H. Roddis, Jr.,

Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Development, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, for
Presentation at 5th Atomic Energy Industry Conference of National Industrial Con-
ference Board. Philadelphia, Pa., AEC release. March 14, 1957.

125 D. M. Leppke, The Facts of Atomic Power Development: Some Aspects of Nuclear
Power Economics, Law and Contemporary Problems, vol. 21 (winter 1956), p. 3.

127 AEC Release No. 589, January 10, 1955.
"= S. Rept. 791, supra, note 114, p. 10.
29 AEC Release No. 695. September 21, 1955.
a Report on Review of Atomic Energy Commission Contract No. AT(30-3)-222 with

Yankee Atomic Electric Co., November 1956, by the Comptroller General of the United
States, p. 6.
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Joint Committee on Atomic Energy has noted the lack of control by
AEC under second-round projects in the absence of safeguards against
abandoniment.'31

Seven second-routnd proposals were received, three of which AEC
found unacceptable on the basis of announced criteria."3 ' The remain-
ing four were accepted as a basis for negotiation, as shown in table 15.

All of the proposals were made by public groups or cooperatives,
apparently reflecting the special interest of these groups in small
plants. The four acceptable proposals took advantage of the AEC
offer to finance the reactor system and retain title to the reactor portion
of the powerplants, thereby reducing greatly the ultimate cost of
atomic electricity to consumers. Table 15, column (6) shows that

although the second-round proposals are almost one-fifth to one-tenth
the size of the other powerplants, they account for AEC assistance in
roughly the same or higher amounts. This is probably the result of
two facts: (1.) the cost of power generation is high per kilowatt-hour
in small plants; and (2) local consumers tend to participate in the
ratemaking policies of municipalities and cooperatives, and would
wish to shift a maximum of expenses to AEC."'3

AEC's third-roiind invitation, announced in January 1957 set no

deadline on the receipt of proposals except that they should be for
plants capable of completion by June 30, 1962, or June 30, 1963, de-
pendling upon their design."34 No limits were set on the size of the
powerplants to be considered, though the Commission indicated a
preference for the aqueous fluid fuel systems and for natural (rather
han e *.rlun fuels in ]ivnvy water moderated reactors. A

number of atomic energy experts have pointed out that natural
urallium fuels might well be better suited for foreign reactors, pri-
marily because this is a way of avoiding the large investment required
for fuel enrichment facilities." The effects upon total unit costs of
power production remain to be seen.

AEC assistance was offered in the same way as for the second-round
invitation, with two exceptions. First, the Commission offered the
loan of heavy water on the same terms as nuclear fuel. Second, the
offer of AEC to finance and retain title to parts of the reactor system
was not repeated.

Table 15 describes the two proposals that had been made by the
beginning of August 1957 in response to the third-round invitation.
As of that time, AEC had not announced whether it would consider
these as accepable bases for negotiation.

The total financial value of AEC assistance in its demonstration
program is only about one-quarter of that or research and develop-
ment now underway (cf. table 14), but for the particular projects
involved, it often amounts to a large part of total costs. The extent

U' S. Rept. 791, supra, note 114, p. 16.
11 AEC Release No. 777, February 7, 1956. The three rejected proposals were made by

University of Florida; city of Orlando, Fla.; and citv of Hoyloke, Mass.
M The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 prohlbits the Commission from engaging in the com-

mercial sale of electricity (see sec. 44, 68 Stat. 954, 42 U. S. C. 2064, 1957 supplement),
though It is not prevented from building experimental power reactors and selling the
electricity which they produce. (See sec. 31 (a) (4), 68 Stat. 954, 42 U. S. C. 2051,
1957 supplement.) Consistent with these provisions, AEC regards the %5 power reactors
which it will own-4 second-round projects plus Consumers Publlc Power District-as
experimental facilitics.

134 AEC Release No. 953 and 1077. January 7 and June 10, 1957, respectively. The 1963
date was made available for fluid fuel aqueous solution reactors In order to permit more
time for the development of research results by AEC on this type of reactor.

us See discussion of fuel enrichment plant costs, supra.
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of public assistance may be gaged from the fact that AEC is planning
to build 5 of the reactors, as shown in column (2), table 15. As
benchmarks in judging the costs of the large reactors, we note that the
Yankee plant is expected to cost $34.5 million and the Power Reactor
Development plant, $47.3 million.136

Preconstruction and postconstruction research and development is
probably best viewed as design and operation assistance, respectively,
with special referencetothe novl oblems. introduced by n-uclear
technology. The fuel waiver is wort a little over 1 mill per kilowatt-
hour generated in the case of Power Reactor Development Co. over
the 5 years of the waiver, assuming an average load factor of 75 per-
cent, and a fraction of a mill for most of the other projects?. 3 7

AEC charges and price supports
Until 1954, the Commission was the only authorized manufacturer

of fissionable materials and continues today as their only legal owner.
The long period of government proprietorship was the result of the
importance of fissionables for national security and the primitive
state of tecimology for commercial utilization. In consequence of
both, AEC now finds itself the principal determiner of the price of
many materials and services essential for reactor operation. -

AEC charges for nuclear fuel are established in two parts: (1) The
use charge, or interest on fuel inventory leased to reactor operators;
and (2) the charge for consumption and loss of fissionable materials.
We have seen that the use charge is set at 4 percent, but waived for
the first 5 years of operation of demonstration program projects, where
requested by the proposers. Firms not participating in the demonstra-
tion program pay the use charge.

Consumption and loss charges were publicly announced by AEC in
November 1956,"38 superseding a previous schedule of prices in which
fissionable materials wvere made available in another (more expensive)
chemical form. Present AEC policy is to encourage private firms to
undertake all chemical processing and fabrication of fissionable ma-
terials necessary to prepare them for the requirements of different
reactors, though the Commission stands ready to do this part of the
job to the extent that private industry does not provide the services 139
Consumption and loss charges are designed to recover full AEC cost
of production of the fissionable materials, following established ac-
counting practices and including direct and indirect operating ex-
penses, depreciation, prorated overhead, interest on government in-
vestment, special handling, and other intangible expenses.' 4 0 The
prices are not indefinitely guaranteed, but AEC intends to keep them
as stable as possible, with changes due only to rather significant cost
changes.'4' Such stability as can be achieved is intended to imple-
ment private planning for reactor operation.

Other materials, including natural uranium, thorium and heavy
water are purchased by the Commission at prices guaranteed for the

1no Hearings, supra, note 103, p. 692.
'IT Calculated from data given in table 15.

TN AEC Release No. 930, November 18, 1956.
'3 See hearings, supra, note 103, pp. 107-108, 681-685.
140 Ibid.
141 Ibid.
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7 years ending June 30, 1963.142 These materials that can be, and
are being produced commercially. AEC is interested in building
healthy industries for all of them, and in guaranteeing prices is at the
same time providing cost benchmarks for reactor designers. The
Commission cannot offer subsidies to private nuclear reactor operators
by underpricing as long as it desires to have these materials produced
by private industry, and, eventually, to depend upon free market
processes for price determination.

AEC charges and price supports again affect reactor operators in
reprocessing spent fuel elements. Charges for the services of separa-
tion of fission fragments, recoverable fuel, and new fissionable ma-
terials (either plutonium or uranium 233) follow the pattern of other
AEC charges, discussed above, for full cost recovery.'4 3 Moreover,
the Commission intends to discontinue offering its reprocessing serv-
ices when private industry can furnish them at prices on the order
of 15 percent or so above AEC prices,'44 thus throvwing the market in
the lap of private suppliers. Presumably the latter would then be
expected to expand and reduce costs at least to the AEC level.

Special interest attaches to the prices for which AEC will buy back
the fissionable materials, plutonium and uranium 233, produced in the
course of reactor operation. Present commercial designs do not in-
clude any considerable consumption of these new fissionables as they
are produced in a reactor, though they will support a controlled chain
reaction and can be used in military weapons. Future technologies,
now in the experimental stage, are expected to make possible the con-
uiiiiUvun tcuyuliili at. p>uitlc'iiLt~nwn *1ti a..n..i ,n ..i ssvvass s.

zation as principal reactor fuels. Until that time, AEC purchases of
these materials is a stockpiling operation.

The Commission's "buy back" policy for plutonium and uranium
233 has never been entirely clear. Classified prices were first made
available to private operators at the time of announcement of the first
round of the demonstration program.'45 These were to hold for the
period from July 1, 1955, to June 30, 1962, in accordance with the
statutory authorization permitting AEC to guarantee prices for not
more than 7 years.' 4 6 The Commission's statement of considerations
explaining the determination of prices could be interpreted to have
either one of two meanings: (1) Prices -were intended to reflect the
market values which plutonium and uranium 233 would ultimately
have as fuels for power generation (and further creation of replace-
ment fuels), as nearly as these could be estimated; or (2) prices re-
flected the values of these fissionable materials for military uses.1 47

In November 1956, AEC announced unclassified "buy back" prices
of $12 a gram for plutonium and $15 a gram for uranium 233 that it
would pay during the single year July 1, 1962, to June 30, 1963.'48

'4 Iblid
143 Ibid.
1"See comments of Lewis L. Strauss, Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission, K. E.

Fields, General Manager, and W. Kenneth Davis, Director. Division of Reactor Develop-
ment, Atomic Energy Commission in AEC press conference, April 1, 1957, mimeographed
release. pp. 27-28.

"' AEC release No. 590, January 10, 1955.
14 68 Stat. 931, 42 U. S. C. A. par. 2076 (1957 supplement).
147 See Tyhout, op. cit., siipra, note 71. pp. 74-75.
145 AEC release No. 930, November 18, 1956.

97735-57---51
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This action was taken so as to keep reactor operators informed of the
guaranteed prices for a moving 7 years in advance. These prices, the
Commission subsequently indicated, were based upon estimated fuel
value for electric power generation and would result in revenues on
the order of 1 mill per kilowatt-hour for typical reactors now being
designed for electric power generation."49 Nothing was said to clarify
the basis for the (still classified) "buy back" prices applicable until
June 30, 1962..

Then, on May 18, 1957, AEC ainounced that purchases between
that date and June 30, 1962, would be made at $30 to $45 a gram of
plutonium, depending upon fissionable materials content, and for the
year July 1, 1962, to June 30, 1963, the guaranteed price of plutonium
would be $30 a gram.15 0 These prices superseded all previous guar-
anteed prices of plutonium. Nothing further was said about the
price of uranium 233 and, indeed, only a few of the reactors now
contemplated will produce it, while the great majority will product
plutonium.

AEC did not directly explain its action, but indicated that in its
future yearly extensions-

* * * the guaranteed fair price of plutonium will be reduced,
as dictated by consideration of the value of the material for
its intended use by the United States and giving such weight
to the actual cost of producing it as the Commission finds to
be equitable, to a level based upon the fuel value of pluto-
nium in commercial power reactors. 15 '

Military value may enter when plutonium is priced according to
"its intended use by the United States," but ultimately AEC hopes
to price it at the fuel value level.

It is not difficult to infer that AEC's action constitutes a subsidy
of atomic power reactors. If $12 a gram is the Commission's best
estimate of the future fuel value of plutonium, then $30 to $45 a gram
is almost 3 or 4 times this value. If $12 a gram provides a revenue
of 1 mill per kilowatt-hour, then $30 to $45 a gram will provide a
revenue of 2.5 to 3.75 mills per kilowatt-hour for reactor operators.
Tax treatment of atomic powerplant expenditures

Atomic powerplant owners and operators, like business firms in
other industries, will be able to take advantage of loss offsets (carry-
forward and carry-back provisions) useful in reducing tax liabilities
of new enterprises, corporate surtax exemptions important to small-
growing businesses, insofar as these are involved, and other general
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. In addition, and especially
relevant for the atomic-power industry, are provisions dealing with
accelerated amortization and research and development expenses.

Defense Mobilization Order VII-6 summarized all categories of
electric power related expansion goals as of April 23, 1955, showing
goal No. 255 (power facilities for military, atomic energy, and defense-
related needs) as well as goal No. 55 (electric power) to be open,
entitling affected firms to accelerated amortization treatment.15 2

149 See hearings, supra, note 29, p. 108.
'IO AEC release No. 1060, May 18, 1957.

C.F Ibid.
'l' C. F. R., title 32A-National Defense, appendix (revised Dec. 31, 1956).
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Goal No. .55 (electric power) was subsequently closed in January
1956 '53 and had not been reopened as of the middle of August 1957.
Goal No. 255 remnained open, leaving atomic-power facilities in a
preferred position as compared with conventional-power facilities.

Whereas accelerated amortization permits amortizing over a period
of 5 years, it may be possible to reduce the amortization to an annual
writeoff by charging atomic powerplants as research and development.
W. K. Cisler, president of Power Reactor Development Co. has indi-
cated that his atomic powerplant does not have a capital account, but
that all contributions of the members are charged as research and
development although they go for the construction of the physical
plant."'4 Accordingly, Power Reactor Development Co. has applied
for a ruling from the Bureau of Internal Revenue that would permit
it to charge these contributions against income as current research and
development expenses at the time of making the contributions.' 5 5

This is permitted by the Internal Revenue Code if wve are dealing
with research and development.'5 6 The question is wlhetler full-scale
atomic powerplants should be classified as such. If so, there will be
no reason why the precedent cannot be applied to other atomic power-
plants.

There is some precedent for a ruling favorable to Power Reactor
Development Co. AEC is classifying as experimental facilities the
five reactors vhich it will own in its demonstration program.' 57 We
shall see, in future discussion of rate regulation, that a number of
State commissions have approved the contributions by members of
Power Reactor Development Co. as properiy uhtzrged to rleseasrua-h and
development as operating expenditures for purposes of ratemaking.
Finally, AEC has indicated that it considers private projects in the
demonstration program to be research and development projects, at
least in their initial stages of operation.'IS

The net effect of either 5-year (rapid) amortization or annual write-
off of contributions to plant costs will be to provide tax-free income to
the atomic-plant owners (contributors), which they can use for invest-
ment in the earlier years. Income taxes normally payable are post-
poned to later years when depreciation allowances are correspondingly
less and taxable income is increased. This amounts to an interest-free
loan from the Treasury, which will be of no small importance in view
of the magnitude of the capital investment required for atomic
powerplants.

COo vernment indeimnifieation
Perhaps the most difficult problems for public policy are posed by

the potential dangers of a runaway atomic power reactor. Damages,

" 21 F. R. 460, Jan. 21, 1956.
" Testimony In hearings before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy on Government

Indemnity. 84th Cong., 2d sees. (May 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, and June 14, 1956), p. 134.
For contributions of members, see appendix C.

us Ibid., p. 128. Although the application had been pending for well over a year, no
ruling had been issued by July 31. 19f57.

'
55 Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 26 U. S. C. par. 174 (1957 supplement).
157 See note 133. supra.
'" Testimony of K. D. Nichols, General Manager, AEC, in hearings before the Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy on Development. Growth, and State of the Atomic Energy
tnd'nstrv 84th Cong,, lst pss. (J.anuary 31: February 1. 3. 4, 7. 8. 9, 10. 28; and March
1, 2, and 3, 1955), p. 155.
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if and when they occur, would come principally from radioactive
fission fragments injected into the atmosphere in various ways.'59

Comparing atomic power waste materials with bomb-test fallout, Rep-
resentative Holifield, chairman of the Special Radiation Subcommittee
investigating the latter, stated:

We are on the threshold of an era of nuclear power. This
new power source, if it is to play any significant role in filling
the energy needs of the world, will unleash amounts of radio-
activity even more staggering than those involved in nuclear
weaponry.16 0

Experts have placed property damage (largely from contamina-
tion) in the range of half a million to seven billion dollars for a hy-
pothetical large (approximately 150,000 kilowatts capacity) reactor
in a characteristic location and after 180 days of operation, by which
time essentially full fission fragment inventory would have been built
up.'"1 These are lower and upper limits, respectively, for different
kinds of accidents, the most serious of which would involve failure of
various automatic control and retention devices.1e2 Personal damages
from the same accidents would range from a lower limit of no deaths
or injuries to an upper limit of 3,400 killed and 43,000 injured.13

When faced with the question of estimating the probabilities of
atomic powerplant accidents, some of the experts responsible for the

above data rwere unwilling to quantify their valuations of the risks
in view of the lack of experience with major accidents in AEC facil-
ities. Others ventured their opinions, though recognizing the uncer-
tainties. Their estimates ranged from 1 chance in 100,000 per year
to 1 in a billion per year for a major accident for each single large
reactor as previously described.164

We cannot adequately represent in dollars the cost to human life
and health, but can compare the above estimates with accident expe-
riences elsewhere. Using the most pessimistic probability estimate
and the most serious accident estimate, plus the additional assumption
that there are 100 large nuclear power reactors in the United States,
there would be 1 chance in 50 million of getting killed in any year
in a reactor accident and 1 chance in 4 million of sustaining injury.
For comparative purposes, we note that there is presently about 1
chance in 5,000 of getting killed in any year by a motor-vehicle acci-
dent and about 1 chance in 130 of incurring a disabling injury.65

15D The technological aspects of an atomic power reactor out of control are described by
Dr. C.. R. McCullough, Director for Reactor Safeguards, Atomic Energy Commission, In his

testimony in hearings before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy on Government
Indemnity for Private Licenses and AEC Contractors Against Reactor Hazards, 84th Cong.,2d1 sess. (May 15. 16. 17. 18, 21. and Jiime 14. 1956), pp. 46-50.'OD Representative C. H. Holifield, Who Should Judge the Atom, Saturday Review of

Literature (August 3, 1957), p. 37.
'a Excerpts from a report by a group of engineers and scientists to the Atomic Energy

Commission, requested by the Congressional Joint Committee on Atomic Energy and readinto the record by Lewis L. Strauss, Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission In hearings
before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy on Government Indemnity and Reacto
Safety. 85th Cong., 1st sess. (March 25, 26, and 27, 1957), pp. 10-12.

12 Built-in safeguards in reactor design are discussed in Atomic Energy Commission,21st semiannual report (January 1957), pp. 137-143.
163 See note 161, supra.
i64 Ibid.
1s5 Calculated from National Safety Council, Accident Facts. A disabling injury is one

which causes total Incapacity to engage in one's normal pursuits for at least 1 calendarday.
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In view of the extent of possible third-party liability, private oper-
ators have been unable to get adequate insurance from private sources.
The latter can make available about $60 million for third-party lia-
bility and at least as much for property damage from a single major
atomic poverplant disaster."6 6 By recent legislation, Congress has
therefore authorized AEC to extend the indemnification up to $500
million damages, public and private. 67' AEC will require reactor op-
erators to purchase different amounts of private insurance, depending
upon reactor size, location, and other factors influencing risk, and
will levy an annual charge of $30 per thousand thermal kilowatts
(approximately $100 per thousand electric kilowatts, depending upon
the efficiency with which thermal energy is converted to electrical
energy in a particular plant) in commercial atomic powerplants, but
may waive the charge where the plants are classed as research and
development projects.1 6 8

It is not clear whether the annual charge is intended to build up a
reserve or merely to cover administration of the program. The Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy report favorably recommending the
bill merely notes the difficulties of foretelling what might be an ade-
quate reserve, and expresses concern that insurance charges not be
too high lest they add too much to the costs of atomic power.'69

The effect of insurance costs upon a specific atomic powerplant is
shown in table 16. This is a pressurized water reactor of approxi-
mately the size used in previous discussion of reactor hazards and
fully contained within an explosion chamber, as is now judged neces-
sary for safety protection. The plant operates at 28 percent thermal
efficiency. It is located, however, in a sparsely settled area rather than
in a relatively populus agricultural area such as would characterize
most of the reactors now in the process of design and construction.
Nevertheless, it is the only reactor for which different insurance
spokesmen have quoted comparable estimates of rates.

Table 16 shows costs attributable to each type of insurance. Con-
ventional insurance refers to all insurance generally carried by conven-
tional electric powerplants, including conventional fire damage,
vandalism, extended coverage, auto insurance, workmen's compensa-
tion, and all other types of insurance except as applied to the special
nuclear hazard. Some of the conventional insurance, for example,
workmen's compensation, might be higher in nuclear powerplants, and
for this reason the use of the average cost of conventional insurance
may tend to understate even this part of the costs shown in table 16.
Insurance for nuclear hazards is shown separately for property dam-
age (to the reactor powerplant itself) and for third party liability.

1e Third party liability insurance of as much as $50 million can be made available
through the pooled resources of stock companies and $10 million more through the pooled
resources of mutuals working in collaboration with the stock companies. See hearings,
supra, note i61, testimony of C. J. Haugh, Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance Associa-
tion, and H. W. Yount, Mutual Atomic Energy Reinsurance Pool and the American Mutual
Insurance Alliance, pp. 91 and 129, respectively. Property damage insurance of approxi-
mately $60 million can be made available by another stock company group and $30 million
can be written by another mutual group, but there is no evidence that these two are work-
ing in collaboration to make the sum total available. See testimony of K. K. Black, chair-
man, Governing Committee, Nuclear Energy Property Insurance Associatiol, and A. Kelly,
general counseT, Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Cos., pp. 130 and 214, respec-
tively.

"I Public Law 256, 85th Cong., 1st sess., approved September 2, 1957.
'G Ibid.

la. Rept. 435, 85th Cong., 1st sess. (May 9, 1957), p. 9.
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The latter is divided between private and public indemnification.
Total insurance costs to the private operator are divided by an average
annual lifetime rate of power production to show their effect upon
power costs per kilowatt-hour, and, for the sake of comparison, the
same calculation is made for conventional costs alone. The results
show that insurance costs will be about 31/2 times as high in the nuclear
plant as compared with the conventional plant, but will not make much
cinerence in total power costs in the range of'7 to 10 mills per kilowatt-
hour.

TABLE 16.-Annual insurance cost of a 134,000 electric kilowatt pressurized
water reactor powerplant full contained

[Assumed plant value, $30 million]

All conventional insurance (0.003 x $30,000,000)-------------------- $90, 000
Property damage from nuclear hazard, including radioactive con-

tainment ($0.30 per $100 of insurance)-2 '81,000
3d party liability:

Private coverage of $50,000,000_------------------------------- 130, 000
Public coverage of additional $500,000,000 ($108 per electrical

kilowatt) --------------------------------------------------- 1 14, 500

Total annual insurance cost-------------------------------- 315, 500
Total annual insurance cost per kilowatt-hour generated, assum-

ing 50 percent load factor---------------------------mill-- 0. 54
Annual insurance cost per kilowatt-hour generated for all conventional

insurance alone, assuming 50 percent load factor-------------mill-- 0. 15
' Assumes 0.3 percent on plant value for all conventional insurance charges in accordance

with established Federal Power Commission practice for conventional steam plants.
Assumes 90 percent insurable value of the $30 million plant.
Assumes 28 percent thermal efficiency.

Source: Nuclear insurance charges are from hearings before the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy on Government Indemnity and Reactor Safety, 85th Cong., 1st sess. (March
25, 26, and 27, 1957). The property damage rate of $0.30 per $100 of insurance was
provided by W. H. Berry, vice president, American Fire Insurance Group and chairman,
executive committee, Nuclear Insurance Rating Bureau, p. 142. The annual premium for
$50 million of third party liability insurance was estimated bv C. J. Haugh representing
Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance Association, p. 88. The rate of $108 per thousand
electric kilowatts of installed capacity was derived from the statutory rate of $30 per
thousand thermal kilowatts of installed capacity and the assumed thermal efficiency of 28
percent for the plant here involved.

It is possible that the social costs of reactor hazards will be different
from those charged the plant operators, depending upon whether
AEC's annual charge for Government indemnification, plus private
insurance premiums, provide adequate or inadequate reserves in the
light of experience. If there is any bias in the charges, it would seem
from the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy's concern for low in-
surance costs to reactor operators that public levies, at least, will not
be too high. Moreover, we note that AEC has the option to reduce
the insurance charges in "research and development" plants, which is
interpreted by the Commission, we have noted, to include demonstra-
tion program plants.

A different kind of social cost may follow from the genetic conse-
quences of radiation exposure. Traditional concepts of compensation
are hardly relevant for this problem. One must make his choice be-
tween the welfare of succeeding generations and the costs of atomic
power today, as affected by additional protection and safety devices.

The genetic effects of atomic powerplant accidents were not within
the scope of AEC's team of experts for evaluation of atomic hazards.
noted above, but expert opinion has been directed to the problem of
radiation standards for atomic powerplant workers. The United
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States National Academy of Sciences and the United Kingdom's
Medical Research Council have both recommended, on genetic
grounds, a schedule of lifetime maximum radiation dosages that
could well be exceeded by private firms complying with present
(August 1957) AEC regulations.' 0 In its own facilities, AEC has
maintained a margin of safety adequate to conform easily to the
geneticists' recommendations.'7 ' The Commission noted in Januaty
1957 that it had these recommendations under consideration. 172 If
adopted for atomic powerplants, it would seem that the added safety
could be largely handled by rotation of work force without any
significant effect on costs.
Electric utility rate regulations

Previous discussion has shown that atomic power costs in the near
future will exceed those of conventional power (cf. fig. 1). To some
extent, the higher costs of atomic electricity will be offset by AEC
demonstration program expenditures (cf. table 15), though these
expenditures wil not affect two atomic powerplants being constructed
by private electric power companies outside the demonstration pro-
gliam: Consolidated Edison of New York, building a 236,000-kilowatt
plant, 140,000 kilowatts of which will be nuclear; and Commonwealth
Edison of Illinois, building a 180,000-kilowatt nuclear powerplant."1'
Probably more important as offsets to high-cost atomic power will
be the subsidies in AEC buy-back prices for plutonium and thorium.
These apply to all plants, whether or not in the demonstration pro-
gruaml, at!Iu -v- -u y -etirlm rh i-to the^ fu-ture thln dernon-
stration program assistance.

The combined effect of demonstration program assistance and buy-
back subsidies will be to reduce the impact of higher atomic power
costs for electric utility rate regulation. It is not likely that the other
Federal aids, favorable tax treatment and Government indemnifica-
tion, will have the same effect. In the absence of State commission
regulation of net earnings in electric utilities, regulatory tax treat-
ment need not lead to a reduction of power rates as a result of rapid
amortization.174 The present costs of Government indemnification to
the atomic powerplant owners are very small, and were included in the
Davis-Roddis estimates used in figure 1.

To envisage the possible burden remaining to be absorbed by electric
power consumers (or electric utility stockholders), we note first that

1oo Atomic Energy Commission, 21st semiannual report (January 1957), p. 183. The
National Academy of Sciences report is reprinted in New York Times, June 13, 1956,
p. 1, col. 8.

Both groups recommended that tolerance (maximum exposure) levels for radiation be
established at a cumulative total of 50 roentgens for the first 30 years of an individual's
life, a total of 50 roentgens more between ages 30 and 40, and (presumably though not
explicitly so states) for each of the next 2 decades. Of these cumulative total ex-
posures, at least part is received from nonatomic sources. The National Academy of
Sciences estimated that background radiation, present everywhere In normal living, accounts
for about 4.3 roentgens and X-radiation for another 3 roentgens on the average in a
30-year period. The X-radiation, of course, is received in very different amounts by
different individuals.

Present AEC regulations applicable to atomic powerplant operators permit a maximum
exposure of 15 roentgens per year to all persons regardless of age, except that they be
older than 18 vears. Code of Federal Regulations, title 10 Pt.20 Standards for Protec-
tion Against Radiation (January 25, 1957). see also ARc 21st semiannual report
(January 1957) pp. 185, 252-254

In Cf. AE~C 2ist Semiannual Report (January 1957), p. 183.
172 ibid.
"I The Commonwealth Edison plant is being financed with the assistance of other electric

utilities combined to form the nuclear power group, as shown in appendix C.
174 A. J. G. Priest, What Should Commissions Regulating Public Utilities Do About

Accelerated Amortization, Virginia Law Review, vol. 39 (June 1953).
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the relevant nuclear costs are almost entirely those shown for years
after 1960 in figure 1. Messrs. Davis and Roddis calculated large
plant costs for installations that could have been designed to come into
operation before 1960, but were not designed and will not come into
operation except for the Shippingport plant, which we have noted
is about 70 percent financed by AEC. Second, we shall imagine the
Davis-Roddis curve in figure 1 to be dropped about 2 mills per kilo-
watt-hour to at least mid-1963, the latest date for which AEC has
announced buy-back prices. Two mills represents approximately the
amount of the AEC subsidy, as previously noted, over the expected
fuel value of plutonium, and, in fact, will bring the lowest nuclear
power costs down to the highest conventional power costs by 1962 or
1963.

The remaining burden is thus represented partly by differences in
the technically possible lower costs of nuclear electricity (to the pri-
vate electric utilities) and the upper costs of conventional power. It
will undoubtedly also be affected by the fact that nuclear powerplants
may not be installed where conventional costs are highest. For ex-
ample, the Commonwealth Edison atomic powerplant is to be installed
44 miles southwest of Chicago and the Power Reactor Development
Co. plant is being constructed in the Detroit area. The average cost
of electricity generated in new conventional steam plants in Illinois of
over 100,000 kilowatts capacity coming into operation in 1951 to 1955
inclusive was 7.20 mills per kilowatt-hour.175 In Michigan, the figure
is 6.25 mills per kilowatt-hour.176 Compare the range of conventional
costs shown in figure 1.

An approach to coverage of the higher costs of atomic power in
electric utility rates is illustrated by certain electric utility members
of Power Reactor Development Co., who have obtained specific ap-
proval of their respective State regulatory commissions for accounting
treatment of their contributions as research and development expenses,
and hence, as reimbursable from operating revenue obtained by the sale
of electricity. These contributions, we recall, are to cover the costs
of construction of Power Reactor Development Co.'s plant at Monroe,
Mich.

The Detroit Edison Co., for example, obtained an accounting order
from the Michigan Public Service Commission authorizing it to re-
flect a $5 million contribution in the utility's account 801, 'Miscella-
neous general expenses." 177 This means that in the normal course of
events, the $5 million will be charged to the company's power cost
pool, along with the cost of other electrical generation or power pur-
chases and that the total amount in this pool will be spread over all
consumers. In the hearing preceding the order, Detroit Edison made
clear that the $5 million, considered at a yearly rate of $11/4 million
and with allowances for income taxes, would not affect net revenue
sufficiently in itself to bring an application for rate increases, but
would, nevertheless, remain an element of value in general support

175 Calculated from data reported In Federal Power Commission, Steam-Electric Plant
Construction Costs and Annual Construction Expenses (annual supplements 1951 through
1955).

176 Ibid.
17T Michigan Public Service Commission Accounting Order D-I1282A-55.1, March 23, 1955.
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of future rate increases."" By an amendment, the Michigan Commis-
sion later extended the order to apply to Detroit Edison's present
commitment of $8.75 million."9

This is not to be confused with the pricing of power that will actu-
ally be generated in the Power Reactor Development Co.'s plant, to
be operated by Detroit Edison. Such power will be priced by a for-
mula based on the costs of operation of a conventional steam plant
and using as a criterion Detroit Edison's most efficient conventional
plant. 18 0 The nuclear costs will not all be covered by a price so cal-
culated, but by means of charging the plant costs tc research and
development, the sponsoring companies can pass on additional costs
to consumers in their nonatomic power rates.

Other members of Power Reactor Development Co. have received
similar orders for accounting treatment of research and development,
as shown in table 17, based upon a mail survey conducted by the author.
Column (3) indicates utilities that have received specific regulatory
approval for charging their part of the plant costs to research and
development by the word "approved." The word "allowable" means
that State regulatory authorities have indicated that such contribu-
tions should be so charged, and in many cases, that they are being so
charged. In 2 cases, information was not available and in 2 other
cases, the proper State regulatory commission lacked jurisdiction over
expense accounting for electric power.

In the course of correspondence with the author regarding the charg-
ing of the contributions to research and development, some regulatory
Wuhues mul cated that theuy w~oud% be0 disposed tquesinanVag

amount of such charges in support of rate increases. Others took
for granted that if the charges were properly made, as we note they
were in all cases where information could be obtained, they would be
includible in support of rate increases.

178 See testimony of C. R. Landrigan, vice president, Detroit Edison Co., in hearings
before the Michigan Public Service Commission in the matter of the application of the
Detroit Edison Co. for directions as to accounting treatment for disbursements made or
expenses incurred in the design, construction, and operation of a developmental atomic
power reactor (March 14, 1955), pp. 35, 39-42.

"9 Accounting order D-1282A-56.1, November 9, 1956.
IN Steam agreement between the Detroit Edison Co. and Power Reactor Development Co.,

October 20, 1956.
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TABLE 17.-Regulatory accounting for contributions to power reactor
development company

Commitment Regulatory
Electric utility members (millions of accounting for

dollars) commitment as
operating expense

(1) (2) (3)

Alabama Power Co -$0. 800 Allowable.
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Co- .200 Do.
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co- .250 Do.
Columbus & Southern Ohio Electric Co- .250 Do.
Consumers Power Co -2. 500 Approved.
Deleware Power & Light Co- .300 Not allowable.
Detroit Edison Co -8.750 Approved.
Georgia Power Co-- 800 Allowable.
Gulf Power Co -. 200 Not allowable.
Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric Co- .120 No jurisdiction.
Long Island Lighting Co -. 620 Allowable.
Mississippi Power Co- .200 No jurisdiction.
Philadelphia Electric Co -2. 500 Allowable.
Potomac Electric Power Co -. 00 Approved.
Rochester Gas & Electric Co- .450 Allowable.
Toledo Edison Co -. 500 Do.
Wisconsin Electric Co- .300 Do.

Total -19.540
Nonutility members -4.000

Total -23.540

Source: Cols. (1) and (2) are from appendix C. Col. (3) shows orders approving charge to operating
expenses:

Consumers Power Co.: Michigan Public Service Commission Accounting Order D-875-A-56.1,
Nov. 14, 1956.

Detroit Edison Co.: Michigan Public Service Commission Accounting Order D-1282A-55.1, Mar. 23,
1955, as amended Nov. 9, 1956.

Potomac Electric Power Co.: Public Utilities Commission of the District of Columbia Order No. 4362,
Mar. 19, 1957.

All other information was obtained by personal correspondence with State regulatory bodies in June and
July 1957.

Essentially the same situation is found in the nuclear power group,
where three Illinois electric power companies, Comlmonwealth Edison
Co., Illinois Power Co., and Central Illinois Light Co. obtained an
accounting order permitting them to charge their contributions to the
Commonwealth Edison plant as research and development, a miscel-
laneous general operating expense.18-

Manifestly, the practice of calling electric generating plant costs
research and development is something of an extension of usual con-
cepts. Yet, we have seen that the research and development concept
is taken to include design and operating assistance in AEC's demon-
stration program, has been used as a basis for Power Reactor Devel-
opment Co.'s application for special tax treatment, and is invoked
to give AEC authority to waive charges for Government indemnifica-
tion. The practice calls for more general discussion than is appro-
priate here; hence we shall postpone this matter for later evaluation,
except to note that it seems to provide a means of reflecting the higher
costs of atomic power in consumer rates.

To be sure, the burden is spread broadly in the Power Reactor
Development Co. so that the effect upon electric-power rates of its
utility members will be negligible. Nevertheless, if the practice
should become widespread (despite criticism by some State bodies)

'0 Illinois Commerce Commission Order No. 42638, July 19, 1955. The nuclear power
group is a vehicle for financing $15 million of the $45 million price of the Dresden nuclear
powerplant. The remaining $30 million Is being furnished by Commonwealth Edison Co.
and will be capitalized by that organization. See appendix C.
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throughout the precompetitive period of atomic power, it would not
have negligible results.

A more direct method of handling atomic-power costs is simply to
treat them as any other costs of electric-power generation. The pub-
lic-utility concept, unless modified, will then lead to the necessary
rate adjustments so that full costs of atomic power (including a re-
turn on the value of the powerplant) are paid by consumers. Thlis
appears to be the approach taken by Yankee Atomic Electric Co.
for its plant in Rowe, Mass., and by Consolidated Edison Co. for its
plant at Indian Point, N. Y., to serve the New York City area.

In Massachusetts, an electric utility does not have to come before
the State department of public utilities to obtain a certificate of
public convenience and necessity. The only requirement is for ap-
proval of its financing, and this is being received piecemeal in actions
of the Massachusetts department.18 2

The first formal order of the Massachusetts department reported
that contracts for the pricing of electric power sold by Yankee to
sponsoring companies (for delivery and resale to consumers) could
not be worked out until more cost information was available.' 8 ' The
Federal Securities and Exchange Comlimission later indicated that in
hearings relative to Yankee's holding company status, the applicant
submitted estimates showing expected average charges for power to
sponsoring companies of 7.8 mills per kilowatt-hour.' 8 4 On this basis,
Yankee representatives estimated that the company would lose pos-
sibly $1.5 million duringr the first 5 years of operation, which is an

:: n al awr..elossof (DJo~t. peiCel 0-1; t tile Sodss;lions equiLy

(see appendix C) and that they expected earnings thereafter ranging
f rom 0 to 6 percent return on the equity . 8 5

These expectations are more optimistic than the Davis-Roddis esti-
mates shown in figure 1, but are not out of line with the McKinney
panel estimates issued in January 1956 186 a few months after the Se-
curities and Exchange Commission hearing. The most authoritative
estimate previous to the McKinney panel's showed atomic power costs
approximately three times those of competitive conventional power,'8 -
and it was during 1954 and 1955, while this estimate prevailed, that
most important actions were taken to organize the Yankee and other
projects with which we are here concerned.'8 8

In New York, there is no preliminary action required of the Public
Service Commission in approving the Consolidated Edison plant,
since it is within the area already franchised to this company.

In Illinois, a certificate of convenience and necessity has been issued
to the Commonwealth Edison Co. for construction of the Dresden
nuclear power station.189 Among its findings, the Illinois Commis-

'18 The latest order, DPU 11957, November 2.6, 1956, approved an Issue of $500,000 com-
mon stock in addition to $500,000 already approved. Sales of the securities were to spon-
soring companles as shown in appendix A, where the total eventual financial arrangement
Is reportec Also approved was $1 million of short-term borrowing from sponsoring
companios.

1 8 PUR 3d 116 (1955).
154 Securities and Exchange Commission, Holding Company Act Release No. 1i048 (Noveni-

her 25. 1955). Calculated from data reported on pp. 8-9.
In5 Ibid., p. 9.
18 See Tybout, op. cit., supra. note 64.
'5 See remarks prepared by W. Kenneth Davis, Deputy Director, Division of I'ractor De-

velopment. AEC, for presentation at the National Industrial Conference Board, New York,
N. Y.. AEC release. October 13, 1954.

'51 See Tybout, op. cit.. supra, note 71, pp. 75-84.
s' Illinois Commerce Commission Order No. 43336, September 24. 1956.
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sion referred to its previous action authorizing certain Illinois utili-
ties to contribute to the cost of the plant through the nuclear power
group,'9 0 in taking which action (in 1955) the Illinois Commission
had found that Commonwealth Edison-

* * * believes that the plant can produce electricity at a
per kilowatt-hour cost reasonably competitive with present
costs of power pDroduced from conventional new generating
facilities located in Edison's service area and using coal as
a fuel.'9 '

Traditional public-utility regulation hesitates to pass upon the
merits of a technology embodied in a new investment. The matter
is usually regarded as a proper concern of management alone. This
approach has been supported by the popular assumption that new
investments will follow least-cost techniques of production. Now we
find the assumption fallacious.

In the face of uncertainty and official estimates of high costs of
nuclear power, there was no sure mechanism for review and evalua-
tion of the public interest in experimental electric-generating facili-
ties, the power from which can be sold to the public at fully allocated
costs.

EVALUATION

Energy consumption is correlated with economic growth over a
thirty- to forty-fold range of per capita national income. Underde-
veloped countries eager for improved standards of living, develop-
ing economies which have tasted the fruits of economic progress,
and mature economies determined to preserve and enhance their mate-
rial blessings are alike concerned with access to adequate energy
supplies. The more important these become when account is taken of
present and expected future rates of population growth.

We have drawn world energy need and resource balances for the
second half of the 20th century. There are approximations on both
sides of the data. Estimates of needs are based on ranges of rates of
growth. Estimates of energy resources are taken from as many ex-
perts as appear to have made careful independent studies. The gen-
eral pattern of the results is unmistakable.

The fossil fuels, coal, oil, and gas are distributed unevenly. Solid
fuel reserves are best in North America, the Soviet Union, and
China. These regions will not experience adjustments as a result of
coal shortages in the 20th century. Western Europe, the world's his-
toric coal-exporting region is facing increasing difficulties in keeping
coal production abreast of needs.

Fluid fuel reserves are concentrated in the Americas, the Middle
East, and the Soviet bloc. Western Europe is completely deficient
and China is thought to have little fluid fuel. World reserves are
unlikely to meet projected needs for the remainder of the 20th cen-
tury. North America will be affected more than other regions be-
cause of its greater consumption of fluid fuels in relation to total
energy, but economic adjustments will be ameliorated and postponed
beyond the end of the century by the use of oil shales and coal
hydrogenation.

'I See supra, note 181.
19 Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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The underdeveloped regions of the world tend also to be the fossil
fuel have-not regions. These are Asia except for the Soviet Union,
China, and the Middle East; Africa; South America (after exhaus-
tion of oil reserves) ; and Oceania.

Replaceable energy resources, falling water, vegetable matter, solar
energy, and others account for about 20 percent of world energy con-
sumption today, but most of this is in the form of fuel wood and farm
wastes. In the United States, they account for only 3 percent today,
but this may be expanded to 10 percent or more by increased use of
solar energy for space heating, and other developments, by year 2000.
There are unexplored avenues of technological development which
seem worth further study. Some contribution may be made by im-
provements (great improvements are required) on the carbon-fixing
processes of nature, while improved collection and storage devices for
solar energy could be important, especially to underdeveloped nations.

Atomic energy offers a new avenue for at least a partial solution of
the world's energy needs. If we find that fissionable fuel regeneration
can be economically achieved, world fuel reserves will be multiplied
10 or 20 times beyond present economically recoverable estimates of
fossil fuels. This allows for the fact that uranium and thorium "ores"
of such low grade that the uranium and thorium metal may cost 100
times present costs will not substantially affect the price of atomic
energy, due to the high energy content per pound of metal.

Despite the high promise of these findings, it appears that atomic
energy is destined to serve only large bulk energy consumers, except
in miiitary applications, where cost is not a deterrent. The most
promising commercial applications are in electric power generation,
particularly in large plants, in certain industrial process heating uses,
and in central district space heating. None of these have costs as low
as their conventionally fueled counterparts today, but are expected to
become economic within the next decade or two. Mobile units, even as
large as in merchant ships, appear to be hopelessly expensive in the
foreseeable future. In small, independently driven vehicles such as
the automobile, atomic energy is ruled out as a result of the massive
shielding necessary to contain radiation, if for no other reason.

Taking into account the market for electricity, certain applications
of industrial process heat, and central district space heating, it appears
that nuclear power can satisfy only about a quarter of our energy
needs without adjustment in consumption patterns. Such adjust-
ment might take the form of more consolidated living in urban centers,
where central district heating can be economically utilized, more
reliance upon electrification for transportation, and perhaps other
changes. These are not likely to be important within the 20th century.

The mature economies of Western Europe and Japan seem most
likely to use nuclear power profitably within the next decade or two.
These regions are already facing delivered fuel costs twice or more
those of the United States. Certain developing economies like Brazil,
and perhaps underdeveloped countries as well, facing high costs of
conventional fuels due to their transportation over long distances may
find economic applications of nuclear power, but these will be limited,
especially in the underdeveloped uounLtties, by the nuiriber of markets
in which large or even moderately large outputs of power can be
consumed.
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The United States is the center for the development of civil atomic
power technologies. A number of programs for training, dissemina-
tion of technological information and foreign aid in reactor develop-
ment have been instituted as an integral part of United States foreign
policy. These are backed by programs of research and development
organized by the United States Atomic Energy Commission and
cooperating industry groups.

AEC finances and directs basic programs of scientific research.
These are important for both military and civil progress in the uses
of atomic energy. At a more specific level, the Commission performs
the same functions for particular reactor concepts holding promise
for civil atomic power. Expenditures in this last area through fiscal
year 1958, including some plant facilities to which AEC is committed
but which may not be completed by the end of June 1958, are estimated
at $500 to $600 million.

The next stage of development envisages the construction of full-
scale atomic electric power generating stations. Two programs of
financial assistance are available for these stations. In its power
reactor demonstration program, $159 million is currently available
for AEC's share of cooperative public-private atomic power plant
financing. Second, through supports in its "buy-back" prices for
plutonium and uranium 233, not limited to demonstration program
plants, AEC will cover about 3 mills of the per kilowatt-hour cost of
atomic power generated to the middle of 1963, the most distant date
for which prices have been anlounced. This is approximately 2 mills
over the estimated fuel value of plutonium and uranium 233. The
2-mill subsidy will account for 10 to 25 percent of the cost of generat-
ing atomic electricity at the cost levels estimated for this period by
AEC spokesmen.

Private investment in atomic power stations is also being aided by
non-AEC policies. These include the award of rapid amortization
tax treatment for atomic powerplants, public indemnification of
reactor owners, and rate making policies for full recovery of atomic
electric power costs, though higher than those of conventionally
generated power.

We may wonder whether all of these aids are necessary. From a
domestic standpoint, there is the basic question of energy needs.
Granted the long-term importance of nuclear power, it will not solve
the fluid fuels problem, and electricity generation from coal seems safe
enough for the remainder of the present century. At least we could
have taken a decade or several decades to perfect the commercial
application of nuclear power from technologies already delineated as
a result of military applications.

From the standpoint of foreign policy, different conclusions may
follow. This aspect of atomic energy policy is beyond the scope of
the present study, though we note that the peaceful atom is a powerful
symbol and the United States technological leadership, a valuable
national asset for its own sake.

Another aspect of the question of the necessity of public aids is
whether in their specific form they seem conceptualized to provide a
useful, natural division of labor between business and government and
whether they are easily intergrated within existing American
institutions,
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Public policy in atomic energy seeks to cull from a defense tech-
nology such commercial and peaceful applications as hold reasonable
promise of improving the standard of living. Apart from the desir-
ability of supporting basic science, there are public advantages in
doing this. In reactor development, an important part of the large
public investment in plant facilities can be made to serve a commercial
as well as a military purpose. Economies of scale are available in
supporting facilities which would not accrue to a private-based atomic
power industry until years after its establishment. It is likely that
similar situations can be found elsewhere in our defense program, that
other civil developments might gain from a base already established
at public expense if similar public programs were undertaken by
other defense agencies.

At the applied level of research, there are advantages in the cooper-
ative business-government approach wherein research projects are

conceived and conducted by the users of the results, as in the demon-
stration program. Continuous exchange of information between lab-
oratory, pilot plant and production facility increases the potential
utility of applied research (and indirectly the utility of the principles
discovered in basic research). At the same time, it makes for im-

proved production management insofar as operating officials are made
more aware of the possibilities inherent in a given design or functional
relationship.

Beyond this point, an appraisal of public assistance is affected by
the prioritv (on foreign poliev grounds) which we wish to give civil

atomic power. In reviewing the demonstration program, we noted
that electric power producers do not suffer from a lack of Federal as-

sistance in a wide variety of financial arrangements, provided that their
projects satisfy AEC's concept of technological promise. A high
priority for atomic power might justify the present extent of demon-
stration program aid for the relatively small participating group.

On the other hand, a gradual development of atomic power might
look toward the training of a larger number of participating firms
at less cost for each, and with more time to cultivate competitive rela-
tionships among powerplant designers and suppliers. Similarly, in

AEC's own civil power research, a more leisurely approach, exploring
one technological finding after another might lead to the same end
results at lower total costs than the present multifront attack.

A similar interpretation is in order for rapid amortization and

price supports for regenerated fissionable materials. Both will stimu-
late the group of the atomic power industry beyond the rate which
it would experience in their absence. The price supports will have

the additional effect of stimulating the technology of fuel regenera-
tion, which will extend the utilization of uranium and thorium ores.

Over the long run, however, the price supports will have to be removed
or AEC will have to sell at a lower price to users of plutonium and
uranium 233; otherwise uranium 235 will be used in preference to the
regenerated fuels.

Special treatment of atomic-power-station expenses is accorded
through their classification as research and development. This in-
cludes demonstration program assistance in design and operation,
waiver of charges for Government indemnification at AEC discretion,
possible tax advantages (over those already available), and a method
of charging the higher costs of atomic power to consumers.
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The operation of full-scale electric-generating facilities is not
within the usual meaning given to research and development. It is
doubtless true that valuable lessons will be learned in the operation
of atomic-power stations, but in unregulated private businesses a new
technology must lead to costs no higher than competing technologies
before it can be introduced. Then, such advances as result from
full-scale operation lead to further cost reductions for the unregulated
firm. If an unregulated firm should introduce a high-cost technology
before it was competitive, that firm would never attain the volume of
sales necessary to permit economies to be realized from full-scale op-
eration.

If we are to define research and devlopment in terms of activities
leading to cost reduction from plant operations in new fields of tech-
nology, there is no easy stopping point in what might be included.
Merely by virtue of the growth of an industry, service and supply
facilities become more specialized and lead to economies (external
economies) which have nothing directly to do with the operation of
plants in the industry, but nevertheless lead to cost reductions in those
plants. The concept eventually devolves into the familiar "infant
industry" case, wherein public aids are sought simply for the pur-
pose of assisting an industry to grow, with the expectation that in-
creased size will be accompanied by increased profitability.

Another problem presented by atomic power for rate regulation in
the immediate future arises from the direct adoption of higher cost
designs for electric generation. If public-utility regulation cannot
assume that least cost technologies will be followed, the only obvious
remedy is to suggest more extensive regulatory inquiry into production
technologies as a preliminary to their adoption. Electric utilities
are not organized for, nor are they intended to represent the public
interest in the same way that regulatory commissions or the AEC are.
If the public interest requires atomic-power generation financed
through consumer rates as a means of reducing nuclear costs, this
would best be decided through effective participation in the public
agencies responsible for rate regulation.

APPENDIX A. COUNTRIES AND AREAS WITHIN WORLD REGIONS IN TABLE I

North America:
Canada
Greenland
Alaska
United States

Latin America:
Central America:

Bahama Islands
Barbados
Bermuda
British Honduras
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
El Salvador
Guadeloupe
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica

Latin America-Continued:
Central America-Continued:

Martinique
Mexico
Netherlands Antilles
Nicaragua
Panama
Panama Canal Zone
Puerto Rico
Trinidad and Tobago
Virgin Islands

South America:
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
British Guiana
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
French Guiana
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Latin America-Continued:
South America-Continued:

Paraguay
Peru
Surinam
Uruguay
Venezuela

Western and Southern Europe:
Austria
Belgium-Luxembourg
Denmark
Finland
France and Saar
Germany, Western
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Yugoslavia

Africa:
Algeria
Augiu-Egyjptiaun Suuau
Angola
Belgian Congo
British Somaliland
British Togoland
Canary Islands
Cape Verde Islands
Egypt
Ethiopia
French Cameroons
French Equatorial Africa
French Somaliland
French Togoland
French West Africa
Gambia
Gold Coast
Italian Somaliland
Kenya
Liberia
Libya
Madagascar
Mauritius
Morocco (French)
Mozambique
Nigeria
Northern Rhodesia
Nyasaland
Portuguese Guinea
Reunion
Ruanda-Urundi
St. Thomas and Prince Island
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Southern Rhodesia

Africa-Continued:
Spanish North Africa
Tanganyika
Tunisia
Uganda
Union of South Africa
Zanzibar

Oceania:
Australia
British Solomon Islands
Fiji Islands
French Oceania
Hawaii
New Caledonia
New Guinea (Australia)
New Hebrides
New Zealand

Asia (except U. S. S. R., China)
Aden
Afghanistan
Bahrein
Brunei
Burma
Ceylon
China: Taiwan
Cyprus
Hong Kong
India
Indochina
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Israel
Japan
Jordan
Korea (South)
Kuwait
Malaya and Singapore
North Borneo
Pakistan
Philippines
Sarawak
Saudi Arabia
Syria and Lebanon
Thailand
Turkey

East Europe:
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
German Democratic Republie
Hungary
Poland
Rumania

Middle East (in table 5):
Bahrein
Iran
Iraq
Kuwait
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Neutral Zone
Turkey

97735-57-52
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APPENDIX B

Table B-1 shows the derivation of installed nuclear capacity in each
year to 1975. In the period through year 1962, nuclear capacity is
obtained by direct AEC estimates based on a knowledge of projects
planned or underway. From 1963 through 1975, the estimates are
derived by applying the McKenney growth rates of nuclear power to
the kilowatts of capacity of total electric power installed in each
year. Total electric-power capacity is assumed to grow at a 6-percent
annual rate, as described in the text. The results appear in column
(6).

Column (7) indicates load factors which could reasonably be ex-
pected to correspond to usage of the various yearly additions of nu-
clear capacity in 1975. The load factors are graduated evenly for
an assumed plant life of 34 years. Outputs are shown in column (8).
The total output is shown at 0.3159 X 1012 kilowatt-hours. Assuming a
thermal efficiency of 30 percent or slightly over, we find a nuclear-
energy input of approximately 1.0>X 1012 kilowatt-hours in 1975.

TABLE B-1.-Derivation of estimates of nuclear-electric power produced in 1975
[Cols. (1) through (6) in millions of kilowatts]

Nuclear added Kilo-
Total Net Gross Load watt-

capacity added Retired added factor, hours
(2)+ (3) Percent Kilo- percent X10'

of total watts 1975

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1955 -116.3

1957 -0.08 40 0. 3

1959 ------ 05 45 .2
10 - ----- 67 50 3.0
1961 ------ 0 .4
1962 ------ 4 55 Q9
1963 -188.0 11 E4 12.4 6 7 55 3.4
1964 -199.0 11 1.6 12.5 666 8 60 4.2
1965 -211.0 12 1.6 13.6 7 1.0 60 5.2
1966 -224.0 13 1.7 14.7 8 1.2 65 6.3
1967 -238.0 14 1.8 15.8 9 1.4 65 8. 0
1968 -252.0 14 1.9 15.9 10 1.6 70 9. 8
1969 -267.0 15 2.0 17.0 12 2.0 70 12.3
1970 -282.0 18 2.1 17.1 14 2.4 75 14.7
1971 -299.0 17 2.2 19.2 20 3.8 75 25.0
1972 -317.0 18 2.4 20.4 25 5.1 80 35.7
1973 -336.0 19 2. 5 21.5 30 6.4 60 44.8
1974- 356.0 20 2.7 22.7 37 8.4 85 62.5
1975 -377.0 21 2.8 23.8 44 10.5 85 78.2

Total - 315.9

Source: Col. (1): Calculated on the basis of a 6-percent rate of growth compounded yearly, starting with
observed capacity of class I systems in 1955 from Electrical World, Sept. 17, 1956. Col. (3): 1955-70 total,
Electrical World. 1970 figure, Electrical World. Intervening years and extrapolation to 1975 by author.
Col. (5): Growth rates forecasts by McKinney panel, supra, table 10, as extrapolated to 2000 A. D. by the
author. Col. (6), 1955-62: Presently planned projects reported In paper prepared jointly by W. Kenneth
Davis, Director, and Louis H. Roddis, Jr., Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Development, U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission for presentation at 5th Atomic Energy in Industry Conference of National
Industrial Conference Board, Philadelphia, Pa., AEC release, March 14,1957. Cols. (2), (4), and (6) 1963-
75: Derived from other columns.
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APPENDIX C. ORGANIZATION OF PRIVATE ATOmIC PowER GRouPs

1. Financial 8tructurC of I'ank-ce Atomic Electric Co.

799

Yankee sponsors and percentage of stockownership: Percent
New England Power Co- -_____-_-_________----------_----__-- 30.0
Connecticut Light & Power Co- - ___-__________________________ 15.0
Boston Edison Co____------___--------------------------------- 9-5
Central Maine Power Co------------------------------------------ 9.5
Hartford Electric Light Co--------------------------------------- 9. 0
Western Massachusetts Electric Co…------------------------------- 7. 0
Power Service Company of New Hampshire_----------------------7 . 0
Montaup Electric Co- -______-____________------- 4. 5
Central Vermant Public Service Corp- - __-__-_________________ 3. 5
New Bedford Gas & Edison Light Co------------------------------- 2. 5
Cambridge Electric Light Co ------------------------------------ 2.0
Connecticut Power Co- -_--____________--_--_____-______-_-____- .5

Total_--------_------------------------------------------------- 100. 0

Financial arrangements announced at hearings before Securities and Exchange
Commission, concluded in November 1955:

Million

Common stock of sponsors- - _______________________________ $14
Funded debt- - ___________----------------------------------- 19

Total_---------------------------------------------------------- 33

Total plant cost appearing in Yankee contract with the Atomic Energy
Commission; June 1956_-______________________________________33.4

Source: Report on Review of Atomic Energy Commission Contract No. AT (30-3)-222
With Yankee Atomic Electric Co., November 1956, by the Comptroller General of the United
States.

II. Membership and contributions of members of Power Reactor Development t7o.
(nonprofit organization)

Commitment

Alabama Power Co_------------------_---------_--------------- $800, 000
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co __________------------------ 500, 000
The Babcock & Wilcox Co ______________----------------------- 1,000, 000
Burroughs Corp----- 250, 000
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp ____________---------------- 200, 000
The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co--------------------------------- 250, 000
Columbus & Southern Ohio Electric Co--------------------------- 250,000
Combustion Engineering, Inc- -________________________________ 1, 000, 000
Consumers Power Co ________- ____------------------------- 2, 500, 000
Delaware Power & Light Co ------------------- 8-------------- 300,000
The Detroit Edison Co-----------------------------------------8, 750, 000
Georgia Power Co-----------------------------------------------8 00,000
Gulf Power Co _-- ______-___-__-_-_----_-_____-_-__-____-__-_ 200, 000
Holley Carburetor Co _____________------------------------ 250,000
Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric Co ___________------------------- 120, 000
Long Island Lighting Co______________---____-------------------- 620, 000
Mississippi Power Co-------------------------------------------- 200, 000
Philadelphia Electric Co____________--_____------------------- - 2, 500, 000
Potomac Electric Power Co ------------------- 8------------------ 00, 000
Rochester Gas & Electric Corp… _________________________ 450, 000
The Toledo Edison Co-5 ___________._________________________ 600,000
Westinghouse Electric Corp- _-________-- ________________________ 1,000, 000
Wisconsin Electric Power Co -- _------------------------------ 300,000

Total of contributions… ___________________________ 23,540,000
Funded debt--------------------------------------------------- 15, 000, 000

Total -------------------------------------------------- 48, 540, 000

Total plant cost- -______________________- 47,3300,000

Source: Personal communication. AEC, letter dated July 3, 1957.
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III. Member-ship and contributions of members of nuclear power group
(nonprofit organization)

Commitment
American Gas & Electric Service Corp--------------------------- $2,833, 33
Bechtel Corp-------------------------------------------------- 1,000, 000
Commonwealth Edison Co------------------------------------- 2, 833, 334
Central Illinois Light Co___- _______---______--------------- 500, 000
Illinois Power Co------------------------------------------------ 1, 500, 000
Kansas City Power & Liaht 0i -- ________________________ 1, 500, 000
Pacific Gas & Electric Co-0 - __________________________________ 2,833,333
Union Electric Co----------------------------------------------- 2,000, 000

Total- -__________________________________ 15,000, oo0
Commonwealth Edison Co., as an organization separate from the nuclear

power group, will pay an additional $30 million and will receive title to the
plant. Total plant cost: $45 million.

Source: Perscnal communication, AEC, letter dated July 24, 1957.

IV. Membership of Florida nuclear power group (financial structure not
announced)

Florida Power Corp.
Florida Power & Light Co.
Tampa Electric Co.

Total estimated plant cost: $40 million.
Source: AEC Release No. 1051, May 13, 1957.

V. Membership of Northern States Power Co. (nonprofit organization,
contributions not announced)

Mississippi Valley Public Service Co.
Otter Tail Power Co.
Interstate Power Co.
Iowa Power & Light Co.
Iowa Southern Utilities Co.
Wisconsin Public Service Corp.
Madison Gas & Electric Co.
Northwestern Public Service Co.
St. Joseph Power & Light Co.
Central Electric & Gas Co.

Total estimated plant cost: $21 million.
Source: AEC Release No. 1122, August 2, 1957.
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FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

AREA DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES AND ECONOMIC
STABILITY IN LOCAL AREAS

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Statement submitted by Frederick H. Mueller, Acting Secretary
of Commerce

The Office of Area Development does not administer a public-works
program or dispense funds for such purposes; accordingly, no com-
ment is provided on item 1 of your memorandum.

With respect to items 2 and 3, it is worth noting that the root prob-
lem with a significant number of the local communities that seek the
counsel of this Office is the presence, or the threat, of economic in-
stability. In many of these cases, one important recommendation in
any long-term remedial program is for a tVDe of Dublic-works Dro-
gram such as: (a) replacing or extending the water and sewerage
system, (b) refurbishing or extending of street or highway system,
(c) enlarging the water supply by addition of wells or storage reser-
voir, or td) providing for improved transportation by dredging or
straightening existing navigable watercourses.

All these measures are services required by industry and they are
commonly critical plant-location factors. If they are not present
and cannot be supplied by the community its chance of providing
new business and job opportunities are negligible.

In addition to essential industrial location factors such as water or
sewerage systems, an increasing number of cases come to the fore in
which a community must spend money to enhance its appearance, to
provide recreation outlets or similar kinds of improvements. In the
face of intense intracity competition for industrial development, these
seeming luxury improvements become necessities and take on a greater
significance in the minds of industrial managers than they formerly
had. It is recognized that these so-called marginal improvements
can, and often are, provided by private sources, but if their need is
revealed by a civic-minded group, in all probability the problem will
become one for solution by public action, and a search for public-
works funds at State and Federal levels will ensue. In fact in many
quarters forthright action by community governments on matters of
this kind is regarded as one of the primary earmarks of a good busi-
ness climate.

While it is true that not all area-development programs require a
public-works type of input in order to succeed, it is clear that indus-
trial development and potential economic stability are extremely

803
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forceful arguments to use in selling a local public-works program.
A danger exists therefore of overselling public-works projects of mar-
ginal or questionable value, and the administrators of such programs
should be aware of this possibility.

Two reports prepared by this office call attention indirectly to the
close relationship between public-works activities and economic sta-
bility at the community level. These reports are Checklist for Com-
Imuraty and Arca Development Business Service Bulletin 145, and
Federal Programs for Community Assistance, United States Depart-
ment of Commerce Business and Defense Services Administration,
Office of Area Development.



FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Walter Isard, professor of economics, University of Pennsylvania

The topic of this panel is very closely related to the subjects of other
panels; namely, to those on Federal expenditure for natural resource
development, for economic growth, for urban redevelopment, for trans-
portation, and for human resources. In the papers to be presented at
these latter panels, much of the materials relating to our topic will
be discussed. I, therefore, will limit this paper to a presentation of
two important aspects which are not likely to come under considera-
tion in these other discussions.

MODIFICATION OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURE PROGRAMS To AcHIEvE
REGIONAL EQUITY

W17hen one considers the range of Federal programs designed to
encourage and promote actively development of resources one is struck
by the regional imbalances which result. Resources whose develop-
rnlent logically require Federal pa~rticpto r otcll7sra
among the several regions of the United States. The eastern regions
particularly have a low proportion of such resources; whereas the
western regions have a high proportion. Thus, it is to be expected
that a Federal policy geared to national growth and welfare will lead
to an unequal distribution of Federal expenditures among the regions.
But such a policy can be blind to important considerations. It can
fail to recognize the fact that the health of the national economy in
large part reflects the health of the several regions constituting the
Nation. If from one region the Federal Government drains excessive
financial resources for the support of projects in other regions so that
the health of the first region is undermined, clearly this defeats the
very purpose of the overall Federal policy. In fact, such policy can
lead to large Federal expenditures on social-security and other welfare
programs in the region adversely affected. An excessive drain of
financial resources from a region may interfere with that region's
normal process of growth, may chase away industry which normally
might develop in the region, may lead to urban deterioration within
the region, may make tenuous the fiscal balance of the region, and may
even lead to the emergence of depressed industries and areas within
such a region. Clearly such consequences should be avoided. Clearly
policy on Federal expenditure for national-resource development, eco-
nomic growth, transportation, and so forth, must take into account the
regional dimension and must provide for a proper amount of inequality
in taxation and expenditures among regions.

805
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FEDERAL EXPENDITURES AND REGIONAL AND NATIONAL STABILITY

Starting with the premise that Federal expenditures to forestall
recession and depression are desirable in general, one may inquire into
the regional implications of such a policy. When one studies the his-
torical record and notes the manner in which recessions and depressions
spread, one clearly observes significant spatial aspects. It is true that
regional cycles fairly closely resemble one another and the national
cycle both as to timing, intensity, and duration. But clearly, national
cycles tend to start at one or more sore spots within the national econ-
omy. Such sore spots have a definite geographic position. Such sore
spots should be identified, and programs prepared to nip in the bud any
spread of recession forces from these spots. This is not to deny that
there are also industries whose growth is slow and which are very sensi-
tive to recession. However, further investigation points up the fact
that typically the sensitivity of such an industry differs among the
several regions. For example, textiles in New England are much more
sensitive to recession influences than textiles in the South. The coal-
mining areas centering around Scranton, Pa., are much more sensitive
to depression influences than the coal-mining areas in certain parts
of the Ohio Valley. Therefore, if a prime purpose of Federal expendi-
ture policy is to nip in the bud recession movements, and to forestall
depression, then it would seem essential that this policy assume a
regional orientation and be primed for attack upon particular areas
of a nation which are sensitive to depression influences. Generally
speaking, desirable policy would go even further. It would attempt
to identify sore spots in the economy, and attempt in times such as
these and through programs of diverse types to build up the cyclical
resistance of such areas.



PROBLEMS IN EVALUATING FEDERAL EXPENDITURES
FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Robert A. Kavesh, business economist, the Chase Manhattan Bank

In assessing the role and impact of Federal expenditures for
regional development there are really two phases of the problem that
should be treated. First there is the administrative or political
aspect, i. e., do these programs conflict with the essential characteristics
of our "federal" form of government, does the spending run counter
to the provisions of the Constitution? Secondly (and to a consider-
able extent almost an entirely separate question) the true economic
effects of these outlays on the several regions are involved. This
paper wvill be concerned with aspects of the economic portion of the
discussion, but this is not to infer that the administrative problems
are not of vital importance in their own right.

In point of fact, it should be clearly understood at the outset that
the data pertaining to Federal expenditures for regional development
are totally inadequate, and that a complex of methodological issues
further serve to compound the problem. Nevertheless, this question
is an important one and cannot be passed over in discussing economic
growth and stability.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE CoMMrIssIoN ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

During the past fewv years a great deal of thought and analysis has
been given to the question of changing economic and functional rela-
tionships among the National and State Governments. Serving as a
clearinghouse of ideas, the Commission on Intergovernmental Rela-
tions (Kestnbaum Commission), formed in 1953, undertook the first
complete survey of this problem since the Constitutional Convention
of 1787 established our federal form of government. The report of
this Commission was transmitted in 1955 and ranged over a host of
subjects. Since then this work has been carried forward by the
Congress.

A careful study of the 16 volumes comprising the Commission's
report might well serve as an indispensable preface to the analysis
of what are called regional development programs. The traditional
mental picture of the role of the Federal Government in regional de-
velopment involves power projects, flood control, and reclamation.
In many respects, however, the major contribution of the Commission
was to indicate the manifold other functions of the Federal Govern-
ment. Long and penetrating descriptions of the emergence of Federal
activity in fields such as urban renewal, civil defense, agriculture,
highways-and many others-serve to emphasize that what is meant
by regional development is far from a universally agreed-upon
concep~t. And this matter is clearly at the crux of the problem of

Sol
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evaluating and criticizing the economic impact upon the various
regions.

To press this point along somewhat different lines: Few would
quarrel with the contention that expenditures for, say, the TVA pro-
gram, constituted a clear-cut attempt to foster the growth of the eco-
nomic base of a specific region. Still if we also conisider that because
of war and defense exigencies billions of dollars of Federal expendi-
tures accrued to the aircraft industries of the west coast, we could also
speak in terms of regional development. To be sure, one might take
issue with this comparison and claim that the TVA represented a
decision based upon considerations of political and economic philoso-
phy, and that the latter case merely pointed up a simple case of
industrial location. Nevertheless, in terms of economic impact, the
two examples are comparable for analytical purposes.

ASSESSING THE TOTAL IMPACT OF FEDERAL OUTLAYS

Even if it were possible to assemble perfect data on Federal ex-
penditures for regional development there would still be further prob-
lems in determining the secondary or indirect effects of these outlays.
We know, for example, that when a housing development is con-
structed, many shops selling food, clothing, services somehow spring
up. These ancillary industries and enterprises might be termed the
secondary effects. In short, a certain multiplier response will stem
*from a given fixed expenditure level and the measurement of this fac-
tor is of unquestionable importance in determining the total economic
impact.

In terms of regional analysis, payments may originally be made by
the Federal Government to State or regional authorities, to businesses,
or to individuals. But merely to sum these original outlays by region
would, in a sense, be abstracting from the interdependent nature of
our economic system. What is needed, then, is an approach geared
to accounting for the diffusive effects of these various expenditure
patterns. Nor, incidentally, can we assume that the reaction path of
each region will be precisely that of every other region.
The application of input-output analysis

Although a complete analysis of the total (direct and indirect)
effects of Federal outlays is beyond the scope of our current economic
data, a method designed primarily to treat such problems-input-out-
put-would seem to offer one of the most fruitful approaches.

Input-output, in brief, is essentially a process for extending the
theoretical formulations of general equilibrium analysis to an em-
pirical study of the economy. The economy is regarded as a group
of industrial and locational sectors-and the interdependent relation-
ships among them are described by a summary table of technical co-
efficients based upon actual interindustrial flows and absorptions.
This, of course, implies a comprehensive study of the entire economy
from the point of view of ascertaining these economic movements. By
the use of mathematics it then becomes feasible to set up a table in
which the ultimate effects of a given impact may be derived.

For the purposes at hand, let us assume that such a table exists, ag-
gregated in such a way that the economic characteristics of each of the
Nation's regions are carefully delineated. With this table it would
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then make sense to discuss the full impact of regional development pro.
grains, for not only would the initial injection of funds be accounted
for, but there would also be a second set of data describing the in-
direct movements throughout the various regions.

This foregoing economic model is familiar, in one of several varia-
tions, to students of input-output analysis. And, although the em-
pirical testing of this regional approach still lacks for adequate data,
preliminary studies have indicated that the leverage effect of equal
expenditures would vary according to the basic structure of the re-
gions involved.
The need for corrected Federal outlays

This phase of measuring the Federal role in regional development
is, in fact, only one part of the total framework. Another side would,
of necessity, involve the procedures by which these Federal funds were
raised. What is needed is a locational sources and uses of funds table
in which suitable modifying assumptions about the true locational
incidence of various taxes are incorporated.

To summarize this section, a program to ascertain the actual impact
of Federal spending on the several regions would call for two major
statistical undertakings: The first would accurately depict the mag-
nitude and locational distribution of Federal outlays. These data
would be compared with statistics as to the correct source of these
funds. For each region a corresponding receipts-outlay pattern
could be derived for this specific set of transfers. Some regions would
shows nnqi;i61 imrlqt. nfhoc ?vdrain. Then thes f
be combined with the input-output approach to finally describe the
ultimate selective impact of Federal expenditures by regions.

It must be clearly understood that this method is integrally depend-
ent upon the many tables and assumptions that underlie it. As of
today, paucity of data is holding up the development of this important
set of tools.

RELATED PROBLEMS OF REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

A major question that arises in connection with regional develop-
ment is the source of financing. On one side are the advocates of
decentralization, who urge that the Federal Government curtail many
of its programs of regional and/or State aid, remitting at the same
time certain taxes so that work could be done without an added finan-
cial burden. Others claim that this process of decentralization would
merely result in inactivity by the States, that the setting up of regional
agreements would be all but impossible, and that the fiscal flexibility
of the States is more narrowly restricted than that of the Federal
Government.

It is difficult to analyze this matter with complete objectivity.
Purely political considerations mingle with those of an economic na-
ture and in certain respects transcend them. But 1 or 2 points might
be fairly made. First, there seems to be a growving awareness on the
part of the American public that Federal aid. whether in the form
of a major r iver basin project or as grants-in-aid is not free. This
may seem perfectly obvious, but the general impression that Federal
programs are, in total, net additions to regional or State income, and
that the corresponding financing might not be partially or more than
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an offset, is a belief that many people still hold-although the number
of uninformed seems to be declining. A good deal of publicity has
been directed to this problem with the result that a more questioning
attitude has developed in many quarters.
Tendencies toward equalization of regional income

Associated with this question has been a striking change in certain
ley sta tistics, -MhiclL f11rther L ear on the probem' of soclctivel -cional
aid. The figures of the Department of Comunerce on personal income
by State and region have demonstrated a definite tendency to average
out more evenly in recent years. This puts a somewhat different per-
spective on Federal aid for regional development. If one of the main
tenets of the principle of Federal assistance was the notion that funds
were siphoned from the wealthier regions and disbursed to the needier
(and this crops up in many evaluations), then this form of justifica-
tion would seem to apply in lesser degree today. Just howv and why
this greater equalization of incomes was accomplished-whether be-
cause of or in spite of Federal aid (among other economic factors)-
cannot be determined at this stage.

CO-UNTERCYCLICAL ASPECTS OF FEDERAL AID

Ainotlier basic point in the consideration of Federal aid for regional
development concerns the framework of countercyclical policy. In
line with economic theorizing of the past generation it was claimed
that by centralizing a greater share of total government activity at
the Federal level, it would be more feasible to use appropriate fiscal
and monetary policies to promote maximum stability and growth.
The theory went that Federal outlays would be kept to a minimum
during periods of prosperity and increased during slack times to
dampen inflationary and deflationary forces. Elastic-tax sources sup-
plemenited by budgetary surpluses or deficits were cited as being powv-
erful anticyclical weapons. As for the State and local govelnmenits-
it was claimed that their revenues and outlays could not be so sensi-
tively adjusted to rapid changes in business activity.

In practice, however, the principles of countercyclical financing
have seldom worked well in actual practice. Today, the budgetary
problem at the Federal level revolves around the defense sector-in a
sense partially independent of the behavior of the rest of the econ-
omy. Again, the backlog of need for public assets (theoretically to
be undertaken during recessionary phases) has mounted so steadily
because of wartime conditions and unprecedented prosperity, that
outlays in this form cannot be geared exclusively to the swings of
the cycle.

At the same time the States have slowly been changing their forms
of taxation to more highly elastic types, altlhough constitutional and
other restrictions are still limiting factors. In part these newer forms
of State taxation reflect changing attitudes, but to a considerable
extent they reflect the need for enlarged bases because of the upsurge
in spending at these levels (State and local governmnent spending has
risen in every year since 1944 and shows little indication of slowingr
down). And, in fact, these expenditures seem even less related to the
cycle than those of the Federal Government, for they are related more
closely to changing population patterns (schools, hospitals).
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Adding up these diverse elements and problems at the Federal and
the State-local levels it becomes clear that a system of priorities must
always be kept in mind in considering intergovernmental transfers of
funds. The question to be answered should concern itself not only
with the merits of a particular program, but, more importantly, with
the overall pattern of total governmental receipts and outlays and
their combined impact upon the entire Nation.



ASPECTS OF REGIONAL ECONOMIC GROWTH

Robert E. KIuejie, assistant professor of cconomn1ics, Princeton
University

It is one of the indices of our lack of knowledge about the mech-
anism of economic growth that every introduction of a new dimension
into our analysis raises new problems. After all, if we really knew
what made our little Johnny grow from babyhood to maturity, we
should be able to answer why brother Jimmy, brought up under
broadly similar conditions, differed in certain respects. To the extent
that we are still fumbling for hypotheses to account for the specifics
of Johnny, the introduction of Jimmy can be peculiarly disturbing to
our favorite theses.

This type of complication occurs when we remove the false homo-
geneity we confer upon the United States economy in studying its
economic growth and turn to an explanation of differential growth
within the whole. As replacements for all of the aggregative eco-
nomic, sociological, psychological, and political imponderables form-
ing both motive power and constraints in an analysis of the Nation's
growth processes, the inclusion of space introduces immediately the
need to explain differential growth within a society of somewhat less
than perfect spatial homogeneity.

There exists a temptation for the regional economist to adopt what
might be termed a "Ptolemaic" approach to these problems. This
school of astronomers, in pre-Copernican days, devised a grand theory
of the movement of heavenly bodies which it struggled to retain in
the face of the theory's inability to predict the position of specific
planets at specific times. To explain the deviant behavior of these
bodies, the astronomers built into the grand theory a series of epicycles
which seemed to explain, ex post facto, a particular planet's position.

It may well be that the regional economist has adopted the vision
of the United States as a nation of phenomenal industrial growth,
fitted the pattern to its regional components, and constructed epicy-
clical theories to account for abnormal departures of backward areas.
It may also be that, quite understandably, the policymaker has adopted
the grander vision as a regional norm, measured departures from
it with a ruler calibrated in units of abnormal, and designed measures
to correct such pathological lapses at the expense of more valid policy
criteria.

This paper will deal with certain aspects of these problems in its
presentation of a rather pessimistic outlook upon the role of feasible
fiscal policy in regional economic development. It will ignore the
quite different problems of natural-resource development programs by
the Federal Government. The writer wishes to stress, however, his
realization that these viewpoints are more intuitive than scientific,
given the vastness of the processes and the crudity of analytical tools.

812
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They must be labeled, therefore, quite frankly at the outset, as one
economist's professional prejudices.

REGIONAL GROWri-i DIFFERENTIALS

Among the myriad factors determining the economic growth rate,
economists have fastened upon three of great importance. These are
(1) the rate of capital formation, (2) the resource base of a region,
and (3) the strength of and status afforded to the entrepreneurial class
in a society. To concentrate upon these predominantly economic ele-
mients in the growth process is not, of course, to ignore or under-
estimate the role of factors more political, sociological, or ideological
in nature: Our analysis must be recognized as of partial value only
in the broad topic under discussion.

Let us assume boldly, for purposes of gaining some insight into.
growth, that the political, sociological, and cultural conditioning of
individuals in the United States is similar in all areas in all respects
that might affect economic growth; or, more realistically, that existing
differences do not constitute important sources of differential growth
experience in the various regions. Obviously, the assumption is not
realistic-indeed, to the extent that we recognize feedbacks from the
economic experience of a region to its political, sociological, and cul-
tural outlooks, the position is untenable. However, it may well be true
that differences in these attitudes that affect economic growth autono-
mously are lessening as our communications revolutions continue.

For purposes of analysis. thenr. we shall hold these factors constant
at some identical level for all regions, thereby assuming away spatial
barriers to the formation of a genuinely national ideology, and focus
attention upon differential rates of capital formation, resource en-
dowmllents, and availabilities of entrepreneurial talent to explain re-
gional experience in the levels of per capita income attained and the
rates of its growth.

To ascribe such differences to these sources implies all or part of
the following:

1. The existence of immobilities within the national expanse
which prevent effectively the attainment of an equal endowment
of resources and entrepreneurial talent spatially; and/or,

2. The existence of indivisibilities in the production processes
which militate against an evening out of production spatially;

3. In the absence of immobilities and indivisibilities of the type
discussed in (1) and (2) above, new investment would tend to be
spread evenly over regions, and differential rates of capital for-
mation would tend to reflect the condition discussed in (4) below,
unless immobilities exist in the movement of capital between
regions;

4. To the extent that the growth process implies rates of growth
that vary with stages of development-in a sense, with the exist-
ence of dynamic indivisibilities-differential regional growth
rates may reflect differences in economic maturity.

To some extent, at anv period of time in which we consider the
differential levels of income between regions or its rate of growth for
regions, the fourth type of factor must be borne in mind. That is,
even if all factors were perfectly mobile in space, and each production

97735-57-53
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process were subject indefinitely to constant costs, it is quite possible
that an early start would lead to very real advantages in costs. It is
in the establishment of these types of economies within a nation that
government policy has concerned itself with the protection of infant
industries. Its application to regional economies raises some difficult
policy questions.

For example, let us hypothesize that New England's early develop-
rnnnt nf' sn mrohonl- i-e fth caln- St fl-l inti-n n o fb.f rlncc' n+n
an industrial-merchant entrepreneurial stratum at the beginning of
the Republic, and the acquisition and immobile nature of capital in
this early period gave that region an initial impetus in textile manu-
facturing which, from the earliest times, overrode the penalties of
distance from markets and raw materials.'

Assume, further, that the economic development of the South had
reached a level such that New England's advantages could be elimi-
nated with some exercise of Federal Government pressure via its ordi-
nary spending program. Should the National Government violate
its economic criteria by purchasing in a more expensive market to
attain the objective of raising the South's ability to compete at the
price of accelerating the decline of New England? What calculus
does the policymaker of a common, impartial government adopt to
measure the losses of New England against the gains of the South?
In this simplest of cases, the economic criterion seems quite clear:
If the discounted value of prospective savings on the cheaper southern
cloth exceeds the present value of the loss through purchase in the
more expensive market, the policy should be adopted. But the more
important questions are left unanswered: they become even more
complicated when direct investment in regional development requires
some benefit-cost calculation.

In our simple, but useful, model, however, these type 4 indivisi-
bilities afford an economic basis for action, although the more difficult
assignment of priorities nust be rmade on other grounds. It seems to
the present writer that the use of fiscal policy to overcome regional
differences springing from immobilities and indivisibilities of the
other sorts is less defensible if these are inherent economic character-
istics of-production processes as they exist in a period of time.

That type of friction leading to factor and goods immobility which
is most germane to a discussion of regional development springs from
the requirement that scarce resources be consumed in the movement
of goods through space. A balance between the costs consequent upon
overcoming these frictions and the savings often springing from the
indivisible nature of certain production processes is struck so that
economic criteria would lead to the location of production in region
A rather than region B. To the extent that such decisions yield mini-
mum cost solutions, it is difficult to see how the attempt of Govern-
ment policy to locate a plant in region B can be justified on the

I Almost from the beginning of yarn spinning in New England, interior markets in the
young West were important to the cotton-textile industry; indeed, the substitution of these
markets for foreign markets with the imposition of the Embargo and Nonintercourse Acts
was one of the more important economic developments for the region. From the viewpoint
of access to these markets, New England was at a disadvantage compared with New York,Philadelphia, and Baltimore. Although she was Peculiarly well-endowed with waterpower,
the existence of a fall line along the Atlantic coastal Plain was sufficient guaranty that
she had no unique advantage in this respect. Besides, steam became competitive with
waterpower about 1870, and New England's initial advantage in this regard became
negative.
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grounds of an epicyclical explanation that the latter region lags be-
hinds either the Nation as a whole or region A in particular. Such
decisions must be made upon the basis of noneconomic criteria. To
the extent that they involve the establishment of production processes
which could not exist in the absence of such policy, their implemen-
tation involves the need for a continuing subsidy via Government fis-
cal policy and a misdirection of investment whose positive contribu-
tions in the light of other-than-economic criteria must outweigh these
costs. A classical case of this misdirection of the spatial economy is
given by the history of location of steel capacity in Duluth at the in-
stance of (State) governmental policy. 2

But such cases are too clear cut to be realistic. Today, if we may
believe certain preliminary indications, regional tendencies exist which
seem to be a compound of several movements. First, an increasing
mobility of labor between regions seems to have been born of. wartime
experience and a growing ease of communication. Capital, too, seems
to have shared in this increasing ease of movement. Second, the
differential positions on the scale of development as between regions
seem to be less far apart, so that the advantages of more maturity
seem less than in the prewar period. Third, the advantages of loca-
tions nearer to markets seem to be increasing relative to those obtained
from the indivisibilities of production inlarge scale, from location
near associated industries, or from location near raw materials. These
movements seem to be giving a greater choice to the firm in its loca-
tional alternatives, allowing noneconomic considerations to play a
greauer role in the decisionU3 ea- n a s a pc
optimum location, or giving several optimal solutions.

The true strength of these tendencies has yet to be assessed. It is
possible, for example, that the South experienced an inrush of plants
oriented toward its growing markets after the war and will not attract
much in the way of national production facilities. For example, most
of the 11-State Southeast region's relative growth in per capita
income seems to have occurred between 1939-34 and 1940-45. From
1945 to 1953 the area shared the national growth experience (a 44.7-
percent growth in per capita income compared with 43.5 percent for
the Nation).3 A study of the applications for certificates of necessity
during the Korean war by several Standard Industrial Classification
Code four-digit metal fabricating industries reveals that the propor-
tion of the total value of proposed facilities in the States of Mas-
sachusetts, Connecticut, Newl York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illi-
nois, Wisconsin, Michigan, Missduri, and California was exactly equal
to the proportion of wage earners in manufacturing in these States
in 1939 (about 90 percent).4 These evidences are fragmentary and
substantial studies must be undertaken before we can conclude that
American industry is dispersing toward markets and/or away from

IL. White and G. Primmer, The Iron and Steel Industry of Duluth: A Study in Loca-
tional Maladjustment, Geographical Review, XXVII (1937). pp. 82-91.

5 See B. U. Ratchford In his comment on H. S. Perloff's paper In Conference on Research
in Income and Wealth. Regional Income, Princeton. 1957. pp. 66-68. Ratchford uses this
material to illustrate the Importance of a base period in measuring a region's relative
growth, and concludes: " t * There is a tendcncy to allow the spectacular results of the
war period to overshadow the more recent and perhaps more significant results of the post-
war period. One must not only choose the hase vear wvith enre hbut must alsn he alert for
changes in trends, especially when a strong movement develops rapidly In a disturbed
period, such as during a war or a severe depression" (p. 68).

41Robert E. Kuenne, Recent Locational Tendencies In United States Manufacturing, un-
published.
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older centers because of an increasing foot-looseness born of the factors
discussed above.

Whether these movements are or are not afoot nmeans a great deal,
it seems to the author, to the Government policymaker facing up to
the many dilemmas in this field. To the extent that immobilities
and indivisibilities are disappearing or changing in the manner sug-
gested above, the need for his action-given the adoption of greater
equality of regional per capita income and its rate of growth as
desirable-lessens at the same time that the opportunities for accom-
plishing the aims with least interference with economic efficiency in-
creases. To the extent that they are not, the need for government
action to achieve the end increases at the same time that the inter-
ferences with optimum economic allocation of resources is maximal.
A good deal more research than now exists should be done on these
basic movements through space of industry.

A last consideration of this paper is the often-urged use of govern-
ment means to induce a dispersion of industry on the basis of defense
policy. Enough experience has now accumulated to indicate that in-
dustry is reluctant to locate at nonoptimal cost points in the absence
of a goad involving a continuing subsidy or substantial tax relief.
From the viewpoint of economic criteria, it seems futile to expect our
economy to operate in a viable fashion after a nuclear attack upon its
major centers of production. Twenty-megaton thermonuclear bombs
can wreak annihilation upon a 32-square-mile area before considering
the effects of radiation. To expect a period of "broken backed" war
after such an attack seems unrealistic.

Howvever, even were our production facilities dispersed to a high
degree at the cost of violating economic criteria, one set of considera-
tions seems to negate the supposed reduction in our vulnerability: our
transportation system is organized about a series of nodal points
whose elimination is impossible. To the extent that production facili-
ties were dispersed into regions whose communications were not meant
to be used to the extent demanded, our productive mechanism would be
subject to frequent breakdowns. Moreover, in the event of nuclear
attack, destruction of the nodal points on our transport network would
leave us as helpless as would destruction of the facilities themselves.
Paying the price economically for a dispersion sufficiently great to
offer some prospect of having production facilities survive thermo-
nuclear attack would be too great, given the continuing and even en-
hanced vulnerability of a concentrated and overstrained transporta-
tion nexus.

SUMMARY

This short paper has refrained from discussing the regional develop-
ment aspects of Federal expenditures for large-scale resource develop-
ment in favor of remaining in the less ambitious policy realms con-
cerned with year-to-year budgetary expenditures for Government
needs. In such programs, other criteria than regional economic
growth will be dominating, but the latter consideration may enter into
the decisionmaking in a more-than-marginal manner. Such deci-
sions may cumulate into substantial aid or disadvantage to one region
or another. Under what conditions should other criteria be ignored
to take action furthering one region's economy at the expense of
another's?
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The purpose of this paper is not, of course, to present a list of priori-
ties for noneconomic goals which would take precedence over those we
miilht call the economic criteria proper. Rather, we have chosen to
find a simple mechanism giving insights into the existence of differ-
entials between regions and to judge the feasibility of action by ordi-
nary budget policy to overcome the barriers to regional equality. Our
model has assumed a common ideology between regions, and focused
1.)Opl economic imnobilities and inclivisibilities, of a static and dy-
namic character, tending to dictate economic inequality between
regions.

On the whole, government policy seems best justified when it is
shaped to boost a region whose disadvantage in a certain production
is ascribable solely to a less mature sta 'ge of development, when that
region can achieve a lower cost than presently obtained from a cur-
rently producing region. It is in this field of helping to overcome such
dynamic indivisibilities of production that our most unambiguous case
can be discerned.

On the other hand, the use of expenditures to overrule the spatial
pattern of production when it is a reflection of inherent immobilities
and indivisibilities of production processes is much more difficult to
defend. To the extent that greater regional equality is desired at the
expense of a continuing subsidy to the industries involved or a more
rational allocation of investment in the economic sense, the costs should
be so reckoned. These costs, however, may be cheapening if certain
movements in industrial locati on are present.

I o tl-u it is difficult tA accept the ai'rnlmeflt nJ e isve, sin nf i!dn~tu.'
for defense against thermonuclear attack, given our basic inability to
disperse transportation facilities as -well.



A REGIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR GOVERNMENT
EXPENDITURES

Charles M. Tiebout, assistant professor of economics, Northwestern
University

A decade has passed since the passage of the Employment Act of
1946. While there have been fluctuations in the level of income and
employment, it is clear that there have been no major recessions.
Indeed, with a substantial margin of safety, one may assert that the
state of economic knowledge is such that we need not fear either a
major recession or runaway inflation. At the same time, economists
have come to recognize-in a more formal manner-the inherent dif-
ficulty in setting an optimal level of Federal Government goods and
services when viewed as satisfying public wants in contrast to pro-
viding stability. Current budget struggles provide the real-life count-
erpart to the formal problem.

At the regional level a curious twist occurs. Here a body of knowl-
edge with respect to the forces determining regional income is just
beginning to emerge. The policy tools with which to promote regional
stability and growth are practically nonexistent. At the level of pro-
viding the correct amount of goods and services the impasse found at
the Federal level becomes less of a problem. With the volume of
State and local expenditures amounting to almost half that of the
Federal Government, one might expect half the noise and debate
which has occurred at the Federal level. This does not seem to be the
case. At the State aind local level, the voter as a consumer may have
a better mechanism to register his preferences.

W;ithout considering the technical details, these, then, are the points
I should like to cover in this paper: (1) The state of economic knowl-
edge with respect to the forces determining regional income as a back-
ground for the role of government expenditures; and (2) the optimal
level of State and local services when viewed as satisfying the public
demand for goods. It is worth while, however, to note first why
regional economics is of vital interest to all concerned-aside from its
academic interest.

REGIONAL ECONOMic ANALYSIS: BACKGROUND

On a priori grounds it is safe to state that during any week each
Member of Congoress is deluged with requests concerning some phase
of economic activity in his political district. One need not look far for
signs of promotional activity beckoning industry to some area. News-
papers, magazines, and other publications abound with such adver-
tisements.

It is not necessary to go into details to point out the wide variations
in economic activity among regions. Per capita income, for example,
varied from $2,858 in the highest State to $964 in the lowest in the

818
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year 1956. Per capita expenditures on government goods and services
also exhibit wide regional variations. The occurrence of various E or
disaster areas indicates that unemployment levels are by no means
uniform throughout the Nation. Finally, studies have showvn that
different areas of the country are growing at different rates.' This
is not only true in terms of population, but also true in terms of per
capita income.

TmE FORCES DETERINCI IING REGIONAL INCOME

In view of the wide variations in the level of regional economic
activities, it is worth while to focus attention on the factors influencing
the level of one key variable, regional income. In discussing regional
income it is important to keep two sets of cases quite clear. One may
consider short-run regional income, say over a business cycle. This
is to be contrasted with a study of the factors behind long-run regional
growth. A second difference notes the type of income change. The
1ncome of a region may rise simply because of increased population.
It need not involve a change in per capita income. At the other ex-
treme, it may be that the income of a region rises with population
unchanged. This, of course, implies an increase in per capita income.
The fact that reality contains a mixture of these two sources of income
change should not distract attention from the importance of this
distinction-the effect of which will be discussed below.

Short-?wn reaional incomve
The factors which determine the level of short-run regional income

have recently come in for a fair amount of study. In general, the
same forces which determine the level of United States income deter-
mine the level of regional income. The major difference-as a matter
of degree-is the dominant role of exports to other areas of the country.
Clearly, the smaller the region under consideration, the more vital its
exports to other areas.

One point, which will be important in policy considerations, should
be noted. Multiplier analysis tells us the total amount of income
change generated by a given change in some key magnitude. An in-
crease in net investment in the private sector, for example, increases
income above and beyond the amount of the original increase. This
same sort of multiplier analysis holds true for regions.

For a region, however, the magnitude of the multiplier varies with
the size of the region under consideration. In a small community
the value is quite close to one. That is to say. the effect on income
and employment in the community is largely limited to the value of
the original injection. This may be illustrated by a simple example.

Suppose a recession hits an industrial area such as South Bend,
Ind. As the level of manufacturing income falls, the income of em-
ployees in local industries such as retail trade also falls. In order
to offset this decline, Government contracts are assumed to be placed
with South Bend firms. Incomes in the area, will rise (1) as a re-
sult of increased direct income to manufacturing employees and (it)
as a result of these workers' spendings on local goods such as retail

I Gloria J. Hile and Wolfgang Stolper, Regional Economic Development in the United
States, Veltwirtschaftliches Archiv, 69 (February 1952), 41-76.
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trade, the incomes of the persons engaged in these activities will also
rise. However, there will be a rise in income outside the area as dol-
lars flow out of South Bend to purchase consumers' and manufac-
turers' goods.2 The proportion of these dollar losses or leakages out
of the community will determine the value of the multiplier effect on
the region.

By way of contrast, consider a region defined as the Corn Belt.
ihere a farm policy to offset an income decline will have the same

sort of effect. The increased income of the farmer creates increased
income to retailers. Again, some leaks out of the area, but because
of the size of the region the proportion is less than in a South Bend.
This means a higher multiplier and more effect per dollar of Gov-
ernment expenditures.

Thus, policies which seek to boost the income of a region must rec-
ognize and allow for these different leakage values. If this is not
done, the total impact on the region under consideration will be less
than the desired impact.
Diversification mxyth

Another aspect of regional cyclical stability needs to be considered.
This concerns what might be termed the "diversification myth."

It is common to hear various agencies concerned with regional
economic matters put forth the call for industrial diversification.
The common cliches are "broad base," "all the eggs in one basket," and
so forth. Implicitly the assumption is that a region's economic sta-
bility will be insured if the area's activities are diversified. A 1-firm
community or a 1-industry region is viewed with substantial misgiv-
ings. The closing of textile mills in some New England communities,
coal mines shutting down, the cancellation of Government contracts,
all provide examples of a real source for this fear.

There is another side to the issue of diversification which should
be considered. A region which reaches the ultimate in diversification
might be described as a miniature equivalent to the United States
economy. In turn, its level of activity could be expected to fluctuate
with the national average. Yet, it is questionable if this is a desirable
goal. Those communities whose cyclical sensitivity is less than the
national average may only introduce greater instability through
diversification. Thus, a community whose sole product is baby food
may find its income stable during business fluctuation. The introduc-
tion of a steel mill, although it will raise the income, probably will
not add to the stability of such a community. Diversification for
its own sake is not necessarily a desirable goal.

REGIONAL EcoNoMIc GROWTH

Economic growth in general has recently received a good deal of
attention among economists. Regional growth, here defined to en-
compass regions within the United States, has received less attention.
At the present state of knowledge and especially with the bundle of
available data, not as much can be said at the operational level con-
cerning regional economic growth as one might like. It is, neverthe-

2 This poses an awkward problem if other areas of the Nation are at full employment.It implies that to offset deflation in one region, you introduce inflation in another region.One might call this regional bottleneck inflation.
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less, worth while to distinguish different sources and types of regional
growth. Failure to recognize alternative sources and types of growth
can lead to serious misjudgments at the policy level.

Two polar cases of regional growth involving population change
may be distinguished. In one case population grows anld, in a sense,
attracts industry. In the latter case industry moves into a region
and attracts the population. Recent growth in California may be
cited as an example tending toward the former type. A Government
atomic energy city provides an example of the latter. Reality, of
course, shows a blending of the two poles in a simultaneous process.

Government, when allocating its expenditures on a regional basis,
should take account of these alternative forms of growth. If two re-
gions are alike in their growth potential, Government policy with
respect to the location of, say, a dam, will give one region an advantage.
Welfare will be enhanced if this region also happens to be.a place in
which people wish to live as opposed to a less desirable area. This
is not to say that policies should only be aimed at developing areas
where people wish to live. It merely suggests that this is a factor to
be considered.

Perhaps the most important issue in regional growth analysis con-
cerns itself with raising per capita income within regions. Regional
per capita income grows as regions become more productive. Regions,
however, do not become more productive at a uniform rate. Indeed,
evidence indicates that there are important regional differences in
growth rates.

A -i_,44 0-. ti-3 at th-e l level ;s WlVhat growfh rafte eloild

be considered optimal? Should all regions grow at the same rate?
Should regional growth rates be determined by natural market forces
with the Federal Government trying to play the difficult role of the
neutral agent? Should Federal policy aim at providing growth r-ates
such that lower per capita income regions tend to catch up with higher
income areas? Clearly, other criteria along this line could be raised.
It is a problem in the area of equity and fiscal federalism.3

Regardless of which policy is considered, it is important to look into
(1) the factors behind regional income differences and (2) the con-
ditions for regional growth. Fortunately, the work of Frank Hanna
provides interesting insight into the first area. 4 An earlier work of
the author may be called upon in understanding the conditions for
regional growth.5

In general, two factors account for differing per capita income in
different regions: (1) Differences may reflect differences iii regional
industrial structures, one being more productive than the other or (2)
differing wages may be paid for the same type of employment.
Changes in the location of industry will bring about changes in the
type of industrial structure. Mobility of labor and other forces
which tend toward uniform wages for the same type of employment
clearly influence the equality of regional per capita income.

ISee: James '.I. Buchanan. Federalism and Fiscal Equity. American Economic Review,
X;L (September 1950), 583-599.

' ,Frank A. Hanna. State Per Capita Income Components, 1919-51, Review of Economics
and Statistics XXXVIII (November 1956). 449-464.

. Charles M. Tiebout, Exports and RogionaI FPconomic Growth. Journal of Political ecou-
omly. LXIV (April 1956), 160-169.
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As a matter of historical record, Hanna's investigation of the
period 1919-51 notes:

The changes in the relative interstate dispersion of wages
and salaries is more a result of selective wage-equalization
shifts within industries than of the industrial composition
of the States becoming more alike.6

The cond~t~ono ~incv i 1gesu m.L a I.gVI n 111UUWfL1
structure as an element in regional growth, are now considered. In
essence, regions will grow if they can compete with other regions in
the export market. This implies an ability to produce at lower cost.
This may be illustrated by a simple example.

Suppose a new peninsula were formed off the New Jersey coast.
Assume that a coal deposit is found some 200 miles out on the penin-
sula. Will it be mined to compete in the New York market with
Pennsylvania coal? Make one further assumption about the region.
Assume that the rest of the area is all sand and marshland. If
workers are to mine this newly found deposit, they must eat, and
hence there must be imports. If the cost of these imports is high
enough, no coal will be mined, and no export base will develop.

Contrast this with a situation in which the peninsula is rolling,
fertile countryside. Truck gardening and dairy farming can de-
velop. Some imports will still flow in, but some local needs-vege-
tables and milk-will be supplied locally, that is, supplied by local
activities. Under these conditions coal may be mined because of the
lower cost of production, in this example, lower dollar wages.

A region will grow, then, if the endowments are favorable. Yet,
it should be noted that the endowments are not all natural. In the
past and in the future, government policies have and will continue
to give regions advantages in ability to attract industries. This, of
course, reverts back to the issue of the proper government policy for
regional growth.

Before concluding the discussion of regional growth forecasting
possibilities should be discussed. With the present resource tools and
especially available data, it is extremely difficult to forecast regional
growth pattern. What the impact of, say, the St. Lawrence seaway
will be on the Midwest, is difficult to ascertain. Assuredly, income
will rise, but how much is not easy to forecast. Policymakers should
be wary of persons who come up with precise projections of regional
growth.

STATE AND LOCAL EXPENDITURES AND CONSUMER PREFERENCES

Previous discussion has concerned itself with the analysis of short-
and long-run regional income. The objective was to present the
framework in which governmental policies could then be introduced
to play a role in stabilizing regional income and promoting regional
growth. Here it is assumed that this problem is solved. Now the
question of the optimal level of State and local expenditures and
taxation in terms of want satisfaction is considered. 7

6 Op. cit., p. 464.
I Charles M. Tiebout, A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures, Journal of Political Economy, LXIV (October 1956), 416-424.
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Governments, having undertaken to supply some goods and serv-
ices to the public, must decide how much to supply. This brings
into focus the mechanism, or lack of one, by whvich consumer-voters
register their preferences. The consumer-voter is, in a sense, sur-
rounded by a government whose objective it is to ascertain his wants
for l)ublic goods and tax him accordingly. Recent research has shown
there is no satisfactory mechanism to indicate these wants at the
Federal level.

At the State and local level this is less of a problem. Here con-
sumers do exercise some choice in the quantity and quality of public
goods provided. This is done in a manner somewhat different from
the usual market process. Choice is registered to some extent through
the mobility of the population. Perhaps this is best illustrated by an
example.

Consider for a moment the case of the city resident about to move
to the suburbs. What variables will influence his choice of a munici-
pality? If he has children, a high level of expenditures on schools
may be important. Another person may prefer a community with
a municipal golf course. The availability and quality of such facil-
ities and services as beaches, parks, police protection, roads, and park-
ing facilities will enter into the decision-making process. Of course,
noneconomic variables will also be considered, but this is of no concern
at this point.

The consumer-voter mav be viewed as picking that community
which best satisfies his preference pattern for public goods. This is

At the central level the preferences of the consumer-voter are given,
and the government tries to adjust to the pattern of these prefer-
ences, whereas at the local level various governments have their rev-
enue and expenditure patterns more or less set-here we assume they
are fixed. Given these revenue and expenditure patterns, the con-
sumer-voter moves to that community whose local government best
satisfies his set of preferences. The greater the number of commu-
nities and the greater the variance among them, the closer the con-
suner may come to fully realizing his preference position.

There are two questions which arise immediately: (1) Do consumer-
voters really bother to exercise choice in picking a community; and
(2) are there enough different areas where consumers may move to
register their preference? While no adequate study has been made
concerning the variables people consider in choosing a residence, such
studies as do exist indicate a surprising awareness. This is especially
true with respect to the service public schools.

No doubt, there are not sufficient communities in which to live such
that the consumer-voter finds just the right place. As a matter of
degree this is especially true at the State level. However, when smaller
suburban communities are considered greater choice is offered. And
insofar as this process does give the consumer-voter a choice in the
level of goods and services offered, it provides a case for a greater
proportion of goods and service expenditures supplied by State and,
especially, local governments.

An immediate, and often overlooked, qualification is in order.
1When considering the whole array of government goods and services
two types may be distinguished: (1) Those where all consumers'
preferences are accounted for and, insofar as possible, allowed free
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rein. Consumers who want more parks get them and in turn pay
appropriate taxes. Those who do not want parks go elsewhere and,
in turn, do not pay for them. (2) Another set of goods are of a
"suniptuary" nature. In this case, the majority of voters have decided
that a]] shall use a good and, in turn, pay for the good. Public edu-
cation is an example. A majority sumptuarily imposes its will on a
minority on the grounds that it knows what is best.

ThIS J LIVIsioIL Of goods holds true at the Federal and non-Federal
level. The question is who shall decide what goods are to be sumptu-
arily imposed, the governments concerned or higher levels of govern-
ment? Experience with unemployment compensation, public educa-
tion and so forth, indicate the areas where this sort of question is
applicable. It is again a question of federalism.
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FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR HOUSING AND
URBAN REDEVELOPMENT

CONSTRUCTION COSTS AND GOVERNMENT POLICY

David M. Blank, associate economic adviser, Columbia Broadcast-
ing, System, Inc., New York, N. Y.

As eve all know, our economy is in one of those peculiar and in-
frequent periods in which physical output is stable or declining while
prices keep rising. Gross national product (seasonally adjusted and
in constant prices) has remained virtually unchanged since the last
quarter of 1956. The labor force has continued to grow and we have
been experiencing record levels of employment. But the increase
in the labor force has been larger than the increase in employment,
so that the rate of unemployment, although by no means high, has
been running above last year. Manufacturing employment (season-
ally adjusted) is actually below its level of December 1956; the in-
crease in total employment is to be found eisevlhere, pjarLiec11trly- 1iI

trade and government.
Total industrial production (seasonally adjusted) has declined 2

percent since last December, while durable-goods production has de-
clined 3 percent. And inventories continued to rise in the second
quarter of this year.

Despite all these signs of hesitation and doubt in the general econ-
omy, consumer prices continued to rise. After almost complete stabil-
ity from mid-1953 to mid-1956, consumer prices rose 1.5 percent in
the last half of 1956 and 2.4 percent in the first 7 months of 1957.
W0Tholesale prices, which started to climb in mid-1955, appeared to have
leveled off in the first half of 1957 but seem to have resumed their
rise in July and August.

In the face of this continued rise in prices, the Federal Reserve
Board has continued to maintain that the immediate danger to the
economy stems from inflation and has continued to restrict the growth
in the money supply. The very strong measures taken by the Fed-
eral Reserve and the impact of these measures on various segments
of the economy, via changes in interest rates and in availability of
funds, has resulted in considerable outcry against the tight-money
policy of the Federal Reserve Board.

The more serious of these criticisms reflect a view that the present
upward swing in prices is different from those experienced in the
past, that the present inflationary swing is not caused by excessive
demand and therefore cannot be halted by monetary measures. Some
of these critics place the blame on administered prices; others, on
union pressure for higher wages.

827
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But more important than these criticisms of Federal Reserve policy
is the possibility that the Federal Reserve Board may soon be faced
with either of two kinds of situations that we do not quite know how
to handle. One is a situation in which both prices and unemployment
are rising. There is fairly wide agreement on monetary and fiscal
remedies to be employed to offset either price increases or unemploy-
ment increases. But when both occur at once, there is no agreement.
indeed little understanding of the underlying causes. The second
type of situation is one in which a rise in prices could be halted by
the Federal Reserve only by inducing substantial unemployment.
Here, the problem is one of choosing between alternative but equal-
ly desirable objectives (price stability-full employment).

It may turn out in fact that 'the Federal Reserve is not actually
faced with either of these difficulties. The economy has slowed down
only slightly and the rise in prices, at least on the wholesale level, may
be slowing down. Perhaps it will be possible for the Federal Reserve
to terminate the rise in prices while still permitting constant or rising
output and employment.

INCREASE IN RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

But this optimistic view is hardly possible in the field of housing,
where prices continue to rise despite a substantial decline in output
and employment. Since the middle of 1955 the annual rate of housing
starts has fallen off by almost one-third, and the real volume of resi-
dential-construction work put in place has declined by almost 10 per-
cent. Yet residential-construction costs I hive risen almost 7 percent
in the same period. At this rate it would only take about two decades
for residential construction costs to double again.

Residential-construction. costs, of course, have a long history of
increasing more rapidly than other prices. In the six-decade Deriod
ending in 1945, the general price index rose only 160 percent, while
the residential construction cost index rose about 340 percent, or more
than tvice as much.2 Between the end of World War II (1945) and
1956, the general price level rose 54 percent, while the residential con-
struction cost index rose 73 percent. Even in the last 2 years, when
residential-construction activity fell off perceptibly, the consumer
price index rose only 5.1 percent (June 1955 to June 1957) while
residential-construction costs rose 6.4 percent. Indeed, there were
only 2 years in the last decade when construction costs leveled off,
and each was a recession year.

Residential-construction costs have risen relative to the general
price level partly because building-wage rates and materials prices
have increased faster than other wage rates and prices and partly
because productivity in residential construction has probably in-
creased less than elsewhere in the economy. Both of these factors
have operated for many years.

1 E. H. Broeckh & Associates' residential-construction cost index.
2 Based on price indexes implicit in 9-year moving averages of gross national product andresidential construction, expenditures In current and constant prices. Leo Grebler, DavidAI. Blank, and Louis Vinnick, Capital Formation in Residential Construction; Trends andProspects, Princeton University Press, 1956, p. 126.
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BuIJIlD)NG AVACES AND MATEITIALS PRICES

Average hourly earnings in the building trades have increased
slightly more than in all manufacturing industry since 1950, 45 per-
cent for building employees and 41 percent for manufacturing em-
ployees.3 But, more importantly, the weight of waages in the total
cost of constructioni is higher than for most other sectors of the
economy. Therefore, the continuous increase in wage rates that we
have been experiencing will tend to increase the costs and prices of
construction byb greater pelrcetllages tharn elsewhere. Thus, Leontieff,
ill his analysis of the effect of all increase in wages in each of 18
sectors of the economy (wages ill all other sectors held constant),
concluded that the constrLctionl industry would have the third largest
increase in costs and prices.4 Prices of building materials have risen
19 percent since 1950, while the overall wholesale price index has
increased only 14 percelit. During the preceding six decades, build-
ing materials prices rose almost twice as much as the average whole-
sale price of all commoldities.5

Despite this wage and price behavior, residential-construction costs
might not have advanced relative to other prices if productivity iii
the residential-conistruction industry had growvAn faster than elsewhere
in the economy. In fact, however, the available data indicate that
productivity in construction has grown little and certainly far less
than we have come to expect elsewhere in the economy.

PRODUCTIVITY

The measurement of productivity changes in any industry is a dif-
ficult one, and particularly so for residential construction. But per-
haps we can draw some tentative conclusions based on several studies
that deal with trends in total construction.

One such study was undertaken recently by Colean and Newcomb.6

In attempting to analyze changes in productivity in the building in-
dustry (including nonresidential building), they compared the move-
ment of two indexes of building cost. One index was simply a
weighted average of wage rates and materials prices, calculated by
the Engineering News-Record; the other was an average of cost in-
dexes of four well-known building contractors. The contractor in-
dexes according to Colean and Newcomb, attempt to measure changes
in building costs based on "actual estimates for building comparable
structures- The authors state:

Since the Enginering News-Record index is a combination
of wages and materials prices according to a fixed relation-
ship, while the combined contractor index is based on esti-
mates of the actual cost for erecting comparable structures, a
comparison of the two should at least suggest the changes
in cost that result from changes in efficiency.'

In the six decades ending in 1950, average hourly earnings in the building trades In-
creased S51 peredut; in manufacturing, earnings increased 769 percent. Grebler, Blank,
and Wvinnick. op. cit.. p. 127.

'Waqsily leontieff, Wages, Profits, and Prices, Quartcrly Journal of Economles, Nuvew-
ber 1946. p. 33.

' Grebler, Blank, and Wlnnick, op. cit.. p. 127.
O Miles L. Colean and Robinson Newcomb, Stabilizing Construction: The Record and

Potential, McGraw-Hill, 1952, pp. 69-74 and 247-248.
7 Ibid., p. 71.

97735-57-54
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While there was some short-term difference in movement between
the two series, the striking fact is that there was no pronounced long-
term difference over the four decades being studied. With both in-
dexes on a 1913 base, the ratio between the indexes was 101 in 1950
and 103 in 1951. At no time did the ratio fall below 90 and at no time
in the 30 years prior to 1951 did it rise above 113.

To the extent that productivity increases in building construction
were reflected in the contractor indexes, such increases cannot have
been very great in total building construction.

Chawner made a similar analysis for all construction (including
nonbuilding construction) for the two decades prior to the great de-
pression.8 He found that heavy construction, railroad construction,
and highway construction had experienced significant increases in
productivity, but that building construction had not.

Clearly this is inadequate evidence from which to draw any firm
conclusions but one might reasonably draw the inference that resi-
dential building, particularly the construction of single-family
houses, has shared little in the rise in productivity so characteristic
of other sectors of the economy. Indeed, Colean and Newcomb state
that-

it now probably requires more man-years of work for the
average worker to pay for the labor going into a house than
it required in 1925 or 1915.

ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT

In general, it is not the responsibility of the Federal Government
to intervene in markets for particular commodities or services. It
is widely held that the Federal Government should confine its influ-
ence on the economy to general measures of monetary or fiscal policy,
to create the proper environment in which industries and individuals
work out their individual problems. But housing, for better or worse,
is not a commodity to be so treated. It has apparently been accepted
by both political parties and by the last three administrations that
the Federal Government has an obligation to help the public achieve
higher housing standards than would have been possible without gov-
ernment aid. This commitment runs through numerous Federal pro-
grams-public housing, mortgage insurance or guaranty, direct-mort-
gage lending, purchase of FHA or VA mortgages, etc., and is found
in legislation enacted over the last two decades.

The Federal Government has, in fact, played an important, per-
haps dominant, role in the housing market in recent years and pre-
sumably will continue to do so. In view of this it is impossible for
the Government to avoid facing at some time the question of what
impact the various Federal-aid programs have upon the cost of build-
ing homes. In particular, the Joint Economic Committee, interested
as it is in questions of stability and growth, cannot help but be con-
cerned about this question.

The future is, of course, unclear, but we do not have long to wait
before the pressure on the residential construction industry begins

sLowell J. Chawner, Construction Cost Indexes as Influenced by Technological Change
and Other Factors, Journal of the American Statistical Association, September 1935,
pp. 561-576.
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to get much heavier. Indeed, the evidence is that increases in the
demand for housing are already probably outstripping the rate of
housing starts of roughly 1 million or less that we have been expe-
riencinog for the last year. Net nonfarnm household formation, which
fell from 1,046,000 per year in 1950-53 to 878,000 per year in 1953-56,
rose to 1,189,000 in the year ending in March 1957. National vacancy
rates, according to the Census Bureau declined from their "peak" of
2.8 percent in the third quarter of 1956 to 2.5 percent in the fourth
quarter and to 2.3 percent in the first quarter of 1957. Similarly,
vacancies in apartments with FHA-insured mortgages have fallen to
their lowest level since such data were first gathered in 1950.

But the really serious problem will arise a few years from now when
the babies born during and after the war will be reaching marriage-
able age and when houses will need to be built at annual rates that
will probably be 50 percent or more higher than currently. At that
time, the pressure on land, labor, and materials is likely to be greater
than we have experienced since the early postwar years.9

The tasks facing the Federal Government then are twofold. First,
efforts must be made to increase the rate at which productivity rises
in the housing industry. In view of the very large sums spent on
or invested in housing by the Federal Government, the cost of such
a program, to be supported by the Federal Government, would not
appear to be very great.

However, if such a program is not undertaken or if it is not suffi-
ciently effective, the Government must then begin to take into account
the effect upon housing prices of any action it undertakes in the credit
field. That is, any attempt to ease downpayments or carrying costs
that successfully results in a considerably larger number of houses
being built is likely to have substantial adverse effects in the form
of higher prices. As a result, the gains offered to the house buyer by
this easing of credit terms may be partly offset by the increased price
that he will have to amortize and pay interest on over the length of
the mortgage. Indeed, it is not hard to visualize a situation in which
the benefits to the additional families enabled to purchase new homes
are considerably more than offset by the harm done to the remaining
families who would have purchased new homes in any case.

At any rate, it will be necessary at times to make a conscious and
perhaps unpleasant choice between an expansion in housing produc-
tion, with its associated prices increases, and an avoidance of increas-
ing housing production, with its associated retardation in the rise in
housing standards in this country.

-The influence of land prices on the rise in new house prices has not been discussed in
this paper but is readily apparent.



FISCAL IMPLICATIONS OF FEDERAL HOUSING
PROGRAMS

Leo Grebler, National Bureau of Economic Research'

As a Nation we are unquestionably and irrevocably committed to
substantial programs of Federal assistance for housing and com-
munity development. This commitment is evident from the legisla-
tive history of the past 25 years, including legislation enacted during
the term of the present administration. Housing and community
development have become vested not only with public interest but
specifically with Federal interest.

There are many economic and other reasons for this remarkable
change within the life span of one generation. Some of the current
Federal programs for assisting housing are creatures of the great
depression. They have been continued and expanded as Federal aid
came to be considered essential to a sustained high level of residential
construction, more adequate financing of homeownership, and the
provision of better housing for those unable to maintain certain mini-
mum levels of living. The housing programs of the prewar period
have been supplemented by aids to improved community development,
such as the urban renewal program and public facility loans, as urban
blight and inadequate community facilities were increasingly viewed
as national as well as local problems. The proliferation of Federal
activities in this field, apparent from the simple list in table 1, reflects
the generally accepted view of our community that it is a necessary
and proper function of the Federal Government to help our citizens
achieve higher standards of housing and urban environment than
would be possible otherwise.

1 This paper expresses the author's personal views and does not necessarily represent any
positions taken by the National Bureau of Economic Research.
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TABLE 1.-1(tjotr Federal credit anld grant Progi-amns for houyinq and conuni)111ity
developmenit

A. LOANS AND INVESTMENTS '

Date
Programs Agency estab-

lished

Loans, mostly interim, for low-rent public housing Public Housing Administration (l-IIIFA) 1937
Purchase of FHA and VA mortgages -Federal National Mortgage Association 1938

(1i IIFA).
Loans, mostly interim, for urban renewal projects Urban Renewal Administration (HIIFA) 1949
Long-term loans for college housing -Community Facilities Administration 195(

(H HFA).
Long-term home loans for veterans in remote areas Veterans' Administration-1950
Public facility loans for small local governmental Conmmunity Facilities Administration 1955

units. (IIIFA).

B. LOAN INSURANCE OR GUARANTY 2

Insurance of residential repair and modernization Federal Housing Administration 1934
loans. (HHFA).

Insurance of residential mortgage loans -do ----------------------------------- 1934
Guaranty of veterans home loans -Veterans' Administration -1944

C. GRANTS

Animial contributions for low-rent public housimmg. Public HJousing Administration (I{HFA)_ 1937
Capital grants for urban renewal projects - Urban Renewal Administration (HHFA) 1949

I Two additional programs involve statutory standby commitments for Treasury support. The Federal
home-loan banks have authority to borrow from the Treasury up to $1,000,000,000, and the Federal Savings
and T.inn Tn-i-ranonrnnratinn hut; similar -uthority tn horrow tin. to t750 in0n nn

2 In addition, there are 2 programs involving an indirect guaranty of loans raised by local agencies. One
is the low-rent public housing program. Here, the Federal Government undertakes an indirect guaranty
of tax-exempt local housing authority bonds, by virtue of its contractual obligation to pay annual contribu-
tions designed to cover the debt service on the bonds. The other is the urban renewal program in which
local agencies obtain loans from private sources by pledging a Federal loan commitment. A similar method
Is used by public uousing authorities to obtain short-term financing.

It is fair to say that there is little difference today among most
people about this principle. But the question of how far and how fast
the Federal Government ought to go in applying the principle under
particular circumstances and at a particular time is subject to con-
siderable debate, as is the question of ways and means. Meanwhile,
the objectives of better housing and community development have
been reinforced by the objectives expressed in the Employment Act
of 1946. A thriving home-building industry is widely held to be
essential to long-term economic growth; and some of the Federal
housing programs can be executed so as to aid in economic stabiliza-
tion, although this point will require elucidation.

GROWTH OF PROGRAMS

The Federal aid programs in this sector of our economy have a sub-
stantial and growing impact on the Federal budget and on the demand
for Treasury funds. Because they reflect deep-seated forces in our
society, as well as strong pressures of powerful groups benefiting from
them more directly, any realistic projection can only be in one direc-
tioll-up.

TVe current and near-future position of housing and community
development in Federal credit programs is indicated in table 2.
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TABLE 2.-Outstanding loans, guaranties, and insurance for htousing and related
programs, compared to total Federal loans, guaranties, and insurance'

[Millions of dollars]

Direct loans and investments | Guaranties and Insurance

End of fiscal year- - I I I

Total Housing as percent Total Housing as perent

of total of total

1953 -16, 486 3, 523 21 35, 020 33, 697 96
1954 -15, 352 3, 094 20 40, 460 37, 625 93
1955 - 16, 943 3, 439 20 45, 392 43, 777 96
1956- 17, 116 3, 672 21 51, 097 49, 901 98
1957 estimate -18, 374 4, 497 24 57, 778 56, 303 97
1958 estimate -19, 567 4, 987 25 65, 471 63, 765 97

I Special analysis F of the Federal budget. The estimates for 1957 and 1958 reflect the administratioss's
budget for fiscal year 1958 and have been somewhat changed through legislation enacted during the 1957
session of Congress.

2 Includes a relatively small amount of farm and business loans guaranteed or insured by the Veterans'
Administration, as well as indirect Federal guaranties of local bonds referred to In footnote 2 of table I.

Direct Federal loans and investments outstanding in this sector
in recent years were about $3.5 billion, or one-fifth of the total of
such loans and investments which include agricultural, business, and
foreign loans and investments as well as those for housing. Accord-
ing to the 1958 budget estimate, they will reach about $5 billion or
25 percent of the total at the end of the fiscal year 1958. As for
guaranties and insurance which represent, of course, potential con-
tingent liabilities rather than Federal outlays, the housing pro-
grams in recent years have accounted for 93 to 98 percent of the
total. The amounts outstanding have increased from nearly $34 bil-
lion at the end of the fiscal year 1953 to about $50 billion in 1956
and are estimated to reach almost $64 billion in 1958. About 45
percent of the homse mortgage debt is now underwritten by the Fed-
eral Government, as against 23 percent in 1945 and 13 percent in
1940.

In addition, there are two major Federal grant programs in this
field. One is the urban renewal program, with recent capital grant
reservations at the rate of about $250 million a year. The other is
the public housing program, under which the Federal Government
commits itself to annual subsidies usually for 40 years after com-
pletion of projects. These contributions now approximately $100
million a year; the maximum annual contributions authorized under
outstanding contracts will soon approximate $200 million.

GROWTH POTENTIALS

Federal outlays in the form of loans or investments and grants are
bound to increase markedly over the next few years. First, some
of the programs are relatively new or were held back during the
Korean hostilities and are just now beginning to hit their stride.
In this class are urban renewal grants, first enacted in 1949, college
housing loans, first enacted in 1950, public facility loans, first enacted
in 1955, and mortgage purchases under the special-assistance pro-
gram of the Federal National Mortgage Association, authorized in
1954 and later. While congressional authorizations over the past few
years have reached sizable amounts, actual expenditures to date, be-
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cause of the long lead times 2 characteristic of these programs, have
been relatively small. But we are now reaching the stage where the
increased authorizations of several years past begin to have their
impact on the disbursement of Federal loans and grants. Long
lead times create similar situations in some of the older programs,
such as public housing. And this increase in spending is inevitable.
Even if the Congress should decide to approve no additional author-
izations, disbursements would still rise sharply over the next several
years. Illustrations of the slow buildup of expenditures resulting
from past authorizations are given in table 3.

TABLE 3.-Status of selected Federal loan and grait programs at recent dates

[Millions of dollars]

Cumulative Cumulative Annual disbursements 3
Program authoriza- disburse-

tion I ments 2
1956 1957 1958

College housing loans -925 214 33 98 148
Public facility loans-100 4) (4) 15FNMA special-assistance purchases 1100 24 (4) 24 196
Urban renewal grants-- 1, 250 06 14 30

l Inclusive of authorizations approved in the Housing Act of 1957.
'As of June 30, 1957.
'As given in the 1958 budget for fiscal years; 1958 estimated.
4 Less than $1 000,000.
* Excludes $100,000,000 available at Presidential discretion.
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of Federal aids to housing and community development is the histori-
cal tendency toward larger authorizations as programs initiated on a
modest scale are expanded and liberalized. Thus, the authorization for
Federal capital grants in the urban renewal program has been in-
creased from an initial $100 million a year to $350 million. In 1956,
relocation payments for residents and businesses displaced by urban
renewal projects were enacted as an exclusive Federal responsibility,
without local cost sharing. In 1957, the maximum Federal relocation
payment per business firm nwas raised from $2,000 to $2,500. Strong
demands are being made by local interests to increase the Federal share
from two-thirds to three-fourths of the net project costs of urban re-
newal projects. The total authorization for college housing loans has
been raised successively from $300 million in 1950 to $925 million.
Educational service facilities such as cafeterias, dining halls, student
umions, and infirmaries have been made eligible for such loans in addi-
tion to the faculty and student housing covered in the original law.
And the Housing Act of 1957 provides for inclusion of housing facili-
ties at nonprofit hospitals in this program. Mortgage purchases by
the Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA) under its spe-
cial-assistance program, with funds coming from the Treasury, have
been authorized for an increasing number of purposes, and the total
amount authorized has now reached $1.1 billion. The expansion of
this program has resulted for the most part from the proliferation of
FHA mortgage insurance provisions for special purposes, such as

'That is, the time lapse between the congressional authorization or administrative
reservation of funds and the disbursement of funds. In the college housing program.
common lead times seem to be 18 to 24 months. In the urban renewal program, lead
times in many cases exceed 5 years.
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housing for the elderly, relocation housing, cooperative housing, urban
renewal housing, and military housing. All of these are being under-
pinned by access to FNMA, and that means the Treasury, for financing.

Third, the potentials of some of the programs in this field are
spectacular if we are going to meet the 'underlying needs. With
cumulative grant authorizations for urban renewal already exceeding
$1 billion, we have only begun to poke into slums. We could probably
spend $650 million1 a year in Federal -rants alone i runnilg out
of slums within 25 years.3 The limiting factors here are the ability
of localities to match the Federal grants, the current low rate of hous-
ing vacancies and the resulting difficulties of vast tenant relocations,
the problem of finding sponsors for competitive projects,4 and the real
danger of artificially raising slum land prices by a huge acquisition
program. Nevertheless, annual capital grant disbursements of about
$250 million in 1961 and of as much as $500 million in the midsixties
are real possibilities. As for the college housing program, it does
not take a great deal of imagination to visualize anual loan disburse-
ments reaching $300 million in the near future and total loans out-
standing of $4 billion within a decade.

In the case of the Federal National Mortgage Association, it is
pertinent to note that its total mortgage portfolio has risen from
$2.5 billion at the end of the calendar year 1954 to more than $3.7 bil-
lion despite the brave legislative effort of 1954 to restrain the use of
this Government facility and despite its rather conservative adminis-
tration during the past few years. This increase is due mainly to
FNMA's support of the market for Government-underwritten home
mortgages in 1956 and 1957 through its so-called secondary market
operation, which has been largely financed by nonguaranteed de-
bentures issued to private investors. The bulk of FNMA mortgage
loan purchases resulting from the stepped-up special-assistance pro-
gram and acquired with Treasury funds, which was mentioned earlier,
is still to come. On the other hand, the Association has been unable
to sell its pre-1954 portfolio of mainly 4-percent and 41/4 -percent
mortgages as was hoped at that time, and these holdings must be
considered frozen except for the slow collection of principal from
borrowers. Thus, the total FNMA portfolio may well approximate
$4 billion to $5 billion in a few years, without any economic emer-
g-ency such as the one that gave rise to the Home Owners' Loan Cor-
poration which, with a portfolio of $3 billion, was considered truly a
g(0igantic Government operation.

SrGGESTED GUIDELINES

It is clear, then, that the demands for Treasury funds arising in the
housing sector will be growing rapidly, certainly at a more rapid rate
than the rate of increase in Federal revenues that can be projected
under conditions of steady economic growth. This prospect, however,

3The report of the President's Advisory Committee on Housing Policies and Programs
of December 1953 includes an estimate of $24 billion for the total cost of removing or
rehabilitating slums. On this basis, an annual total of $1 billion, involving $666 million
of Federal capital grants and $334 million of local grants on the present matching formula,
would do the job within 24 years. The cost has probably increased since the report was
published.

4 In some cities such as New York there is already a notable tendency to devote urban
renewal projects to noncompetitive land uses by nonprofit institutions.
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should not be used as occasion for indiscriminate, across-the-board
cuts of authorizations or expenditures in this sector. Without a high
sustainable volume of residential construction in the long, rLuLn, eco-
nomic growvth itself could be impeded. We must face the fact that
home-building activity has to some extent become dependent on the
Federal instruimentalities developed during the past generation, so
that we may incur undue economic risks if major aids were with-
dCirawn. Moreover, no fair-minded person can deny that the persist-
ence of a vast acreage of slums in many cities is a blot on out current
economic and social scene and that goverinmental aids are required
to remove it; or that marginal famlties need assistance in obtaining
sanitary homes. No fair-minded person call ignore the record of at
least a century, which demonstrates clearly that the institutions of the
private market in this sector have been less efficient in providing a
decent mininum for all than is true for most, if not all, other
essentials.

What the prospect of ever-increasing calls on Treasury funds re-
quires is a more careful husbanlillng of Federal resources devoted to
homising and cominuility development and, beyond this particullar
sector, a comprehensive and more ratioLnal approach to the whole area
of Federal credit and grant programs. To accompilislh these objec-
tives, the following points are suggested for consideration:

1. Concentrate the use of Federal funds for housing and com-
munlity development, either loans or grants, on special high-
nrioritv Drograms. Conversely, avoid slipping into the use of
Federal funds for sustaining general activity in this sector solely
because interest rates are high or rising.

2. Discard the notion that a given or growing volume of resi-
dential building is necessary under all circumstances in the short
run in order to achieve satisfactory economic growth.

3. Review the programs for housing and community develop-
ment, some of which were designed in the great depression or in
anticipation of a major postwar depression, as to their place and
functions in a high-level economy.

4. Undertake a thorough appraisal of Federal credit and grant
programs in all sectors so as to obtain a comprehensive view of
their longer run economic and fiscal impact and to be in a better
position for assigning priorities.

5. Minimize uncertainties of the hundreds of thousands of pri-
vate and public decisionmaking units by reducing the frequency
of omnibus housing legislation, which in the recent past has been
on an annual basis.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to an elaboration of
these points.
The use of Treasury funds

In the past, Federal financing has been utilized basically under two
sets of circumstances. It has been invoked for programs which could
clearly not be executed without low-cost Treasury funds. In other
cases, programs were partly diverted from private to public flnancing
in order to shelter them from high or rising interest rates. Several
times in the past, including the recent past, eve have slipped into sub-
stantial use of Treasury funds in a misplaced and ineffectual attempt
to insulate housing generally from the competition for savings. This
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slippage usually has resulted from (a) unduly severe limitations on
maximum interest rates on insured or guaranteed loans, which in
periods of generally high costs of borrowing channel these loans to the
Federal National Mortgage Association rather than to private lend-
ing institutions; (b) the statutory establishment of above-market
prices for mortgages that FNMA must pay in its special-assistance
purchases (which rPmonve these loans from effective competition by
private lending institutions) ; or (c) setting interest rates on direct
loans at such low level that the hoped-for participation of private
capital cannot possibly be forthcoming. The latter case applies clearly
to college housing loans, for which interest rates since 1955 have been
so low that practically all loan demands have been coming to the
Federal counter.

These attempts to shelter certain programs from the effects of
changes in the cost of funds are misplaced because public financing
is not essential for carrying out the programs. Home building and
home purchase generally depend more upon availability of mortgage
funds at reasonably low downpayments and on reasonably long matu-
rities than upon low rates of interest. Also, when the mortgage
insurance and guaranty schemes were developed the Congress did not
intend to force submarket rates of interest in exchange for Federal
underwriting of risk. The quid pro quo was rather a loan with lower
downpayment and longer maturity than would be extended without
insurance.

The attempts to shelter housing in general from the competition
for savings are also ineffectual. Even a generous allocation of public
funds vill not replace the private funds driven away from the housing
programs because of noncompetitive interest rates. For example,
FHA and VA loans made during the past 4 years by private lenders
averaged nearly $9 billion a year. It is difficult to visualize a situation
under which even a quarter of this amount wvould be apl)ropriated
annually for this purpose, save another great depression. Because we
can only go a small part of the way toward replacing private funds by
public funds (quite apart from the question whether we should travel
at all in this direction), insistence on submarket rates of interest has
sometimes defeated the very purpose of home-financing legislation.
Thus, after the Congress in 1956 extended the veterans home-loan pro-
grain by 2 years, the Congress in 1957 wrote a premature finis on the
program by maintaining a 41/2 percent maximum interest rate. Fail-
ure to adjust the rate has, in fact, acted as an unintended but potent
selective credit control in disfavor of home building, as well as of
veterans.5

While logic may dictate completely flexible interest rates on insured
loans, practical considerations of public policy in my view argue in
favor of maintaining maximum rates. But these rates should be
sufficiently high to allow flexibility through administrative action.
This was the policy adopted in 1934, when the National Housing Act
established a maximum interest rate of up to 6 percent for FHA-
insured home loans, with administrative discretion to set lower rates.

5 According to testimony of an official of the Veterans' Administration, "it is abundantly
clear that the direct [veterans' home] loan program cannot begin to fill the void that has
been created due to the unattractiveness of the GI 4%-percent interest rate." (Hearings
before the Subcommittee on Veterans Affairs of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public
Works, June 3, 1957.)
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The ceiling rate has never been invoked. The administrative discre-
tion granted in 1934 could have been used with greater effectiveness
in the postwar period if it had not been for the more restrictive interest
ceilings on veterans' home loans and the difficulty of discriminating
between Fl-TA and VA ]oans.

In the case of college housing loans, there is real question whether
other kinds of aid to colleges would not deserve greater priority. And
if the national interest should be served most by housing assistance is
it necessary or fair in the light of social priorities to place the entire
burden of financing the full cost of construction on the Federal Gov-
ernment? An interest rate based on the current cost of funds to the
Treasury plus administrative expenses would of itself deflect some of
the loan demands to the private counter. Also, it may perhaps not be
unfair to ask the colleges to contribute a modest proportion of the
total construction costs through private loans or other private funds
or in the case of State institutions, through State budgets.

In summary, it is suggested that the use of Federal funds be limited
to carefully selected high-priority programs and that inhibitions to
the fullest participation of private capital be removed.6

The role of housing in economic growth
The "slippage" into increased use of Federal funds is sometimes

occasioned by the astonishingly widespread view that housing, year
by year, must make a more or less fixed contribution to economic
activity. Consequently, a decline in home building has come to be
CODS.uid 6lt it nlitWUIt cUitit y I o L t110 Ier w1'llat; bile CJrcu1Sba1ces are,
and is used as an added reason for the employment of Treasury funds.
There is just enough validity in the view that long-run prosperity
would be difficult to maintain while home building was languishing to
give this notion a degree of respectability. But if applied to the short
run, the idea of an ever-normal housing sector does not stand up under
scrutiny. In a growing economy some sectors will always surge for-
ward while others are temporarily left behind. To give the latter
artificial support would only increase the inflationary pressures on an
economy operating at a high level, impede necessary adjustments of
products or prices, and result in more severe instability at a later point.

Thus, stimulated by the easy-credit policies initiated in mid-1953,
housing production expanded at a spectacular pace in 1954 and early
1955 while other economic sectors, notably business investment and
Federal expenditures, were declining. The sharp increase in residen-
tial construction helped prevent the development of cumulative defla-
tionary pressures that might have resulted from these downward
movements and was an important factor in keeping the recession of
1953-54 within bounds. But an attempt to use Federal aids for main-
taining the 1954 pace of home building later, when the whole economy
was moving forward at a fast clip, would only have added to the
threats of inflation. An economic policy that allows reasonable fluc-
tuations in the housing sector does not use housing as the beneficent
balance wheel of the economy but rather preserves the flexibility essen-
tial to steady economic growth vithont ruinous inflation.

5 These guidelines apply to the division between private and Federal funds. There may
also be a question of the proper division between Federal and State responsibilities in
some of the housing programs. This question is intimately related to the general problem
of the fiscal and functional division of labor between the Federal and State Governments,
which is now being examined by a Presidential commission.
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Public understanding of the aimiis of ecololILic stabilization policies
is badly in need of clarification and imlprovernent, for it is vital to the
successful conduct of these policies. AWle must learn to understand
that stabilization efforts cannot be oriented toward stability or pro-
portionate growth in individual sectors or industries. Any attempt in
this direction would be self-defeating. They should be directed so
far as possible, however, toward preventing clearly unsustainable
rates of growth in major sectors, and they must attempt to reconcile
occasional conflicts between the Federal Governnment's commitment to
advance housing and its coimmitment to help ilailntain economic
stability.

While maintenance of a given level of residential construction is
no sufficient reason for increasing use of Federal funds so long as
the economy is grow ing, other policies may be called for in an alto-
gether different setting when private funds are generally shying away
from investment and resources are unemployed on a large scale. In
such a situation, some of the housing programs could indeed be used
advantageously for countercyclical purposes, as well as for accelerated
advancement of program objectives. The FHA program of insurance
of repair and modernization loans probably ranks high in this respect,
in terms of speed and wide dispersion of expenditures that can be
generated. Liberalization of downpayments and perhaps maturities
under the FHA residential mortgage-insurance programs would at
least help moderate a decline in home building, but they would do so
only if the ammunition of easy terms was not already shot away
during economic prosperity. In a serious general recession, incrleasing
FNMA support would be called for and is, in fact, provided in
existing legislation. Other programs, such as urban renewal, have
such long lead times that they are in a more dubious category.7

Reexamination of programns
A reexamination of the place and functions of our housing pro-

grams in a high-level economy has been long overdue, and I believe
this is true for social programs generally. Some of the housing pro-
grams were designed during the great depression on assumptions quite
different from the realities of the postwar era, and need to be recoii-
sidered in light of the national policy formulated in the Employment
Act of 1946. The suggestion for reexamination does not argue for
curtailment, nor does it necessarily promise a reduction of Federal
expenditures. It does invite an effort at fresh thinking which should
at least produce more effective spending of Federal funds.

This need is illustrated by the public low-rent housing program,
though it is by no means limited to it. The public-housing program
was originally designed to help solve the problem of families with
insufficient incomes to commnnand adequate housing. One-third of
our families were said to be in this group, which implied that a large
percentage of normal families with employed breadwvinners, as well
as others, would need subsidized housing for an indefinite time. And
the solution was the rental housing project in public ownership,
usually large and institutional, often of the skyscraper type in big
metropolitan areas, visually and otherwise segregated from the rest

7 For a more comprehensive discussion, see the writer's Housing Policies to Combat
Depression in Policies to Combat Depression (National Bureau of Economic Research,
universities program), Princeton University Press, 1956.
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of the community, tightly regulated by a paternalistic mallagelnielit,
and expensive to operate not because luxuries are provided but be-
cause rental housing requires services which in this country of high
wages are costly.

In the postwar period, there has been a pronounced shift in the
nature of the problem, at least in the larger cities. With the increase
in real income, the proportion of "normal" families seeking public
housing has declined, and the occupancy by what a recent issue of the
Journal of Housing, called troubled and troublesome families has risen.
While average incomes of p)ublic-lhousing, occupants have not kept
pace with the general rise in incomes, operating costs of projects have
been creeping up, with the result that the Federal Government's
annual contribution, for many years below the maximum provided
by contract with local agencies, is rapidly approaching the maximum
in many cases. And even stanch advocates of public housing have
come to question the solutions of yesteryearA. 'Why not use rehabili-
tated old housing as well as nerv? Is public landlordism essential or
desirable? Is the "project" approach socially sound? Should sub-
sidies be applied to the family or the dwvelling unit? Would subsidized
home owniershlip be preferable to tenancy for at least some of the
public-housing occupants? What portions of the population should
a clearly subsidized low-rent housing program in a growing and high-
level economy serve? *Would problem families be helped more by
intensified social services, with less emphasis on physical housing
standards?

tll illy %VieNw uie need for some kind of housing subsidy to help
those clearly unable to pay the economic cost of sanitary housing will
continue even in a high-le-vel economy. After 10 years of practically
unbroken prosperity, millions of people are still living in slums for
reasons of economic necessity. But it is equally clear that the cur-
rent program is incapable of meeting this need. Instead of devising
a better program and one meeting wvith more general acceptance, how-
ever, the public-housing issue has become hopelessly deadlocked in
ideology. Instead of devoting ourselves to a reexamination of ends
and means, we have continued the program of 1937 without compre-
hensive review of experience and have played the numbers game, that
is, the ostensible issue nearly every year has been whether 35,000
plublic-housing units or some other number ought to be authorized.

Other housing programs are also overripe for overhaul. As was
mentioned earlier, we have used the FHA mortgage insurance device
excessively for all sorts of special purposes until by my latest count
there are 11 different insurance funds, and because my count was
made without the benefit of a battery of lawyers, it is by no means
authoritative. There is great need of simplification. The abundance
of special-purpose programs is in danger of "balkanizing" the FHA
mortgage insurance system and of creating artificial housing sub-
markets with their own financing and price structure, depending on
who occupies the dwellings or where the dwellings are located.
Overall re'view of credit and grant pvrogramns

Tn view of the rapid expansion of old and the initiation of many
new programs in the postwar period, a thorough overall review of

I See, for example, Catherine Bauer, The Dreary Deadlock of Public Housing, Archi-
tectural Forum, May 1957, and the symposium in response to her article In the June 1957
Issue of Architectural Forum.
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Federal credit and grant programs, comprising housing and other
sectors, is badly needed. In the legislative process, every one of these
programs is, of course, carefully gone over by the appropriate com-
mittees of the Congress. It is respectfully suggested, however, that
this kind of review does not obviate the need for a more comprehen-
sive across-the-board appraisal every few years. The Joint Economic
Committee is perhaps in the best position to perform this service
and make recommendatiomis for consideration by the cognizant com-
mittees. Such a review should enable the Congress to have before it
a comprehensive picture of Federal credit and grant commitments,
and of their effects on current and future cash and administrative
budgets as well as on the economy as a whole, when individual pro-
grams are considered. It would also help the Congress in assigning
more deliberate priorities to programs or reassessing past priorities
in the light of current and prospective conditions. It is not unfair
to say, for example, that the terms of Federal loans in some cases are
due to historical accident. They were established at a time when
general credit conditions were quite different from those prevailing
in recent years, and are now disproportionately liberal in relation to
the terms for other programs which were enacted later under differ-
ent circumstances.

The objective of the proposed review would not necessarily be to
establish uniform conditions for Federal loans or grants but rather a
pattern more consistent with the current congressional evaluation of
the needs of various kinds of recipients.
Frequency of housing legislation

Finally, it is respectfully suggested that less frequent housing leg-
islation may, in the words of the outline for this study of Federal
expenditure policies, "minimize government interference in decisions
by business and consumers about use of resources."

It has become the rule to adopt every year what has come to be
known as an "omnibus" housing bill, that is, a bill dealing with a
large variety of major programs, if not all programs, in this sector.
Likewise, loan and grant authorizations are often made for 1 year.
This procedure has created continuous discontinuity. It has added
greatly to the uncertainties faced by the hundreds of thousands of
consumers, builders, mortgage lenders, and local public agencies af-
fected by housing legislation. It has unnecessarily complicated the
work of administering agencies. It has made it extremely difficult
for cities to maintain long-range planning operations in connection
with urban renewal and public-housing programs. The rules of the
game are changed too often with confusing and disruptive results.
Sometimes, a program has barely been initiated before its provisions
are revised. Yet, the operative results of an amendment or new pro-
gram enacted during the summer in most cases cannot really be ap-
praised the next spring when the strategically important work of
congressional committees is performed. In some programs, money au-
thorizations for several years, rather than a single year, and a degree
of continuity are more important to good performance at the local
and national level than are the amount of authorization or revisions
of the basic statute.
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There will always be need, of course, for relatively minor perfect-
ing amendments for one program or another. There will also be
less frequent occasion for initiating new programs. From time to
time, comprehensive review and overhaul of existing legislation is
called for, as was already indicated. But there is real question
whether annual omnibus legislation is needed in a sector in which cer-
tain basic statutes have evolved over many years, and whether such
legislation is not an unstabilizing influence. Moreover, because of the
timelags in most of the housing programs, legislation based mainly
on a temporary condition rather than on consideration of the longer
run implications is in danger of being out of date when it becomes
operative.



FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR HOUSING AND
URBAN REDEVELOPMENT

Robinson Newcomb, economic consultant, Washington, D. C.

The other members of this panel are preeminently equipped to dis-
cuss the quantitative aspects of the subject at hand. While I have
not seen their papers, I am sure they have discussed fully the causes
for Federal intervention in the housing and urban fields, the extent
and methods used in the intervention, and the effects of it. Their
papers will be required reading for students of the subject for a long
time to come.

May I, therefore, content myself with a more modest role, and dis-
cuss, not how much even, or how, but rather why, and why not?

It has been more than 25 years since the Federal Government moved
vigorously into the housing field through the creation of the Home
Loan Bank Board, and it may be pertinent to ask whether the reasons
which caused the Congress to act as it did still warrant continuation
of past policies. And it may be pertinent to ask whether the situations
which have developed during these last 25 years would suggest fur-
ther changes in the direction and extent of Federal intervention.

The private home-mortgage structure of the twenties supported a
far greater volume of homebuilding in relation to the economy than
have the federally aided systems devised during the thirties and
forties. The private system of the twenties, however, failed over
much of the United States during the early thirties. It failed in large
part because of failures in short-term credit institutions, and because
a large proportion of home mortgages were either callable on demand,
or were made by institutions whose liabilities were subject to payment
on short notice.

When banks began to get into trouble they started calling their
mortgages. But home mortgages are essentially long term, not de-
mand debt. That meant a failure of the system. When banks began
to run into trouble, shareholders in savings and loan associations in
many parts of the country demanded cash. But the assets of savings
and loan associations were long-term debt, not demand debt. So
trouble spread.

The Home Loan Bank System was created to: (1) Provide a central
credit system for institutions which make mortgage loans, (2) im-
prove mortgage techniques, (3) insure shareholders and depositors
in member institutions, and (4) provide backstop protection through
the credit of the United States Government.

It is obvious that a central credit system is badly needed. Home
mortgage credit is much more readily available in much of New Eng-
land than in much of California, for instance. But the Home Loan
Bank Board has not lived up to the responsibility of equalizing credit
between districts. It has relied upon short-term borrowing in the
money markets and short-term loans to members. It has helped to
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even out season demands, but it has not faced up to regional or even
to cyclical needs.

A step in the direction of a better regional plan has been taken
recently in permitting savings and loans to buy an interest in mort-
gages made by other savings and loans. But this still limits the
financing of savings and loan homie mortgages basically to savings
secured through savings and loan institutions. It does not permit the
use of new savings mnediums, such as pension funds. The Home Loan
Bank Board is acting basically as it did 20 years ago. Its entire
philosophy should be reviewed to see whether it should not become, or
permit member institutions to form, an active and effective institution
for the tapping of long-term funds for distribution to institutions
making long-term home mortgages. T'wenty-five years is a long time
to wait for this.

It is very possible that savings and loans could form a better insti.-
tution for themselves privately than the I-ome Loan Bank System
could form for them. But whether it is done privately or by an in-
strument of the Federal Government, I believe a thorough basic over-
haul of the present system of providing credit to savings and loans is
in order.

The second duty of the Home Loan Board System, to improve mort-
gage techniques, has been accomplished in part, and ignored in part.
The amortized loan is now accepted, and operating procedures, ap-
praisal practices, and so forth, are being improved. But more basic
matters are being allowed to drift. For instance. in the early days
of thp. Svtvem xytePnjivP. stiidiP.s were made of forvppo-m-. lh1ws. TIPP.
laws were drawn in many States so as to protect equities from the
effects of the economic and financial collapse of 1930-32. But they
add to the cost and the risk of mortgage lending, so result in higher
interest rates during prosperous times. Much was done also on the
subject of closing costs. Closing costs may exceed downpayment
requirements in some instances. Steps taken by Federal institutions
such as the FHA and VA to cut downpayments may be nullified, in
part at least, by increases in closing costs. Work on this subject ap-
pears to have been suspended.

Another omission is the failure to adjust mortgage terms so that
savings and loans can compete with FHA mortgages. Competition
can be healthy. The FHA and the VA have shown that most home-
owners are as honest when they make 90-percent loans as when they
make 75-percent loans. Studies I made for the President's Committee
on Home Building and Home Ownership in 1931 indicated that for
the area studied most 75-percent savings and loan mortgages made
during the twenties had been followed by seconds. The practice of
financing with 90-percent loans did not originate with the FHA. It
is an old custom. But by holding savings and loans to 75-percent
mortgages the system forces savings and loans either to deal with
families who can put up an equity of 25 percent or to loan to families
who are making second mortgages.

Little has been done to take advantage of what the FHA and VA
experience has taught us. The probability of loss on a well-built,
located, and priced house bought by a healthy family able to afford
the monthly costs are so slight as to warrant a question as to whether
or not modification of laws and rules so that conventional as well as
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federally aided financing can take care of the needs of these families
may not be in order. Having the legal right to make higher loans
would not mean that all conventional lenders would have to make such
loans. But it would enable those able and willing to do so to enter
the market. The resulting competition would be good for the FHA,
the conventional lenders, and for borrowers.

Another basic shortcoming in mortgage lending operations lies in
the failure to develop and promote the use of techniques for market
analysis. A great deal was done in this field in the late twenties and
early thirties. The HOLC did a moderate amount of work on the
subject, and the FHA for a time did good work in this area. But the
war, and the postwar boom made such analysis seem less necessary.
Now that the sellers market has gone the subject of market analyses
should hold high priority in any institution concerned with home
mortgage financing. This is as true of the FHA as the Home Loan
Bank Board.

The third responsibility assumed by the Home Loan Bank is the
insurance of depositors and shareholders. This has been adequately
done, though the price charged may be excessive. But it has not
been done imaginatively. The purpose of insurance is the encourage-
ment of the flow of savings to home lending institutions and the dis-
couragement of unplanned or panic withdrawals. Now that savings
are flowing more and more to pension funds, it should be made possible
for these pension funds to put the savings now flowing through
them back into the home-investment field with ease and with security.
The simplest way to do this is through long-term loans, amortized
or not as the needs of the institutions require .to savings and loans.
These loans, being senior to the rights of depositors or stockholders,
would have to be paid off in case an insured saving and loan ran
into trouble. Therefore such a loan would have excellent protection.
It would have the equivalent of insurance by an instrumentality of
the United States Government. Its protection would be at least equal
to the protection offered those buying public-housing bonds backed by
the United States Government.

But the Home Loan Bank Board has asked the Congress to with-
draw the protection such loans would now have. The very fact that
the Board has asked that this protection be withdrawn means that
pension funds and others will hesitate to make long-term loans to
savings and loans for home-mortgage purposes.

If savings and loans are to keep abreast of the times they must adjust
to new savings trends, including the growth of pension funds. The
Board does not act as though it recognizes this and has offered no
method for adjusting to this new development. It has even tried to
destroy one existing method that would make this adjustment possible.

One of the greatest dangers this country faces is the lack of competi-
tion for governmental agencies. They tend to ossify the moment
they are created. They are created because of a given set of situations
at a given time, and they tend to continue to prepare to meet those
same situations for ever after. The problems are so complex that
voters can do nothing about them and they are so technical that the
Congress may be almost helpless, as for instance on what can be done
to help direct the flow of pension funds to mortgage institutions.
Industry has learned how to discourage and to get rid of ossified
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institutions by means of competition. Some similar device is needed
for governmental institutions. At times competition itself can be
used, as for instance to some degree the FHA was in competition with
the VA. That helped keep both institutions on their toes. The en-
couragement of a private Home Loan Board system, the setting of
mortgage limits for savings and loans which more nearly match those
of the FHA, the creation of citizens advisory groups (which in effect
is what this panel is) to recommend changes to the Congress and the
Home Loan Bank, might help keep the B3oard more sensitive to the
changing needs of changings times.

This problem is not unique with the Home Loan Bank Board and
no slur is meant upon the Board or its members. Unwillingness,
or hesitancy to accept the need for changing with the times, is an
occupational hazard for any group of dedicated men who take an
important office for a short period. How can they learn in a few
months or years that both basic and superficial changes are needed?
In the case of the Home Loan Bank Board, I believe basic changes
in policy are needed.

The fourth function of the System, that of providing backstop pro-
tection, is of psychological importance. As long as this protection is
available it probably will not be needed. The protection should be
kept as hazard insurance.

The Home Loan Bank System developed into a system serving
largely savings and loan associations. This was unfortunate. But in
view of the fact that commercial banks and insurance companies par-
ticularly were not willing or able to use the system, it was felt ad-
visable to set up a system which they could and would use. The FHA
was the result.

This in effect was an insurance system which for a fee protected
approved purchasers of mortgages underwritten by the FHA against
significant loss. It was also a system for encouraging minimum stand-
ards of structural and community design and construction. The sys-
tem was a lifesaver in the midthirties. It helped make mortgage
investments a form of liquid assets. It made them safe and reputable.
It encouraged the flow of funds back to home mortgage financing.
And it, like the Home Loan Bank System, encouraged the use of
amortized mortgages. With the passage of time it encouraged smaller
and smaller downpayments and demonstrated that such payments
need not be a hazard to the borrower or lender.

Times have changed greatly in the twenty-odd years since the FHA
was created. Possibly the changed times warrant changes in the
approach of the FHA.

The lack of competition, or its equivalent, is just as great a threat
to the FHA as it is to the Home Loan Bank System. In the early
days any standards were apt to be better than none, and the FHA
aided the home-building industry greatly by setting standards. But
once the standards are set, they tend to stay set. But the world
does not. It is possible that the FHA should be encouraged to under-
write a good deal of research in structural architecture, engineering,
and community design. The Bui clding Resear ch Advisory Board of the
National Academy of Sciences could be used effectively for this pur-
pose. This would help the FHA keep abreast of changes, rather than
resist them, as it has tended to do from time to time. The very success
of the FHA in making its mortgages respectable has discouraged
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progress. Why should a bank or insurance company investigate in-
sured mortgages? They are insured, aren't they? So private initia-
tive in improving standards has been discouraged. The builder's job
is to build to FHA standards-no better, no worse. Why should he
try to make improvements? He can't get a bigger price or mortgage.

There are at least three possible ways of helping this situation.
One h Ias bhen mentioned-make the Home Loan Bank System more
competitive. If a builder had the option of using the savings and
loan system or the FHA system, the FHA staff would have more
reason to stay alert.

A second method might be the creation of a private competitive
insurance system. But this would require State legislation which
would permit financial institutions to buy private as well as publicly
insured small-downpayment mortgages. The advent of the FHA
system was a signal for stopping progress on State mortgage legis-
lation. Progress was made at the Federal, more than at the State
level. Why bother with 48 States, just shift to the FHA and save
trouble. Any significant private insurance system would have to get
wide State acceptance or come under the Federal umbrella. The first
alternative would be difficult.

A third approach would involve a shift in the nature of FHA
insurance. If instead of guaranteeing the entire mortgage, the FJA
were to require the mortgagees to share part of the loss, the mort-
gagees might have an incentive for making good loans on their own
responsibility. The $100 deductible automobile policy is a well-known
type of insurance. A 5-percent loss deductible mortgage insurance
policy might encourage lenders to be alert to improve their practices.

Other methods might work better. But the problem of how not
to discourage initiative while maintaining the principle of insurance,
is with us.

The stimulation of home building was the major responsibility of
the FHA at the beginning. Insurance of mortgages on existing
structures was of minor moment. But now that about $2 of mortgage
debt is incurred on old houses for each $1 on new houses, the financing
of old houses is at least as important as the financing of new ones.
Two old houses change hands each year for each new one purchased.
The new market cannot be maintained if the old one is not well
handled. This problem is acknowledged. Its solution may require
both changes in legislation, and increased interest on the part of the
FHA staff. It may well be that the FHA should become as interested
in urban rehabilitation as in urban growth. The problem here in
1957 is not the problem it was in 1937.

Another basic change in home-building practices has occurred in
the last 2 or 3 decades, which needs to be matched by a change in
FHA tactics. In the early years the FTIA pushed new building in
the suburbs of the big cities. But home building is moving to the
smaller towns, and even to rural areas. The FHA staff system is
not adapted to this wide scattering. Operating methods more akin
to those used by the VA may be needed to solve this problem. This
need too is recognized by the FHA. It is trying out solutions. It
should be encouraged, or possibly pushed to experiment vigorously
to the end that FHA facilities may be more generally available.

In the early days of FHA the interest rates it would accept were
set high enough to encourage home financing. Now they are set
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low enough to discourage financing. They are set so low as to offer
little, if any, inducement for money to go to the sections of the country
with above average rates-the West, the Mountain and Southern
States, for instance. The result is a tendency for Fl-IA financingl
to be emphasized in the lower interest areas. It was originally hoped
the FlIAE would encourage the flow of funds to areas needing it most.
This cannot happen unless the rate is attractive. Control. over home
mortgage interest rates cannot be achieved by limiting rates on FI-HA.
The money will go where it will bring the best return. It will go
where the free market is most rewarding. If that means A. T. &t T.
stock, or Fairfax County School bonds, that is where the money will
go. If all interest rtates Were controlled, controllinig FHA might
not penalize housing. But when FI-IA rates are singled out, the
result is a restriction on home mortgages.

When the free financing of new construction is hindered, this results
in reducing new construction and thereby supporting the price of old
housing. If enough new housing is not available, faminilies m-ust turn
to the existing stock. Curtailing newv construction means also that
the fewer new homes call command higher piices. And as about twvo
old houses are bought for each new one sold, forcing up the price of
existing property means that the larger number of buyers of these
houses also have their costs raised. 6&onisequently an increasing per-
centage of the available credit goes to finance old, a decreasin, per-
centage of a smaller quantity is available for new.

This point does not seem to have been recognized by the adiniinis-
tratien. UptT te.l fto spealj astoUghholdng d. lncw cUsc
building is deflationary. Most housing costs are but little affected
by moderate increases in the volume of home building. Other mar-
kets set the price for building components and for labor.' Cuttincg
home building may actually increase the cost to the buyers, whlether
it cuts costs to builders or not. So cutting the volume of new con-
struction can add to new house prices, as -well as push up the price of
old houses.

If money which went to bid up the price of equipment in late 1956,
for instance, had gone to support more home building, the price of
equipment might not have risen as much and the price of houses
might have risen less. XWhat wvas termed deflationary action-holding
clown mortgage funds-may have freed money for really inflationary
effects.

Many other questions could be raised. For instance, the FHA
should promote local market analysis. Some of the questions not
raised here may be even more significantt than the questions listed.
But I hope that enough have been raised to suggest that a thorough
rethinking of the position of the FTA in the honusilng economy, and
in the Federal system, may be in order.

This leaves the most basic question to last, urban growth and ulrban
renewal. New housing must fit in to the growth of cities. Il} order
to grow properly, a city must provide well-integrated efficiently de-
signed and located water, sewer, telephone, power, streets, police,
schools, utilities, and services. The factories and commercial estab-
lishments and housing areas moust complement eachl oliner eAFcftivfl.

' An adequate supply of houses makes it more difficult to charge high prices.
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Housing must fit in to facilities planned and built by private and
public groups over which the home builders have no control and
about which they may have all too little knowledge. It is as though
a department manager in a factory had to guess what materials
would reach him from time to time, vhether or not he would have
power or water, and what the owners of the factory would expect him
to turn out. There is all too often no effective overall planning or
synthesis in city growth. Consequently hoies may he, built without
adequate utilities, a sound industrial base, or adequate schools despite
the best efforts of the subdivider. Conversely, in some comnmunanities
houses may be built by men indifferent to the planning that is goirnlg
on, and without much if any reference to it. In eithei. event housing
suffers.

The Federal Government began to move into this general field of
urban growth and rehabilitation in the early days of the PWA and the
Public Housing Division of the Department of the Interior. Public
work was considered a hopeful device to stimulate economic activity
and reduce unemployment. Public housing was one of the types of
construction which it was believed the Federal Government could
initiate within cities. Urban redevelopment got into the picture be-
cause slum clearance was tied to the public housing program from the
first. Demolition of existing substandard slum units was required as
a premise for aid in building new public housing.

Public housing had the triple objective at the start of (1) creating
employment; (2) creating good housing for families who happened
be living in slums because they were unable to pay rents which would
command minimum acceptable housing; and (3) eliminating slums
almost as a byproduct. Provision of decent housing and of employ-
ment were considered more important than getting rid of slums. Even
at the outset it wvas not made mandatory to replace demolished slum
houses with new housing on the same site. But it was not found
politically expedient at the start to use cleared slums for other than
housing for displaced families. Families were to be rehoused and
employment generated with slum elimination as an incidental but
important byproduct.

The method on which the greatest hopes were focused was the
creation of a Public Housing Authority. Local housing authorities
were made eligible for subsidies to build and operate housing of at
least specified minimum standards as early as 1934. Occupancy of
such houses was to be limited to families with defined substandard
incomes. Public housing was a major innovation of the thirties along
with social security, pensions, control of the stock exchange, insurance
of bank and of savings and loan deposits, and insurance of high ratio
debt to value and amortized home mortgages. But it is one of the
few major institutional innovations of the thirties which did not
catch on.

A confusion of aims helped prevent housing from becoming an
important activity in most communities. Slum elimination in itself
is very expensive. It became obvious at the start that rehousing could
be provided much more favorably by selecting new building land in
outlying sections than by buying heavily used land in the center of
cities. But the program never faced up to the fact that housing was
but one aspect of urban life, and that land cleared of slum structures
might be much better used for other than housing purposes. Public
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housing was kept tied to slum clearance, but slum clearance was not
made an integral part of city planning and development. The pro-
grain became an expensive piecemeal operation. It was an operation
which even when aided with large Federal subsidies applied to hous-
ing for underprivileged families could not deal with the many factors
causing general urban blight nor the factors causing economic distress
and congestion in most American cities.

Public housing did not clear slumns, nor did it provide neighbor-
hoods that met American standards. It tended to provide ghetto
communities for low to middle income groups and increasingly for
minority groups. And it tended to provide high density, high rise
apartments with little or no private outdoor space. Projects tended
to be large, standardized, monotonous and institutional. They were
designed as islands which turned their backs to surrounding neighbor-
hoods, thus adding to their institutional appearance and nature and
emphasizing the stigma attached to the charity that wvas being given
the occupants.

Another factor, the return of high eniployne nt, also helped because
public housing to fail as a housing operation. The pressure of un-
employment tiat made public housing seem imperative in the early
thirties lost some of its potency with a return of generally high income.
In 1935 there were nearly 25 million households with annual incomes
below $4,000 (in 1955 dollars). B3y 1955 the number had shrunk to
about 21 million households and by 1960 it is expected to be below
20 iniliiiun. Tlue iinh ijel Wih- U-d f0l00 I LUO It Ila\
dropped from about 20 million in 1935 to 13 million in 1957. These
13 million are primarily farm families and old nonfarm families,
young families just getting started, and families having difficulties,
a good proportion of which are temporary, such as temporary sick-
nesses or temporary unemployment, and families of minority races.
The number of families of low income who would be basically aided
by public housing as such is becoming smaller and smaller, except
for those of the minority races.

This generalization that the number needing housing and is declin-
ing definitely does not apply to families of minority races-Puerto
Ricans, Negroes, Mexicans, and others. The families of these races
often are not able to get adequate housimig in the private market and
must rely heavily on public housing.

These failures of public housing were augmented by the method
set up for encouraging slum clearance and public housing-the crea-
tion of public housing authorities dependent on Federal assistance.
Final power remained centralized in Washington. Local initiative
was not encouraged, and adaptation to local problems. or the develop-
ment of novel methods which would satisfy conditions peculiar to
individual communities, was made difficult. In addition, as the law
is written, the greater the cost or the greater the loss in any project,
the greater amount subscribed or underwritten by the Federal Gov-
ernment. This can encourage expensive projects rather than the most
useful ones or those which would make the greatest use of total re-
sources available. It puts a preminum on the ability of local officials
to live within the rules and yet get the most from 11Washington year
by year, and to stretch out the operation so as to get funds over as
many years as possible.
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Public housing and slum clearance failed, also, because little was
done to get at the roots of the problem. New slums wvere created as
fast or often faster than old ones were demolished because conditions
encouraging slums were not removed. The programs did not attack
the conditions particularly likely to encourage slums such as the growth
or migration of transportation and of business. If traffic, for instance,
grows fo the pont wllvpr if mkle prohperies uindesi]lble for grood

residential uses or for other purposes for which it had been used. or
if business conditions encroach on residential neighborhoods, there
may not be enough incentive to maintain properties, and neighbor-
hoods may decay during this transitional period. Effective metro-
politanwide planning for any handling of transportation is, therefore,
one of the many things necessary to any checking of the growth of
slums.

But effective metropolitanwide or even citywide planning and exe-
cution of plans to fight blight is difficult to achieve, among other
reasons, because urban political organizations encourage decay of cities.
Cities must operate economically as a regional entity, but politically
they tend to be broken into center cities and peripheral cities, with
overlapping jurisdictions within and overlapping responsibilities be-
tween the cities. Even if groups within one city were able to organize
so as to create a more efficient milieu for urban rehabilitation, they
would find almost insuperable handicaps in getting other jurisdictions
to cooperate with them.

With such ain amphorous, yet complicated, situation, it takes tre-
mendous forces to change the status quo. For instance, land values
and prices tend to be based on current and anticipated income. Al-
most universally poor enforcement of housing and other codes makes
high-density occupancy possible. This density creates high incomes
even though these incomes are based on illegal use. Assessments are
based to soime extent on these high incomes. Any effort to buy these
properties through a slum elimination program must be matched by
great sums of money. The worse the slum, the higher the price may be.

This is symbolical. Bad meat is condemned and no price is offered
for it. Bad housing tends not to be condemned but to demand a high
price.

Social, business, and political organizations will not be changed
overnight. In order to improve the situation, however, it must be-
come profitable to eliminate both the blight and its causes, and re-
sources for this must be available. Included in the factors to be
attacked are the following: poor city government, overlapping poli-
tical jurisdictions, lack of resources and power on the part of cities,
lack of regional planning authority, lack of uniform regional build-
ing codes, poor traffic and parking planning and facilities, failure to
integrate zoning, planning, and traffic engineerinig, inflated land
values, high real estate taxes, dispersed owvnership and liens, racial
prejudices, air pollution, and lack of enforcement of minimum stand-
aids of structures and of occupancy.

This list of handicaps to a healthy city growth, and to slum clear-
ance, could be expended readily. However, it is already long enough
to indicate how difficult it is to strengthen urban health, and to attack
the basic causes of blight. and of slums.

The fact that cities are creatures of States, and that most States
are rural minded contributes further to the difficulties. Unless and
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until city governments are given adequate authority by State govern-
ments, most city problems will remain insolvable. It is because of
conflict of interest between States and cities that cities are turning
to the Federal Government. The vacuum must be filled.

Public housing failed in general because it did not get at the cause
of the difficulties it was designed to help. It failed in part because
of the way the program was set up, and in part because of the basic
weakness in municipal govern mental organization.

But in one important respect public housing has been helpful-
that of aiding minorities. Even here public housing does not get at
the reasons why minorities need aid. Public housing officials may be
almost helpless to get at the reasons which make it impossible for
many minority groutps to get decent housing, and so forces them to
substandard properties. Municipal officials may want to enforce
housing occupancy and building code ordinances and regulations but
find themselves frustrated by an inability to find decent housing for
those living in quarters they would like to condemn. Or municipal
officials may find themselves prevented from condemning substand-
ard properties or getting them raised to minimum standards by the
political power of those earning high monetary returns from slum
quarters. If minorities had free access to decent housing, slum prop-
erties would be much less attractive to them and the return on slum
properties would be much less attractive to owners.

Public housing therefore can alleviate, but not solve the housing
problems of minorities. It has not reduced slums and may not be
able to unless and until thoa conditions which driva, neonle. to tfhe.
slum and which make slum ownership attractive are reduced and
possibly eliminated. It is a palliative, but one which mIust be kept
until all groups of the population, both racial and income, can have
access to suitable quarters, particularly if it is to serve a high em-
ployment economy.

Because public housing was not solving the problem, and because
States and localities were not solving the problems, the Federal Gov-
ernment moved into the broader field of urban renewal. It is un-
fortunate that this had to occur but it may be an inevitable develop-
ment. If States cannot give their cities a fair opportunity to grow,
these communities will turn to the Federal Government. This is not
a matter of party politics. The Vermont farmer outvotes a city work-
er just as effectively in Montpelier as does the farmer in Georgia when
the ballots are counted in Atlanta. This is an economic matter.
Rural counties and townships do not want to give up any rights and
powers they have in the East or West or North or South. So metro-
politan communities are left with mazes of jurisdictions-sometimes
literally over a thousand jurisdictions to a metropolitan area. With
all the maze of jurisdictions there is not enough power. But there is
too much confusion.

The HHFA is moving into the vacuum, as something must. It is
giving help for the development of long-range plans. This gives some
hope that the help will not simply go down the drain. It is aiding
in a metropolitan fashion, as distinguished from supporting would-
be independent local jurisdictions.

This is a tremendously important problem. If the Federal Gov-
ernment moves in effectively, State progress may be checked, as was
the case in mortgage legislation when the FHA got going. If the
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Federal Government does not move in, the cities may become almost
hopelessly clogged and confused quagmires. Of the two alternatives,
Federal intervention may offer the fewer evils and the more hope.

This is not basically a matter of fiscal relations. The problem
goes much deeper. It is a matter of adapting basic governmental
organizations to the growing urban nature of our economy. No mat-
ter how well we may build our houses, if our cities become quagmires,
progress in housing becomes mythical.

The most important housing problem before the Federal Govern-
ment, I submit, is what guidance it can give, and what it can do to
encourage States and local governments to accept their responsibilities,
and then, what residual responsibility the Federal Government should
take. To the extent States and localities cannot move, and quickly,
the Federal Government will be forced to move to fill the void. For
the future of this country is largely an urban and suburban future.



FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR HOUSING AND URBAN
REDEVELOPMENT

Boris Shishkin, secretary, Housing Committee, American Federation
of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations

Federal policy in the field of housing and urban redevelopment is
off the track. It is off the track because the officials responsible for
housing policy have ignored the basic objectives set forth in the two
most relevant laws-the Employment Act of 1946 and the Housing
Act of 1949.

At first glance, these two lavs may seem to have little in common.
But closer examination reveals that they have established as basic
national policy two sets of objectives which are complementary and
mutually reinforcing. The goals of the Employment Act of 1946 are
"maximum employment, production, and purchasing power." The
objective of the Housing Act of 1949 is "the realization as soon as
feasible of the goal of a, decent home and a suitable living environment
for every American family" which, the Congress said, would contri-

iite. to "tohf ,dvs.npnt, of the- .rrvwtli. we,91tfh n.nd securitv of the
Nation." Both laws, therefore, have as their fundamental aim the
betterment of the welfare of all Americans.

The goals of these two acts are mutually reinforcing because the
achievement of each would contribute to the other. Maximum employ-
ment, production, and purchasing power will provide the where-
withal needed for people to obtain good housing. For every Amer-
ican family to have the opportunity to obtain a decent home will
require a high level of residential construction which in turn would
be a major element in permitting a high level of total economic
activity.

It is not too harsh to say that we have in America today a badly
misdirected policy and program in the field of housing and urban
redevelopment. I use the term "misdirected" in two ways. They
are misdirected in the sense that they are not aimed at the proper
objective. They are also misdirected because housing programs and
policies have been formulated and are being administered without
regard to the basic housing needs of the American people.

The officials responsible for housing policy have forgotten that hous-
ing is first and foremost for the people who live in the houses. Of
course, it provides a livelihood to the craftsmen who build the houses
and incomes to builders, financial institutions, real-estate firms, pro-
ducers and suppliers of building materials and others who derive
their incomes directly or indirectly from residential construction.
Certainlv. this important economic aspect of the housing industry
as a provider of employment and income cannot be ignored. But
above all, consideration must be given to the direct satisfactions Amer-
ican families derive from the homes in which they live.

855
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It is almost unbelievable, but true nonetheless, that the Federal
Housing and Hiome Administrator has said not once but on numerous
occasions that it is not the responsibility of the Housing and Home
Finance Agency to try to determine the housing needs of the Amer-
ican people. Despite the clearly stated objective of the Housing Act
of 1949, the Administrator has adamantly maintained that housing
needs are not his concern. A~ppaetly he ncithcr knowsnor wants
to know how many houses must be built each year in order to assure
every family the decent home which is the objective laid down by the
Congress in the 1949 act. Since he does not know and refuses to
attempt to find out how metany houses are required, the Administrator
cannot properly determine what kind of houses are most needed, in
what price range, in which communities, or provide the answers to
the other key questions needed for an effective housing policy.

This can only mean therefore that housing programs and policies
are adopted without regard to housing needs. Of course, if the Ad-
ministrator's purpose is to ignore housing needs in the development
of housing policy, it is very convenient for him not to know what the
housing needs are. On the other hand, recognition that housing
policy must be geared to housing needs requires, first, analysis of the
extent of housing needs.

HOUSING NEEDS

Whether judged by the test of past performance or by the criterion
of future needs, there can be no doubt that the current rate of resi-
dential construction falls woefully short of meeting even minimum
requirements. It is estimated that in 1957 there will perhaps be 950,-
000 housing starts. This is far less than in any postwar year since
1949. As compared with peak postwar years, it is 32 percent less than
the 1,396,000 units started in 1950 and 28 percent less than the 1,329,000
units started in 1955.

As a matter of fact, it is only slightly more than the 937,000 units
started in 1925 when United States population was only 116 million
as against 171 million in 1957. On a per capita basis, the current
rate is only about three-fifths of the 1925 rate.

Historical performance is an important, but by no means the sole,
test of the adequacy of current housing activity. Even more sig-
nificant is a comparison of current housing starts with known future
needs.

Unfortunately, the latest available figures on the condition of the
housing supply are now some 7 years old, but there is no reason to
believe that there are less than the 15 million substandard dwelling
units the census takers found in 1950. On the contrary, the relatively
low level of housing construction since 1950 gives good reason to be-
lieve that by now we have even more than the 15 million substandard
units we had in 1950.

In 1955, Prof. William L. C. Wheaton, of the University of Penn-
sylvania, made a careful study of future housing needs which has
gained widespread acceptance among housing experts. Professor
Wheaton estimated that, if during the years 1955-60 housing con-
struction were at a rate of about 2 million units a year, from 1960 to
1965 at an annual rate of approximately 2.3 million units, and there-
after until 1970 at a rate of 2.4 million units a year, 5 million of the
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15 million substandard units in use in 1955 would still be occupied in
1970. On the other hand, if the 1955-60 rate were only 1.2 million
units and the 1960-70 rate 1.4 million units, 17 million families would
be living in substandard units in 1970, 2 million more than in 1955.

The actual average annual rate of housinr starts thus far for the
period 1955-57 is probably about 1.1 million units. Current predic-
tions for 1958 indicate no marked pickup from present low levels.
Thus, there is little reason to anticipate that housing construction will
greatly exceed an average annual rate of 1.1 million units for the 5-year
period 1955-59. If this judgment is borne out by the actual record it
would mean that even with some increase in residential construction
activity during the decade 1960-70, in excess of 17 million substandard
units would still be occupied in 1970.

As a matter of fact, housing experts generally agree that only a
hlousing construction rate of 2 million units a year or mole will sig-
nificantly reduce the number of substandard units in use. If housinco
construction were maintained at that rate from 1955-6,51 and 2.4
million units from 1965-70, then the number of substandard units in
use in 1970 would be about 5 million. This is still a sizable number
but some 10 million less than the current volume of occupied sub-
standard housing.

There can be no doubt that the economi can easily support annual
construction of 2 million houses. In 1925, residential expenditures
amounted to about 6.5 percent of gross national product. Current
residential construction expenditures are at an annual rate of about

;5 hi11ollnn W1ith en"nst-ruction of 2 mluits a yeat, this an11oT
would be approxinmately doubled. The $30 billion annual rate of
residential construction expenditures would be about 6 percent of a
$500 billion gross national product. WITith gross national product now
at an annual rate of $434 billion, certainly the average annual gross
national product between now and 1965 should be wvell over $500
billion. Thus, an annual housing construction rate of 2 million units
between now and 1965 would by no means result in a distortion of the
economy.

I have devoted this much attention to consideration of the overall
volume of housing requirements to emphasize the fact that the current
rate of housing construction will have to be about doubled during the
next 10 to 15 years if we are going to effect a sizable improvement in
the living conditions of millions of families now living in substandard
housing.

I have devoted this much attention to consideration of the overall
volume of housing requirements to emphasize the fact that the current
rate of housing construction will have to be about doubled during the
next 10 to 15 vears if we are going to effect a sizable improvement in
the living conditions of millions of families nowv living in substandard
housing.

There is not the slightest possibility that the housing construction
rate can be expanded to anything like 2 million units a year under the
housing lproglralns currently in effect. This is because a doubled rate
of housing construction can be achieved only if a large volulnie of the
houses built are within the financial reach of l nd- B4 middle-income

XSince the 1955-57 rate has been far below this level, about 2.4 million units a yearwould have to be built during 1058-65 to bring the average for the decade up to 2 million.
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families. Instead, as a staff report of the Senate Subcommittee on
Housing has aptly described the current situation, "the housing indus-
try [has reachedi a point where it is serving primarily the upper
income groups." 2

For many years organized labor and others who have urged an
expanded and improved housing program have recommended legisla-
tion which would provide the tools needed to meet the housing needs
of low- and ilidlie-i-icorne famnilies 10. unable to obtain homes within
their means. In testimony before congressional committees consider-
ing proposals for newv housing legislation, we have pointed out again
and again that virtually no houses are being built that low-income
families can afford and that while some middle-income families have
purchased new houses, thev have had to assume far higher charges
than they could meet witlhout curtailing other essential family ex-
penditures. For example, consider the terms currently in effect, hav-
ing been set during the first session of this Congress in connection with
the modified downpayments for FHA-insured houses. Under these
terms, the total monthly charges (including taxes, maintenance, and
utilities) the homeowner must. pay for a $15,000 house (the current
average price of new houses) is $133.3 This requires an annual income
of about $8,000. This is higher than the incomes of more than 80 per-
cent of all families in 1956. In other words, only 20 percent of all
American families have incomes big enough to afford to buy the
average house supplied on the market today.

This is not the appropriate occasion to set forth in detail the recom-
mendations of the AFL-CIO, for housing legislation. As the fore-
going analysis indicates, however, these recommendations have focused
on programs which would fill the gap in current housing programs
and particularly provide the opportunity for low- and micdle-income
families to obtain homes within their means. The major features of
such a program are:

1. A large-scale, low-rent public housing program for low%-inlcomle
families.

2. Low-cost loans for cooperative, sales, and nonprofit rental housing
for middle-income families.

3. A comprehensive slum clearance and urban redevelopment pro-
gram to wipe out urban blight and facilitate general city rebuilding.

Despite contentions to the contrary, this kind of a program directed
toward meeting the Nation's total housing requirements would in-
volve only a very modest direct outlay by the Federal Government.

FEDERAL EXPENDITURES REQUIRED FOR HOUSING REDEVELOPMENT

Unlike many of its expenditures for other programs, the Federal
Government's direct outlay for housing and related programs is quite
small and nowhere near as large as the figures shown in the Federal
budget for expenditure authorizations for housing programs. For
example, the new spending authority in the budget for fiscal 1958

2 Staff report to the Subcommittee on Housing of the Senate Committee on Banking
and Currency, January 24, 1957, p. 5.

3 This assumes an effective 5 % percent Interest rate (514 percent plus Y2 percent FRA
mortgage insurance premium) and 25-year amortization period.
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for the IHousing and Home Finance Agency and its constituents
(Federal l-lousing Administration, Public Housing Administration,
Urban Renewal Administration, Federal National Mortgage Associa-
tion, etc.) is $1.2 billion. Even this is by no means an excessive
amount. Actually, it is only 1.7 percent of the total Federal budget.

However, in terms of actual permanent outlays by the Federal
Government, the amount is far less. In fact, the only items of any
consequence in the fiscal 1958 budget for housing programs involving
permanent Federal outlays are only two. One represents about $50
million in grants for slum clearance and urban renewal to cover the
writedown of the cost of slum sites to be cleared for rebuildino. The
other represents $95 million in grants to cover the difference between
economic rents in lowv-rent public housing and the amounts the low-
income families living in public housing can afford to pay. As com-
)ared with these small permanent outlays, there are such items in the

budget as the $600 million for mortgage purchases by FNMA, $388
million for short-term public housing construction loans, $289 million
for college housing loans, and $297 million for urban renewal loans.
'I'lhese items required expenditure authorizations and appeared as such
in the budget.4 These expenditures, however, are reimbursable. They
represent reimbursable interest-bearing loans. In the long run they
mean revenue rather than outlay to the Federal Government.

Thus far, I have been discussing expenditures for current pro-
grams. However, as I have indicated, we are urging the necessity
of doubling the current rate of residential construction. What imnpli-
cations would this have for Federal expenditures?

Again, ewe must distinguish between appropriations wvhich may be
for reimbursable revenue-producing loans and actual permanent Fed-
eral outlays. Assuming that the major features of the housing pro-
gram we have recommended were adopted, Federal expenditures for
housing and urban redevelopment would still not loom very large
either as a percent of the total Federal expenditures, or certainly as a
percent of gross national product. Let me indicate some figures
which are intended to be illustrative rather than a precise forecast
of the future cost of housing programs.

The three main features of the housing program we have recom-
mended are low-rent public housing, low-cost loans for middle-income
housing, and urban redevelopment and slum clearance. Let me take
these up in order.

If beginning in 1958 and for the next decade we were to build
200,000 low-rent public housing units a year, the average annual
expenditure (exclusive of reimbursable expenditures) of the Federal
Government required would be less than $500 million. It would range
from about $115 million to $120 million in 1958 to about $900 million
in 1957.

A program of low-cost loans for middle-income housing with the
interest rate covering the cost of money to the Government plus the
cost of administering the Iprogram would involve no nonreimbursable
expenditure by the Government. lTherefore, even assuming that such
a program wcre to operate entirely on a Federal direct-loan basis, the
actual cost to the Federal Government would be zero.

4 Since some of these funds were authorized In earlier years, only part of them representnew expenditure authorizations In fiscal 1958.
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The present authorization for urban renewal capital grants to cover
the writedown cost of slum sites to be redeveloped is $250 million a
year. The President's Advisory Committee on Government Housing
Policies and Programs has estimated that the total cost of clearing
the 5 million units requiring demolition would be about $15 billion.
If the Federal Government were to meet two-thirds of this cost, its
share would be $10 billion. Assuming tile job ere to c -e

in 20 years, certainly a very modest goal, the Federal Government
would have to spend $500 million a year for this purpose.

Thus, the comprehensive housing and urban redevelopment pro-
gram we have recommended would cost something like $1 billion a
year on the average during the next 10 or 15 years. The amounts
would be somewhat smaller during the earlier part of this period and
somewhat larger later on. This is certainly not too high a price to
pay to assure American families the opportunity to obtain decent
homes in well-planned cities and[ towns in which we could all be
proud to live and work.

The suggested amount of $1 billion a year compares with the $3,.6
billion a year the Federal Government will be spending under the
new highway program. Another way of appraising Federal ex-
penditures of $1 billion a year for housing redevelopment programs
is to compare this amount with total Federal expenditures. If Fed-
eral expenditures keep pace with the growth of the economy, the esti-
mated average gross national prochcts during the next 10 years of at
least $500 billion would rcquire average annual Federal expenditures
of some $80 billion to $85 billion. Federal expenditures for housing
averaging $1 billion a year during this period would represent a
maximum of 11/4 percent of Federal expenditures.

Thus, by any relevant test, there can be no doubt that we can well
afford the housing and urban redevelopment program America needs.
The frantic cries of inevitable mammoth Federal expenditures which
are always raised when proposals are made for comprehensive housing
and urban redevelopment programs must be recognized as irrelevant
and diversionary. Housing and redevelopment programs should be
considered on their merits. There can be no doubt that we can afford
to launch-indeed we cannot afford not to go forward with-the pro-
grams which will meet the Nation s housing needs. For by meeting
our housing and redevelopment requirements, we will also strengthen
our economy and improve the living conditions of all Americans.
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FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
HUMAN RESOURCES, INCLUDING HEALTH, EDUCA-
TION, AND SOCIAL SECURITY

RELATIONSHIP OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND SOCIAL
SECURITY PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED BY THE DE-
PARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
TO ECONOMIC GROWTH AND STABILITY

Statement submitted by Marion B. Folsom, Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare

We welcome the interest which is shown in the economic significance
of health, education, and social security by your letter of August 2,
1957. Because the goals of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, and of associated non-Federal organizations are ex-
pressed primarily in terms of human well-being and bucial progress,
there is inadequate understanding of the fact that their economic
values are of major import. A detailed staff analysis has been pre-
pared of the relationships: of health. education, and welfare problems
and programs to the subjects of economic growth, stability, and stand-
ards stated in your request. The statement discusses the interde-
pendence of economic and social development at national, State, and
local levels.

This Department is participating in the examination by the joint
Federal-State Action Committee of the distribution between the
States and the Federal Government of tax resources and of program
responsibilities (including health, education, and welfare). We are
reviewing the final report of the President's Committee on Education
Beyond the High School and have initiated a long-range study by
outside consultants of our medical research programs. In addition,
this is the season when the President's new budget and legislative
program is still being formulated. Consequently, the attached staff
analysis has been confined, with a few identified exceptions, to the
significance of current programs under existing intergovernmental
relationships.

863
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INTRODUCTION

The objectives of the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare and associated non-Federal organizations are primarily humani-
tarian: the furtherance of education, improvement of health, strength-
ening of the economic security of individuals and families, preven-
tion and alleviation of distress, rehabilitation of the disabled, and

partmeiit: the Public Health Service, Social Security Administration,
Office of Education, Food and Drug Administration, Office of Voca-
tional Rehabilitation, and St. Elizabeths Hospital were created to
serve social goals. The most fundamental tests of the value and the
effectiveness of the programs of this Department are, therefore, in
terms of human welfare.

The economic values of health, education, and welfare programs
are also of major significance and, in fact, complement their social
objectives. This Department, therefore, welcomes the opportunity
afforded by the request of the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the
Joint Economic Committee to describe the economic significance of
major programs administered by the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare (DHEW) (and inferentially by associated State
and local public and nongovernmental organizations).

This statement intends to demonstrate the complementary relation-
ships between economic progress and health, education, and social se-
curity by discussing:

(a) Public expenditures for health, education, and welfare as
constructive investments in the protection and development of
human resources rather than as gross burdens on the national
economy and on taxpayers;

(b) Savings in manpower and money which can be realized
by prevention and prompt treatment, in contrast to the naive
assumption that cuts in suchi services are "savings" to the com-
munity, and the savings through rehabilitation as contrasted to
relief-the "handup" rather than the "handout";

(c) Floors under the incomes of individuals as stabilizing ele-
ments in national purchasing power;

(d) Contributions to productivity, consumption, and economic
growth of advances in health;

(e) Education as one of the. major sources of the creativity
and growth of modern American capitalism and as a means of
enabling each individual to develop his potentialities as a citizen,
producer, and consumer.

The above themes of social and economic development are presented
within a framework of political principles which are not a part of the
economic analysis as such but which are stated explicitly here for
purposes of perspective.

(a) Two broad principles should guide health, education, and
welfare activities at all levels of government. First, govern-
ment should serve as a mechanism through which the people can
achieve goals which cannot be reached through individual effort
or voluntary, informal cooperation. Second, public programs
should be designed to encourage individual self-reliance, initia-
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tive, and creative enterprise-reserving direct maintenance for
those who are necessarily dependent.

(b) The relationships between this Department and the non-
Federal public agencies should be guided by three basic principles:

(1) Generally, the primary public responsibilities for
health, education, and welfare should be carried out by State
and local governments with the Federal Government in a
role of stimulation and technical assistance.

(2) Federal financial assistance for continuing support of
State and local government programs should be invoked only
when it is demonstrated that such aid is necessary to foster
and maintain adequate programs in areas of national interest
or that Federal support is essential to relieve an unreasonable
and unequal burden on State and local fiscal capacity, partic-
ularly in the lower income States.

(3) Temporary Federal aid may be required to overcome
a large backlog of current needs in situations vhich are asso-
ciated with national emergencies.

(e) Directly operated Fetleral programs should be undertaken
(1) in areas which are recognized from a constitutional and his-
torical standpoint as ones of direct Federal responsibility such as
the safeguarding of foods and drugs in interstate commerce, and
(2) in areas in which there are compelling reasons for public
action but which could not be effectively and economically dealt
with on a State or local basis-as in the case of insurance against
loss of income in old age.

This statement will now take up the economic themes under the
major headings contained in the letter of August 2, 1957, from the
subcommittee chairman to the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welf are.

SIGNIFICANCE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND SOCIAL SECURITY
PROGRAMS TO ECONO-iC GROWTH

The analysis in this part of the statement is in response to the sub-
committee's question concerning the relationship of the Federal Gov-
ernment's health, education, and social-security expenditures and pro-
grams to the processes of economic growth in the private sectors of
the economy. The discussion also covers State and local governments
and nongovernmental organizations. Manpower and womanpower,
personal income, and capital outlay are the broad economic categories
under which programs are described.

Relationship to manpower and wonmanpower
Contributions of education to creativity and diversity of dynamic

economy.-An outstanding characteristic of American society is that
it places a premium on innovation and adaptability and on a restless
search for ways of doing still better what is merely "good enough."
Economic aspects of this characteristic include a fast rate of obso-
lescence, high mobility of labor among occupations and industries,
rapid growth of new industries, and a widespread readiness to experi-
ment with new methods and organization in distribution and services
as well as with new equipment and processes in manufacturing.
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A foundation education available to all is essential to continuously
replenishing the supply of the enterprising, the creative thinkers, and
the experimenters. This task of strengthening education at all levels
is the more important because of one serious lack which has been ex-
hibited by American science and industry. Generally speaking,
America has not given the same prestige and support to basic research
and to the theoreticians in science as to applied science, engineering,
and business. This lack of balance has been obscured by the fact that
through American history brilliant scholars have come to this country
as immigrants and refugees. Their contributions to the development
of atomic energy, to mention but one example, are immeasurable.

The schools also have the mission of helping children develop into
mature men and women who are self-reliant with regard to their own
responsibilities, oriented toward enlightened self-interest in making
a living; knowledgeable in methods of voluntary action in nongovern-
mental community agencies, and equipped to make sound decisions as
citizens on questions of governmental actions in.economic matters.

Intangible though these values are, they are essential to the con-
tinued vitality of free enterprise and to responsible capitalism.
School systems which are even partially successful in these respects
will make a major, though indirect, contribution toward reducing
poverty, disease, and economic failures, and will facilitate the re-
covery of individuals and communities from such economic distress as
is not prevented.

Numerous studies, including several on low-income families which
have been published by the Joint Economic Committee, have demon-
strated that there is a high positive correlation between levels of
educational achievement and levels of income. This association has
been illustrated both by comparison between individuals and by con-
trasts between the average per capita income of communities in which
there are differences in the average number of years of school com-
pleted by residents. Education-An Investment in People, which
was published by the United States Chamber of Commerce, contains
the following three illustrations:

Census Bureau figures show that men in this country with a
college or high-school education have 82 percent of all the in-
comes of $10,000 a year or more. Those with an eighth-grade edu-
cation or less have 77 percent of all the incomes below $500 a year.

High school or college trained farmers operate 57 percent of
the farms in the Nation which produce $10,000 a year or more,
whereas in contrast, farm operators with an eighth-grade educa-
tion or less operate 84 percent of the farms producing less than
$1,200 annually.

Recent surveys show that within large metropolitan areas the
highest per capita retail sales (20 percent above the average) are
made to groups with the highest average adult education levels
(11 to 12 years of schooling).

It has also been shown that the short schooling-low income pattern
in many poor families tends to pass from generation to generation
unless the cycle is broken by vigorous community action.

It is impossible to foresee many of the new industries and occupa-
tions that will arise during the working lives of today's schoolchildren.
Millions of today's adults have had to make drastic adjustments in
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their jobs and ways of living as a result of such changes as the farn-
to-city migration, wars, and shifts in relative importance of different
industries. The foundation in education which the schools should
provide should not, therefore, be overspecialized, but should enable
men and women to adapt themnselves to new occupational and social
requirements.

Long-range investvents in toiao'ro''s ' nownpower and woman-
power.-It is with respect to the education of tomorrow's producers
and consumers that one of the major investments is needed. Even
though the school buildings of the United States represent roughly $30
billion of public and private outlay, wvile $16 billion a year are spent
on operations, the educational system is not adequate, either in plant
or personnel. No intelligent corporate management would expect
business to thrive without investing in research, in expanding and
modernizing plants, and in personnel development. Yet one of the
biggest and most important businesses in the United States-the edu-
cation of children-is being shortchanged. Meanwhile, wholly inade-
quate amounts are being spent on research to help improve the
efficiency of the system.

The discussions of education and training which follow will con-
centrate on responsibilities of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare with respect to current manpower shortages that are ex-
pected to persist for the foreseeable future. However, specialized and
professional education should be kept in perspective by bearing in
mind the fundamental importance of general education.

EAlung-tliol niihlie. n.nd nrivnt.R. is challenfred bv the fact that the
proportion of unskilled jobs is steadily diminishing while the demand
for semiskilled and skilled workers grows steadily. In fact, the short-
ages of professional personnel are aggravated by the shortages of sub-
professional assistants. One of the major objectives of vocational
and technical education should be to respond to long-run shortages in
critical occupations. The Federal interest in stimulating such a re-
sponse is illustrated by the fact that the preparation of practical nurses
has recently been added to the categories for which portions of the
Federal grants have been earmarked by law under the current pro-
gram of Federal technical and financial assistance to vocational educa-
tion.

The increasing complexity of the economy requires an ever-higher
proportion of the labor forte to be in occupations that call for educa-
tion beyond 'the high school. For example. a recent study indicates
that one-half million more teachers will be needed in 1965. Enroll-
ments in technical institutes, colleges, graduate schools, and profes-
sional schools are increasing, but valuable manpower is being lost in
the form of youth who should complete higher education but who
either do not enter college or who drop out before they are through.
Studies have indicated that, of the top one-fourth of the high-school
graduates, about one-third fail to go to college.

The above are among the several reasons which prompted the estab-
lishment of the President's Committee on Education Beyond the High
School. The reports of that Commission are under study in the execu-
tive branch.

Children and youth need a fair start in life from the standpoint of
health and of family security as well as of education. Significant in-
vestments in the Nation's future productivity are also represented,
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therefore, by programs to advance general maternal and child health
and by programs designed to meet the special needs and potentialities
of crippled children, retarded or other mentally handicapped chil-
dren, or other exceptional children.

In 1949 and 1955 studies made by subcommittees on low income of
the Joint Economic Committee demonstrated that a large proportion
of the low-income families are in broken homes and that the converse
is true. It may he of intprest, to yomr committee therefore, that +the
P)HEW is assisting State and voluntary agencies in family protection
and rehabilitation programs, particularly through the child-welfare
and aid-to-dependent-children programs of the Social Security Ad-
ministration. In addition, the survivors' benefits under the old-age
and survivors insurance program are a major source of income to
many families who have lost the wage earner through death.

Medical research is one of the areas of social investment in which
there has been dramatic progress in recent years. For example, Fed-
eral appropriations for programs administered through the National
Institutes of Health, Public Health Service, have increased from
less than $1 million in 1940 to $183 million in fiscal year 1957. These
amounts include research and training grants, direct research and re-
lated activities, but exclude money for construction of Federal and
federally aided research facilities. There have been very substantial
increases in non-Federal expenditures also, but in view of the prob-
lems which are still to be solved and the gains to be realized, additional
efforts should be made by non-Federal organizations. This Depart-
ment, with the help of leading consultants, is engaged in a long-range
study of medical research which includes among its objectives the de-
termination of how critical resources of scientists, money, and facilities
can be utilized still more effectively and economically.

Increasing productivity and mobility (occupational and geographi-
cal) of current labor force.-Even among those adults who have re-
ceived an adequate education and who remain in the same occupation
throughout their working lives there will be many who will need to
take additional courses in order to keep up with technological devel-
opments. At the secondary and higher levels, the schools of this coun-
try now provide various forms of continuation, refresher, and retrain-
ing courses. One of the major missions which is developing for the
community colleges is the affording of opportunities to adult workers
to improve their subject knowledge and skills within their present
jobs and to equip themselves for upgrading. The necessity for return-
ing to school from time to time throughout one's working life has long
been observed, of course, by teachers and is just as essential for other
professionals because of the increasing tempo of advances in science
and related fields. This is another of the subjects being covered in the
current review of the report of the President's Committee on Educa-
tion Beyond the High School.

The large employers of manpower which is in short supply have a
responsibility to support measures to replenish the supply of such
skills and to improve their utilization. The DHEW aids professional
level formal educational programs in the fields of public health, medi-
cal research, vocational rehabilitation, and social work. In addi-
tion, this Department is engaged in a wide variety of cooperative pro-
grams with State and local governmental agencies and voluntary
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organizations to furnish short term courses and on-the-job training to
their employees.

Technical assistance services of the DHEW include consultation to
States and localities, on request, with regard to the most efficient and
economical methods of organizing and administering schools, hos-
pitals, and welfare agencies and with regard to the proper utilization
of scarce personnel, such as nurses. Since most grants-in-aid include
provision for part of the administrative expenses of State agencies,
such promotion of efficiency is in the immediate interest of the Federal
Government.

Even if there ws ere a balance between the total demand and the total
supply for the whole labor force and for each occupation, there would
still be localities with labor surpluses and others with shortages. The
Joint Economic Committee has given a great deal of attention to the
chronically distressed areas and to the problems of workers, especially
older workers in declining industries who have been thrown out of
work because of the closing of individual plants. There are hundreds
of thousands who each year have to make difficult readjustments or
who lose out altogether. Continual development of retraining and
other adult education programs is needed at State and local levels and
is one of the subjects of DHEW interest in its consultative role. With
regard to localities which need to attract additional firms, represent-
atives of labor, management, and government, and experts from uni-
versities and private foundations have asserted that one of the major
factors w..-hich is co-sidered by firl'',S ilmnhhg decisions as to Whrve
to locate new plants is the adequacy of schools, water supplies, and
other community resources. The technical assistance programs of the
DHEW include both facilities and services in these areas.

Some types of private pension plans tend to cause workers who
could advance themselves elsewhere or whose skill and education could
be better utilized in another firm to remain in their existing employ-
ment because they do not want to lose their pension credits. The old-
age, survivors', and disability insurance program offers a ground floor
to which industry and labor can and should add more protection
and supplementary benefits under nongovernmental plans. There
appears to be a tendency on the part of progressive firms to develop
pension plans which vest rights in individuals which they will have
even after leaving. This Department has urged such developments
so that the rapid growth of privately financed health and welfare
plans will not cause undesirable rigidities in the labor force.

Significance of public-health programs to protection and expansion
of labor force.-The American labor force is larger today, more
healthy, and more productive than ever before due in part to the
victories won over infectious diseases and other killers and cripplers.
One measure of this improvement is the fact that life expectancy at
birth is now nearly 710 years compared with 47 years in 1900.

Improved health status reflected in lowered mortality has enabled
the manpower potential of our population to keep pace with the growth
of the economy. A part of the reduction in mortality is due to en-
vi rolili elmtb'd leaIltl prograkms i li idg the. control of diseases associ-
ated with impure water and milk supplies and with inadequate dis-
posal of wastes. In part the reduced mortality is attributable to the
wonder drugs developed by medical research. Infant and maternal
deaths have been cut dramatically. The burden of premature death
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of wage earners and others due to pneumonia and influenza, tubercu-
losis, and acute rheumatic fever has been lessened greatly; in the
past 10 years, the death rate has dropped 30 percent for pneumonia
and influenza, 71 percent for tuberculosis, and 76 percent for acute
rheumatic fever. As a consequence of these gains, the average male
worker participates an average of 10 years more in the work force
today thlan he did in 1900', despit-, later -entrance into thle 1-labor forcee
and earlier retirement.

Despite the great strides in health, illness is still taking a major
toll through the premature death of workers, particularly from heart
disease and cancer, while millions of other workers lose in efficiency
while on the job and are kept at home through illnesses which might
be prevented. Accidents now constitute the leading cause of death
from ages 1 to 35 in the United States, and are a major cause of disa-
bility. Some estimates place the nationwide loss from accidents at
over $10 billion. Injuries of workers off the job cause even more time
to be lost to industry than do injuries on the job. It is for these
reasons that the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is
giving increasing emphasis to accident prevention and occupational
health programs. The efforts of public and private labor, health, and
educational agencies and management cut industrial accident rates
about in half between 1937 and 1954. It is believed that additional
major reductions in lost time can be achieved through cooperative
programs directed toward prevention of nonindustrial accidents.

The communicable diseases are another major cause of absence and
of low efficiency while on the job. For example, the Asian flu poses
a threat to industry and to essential community services which makes
it essential from an economic standpoint that public agencies act
vigorously to accomplish vaccinations on a priority basis. In the field
of research, discovery of a vaccine against the common cold would
be one of the largest single contributions which could be made to
productivity and to reduction of lost time.

Contributions of rehabilitation to productivity and to reduction of
dependency on public assistance.-Adequate treatment and prompt
recovery of disabled workers is a double contribution to economic
health because it restores to duty members of the labor force and
it cuts down financial burdens on families. Those burdens are fre-
quently passed on to private charity, to taxpayers through public
assistance, or to social insurance funds in the form of increased dis-
bursements for benefits. Even when families are able to absorb costs
of medical treatment the loss of earnings reduces purchasing power.
The value of advances in medical research and practice to prompt
recovery is so generally recognized that this statement concentrates
on the less generally known programs of vocational and social re-
habilitation.

Each year an estimated 250,000 persons disabled by disease, acci-
dents, or congenital conditions, come to need vocational rehabilitation
in order to work. The total number of people in the United States
today who need such services is about 2 million. Because of pro-
longed disability of the family breadwinner, around 1 million people
(including 400,000 children) are receiving annually a half billion
dollars of local, State, and Federal funds. Every taxpayer shares
this cost, which is only one segment of the total expense which chronic
disability imposes upon us.
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One of the social programs which can be most readily demonstrated
as an economic investment is that of vocational rehabilitation. In
1957 about 71,000 people were rehabilitated under this program, a
new record. Most of them were unemployed at the time rehabilita-
tion began. The earnings of the others total only $18,900,000 annually.
After rehabilitation their earnings were increased to an estimated
rate of $137,600,000 a year. Of the taxes which they will now be
able to pay, the income taxes alone are expected to return to the
Federal Treasury within a few years the total cost of the rehabilitation
program in 1957. Furthermore, about 14,000 of these people were
receiving public assistance before they were rehabilitated. The cost
of maintaining them on public assistance for 1 year alone would
approximate the cost of their rehabilitation. The Social Security
Administration, the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, and State
welfare and State vocational rehabilitation agencies are placing in-
creasing emphasis on the rehabilitation of disabled recipients of
public assistance. Also, the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation and
the Social Security Administration have adopted policies looking to
a thorough rehabilitation assessment by State vocational rehabilita-
tion agencies of every applicant for disability benefits or for freezing
of wage credits through periods of disability under the old-age and
survivors and disability insurance system. Further improvements
in vocational rehabilitation are being made as the result of a coop-
erative research program which includes special research, demonstra-
tion, and improvement projects.

A large -Lror)ortion of the recipients of Dublic assistance. particularlv
families aided under the aid-to-dependent-clhildren program, do not,
however, need vocational rehabilitation as such, but rather the coun-
seling services of trained social workers. Public and private expendi-
tures for maintenance of needy persons and for related services now
amount to about $5 billion a year. How much of this is unavoidable
is not known, but a rather modest investment of Federal, State, and
local funds in the additional training of social workers and in the
extension of welfare services to rehabilitate needy workers can yield
dramatic returns. In Allegheny County, Pa., for example, a demon-
stration program concentrated on families which had received public
assistance for as long as 10 years. One supervisor and four trained
caseworkers whose salaries amounted to $16,000 comprised the staff
of the project. The reduction in public-assistance expenditures within
that year was $28,000. The Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare has requested funds for research to advance understanding
of the causes of dependency and evaluation of methods of reducing it.
Relationship to personal income

h72nproving security of personal incone. savings and purchasing
power.-This section concentrates on income maintenance but it should
be remembered that the programs which contribute to the manpower
supply and to productivity are also significant to personal income,
national income, and taxpaying ability.

When the original Social Security Act was passed widespread fears
were expressed that social insurance would undermine individual
thrift. In fact, however, cash savings, life insurance policies, home
ownership and other forms of personal savings have grown in step
with overall economic trends and concurrently with the old age and
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survivors' insurance program. During calendar year 1956 disburse-
ments under the OASI program totaled $5,847 million and consti-
tutecl 1.8 percent of personal income during that year. In fiscal year
1957 paymients from the OASI trust fund were $6,665 million and
the assets of the fund on June 30, 1957, were $23.0 billion. Although
the fund may decline slightly in 1958 or 1959 the increase in contribu-
tion rates -xWich wvill take place in 1900 plus the continuing income
IlTOi-l interest will cause the if-ld to re i. ziceIrutng
to present interimediate cost estimates, the fund will reach $31 billion
by 196.5, at which time it is estimated benefits payments will consist
of $10.5 billion to around 15 million beneficiaries.

A basic objective of the Social Security Act was to establish OASI
as a self-sustainiog contributory system of insurance against the eco-
nomic risks of old age and death. The system was intended to
replace relief as the primary income maintenance floor for the retired
and dependent survivors of wAorkers. A landmark in progress toward
that goal was reached in 1951 when OASI disbursements passed the
Federal aid to categorical public-assistance programs. Public assist-
ance is assuminig its subsidiary role as a complement to social insur-
ance, reaching those who cannot be insured or in a minority of cases
supplementing the benefits of those whose essential living expenses
are too high to be met by social insurance benefits and by their own
resources. 1-Towever, the nearly $3 billion spent annually by Federal,
State and local governments on categorical and general assistance
reflect the fact that much still remains to be done to reduce poverty,
ill health, and ignorance in our economv. That cost is one of the
reasons, as indicated, why the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and associated agencies are placing increasing emphasis on
preventing dependency and expediting rehabilitation.

To keep in perspective the $11/2 billion of Federal aid for categorical
assistance (which was 2.2 percent of the fiscal year 1957 budget), it is
well to recall that in 1939 the Federal Government spent $2.6 billion
on general and work relief activities from which it has now withdrawn
entirely. It is significant also that as a result of the increase in such
developmental programs as public health, the proportion of the
DHERW budget which is for grants for public assistance has also
dropped.

The Social Security Administration encourages thrift, intelligent
use of credit, and protects savings through guidance and examina-
tion of more than 8,000 federally chartered credit unions with assets
of over $11/2 billion. A substantial proportion of the loans are for
medical expenses.

The costs of medical care continue to be one of the major economic
and social challenges of this Nation. This is true even though pa-
tients receive increasingly effective and extensive care and the steady
climb of indexes of prices of services, medicines, and facilities is off-
set in whole or in part by improvements in the results per dollar ex-
pended.

Despite the rapid progress that has been made, there are still large
and important areas for improvement. Private expenditures for
medical care approximate $11 billion per year. Even though 116
million Americans are now included in some type of prepayment
plan for hospital care, there are still over 50 million Americans with-
out hospitalization insurance of any kind. About 65 million peo-
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ple-about 40 percent of the population-have no surgical insurance
protection. And 3 out of 5 people-about 100 million altogether-
lack insurance against general medical expenses. There are special
problems in providing health-insurance protection for certain large
groups in the population. For example, about half of the people aged
65 or over, over half of the farm population, and about two-thirds
of those in families with incomes under $2,000 a year have no in-
surance against medical care costs.

'While the problems that must be overcome in expanding and im-
proving voluntary health insurance should not be minimized, it
appears certain that the next several years will see many advances.
There are manv bright areas to warrant such confidence. About 25
percent of the private medical care bill of the American people is
covered by health insurance. This is a remarkable climb from less
than 9 percent in 1948.

This rise in coverage is all the more remarkable when -we consider
the fact that the costs of medical care have increased sharply during
this period. Between 1948 and the middle of 1957 the BLS index of
hospital rates rose by 85 percent. The rapid increase in hospitaliza-
tion insurance has helped many people meet these costs through pre-
payment and through spreading the risk.

Perhaps the most venturesome and important new development in
the voluntary health-insurance field is the rapid evolution of major
medical expense coverage. Nonexistent a decade ago, this new form
of coverage today provides about 11 million Americans with insurance
protection against the costs of severe or long-term illness.

Temporary disability causes loss to income which has been esti-
mated at $6.5 billion during 1955. Protection is provided through
legislation for temporary disability insurance by four States-Cali-
fornia, New Jersey, New York, and Rhode Island. It is believed that
this is primarily an area of State responsibility and it is hoped that
additional States will take action. The present administration has
proposed legislation to establish a program for the District of Co-
lumbia.

The role of the Federal Government should be to encourage in every
sound way the further growth of voluntary insurance. This admin-
istration believes that health insurance can advance most effectively
through voluntary action. 11VIhile some legislation may be needed to
stimulate growth in certain areas and for certain groups, it is hoped
that substantial gains will be made by the creative effort of private
enterprise. As a step towvard broader and improved coverage, the
administration has sought legislation to permit smaller insurance
firms or nonprofit associations to pool their resources in order to im-
prove and expand their services.

The administration has also recommended action to improve the
health-insurance coverage of Federal employees and their families.
Although a considerable portion of industry has already undertaken
to protect its employees against the costs of unforeseen illness, the
Federal Government has not vet done so for its employees.

Protection of consiners from economizc cheats and from haoards to
health.-The Food and Drug Administration is charged with protect-
ing consumers against situations involving danger to health, filth,
and insanitation, and economic cheats which might arise in the regu-
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lated industries. A basic aim is to insure the integrity of composition
and labeling of foods, drugs, and cosmetics. One fourth to one third
of the family budget goes into these products for which $65 billion
is spent annually. The same programs protect the honest business-
man from unfair competition from the unscrupulous minority among
the 800,000 manufacturers, distributors, and retailers of foods, drugs,
andl coAmetics.

Relationship to capital outlay
Capital outlay for eduecation.-Capital outlay for public elementary

and secondary schools was approximately $2.5 billion during 1955-56.
While some 63,000 new classrooms were built, it should be noted that
35,000 of these were needed to meet new enrollment alone, and 20,000
for normal replacements, leaving only 8,000 to be applied to the deficit
of 159,000 classrooms. In dollar terms there was an immediate need
for an investment of $6.4 billion just to catch up with basic require-
ments. In order to help the State and local authorities eliminate the
backlog and provide accommodations for record increases in enroll-
ment, the administration proposed an emergency Federal program to
aid borrowing by State and local school agencies and to provide grants
over a 4-year period.

The DHEW now administers a program of payments to federally
affected school districts for the construction of schools. From 1951
through 1957, Federal appropriations of $765 million have aided the
building of about 35,000 classrooms.

This Department collaborates with the Housing and Home Finance
Agency in its administration of a program of loans to colleges for
housing and related facilities for students and faculty. In view of the
increasing pressure on the physical facilities of colleges and universi-
ties, it is significant that the number of projects under construction
under this Drogram will be almost tripled between fiscal year 1956
and the end of the current fiscal year.

Capital outlay for medical care, research, and training.-Programs
of grants-in-aid and technical assistance to State and local govern-
ments and nonprofit organizations were established by the Hospital
Survey and Construction Act, as amended, and the Medical Facilities
Survey and Construction Act.

In view of the obvious economics of prevention and of early diag-
nosis and treatment, it is significant that 610 health centers and 13t
diagnostic facilities have been built or approved for construction under
programs through June 30, 1957. The 62 medical rehabilitation f acil-
ities will contribute to the more timely return of family and paid
workers to activity. Eighty nursing homes and 114 chronic disease
hospitals will afford facilities for the care of long-term patients which
are more appropriate for such patients and less expensive than are the
general hospitals. Reductions have been made in the deficits of beds
for general use as a result of the building and the approval for build-
ing of 2,321 general hospitals (including both new facilities and addi-
tions). Another measure of progress is the fact that when the hos-
pital-aid program began there were about 10 million people who lived
in areas without acceptable hospital facilities. Today that number
has been cut to less than 3 million. To date these projects represent
an investment of nearly $2.9 billion of which more than two-thirds
was supplied by State and local governments and nonprofit organi-
zations.
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The Health research Facilities Act of 1956 established a 3-year
program of grants for the construction of health-research facilities on
a matching basis. An authorization of $30 million was provided for
each year beginning in 1957. Through September 30, 1957, a total of
122 research institutions in the Nation have received grants under this
program; 48 of these institutions are medical schools. Federal funds
for these grants total $56.5 million; matching amoulnts are provided
by the institutions.

The medical schools have been so hard pressed by rising operating
costs that they have had to defer much-needed expansion and many
improvement projects. It takes 6 to 8 years to plan, build, and staff
a new medical facility and to graduate the first class of students. It
is estimated that by 1965, the gross ratio of physician to population
will be lower than in 1950. The annual number of medical-school
graduates will have increased from 6,900 to 7,400. Ho-wever, over
8,000 graduates a year would be required to keep up with population
growth alone, making no allowance for future needs. In view of
these facts, Congress has been requested to expand the health-research
facilities program to include help in the construction of medical-teach-
ing facilities and to increase the length of the program from 3 to 5
years. The expanded legislation would authorize $225 million of
Federal funds, which, together with an equal amount of matching
funds from institutions, would constitute a temporary program of
needed resources for medical research and teaching.

Donations of surplus property to health and educational institu-
tins.v-Tha snurplus-DroDertv Drozram makes available to health and
educational institutions real and personal property which is no longer
needed by the Federal Government but which can be utilized by such
institutions. Not only does such a program constitute a considerable
aid-in-kind to health and education at the local levels, but it also
salvages much property which otherwise would be lost to public use.
Property with an acquisition value of $225 million ($15 million for
real property) was transferred during fiscal year 1957.

Protection and development of natural resources.-Clean water is
essential to both economic growth and to protection of the public
health and well-being. Water pollution damages use of water for
public water supplies, propagation of fish and aquatic life and wild-
life, recreational purposes, and agricultural, industrial, and other
uses. The Public Health Service has long-standing programs of re-
search, public information, and technical assistance to the States,
other public bodies, private industry and organizations, and individ-
uals. These activities have been supplemented by programs of grants
to States and interstate agencies to assist in the establishment and
maintenance of pollution-abatement programs and of grants to aid
localities in the construction of facilities to treat urban sewage and
other wastes which are a public responsibility. Industrial wastes ac-
count for a major segment of the pollution load and the costs for treat-
ment of such wastes should be met by private enterprise.

The knowni adverse effects of air pollution are of serious national
concern. These include its contribution to civic and economic blight.
the corrosion of industrial facilities and domestic houses, reduction in
visibility with consequent hazards to transportation, damage to agri-
cultural products, and severe human discomfort. The Public Health
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Service is therefore, assisting States, communities, and private organ-
izations through research, surveys, and consultation.

Among the factors whicji are increasing the complexity of waste
treatment and materials handling, as well as of environmental sani-
tation generally, is the emergence of atomic energy and the use of its
many byproducts. The Public Health Service is working with other
Federal agencies, States, private industry, and other non-Federal
organizations in research programs and applications of safety
measures.

FACTORS IN THE DETERMINATION OF TIlE KIND AND SIZE OF PROGRAMS

The discussion in this part is in response to the subcommittee's ques-
tion as to the standards employed by the Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare in determining the kind and size of programs of
the Department.

Framework within which the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare programs are developed and evaluated

Evaluations of need according to specific health, education, and
welfare criteria must be related by this Department, as part of the
executive branch, to overall Federal policies, including legislative
and budgetary programs. Defense requirements-to cite but one
example-now claim most of the Federal budget and the size of other
programs, however important, are strongly influenced by this inescap-
able requirement of national security.

The most basic factor in a democracy and one of the most intangible
is the popular demand for initiation, expansion, or contraction of
programs. Such a demand has been expressed from time to time in
the enactment of legislation for the aid of specifically defined cate-
gories of people; e. g., the needy blind.

One consideration is that of whether or not a serious problem falls
within an area which under the Constitution and historical precedent
is an area of direct Federal responsibility. The safeguarding of foods,
drugs, and cosmetics in interstate commerce is an example.

Another historical fact to which the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare gives considerable weight is the respect for and the
utilization of the resources of voluntary organizations and of civic
and professional leaders from outside the Government. In both its
direct operations and in its cooperative programs, therefore, the De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare makes extensive use of
the advice, studies, and technical resources of nongovernmental groups.
Of necessity, there are many intangible facets of health, education, and
welfare which are not susceptible to precise measurements and which
must be evaluated through informed judgments.

The basic role which American history and law has assigned to
States and to communities in health, education, and welfare is one of
the foremost considerations which shapes the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare's approach to social problems. It is a funda-
mental cause of the fact that usually a determination that Federal
action is needed in these areas is linked with a determination that the
action should be in cooperation with the States and communities.

Throughout this statement, leading quantitative criteria are identi-
fied in relationship to the appropriate programs but this must be
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kept in perspective by bearing in mind considerations of economy,
legislative processes and public policy.
SSummary of characteristics of the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare grants-in-aid
Most of the programs of the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare are carried out through technical and financial assistance to
States and localities and to nonprofit institutions. Although the
Department is responsible for technical assistance to grantees, overall
program review, and for insuring observance of certain safeguards of
Federal funds and Federal interests, the primary responsibility for
planning and executing programs is in the participating States, loca-
lities, and institutions. To a major extent the initial analysis of needs
and of sizes of programs desirable to meet those needs begins at the
local and State levels. There is considerable variation, therefore,
from one jurisdiction to another and from one program to another in
the standards which are employed and in the manner of their applica-
tion.

On the other hand, a large number of methods and criteria have
been developed cooperatively by the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare and associated agencies to analyze needs and costs and to
evaluate the effectiveness of grant-in-aid programs. This statement
is supplemented by the study Grants-in-Aid Administered by the
United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, May
1957. That study includes for each program factors which are speci-
fied by law and administrative directives as significant, among other
considerations, in determining the size of established programs and the
allocation of available moneys among grantees. The study also refers
to some of the major considerations which are a part of the social
background and legislative history of the origin of these programs.
In view of the wide diversity of conditions contained in the substan-
tive laws and appropriations which govern grants-in-aid, generaliza-
tions must be used with caution. However, the grants-in-aid
programs fall into three broad categories which are summarized here
for the convenience of the subcommittee:

(a) The largest single category of grants administered by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is in the field of
public assistance.

Federally aided public assistance payments are made by the
States; to needy aged and blind persons, to needy persons with
permanent and total disabilities, and in behalf of needy dependent
children, to supplement other income or resources these needy
people may have. In the public assistance field, each State is re-
sponsible for defining need and for determining the extent to
which the State program will meet it. As a result, the average
amount of payments and the part of the population aided under
public-assistance programs vary considerably among States be-
cause of difference among States in definitions of need, in fiscal
ability to meet need, and in amount and kinds of other income
and resources available to low-income families and individuals.

The Federal Government has undertaken to share with each
State a given proportion of expenditures for public assistance-
within specified limits. Federal funds are available for money
payments directly to needy individuals, for related services and ad-
97735-57-57
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ministrative expenses, and for expenditures for medical care in
behalf of needy persons paid to physicians, druggists, hospitals,
and other providers of medical care and related services.

The formula for Federal sharing in money payments to needy
persons provides a larger Federal share of smaller payments than
of larger payments. Since States with relatively low per capita
income generally make relatively small monthly payments, the
Federal share for these, States generallv represents a larger share
of total expenditures than in the higher income States where in-
dividual payments tend to be larger. Thus, while the allotment
procedures based on need and fiscal resources of States referred
to under the discussion of formulas below, do not apply in the
public assistance programs, existing arrangements result to some
extent in giving relatively more Federal aid to States with limi-
ted resources and greatest need.

Another distinguishing characteristic of the public assistance
grants is that the enabling substantive legislation places no limit
on the total amount of Federal funds which may be appropriated
for any given period. Each year, Congress appropriates a total
amount estimated to be sufficient to cover the Federal share of
public assistance expenditures. In years when the Federal esti-
mate has been short of the amount required to share in actual
State expenditures within the specified limits, Congress has pro-
vided additional funds beyond the original appropriation.

(b) Another important type of grants consists of those in which
funds are allotted among the States in accordance with specified
measures of need.

These measures are customarily incorporated in a formula
that is contained in the governing legislation. Funds allotted by
formula are especially important in such fields as control of
specified categories of diseases, hospital construction, water pol-
lution control, vocational education, library services, and voca-
tional rehabilitation. In these programs it is normally provided
that no State shall receive less than a specified minimum amount,
with the remainder of the appropriated funds allotted according
to the formula stated in the law.

There is in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
a common approach to grant formulas: (1) in the design of
grants so as to foster activity where the need for aid is greatest
and (2) to reflect differences in the capacities of the several States.
One usual measure of need is the population to be served-either
the total population or a special segment of the population, such
as children. A second element included in many formulas is State
financial capacity-a frequently used measure of which is per
capita income.

The total amount that the Federal Government can distribute
under each formula is determined in advance by specific congres-
sional appropriations. Congress annually appropriates a sum for
each program that does not exceed an amount authorized in the
governing legislation. Also related to the operation of the for-
mulas is a frequent provision for the "matching" of Federal funds
by State funds. In many cases the States are required to match
Federal funds dollar for dollar or in some other ratio provided in
the law.
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(c) Of growing importance in recent years are grants to in-
dividuals and institutions in support of research, training, and
other stated purposes.

In these programs the distribution of funds is determined in
accordance with guidelines provided by law and by administra-
tive regulation. The objectives of these programs are to support
activities in needed research areas and to provide for the training
of individuals in fields in which personnel shortages exist.
Among the grants of this type are the research project, research
fellowship, and training and traineeship programs administered
by the National Institutes of Health of the Public Health Service.
Also of this type are the grants for special vocational rehabilita-
tion projects and for the advanced training of public health
personnel and professional nurses.

Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
The old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program is quite

different from the grants-in-aid programs. It is a contributory social
insurance program providing benefits to the insured and to their
families when earned income is cut off by disability or death. Its
financial operations do not form a part of the regular Federal budget
and are not derived from general taxes. Instead, employees, em-
ployers, and self-employed who are covered pay contributions into
two special trust funds, an old-age and survivors insurance trust fund
and a disability insurance trust fund, and benefits are paid from those
fu ends, .not fro m. t'.6 V--- U ri tue it5UvUry. The, al iounu of
annual disbursements for benefits from these trust funds is not deter-
mined in effect by the usual process of budgetary recommendations
and congressional appropriation nor by State of local standards and
programs. Instead, the basic elements are the acquisition and claim-
ing of rights by eligible workers or their survivors under the benefit
provisions of the program. The major amendments to the original
legislation have expanded coverage to 9 out of 10 workers, including
self-employed, and the amendments have also increased benefit levels
from time to time, partially in response to rising earnings and prices.
Consideration of available quantitative factors and continuing search

for improvements
In the context of the preceding discussion, it should be pointed

out that the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare makes
the optimum use of quantitative data and criteria which are relevant.
This is done in the formulation of recommendations by this Depart-
ment for and against the initiation of programs, in the evaluation
of the effectiveness and economy of existing programs (including
the use being made of Federal aid by grantees), and in the develop-
ment of estimates and budgetary review with respect to the amounts
of Federal moneys which should be appropriated within the limits
set by law and overall Federal policies. Furthermore, the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, in collaboration with associated
agencies and outside consultants, is continually engaged in the review
of existing criteria and in the development of better methods of meas-
uring need for programs, indicators for their optimum size, and guides
to redistribution of responsibilities. The list which follows is only
illustrative of major considerations:
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(a) In the health and rehabilitation fields:
(1) Numbers and types of communities not reached at all by

public health agencies or only by agencies not having a minimum
staff and other resources;

(2) Numbers and types of communities without a minimum
standard number of hospital beds or other health facilities of
designated classes per 1,000 population;

(3) Categories of population requiring special mecucai facii-
ities, e. g., chronically ill;

(4) Problems identified and measured through special studies
and through continuous survey activities such as the national
health survey;

(5) Proportions of population in defined groups, e. g., public
assistance recipients, crippled children, disabled workers unable
to afford appropriate medical and rehabilitation services;

6) Deaths from preventable diseases;
7) Numbers, and financial needs of institutions training in

the health professions;
(8) Numbers of public health personnel needed by State and

local agencies.
(b) In the area of education and specialized training:

(1) Plant requirements in relation to projected enrollments;
(2) Shortages in selected categories of manpower, e. g.,

scientists;
(3) Impact on enrollments in individual school districts of

immigration of workers in Federal activities.
(c) In the area of income maintenance:

(1) Relative severity of selected economic risks involving in-
come loss;

(2) Numbers and income status of persons subject to selected
economic risks;

(3) Income maintenance levels in relation to minimum budget
requirements, and to standards of living;

(4) Opportunities for employment of selected categories of
individuals, e. g., aged, blind, disabled.

Intergovernment relationships
It is a basic responsibility of the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare to reexamine from time to time progress toward program
goals and the willingness and ability of State and local governments,
nongovernmental organizations, and individuals to assume more or
all of the costs now being met by Federal aid. Such reexamination
includes consideration of the conditions under which Federal partici-
pation may be withdrawn. Such determinations must be made
through our democratic political processes and, as is the case of the
initiation of programs, this Department, generally speaking, can ter-
minate programs only pursuant to the conditions established in sub-
stantive and appropriation legislation.

At present this Department is actively assisting the Joint Federal-
State Action Committee in an intensive review of program and fiscal
relationships between the Federal Government and the States. That
review includes the major financial factors which have been considered
in the past in the evaluation of grant-in-aid programs including such
problems as the variations in fiscal capacities among the several States.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO EQUILIBRIUM IN A CHANGING ECONOMY

The analysis in this part is in response to the subcommittee's ques-
tion as to the usefulness or limitation of health, education, and social-

security programs for stabilization.
General interrelationships of programs and economic stabilization

Because health, education, and welfare programs must be oriented
toward basic human needs and geared primarily to long-range social
trends, this statement has discussed the factors which govern programs
in normal times before analyzing the potential adjustments to reces-
sions and booms.

Certain needs are so uroent that they must be given priority over
policies to compensate for 1luctuations in private expenditures. School
construction, for example, should be accelerated in spite of the fact
that privately financed construction and employment in the building
trades are at record levels for peacetime. The child who is ready to
enter school should start now-he cannot be put on a shelf until a
depression comes and supplies the impetus of an economic emergency
to the building of more new schools. A similar principle holds for
those who need medical care facilities.

Although there is somewhat more flexibility in the timing of con-
struction of environmental health facilities (mainly waterworks and
waste treatment plants), the pressure on supplies of clean water is
becoming so severe and wastes have so far outrun treatment in many
arieas thai niiaily Staues, iuca11uies, WILL privUte iiduLbriel neeU tO uuUu

facilities as rapidly as possible.
Another reason why construction of truly essential public facilities

should not be deferred is that no one can predict if or when there will
be a serious recession in the private sectors of the economy. For the
same reason, service and income maintenance programs cannot be
governed primarily by the expectation of declines. Finally, it is more
in accord with American tradition and temperament to set as goals
the prevention rather than the alleviation of depressions.

However, secondary adjustments have been made and will continue
to be made in the financing, scope, and timing of some programs either
to avoid feeding inflation or to help offset declines in employment and
income. An outstanding example of deferment in the interests of na-
tional defense and of economic stability is that of the restraints placed
on building of community facilities during wars-which is one of the
causes of current backlogs of pubilc works. Some programs have
built-in stabilizing effects The compensating characteristics of the
maj or ones are summarized below.
Effects of current income maintenance programs

Generally speaking, the beneficiaries of old-age and survivors' and
disability insurance wlho are not working at all and the recipients of
public assistance spend their social-security payments on necessities.
In the absence of the social-security programs their income-and their
purchases-would he lower and would fluctuate according to the
changing resources and policies of private agencies and of local "poor
relief" authorities. Both the old-age and survivors' and disability
insurance and the public-assistance programs? therefore, are long-
range sustaining factors in consumer purchasing power and in the
markets for subsistence and essential services such as medical care.
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At the same time, the contributions which workers pay to the old-age
and survivors' and disability insurance fund form a type of savings
against the day when they or their survivors will need support for a
basic standard of living. Such savings are being made when the con-
tributors can best afford them and have a margin of income above
subsistence. This program, therefore, is a stabilizing element over
a Deriod of vears for individuals and their families as well as a steadv-
ing influence on national income.

In addition, old-age and survivors' and disability insurance benefit
payments to some degree vary inversely with the level of business
activity, as a result of the fact that benefits are payable to eligible
beneficiaries under age 72 only so long as they are not earning more
than specified amounts in employment. Thus, in good times when
employment opportunities are plentiful, many persons otherwise
eligible for benefits will choose to work and to forego their benefits.
In times of declining activity when employment is tighter, however,
older persons and perhaps many widows may be among the first to
lose their jobs, and they will then decide to exercise their benefit rights.
On the other hand, as old-age and survivors' disability insurance con-
tributions are computed as a percentage of wages, their total volume
automatically swells as payrolls and earnings of the self-employed rise
in good times, and declines as the latter shrink in bad times.

As regards public-assistance payments which are related directly to
current need, the number of needy persons naturally can be expected
to vary more or less inversely with the general level of economic
activity.

Anti-inflationary effects of other HEW programs
One of the most serious types of inflation is that in which the pro-

duction of goods and services is far below the demand of consumers or
of public requirements (as in war). The contributions of health and
education to productivity and the size of the labor force which have
been previously outlined are therefore indirect but important coun-
terweights against the danger of too many dollars bidding up the
prices of limited resources.

Another element of inflation is the piling up of debts by individuals
beyond their future ability to pay. The education of future con-
sumers and homemakers and such special programs as those of credit
unions contribute to a higher quality of personal credit management.
Poor health, disability, and premature aging are among the major
causes of poor credit risks and bad debts. Such causes are attacked
directly by improved medical care, public health, and rehabilitation
programs.
Potential acceleration of capital outlay for health and education in

event of a recession
According to information and estimates developed by State and local

authorities, the backlogs of needs for public school construction, water
pollution control, hospitals and medical facilities total approximately
$22 billion. It is clear, therefore, that if it were necessary for the
Nation to undertake an emergency expansion of public works there
would be no occasion for "make work" projects.

The backlog of equipment, needs for new buildings and the reequip-
ment of existing buildings cannot be estimated with any degree of
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precision but is believed to be very substantial. To a limited extent
the DHEW does participate in meeting the costs of equipment as an
integral part of a number of current grants programs, e. g., for re-
search facilities. No recommendations are being made here for large,
separate reequipment programs. However, this subject is commended
to the attention of your committee for study because: (a) it should be
possible to accelerate reequipment and related modernization much
more rapidly than new construction; (b) localities which do not need
additional structures might benefit from modernization programs;
(c) direct employment effects would be felt in plants not directly
reached by changes in construction; (d) private expenditures for
equipment are subject to serious cyclical fluctuations; and (e) the
potentialities in this field have not received as much attention as has
been given compensatory public works proposals.
Problems of financing income maintenance, services, and capital outlay

during recession
Additional studies should be made of the impact of recessions on the

revenues of the Federal Government, States, and localities. From this
Department's standpoint similar studies are needed of the effects on the
finances of nonprofit organizations and on industries with waste dis-
posal problems.

Under conditions of severe recession the relative inflexibility of
State and local tax sources and the disparities between the fiscal
.nge~it~ip- of thA 'vl7prnl qs1cf eniilrl honam C~riniill hnkinnlienyic tow

effective nationwide action. Many communities and some States prob-
ably could not increase their revenues enough to enable grant-in-aid
income maintenance, service, and capital outlay programs to be ex-
panded in the areas of greatest need. Other jurisdictions might par-
ticipate only by increasing regressive taxes to such an extent as to
adversely affect purchasing power, e. g., through increased sales taxes,
thereby negating much of the stimulus of the expenditure programs.
Those problems were recognized as major ones by the recent Commis-
sion on Intergovernmental Relations. They deserve further study by
public agencies and by private research organizations and by scholars.

Conclusions are difficult to reach on this infinitely complicated sub-
ject. It has been neglected in contrast to the attention which has been
given to the theoretical possibilities of changing the sizes of programs,
particularly public works.

Other areas of inadequate knowledge are:
(a) Direct and indirect effects of specific programs on reemploy-

ment;
(b) Immediate and indirect effects on purchasing power and

markets;
(c) Immediate and indirect effects, industry by industry. It is

interesting in this connection to note that under some circumstances
a drastic expansion of public works could cause inflation in construc-
tion without immediately facilitating reemployment in depressed in-
dustries; and

(d) Effects on the localities in which the program expansion takes
place and the indirect effects on other localities.

(e) Legal, administrative, and technical preparations which must
be made at all levels by government and which could cause serious
delays between the time decision was made to expand programs and
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the time at which the effects began to show in distressed areas. Some
studies have indicated that if antirecessionary action included a de-
cision to expand Federal grants for public works, it would take more
than a year before such action would be reflected in a substantial
amount of new construction.

'O:NCL U SIOJN

Need for wider understanding of relationships between economic de-
velopment and social programs

Public officials are interested in the economic as well as the humani-
tarian benefits of programs in the fields of health, education, and
welfare, and they havebeen able in many instances to demonstrate the
relationship between these programs and the Nation's economic devel-
opment. The illustrations which have been given here could be aug-
mented by many public and private agencies. Expenditures in health,
education, social security, and rehabilitation have been analyzed and
described as investments by individual scholars and by far-sighted
leaders of business, labor, and professional groups. Pioneering
studies have been made by private research organizations, including
the National Planning Association and the Committee for Economic
Development. Reports on the subject include several which have
been published by the Joint Economic Committee.

Generally speaking, however, the potentialities of social develop-
ment have been seriously neglected in economic analysis. In striking
contrast are the countless volumes which are written, the support
which is given to special courses in universities, and the research proj-
ects which are financed to cover such already well-worked fields as
transportation, public finance, banking and credit, commodities, agri-
culture, etc. Meanwhile, capital outlays for new factories and equip-
ment are classified as "investments" but capital outlays for the edu-
cation and training of the men and women who will staff those plants
are still generally treated as being only "expenditures" and "tax
burdens." Too often still the maintenance of machines is appraised
more highly in conventional economic terms than is the maintenance
of manpower and womanpower.

Your committee would be rendering a service to American economic
thought and to education of the public by commending this lack of
balance to the attention of universities and research organizations.

Restatement of basic economic philosophy of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welf are

The burdens of disease, disability, ignorance, and insecurity can-
not be escaped by underinvestment in health, education, and welfare.
Such conditions will have a costly impact on private charities, the
budgets of governments, the efficiency of industry, and the purchasing
power of consumers. Therefore, National, State, and local public
and private agencies should lay still more emphasis on prevention,
control, and rehabilitation. The Nation's continued economic growth
can be assured over the long run only by adequate and prudent invest-
ments in America's basic resources-the human resources.



THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S LABOR AND MANPOWER
PROGRAMS

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Statement submitted by James P. Mitchell, Secretary of Labor

The enclosed material is submitted in response to the subcommittee's
request of August 2. It is organized in terms of the three questions
addressed to us and includes a separate statement for each major
program of the Department of Labor.

I should like to call particular attention to the statements of stand-
ards employed by the Department in determining its programs. The
standards set forth are those which are regularly employed in the
Department, and which were arrived at after a careful review of
operating activities in 1953 and 1954 and approved by the policy
officials of the Department. They are now regularly employed by the
particular policy and administrative officials of the Department re-
sponsible for the different areas of the Department's work. The De-
partment regularly reviews existing and proposed programs in the
light of these standards.

The standards set forth reflect and carry into administrative prac-
tice the various statutes under which the Department operates. Some
of these statutes, such as the organic act of the Department, estab-
lish broad standards and responsibilities, while other statutes, such as
the Fair Labor Standards Act, provide specific legislative direction.
The statutory obligations of the Department, of course, go beyond
questions of economic growth and stability.

PROGRAM ON APPRENTICESHIP AND TRAINING

Relationship of this program to the processes of economic growth in
the private sector of the economy

Encouragement of the development of training standards and the
use of the most effective methods of training in order to assist the pri-
vate sector in planning training for the apprentices and skilled labor
required for economic growth.
Usefulness or limitations of this program for purposes of the stabi-

lization of the economy
Better training of apprentices, and continuous skill-improvement

training for all workers, helps develop a versatile labor force capable
of makig a transition to other types of work, when changes in the
economy make such shifts necessary, thus tending to reduce frictional
and cyclical unemployment.

885
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Standards employed by the Department of Labor in determining the
kind and size of programs requested in this field

A proposed program is tested as to whether it will-
Help achieve, through cooperative effort, an adequate skilled and

versatile work force and the training of apprentices in apprenticable
occupations to meet current needs for skilled workmen and the needs
of future economic conditions, technological developments, and na-
tiona.1 spcnrity, and to inorease the ob onpnrtunities. earning ability
and security of the apprentices; and

Stimulate those responsible for training to provide equal oppor-
tunities for all qualified individuals to acquire skills without regard
to race, creed, sex, age, or physical handicaps.

PROGRAM ON FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

Relationship of this program to the processes of economic growth in
the private sector of the economy

Recovery, and where possible, rehabilitation, of injured Federal
workers and covered private employees provides a positive contribu-
tion to economic growth. Thus, while the objectives of the program
are primarily humanitarian, the economic effects are also beneficial.
Uesfulness or limitations of this program for purposes of the stabiliza-

tion of the economy
This program contributes to the stabilization of the economy by

helping to maintain the purchasing power of Federal workers and
private employees covered by Federal compensation laws who are
disabled on the job, or of their surviving families in case of their
death. In addition, it provides for the medical and rehabilitation
services necessary to restore them as useful members of the labor force
as quickly as possible, and thus lessens the Federal, local government,
and private expenditures which would otherwise have to be paid.
Standards employed by the Department of Labor in determining the

kind and size of programs requested in this field
A program is tested as to whether it will aid in accident prevention

and provide to persons who are covered by the Federal employee and
workmen's compensation laws and who are victims of occupational
injury and diseases:

All medical care needed as a result of the injury;
Monetary benefits sufficient to support themselves and their f am-

ilies without recourse to public aid;
Prompt and reasonable compensation for the support of dependents

when death results from such injury or disease;
Suitable rehabilitation service where needed to aid permanently dis-

abled employees to return to remunerative employment; and
A simple expeditious procedure for the processing and adjudication

of claims and for review of final decisions of the adjudicating agency.

PROGRAMS ON FEDERAL LABOR STANDARDS

Relationship of this program to the processes of economic growth
in the private sector of the economy

Administration of legislation setting labor standards which are
consistent with developments in productivity and with economic
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growth in the private sector of the economy, and conducive to the regu-
larization of the labor market and improvement of demand in low-
income groups.

Usefulness or limitations of this program for purposes of the stabili-
zation of the economy

This program, by securing and maintaining compliance with the
minimum labor standards established in legislation enacted by the
Congress, prevents the use of the channels of interstate commerce to
spread wages and working conditions below the statutory standards
among the several States, and prevents the use of such below-standard
labor conditions as a competitive advantage among competitors for
cohtracts with the Federal Government. This helps to stabilize the
labor market and prevents labor conditions that the Congress has
declared to be substandard from adversely affecting the structure of
wages; protects the health, efficiency, and general +well-being of the
workers to whom the laws apply, and helps to maintain consumer
demand by securing to such workers at the low end of the wage scale
a share in long-run technological improvement and in the growth of
the economy.

Standards employed by the Department of Labor in determining the
kind and size of programs requested in this field

A proposed-program is tested as to whether it will-
Contribute to the achievement of fair-labor standards by provid-

ing through Federal legislation minimum standards and providing
through voluntary methods standards that are consistent with the
best possible practices.

PROGRA3I ON FEDERAL-STATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

Relationship of this program to the processes of economic growth in
the private sector of the economy

Promotion of the effective utilization of the Nation's manpower re-
sources, present and future, agricultural and nonagricultural, and
provision of basic purchasing power for the insured unemployed.

Usefulness or limitations of this program for purposes.of the stabiliza-
tion of the economy

The Federal-State system of public employment offices minimizes
the duration of unemployment and facilitates production by aiding
in bringing jobs and workers together; it assists in better utilization
of the labor force by counseling and testing of applicants for jobs,
particularly youth, older workers, and the handicapped, by providing
labor-market information to workers, employers and communities,
and by providing a clearance system for jobs that cannot be filled
locally.

Unemployment insurance assists in maintaining the purchasing
power of the unemployed for goods and services and thus helps to
stabilize the economy. The effectiveness of the unemployment in-
surance program has been increased in recent years through extension
of coverage so that about 80 percent of workers subject to the risk
of unemployment are covered, and through substantial increases in
the amount and duration of benefits.
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However, its effectiveness is limited by exceptions from coverage
in the State laws, by a lag between rises in wages and increases in
the maximum amount of benefits in many States, and by too short a
duration of benefits in some States.
Standards employed by the Department of Labor in determining the

kind and size of programs requested in this field
A proposed program is tested as to whether it, will-
Aid, through an effective employment-service system, in getting

the best possible job for the worker and the best possible worker for
the job;

Provide adequate income insurance for unemployed workers when
suitable jobs are not available, and through this system help maintain
purchasing power;

Assist in the improvement and optimum utilization of the Nation's
manpower resources, including the promotion of employment oppor-
tunities;

Assist in maintaining and improving our manpower readiness for
defense mobilization; and

Develop and disseminate employment, unemployment, and labor-
market information in order to assist in achieving economic stabiliza-
tion and growth, and to meet the informational needs of labor, man-
agement, and the public.

PROGRAM OF INTERNATIONAL LABOR

Relationship of this program to the processes of economic growth in
the private sector of the economy

Cooperation with United States private organizations (labor and
management) in demonstrating to opposite numbers in other countries
how economic growth is achieved in this Nation, and how its fruits
are shared among the different factors of production. Economic
growth throughout the free world aids economic growth in the United
States.
Usefulness or limitations of this program for purposes of the stabiliza-

tion of the economy
This program is a part of the great effort which is being carried

on by government, business, and labor in this country and in other
parts of the free world to increase international understanding, and
develop economic policies, within a democratic framework, which
will promote peace, without which stabilization of the economy is
impossible.
Standards employed by the Department of Labor in determining the

kind and size of programs requested in this field
A proposed program is tested as to whether it will-
Help make and carry out United States foreign policies and pro-

grams which will promote the national interests in the foreign labor
field and improved labor conditions, peaceful cooperation, and resist-
ance as to totalitarian inroads throughout the world.
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PROGRAM ON MOBILIZATION PLANNING

Relationship of this program to the processes of economic growth in
the private sector of the economy

Preparation for emergency situations in which it must be assumed
that the normal aims and functioning of the private economy would
either be seriously impaired or destroyed.
Usefulness or limitations of this program for purposes of the stabiliza-

tion of the economy
None as far as cyclical fluctuations in the normal peacetime opera-

tion of the economy are concerned.
The program is designed to develop for the establishment and ad-

ministration of facilities to effect the efficient allocation of manpower
resources among production needs generated in emergency situations,
income maintenance for disaster unemployed, and for emergency
workers for the stabilization of wages and salaries.

Such actions include the development of material related to the man-
power aspects of adequacy of a mobilization base in peacetime.

Standards employed by the Department of Labor in determining the
kind and size of programs requested in this field

A proposed program is tested as to whether it will-
Aid State and local employment offices in applying methods and

techniques which will bring about a balancing of labor supply and
rPeniirPmP.ntf nd ml wirih will nhannel lhhr uiinnlv ton essntinl wnrk
in the numbers needed in any labor market area under conditions
which will exist during (a) the civil-defense emergency period, (b)
the rehabilitation period, and (c) the production period;

Result in the provision of information on (a) current employment
and requirements (National, State, and local) in defense industries
and in civilian supporting industries, (b) status of the military man-
power pool, (c) occupational data sufficient to determine lists of critical
occupations, (d) the available supply of labor by occupation and by
geographic area (regional, State, and local) to meet production sched-
ules; and

Result in the provision of types of information which will be needed
to establish national policies to maintain the proper balance between
military production and civilian requirements, to schedule produc-
tion in such a way as to maximize the Nation's productive capacity,
and to establish manpower policies which will bring about the maxi-
mum effective use of the Nation's labor supply.

PROGRAM ON OLDER WORKiER

Relationship of this program to the processes of economic growth in
the private sector of the economy

Foster economic growth in the private sector of the economy by
utilizing effectively the skills and abilities of the increasing number
of older workers in the labor force.

Usefulness or limitations of this program for purposes of the sta
bilization of the economy

This program promotes economic stabilization by increasing
employment opportunities for older persons able and willing to work,
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by providing counseling and placement services through the facilities
of State employment security agencies and other public and private
services, and encourages older persons to enter or reenter shortage
fields to the extent that they can qualify directly or after training for
the opportunities available.

The program is in part limited in its effectiveness by the unwilling-
ness on the Dart of manv employers to hire older workers because
of the erroneous assumptions that older workers are more accident
prone, have poorer attendance records, increase company pension
costs, have lower productivity than other workers; the services pro-
vided to older persons by State employment-security agencies and
by other public and private agencies are limited because of the addi-
tional time and effort required; and certain social-security provisions
limit the amount retired persons can earn.
Standards employed by the Department of Labor in determining the

kind and size of programs requested in this field
A proposed program is tested as to whether it will-
Improve the employment and earnings opportunities for older men

and women, consistent with their abilities and willingness to work,
to increase their contributions to the economy as a whole;

Assist labor, management, governmental agencies, private organi-
zations, and the general public in developing and carrying out broad
educational and informational programs designed to overcome the
prejudices against older workers and to increase the acceptance in
employment of qualified older men and women;

Extend and improve the direct services such as job counseling,
placement, and individualized job development through the facilities
of the affiliated State employment-security agencies and other private
and public services, to enhance the employability of older men and
women able and willing to work;

Contribute to the achievement of a coordinated Federal Govern-
ment program to provide a comprehensive approach to the problems
of aging and the aged; and

Help to alleviate occupational shortages by encouraging the em-
ployment of unused or underutilized skills and abilities of qualified
older men and women in the shortage occupations.

PROGRAM ON RESEARCH AND STATISTICS

Relationship of this program to the processes of economic growth
in the private sector of the economy

Provision to business, labor unions, Government, and the general
public of reliable information relating to the labor and manpower
situation, needed by people making decisions in our decentralized
private-enterprise economy. These data assist in planning for future
economic growth on the basis of knowledge of the past and present
labor and manpower situation, and probable future trends.

Usefulness or limitations of this program for purposes of the sta-
bilization of the economy

The increasing size and complexity of our economy make it more
and more necessary to have factual information and analytical studies
which will-
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(a) Make it possible to appraise the adequacy of existing
sta ilization programs;

(b) Contribute to the maximum effectiveness of private action
by enhancing the functioning of both public and private labor-
market institutions;

(c) Provide material to the Council of Economic Advisers for
reports to the President and Congress as required by the Em-
ployment Act of 1946, as amended, and by other statutory
provisions; and

(d) Inform those concerned of any evidence of instability
which may be developing in the economy. Analyses of defi-
ciencies and gaps in research and statistics programs related to
labor and manpower were prepared by the Bureaus of Labor
Statistics and Employment Security of the Labor Department
in the spring of 1954 and sent to the Joint Economic Committee
by the Office of Statistical Standards, Bureau of the Budget.
Some of the gaps and deficiencies then reported have now been
remedied; others remain. Recently, the Labor Department, at
the request of the Bureau of the Budget, has sent to that agency
a statement of long-range programs for the development of
statistics in this field.

Standards employed by the Department of Labor in determining the
kind and size of programs requested in this field

A proposed prgram is tested as to whether it will-
Provide factual information and analyses on economic and social

conditions and problems affecting the welfare of workers-for an in-
formed public opinion, for improving labor-management relations
and facilitating collective bargaining, for other private or public
action or policy purposes, and for carrying out the administrative
and enforcement responsibilities of the Department in promoting the
welfare of workers;

Provide general economic and statistical information for the Gov-
ernment and the public, or the basis for reports to the Congress on
conduct of statutory functions, or answers to legislative or other in-
quiries; and

Assist in the determination of departmental positions with respect
to legislative proposals or administrative actions of other agencies
on economic and social issues outside the immediate responsibility of
the Department, but impinging on the interests of labor in matters
such as social security, foreign trade, taxation, housing, health, edu-
cation, welfare, military manpower policy, depressed areas, and gen-
eral economic policy.

PROGRAM ON VETERANS' REEMPLOYMENT RIGHTS

Relationship of this program to the processes of economic growth in
the private sector of the economy

Assistance to veterans in obtaining reemployment to the jobs, sal-
aries, and seniority status to which they are entitled by law.

Usefulness or limitations of this program for purposes of the stabili-
zation of the economy

By facilitating the rapid reemployment of veterans and by assist-
ing veterans already employed to regain their former salaries and
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status, this program improves the incomes of such persons. Thus it
helps to stabilize the economy both by increasing the number of per-
sons who return to occupations in which they are trained and can be
usefully engaged in the production of goods and services and by in-
creasing the purchasing power needed to buy goods and services. At
the same time it tends to decrease Government expenditures by re-
dlUc;in•" pa~ylinetsltb U for t l-.b Ul~ii iUyninnsurance.

Standards employed by the Department of Labor in determining the
kind and size of programs requested in this field

A proposed program is tested as to whether it will-
Insure reemployment and seniority protection for men and women

who interrupt their civilian careers for training or service in the
Armed Forces of the United States;

Aid all persons covered by the veterans' reemployment statutes in
obtaining the reemployment rights and benefits to which they are
entitled; and

Assist employers, labor organizations and other interested parties
in resolving problems arising under reemployment rights statutes.

PROGRAM ON WOMEN'S AFFAIRS

Relationship of this program to the processes of economic growth in
the private sector of the economy

Promotion of employment opportunities and standards to increase
the contribution of women in the labor force to the growth of the
Nation's economy.

Usefulness or limitations of this program for purposes of the stabiliza-
tion of the economy

This Federal program aims to alleviate occupational shortages by
encouraging women to enter shortage occupations and by encouraging
establishment and use of appropriate training facilities to enable
women to fill such occupations under standards which help to maintain
stability and purchasing power.

The continued existence of some customs and practices which tend
to restrict women's opportunities for training or advancement to
higher level positions somewhat limit the effectiveness of this pro-
gram which has as one of its objectives the removal of discrimination
in employment based on sex.

Standards employed by the Department of Labor in determining the
kind and size of programs requested in this field

A proposed program is tested as to whether it will-
Advance the status of women in the work force and as citizens, in-

crease their contribution to the economy;
Aid, through an effective informational program, in providing

women with increased employment opportunities;
Alleviate substantial occupational shortages which can appropri-

ately be filled by women;
Improve international understanding of the position of women as

a means of improving their status and their contribution to economic
and social progress.
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PROGRAM ON WORMING CONDITIONS THROUGH STATE ACTION

Relationship of this program to the processes of economic growth in
the private sectors of the economy

Maintenance and increase in the purchasing power of workers
through noninflationary measures; encouragement and assistance to
States in the establishment of such standards as minimum wages,
safety conditions, compensation for work-incurred injuries, and em-
ployment of women and children.
Usefulness of limitations of this program for purposes of the stabiliza-

tion of the economy
The State systems seek to provide income to injured workers, reduce

the number and frequency of occupational injuries, establish standards
to prevent the exploitation of all types of labor, and eliminate unfair
competition based upon substandard wages.

The programs are limited in effectiveness because the States differ
in the development and application of these standards. Not all have
complete programs in the labor standards field and in some existing
programs have failed to advance as rapidly as the economic develop-
ment of the State would warrant.
Standards employed by the Department of Labor in determining the

kind and size of the programns requested in this field
A proposed program is tested as to whether it will-
Aid 6tates in deveioping labor laws, administrative practices, and

voluntary programs which promote the welfare of the workers, sound
labor-management relations, and improved employment opportunities;
and

Enable the Federal Government to encourage and assist through
development of standards and through advisory and technical assist-
ance, and to supplement in the occupational safety field by Federal
grants-in-aid.
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EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

Howard R. Bowen, president, and John C. Dawson, assistant pro-
fessor of economics, Grinnell College

We shall discuss Federal expenditures for education with special
reference to the role of education in economic growth. Limitations
of both space and competence prevent us from dealing with educa-
tion at all levels. So we have chosen to limit our subject chiefly to
higher education. We do not imply thereby that elementary and
secondary education are less urgent or less important than higher
education.

EDUCATION AND EcoNoiIc GROWTH

Economic growth can be defined as increasing the provision of
goods and services to be enjoyed by our people. Throug the develop-
ment of our economy, we expect the various categories of consump-
tion-including both private consumption and collective services-to
grow with the economy. One important category of consumption is
education. It is a part of our standard of living, and increasing the
supply and quality of education is one of the end products of eco-
nomic growth. But education is not only an end product of growth;
it is also a cause of economic growth.

The ability of a country to produce is determined by the quantity
and quality of its land, capital, and labor and by the degree of effi-
cienev in the use of these productive resources. Of these resources,
labor is ultimately the most important. But it takes more than liv-
ing bodies to constitute a productive labor force. The millions of
people in India or China do not make up a highly productive labor
force. And great population increases in. such countries do not ini-
tiate rapid growth in ability to produce. High productivity requires
that a population be physically healthy and well educated. Eco-
nomic growth derives primarily from improvements in health and
education-and health itself is largely a product of education. No
country has ever been able to achieve high economic status without
high educational status. The importance of education is readily seen
when one compares the productivity of countries with similar natural
resources but with differing human characteristics; for example, Nor-
way and Chile, Israel and Syria, Turkey and Egypt, and the United
States and China.

It is no accident that the United States, which has led the world in
education, should also have led the world in economic productivity.
And it is no accident that the rapid economic growth of the U. S. S. R.
has followed closely upon its new and growing emphasis upon educa-
tion. Indeed, progress in Soviet productivity began with their new
educational program and has proceeded about in proportion to their
educational achievement.

894
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Evidence that education-even in small amounts-has the effect of
increasing productivity is found in statistics on the annual income
of persons with varying amounts of education. (See table 1.) Ac-
cording to these statistics, persons with an eighth-grade education
earn income (and presumably produce) more than double the amount
earned by those with no formal education, and high-school graduates
receive almost three times as much as those with no schooling. Paul
C. Glick and Herman P. Miller, of the Bureau of the Census, have
estimated that a college education adds on the average $91,000 to the
lifetime earnings of individuals over the average earnings of high-
school graduates. It should be added that this return is the result of
an initial investment of perhaps $16,000.

From the economic point of view, education is an important kind
of capital investment. The investment takes the form of human
characteristics instead of bricks, mortar, and machinery. The effect
on production, however, is the same. For this reason the education
our people have received may properly be regarded as one of our
greatest national assets. And the process of educating the young
may be regarded as our most potent form of capital investment.

TABLE 1.-Median income in 1949, for males 14 years old and over, by years of
school completed

Median Median

Years of school completed: income Years of school completed-con. income

0------------------------- $1, 108 9 to 11___________________-$2, 917
1 to 4---------------------…1,365 12_----------------------- 3, 285
5 io 7---------2,-- - 3 S to … ----------------- 3,522
8-------------------------_2, 533 1 16 or more---------------4 407

Source: See technical notes.

The mere abilities to read, write, and calculate are of great impor-
tance for those who are to enter industrial employment or to conduct
modern agriculture. To be able to read signs, or to comprehend
written instructions, or to carry out simple calculations are obvious
requisities to almost any kind of skill. A rudimentary knowledge
of science has innumerable applications in everyday life. Training
in manual arts, household management, agriculture, and other skills
have of course a direct bearing on productivity.

But education is perhaps as important in its effects upon people's
aspirations and motives as upon their skills. Knowledge of the world
about them tends to enlarge their perspectives and to raise their
aspirations. By presenting the new and the different, education frees
people from dependence on custom and thus opens the way to chang-
ing methods of production. By teaching them about the nature of
the world, it emancipates them from superstition and permits them
to utilize the benefits of scientific knowledge. By showing that prog-
ress for the individual is possible, it leads to the desire to get ahead
and thus to the willingness to work. Education helps people become
interested in distant goals, to plan ahead, to prepare for the future,
and to save. It also helps them to develop self-discipline and respon-
sibility. And it makes people more intelligent, imaginative, and
adaptable. All of these results of education have the most profound
significance for economic growth.

We conclude that economic growth cannot be maintained in the
long run unless there is also an increase in both the number of persons
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receiving education and in the amount of education they receive.
And it is probable that to achieve economic growth of any given
amount requires a proportionate increase in both the extent and depth
of education. If the educational requirements of growth are not met,
then the growth must eventually come to an end simply because there
is a limit to the economic productivity of people of a given level of
education. In this sense, investment in people is fullv as necessary as
investment in things if economic growth Is to be achieved.

HIGHER EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

In an advancing industrial economy, there is a steadily expanding
need for persons of great skill and ability. That is why higher edu-
cation, not only at the college level but at the postgraduate and pro-
fessional levels, is in rapidly growing demand.

There are several reasons for the rapidly increasing demand for
highly educated persons.

First, the increasing use of automatic machinery steadily eliminates
unskilled jobs and requires that more people be engaged in designing,
manufacturing, and repairing machines and in supervising their
operation. In effect we are steadily transforming the jobs of our
country from direct manual labor with simple tools to indirect labor
at technical, supervisory, and organizational levels. This trend can
be seen most clearly in agriculture where the man behind the plow has
become a combination engineer and businessman. The trend is also
clearly visible in the statistics on occupations. The percentage of
unskilled workers in the labor force declined from about 35 percent
in 1910 to 22 percent in 1950. During the same period, the percentage
of professional and managerial persons increased from about 11 per-
cent to 17 percent. The number of persons in the latter group in-
creased from about 4 million to nearly 10 million.'

Second, the increasing degree of specialization and division of labor
in an advancing economy requires ever more activities relating to com-
munication among the parts of the economy. Examples are the
activities of middlemen, brokers, advertising men, salesmen, agents,
purchasing agents, organized markets, journalists, the banking and
monetary system, and the communications industries. Each of these
activities requires thousands of educated and knowledgeable persons.
Without them an advanced economy would break down because it
could not function as an articulated whole.

Third, the development of large business firms, involving the co-
ordination and teamwork of thousands of persons, requires great
numbers of managers, supervisors, lawyers, foremen, accountants, per-
sonnel workers, public relations officials, clerks, and secretaries all of
whom must be well educated.

Fourth, the increased scope of government, itself largely a result
of the growth and increasing complexity of the economy, adds to the
need for administrators, lawyers, economists, scientists, accountants,
skilled military personnel, clerks, secretaries, etc.

Fifth, scientific research and development which is an integral part
of economic growth requires enormous numbers of scientists, en-

'Available data are not strictly comparable throughout the entire period; hence these
percentages are approximations. See technical notes for sources.
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gineers, technicians, and their aids-all of whom must have substan-
tial amounts of education.

Sixth, as a country grows richer, people are able to afford increased
quantities of goods and services which can be produced only by edu-
cated people. Examples are medical and dental care, entertainment,
art objects, music, books, high-style clothing, interior decoration,
repair and maintenance of cars and appliances, air travel, etc. Also
as a country grows richer, it can afford more education, and the need
for teachers of all kinds increases.

Finally, seventh, the growth of knowledge itself results in greater
need for education if people are to be able to function in a society
where this knowledge is in general currency. The explosive increase
in the number of words currently used in the English language is a
symptom of the increasing educational demands placed upon the
individual in our society.2

THEr FINANCIAL PROBLEM OF HIGiHER EDUCATION

The United States faces an acute crisis in higher education. The
crisis will be precipitated by three factors: (1) the high birthrate
starting in the 1940's; (2) the increasing proportion of young people
who would like to go to college; and (3) the increasing, or changing,
educational needs of our country. Each of these factors operates in
the direction of enlarging the demand for higher education. There
are few corresponding factors working in the direction of increasing
the sPinplnv of tenAehrsh buildings, o ani euinmpnf.T Indeed, the con-
tinuous rise in educational costs works in the opposite direction.
These signs point to intolerable congestion and serious deterioration
of educational standards.

The facts on the rising population of college age are well known.
The number of young people of ages 18 to 21, about 8,700,000 in 1957,
will reach about 14 million by 1970 or a little after. This will be an
increase in numbers of about 61 percent. But the ratio of college
enrollments to numbers in the population of college age has also
increased steadily and persistently, as shown by the figures in table 2.

TABLE 2.-College enrollments as a percent of persons of ages 18 to 21

Academic year: Percent Academic year-Continued Percent
1909-10________------------- 4. 8 1939-40_-------------------- 15. 3
1919-20_________----------- 8. 1 1949-50- 30. 2
1929-30_________----------- 12. 2 1953-54- - ______________ 29. 6

Source: See technical notes.

Most observers expect that the long-term upward trend in the per-
centage attending will continue to rise. Indeed, this must happen if
we are to have continued economic growth. In our judgment, the
number of young people willing and able to attend college in 1970
will be 40 percent of all those 18 to 21 years of age. This estimate is
lower than many other projections. Our conservatism is based on
the opinion that as the proportion of young people attending college
increases, further increases will become more difficult because there will
be progressively fewer persons out of college who are capable of doing

I Since the Norman conquest, the English vocabulary Is said to have Increased from
100,000 to 1 milllon words, much of the increase having occurred in the past century.
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college work, interested in college, and financially able to attend.
Moreover, we believe that the recent great expansion of college enroll-
ment has been due in part to special factors whose effect has been
largely spent, namely, the GI bill and the unprecedented prosperity
of the past 15 years.

Forty percent of the estimated 14 million in the 18 to 21 age group
gives a projected total college enrollment in 1970 of about 5,600,000
students. This compares with the present enrollment in 1957-58 of
about 3 million.

The financial requirements will also be affected by changing costs.
Our analysis of the prospective cost per student is based upon two
assumptions: (1) that the general level of prices remains constant at
the 1957 level and (2) that the average quality of higher education
offered is to remain at the 1957 level.

There are several persistent forces tending to raise the cost per
student in higher education.

First, in the country as a whole (even with stable prices) wages and
salaries tend to rise by 2 to 3 percent per year reflecting improvements
in productivity per worker. If colleges and universities are to com-
pete with the rest of the economy for faculty and staff, they also must
raise their salaries and wages correspondingly. Moreover, because
faculty salaries have been allowed to fall behind other salaries, and
in view of the coming keen demand for teachers, faculty salaries must
increase by much more than 2 or 3 percent a year during the next
decade.

Second, with the growth of knowledge, especially in the sciences, the
cost of educational equipment has been rising rapidly and will con-
tinue to rise. Electronic computers cost more than slide rules and
cyclotrons more than test tubes.

Third, the increasing standards of living for the population as a
whole are reflected in rising standards of campus living. Facilities
for student dining, housing, recreation, and parking are steadily be-
coming more expensive simply because young people have been taught
to demand facilities which -were considered unnecessary by their par-
ents. While it is easy to say that standards should not rise, it is diffi-
cult for individual institutions to set themselves against a persistent
nationwide trend.

As against these forces leading to increasing costs, there may be pos-
sible economies. First, it is possible to use educational buildings and
equipment more intensively. Many institutions operate only for a
portion of the year, and use their facilities for only a fraction of each
schoolday. By changing the daily and annual rhythm of college life
it would be quite possible to use existing facilities more intensively.
Second, on most campuses, some facilities have capacity beyond present
enrollments and could be used more intensively even without changing
schedules. Third, the costs of housing and feeding of students could
be reduced if more students could live at home while attending col-
lege. Fourth, economies in the use of teachers might be achieved by
increasing the size of classes, substituting TV for live teaching, and
using more teacher aids.

But genuine economies must be distinguished from spurious ones.
There are few so-called economies that can be achieved without lower-
ing educational quality. Every college has, of course, the obligation
to step up its efficiency, but not at the expense of quality. The ex-
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cellence of American higher education is not now good enough, and
it should be better to meet the requirements of our society in the
years that lie ahead.

It is easy for bystanders to point to apparent inefficiencies in higher
education. These inefficiencies seem so obvious. But the job of edu-
cational institutions is not merely to train technicians. It is to create
an environment favorable to the best development of young human
beings. The rhythms of college life, the give and take of classroom
discussion, the unhurried atmosphere of a campus, the break with
home ties, the concern for architectural beauty, and the social and
extracurricular activities are all significant parts of college experi-
ence. To apply to colleges the attitudes toward efficiency that are
appropriate to a feed lot or an assembly line would in fact be inefficient
in relation to the long-run goals of education. We reject the idea
that our colleges are operating wastefully or that they have adopted
a level of luxury that the Nation cannot afford.

In our considered opinion, costs cannot be reduced substantially
except at the expense of quality. We believe that the capital require-
ments and operating costs per student involved in maintaining the
present average quality of higher education will be higher in the
future than at present, even assuming that the general level of prices
remains constant. This judgment is reinforced by past experience.
The operating expenditures per student of all institutions of higher
education have increased steadily since 1929, as indicated by the
figures in table 3.

TABLE 3.-Educational and general expenditures per student by all United States
institutions of higher education

Year In current In constant
dollars dollars

1929-30 - -- ----------------------------------- -------------------------------- $343 $480
1939-40- 349 583
1949-50 - 642 625
1953-54 -910 796

Source: See technical notes.

We have estimated the financial needs of higher education up to
1970 assuming no increase in operating costs and capital requirements
per student. We have based these calculations on the year 1953-54
which is the latest one for which complete data are available.

Educational and general Qxpenditures in 1953-54 were $910 per
student. Assuming the same unit cost in 1970, when the estimated
enrollment will be 5,600,000 students, total annual educational and
general expenditures would be above $5.1 billion.

We estimate the replacement value of the physical plant and equip-
ment of our colleges and universities in 1953-54 at $19.2 billion or
$7,650 per student. At this rate, to accommodate 5,600,000 students
in 1970, we shall need altogether about $43.1 billion worth of plant
and equipment. To build up to this level will require average capital
expenditure of about $1.5 billion per year.

The endowim-nts of our colleges and universities in 1953-54 totaled
$3.3 billion at book value. At market value, they were worth at
least $5 billion. If endowments are to occupy the same relative
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position in educational finance in 1970 as they have in the past, they
must grow to more than $9 billion. This would require additions
to endowments over the period to 1970 of about $250 million a year.
If endowments do not grow to this extent, student tuitions in private
institutions must necessarily become relatively larger with the result
that the public institutions will be called upon to bear a larger share
of the total educational load.

TABLE 4.-Financial requirements for higher education

1983-54 1957-58 1969-70

Educational and general expenditures-2, 288 1 2, 700 I 5,100
Expenditures for plant and equipment -533 750 3 1, 500
Additions to endowment -100 150 2 250

Total -2,921 3,600 8,850

I Projected.
I Average requirement for 1954-70 period. See text.

Source: See technical notes.

The prospective financial requirements for all higher education are
summarized in table 4. It presents a comparison of expenditures and
additions to endowment in 1953-54 and 1957-58 as compared with the
amount needed in 1970-71. As the figures show, the total needed in
1970-71 will be nearly twice that actually available in 1957-58. But
the 1970-71 estimate is undoubtedly understated because it is based
upon the assumption that cost per student will be the same as in
1953-54. We believe it likely that costs will rise, and we are strongly
of the conviction that they ought too rise if the quality of higher educa-
tion is to advance as it should. We would judge that expenditures
should be considerably more than doubled over the next 13 years.
In this respect we are in agreement with President Eisenhower's Com-
mittee on Education Beyond the High School which suggests that
expenditures should be nearly trebled by 1970.3

As higher education is now organized, the required funds must
come primarily from State and municipal governments and from
private philanthropy. The present financial position of our States
and municipalities suggests that the support from them is likely to
be inadequate, or at best, uneven. Private institutions are striving
feverishly to make ends meet even at present enrollments and it is
difficult to see how they can get much more money from their tradi-
tional sources. Even the recent welcome support by business corpora-
tions is not likely to solve the problem. The choice to be faced by
many private colleges is either to limit enrollment or to allow quality
to deteriorate. Few will wish to choose to lower quality and many
will choose to limit numbers. As a result, students will be shunted to
public institutions, and States and municipalities will be forced to
bear a greatly increased share of the financial load. If they are unable
to do so, the quality of their educational offering will deteriorate.

HIGHER EDtrcAToN AND TH NATIONAL INTEREST

Higher education is the source of our political and industrial leader-
ship, it is the center from which the great new ideas in sciences and

I Second Report to the President, p. 4.
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arts emanate, and it is the place where our technical personnel are
trained. We are so closely dependent upon higher education for the
future growth and development of our country, both culturally and
economically, that the advancemenit of our colleges and universities
is a matter of the greatest national urgency. Without a vigorous and
growing system of higher education, our military strength would
decline, our national policies would become narrow and shortsighted,
and our economy would atrophy. As President Eisenhower's Com-
mittee on Education beyond the High School so clearly stated, higher
education is a matter of grave national concern, a matter to be thought
about in national terms, a subject fornational policies.

This by no means implies, however, that higher education should
become the exclusive province of the Federal Government, or that it
should be subjected to control by the Federal Government.

The obvious source of revenue to meet the problem is the Federal
Government. It is in 'the best position to raise the new money re-
quired for higher education. But Federal support presents this
dilemma: How can higher education be financed by the Federal Gov-
ernment without imposing centralized Federal control and without
threatening the traditional autonomy, diversity, and freedom of
higher education? To understand this dilemma clearly we must con-
sider- the nature of our educational system and the way it has
developed.

To meet our needs in higher education we have a diverse system
consisting of about 1,800 colleges, universities, technical schools, art
institutes, music conservatories, teachers colleges, and junior colleges.
Some are operated by States or municipalities, and some are private.
Of the private colleges some are related to churches in various ways
and some have no church affiliation. These institutions are financed
from public appropriations, from church appropriations, from
philanthropic gifts and from students' fees. These many institutions
vary greatly in objectives, in stand irds, in the abilities of the students
they attract, in tradition, and in prestige.

Such a diversity is the natural outcome of a free system of education
under which anyone, or any group, can establish a college. Under
such a free system some colossal sins have been, and are, committed in
the name of higher education. But in general this diversity has had
the virtue of giving freedom of expression to all educational ideals
and theories, of providing facilities for all areas and all cultural
levels, and of encouraging experimentation.

In a sense, we have adapted to higher education the principles of free
private enterprise. The great majority of our colleges and universi-
ties-whether under private, State, or municipal control-possess sub-
stantial autonomy. They are mostly controlled by boards of trustees
whose functions are analogous to those of boards of directors in busi-
ness corporations. Colleges and universities operate according to
their traditional objective, which is to promote education and growth
of knowledge in an atmosphere of freedom of thought; business cor-
porations operate according to their traditional objective which is to
make profit. Colleges and universities compete with each other for
students, faculty, and for financial support. Similarly corporations
compete for workers, materials, and markets. Each college and uni-
versity is impelled to improve its teaching and research and to in-
crease its public acceptance; each business must improve its product
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and gain good will. The successful innovations of any one college or
university must be quickly adopted by others if they are not to fall
behind in the competitive race; similarly, new ideas in business must
be taken up by individual companies if they expect to remain solvent.
In short, the incentives and pressures that make for productivity
and economic progress in private business are also working for educa-
tional excellence and greater public service in hiaher education. If
we were to organize our colleges and universities into a national sys-
tem with Federal finance and control, we would risk losing the experi-
mental attitude, the competitive spirit, and the drive to succeed that
now vitalizes higher education.

An advantage of our diverse free-enterprise system of higher edu-
cation, even more important than its educational vitality, is that it is
a bulwark of our essential freedom. Colleges and universities are the
citadels of free speech and thought. Research and inquiry, so im-
portant to national economic development, can prosper only in an
atmosphere of freedom in which men decide for themselves what is
worthy of inquiry, carry out their investigations in their own ways,
and are free to publish and teach the results. Also, learning of stu-
dents can flourish only in a free environment without controls and
taboos. The spirit of higher education in a democracy is related to
the search for the truth regardless of the vested interests or govern-
mental programs that may be affected thereby. So long as there is
free enterprise and reasonable autonomy in colleges and universities,
so long as these institutions receive their support from a variety of
sources, they can be free. Extension of centralized bureaucratic con-
trol over them would jeopardize the freedom essential to effective in-
quiry and teaching and would endanger both our basic civil liberties
and our economic advancement.

The impending crisis in higher education arises precisely because
ducaition is a matter of vital national interest and concern yet at the

same time is an activity that cannot wisely be placed under Federal
jurisdiction and responsibility. The problem is primarily financial.
The funds could be most readily raised by Federal Government, yet
we dare not solve the problem by making our colleges and universities
dependent upon central authority.

SOMM PRINCIPLES

We are strongly committed to our present free system of higher edu-
cation and we oppose centralized control over it. The national im-
portance of higher education and the magnitude of the financial prob-
lem are such, however, that realistically Federal help may be needed.
Our point is that there are various ways of giving Federal aid, of
which some are likely to involve greater control than others. We be-
lieve that if and when the time comes to increase such aid, careful at-
tention should be given to selecting those forms of aid that will not
undermine the autonomy and freedom of our colleges and universities.
In proportion as institutions become dependent upon the Federal
Treasury for their annual operating funds, they lose their autonomy.
In proportion, as aid is administered directly by Federal bureaus, they
lose their independence. In proportion, as the conditions of receiving
aid are specific and detailed they lose their freedom. The problem is
to select those objects and adopt those procedures that will give finan-
cial help without smothering institutional independence.
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Among possible programs that would seem to meet the requirement
are: Federal scholarships on the plan of the successful National Merit
Scholarship program, employment at Federal expense of needy stu-
dents in the services of their colleges or universities as recommended
by the President's committee, long-term Federal loans for student
dormitories and dining facilities, and grants for the construction of
academic facilities to accommodate increasing enrollments. We do
not necessarily advocate these proposals, but cite them as examples
of Federal aid that would result in little or no infringement of insti-
tutional independence or freedom.

In general, we believe that the following principles would provide
a useful guide if and when Federal aid to higher education is increased.
The intent of these principles is to keep the relationships between the
Federal Government and the colleges and universities at arm's length.

1. Federal assistance should not be granted directly to colleges
and universities and their students, but should be granted through
intermediaries. Nonprofit corporations controlled by boards of
trustees composed of distinguished citizens and educators could
serve usefully as intermediaries. The corporations should have
considerable discretionary power within the framework of gen-
eral policy laid down by Congress. The National Science Foun-
dation or the National Merit Scholarship organization may be
prototypes of this kind of corporation.

2. In programs of assistance to higher education, no distinction
should be made between State? municipal, and private institutions,
but all three classes of institutions should be eilgibie under identi-
cal conditions. With this policy, the influence of the Federal
Government would be neutral in its effect on the relative growth
of the three types of institutions.

3. The Federal Government, in apportioning aid, should not
discriminate among academic fields. Except in emergencies, it
should not single out particular fields such as science or engineer-
ing or agriculture, but should leave to the free choice of institu-
tions and students the fields they wish to teach and study. The
free market is vastly superior to Government bureaus in allocat-
ing our manpower to various occupations. Moreover, any plan
to subsidize certain fields would almost surely lead to political
pressure for support of particular fields and would put all non-
technical and nonvocational fields at a serious disadvantage.

4. Loans and grants should be available to bona fide new
institutions as well as to established ones.
* 5. The amount of loans and grants should be based on bare

minimal standards of cost, allowing each institution to raise funds
needed for exceeding minimal standards. Private philanthropy
and State funds should finance the expenditures above the bare
minimum. Institutions should still be encouraged to vie with
one another for quality and excellence.

6. The grants should carry a minimum of conditions regarding
the internal operations of the institutional recipients.

CONCLUSION

It is of the utmost importance to the Nation's economic development
that higher education grow and improve. Yet the United States faces
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an acute crisis in higher education. Unless immediate and drastic
action is taken, our magnificent system of higher education will de-
teriorate through inadequate support in the face of numbers. In the
national interest this must not be allowed to happen. We are opposed
to centralized control over our colleges and universities, and for that
reason we are reluctant to suggest greater Federal aid to higher educa-
tion. But the dangers to our economy and our country are infinitely
greater if higher education stagnates through neglect than if the
Federal Government contributes financially throughi mechanisms in-
volving arm's-length relationships with the colleges and universities.

This country can well afford a better system of higher education.
Our present expenditures for this purpose are a mere three-fourths
of 1 percent of the gross national product. The contribution of higher
education to the lives and welfare of our people as well as to the
economic growth of our Nation demands that we not fail to support it
in its coming hour of great need. The long-run effect of what we do
may be decisive not only for the rate of our economic growth, but also
for our military security. The most rewarding investment that we can
make is to cultivate the talents of our people.

TECHNICAL NoTEs

Data for table 1 and related text discussion are from the Statistical
Abstract for 1957, tables 130 and 258 and from the United States
Department of Commerce, Historical Statistics, series D77-89.

Data for college-age population and college enrollment for table 2
are from United States Office of Education, Biennial Survey of Edu-
cation in the United States, 1952-54, chapter 1, table 33. Projected
college-age population through 1970 from Ronald B. Thomson, Col-
lege-Age Population Trends, was spliced to the Biennial Survey, col-
lege-age population, benchmark series, to obtain the projected college-
age population used here. This projected college-age population
series was used to project college enrollments, assuming the propor-
tion of college age who would attend to rise to 35 percent in 1960 and
40 percent in 1970. The 1957-58 estimated enrollment figure of 3 mil-
lion mentioned in the text is the projected figure in this series.

Educational and general expenditure data are taken from the
Biennial Survey, 1952-54, chapter 4, section II, table II, and the above
enrollment data are used to compute the first column of table 3. The
Consumer Price Index (1955 Statistical Abstract, table 376) was used
as a deflator. Projected educational and general expenditures repre-
sent the 1953-54 expenditure per student applied to the projected
college enrollments.

The replacement value of the 1954 plant (Biennial Survey, 1952-54,
ch. 4, sec. II, table II) was estimated as follows: Postwar plant ex-
penditures were estimated by interpolating the data in the Biennial
Survey, 1952-54, chapter 4, section II, table I. These were cumulated
to provide estimated postwar plant at cost. Its replacement value
was assumed to be 150 percent of the total, the percentage being based
on the Engineering News Record construction cost index. The re-
mainder of the 1954 plant was assumed to be prewar plant. This
figure was tripled to estimate its replacement value, the factor again
being based on the construction cost index.
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The 1954 endowment figure is also from the Biennial Survey, 1952-
54 chapter 4, section II, able II. Its replacement value is arbitrary.

Table 4 data for 1953-54 are from the Biennial Survey, 1952-54,
chapter 4, section II, table II. Data for other years are from the
projected educational and general expenditures series and the text,
except for the 1957-58 plant and equipment expenditure figure which
is obtained from the President's Committee on Education Beyond
the High School, Second Report to the President, page 81, and the
1957-58 endowment figure which is an extrapolation of the Biennial
Survey data.



FEDERAL EXPENDITURE POLICY FOR HEALTH, EDU-
CATION, AND SOCIAL SECURITY

W. Glenn Campbell,1 director of research, American Enterprise
Association, Washington, D. C.

Government social-welfare expenditures have grown rapidly dur-
ing recent decades. They are officially estimated at $7.9 billion in
fiscal year 1935, $9.1 billion in fiscal 1940, $23.8 billion in fiscal 1950,
$32.5 billion in fiscal 1955 and $34.5 billion in fiscal 1956. Federal
funds supplied $14.6 billion or 42 percent of the 1956 total. The
remaining 58 percent of the total, $19.9 billion, came from State and
local funds. Given the large current increase in OASI benefit pay-
ments and the continuing rapid growth in State and local expendi-
tures for public education, government social-welfare expenditures
will undoubtedly total some $40 billion in fiscal year 1958.

The largest Federal welfare outlays are for the social-insurance
programs which totaled $7.5 billion in fiscal 1956, with $5.5 billion
going for OASI benefits alone. Veterans' programs accounted for
$4.5 billion and the various Federal grant-in-aid public-assistance
programs totaled $1.5 billion. Other Federal welfare expenditures
in fiscal 1956 included $350 million for health and medical services,
$235 million for education, $90 million for public housing and $318
million for other welfare programs which include such activities as
school lunches and vocational rehabilitation.

However, it would appear from the scattered data available that
despite the great growth in tax-supported welfare outlays, private
voluntary welfare expenditures have also grown tremendously. Un-
fortunately, in the words of a recent Social Security Bulletin "infor-
mation on private spending for social welfare purposes is scattered
and incomplete." It is to be hoped that the Research and Statistics
Division of the Social Security Administration which for years has
done such an extensive job of collecting and analyzing data on com-
pulsory welfare expenditures will turn more of its massive fact gath-
ering facilities toward the collection and dissemination of informa-
tion on voluntary welfare outlays.

1 This paper reflects the views of the author, not necessarily those of the American Enter-
prise Association.
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Welfare expenditures, fiscal 1956

[In billions of dollars]

Public Private

Social insurance; death benefits and pensions I -10.6 3.1
Paid sick leave and cash sickness insurance payments- -2 8
Health and medical services -3.2 11.6
Education -11.8 3.8
Assistance, rehabilitation, institutional care, school lunch, etc-4.1 a 8.8
Veterans - ---- ------------------------------------------------------ 4.6
Housing-.1

' Payments by private insurance carriers and self-insurers required under State disability laws are in-
cluded in the "Public" total of $10.6 billion.

' Calendar year 1955.
Contributions for all philanthropic and religious welfare purposes in 1956.

Source: U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Research and Statistics Notes, No. 29,
1957, Sept. 3, 1957.

A recent research and statistics note of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare estimates private welfare expenditures in
fields comparable to those covered by the definition of public-welfare
outlays at amounts which totaled about $25 billion in fiscal year 1956
as compared with the public-welfare expenditure figure of $34.5 bil-
lion. However, even this $25 billion figure gives an incomplete pic-
ture of the impact and potential of private provision for what are
commonly designated as welfare functions. For example, although
public-housing subsidies are included under the Social Security Bulle-
tin definition of public social-welfare expenditures, the many billions
expended voiuntarily every year Dy individuals for housing are slob
classified as private welfare outlays.

RELATIVE MAGNITUDES OF VOLUNTARY AS COMIPARED WITH COMPULSORY
PROVISION FOR OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS BENEFITS

Of particular importance is the fact that many private welfare
programs are currently undergoing very rapid growth and thus the
figures for current benefit payments do not begin to indicate their
future importance. For example, employer contributions to private
pension and welfare funds totaled $5.7 billion in 1956 as against only
$0.3 billion in 1940 and $1.2 billion as late as 1946. Employee contri-
butions average about half the amount contributed by employers.
Thus, total employer-employee contributions to private pension and
welfare plans must have equaled at least $8.5 billion in 1956. These
programs continue to grow at a rapid rate.

Private pension plans covered only 3.7 million persons in 1940
whereas 13.3 million were covered in 1955 and 15 million are cur-
rently covered. Reserves of private pension plans are growing at a
rate of $2.5 to $3 billion a year and probably total $30 billion at the
present time. In the 1955 New York State hearings on welfare and
pension funds, Dr. A. A. Berle estimated that private pension reserves
would total $80 billion by 1975. This is a sum which is almost four
times the present size of the OASI trust fund. When one considers
that OASI expenditures exceeded OASI tax revenues during the 1957
fiscal year and that the situation is not likely to improve much in
this respect in the next decade or two, this comparison takes on added
significance.
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Private pension plans paid out some $725 million in fiscal 1956 as
compared to $5.5 billion under OASI. However, from the above facts
it is clear that by 1975 private pension benefit payments should be
several multiples of their present level and will undoubtedly be a
substantially larger percentage of OASI benefit payments than they
are at the present time; even after allowance is made for the fact that
total OASI benefits will at least double between now and 1975.

b-Jill11y1, wvheeas dathbenefiL pay.YllicLt under' al. typs vf xixx-

insurance policies totaled some $2.4 billion in 1956, life-insurance
premium payments amounted to $9.4 billion and income from invest-
ments of life-insurance companies equaled $3.1 billion. This latter
figure is significant because the major portion of insurance-company
reserves are held to assure fulfillment of life-insurance policy con-
tracts. Thus it is clearly obvious that future life-insurance death
benefits will be much higher than their present amounts. Life insur-
ance death-benefit payments increased almost 150 percent between
1940 and 1956. It would seem not unreasonable to estimate that they
will increase by another 150 percent in the next 16-year period. Un-
der this assumption life insurance death benefits will equal $6 billion
by 1972.

Matured endowment policies paid $653 million to policyholders in
1956. Again, this is an increase of almost 150 percent over the amount
paid in 1940. Assuming another increase of 150 percent in the next
16 years matured endowments will total more than $1.5 billion by
1972.

From the above it seems clear that in 15 to 20 years' time, benefits
paid under private programs corresponding to those paid under the
Federal old-age and survivors insurance system will, unless present
trends are interfered with, play a relatively much more important
role than they do at the present time. This is a development which
is thoroughly in accord with American traditions of individualism
and self-reliance and should be encouraged. This development will
be facilitated and perhaps accelerated if Federal expenditures, in-
cluding welfare outlays, are kept to a minimum so that taxes can be
reduced and individuals will be able to keep and voluntarily dispose
of more of the income they have earned. They can then set aside
voluntarily an even larger percentage of their income than they do at
present to provide for retirement and for the needs of survivors.

One way to encourage this desirable trend would be congressional
action allowing self-employed individuals to deduct from taxable
income amounts set aside for retirement purposes within reasonable
limits.

HEALTH INSURANCE

Voluntary health insurance has had a phenomenal growth since
World War II. From fiscal year 1949 to fiscal 1956, private health
insurance benefit payments increased from 7.4 to 18.9 percent of total
personal health care costs whereas during the same period govern-
mental expenditures for health and medical services increased only
from 19.4 to 21.4 percent of the total. In fiscal 1956 private insurance
benefits covered 24.1 percent of the total private medical bill.

Effective development of hospital expense protection began about
1934. The comparable date for surgical expense protection is 1939
and for regular medical expense protection, 1944. Practically all the
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growth in major medical expense coverage has taken place during
the past 5 years. Even as recently as the end of 1951, relatively few
persons were covered by this type of health insurance. From the
table it can clearly be seen that the older the program, the more exten-
sive the coverage. Also as one would expect, the newer the program,
the greater is the current rate of growth.

Voluntary health insurance coverage
[Millions of persons protected]

Januay Dec. 31, Dec. 31, Percentage
1 941 1983 1955 increase,

1953-85

Hospital expense-12.3 97. 3 107. 7 10. 7
Surgical expense -5.4 81.0 91.9 13. 5
Regular medical expense -- -- -------- 3.0 42. 7 6& 5 30. 0
Major medical expense -0 1. 2 5.2 333.3

I Ibid., p. 10.

Source: Health Insurance Council, The Extent of Voluntary Health Insurance Coverage In the United
States as of Dec. 31, 1955, p. 23.

Nearly 108 million Americans, or almost two-thirds of the 166
million population of the United States had voluntary hospital ex-
pense protection at the end of 1955. A significant proportion of the
58 million persons without hospital insurance as of this date-such as
members of the Armed Forces and persons in prisons, sanitariums,
and other public institutions for whom needed hosDital and me-die-c-l
care is provided by the Uovernment-do not need it. Further, it is
worthy of note that hospital expense coverage, the oldest form of
voluntary health insurance, continued to grow at a rate considerably
in excess of the population growth rate. All the other newer forms
of voluntary health insurance grew at even faster rates. Thus the
gaps in the Nation's health insurance coverage continued to diminish.
The rate of increase in hospital expense coverage during 1955 was
6.1 percent whereas the civilian population of the United States in-
creased only 1.9 percent.

The voluntary health insurance record becomes all the more signifi-
cant when it is remembered that up to very recently many persons
who either had no confidence in or did not wish the voluntary ap-
proach to the problem of providing adequate health services to suc-
ceed, were asserting that two-thirds of the population could not afford
private health insurance. Another view frequently expressed is
that perhaps voluntary insurance will be able to do a tolerably accept-
able job of protecting most of the population against the costs of the
more usual type of noncatastrophic hospitalization and surgical ex-
pense but that because of the cost factor and for other reasons it will
not be equal to the task of providing protection against unusually
costly illnesses and injuries. The extremely rapid recent growth of
major medical expense policies seems effectively to be disposing of this
fear.

Currently concern seems to be centering more on the special medical
problems of the aged. It is, of course, well known that medical care
costs are higher for the older persons in society. It is also a fact that
voluntary health insurance coverage is much less extensive for per-
sons over 65 than under 65. Health Information Foundation data

97735-57-59
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for 1953 showed that whereas more than 60 percent of the population
was covered by some form of medical insurance, only 30 percent of
those aged 65 or over had such protection.

The principal explanation for this situation is that until recently
so many health-insurance plans limited coverage to persons below a
certain age because of the cost factor. However, this situation is
rapidly changing and more and more plans offer continuation of
coverage regardless of age. Blue Cross Blue Shield plans typically
allow retiring persons to convert their group coverage to an individual
"left employ" contract. For obvious cost reasons an older person
frequently has to pay a higher premium rate and/or is eligible for
fewer benefits than a younger person.

There are good reasons for feeling that the problem of limited
health insurance coverage of older persons is largely a temporary
one. With few exceptions the vast majority of the working popula-
tion is now covered by health insurance, particularly by hospital and
surgical insurance. Now that it is becoming more and more the
practice to allow continuation of coverage regardless of age, it would
seem that in another decade or two, when in terms of the current labor
force the voluntary health insurance programs should have fully
matured, most aged people will also have health insurance protection.
Experimental health insurance policies open only to individuals al-
ready 65 years and over are also currently being pioneered by some
Midwestern insurance companies.

Another promising approach to the problem of insuring people
against the higher medical costs of old age is more extensive use of
the funding principle. By this means the cost of old-age medical care
is spread over the entire productive life of an individual by accumu-
lating through regular contributions in earlier years part or all of
the sum necessary to meet costs in later years. This eliminates the
necessity either to raise the premium rates or limit the benefits for
older people. In fact, if a sufficient reserve is accumulated, no pre-
mium payments would be required after a certain age.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FEDERAL LEGISLATIvE POLICY IN TVE FIELDS OF
HEALTH AND SOCIAL SECURITY

The necessarily brief preceding review of welfare activities points up
at least one very pertinent fact in terms of legislative policy impli-
cations. This is the remarkable growth pattern of private welfare
activities and expenditures during the last decade and the tangible
evidence indicating the continuation and, more likely, the acceleration
of the upward trend in the private sector.

Given this fact, it becomes highly pertinent to question seriously
the desirability or the necessity at the present time either to increase
the benefit levels under the old-age and survivors and disability insur-
ance system or to increase the taxable wage base.

In the field of providing health services for elderly persons, encour-
aging progress is being made via the voluntary route. Congress
should give the insurance industry and the medical profession a chance
to work this problem out through traditional methods rather than in-
stitute a costly compulsory system with all its attendant damage to the
effective practice of medicine.
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OASI expenditures currently equal or exceed OASI tax revenues.
In short, the program is on a pay-as-you-go basis and it gives every in-
dication of remaining in this status for some time to come. Thus, it
is now clear that basically our social security system is one under
which today's working population pays taxes in order to provide bene-
fits to retired persons and survivor beneficiaries. No longer is it pos-
sible to increase existing social security benefits or to add to benefits
without raising the tax rates imposed on the working population.
Every increase in the social security tax makes it that much more
difficult for a working person to provide for his own and his family's
health and retirement needs.

Under one well-known proposal to increase social security expendi-
tures, benefits paid to current beneficiaries would be increased some
10 percent, benefits paid future beneficiaries would be increased more
than this as a result of increasing the earnings base from $350 to $500
a month and hospital, nursing home and surgical benefits would be
provided to OASI beneficiaries. To finance this program the taxable
wage base would be increased from $350 to $500 a month (from $4,-
200 to $6,000 annually) and the social security tax rate would be in-
creased by 1/2 percent for both employer and employee and by 3/4 per-
cent for the self-employed.

At present the maximum social security tax for an employee is
$94.50 and is paid by a person with an income of $4,200 a year and
above. Under this proposal the $4,200 individual would pay $21 a
year more in social security tax. A worker making $6,000 a year
would pay a total of $165 or $0u.5u additional in social security tax.
These tax increases would not be paid by a small number of people.
Given the current level of wages in the United States, many, many
millions of wage earners would have their social security taxes in-
creased somewhere between $21 and $70.50 a year. Even a compara-
tively low paid worker making $3,000 a year would have his social se-
curity tax increased by $15 a year. Let us compare this with the
amount that a married person with two children would save in income
taxes if the Federal income tax should be cut by 10 percent. This, of
course, is on the assumption that Federal expenditures can be reduced
sufficiently so that an income tax cut is justified. A $3,000 a year man
with a wife and two children currently pays $65 in Federal income
tax. A $4,200 a year man pays $281 and a $6,000 a year man pays $600.
A 10 percent cut in the Federal income tax would mean a tax reduc-
tion of $6.50, $28.10 and $60.00 respectively. In each case this would
be approximately equal to the proposed increase in social security
tax and thus the income tax reduction would be nullified.

Now that OASI coverage is virtually universal the time has arrived
when at least a start should be made toward getting the Federal Gov-
ernment out of the old-age assistance field. When the Social Security
Act was under consideration in 1935, President Roosevelt recom-
mended in comnection with old-age assistance that "the Fed-
eral Government assume one-half the cost of the old-age pension plan,
which ought ultimately to be supplanted by self-supporting annuity
plans.' It must, of course, be assumed that by "self-supporting an-
nuity plans" the President had clearly in mind the extension of the
OASI system to near universality of coverage. His definition of
"self-supporting" must have had reference to the concept of a retire-
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ment benefit system supported entirely through the levy of earmarked
taxes on employer, employee, and the self-employed. While it is true
that at present may elderly people are not eligible for OASI benefits,
virtually every working person currently reaching retirement age is
eligible.

Congress should eliminate Federal old-age assistance to States for
individuals who are also receiving Federal OASI benefits. As of
December 1956, 50,000 OAS! benenciaries also received old-age assist-
ance. Under this approach Federal old-age assistance grants would
continue to be made to States for individuals not receiving Federal
OASI benefits.

The Federal Government fulfills its responsibilities to the aged by
the provision of OASI benefits. Public assistance is traditionally a
State and local function. Whatever extra resources over and above
OASI benefits and personal savings an elderly individual needs can be
provided by States and localities.

If Congress feels that it does not wish to eliminate Federal grants
to the States for individuals who are currently receiving both OASI
and OAA, at the very least it should adopt a policy of not making
Federal old-age assistance grants available to new double beneficiaries.
In either case the result would be to make the Federal old-age assist-
ance program in fact as it is already in theory a temporary one which
would gradually disappear.

ED-uCATION

A larger percentage of our population is going through formalized
education for a greater number of years than ever before in our history
or than in any other country in the world. One-fourth of the popula-
tion is enrolled in schools. More than four-fifths of our youth attend
high school; about one-third enter college. In most European coun-
tries only 10 to 15 percent of the youth attend secondary schools and
barely 5 percent go to college. The World Survey of Education by
the United Nations in 1955 showed no country with a lower illiteracy
rate than the United States.

Percentage of school enrollment in selected age groups in 1956
Percent enrolledI Percent enrolled

Age group: i school Age group-Continued in school
5 --------------- - 58. 9 14 to 17------------------- 88.2
6 --------------------- 97. 0 18 to 19_------------------ 35.4
7 to 13_------------------ 99.3 20 to 24_------------------ 12.8

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, series P-20, No. 74.

Enrollment in public educational institutions has barely kept up
with the population increase over the past half century, but enrollment
in nonpublic schools has grown more rapidly. As a result, the ratio
of public school enrollment to nonpublic school enrollment was cut
in half between 1900 and 1956-from a ratio in excess of 10 to 1 to a
ratio of less than 5 to 1.
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Population and school enrollment, 1900 and 1956

Popula- Enrollment in Enrollment In non- Total enrollment
tion public education public education

resid - _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
Year ing in

United Percent Percent Percent
States Thou- of popu- Thou- of popu- Thou- of popu-
(thou- sands lation sands lotion sands lation
sands)

1900 -76,094 15,700 20.6 1,499 2.0 17,199 22.6
1956 -167,091 34, 338 20.5 7,028 4. 2 41,366 24.7
Increase In percent-120 119 -- 369 -- 141

NOTE.-The U. S. Bureau of the Census showed sch:ol enrollment In October 1956 at 39,353,000 (Current
Population Reports, series 20, No. 74). Office of Education data relate to enrollment during the entire
school year.

Source: Population: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1957. En-
rollment, 1903: U. S. Office of Education, Biennial Survey of Education, 1953-54; 1956: U. S. Office of
Education, Releases Mar. 25 and Aug. 17, 1957.

Next to national defense, education is by far the largest item of
public expenditure in the United States. The cost of education is
growing rapidly. In fact, the increase in education expenditures
during the past 4 years has exceeded half the total increase in all
governmental expenditures in the United States.

Almost all of the costs of public education are borne by the State
and local governments. Most of the Federal contributions to edu-
cation were initiated or are made primarily for other purposes, for
example, veterans educational benefits, payments to local govern-
ments in federally affected areas in lieu of payment of property taxes,
school lunch and milk programs, education of Indians on tribal res-
ervations, and training for the Federal service or of children of Fed-
eral employees in areas where public schools are not available. Other
educational expenditures arise from the Federal responsibility for
the District of Columbia and the Territories, a small contribution
originated in 1862 to promote the establishment of colleges for the
agriculture and mechanic arts and grants-in-aid to the States for
vocational education, started during World War I.

Proposals for broad Federal support of public education have been
introduced in Congress at various times over the past 85 years. How-
ever, in keeping with the intent of the Constitution and the strong
tradition of State and local responsibility for and control of education,
no such proposal has ever been enacted.
The school-financing record of States and localities

Education has fared well under State and local responsibility. En-
rollment in public institutions has multiplied 2.2 times since the turn
of the century; but expenditures for public education have multiplied
17 times in constant dollars. In terms of the national income, expendi-
tures for public education have risen from 1.5 percent in 1902 to 4.4
percent in 1956. Since contrary to common belief, the percentage of
the population enrolled in public education has remained stable, the
increase in the percentage of national income for education reflects a
broadening and enrichment of the programs and a growing rccogni-
tion of the importance and needs of education by the American people.
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E.Tpenditures for education in the United States (selected years 1902 to 1956)

[In millions of dollars]

Public ele-
mentary and All public Private All

secondary education education education
schools

Fiscal year ending-
1902 -238 255 (I) (1)
1927 -2, 017 2, 235 (I) (I)
1952- 6, 877 9,598 2,319 11, 917
1956 - ---------------------------- 1, 199 14, 161 3,565 17, 726

' Not available.
NOTE.-There is some overlapping between the data for public and private expenditures, also some gaps.'

They probably offset each other sufficiently to make any possible variance insignificant.
Sources: Expenditures for public education: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of State

and Local Government Finances 1902-53. U. S. Bureau of the Census, Summary of Governmental Fi-
nances in 1956. Expenditures for private education: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Business
Economics, National Income 1954, Survey of Current Business, July 1957.

For the past 15 years the ability of State and local governments
to channel larger funds into education has been adversely affected by
the vast Federal tax and debt burden. Much of the increase in,
Federal taxation was brought about by the necessity of devoting a
large part of our national income-presently about one-sixth-to
war-connected purposes. Thus, it could be argued that a fair ap-
praisal of the national effort for education probably requires that
educational expenditures be measured in relation to national income
adjusted for war-connected expenditures. In these terms, the public
and private educational effort rose from about 1.7 percent in 1902 to
6.6 percent in 1956.

E.ependitures for education in the United States as a percentage of national
income

[Selected years 1902-561

Public education All education

National National
National income minus National income minus
income war-con- income war-con-

nected nested
expenditures expenditures

Fiscal year ending-
1902 -1.47 1. 50 (1) (1)
1927 -2.69 2. 76 ( ) (')
1952 -3.46 4. 39 4.30 5.45
1956 --------------------------- - 4.37 5.24 5.46 6.56

' Not available.

NOTE.-Definition of war-connected expenditures: major national security, foreign aid, veterans services
and benefits (budget and trust), interest on war-created debt.

Sources: See preceding table.

It can be estimated that in the current year, covering the school
and fiscal year 1958, public and private expenditures for education
are running at a rate of close to $20 billion annually. Public ex-
penditures for education in the United States equaled, in 1956,
$84.20 per capita, or 4.4 percent of the national income. Total pub-
lic and private expenditures for education equaled $105 per capita,
or 5.5 percent of the national income. This record compares favorably
with other countries.
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UNESCO has published the following data for other major coun-
tries (mostly for 1953):

Educational ewpenditures in selected countries

Percent of
Per capita national

Income

Canada- $28. 73 2. 55
Great Britain ------------------------ 24.31 2.96
France -5----------------------- 5.74 2. 25
West Germany -16.10 3. 50
Switzerland -22.87 2.56
Australia ------------------------- 15.66 1.74

Source: UNESCO: Financing of Education, 1955.

Educational expenditures of the Soviet Union are listed by
UNESCO at $91.06 per capita, converting the ruble at the highly
artificial exchange rate of $0.25. However, the true value of the ruble
is actually less than 10 cents and per capita expenditures thus equal
less than $36.42. It is not known what part of the education item in
the Soviet budget is used for political education and propaganda.
Nor can a reliable percentage of national income figure be established.

In most countries the major part of the cost of education is borne
by the national government. Private education, which absorbs 1
percent of the national income in the United States, is relatively in-
O1EsanttfU ±l tCUaS1 o OJ ' UIJ SULISL D U ..fL.J ment-od a .

It can be assumed that educational expenditures, measured per
capita or as percent of national income, have risen in those countries
since 1953. Even so, it is evident that education receives considerably
more support, both in per capita terms and as percent of national in-
come, in the United States than in countries where financial respon-
sibility for education rests upon the national government.

In the United States education has been doing much better-
financially and staff-wise-under State and local responsibility than
most of the other public services, many of which receive Federal sub-
sidies. The particulars are shown in the following table.

School enrollment, State and local eopenditures, and State and local employees,
1940 and 1956

Expenditures Employees (thou-
Enrollment (millions) sands)

in public
Year schools,

colleges and For edu- For all Non-
universities cation other School school

purposes

1940- ----------------------- 26,394,000 $2,638 $6,591 1, 320 2,026
1940 in15 dollars'------------------ - 6,371 15,917-----------
1956-- 34,312,000 13, 220 23,491 2 283 2,992
Percent increase- ------- 0 108 48 73 48

' Adjusted by "implicit price deflator" for State and local government purchases of goods and services,
U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.

Source: U. S. Hlureman of the Census: Historical Review of State and Local Government Finances. 1902-
53; State Distribution of Public Employment in 1956: Summary of Governmental Finances in 1956.
Enrollment: U. S. Office of Education, Biennial Survey of Education, and 1957 releases.

It appears that the staff-student ratio in public educational insti-
tutions declined from 1: 20 to 1: 15 between 1940 and 1956.
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The foregoing tables show that education has done relatively better
than other public services in the United States and is doing better
than education in other countries of the world.

However, it is known that certain educational shortcomings exist,
particularly in the public-school system, which usually are being
blamed on lack of adequate financing.

;LIs beIWs 5IcwIctytssu £oAWtLI weiwba- Oruta&C;f'r'7'm0'

In recent years attention has centered on the supply of teachers and
of classrooms. Attempts to measure the extent of shortages through-
out the Nation are made difficult by the lack of standards which could
be uniformly applied. It is even more difficult to compare shortages
in the public schools with shortages in other services and facilities,
both public and private. We can, however, measure the progress that
is being made in adding to the number of teachers and classrooms-as
compared with the increase in enrollment.

Public-school enrollment and classroom teachers

School year Enrollment Teachers I Ratio

1900- 15,503,000 423,000 1:36.6
1930-------------------------------25,678,000 843,000 1:30.5
1940 ---- 25,434,000 875,000 1:29.1
1956 - --------------------------- 31, 528,000 1,197,000 1:26.3
Increase in percent:

1930-56 --------- 23 42
1900-1956 -- -3------------------ 103 183

I Not including principals and supervisors.
Source: U. S. Office of Education, Data for 1900, 1930, and 1940 Biennial Statistics of Education, 1953-54.

Data for 1956 Circular No. 490, January 1957.

The number of teachers in 1956 includes 89,000 who were certificated
for less than their full teaching load or held only emergency certifi-
cates. No comparable figures are available for 1930 or 1940. Nor
would they be meaningful because certification standards have been
raised substantially during the past quarter century and still are being
raised, year after year. Comparisons of the number of fully cer-
tificated teachers can be made back to 1950-but it must be remembered
that many teachers who would have met requirements in 1950 are
today classified "substandard."

The next table shows that the number of teachers, and particularly
of fully certificated teachers, has been rising much more rapidly than
the labor force. Claims that teaching is becoming less attractive than
other occupations do not seem to be borne out by these figures.
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Labor force, and 8cht001 employees, 1940, 1950, and 1956

State and local Certificated
Year Civilian labor Government Teachers in teachers in

force school employ- public schools I public schools I
ees

1940- 65.640.000 1,320,000 875,000 (C)
1950- - 63,099.000 1,729,000 914,000 810.000
1956------------------- 67,630,000 2,283,000 1,197,000 1,108,000
Increase In percent:

1940-56 -21 73 37 (5)
1950---7 32 31 37

I Not including principals, supervisors, etc.
I Not available.

Sources: Labor Force. U. S. Department of Labor; State and Local School Employees, U. S. Bureau of
the Census; State Distribution of Public Employment, 1956; Teachers in Public Schools 1940 and 1950
U. S. Office of Education, Biennial Survey of Education, 1953-54; Certificated Teachers In 1950, Natlonal
Education Association. Advance Estimates of Public,Elementary ,and Secondary Schools, 1950-51; teach.
ers and certificated teachers in 1956, U. S. Office of Education, Circular 490, January 1957.

Many shortages are due to such factors as wasteful use of available
teachers, resistance to introduction of teacher timesaving techniques,
a proliferation of curriculum subjects, failure to consolidate many
tiny districts and school units, etc. Considering the generally "tight"
market for college graduates the increase in the number of qualified
teachers is striking. Whether estimates of teacher shortages will be
reduced as the number of teachers increases, is another question. The
desire to reduce class sizes continues; it probably will push up stand-
ards-as it always has in the past.

l l T; ,1 A A 1 1; ^ A f V t~A]l I A ; J AE ~ 1. AAL A A +CA J15 41A1 AI 2-v~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I .A s busss 11< JV- aA IV VWI ->l VVII L.VUl1X
recent years. But the real situation is far from clear. A school facili-
ties survey which cost over $5 million in Federal, State, and local
funds has served only to compound the existing confusion. Estimates
of classroom shortages have ranged from 159,000 to 476,000; these esti-
mates have been little other than the assertions of the claimants who
seemed to feel that a sufficiently high figure would influence Congress
into appropriating Federal funds. Actually, school construction has
outpaced other civil public-works construction; and in this connection
it should be remembered that much of the nonschool public construc-
tion is wholly or partly financed from Federal funds.

New educational and other civil public works construction, 1930-56

[Annual averages in millions of 1947-49 dollars]

Public edu- Other public
Years cational civil con-

construction struction

1930-1939-$707 $4,411
1940-49 ---------------------------------- 314 3, 238
1950-56 - 1,773 7,020

Increase 1930-39 to 1950-56 (percent)-151 59

Source: U. S. Departments of Commerce and Labor, Construction Review, various issues.

In each recent vear more classrooms were constructed than needed
to accommodate the increase in enrollment. According to the United
States Office of Education public-school enrollment increased 4,600,-
000 over the past 4 years, a period during which 247,000 classrooms
wvere built. At a rate of 30 pupils per classroom, the added pupils
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would have needed 153,000 classrooms; 93,700 classrooms were avail-
able to reduce class size or to replace older buildings.

It can be estimated that presently about 42 percent of all children
are attending school in classrooms built since the end of World War
II. If construction continues for the next 10 years to increase at only
half the rate it has been increasing for the past 5 years, more than
three-fourths of all children will be going to school in postwar
buildings. Thie quiestinn ma.y be raised-and is being argued in manny
communities-whether we can afford to retire a large part of our
existing school plants at a time of unprecedented increase in enroll-
ment.

Some States and communities are making rapid progress in meet-
ing existing shortages. Others are lagging behind. A number of
factors have been and are delaying school construction:

1. The excessive burden of Federal taxes, which makes it dif-
ficult for State and local governments to boost their own taxes
and debts at a more rapid rate;

2. The promise of Federal school aid, held out year after
year, which has caused some communities to postpone build-
ing plans in the hope of being able to get their school for 50
cents on the dollar;

3. The fear of being forced to integrate newly built schools,
which has caused some southern communities to delay construc-
tion plans.

Methods by which the Federal Government can advance school
construction include:

1. A reduction in Federal expenditures and taxes, which will
enable State and local governments to boost their own levies.

2. A clear statement that further waiting for Federal school
aid is futile and will injure the children in those communities
which have been holding out for some of the promised "free"
money.

Imnplications for Federal legislative policy
Further pursuit of proposals for Federal school aid are likely to

work to the detriment of education. Amounts of $300 million to
$400 million a year, as suggested in recent legislation, are insignifi-
cant in the field of public-school education in which State and local
governments are spending $13 billion a year and increasing their
contribution at the rate of about $1 billion a year. But such an aid
program, whether enacted or merely considered each year, induces
numerous communities to delay their building programs.

If Federal aid were raised to several billion dollars a year, as has
been suggested by many people, Federal control of education would
inevitably follow, sooner or later.

A number of existing Federal grant-in-aid programs for educa-
tional purposes could be gradually reduced and eliminated. This
applies particularly to the nondefense part of vocational education,
to the cash part of the school lunch and milk programs, and to aid
for the colleges for the agriculture and mechanic arts. There is also
a strong case for replacing the program of payments to school dis-
tricts in federally affected areas with a system of payments in lieu
of taxes to local governments where property has been removed from
local tax rolls and where special burdens are being imposed on com-
munities.



HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE POLICIES AND
EXPENDITURES FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE
GENERAL WELFARE

Wilbur J. Cohen, professor of public welfare administration, School
of Social Work, University of Michigan

HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, EXPENDITURES IN RELATION TO

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

Total expenditures, public and private, for health, education, and
welfare in the United States will probably exceed $55 billion for the
fiscal year 1957.

This is an impressive and significant measure of the importance
which the United States places upon human values. Too frequently,
the goals and objectives of our economic, political, and social insti-
tutions have been evaluated or advertised solely in terms of mate-
rialistic accomplishments. The goals of maximum employment, pro-
duction, and purchasing power are but means to a larger and more

ilpor tant cnd the- -p7ro-mtion --F the ganeral vvel.fa~re
Although expenditures for health, education, and welfare services

may seem, at first blush, large in amount, they do not represent a
large portion of the total volume of the Nation's goods and services.
They do not represent one-half, one-third, one-quarter, or even one-
fifth of the Nation's total production. In the fiscal year 1957, health
education, and welfare expenditures represented about 13 percent
of the gross national product, or about 16 percent of the national
income-roughly about one-sixth of the national income.'

As our national productivity and income increase, the minimum
subsistence needs of families are more widely met. Hence, a greater
share of our national resources can and might well be allocated to
health, education, and welfare. This, however, does not seem to be
the case in the last 7 years. Total health, education, and welfare ex-
penditures for 1957 appear to be relatively about the same or even a
little less than those of 1950. This observation seems borne out by a
review of the public portion of the Nation's health, education, and

IFor definitions and classifications of these expenditures, see J. Frederic Dewhurst &
Associates, America's Needs and Resources: A New Survey, the Twentieth Century Fund,
1955, chs. 10, 12, and 14; and Ida c. Merriam, Social Welfare in the United States 1934-54.
Social Security Bulletin, October 1955, Social Welfare Expenditures in the United States,
1954-55, ibid., October 1956, and the forthcoming article on 1955-56 expenditures, ibid.,
October 1957. The Dewhurst estimates for the calendar year 1950 were $12.3 billion
for health, $10.5 billion for education, and $16.9 billion for welfare-a total of $39.7
billion. My 1957 estimates differ somewhat from Dewhurst's classification for 1950, the
most important being that I have included payments for private life insurance and
annuities. The 1957 estimates are preliminary and subject to revision. Mrs. Merriam's
estimates deal only with the public civilian programs and differ somewhat from the
Dcwhurst definitions. For the fiscal year 1950, she estimates the public share at $23.8
billion, which was equal to 9 percent of the gross national product. By tht fisedl yvAr

1956, the amount had increased to $34.5 billion, but this was equal to only 8.6 percent of
the gross national product.
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welfare expenditures. Public expenditures for these programs in the
fiscal year 1955 were a smaller proportion of the gross national product
than in 1950, or during any of the 6 peacetime years, 1935-40.1
Preliminary figures for 1956 show an increase in public expenditures
of over $2 billion from 1955 but, nevertheless, total expenditures as a
proportion of gross national product remained the same.3

However, it should be noted that the gross receipts for health, edu-
cation, and welfare purposes were several billion dollars greater than
expenditures, primarily because contributions for both private and
social insurance, plus the interest on reserves, exceeded expenditures
for these programs.4 These contributions are likely to increase sub-
stantially in the future. The excess of receipts over expenditures
undoubtedly will also increase as private insurance plans and policies
grow and because contributions for social insurance already levied for
the future under the social-security program are scheduled to increase.
Hence, expenditures for health and welfare will grow in the future
and, undoubtedly, increase as a proportion of gross national product.

The postwar emphasis on material production (including housing,
automobiles, and other durable goods), the taxes necessary to finance
the defense program, and the controversial social-policy issues in-
volved in expanding health, education, and welfare services-all of
these have played a part in inhibiting the faster growth in recent
years of services in these fields. Yet these factors are only part of
the entire story. In some areas, progress has been faster than others.
What are the reasons for the expansion, the uneven growth of the
health, education, and welfare services, and the implications of sub-
stantial increases for the future?

FACTORS INFLUENCING EXPENDITURE GROWTH FOR HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE SERVICES

Several factors may be noted at the outset as evidencing the major
reasons why expenditures for social-welfare purposes have been
increasing:

1. The increase in total population-roughly 3 million a year at the
present time-necessitating more services because of more people.

2. The increase in the number of children. In 1900, there were over
30 million children under age 18; in 1920, 40 million; by 1950, there
were nearly 50 million. Today, there are about 60 million-one-third
of the entire population of the country. And, by 1965, it is estimated
there will be 67 million.

3. The increase in the number and proportion of the aged. Every
day there is a net increase of 1,000 persons 65 years of age and over-

2Merriam, Op. cILt. table 2 in both nrtlcles.
3 Merriam, Social Welfare Expenditures. 1955-56, Research and Statistics Note No.

29-1057, Division of Program Research, Social Security Administration, Department of
Health. Education, and NVelfare.

4 For instance, In 1954. emplover and employee contributions under private welfare fundswere $3.3 biliion. but benefits paid were only nhont $500 mijilon. See welfaire and] pension
plans ilvepstlatlon. final report submitted bh Senator Douglas to the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare, 1956, p. 84. and Employer and IEmployee Contributions to Private
Retirement Plans, 1954 and 1955. Resenrch and Stntistlis Note No. 30-l)55. Social
Secul ity Administration. Department of Health, Education, and Weirare. In addition,
about 32 percent of all of the Income of United States life-Insiirnnce companies ill 1956
was used as additions to reserves. Total income of these companies was $17.0 billion In
1956. Life-insurance-companv assets increased $5.6 billion in 1956. Life Insuxranc,, Fact
Book, 1957, Institute of Life Insurance, pp. 52 and 60.
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a million every 3 years. Whereas the proportion of the population
65 years and over was 4 percent in 1900, it is 8.5 percent today, and
this percentage will continue to grow for probably at least three
decades.

4. The increase in the number of births and the decline in mortality
rates. Over 4 million babies have been born in each of the last 3 years
and, despite an increase in population of 30 million persons in the last
10 years, the number of deaths last year was less than that of a decade
ago.

5. Tie tremendous mobility of our population. In 1954, 10 million
persons moved across State or county lines-31/2 million of them chil-
dren. Many persons are moving from East to West and from South
to North, creating new community needs.

6. The further growth of urban and suburban areas, placing a heavy
burden on real-estate taxes for community facilities (schools and
teachers, sewage-disposal plants, police and fire departments, hospitals,
and other governmental services).

7. The growing recognition of community responsibility for deal-
ing with such social problems as divorce, alcoholism, juvenile delin-
quency, mental health, unmarried mothers, disorganized families, illit-
eracy, and chronic disability.

8. The special difficulties faced by individuals with low incomes,
marginal skills, low education, and fixed incomes as a result of
inflation.

9. The longtime decrease in the hours of work, the increase in the
number of married women at work, the decline in the number of young
children and older persons at work, and the demand for professional
and skilled manpower.

10. New and costly drugs, vaccines, medical, hospital, and rehabili-
tation services.

11. The demand on both private and public agencies for more serv-
ices, the spread and acceptance of the insurance principle, as applied
to a wide range of risks, the increased emphasis on health and educa-
tion as incomes and educational levels rise, the desire to provide income
during periods of adversity, and the -wider acceptance of the idea that
a good life for all is within reach of everyone.

Fifty years ago-even 35 years ago-poverty was still accepted as
a necessary element in our economy. To some it was not a necessary
evil-it wvas a spur to progress. As a result of the depression, the
two World Wars, the political revolutions of recent years in many
countries, the increased productivity of the economy, the emphasis on
full employment and maximum production, a change in attitude has
occurred toward poverty. It is best expressed in the words of the
present able Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Marion B.
Folsom:

With these further increases in productivity will come an
even broader base for economic security. In the years ahead,
therefore, the prevention of poverty among our people wvill
become less and less a question of economic capacity. It will
be more and more a matter of planning and organizing to do
the job.
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As our ability to meet human need greatly increases, we
will be increasingly ashamed of poverty in our society because
it will become more and more unnecessary.5

PUBLIC SHARE OF EXPENDITURES

The public share of all health, education, and welfare expenditures
in 1957 was approximately two-thirds of the total, the remaining one-
third was private (including consumer expenditures and expenditures
by private agencies). The public share was highest for education and
welfare (about 75 to 80 percent); and lowest for health (about 30
to 331/3 percent).6

Public expenditures for health services have tended to increase
over the past 25 years. Whereas the public share of all health expend-
itures represented 20 to 25 percent in the early thirties, it is now
about 30 to 331/3 percent.

Public expenditures for education have tended to remain relatively
at the same level for a number of years-slightly less than 3 percent
of the gross national product.

Public expenditures for social insurance and public assistance com-
bined have more or less equaled public expenditures for education in
1950 and the succeeding 3 years. Since 1954, they have exceeded
public educational expenditures.

Public expenditures for social insurance and related income mainte-
nance programs are likely to increase as a percentage of national
income in the future.7

In summary, it may be observed from these trends that the major
reason for the relative stability of health, education, and welfare
expenditures (measured as a percentage of gross national product or
national income is the fact that educational expenditures have tended
to grow more slowly than those for health and welfare. We shall
touch on some of the reasons for this in the discussion of education.

FUTURE NEEDS

Various attempts have been made to estimate the needed level of
our health, education, and welfare services for the present and the
future." In order to fill existing needs and to meet the explosive pop-
ulation growth ahead, a substantial increase in health, education, and
welfare expenditures will be required. Some of the needed funds will
come from private consumer sources and others from public sources.
My own studies indicate that needed annual expenditures (public
and private) by 1965 (at present prices) may be in the neighborhood
of $75 billion to $85 billion. This would require an increase of $20
billion to $30 billion annually above the level of existing expendi-
tures. With a $575 billion gross national product in 1965, such ex-

6 An address, Advances in Social Security, June 6, 1957, pp. 10-il.
Since these estimates are very tentative, they may require revision. It would be

desirable for the Division of Program Research, Social Security Administration, to have
sufficient funds to prepare annual estimates of private Health, Education, and Welfare
expenditures as part of its annual series on public expenditures.

7 Veterans' Benefits In the United States, Findings and Recommendations of the Presi-
dent's Commission on Veterans' Pensions (the Bradley Commission), April 1956, pp.
117-126. The Bradley report contains projections of public income maintenance expendi-
tures to 1985. Under one set of assumptions, expenditures for 1985, measured as apercent of national income, are nearly twice those of 1955.

8 See. for Instance. Dewhurst, op. cit.. pp. 343-345. 412-413, 624. and 467-468.
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penditures would amount to 13 to 15 percent of gross national prod-
uct-a realistic and practical level-perhaps even on the low side.

Assuming that this is an attainable objective from an economic
pOint of view, the major policy question is how can we proceed to
develop the necessary fiscal policies and modifications of existing ar-
rangements which might make it possible to reach this objective in
an evolutionary manmer consistent with other national goals and
values.
Competitive expenditures

In discussing the growth and gaps in expenditures for health, edu-
cation, and welfare, and ways and means of increasing expenditures
for these purposes, the inevitable question always arises as to why there
is a problem raising funds for these programs when expenditures for
alcoholic beverages, tobacco, cosmetic and beauty services, jewelry,
gadgets, and recreation are growing so fast and taking such a big
portion of the consumer's dollar.

The American family spends more of its income for recreation than
for medical care, and still more for alcoholic beverages and tobacco.
Private automobile purchase and maintenance costs much more than
the total cost of education in the United States.

Fiscal policy, governmental policy, social policy-all have a part to
play in encouraging, discouraging, or stabilizing ways in which the
Nation spends its resources.

A broad view is needed to chart the goals for the future so as to
achieve socially desirable objectives with a minimum of controls on
how the individual can spend its income.

Recreational expenditures and programs are not included in the
analysis in this paper. But, from the point of view of competing
pressures on public, private, and consumer funds, recreation might
appropriately have been included. Consumer expenditures, as de-
fined by the Department of Commerce in its national income studies,
were $13 billion in 1955. Public expenditures were $715 million.9 A
annual figure of $40 billion can be supported if a broad definition is
used.' 0

Increasingly, attention will have to be given to the relationship
between policies and expenditures for recreation and those for health,
education, and welfare. The need for recreation facilities in educa-
tional settings, the question of recreational programs in relation to
juvenile delinquency, and the role of public and voluntary agency
responsibilities in recreation, all indicate the many social policy ques-
tions involved."

Policies for the future
The prospect of reduced hours and more leisure for the American

worker and his family raises many questions in which recreational ex-
penditures are an important component. The more basic question,
however, is how fast can we go toward our goal of meeting all our basic

9 Thomas Karter, The Development of Organized Recreation in the United States, Social
SeCu"rity Bullptin, Miay 1957, p. 14.

10 DCwhu rst, op. cit., p. 34S.
11 To indicate the Importance of recreation In the fabric of community services, Bradley

Buell has classified community planning for human services Into four types of human
problems toward which community services are directed; dependency, ill health, maladjust-
ment and recreational needs. community Planning for Human Services, 1952, pp. 10-il.
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health, education, and welfare needs and reduce hours of work at thesame time.
In the past, we have shared our increased productivity between anincreased material standard of living and more leisure (or more ac-curately, shorter hours of work). Some compromise will no doubtbe worked out in the pragmatic manner in which we have solved mostof our big economic Questions in indulstrial relations. MAe shall h-ve

shorter hours and more leisure-probably not as fast as some labororganizations want. We shall have a higher national income, andmore health, education and welfare services, but perhaps not as much
as we might have if we did not reduce our hours of work."2

Can we meet the $85 billion objective (which I mentioned earlier,or some other objective) without reducing expenditures for other pur-poses? Must we curtail the possible reduction in hours of work?Must we decrease national defense expenditures to obtain an increase
in social expenditures? Must we, by taxation, interest rates or creditpolicy, divert potential increases in some kinds of consumer expendi-tures to other more social necessary kinds?

Prof. Alvin H. Hansen has stated his views on this question:
We are living in a period in which it should be clear as

crystal that the marginal tax dollar has greater social utility
than the marginal pay-envelope dollar. We need to divert
resources not only to an adequate volume of "high powered"
investment; we need, also, to divert resources to schools,
hospitals, low-cost public housing, etc. Extravagant con-
sumer credit and unrestrained use of the modern mechanical
mediums of mass education for advertising purposes are
driving us farther and farther down the road of unwise use of
resources.1

Another possible line of action is that we can allocate a substantial
proportion of our growing national productivity to needed social
purposes. With the possible relative stability or decline of defense
expenditures, we can plan ahead for an accelerated increase in social
expenditures.

Perhaps we will find some blending of all these various methods.
In any case, it is important that we make every reasonable effort to
stimulate private and public expenditures for socially desirable ob-
jectives as part of our effort to assure continued economic growth.
General trends and problems

In evaluating possible future lines of action, we should first take
note of several broad forces, trends, or problems which become ap-
parent from studies of past and present expenditures for HEW
services.

The major factors, as I see them, are as follows:
1. There is a recognized underconsumption and underproduction

of services in each of these three broad areas.
2. There is a recognized shortage of skilled manpower and woman-

power in each of these three areas.

12 Interview with Willinam Haber, Shorter Hlours, More Pay, Doubled Output ForeseenIn the Michigan Journalist, June 12, 1957, ip. 1-4.
la A High and Rising Rate of Interest, The Review of Economics and Statistics, August1957, p. 345.
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3. There is a growing demand-push for these services which has
resulted in an increase in such expenditures, and this demand-push
most likely will be a major factor in further increasing expenditures
in the future.

4. A large share of the needed additional expenditures will have to
go for salaries, thus also contributing to wage-push influences on cer-
tain sectors of economy where there is competition for such services.

5. Rapid and uneven population increases among the States, and
the mobility of population across State lines, make it necessary for
the Federal Government to take an important financial role in equal-
izing opportunities in health, education, and welfare services through-
out the United States.

6. The States would have a very difficult time meeting their health,
education, and welfare responsibilities without financial aid from the
Federal Government and without the coordinating, planning, stimu-
lative research and leadership functions of the Federal Government.

7. There is ample room for expansion of private programs and ex-
penditures in health, education, and welfare.

8. To achieve the needed level of health, education, and welfare
services consistent.with the national interest, the supply and demand
in competitive market places must be supplemented with the impetus
coming from national goals, priorities, and incentives. Tax and budg-
et policies must be consciously oriented to meet national social needs.
Broad policy questions

In attempting to meet the fiscal problems presented by needed ex-
penditure growth in health, education, and welfare, certain institu-
tional problems must be considered.

In primary and secondary education, the basic problem is that the
major financial source is real-estate taxation. This inhibits the
growth of needed expenditures and raises the basic question of moreprogressive and expansible tax sources. How can this be achieved?

In higfher education, the question arises whether we can depend
upon the increased funds necessary to come largely from the families
and from business. If feasible, is it desirable in the national interest?

In health, expenditures have increased sharply in recent years.
Both the share from public funds and from insurance have increased.
Health expenditures appear to be rising more rapidly than education.
The use of the insurance principle seems to make increased expendi-
tures for the future more likely. The Federal Government's ex-
penditures for health have also increased and are likely to continue
to increase. The major question is, shall the increased expenditures
needed for the future come largely from consumer sources (i. e., out-
of-pocket), through insurance, or from general revenue sources? Can
the high-cost, low-income risks be covered by private insurance, or is
some public stimulus necessary? Can we depend upon the individual
practice of medicine to provide medical care at a cost the American
people are willing to pay or will it be necessary and desirable to stimu-
late the growth of the group practice of medicine?

In welfare, the major issues revolve around the degree to which pay-
roll taxes can be increased for needed improvements in social insur-
ance programs, the extent to which additional expenditures should be
financed by the Federal and State governments for assistance and
related welfare services, and the extent to which private sources can

O7735-57--CO
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take a larger share of the increased expenditures needed through in-
creased employment of the aged and handicapped, increased sale of
private insurance and annuities, and the more widespread distribu-
tion of other forms of savings.

A general question which pertains to all three programs is how can
the great variation in services, incomes, and fiscal resources among the
States De red uced so that thse national interest can be advanccd con-
sistent with our pluralistic society, interdependent economy, and Fed-
eral-State governmental structure.

HEALTH EXPENDITURES

Total medical-care expenditures have quadrupled during the past 25
years, the per capita expenditures have trebled, the proportion of the
total spent from public funds has more than doubled, and a larger
percentage-5 percent, instead of 4 percent-of our national income
goes for medical purposes.

Total medical expenditures average about $100 per year for every
man, woman, and child in the Nation. The total medical bill is thus
over $17 billion for the country as a whole.1

4 The consumer's share in
these costs-while increasing in absolute amounts-has been decreas-
ing relatively as the share from public sources increases. Philan-
thropy and business provide a small but slowly increasing share of the
total.

With a growing and aging population, and the demand for more
and better medical services, these expenditures will continue to in-
crease. Assuming an annual average increase in national income in
the future slightly in excess of $10 billion annually, and medical ex-
penditures of about 4 percent of national income, the estimated average
increase is approximately one-half billion dollars annually. It will
not be many years, at the present rate, until medical expenditures
exceed $25 billion annually.

Insuring the costs of medical care has tended to increase expendi-
tures for two reasons: (1) By eliminating the financial barrier to
medical care and (2) by adding the overhead costs of providing the
voluntary insurance protection. As voluntary insurance coverage con-
tinues to increase, these two factors will continue to operate unless
there are economic or social changes in the provision of medical care
which are not now visible.

Twenty-five years ago, the use of the insurance method was a contro-
versial issue in medical care. This is no longer true. Today, the medi-
cal profession and the public wholeheartedly accept the insurance
principle. Every effort is being made to extend it on a voluntary basis
and to expand it to cover a larger proportion of people and a larger
proportion of medical costs. Nevertheless, a substantial proportion
of low-income persons and high-cost services are still excluded from
insurance coverage. It is doubtful whether voluntary arrangements
can or should cover these areas completely.

Congress has recognized that the cost of providing medical care to
the 6 million needy public-assistance recipients is a public responsi-

'" Herbert E. Karman (associate director, Hospital Council of Greater New York),
Changing Costs of Medical Care and Voluntary Health Insurance, extended version of
paper delivered before American Economic Association and American Association of
University Teachers of Insurance, December 28, 1956, p. 6.
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bility. The Social Security Amendments of 1956 increased Federal
financial aid for this group. Federal expenditures under this program
will increase as the States make medical services more generally avail-
able to the needy. Further changes are needed in the present Federal
provision. These will be discussed later in connection with other
changes in the public-assistance provisions of the Social Security Act.

The 1956 medical assistance amendment was adopted with biparti-
san support in Congress. The original Hill-Burton Act, and the
1954 amendments to it, received bipartisan support. Federal appro-
priations for medical research have been increased under the leader-
ship of Secretary Folsom, Senator Hill, and Representative Fogarty.
These are.important milestones which recognize the growing Federal
interest in more adequate health care and the possibilities of non-
partisan cooperation in health legislation. Further consideration
should be given to broadening the provisions of the Hill-Burton Act
expanding the provisions of the Health Research Facilities Act of
1956 to provide Federal grants for the construction of medical school
facilities, the establishment of loans for hospital construction, and the
organization of group practice clinics, increases in existing grants
to the States for maternal and child health and crippled children's
services, expanding existing public health grants to strengthen local
health units, and helping to finance more adequate school-health serv-
ices in cooperation with educational authorities.

An important piece of legislation which I trust Congress will enact
in 1958 is the proposal for the Federal Government to contribute
toward a comprehensive health insurance program for Federal em-
ployees and their families. By this means, the Federal Government,
as an employer, can assure that Federal employees and their families
will receive more adequate medical service. The Federal Government
should set a standard for the guidance of voluntary plans, employers,
and the States. The Federal contribution should equal one-half of
total costs and be predicated on the assumption of comprehensive med-
ical service for the entire family and free choice of type of plan. The
Federal Government should contribute part of the cost of continuing
coverage when the person has retired. State and local governments
should be encouraged to follow the same general policy for their em-
ployees and families.

Methods to reduce the growing cost of medical care are widely dis-
cussed by the medical profession, hospital administrators, and public-
health experts. Yet the costs keep mounting. The one device which
might help keep costs in reasonable balance and, at the same time, pro-
vide more and better medical care-group practice-is neglected in
official circles in both medicine and Government. Congress might well
explore how to aid in eliminating some of the barriers to group prac-
tice. This may involve a consideration of the State laws which im-
pede it; tax policies which might encourage it; the views and expe-
rience of the medical profession, government, and consumers; and
methods by which existing and proposed Federal legislation could deal
with the matter more effectively. I urge serious consideration to this
important, long-run question.

One other important aspect of health legislation-hospitalization
and nursing-home coverage for social-security beneficiaries will be dis-
cussed later in connection with changes in social security.
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EDUCATION

The significant contrast between education and health expenditures
is how expenditures for health are increasing so much faster for health
than for education, and how rapidly Federal funds for health have
expanded in the past 10 years.

The fear of Federal control in medical care has been as live an issue
as the fear of Federal control in education. The interesting fact is
that in education this fear has not been germinated by the profession
whereas in medical care this fear is a very meaningful issue to the
medical profession. Yet it is significant that the Federal Govern-
ment is now providing substantial funds for both education and health
without any charge of Federal control or interference in either.

Federal aid for education is not a new policy. The Federal Gov-
ernment now subsidizes education in many ways. And, although
there may be heated controversy over current proposals, it seems neces-
sary and very likely that both State and Federal expenditures for
education should increase if we are to meet the growing demands for
educational services.

The major problem we are faced with is the reliance upon real
estate and sales taxes for such a large share of the cost of education.1
If the health and welfare programs of this country depended upon
real-estate taxes, they too would be held down. But, since health
expenditures come so largely directly from the consumer, and since
welfare expenditures come so largely from payroll contributions,
they more closely and immediately respond to the demand for services
and price increases.

As important as Federal aid for education is as an immediate
legislative objective, the longer run question is how to minimize the
importance of the real-estate tax in education and other essential
Dublic services. How can we achieve a broader tax base and one that
is more responsive to the needs of the growing demand for all kinds
of community services? States should be encourage to provide State
sources of revenue to assist in financing local education. Equaliza-
tion measures should be encouraged in State legislation so as to aid
the school districts with less adequate fiscal resources.

*We already have a Federal-State program in education which should
be strengfthened. Rather than repealing Federal grants for paying
teachers' salaries for vocational education (as has teen proposed for
consideration by the joint group of governors and Federal Cabinet
officers) this program should be broadened and made more flexible.
Existing legislation should be modified so that the States could use
Federal funds for the payment of teachers salaries for any and all
types 6f vocational education, especially in areas where there are
scarce skills.

Moreover, Congress should give consideration to adding to this legis-
lation Federal funds for teachiiin, handicapped children. Here is
an area of heavy cost and a need for special skills which requires
additional support. The Federal Government is already providing

'5A study by the Office of EducatIon, Department of Henlth, Edluentlon, and Welfare,
shows that 58 percent of the income (excludIng receipts fronm loans and bond Issues) for
public elementary and secondary education is obtained from local property taxes. State
taxes on Incomes. sales, and other business activities provide 38 percent. The Federal
Government contributes 4 percent. Press release, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, August 17, 1957.
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some funds for the mentally retarded child. If it is proper to aid in
educating the mentally retarded child, then it is equally proper in
principle to do so for al I handicapped children.

Another area of Federal concern is in the development of a program
which will eliminate illiteracy in the United States. This is a feasible
objective and one hvlicll has both economic and social utility. A small
additional investment of Federal funds for a 10-year period could
eradicate this blighlt from our Nation.

The Federal Congress provides very substantial funds for medical
research but is neither as generous or as farsighted as far as funds for
educational research is concerned. The Office of Education should
have additional funds for research into more effective educational
methods, as well as for the collection and analysis of economic and
financial aspects of education, by States, and for making projections
as to future teacher and school needs and financing arrangements.
Secretary Folsom has given increased emphasis to this matter, and
it is hoped Congress wvill provide additional funds so that intelligent
policy decisions in the education field can be made with full, accurate,
and more current information.

WELFARE

The field of welfare includes not only social security, public assist-
ance, veterans' benefits, and public-pension programs, but also private
life insurance, private annuities, private welfare and pension plans,
aiiu pii ivate plI IiI. ILI L Io)y.--

This is a field which has been growing rapidly in recent years and
which will continue to grow.

Although the longer run aspects of the program should be the de-
cisive element in policy formulation in this area, it should be recog-
nized that there is a good deal of room here for an increase in con-
sumption expenditures.

Most of the 10 million retired aged, all of the 31/2 million nonaged
on the assistance rolls, many of the children in large families, and
many of the families in surplus labor market areas, all are consuming
below desirable American standards. Sumner Slichter believes that
"the No. 1 economic problem of the country is not inflation-it is the
problem of restoring expansion to the economy by persuading in-
dividuals to increase their spending, thereby creating markets for a
larger volume of production." '7 To the extent that it is wise social
and economic policy to increase consumption expenditures now and
in the years ahead, social security offers a sound vehicle for carrying
this policy into practical effect.
Old-age benefits

Both old-age insurance and old-age assistance payments are inade-
quate in many respects and will need to be increased both immediately
and in the long run.

The average money income from all sources (public and private)
of the nonworking aged person was probably around $1,300 in 1054.

'6 It should be noted that various other types of Rnring. bomeownershlp. nnd Investments
are designed to provide income for old nce. nnemliloyment. sickness. disniflitty. or denth.
Social policy In this fIeld reqiilres consideration of the interrelationship between all types
of such programs and expenditures.

" New York Times. August 8, 1957.
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I suggest, as an objective, a 25-percent increase in their average total
income (public and private) by 1960 and a 50-percent increase by
1965.18 This would involve increased income from savings, private
pension plans, and social security. As an immediate step, an increase
in 1958 of approximately 10 percent in old-age, survivors, and disa-
bility benefits and a roughly comparable increase in the Federal
matching maximum in old-age assistance from $60 to $66 is suggested.

Before considering these proposals in detail, some general consid-
erations about the aged are necessary before defining policy with
respect to particular issues or programs.
Are the aged a homnoge'nous group?

In considering the implications and alternatives involved in raising
the income level of the aged, six major groups among the aged may
be identified although there is some overlap and some omissions in
any such simplified classification:

(1) The group working full-time or drawing substantial income
from self-employment, investments, or executive or professional serv-
ices. Their income is, on the whole, reasonably adequate and they
enjoy a double income-tax exemption, and some retirement income
exemption from income tax; they may have savings, insurance, and
own their own homes, or have substantial equities in their own homes.
This group comprises perhaps half of the total of 5 million aged per-
sons who work during the course of a year (this number includes
their wives). The average income of this group is high and most
likely will rise with increased incomes of the general population.

(2) The group of aged persons who could work somewhat more and
earn somewhat more if the opportunities were available.' 9 This is
not as large a group as is commonly believed, because of the health
status of the present aged.

(3) The'group of retired persons with social security and a private
pension and frequently with some minor employment and other in-
vestment income.

(4) The sick or disabled aged with modest incomes inadequate to
meet their heavy medical costs in addition to their regular main-
tenance costs.

(5) The elderly widow who has very little income-some receiving
insurance, others assistance, and still others living with their chil-
dren, many of whom have no regular retirement or pension income.

(6) The 2 million persons on old-age assistance who are not draw-
ing old-age, survivors, and disability insurance. (About 500,000 addi-
tional draw both benefits.)

Although several other groups among the aged could be identified
for various purposes such as the institutionalized aged, or single
men, or the aged living with relatives or on farms, the above classi-

is Average benefits and average Increases are used here only as a simple and convenient
method of dealing with a complex problem Involving Income distribution. It should also
be noted that there will be some increase In average income due to the broader coverage
and increased benefits provided by the 1954 and 1956 amendments to the old age and
survivors insurance program.

D 'During 1955, 1,835,000 persons aged 65 and over worked part-time or intermittently
during the year, out of the 4,301,000 who worked during the course of the year. The
proportion working part-time or intermittently was 36.8 percent of all men, and 57.9
percent of all women. 65 and over with work experience in 1955. Work Experience of
the Population in 1955. Current Population Reports, Labor Force, Series P-50, No. 68,
June 1956 3ureau of the Census, Department of Commerce.
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fication aims to give some insight into the priorities which should be
considered with respect to improving the income of the aged. Thus,
as will be pointed out later, proposals to repeal or greatly liberalize
the retirement test would only aid those who were employed, pri-
marily the minority of the aged consisting of those in groups 1, 2,
and 3. The increased cost would not result in any increased income
for any of the other groups.

On the other hand, increasing the cash-benefit payments a modest
amount will not meet the heavy medical costs of those in groups
4or6.

Our major policy question is, Can we tailor-make our policies so
that we will give priority to those groups among the aged who re-
quire attention most urgently?
A program for 1958

Improving the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program
should have the highest priority in any legislative program for social
security in 1958. It would be possible to improve the benefit struc-
ture and finance the costs through the contributory insurance system.

The following elements are suggested for such a program:
1. Increasing the benefit level about 10 percent by increasing the

benefit formula. Benefits would be increased for the 10 million bene-
ficiaries as well as for persons coming on the rolls in the future.

2. Increasing the maximum taxable wage base from $4,200 annu-
ally to at least $6,600.

3. Providing for hospitalization and nursing home insurance cov-
erage for old-age, Survivors, and disability insurance beneficiaries.

*4. Providing for the payment of rehabilitation costs from the
insurance system.

5. Financing the additional costs by increased payroll contribu-
tions of one-half of 1 percent on the employees, an equal amount on
the employers, and three-quarters of 1 percent on the self-employed.

Such a program would be financially and actuarially sound and
would aid, in the long run, in minimizing the need for additional
Federal, State, and local expenditures.
Increased social security benefits

The general level of the insurance benefits has not been increased
since 1954. The cost of living has increased since then and is likely
to continue to rise. But the important fact is that benefit levels for
most persons were not adequate, even with the 1954 amendments.

An increase in benefits averaging about 10 percent can be put into
effect next year. Along with an increase in the maximum taxable
wage base, this would increase the overall costs of the system about
one-half of 1 percent of taxable payrolls on a level-premium basis.

The increased primary benefits proposed are shown by table 1.
Table 2 shows the proposed changes in benefits for an aged couple and
a widow with one child.
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TABLE 1.-Illustrative monthly old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
benefit amounts under the present law and as proposed

EARNINGS LEVELS AFFECTED BY NEW MINIMUM

Primary Insurance amount Proposed
_____ ____ _____ ____ insurance

amount as
Average monthly earnings percent of

Present Proposed average
monthly
earnings

$-0 $30.00 $35.00 70.0

EARNINGS LEVELS AFFECTED BY NEW BENEFIT FORMULA

$100 - ---- $ .-------------------------------------------- $5 060.00 60.0
$200 ----------- 78.-50 85.80 42.9
$300 -98.50 107. 80 35. 9
$350 -108.50 118.0 s 33.9

EARNINGS LEVELS ABOVE PRESENT CEILING

$400 ---- $=-------- $108.50 $129. 80 32.5
$450 -108.50 140.80 31.3
$500-108.50 151.80 30.4
$550 -108.50 162.80 29.6

TABLE 2.-Illustrative monthly old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
benefit amounts for aged couples, 65 years and over, or for widow and 1 child,
present law and proposed

Present Proposed Present Proposed
Average monthly earnings Insurance insurance Average monthly earnings Insurance insurance

benefit benefit benefit benefit

$50 -$45.00 $52.10 $400 - -$162.80 $194.70
$100 -82.60 90.00 $450 - -162.80 211.20
$200 -117.80 128.70 $600 - -162.80 227.70
$300 -147.80 181.70 $550-- 162.0 244.20$350 -_162. 801 1,8.20----- 680 72

Hospitalization for old-age, survivors, and disability insurance bene-
ficiaies

Increasing old-age-insurance and old-age-assistance payments by
themselves will not meet one of the most pressing needs of old people-
medical care. Many old people need more hospital care and nursing-
home care than they now receive. Mlany are not eligible for insurance.
Others have incomes too low to purchase insurance or continue their
insurance. The flat-rate premiums under voluntary insurance are not
related to the older person's income and are regressive.

The most recent statistics indicate that about 6 out of every 10
aged persons do not have any hospitalization insurance-and for all
practical purposes none of the aged has any insurance for nursing
home costs. These are insurable risks.

Since a large proportion of the aged with hospitalization insurance
are employed, most of the retired aged do not have such insurance.

It would be possible to finance the cost of limited hospitalization in-
surance benefits and nursing-home costs to all aged, survivor, and dis-
abled beneficiaries (and all such persons with insured status who could
receive such benefits if they applied) for about one-half of 1 percent
of taxable payrolls. This amount is the level-premium cost over a
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long period of time. In the early years, the costs, measured in current
expenditures, would be somewhat less, and a small reserve would be
built up to meet somewhat higher costs in the future.

Arrangements could be made for utilizing the experience of the
Blue Cross plans, the American Hospital Association, and other volun-
tary nonprofit group practice prepayment plans in the program.
Raising the macimuwn wage base above $4,200

In old-age, survivors, and disability insurance, a major controversial
issue is the maximum wage on which contributions and benefits are
based. In 1939, the original $3,000 maximum set on annual earnings
covered the total earnings of 97 percent of all workers covered by the
program and of 95 percent of the workers with earnings in all 4 quar-
ters of the year. This percentage has shrunk steadily over the years,
even though the maximum earnings base has been increased twice since
1939. At present, the $4,200 maximum earnings base in the law covers
the total earnings of only about 72 percent of covered workers.

When Congress increased the earnings base to $3,600 in 1951, the in-
creased base did not restore the situation that had existed in 1939;
the new base covered the total earnings of only 64 percent of men
regularly employed in 1951. The 1954 amendment, increasing the
base to $4,200, covered the total earnings of only 58 percent of men
who worked in all 4 quarters of 1954. By 1959, the earliest date any
increase in the wage base could be effective, only about 40 percent of
men who work in all 4 quarters will have all their earnings covered
by thbe $4f,200 maximum. Even if the earnings base were Wised to
$4,800 for 1959, this would not restore the situation existing in 1954,
since the $4,800 base probably would cover total earnings of less than
55 percent of men working in all 4 quarters in 1959.

To restore the 1939 situation, under which benefits could be related to
total earnings for nearly all covered workers, would require a maxi-
mum earnings base of $8,400.

Increasing the wage base in the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance program would have two important results:

1. It increases benefits for the middle and higher income earners
and thus maintains their financial and psychological interest in a con-
tributory, wage-related system.

2. It reduces the cost of the system measured as a percentage of
payroll and thus would permit the improvement in other types of
benefits, particularly those which broaden the social objectives of the
program.
Increased benefits for widows

The number of aged widows is already substantial. Since the life
expectancy at the upper ages is longer for women than for men, the
proportion of widows among the aged is expected to increase.

Available studies by Epstein, Steiner, and Dorfman and the Census
show that widows have the lowest average incomes among the aged.
In old-age, survivors, and disability insurance widows receive three-
fourths of a primary benefit. It is desirable, as a longer run objective,
to consider paying widows the full benefit. Bsecmause the cost of this
change would approximate four-tenths to one-half of 1 percent of
taxable payrolls, this change might have to be approached in steps
by increasing the amount from 75 percent to 85 percent and then, at
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another time, to 100 percent, along with such other changes as would
keep the system financially in balance.
Making payments to children until age 21 or 22

Consideration should be given to paying a child's benefit until age
21 or 22, instead of until 18 as at present. The cost would not be large
and the social policy would be in the national interest.

The Federal income tax defines a child for the purposeof deduc-
tions as a child who has not attained age 19 or is a student. The same
definition and regulations might be considered for old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance purposes.

A flexible retirement program
In enacting the 1956 amendments to the social-security program,

Congress injected a degree of flexibility into the system which was very
essential. This policy should be further extended to the extent finan-
cially possible.

A delayed retirement credit should be included in the law which
would give each individual who postponed retirement past 65 a small
increase in his benefit.2 0 This approach is to be preferred over the
repeal or substantial liberalization of the $1,200 retirement test at this
time. To repeal the retirement test would cost an additional $1.6
billion annually.2 1 Rather than repeal the entire retirement test,
consideration should be given to increasing the exempt amount of $80
a month to $100, and lowering the age when the test is no longer
applied from 72 to 70.

Another method of making the program more flexible would be to
delete the age 50 requirement for total disability benefits. This pro-
posal should have high priority.

Study might also be given to paying benefits at age 62 for men on an
actuarially reduced basis. This would enable persons who are not
well but who are not totally disabled (according to the present defi-
nition) to obtain some income without distorting the disability pro-
visions or paying costly full benefits for persons prior to age 65.
There are some problems and objections to paying actuarially reduced
benefits at an earlier age and these should be carefully explored before
arriving at a decision. If it is thought that it is undesirable to reduce
the age on an actuarially reduced basis, consideration might be given
to providing total disability benefits at age 60 to disabled persons
unable to engage in their "regular" occupation. The present law re-
quires that the individual be unable to engage in any substantially
gainful occupation.
Greater equity in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance

Many important and essential improvements in the social-security
program have been made since 1939 in the social aspects of the pro-
gram. Some of the equity aspects have been diminished. As long as
the contribution rates were low, and contributions were collected for
only a relatively short period of time, this was not a problem. But,
if a contributory wage-related program is to be maintained at rela-

20 For insured men who became entitled to old-age, survivors, and insurance benefits in
1955, 60 percent drew their benefits after age 65; 25 percent were age 70 or over. Source:
Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance, Social Security Administration, Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare.

21 For various proposed changes in the retirement test and their costs see Wilbur J.
Cohen, Retirement Policies Under Social Security, 1957, ch. VI.
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tively higher contribution levels in the future, then more attention
should be given to including some additional equity elements in the
system.

This means there should be a wider variation in benefit payments.
It means increasing the maximum taxable wage base above the

present $4,200.
It means introducing a delayed retirement credit.
It may mean introducing an additional element of variation among

persons with the same wage level who have contributed for varying
lengths of time similar to the "increment" which was repealed in
1950.

It may mean providing women with their benefit earned in their
own right, plus part of their wives' benefit which is one-half of their
husband's benefit.

Old-age assistance
Under the original 1935 law, Congress offered to pay each State

one-half of the cost of providing old-age assistance to needy persons
provided that the Federal cost did not exceed $15 per needy aged.
Congress increased the $15 to $20 in 1939. In 1946, 1948, 1952, and
1956 Congress increased the Federal share and the Federal maximum
payment. The present Federal law provides for paying four-fifths of
the first $30 plus one-half of the next $30. The maximum Federal
payment for any individual is, therefore, $39. Congress enacted this
provision for the 2-year period which expires June 30, 1959.

In order to receive t-he £ul11 $39 at present, a State must Contribute
$21, making a total of $60 going to the needy aged person. If a State
pays $75 to the aged, it must contribute $36 to the Federal Govern-
ment's $39. If a State pays $35 to its aged, then the Federal Govern-
ment contributes $26.50 and the State $8.50.

In addition to increasing the maximum in old-age assistance (as
well as in aid to the disabled and the blind) some additional Federal
aid is needed to assist the low-income States such as Mississippi and
Arkansas to more effectively raise their assistance standards.

Two suggestions should be explored. The present two-step Federal
matching formula of 80 percent on the first $30 and 50 percent on
the next $30 could be modified so that the second step would vary in
accordance with the per capita income of the State. This principle
of relating the Federal share to the per capita income of the State
was first adopted by Congress in the School Lunch Act and then in-
corporated in the Hill-Burton Hospital Construction Act, the medical
facilities amendments to that act in 1954, and in the vocational re-
habilitation program in 1954.

Another suggestion is the use of a three-step formula such as 80
percent of the first $30, 60 percent (or some other percent) of the
next $30, and 40 percent (or some other percentage) of the remainder.
This type of formula, known as the Mills formula, was sponsored by
Representative Mills in 1949 and included in the social-security
amendments of that year as passed by the House of Representatives.
Due to the Korean war, the amendment was not included in the 1950
amendments.
Medical care for public assistance recipients

The 1956 social-security amendments provided for Federal match-
ing of one-half of medical care costs for assistance recipients up to
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$6 per adult and $3 per child per month on the entire caseload. The
$6-$3 averages were established by research studies of 1946 and were
recommended in 1948 by the Senate Advisory Council on Social Se-
curity. Ten years later they are still in use and overall medical costs
have risen 40 percent and hospital costs 80 percent. The averages for
adults need to be increased to reflect more recent medical cost experi-
enee.

A simplified and more adequate method of dealing with the prob-
lem would be to increase the maximum Federal matching amount from
an individual $60 basis to an average $66 basis and permit vendor pay-
ments to be included in the total. This would simplify bookkeeping
and give the States the greatest flexibility in meeting both the mainte-
nance and medical care needs of assistance recipients.
Other public welfare proposals

A number of other changes are necessary and desirable in order
to strengthen our Federal-State system of public welfare.

Among those which should receive early consideration by the Con-
gress are the following:

1. The category of aid to the permanently and totally disabled
should be broadened through eliminating the restriction requiring a
disability to be permanent and total and through eliminating the age
requirement.

2. The aid to dependent children program should be strengthened
by providing Federal aid to the States for any needy child living
with any relative.

3. Federal assistance should be made available to the States in pro-
grams for the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency.

4. Federal aid for public welfare should be on the same basis for
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands as for other jurisdictions.

5. The amount authorized for child welfare services should be in-
creased from $12 million to at least $25 million a year.

6. Federal grants should be authorized to assist in the development
and operation of demonstration projects to aid older persons, to pro-
vide research and training in the field of aging.

In this connection, it is important to point out that two recent at-
tempts by the Congress to modify the basic Social Security Act through
appropriation bills by reducing Federal grants for the administration
of State public-assistance programs have resulted in a great deal of
misunderstanding among State and Federal administrators and legis-
lators. Public welfare staffs are now generally underpaid and over-
worked. Curtailment of staff and services is unsound. No further
action should be taken on this proposal until the legislative committees
of the Congress have a full opportunity to review experience and
alternative proposals. Premature action could adveresly affect the
welfare of millions of persons on the welfare rolls.
Unemnployiment insurance

Unemployment insurance benefits are inadequate, on the whole, in
the United States. Both President Truman and President Eisen-
hower have so stated, as have their Chairmen of the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers and their Secretaries of Labor. The major difference
of opinion and the major controversy does not resolve about the rec-
ognized inadequacy of benefits but the means to accomplish this goal.
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The nationwide unemployment insurance program was established,
is maintained and preserved by virtue of a Federal tax on employers
and a Federal grant-in-aid to the States of 100 percent of the cost of
State administration. It is a unique program from a tax, grant-in-aid,
or social insurance point of view. Federal money makes the system
what it is but the Federal Government has very little real authority,
and no responsibility, for specific benefit levels.

More than 20 years ago, when Federal legislation for unemploy-
ment insurance was being considered, Senator Paul Douglas made the
suggestion that our unemployment insurance system should be oper-
ated on a grant-in-aid type basis instead of the credit-offset system
now used.22

A majority of the 1934 Advisory Council on Economic Security also
recommended a grant-inmaid type plan.23 Marion B. Folsom, now
Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, also
endorsed the grant-in-aid approach for unemployment insurance.2'
There is still merit in this su~gestion, and the joint committee might
well look into it in more detail.

Our present unemployment insurance program is a collection of
anomalies in both our Federal-State cooperative system and in our
social insurance structure. While the program has operated reason-
ably well-having paid oul. over $16 billion in benefits since it began-
and, at the same time, contribution rates on employers have remained
low-this is largely due to the favorable economic conditions in the
last 17 years.25 The $8.. billion unemployment insurance trust fund
is very iargeiy a sterile reserve. A very large portion of this amouin

will never be used even if a relatively serious recession occurs.26

Contributions, moreover, will tend to increase if employment condi-
tions decline for any period of time.

The system discriminates against women workers who are needed,
if we wish to consider the broader aspects of labor market expansion
for economic growth. Large numbers of marginal workers, like farm
workers and employees iin small firms, are still excluded. A host of
other failures have been cataloged by various councils, agencies, and
experts.27 But since economic conditions have been relatively good
for a long period of time, changes and progress in the program have
been slow and some backward changes have occurred in disqualifica-
tion and financing arrangements.

But, it must be recognized that important improvements have been
made in both the benefit and financing provisions of our uneinploy-
ment-insurance system under the pleadings from the Federal Govern-
ment and the pressures, first for federalization of the program and then
for Federal benefit standards. But a Federal grant-in-aid program-
with or without benefit standards-in my opinion would serve to accel-
erate the progress of State legislation. A reinsurance fuld, instead

: Hearings before the Senate Committee on Finance on S. 1130. 74th Cong.. 1st sess.,
1935. pp. 892-896.

23 Ibid., pp. 335-336.
N Ibid., p. 582.
2t The average State employer eontrihution rate In 1056 was 1.3 percent. This varied

from 0.5 percent in Colorado to 2.7 percent in Rhode Island and Alnska. The Labor
Market and Employme,"t Security, U. S. Department of Labor. July 1057. pp. 28-29.

X At the end of 1956, funds available In the following States exceeded 10 percent of
taxable wages: Connecticut. New Jersey, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Iowa, Montana, New
Mexico, Arizona, Idaho, and Washington. Ibid.

7' See, for Instance, the recommendations of the 1948 Advisory Council on Social Security,
S. Doe. 208, 80th Cong., 2d sess., 1949. The deficiencies in the present program are sum-
marized on pp. 138-139 and the recommendations on pp. 139-142.
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of the present loan fund, also would help to accelerate State progress.
Should these measures be unacceptable, then minimum Federal benefit
standards may be necessary.

The Federal interest in unemployment insurance can be simply
stated: If any substantial unemployment does occur in the future and
the present system does not adequately carry out the maximum role
it can play in preserving hte level of purchasing power and family
morale, the Federal Government will have to play a more important
role than it now does. The present unemployment insurance program
would restore less than 20 to 25 percent of the wage loss occurring in
a serious recession. Unemployment insurance cannot carry the whole
load of any serious dip but it can and should do a better job than it is
now likely to do.

Another concern of the Federal Government is that the present
State by State contribution rates are conducive to interstate competi-
tion. The same industry, with the same employment and unemploy-
ment experience, may pay a 3- or even possibly a 4-percent rate in 1
State and zero in another. There is no adequate solution of this
vexing problem except for an outright national contribution rate. But
the variation could be minimized by a grant-in-aid approach or rein-
surance program, or both. These are matters worth exploring.

Congress should also give consideration to modifying the existing
Federal law to permit States to reduce employer contributions on a
flat-rate basis in addition to reducing them on an individual experience
rating basis. This is a controversial question which should be
explored.2 8

Although it would take much additional space to consider the pros
and cons of specific changes in State and Federal 29 laws, one proposal
is worthy of this subcommittee's attention. This is the proposal
adopted in a few States, endorsed by the Department of Labor, and
advocated by several Republican legislators in New York for the
repeal of a fixed dollar maximum benefit and the establishment of the
maximum benefit each year as a proportion of a specified average wage.
The legislature would set the proportion and define the average wage
to be used. The administrative agency would make an annual deter-
mination which would apply for the period specified in the law. This
provision has a great deal to commend it, since it permits the program
to adjust reasonably rapidly to the changing wage structure and eco-
nomic conditions.

Workmen's compensation
State workmen's compensation programs are the oldest and most

antiquated social insurance programs we have in the United States.
Modeled along 1910 lines, they are inadequate and inefficient. The
concepts and administrative devices used encourage litigation, delay
in payment, heavy administrative costs, and prevention of rehabilita-
tion and reemployment. Compared with the Federal Employees Com-
pensation Act for Federal civilian employees, the various State acts
are grossly inequitable, inadequate, and cumbersome.

25The pros and cons on this question will be found In the Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations. A Report to the President for Transmittal to the Congress, June 1955,
pp. 208-209, and A Study Committee Report (to the Commission) on Unemployment Com-
pensation and Employment Service, June 1955.

3' See the comments and suggestions of my colleague, Prof. William Haber, The Present
Status of Unemployment Insurance In the United States, Annual Proceedings, Industrial
Relations Research Association, 1955.
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I hope it will be possible for the Congress to provide the Depart-
ment of Labor with increased staff to assist in improving the State
laws. Consideration should be given to establishing Federal stand-
ards for State programs. In many cases today, effective State ad-
ministration of such programs is thwarted by inadequate staff, facili-
ties, and funds.

From an administrative point of view, State workmen's compen-
sation programs are the most expensive form of social insurance in
the United States. Moreover, the costs and benefits tend to vary
more widely than in unemployment insurance, and administrative
arrangements are more complex and diverse. In general, workmen's
compensation is not administered as efficiently as old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance or unemployment insurance. The program
does not cover the proportion of wage loss intended by the sponsors
of the original program. A thoroughgoing investigation and over-
haul of the existing arrangements is long overdue.3 0

INTERRELATIONS EIms BETWEEN FISCAL POLICY AND SOCIAL POLICY

There are a number of important issues involving longer run fiscal
and social policies. They cannot all be dealt with in this paper. Even
those selected for attention cannot be adequately analyzed in the
limited space available. Those which are mentioned are included
primarily with the idea that the joint committee may wish to explore
them more intensively.

bStrengthening the Federal-State cooperative program
In this paper, a number of suggestions have been made for broaden-

ing and expanding the existing Federal-State programs of health,
education, and welfare. Since proposals have also been made by other
persons and groups for returning some of these programs and some
Federal excise taxes to the States, it is necessary at the present time
to raise the question in which direction it is desirable to go. Should
we curtail the Federal-State cooperative system in these fields and
limit the Federal Government's concern to only certain areas?
Should we parcel out specific taxes to the States? Will this strengthen
State responsibility and weaken the national interest?

There is no question in my mind, from my experience, that Fed-
eral grants-in-aid to the States have strengthened the States and pre-
served the Federal-State system in this country. I do not believe we
can meet the rapidly changing and expanding social needs of our
Nation without building upon the Federal-State system. Various
criticisms and defects of the Federal-State system can be made. But
it is important to recognize that, in the national interest, we must
seek and we must find ways to accomplish national objectives with
decentralized administrative responsibility.

Meyer Kestnbaum, the President's adviser on Federal-State rela-
tions, has compressed the complex issues involved in this question
into an understandable statement. In testifying before the Subcom-
mittee on Governmental Operations in the House, he stated:

People find they can do better coming to Washington than
they can going to their State governments for help. They

CD See the excellent evaluation of the progam, and recommendations for changes, In
Herman M.. Somers and Anne R. Somers, Workmen's Compensation: Prevention, Insurance,
and Rehabilitation of Occupational Disability, 1954.
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find they get a better hearing from their Congressman, a
more sympathetic understanding, a better attitude and a
broader outlook.3'

The many issues involved in Federal grants-in-aid to the States
are complex. These issues have been studied by the first Hoover
Commission on Federal-State relations and by the Kestnbaum Com-
mission on Intergovernmental Relations. The reports of both Com-
missions recognized the contribution of Federal grantis-in-aid 1io
accomplishing national objectives. At the present time, a House
committee is giving further study to the operation of Federal-State
programs. At an appropriate time, the joint committee might wish
to review the economic and fiscal implications of existing grant-in-aid
programs. It would be desirable to strengthen the equalizing effect
of Federal aid by giving greater emphasis to the expansion of pro-
grams and services in the low-income States. A report of the New
Jersey Taxpayers' Association concludes that the proportion of Fed-
eral aid which equalized financial resources represented 23 percent of
the $3.3 billion of Federal aid distributed in 1956.'2

The total amount of Federal aid equalized was $800 million.
Thirty-four States received more in aid than the taxpayers of these
States paid in taxes. Mississippi and Arkansas received three times
as much as their taxpayers contributed. Missouri received about half
as much as its taxpayers contributed.

An objective appraisal of the validity of these estimates, and a
reappraisal of the equalizing objectives and accomplishments of Fed-
eral aid, would be desirable.

However, it should be recognized that equalization of the general
fiscal capacities of the States is not the sole objective of Federal grant
policy. The Kestnbaum Commission concluded that such equaliza-
tion is not "by itself a proper objective of national policy." 33 The
Commission's arguments on this point are not very persuasive from an
economic point of view. The very fact that the Commission recom-
mended the incorporation of equalizing features in specific grants as
"desirable whenever reasonably necessary for the achievement of spe-
cific program objectives" '4 is evidence of the inescapable importance
of equalization in Federal grants. In any case, it must be noted that
overriding national interests may necessitate the use of Federal grants-
in-aid to effectuate a coordinated and nationwide program independ-
ent of fiscal considerations.
Fiscal policy and social security

The social-security program involves large and important fiscal
and economic questions. Public social-security payments were being
disbursed in July 1957 at a rate in excess of $18 billion a year. UTd
age, survivors, and disability insurance is already the largest con-
stellation in the social-security firmament, involving $7 billion of dis-
bursements annually. Moreover, total benefit disbursements under
the existing old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program will
more than triple by the end of the century.

3' New York Times, July 30, 1957.
" Federal Aid-Quick Money or Quick and, February 1957.
5a The Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, a report to the President for trans-

mittal to the Congress, June 1955, pp. 110-113, 135-136.
" Ibid.
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Before exploring some of the fiscal questions raised by the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance program, it may be well to sum-
marize very briefly the major characteristics of the program as it
stands today.
Major characteristics of the old-age, survivors, and disability in-

surance program
Two basic features of the old-age insurance program have remained

unchanged since the system was established in 1935. They are that
the benefits are wage-related as contrasted to being uniform in char-
acter; and the system is contributory with payroll contributions from
employers, employees, as contrasted to general revenue financing.

These two basic features, along with a number of other important
elements, affect decisions as to the level of benefits, the methods of
financing, and other provisions of the program. The main character-
istics of the system today are as follows:

1. The system is contributory with contributions from employers
and employees and, since 1951, from the self-employed.

2. The program is financed on a self-supporting basis without a
general subsidy from the Federal Government.

3. Contributions from employers and employees are equal.
4. Contributions from the self-employed are three-quarters of the

combined contributions payable with respect to employees.
5. The contribution rates paid by individuals at the present time

are less than what individuals would have to pay for the same protec-
tien- £r-om. a privat misuance coJup)I-ay-.

6. Contributions are compulsory except for a few groups where, be-
cause of compelling public policy, voluntary contributions are per-
mitted under very limited circumstances.

7. Benefits are paid as a matter of statutory right to or on behalf
of insured persons without a needs test.

8. All persons in occupations covered by the program are included
in the system irrespective of the amount of their earnings, although
for higher income persons part of their earnings are not counted
for either contribution or benefit purposes (at the present time, the
cutoff is $4,200 a year).

9. Benefits are related to the wages of the insured contributor with-
in specified dollar minimums and maximums and are a higher propor-
tion of the wages for lower income persons than for persons with
higher income.

10. Benefits are related to presumptive family needs-that is, the
basic benefits of an insured contributor are increased where the con-
tributor has a wife 62 and over or dependent children under the age
of 18, and in certain other cases.

11. Benefits are paid to certain insured survivors of the contributor,
such as the widow, dependent children under the age of 18, dependent
parents, and dependent widowers.

12. Benefits to insured working women and wives are actuarially
reduced if they begin to draw them between ages 62 and 65.

13. Benefits to insured persons between thel ages of 62 for women
and 65 for men and 72 are payable to i ndividuals upon '"retirement" as
defined by law.

14. Benefits are paid to insured aged persons 72 or over, irrespective
of retirement.

97735-57 el
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15. Benefits are paid to certain insured totally disabled persons
age 50 and over.

16. Benefit rights are preserved for certain insured totally disabled
persons, irrespective of age.

17. Disabled individuals are referred to State vocational rehabili-
tation agencies for rehabilitation.

18. A small lump-sum death benefit is pavable upon the death of
an insured individual.

19. There is no refund of contributions to the estate of any con-
tributor when benefits paid in respect to his earnings do not equal
the contributions he paid to the system during his lifetime.

20. Contributions are deposited with the United States Treasury;
the Treasury utilizes any excess of contributions over amounts needed
for benefits and the cost of administration by issuing or by buying
United States Government bonds to the trust fund; the bonds and the
interest on such bonds are held in the trust fund for the benefit of
the beneficiaries of the system.

21. The Board of Trustees, composed of the Secretaries of the
Treasury, Labor, and Health, Education, and Welfare, have the re-
sponsibility of making an annual report to the Congress giving the
facts as to the financial and actuarial status of the program, and
making any recommendations if the fund is too high or too low.

22. For each scheduled stepup in the contribution rate, an advisory
council is to be appointed to study and report on the financing of the
program.
Criteria for benefit adequacy

Major increases have been made in the benefit structure of the old-
age and survivors insurance program in recent years and, undoubtedly,
additional improvements will be made next year and in future years.
Yet, there is no precise definition of the benefit objectives of the
system.

The underlying concept of the program has been described by the
House Committee on Ways and Means most recently (1954) as the
"goal of providing an adequate floor of protection." The Senate
Committee on Finance spoke of a basic program of contributory insur-
ance being important to the economic security of American families
(1954).

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Marion B. Fol-
som, has stated that a "fundamental principle is that social-security
payments are intended to provide a base of protection upon which
workers and employers may build additional security through private
effort and individual thrift" (1957).

Sometimes the objective of the program has been expressed as the
payment of benefits which will provide "minimum protection." This
ambiguous phraselias meant different things to different people. To
some people it has meant a flat payment of $50 or $60 a month to
everyone; to others, a relatively high-minimum payment of $50 to
$75 with a narrow range between the minimum and a relatively low
maximum. In other words, it has meant the floor in the basement of
the social-security edifice to some, the first floor to others, and an
escalator running from the basement to the fifth floor to still others.

It would be desirable to clarify this concept. With the growth of
private pension plans, it becomes more urgent.
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Under the 1954 amendments, benefits vary from 60 percent for an
average monthly wage of $50 to 31 percent for an average monthly
wage of $350. An individual with an average monthly wage of $120
receives a benefit of approximately 50 percent.

In the civil service retirement system the benefit for an individual
with an average wage of $350 represents 57 percent of the wage.
In the railroad retirement program the proportion is 59 percent.
What should be the proportion of wages compensated by the KASDI
program at various levels?

By attempting to state the desirable benefit levels of the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance program in more specific mathe-
matical terms, it would be possible to consider more objectively long-
run costs, priorities, and interrelationships between the insurance pro-
gram, assistance, and private pension plans. Thus, the amount of the
minimum benefit might be expressed as a specific percent of average
earnings; the maximum taxable earnings base as an amount which
would cover all the earnings of a given proportion of covered persons;
the maximum family benefit as a specific multiple of the primary
benefit amount. Finally, the benefit formula could be expressed as
one which would produce a benefit of a specific percent of earnings
for the person receiving the average earnings in a year and with a
specified higher percentage for the individual earning one-half that
amount, and a specified lower percentage for the individual earning
the maximum taxable amount. Average earnings in a year would
have to be defined as, for instance, the median earnings (ror-ndncll fn
the closest multiple of $100) for male earners working al 4 quarters
in insured employments.

The formulation of objective criteria along these lines is suggested
for inclusion in a declaration of congressional intent in the law.
Countercyclical effect8

From time to time, consideration has been given to various methods
of modifying the provisions of the social-security system so that the
program will have an even more important anticyclical effect than it
might have under the present provisions of the law. For instance,
suggestions have been made for reducing the contribution rates during
periods of low-business activity and increasing them during periods of
full employment and, as contributions increase, this may become an

-issue worthy of exploration. Likewise, it would be possible to write
a provision into the law which would modify the retirement test in
terms of the level of economic activity. For instance, to illustrate
the general principle, the law could be written so that when business
activity or employment dropped a given percentage, the retirement
test would drop from $1,200 to say, $900. Conversely, when business
activity or employment increased a given percentage over a norm,
the retirement test would be increased to say, $1,500, or $2,000. The
mathematical factors involved in the amount and timing of any such
provision, of course, could be varied to fit varying approaches.

Several practical problems arise in-the consideration of the desir-
ability and workability of these automatic proposals. Based on past
experience. the Congress has not been very favorable to the inser-
tion of automatic escalator clauses into the statutes. The effect of
any such provision is to delegate the lawmaking power to some ad-
ministrative agency to determine the occurrence of specific events
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which affect the rights of individuals and the condition of the econ-
omy. While the discretion of the administrative agency might be
almost none whatsoever, nevertheless, the effect of any such proposal
might be considered a serious abrogation of the legislative authority.

While it could be argued that there would be no real abrogation of
Congress' legislative authority under any such proposal since Con-
grPss could change the law at any time, it is probable that the prec-
edent-making effect of any such proposal would result in Congress
hesitating before enacting any such proposal. Although various esca-
lator clauses have been considered from time to time in terms of
increases in veterans' benefit and other fixed statutory payments to
individuals, Congress has always indicated its unwillingness to adopt
any such proposals since it is pointed out that they are in session every
year and can make the necessary adjustments in any legislation in the
light of what Congress determines are all of the relevant facts at the
time.
Adjustmnents to prices and wages

Tying the level of social-insurance benefits automatically to changes
in the Consumer Price Index, in my opinion, is at the present time
undesirable and unrealistic for the OASDI program. It is not likely
to be acceptable as a solution to the adequacy of benefit problem. In
the first place, such a proposal assumes that the benefits are adequate
and only need adjustment to the price level. Moreover, it provides for
dealing with the benefit side of the program without simultaneously
adjusting the cost side. It should be recognized, moreover, that pro-
posals for automatic adjustment of benefits to prices or wages would
be opposed on the grounds that either might act as an incentive to
inflation or at least affirmatively would not encourage price or wage
stability. However, the same objection could be made to the escalator
clause in the collective-bargaining contracts which now cover several
million persons.

An adjustment formula relating wages solely to maximum benefits in
unemployment insurance should be distinguished, however, from ad-
justing all benefits in relation to prices. These proposals differ in
costs, effects, and principles. In any case, it seems to me, all these
proposals to adjust our social-insurance program more promptly to a
dynamic economy might well be explored. The recent German legis-
lation and the British Labor Party proposals in this regard should be
carefully studied.
Short-run and long-run costs

Before discussing certain current aspects involved in financing the
insurance program, it is essential to describe the relationship between
short-run and long-run costs. There were at one time and probably
still are some people who say that the trust fund (now over $23
billion) or the illusory situation produced by the apparent excess of
receipts over expenditures made Congress willing to liberalize the
insurance benefits in the past, or has made Members of Congress
propose liberalizations of benefits which are or may be unwise. I do
not propose to go into the merits of the specific proposals of the past
or the proposals adopted by the Congress. But I do say that the
evidence from the congressional deliberations is overwhelming that
the Congress has never come to their conclusions as to the changes in
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the benefits on the size of the reserve fund or on the basis of the short-
run costs. They have consistently kept in mind the long-run costs.
They have conscientiously tried to take into account prospective
income and outgo over a long period of time. It is gratifying that
our Representatives in Congress have taken this position, and I see no
reason to doubt their ability to continue to do so.

What I have just said in explanation of the financing of the insur-
ance program should not be taken to mean that the present method of
financing the program is the only sound method of financing the pro-
gram. Various financial changes have been proposed which have been
and should continue to be given careful consideration. But I do not
believe there is evidence to support the contention for any basic
changes in the present law on the ground that Congress has unwisely
liberalized benefits because of a failure to recognize the increasing
character of the benefit disbursements.
The financing of the program

My next comment is intended to clarify the issues surrounding some
of the misunderstandings which cloud the controversy between reserve
and pay-as-you-go financing. The present program has sometimes
been referred to as being financed on a full-reserve basis, or on a pay-
as-you-go basis, depending upon the emphasis given to certain factors.
Neither of these characterizations is correct. Congress is financing
the program over a long time, on what I would call a partial-reserve
basis, as distinguished from either a full-reserve basis, a contingency-
reserve basis, or a pay-as-you-go basis.

There are three of the general principles previously discussed which
the Congress adopted in relation to the financing of the present pro-
gram which are pertinent here:

1. The self-supporting principle.-The system should be self-sup-
porting without any subsidy from the Government.

2. The equit principle.-The contribution rate paid by employees,
as far as possi le, should not be more than what they would have to
pay for the same protection from a private insurance company.

3. The equal-sharing principle.-Contributions should be shared
equally between employers and employees.

From these three general principles, it then follows that the Con-
gress had to establish a system of collecting contributions in excess of
benefits in the early years in order to build up a reserve fund which
would earn enough interest which, when added to the contributions,
would yield enough income to pay the benefits in all future years (1)
without asking the Government for a subsidy, (2) without increasing
contributions on employees above what was equitable, or (3) without
increasing contributions on employers more than on employees and
thereby disturbing the equal sharing of costs. Thus, under the pres-
ent program, it is contemplated that in a year, if and when benefit
disbursements reached 10 percent of payrolls, 8½2 percent would be
coming from contributions on employers and employees and an amount
equivalent to 1iy2 percent of payrolls from interest on the reserve fund.

This is not the only way in which this cost could be financed. Con-
grcss could have chosen to go on a pay-as-you-go basis. It could have
planned to finance the 10 percent future cost by collecting 5 percent
from employers and 5 percent from employees and 71/2 percent from
the self-employed. But this might violate the equity principle and
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would result in giving persons in the early years very substantial
benefits at very much less contributions. It could have financed the
cost by 4 percent from employees and 6 percent from the employers,
but this would have violated the equal sharing principle. It could
have planned to meet the 1½/2 percent differential from a Government
subsidy, but this would have violated the self-supporting principle.

It could have tried to make various adantations. sluch as 3 Dercent
from employees, 5 percent from employers (the extra 2 percent being
rationalized as a payment toward the accrued liability), 1 percent
from the Government, which might be justified as the net savings
from a reduction in costs of public assistance or as a payment of part
of the costs of some of the benefits for older or low-income persons,
and 1 percent from interest earnings on a contingency reserve.

I could give other possible combinations of sharing the cost. But
Congress did not embody any of these variations in the present law.

The late Senator Vandenberg, an eminent and outstanding student
of social security, became convinced some years ago that the system
should be placed on a pay-as-you-go financing basis. He also came to
the conclusion that the loss to the system of the interest from a reserve
fund should be met from an outright Government subsidy. He agreed
to an amendment to the law, adopted in 1943, which recognized this
principle. But Congress, on its own motion, eliminated this provi-
sion in 1950.
Is the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance trust fund sound?

Recently, various economic, business, and insurance journals and
writers have made current issue out of an old controversy which is
again confusing social security contributors and the general public
and is, unfortunately, acting as a weapon to cast doubt on the finan-
cial integrity of a governmentally run insurance program. Three
arguments are made:

1. The social-security fund is currently in the red, in that outgo
is exceeding contribution income;

2. Social security is, therefore, inflationary;
3. The trust fund has an accumulated liability of $323 billion

and assets of $23 billion and, hence, has a "shortage of $300 billion
and it is increasing year after year."

Before making a reply to these three points, it is important to
point out that, to the extent that these statements are believed by their
proponents, the answer to them is the advocacy of an increase in the
contribution rates. Yet, the groups making these arguments usu-
ally have been the leading opponents of increases in the contribution
rates, both during the early period of the contribution freezes of the
war years and in 1956. In general, those who earnestly advocate
these arguments are in favor of curtailment of government respon-
sibility for social security, the limitation on any further benefit in-
creases, or for outright repeal or basic modification of the program
to eliminate the equity and wage-related aspects of the contributory
program. In this latter point of view they have been joined by many
pension consultants throughout the United States who have advised
their clients and principals of the "actuarially unsound" financial
status of the social-security program.

I should like to say, before proceed to deal with the three points
being raised in current discussions, that, in my opinion, from the 22
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years of close association I have had with the congressional commit-
tees handling social-security legislation, the financial integrity of the
program has always received the most careful consideration of the
House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee
on Finance, irrespective of the party in power. Whether the chair-
man of the Committee on Finance Nwas Pat Harrison, Walter George,
Eugene Millikin, or Harry Byrd; or whether the chairman of the
Committee on Ways and Means was Bob Doughton, Dan Reed, or
Jere Cooper-or whatever the composition of the committees or the
conference committees-and I am sure Mr. Mills will bear me out
on this point-each administration proposal and committee change in
benefits in 1935, 1939, 1950, 1952, 1954, and 1956 was accompanied
by the most careful presentation of the best actuarial estimates avail-
able, and an impartial attempt to keep the system in actuarial balance
within the knowledge then available.

This is not to say that there is complete agreement on the way
to finance a governmental program of this character. There are a
number of alternatives for changing the sources and proportions of
the revenues borne by the various parties. But each time Congress
has approached these complex questions it has returned to the prin-
ciple of financing the program directly from the contributors without
any subsidies from general revenues and by a graduated step-up
rather than a level-premium basis. The graduated step-up permits
a gradual adjustment by employees, employers, and the self-employed
to the increased levy without a too sharp impact on costs, prices, or
take-home pay.

Recognizing the complex financial issues and the imponderables
involved in any policy-the present one or any of a number of alter-
natives-the Congress, in 1956, wrote into the law a provision for
the establishment of an Advisory Council on Social Security Financ-
ing to be established each time the contribution rate is to be increased.
Under the present law, the contribution rate is automatically in-
creased in 1960, 1965, 1970, and 1975. The councils are to report
before each rate increase, and are specifically directed by Congress
to review the status of the trust funds in relation to the long-term
commitments of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
program.

With respect to the three questions raised earlier, it is essential first
to say that Congress clearly recognized that sometime before 1960
the old-age survivors insurance benefit outgo would exceed contribu-
tion income. Hence, there is nothing unforeseen about the current
situation in which old-age survivors insurance benefit disbursements
approximate contributions. While this situation might occur earlier
than thought in 1954 or 1956, the current interest earnings and the
$23 billion trust fund are available to handle any temporary imbalance
which occurs before the 1960 stepup.

Morover, the separate disability trust account will be developing a
relatively large balance. This fact must be taken into account in
appraising both the current deficit and the inflationary criticisms.
Should the critics or Congress believe that the program should be
more deflationary, then I suggest consideration be given to increasing
the rate one-quarter of 1 percent on employers and employees each
(and three-quarters of 1 percent on the self-employed) effective
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January 1, 1958. Of one point I am convinced: the majority of the
employee contributors to the program will accept a reasonable and
justified increase in contributions if it is explained to them. As I
have already pointed out, I think the employee contributors are will-
ing to pay an increased contribution of one-half of 1 percent at the
present time for increased benefits. Since the full effect of the benefit
increases I have proposed for the immediate future would be less
than the contribution yield, the proposal would be deflationary on the
whole. When coupled with the contribution increases already sched-
uled for 1960, the deflationary effects would continue into the early
sixties.

I do not propose the changes I have suggested on the grounds that
it is desirable that they be deflationary. I would prefer that any
changes, at the present time, have a null or inconsequential effect
on the balance as to income and outgo. But this is not feasible from
the standpoint of public opinion, in my judgment, or from the point
of view of fixing contribution rates in convenient percentage multiples.
In any case, considering all the aspects, I believe it desirable to provide
immediately for the contributions to cover the level-premium cost of
any new benefits provided. This was the policy adopted in principle
by Congress in 1950, 1954 and 1956, and I believe it would be best to
continue this principle for the present unless special circumstances
warrant its partial or temporary modification.

The third criticism, that there is an actuarial deficit in the present
program, is one which, while frequently made, is not intended to
produce a constructive answer for rate increases. Representatives
of insurance companies and actuaries, and two advisory councils, have
testified that in a system handled by the Government and assumed to
operate in perpetuity, it is not necessary or desirable to operate on a
full-funded reserve basis as a legal reserve insurance company does.
Private insurance neither has the advantage of the taxing power
nor the advantage of assuming perpetual operation. Hence, a govern-
mental program need not follow private insurance reserve financing
or precepts of actuarial soundness used in private plans.

The trustees of the Federal old-age and survivors insurance trust
fund, in their report to Congress dated March 1, 1957 state that the
old age and survivors insurance system is in actuarial balance. That
is, based upon present information, for the long-range future the
system will have sufficient income from contributions, based on the
tax schedule now, in the law, and from interest earned on investments
to meet all future payments for benefits and administrative expenses.
Disbursements will grow, but so, too, will contribution and interest
income.

To recapitulate, the present social-security system is financed on
a sound long-run basis; it has an orderly and responsible method for
assuring a periodic reexamination of the financial soundness of the
program, the actuarial estimates, and the scheduled contribution in-
creases; it need not and should not be judged as to its actuarial sound-
ness by private insurance standards; and, while the program should
be modified by making benefit and contribution changes at an early
date, these changes should not alter the basic financial principles un-
derlying the program at the present time.
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Contractual insurance Versus social insurance
Before concluding a review of some of the fiscal issues in social se-

curity, it is essential to recognize the values and limitations of private
and public programs. Private life insurance, annuities, and dis-
ability payments are important, essential, and need to be increased.
There are a number of areas in which improvements are warranted
and should be encouraged by private and congressional action. But,
in numerous publications of the critics of social security in recent
years there is an unwillingness to recognize openly and directly the
concrete value of social security in protecting a free-enterprise econ-
omy, in making it possible for individuals to purchase supplementary
private insurance, and for companies to establish supplementary
private plans.

I do not expect to find paeans of praise for social security from
these sources such as once were made in advertisements selling life
insurance. These occurred in the days when the public was just
becoming aware of the life-insurance element in survivors benefits and
the relatively small old-age benefits payable to higher income earners.

But, today, there is a clear advantage which social insurance has
over most contractual private insurance, namely, that social-insurance
benefits can be increased as wages and prices increase. This is not a
theory looking for an event to prove its historical accuracy. In 1950,
1952, and 1954, Congress increased the old-age and survivors insur-
ance benefits as a result of rising wages, prices, or standards of living.
And Congress, in my opinion, should, and undoubtedly will, do this
again. Except for the few and limited variable annuity plans, con-
tractual private old age benefit plans or policies do not offer the
built-in dynamism which contributory social insurance offers as
income increases.

Inflation is-and remains- a terrible calamity for persons on fixed
incomes, such as retirement annuitants, widows and orphans, and the
disabled. But, if and when, inflation occurs, a social-insurance sys-
tem is presently better equipped to deal with the problem than the
conventional contractual fixed-benefit payments of private insurance,
at the present time.

Similarly, as productivity and levels of living rise-assuming there
is no inflation-social insurance can reflect these improvements, not
only for future beneficiaries, but for beneficiaries already on the rolls.
This conventional contractual private insurance does not do. In sev-
eral foreign countries such an "improvement factor" is already incor-
porated in the social insurance legislation, or is proposed. It would
be desirable for the Joint Committee or the Advisory Council on
Social Security Financing to explore these features in the plans and
proposals of other countries. They indicate the superiority of pub-
licly managed social-insurance plans to private plans in an expanding,
growing, dynamic economy. It would be desirable for the Joint Com-
mittee to explore the respective values and limitations of each type of
insurance and the desirable relationship to be worked out among vari-
ous types of insurance for each type of benefit. While competition be-
tween both types of programs is desirable for the economy as a whole,
it is my opinion that social insurance still labors under the handicap
of organized adverse criticism from certain groups. This is not fair to
our governmental processes, nor is it socially responsible. Perhaps a
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complete examination of both programs is a proper function of the
Joint Committee. Such an examination would consider tax exemp-
tions, amount and character of reserves, administrative costs, State
and Federal regulation, and the recognition of variable annuity plans
by Federal statute.
The Jenkins-Keogh bill

The Congress, on several occasions, has considered the principles
embodied in the so-called Jenkins-Keogh bill to exclude from taxable
income some amounts contributed by self-employed persons to cer-
tain types of funds for personal insurance protection. The tax loss
involved has been a major factor in persuading the Congress and the
administration to defer action on this proposal. Moreso, as long as
doctors are not covered by old-age, survivors, and disability insurance,
it has been pointed out that they should not have the advantages of
any special new legislation when they are unwilling to accept or share
in the privileges and responsibilities that all other professional groups
now enjoy. However, the dubious "special privilege" enjoyed by doc-
tors (which includes the privilege of leaving some of their widows and
orphans without adequate income for the future) will probably soon
be eliminated by the Congress-or, in any case, should be eliminated.
Every indication is that a growing proportion of doctors want to be
covered by old-age, survivors, and disability insurance, and when the
doctors are given all the facts by any impartial source-free from
ideological overtones related to "socialized medicine," a majority vote
in any correctly and fairly worded referendum in favor of old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance coverage.

When the doctors finally come in to old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance coverage, consideration might then be given to allowing
self-employed persons a limited amount to be excludable from taxable
income as. for example. an amount equal to twice their social-security
contribution in a year. This would create an automatic relationship
between the two approaches which would serve to maintain the identity
and integrity of each.
Deduction of all employee contributions from taxable income

There is no doubt, however, that allowing any such exclusion for the
self-employed raises several larger issues which have very wide rami-
fications. Among these are: whether other forms of "savings" should
be excludable and how to draw any reasonable line defining this con-
cept, and whether to permit employees to exclude part or all of their
employee contributions toward plans in which employers now may
make deductions from their gross income for all of their employer
contributions.

It must be recognized that our present policy of taxing as "income"
amounts deducted from employees and not actually received but de-
ferred as old age, survivors, or disability payments does not quite ac-
cord with the much extolled policy of encouraging thrift. By taxing
when incomes are high, and allowing exemptions when incomes are
low, we discourage saving, or at least it can be said we do not encourage
it as affirmatively as we might.

A more appropriate policy would be to allow a deduction for em-
ployee contributions to all types of recognized plans and then tax
the benefits when they were received. The plan would have to operate
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within certain stated limitations and definitions. There are obvious
difficulties in changing over to any such system. But it warrants con-
tinued careful study along with the proposals already outlines.

Double tax exemption by the aged
One further tax matter requires future consideration, namely, the

double exemption for the aged. While it may be pointed out that
there is very little justification from a standpoint of equity or social
policy to this feature in our tax law, the major point to be made is that
the tax loss from this provision will continue to increase and the same
amount of tax funds placed elsewhere would do a lot more good. As
incomes of the aged increase, and as the possibility of increasing the
exemption reappears, it might be desirable to consider reducing this
loss from the higher income aged and utilizing all or a part of such
funds for the very low-income aged. This may not be something
which can be repealed but, at least as tax changes occur in the future,
the tax loss should not be increased from this provision.

Area redevelopment program
In a growing and expanding economy there, unfortunately, will be

pockets of unemployment and declining opportunities which require
the concerted mobilization of available private and public resources
and skills. An effective program is necessary to alleviate conditions
of substantial and persistent unemployment and underemployment in
economically depressed areas. Congress should enact appropriate leg-
islation for this purpose. Of special interest are the establishment of
apprenticeship, journeyman, and other vocational training facilities
and services in a redevelopment area, and weekly subsistence retrain-
ing payments to unemployed individuals in such areas who are not
entitled to unemployment insurance and who are undergoing training
for new jobs.

In this regard, I wish to urge continued support and appropriations
for the rural redevelopment program now under way through the
Department of Agriculture. As experience emerges, it may prove
desirable for the Congress to expand the programs. Redevelopment
programs are underway in only some 50 counties and 8 areas in 24
States. This program should be expanded as soon as it is feasible.

In considering improvements in the social-security program, it
should be kept in mind that most farmers and many farmhands are
now covered under the system. Increased social-security benefits and
broadened types of protection will enhance the security of persons in
rural areas and increase the income available to them.

On many different fronts we must continue to move toward expand-
ing the program which will bring depressed rural and urban areas
into the mainstream of economic progress. As President Eisenhower
has said, "We must open wider the doors of opportunity-for the
good of our country and all our people."

Disclosure of private welfare fu'nd8
Federal legislation providing for registration and disclosure of

the essential financial and administrative operations of private vel-
fare funds is desirmable. The potential gTowth of the reserve funds.
income, and expenditures makes it necessary for the Federal Govern-
ment to disseminate accurate and full information on these quasi-
public operations. F rom the standpoint of public policy, the method
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of financing or administration is irrelevant to the question of dis-
closure. In order that the disclosure legislation will be administered
as a service-oriented program, rather than a regulatory or manage-
ment-labor program, it would be appropriate to consider having the
program at the Federal level administered by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

Since contributions to these plans involve Federal tax deductions,
and will be more closely interrelated as time goes on with major fiscal
and economic policies, there is sound ground for exercise of congres-
sional responsibility in this field.

I believe that reports to all participants and beneficiaries should be
mandatory and there should be a detailed listing of all investments.

SOCIAL POLICY AND RESEARCH

The broad questions of policy discussed in this paper are ultimately
decided by consumers and legislatures in specific settings. General
principles must be adapted to different programs and objectives.
Where incentive and disincentive elements for adults can play a very
significant role, as in unemployment insurance, the form of taxation
and benefits may differ from the methods of providing education to
children. The relatively nondiscretionary role of the Federal Gov-
ernment in the administration of a wage-related, contributory insur-
ance program may differ from the role it plays or might play in
providing or financing educational or health services. These illus-
trations could be multiplied, but are sufficient to indicate that fiscal
policy cannot be considered apart from economic and social policy.

A major weakness in most recent fiscal policy discussions is that
fiscal policy is frequently viewed as being independent of social policy.
This is not true and, moreover, is undesirable. Any mechanistic solu-
tion to fiscal problems, whether it involves income distribution, taxes,
the budget, interest rates, or monetary policy which does not ade-
quately take into account the impact on individual, family and na-
tional welfare, is not a sound national policy.

Social policy should not be viewed as something which only comes
into play when fiscal and economic policies do not work out as planned.
Nor should social policy be introduced only as a secondary factor to
make long-run fiscal and economic policies workable in the short run.
Social objectives must be woven into economic and fiscal policy in a
democratic society at the initial stage of their formation and admin-
istration. To accomplish this, much more emphasis must be given to
factfinding, statistical analysis, research, and demonstration projects
in socioeconomic policies and programs.

The increasing complexity of economic, fiscal, and social policy
issues, the great increases in population and its geographical and social
mobility, and the controversial character of many issues facing law-
makers (Federal, State, and local) and the citizenry, all argues for
our obtaining some perspective on our current and future problems
and resources. The Congress affects policy and programs quite apart
from the passage of laws, the making of treaties, acting on nomina-
tions, and making appropriations. By its staff studies and reports,
committee investigations, and cross-examinations of Government and
public witnesses, it influences policy. Sometimes the declarations of
public policy and statements of congressional intent in legislation
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come to have an effect more pervasive and influential than the sub-
stance of the legislation. The declaration may be understood by mil-
lions; the substantive provisions only by a few experts.

Statements of agreements and disagreements are often of value.
Recognition of facts are frequently of some importance. Exchange
of ideas can modify conduct and policy.

Cominission on current and future social policies and trends
It is suggested, therefore, that the Congress enact legislation author-

izing the appropriation of funds to conduct a nationwide survey of
broad current and future social trends. The funds should be appro-
priated to a special nonpartisan Commission which would use the
facilities of Government, universities, and other private resources.
At least 3 years should be allowed for the completion of the report
which should be comprehensive.

Such a report would enable the Congress and the American people
to have some benchmark to evaluate the programs and policies neces-
sary for the 1960's. Economic and fiscal policies can then be reviewed,
criticized, and modified in the light of social needs and the social prob-
lems of an expanding economy.

Social research
Increased research funds are needed in the social, economic, and

administrative aspects of health, education, and welfare. Congress
has, in recent years, increased appropriations along this line for educa-
tion. vocational rehabilitation. and public health. In 1956. legislation
was enacted authorizing appropriations for research and denonstra-
tion projects in social security but, as a result of the economy drive
this year, appropriations, unfortunately, were not made in 1957 to
carry out this new legislation. Both the House and Senate appropria-
tion subcommittees recommended an initial appropriation to carry out
the program. It is recommended that Congress provide the necessary
funds to implement this 1956 legislations.

Federal funds for research in many aspects of health have increased
significantly in recent years. The Congress has been generous and
farsighted in this area. In the economic and financial areas Con-
gress has provided for research and statistics in the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, the Department of Commerce, and the Treasuy,
which has resulted in the supply of information generally unavailable
30 years ago. But, in educational and social matters, the Congremss
has been hesitant and doubtful, perhaps because of the social isstxey
involved in these areas. Nevertheless, in the past 3 years the Congress
has recognized that it is possible, desirable, and productive to encour-
age research in these areas.

Expenditures in the field of research in social security and welfare
in the United States are microscopic when it is recalled that in 1954
over $5 billion was spent in the Nation for all research and develop-
ment performed by private industry, educational institutions, founda-
tions, Government and all other organizations. Of this amount, the
Federal Government financed 40 percent of the cost. Over one-third of

Zi For a summary of the legislative background and research potentialities of this legisla-
tion. see Wilbur J. Cohen, New Opportunities in Social Security Research, Social Work,
April 1957.
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the research and development work conducted by private industry was
paid for by the Federal Government. 8

This same formula can and should be used to accelerate social and
economic research in health, education, and welfare. Increased Fed-
eral financing for these purposes, with the actual research decentralized
to private organizations, universities, research institutes, foundations
would be a sound investment. The vast social problems we are en-
c6untering in our dynamic society require a larger investment in social
research. The joint committee might well make an intensive study
of the needs and resources in this area with the assistance of the De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare, the National Science
Foundation, and the private philanthropic foundations making grants
in these fields.
Further study of low incomes needed

There should be continued the study of the extent of low incomes in
our economy and the changing causes and the effectiveness of programs
dealing with them.

The studies, hearings, and reports of the Subcommittee on Low
Income Families (1950 and 1955-56) under the chairmanship of
Senator Sparkman, have aided in focusing nationwide attention on
low incomes in our economy. New information and programs have
been developed since the subcommittee made its last study (1955) and
report (1956). It would be desirable to continue the work of this
subcommittee, particularly in planning for the preparation and anal-
ysis of relevant data in the 1960 census.

No one government agency is specifically authorized or directed to
bring together all of the data bearing on low incomes in our society.
We need much more intensive information on the interrelationship
between educational status, poor health, and dependency, in inter-
preting the causes of low incomes and the methods necessary to mini-
mize and prevent dependency, and raise the productivity of low-income
earners. The responsibility for coordinating, synthesizing, and elimi-
nating the gaps in our knowledge should be given to one agency. The
Bureau of the Census, the Departments of Labor and Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare all have a significant role to play in this matter.
It is suggested that Congress enact a statute directing the executive
branch to prepare material in this field, and creating an interdepart-
mental committee by law to institute the necessary arrangements to
see that the material is developed by the regular agencies. The mate-
rial should be available so that in 1960 and again in 1965 the Subcom-
mittee on Low Incomes could reinvestigate the situation with more
adequate information than what was available in 1949 or 1955 or
what is available today.

It is also suggested that the joint committee take the necessary
steps, if it has not alreday done so, to request the report on low incomes
recommended by the Subcommittee on Low Income Families to be
submitted by the executive branch to the joint committee during the
85th Congress.37

'a Expenditures for Research Relating to Welfare, Research and Statistics Note No. 28,
1956, Division of Prozram Research, Social Security Administration, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

37 A Program for the Low-Income Population at Substandard Levels of Living, S. Rept.
No. 1311, January 5, 1956, p. 14.
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As national productivity and incomes rises, some of our methods and
programs dealing with low-income problems may require substantial
modification. To prepare for this challenge, we must lay the plans
now for the information and analysis needed in the decade ahead.



THE IMPORTANCE OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES THROUGH
EDUCATION

Arthur F. Corey, State executive secretary, California Teachers
Association

The subtle relationships between the educational level of a people
and their general welfare have long been recognized by statesmen,
economists and sociologists. These interacting factors are not easily
measured, and cause and effect are difficult to establish. Nevertheless
some of them are logical enough to deserve brief delineation.

EDUCATION AND NATIONAL DEFENSE

One significant impact of education on the national welfare is in
connection with national defense. Modern armies depend heavily
for their effectiveness upon the quality of their men and officers and
upon the arms produced by the skilled workers and scientists who back
them up. Even the lowest ranks need an educational background
higher than that enjoyed by many of our people.
Armed Forces rejections

During World War II the Armed Forces first rejected and later
developed special training units to take care of men whose education
was below the minimum. More than 300,000 men were assigned to
these units. Not only were they not available until completion of the
special training needed to make them functionally literate, but they
required the services of a great number of other personnel as teachers.
The services of more than a third of a million men were diverted from
the direct war effort because of the lack of educational opportunities.

At the present time reports indicate a rejection rate of about 12 per-
cent on the basis of failure to pass the Armed Forces qualification test.
This is somewhat lower than the 16.4 percent reported for the first
year of the Korean conflict, but it still constitutes a deplorable threat
to our defense potential.
Relation of rejections and educational expenditures

The effects of lack of education during World War II have been
studied carefully in the research project on the conservation of human
resources carried on by the Graduate School of Business of Columbia
University.' Reporting the results of the study, Ginzberg and Bray
point out in The Uneducated that the rejection rate for selectees from
the 12 States spending the least amount per student on education was
7 times the rate for the 12 States spending the highest amount. A
study of rejection rates during the Korean conflict has been made by

'I Eli Ginzberg and Douglas W. Bray, The Uneducated, New York, Columbia University
ress, 1953, p. 55.
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the research division of the National Education Association.2 It gives
a similar result. All 15 of the States having a rejection rate above the
national average spend less than the national average per child on
education.

Education and technical leadership
The direct impact of education on national defense which is illus-

trated by the effect of illiteracy, is dramatic. However, it may well
be less serious in the total picture than are the indirect effects. Lack of
educational opportunity so severe as to result in illiteracy in adult-
hood, is an extreme situation. Much less restriction of opportunity is
needed to produce other serious effects. Wolfie in America's Resources
of Specialized Talents has pointed out that probably fewer than
one-quarter of our bright students actually complete an education that
would permit them to fill the technical and scientific posts important
to national defense.

Education and citizenship
Although loyalty is no problem with the overwhelming majority of

Americans, it must also be pointed out that the development of in-
telligent understanding of what America stands for is an educational
job. Good citizenship does not just happen. Internal as well as ex-
ternal security is dependent upon education.

EcoNomIc WELFARE

It has long been recognized that education is directly related to
productivity. In 1914, Edwin R. A. Seligman, writing in Principles
of Economics I stated that-

In the commercial warfare that is being waged between na-
tions today, education is recognized as a potent weapon * * *.
The finer the tool, the greater will be the product; when the
tool consists of human energy, we have not only a great prod-
uct, but a greater capacity in the human being to utilize the
product.

Forty years later the United States Chamber of Commerce called
attention to the fact that the median educational attainment of those
earning $10,000 or more per year was 13.5 years of schooling; while
those earning less than $1,000 had a median attainment of only 7.5
years. Although income is not the same as productivity it is directly
related to it.

Education and technical replacement
Economic welfare in a highly developed industrial society is unu-

sually dependent upon education. The educational policies com-
mission of the National Education Association has pointed out that-

Continuous education for replacement of economic knowl-
edge and skill is of supreme importance in a technological

2 Implications of Armed Forces Qualification Test Results for Education in the United
States. compiled by the research division. National Education Association. October 1952
(mimeo. ), p. 1.

IDaei Woldfe, America's Resources of Specialized Talent, New York, Harper & Bros..
c. 1954, p. 8.

4 Edwin R. A. Seligman, Principles of Dconomics, 6th edition, New York, Longmans,
Green & Co., 1914, p. 292.
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society. The length of the period of training and the brief
span of a man's working years testify to this fact. Education
has an enormous job to perform in merely maintaining the
present accumulated capital of economic knowledge and skill.
Every death of a professionally or technically trained worker
reduces the capital unless it is currently replaced.5

Economic welfare is affected bv education in manv wavs. In-
creased productivity on the job is only one of the benefits derived from
schooling. At least equally important is the increased economic sta-
bility that results from an increase in economic literacy. Wild specu-
lations, senseless panics, crackpot economic panaceas, all are less likely
seriously to affect the economy of an educated people.
Education stimulates consumptjion

The overall impact of education on the economy is abundantly illus-
trated by a study of the relationship of per capita retail sales to the
number of years of schooling completed by the inhabitants of some of
our metropolitan areas.6 For example, it was found in 11 cities where
the school years completed averaged between 8 and 9, annual retail
sales averaged $917 per capita. In 19 cities where the average school-
ing was between 11 and 12 years, the per capita sales averaged $1,100
per year. These cities were of comparable size and were located
throughout the country.
Education and social dislocation

Even as education produces wealth, so the lack of it produces pov-
erty and ignorance with their attendant social dislocation. A group
under the leadership of Dr. Bradley Buell made a detailed case-by-case
study of the costs of correcting social and economic dislocation in the
area of St. Paul. They discovered that one-half of all these services
were required to deal with only 6 percent of the families. One family
in sixteen costs society as mucr 'for these services as do the other 15
combined. The cost of social dislocation is highly concentrated in a
small segment of our population. Although more research is needed
on this problem, there is indication that this expensive segment of our
population may be characterized as educational derelicts. Social dis-
location seems to be essentially an educational problem.

EDUCATION Is A NATIONAL ENTERPRISE

California has an average of 1,400 residents each day who were not
there yesterday. These are not newborn citizens. They were Amer-
ican citizens yesterday and the day before; but they did not live in
California. In most cases these citizens cannot be fully educated by
the State of California. Some of them are adults who must earn a
living; others are teen-age youth who can receive at most a year or two
of schooling in our State. Only- the young children will be fully
affected by the schools of California. Everybody else will have to rely
on other States for all or part of his education.

6 Educational policies commission, National Education Association, Education and Eco-
nomic Well-Being In American Democracy, Washington, D. C., the association, c. 1940,
P. 18.

Chamber of Commerce of the United States. Education-An Investment in People,
Washington, D. C., the chamber, 1954, p. 9, chart No. 4.
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Population mobility
Mobility is not a problem peculiar to California. From March 1955

through March 1956, over 5 million Americans moved into a new
State.7 Included in this number were 948,000 children of school age
(5 to 17 years). All States were affected. Even those that had a net
loss of population received new residents from other States.

Mobility is a phenomenon affecting both sides of the school desk. In
fact, it seems probable that it is higher for teachers than for the gen-
eral population. For example, in California nearly half of the new
teachers employed by school districts each year have been trained in
other States. Many of them have taught in these other States from 1
to 15 years. It is clear that even a State as well favored educationally
as California is heavily dependent.on the rest of the United States for
the quality of its teachers.
Federal impacts on education

The direct impact of Federal activities upon education in the several
States has been generally recognized. Some provision has been made
under Public Law 874 for helping States and their subdivisions to
meet the educational needs arising from the existence of Federal in-
stallations such as airbases and defense plants. However, the aid
provided is based upon the number of children whose presence in the
schools of a State can be directly traced to the existence of Federal or
defense installations. The actual impact is much greater than this
measure indicates.

When the Federal Government alters its policy with respect to any
program that has a major influence on the economy of the Nation, there
is also an impact on the educational facilities of the States. For in-
stance, it is anticipated that the accelerated program of interstate
highway construction will have a marked tendency to increase the
costs of school construction in the next few years. The "tight money"
policy which now exists has sharply increased the interest that must
be paid by States and local school districts on bonds sold to pay for new
buildings.

EDUCATION Is FINANCED BY A NATIONAL ECONOMY

Ours is a national economy. Automobiles produced in Detroit are
sold in Los Angles. Movies made made in Hollywood are exhibited in
New England. Television shows staged in New York are seen in all
the States and the District of Columbia. Many activities are carried
on simultaneously in several States-for example, telephone, pipeline,
and other transportation and communication operations.
Tax sources for educational support

In the past, educational expenses have been chiefly paid by means
of a property tax. However, our present national income depends
more upon economic activity than it does upon fixed property. In a
speech made at the convention of the American Association of School
Administrators in February 1957, R. L. Johns, head of the depart-
ment of educational administration of the University of Florida,
pointed out that " * * the only sources of our nationalfincome which

' U. S. Department of Commerce, Current Population Reports, series P-20, No. 73, March
12, 1957, p. 9, table I.
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are increasing or remaining constant in proportion to the total income
are compensation of employees and corporate profits. These two
sources of income accounted for 80.7 percent of the national income in
1954 and probably will account for a somewhat higher percentage in
1957." Dr. Johns went on to indicate that some tax other than the
property tax must, therefore, be called upon to help finance educa-
tion.

The gross national product is at least a rough indicator of the
ability of the American economy to support the various activities
undertaken in the country. In 1954, 2.8 percent of this product was
expended upon public education.8 In this same year, total tax col-
lections were equal to 23.6 percent of the rross national product.
Revenues for the public school constituted, therefore, 9.3 percent of
total tax collections.9

However, when State and local tax collections are considered, it is
found that in this same year school revenues formed 43.6 percent of
all local tax collections and 26.5 percent of State collections. The
amount expended upon public education by the Federal Government
has never equaled so much as 1 percent of its tax revenue. In 1954, it
was 0.3 percent.' 0

It is clear from a consideration of the sources of taxable wealth
in our economy and from these figures on the relative importance of
education as a subject for expenditure of public funds at the various
governmental levels that the financial crisis in American education is
not due to the inability of our economy to carry the load. The crisis
is clearly due to defects in the mechanism for taxing wealth produced
by that economy.

Inequities among the States
The limitation of State and local taxing powers in supporting public

education are clearly shown by two facts. The first is the great varia-
tion to be found among the States in the ratio of taxable wealth to
children to be educated. For example, income payments per pupil
in average daily attendance in public schools in 1953-54 varied from
$17,471 in Delaware to $4,007 in Mississippi. The national average
of $11,104 was exceeded by more than a thousand dollars by 14 States;
whereas 19 States failed to reach it by more than $2,000. The most
favored State had an income per child more than 400 percent of that
of the poorest State.

The result is that educational facilities are unequal among the
States despite the efforts of many of the poorer States to improve their
status. North Dakota is 38th among the States in income payments
per child; but it is first in the percentage of the total income payments
made in the State that is spent for public education. Nevertheless,
it is 29th in the amount spent per pupil for the current costs of edu-
cation, which is less than three-fifths as much as the top State. On
the other hand, the top State, New York, is 35th in effort-the per-
centage of its income payments that are spent on public education.
It is able to be in first place in per pupil expenditures because it is
in second place in income payments per student."

aStatus and Trends: Current Statistics and Forecasts Related to Education, compiled
by the research division of the National Education Association, October 1955, p. 44,
table 24.

9 Ibid., p. 42, table 20.
'5 Ibid., p. 43, table 21.
11 Research division of the National Education Association. Rankings of the States,

January 1957; p. 14, table 21; p. 15, table 23; p. 16, table 26.
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In part the inequities among the States are due to differences in
population density and in natural resources. However, the major
differences in taxable wealth are due to the workings of our economic
system. Delaware is first in income payments per child not because
of the natural wealth of the State but because it is the home of many
large corporations. The high assessed valuations of some Michigan
school districts are due to the fact that people throughout the Nation
buy the automobiles produced in plants located within their limits.

As a matter of fact, many strategically located States are able to
tax the entire economy to provide for their schools. Michigan prop-
erty taxes paid by automobile manufacturers become part of the costs
that are used in determining how much California shall pay for
cars. New York city and State income taxes are paid by cor orations
that do businesss in Mississippi. These taxes help support New York
schools without regard to the fact that the economic activity that
made their collection possible took place all over the United States.

THE NATURE AND DIMENSIONS OF THE EDUCATION SHORTAGE

We have had many warnings of our educational shortcomings by
prominent educators and lay citizens. The warning of Walter Lipp-
mann, in addressing the fifth annual dinner of the National Citizens
Commission for the Public Schools, has a very penetrating quality
that makes it appropriate for the present discussion:

We have to do in the educational system something verv
like we have done in the Military Establishment during the
past 15 years. We have to make a breakthrough to a radi-
cally higher and broader conception of what is needed and
what can be done. Our educational effort today, what we
think we can afford, what we think we can do, how we feel we
are entitled to treat our schools and teachers-all of that-
is still in approximately the same position as was the military
effort of this country before Pearl Harbor.

There is an enormous margin of luxury in this country
against which we can draw for our vital needs. We take
it for granted when we think of the national defense. From
the tragedies and the bitter experiences of being involved in
wars for which we were not prepared, we have acquired the
will to defend ourselves. And, having done that, having
acquired the will, we have found a way. We know how to
find dollars that are needed to defend ourselves, even if we
must do without something else that is less vitally important.
In education, we have not acquired that kind of will.

But we need to acquire it, and we have not time to lose.
We must acquire it in this decade. For if, in the crucial years
that are coming, our people remain as unprepared as they are
for their responsibilities and their mission, they will not be
equal to the challenge, and, if they do not succeed, they may
never have a second chance to try.'2

1 Walter Lippmann, The Shortage In Education, the Atlantic Monthly (May 1954),
pp. 37-38.
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Two concepts we may pick from Lippmann's warning for the
present commentary:

1. The present condition within public education is a danger
to the Nation.

2. The essential nature of these conditions is shortage.
The educator's view is that the future of the Nation is so closely

connected with what happens in our public-school system that the
Federal Government cannot permit itself to be unmoved by what is
taking place, nor to be bound by attitudes and viewpoints which
may at an earlier time have been merely provincial or dilatory but,
in today's fast-moving world, are genuinely threatening.

We may examine the available data to confirm or reject the conten-
tion that existing shortages in education are a danger to the Nation,
a danger which should prompt us to exercise national educational
policy in our own defense. The present paper, in its brief form, will
not be able to introduce elaborate original research nor to refer to
all existing sources of data. It will call to its support references
which have had general circulation and wide examination.

A brief review of the recent 25 years
Our public-school system, in response to our evolving social

philosophy that every individual human being shall have full oppor-
tunity for the creative or productive use of his talents, has only
approached full flower within this past quarter century. This is the
period when schools and their learning experiences have been made
generally available to all youth through the secondary grades to ages
of 17 or 18 years. The expansion of high-school curriculums and the
public attitude on child labor, plus the confidence of the American
people in the public school as the key to individual opportunity, has
brought all but a negligible percentage of high-school-age youth into
the classrooms. We have made a substantial beginning in opening
the doors of higher education to many young citizens by the provision
of regional and community colleges.

At the threshold of this portentous expansion of the public-school
system, there have occurred social and economic events of such mag-
nitude that they are seriously threatening this desirable progress.
For the American people, the economic depression of the 1930 decade
appears to have been a near-traumatic experience.

The resulting sharp decline of births across the Nation led many
to believe that there was no justification for educational planning
much beyond the already existing school plant and facilities. Ex-
penditure for school buildings throughout the Nation in 1934 was
less than one-sixth of its 1930 total. This basic tendency continued
until 1941.1'

World War II caught us unprepared to expand both a wartime and
a suddenly changing civilian economy. The need for materials and
concentration of manpower in war production left no resources to meet
the need for supplying the altered civilian role. The shift in popu-
lation across the Nation was enormous. Government restrictions on
building materials shut off needed school expansion, so that, actually,

"3 The Committee for the White House Conference on Education, A Report to the Presi-
dent (April 1956), p. 23. We shall hereafter refer to the White House Conference Com-
mittee report.
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less school construction occurred than during the worst of the depres-
sion period. Until 1948, less was spent each year on school construc-
tion than had been spent in 1930.14

To compound the school problem, our procreative habits reversed
themselves sharply, and we returned to the high birthrates of the
prosperous years of the 1920's. Within a few years, we had in the
newly congested areas connected with the wartime shift in population
new generations of children of school-entrance ages completely be-
yond the capacity of existing school facilities to accommodate. With
the close of the war and the gradual freeing of materials for the civil-
ian economy, we began a race with school-population growth which
has not yet been won.
A dramatic exam~ple-California

The effect of the events noted above on the educational system of
the Nation has been well observed and documented, and such data can
be added shortly. Let us, for a few paragraphs, illustrate the national
experience in the story of one State alone, California.

7The population of California has generally doubled every 20 years
since 1860. The proportion of school-age members has varied through-
out the decades, but the overall record may be summarized as follows:

Ninety years, 1849-1940, passed before 1 million children
were enrolled in the public schools. The enrollment of the
second million took only 13 years, 1940-53. The third million
will hp. anrollkd in i vyars_ 1953-5S. t. Ri P.tdimn.tep t.h2.t, hv
1965 there will be no fewer than 4 million pupils in the public
schools.L5

California sees no decline in its remarkable and painful growth.
Forecasters are predicting that the total population of approximately
13 million in 1955 will rise to some 24 million by 1975.16 Any inclina-
tion to shrug at California's distress is hardly becoming the rest of the
States, since at least half of this growth may be accounted for by the
inmigration of "outsiders" from the rest of the Nation.

Let us look closer at California's schools. When classes opened for
the 1957-58 school year, there were 183,000 more pupils than had been
enrolled in 1956-57. There was need for nearly 7,000 new classrooms
to care for this enrollment increase. In addition, there remained a
backlog of about 180,000 children attending schools on double sessions.
The double-session load has been reduced from 200,000 in 1955-56, but
to remove it completely would call for another 3,000 classrooms, or a
total approaching 10,000 new classrooms during 1957-58.17 We may
recall that a 4 million enrollment is foreseen by 1965, so that annual
increases of well past 130,000 are expected for each of the next 7
years.

The financial effort put forth to try to meet this school-housing
crisis in California is equally dramatic. From 1947 to 1949, the State

1i Ibid.
2S California State Department of Education. Teachers for Tomorrow's children, State

Department of Education Bulletin, vol. 25, No. 2 (June 1966), p. 32; California State De-Partment of Finance, Projected Enrollment in California's Schools, 1056-70 (July 1956),
P. 19.

16 Dr. Weldon B. Gibson, Stanford Research Institute, an address before League of Calil-fornia Cities, San Francisco, September 23, 1957.
1Associated Press story, San Francisco Chronicle, September 3, 1957. Data obtainedfrom California State Department of Education.
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legislature gave to school districts from wartime surplus revenues a
sum of $55 million to assist their school-housing expansion. Since
1949, the citizens of the State have voted $635 million of general-obli-
gation bonds for lending supplemental funds to match or exceed dis-
trict bonding capacity. The districts themselves will have expended
a total of $800 million of local revenues. On June 30, 1956, the bonded
indehtedne~s of California's school districts was $1,110 million.
Added to these totals is an amount of $130 million of Federal con-
struction aid to schools situated near Federal installations of various
kinds.'8

The addition of nearly 1,900,000 pupils foreseen by 1970 will call
for a California effort totaling over $3 billion, at current school costs.?9

We have referred only to school costs associated with supplying
classroom space. The additional expenditures for current operations
almost defy the imagination. The 4 million pupils, at present current
costs per pupil, will call for an annual operating expenditure of over
$1,400 million.

If we examine the teacher-supply problem separately, it can be esti-
mated that California will have to find an annual average of 4,990
new teachers per year for the next 9 years just to match enrollment
growth. For the year just ended, 1956-57, the public-schools staff was
8,962 larger than in 1955-56. Even this staff increase did not prevent
California from having to employ over 12,700 persons on substandard
credentials, close to 10 percent of the entire teaching force.20

Besides the estimated 4,550 new teachers to care for added pupils in
1957-58, there will be needed 10,440 replacements to match the teachers
who will leave the classrooms for one reason or another. For the
present year, California must employ almost 15,000 new teachers.
Over the next few years, there must be found and employed a new and
added teaching force larger than the present staff of 125,000 members."
The national scene; no less a crisis

While across the Nation there are spots in which this story of short-
age is not especially dramatic, the total national scene is, for all prac-
tical purposes, no less severe in its outlook than is the one in California.
It would be repetitious of this paper to repeat the full scale of itemized
needs. Only brief summation will be attempted.

One national survey of school districts, using 1959-60 as the target
year, accumulated a total need for 476,000 classrooms and related
facilities, to cost approximately $16 billion at prevailing prices in 1954.
Of this total the districts reported that almost $7 billion was beyond
their existing fiscal capacity, although a portion of the deficit could
be overcome by better district organization.22

Another survey completed for the White House Conference on Edu-
cation accumulated an estimate of 200,000 classrooms for the target

18 Paul Rivers, chief of Division of Schoolhouse Planning, California State Department
of Education. Initial phases of California's State building aid program may be reviewed
in 12th Report Senate Investigating Committee on Education, California Legislature, 1955
regular session, pp. 9-12.

ID Estimates of Division of Schoolhouse Planning, California State Department of Educa-
tion. Reviewed in California Teachers Association Journal (April 1957), p. 18.

20 Carl A. Larson, California's Need for Teachers, 1957-70, California Schools (July
1957), p. 310.

21 Ibid.
22 U. S. Office of Education, Report of the Long Range Planning Phase of the School

Facilities Survey (December 1955), pp. iii, 5-6, 29-30.
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year 1955-56. Projections of the data obtained to fit forecasts of
enrollments for 1959-60 produced for the later year an estimate of
375,000 classrooms. The White House Conference Committee sug-
gested:

Responsible people have estimated the sum which should be
spent on school buildings by 1960 as everything from $10
billion to $15 billion. These figures are useful mainly to give
a rough idea of the extent of the problem. Mfore precise
estimates will have to wait additional research, many deci-
sions made at the State and local levels concerning the reor-
ganization of school districts, and the quality of buildings
wanted. If the people of this Nation continue to want school
buildings of high quality, if resistance to the reorganization
of school districts continues in many States, if the birthrate
remains high, and if construction costs rise, most estimates of
the amount of money needed for new schools will prove to be
too low.

Of perhaps more significance is the fact that of the 41 States par-
ticipating in the White House Conference survey, 19 said that they
were steadily losing ground in the race to provide enough classrooms.
Twelve reported that they were barely holding their own.2 3

In the matter of the shortage of teachers, largely parallel to the
shortages of trained persons in all fields requiring a good education
and mainly caused by the low birthrates of the 1930's, the White House

Conferenlue "ad tiefllo %1VwL.ing UV sauy:

To sum up, the total annual need is about 85,000 public
elementary schoolteachers and there is a backlog need of
about 80,000. A total of about 165,000 public elementary
schoolteachers is needed this year, in addition to those new in
the classroom.

In both the elementary and high schools there are now
about 1,066,000 teachers in service in the public schools.
There is an accumulated need of 80,000 elementary teachers,
and a continuing annual need of 125,000 elementary and high
schoolteachers combined. In all, then, about 205,000 new
teachers are needed this year for the public schools, plus an
unknown number for the nonpublic schools.24

Shortages reduce quality
The present paper has been silent on the major issues of quality in

education by dint of great restraint, for this is an ingredient not
nearly so easy to measure and tabulate as simpler matters of seating
spaces and classroom staff. But behind this conspicuous shortage
of physical equipment is ever present the more deplorable shortage of
educational quality or outcome. The White House Conference report
touches upon this aspect throughout, a quotable bit of which is brief:

The shortage of teachers is at least as severe in the United
States as the shortage of school buildings, but it is harder to
see * * *. It is no less sinister for that reason. Tens of
thousands of American children are today being taught by

m Wblte House Conference Committee Report, pp. 27-28.
24 Ibid., p. 40.
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men and women who themselves have an inadequate education.
Many courses cannot be offered because qualified people can-
not be found to teach them.25

Already the high schools of the Nation are finding they do not have
enough qualified teachers in some of the educational subjects which in
the immediate years ahead may have special significance for the safety
and welfare of the countrv: mathematics, science, industrial arts,
homemaking.26

Measures of "quality of education" are much more difficult to estab-
lish and especially to convert into financial figures. By and large,
quality of education beyond certain required minimum standards of
literacy, citizenship, and vocational adequacy, becomes a complex
definition of desirable services and formal experiences which it is
hoped to provide for each new generation.

The recent study of the New York State Educational Conference
Board has come as close to proving the case for high educational ex-
penditures as our know-how in this field will presently allow. These
studies found positive evidence that schools ranking highest in mastery
of essential skills (the fundamentals) usually have the most compre-
hensive programs for attaining the other important elementary school
objectives. Such schools often use many or all of more than 100
practices not frequently found in schools ranking lowest in the mastery
of essential skills. The general conclusion was inescapably that it
paid to spend money on education.27

Good schools will spend money for the factors that in the long run
mean good education. Class sizes will be no larger than to enable the
teacher to do what a teacher is trained to do. The teacher will be fully
prepared to fulfill his role as a professional practitioner of education.
There will be a sufficient supply of the materials and supplies that
make learning efficient and challenging. There will be the auxiliary
services required to make the school the child's "other home." Good
schools cost money.

THE EDUCATIONAL SHORTAGE Is MONEY SHORTAGE

Within the last few years several attempts have been made to esti-
mate how much money we ought to be spending in America for public
education. As early as 1954 the National Citizens Commission for
the Public Schools estimated that by 1965 public-school expenditures
would of necessity increase by somewhere between $5 billion and $10
billion. The White House Conference on Education concluded in
1956 that public-school expenditures should be approximately
doubled. This would point to the desirability of an increase of about
$10 billion.

Any attempt to itemize the need becomes even more frightening.
The school enrollment will probably increase a minimum of 12 million
students during the next 10 years. It will cost more than $20 billion
during the next 10 years to provide housing for these additional
children. When this is added to an accumulated existing need of $10

25 Ibid., p. 34.
' Ibid., p. 40, Teachers for Tomorrow's Children, p. 42.*7 New York State Educational conference Board, What Good Schools Do for Children(1954).
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billion we get a total of $30 billion for capital outlay alone. Teachers'
salaries over this period must be raised by at least 75 percent and
other current expense costs will increase proportionately. These
facts indicate that the cost of public education must be considerably
more than doubled in the next 10 years.

If such increases are to be borne by local and State tax sources the
outlook is indeed frightening. To meet this need local contributions
would have to be doubled and State subsidies practically tripled.
Apparently no one familiar with taxation and government thinks
this kind of program either probable or possible. Even if this could
be accomplished it would still leave tremendous inequalities and many
States would even under this increased revenue still be unequal to the
task.
Federal GCovernment has not faced the problem

Even though the Federal Government spends a great deal of money
on activities which are called education, these efforts are so fragmented
and uncoordinated that they make no real impact on the overall prob-
lems faced by public education generally. In fact, the Federal Gov-
ernment provides only about 3 percent of the revenue available to the
public schools. Nevertheless, all the evidence available about the
nature of the income of the people, the comparative ability of the
States and communities and the importance of education to the gen-
eral and economic welfare would seem to indicate that the Federal
Government should participate significantly in the financing of the

Five to seven b7illiont needed
Granting that State finance structures can be perfected and

strengthened and that local tax revenues will increase with the ex-
panding economy there will in the next 10 years be left a gap of from
$5 billion to $7 billion per year in imperative school costs which can
only be met through Federal subsidy. This blunt statement may be
shocking to some. However, the Russian satellite should also shock
us out of our complacency. In the days ahead either we educate our
children or we perish. This is a national problem and the wealth of
the nation should be utilized as fairly and scientifically as possible to
meet it. This can be done only through substantial Federal
participation.



FEDERAL INVESTMENTS IN HUMAN RESOURCES

Isatnerine Ellicksonl, assistant director, Departmiient of Social Se-
curity, American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial
Organizations

Like land, roads, and turbines, human beings directly affect the
size of our national output. Their combined skills determine the
rate of economic growth just as surely as do accumulated capital,
technology, and natural wealth.

Federal money spent on the health, education, and welfare of the
people is therefore not merely an expense item. It is an investment
which brings large economic returns in addition to affecting human
happiness.

Federal responsibility for the development of human resources has
been more and more recognized in the last quarter century, even
though some important business organizations still fear and oppose
it.

The reports of the Joint Economic Committee have done much to
increase understanding of this responsibility. They have promoted
constructive action to aid people and speed economic growth, in ac-
cordance with the Employment Act of 1946.

CRITERIA FOR ExPENDITrREs

A pertinent interpretation of the purpose of this act was given by
the President of the United States in 1953:

The legislative history of the Employment Act of 1946
makes it clear that it is the determination of the Congress to
help develop a strong economy in the United States. A
strong economy is necessary to preserve the peace, to build
our defenses and those of the free world, to raise the living
standards of our people, and to stimulate trade and industry
in friendly countries throughout the world.

A strong economy means a free economy-with full op-
portunities for the exercise of initiative and enterprise on the
part of all individuals.

It means a stable economy-so that satisfying jobs are as
numerous as the men and women seeking work, and the pro-
duction of goods is abundant to meet our needs.

It means an expanding economy-in which workers, man-
agers, and farmers, using more and better tools, constantly
increase the output of useful products and services and re-
ceive steadily rising incomes in a dollar of stable value.

It means a humane economy-to the end that the aged,
infirm, and those suffering hardships receive every needed
help.'

l Economic Report of the President, 1954, p. 135.
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This statement suggests some of the important criteria which
should be considered in determining specific Federal expenditures.

Are such expenditures necessary for a strong, stable, and expand-
ing economy? Will they advance our democratic ideals and our posi-
tion in international relations? *Will they promote the general
welfare?

What is the cost of proposed expenditures as compared with the
economic and human return to be expected? How large are the ex-
penditures compared to tax loopholes that could be plugged or to
other expenditures under consideration?

Can the Federal Government perform the functions more efficiently
or constructively than either private groups or State and local gov-
ernments? Will the failure of the Federal Government to act result
in human wastes that undermine individual and community well-being
and hamper economic growth? Are State and local governments in
a position to act adequately without Federal assistance, as indicated
by current and past performance? What is the probability of in-
dividual State action in the light of interstate competition for
business?

SUGGESTED CLASSIFICATION OF PERTINENT EXPENDITURES

In order to clarify major policy issues involved in current Federal
expenditures for human resources, it seems desirable to classify such
outlays on a basis that takes into account the source of funds, the

rpeses t^ be served, +nd the degbA ~of -c^^nomic rcturn that may
be expected. The approach utilized in table 1 is not necessarily the
best but seems helpful for the purpose.
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TABLE 1.-Current Federal outlays for the development of huann resources

[Billions of dollars] Current

Class and program: annual outlay
Total, all classes…---------------------------------------------- 18. 3

I. Social insurance-------- --.------------------------------------- 8.8

Old-age, survivr-, and wiiqohilitv ifllraflO 7. 7
Unemployment insurance 2_-- -. 3

Federal and State administration------------------- 0.2
Distribution to States of excess of Federal tax re-

ceipts over appropriations----------------------- .1
Railroad retirement------------------------------------------ .7
Railroad unemployment insurance and temporary disability

insurance ------------------------------------------------- .1
II. Arising from employer role…--------------------------------------- 6.2

Insurance program for Federal civilian employees-------------- 6. 2
Retirement and disability3 ----------------------------- 0.5
Compensation for injuries and unemployment and Federal

payments into life-insurance fund---------------------- .1
Payments for military personnel------------------------------ .6

Retirement pay------------------------------------ 0.5
Medical care for servicemen's dependents…----------- .1

Veterans' benefits and services……------------------------------- 5.0
Pensions and compensation-------------------------- 3. 0
Health and medical services------------------------- .8
Education ----------------------------------------- .8
Other benefits and administration-------------------- .4

III. From general funds, with substantial economic return-------------- 1.9
Education 4----------------------- ------------------ _----- .3
H ealth services……-------------------------------------------- .4

Hospital construction…-------------------------------. 1
Hospital and medical care (other than military and

veterans)….---------- ---- ------------ ---------- .08
Maternal and child health services 5_---_------------- . 04
Other community health services…--------------- . 2

Health research … ________________ .2
Aid to dependent children----------------------------------- .5
Vocational rehabilitation------------------------------------ .05
School lunches and surplus food----------------------------- .3
Public housing_----- ----- L_--------- ----------- ------ -- .1

IV. For minimum human needs, regardless of return------------------ 1.3

Old-age assistance------------------------------------------ 1. 1
Aid to the blind and permanently and totally disabled_------- .2

V. To enhance available earning opportunities----------------------- .1

U. S. Employment Service ?-__________________ .1
Establishment of minimum employment conditions8----------- .01
Protection of labor's right to organize and bargain collectively t-- . 01

' Based primarily on estimated expenditures shown In the Budget of the United States
Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1958, with deductions for programs not
enacted, such as Federal aid for school construction. Actual outlays in fiscal year 1958
depend on regular and supplemental appropriations, ceilings imposed by the Bureau of the
Budget, and the number of applicants found eligible for insurance benefits, assistance pay-
ments, etc. Because these are estimates, all but the smallest figures have been rounded to
the nearest tenth of a billion.

'Excludes State unemployment insurance benefit payments ($1.4 billion), estimated ex-
penditures for employment service functions (included under V), and benefits for Federal
employees (included under II).

I Excludes refunds of employee contributions to those leaving service. Federal contribu-
tions to fund about equal payments to Individuals.

I Including programs of the Office of Education for vocational education, agricultural
colleges, library services, payments to school districts, and assistance for school con-
struction.

I Includes child welfare.
G Expenditures of the Public Health Service for research on human diseases and environ-

mental health programs, Including grants to private and governmental agencies.
7 From special earmarked tax for unemployment Insurance.
' Administration of the Fair Labor Standards Act and the Public Contracts Act (Walsh-

Healey).
9 Administration of appropriate sections of the National Labor Relations Act.
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Class I includes Federal expenditures for social insurance for the
general population and for railroad workers. These outlays do not
come out of general revenues but are financed through special taxes,
and benefits are paid as a matter of right.

Class II includes outlays arising from the Federal Government's
reseponsibility as an employer, past and present. Programs for vet-
erans and some for military personnel have been grouped with insur-
ance programs for Federal civilian employees. This combination is
not customarily followed, and expenditures for veterans and military
personnel might well be considered defense items. However, now that
private employer fringe benefits have become so important, it seems
constructive to emphasize that the Federal Government has parallel
obligations. Some of these programs pay benefits as a matter of right,
as in class I.

Class III includes programs for the development of human re-
sources which are financed from general revenues and which most
clearly bring a substantial economic return. They increase national
income and tax receipts in addition to relieving human suffering.
These Federal outlays for education, health, rehabilitation, etc:, are
primarily in the form of grants to State, local, or private agencies.

Class IV is in some ways comparable to class III but outlays here
are less certain to result in an economic return.

Class V has been included to emphasize the desirability of overcom-
ing human suffering and waste through increasing the opportunities
which are open to people to earn an adequate livelihood. Minimum
wages raise levels of living and thus help to develop human resources.
Better protection of labor's right to organize and bargain collectively
similarly advances economic growth and stability. The United States
Employment Service, among other functions, helps workers find jobs
suited to their abilities.

The programs listed in these five classes are the major ones clearly
directed to the development of human resources. Others might have
been included, such as selected activities of TVA and the Department
of Agriculture, but they would necessitate complicated policy and fi-
nancial analysis. Certain other programs are omitted because the
outlays are almost negligible, for example, in the fields of safety and
apprenticeship training.

The programs selected here largely coincide with the types of Fed-
eral outlays included in the analyses of social welfare expendtures pre-
pared periodically by Ida C. Merriam, Director of the Division of
Program Research in the Office of the Commissioner of Social Se-
curity. 2 Certain items are added, notably those in class V and Gov-
ernment outlays for life insurance for its employees. The classifica-
tion is, however, somewhat different.

MAGNITUDE OF CURRENT OUTLAYS

In order to deal with current rather than historical data, current
annual outlays have been estimated for each program and class. Such
estimates can only be approximate, as explained in footnote 1 of table

I See Merriam, Ida C., Social Welfare Expenditures In the United States 1954-55, Social
Security Bulletin, October 1956, p. 3f, and the forthcoming issue for October 1957. Her
classification Is "based essentially on administrative structure." She presents much useful
data on trends and on State and local as weli as Federal expenditures.
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1, but they present a sufficeintly reliable picture for their intended
purpose.

The total for all classes of $18.3 billion is made up in large part of
social insurance payments ($8.8 billion) and outlays arising from the
Federal Government's role as an employer ($6.2 billionl. The 3
other categories together account for only $3.3 billion.

In table 2, these outlays are compared with gross national product
and with total Federal expenditures.

TABLE 2.-Federal outlays for development of human resources, by class, com-
pared to gross national product and total Federal outlays, fiscal year 1958

Current out- As percent As percent of
Class lays (billions of gross total Federal

of dollars)' national expendi-
product 

2
tures I

All classes-18.3 4.0 22.0
All classes except II -12.1 3.0 14.0

I. Social insurance -8.8 2. 0 10.0
II. Arising from employer role -6.2 1.0 7.0

III. From general funds, with substantial economic return ---- 1.9 .4 2.0
IV. For minimum human needs, regardless of return 1.3 .3 1. 5
V. To enhance available earning opportunities- .1 .02 .1

I From table 1.
2 Assuming total gross national product of $440,000,000,000 in fiscal 1958. The seasonally adjusted annual

rate for the second quarter of 1957 was $434,300,000,000. The nearest whole percent has been used except for
the last 3 classes.

aTotal Federal expenditures are conservatively estimated at $85,000,000,000, including authorized budget
expenditures, outlays from trust funds, and some additional appropriations in 1958.

For all classes, outlays are only 4 percent of gross national product.
Mrs. Merriam, for the fiscal years 1955-56, found that total social
welfare expenditures under all governmental civilian programs (in-
cluding State and local) took 8.6 percent of gross national product.

In evaluating these ratios, it is interesting to make a comparison
with experience in other countries. In a number of industrialized
nations, social welfare expenditures have reached 10 to 15 percent of
gross national product as compared with less than 2 percent around
1900. As the staff member of the United Nations who made this
comparison states, "While many social programs may have been initi-
ated by radicals, they have been consolidated or expanded by con-
servatives. (In a historical perspective, they tend to be above
politics.) " 3

This quotation may allay fears that expenditures for development
of human resources lead to the welfare state and that the welfare
state equals socialism.

Slightly more than one-fifth of all estimated Federal outlays are
represented by these five classes (table 2). My figure of 22 percent
compares with Mrs. Merriam's calculation that Federal social welfare
expenditures in fiscal year 1955 were 19 percent of all Federal expendi-
tures. In the depression year of 1934X35, the ratio was 47 percent.

MAJOR ISSUES IN SOCIAL INSURANCE

Social insurance is a constructive and economical technique for
providing security against hazards resulting in loss of income. Most

IWang, N. T., Social Expenditures In Economic Development, Journal of the American
Statistical Association, September 1956, p. 526.
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Americans now have this basic form of protection against certain
hazards, and the need for public aid expenditures has thereby been
greatly reduced. 4

The desire of the American people for security has by no means
been satisfied. Important gaps in social insurance remain, benefits
are not adequate, and millions of the lowest income groups cannot meet
the eligibility tests. The tremendous growth of private group and
individual insurance plans has demonstrated the need for further
protection but has only partly met it. Labor-union members, like
other Americans, are well aware of current deficiencies. They want
further substantial improvements in both governmental and union-
management programs.

The Federal Government should continue to expand its social-in-
surance programs because of their basic advantages. They can cover
everyone, regardless of company failures, individual migration, or
negligence. They are far more economical to administer. They
preserve individual incentives through relating benefits to earnings,
but tthey also promote social justice by being more generous to the
lower income groups. They are backed by the Government. If the
value of the dollar shrinks, the effects can be offset by new legislation.

Under current provisions, the social-insurance programs do not
draw on the general funds of the Treasury. They are financed en-
tirely from special payroll taxes. The contributions by employees
and the self-employed may be considered savings which are pooled
to provide insurance protection. Employer contributions, based on
Payroll UUAxn, .it M MIZU5 Ulu OUppiniiiiualy VI Ltra1luU Vvos Fa-
ments, comparable to similar payments towards private pension and
welfare plans.

Present Federal payments under the social-insurance programs in
class I total $8.8 billion, 10 percent of total Federal expenditures and
2 percent of gross national product (table 2). These sums are not
excessive, and the Nation can afford further expansions

Old-age, survivors, and disability imnuran'e
Outlays under this program have increased by a billion dollars

a year from $3.4 billion in fiscal 1954 to an estimated $7.7 billion for
fiscal 1958. The additional outlays result from many factors, in-
cluding extension of coverage to millions of additional people under
lenient eligibility provisions, liberalization of benefit calculations, the
addition of long-term disability benefits, and reduction in the per-
missible retirement age for women.

These outlays increase family well-being and encourage high levels
of expenditure, thus fostering a growing economy. In case of business
recession, some anticyclical effect results from payments to aged work-
ers who are laid off or who fail as small-business men and farmers.

Many improvements in this program can and should be made.
Coverage that actually results in benefits should be extended promptly

4 From 1935 to 1955, social insurance expenditures per capita rose 929 percent and public
aid expenditures per capita fell 70 percent. State and local outlays as well as Federal
are Included in this estimate by Merriam (op. cit., p. 9).

6Federal social-insurance outlays are substantially larger than those of State and local
Governments. 'l'b latter wpre SA billion in 1U56. includina SL.3 billion for unemployment
Insurance and $0.9 billion under State workmen's compensation laws, including payments
by private insurance carriers (preliminary release of data in Merriam's article in October
1957, Social Security Bulletin).
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to low-income groups and others now excluded from social insurance
so that their benefits will not be substantially reduced by years without
covered earnings. The new long-term, disability-benefits program
should be made available to more people. Benefits generally should
be liberalized. Protection against short-term disability could readily
be incorporated in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
program, using the same reports, records, and field offices.

A-s immediate steps to meet most urgent needs, the AFI-CIO is
proposing a 10-percent raise in old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance benefits; an increase in the earnings ceiling to $6,000, so
benefits may keep pace with earnings levels; and the addition of a
new program to cover the costs of hospital, nursing-home, and surgical
services for persons eligible for old-age and survivors benefits. Since
the additional cost is estimated to equal 1 percent of payrolls on a
level-premium basis, increased contributions are proposed, equaling
one-half percent each for employers and employees, and three-quarters
percent for the self-employed.6

Unemployment insurance
Federal outlays for unemployment insurance total only $0.3 billion,

since benefits are financed almost entirely by State taxes. The Federal
share, nevertheless, vitally affects administration of the entire Fed-
eral-State system and its contribution to economic stability.

Under 1954 legislation, the Federal 0.3 percent tax on payrolls is
earmarked for unemployment-insurance purposes, and no savings
result to the Federal Government from not utilizing each year's pro-
ceeds. The excess, estimated at $0.1 billion, is distributed to the
States in proportion to their taxable payrolls.

More adequate appropriations for Federal and State unemploy-
ment-insurance agencies would improve essential services, provide
more information, and strengthen the Federal role of maintaining
good administrative practices according to the standards now in the
law.

For a slight additional outlay, the Federal Government could ad-
minister much-needed changes in the Federal law. The present
Federal-State system is not prepared to carry out its essential role
in maintaining economic stability. Not more than one-quarter or
one-fifth of lost earnings are replaced by benefits during periods of
recession. Many workers are still not covered, benefits are too small,
and duration is too limited. Federal minimum-benefit standards are
required to overcome these serious deficiencies.

A system of Federal grants is also needed, instead of repayable
loans, to permit adequate benefit payments by States which reqularly
have heavy rates of unemployment due to their industrial pattern.

Individual experience rating, as practiced by the States, means that
taxes paid by employers are reduced when business is good and rise
during business recessions. To avoid this, the Federal law should be
altered to permit flat-rate tax reductions by States for all employers.

e For further details see my article in the American Federationist, July 1957, and state-
ment by Congressman Forand, of Rhode Island, on H. R. 9467, Congressional Record,
August 27, 1957, p. 15279.
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TEE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AS AN EAMPLOYER

One-third of the outlays listed in table 1 arise from the Federal
Government's social-welfare programs for its employees, past and
present. Of the $6.2 billion,$5 billion is directed to veterans' bene-
fits and services, and the rest is divided equally between insurance
programs for Federal civilian employees and payments for military
personnel.

Many of these outlays lead to the development of human resources,
and thus contribute to economic stability and growth. In consider-
ing whether their size is appropriate, it is necessary to bear in mind
the tremendous growth of private-employer programs for pensions,
disability, life insurance, and many other types of health and welfare
plans. If the Federal Government is to attract and retain good people,
it must compete with private industry. Instead of taking the lead, as
it used to do, the Federal Government has been lagging behind com-
mon practice-for example, in regard to insurance benefits to cover
the cost of medical care.

The various payments for civilian employees, military personnel,
and veterans might be considered part of the general remuneration of
such persons and might be distributed among other classes of expendi-
ture, especially defense. If this were done, the total for programs
devoted to the development of human resources would be cut by one-
third and would equal only 14 percent of all Federal expenditures and
only 3 percent of gross national product (table 2).

HUMAN INVESTMENTS YIELDING LARGE RETURNS

The Federal Government is currently spending less than $2 billion
from its general funds on programs for the development of human
resources which are classified as yielding a substantial economic return
(table 1). This meager total covers a wide variety of activities pro-
viding minimum subsistence for children ($0.5 billion), health serv-
ices ($0.4 billion), health research ($0.2 billion), education ($0.3 bil-
lion), vocational rehabilitation ($0.05 billion), school lunches and sur-
plus food ($0.3 billion), and public housing ($0.1 billion). Total out-
lays for this category are 2 percent of all Federal expenditures and
four-tenths of 1 percent of gross national product.

These programs help individuals to function more constructively
as well as more happily. They will produce more and earn more,
enhancing national product and government revenues.

In the field of health research, Congress has recently emphasized
the vaue of such outlays by increasing appropriations above levels
requested by the administration. But even $0.2 billion is a small sum
compared to the cost of mental and physical illness, which comes to
many billions of dollars annually.

The issues in regard to Federal aid to education have been widely
debated and need no elaboration here. But the final report of the
White House Conference on Education is worth quoting:

Good schools are admittedly expensive, but not nearly so
expensive in the long run as poor ones.

Vocational rehabilitation furnishes convincing evidence that dollars
spent in helping people overcome their disabilities are more than
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repaid by their earning capacity and the taxes they pay. Yet the $0.05
billion of Federal outlays for this purpose can only reach a small frac-
tion of the people who could benefit from such rehabilitation and who
are waiting for help. The economies of adequate rehabilitation facili-
ties and services are reinforced by disability-insurance programs, since
such programs now bear part of the cost of disability instead of leav-
ingr it all to individuals and their families.

Investments in children
Money spent for children is of special importance, since their lives

are ahead of them. If they are permitted or assisted to develop well
formed in mind, body, and spirit, they will be better citizens and
workers. Each boy or girl who is crippled physically, mentally, or
morally is apt to add to future outlays for jails, hospitals, and mental
institutions. The substantial, though less tangible, losses from crimi-
nal acts, hate, and potential disloyalty cannot be measured, but neither
can they be ignored. Nor can the potential contributions of future
scientists, technicians, and skilled workers.

Over 1,800,000 children are now receiving public assistance in the
form of aid to dependent children. Many get pathetically small
amounts, insufficient for physical health, decent surroundings, and
self-respect. Even in the shadow of the Nation's Capitol, teachers
still complain that children come to school hungry.

Federal outlays for aid to dependent children are determined in
part by the State and local agencies which set standards and allocate
funds. But the Federal Government can do much to raise standards
and improve the children's opportunities by liberalizing its matching
formula, which is less generous than its formulas for aid to the aged,
the blind, and the disabled. Other liberalizations in the Federal law
are needed to take care of migrant children and families where the
wage earner is unemployed. The Nation can certainly afford to spend
more than $0.5 billion a year to assure all children at the lowest income
levels a decent chance for development.
False economy

So-called economy in trimming the budgets for this category of
human-developemnt programs is false economy. Yet unfortunately
a general drive to hold down appropriations affects these items along
with others.

In this category, above all others, the Federal Government has a re-
sponsibility to accomplish whatever needs doing. If private groups
or State and local governments are handling matters adequately, Fed-
eral action is superfluous. But where a need remains, as it obviously
does today in many communities and areas of activity, the growth of
the economy will be undermined by Federal inaction.

Widespread poverty has become intolerable and unnecessary in view
of our Nation's productive capacity.

Those who oppose Federal action for these purposes in many cases
also oppose adequate outlays at the State and local levels. These are
precisely the programs in which the United States Chamber of Com-
merce, for example, would end Federal grants-in-aid. An approved
report of its committee on social legislation states that the chamber
endorses the continuation of Federal-grant programs for highways,
airports, fish and wildlife, agricultural extension service, forestry,
etc. But the chamber favors eliminating Federal grants for aid to
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dependent children, maternal and child health services, services for
crippled children, child welfare services, education, vocational reha-
bilitation, school lunches, and for many health services.7

The issue of Federal versus State action has been assigned to another
panel so one must resist the temptation to enlarge upon it here. *When
the Chamber of Commerce says that "State governments are closer
to the people," perhaps it has in mind the success business has had in
preventing adequate action at the State level, where business repre-
sentatives argue that one State cannot raise its taxes without losing
out in the competitive race with other States. Another pamphlet of
the Chamber of Commerce intensifies the competitive race by urging
corporations, when they are locating new establishments, to weigh
tax rates for operating unemployment insurance, workmen's compen-
sation, public assistance, and so forth.8

MEETING IIHUMAN NEEDS REGARDLESS OF RETURN

Money expended for assistance to the aged, the blind, and the per-
nanently and totally disabled is speedily used and thus helps to

bolster local community welfare and the economy. Some of the re-
cipients of these types of assistance are helped to get back on their
feet and to play a constructive role either in volunteer or paid activi-
ties. Insofar as some recipients are still responsible for the care of
children, the danger of perpetuating poverty is diminished.

These programs have nevertheless been kept separate from aid to
dependent children and class III in order limo uo N% eakell tLil argu-
ments for increased outlays for that class.

Surely $1.3 billion is not too much to be spending to provide mini-
i num levels of living for people who for the most part are victims of
individual tragedy or of the shortcomings of our civilizations. Many
sulfered heavily during the depression of the 1930's. Many have never
known anything but poverty and inadequate opportunities to earn
and save. Others have lost their lifetime savings through illness or
accident.

The United States Chamber of Commerce would withdraw Federal
grants for these groups also. Its proposal keeps recurring in various
forms and so promises to be a continuing issue. But a decrease in Fed-
eral grants inevitably will mean lower payments to large numbers
of these people.

ENHANCING EMPLOYMENT OPPORvUNITIES

The emphasis in the fifth category is not on the individual's ca-
pacities but on the job openings available to him. The list of pro-
grams is short and the outlays meager (table 1). They have done
much good, but the laws and their administration all need improve-
ment so that unions may be strengthened and more workers may have
a chance to work under decent employment conditions.

Appropriations for the Federal-State employment service repre-
sent the largest sum but it comes fromn earmiarked f unds, of %which any
excess is distributed to the States.

I Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Federal Grant-In-Aid Programs, report of
the committee of social legislation, 1954, especially pp. 6-7 and 21-22.

3 Chamber of commerce of the United States, Getting and Holding Good Employers.
report of the committee on economic policy, 1956.
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The cost of outlays has not been the controlling factor in deter-
mining activity in this category. Other policy considerations. have
prevented extension of coverage of the Fair Labor Standards Act
or the enactment of adequate programs for distressed areas and for
recruiting United States workers for farm jobs under decent em-
ployment conditions.

Some other tyDes of expenditures might be included here, such as
those of the Joint Economic Committee and the Council of Economic
Advisers. But the total would still be negligible.

Satisfying jobs, suited to people's abilities and resulting in decent
incomes, are the best foundation for the development of human re-
sources. If "satisfying jobs are as numerous as the men and women
seeking work," and if adequate social insurance programs exist, pub-
lic-aid expenditures based on human need can be reduced. Improved
Federal laws to enhance adequate opportunities to earn a livelihood
are one of the most economical means of eliminating poverty and hu-
man waste.

Programs which tend to undermine workers' standards are very ex-
pensive. The programs for bringing in foreign contract workers, as
now operated, do undermine farm labor standards and are thus very
costly to the Nation.9

EVALUATING CURRENT EFFORTS

In spite of our Nation's ramarkable advances in levels of living and
social welfare, much waste of human resources still continues.

Important evidence of this is provided by the results of preinduc-
tion examinations of registrants processed for military service. In the
period July 1950 through December 1956, one-third of the registrants,
or 1.5 million young men, were disqualified. The percent in 1956 alone
was slightly higher: 34.7 percent. More than 15 percent of the rebjq_
trants failed the mental test; about the same proportion were medically
disqualified.10

Our cities and country areas are marred by slums which tend to
perpetuate poverty and personal maladjustments even though many
people manage to escape their blighting effects.

One-sixth of the Nation's families had incomes under $2,000 in 1956.
Nearly 3 million families had incomes under $1,000. So did two-fifths
of all "unrelated individuals." "1

We know enough to overcome much such poverty-the problem is to
secure action. Additional studies into the causes of low incomes are
desirable, as undertaken recently by New York State and authorized
by the 1956 social-security amendments on research in public
assistance."2 But it is equally important to keep focusing public atten-
tion on the extent of present wastes so as to strengthen our determi-
nation to end them.

9 Yet Congress this year again denied the request of the U. S. Department of Labor for
funds for more inspectors.

10 Office of the Surgeon General, U. S. Army, Health of the Army, April 1957, p. 5.
"U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,

Series P-60, No. 26, September 9, 1957.
12 No money for this program has been appropriated-not even the $0.002 billion recom-

mended by the administration.
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PROPOSED MEASURES OF HUMAN W"ETLL-BEING

The Joint Economic Committee could usefully initiate a set of meas-
ures of human well-being to provide objective data on progress made
and wastes still requiring attention. The committee's publication,
Economic Indicators, has been most useful in providing monthly
information on the Nation's economic stability and growth. Why not
add a supplementary section devoted to trends in the people's welfare?
This might be done at least once a year.

Some measures of this type are already available; others would have
to be developed or improved. Appropriate government agencies
could be enlisted in a cooperative venture. Though pioneer work will
be required, the task is not impossible. Your Economic Indicators,
which now look so definitive, have a long, developmental history, and
they are still being revised by their producers.

Enough measures are available now so a start could be made. Some
can be carried back for many years; others cannot be.

The following suggestions are illustrative of the type of indicators
that might be considered for inclusion:

Death rates at various ages.
Birthrates and population growth.
Number of families at various income levels.
Measures of housing adequacy and slum conditions.
Measures of national health, such as will be available from the

national health survey.
A _.A _-.ltIt A043 J i~lll03 0,L.LttflL O t CIU fA liI5 V..en ra .,o h y ay and iII 7ndust y and home.

Number of persons rehabilitated and number wanting or need-
ing rehabilitation.

Acceptances and rejections of registrants for military service,
by cause.

Percent of children under 18 in broken families.
Levels of educational attainment.
Number and proportion of children in school, full time and

part time.
Number of persons covered and not covered by social-insurance

programs.
Average size of social-insurance payments.
Number of persons receiving public aid.

Consideration might be given, also, to including Federal, State, and
local outlays for the development of human resources, perhaps ac-
cording to categories such as have been discussed here.

But the basic objective should be to clarify human well-being, inso-
far as this can be measured in either monetary or nonmonetary terms.

Great emphasis is customarily placed on material progress, which,
so far, has been more successfully achieved and measured.

A better rounded picture, focusing primarily on people, could have
a profound effect on furtherance of our Nation's goals of life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.



PERSPECTIVES FOR A HUMAN RESOURCE POLICY

Eli Ginzberg, professor of economics and director, Conservation of
Human Resources Project, Columbia University

It is a cause of constant astonishment to me to find, among such dis-
parate groups as my students, business acquaintances, and officers of
the armed services, an attitude toward the Government which can
best be described as schizophrenic. In their view, the Government is
viewed as something hostile and alien, with objectives and methods
that are reprehensible, if not worse. The acerbility of their comments
about the Govenment might lead one to believe that their remarks
were directod toward the government of George III, not toward their
own freely elected representatives in Washington.

Although it is difficult to sympathize with, it is easy to understand
such a negativistic approach. The conviction runs deep in American
experience that men should be the rulers of their own lives; that the
individual should be free to decide where he lives, at what he works,
and how he spends his money. Such freedom is possible only in a so-
ciety in which the citizen is strong and government weak, for, if the
balance shifts, freedom will be circumscribed, perhaps lost.

But a reading of American history reveals another significant
strand. Whenever the public becomes aware of a sizable gap between
the promise and reality of the American dream, it will use government
in an effort to realize more completely its expectations. The concern
of the Joint Economic Committee with developing criteria for asses-
sing programs aimed at advancing the general welfare is readily un-
derstandable in light of the underlying negativistic attitude toward
the growth of the Federal Government. As a modest contribution to
the committee's effort, the following analysis will seek to:

1. Explain why the Federal Government played a relatively
modest role in the past in the development of the Nation's human
resources.

2. Call attention to new developments, both domestic and in-
ternational, which require a reevaluation of this historic role.

3. Delineate the major criteria to guide governmental action in
the future.

THE PAST ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The major requirement for the rapid expansion of the American
economy prior to the Civil War was people-able-bodied men and wo-
men who could hew down the forests, settle the land, and plant crops.
Large numbers were attracted to our shores, and the United States
made a gain not only in bodies but in skills and competences. Europe
presented us with valuable human-resource capital without cost and
without our having to pay even a carrying charge.

980
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This helps to explain why the Federal Government was not pressed
too greatly to support education. For all the years that free immigra-
tion prevailed, thie country did not have to pay its own way in educa-
tion and training. The point is also worth making that there was a
sufficiently close bond between religion and education to lead many
denominations voluntarily to support education, particularly at the
college level. One need only recall the origins of Harvard College
or the much later establishment of the University of Chicago.

In an agricultural economy, especially one in which there was a
surplus of good land, an able-bodied man could provide for himself
and his family. Those too sick or too old to work could be cared for
without much trouble by relatives. The well-being of a family de-
pended largely on the physical strength and competence of the male
head of the household and on the vitality of his wife.

But, before one jumps to the conclusion that the Federal Govern-
ment was substantially inactive during the first century of our national
existence in pursuing a human-resources policy, it is well to note the
following: The Northwest Ordnance and the Morrill Act both under-
scored the National Government's interest in furthering public educa-
tion. The establishment of West Point provided not only trained
officers for the Army but engineers for the country at large. Although
the Civil War was fought to preserve the Union, it would be a mis-
take to write down the determination of many northerners to put
an end to the shameful institution of slavery. The many wars against
the Indian demonstrated the Federal Government's determination to
add to the security of the frontiersman. Without further ado, it
must be recognized that while relatively few demands were made on
the Federal Government to contribute directly to developing the
human resources of the Nation, it was by no means totally inactive.

NEW CONDITIONs-DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL

We are more vulnerable today than at any time since our first years
as a nation. Whatever questions may arise about the responsibilities
of the Federal Government, it is clearly charged under the Constitu-
tion to provide for the national defense. The President has stated
unequivocally on several occasions that no country can possibly win
the next war. The only victory lies in preventing it. And there is
general agreement that the best chance of preventing a major war is
for this Nation to maintain a strong defense position. What has
not been so clearly perceived is the extent to which the level of
competence of the population largely determines our defense capabili-
ties. Congress and the public have become aware of the country's need
for standby plants and the stockpiling of strategic materials, but
they have only begun to appreciate how much the military power of
this Nation resides in the quality and skills of its people.

The first glimmer of recognition has come out of a concern that
the Russians may be getting the jump on us by educating and training
a larger number of scientists and engineers, from which the deduction
has been made that they may gain a significant lead in military tech-
nology, with all that that implies. Irrespective of the Russians, some-
thing of major significance is taking place in the area of research and
development as it impinges not only on the Armed Forces but on the
civilian economy. It is only yesterday that many students of the
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American economy believed that chronic unemployment was here to
stay. The frontier had disappeared and the slowing down in the rate
of growth of the population and our basic industries made it impos-
sible to employ effectively all our available resources. The stagna-
tionists made many errors, but none more serious than their failure to
perceive that our economy was entering a new stage of development,
one with an internal frontier based on the systematic application of
intelligence and money to the discovery of new and the improvement
of old products and processes. This was a limitless frontier. It did
not preclude the possibility of periodic recessions or depressions, but
it did rule out the probability of stagnation.

During the many generations that the labor force was being rapidly
expanded by immigrants from abroad, only passing note was taken
of the consequences growing out of the fact that certain regions within
the United States were unwilling or unable to invest adequately in
the education and training of youth. But, with the cessation of immi-
gration at the time of World War I, we became greatly dependent on
internal migration as a means of expanding the industrial labor force.
New York, Illinois, California could no longer be indifferent to the
quality of preparation that young people received in Mississippi and
South Carolina, for many of them, upon reaching adulthood, would
seek employment in the North and West.

The national import of regional differences was also highlighted
by the experiences of the Armed Forces in World War II, when more
than 700,000 young men were rejected for military service because
they were educationally deficient and almost twice that number were
reluctantly accepted because their low level of literacy presented
the Army and the Navy with major problems in training and assign-
ment. The increasing need of our society for trained intelligence has
begun to undermine the old doctrine that education is, and should
remain, solely a local and State responsibility. For, if some regions
are unable to provide an adequate education for all, the Nation is
the loser.

Advances in research are likewise largely responsible for the new
and expanded role of the Federal Government in providing health
and medical services. Until the turn of the century, and even later,
an individual who was sick did his best to avoid admission to a hos-
pital since his chances of recovery would be diminished thereby.
Surgery was in its infancy, and even the best physician could do little
to help the seriously ill patient. Small wonder that the demands on
the Federal Government were slight. But the intervening decades
have witnessed spectacular advances in preventive, therapeutic, and
rehabilitative medicine. The Federal Government's first substantial
involvement grew out of pressure to provide adequate medical care for
the veteran. He was entitled to benefit from the advances of modern
medicine. More recently, the Federal Government has become in-
creasingly involved in subsidizing hospital construction and in fur-
thering medical research.

Until the major depression of 1929-33, our experience supported the
widespread belief that a man who was willing to work could provide
for himself and his family without having to seek assistance from
government. If he put aside part of his earnings when he was em-
ployed, he could tide himself over periods of unemployment or sick-
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ness. No sane man held this view after 1933. As an aftermath of the
depression, Congress passed new legislation which placed on the com-
munity, rather than the individual, many of the costs of industrial
failure and personal misfortune.

The depression experience made us more aware of and responsive
to a wider order of social need, not solely to the difficulties growing out
of unemployment. And World War II threw a spotlight on other
unfilled social needs. As a result, the last two decades have witnessed
new and intensified efforts on the part of the Federal Government to
assist disadvantaged farm groups, to give the Negro a better chance
to participate fully in the American economy, to help veterans secure
additional education and training, to provide more adequately for
dependent children, and to contribute directly and indirectly in many
other ways to raising the level of welfare of the population.

Although our foreign-aid program is predicated on developing and
strengthening alliances with nations that oppose communism, it also
reflects our response to the need of many underdeveloped people for
technical assistance so that they may eventually secure more of the
better things of life.

Many additional illustrations could be offered of the broadened
framework within which the Federal Government has been fashion-
ing a national human-resources policy. The major factors responsi-
ble for this vastly expanded approach are these:

1. The new place of science and technology in our economic
development which has resulted in a vastly expanded requirement
for trained personnel.

2. The new position of the United States in world affairs.
Faced with the ever-present threat of nuclear warfare, this Nation
must provide effective leadership for the free world. To do so,
we must make full use of all our human resources.

3. The meaning of American democracy was never to be found
solely in our economic well-being, important as that has been for
our national development. From the start, we have sought to
fashion a society sensitive to human and social values. Although
committed to the principle of a clear separation of powers between
government and the individual and between levels of government,
we have been willing to experiment in the hope of advancing the
general welfare. With nations, old and new, avidly engaged in
a search for the better life, the United States is under constant
surveillance to see whether it is living up to its commitments or
hiding behind tradition.

GUIDELINES FOR THE FuTupRE

The burden of the foregoing is clear: For most of our history, the
Federal Government was not called upon to play a significant role in
the development of the Nation's human resources. In the past few
decades, economic, political, and military events have led to a vast
expansion of effort on the part of the Federal Government. But the
criteria that should govern the Federal Government's role remain
obscure. Hence, in this concluding section, an effort will be made to
note briefly the more important considerations that should guide
future action:
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1. With an economy that is truly national and that in turn de-
pends on the continued large-scale migration of people, our human
resources must be viewed as a national resource. Since the
strength of our economy is a major deterrent to aggression, the
quality of our human resources is a major factor in the defense of
the free world.

9. Allthniiouh tfheip FPera11 Glrovprnmennt must earry expa.rndingy
responsibility for developing the Nation's human resources, it
must assiduously avoid trying to do all, or even most, of the job
itself. The essence of a democracy is the right of the family to
decide as to the amount and type of education which its children
should receive, and the right of the individual to determine at
what and where he works. The Federal Government should take
all necessary actions to provide maximum opportunities for indi-
viduals to prepare themselves as thoroughly as possible for work
and life, but it should do so in a manner that encourages other
agencies, governmental and voluntary, to continue to contribute
as much as possible to this same end, for, if all responsibility were
to devolve on the Federal Government, it would jeopardize the
future of our democracy.

3. There is need for the Congress and the public to appraise
critically the growing impact of the Federal Government on the
development and utilization of the Nation's human resources
growing out of such diverse developments as large-scale Federal
expenditures for research and development, the tremendous train-
ing effort that takes place within the Armed Forces, the con-
sequences of Federal social-security and agricultural policies.
There is reason to believe that such a review would reveal, in
varying degrees contradictory, overlapping, and ineffective re-
sults emerging from the expanded efforts of the Federal Govern-
ment and point the way to more constructive policies.

4. Because of the long lead time required to educate and train
people, there is great need for planning studies that are focused
not on today's but tomorrow's problems. There is no institution
in our society better fitted to undertake some of the basic statistical
and related studies in the field of human-resource development
than the Federal Government. Although it has expanded its
work in this area during the past decade, broader and deeper
investigations are required. While the Federal Government
should take leadership, it should avoid trying to do the whole
job itself. It needs, and must have, the active cooperation of
business, trade unions, foundations, universities, and other in-
terested groups.

5. In assessing future programs, the Federal Government, both
at the legislative and administrative level, has need to appreciate
that the investment principle applies even more to people than
to capital. Hence, dollars well spent to raise the education, skill,
and health of the American public will pay for themselves and
yield a sizable profit to this and to future generations.



THE PENSION STRUCTURE

Daniel M. Holland, associate professor of economics, School of Com-
merce, New York University'

INTRODUCTION

It is only within the last generation that pensions have emerged
as an important economic institution. Currently, annual payments
on the order of $13 billion are being made to over 16.5 million bene-
ficiaries (closer to something like 14.5 million, if account is taken of
those receiving payments under more than one program); in the
aggregate, pension funds are growing at about $6 billion a year.
These are substantial magnitudes, but even more impressive is the size
pension programs appear likely to reach in the future.

For purposes of this paper, a broad definition of "pensions" is used.
More specifically, the old-age retirement, disability, and survivorship
features of the following programs are taken to be the components of
what will be referred to as the pension structure: 2 Old-age, sur-
vivors, and disability insurance; railroad retirement; public assist-
ane; Fdraorql noncionin unFid dliqn.hilifv pn.ymentf to vet.ern.n-! retire-
ment programs for governmental employees; and private pension
plans. 3 In 1940, less than $1.5 billion of payments were associated
with these programs as compared with $12.6 billions in 1956. The
growth in pension benefits has outstripped the growth in income. In
1940 they represented 1.7 percent of personal income; by 1956, the
percentage was 3.9. Over this same period, a fivefold growth oc-
curred in the number of people to whom (or for whom) benefits were
paid, from about 3.3 million to 16.5 million. But some duplication
is involved in these figures, because some individuals received pay-
ments under more than one program. A rough correction on this
score would put the 1956 figure at about 14.5 million. Thus, it appears
that by 1956 about 1 in 12 of our population was receiving benefit pay-

' This paper draws on materials collected for the exploratory survey of the economic
effects of pensions undertaken by the National Bureau of Economic Research. It is
however, a purely personal statement, since it has not been subjected to the Nationai
Bureau's usual review procedure. In preparing this paper I have benefited from the
comments of John J. Carroll, C. Harry Kahn, Robert Lampman, and Gladys Webbink.

2By structure, we do not mean to suggest a set of programs consciously and carefully
framed in relation to one another, but merely those programs that, wholly or in good part,
are addressed to the same type of need.

a This definition is broader, particularly in its inclusion of some types of public assistance,
than what is usually considered to fall under the category of pensions. The specific Items
that go into the totals used here and in the rest of this paper are delineated in the notes
to table 1.

Neither conceptually nor statistically can a line be precisely drawn between pensions
and payments to meet other kinds of needs, since some programs that provide retirement
benefits also provide disability and survivorship payments, and in others the disability
payments are closely akin to old-age benefits. For the purposes at hand here, no further
refinement In definition is necessary.

Of the payments made in 1U5t6, under what is considered to be the pension structure for
purposes of this paper and Is summarized in table 1 below, about 66 percent went for
old age, 18 perceut fur survivors, 10 percent for disability. But veterans' nonservice-
connected disability payments could really be considered to have a heavy old-age component,
and transferring them to the old-age category would make the payments for support in old
age comprise almost 70 percent of the total.
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ments from at least one of the programs that make up what is here
designated as the pension structure.

Not all the programs that make up this structure involve the accumu-
lation of reserves, but, for those that do-private plans, old-age, sur-
vivors, and disability insurance, railroad retirement, and govern-
mental employee pension plans-a very rapid increase in fund assets
has occurred, from around $6 billion in 1940 to over $73 billion by
1956. During 1956 alone, reserves increased by $6.3 billion and rep-
resented about 28 percent of personal saving.4

The nature and current scale of pension-plan operations and their
growth have been responsible for increasing interest in the effects
pensions might have on such important economic variables as savings,
investment, productivity and resource mobility, and the level of in-
come and its distribution.

Only a few of the problems posed by pension are treated in this
paper. More specifically, after a brief description of the pension
structure, there will be a discussion of:

(a) The effect of pension plans on saving.
(b) The future size and burden of pensions.

A BRIEF VIEW OF PENSIONS AND RELATED PROGRAMS

The pension structure
While numerous specific factors help to explain the origin and

growth of each particular pension program, the development of all
of them has been strongly influenced by two broad trends. One is
demographic-on absolute and relative growth in the population age
65 or over, which increased from 3.1 million in 1900 to 14.1 million in
1955, from 4.1 percent of the population to 8.6 percent. By 1975, it
is estimated that this age group will number 20.7 million and will
constitute 9.3 percent of the nopulation.5 More directly related to the
need for income in retirement is the sharp increase over time in the
average number of years spent in retirement due to the rise in life
expectancy and the decline in the number of years that older per-
sons, on average, spend in the labor force. In 1900, a 60-year-old
working male had a life expectancy of 14.3 years and a labor force
expectancy of 11.5 years, leaving 2.8 years in retirement. By 1955,
the life expectancy had increased to 16.1 years and the number of
additional years he could be expected to spend in the labor force had
declined to 9.2, therefore, an expected duration of retirement of 6.9
vears.8

The declining importance of agriculture and the growth of urbaniza-
tion are additional demographic factors leading to an increased need
for formal arrangements for providing support in nonworking old age.

The other trend referred to is the increase in the scope and functions
of government. This can, of course, be traced back to 1900 or earlier,7

' Personal saving, as estimated by SEC and adjusted for comparability with the personal-
saving item of the Commerce Department's National Income Accounts, and with the
addition of Government insurance and pension reserves (Survey of Current Business,
July 1957, p. 12).

6Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and Economic Status of Older Men and Women,
Bulletin No. 1213, pp. 2, 3.

6 Ibid., p. 34.
7Solomon Fabricant, assisted by Robert E. Lipsey, The Trend of Government Activity

in the United States Since 1900, National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., 1952, p. 140.
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but the experience of the great depression accelerated the trend and
heightened the community's desire for income security.

The most important component of our pension structure-old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance-was instituted in 1935.8 Con-
tinual extensions of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance have
expanded the program to a point where a little more than 90 percent
of the gainfully employed are covered or eligible for coverage. In
1956 some 8.5 million persons received old-age, survivors, and dis-
ability benefits aggregating $5.7 billion." While not designed to
accumulate an actuarial reserve, old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance has over the past built up a reserve fund and is expected to
continue to do so in the future. Investments by the fund are limited
by law to Federal securities or securities guaranteed both as to prin-
cipal and interest by the Federal Government. At the end of 1956, the
fund totaled $22.5 billion, having grown over the year by $850
million.lo

The railroad retirement program, restricted to workers in the trans-
portation industry was also instituted in 1935. In 1956 payments of
$638 million were made to 649,000 recipients. Its reserve fund stood
at $3.6 billion having grown by $79 million over the year.

While the history of private pension plans can be traced back to
1875, only recently have they become an important economic insti-
tution. A significant speeding up of their growth began with World
War II and has continued since. During the war some unions turned
their attention to instituting or increasing existing private pensions
(and other fringe benefits), since, among other reasons, direct wage
increases were limited under the stabilization policy then in force. In
many cases, moreover, employers looked on pensions as a device for
attracting scarce workers and holding their labor supply. Quite
likely, additional contributing factors were the high rates of corpo-
rate tax, and the provision introduced in the Internal Revenue Code
of 1942 that the employer's contributions to pension plans would be
considered a deductible business expense only if the plans did not
discriminate in favor of officers or certain selected personnel. High
personal rates, too, made the postponement of tax liabilities associated
with the pension alternative to cash wage increase desirable. (As a
matter of fact, in a tax context pensions are most saliently viewed as
a means of ironing out the lifetime earnings stream, pulling some in-
come from high tax rate earning periods over to periods when lower
rates would apply. In explaining the growth of pensions, this per-
sonal tax averaging may be more important than the deductibility of
pensions from taxable income for corporate tax. For this latter fact
alone does not explain a preference for pensions over cash wage in-
crease which would also be deductible.) Later events-the inclusion
of a pension program as part of the coal strike settlement in 1946, the
Inland Steel case decision by the National Labor Relations Board in

a Old-age Insurance was introduced in 1935; provision for survivors were added in 1939;
payments for permanent and total disability after age 50 were made part of the program
In 19I5C effective July 1. 1957.

a Not all of these payments were for retirement, however. About $4.4 billion, 77 percent
of toe total, went for old age:* the ret to survivors.

°5 Over the 5 preceding years annual fund accumulations were larger, typically near $2
billion. Over the next several years the fund may decline slightly as outpayments under
the program exceed inpayments and fund earnings. But with the contribution rate for
both employers and employees schedule to rise by one-half of 1 percent in 1960. the fund
can be expected to grow again.
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1948 (confirmed by the Supreme Court in 1949) to the effect that pen-
sions are a bargaInable issue, and the Steel Industry Fact Finding
Board's recommendation in 1949 in favor of a pension program sup-
ported solely by employer contributions-all tended to accelerate this
trend. As a consequence, private pensions have grown very rapidly
particularly in the last decade.

Rough estimates prepared by Mrs. Weltha Van Eenam of the Social
Security Administration for 1956 show 14 million workers covered
by private plans, the number of beneficiaries (annuitants or equiva-
lent) at 1,200,000, and benefit payments of $725 million. In 1940 only
3.7 million workers were covered. Another indication of the rapid
growth of private pension programs is the fourfold increase in their
reserve funds between 1947 and 1956-from about $7 billion to just
under $29 billion. Between 1955 and 1956 alone, assets in private
pensions funds increased by $3.6 billion.

The Federal Government's participation together with the States
in the public-assistance programs began in 1935. While no con-
tractual relationship is involved, old-age assistance payments, aid to
the blind, and to the permanently and totally disabled (instituted in
1950) are included in the pension total because they meet the same
general sets of needs as pensions in the strict sense." In 1940 the
major component of the pension structure, by 1956 these assistance
payments had fallen substantially behind old-age, survivors, and dis-
ability insurance and somewhat below the veterans' programs in size
of benefits. While they have grown over most of the period since
1940, both payments and beneficiaries have changed only slightly
over the last several years.12 In 1956 payments totaling $1.9 billion
went to 2.9 million receipients. About 87 percent of these payments
went for old age, the rest for payments to the blind and disabled.

Veterans pensions and related programs have a long history, but
their present size is almost completely a direct outgrowth of the two
World Wars. These benefits, too, have grown rapidly in the last 15
years, and further growth can be expected because of the large num-
ber of veterans who will be eligible for such payments in the future.13
Of the several types of payments made to veterans, those for dis-
ability 14 and survivors are considered to fall in the category of pen-
sions as broadly defined in this paper. Between 1940 and 1956 the
total of such payments grew from $339 million to $2.1 billion; while
the number of recipients grew from 651,000 to 2.3 million.

The remaining major category of the pension structure-the various
retirement programs for the employees of Federal, State, and local
governments-originated earlier than most of the other components,
but it, too, has shown rapid growth in the last decade and a half.
Benefit payments under these plans increased from $300 million in

11 Excluded from the pension structure as the term Is used here, however, are general
assistance and aid to dependent children, the latter because most of the cases are due to
broken homes rather than death or disability.

12 For old-age assistance alone, the number of beneficiaries reached Its peak in 1950 and
has been dropping slowly since. But payments have continued upward since that date at amoderate rate.

" As of June 1956 there were over 22 million veterans (Statistical Summary of VA
Activities, June 1956). For their growth potential see reference and discussion in a later
section of this paper.

4 Includes compensation payments for service-connected disability of 50 percent or more
and pension payments for non-service-connected disability to veterans whose annual income
did not exceed $1,400 if they had no dependents or $2,700 if they had a wife or minor
child, We chose 50 percent disability arbitrarily in service-connected cases as the dividing
line between those able to work and those who are de facto pensioners.
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1940 to $1.6 billion by 1956, and the number of beneficiaries almost
quadrupled, from a quarter of a million to just under 1 million over
the same period. Even more rapid has been the growth of the funds
established under the governmental employee retirement plans. For
the Federal civil-service retirement system, reserves in 1940 stood at
$600 million, and in 1956 at $7.3 billion; again between these two
dates the funds established under the State and local employees plans
increased from $1.6 billion to $11.3 billion. Between 1955 and 1956,
the anmual increase in reserves for the Federal system was $800 mil-
lion; for the State and local systems $1.4 billion. At present over
51/2 million persons are covered by the Government employee retire-
ment systems.

TABLE 1.-Total payments and number of beneflciaries, all pension programs,
1940,1947, 1955, and 1956

Payments (in billions) Beneficiaries or recipients
(in thousands)

Program l

1940 1947 1955 1950 1940 1947 1955 1956

Old-ago and survivors insurance I (2) $0.5 $5.0 $5. 7 113 1,836 7, 540 8, 473
Railroad retirement 3 - $0.1 .2 .6 .6 144 239 613 049
Public service employee retirement ' .3 5 1.4 1.0 249 419 904 976
Veterans ° -.- 3 1.5 2.1 2.1 651 1, 596 2,153 2, 288
Public assistance 6 _----------------- .5 1.0 1.8 1.9 2,139 2, 413 2, 902 2,890
Private plans 7 --------------- (8) (8) .6 .7 (8) (i) 970 1,200

Total -1.2 3.7 11.5 12.6 '93.296 96.503 '915.082 916.476
___ __ __ __ l_ l-_ l l_ l_ l l_ l_ _

' Payments include old-age retirement and survivorship (monthly and lump sum). Beneficiaries include
all of these except lump sum.

2 Less than $0.05 billion.
3 Payments include old-age retirement, survivorship (monthly and lump sum), and permanent and total

disability; beneficiaries, all these except lump sum.
4 Payments include Federal civil-service old-age retirement, survivorship (monthly and lump sum),

and disability; other Federal contributory old-age retirement, survivorship (ump sum), and disability
Federal noncontributory old-age retirement and disability; State and local government retirement old-age
retirement, survivorship (monthly and lump sum), and disability. Beneficiaries include all of these ex-
cept lump sum.

6 Payments and beneficiaries include old-age retirement, survivorship (monthly), non-service-connected
disability, and service-connected disability where disability is 50 percent or more. In this last category,
the 1956 entry is as of the end of the fiscal year.

° Payments and beneficiaries include old-age assistance, aid to the blind, and, for 1955 and 1956, aid to the
permanently and totally disabled.

7 Rough estimates by Mrs. Weltha Van Eenam of the Social Security Administration.
I Not available. Estimated at $70 million for 1946. (Challis A. Hall, Retirement Contributions, the

Spending Stream, and Growth, in Federal Tax Policy for Economic Growth and Stability papers sub-
mitted by panelists appearing before the Subcommittee on Tax Policy Joint Committee on the Economic
Report, Washington, D. C., Government Printing Office, 1955, p. 788.3

9 Because a number of Individuals receive payments under more than I program there is some overlap
in these figures. For 1955 the data permit a rough estimate. In that year about one-fifth of old-age assist-
ance recipients (around 500,000) were also receiving old-age and survivors insurance benefits. Almost
all of those getting private pensions were probably old-age and survivors insurance beneficiaries too. With
the help of Lenore Epstein of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, it has been estimated
on the basis of data from a number of special studies that somewhere between 390,000 and 420,000 of the
old-age and survivors insurance beneficiaries (not in receipt of old-age assistance) were receiving benefits
under a program for veterans, Government employees, or railroad workers. All in all, then, about 1.8
million of double counting is involved in the 1955 figures. There was virtually no overlap in 1940, a rela-
tively slight amount in 1947, and about the same degree of overlap in 1956 as ill 1955.

Source: Social Security Bulletin, September 1953, table 4, and Annual Statistical Supplement 1955,
tables 5 and 78; Veterans' Benefits Administered by Departments and Agencies of the Federal Govern-
ment, Digest of Laws and Basic Statistics, Staff Report No. II, President's Commission on Veterans'
Pensions, 84th Cong., 2d sess., House Committee Print No. 262, tables 45-49; 1956 data from the Social
Security Administration and annual report of the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs for 1956.
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Tables 1 and 2 summarize and give the source of the data used in
this glance at the pension structure. Table 1 contains the information
on payments and recipients; table 2 covers the size of reserves.

Not merely rapid growth of pensions, but also their increased im-
portance as a source of income for those over 65, is indicated by the
data of table 3, which is reproduced from an article by Lenore A.
Epstein.15 Over this 7-year period, with the population over 65
growing by 22 percent, those in this age group with income from earn-
ings increased by 5 percent, but the number of old-age and survivors
insurance beneficiaries more than trebled, while the beneficiaries of
other social-insurance programs increased by almost 60 percent. On
the other hand, recipients of public assistance not receiving social-
insurance benefits fell somewhat, and the number of persons with no
money income or income solely from other sources was more than
halved.

TABLE 2.-Total assets of pension funds, 1940,1947,1954, 1955, and 1956

[In billions]

Value of assets in fund, Dec. 311 Increase in
assets during-

Pension program - -

1940 1947 1954 1955 1956 1955 1956

Old age, survivors, and disability insurance $2.0 $9.4 $20. 6 $21. 7 $22. 5 $1.1 $0.8
Railroad retirement - -1 1.4 3.4 3.6 3.6 .2 2.1
Civil-service retirement and Lisability (Fed-

eral) - -. 6 2.7 6.0 6.5 7.3 .5 .8
State and local employee retirement -- 1.6 3.3 8.7 9.9 11.3 1.2 1.4
Private plans:

(a) Insured - ----------- (:) ' 4.0 9.8 11.1 12.3 1.3 1.2
(b) Noninsured -1.1 3.3 12.2 14.2 16.2 2.0 2.0

Total -5------------------- 5.4 24.1 60.7 67.0 73.2 6.3 6.3

I For State and local employee retirement, date is end of fiscal year falling in calendar year.
2 Computed from unrounded data.
3 Not available.
'Rough estimate for 1948.

Source: Social Security Bulletin, annual statistical supplement, 1955: Tally of Life Insurance Statistics,
April 1957; Securities and Exchange Commission, Cornorate Pension Funds 1956, statistical release series,
No. 1474, pp. 25-26; Raymond W. Goldsmith, A Study of Saving in the United States, vol. 1, Princeton
University Press, 1955, p. 1073; Bureau of the Census, Summary of Governmental Finances in 1956, p. 34.

'5 Lenore A. Epqtein, Money Income Position of the Aged, 1948-55, Social Security
Bulletin, April 1956.
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TABLE 3.-Number and percentage distribution of per8ons aged 65 and over, by
source of money income, June 1948 and June 1955 '

Number (In Percent- Percentage
thousands) age distribution '

____ ___ ____ ___ change, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1955 from
1948 1955 1948 1948 1965

Total, aged 65 and over -11,510 14,100 +22 100.0 100.0

Persons with earnings and/or social-insurance bene-
fits --- 6,900 10,550 +79 61.2 74.6

Earners and earners' wives not themselves
employed -3, 850 4, 050 +6 33.4 28.6

Old-age and survivors insurance beneficiaries ---- 1,450 5, 850 +303 12. 6 41. 4
Not receiving old-age assistance -1,300 5,350 +312 11.4 38.0
Receiving old-age assistance- 10 500 +233 1.2 3. 4

Beneficiaries of other social Insurance programs,
no Ireceiving old-age and survivors insurance
benefits - 850 1, 30 +59 7.5 9.7

Less persons with both earnings and social-
insurance benefits-20 700 +180 2.3 5.1

Public-assistance recipients not receiving social-
insurance benefits- 2,250 2,050 -9 19.5 14.4

Persons with no money income or income solely
from other sources- 3,400 1,550 -54 29. 3 11.0

I Persons with income from sources specified may also have received money income from other sources,
such as returns on investments, private pensions, or annuities, or cash contributions from relatives.

2 Calculated from unrounded estimates.
a Railroad retirement, Government-employee retirement, and veterans' compensation and pension pro-

grams; includes beneficiaries' wives not in direct receipt of benefits.

Source: Estimated in the Division of Research and Statistics on the basis of published and unpublished
data from the Bureau of the Census and agencies administering income-maintenance programs.

TM~~~~~~~ ~ I ._ -__ .. r _ _ _ _ __ ___- _ ~1 - v_ 1-' _ ,BuG use relative is1purtauece UL Perss1ivuu g - -w m1ire t'al tilti) recitax
of the number of recipients alone would indicate, because there was

also a very substantial rise in the average amount paid out under the
various programs. Over the 7 years ending in June 1955, Epstein's
data show a 144 percent increase in average monthly payments to
retired-worker beneficiaries under old-age and survivors insurance
(from $25 to $61), an increase of 33 percent in average Federal civil-
service benefits (from $89 to $118), and a rise of 37 percent in average
monthly old-age assistance payments (from $38 to $52). In contrast,
the earnings of those over 65 changed only slightly. Over the period
1948 to 1953 Epstein reports the median annual earnings of men over
65 in covered employment up 16 percent to $2,275; the median earnings
of women fell 12 percent to $950.

Very briefly, then, these are the magnitudes of the pension structure.
As even this cursory review has shown, payments and asset accumula-
tions of significant size are involved in the current operations of
pension programs. Moreover, all signs point to larger flows in the
future.

Fiscal aid to the aged.
But this by no means exhausts the Federal Government's provision

for the aged. For there are a number of income-tax relief measures
which are directed to the same function as pensions-viz, income
support of the aged. For some purposes the difference between tax
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relief and income payments is purely formal. An income payment or
tax amelioration of the same size has a similar effect on the disposable
income of the individual, and on the Government's surplus or deficit.

Since 1948 an additional exemption of $600 has been permitted
taxpayers over 65.15 In addition, since 1951, persons 65 or over are
not subject to the percentage exclusion (the lower limit) on the medi-
cal expense deduction that applies for all other taxpayers. 17 The 1954
code provided for the aged a special credit which boils down to a credit
against personal income tax equal to 20 percent of the first $1,200 of
most of the income received in retirement exclusive of social security,
railroad retirement benefits, military retirement pensions or other
nontaxable pension receipts.18

These fiscal concessions are not insignificant. Kahn has estimated
on the basis of 1952 data that the extra exemption lowered the tax
liability of the aged by about $500 million, and their more liberal
medical deduction led to an additional $100 million decline in tax
liability. 59 Currently, of course, the tax saving would be somewhat
larger. In 1954 the retirement income credit was used on about
300,000 taxable returns, lowering their tax liability by $50 million;
some 175,000 nontaxable returns claimed $21 million of credit on
this score, only a portion of which, however, can be considered an
effective tax saving.20 An additional revenue loss arises in connection
with the tax treatment of private pension plans. Unlike cash wage
payments or interest receipts, employer contributions to private pen-
sion funds and accumulated earnings on these funds are not taxed
to the employee when made or earned on his behalf, but are taxable
usually at lower rates (or perhaps not at. all) when received by the
employee in retirement. Hall has estimated, admittedly roughly,
"* * * that the net revenue loss from retirement plans alone in 1954
was about $800 million." 21 (It is not appropriate to consider the
reduction in corporate tay liability that follows from the deductibility
of the employers' contribution to pension funds, because the presumed
alternative to such contributions-cash wage payments-would also
have been a deductible expense.) With both employer contributions
and earnings on pension funds higher now than in 1954, the current

16 Two additional exemptions can be taken on joint returns if both are over 65.
17 Taxpayers under 65 can deduct only those medical expenditures (other than drugs)

in excess of 3 percent of adjusted gross income, and drug expenditures that exceed 1 per-
cent of adjusted gross income. These lower limits do not apply to persons over 65. (The
ceiling on medical expense deductions applies to all taxpayers.)

i2 Pechman, in an interesting discussion of the retirement income credit as well as the
more general matter of special tax provisions for the aged, notes that the retirement
income credit was designed to give others the same de facto tax exemption that occurs
under old-age and survivors' insurance, with contributions taxable and benefits exempt,
for individuals whose contributions fall short of their later benefit reueipts. He sum-
marizes its provisions as follows: "The method chosen was to allow a tax credit at the
first bracket rate of 20 percent on the first $1,200 of 'retirement income.' The amount of
retirement income subject to the credit is to be reduced by (a) any social security or
railroad retirement benefits, military retirement pensions, or other nontaxable retirement
pensions, and (b) any amount of earned income, including income from self-employ-
ment, in excess of $900 received by persons under 75 years of age. Retirement income
is defined to include pensions and annuities, interest, rents, and dividends. Property
incomes, as well as pensions and annuities, were included in retirement income to avoid
discriminating against those who save and invest their own funds for retirement purposes."
(Joseph A. Pechnman, Individual Income Tax Provisions of the 1954 Code, National Tax
Journil, March 1955. p. 124. Footnotes omitted.)

19 Estimates provided by C. Harry Kahn of the National Bureau of Economic Research.
29 Statistics of Income. 1954 (preliminary), p. 16.
21 Challis A. Hall, Retirement Contributions, the Spending Stream, and Growth, In

Federal Tax Policy for Economic Growth and Stability, Papers Submitted by Panelists
Appearing Before the Subcommittee on Tax Policy, Joint Committee on the Economic
Iteport, Washington, D. C., GPO, 1955, p. 796.
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magnitude of the revenue loss associated with private plans may be
closer to $900 million.

Summing up all these tax concessions yields a substantial total-
something on the order of $1.5 billion. Casting an eye to the future,
there appears to be the possibility of additional tax support for retire-
ment. For there has been growing sentiment to extend to the self-
employed the privilege of income tax averaging now afforded em-
ployees under private plans. Legislation to accomplish this has been
under consideration for several years-H. R.'s 9 and 10. That the
support here via a lower tax liability could be large is indicated by
the estimates presented by the Secretary of the Treasury for an earlier
version of these bills.22 Under the most recent versions of these bills,
more restricted in scope than their earlier formulation-they now
apply strictly to the self-employed (rather than all those not covered
by a private pension) and permit them to make payments into a re-
tirement savings program, free of tax, up to 10 percent of earned
income, with an annual limit on amount exempted from tax of $5,000
and lifetime limit of $100,000-the revenue loss might, at a very
rough guess, run around $400 million (plus or minus $100 million).

All in all, then, what are the net government expenditures asso-
ciated with this pension structure? They are not measured by the
benefit payments in table 1 for several reasons. A number of pro-
grams involve specific revenue receipts or contributions to support
them. Thus, under old-age, survivors, and disability insurance, these
receipts (emplover. emplovee. and self-supported contributions) came
to $6.5 billion in 1956, some $800 million more than benefit payments. 2 3

Likewise railroad retirement insurance contributions of $632 million
were about equal to benefit payments.2 4 Again in 1956, under the
Federal civilian employee retirement programs, employer contribu-
tions were close to $400 million, employee contributions $600 million,
benefits $550 million. Under the State and local retirement systems,
employer contributions came to about $1 billion, employee contribu-
tions close to $800 million, and benefits about the same.2 5 In their
guise as employer, then, government expenditures for these two pro-
grams were $1.2 billion. Veterans and assistance payments, supported
out of general revenues, may be considered government expenditure
to the full amount shown in table 1. Private plans ostensibly involve
no outlay by government. But they do involve a closely related type
of support-lower tax revenues on the part of government. Hall, as
noted earlier, has estimated a revenue loss of $800 millions in 1954
associated with such plans. Currently it would be higher, say around
$900 million. This suggests a total of government expenditure or tax
support for pension programs as here defined of something on the
order of $6.2 billion-$1.9 billion for assistance; $2.2 billion for vet-
erans; $1.2 billion for governmental employee plans; and about $900
million of tax revenue loss under private plans.

But to get the full involvement of government the revenue loss due
to special tax provisions applying to the aged or retired should be

. Individual Retirement Act of 1955. beartnes before the Committee on Ways and
Menns, House of Representatives, 84th Cong.. Ist sess., on H. R. 10, 1955, p. 44. RP
estimated a revenue loss of $3.4 billion: $660 million for the self-employed alone.

: Survey of Current Business, July 1957, pp. 22 and 23.
2 Ibid.

Slight differences between these data and those of table 1 are due to differences In
definition.
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considered. The added exemption, removal of the medical deduction
floor, and the retirement income credit account in toto for a revenue
loss on the order of three-quarters of a billion dollars. So the total
of government expenditures and tax revenue losses would be about
$7 billion as of 1956. (This fails to take account of the surplus of
$800 million run on current account by old-age, survivors, and dis-
ability insurance.)
Conclutsion

We have then a complex set of arrangements for providing support
in retirement. Following Titmuss' lead we can sketch out three dif-
ferent types of programs that all provide support in old age. He
distinguishes:

(1) Social welfare expenditures-specific government transfer
payments under such programs as old-age, survivors, disability
insurance, and public assistance.

(2) Fiscal welfare devices-tax liability ameliorations related
to age or retirement status.

(3) Occupational welfare benefits-private pension plans.26
The broad goals of all three types of arrangements point in the same

direction. In this sense they are related. But they do not comprise
an integrated set of programs. They comprise a structure, but only
in a loose sense. The components of the structure are not closely
articulated. They each, of course, have a specific focus; they are
administered by various levels and agencies of government and by
nongovernmental entities (business firms and labor unions) as well.
The structure is already large and complex, and it will grow larger
and, perhaps, more complex as well. Changes in one program have
implications for the others, may complement or conflict with one or
more of the other programs. What are some of the interrelations
among the programs making up the retirement-income structure?

One obvious point is this: A number of persons receive payments
under more than one program. So the net effect of the pension struc-
ture on them cannot be assessed by examining any one program alone.
Some idea of the extent of this overlap can be obtained from footnote
9 of table 1.

Secondly, to the extent that some programs are expanded in scope
or level of benefits, the need for others may not be as strong. Thus,
it was expected that the need for old-age assistance payments would
dwindle as old-age and survivors insurance expanded and took hold.
The recent expansions in old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
to almost complete coverage of all gainfully employed, and payments
for permanent and total disability at age 50, have opened to question
the appropriateness of some of the present provisions of the veterans'
program.27

Thirdly, changes in one program frequently carry direct, or some-
times untoward, consequences for one or more of the others. Under
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance the benefit structure is re-
gressive in relation to average earnings before retirement, i. e., benefits
in relation to earnings constitute a declining fraction as such earnings

R. M. Titmuss, the Social Division of Welfare (Eleanor Rathbone Memorial Lecture),
Liverpool University Press 1956 p. 11.

27 Veterans Benefits in the United States, a report to the President by the President's
Commission on Veterans' Pensions, April 1956.
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rise. This effect is particularly pronounced at the top of the earnings
range. Under the majority of private plans, however, the benefit struc-
ture is progressive in relation to previous earnings; the ratio of benefits
to previous earnings rises with earnings.28 The net result for those who
will receive both old-age, survivors, and disability insurance and pay-
ments from a private plan of this type is a benefit structure roughly
proportional or, rather, only slightly regressive in relation to average
previous earnings.29 The development of private plans substantially
changed the benefit pattern as initially established by another pro-
gram. (It is obvious that changes in benefit levels are also involved.)
As another example, take two recent changes in old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance. The introduction of optional retirement for
women at 62 under old-age, survivors, and disability insurance could
affect the retirement age set for women in private plans, which had
been tending to approach that for men. In many private plans that
had provided payments for permanent and total disability, it was
stipulated that such payments would be adjusted downward to take
account of any disability payments subseqently established under a
Federal program. Under these conditions, old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance's disability payments tend to be centered out by
a decline in private disability payments.

Fourthly, conflicting influences tending to work at crosspurposes
may be set up by the various programs that an individual is covered
by. During working life, under private plans, changing employers is
penalized if the employer's contributions are not vested-and vesting
usually occurs only after considerable service or when the worker is
well along in age. Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance bene-
fit rights, however, are not affected by job changes. On the other
hand, in retirement old-age, survivors, and disability insurance penal-
izes participation in the labor force; private plans do not. (Under
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance, for retired workers under
72, 1 month's benefit payment will be lost for each unit of $80 or
fraction thereof, by which earnings exceed $1,200.)

25 Thus, for the "conventional" (as distinguished from the collectively bargained "pat-
tern") plans in the most recent Bankers Trust survey of private pension plans, benefits
(under the plan alone and exclusive of social security) as a percent of earnings runs
like this:

Median benefit ranges
exclusive of social

8ecuriti, as a percent
Average annual compensation during credited service: of compensation

3,000-_ ____________________20-30
4,2800 ---------- _____ 26-30
420,00____ ------ -- ___________------------------------------------- 26 457,200…36-40
2000 41-4 5

(Bankers Trust Co A Study of Industrial Retirement Plans, 1956 edition, p. 19. This
is for plans In which benefits are based on compensation during the entire period of
credited service.)

: Zisman gives the following figures which are to be compared with the data of the
immediately preceding footnote: Median benefit ranges

inclusive of social
securitli as a percent

Average annual compensation during credited service: of compensation
74.200…_ _--_____________ 57-61
17.200…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 52-56
$20,000…---------------------------------- --- ------ - -- 47-51

(Joseph Zisman, Private Employee-Benefit Plans Today, Soclal Security Bulletin,
January 1957, p. 1.)
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PENSIONS AND SAVINGS

Do the flscal operations of pension plans increase the flow of saving?
The fiscal operations of pension programs bear an intimate relation

to saving, a process that plays a strategic role in the determination
of the level of employment and also lies at the very heart of economic
development and growth. As regards its bearing on stability, varia-
tions in the amount OI savings the com1rmunity vill seek lo 'Lake, 11"my'
depending on its investment plans, cause a change in the level of
resource employment, prices, or both. As to economic growth, one
of the key variables is the extent to which we are willing to forgo
current consumption, thus freeing output for capital formation.

All of the programs that constitute what is here designated as the
pension structure (see table 1) affect the flow of savings to some
degree since they all involve a redistribution of income or an altera-
tion of its direction of flow. Under private pension plans, for exam-
ple, a portion of the flow of payments into cash wages or corporate
profits and, consequently a portion also of the flow of income-tax pay-
ments to government is redirected toward deferred compensation and,
to a relatively slight degree at present, to payments to beneficiaries.
Generally similar is the result of the transfer operations of pension
programs for governmental employees. Again, under old-age, sur-
vivors, and disability insurance, a portion of the flow of income to
individuals is diverted-directly in the case of the employee's contri-
bution and indirectly either through lower wages or higher prices
depending on whether the employer's contribution is shifted backward
or forward-and transferred as benefit payments to other individuals
or additions to the trust fund. Finally, veterans programs and public
assistance payments, supported out of general revenues, redistribute
income from taxpayers to the program's beneficiaries.

Even though these last two programs are in effect on a pay-as-you-go
basis, some change in saving is to be expected because of the differing
propensities to save of taxpayers and those who receive assistance or
veterans' program payments. It is generally held that, for all prac-
tical purposes, the savings function is linear; so the effect due to
income-class redistribution per se would be slight. Yet it is reason-
able to think that recipients of these payments have a lower marginal
propensity to save than the population at large. Therefore, on bal-
ance, these programs tend to lower savings. But the absolute de-
crease in savings on this score is probably not as great as the effect
(generally opposite in sign) of the other components of the pension
structure.

The remaining components of the pension structure, however,
would seem to exercise an effect in the direction of increasing saving,
and to a substantial degree. Old-age, survivors, and disability in-
surance, railroad retirement, private plans and the pension programs
established for governmental employees, all show an excess of re-
ceipts (contributions plus earnings on invested funds) over outpay-
ments (benefits plus running costs) which is likely to continue over
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the next several decades at least. 3 0 The annual additions to their re-
serves are substantial. For all these programs it came to $6.3 billion
in both 1955 and 1956. (See table 2 above for details and sources.)
Ten years from now annual fund accumulations may well run on the
order of $9 billions. Such magnitudes are impressive, especially when
related to the aggregate of saving. In 1955, for example, pension-
fund asset growth accounted for 30 percent of total personal saving,
while the pension-fund sector's accumulation represented 28 percent
of the total in 1956.31

But these are nominal savings. There are reasons to believe that
the net accretion to the flow of saving falls short of the net change
in reserves. This is the conclusion reached by several of the more
thorough investigations of the problem, which estimate the change
in saving as the net result of the change in saving (or consumption)
brought about because of: contributions (either of employees, employ-
ers, or the groups that bear them on various assumptions of shifting
and incidence), benefit payments, fund earnings, and, where appro-
priate, government-tax revenues. Among the factors that explain this
result are the following:

(a) Some workers may consider pension-fund accumulations a
substitute for savings they otherwise would have made.

(b) Government saving will be lower (or dissaving greater),
that is, Government's surplus will be smaller or its deficit larger
because under private plans what would have taken the form
of taxable wazes or dividends and int.erePt. shaws np isn O.ulrr-nflw
nontaxable deferred compensation and fund earnings. (Unless,
of course, taxes are raised or expenditures lowered to compensate.)

(c) The income-class distribution and savings propensities
of contributors (or taxpayers) and beneficiaries differ in such a
way that transfers from the one to the other tend to increase con-
sumption (i. e., lower saving). (An additional influence, not
taken account of in the studies cited below, and one that it would
be very difficult, if not impossible, to measure is this: insofar as
formal pension-plan payments displace informal intrafamily or
charitable retirement support arrangements, there is a release of
funds that might, in part at least, be saved.)

In connection with old-age and survivors insurance, for example,
Carroll has estimated that in 1951, when the fund accumulation came to
$1.7 billion, after taking account of the income transfers connected
with old-age and survivors insurance fiscal operations, savings were
higher by $1.2 billions, only 70 percent of the increase in the fund's
assets. Nor is this finding for 1951 an atypical result. For, extrapo-
lating the then existing old-age and survivors insurance structure to

10 Recently great publicity has been given to the probable tailing off of old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance's asset accumulation In 1957 to virtually nothing, the possibility
of a slight decline in the fund in 1958, and the likelihood of a further decline in assets In
1959. This result. caused by a higher level of claims than originally expected In response
to changes ln coverage and eligibility introduced in 1954 and 1956. is a short-run phe-
nomenon. The longer run picture Is substantially unchanged. With the scheduled rate
increase in 1960, annual additions to the fund will, probably, once again take place. but at
an uneven rate, tending to fall off before the rate increases of one half pcrcent in both
employer and employee contributions scheduled for 1960, 1965, 1970, and 1975. Long-run
estimates (intermediate-cost) show the fund growing over the rest of thIs century. (Sea
pp. 25 and 26 of Federal Old-Ago and Survivors Insurance and Disability Insurance Trust
l inds, letter from Board of TrUstees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and
Disability Insurance Trust Funds, H. Doc. 180. 85th Cong., 1st sess.)

l1 Aggregate personal saving is as estimated by the SEC adjusted for comparability with
the personal saving Item of the Department of Commerce national Income accounts, and
with the addition of the Government insurance and pension reserves. (See Survey of Cur-
rent Business, July 1947, p. 12, table 6.)
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1953, 1955, and 1957 he obtained net saving increments equal to 65,
68, and 65 percent of fund accumulations respectively.32

(The growth in old-age, survivors, and disability insurance benefit
payments relative to contributions over the last several years-due
both to the normal increase in previously covered workers now retiring
and recent expansions in coverage and liberalization of benefits-to-
gether with the upward movement of wage levels have changed the
picture. Carroll's revised estimates show a net increase in consump-
tion (a net decrease in saving) because of old-age, survivors, and dis-
ability insurance's fiscal operations in 1956, and a similar, but more
pronounced result, for 1957. The net decline in saving caused by
income transfers from contributors (and those who bear the shifted
portion of the contributions) to beneficiaries outweighs the net addi-
tion to saving represented by that portion of the program's receipts,
if any, allocated to the fund.)

For the aggregate of private pension plans in 1954, Hall estimates
the net saving effect at no higher than 60 percent and possibly as low
as 7 percent of the growth in reserves, depending on the assumptions
made about the effect of the growth in equity in a pension fund on
other saving of those covered, and the response of government fiscal
policy to the loss of revenue traceable to these plans. If it is assumed
that the Government does not seek to recoup the revenue loss, the net
addition to saving would be within the range of 7 to 30 percent of
the growth in reserves; with the Government's revenue loss compen-
sated for by lowering expenditures by a commensurate amount, the
increase in net saving would range from 35 to 60 percent of the
increase in reserves; with the revenue loss recovered by an across-the-
board increase in personal income tax rates, the relevant net saving
percentage would fall in the range 27 to 52.33

As Both Carroll and Hall have noted, estimates of this sort are
subject to numerous qualifications. Thev do point, however, to a sub-
stantial gap between the nominal savings of pension funds and the
net accretion to savings due to the entire set of fiscal operations asso-
ciated with pension programs.

Not all students of this problem would agree with this conclusion,
however. Dearing, for example, was of the opinion that net new
saving would come to almost as much as net asset accumulation.' 4 On
the other hand, Murray looks for very little additional saving from
private pension plans." And Friedman holds that it is really not pos-

a2 John J. Carroll, Fiscal Aspects of Social Security Programs, Ph. D. Dissertation, Uni-
versity of Michigan, 1953

53 Challis A. Hall, Retirement Contributions, the Spending Stream, and Growth, in Fed-
eral Tax Policy for Economic Growth and Stability, Joint Committee on the Economic
Report, 84th Cong., 1st sess., p. 796.

. "In summary, it appears that the bulk of annual contributions for the support of Indus-
trial pensions will represent net additions to the supply of individual money savings * * *"
(Charles L. Dearing, Industrial Pensions, the Brookings Institution, 1954, p. 175). Dear-
ing's argument is phrased in terms of contributions, but this is equivalent to talking about
pension fund asset growth, because over the last several years fund earnings and benefit
payments have run about the same level.

* 5 *e on balance, it seems to me that private retirement plans tend to increase the
flow of institutional savings and may represent a modest net addition to personal savings"
(Roger Murray, The Effect of Retirement and Pension Funds on Saving, in Savings in the
Modern Economy, edited by Walter W. Heller, Francis M. Boddy, and Carl L. Nelson, Uni-
versity of Minnesota Press, 1953, p. 192). The increase in institutional savings that
Murray refers to connotes a change in the composition of savings, i. e., the relative impor-
tance of various media, not an increase in the amount of savings.
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sible, without much more work than has been done, to decide whether
pension plans augment or decrease the flow of savings.38

Understandably, empirical evidence bearing on the problem at hand
is sparse and inconclusive. What material there is suggests that pen-
sion and other savings are largely noncompetitive, and, therefore,
pension plans add to savings. A finding, pointing in this direction,

as been cited by Katona.
* * * It is argued that social security and private pension

and retirement plans make it now less necessary to save for
old age than even a few years ago. Do collective security
arrangements obviate the need for independent saving? * * *

This problem could and should be studied empirically. At
present we have only a small bit of evidence which has a
bearing on it. In a study recently completed by the Survey
Research Center and soon to be published by the Institute
of Life Insurance, the relationship between ownership of in-
dividually purchased life insurance and membership in col-
lective insurance plans was analyzed. This relationship is
crucial since individually purchased life insurance is prob-
ably the closest substitute for the collective insurance pro-
grams. It appeared that people who are covered by social
security or private pension plans have larger life-insurance
policies than people with similar incomes who are not covered.
Apparently, the will to save and the perceived need for sav-

___S le~ve not. heen impaired by ^elle~tvv scurity arrangs-
ments.3 7

That a finding related to only one other form of saving does not
settle the question needs no elaboration, especially since the savings
response to pension coverage may cumulate over time with growing
awareness of their pension rights on the part of those covered.

Thus there is the additional complication that the effect, whatever
it may be, depends on how much people know about their pension
coverage. For it is not their existence, per se, but employees' aware-
ness of these provisions that will affect behavior. Awareness is
something that can be expected to increase over time. That some
people do not know the facts of their private pension coverage, at
least, is indicated by the results of two surveys of pension plan cover-
age made in 1953 and early 1954 by the Pennsylvania Joint State
Government Commission. One asked the information of individuals;
the other sought it from employers. The survey of individuals showed

8 " * * a dollar in the form of a reserve held by the Government and available to the
individual only under narrowly specified circumstances Is worth less to him than a dollar
In privately held reserves that he can dispose of at will; In consequence, each dollar in-
crease in government held reserve would tend to produce less than a dollar decrease In
private savings. In fact, however, social security obligations are not fully funded; the
increase in accumulated benefits exceeds the Increase in government pension and retire-
ment funds, It may well he, therefore, that the increase in these funds has been less than
the decrease in private savings that the existence of the corresponding benefit programs has
produced. The conclusion is that, without much more detailed analysis, it Is not possible
to say whether the net effect of governmental social security and other programs has been
to increase or to decrease recorded savings as a fraction of income let alone by how much"
(Milton Friedman, A Theory of the Consumption Function. Princeton University Press for
the Natinal Bureau of Economic tesearch, 1957, p. 123). The first part of his argument
applies to private plans also, and Is strengthened by thc general lack of really effective
vesting provIsions in these plans.

87 George Katona Attitudes Toward Saving and Borrowing, in Board of Governors, Fed-
eral Reserve System, Consumer Instalment Credit pt. II, vol. 1. Conference on Regulation,
National Bureau of Economic Research 1957 pp. 453-54. For the data referred to by
Katona, see pp. 55 of the Life Insurance Public, Institute of Life Insurance, 1957. Similar
results were obtained in a British savings survey. (See L. R. Klein, Patterns of Savings:
The Surveys of 1953 and 1954, Bulletin of the Oxford Institute of Statistics, May 1953,
p. 206.)
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842,000 Pennsylvanians covered by pension plans; the employer sur-
vey put the figure at 1,194,000.88 While definitional differences be-
tween the two surveys may help to explain this discrepancy, it none-
theless appears that some employees are unaware of their inclusion
in a private pension plan and, undoubtedly, many of those who know
they are covered know little about the provisions of the plan. Greater
awareness of the provisions of the pension plans in which they are

uartciipaLg ight, how ever, cause - 1 -'oe to dicou -nt. mnre
heavily the degree to which a given buildup of their "equity" in a
pension fund represents real saving. Because labor turnover is high
and the extent of vesting relatively slight, McGill has estimated that
"Certainly no more than 50 percent of employes presently covered
under private pension plans will ever receive a cash benefit from the
plan." 39

In brief summary, while it appears that there is no definitive answer
to the question whether and to what extent the various types of pen-
sion programs augment the flow of savings, we may conclude that on
net balance the fiscal operations of the pension structure tend to in-
crease the flow of saving, but by considerably less than the amount of
annual pension fund asset growth would suggest.
What is the significance of the probable acceleration or saving caused

by pension programs?
Should we view with alarm or regard as salutary the fact that, on

net balance, total savings are probably higher than they would be in
the absence of pension programs? This question, of course, cannot be
answered unequivocally. The answer depends both on one's judg-
ment on how high aggregate demand for output will be, and one's
preferences as regards the composition of output, i. e., its division
between consumption goods and capital formation. Earlier discus-
sions of this problem framed with reference to the economic experi-
ence of the thirties tended to emphasize the deflationary potential of
adding to the stream of savings the community would seek to make.
In this context it was held that pension fund accumulations would
lower consumption and have little or no effect on investment; thus
aggregate demand, output, and employment would be lowered. More
recently, reflecting the changed economic environment, increased at-
tention has been devoted to the effect of trust fund accumulation on
the supply of investment-seeking funds and the consequent increase
in capital formation. In contrast to the earlier argument that led to
the conclusion of a net decline in output, more recent analyses lead to
the conclusion that the primary effect of pension fund growth is on the
composition of output, weighing it more heavily with investment than
would otherwise have been the case. Thus, in a recent analysis of the
pertinent functional relations, Gilmore concluded:

Under conditions of high business confidence and mod-
erately high interest rates * * * trust fund accumulation in-
creases real saving and investment, and because of the increase
in the stock of capital, also increases output in the long run.

* * * * *

Is Selected Employee Benefit Plans, a report of the Joint State Government Commission
to the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, session of 1955, pp. 15
and 39.

8 Dan M. McGill (ed.), Pension: Problems and Trends, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1955,
p. 40.
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If these views are correct, the most important conclusion
of this analysis is that it is now economically possible for a
generation by saving to provide for its own future retire-
ment needs.40

To go one step further, if over the longer pull, as many hold likely,
the general outlook is for oversufficient aggregate demand with conse-
quent inflationary pressures, the increase in saving due to pension pro-
grams will tend to dampen the rise in prices. Under these conditions,
pension plan operations would leave total output unaffected, would
cause a larger fraction of it to be devoted to capital formation, and
would tend to moderate price increases, thus helping to insure the ade-
quacy of the benefits to be paid out under the plans. That pension
funds would, therefore, be playing a salutary role need not be be-
labored.
Pensions as stabilizers

Nor is this conclusion invalidated by the consideration of cyclical
fluctuations around a full employment (with or without inflation)
trend, for the deflationary pressures of pension plans can be expected
to vary in intensity in a coimtercyclical way. Pensions are one of the
class of devices whose fiscal operations tend to buttress spending and,
thus, to moderate variations in the level of income and employment.
In periods of declining economic activity, contributions tend to fall
while benefit payments remain steady at the very least, or rise some-
-whalt. Or wrhon sgrgrregraftD inonnmo ic faFllingr fhb nnovaf;nA4 of penansion
programs tend to moderate the decline on balance, making it less severe
than it would have been. Similarly, a rise in the level of income would
be moderated by the tendency for contributions to increase and benefit
payments to remain steady (or, allowing for their trend, to rise more
slowly than they would have).

Thus Merriam has estimated for a hypotetical recession commenc-
ing in 1955 and reaching a low in 1957 (the estimates were prepared
prior to 1955) that under old-age and survivors' insurance as it stood in
1953-

* * * total contributions in 1957 would have been about
$1.9 billion more than aggregate benefit payments if eco-
nomic conditions were good, but only about $5.5 billion more
under conditions in which 10 percent of the labor force were
unemployed.4

1

These figures, derived from a hypothetical model, should not be taken
to describe actual events but rather to illustrate the offsetting effect
under a set of specific assumptions as to the nature of the recession
and the provisions of the old-age and survivors' insurance program.
The introduction starting in July 1957 of payments after age 50 for
total and permanent disability will tend to increase the cyclical flexi-
bility of the program, for, as Merriam remarks:

40 Curry W. Gillmore, Trust Funds and National Output, Southern Economic Journal,
July 1i157, p .52-53.

4' Ida C. Merriam, Social Security Programs and Economic Stability, in Policies to Combat
Dupressiuu. A Cunfereace of the Uuiversities-National Bureau Comwittoee for Ecuoujmi
Research, Princeton University Press, 1956, p. 228. The rest of this section draws heavily
on Merriam's paper.
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Such benefits are generally more sensitive than old-age
retirement benefits to fluctuations in economic conditions and
employment levels.42

Railroad retirement and the programs for governmental employees
would respond in a similar fashion but not as vigorously.4 3 Assistance
payments, too, would show an "appropriate" response but probably
fnot 2. very qtronni one44. Veterans' compensation and pensions should

increase in absolute amount in a period of economic adversity, and,
presuming no increase in tax collections to finance them, this too would
shore up spending. The response here is liable to be relatively strong,
because income ceilings apply to eligibility for such payments. With
declining aggregate income and employment more veterans would
fall below these limits.45

Finally, as regards private plans there are these considerations that
suggest that they will operate countercyclically: In a contraction, for
example, contributions will tend downward as wages fall. Benefits,
if anything will increase; so fund accumulation will decline, As
already noted this will probably mean a relative decline in saving.
Some measure of flexibility is permitted employers as regards their
annual contributions both for current and past service credit, and
this will impart additional cyclical flexibility to contributions, causing
them to fall relatively more when profits are low and rise relatively
more when profits are high. Moreover there has been a rapid growth
in provision of pensions through profit-sharing plans under which
the rate of fund accumulation increases in expansion and falls off
in contraction.

These conclusions on private plans apparently run counter to con-
siderations raised by Congressman Mills during the tax hearings of
this committee several years ago. He noted several points "some-
times made in this connection," particularly that-

the tax provisions serve to remove sizable amounts of highly
cyclically sensitive income, employer contributions on behalf
of covered employees, from the tax base so that changes in
the amount of this element of employees' compensation are
not reflected in taxable income and, * * * [also] * * * em-

ployers' deductions increase with increases in levels of eco-
nomic activity and decrease during recessions, offsetting tax
revenues perversely. 46

But as Hall notes in his discussion of these points, although the
built-in flexibility of the tax structure is impaired (but only slightly),
this is more than offset because the effect on personal saving is greater
than (and opposite in sign to) the effect on government saving; there-
fore, on balance the probable effect is a relative increase in savings
during expansion and the reverse in contraction.4 7

All in all, then, the pension structure's effect on aggregate demand
is appropriately countercyclical. While it probably should not be
counted among the major stabilizers, it is a force in the right direction.

42 Ibid., p. 227.
43 Merriam explains that they are more mature systems than OASI.
44 ibid., p. 232.
" Merriam. op. cit., p. 230.
46 Federal Tax Policy for Economic Growth and Stability, hearings before the Subcom-

mittee on Tax Policy of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, 84th Cong., ist sess.,
p. 632.

41 Ibid., p. 653.
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Only the most tentative conclusions can be drawn on the effect of
pension programs on savings. This is an area where much work re-
mains to be done. Subject to reservations already noted, it may be
said that-

(1) On net balance, the fiscal operations of the pension struc-
ture probably add to the net flow of savings in the community,
but by less than what a look at annual fund accumulations would
lead one to believe.

(2) Given the general economic complexion of our times, this
increase in saving is, on the whole, desirable.

(3) Moreover, pension-fund savings tend to vary in an appro-
priate direction in the course of cyclical fluctuations, helping to
moderate both expansions and contractions.

THE FuTuRE SIZE OF PENSIONS

The pension structure over the next 30 years
To many peoples' way of thinking one of the key problems raised

by increasing numbers of persons over 65 and the burgeoning structure
of pension arrangements for their support in retirement is simply
this: Can we afford it? Thus a British Royal commission that inves-
tigated the economic and financial problems of the provision for old
age summarized what it judged to be one of the major issues with
this question: "What can a future generation afford to do for the
elderly out of its own resources without undue strain?" r48 Or, agnin.
Bali in his study of the effect of pensions on the economy, observed:

Probably the most fundamental economic question con-
nected with the growth of the aged population is whether the
flow of goods and services going to the retired aged will be so
great in the future that the gainfully employed will find it
difficult to produce enough for the aged and at the same time
have enough for themselves, their children, and their wives.43

As a first and, as will be seen, very rough approximation, whether
the transfer of purchasing power from the working to the retired
population that is brought about by pension plans will constitute a
heavy "burden" apparently depends on two things that can be meas-
ured or estimated-the size of the transfer and the flow of output it
will be bid against.50 To get some idea of how important this transfer
of purchasing power may become, we need to know what benefit pay-
ments and national income will be in the future. But because such a
comparison obscures some of the basic issues involved and its inter-
pretation must be qualified, a further discussion of the concept of
"burden" appears later in this section.

There are available recent projections of the size of benefit payments
in 1965, 1975, and 1985, under all public pension programs, and of
national income at the same dates which -were published in the report
of the President's Commission on Veterans' Pensions-Veterans' Bene-

<9 Report of the Committee on the Economic and Financial Problems of the Provision for
Old Age, Cmd. 9333, 1954, p. 35.

49 Pensions In the United States. a study prepared for the Joint Committee on the
Economic Report by the National Planning Association, Robert M. Ball, staff director,
Washington. 1952, p. 39.

1 While the word "burden" is commonly used, it has a number of different meanings and
is subject to numerous qualifications. That is why quotation marks appear around it in
what follows.
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fits in the United States (further details of these estimates appear in
the Commission's staff report No. X. They were prepared by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the Commission
staff. That there are pitfalls in projecting economic variables over a
period as long as 30 years requires no elaboration. But the projections
serve a useful illustrative function; they suggest some of the possi-
bilities as to the magnitude of pension benefits over the next three
decades.obt

Two sets of projected values are set forth in table 4-one based
on the assumption that present (1955) laws and benefit rates for all
programs remain unchanged with the exception of the introduction
of cash disability payments under old-age and survivors' insurance
commencing at age 50 as in H. R. 7225, 84th Congress (one of the
amendments passed in 1956), and the other assuming that benefit
rates would increase at half the rate of increase in productivity per
man-hour posited in the national income projection (that is, at
one-half of 2.5 percent annually), and, in addition, veterans' pay-
ments 52 would be changed to include general service pensions assumed
as follows: pensions of $100 a month to all present wartime veterans
after age 65 and a liberalization of service pensions to surviving
widows from $50.40 to $65 per month, as well as a 30-percent increase
in payments to minor children. (Note that since these estimates were
prepared, changes that will cause an increase in benefit payments were
made in most of the public programs.) 53

What do the projections shois?
In 1955 total public pension benefit payments of $11.5 billion equaled

3.6 percent of national income. Even with no change in existing laws
and benefit structures, pension payments are expected to grow (espe-
cially those made under old-age, survivors, and disability insurance)
to an estimated annual rate of $19.5 billion, or 4.7 percent of national
income by 1956.54

While further growth in benefit payments is looked for over the
ensuing two decades, a more rapid relative increase in national income
is projected. The estimates put benefits at 4.3 percent of national
income in 1975, and 4.0 percent by 1985. This latter figure is not much
higher than the actual percentage for 1955.

51 What has been put In the category of pensions for the purpose at hand differs in some
respects from the definition used in preparing table 1, although the 1955 total of payments
comes to $11.5 billion in both cases. But the veterans program entry in table 4 below is
$0.5 higher than table I's which excludes payments for service-connected disabilities where
the degree of disability is under 50 percent. Also table 1 includes private pension
benefits; table 4 does not.

a2 This category includes payments made for service-connected disability and death
benefits and non-service-connected pensions to veterans and dependents.

53 The estimates exclude private plans. Had they been Included, larger benefit payments
would have been indicated-in 1955 about $600 million more; in 1965 under assumption
(a) perhaps something on the order of $1.8 billion (see Hall, op. cit., p. 788).

by This growth will be due both to an increase In the number of the aged and the fact
that more of them will be eligible for pension benefits, particularly under old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance.
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TABLE 4.-Pablic pension benefit payments and national income: Actual, 1940-55,
and estimated, 1965, 1975, 1985

[Dollar figures in billions]

Change Benefit payments Change Change
In rate of in rate of in bene-

National national benefit fits as
income income As per- payments percent of

Year over Amount cent of over change in
decade ' national decade I national

income income

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Actual:
1940 -$81. 6 $1.9 2. 3
1945 -181.2 -- 2.5 1.4
1950 -240. 0 $158.4 6.5 2. 7 $4.6 2.91955 -322. 2 141.0 11.5 3. 6 9 0 6.4

Estimated:
(a) Assuming no change in existing

law and benefit rates:2

1965 -414.0 91.8 19.5 4. 7 8.0 8.7
1975 -571.0 157.0 24.8 4.3 5.3 3.4
1985 -756.0 185.0 30.6 4.0 5.7 3a1(b) Assuming benefit rates to increase

at half the rate of increase in national
productivity assumed in projecting
national income and liberalization
of veterans' payments as described
in text:23

1965 -414.0 91.8 25.6 6.2 14.1 15.4
1957 -571.0 157.0 37.9 6.6 12.3 7.8
1985 -756.0 185.0 56.9 7.5 19.1 10.3

l The 1950 entry, for example, is the difference between the 1950 and 1940 values.
2 Except introduction of disability payments at age 50 in old-age and survivors insurance. (See text.)
-nbu.,,rnveu ny appiying Lu all programs on p. 118 of veterans beneints i tne United States-except

the workmen's compensation and unemployment compensation entries-the rate of increase computed
from the table on p. 124.

Source: Veterans' Benefits in the United States, pp. 117-118,124; Survey of Current Business, July 1955;Social Security Bulletin, September 1953.

But the history of pension growth suggests that the assumption of
maintenance of existing benefit structure probably constitutes the
lower limit of the range of conjectures that might be made about the
development of pension program benefit provisions in the future.
For one thing it takes no account of the growth potential of veterans'
non-service-connected pensions. For another, with real wage levels
rising as productivity increases, it implies a decline in the ratio of
pension benefits to average working life earnings.

"Reasonable" possibilities in both respects are legion. Two of them
are incorporated in the data under (b) in table 4.

These projections assume general service pensions, etc., for the
veterans' program (as noted above) as well as an upward adjustment
of the benefit provisions of all the pension programs including this
one. The specific assumption incorporated in these data is an in-
crease in benefits at the rate of 1.25 percent per annum (one-half the
rate of increase in productivity assumed in projecting national in-
come.s5 Under these assumptions public pension benefits would, of
course, grow much more rapidly. By 1985, it is estimated they would
be close to $57 billions, some 7.5 of projected national income. Their
share of income would be over twice as large as it was in 1955.

These projections suggest that: (1) the next 30 years will witness
a rapid rise in public pension benefits. However, should present laws

r4 If real wages kept pace with productivity, this assumption implies a lag of pensionbenefits In relation to real wages.
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and benefit provisions remain unchanged, national income would in-
crease in step with pensions. If the veterans' program were ex-
panded and if in addition to this benefit provisions were changed so
that real benefits tended to rise, although not as rapidly as produc-
tivity (and, quite possibly, wages), public pension benefits would grow
more rapidly. Their pace would outstrip national income, and the
fraftinn t1hev wonld constitute of national income could, conceivably,
more than double.

(2) No matter which assumption is made about benefit provisions
over the next 30 years, the growth of pension payments is likely
to be particularly marked over the early part of the period. That
is to say, the time pattern of benefit payment growth shows a pro-
nounced bulge over the period 1955-65. Note the percentages in
column (6) of table 4 which relate the change in pension benefits to
the change in national income. Between 1945 and 1955 the increase
in the annual rate of benefit payments came to 6.4 percent of the in-
crease in the anual rate of national income. Between 1955 and 1965,
with no change in benefit provisions, the projected growth in the rate
of benefit payments equals 8.7 percent of the projected increase in
the rate of national income. Much lower values are estimated for
the relative change between 1965 and 1975 and that between 1975 and
1985. Under the other assumption an even higher ratio of benefit
increment to national income increment is estimated. The change
between 1955 and 1965 would, again, be more pronounced than be-
tween the two later decades.

(3) Under existing laws and benefit provisions, the major portion
of estimated total benefit growth will be accounted for by OASDI-
$6.2 billion of the total $8 billion increase between 1955 and 1965;
$14.5 billion of the $19.1 billion increase in projected total benefits
between 1955 and 1985. But another pension program has substantial
possibilities of growth that m ay or may not materialize. Should
general service pensions for veterans be enacted, the veterans' pro-
gram would increase by an estimated $4 billion by 1965, and over the
30-year period the annual rate of veterans' pensions would increase
by $8.4 billion, or almost one-third of the increase in the rate of total
benefit payments.5 6

These data, of course, just set out the contours of the problem. No
easy conclusions follow from them about the "burden" of pensions.
Whether pensions will account for too "high" or too "low" a share
of income cannot be concluded simply by reference to them. In part
this is because pension transfers can only be evaluated within the con-
text of all the uses to which the community desires to devote increases
in its output-more schools, more roads, more medical expenditures,
more research and developmental expenditures, etc. It is easy to
discount extension of any selected program as involving allocation
of a small percent of expected increments in output. It is not easy
to discount the total all these programs will add up to. And then
there is the question of just what is implied by a calculation that sets
pension benefits against income. Is it correct, as this procedure
seems to imply, to consider pension benefits a "burden" to the full
amount of the monetary transfers involved?

ce For these data see source note of table 4.
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Some observations on "burden"
Pension payments together with private charitable contributions

and intrafamily contributions constitute the body of transfer pay-
ments to the nonworking aged. But it would not be correct to count
all pension benefits as a "burden." For to the extent that pension
transfers had their origin in previous saving (and accumulated inter-
est thereon) they represent no more of a 'burden" than personally
provided annuities. The interest and dividend component of pension
payments is a reward for permitting the use of capital; the return of
capital component permits drawing against output to a greater extent
than current participation in production alone would permit, but only
to the amount of capital formation that previous saving made possible.

In other wvords, while it is true that the flow of output over any
riven Deriod is the result of the effort expended by those working at
that time, and it is also true that pension transfers enable nonworkers
to claim some of this output, in assessing the "burden" of pensions-
i. .e, how much of a transfer of goods and services from workers to
nonworkers is effectuated by pension benefits-we need to know to
what extent the generation now working is helped in its task because,
due to pension programs, the now-retired generation set free some of
the output it engendered at an earlier date for capital formation. If
the retired generation failed to exercise claims to the output it pro-
duced over working life to an amount sufficient (with accumulated
interest) to match its pension receipts, and if this resulted in a com-
mensurate amount of canitf.nl formation, and if there had been no
change in price levels over the whole of their working and retired'
life, the working generation would, after meeting the claims of pen-
sioners against output, be just as well off as it would have been in the
absence of pension programs. Viewed in this way, pension programs
that meet the stated assumptions merely involve a rearrangement of
the pattern of lifetime consumption possibilities-consumption less
than the income due to participation in production during work life,
balanced by more consumption in retirement.

The ifs of the preceding paragraph are important qualifications.
Insofar as pension program operations do not result in forgone con-
sumption or the savings 57 made under their auspices are not matched
by investment, pension retirement benefits will, indeed, deprive the
working population of some of the output that is due solely to its
efforts, for the retired generation will not have "put any output in the
bank" during its working life to set off against the claims to output
that it will receive via pension benefits. On the other hand, should
prices rise over time and pension payments remain unchanged, then
the retired generation will, in effect, be able to take out only a fraction
of the output their pension-program-induced abstinence set aside in
working life. There will be a transfer of output from the retired gen-
eration to the working generation. The prospect or, rather, the
likelihood of inflation is something to keep in mind in any discussion
of the "burden" of pensions. Inflation will always ameliorate a "bur-
den" bv lowvering the real value of any monetary promise that. omie
generation makes to another.

i7 Note that here the discussion relates to the saving associated with contributions
(in payments) and fund earnings of pension programs, whereas the discussion In the

section on savings, considered the net result of this and the savings effects associated with
benefit payments, and changes tn Government revenue (where appropriate).
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What follows, however, assumes investment to the full amount of
consumption forgone in working life due to participation in a pen-
sion plan, and no change in price levels. Then it could be said that a
"burden"-a net deprivation of real goods and services-will be im-
posed by a pension program on the working generation if in the
aggregate pension transfers to retired persons exceed the amount of
forgone possible consumption due to the retired generation's partici-
pation in a pension plan Xwhell they were workingz. For then they
will be consuming more over their lifetime than their lifetime earn-
ings (including property income, receipts) alone would permit. This
excess of consumption over income can only come about by drawing
on the output engendered by the workinig population. In this case
pension transfers have a real counterpart in a flow of output from
%workers to nonworkers. This net transfer of output from one genier-
ation to another is the concept implicit in a literal reading of compari-
sons of the type that appear in table 4.

Can we, then, with reference to this concept of "burden" say that
funded plans are "burdenless," that de facto pay-as-you-gYo programs
(old-age assistance and payments to veterans) are "burdensome"' to
the full amount of the transfers made under them, and that OASDI
falls somewhere in between? Not without qualification. On the
one hand, awhile programs are approaching maturity, due to funding
for past service credits under private plans, and because of the nature
of OASDI's benefit eligibility requirements, the retired generation
wil recoup more from the program in retirement than it contributed
to it in working life. But they will, of course, have forgone current
use of income engrendered in production to some extent, and over time
each generation's income forgone during working life will approach
closer to its retirement benefits.

Even where pension payments have no basis in previous sac ing, the
net "burden" would be less than the amount of such paymnents, because
the existence of such a pension program makes for a lower total of
private charitable and intrafamilv contributions than would other-
wise h ave been the case.

So far the discussion has run in terms of the generation of retired
persons in the aggoregate. In this context "burden" is related to trans-
fers of output between generations. Break up this aggregate into the
individuals comprising it and an additional concept of "burden"
emerges, a "burden" that is related to transfers of output among indi-
viduals. Even if a generation as a whole gave up potential consump-
tion just equal to the amount of consumption its pension receipts in
retirement wi-ould permit, an individual imember of that generation
m av be "burdened," "benefited," or left unaffected, depending on
whether the forgone current expenditure of income associated with
his participation in a pension program during working life falls short
of, exceeds, or just equals his pension receipts in retirement. This
"burden" is, of course, if measured in terms of differential claims
against output, matched by a commensurate "benefit" for someone else
in the same generation, consisting of a redistribution of claims to out-
put from some members of a given generation to others.

UnIder old-age, survivors, and Disability insurance, for example, a
lack of congrueince between contributions and receipts arises from the
difference between the contribution formula and the benefit formula,
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as well as from the possibility that some or all of i:he employers' con-
tribution comes out of the community at large in proportion to con-
suinption expenidi tiu res (or wages), rather than in proportion to f uture
benefits. Under private plans, too, there are reasons to expect benefit
expectancies and contributions (forgone possible consumption) to
diverge. To some extent tile employer's contribution may come out of
lower profits or higlier prices and, hlence, be supported by others than
the ultimate beneficiaries. This same result follows from the tax
treatment of private plans for, as already noted, they lead to lower
personal tax liabilities and if Federal revenues are maintained, the
rest of tIie community will have a heavier tax load. An additional
reasoni for expectinig a lack of correspondence between current income
forgone and pension benefits in the future under private plans is this:
wvithi labor mobile anld employers' contributions not vested until after
long pel iod of service, it is entirely likely that a substantial fraction
of those nowv under a plani will not receive any benefits from it.

Still anuotlher kilnd of "burden," a psychlological "burden" may be
noted.

Even if his forgone consumption potential during working life
wvere just to equal Iiis retirement benefits, a "bur den" may be imposed
on ain individu al if his participation in a pension program was not
wiolly voluntary. For lhe may lave wvished to arrange the use of his
income ovei tinme in a pattern dififerent from that necessitated by the
pension p)og1 am. HIe may have hiad in mind a different interest rate
froom thiat obtainable under the plan. That is to say, to him the sacri-

a 111 1o-011 E "i AUe.-IIIg curelit (iistiinption may ihave been greater
thanl the interest reward provided by the plan.

In sumimay, tthese observatiomis on "burden" suggest thiat the pen-
sion structure is less "'burdensome"- in the sense of permitting one
Ieneration to draw against the output of another than a mere read-
ing of the figures in table 4 would indicate. But they also serve to
point up tile fact that, connected vith pension programs, there are
other "burdens" or "benefits" related to the individual that are not
covered by the data of the table. Two final cautions:

(1) This section's discussion has run in terms of "burden" in a
situation with a penision Protl)giii as against one without it. But,
accepting a certain) level of support in old age as having been decided
on, a more salient view of "burden", would be that associated with one

arLticular plo-raim coml)ared waithr the "burden" associated with alter-
native possibilities.

(2) Afany otlher economic effects, not discussed in this paper, are
associatedl withi pensions. The evaluation of all these effects and,
Ihence, the net effect of pensions on the economy goes far beyond the

alariower considerations of "burden" raised here.



WELFARE PROGRAMS AND ECONOMIC GROWTH AND
STABILITY

Clarence D. Long, professor of economics, and Selma Mushkin, re-
search associate, School of Hygiene and Public Health and Depart-
ment of Political Economy, Johns Hopkins University

The present report is concerned with the relation of health, educa-
tion, and social-security programs to long-term economic growth and
economic stability. It is also concerned with the size and problems of
financing welfare expenditures-present and prospective.

LONG-TER-iN EcoNoMIc GROWTH

The social-welfare programs contribute to growth in a number of
different ways. They help to improve the quality of living and en-
hance economic well-being. They help to provide the scientific and
managerial talent on which private investment depends for stimulus
and support. They influence the numbers available for gainful em-
ployment and the productivity of the work force. They generate need
for a supporting volume of public investment and give stability to
consumer markets. Each of these facets of the interrelation of social-
welfare programs and economic growth is discussed briefly below.

Economic well-being and growth
Rapid economic development has been accepted as a goal. But

men attach value not only to accumulation of goods but also to the
purpose of that accumulation. Good health, education, and family
security are essential parts of the quality of living and of the objec-
tives of an expanding economy in a political democracy. In centuries
past there has been economic growth and at the same time high mor-
tality rates. There has been economic growth and high illiteracy
rates. But once having reached a level of economic production which
meets the basic necessities without long hours of work, the question
of priorities between purchases of education and of health services,
and of additional goods becomes a real one. Mufioz-Marin, the Gov-
ernor of Puerto Rico who has provided the leadership which has
raised Puerto Rico from a slum to a symbol of progress, recently
proposed an Operation Serenity through which society 'would use its
economic power increasingly for the extension of freedom, of knowl-
edge, and of understanding imagination rather than a rapid multi-
plication of wants." 1 Operation Serenity deserves careful thought
lest in the concern with economic growth, the purposes of economic
growth are overlooked.

1 Quoted In Henry van Zile Hyde. Public Health and the Social Sciences. Public Health
Reports, May 1957, p. 425.
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The time for basic decisions on these priorities may have been some
years ago. However, decisions on welfare spending-notably in edu-
cation-have been made not in the market but in the political arena
of legislative decision. Decisions on health programs have waited,
in large part, on the progress of medicine, that is, on achieving effec-
tive therapies for specific diseases. Our present ordering of priorities
may be illustrated in many ways. Prof. Alvin Hansen has put it this
way:

Quality and social priorities at long last must concern us or
perish in the midst of material plenty. Just now we are starv-
ing our schools while we race up and down 6-, 8-, and 10-lane
highways in ever newer and longer cars.2

We turn out chrome-finish refrigerators, dishwashing machines, dry-
ers, home air conditioners, self-rolling vacuum cleaners to improve
family living, yet preventable childhood illness and infant deaths
still occur, and appropriations for maternal and child health services
are restricted.

There seems to be little doubt that better criteria are needed to de-
termine priorities in the public and private spheres so that a more
balanced set of social priorities can be attained. New institutional
approaches may be required, calling for the inventive skills of the
political scientists, sociologists, and economists working jointly to
this end.
Growth of private investment

Levels of education, health, and social security not only are im-
plicit components of a standard of living but they are means to eco-
nomic growth and to prevention of public dependency. One impor-
tant way the social-welfare programs contribute to economic growth is
by financing the education and training of scientific and managerial
manpower.

Scientific advance and invention are increasingly recognized as im-
portant supports for new private investment-the investment re-
quired to produce increased material goods. Progress in science and
invention, in turn, depends upon our national pool of scientific talent.
Current concern about a shortage of engineering and scientific person-
nel, about the inadequacies of education in mathematics and the
sciences in the public-school system, and about the qualified young
people who are not attending college grows out of the dramatic
achievements in applied science in the past decade. Governmental
research and development programs for military purposes more than
doubled after the Korean conflict, and further increases are projected
with the emphasis on nuclear weapons, guided missiles, and high-speed
aircraft. In industry, research and development activity has grown
rapidly and, as a concomitant, there has been rapid obsolescence of
existing products and development of new products. The new prod-
ucts require retooling and new installations and because of the greater
technical complexity of products and production methods, new de-
mands are created for engineers and scientifically or technically
trained personnel.

' Alvin H. Hansen. Statement In Federal Tax Policy for Economic Growth and
Stability. Subcommittee on Tax Policy of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report,
84th Cong., 1st sess., 1956.
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Partly in response to labor-market conditions and prospective earn-
ings scale, and to GI and other educational aids, and partly in re-
sponse to higher family income levels, there has been a considerable
increase in the proportion of persons of college age attending college.
College enrollments increased from about 1.4 million at the begin-
ning of the school year 1939 to almost 3 million the beginning of the
school year 1956. The number of 18-year-olds in the population in
1957, however, was less than the number of same age in 1940. During
this time period, the population increased by 39 million.3 The low
number of additional young entrants into the labor force reflects the
depression birthrate. It is from this present relatively small man-
power pool that immediate needs for additional professional, scien-
tific, and technical leadership must come, as well as other trained
personnel.

To provide the scientific manpower required for economic growth
and to make maximum use of intellectual resources curriculums will
have to be enlarged, the supply of trained teachers will have to be
increased, and there will have to be additional opportunities for college
training and advanced degrees.
Labor force and productivity

A second important contribution of social welfare programs to eco-
nomic growth results from their impact on the size of the effective
work force and on productivity. For centuries, economic and politi-
cal theorists have emphasized the cost to society of premature death.
In 1835, Quetelet, a Belgian mathematician, wrote:

In his early years, man lives at the expense of society; he
contracts a debt which he must one day discharge; and if he
dies before he has succeeded in doing so, his life will have been
a burden rather than a benefit to his fellow citizens * * *.4

Measures directed to reduce losses in productive capacity through pre-
mature death and disability essentially require no elaboration as a
part of governmental policy for economic growth.

Between 1900 and 1917, the overall age-adjusted death rates de-
creased at 1.074 percent per annum, a higher rate of decrease than in
the subsequent period from 1921-37. The decline in the first part of
the century is largely attributable to environmental public health ex-
penditures. Through these expenditures diseases such as typhoid,
diarrhea, and dysentery, commonly transmitted by water, milk, food,
and by insects, were controlled by public-health programs.

Between 1938 and 1950 the average rate of decline in mortality was
more than twice that of the first part of the century. Acceleration
in reduction of mortality starting about 1938 is attributable mainly
to the dramatic use of the new drugs in treatment of conditions in-
volving infections. As the National Office of Vital Statistics con-
cluded in its analysis of mortality reports:

The increasing availability and use of these new therapeutic
products have all but closed the history of many infectious
diseases as causes of death.5

Testimony of Ralph C. M. Flynt. Director of Higher Education Programs Branch,
Office of Education before Subcommittee on Special Education, U. S. House of Representa-
tives, committee on Education and Labor, August 12, 1957, pp. 5, 6.

4 Quoted in Ren6 Sand. The Advance to Social Medicine. Staples Press, 1952, p. 584.
6 National Office of Vital Statistics. Vital Statistics of the United States, 1950, vol. 1,

p. 169.
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What have these gains meant for labor force participation and
production? Reduced death rates have resulted in a decline in separa-
tions from the labor force at all ages up to age 65. Despite the marked
delay in entry into the labor force by young people, and the earlier
exit from the labor force by those in the older age groups, the male
worker today puts in many more years of work than did his counter-
part 50 years ago.

These achievements can be traced to a wide variety of fac-
tors, paramount among which is the series of technological
advances which resulted in the great productivity increases
wve have witnessed in the past 50 years. But it is difficult to
see how these factors would have operated without the two
long-term trends we have described above; that is, without
the manpower potential of our population at least approxi-
mately keeping pace with the other factors of growth.'

The improvement in health status reflected in lower mortality has
been one of a complex of factors facilitating the employment of
women, especially of women with children.

Improved health status also leads to an increase in effective labor
force participation by reducing the manpower force required to meet
the contingency of absenteeism. Illness of the employee or his family
is an important cause of absence from work, and reduction in such
absences is reflected in improved efficiency and in reduced work-force
requirements. Elimination of such absences would be the equivalent
of the addition of at least 1.3 million -workp- oR thn he. lhol fov op7

Industrial advance and urbanization have been accompanied by a
twofold change in occupational patterns and skills which direct atten-
tion to the public education system.s On the one hand it has enhanced
the importance of skills and of specialists in the sciences, engineering
and related technical fields. On the other hand, new production tech-
niques both in industry and agriculture have for some groups of
workers meant a depreciation, a downgrading, and a dividing of skills,
and old skills have become redundant.

Both types of occupational change suggest greater emphasis on1
educational and related services and as a consequence, higher public
expenditures. As indicated earlier, the increased need for professional
workers and technicians requires more advanced training for a larger
number of people. Increasing mechanization and the grow7ing diffu-
sion of automatic or semiautomatic, multipurpose an(d high-precision
machines require retraining opportunities, counseling services, and
financial aids to facilitate new training and mobility within a coin-
munity and necessary movement to new areas when "uprooting
occurs.

The strategic political and economic role in our society of the
educational system leads to concern not only with advanced education

Seymour L. Wolfbein. The Length of Working Life. Division of Manpower and
Employment, Department of Labor, July 1957, pp. 5, 8 (processed).

7Estimated from data presented in George W. Bachman & Associates. Health Resources
In the United States. The Brookings Institution, 1952, p. 273.

s The price of illiteracy and Ignorance is high, especially In a society In which the basic
concept is that of self-government and which depends upon an educated citizenry to use
that system of government and make Libe selections and choices presumed. Economic
motivation and enterprise, moreover, require a system of universal education to offer greater
equality of opportunity and flexibility of movement In the labor force.
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and vocational training but with the education program basic to these.
Deficiencies in elementary and secondary school facilities and in funds
to attract necessary teaching staffs pose urgent problems for communi-
ties and the Nation.

Thus far the discusison has dealt largely with aggregate numbers
in the work force and rates of production. Education and health
services and supporting income maintenance programs such as the
program of aid to dependent ellildreii and the survivors insurance
can help to improve the productive capacity of the low-income groups
and at the same time contribute toward the elimination of poverty and
future public delinquency.

Educational attainment is one of the most important factors deter-
mining occupational and income status. The 1950 census data, for
example, indicate a progressive increase in the average income with
increased education. Average annual income in 1949 of men 45 to 54
years of age who had no elementary schooling was $1,588; it was $3,112
for those who completed elementary school and $4,519 for those who
completed high school. Average income of college graduates was
$3,388 above the average for high-school graduates9 Thus, invest-
ment in education appears to pay substantial dividends in earning
power required for self-support.

The interrelationships between income and health status are diffi-
cult to disentangle. Some of the infectious diseases, like tuberculosis
and rheumatic fever, have been closely identified with poor housing
conditions and low income. Low income may be associated with neg-
lect of conditions requiring medical attention. Low income also may
be the result of illness of the primary wage earner or of interruption
of earnings due to sickness of other family members. Sufficient ex-
perience has been accumulated in the administration of the public-
assistance programs to suggest that illness is an important factor in
public dependency. Dependency of between one-fourth and one-third
of the 6 million persons receiving public assistance is attributable at
least in part to illness. Expanded efforts to prevent illness, to provide
early access to medical care, to improve disease therapy and rehabili-
tation services would reduce the long-run burden of illness on public
resources. At the same time, these efforts would increase the effective
work force.
Public investnewnt

A third way in which the social welfare programs contribute to
economic growth is by generating public investment opportunities.

Approximately one-third of new public works construction has been
for health and educational facilities, including in the health category
sewer and water facilities. Wartime curtailment of public construc-
tion, postwar population increases, and technological changes in the
physical facilities associated with altered public services created large
deficits in building needs. Hospital and health facility requirements
are in the magnitude of $12 billion; expenditures required for waste-
treatment works, both public and industrial, are estimated at about
$10 billion; to meet the existing deficit in elementary and secondary
school facilities would call for about $6 billion in construction out-

9Paul C. Glick and Herman P. %mller, Educational Level and Potential Income, Ameri-
can Sociological Review, June 1956.
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lays. Education, health, and water facilities support public functions
in these areas but they also are important to private plant location, as
even a summary review of industrial location surveys emphasizes.

Federal support of facilities for education and health services has
a direct bearing on the capacity to provide services. First, support of
needed construction releases for current operation some funds which
otherwise would go into buildings. Second, public aid for construc-
tion provides a stimulus to private giving to charitable educational
and health agencies. Concern about National Government controls
and interference has often directed national program proposals into
support of brick-and-mortar programs rather than support of teach-
ing staffs or hospital operation. However, services and facilities
and their financing are patently interrelated.

Decision on timing of public works involve not only the acceleration
or postponement of public works in the light of private investment
activity but also the timing and priorities of various types of public
works and the relative urgency of a public facility as a part of a serv-
ice program. Should new highways be built now and schools later?
Should the costs of cleaning up polluted waters be left to a future
generation as this one bears the burden of a depression and wartime
backlog of construction needs in education? Should construction of
educational facilities associated with research and scientific manpower
take precedence over basic education?
Consumer markets and growth

A fonirth wmau fthe capl welfare programs contribu+te to r

growth is by enhancing the stability of consumer income and improv-
ing the equity of its distribution. Welfare expenditures are essen-
tially redistributive outlays which tend to reduce inequities in com-
mand over goods and services. While redistribution has not been
pursued as a positive policy, there is a redistributive effect which fol-
lows from the selection of the beneficiary groups, the limitation of
payments and services to needy groups, and from the characteristic
distribution of economic risks and of population by income groups.

The social-insurance payments go to those who have suffered a
reduction in income due to retirement, death, disability, or unemploy-
ment of the primary wage earner. Public-assistance payments are
conditioned on the meeting of a needs test. While not all health serv-
ices have an income qualification, public services are more attractive
to those who cannot afford any others, and most expenditures are made
for services subject to a need or medical indigency standard. Vet-
erans' benefits are more attractive to those in the lower income groups,
and non-service-connected payments and medical benefits are restricted
to those who meet an income test.10

The net redistributive effect, however, depends not only on the
income status of beneficiaries but also upon the distributive impact
of taxes levied to finance the programs. Several studies have been
made of the redistributive effects of total budgetary income and
outgo." These several studies indicate that, on balance, the total

so Howard G. Schaller, Veterans Transfer Payments and state Per capita Incomes,
1929, 1939, and 1949, revlew of Economics and Statistie8. Novemlber 1953, pp. 325-332.

u Alfred H. Conrad, The Multiplier Effects of Redistributive Public Budgets. Review of
Economics and Statistics, May 1955, pp. 160-173; see also A. H. Conrad. Redistribution
Through Government Budgets in the United States, 1950, In Income Redistribution and
Social Policy (Alan T. Peacock, ed.), London, 1954. pp. 178-261 ; see also John H. Adler
and Eugene R. Schlesinger, The Fiscal System, the Distribution of Income, and Public
Welfare, in Fiscal Policies and the American Economy (Kenyon Poole, ed.), 1951.
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fiscal operations of the National, State, and local governments redis-
tribute incomes vertically from the higher to the lower income groups
and reduce thereby the degree of income concentration. The largest
gains are shown for the income group receiving less than $2,000 of
consumer income. A study made more than 10 years ago points to
some net redistribution of income favorable to the low income groups
as a consequence of the social insurance program operations."2

The redistribution effected by the social-welfare programs alone
is very much circumscribed by the regressive base of the social-insur-
ance levies, and the major reliance on State and local revenues, par-
ticularly on property and sales taxes for the noncontributory programs.
For the most part, there is a horizontal redistribution of income be-
tween the wage earners who pay the taxes and the aged, the disabled,
the widows, and the children who receive the benefits. Over a period of
years a large part of benefits received and taxes paid by a family are
equated. Social-insurance contributions are returned on retirement or
death; education benefits received by the young family are returned in
property taxes when the children are grown. Within a single year the
major difference in the distribution of disposable income resulting
from welfare services and payments (as compared with the distribu-
tion of income received from production) is attributable to Federal
grants-in-aid and Federal benefits paid to special beneficiary groups,
such as veterans. Grants and special benefits to Federal beneficiaries,
however, account for less than 20 percent of total welfare outlays.

Social-welfare programs can help to maintain consumption. In
1929, welfare transfer payments and services accounted for 5.1 percent
of "adjusted" disposable personal income (table 2). In 1935, with
a drastically reduced income level, and expanded social services, these
welfare additions to consumer income accounted for 10.9 percent of
disposable income. Last year (1956), although income was at an all-
time peak, 11.9 percent of disposable personal income was made up
of welfare payments and services. A decade or so ahead this percent-
age may be expected to reach 12 or 13 percent of income after taxes-
a proportion sufficient in size to enhance the stability of the national
economy.

The shifting of income among income groups can have an additional
long-run effect on aggregate consumption and contribute to expan-
sionary forces in the economy. Without a quantitative evaluation,
which takes account of the specific content of social welfare finance,
the importance of this redistribution for aggregate consumption can-
not be assessed. There are other aspects of this question on which ap-
propriate investigation might throw much needed light. Does a full-
blown system of security protection alter decisions of families within
an income class to save or to spend? If the major economic hazards
of family life were protected by the social insurances or by public
services would families alter their consumption and saving decisions,
and in what direction? How much can be achieved in raising,
through expanded health, education, and welfare services and pay-
ments, the productivity and living levels of low-income families?
These essential tools for social welfare policy decisions are at present
not available. The programs appear, however, within a limited range
to work toward a long-run increase in consumption.

D Mushkin, Scitovsky, and Small, Social Insurance Financing in Relation to Consumer
Income and Expenditures. Social Security Board Bureau Memorandum No. 63, 1946.
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Tax burdenzs
The potential contribution of health, education, and social-security

programs to economic growth has to be assessed against the tax load
required to finance these programs and the damper on national growth
which the tax burdens may represent. There is a vital choice to be
made between tax reduction and added government programs, between
leaving money in the pockets of individuals and corporations for dis-
bursement in such directions as they deem best, or for public direction
of these funds into governmental activities through the compulsion
of taxation. The balancing of forces of growth germinated by we]
fare programs against thel deterrents to growth set off by tax require-
ments is only one ratio which must be drawn from the profit and loss
statement.1 3

Not all welfare programs contribute directly to economic growth.
Education is not concerned exclusively with work-force skills, with
inventiveness and scientific advance; it is concerned too with trans-
mitting our cultural traditions, with elevating man, with broadening
horizons. A large share of the National, State. and local health collar
goes to finance services for the chronically ill, many of whom will
make no further contribution to production. More than 2.5 million
of the public-assistance caseload is made up of old-age-assistance re-
cipients; and half of these assistance recipients are at least 75 years
of age.'4 There are now about 14.5 million persons aged 65 and over
in the United States. The number of aged is expected at least to
double within a 40-year period.' 5 WIith the increases in the number
of aged, the number of persons eligible for retirement benefits under
the old-age and survivors' insurance program and other retirement
systems will rise. The percentage increase in beneficiaries will be
even more steep since benefits are largely deferred rights which ac-
cumulate over a long period of time. As of May 1957 over 10 million
persons were receiving old-age and survivors' insurance benefits; some
8.5 million of these were aged 65 and over.

It has been stated earlier that in a society struggling for subsistence,
prolonged educational training, voluntary retirement, and extensive
welfare services are not possible. But in a high level economy capable
of producing the wide variety of consumer goods which we have come
to accept as our standard of living, the choices are of a different order.
One type of choice is between (a) added economic output, (b) more
leisure hours for the worker, and (c) added improvements in welfare
services and income. In the decades ahead, the choice may be between
how quickly we move to a 30-hour week or how fast toward meeting
human needs more adequately.

When the 1935 Social Security Act was under discussion, emphasis
was placed on preventive rather than ameliorative measures. The
emphasis has continued to be on preventing public dependency and
dealing with causes of dependency. To reduce the weight on public
funds funds of preventable illness (physical and mental) and of
preventable illiteracy and poor education, to restore larger numbers

I See discussion of this Issue in Eveline 1r. Burns, Social Security and Public Policy.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1956, ch. 14.

1i Fraunk J. Hanmer, Recipients of Old-Age Assistance: Personal and Social Characterls-
tis. Social Security Bulletin, April 1957, p p. 3-13.

Is T. N. E. Greville, Illustrative United States Population Projections. Social Security
Administration, Actuarial Study No. 46, May 1957, p. 23.
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of disabled to work capacity, and to make available community serv-
ices required for the continued employment of working mothers and
others with dependents in their care, additional public funds will have
to be provided at least temporarily. But only by such preventive
expenditures can the burden be effectively reduced in the future.

WELFARE PROGRAMS AND ECONOMIC STABILITY

The welfare programs occupy a significant place among govern-
mental measures to maintain a high level of employment. While
declines in business activity would have an impact on health and
medical services and on public education, these programs, given their
present financial framework, are not basic tools of stabilization policy.
The social-security programs, however, provide at least a partial
corrective to a decline in wages and salaries.l1
Social ismurances

Three aspects of the problem of management of the social-insurance
funds during various phases of the business cycle may be mentioned.

First, there are no nationwide special statutory provisions for ad-
justment of the fiscal operations of the social-insurance programs in
the different phases of the business cycle. The countercyclical flexi-
bility of the programs is achieved under the basic provisions of the
social-insurance programs. That is, there is no statutory provision
for flexible adjustment of contribution rates or benefits during a de-
cline, or during an inflationary period. However, benefit provisions
have been amended to reflect changes in earnings and, in the past,
scheduled rate increases have been reassessed in the light of economic
circumstances. It may be anticipated that, in the future, considera-
tion will be given to postponing the scheduled contribution rate in-
creases for old-age and survivors insurance if such increases are likely
to intensify deflationary pressures. Consideration should also be
given to contribution rate increases to offset inflationary movements,
that is, rate increases limited to an equitable relationship of benefits
provided to premiums assessed.

Second, the investment provisions and management of the social
insurance reserves are designed to facilitate a coordinate operation
of the reserve holdings, public debt, and credit-control policies.

The primary objectives in designing the investment provisions of
the social-insurance trust funds were to assure safety of the funds,
necessary liquidity, and a yield commensurate with the needs of the
programs. It was recognized from the outset that the social-insurance
funds under the Social Security Act of 1935 would have important
impacts on the financial markets and on the management of the public
debt. The selection of marketable and special issues of United States
Government obligations as permissible investments for the social-
insurance reserves and the management of these investments by the
Secretary of the Treasury were designed to facilitate the administra-
tion of these funds in the light of general economic policy.

1' The following section is adapted from Selma Mushkin and Philip Booth, Financing
of Unemployment, Cash Sickness and Workmen's Compensation Insurance. National Tax
Journal, September 1956, pp. 203-231, and from Selma Mushkin, Fiscal Status of Old-
Age and Survivors Insurance Programs in the United States. National Tax Journal, June
1955, pp. 149-170.
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The various Government investment accounts, at least potentially,
provide the Treasury with authority and resources for maintaining
stability in the Government bond market and with an important in-
strument of economic and fiscal policy. As the Secretary of the
Treasury indicated in his 1949 report:

Beginning in the spring of 1947, the Treasury took action
to control an incipient boom in the Government bond mar-
ket-by selling long-term bonds from some of the Govern-
ment investment accounts, by offering the investment series
of bonds to institution investors, and by increasing short-term
interest rates. All of these operations combined to take up-
ward pressures off the market. When conditions changed,
and a downward pressure on bond prices developed, the mar-
ket was stabilized through purchases of long-term bonds.17

With relatively minor exceptions, in terms of volume of market
transactions, the Government investment accounts used for market
stabilization purposes were not trust funds such as the social insurance
trust funds. Holdings of social insurance trust funds and other
similar trust funds in which moneys are held in trustee capacity by
the Treasury for the benefit of covered employees or States are not
considered suitable at present for market operations.

Third, under basic laws, the social-insurance programs tend to com-
pensate for changes in other sectors of the economy. The financial
operations of the combined social-insurance programs furthered the

= Pr gran of, the U aulll fraviouf uur-
mng World War II, the Korean conflict and in the years following.
In the fiscal year 1956, for example, a toal of $2.5 billion was added
to reserve investment holdings of Federal trust accounts. The old-
age and survivors insurance trust fund accounted for $1.5 billion, or
58 percent of the total.'8 The increments to these reserves, largely
financed from the excess of payroll taxes, aided in reducing the
inflationary pressures of high demand.

Temporarily, additions to the old-age and survivors insurance trust
fund have been curtailed. In recent months, the rate of benefit dis-
bursements has exceeded the rate of contribution income. Unless
action is taken to advance the scheduled stepup from 1960 to an earlier
date net payments to the public rather than net receipts from the
public to this fund may be anticipated. While long-range financial
stability of the old-age and survivors insurance system does not re-
quire an acceleration of the contribution time schedule, the need for
new measures to combat inflationary forces may suggest such action.

During a period of downswing, particularly in the early phases
of decline, the social-insurance programs work automatically as com-
pensatory economic devices. It is estimated, for example, that a
decline of 10 percent in employment would lead to a rise of approxi-
mately 5 to 10 percent or about 300 to 600 million dollars in old-age and
survivors insurance benefits, at present disbursement levels. A decline
in employment opportunities for the aged would increase the number
of eligible persons who are forced into retirement and who would

17 A more recent statement of the Treasury policy regarding investing Government
accounts Is contained In the report of the Comptroller General of the Un ted States on
the Postal Savings System, transmitted to the Congress on November 4. 1954.

'a Secretary of the Treasury. Annual Report on the State of the Finances for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1956, p. 367.
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apply for old-age benefits. At present, about 25 percent of persons
aged 65 and over who have insured status under the program have
chosen to remain in active employment and are not drawing benefits.,,

The countercyclical adjustments of social-insurance programs are
further augmented by the responsiveness of contributions to changes
in employment and earnings. Contributions which are geared to pay-
rolls nnd earnings qlUicklv reflect changes in these payrolls. A 10-
percent decline in earnings would tend to be reflected in a somewhat
smaller percentage decline in taxable earnings within the $4,200
maximum, and in tax collections.

Although the unemployment-insurance program was adopted dur-
ing the depression of the thirties, when the problems of widespread
unemployment and depressed economic activity were sharply before
the Nation, the program was designed as a partially corrective meas-
ure. At the time the program was developed, proponents of unem-
ployment insurance were divided sharply into those who emphasized
the purpose of stabilization of employment through employer in-
centives and those who emphasized the purpose of mitigating the
hardships of the unemployed and of maintaining buying power by an
adequate benefit structure. Experience rating (with its variation
of rates from employer to employer) emerged from the emphasis on
employer incentive toward stabilization; these rate variations have
had a continuing effect on program development. Emphasis on em-
ployer incentives also has facilitated the integration of guaranteed
annual wage plans with the unemployment benefit structure. In-
creasingly, however, attention has been directed to the adequacy of
benefits and the effects of these payments on consumption expendi-
tures.

Several factors have contributed to the recently increased general
concern with benefit adequacy. The Social Security Act of 1935 con-
templated unemployment benefits at 50 percent of current wages.
Benefits have failed to keep pace with changing levels of gross na-
tional output and earnings, despite liberalizations under State laws.
For 4 consecutive years, the Council of Economic Advisers in its re-
ports to the President has urged States to increase benefits so that the
great majority of the beneficiaries will be eligible for payments "that
at least equal half their regular earnings."

Despite growing disparity between average wage levels and unem-
ployment benefits, the unemployment-insurance program contributed
toward easing the toll of economic transition. During four periods
in the past decade and a half, the changes in the volume and amount
of unemployment benefits have clearly demonstrated the usefulness of
the program in stabilizing consumption. In the tooling up from
peacetime activity to war production during the early 1940's, in the
transition in 1946 to civilian production, and again in the postwar
industrial readjustments of 1949 and 1954, the unemployment insur-
ance system evidenced its responsiveness to changes in employment
opportunities. During the 6 months from April through September
1954, benefit payments were $1.1 billion compared with $0.4 billion
in the corresponding months of 1953. The contribution of the pro-
gram toward easing the effects of production retooling and setbacks

15 Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance. Quarterly Summary of Earnings,
Employment and Benefit Data, August 1957, p. 12.
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also served to underscore the weaknesses in the benefit structure-
weaknesses not only in benefit amounts but also in duration and in
coverage-which reduced the compensatory economic effects of the
program.

The potentially compensatory effects of the program have also beeii
offset somewhat by the fact that under experience rating operations,
tax rates have tended to rise in periods of increased benefit expendi-
ture and to decline in prosperous years. Increased attention to the
need for correcting this weakness in the tax structure has led a few
States to adopt tax schedules designed to provide a uniform annual
yield expressed as a percentage of wages. This device merely pre-
vents tax rate changes from accentuating business cycle movements
but it does not actually counter such movements. The 1956 action by
Congress setting up a loan fund for States whose employment insur-
ance reserves are in danger of exhaustion provides some additional
safeguards to States in their attempt to improve the cyclical move-
ment of contributions.

Studies of the economic effects of the unemployment insurance pro-
-gram have served to define different ways of measuring compensation
for wage loss and to clarify their uses. At least two yardsticks need
to be distinguished 20 the proportion of income loss of indcvidual
workers and their families which is compensated; and the net change
in national disposable income (taking account of the net change in
benefit outlays and earnings). Various studies of the offset to income
loss suggest that, in a period of downturn of fairlv shlit. dilrftion
such as the 1948-50 downswing, unemploymnent benefits amount to
one-quarter or one-fifth of the net income loss. The difference be-
tveen compensation for an individual worker's income loss and comn-
pensation for the economy as a whole is suggested perhaps most
sharply by the potential financial operation of the program after a
period of prolonged downswing. If the period of decline depresses
wage rates, benefits paid to eligible unemployed workers may be ex-
pected to be a proportionately higher percent of their wages. How-
ever, an increasing number of unemployed workers would have lost
eligibility for benefits which is based on recent attachment to the
covered labor market; those qualifying for benefits would in increas-
ing numbers exhaust their rights to benefits, 2 1 and the total benefit dis-
bursements in a 12-month period might in fact be reduced despite a
continuing rise in the volume of unemployment. The net effect as
compared with a previous period may be a negative-rather than a
positive-addition to income.12

Depression experience -with vorkmen's compensation payments
points up the different meanings of compensation for wvage loss.
Weekly maximum benefits for an Illinois worker with one child were
almost 85 percent of average weekly earnings in 1933 as compared

W See Marvin K. Bloom. Measuring the Effect of Unemployment Benefits on the
Economy. Research Council for Economic Security publication No. 102 for a description
of various methods of measurement.

2 In 37 States, duration of benefits varies with the worker's earninga or employment
experience (or both) In the base period used for determining his benefit rights. If he
had considerable unemployment In the base period, his weeks of benefits in the next year
would be correspondingly reduced, thus increasing the likelihood that if again unemployed,
be would exhaust his benefit rights before getting another job.

2 The upward adjustment of employer tax rates coupled with cyclical changes in tax
shifting would appear to reinforce this effect.

97735-57--6
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with a range of about 50 to 55 percent during the 1920's and even
lower percentages during the early 1940's.2 3 Accidents for which
compensation was received were relatively few because of the low
level of employment and the retention of only the best workers. In
West Virginia, with an exclusive State fund program, total accidents
in 1932-33 among insured workers were at about two-thirds the
1928-29 number. Total benefit disbursements amounted to $3.8 mil-
lion in 1933 as compared with $4.8 million in i929. It is important Lo
note that low levels of earnings and employment necessitated premium
adjustments in many State workmen's compensation programs during
the depression. In their recent volume of workmen's compensation,
the Somers have pointed out that:

Prosperity has meant low (premium) rates, depression
high rates. * * * Throughout the forties rate reductions
were general and substantial, reflecting the vast increase in
payrolls, the relative inelasticity of benefit maximums against
rising wage levels, and the development of other social-
security programs which have, in part, taken the pressure off
workmen's compensation.2 " -

Despite upward rate adjustments during the depression, disburse-
ments for benefits exceeded premium payments in some States at least.

An important step forward in understanding the economic opera-
tion of the program has been taken through the recent initiation of
studies of income and consumption patterns of beneficiaries under
the unemployment-insurance program in selected communities.2 5 A
start has been made in the case of the unemployment-insurance pro-
gram to evaluate the cyclical response patterns of the social insurances.
Similar studies are needed in the case of the other social-insurance
programs.
Public assistance

The public-assistance programs backstop the social-insurance bene-
fits by providing income maintenance for those in need, for those who
have exhausted their unemployment benefit rights, and for those whose
social-insurance benefits in addition to other income resources fall
below the standards of asisstance. Within narrow limits, the public-
assistance caseload may be expected to vary with changes in unemploy-
ment level as long as the open-end grants are maintained. Federal
participation depends upon the size of the program in the States as
determined by the numbers of needy persons in the federally aided
categories; however, it also depends upon the amount of State and
local funds devoted to the assistance programs. While under present
Federal grant-in-aid provisions there may be some automatic increase
in the proportion of financing out of Federal funds, the increase in the
Federal share is contingent on a reduction in average payments under
the pressure of an increased number of claimants and of declining
State and local revenues.

Repeatedly the imbalance between development of general assistance
provisions and of the growth of federally aided categories has been

2 Herman Miles Somers and Anne Ramsay Somers, Workmen's Compensation, Preven-
tion, Insurance, and Rehabilitation of Occupational Disability, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
1954, p. 78.

24Ibid., p. 114.
2 Philip Booth, Recent Studies of Benefit Adequacy, paper presented at annual meet-

ing of American Statistical Association, New York City, December 27, 1955.
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pointed out. The majority report to the Commission on Intergov-
ernmental Relations of the Study Committee Report oil Federal Aid
to Welfare urged abandonment of the categorical approach and sub-
stitution of a single Federal grant for public assistance to the needy.

A single Federal grant program for all State and local
welfare will encourage States to give attention to the needs of
all needy persons. The present arrangement of Federal aid
for several rather narrowly defined programs means that help
to needy persons or families ineligible for assistance under
these programs may be, and frequently is, much less than
that prov'ided to those qualifying for federally aided public
assistance.2 6

It is the general assistance program which is the most sensitive to
economic changes. During the post-World War II industrial re-
adjustment which occurred in the first part of 1949, for example, the
general assistance caseload rose 20 percent.

As long as the present State-Federal, local-State fiscal arrange-
ments for grant-in-aid purposes continue in force, a solution to the
problem of maintaining welfare expenditures for the four aid cate-
gories and of meeting increased general assistance caseloads in the
face of shrinking State and local revenues will wait on emergency
action.
Health and education programs

Tlime sprvieR. prolgram-s as contrasted with the tr-er programs a- r
not designed to stabilize economic activity. Moreover, the Federal
outlays under these programs are not very significant in terms of
economic adjustments. Apart from veteran education allowances
and medical services, the total Federal expenditures for these purposes
are less than a cent and a half per dollar of budget outlay.27 While
there may be some increase in demand for types of public health serv-
ices with a decline in family income or increased unemployment, e. g.,
tuberculosis, cancer, and other disease casefinding, public health nurs-
ing, immunizations, and other clinic services provided under the pub-
lic health programs, the total Federal support of such activities is in
the neighborhood of about $12 million. With the exception of a few
States, medical assistance to those in need is provided by public hos-
pital agencies or welfare departments. Similarly education pro-
grams supported by the National Government would not be enlarged
appreciably by decline in employment. Increases in demand for voca-
tional training and a decline in dropouts from school by youngsters
entering the labor force might be anticipated, but the Federal support
programs are such that these changes would not influence Federal
expenditures without new appropriation and legislative authoriza-
tions.

Operation of the federally aided welfare programs is dependent
upon the basic grant-in-aid provisions. Increased attention needs to

::A Study Committee Report on Federal Aid to welfare submitted to the Commission
on Intergovernmental Relations, June 1955. p. 14.

S7Compiitpd from expenditure estimates for the fiscal year 1957 in the budget message
of the President for the fiscal year 1958, pp. M4 and M58.
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be focused on the ways to improve existing grant provisions so that
they may be more useful as an instrument of fiscal policy. As a
minimum it would appear desirable to amend these provisions so that
program levels could be maintained in the face of declining State and
local revenues. Proposals have been advanced to vary the propor-
tion of Federal financial participation in grant programs with
changes in economic activity.2s A major objective of these counter-
cyclical grant proposals is to maintain the level of services and pay-
ments under grant programs by safeguarding these program levels
against the impact of reduced State and local revenues. More ex-
tensive and detailed study is needed of countercyclical grant pro-
posals to assess their practicability as a fiscal policy device. The
three provisions of grant programs which influence their fiscal opera-
tions need to be appraised, namely, appropriation provisions, allot-
inent provisions, and matching requirements (statutory or adminis-
trative).

WELFARE PROGRAMS: PROJECTED COST AND FINANCING

In the preceding discussion of the contribution of social welfare
programs to economic growth and stability brief reference has been
made to the future development of the social welfare programs. The
section which follows discusses the emerging problems of social -wel-
fare finance for the decade or so ahead.
Outlays under existing programs

Increased social-welfare costs are projected under existing legisla-
tive authority. The two primary pressures on social-welfare expendi-
tures are the growth in child population of school age and in the aged
population who will qualify for benefits under retirement systems.
In 1955 there were 27.7 million children enrolled in elementary
school and 7.4 million in high school. By 1965 it is expected that
there will be 35.7 million enrolled in elementary grades and 11.9 mil-
lion in high school.2 9 Continued increases in the birth rate as well as
the still to come impact of the postwar baby boom on the high schools
and colleges of the country are the basic factors which presage grow-
ing expenditures for public education even as shortages of facilities
and teachers may become more acute. As indicated earlier the basic
old-age and survivors insurance program is far from a mature pro-
gram. At present, benefit outlays amount to about 4 percent of tax-
able payrolls, the level premium cost of the system, however, is esti-
mated at 7.4 percent of payroll. Long-range actuarial estimates of
the Social Security Administration indicate a long-run trend of
mounting old-awe and survivors payments; benefit outlays are esti-
mated to reach $12 billion by 1965, $17 billion by 1980, $22 billion by
2000, and to increase beyond that time.30 Pension costs under other
public retirement programs will also increase with the rise in the num-
ber of qualified retired employees. There are other factors which in-
dicate higher welfare outlays in the years ahead, within present statu-

8 James A. Maxwell, Federal Grants and the Business Cycle, National Bureau of
Economic Research, 1952.

29 U. S. Department of Labor, Our Manpower Future, -1955-65.
30 Robert J. Myers, Actuarial Cost Estimates for the Old-Age Survivors and Disability

insurance System as Modified by Amendments to the Social Security Act in 1956. (Pre-
pared for the use of the Committee on Ways and Means, July 23, 1956, pp. 8 and 14.)
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tory authority-pressures for example of competitive earnings levels
on salary levels of public employees, of scientific change, and of chang-
ing standards of living.

Social-welfare exi)enditures in 19656 totaled about $34 billion. The
services represented by these outlays accounted for about 11 percent
of consumer income that Sealr. To finance the social-welfare services
a revenue burden amountinig to 9 percent of gross national a roduct
was imposed.

Tables 1 and 2 present illustrative projectioiis of the social-welfare
budget in 196(5 based on existing legislative auithorizations, known
population changes, and a continuation of past economic trends. Edu-
cation outlays are estimated for 1965 at almost $5 billion more than
1956 level; social-insurance benefits, primarily due to retirement bene-
fits to a larger number of aged are estimated at about $8 billion above
the 1956 payments ; other welfare expenditures are estimated at about
$2 billion above the 1956 expenditure levels.

Does a social woelfare budget of almost $50 billion Cwan a larger
revenue load on the national ecoonoy " With an increase in popula-
tion, employmienlt, and earnings of tile piojected amounts, social-
welfale-program revenie redjimiremetits (incili ng acdditi ons to social-
insurance reserves) are estimatedl at $53 billion. For the most part
the growth lin social-welfare-revenue requirements would be propor-
tional to the ganlls in national output. The United States Depart-
ment of Labor estimated the manlpower demand anid gross output for
19C5, based on a projection of past trends to 1955. and on a, 25 p)e.icent
increase in gross output per capita.3' The Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics estimates, adjusted oldy for pr ice increases since 1955, indicate a
grloss product of $;585 billion in 196(5 as colinlaecl with a gross product
of $434 billion in the second quarter of 19.57. Thus, the growth in
social-welfare outlays under existing legislative aulithority would not
be at the expense of a higher aggregate taxloacl on gross production
of the economy.

W1ill the increased social qvelfare budget requtire new taxes? Will
it require ant expanded Federal budget? The classification of pro-
gram expenditures shown in table 2 provides an approximate ap-
proach to answers to these questions. Over half of the projected
increases are in social-iinsuranice benefits financed through trust-fund
operations, anid by special earmarked social-insuranice contributions
niow provided under existing statutory authority.

Federal programs for special beneficiary groups and those pro-
grams in which the Federal Government pliovides over half the funds
are estimated to represent a smaller rather than an increased taxload
on tile national output. Total expenditures in these two classifications
are estimated at $7.6 billion for 1965 as compared with $7.1 billion
for 1956, a far smaller rise than the projected rise in gross national
product. Thus as far as the Federal (administrative budget is con-
cerned the projection is for reduced Federal tax-rate requirements.

Almost 45 percent of the projected $15 billion increase in the social-
welfare budget represents higher outlays for programs financed pri-
marily out of State and local taxes. Wl'hile these predominantly
State and local prograniis are estimated to increase $6.6 billion and
reach $23.2 billion bv 1965 the proportion of gross pmoclduct devoted to

'l Our M1anpower Future. 195.5-65. op. cit.
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their finance would remain at the 1956 level-4 percent of gross
national product.

Increased State and local revenues under existing tax legislation
proportionate to gains in economic activity and output are not indi-
cated, however, by past trends. Several recent studies, for example,
have emphasized the inflexibility of property taxes which still account
for about 45 percent of State and local tax collections.3 2 Property-tax
collections over the past decades have failed to keep up with expanded
national output. The host of complex issues involved in expanding
property-tax collections, including impact on housing values and
effect on new housing construction, the relation of property assess-
ments to market values and equalization of property assessments, sug-
gest problems ahead in financing education, public hospital and medi-
cal care, general assistance, and the other related programs. While
considerable progress is being made in methods and procedures of
property taxation and in removing constitutional and legal barriers
to effective property-tax utilization, it may be anticipated that a sub-
stantial gap will exist between State and local revenues and amounts
required to finance welfare-program outlays. It is this gap which
points to continued public debate of State-local and national-State
fiscal rel ations in the years ahead.
Types of new proposals and approavirnate costs

The social-welfare programs are developing programs. Tech-
nological and scientific advances, the growth of metropolitan areas,
altered patterns of family life, and the rising standard of living con-
tribute to changing welfare standards and create new social problems.
In the operation of social-welfare programs gaps in protection are
brought to light and new approaches to social problems are identified.
In view of these forces which underlie proposals for extension of exist-
ing welfare activities, it is not sufficient to measure the fiscal impact
of existing programs; an attempt must be made to anticipate develop-
ments in the immediate years ahead.

Many different proposals have been advanced to enlarge and im-
prove social-welfare services. The proposals advanced are directed in
the first instance, at least, to one of several of the following:

Research (scientific and social)
Physical facilities necessary to the service function
Manpower required to provide services
Methods of organization of services
Methods of financing the provision of services, or cash payments

It is possible within the scope of this paper to take account only of
several major proposals from among the many advanced. Among the
more important of the proposals are extension of the social insurances
to provide more adequate protection against the hazards of unemploy-
ment, industrial accidents, sickness, and severe disability, and against
unexpected and large hospital-care costs, enlargement of educational
and health facilities, and improved organization of these services, im-
provement in the quality of education in the public schools, and in
opportunities for higher education, and assistance to voluntary health
plans to facilitate the broadening of coverage and benefits to the aged

. Mabel Newcomer, State and Local Financing in Relation to Economic Fluctuations.
National Tax Journal, June 1954, pp. 97-109. Also Melvin and Anne White, Impact of
Economic Fluctuations on Municipal Finance, National Tax Journal, March 1954, pp. 17-39.
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and other medically indigent groups in the population. An illustra-
tive listing of program proposals follows:

Social-insurance programs
Extension of cash sickness-disability benefit protection
Improved workmen's compensation protection
Increased unemployment-insurance benefits
Extension of severe disability benefits to persons in younger

age groups
Hospitalization insurance for old-age and survivors' insur-

ance beneficiaries
Programs for special Federal beneficiary groups

(No change)
Programs financed primarily by Federal funds

Extended vocational and other rehabilitation services
Programs financed primarily by State and local funds

Education proposals
Scholarship or other support for college and graduate

students
Construction aid for new or expanded higher education

facilities
Construction aid for elementary and secondary schools
Operation aid for elementary and secondary schools
Extended educational services for handicapped children

Health maintenance proposals
Tmprover1 nrgsnization of nadinal. QarviCcvc r fno exarn-le

care of mentally ill, rural health services
Construction or operation support to increase health man-

power; for example, homemakers, laboratory tech-
nicians

Aid to voluntary health insurance plans to increase cover-
age and scope of benefits; for example, for low-income
groups for aged, etc.33

Without a specific description of program content it is patently
not possible to estimate with any precision, funds required to finance
the proposed programs. However, the approximate order of magni-
tude of additional annual revenue requirements, National, State, and
local, is illustrated based on a continuation of economic and demo-
graphic trends.

Adoption of these proposals is estimated to increase the social wel-
fare budget about $7.5 billion, from the $49.5 billion projected for
1965 to about $57 billion. With the new benefits added, the revenue
requirements of the social welfare program would be increased by
1965 to 10.4 percent of gross product, as compared with 9 percent
for 1956.

If the problem of hospitalized illness expense of aged persons is
met in the next decade through extension of the social insurances,
about 55 percent of the $7.5 billion increase in social welfare outlays
would be financed out of social insurance contributions. The remain-
ing 45 percent would represent additional revenue required by pro-
,grams primarily financed by States and localities. If the hospital
cost problem of the aged is met in some other way, for example, by

83 Proposals for aid to voluntary health plans and for provision of hospitalization insur-
ance for old-age and survivors' insurance beneficiaries may be considered as alternative pro-
posals, involving about the same amount of public expenditures.
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aid to voluntary health plans under a Federal-State grant program,
the division of costs between the social insurances and State and local
programs would be reversed. About 40 percent of the additional
outlay would represent social insurance charges and 60 percent a
charge primarily on State-local funds.

Expansion of the social insurances would require a stepping up
of contributions, from an average rate of about 9 percent in 1965 to
aout ii. percent, anid an increase ithle taxable age maximums.
Willingness of employed groups and their employers to assume the
new contribution obligations will be a direct factor Jn the political
discussions and decisions of benefit extensions. It may be noted that
not all of the increase in contributions would represent a new charge
on covered employees and their employers. At present employers are
contributing $5.7 billion annually to private pension and welfare
funds, including contributions for cash sickness, disability benefits,
and health insurance for their employees.

In a recent survey of 3,100 firms employing 6.8 million employees
the National Industrial Conference Board found that 85 percent of
hourly workers and 75 percent of salaried workers were covered under
group accident and sickness insurance and all but 2 or 3 percent were
covered for basic hospitalization insurance. The companies surveyed
were financing the entire cost of group accident and sickness insurance
for almost 4 out of each 10 workers while for over 5 of each 10 the
plans were financed jointly by employers and employees. In the case
of hospitalization insurance, employers financed the entire cost for
more than one-third of the employees and participated in the financing
of protection for nearly an additional one-half of the employees.

A part of the present employer contributions to private welfare
plans would be offset against additional social insurance contributions
by the altered arrangements for dealing with protection against sick-
ness, and with hospitalization coverage of retired employes. (At the
same time, improved labor mobility would result by removal of at
least a part of the fringe benefit barrier to shifts in employment.)

As indicated earlier $6.6 billion in additional funds wrould be re-
quired by 1965 for programs primarily financed by State and local
funds, without additions to existing activities. Although the tax
load on gross national product would not be enlarged, financing of
these programs will require marked changes in methods of raising
funds and a reordering of National-State-local responsibilities. Addi-
tional health and education programs along the lines of those pro-
posed before legislative committees and by various study groups would
add $3.3 billion to $4.5 billion to the budget of these programs. The
additional State and local program obligations can be expected to
intensify the search for new revenue sources and to make more per-
sistent demands for State aids to localities, and for Federal aids.

Revenue relief or public programs
It is important to bear in mind that the proposals for public action

in social welfare program areas at times take the form of tax relief
measures. The Revenue Code of 1954, for example, increased deduc-
tions for personal medical expenditures as a method of offsetting the
hardships to families occasioned by unpredictable severe illness. This
authorized deduction is designed to provide a measure of tax relief
to families suffering expensive illness. The 1954 code introduced a
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new category of deductions up to $600 for expenses incurred in the
care of an incapacitated dependent, or children under 12 years of age,
by employed mothers, widows, or widowers. The new code, further-
more, provided some relief to taxpayers against the cost of higher
education by eliminating the $600 gross income test for determining
the dependency status of children under 19 years of age, of those over
19 still attending school, and by excluding scholarship aid in deter-
mining whether a taxpayer provides over half the support of a child
or stepchild. Other changes were made relating to welfare programs.
The code authorized the claiming of an exemption for support of
parents where several children contributed to this support but no one
taxpayer contributed over half the support. The authorization was
broadened for widows and widowers with dependent children to split
incomes for 2 years after the death of their spouse, and single per-
sons who support one or more parents in a separate home became
eligible for half the benefits of income splitting. A tax credit of 20
percent was provided for the first $1,200 of retirement income. Pro-
visions on the deductibility of cash sickness benefits and sick leave pay
were clarified.

Earlier-in 1948-taxpayers over 65 years of age, and blind persons
were allowed an additional personal exemption of $600; in 1950 aged
persons were permitted to deduct all medical expenses from gross
income.

In discussion of tax law modification to provide special deductions,
avamntionnq mid creditr for qneaial family situations. for the economic
and personal hazards of life the question of equity among taxpayers
has been the major issue. Within this context, there are many other
special family economic risks and circumstances which can create dif-
ferences in capacity of taxpayers. These situations are occasioning
demands for further extension of tax relief provisions. Important
among proposals now current are those calling for tax credits for
voluntary health insurance premiums, and for tuition paid to colleges
and universities; for additional personal exemptions for all disabled
persons; for a broadening of business expenses to include transpor-
tation and other extra work expenses of handicapped persons, ad-
vanced training expenditures of teachers, physicians, and other pro-
fessional groups, and expenses associated with changes of employment
such as employment agency fees, moving expenses, etc. The possi-
bilities of such special provisions are legion for there are imnnumerable
family relationships and ways of meeting family economic and em-
ployment problems.

There is an additional equity problem sometimes lost from sight in
these proposals for tax relief. Such special provisions for exemp-
tions, deductions and credits involve a loss in revenue-a loss which
is an indirect subsidy of the aged, of chlidren who provide parental
support, of young people attending colleges and universities and of
disabled persons. It appears necessary to inquire, therefore, whether
the groups who would receive the benefits of tax reduction are the
most appropriate beneficiaries of a public program. whether public
expenditure programs in the amount of the projected revenue loss
would provide welfare aid more equally to all groups in the popu-
lation, or whether a direct expenditure program would more equitably
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provide aid to the 45 million or so in the population whose economic
status is so low that they are not Federal income taxpayers or depend-
ents of these taxpayers.

TABLE 1.-Social welfare revenue requirements:1 Amount and percent of gross
national product, selected years

Amount tinmiiions) I1Percent ol gross national product
Program _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1929 1935 1956 1965 2 1929 1935 1956 1965 2

All programs -$4, 596 $6, 754 $37,137 $53, 200 4.4 9.3 9.0 9.1

Social insurance programs -529 435 13,357 22, 300 .5 .6 3.2 3.8

Old-age, survivors, and dis-
ability insurance - - - - 6, 521 14, 300- - - 1 6 2.4Other -------------- - 1529 435 6,8936 8,000 .5 .6 1.6 1.4

Veterans' and other Federal bene-
ficiary programs -494 489 4, 415 4, 650 . 5 .7 1.1 .8

Veterans -484 470 4,311 4, 500 .5 .6 1.0 8
Other -10 19 104 150 (2) (2) (2) (2)

Programs financed primarily by
Federal funds -2 1,828 2,718 3,000 (2) 2.5 .7 .5

Public assistance, special cate-
gories ------- ----------- - - S 2,367 2, 500 .2 .6 4

Other -2 1,713 351 500 (2) 2.4 .1 1

Programs financed primarily by
State and local funds-------- 3, 571 4, 002 16, 647 23, 250 3.4 5.5 4.0 4.0

Education -2, 800 2,300 12, 300 17, 200 2.7 3.2 3.0 2.9
Health maintenance-00 661 3, 428 5,000 .5 .9 .8 .9
General assistance-71 841 196 250 .1 1.2 (2) (2)
Other --- 200 200 723 800 .2 .3 .2 .1

I Represents contributions assessed for social insurance programs and revenues required to cover costof other programs.
2 Illustrative estimates.
3 Less than 0.05 percent.
NOTE.-Percents may not add to totals because of rounding.
Source: Amounts shown for social insurance contributions, 1929, 1935, and 1956, from Survey of CurrentBusiness, July issues; other amounts for 1935 and 1956 from Social Security Bulletin, September andOctober issues; 1929 figures from report of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care and from officialagencies.
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TABLE 2.-Social welfare benefits:1 Amount and percent of personal disposable
income (including value of public services)

Amount (in millions) Percent of personal
disposable income 3

Program

1929 1935 1956 1965' 1929 1935 1956 19665

All programs -$4, 435 $6, 706 $34, 287 $49, 500 &.1 10.9 11.2 11. 9

Social insurance programs -368 387 10, 507 18,600 .4 .6 3.4 4. 5

Old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance - - ------ 5,62 12,000 ---. 9 2.9

Other ------ 368 37 4,855 6,600 .4 .6 1.6 1.6

Veterans' and other Federal beneficiary
programs ---------- 494 489 4,415 4,650 .6 .8 1.4 1.1

Veterans - ------------- 484 470 4,311 4, 500 .6 .8 1.4 1.1
Other-10 19 104 160 (4) (4) (4) (4)

Programs financed primarily by Federal
funds ----------------- 2 1,828 2,718 3,000 (4) 3.0 .9 .7

Public assistance, special categories - - 116 2,367 2, 500- - 2 .8 .6
Other - -- - 2 1, 713 351 600 (4) 2.8 .1 .1

Programs financed primarily by State
and local funds -3,571 4,002 16,647 23,250 4.1 6.6 5.5 5. 6

Education - 2,800 2,300 12,300 17,200 3.2 3.7 4.0 4.1
Health maintenance- 500 661 3, 428 6, 000 .6 1.1 1.1 1. 2
General assistance -71 841 196 250 .1 1.4 . 1 .1
Other -200 200 723 800 .2 .3 .2 .2

X Amounts shown for social insurance and public assistance represent transfer payments and exclude
AAnsimstratjvs c Asc't AAAfor grants to AS.tats eXrnl,,c f-nri di.trih,,tinlS ti nel.yv person s and oub lc
institutions are also exclud~ed.~ '~ ~~~~' -~~~ -

2 Personal disposable income estimates are adjusted so that they include not only transfer payments, but
also value of services received under health and welfare programs. Value of other public services has not
been added.

3 Illustrative estimates.
4 Less than 0.05 percent.

NOT.-Percents may not add to totals because of rounding.
Source: Amounts shown for social security payments, 1929, 1935, and 1956, from Survey of Current Busi-

ness, July issues; other amounts for 1935 and 1956 from Social Security Bulletin, September and October
issues; 1929 figures from report of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care and from official agencies.



FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITIES FOR EDUCATION

Paul J. Strayer, associate professor of economics,
Princeton University

The facts about the growing crisis in the field of education are
familiar to most of us. The White House Conference on Education,'
the Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,2 and lay groups who
have investigated our educational system 3 all agree that there is need
to spend more for education-above all to raise the level of compensa-
tion for teachers at all levels so that the highest quality of education
may be offered to all our children and youth.

The ideal of equality of opportunity for all through education has
been accepted in our democracy. Equality of opportunity requires
some differentiation in the program offered to students of differing
abilities. It involves that provision of opportunity which will enable
each individual to realize his full potential. Unfortunately this
ideal has never been fully realized. The capacity of some States to
offer educational opportunity is much greater than others. In addi-
tion, the willingness of some States and localities to spend for education
has differed, and the amount of effort expended for education has
varied at both the State and local level.

Studies of educational records of our young people indicate that
there are many who are well qualified to finish high school who do not.
Many others who should go on to college do not. The reasons for this
failure to educate those who are fully qualified mentally may be
inadequate educational opportunity in their early years, inadequate
family financial resources, or their failure to realize the importance of
further education. The latter fault is one that the parents must share
with the schools, but it is a fault that could be largely overcome if
there were a high level educational program throughout the United
States and the potentialities of further education were pointed out to
those most gifted. Even within the limitations indicated above there
is going to be a tremendous rise in the number who are going to school
and college due to the increase in the birthrate and the larger numbers
who wish to continue their education for a longer period of time.

The only way this crisis can be solved, and solve it we must, is for the
Federal Government to assume responsibility for the support of a
minimum program on the basis of an equitable distribution of the
cost among the Federal, State, and local governments. Such a pro-
gram need not preclude the possibility of extra effort expended by

IA Report to the President, the Committee for the White House Conference on Educa-tion, Washington, 1956.
2 A Report to the President, the Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Washing-

ton. 1055.
t3Beardsley Ruml and Sidney G. Tickton, Teaching Salaries Then and Now, the Fund forthe Advancement of Education, New York, 1955; National Citizens Commission for thePublic Schools, How Do We Pay for Our Schools? New York, 1954* National Citizens

Commission for the Public Schools, Financing Public Education in the Decade Ahead, NewYork, 1954.
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some States or localities in the support of a superior program that
may be more costly.

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF TH1E FEDERAL GOVERNMEN'T FOR EDUCATION

The interest of the Federal Government in the provision of a mini-
mum educational program for all children is the basic premise from
which we must start. The quality of educational opportunity offered
will determine the competence of our citizens and the capacity of our
professional personnel, managers, workers, and technicians. These
persons will be, in a few years, those who are leading the Nation and
determining the rate at which the Nation will progress. The wealthier
States must be concerned with the educational opportunity provided
in States of lesser financial capacity. It is from those States that many
of their future work force of all types will come. The interest of the
poorer States is equally compelling. By raising their educational
standards, they may hope to achieve the status of their more opulent
neighbors.

Why should Federal aid be considered now? Certainly there have
been even greater problems in the past and in spite of the uneven edu-
cational opportunity offered in different parts of the United States
our growth has continued without interruption, except for the years
of the great depressions. Several reasons make the need for Federal
aid more compelling today. Perhaps the most important has been the
tremendous increase in the severity of Federal tax burdens. In face
of such increases the State and local governments are ninding ib dili-

cult to finance their basic service programs, particularly in education.
Second, the need for more educated people expands continuously as
the complexity of the economic, the technical, and the political system
grows apace. What was once a reasonably good education no longer
proves to be satisfactory. If we are to solve the problems associated
with our social and economic development in the future, we must have
many more persons with highly developed skills. The limiting factor
in the expansion of many enterprises today is not lack of capital, but
rather, the lack of managers, skilled workers capable of running the
increasingly complex machinery, and of technical personnel necessary
to develop and adapt the equipment of the plant to make the greatest
use of modern technological developments. Third is the extraordi-
nary increase in population and the growing mobility of the popula-
tion. These reflect, among other things, the great prosperity of the
past 15 years and the desire of many persons to live in the suburbs.
This trend seems to be a steady one and has created many special
problems. The difficulties confronting a State like California or a
town like Levittown are not definable in terms of potential or present
wealth, but are rather. related to the capacity of the State or local
government to pay for the sudden large capital outlays required to
meet the minimal needs of the children of school age. What might
have been financed without strain over a period of many years in a
more normally growing community, now has to be done overnight.
Debt limits, tax rates, and public attitudes are adverse to so rapid an
expansion ill the costs of government. The unhappy consequences
include inadequate school buildings, oversized classes, double sessions,
and salaries too low to attract as teachers those persons best qualified
to do the job.
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There are still other reasons why the Federal Government must
enter the picture, among which are the following: The decline of the
property tax 5 has made it difficult for local governments to support
adequate educational programs. Attempts to find other sources of
local revenue have met with little success except in those metropolitan
centers such as New York and other large cities that have a great
appeal as cultural and business centers. But even in these cases. there
has been a steady movement of shops to the outlying districts, arid the
ability of the city to continue to tax nonresidents must certainly be
questioned. At the State level there is a superior taxing power, butgrowing resistance to the imposition of heavier taxes as a result of the
reaction of taxpayers already heavily burdened by the Federal Govern-
ment. In addition, the States fear that any tax increase will work
to the disadvantage of the State in its appeal to new industry. Al-though all studies of this problem suggest that there is a gross exag-
geration of the importance of taxation as a determinant of industrial
location,'there is a great reluctance on the part of any State to be con-
sidered a high-tax area. On the other hand, more attention should
be given to the quality of schools, parks, water supply, roads, police
protection, and other services, as important determinants of the attrac-
tiveness of a community for new industry.

The States also find it difficult to increase their tax collections be-
cause of the rather inequitable distribution of their tax burden. Most
of the States rely upon the sales tax as their primary revenue source.
This tax is regressive in relation to income and places a more severe
burden upon the poor than upon the rich. A few States have les-
sened this regressivity by the exemption of food and clothing, but
such exceptions greatly decrease the size of the tax base and its poten-
tial revenue-raising capacity. Other States have relied upon selective
excise taxes as their primary revenue source. These taxes have an un-
even incidence; they tax only those who use tobacco, go to the races,
drink alcoholic beverages, or drive a car. Other tax sources, such as
the various corporation franchise taxes and business levies, produce
only a small part of the total State yield.

One of the most interesting facts is the decline in State individual
income tax. Since 1937 no State has passed a new individual income-
tax law. Perhaps this is appropriate in view of the severity of the
Federal burden imposed upon this source. But it suggests that there
is need for the Federal Government to recognize the problems it has
created for the States and, therefore, to assume some responsibility
for State functions. Even if the Federal income tax were reduced
there is little chance that the States would increase their use of the
individual income tax. There is no question that the individual in-
come tax can be most efficiently administered at the Federal level.
Competition among the States, either real or fancied, will make it
difficult for them to use this source. Enforcement of an income tax
is more difficult at the State level. Double taxation is a much greater
problem at the State level. Some agricultural states will never find
it possible to use the income tax effectively. All this points to the
need for a new recognition on the part of the Federal Government of
the difficult position of the States and local governments.

5 Mabel Newcomer, The Decline of the General Property Tax, National Tax Journal, vol.
VI, No. 1, March 1953.
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FEDERAL AID AND CENTRALIZATION OF POWER

One of the chief arguments against Federal aid to the States is the
fear that, once granted, there will be imposed upon the States un-
necessary controls and restrictions. This fear is often promoted by
those who wish to avoid any new commitment by the Federal Gov-
ernment. Others object, because they realize that they will be help-
ing to pay for the education of children who are residents of other
than their own State. Still others fear the use of Federal aid be-
cause of a strong States rights position.

The fear of centralization of control over education is grossly exag-
gerated by the opponents of Federal aid. In the political system
under which our governments operate, the locus of political power is
at the State and local level. Congressmen represent their districts.
They must also be reelected every 2 years. Senators must be re-
elected every 6 years but they, no less than the Congressmen, are
sensitive to local interests and respond to local pressures. The fear
of undue centralization is overemphasized by those who want to
avoid new commitments at any price. On the opposite side, there
can be made a strong case for Federal aid as a means of preserving
the ability of the States to provide those services that the public de-
mands without becoming so derelict in their duties that there will be
demand for direct Federal intervention.

THE DIsTmIBuroN OF AID

Once the principle of Federal aid for education has been granted,
there is need to consider the terms on which the aid will be distributed.
This raises many difficult issues of policy. Not least is the reluctance
of the wealthier States to see funds that they contribute to the Fed-
eral Government paid to those States of lesser financial capacity.
Yet the basic issue is just that-it is necessary to help the poorer States
if adequate educational opportunities are to be assured.6 The ideal
is to grant Federal aid in such a manner that all will make an equal ef-
fort in relation to taxpaying capacity and need. In other words, any
Federal-aid program should have a real element of equalization in it.
The measure of capacity can be wealth and income. The measure of
effort should be the real tax rate in relation to the tax base. The
measure of need should be the number of children requiring education.

In view of the greater efficiency of the Federal Government as a
revenue collector and the pressing needs of the State and local gov-
ernments, there is a case to be made for some basic part of the Federal
grant to be given to all the States on a per pupil basis. This also
recognizes the political realities that suggest that no Federal-aid pro-
gram will be passed unless all States get something regardless of their
capacity and need. Once this has been done, then the rest of the
Federal grant should reflect differentials in capacity and need. Given
such a program much could be achieved in the equalization of educa-
tion opportunity over all of the United States.

One must realize that even a flat grant of a certain amount per pupil
will have a certain degree of equalization it, iii view of the large

O In 1956 Delaware had a per capita personal income of $2,858 and Mississippi had a per
capita personal income of $957. Survey of Current Business, vol. 37, No. 8, August 19 7,
p. 11.
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differences in income in different States and the differentials in birth
rates among the States. The rich States would pay more than they
get back and the poor States would receive more than they paid. But
such a program would not go far enough to provide real equalization
of educational opportunity over the United States.

The best measure of differential capacity is probably the personal
income payments figure of the Department of Commerce. All States

IIIuld be requir ed to mak nu r IeaIIcLku VI U III I aornII LUto I theiriILUIUC.

Only after this has been done, should they be eligible for equalization
grants. The problem of the poorer States is not troublesome, as most
of them are today making a greater effort in relation to their capacity
than ale the wealthier States. Measurements of need can be deter-
mined by use of school-enrollment figures, assumning there are no bar-
riers placed in the way of all children attending school. The ques-
tion of the degree of equalization desired and the amount of flat grant
versus differential grant will have to be worked out. The efficient
solution would be to minimize the basic aid granted to all and to
maximize the differential grant. Such a program would permit the
same amount of money to do more to equalize educational opportunity.

CONCLUSIONS

In face of the rapidly rising population and the need for more
highly educated people there is little possibility that the States will
be able to raise the money to do the job. The resistance to increases
in the property tax has severely limited the power of local govern-
ments to pay more for education. The States are little better off.
Fearful of getting out of line, they are unlikely to do more than
the minimum. The danger is that if the financing of education is
left to the State and local governments the quality of educational
opportunity offered our children will gradually decline. This we
cannot afford if we are to mnaintain tlie growth that we expect and
the leadership so necessary in these troubled times. To prevent this
danger, there is only one possibility: The use of the superior revenue-
raising powers of the Federal Government to help the States. Not
only can the Federal Government raise money more efficiently and
administer taxes more equitably, but it has the capacity to distrib-
ute the costs of education more fairly among all of the people who
will benefit from improvements in the quality of our workers and
leaders.

We must now face the fact that old relationships among the Fed-
eral, State, and local governments have changed. When the Fed-
eral Government demanded little, the State and local governments
were in a favorable position. Today, they are second and third
claimants upon the taxpayer's dollar and are finding it increasingly
difficult to pay their bills.

The national interest in high educational standards is clear. Our
ability to maintain a stable political and social structure over years
ahead will be determined by our capacity to maintain a growing econ-
omy. In large measure, growth will be determined by the sort of
education we give our young people. If we fail to give a good edu-
cation, we will pay the price of our failure for years to come. Fail-
ure to grow can have serious consequences. Over our past history,
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there has been no greater solvent of political tensions and economic
differences than the remarkable improvement in living standards we
have achieved. Should this decline in the future, there would arise
a host of difficulties new to our society that would place us in a psosi-
tion more like that of the older European countries who have suffered
from internal dissension, class differences, and the frustrations of a
much slower rate of economic expansion.

The choice is clear. Either Federal aid will be forthcoming on
terms that can be made acceptable to the States, or we will suier a
general deterioration in the quality of education and the consequent
deterioration UI our economic and social well-being.

97735-57- 67



CRITERIA OF FEDERAL WELFARE EXPENDITURES:
A T A 1XTVM'PT) ITTIJWT

Alanson W. Willcox, former general counsel, Federal Security
Agency

In a discussion of criteria of Federal expenditures for health, edu-
cation, and welfare, the role of the lawyer must be a minor one.
Constitutional considerations have become of minimal importance as
limiting factors in the formulation of policy. It still needs emphasis,
however, that the breadth of congressional authority is not universally
apprehended, and that policy decisions may, for that reason, be more
restrained than they need be.

Federal expenditures for the provision of benefits or services to
individuals are of two kinds; grants-in-aid to the States, on the one
hand, and direct Federal action, on the other. In the case of grants-
in-aid, the lawyer must content himself with urging that, as a general
rule, legal considerations (including "States rights," if legal rights are
implied by the phrase) should have little to do with the shaping of
broad national policies. In the case of the one general program of
direct Federal action, the national system of social insurance, legal
or quasi-legal considerations are more immediately involved, and the
lawyer may properly recommend, as a criterion of congressional action,
a meticulous respect for the integrity of the contributory system and
the complete and faithful carrying out of the promises made to
contributors.

Until 20 years ago, no one could say with assurance that expendi-
tures for the health, education, or welfare of the people at large were
within the powers conferred upon the National Government by the
Constitution. Grants had been made to the States, both of land and
of money for education, and, occasionally, of money for other pur-
poses; but even these grants, which left operating programs in the
hands of the States, could claim to exist only by constitutional suffer-
ance.' And even if grants-in-aid for these purposes were valid, a
circuit court of appeals and two Supreme Court Justices were able
to hold, as late as 1937, that direct Federal expenditure for the wel-
fare of the aged invaded the constitutional prerogatives of the States
and violated the 10th amendment.2 Certainly, the powers of the Na-
tional Government in this whole area were hemmed in by doubts.

The doubts were set at rest by the Social Security cases.3 Those

'Massachusetts v. Mellon, 262 U. S. 447 (1923). Attacks on grants-in-aid for maternal
and child health were dismissed on jurisdictional grounds. In the course of the opinion.
the Court indicated plainly that no constitutional rights of the States were violated, but
the basic question of the scope of the national power of expenditure was not reached.

2 Davis v. Edison Electric Illuminatingq Co.. 89 F. 2d 393 (1st Cir. 1937), reversed In
Helvering v. DaVi8, 301 U1. S. 619 (1937). Justices McReynolds and Butler based their
dissent from the reversal on the 10th amendment.

3 Helverinq v. Davis, supra; Steward Machine Co. v. Davis, 301 U. S. 548 (1937). These
cases were decided by the same 9 Justices who had invalidated so much early New Deal
legislation and it is significant that 7 of them (including Sutherland and Van Devanter)
concurred In the decisions on the principal constitutional Issues.

1038
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decisions established the power of expenditure as a separate power of
the National Government, coequal with the other powers enumerated
in the Constitution, and specifically held that congressional action in
this area is not invalidated by the 10th amendment and must prevail
over any inconsistent policy of the States. The full significance of
these decisions has been slow of acceptance; we find the Congress, as
recently as 1953, speaking of health, education, and welfare as fields
which "may be" constitutionally the primary responsibility of the
States.4 One cannot quarrel with the assignment of this responsibility
primarily to the States if the assignment is made on grounds other
than constiutional, but, once the power of the National Government
was established, there ceased to be reason to attribute to the Constitu-
tion a preference for State action to provide public benefits or public
services. A national government created to promote the general wel-
fare, and empowered to raise and spend money for that purpose, can-
not be relegated, a priori, to a secondary role in meeting the needs of
the people.

t lNATIONAL AND STATE POWER

The existence of a national power of expenditure for these purposes
does not limit the authority of the States in any such way as does the
national power to regulate interstate and foreign commerce.

It follows that the distribution of welfare functions between Na-
tional and State Governments, and the shaping of programs at both
governmental levels. are matters for lezislative determination essen-
tially uninhibited (except where discrimination is alleged) by con-
stitutional limitations.5 But, if concurrent authority in the two levels
of government is not to lead to wasteful duplication of effort or other
anomalies, determinations by each of the many legislative bodies in-
volved must be made with an eye to what is being done at the other
governmental level. In this process of mutual adjustment, Congress
must necessarily take the lead, because Congress speaks with a single
voice while the States speak with 48 different voices-whereas each
State can adjust itself to a single national pattern, national legislation
can hardly be adjusted to 48 State patterns. This political necessity
for national leadership has been reinforced, in dealing with programs
as costly as those addressed to health, education. and welfare, by the
greater fiscal resources of the Central Government. Not only, then,
has the National Government in the past 20 years been placed on a
constitutional parity with the States in the matter of expenditures
for the general welfare, but in a very real sense, it has been forced into
a position of primacy in blocking out those basic policies that are of
nationwide concern.

On the record of these 20 years it can fairly be said that Congress
has recognized and in large measure discharged the responsibility thus

'67 Stat. 145. This was the act creating the Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations.5

The statement in the text relates to expenditures as such, and not to ancillary regula-
tory measures such as compulsion to attend school, compulsory quarantine of infections
disease, and the like. Even with respect to expenditures there wuay be an outer bouudary
to permissible legislative action- in Helverin g v. Davis, the Court, perhaps with an eye to
the Townsend plan, left room for such a holding. Expenditurcs, of coursc, must be for a
public purpose or. in the case of the National Government, for the general welfare.

There Is probably also it constitutional limitation, analogous to the prohibition of dis-
crimination, upon expenditures which exact the surrender of constitutional rights unrelated
to the purpose of the expenditure. See Justice Frankfurter concurring In part and dis-
senting In part in American Communicationss ASss. v. Doud8, 339 U. S. 382, 417 (1950).
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cast upon it, and has done so witlhout abusing the enormous power
which the social-security cases showed it to possess. The grant-in-aid
has become the established mechanism through which the National
Government has helped the States do better those things that are
within the competence of the States; while despite the power to do
more, direct national provision of benefits or services (except to
selecteu groupss iWho 7are Of special national c ) ab c f

to a single program-long-terml social insuranice-whiclh the States
are not in a position to operate.

There are many reasons, both objective and subjective, to prefer
State and local programs for health, education, and welfare wherever
they are practicable, and Congress has shown itself sensitive to these
considerations; at times, some have thought, unduly sensitive. But
Congress has been ever awvare that a chief obstacle to adequate pro-
grams is their great cost in relation to State and local tax resources,
and in the grant-in-aid it has found a happy device to enable these
programs to draw upon the national fisc without converting them to
national operation. Indeed, since Nation and States share the power
and the responsibility to provide for the general welfare, the grant-
in-aid is an appropriate response wherever a need is widely felt and
costly to meet.

It is a contradiction to urge, as is sometimes done, that a grant must
he justified by some national interest distinct from the interests of the
States: for the general welfare is itself, by constitutional mandate.
a national interest. By the same token, objection to grants-in-aid based
on "States rights" is an anachronism if it fails to take account of the
Nation's rights as well. A Congress which in meeting a substantial
part of the cost contents itself with the imposition of a few basic
standards as conditions of its aid ought to be credited with self-
restraint, not condemned for usurpation.

Defense of the grant mechanism in principle should not belittle the
difficulties that arise in its practical application. But whatever the
shortcomings of existing grants, the mechanism is without doubt the
best yet discovered 6 to enable the Federal Government to participate
in welfare programs without monopolizing them-an objective which
seems to have motivated most congressional legislation in this area and
to accord best with the people's preference to have these matters dealt
with near at home.

THE NATIONAL SYSTE Er OF SOCIAL INSURAN-CE

The one outstanding and conspicuous exception to the policy of
leaving welfare programs to State operation is, of course, old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance.7 Given the present structure of

Grants in kind have occasionally been used as have details of Federal personnel. to sup-
plement cash grants. The tax-offset device in unemployment compensation is a substitute
for a grant-in-alid, but is one not likely to be repeated in other programs.

,Benefits for veterans, railroad workers, and merchant seamen are not true exceptions
since they are for groups of special Federal concern and could probably be sustained inde-
pendently of the general-welfare clause-the first tinder the war power, and the other two
Inder the commerce clause (but see Railroad Retirement Board v. Alton Railway Co., 295

U. S. m30 (1935)). The Hospital Survey and Construction (Hill-Burton) Act is a partial
.xceptiolI. involving a combination of Federal aind State administration and requiring no
State linancial narticipatiou. There are of course many direct Federal expenditures in
this field for other than the immediate provision of services or benefits to individuals, such
as paymenPt of the alministrative costs of the Department of Health. Education, and Wel-
fare and its constituent units, expenditures for research. and the like.
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that system, relating benefits to lifetime earnings as it does, the reasons
for direct national operation are self-evident: Many factors most
notably the mobility of our population, would make operation of
State-by-State systems anything like old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance quite impracticable. But the question runs deeper if we
ask why the system is structured as it is, and the answer depends uponi
an understanding of the nature of contributory social insurance; for
if, as some still assert is the fact, old-age, survivors, and disability in-
surance were nothing but a system of taxing one group of people and
spending the proceeds for the benefit of other groups of people, there
would be no fundamental reason that the needs of these other groups
could not be met by the States, with such Federal aid as Conglress
might deem appropriate. It is because social insurance involves a
commitment for the long-termn future that it must be constituted as it
is, and thereby put beyond the range of State action.

Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance is of course a system of
taxing and spending, but it is also something more than that. The
best testimony on the latter point, more persuasive than any theoretical
argument, is the insistence of organized labor that payroll taxes be
increased when benefits are enlarged. It is not usual to find organized
groups of taxpayers demanding that their taxes be raised, and when
such a demand is made it is the strongest kind of evidence that some-
thing in addition to the payment of taxes is at stake.

The something in addition, in this case, is the integrity of contribu-
tory social insurance. The values whlich labor, along with most of
the American people, sees in this system of insurance have been too
often stated to need more than the briefest of restatements here.
First in order of importance, perhaps, is that contributory insurance
enables people to earn their own way, which most prefer to asking
for charity even from the State. It is not very important what por-
tions of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance benefits are in
fact earned by contributions; one can accept a generous bargain and
keep his self-respect, as many find it difficult to do in accepting help
labeled as "charity" and available only on proof of poverty.

Then, too, aside from its psychological importance, the absence of a
means test in old-age, survivors and disability insurance means that
the benefits of that system form a nestegg to which each person is
free to add what he can through individual savings or private group
arrangements-something that is automatically ruled out when bene-
fits are conditioned on poverty. Finally (and this is a point over-
looked by some and disputed by others) contributory social insur-
ance holds far greater assurance than any other system that the
promised benefits will actually be paid when they fall due, whether
their due date is next year or is 30 or 40 years hence. If we are to
enable men to plan their own economic futures and the economic
security of their families, if we are to relieve men's minds as best
we can of the haunting fear of destitute old age, or destitution of
their dependents if they should die, wve must give the promises we
have made them all the certainty of fulfillment that is possible in a
world of fallible human beings. This the structure of old-age, sur-
vivors and disability insurance is designed to do, and this it does
better than any other system yet devised.

Congress has repeatedly evidenced its judgment that the values of
contributory social insurance outweigh in this instance the usual argu-
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ments for State or local operation of welfare programs, and the
popular consensus is clearly in accord. But realization of these values
could easily be jeopardized, either by lack of sufficient congressional
vigilance in amending the statutes or by loss of popular credence in
the promise which the statutes make.

These dangers are not imaginary. The former hazard is illustrated
bv the proposal a few years ago to blanket. in the millions of so-called
unprotected aged and pay them minimal pensions from the trust
fund-a proposal which, tempting though it was in other ways, would
have undermined the contributory principle and destroyed the ration-
ale of payroll taxes. The other hazard loomed in the early days when
the financing of the system was under attack as improper and even
fraudulent-an attack which ought never to have been made and
which, despite its constant reiteration, seems not appreciably to have
impaired popular confidence in the system. Both these hazards have
apparently been safely passed, but a new attack has developed which
seeks to show that the system accords its present contributors no
certainty that the benefits now promised them will not be curtailed
or withdrawn in the future. If contributors generally should come
to believe this, the values of social insurance would be largely lost,
and it would be a serious question whether we should not revert to
State-administered programs of some sort.

The essence of social insurance consists in the assurance of future
payments. In old-age, survivors, and disability insurance this assur-
ance is effected, not by contracts with the contributors which might
disastrously freeze the benefit structure, but by several aspects of the
system which in combination go about as far as to commit future
Congresses as it is legally possible to go. In the first place, Congress
has struck an implied bargain by the very fact of imposing taxes of
a kind that would never be tolerated except as a quid pro quo forpromised benefits-mlost conspicuously, by imposing an income tax
with no personal exemption, a tax limited to earned income, a tax
which excludes all income above $4,200 a year. It has imposed these
special taxes in amounts sufficient, as far as can now be known, to pay
the whole cost of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance over the
indefinite future, and it has dedicated the proceeds of these taxes-
for practical purposes, has dedicated them irrevocably-to meeting
the cost of benefits and administration. Finally, by labeling the sys-
tem "insurance" Congress has made its commitment to the contribu-
tors explicit. Being a moral and political rather than a legal commit-
ment, it cannot be defined with precision, but it is hardly the less
binding for that.

Despite these considerations, the existence of any effective commit-
ment is challenged by some, who assert that old-age, survivors, and dis-
ability insurance is no more than a method of taxing the present labor
force and its employers for the use of those now on the benefit rolls,
and that the system gives no assurance that people now working, or
their survivors, will receive the promised benefits when their working
days are ended. There is no evidence that the enormous popular sup-
port of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance has thus far been
affected in the least by these contentions, but they have a superficial
plausibility that makes them dangerous.

One piece of this argument depends on a misapprehension of what
was argued to the Supreme Court and decided by it in sustaining the
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old-age insurance provisions of the original Social Security Act.
Those provisions, like all their subsequent modifications, consisted of
a taxing part and a spending part. Each part was attacked on various
constitutional grounds and each was sustained. There the Court's
function ended; if each part avs valid, it was of no concern to the
Court that the two might be so dove-tailed as to constitute together a
system of contributory social insurance. Significantly, the word
"insurance" does not appear in the Court's opinion. If the com-
manded payments were valid taxes, it was of no importance that they
might also be property described as compulsory contributions or pre-
miums; all taxes, indeed, are compulsory contributions. The Court
neither affirmed nor denied that the system was social insurance, for
that was none of its concern. It is true that the Department of
Justice in its brief equivocated on this point, but since the point was
not in issue this merely means that the Department confined its argu-
ments to the constitutional questions that were before the Court. It
is hard to take seriously an attempt to use this brief, written 20 years
acgo by lawyers to whom social insurance was an unfamiliar concept,
to support the thesis that Congress has for many years been misleading
the people by calling the system insurance. At any rate, the advocate
purposes, the Court disposes; and the effort to disparage the system
finds not a scintilla of support in the opinion of Mr. Justice Cardozo.

Another facet of the attack on old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance is the contention that the system is not insurance because
the benefit rights are created by statute rather than by contract, and
because Congress has reserved to itself the right to amend or repeal
the act. Ordinarily argument about definition would be of only
academic interest; obviously social insurance differs in a number of
respects from private insurance, and does not meet altogether defi-
nitions framed to describe the latter. In this instance, however,
nomenclature is of some importance because the word "insurance"
has been used by Congress presumably for the very purpose of under-
scoring the commitment implicit in the operative provisions of the
statute. It is therefore pertinent to note that the United States
Supreme Court has characterized as "industrial insurance" some
statutes which confer benefit rights.8

More recently the Court has held that a system of disability pay-
ments established by an employer constituted health insurance
although there were no employee contributions, the benefits were pay-
able from the employer's own funds without the intervention of an
insurance carrier, the benefits varied with length of service, and the
whole scheme could be changed or terminated by the employer except
for benefits to which an employee had already become entitled.9 The
Court remarked that it was merely construing the term "health in-
surance," as used in the Internal Revenue Code, in accordance with
"its broad general meaning." If a private scheme of this sort is
insurance, it would seem quite clear that old-age, survivors, and dis-
ability insurance, the benefits of which are fixed by the law of the
land, is entitled to be so described.

Grange Lumber Co. v. Rowoley, 326 U. S. 295, 299, 303 (1945). The Court remarked
that "the State supreme court has characterized the system * t * as an industrial Insur-
ance statute having all the features of an insurance act."

I Haynes v. United States. 353 U. S. 81 (1957).
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But it is said or implied that Congress, if it wished to create a
system entitled to be called insurance, ought to have done so by con-
tract, and authority is cited that the United States cannot consti-
tutionally repudiate its contracts."' Aside from the serious doubt
that in a system of compulsory insurance one Congress could thus
bind its successors," and aside from the folly of so doing if it could,
n onnfvontratu1l s nm w-ould ive no more-n lega l assurance of ultinfmote

payment than does the present system-no assurance, that is, which
the courts could enforce in the event of hostile congressional action.
For a Congress bent on repudiating its insurance commitment could
always withdraw the right to sue the Government and withdraw
appropriations available for the payment of benefits, as it did in order
to prevent windfalls when the Supreme Court affirmed the inviola-
bility of gold-clause bonds.1 2 The right to do these things cannot
be relinquished by Congress, and contractual rights, no matter how
inviolable, become hollow when there are no funds to meet them and
no right to sue for their enforcement. Contributors are and in the
nature of things must be dependent on Congress, and not on the courts,
for the ultimate protection of their insurance rights.

The points thus far discussed provide no more than a smokescreen
for the one real argument, that the reservation of power to amend or
repeal the benefit provisions of old-age, survivors, and disability, in-
surance makes the congressional promise embodied in those provisions
illusory. The power to amend would almost certainly have existed
though it had not been expressly reserved, but in any case its existence
was and is essential in a system as vast and complex as this. In the
22 years since their enactment the original provisions have been
changed many times and almost beyond recognition, and there is no
reason to suppose that finality has even been approached. These
amendments have redounded to the very great benefit of the contribu-
tors to the system; indeed, the increase of benents as the cost of living
has risen means that social insurance has afforded a degree of economic
security, when measured by the purchasing pow-er of the benefits, that
private insurance cannot equal.

But change in the benefit structure may involve something other
than a simple increase in amounts, and a grave problem is posed when-
ever the process of amendment leads to the abrogation or reduction of
benefits previously promised. Caan such action be reconciled with the
underlying commitment implicit in old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance?

The answer depends basically on whether the action is taken as a
necessary incident to an improvement of the system, and thus accords
with the basic purpose for which the power of amendment was re-
served. Repeal in 1939 of the provision of the original Social Secu-

10 Lynch v. United States, 292 U. S. 571 (1934). The opinion in this case itself largely
refutes the contention for which the case is cited, for it plainly recognizes that if Con-
gress had undertaken to withdraw the right to sue, the Court would have been compelled
to reach a different conclusion.

"Payment of a tax which one Is legally required to pay, unlike the voluntary payment
involved In the Lynch case, ordinarily does not constitute such legal consideration as
is essential to the formation of a valid contract. A promise of benefits in consideration
of the payment of taxes would therefore presumably be legally repealable. Possibly
Congress could *make a binding promise in consideration of the performance of work in
covered employment, but it seems unlikely that the Supreme Court would extend the
doctrine of the Lynch case to an arrangement in which the promisee has really sur-
rendered nothing.

1249 Stat. 938, 31 U. S. C. 773 (b), 773 (c).
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rity Act by which persons dying without qualifying for monthly
benefits should receive a generous refund raised no significant objec-
tion, because there were substituted survivors' benefits of greater
value to nearly all concerned, but even so it was fortunate that the
change could be made before "money back" rights had built up to any
great size. This change was Clearly an improvement, and its desir-
ability illustrates the need for an element of flexibility in the congres-
sional commitment even though a handful of people may suffer a
minor loss. The same cannot be said, unfortunately, of amendments
with respect to deportees and convicted subversives which, even in the
relatively temperate fornh in which they were finally enacted, smack
more of punislhment than they do of any true purpose of the insur-
ance system. Somewhere between these two stands the curtailment of
the rights of nonresident aliens, which illustrates a potentially seri-
ous problem for the future. No one could have objected very strenu-
ously if it had been decided originally that nonresident aliens who
had been in this country only a short time should not receive the
bonanza which it was felt necessary to provide generally to those who
have been in covered employment only briefly. But once the promise
had been made to these aliens, its repudiation would probably have
raised a good deal of protest except for the fortunate coincidence that
the victims were too far away to be heard.

Let us suppose that certain dire but improbable prophecies should
be borne out by the fact, and that the recently enacted disability bene-
fits should prove in the next few years to be disastrously expensive
and entirely unworkable. Could a formula for their repeal be devised
that would do substantial justice to the millions of people who have
made additional contributions from their pay envelopes for disability
protection? This is an extreme and unlikely case, but it illustrates the
difficulty of revising a commitment that will run, for many individ-
uals, 50 or 60 years into the future. Even the Congress can make mis-
takes, and in old-age, survivors, and disability insurance it has made
the correction of any excess of liberality an extraordinarily difficult
problem.

It has been well said that the insurance system, though not con-
tractual in nature, is "vested with the aula of a contract." 13 From
all evidence, people generally are not in the least disturbed by the
difference between a contract and an aura. The reason for this is not
far to seek; it means simply that people have confidence in the Con-
gress of the United States. After all, Congress has it in its power to
honor or dishonor all fiscal obligations of the Government, and the
credit of the United States is the best in the world. Surely those who
foresee fiscal irresponsibility in the case of social insurance have the
burden of showing grounds for their fears, a burden all the heavier
because so many of every congressional constituency have a stake in
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance.

If improvements in the future require some modification of existing
benefit rights, as they may, -we can trust to Congress' sense of obliga-
tion and sense of fair play to assure that *ontributors are treated
equitably. The greater danger lies in changes that may appear minor
or even trivial, that injure only a few, or Injure only those who for

" Security, Work, and Relief Policies, H. Rept. Doc. No. 128, pt. 3, 78th cong., 1st
sess. (Washington: G. P. O.. 1943). p. 523.
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one extraneous reason or another may not enjoy the sympathies of the
people at large. Here, the reserved power of amendment may lure
the Congress into actions which it would not consider if there were a
binding legal commitment, actions which find no warrant in the pur-
poses of the insurance system itself. However politically innocuous
such amendments may appear, however the ethical questions they
raise may he rpsolved, they will exaet a nrice. fa r bhyond tfhe ir immnedi-
ate significance if they can be used to disparage in the public mind
the Government's undertaking to pay the promised benefits. Even
the smallest seeds of doubt could be dangerous, for no one can know
that some may not land on fertile soil. What happens to a handful
of people, even unpopular people, can be held up by those who choose
to do so as an example of what might happen to the rank and file in
a period of financial stringency. No one can know at just what point
public confidence might begin to be shaken, or what the consequences
would be if it were, but one probable consequence is that payroll taxes
would become very unpopular indeed, ultimately perhaps too unpopu-
lar to survive. The risk is not worth taking, for the stakes are too
high.

There are people in positions of influence who apparently still be-
lieve that the adoption of compulsory social insurance was a mistake
and have not given up hope of effecting its abandonment, and pre-
sumably of bringing about a return to the public-assistance approach
as the only public aid available to those now within the ambit of old-
age, survivors, and disability insurance. Frontal assault on the insur-
ance system at the present time would be hopeless, and these dissenters
have now hit upon its most vulnerable point, the lack of a precise and
definitive commitment for the future, in an effort to weaken public
support for the system that they would like ultimately to see aban-
doned. Complacency in the face of this attack would be unwise, for
there is a color of truth in the argument which, under some conditions,
could render it effective. Congress itself is the only body that can
render this destructive argument futile, and it can best do so by reject-
ing every amendment that would withdraw or curtail the benefit rights
of any person unless the amendment is required, and can be justified
to the people, as a necessary incident in the continuing process of
strengthening and improving the system.
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FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR TRANSPORTATION, PAR-
TICULARLY HIGHWAYS, AND OTHER PUBLIC WORKS

THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ACT OF 1956, AND THE
FEDERAL-AID AIRPORT PROGRAM

DEPARTMENT OF CO.MMIERCE

Materials submitted by Frederick H. Mueller, Acting Secretary of
Commerce 1

EXCERPTS FROM STATEMENT OF HON. SINCLAIR WEEKS, SECRETARY OF
COMMIERCE, IN HEARINGS BEFORE A SUBCoCMMITrEE OF THE CO1knIIT-
TEE ON PUBIAC WORKS, UNITED STATES SENATE, 84THI CONGRESS, 1ST
SESSION ON S. 1048, S. 1072, S. 1160, AND S. 1573, BILLS RELATING
TO THE NATIONAL HIGHWAY PROGRAAM, PAGES 319-320
Finally, I emphatically state that it is my opinion that the solu-

tion of the higlhw,,ay problem, and particularly the construction of the
±LiLUt1niUU lliglf -ay b"3ynce1; 1111.1t Vuu 1

being and expansion. The improvement of the Interstate System also
satisfies the defense needs. It is interesting to note that since World
War II, American industry has invested $205 billion in plant and
is expected to invest $27 billion in plant in 1955.

Thus, private industry is spending for capital improvements each
year approximately as much as Federal Government would be spend-
ing under this bill in 10 years for the vital Interstate Highway
System. The magnitude of the task is difficult to comprehend. lt
is by far the largest engineering and construction program ever
undertaken during peacetime. By way of comparison, the Panama
Canal cost less than one-fifth of the annual expenditures contemplated
on the Interstate System. This undertaking will require the closest
cooperation between the 48 States and the Bureau of Public Roads
over a period of 10 years. A project of this magnitude cannot be
undertaken successfully on a piecemeal basis any more than it Would
be possible so to undertake a project such as the St. Lawrence sea-
way, which is a relatively small undertaking as compared to the
construction of the Interstate System.

IThe Department of Commerce has submitted the following materials in response to
the request of the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy for a statement concerning Federal ex-
penditures for transportation, particularly highways, and their relationship to the Nation's
economic growth and stability. The materials consist of excerpts from testimony by the
Secretary of Commerce. the Honorable Sinclair Weeks, in the hearings by a subcommittee
of the Committee on Public Works. United States Senate, S4th Cong., 1st sess., with refer-
Pnce to S. 1048. S. 1072. S. 1160. and S. 1573, bills relating to the national highway pro-
gram, pp. 319-20; before the Subcommittee on Roads of the Committee on Public Works,
House of Representatives, February 7, 1956, with respect to H. R. 8836, Federal Highway
Act of 1956: and In the hearings by the Committee on Ways and Means, nouse of Rcprc
sentatlves, 84th Cong.. 2d sess., on H. R. 9075, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 to provide additional revenue from the taxes on motor fuel, tires. and trucks and
buses, pp. 175-180; and excerpts from the Federal-Aid Airport Program, Policies and Pro-
cedures, Department of Commerce, Civil Aeronautics Administration (Department of Com-
merce: October 1, 1955).
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Under the 1954 act we -were instructed to make an evaluation of the
hiighway needs throughout the United States and to report upon these
needs. This study and that of the Clay committee covered not only
iimnediate highway deficiencies but the needs for the future as well.
In evaluating the interstate highway problem the estimates are based
on bringing that system up to standards which will be adequate for at
least 0if years after the mrnnpletion of n any given seftinn thereonf Tn
obtaining the detailed estimates, the Bureau of Public Roads was
dependent for the most part on the cooperation of the 48 States.

On the basis of these estimates and in keeping with these standards,
the total requirements are estimated at $23 billion for the existing
Interstate System of 37,600 miles. Provision has been made by law
for the extension of the Interstate System to a total of 40,000 miles.
The difference between these 2 figures, 2,400 miles, has been reserved
for extension of the system in urban areas and a substantial portion,
if not all, of these extensions are included in the administration bill.

For this purpose an estimated figure of $4 billion has been provided,
making a total of $27 billion for the entire Interstate System and the
extensions thereto. Of this $27 billion, States and local governmients
would be expected to contribute $2 billion, which leaves a balance of
$25 billion to be provided under S. 1160.

It is estimated that there will be 81 million vehicles on the road in
1965, 40 percent more than at present. In the next 10 to 15 years our
population will, it is estimated, increase about 30 million. Our roads
are a vital part of our programs for commerce, trade, transportation,
and defense. The basic issue before the Congress is the need to obtain
in 10 years an Interstate System adequate for the next 20 to 30 years.
To the extent not needed, the program involved in S. 1160 can auto-
matically adjust and cut down. We believe the need fully exists, and
that this measure is a sound way in which it can be accomplished with
the minimiiinum of uncertainty in planninig and engineering.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE SINCLAIR WIEEKS, SECRETARY OF COm-
MERCE, BEFORE TUE SuncomijIrnTEE ON ROADS OF THE COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC WORKS, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, FEBRUARY 7, 1956

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before your subcommittee
and express my views with respect to H. R. 8836, the Federal High-
way Act of 1956, and other pending highway proposals. Before
commenting on the bill, I should like to say that I am greatly pleased
with the efforts which the members of the Committee on Public
Works are making to solve the highway problem. I sincerely hope
that the users of the Nation's highways also will appreciate your
efforts.

The need for an expanded and adequate highway program was
definitely established by representatives of farm organizations, in-
dustry, labor, and other interests, and officials of State and Federal
agencies at hearings before your committee during the last session
of the Congress, and I will not attempt to further confirm these needs.
However, I should like to point out that the President has empha-
sized repeatedly, in his state of the Union and budget messages and
his Economic Report, that a greatly improved highway system is
vital for both economic development and national defense, as well as
to reduce traffic deaths and injuries.
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We are very gratified that H. R. 8836 accomplishes the Principal
objectives of the President's program for completion of the National
System of Interstate Highways by authorizing construction of the
system as a single integrated project, requiring the Federal Govern-
ment to assume the principal responsibility for financing the pro-
gram, and providing for apportionment of funds among the States
on the basis of need.

In contrast to the practice of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of
1954 and previous acts authorizing appropriations for the Inter-
state System on a 2-year basis, H. R. 8836 provides total authoriza-
tions of $24,825 million for the 13-year period beginning with the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1957, and continuing through the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1969.

We believe it imperative that completion of the Interstate System
be authorized as one project rather than on a piecemeal approach.
I have referred to the President's statements on the need for an im-
proved highway system, and I should like to quote from his state of
the Union message concerning the necessity for authorizing the Inter-
state System as an entire project:

In my message of February 22, 1955, I urged that measures
be taken to complete the vital 40,000-mile Interstate System
over a period of 10 years at an estimated Federal cost of ap-
proximately $25 billion. No program was adopted.

If we are ever to solve our mounting traffic problem, the
, l 11AJI SJ1tll UG tUV o LCIt 111 TUU IS CI WU 1 1.A LZ V114 llt

to be completed approximately within the specified time.
Only in this way can industry efficiently gear itself to the
job ahead. Only in this way can the required planning and
engineering be accomplished without the confusion and waste
unavoidable in a piecemeal approach. Furthermore, as I
pointed out last year, the pressing nature of this problem
must not lead us to solutions outside the bounds of sound
fiscal management. As in the case of other pressing prob-
lems, there must be an adequate plan of financing. * * *

I cannot state any more clearly the necessity for authorizing the
whole Interstate System as one project.

We also believe that it is very necessary that the Interstate System
be completed over a period of 10 years, as recommended by the
President, rather than over a 13-year period as provided in H. R. 8836.
'We are falling further and further behind in our efforts to keep the
Interstate System adequate to meet our needs. Complete cessation of
highway construction during World War II and the astonishing in-
crease in the number of motor vehicles have rendered this even more
difficult. If we are to catch up with our needs, the Interstate System
must be completed within a relatively short period of time. We urge
that the period for completion of the system be fixed at 10 years, and
that an adequate plan of financing be adopted which will permit
accomplishment of this objective.

In this connection, we understand that the Committee on Ways and
Al\1tamms is draf Ling a bill designed to provide revenues considered neces-
sary for the highway program, and that such bill will be consolidated
with any bill reported out by your committee.
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Funds for completion of the Interstate System would be appor-
tioned among the States under H. R. 8836 in the ratio which the
estimated cost of completing the Interstate System in each State bears
to the total cost of completing such system as set forth in computations
compiled by the Bureau of Public Roads in House Document No. 120,
84th Congress.

Wle believe th.at this is thi omly nmtphod whith will fullv nacomrnlish
the objective of completing the Interstate System in a given period of
time in accordance with the needs determined by the States with the
cooperation of the Bureau of Public Roads. The formulas used in
previous acts for apportioning funds among the States on a basis
of population, area, and mileage would not permit this to be accom-
plished. Nor would such formulas assure simultaneous completion
of the entire system. However, we suggest that provision be made
for reevaluation of the needs of the Interstate System in the several
States to take care of designation of the remaining 2,300 miles in the
40,000-mile system subsequent to the computations set forth in House.
Document No. 120.

In view of the special interest which the Federal Government has
in early completion of the 40,000 miles in the Interstate System, we
agree that the matching of funds for the construction of such system
should be on a 90-percent Federal and 10-percent State basis as pro-
vided in H. R. 8836. Although the system constitutes only about
1.2 percent of our total road mileage, it joins 42 State capitals and
90 percent of all cities over 50,000 population. It carries more than
one-seventh of all traffic, one-fifth of all rural traffic, and directly
serves 65 percent of the urban and 45 percent of the rural population.
It is the key network for industrial production, interstate travel, and
civilian and national defense.

The States have the responsibility, under the various Federal-aid
statutes, for the planning, construction, and maintenance of projects
in the interstate and other national highway systems. They also
have the responsibility for enforcement of speed, highway marking,
and other phases of highway use. Despite the dominant role of the
Federal Government with respect to the Interstate System, we do
not believe there should be any change in these traditional Federal-
State relationships and responsibilities. In this concept fall such
provisions as the one relating to regulation of sizes and weights of
motor vehicles. We believe that Federal participation in the Inter-
state System should parallel existing Federal-aid highway procedures
except only for limited power in the Federal Government to acquire
rights-of-way at a State's request where necessary to assure limited
access.

We therefore favor the Federal Goverment's being given authority
where requested by a State as provided in H. R. 8836, to step in and
acquire rights-of-way, including control of access, where a State
requests it to do so because of the inability of the highway depart-
ment to acquire such rights-of-way with limited access or with suffi-
cient promptness to expedite construction on segments of the Inter-
state System. The Federal Government now has such authority with
respect to defense-access roads, and similar authority with respect to
projects on the Interstate System would expedite the construction
and improvement of such system.
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We are surprised to encounter the provision in H. R. 8836 relating
to credits to the States for existing free or toll highways located on
the Interstate System. Although a similar provision was contained
in bills implementing the report of the President's Advisory Com-
mittee on a national highway program, no such provision was incor-
porated in the highway bill passed by the Senate or in the bill
reported by your committee.

In any event, we have given the proposal a great deal of thought,
and do not favor it at the present time. The President's program
for the Interstate System contemplates completion of a system in
accordance with needs and not the purchase of one. Obviously, more
roads can be completed if those already built are not bought. Fur-
thermore, the States would not appear to be hurt by failure to extend
credit for such roads. In general, toll roads have been set up on a
sound fiscal basis, and have not cost the States a penny. No amount
has been included in the authorizations for the Interstate System
for toll- and free-road credits, and it would therefore be necessary
to increase the authorizations or cancel a part of the needed program
if such credits are to be extended.

We are also gratified that H. R. 8836 meets the objective of the
President that 'ederal aid be continued for improvement of other
national highway systems.

The bill continues the practice of previous years of having Con-
gress enact in even numbered years highway legislation containing
authorizations for the Federal-aid primary and secondary systems and
extensions thereof within urban areas for the subsequent 2 years. The
bill authorizes an additional $25 million for the fiscal year 1957, $750
million for the fiscal year 1958, and $775 million for the fiscal year
1959 for such systems. The bill also expresses the congressional intent
progressively to increase the total authorization for these 3 categories
by a minimum of $25 million annually for a 10-year period ending
,June 30, 1969.

We favor continuation of aid to the primary and secondary systems
and extensions thereof within urban areas, and believe that the prac-
tice of providing authorizations for such systems on a biennial basis is
sound. Funds appropriated under such authorizations are appor-
tioned among the States on the basis of population, area, and mileage.
These factors and related highway needs change from time to time,
and it is only appropriate that the Congress have an opportunity to
review them. The pronouncement of congressional policy to increase
progressively the total authorization for these 3 systems by a mini-
mum of $25 million annually for the 10-year period ending June 30,
1969, gives recognition to the growing need for improvement of these
highways, and should be of material assistance to the States. The
pronouncement has the added advantage of enabling the States to
plan in advance concerning the raising of matching funds.

H. R. 8836 continues for the fiscal years 1958 and 1959 the author-
izations set forth in the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1954 for forest
highways and similar roads on the Federal domain. The bill ex-
presses the congressional intent to continue until June 30, 1969, the
authorizations for these roads at annual rates not less than those for
the fiscal years 1958 and 1959. These routes constitute important
links in our highway system and provide access to economic areas and

97735-57----68
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resources. The need for their continued improvement is clearly
evident.

We are very much in favor of the provision in H. R. 8836 which
would increase the present $10 million annual emergency fund author-
ization under section 7 of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1952 to
$30 million for the repair or reconstruction of highways on the Fed-
eral-aid systems which are damaged as a result of disaster. The pro-
posed increase is necessary in order to meet the 50-percent Federal
share of the cost of the damage to Federal-aid systems resulting from
hurricanes Connie and Diane and the floods in the eastern and western
coastal States.

We suggest that a provision be inserted in H. R. 8836 which will
authorize the Secretary of Commerce to employ specialized and addi-
tional personnel in the top supervisory and administrative grades
under the Classification Act of 1949 for the purpose of meeting the
greatly increased responsibilities which will be imposed on the Bureau
of Public Roads as a result of the highway program. The engineering
program contemplated by H. R. 8836 will be the largest ever proposed,
and the activities of the Bureau of Public Roads will be more than
tripled.

I again desire to compliment your committee on the serious and
determined effort which it is making to develop legislation providing
for an expanded and adequate highway program. I shall be pleased to
answer any questions which you may have.

EXCERPTS FROM STATEMENT OF HON. SINCLAIR WEEKS, SECRETARY OF
COMMERCE, IN HEARINGS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND
MEANS, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 84TH CONGRESS, 2D SESSION,
ON H. R. 9075, A BILL To AMEND THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF
1954 TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL REVENUE FROM THE TAXES ON MOTOR
FUEL, TIR.ES, TPUCKS, AND BusES, PAGE 1 75 180.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before your committee in
its consideration of H. R. 9075, the Highway Revenue Act of 1956,
which is intended to provide for raising the necessary Federal rev-
enues required to finance the Federal highway program authorized by
H. R. 8836, the Federal Highway Act of 1956.

I should like to refer to the principal provisions of H. R. 8836, and
repeat certain of the views which I expressed to the Committee on
Public Works.

H. R. 8836 provides total additional authorizations of $24,825 mil-
lion for the National System of Interstate Highways for the 13-year
period beginning with the fiscal year ending June 30, 1957, and con-
tinuing through the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969.

The bill also authorizes an additional $25 million for the fiscal
year 1957, $750 million for the fiscal year 1958, and $775 million for
the fiscal year 1959 for the Federal-aid primary and secondary sys-
tems and extensions thereof within urban areas, and expresses the
congressional intent progressively to increase the total authorization
for these 3 categories by a minimum of $25 million annually for a 10-
year period ending June 30, 1969.

Furthermore, the bill provides authorization, for forest highways
and other roads on the Federal domain for the fiscal years 1958 and
1959 in the same amounts as now provided in the Federal Aid High-
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way Act of 1954 for the fiscal years 1956 and 1957, and expresses
congressional intent to continue until June 30, 1969, authorizations
for such roads at annual rates not less than those contained in the
Federal Aid Highway Act of 1954.

In testifying before the Committee on Public Works, I stated that
wve were very gratified that H. R. 8836 accomplished the principal
objectives of the President's program for completion of the Interstate
System by authorizing construction of the system as an integrated
project, by requiring the Federal Government to assume the principal
responsibility for financing the program, and by providing for ap-
portionment of funds among the States on the basis of need.

However, I urged that the period of authorizations for completion
of the Interstate System be fixed at 10 years, as recommended by the
President in his various messages to the Congress, and that an adequate
plan of financing be adopted which would permit accomplishment of
this objective.

I also stated that we were gratified that H. R. 8836 met the objectives
of the President that Federal aid be continued for improvement of
other national highway systems.

It is my understanding that virtually all of the witnesses now being
heard by the Committee on Public Works are supporting the principal
provisions of H. R. 8836. The need for an expanded and adequate
highway program was also confirmed by numerous representatives
of farm organizations, industry, labor, and other interests, and officials
of State and Federal agencies at hearings before the Senate and House
Committees on Public Works during the last session of the Congress.

There is, therefore, no real necessity for further confirmation of
these needs. However, I consider it appropriate that your committee,
which has the task of raising the Federal revenue required for financ-
ing the Federal highway program authorized by H. R. 8836, be pro-
vided with some information as to why such a program is required for
the personal safety, the general prosperity, and the national security
of the American people.

During the past year, 38,300 persons lost their lives in highway
accidents. Another 1,350,000 persons suffered injuries, with 100,000
of them being permanently disabled. The losses in the past year
alone from these deaths and injuries have been estimated at the as-
tounding total of $4.7 billion.

The number of motor vehicles increased from 58 to 61 million during
1955, and estimates indicate that there will be 81 million vehicles on
the highways by 1965.

Contributing to the conclusion that a continuing rise in the number
of motor vehicles is in prospect are the expected increases in our popu-
lation and annual income. Estimates indicate that our popu ation
will increase by about 30 million in the next 10 or 15 years.

Economists predict that our annual income and productivity will
increase by at least 40 percent in 10 years. Much of the increase
in our annual income is expected to go to those in the lower and
middle-income brackets, the ones most likely to convert their rising
income into automobiles.

These estimates and predictions indicate that the fearful toil of
injuries and property damage resulting from accidents on our high-
wvays will increase in even greater proportion unless steps are taken
immediately to modernize our highway system.
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In addition to the huge toll of personal casualties and property
damage, we are losing billions of dollars each year as the direct or
indirect result of existing inadequacies in our highways. These
losses are the result of delays, soaring operating costs due to traffic
congestion, rising insurance premiums, and so forth.

Farmers, manufacturers, and all forms of businessmen suffer delays
and unnecessary expense in the transportation of their products to
the consumer.

It is unnecessary to point out that the consumer ends up by paying
the increased distribution costs resulting from inadequate roads.
Our highway system must be expanded and made adequate from the
standpoint of safety and economics.

It is even more necessary that the Interstate System, which is the
backbone of the Nation's highways, be authorized for completion over
a period of 10 years as recommended by the President. This system,
the designation of which was authorized by the Federal Highway Act
of 1944, consists of 40,000 miles of routes in the United States which
were selected by joint action of the State highway departments in
cooperation with the Federal Government.

The designated routes were found to be the most important from
the standpoint of military and civil defense. Although the system
constitutes only about 1.2 percent of our total road mileage, it joins
42 State capitals and 90 percent of all cities over 50,000 population.
It carries more than one-seventh of all traffic, one-fifth of all rural
traffic, and directly serves 65 percent of the urban and 45 percent
of the rural population.

It touches or crosses 406 of the 435 congressional districts, and in-
cludes virtually every section and segment of the population.

Because the system serves as a main trunkline for the transporta-
tion of men and material between our major population and in-
dustrial centers and seaports, it would afford a much. greater degree
of service than any other system in the efficient and rapid movement
of heavy types of military equipment in time of war.

Since the system is composed of the main arterial routes leading out
of our major cities, it would be of inestimable value for rapid and
mobile evacuation of the civilian population from urban centers.

Both the Congress and the President have recognized that the Na-
tion's highway problem is very acute. The Federal Aid Highway
Act of 1954 directed the Secretary of Commerce to make a study of the
costs of completing the several systems of highways in the several
States.

The President appointed an Advisory Committee on a National
Highway Program, with Gen. Lucius 1). Clay, as Chairman. This
Committee submitted its report in January 1955, entitled "A 10-Year
National Highway Program."

The President transmitted the report to the Congress with a special
message on February 22, 1955. Legislation was subsequently intro-
duced which implemented the recommendations set forth in the Presi-
dent's message.

The Secretary of Commerce submitted the report called for by the
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1954 on March 25, 1955.

The Advisory Committee recommended that special emphasis be
placed on early completion of the Interstate System, and estimated
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the cost of completing the system to be $27 billion as of December 31,
1954.

The committee recommended that the Federal Government provide
$25 billion of this amount, and that State and local subdivisions pro-
vide the remaining $2 billion.

The study submitted by the Secretary of Commerce to the Congress,
which was prepared by the Bureau of Public Roads on the basis of
detailed estimates submitted by the 48 States, estimated the total cost
of completing the then 37,700 miles of the Interstate System to be ap-
proximately $23 billion.

The cost of completing the remaining 2,300 miles, which have been
subsequently designated, was estimated to require an additional $4 bil-
lion.

Both the Advisory Committee estimates and those of the Secretary
of Commerce were based on requirements necessary to bring the Inter-
state System to standards which would be adequate for estimated
traffic in the year 1974.

The President has recommended in his state of the Union and
budget messages, and in his economic report to this Congress, that
completion of the Interstate System be authorized as one project over
a period of 10 years

As I stated previously, H. R. 8836 provides for completion of the
Interstate System as an integrated project by containing total author-
izations of $24,825 million for the 13-year period beginning with the
fisea1 vear ending June 30, 1957, and continuing through the fiscal
year June 30, 1969.

We believe that if we are ever to solve our increasing traffic prob-
lem. the Interstate System must be authorized as one project. Modern
highways are the product of technology and require painstaking
design and preliminary engineering, as well as right-of-way acqui-
sition.

Absence of a definite program inevitably leads to a dissipation of
careful plans and resources, with a consequent waste and need to rede-
velop highway standards and assemble the required manpower and
materials.

Furthermore, a partial or piecemeal program does not catch up with
needs, and multiplies cost. The States cannot undertake to obtain the
necessary modernization of State laws for the advance acquisition of
rights-of-way, controlled access, and integration of highway author-
ity at all levels of government unless they are assured of an adequate
program.

H. R. 8836 also requires the Federal Government to assume the prin-
cipal responsibility for financing completion of the Interstate System
by providing for 90 percent Federal and 10 percent State matching
because of the predominant Federal interest in this National System.

Being relieved of the heavy interstate burden, the States can then
apply greater amounts of their own fulds for matching Federal funds
provided for the Federal-aid primary and secondary systems.

H. R. 8836 provides that fulds for completion of the Interstate Sys-
tem shall be apportioned among the States in the ratio which the esti-
mated cost of completing the Interstate System in each State bears to
the total cost of completing such system as set forth in the study sub-
mitted by the Secretary of Commerce to the Congress, which was pub-
lished as House Document No. 120.
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We believe that this is the only method which will fully accomplish
the objective of completing the Interstate System in a given period
of time in accordance with the needs determined by the States with
the cooperation of the Bureau of Public Roads.

The formulas used in previous Federal-aid highway acts for ap-
portioning funds among the States on the basis of population, area,
and mileage would not permit this to be accomplished. Nor would
such formulas assure simultaneous completion of the entire system.

I have previously referred to the fact that I recommended to the
commnittee on Public Works that the authorization period for com-
pletion of the Interstate System be fixed at 10 rather than 13 years,
as provided in H. R. 8836.

I made this recommendation because we are falling further and
further behind in our efforts to keep the Interstate System adequate
to meet our needs. Complete cessation of highway construction dur-
ing World War II and the amazing increase in the number of motor
vehicles, to which I have previously referred, have made this even
more difficult.

Although I have referred throughout the statement to the Inter-
state System because of its predominant Federal interest, the bill
wisely includes provision for continuing assistance to the States in
improvement of Federal aid primary and secondary systems and their
extensions into urban areas.

The main through roads and interstate roads comprising the prin-
cipal highways of the Nation constitute the primary system. The
secondary system consists of farm-to-market routes, rural mail routes,
school-bus routes, and county and local roads which feed the local
traffic into the primary roads.

The Federal-aid primary system consists of a total of about 234,400
miles, of which 16,500 miles are in the urban category and 40,000 are
included in the In terstate System. The mileage of the secondar-
systems is about 483,000 miles.

H. R. 8836 quite properly, therefore, authorizes an additional $25
million for the fiscal year 1957 for the Federal-aid primary and
secondary systems and extensions thereof within urban areas.

The bill further increases the authorizations for the fiscal years
1958-59 and expresses the congressional intent progressively to in-
crease the total authorizations for these systems by a minimum of
$25 million annually for a 10-year period ending June 30,1969.

We believe that these increases and the pronouncement of congres-
sional policy provide a well-balanced program of expansion on all our
road systems. The pronouncement should be of material assistance to
the States in enabling them to plan in advance concerning the raising
of funds required under the 50-50 matching formula applicable to the
granting of Federal aid to these systems.

I believe that it will be of interest to you to know that two-thirds of
our highways are below minimum safe-driving standards for today,
much less tomorrow, with wornout pavements, poorly engineered
curves, narrow rights-of-way, jammed intersections, and narrow
bridges.

Speaking in terms of national averages, the typical rural highway on
the Interstate System has a surface that was last improved in 1937, and
a roadway on which the last major improvement of alinement and
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grade was made in 1932. Only about 5,000 miles of this system outside
of towns have more than 2 lanes.

The cost estimates which have been computed for needed improve-
ments for our highway system naturally provide the highest design
standards for the Interstate System, while progressively lower stand-
ards have been used for each road system of lesser importance.

The States have the responsibility at the present time, under the
various Federal-aid statutes, for the planning, construction, and main-
tenance of projects in the interstate and other Federal-aid highway
systems.

No change is contemplated in these responsibilities with respect to
the construction of the highway systems which would be authorized
by H. R. 8836.

Practically everyone would benefit from an expanded highway pro-
gram such as that authorized by H. R. 8836. Farmers, manufacturers,
and businessmen in general would be able to get their products to the
consumer in much less time.

Consumers would enjoy lower transportation costs.
Highway transportation, which is a major factor in our economy,

would thrive.
Our general economy would benefit since industry and employment

directly related to the highway transportation system and its byprod-
ucts account for about one-seventh of the total value of our gross
national product.



THIE FEDERAL-AID AIRPORT PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
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May 13, 1946) authorized a grant-in-aid program to assist public
agencies in the development of a nationwide system of public airports
adequate to meet the needs of civil aeronautics.

Under the original act, appropriations were made annually, thus
requiring operation of the program on a year-to-year basis. Under
this program more than 1,100 airports were built or improved and
substantial progress was made in the development of many public
airports.

The basic Federal Airport Act was amended (Public Law 211, 84th
Cong., approved August 3, 1955) to authorize definite amounts for
Federal participation in airport development for each of the fiscal
years 1956, 1957, 1958, and 1959. The act, as amended, enables com-
munities to prepare long-range plans for airport development under
the Federal-aid airport program. By permitting advance planning
for the expenditure of Federal funds, the act now provides a better
opportunity for sponsors to arrange their financing to match the avail-
ability of Federal funds.

POLICY FOR ADMINISTERING THE FEDERAL-AID AIRPORT PROGRAM

The Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 and the Federal Airport Act of
1946 place statutory responsibility in the Secretary of Commerce to
provide a system of public airports adequate to anticipate and meet
the needs of civil aeronautics, both air carrier and general aviation.
Today, there exists a basic system of public and private airports to
serve the Nation, representing a large investment of public and private
funds. Growth in the volume of air traffic, technological develop-
ments in the science of aeronautics, shifts in the relationship between
the airport and its neighbors, and other factors in this dynamic in-
dustry all combine to create a changing aeronautical demand which,
in turn, requires that the national system of airports be capable of
adapting itself to varying conditions. The primary purpose of the
Federal-aid airport program will be to assist each community, irre-
spective of population, which has a substantial aeronautical require-
ment, in developing new or bringing its existing civil airport(s) to
a standard compatible with the present and future needs of civil
aeronautics, so that such airport(s) will be a part of "a system of
public airports adequate to anticipate and meet the needs of civil
aeronautics." Listed below are the policy objectives which will serve
as guide lines in the administration of the Federal-aid airport
program.

1. Construction of new airports should be limited to communities
where (1) the volume of air traffic, now or in the future, exceeds the
potential capacity of the existing airport(s) ; (2) the existing air-
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port(s) cannot economically be improved to handle their air traffic
safely and adequately; (3) the community or area lacks an airport
but facts show the need for one; or (4) one new airport can serve
one or more communities more efficiently than existing facilities.

2. A community can be included in the national airport plan and
can qualify for Federal aid if, within the established forecast period,
it will have a substantial aeronautical necessity. Occasionally, the
existing aeronautical activity in a community understates its poten-
tial; such a locality can be included in the national airport plan and
can qualify for Federal aid if evidence clearly shows that the measure-
ment of present aeronautical activity fails as an indicator of its airport
requirements or if it has one or more specific requirements (aeronauti-
cal necessity that cannot be translated into measurable units of aero-
nautical demand) provided the satisfaction of the need is essential to
the public welf are.

3. The majority of committees can be adequately served by one
properly plannled, well-developed civil airport; under these conditions,
Federal-aid airport program funds should be spent on only the one
airport. The airport can be a new one provided the community has a
substantial aeronautical requirement, but does not have an airport
or has an existing airport wvhiclh needs to be replaced. Certain metro-
politan areas, however, now need, and others soon will need, more
than one airport to handle their volume of civil air traffic efficiently
and safely; in such cases each necessary public airport will be eligible
to receive Federal-aid airuort uroaram funds.

4. Where proposed military occupancy of a civil airport will result
in depriving any segment of civil aviation of needed facilities, every
effort should be made by the affected community, in its negotiations
with the military services, to secure adequate reimbursement for such
military occupancy. This reimbursement, or an amount equivalent
thereto, should be utilized to construct an adequate civil airport or
replacement facilities without Federal-aid airport program participa-
tion. Under no circumstances, however, will Federal-aid airport
program funds be used to provide a new airport unless special circum-
stances provide justification for the administrator to approve the
termination of the community's obligations to the Federal Govern-
ment (if any exist) with regard to the first airport.

a. Federal-aid airport program funds should be spent primarilyy
to assist in projects essential to operational safety and efficiency of
airports.

6. Federal-aid airport program funds should be used to encourage
and to provide long-range solutions to community airport problems.
The development or improvement of a facility wvhichl may be replaced
in a very few years, or other short-range solution, should be adopted
only when the facts, balanced against the amount of funds required,
justify such a solution.

7. Expenditures for runway construction at new airports will
generally be limited to a single runway. Its approaches should be
acquired, zoned. or otherwise protected for aeronautical safety. Ex-
penditures for runway improvement at existing airports wvill largely
be restricted to the dominant runway and its approach zones with a
gradual plhlasinig-out of the less used runways. More than one runway
wvill be eligible when traffic volume demands additional runway capac-
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ity or where wind conditions require an additional runway for safety
and operational efficiency giving consideration to the economic factors
of air transportation at that location.

8. Federal-aid airport program funds may be used to develop ade-
quate airport buildings to the extent necessary to satisfy the func-
tional requirements of civil aviation. Facilities associated with the
airport terminal buildings will only be eligible for Federal funds to
the extent that such facilities are required for the safety and reasonable
comfort and convenience of passengers and users of the airport.

9. Entrance roads within the normal boundaries of the airport, and
solely for airport usage, are eligible for construction with Federal-
aid airport program funds. Such funds will not be used for construc-
tion of roads and streets for facilitation of flow of traffic to and from
the airport.

10. In administering the Federal-aid airport program, the needs of
national defense will be recognized to the extent feasible, but Federal-
aid airport program eligibility will be limited to development justified
by civil needs.

11. Under the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, the CAA is responsible
for fostering and promoting the development of civil aviation and will
normally point out to airport owners known deficiencies in airport
facilities. In performing this function, however, CAA employees
must point out that a recommendation to correct a deficiency does not
in any way imply a commitment of funds under the Federal-aid air-
port program. Such funds are earmarked when a specific project has
been included in an approved program and a tentative allocation of
funds has been made. However, funds are committed only when a
grant agreement has been executed.

12. Sponsors should be encouraged to accomplish necessary develop-
mient for which Federal-aid airport program funds are not available.
All nossible assistance within the limits of available timne and person-
nel will be rendered to sponsors to accomplish this end. Even though
Federal-aid airport program funds are not used in accomplishing air-
port development, adherence to CAA standards and specifications is
desirable.

13. Any and all items of development proposed for inclusion in a
project will be evaluated in the light of current standards. Although
the Federal share of an overall development may be comparatively
small, the items of work to be accomplished with Federal assistance
will be judged on their own merit and must be fully eligible. In short,
each item for which Federal funds are sought must "stand on its own
feet." In those cases where Federal funds constitute less than the
normal Federal share of the total funds required for the items of eli-
gible development being undertaken by the sponsor, it will save both
time and money if the Federal funds are applied to construction items
only, eliminating all engineering and administrative costs.

14. Each project should provide a usable unit of airport develop-
ment. If the development of a usable unit is susceptible of more eco-
nomical accomplishment under stage construction, Federal-aid air-
port program funds may be programed in advance for accomplishment
of the development over a period of 2 or more years, within the limit
of available authorization.

15. All work must be accomplished in accordance with an approved
master layout plan.
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16. A shortage of funds should not be used as a reason for com-
promise planning or programing. A project should provide for high
quality development regardless of the size of the program or the
availability of Federal funds.

17. Because of administrative procedures involved in the Federal-
aid airport program, it is generally impractical to consider a project
involving less than $5,000 in Federal funds unless special necessity
for the dfevelopment warrants Federal participation. Small projects
on 1 airport should, wherever possible, be consolidated in 1 grant
agreement rather than be accomplished over a period of years.

18. All development authorized at one airport during any fiscal
year should be contained in a single grant agreement unless special
circumstances exist.

19. On all new runways or landing strips or expenditures on exist-
ing runways, the sponsor will be required to own, acquire, or agree to
acquire, runway clear zones as defined in programing standards at
each end of each runway or landing strip on which Federal-aid air-
port program funds are to be expended. Exceptions will be consid-
ered (on the basis of a full statement of facts by the sponsor) where
a showing of uneconomical acquisition cost, or lack of necessity for
acquisition, can be made. If military necessity now requires or will
require runway length in excess of civil needs, runway clear zones
will be eligible at the end of the fully extended runway, but the cost
of the land required for the military extension is not eligible. Fed-
eral-aid airport program funds can be used to acquire only one clear
zone at each end of each eligible runway unless justified by chanced
civil requirements; when military runway extensions are provided
within a clear zone, every effort shall be made to have a substitute
clear zone provided without Federal-aid airport program funds. If
easements rather than acquisition of property for runway clear zones
will afford the sponsor adequate control of the surface of such areas,
easements will be eligible in lieu of title.

20. Where economically feasible, large developments which lend
themselves to financing over a period of more than 1 year and ac-
complishment under more than 1 grant agreement will be given
tentative allocations for future years rather than to obligate the en-
tire Federal share in 1 fiscal year. Grant agreements will be made
against such tentative allocations only during the fiscal year in which
the funds are authorized for obligation.

21. No Federal-aid airport program funds will be authorized for
expenditure on an airport unless the Administrator is satisfied that
the sponsorship requirements under existing and proposed agree-
ments with the United States, applicable to that airport, have been
or will be met.



THE CIVIL WORKS PROGRAM AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARM-Y

Statement submitted by Dewey Short, Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Civil-Mi]itary Affairs)

THE RELATIONSHIP OF FEDERAL REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS TO
THE PROCESSES OF EcoNOwric GROWTHJ IN T1IE PRIVATE SECTORS OF
THE EcCONOMf1Y

The Federal Government does not have regional resource develop-
ment programs, other than the program of the Tennessee Valley
Administration, in the sense that such programs are concerned wmith
the development of the resources of a specific region primarily from
the viewpoint of the region itself. Rather, the resource development
programs of the Federal Government are, by and large, nationwide
programs geared to meet specific needs wherever they emerge. The
navigation and flood control activities of the Corps of Engineers are
outstanding examples of these nationwide programs. Under these
programs, individual projects for navigation, flood control, and asso-
ciated purposes are carried out when and as authorized by Congress,
if the benefits from the viewpoint of the Nation as a whole and to
whomsoever they accrue exceed the costs by whomsoever incurred.
The individuals, industries and communities whose flood losses are
reduced, who utilize the improved waterways and hydroelectric power
and otherwise benefit from these nationwide programs are components,
of course, of the region and, in this sense, the programs have an
important regional impact. These effects are strikingly apparent in
areas such as the Pacific Northwest, the Mississippi Alluvial Valley,
the Ohio River Basin, and the Missouri River Basin where such pro-
grams have been planned and carried out as elements of overall river
basin developments. In several instances overall plans have been
developed through the joint action of Federal, State, and local interests
for the comprehensive development of the water and associated land
resources of major river basins and groups of such basins comprising
a larger region. Such overall plans have been completed for the
Arkansas- White-Red River Basins in the Southwest and for the river
basins comprising the New England-New York complex. The prep-
aration of a comprehensive plan for the Delaware River Basin is
currently underway.

The responsibility of the Corps of Engineers for civil works em-
braces the planning and carrying out, as authorized by Congress, of
projects for navigation, flood control, and associated water develop-
ment purposes. These associated purposes include hydroelectric power,
water supply, pollution abatement, the protection and enhancement
of fish, wildlife, and recreation resources and improved land use made
possible as a result of the flood control (including major drainage)
and water supply features of such projects.

The magnitude of the civil-works program may be gaged by the
fact that as of June 30, 1956, there were 3,208 active projects -which
the Congress had authorized to be constructed for a variety of purposes
including navigation, flood control, hydroelectric power, water supply,
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and associated uses. These projects have an estimated construction
cost of $16 billion. Included in the totals are 2,294 completed or
substantially completed projects with a construction cost of $3.4
billion, leaviing 914 projects under construction and those not yet
started with ill estimated construction cost of $12.6 billion of which
$9 billion has not yet been appropriated.

At the present rate of appropriations for construction, about $500
million for fiscal year 1957, it would require more than 20 years to
complete the presently authorized program. It is likely that this
period wvill be extended as the Congress very likely wvill authorize
additional projects which are currently under various stages of
preautihorization study.

Although the expenditures for Federal civil works are a small part
of the total annual construction expenditure, public and private, in
recent years, they may have a significant effect on the economy of
the areas and regions in which the projects are constructed. This
effect would be intensified, of course, during periods when manpower
and other resources utilized in project construction would otherwise
be underemployed. The principal effects, however, of these projects
on local areas and regions, as w-ell as the Nation as a whole, are the
benefits they provide on a continuing basis. The major uses and
effects of these projects are briefly described in the following sections.
Flood control

A recent study by the Corps of Engineers of 391 projects, which
on JuWe 30, 1954, had beent it operation coiltilluously over an li-year
period, estimates that these projects had prevented flood damages
totaling $7.3 billion. These projects also gave rise to additional
benefits in the form of increased net returns from higher uses of flood
plain property than would have been possible without flood protection.
But no estimate is available of these benefits. Many of these projects
are multiple purpose and, in addition to flood control, provide benefits
from water development uses.

Navigation
The navigation element of the civil-wvorks program consists of three

major parts: Coastal harbors and channels, Great Lakes harbors and
channels, and inland and intracoastal waterways. Navigation facili-
ties provided under this program carry huge tonnages of foreign and
interstate commerce and have yielded large savings in transportation
costs. Total waterborne commerce of the United States in calendar
year 19.5G reached a record high of 1,093 million tons.

The Federal Government has improved in varying degrees some
27,000 miles of waterw7ays in this country to provide the most exten-
sive inland navigation system in the world. Traffic on the inland
waterway system has grown tremendously over the years, reaching a
record higlh of 109.3 billion ton-miles in 1956, about 3.5 times the
traffic in 1946. 'As a result of the improvement of coastal harbors and
channels by the Federal Government, depths of 35 feet generally
prevail at major harbors on the Atlantic and gulf coasts, ranging up
to 45 feet in New York Harbor; and depths of 30 to 40 feet prevail
along the west coast. Harbors and channels of lesser depth have also
been provided for commercial and sport fishing, recreational boating,
and for use as harbors of refuge. In the Great Lakes, the connect-
ing channels are being improved with depths of 27 and 27Y½ feet
which together with the St. Lawrence seaway currently under con-
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struction will provide a continuous channel for oceangoing commerce
extending some 2,300 miles inland.
Hydroelectric power

The generation of hydroelectric power is an important feature in a
number of civil-works projects. The present installed capacity of all
multiple-purpose projects of the Corps of Engineers approximates
.5 million kilowaitts. The capacity, when the projects pjiesently under
construction will have been completed, will be 7.6 million kilowatts.
At projects constructed and operated by the Corps of Engineers 18.1
billion kilowatt-hours were generated during fiscal year 1956. In-
stalled capacity at Corps of Engineers projects now operating or under
construction at the end of fiscal year 1957 was equal to 38 percent of
all electric utility system hydrogenerating capacity and to approxi-
mately 8 percent of the total capacity of all sources of the Nation's
utility systems.

Development of hydroelectric power in Corps of Engineers' proj-
ects in the Columbia River Basin has been a major factor in the
industrialization of the Pacific Northwest region. To a lesser extent
this has also been true in other parts of the country including the
Missouri River Basin and the southeastern and southwestern regions.
iVater supply and streamnflow regulation

The Corps of Engineers has general legislative authority to modify
reservoir plans to provide additional storage for water supply, on the
condition that local interests pay the cost of such additional storage,
and to make contracts with States or others for the purchase of sur-
plUS wvater that may be available at civil works projects. In this
manner nulmerouls communities have availed themselves of the oppor-
tunity to obtain needed water supply storage space. The Corps
of Engineers is providing a little more than 1 million acre-feet of
storage space in 16 reservoirs in the interest of domestic and industrial
water supply, which serve over 38 towns and cities. In addition,
almost 4 million acre-feet of storage space are being operated either
exclusively or jointly for irrigation and other uses.
Pu.blic recreation use of project areas

In recent years there has been a phenomenal growth in the recrea-
tional use of reservoir areas and of the improved waterwvays and
harbors constructed by the Corps of Engineers. Total attendance at
reservoir areas increased from 16 million in 1950 to more than 71 mil-
iion in 1956 and the rate of increase is still sharply climbing. Already
attendance at these projects exceeds the total attendance at all national
parks. Some concept of the impact on the local economy may be
tzathered from the experience at Lake Texoma on the Red River in
Texas and Oklahoma. Attracted by boating, fishing, picnicking, camp-
ing, swimming, and hunting, approximately 5 million persons visited

Lake Texoma in 1954, and expended in this local area many millions
of dollars for equipment, food, lodging, and other needs.

THE USEFULINESS OR LIMITATIONS OF CIVIL WORKnS PROGRAMS FOR
PURPOSES OF SvAlTITZATION

Timely development and control of the water resources of the Nation
is a basic requirement for sustained economic (zrowlth. A rapidly
growoing population, higher per capita use, and greater demands in
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both industry and agriculture are placing a heavy strain on existing
water facilities. Water resources developments must keep pace with,
and preferably should anticipate, these growing demands if water is
not to be permitted to become a limiting factor in the economic growth
of communities, regions, and the Nation as a whole.

Water is a prime necessity in implementing advanced industrial
teclmology in production for both civilian and military needs. In-
creasingly industry is seeking locations along major watercourses
which assure adequate water supplies and low-cost transportation of
bulk commodities. But, such industrial developments involve large
capital investments which are feasible only if such locations are pro-
vided a reasonable degree of protection against serious flood damage.

The backlog of authorized civil works, totaling at present some
$9 billion and including projects in all sections of the country, con-
stitutes an important segment of needed Federal public works avail-
able for accelerated construction should conditions warrant. In the
construction of these projects large quantities of fabricated materials
and machinery, as well as on-the-site labor, are utilized thus benefit-
ing employment throughout the economy.

THE STANDARDS EMPLOYED BY THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS IN DETERNIIN-
ING THE KIND AND SIZE OF CIvIL-WORKs PROGRAMS REQUESTED

Most civil-works projects are undertaken by the Corps of Engineers
only upon specific authorization by the Congress. Plans for works
of improvement are prepared by the Corps of Enghieers %viiell aubllor-
ized by an act of Congress or by a resolution of the Senate or House
Committee on Public Works authorizing a review of a previous report
of the Chief of Engineers.

An initial step il the preparation of the project report is a public
hearing at which local interests are afforded full opportunity to express
their views on the character and extent of the improvement desired
and on the need and advisability of its execution. After careful
analysis of the data obtained from local interests and developed
through field and office studies, a plan of improvement is devised
best suited for solution of the problems under consideration and the
area in question. Consideration is given to optimum use of the water
resources of the area through multiple-purpose development. Gen-
erally separable features are included to the extent that the benefits
resulting from their inclusion equal or exceed the added costs, in order
that the project may provide maximum net benefits from the develop-
ment of the water resource. Before completing his report, the Chief
of Engineers invites the comments of the affected States and other
interested Federal agencies.

Over the years the Corps of Engineers has participated in the prepa-
ration of plans for the comprehensive development of the water re-
sources of a number of river basins, including, among others, the
Columbia River Basin, the Missouri River Basin, the Ohio River
Basin, the Arkansas-Red-White River Basins, and the New England-
New York region. These basin plans provide a broad framework for
the consideration of specific project proposals.

The rate at which projects comprising the active backlog are initi-
ated and carried to completion is geared to overall budgetary consid-
erations. Within these broad liimts, the urgency of needs and local
interest are factors of primary importance in project selection.



FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR TRANSPORTATION

)urtlon 1". BeiJ g 1 1119 UMID1ist, Bureau of 'sI% 1.vay lI,.,umICe1inics,
Association of American Railroads

Some of the specific questions set forth by the Subcommittee on
Fiscal Policy in its "outline of study" as submitted to the panel par-
ticipants have a very pertinent bearing upon Federal expenditures for
the provision of basic transportation facilities such as highways,
waterways, and airways. Indeed, the questions are so opposite to
conditions in transportation as to suggest the thought that they could
well have been designed with particular reference to basic problems
in transportation and the Federal Government's role in regard to
them.

Among such questions the following are particularly appropriate in
reference to transportation: As a practical matter, are there any
standards which can be applied to determine what kind of activities
should be undertaken by government, in what amounts and at what
rates? For example, are there any practicable economic criteria for
comparing demands for public services with private demands? Are
there any standards for determining the kind of government programs
and the way in which they are conducted so as to minimize govern-
ment interference in decisions by business and consumers about use
of resources? What standards can be applied for determining
whether specific programs proposed to be undertaken by the Federal
Government are economical? For example, how can any such stand-
ards of economy in government be applied in deciding whether a
specific program should be undertaken and the size of the program in
relation to other Government activities? In what sense can a gov-
ernment spending program be described as wasteful? What consid-
erations should enter into decisions about the level of government
(Federal, State, or local) at which public functions are undertaken?

These are major issues affecting transportation and, considering
the growth tendencies of Federal programs involving expenditures
on behalf of transportation, they are important from the standpoint
of the general Federal budget as well. Such expenditures also have
a significant relationship to the economic growth objectives of the
Employment Act, if for no other reason because that act, soundly
construed, must be concerned not merely with growth, as such, but
with growth that is economic growth and not just more activity.

The fact that such questions as those presented so persistently come
up with reference to government expenditures on behalf of trans-
portation indicates an awareness of the need for better means than
we now have for testing such expenditures in economic terms. Basi-
cally the problem is the allocation and utilization of resources in trans-
portation for true economy, considering all of the costs that are in-
curred. Resource conservation and economy are no less essential
when transportation facilities are provided by government expendi-
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tures than when they are provided through private channels. Un-
fortunately, however, gross deviations are more likely where Govern-
ment expenditures are involved, with the result that serious distortions
from standards of real economy in competitive transportation occur.

While the fundamental problem of economic allocation and utiliza-
tion of resources would exist even if all transportation facilities and
services were provided by the Government, the consequences of un-
economic allocation and utilization are especially disturbing where,
as is the actual case, some basic transportation facilities are provided
through public expenditures and some through private undertakings.
Under these conditions, public expenditures backed by the taxing
power create a serious threat to successful competition by those means
of transportation that are privately financed and that, in addition,
must pay their share of general taxes. Although those who operate
on basic transportation facilities provided by government do pay
certain general taxes, they do not pay any taxes or make any payments
in lieu of taxes on the publicly financed facilities they use. For com-
mon carriers, this tax disparity is compounded by another-the war-
emergency transportation excise taxes on freight and passengers which
still remain in effect more than a decade later. Private transporta-
tion bears no such taxes.

So the question is: What can the Government do to foster and
maintain an environment of economic neutrality with respect to trans-
portation, recognizing that the Government is, and in all probability
will continue to be, deeply involved in spending programs for the
development of basic transportation facilities of various kinds? Or,
as the subcommittee's outline very aptly poses the question: Are there
any practicable economic criteria for comparing demands for public
services with private demands and are there any standards for deter-
mining the kind of Government programs and the way in which they
are conducted so as to minimize Government interference in decisions
by business and consumers about use of resources?

To forestall any possible misunderstanding perhaps it should be
acknowledged immediately that perfection in the allocation and
utilization of transportation resources can hardly be expected either
as to Government expenditures or in private sectors of the economy.
Miscalculations and misjudgments in commitments of capital and
spending will, of course, sometimes happen. This is really only an-
other way of saying that our economy is a profit-and-loss economy.
But certainly this does not mean, either, that all we can rely upon
is whim, group, or sectional pressures; and guesswork. Where we can
substantially improve upon the economic processes of decision making
and reduce the errors in resource commitment there is every reason
to do it.

TRtANSPORTATION USER CHARGES

There can hardly be any question but what the principal defect now
existing in the policies and standards by which Government expendi-
tures on behalf of transportation facilities are determined can be very
substantially corrected. This defect is, in all too many situations, the
lack of a sensitive connection between spending for and paying for
transportation facilities provided by the expenditure of Government
funds obtained from general tax revenues. In these circumstances
the costs involved have little or no influence upon those who seek
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Government expenditures for their own advantage in private or com-
mercial transportation operations. Those who urge the provision of
transportation facilities for their use and advantage cannot even be
said to represent a true "demand," for the economic concept of demand
has meaning only in relation to a price or cost. Thus, for example,
when a steel company, or oil company, or coal company, or perhaps
all of these and others similarly situated seek a waterway improvement
from the Government at a cost to general taxpayers but not to them-
selves, they do not in a true sense constitute tdn economic demand. The
economic discipline of cost fades into the background and, then, deci-
sions are made primarily through political activity rather than in
terms of economic calculation. We do not know what the demand for
subsidized transportation actually is, nor is there any satisfactory way
of finding out so long as those who petition for and use the facilities
are not required to pay the costs.

It is for these reasons that the costs of transportation facilities
and services provided by Government expenditure need to be brought
out of hiding and registered effectively at the point of business and
consumer decision by requiring compensatory user payments from
those who use such facilities and services. A simple expression of this
principle may be stated as follows: Users of transportation facilities
and services provided by Government expenditure should have such
facilities and services only to the extent that they pay for them in
compensatory charges.

The answer to the question of whether transportation user charges
would help to bring about a more economic allocation of resources in
transportation seems very positively in the affirmative. In short, this
policy would afford substantial relief from political pressures for
uneconomic projects and spending programs because sponsors' recom-
mendations to the Congress would be made on a more realistic
economic basis.

Reimbursement of the costs by compensatory user charges would
also establish a sounder competitive basis for the utilization of avail-
able alternative means of transportation according to relative economy,
all costs considered. Without such charges, shippers and consumers
cannot make unbiased economic choices in deciding which mode of
transportation to use in particular situations, for they will, of course,
take no account of hidden subsidy costs from which they are relieved
and which instead are borne by taxpayers. Their choices are misguided
or distorted choices and, as such, they foster not economy in trans-
portation but diseconomy resulting from misdirection and misutiliza-
tion of transportation resources. Such diseconomy can only mean
that, in the aggregate, transportation costs are increased, not de-
creased. Yet the belief dies hard that subsidized transportation is
cheap transportation.

This discussion is particularly concerned with expenditures and
compensatory charges for transportation facilities and services.
Doubtless there are other important areas where prices for services
received rather than general taxes would be a superior economic tool
in financing and controlling government spending,' particularly where

" This and other aspects of Government spending and Its control are discussed byC. Lowell Harriss, Government Spending: Issues of Theory and Practice, Public Pinance,International quarterly journal devoted to the study of fiscal policy 'and related problems,No. 1, 1957.
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the users are identifiable, the uses are measurable, and the objectives
of policy can be attained by this means of financing. The user-pay
principle does not, of course, offer a universal solution or panacea for
problems of effectively directing and controlling Government spend-
ing in all areas of Government activity. It would hardly be appro-
priate in public-school financing, for example, because our basic ob-
jectives of universal education could not in this way be achieved. Nor
would it be effective in respect to the maintenance of public law and
order, the national defense, or carrying out the objectives of certain
welfare programs. With respect to penal institutions and houses of
correction, the user-pay principle would, most certainly, break down.

Transportation, however, presents about as clear a case as would be
possible to conceive for application of the user compensation prin-
ciple. In present-day transportation in this country, with the several
alternative modes now available to meet our requirements, economic
criteria should have a greater role than they do under prevailing pol-
icies and methods of financing. This is not a matter of advantaging
one means of transportation as against another; quite to the contrary,
general application of the user compensation principle would go far
toward establishing an environment of economic neutrality. In trans-
portation, noting once again the terms of reference in the subcommit-
tee's outline, these are "the standards for determining the kind of Gov-
ernment programs and the way in which they are conducted so as to
minimize Government interference in decisions by business and con-
sumers about use of resources."

Although this conclusion respecting user charges has had increas-
ing acceptance, both inside and outside the Government during three
President administrations and in numerous committees of Congress
over the past 20 years or more, effectuation of the user-pay principle
has been slow and erratic. We continue to have what may well be
called chronic subsidies in transportation not because there is any
longer a basic need for them in order to have a sound and adequate
national transportation system but, rather, because please and pres-
sures for their continuation are so strongly exerted by those who reap
special economic advantage from them. For example, the infant in-
dustry argument is stretched almost beyond recognition and then is
subtly transformed into a further development contention in which
each new stage of development takes on the cloak of infancy. A closely
associated rationalization is that a superior means of transportation
should be nurtured by Government support in order to fulfill its prom-
ise, overlooking the fact that prolongation of subsidy makes the true
determination of relative economic superiority impossible. There is
also the kind of argument stemming from historical analogy in which
the major premise is that what was done a hundred or more years ago
or from time immemorial ought to be regarded as a model or standard
of policy now and for the future, in total disregard of differences in
conditions which make such historical comparisons invalid today.
Still another perennial favorite among the contentions for subsidy
is that the tax-supported mode of transportation makes a contribution
to the national defense, which may well be true as far as it goes but
overlooks the fact that each mode of transportation and every impor-
tant segment of the whole economy adds something to our total na-
tional strength and security.
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Finally, there is the contention that the particular mode of trans-
portation for which subsidy at taxpayers expense is being urged will
diffuse indirect benefits throughout the national economy and because
of this diffusion transportation users should not be required to bear
the costs. Diffusion of indirect benefits is, of course, not a unique
but very general phenomenon in an interdependent economic system.
All forms of transportation and, for that matter, all worthwhile types
of economic activity have this common characteristic; it is not pecuiliar
to any one of them. This fascinating theory of diffused and indirect
benefits as a basis for financing transportation and other economic
facilities and services has startling implications if we imagine its
application as a general policy throughout the economy. Consider,
for example, the consequences of applying it to steel, to coal, to alumi-
num, to telephones, to automobiles, and to a host of other goods and
services that might, by some standard or other, be regarded as gen-
erally beneficial. At least we can be sure that this would play havoc
with the functioning of the price system.

Whether in transportation or elsewhere, indirect or diffused bene-
fits are no justification for spreading subsidies around wherever such
benefits can be indicated. Moreover, the best transportation facility
for a given purpose will, all cost and services considerations accounted
for, contribute the most in diffused or indirect benefits to the economy
generally. Should it then receive the most bountiful subsidy, whether
or not it is needed for successful performance?

These indirect and diffused benefits are really the eventual product
of transportation. If the costs are borne directly by the users, they
will either absorb them for the services they receive or pass them on
to others as a component part of the price of economic services or
goods supplied to others. This, in the usual course of our price-cost
economy, is the proper (i. e., consistent with economic allocation of
resources in a competitive economy) way for transferred, indirect and
diffused benefits to be brought into relation with the stream of economic
costs. When this fundamental requirement of real economy is made
effective, we shall have the essential basis for an unbiased allocation
and utilization of resources in transportation.

A reasonable regard for brevity does not permit here any detailed
analysis of the various Government spending programs for basic
transportation facilities such as highways, waterways, airports, and
airways. However, some further observations regarding certain of
these transportation programs are especially pertinent to the questions
presented in the subcommittee's outline.

THE EXPANDED FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY PROGRAM

Although Federal grants-in-aid to the States for highway develop-
ment had been established policy on a limited scale for many years,
the much greater magnitude of the new program which eventuated
in the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 called for a searching re-
examination of policy issues, and especially for a realistic determina-
tion of how the very large outlays proposed could be paid for. Up
to that time there had been no definite plan for financing Federal
highway aid and there was no specific connection between the Fed-
eral spending for highways and required payments by highway users
to support such spending, although contentions had now and then
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been advanced that the proceeds from some of the existing general
fund excise taxes could be regarded as serving that purpose.

In the early stages of considering proposals for an expanded Fed-
eral highway program virtually all attention was centered on high-
way needs, with very little on financing that would involve additional
levies with which to pay for the proposed expenditures. Not until
this approach was substantially reversed and the matter of sound
financing was definitely confronted did a feasible plan begin to emerge.

Only a few of the significant provisions of the 1956 act can be
touched upon here. There were certain notable achievements, how-
ever, that merit particular emphasis in the context of this subcom-
mittee's search for improved standards of governmental expenditures.

The first of these accomplishments is the requirement of the act
that Federal expenditures for highway aid shall be covered entirely
by revenues from charges levied upon highway users, with a trust fund
of receipts from user charges set up to assure that this requirement
is met. Since the conditions and principles involved are essentially
the same, consideration might well be given to applying this trust
fund control plan to the financing of government expenditures on
behalf of waterway and airway transportation facilities as well as to
highway facilities.

In the 1956 Highway Act Congress also provided that operators of
large and heavy vehicles on the highways shall pay special user
charges in addition to the kinds of charges imposed on passenger
automobiles and other ordinary vehicles. Although the scale of the
special charges adopted was modest, in principle at least the extraor-
dinary responsibility of large and heavy vehicles for highway costs
was recognized despite very strenuous opposition from the commercial
trucking industry.

Also, for the first time, Congress in the 1956 act found it necessary
to impose limits upon the dimensions and weights of vehicles permitted
to operate upon the Interstate System of Highways, in order to pro-
tect the highway investment and to prevent a continuing upward
spiral of increasing vehicle sizes and weights, and of the resultant
highway standards and costs that would be necessary to accommodate
such vehicles. As the House and Senate committees proceeded in their
deliberations on the highway problem, they foresaw the pitfall of an
open-end commitment to provide evermore costly highway facilities
for vehicles of ever-increasing weights and dimensions.

Congress also recognized that it had not reached final answers in
its first action on these nroblems. Accordingly. the Secretary of
Commerce was directed through the Bureau of Public Roads, to con-
duct further investigations of these and related matters. Studies now
being conducted, particularly under the directives of section 210 of
the act, involve a consideration of the effects of vehicle sizes and
weights on highway costs. This section of the act further directs the
Secretary of Commerce and his aids to study and report on "indirect
benefits" from highways "in addition to benefits from actual use of
such highways." It will be interesting to see what findings this
analysis of "indirect benefits," a subject referred to elsewhere in this
paper, may bring forth.
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THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY

Provisions of law, in both the United States and Canada, authoriz-
ing joint development of the St. Lawrence seaway require that its
costs be self-liquidating from tolls upon the users. Although prior
to authorization sponsors of the project gave unreserved assurances
that the navigation project would easily be self-supporting and involve
no costs to taxpayers, some prospective users, now that the waterway
is approaching completion, express misgivings as they press for low
tolls in disregard of the costs to be met.

While this turn of events is not altogether surprising where a gov-
ernment-financed project is involved, the implications are nonetheless
significant. If, as some of the sponsors and prospective users of this
project now contend, it cannot be self-supporting, as contemplated, this
would necessarily mean that it is not an economically sound transpor-
tation facility. The seaway as a navigation facility can provide noth-
ing except transportation and no amount of emphasis upon "general
benefits" could change this fact or elevate an otherwise uneconomic
facility to the status of economic soundness. Those who now contend
that the seaway cannot pay its costs and who make appeals to various
"general benefits" in an attempt to avoid adequate toll charges would
do well to consider the economic implications of their position and
to note in this connection the following penetrating analysis with
reference to waterway projects generally, as contained in the report
of the task force on water resources and power of the (Hoover) Com-
mission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government:

* * * Facilities solely for navigation provide transpor-
tation, nothing else, and all of the intangible benefits must
necessarily be derived from a waterway improvement as an
instrument of transportation. The essential fallacy of bring-
ing intangible benefits into the reckoning as additional factors
is that they beg the entire question of whether a proposed
waterway facility will actually be an economically sound
transportation alternative and they, therefore, lead to multi-
ple counting of the alleged economic benefits twice if not
more than twice.

The sound promotional development of industry, of agri-
culture, of higher living standards and of the economy gen-
erally depends upon the economic utilization of available
resources on the basis of alternatives available or capable of
development. A waterway that is deficient when measured in
terms of economy as a facility for transportation cannot be
given any real justification by adding on so-called intangible
benefits to give it greater validity, for the reason that the other
forms of transportation which are existing or potential alter-
natives to it likewise provide such collateral and intangible
benefits and, obviously, the best economic facility as an instru-
ment of transportation will contribute to such intangibles to
the maximum extent * * *.2

sCommission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government Task ForceReport on Water Resources and Power, June 1955, vol. 3, pp. 1317, 1332-1333, Evaluationof Federal Navigation Projects, by Charles D. Curran, task force administrator. See, also,in the same volume, pp. 1299-1316, User Charges on the Waterways of the United States,by John H. Frederick.
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In an economic appraisal of the seaway project there are still other
circumstances to be considered. Under existing policies, users of the
seaway are to have the use, without charge, of improvements by the
United States in the connecting channels and harbors of the Great
Lakes. Also, electric power is to bear all of the common costs of this
joint power-navigation undertaking, with no share of such costs
assigned to the transportation function. If transportation through
the St. Lawrence seaway cannot even bear its own direct or separable
costs, then the seaway shapes up as an extremely dubious economic
venture in transportation and as a waste of economic resources.

FEDERAL AIDS TO Ami TRANSPORTATION

The economics of air transportation has from its beginning been
closely interwoven with advances in military aviation, as the spec-
tacular development and operation of modern aircraft has been
spurred by tremendous expenditures of public funds required for the
national defense and security. This intrinsic relationship, stemming
from the fact that the basic tool of air commerce is also a primary
military instrument, will continue indefinitely. It has, of course,
already contributed very greatly to the rapid growth of civil air trans-
portation.

Especially in view of this very substantial intrinsic advantage and
impetus, there is all the more reason to question the justification for
continuing, in addition, to bestow upon civil air transport subsidies
andR - aid3s tha' w,~ear Zlnitiated -- te-pvA;~ ^pdnts -when airee--
merce was a fledgling activity and industry many years ago. As yet,
however, little progress has been made toward the elimination of such
special aids to civil air transportation so as to place it on a sound eco-
nomic basis of self-support.

While most of the domestic airlines now receive "service rates" of
mail pay that are considered to be free of subsidy, some are still on a
subsidy basis and all of them continue to be eligible for subsidy under
the "need" provision of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, which
stands unchanged.

Federal expenditures for airway facilities and services, and for
airport aid, have increased in recent years along with the growth of
air traffic, and further substantial increases have been programed for
the years ahead.3 Still, although the matter has been under considera-
tion for some time, no policy has been adopted which would require
the commercial airlines and private flyers to pay in compensatory user
charges a reasonable part of the costs 4 of these federally financed facil-
ities. In its present form and at the present rate the existing Federal
excise tax on motor fuel, which applies to aviation gasoline as well as
to other grades of gasoline but not to kerosene as used in jet engines,
would not serve as an adequate user charge for aircraft and has never
been designated as such by Congress.

This matter of airway and airport user charges seems likely to come
before Congress in the near future. When Mr. Lewis S. Rothschild,

8 ialv1l Apronnmtieg Administration. Federal Airway Plan. Fiscal Years 1957-62. Decewber
1956.

'The Federal airways also serve military aircraft, so that some apportionment of the
costs Is Indicated.
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Undersecretary for Transportation, Department of Commerce, ap-
peared before a subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropria-
tions on March 13-14,1957, he stated:

* * * We have been taking a hard look at the possibility
of instituting user charges in the field of air facilities, and we
believe that our studies are sufficiently far advanced so that we
can see a feasible wav of adding user charges.

Within the present session of the Congress we expect to be
up here to give you our ideas as to how a substantial part of
this money can be recovered through the medium of user
charges.5

Rouse Committee on Appropriations, hearings before the subcommittee on Department
of Commerce appropriations for fiscal 1958, 85th Cong., 1st sess., pp. 222-223.



THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY PROGRAM

J. F. Due, professor of economics, University of Illinois

Of all Federal expenditure programs, the highway program has
undergone the most drastic change in recent years, with the enactment
of the 1956 Federal highway legislation. The net result is not only
a sharp increase in the level of Federal spending for this purpose and
in the relative role of the Federal Government compared to that of
the States in the highway field, but also in the philosophy of Federal
highway finance, which for the first time links levies on highway
users with highway expenditures. The program has been widely
hailed as a solution to one of the most pressing problems of the present
decade; namely, that of traffic congestion. However, several major
questions can be raised with respect to the program as it stands, in
terms of widely accepted principles of government expenditures and
intergovernmental fiscal relations.
The relative roles of the Federal Government and the States in high-

way finance
Tratditi;nall the finappeir n f 'higrh-wvnv has., hopn nrimnqf.1ilv alState-

local function, with the States having come to play a dominant part
after 1920. The Federal Government first entered the field on a
permanent basis in 1916 through the provisions of grants-in-aid to
the States for highway construction. While the grants grew in im-
portance over the years, several basic rules were carefully adhered to:
(1) The retention of primary responsibility for highway development
and financing in the hands of the States, (2) the matching of Federal
and State funds on a 50-50 basis for primary highways, (3) the alloca-
tion of funds on the basis of a formula geared to expenditure require-
ments without regard to financial capacity of the States, and (4) the
treatment of the expenditures by the Federal Government as a regular
budget expenditure, in no way related to revenues from taxes levied
upon products, such as gasoline, related to highway use. These were
regarded as general revenue levies.

The Federal grant program was designed primarily to stimulate the
States to increased highway activity, and particularly to the comple-
tion of interstate highways, some links of which were of little concern
to the States directly involved. There was almost universal accept-
ance of the view that the Federal program had been successful in
accomplishing its goals. By 1950, however, there had developed two
divergent points of view with respect to the future of the Federal
highway program. Some State officials-governors particularly-
argued that the program was no longer necessary, and that the grants
and the Federal levy on gasoline should be eliminated, entire respon-
sibility beinig rel;itiiefl to the States. On the other hand various
groups interested in highway development urged an increase in the
Federal program.

1073
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This latter point of view won out in the stablishment of the 1956
Federal program. The sharp increase in Federal highway expendi-
tures, with 90 percent Federal financing on the interstate network, and
increased control over State highway policy, has greatly increased the
role of the Federal Government and essentially established a truly
Federal highway system, although actual operation, technically, rests
with the States.

Without question the new program will speed the rate of highway
construction, particularly on the most urgently needed routes between
major cities and in urban areas, and on this basis it has been widely
hailed as desirable. However, serious doubt can be raised about the
justification for such a sharp increase in the role of the Federal Gov-
ernment in this field. A long standing and almost universally recog-
nized rule in the field of intergovernmental fiscal relations is that
of the desirability of placing the conduct of each function at the
lowest level of government consistent with efficiency of operation and
adequacy of financing. In the case of functions in which higher
levels of government have some obvious interest, the extent of their
participation in financing and control of the activity should bear as
close a relation as possible to their relative interest compared to that
of the Government in the hands of which actual performance of the
function rests.

So far as highways are concerned, the placing of primary responsi-
bility for them in the hands of the States obviously permits adequate
efficiency in performance of the function, probably greater efficiency,
for the most part, than would be obtained if the function were placed
at the Federal level. Secondly, the States have tax sources, primarily
the gasoline tax and license fees, which are capable of providing large
sums of money for highway finance on the basis of allocation of tax
burden according to the benefit rule, which is generally regarded as
most equitable in this field. Finally, no extreme "poor versus rich"
State problem is encountered, since, in general, the States with the
greatest highway needs, per capita, are those with high per capita in-
comes, and thus extensive car ownership and usage. Some States
with very extensive highway mileage per car-mile have somewhat more
difficult problems, but the argument for equalization is minor com-
pared to that in such fields as welfare and education.

The original Federal highway-grant program had been introduced
essentially because of the slowness with which some States had moved
in the development of their State highway programs, and was justified
on the grounds that the Federal Government had some interest in an
adequate national highway network, for reasons relating to national
defense and other factors. But the limitation of the scope of the
Federal participation recognized the paramount role of the States.
But the 1956 program involves essentially the replacement of basic
State financial responsibility by Federal responsibility, so far as the
interstate network is concerned. This is difficult to justify on any of
the possible bases:

1. In general no greater efficiency in construction and operation
is made possible. The Federal Government can enforce certain uni-
form rules, such as limitation of access, on which State practice might
differ, but it is very questionable if the substitution of Federal for
State judgment in this field is desirable. The argument over bill-
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boards is a case in point. While much can be said for restricting
billboards which obscure scenery, in many instances they provide use-
ful information (about motels, etc.) and in other instances help to
break the monotony-one of the worst evils of the modern superhigh-
way, which is an excellent means of getting quickly between two
points, but deadly monotonous for long-distance continuous travel.
In any event a strong case can be made for leaving such decisions in
the hands of the States.

2. The Federal Government has no significant additional tax sources
for highway finance which the States cannot tap. The Federal pro-
gram relies primarily upon the gas tax and the truck-use tax, both
also imposed by the States; the use by the Federal Government hinders
increased State reliance on them. The disadvantages which the States
suffer with certain types of taxes, such as the income tax, are not found
to any degree with the highway levies.

3. There is in general little or no need for equalization, certainly
beyond that provided by the pre-1956 programs. In a general way
the States with, the most urgent highway needs are the heavily popu-
lated, high income, high gas-consumption States, which are most com-
petent to finance their road needs. Some Federal assistance to States
with peculiar problems is without question justified, but not to the
extent of the 1956 program.

Why, then, did the Federal Government increase its encroachment
in the State field to such a great extent? The answer is obvious-
the inertia of the States, their failure to increase highway-user levies
and adjus higirway-uiid allocation Iormulas -dequately to Permit
the construction of urgently demanded highways. The history of
State policy in this field is well known, and need only be summarized.
Road usage greatly increased in the postwar years, particularly on
major intercity routes. Costs of construction rose much more rapidly
than gas-tax yields, partly because of the specific rate of the gas tax.
Many major roads were obsolete, and completely new roads were
necessary. At the same time, formulas for allocation of State high-
way-user levies gave far too much to rural roads and far too little
to major intercity routes and urban expressways, relative to needs,

On the other hand, the States were reluctant to make adequate
increases in highway-user tax rates, for several reasons. One was the
frequent commitment of governors and legislators against any tax
increases, regardless of their nature. Another was the practical polit-
ical difficulty in changing the obsolete formulas, which would have
given a large portion of any tax increase to roads other than those
for which the need was most urgent. A third was the frequent vig-
orous opposition of highway-user groups and oil companies to the
increases, partly because of the obsolete allocation ormulas. In
some States fights over relative increases on various types of users
and allocation of increased revenues between States and localities tied
up action. Actual policies, of course, varied widely among various
States. A number turned to the toll principle to finance most ur-
gently needed routes, but this principle was of limited potential appli-
cation. A few, such as California, made substantial increases in
expenditures for highways. But on the whole Inrautfv States lagged
seriously in meeting highway needs.

As a consequence of State inertia, increasing pressure was placed
upon Congress to take action. The administration, although in gen-
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eral committed to a philosophy of restricting increases in Federal
activities relative to those of the States, accepted the recommendations
of the Clay committee for greatly increased Federal participation and
urged enactment of the enlarged program. This experience should
serve as a warning to the State governments, particularly to State
officials complaining about Federal interference in State spheres of
activity: If they wish to maintain their autonomy in various fields
they must take action to meet the demands of the people for services
in the field; otherwise, almost certainly, the Federal Government will
move in by default.

What of future Federal-State relations in this field? It is likely to
be very difficult for the Federal Government to back out of its heavy
involvement, especially in light of the long-term nature of the pro-
gram established. It is very doubtful if the program will expire in
1972 or in any year in the foreseeable future; State experience has
long ago demonstrated the fact that the task of highway building is a
never ending one, not one of building one set of highways. In terms
of a logical division of functions, the Federal Government should
seek to reduce its participation concomitant with an increase in State
activity, with decreases in both Federal expenditures and highway-
user taxes. But in practice this result is difficult to attain. On the
whole, the experience of recent years in the highway field demon-
strates very well the problems of obtaining an allocation of functions
on any logical basis, and of the importance of expediency and inertia
in influencing allocation.
The determination of the level of Federal expenditures

Granted the degree of Federal participation, there remains the
question of the determination of the actual level of Federal expendi-
tures. The figures have been in a sense predetermined for a 16-year
period in the 1956 act, which was based largely on the findings of the
Clay committee. The whole procedure thus far and the structure
established for the coming years are of such nature as to preclude any
rational calculation of the desirable level of expenditure relative to
that for other purposes. There are several facets:

1. The program was based primarily on the Clay committee rec-
ommendations. This committee essentially studied the highway needs
in an absolute sense, seeking to ascertain the expenditures required to
bring the highways up to a certain engineering standard. The com-
mittee, several of whose members were directly affiliated with highway
transport and construction, was inevitably highway minded, and was
in no position to balance highway needs against needs for other gov-
ernmental and private activities. It is difficult to arrive at a reason-
able balance of governmental expenditures for various purposes by
any means, but this certainly cannot be done when a particular activ-
ity is considered without reference to competing needs, present and
future. There can be little argument that many of the new roads
envisaged under the program are vitally needed, relative to other pos-
sible expenditures. But some persons who have studied the program
believe that the projected standards are unnecessarily high in some
instances. Many present roads are reasonably adequate for the traffic
which they carry; while construction of them to four-lane standards
may be "nice," it may be much less important, on any objective evalu-
ation, than expenditures for other purposes. One example is the rule
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that there must be no rail crossings at grade; this can produce the
ridiculous result of spending perhaps $300,000 to carry a highway
across a branch-line spur on which a freight train moves twice a week.
A grade crossing with an adequate warning system might be much
more sensible economically.

It must always be kept in mind that in conditions of full employ-
ment, one activity cannot be increased without a sacrifice of other
activities, private or public. If we have more highways we must have
less of something else. A reasonable optimum level of highway con-
struction can never be determined without reference to competing
needs-yet essentially this has been done in the Federal highway
program.

2. The establishment of a fixed program of expenditures by year
for the period extending until 1972 tends to rigidify the annual ex-
penditures, regardless of changing needs and changing economic con-
ditions, as noted in the following section. Obviously the figures set
are subject to change, but the establishment of them in the law intro-
duces a rigidifying influence.

One factor, continued inflation, will make change in the figures
almost inevitable. Already it is becoming obvious that the original
sums of money will not permit the building of the planned roads
because of higher costs.

3. The establishment of the highway trust fund removes the revenue
and expenditure figures from the budget. The result is a further
lessening in the opportunity to reconsider highway needs in terms of
needs for other governmental activities. In addition the significance
of the budget figure as an indicator of Government expenditures is
reduced. The States have found earmarking possible without the
establishment of separate trust funds; the Federal Government should
have likewise. The actual procedure results in very misleading pic-
ture of trends in governmental expenditures and the relative impor-
tance of various functions.
Full utilization of existing roads

In terms of the overall highway program of the country, one of
the serious defects has been the failure to utilize to greatest capacity
the existing road and street network; the choice is often considered
to be one between present routes as they operate against superhigh-
ways, without adequate regard for improving the capacity of existing
roads. During past decades two horrible errors were made in highway
planning: The routing of highways through the main streets of cities
and towns, and the failure to control access to main highways, with
consequent ribbon development and congestion. Many present-day
routes are reasonably adequate if these bottlenecks can be removed,
as, of course, they have in part, though not to an adequate extent.
Other roads would be much more tolerable if passing lanes were
added at intervals of a few miles, so that cars would not be bottled
up indefinitely behind slowing moving vehicles.

A large part of the utilization difficulty, however, rests with defec-
tive traffic-control legislation. The whole philosophy of control has
been one of slowing down traffic, based on the notion that drivers
typically go too fast if not controlled, rather than one of facilitating
the movement of traffic at speeds consistent with safety. Speed limits
are frequently set excessively low; long experience has demonstrated
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that these cannot effectively be enforced, but since some drivers will
obey them, the flow of traffic is slowed down, and accident hazards
increased. Forty-five-mile limits on main highways and 20-mile limits
on arterial streets in suburban areas are as obsolete as the car of 1905
for which they were designed. On the other hand, almost no use is
made of effective minimum speed-limit requirements, which would
perhbas do more to feilitate. the movememnt of traffic and reduce neci-
dents than any other move. In urban areas the use of 4-way stop
signs instead of timed signals is a major source of delay, as is the
failure to time signals properly, and use of signals and stop signs for
the deliberate purpose of retarding the flow of traffic.

It is not necessarily argued that it is within the proper sphere of
the Federal Government to attempt to force action on the part of the
States on these questions. But the failure of the States and local
governments to act has directly resulted in higher Federal expendi-
tures for highways than otherwise would be required, and some
greater effort to obtain cooperative action might be attempted by the
Federal Government.
Fiscal policy implications

The long range Federal highway program has significant fiscal
policy implications; while it offers potentialities for aiding the attain-
ment of economic stability, as it is now formulated it offers greater
danger of increasing instability, particularly by contributing to fur-
ther inflation. The program has unfortunately been planned without
regard to the state of economic activity. To the extent to which in-
flationary pressures continue over the next several years, the increased
highway expenditures will tend of course to aggravate the upward
spiral. This will be offset to a certain extent by increased collections
of highway user levies, but these will in part enter into business costs
(truck user levies. for examDle). and thus the anti-inflationary effect
weakened. In other words, a period of continuing inflation is, from
a fiscal policy standpoint, an undesirable one in which to increase
governmental expenditures of this type. On the other hand, how-
ever, the construction of urgently needed roads cannot be postponed
indefinitely, inflation or not. Should large-scale unemployment de-
velop in the immediate future, the program would of course prove
to be a stabilizing one.

On the whole, while fiscal policy aspects cannot be permitted to
dominate the shaping of a program of this type entirely, it should be
possible to build certain stabilizing influences into the program, by
varying the annual expenditures in terms of the state of business con-
ditions. The most urgent projects must be built regardless of infla-
tion, but the less important ones can be postponed for a time to deter-
mine if unemployment does develop. In depression periods the rate
of construction can be speeded up materially; the program essentially
provides a backlog of depression projects of a highly useful character,
if it is properly employed. It must always be kept in mind that many
highways and other projects which are marginal or submarginal in
periods of full employment and inflation may be economically justi-
fiable in depressions, in which necessary manpower and other resources
would otherwise be idle.
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The spencal problemn of urban traffic congestion
The most pressing highway problem is that of extreme rush-hour

congestion in large metropolitan areas, one so bad that it brings traffic
to a complete standstill at times, and causes serious loss in time. This
is likewise the most difficult and expensive to solve, because of the
high cost of new expressway construction in metropolitan areas. A
substantial portion of the new Federal highway expenditures will be
devoted to this problem, in contrast to past policy, by provision of
lage sums for the building of urban area expressways.

Unfortunately, however, there is increasing doubt on the part of
many experts in the field whether expressways, although highly de-
sirable in many instances, will solve the problems. The construction
of them often merely shifts the point of congestion and increases chaos
in the downtown areas by pouring still more traffic into streets of
limited capacity. Basically the automobile is a highly inefficient
device for carrying large numbers of persons into a congested area in
a short period of time; rapid transit facilities of some form are much
more effective, and, where available, preferred by large numbers of
persons for travel to and from work and shopping, although typically
the persons prefer the use of their cars for other forms of travel.

Unfortunately, however, such facilities are almost never in them-
selves profitable, and therefore additional ones cannot be built by
private enterprise; even existing ones, built at much lower cost fig-
ures, are typically unprofitable. From an overall cost standpoint,
however, it may be far cheaper to build additional transit facilities
and insure continued operation of existing ones than to concentrate
expenditures on expressways alone. But unfortunately the Federal
program provides for aid for expressways only, and thus not only
fails to aid the metropolitan areas in the determination of the opti-
mum solution to their traffic problems, but actually favors one
method over the other-one which in many instances may prove in
the end to be self-defeating.

Quite apart from new facilities is the question of maintaining
existing services, particularly railway commuter service into large
cities. This service is typically unprofitable, and is clearly constitut-
ing a drain on the none too adequate earnings of the railroads from
other services. This is a minor problem for a large and relatively
profitable system with limited commuter service, such as the Burling-
ton; it is a very serious one for such roads as the Long Island, the
Pennsylvania, the New York Central, the Jersey Central, the New
Haven, and the Chicago & North Western.

Almost certainly a crisis will arise in this field in the next decade;
without public support this service will face abandonment; yet such
an occurrence would have catastrophic effects on traffic problems in
such cities as New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Chicago. The
notion that rail commuter service is "obsolete" and "outmoded" is not
borne out by the facts, nor by the evidence that despite the great in-
crease in auto ownership, rush-hour rail commuter service has re-
mained very stable for a number of years, and in recent years has
tended to rise.' The same pattern is found on rapid transit lines of

I Passenger-miles traveled by railway commuters have increased each year since 1954
and are now substantially higher than the 1936-40 average, despite reduced service avail-
able. These figures obscure the rise in rush-hour traffic because of the tendency of non-rush-
hour traffic and that on Saturdays to fall.
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most metropolitan areas, while surface lines, caught in the same con-
gestion that has strangled auto traffic, have lost business sharply,
despite extensive modernization.

It is highly desirable that so long as the Federal highway program
is committed to aid in solving the urban area traffic problem it assist
not merely expressways but rapid transit facilities as well. While
these are not profitable in themselves (as many highways would not
be if operated on a toll basis) their contributions to the lessening of
traffic congestion and thus of expenditures on expressways may be
very significant, and render them entirely justifiable, economically.
This is not to suggest, that expressways should not be built, but merely
that Federal assistance be given to the development of an inte-
grated system of both expressways and rapid transit facilities, using
each to the optimum, so far as the latter can be determined.2 The pres-
ent one-sided policy may easily aggravate the problem it sets out to
solve.

Other aspects of passenger transportation policy.
Apart from the question of highway expenditures is that of Fed-

eral expenditures for other forms of transportation, particularly air
transport. The Federal Government has provided significant assist-
ance in the development of commercial air transport, to the point at
which most of the major airlines are now able to stand on their own
feet financially. As a consequence of the rapid growth in air trans-
port, rail intercity passenger transport has lost ground rapidly, until
the point has now been reached at which some experts feel that in-
tercity rail passenger service will vanish entirely, except in special
circumstances, over the next several decades. Federal policy of aid-
ing the airlines has of course contributed to this decline, as have cer-
tain other policies, such as increased trucking of mail by the post office
in recent years. The time has come at which overall Federal policy
affecting passenger transportation generally needs review. There has
been a tendency in the past to aid one type of service without regard
to the effects of the aid on other forms; an integrated review of the
whole question, in terms of the requirement for various forms of pas-
senger transport in light of defense and other needs, is required.

SUIIMARY

1. The Federal highway program established in 1956 will un-
doubtedly stimulate highway development. But it involves a very
substantial increase in the scope of Federal relative to State activities
ip this field, an increase for which there is little justification, except
inertia on the part of the States.

2. Return of increased responsibility to the States in this field
would be highly desirable, in terms of usual principles of allocation of
functions, but is very unlikely to occur.

3. The experience in the highway field should serve as a warning
to the State governments in other fields that failure on their part to
provide widely desired services will lead to Federal intervention in
these fields.

In some Instances a rapid transit line can be built In the median strip of an expressway
at very low cost. This Is being done on the Congress Street Expressway In Chicago.
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4. Federal highway expenditures under the new program have been
determined independently of relative needs for other activities. This
policy cannot possibly lead to a reasonable optimum determination
of relative expenditures for different purposes.

5. The removal of the revenue and expenditure figures from the
Federal budget not only interferes with future review of expenditure
levels, but also results in a misleading picture of governmental
activities.

6. A sharp increase in highway spending in a period of inflation is
obviously contrary to accepted principles of fiscal policy. On the
other hand, the demand for highway facilities is so great that their
construction, in large part, cannot be deferred until a period of un-
ployment. It should be possible, however, to adjust annual expendi-
tures somewhat in terms of economic conditions, instead of adhering
to a rigid prearranged schedule of annual expenditures. The highway
program provides a useful backlog of projects for immediate construc-
tion in a severe depression.

7. A serious defect in the program is the failure to provide for
assistance to urban area rapid transit projects, so that an integrated
program of expressways and rapid transit lines may be developed.
The emphasis on expressways alone may aggravate rather than solve
some aspects of urban traffic congestion.

8. Federal expenditures affecting passenger transportation gen-
erally require review to permit an integrated overall picture of their
effects, in terms of future needs for various types of passenger trans-
port facilities.

97735-57-70



THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S ROLE IN THE HIGHWAY
PROGRAM

William C. Flaherty, Chrysler Corp.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the Federal Government's participa-
tion in the highway building program, requiring it to spend substan-
tial sums of money on highway construction over an extended period of
time. Two major points are dealt with. First, attention is-directed to
certain basic considerations which make this Federal expenditure
policy not merely desirable, but extremely necessary. Second, the
hi ghway program, viewed as a national problem, is related in char-
acter and significance to other national problems in a way that might
help to resolve conflicts.

The above two points have been selected for attention because of the
present status of the highway program. The program has been set
in motion, but as yet not much work has been done. Because of this
it is felt that nothing new and meaningful can be provided by delving
into the details of the program itself. Rather, it is felt that until
results of the program begin to show up on a substantial scale, there is
need to continue to focus attention on the basic gains to be achieved
by the program, and on the complexities which might interfere with
or delay, its progress.

WHY MUST THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BE INVOLVED IN THE HIGHWAY
PROGRAM

It was inevitable that the Federal Government become involved in
the highway program in an important way. The Federal Government
has now, and it always has had an important role to play in solving
major national problems. The highway program is, indeed, a response
to a major national problem.

Federal, State, and local governments face and deal with a wide
variety of problems in the day-to-day management of their affairs.
Some of these problems are large, and some are small. Some are short-
run and some are long-run problems. How then, is it possible to
recognize and give proper attention to major problems of national
scope 2

The answer to this question seems to hinge upon the long-run impli-
cations that the problem holds for the Nation as a whole, particularly
if the problem should remain unsolved for some length of time. That
is, major national problems are those that pose as a threat to, or bear
importantly upon the Nation's present and future security, and upon
the status of key social, political, and economic structures and proc-
esses. These latter include, for example, natural resources, such as
fertile soils and mineral fuels. They include primary industries, such
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as agriculture, forestry, mining. They include also the skills and
learning of the people. The transportation network, which we are
concerned with here, is certainly one of these key national economic
structures and processes.

The Nation's transportation network includes, of course, several
different transportation systems. In addition to highways, there are
the railways, airways, inland and coastal waterways, pipelines, and
electric power transmission systems. While all of these systems are
important to the Nation's continued economic growth, a major prob-
lem of national scope currently exists, however, only for the highway
system.

The problem which pertains to highways and not to the other trans-
portation systems, or in fact to other key economic structures, is this:
the structures and operating processes of the present highway system
are grossly inadequate for our national needs, in most parts of the
United States. It is widely recognized that the problem is not just
one of catching up with road maintenance, or of catching up with road-
building. It is one of replacing an obsolete inadequate highway sys-
tem with a modern adequate one. This would be a major problem for
any nation to face. It is a particularly critical problem for the United
States, because of the country's very great geographical size, and be-
cause of the extent to which its productive and distribution processes
have grown to depend upon motor-vehicle transportation.

The need for better highways is perhaps most vividly felt in a per-
son-.l w.v hv mn.nv Ampriep-nn in t.he rpsnilkr rontinp of thfir own
and their family's lives. Their standard of living has permitted the
adoption of a degree of mobility unmatched elsewhere in the world.
Much of this mobility is dependent upon privately owned motor ve-
hicles, and the use of public streets and highways. There are the
daily flow patterns generated largely by the home-to-work-to-home
movements. A considerable amount of movement within and around
the city is generated by the varied shopping and social needs of the
family. Also there are the intercity flow patterns generated by week-
end and vacation traveling. Lack of good highways both within and
between cities poses a threat to the full utilization of all of the advan-
tages which greater mobility offers.

That Americans seek this type of mobility, and the freedoms asso-
ciated with it, is borne out by a number of related trends such as
suburbanization, increased multiple ownership of passenger cars, ris-
ing gasoline consumption, and the appearance of many types of drive-
nbusiness services. The distribution industries which link together

producers and consumers have undergone, and are still undergoing,
drastic changes in character as a result of these trends. American
people have tasted and consumed large quantities of freedom of mo-
bility, and they have decided that they want even more of it. To have
more of it, better highways must be built.

The Highway Revenue Act of 1956 is in itself ample testimony that
the people of the United States have come to realize that a job must
be done on the highway system. Although building and maintaining
highways are not usually thought of as temporary types of jobs, in
this particular case the job is, in a sense, a "one-shot" proposition. It
is a big one-shot job, of course, but the dimensions are limited. The
highway building program can be started, and it can be finished, per-
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haps never having to be done again. In the historical record of the
United States there have been other big one-shot jobs, such as the
canal-building program of the early part of the 19th century, and the
railway-building program of the latter part of the 19th century. Any
job of huge proportions is more likely to be promoted successfully
when its magnitude is judged both in terms of its current importance
and in terms of historical perspective.

WHY Is SATISFACTORY PROGRESS ON THE HIGHWAY PROGRAM A
NECESSITY?

Building a new and better highway network is not just a matter of
pleasure, speed, and safety. The Federal Government's highway ex-
penditure program is necessary, in fact, to assure continued national
economic development, in the form of increased total production and
increased per capita productivity.

A new system of major highways will contribute to increased total
production, and increased per capita productivity, simply by reduc-
ing the costs (inputs) required to obtain a given quantity of space
utility (outputs). The movement of materials and goods is as much
a part of the total productive process as is the transforming of shapes
and forms and the conveying of materials from machine to machine
within the factory building. Thus, better highways will contribute
to increased total production and increased per worker productivity.
It is simply the process of getting more for less by doing it a better
way.

WHY MUST THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S ROLE IN HIGHWAYS
BE So LARGE?

Streets, roads, and highways are legitimately the responsibility of
local governmental agencies. It would not have been necessary for
the Federal Government to participate in highway building to such
a large extent if local highway agencies had been able to eliminate
highway obsolescence on their own. However, the problem has be-
come too huge to be handled entirely at the local level. Nevertheless
the role of local agencies is still an extremely important one. The
actual planning, deciding, and carrying out of building programs is
still the recognized responsibility of the local agencies. Operational-
ly the Federal Government's role is mainly one of financial support,
site approval, and control of standards. However, fundamentally the
Federal Government's role extends beyond, to the more basic task of
coordinating and giving direction to effort. It is thus imperative
that the cooperative basis of the relationship between Federal and
State agencies continues to work.

Uniform national standards in highway quality require the par-
ticipation of the Federal Government. It is well known that when
road supervision is maintained completely at lower government levels,
road conditions can change sharply at township, county, and State
lines.

In addition, an adequate highway network is necessary for national
security, which is itself the responsibility of the. Federal Govern-
ment. National security includes both the needs of civil defense and
of military organizations.
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How Is THE HIGHWAY PROBLEM RELATED TO OTHER
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PROBLEMS?

It is important to treat the overall highway problem, and other re-
lated and connected problems so that the order of their imporance is
taken into account. Otherwise it is possible that conflicts with lower
order problems might delay or interfere with highway building prog-
ress.

For example, there are no doubt instances where civil defense re-
quirements conflict with economical transportation needs. If a com-
promise cannot be reached without delay, the nondefense role of high-
ways should take precedence for the time being, even though the role
of highways in civil defense plans is an important one. Even prob-
lems pertaiing to how to finance the highway program are of a lower
order than the problem of should therebe a highway program. Con-
flicts should be resolved, always with the ordering of the related prob-
lems in mind. The highest level of need is that of efficient economical
motor vehicle transportation.

It is highly probable that the actual financing of the program will
raise new problems. There appears to be agreement that capitaliza-
tion costs (interest), and operating and administrative costs should
be borne, so far as is practical, by benefiting groups and individuals.
Of course, this is not a simple principle to apply, because of the in-
evitable controversy which has arisen concerning who benefits, and by
how much. This paper does not deal with the details of how this
principle might be applied. So long as those who benefit can De iden-
tified, a fair system of use-taxation can be worked out. It is impor-
tant that costs and benefits be examined and judged in the broadest
sense, going beyond the confines of traditional economic analysis.
The special highway cost allocation study provided for by the 1956
Highway Act should certainly throw light upon the crucial pertinent
issues. Thus all claims concerning inequities should be given full and
fair consideration, but they should not be permitted to stall or delay
the program.

Inflation has loomed up as a challenge to the success of the highway
program. The sums of money designated for the program are begin-
ning to appear inadequate because of rising costs. Inflation should
not be permitted to water down the rate of highway building, however.
Cost estimates should be revised upward to allow for the changing
value of the dollar. Highway building plans need to be judged con-
tinuously in terms of aggregate national output in physical terms, as
well as in dollar terms. The Nation needs to apply X percent of its
aggregate productive effort to the highway program, whether or not
there is inflation.

The problem of how to plan the financing of the program from year
to year so as to minimize any unfavorable effects on short-term eco-
nomic conditions is by no means of small import. At each stage of
planning allowance should be made for the economic conditions cur-
rently at hand. Thus the highway financing procedures should, so
far as is practical, be consistent with wise fiscal policy.

That is, although taxing procedures should probably not be changed
because of short run fiscal needs, the rate of spending might be speeded
up if it is needed to counteract declining business activity. However,
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the highway program is of sufficient importance that the reverse policy
(i. e., a slowdown) should not be permitted.

A MORE ELABORATE PERIoDIc REPORTING OF PROGRESS Is NEEDED

Because of the exceptional importance of the highway building
program for the Nation's future growth and stability, it is here pro-
p osed that there is a very real need for a iiiore eUlaborate reporting of
highway building progress on a periodic basis. The Bureau of Public
Roads might well consider what materials are readily available, and
what additional information need be gathered in order that official
summaries of progress in considerable detail be issued monthly, bi-
monthly, or perhaps only quarterly.

The purpose of such a highway program progress report would be
initially to keep enthusiasm alive especially during the early years of
the program when costs are high, but visible results are scarce. Fur-
thermore, an official comprehensive compilation of data would tend
to stimulate local area comparison of achievements (i. e., State by
State). These reports could also be used to spotlight special problems
that arise as the program proceeds.

The reports could include, for example, current and to-date meas-
ures of aggregate national progress, such as mileage constructed (by
types), and money contracted and spent. Also, current and to-date
measures of progress might be provided by local areas, States, and, if
possible, metropolitan areas. To permit meaningful comparison, local
progress might be expressed as a percent of the local program goal.
Simple charts and maps could aid in dramatizing the step-by-step
stages of the program's progress.

SUMMARY

This paper deals with basic considerations which underlie the need
for the Federal Government to participate on a large scale in the
Nation's highway program. Highways are a key element of the
economy, and the highway system has been permitted to become obso-
lete. The economy is only as strong as its weakest link; consequently,
a highway replacement program is a necessity for long-run national
growth and survival. It is necessary for the Federal Government to
participate in this program in a major way to assure success. The
program is of sufficient importance that treatment of related problems,
and conflicts should include consideration of orders of significance, so
that delays can be avoided as much as possible. In order to focus
greater attention upon the program and its progress, it is proposed
that special highway program periodic progress reports be prepared
and published.



PUBLIC WORKS-FOND HOPES AND HARSH REALITIES

Roger A. Freeman, vice president, Institute for Social Science
Research, Washington, D. C.

It is common knowledge that our public capital plant is inadequate
to meet the demands made upon it. The volume of public construction
has been increasing rapidly and is setting a new record each year. But
this does not seem to reduce the vast backlog of needs at sufficient
speed. We are running fast but do not appear to make enough
headway.

The two main obstacles to a more rapid acceleration of public
construction are:

1. Rising construction costs: Total construction has been in-
creasing at a faster rate than the gross national product. Simul-
taneously construction costs have risen more sharply than other
price indexes. It is feared that added emphasis on construction
may lead to still higher costs.

2. Tax and debt burden: The heavy taxload and competing
demands for public moneys-for national security and for a multi-
bude uf dUoileii;c public services-iirnit the rate of increase in
funds which can be channeled into public works.

Thus the basic questions to be answered are:
1. How can public-works needs be met at a time of full em-

ployment without feeding more fuel to the fires of inflation?
2. How can these needs be met without unduly cutting other

public requirements or overburdening the country's already top-
heavy tax and debt structure?

The magnitude of present and future construction needs-public
and private-is largely the result of the unprecedented population
increase of 30 million since World War II, and the expected addition
of another 30 million during the next 10 years. Other factors con-
tributed, such as suburbanization, industrialization and insistent de-
mands for more and better public services. Low activity during the
depression and war days led to an accumulation of needs. Private
residential and nonresidential construction were far below required
levels during the 1930's and 1940's. Public works did not do poorly
in the 1930's but lost at least $20 billion to $30 billion in the 1940's.

Public works construction has expanded substantially more than
private construction. The increase between the 1920's and the 1950's
amounts to 44 percent in private building and to 145 percent in civil-
public works. (See table 1.)
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TABLE 1.-New construction 1920-59

[In billions of 1957 dollars]

Private Public All new
Period Private nonres Public major construe-

residential tial civil national tion
security

1930-39 -44 49 70 2 165
1940-49 -73 68 48 47 236
1950-59 -168 142 108 22 440

Total -403 356 270 72 1,102

Increase In percent, 1920-29 to 1950-59 42 45 145 2,750 69

NOTE.-Data for 1920-56 are actual. 1957-59 author's projection.
Source of data: Departments of Commerce and Labor.

It is hard to tell how deeply the spectacular construction rate of the
1950's is cutting into the backlog of needs. Concepts of need vary
widely among sections of the country, communities and economic
groups. Standards move up as old benchmarks are approached.

The hospital survey shows almost the same number of beds needed
now as at the start in 1948. Conflicting estimates of classroom short-
ages serve to confuse more than to clarify the issue.

Dollar expenditures, though adjusted for price changes, cannot
simply be translated into service units. The cost of the average
home, school (classroom), hospital (bed) has increased more than the
construction cost index would indicate. Public as well as private
facilities are being designed more elaborately and to higher stand-
ards; they are being better equipped and built more expensively than
ever before.

One hundred billion dollars was a frequently quoted total of the
public works backlog needs a few years ago. In 1955 the Construc-
tion Division, Business and Defense Services Administration, Depart-
ment of Commerce compiled 10-year requirements for State and local
public works at $204 billion (in 1954 dollars). Others added $100
billion for Federal public works and arrived at a $300 billion 10-year
public works need. That almost equals all public works construction
in the past 40 years. It is very unlikely that such a goal could be ap-
proached 'within the next 10 years.

During the past decade public works construction has outpaced
every other sector of the economy: gross national product increased
45 percent, personal consumption expenditures 36 percent, private
construction 56 percent, public construction 180 percent (all in con-
stant dollars). Public works were lifted from 1.5 percent of gross
national product in 1947 to 3.2 of gross national product in 1957 (see
table 3). Such a feat could be repeated only if we were willing to cut-
back on other activities and let construction costs skyrocket.

It appears necessary to review not only how much it would be de-
sirable to have in new roads, schools, hospitals, etc. but to evaluate
realistically how much of these facilities can be built within the
Nation's existing and foreseeable economic and fiscal framework.
The question thus is: How can we best achieve a balance between the
legitimate claims for public facilities and other demands upon our
national product?
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This paper will attempt to deal with this question in three parts:
1. Review of past trends, particularly during the past decade.
2. Current and future public works requirements, and methods

of meeting them.
3. The use of public works as a contracyclical tool.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

The civil public works share of all new construction jumped from
17 percent during the 1920's to 42 percent during the depressed
1930's, averaged 20 percent in the 1940's and 24 percent in the 1950's.
In 1957 it equalled 27 percent. All public construction now accounts
for 30 percent of total new construction.

Between 1929 and 1957 private Construction increased 50 percent
(residential 71 percent, nonresidential 34 percent), public construction
114 percent (constant dollars). Public construction dropped from
2.38 percent of gross national product in 1929 to 1.48 percent in 1947,
then soared to 3.24 percent in 1957.

Within the public works field, national security showed the greatest
increase between 1929 and 1957, followed by education and conserva-
tion.

During the past 10 years, educational construction led the field with
a spectacular 570 percent increase, followed by national security 309
percent, with other types of public construction showing increases be-
tween 30 and 188 percent (constant dollars).

The percentage distribution reveals a steady decline in the high-
way share, from 51 to 35 percent and an almost complementary in-
crease in national security construction from 1 to 13 percent in 1957.

Education is the only field besides national security that increased
its percentage share of public construction.

The distribution by source of funds shows a jump in the Federal
share from 9 percent in 1929 to 36 percent in 1957. Contrary to a
widely held belief, Federal funds have declined since 1947 to 30 per-
cent, with State and local governments raising their contribution
from 64 to 70 percent.

Within the past 10 years Federal civil public works declined from
16 to 8 percent, Federal grants-in-aid to State and local governments
from 12 to 9 percent of all public construction.

During the past decade Tederal construction expenditures for civil
works increased 45 percent, for grants-in-aid, 117 percent; State and
local governments boosted their construction funds by a dramatic
207 percent (constant dollars).
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TABLE 2.-New construction, 1929, 1947, 1957

[In 1957 dollars]

1929 1947, 197 Change, Increase, Increase,a actual estimated 1929-47 1947-57 1929-57

All new construction: Billions Billions Billions Percent Percent Percent
Private residential construction - $9,587 $11,061 $16, 400 +15 48 71
Private nonresidential construction. - -- 1 0, z U, 107 su, Wu - so o

Public construction 6,575 5,039 14,100 -23 180 114

Total ------ 28,544 26,298 47,100 -8 79 65

Public construction, by type:
Highways ------- 3,348 2,130 4,950 -36 132 48
Educational --- 1,029 421 2,820 -59 570 174
Hospitals and institutions-267 125 360 -53 188 35
Sewer and water -669 515 1,400 -23 172 109
Conservation and development 304 578 750 +90 30 147
Major national security-50 440 1,800 +780 309 3, 500
Other- 907 929 2,020 -9 144 123

Total - 6,575 5,039 14,100 -23 180 114

By source of funds:
Federal -- ---------------------- (622) (1,833) (4,250) (+195) (132) (583)

Direct:
Major national security 50 440 1, 800 +780 309 3,500
Civil public works -360 793 1,150 +120 45 219

Grants to State and local govern-
ments -212 600 1,300 +183 117 513

State and local governments- 5,953 3,206 9,850 -46 207 65

Total- 6,575 5,039 14,100 -23 180 114

Source: U. S. Departments of Commerce and Labor: Construction Review, various issues.

TABLE 3.-New construction, 1929, 1947, 1957

[In percent of gross national product]

1929 1947 1957
actual actual estimated

All new construction:
Private residential construction -- 3.47 3.25 3. 77
Private nonresidential construction-4.49 2.99 3.82
Public construction-2.38 1.48 3.24

Total -10.34 7. 72 10.83

Public construction:
By type:

Highways -1.21 .63 1.14
Educational- .37 .12 .65
Hospitals and institutions-.10 .04 .08
Sewer and water -. 24 .15 .32
Conservation and development -. 11 .17 .17
Major national security-.02 .13 .41
Other --------------- .33 .24 .47

Total-2.38 1.48 3. 24

By source of funds:
Federal -(.23) (.54) (.98)

Direct:
Major national security -------- .02 .13 .41
Civil public works -. 13 .23 .26

Grants to State and local governments -. 08 .18 .30
State and local governments -2.16 .94 2. 27

Total ---------- 2.38 1.48 3. 24

Source: U. S. Departments of Commerce and Labor: Construction Review, various issues.
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TABLE 4.-Percent distribution of new construction, 1929,1947, 1957

1929 1947 1957

All new construction: Percent Percent Percent
Private residential construction -34 42 35
Private nonresidential construction -43 39 35
Public construction -23 19 30

Total -100 100 100

Public construction:
By type:

Highways- 61 42 35
Educational - -1----------- -------- 1G 8 20
Hospitals and institutions -4 3 3
Sewer and water - 10 10 10
Conservation and development 6 11 6
Major national security -1 9 13
Other -14 1 14

Total -100 100 100

By source of funds:
Federal - (9) (36) (30)

Direct:
Major national security -1 9 13
Civil public works - 16 8

Grants to State and local governments -3 12 9
State and local governments -91 64 70

Total - 100 100 100

Source: U. S. Departments of Commerce and Labor: "Construction Review" various issues.

INCREASE IN CONSTRUCTION VOLUME AND GNP

1947 to 1957 (Wconstant dollars)
(1947 100)

300

200

1947 leY&I 100

Public construction

Private nonresidential construction

Private residential construction
Gross national product
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INCREASE IN PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION 1947-1957
BY TYPES

($Mt constant dollars)
(1947 100)

National security
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Sewer and water
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Highways

1947 level

This trend of relatively greater State and local responsibility seems
to be in the process of being halted or reversed. The 1958 United
States budget proposed to double Federal civil public works expendi-
tures between 1956 and 1958. Almost half of the increase from $1.8
billion in 1956 to $3.7 billion in 1958 resulted from the stepped-up high-
way program. But it is significant that 5 of the 7 functional cate-
gories of Federal civil public works in the budget were more than
doubled. State and local governments cannot accelerate their capital
programs at such rate because construction accounts for almost one-
fourth of their expenditures. It equals only 5 to 7 percent of Federal
outlays.

Not all of the proposed new and enlarged Federal works programs
were enacted. But a number of new programs were approved at the
1956 and 1957 sessions and many other proposals for new or expanded
construction programs are being seriously considered. The enlarge-
ment of the housing program, the built-in growth of the highway pro-
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gram, and the continuing pressure for many others make it appear
that the Federal Government may assume a greater role in the public
works field in the years ahead.

All new construction increased from 7.7 percent of GNP in 1947 to
10.8 percent of GNP in 1957, with more than half of the increase
accounted for by public construction.

Table 5 shows that during the past 10 years the composite construc-
tion cost index of the Department of Commerce went up 46 percent-
the Engineering News-Record indexes, even 60 and 74 percent, respec-
tively, for building and other construction-while industrial wholesale
prices rose 31 percent, all wholesale prices 22 percent, and the con-
sumer price index 26 percent. The rise in building material costs
at 39 percent accounts for the minor part of higher construction costs,
a wage rise of 77 percent for the major part.

Average hourly wages in contract construction went up $1.25 com-
pared with a rise in manufacturing wages of $0.83. (See table 5.)

TABLE 5.-Prices, employIees and wages in construction and selected other fields
1947 and 1957

Index (1947-49=100)
Increase in percent

1947 1957 (June)

Prices:
Composite construction index, U. S. De-

aibi~~~~- - --------------- Vd. sa 47. U 4 .8
Engineering News-Record Index:

Buildings -93.5 149.9 60(3
Other construction -2.2 160. 2 73.8

Building materials- 9 2 130. 7 38.7Industrial wholesale prices- 95.3 125.2 31.4
All wholesale prices -96.4 117.4 21.8
Consumers Price Index -95.5 120.2 25.9

Wages:
Average hourly earnings:

Contract construction
Manufacturing industries ----

Average weekly earnings:
Contract construction
Manufacturing industries

Employees:
Contract construction
Manufacturing industries ---------
Civilian labor force

In current dollars Increase

1947 1957 (June) In dollars In percent

$1.62 $2.87 $1.25 77
1.24 2.07 .83 67

61.47 108.49 47.02 77
49.97 82.80 32.83 66

In thousands Increase

1947 1957 (June) In thousands In percent

1,982 3,109 1,127 56. 9
15,290 16 915 1,625 10. 6
60,168 69,842 9,674 16.1

Sources: U. S. Departments of Commerce and Labor and Council of Economic Advisers.
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PRICES AND WAGE INCREASES IN CONSTRUCTION
AND SELECTED OTHER FIELDS

1947 to 1957
(1947 100)
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The wage boosts would have been noninflationary if they had been
accompanied by correspondingly greater productivity. But there is
no evidence that productivity has increased more rapidly in construc-
tion than in manufacturing. While no accurate devices are avail-
able for measuring changes in productivity, crude measures suggest
that productivity increased considerably more in manufacturing than
in construction.

Manufacturing industries boosted their output 44 percent with a
work force 11 percent higher than in 1947. Construction output went
up 79 percent with a contract construction force 56 percent greater
than in 1947. More substantial wage boosts apparently made it pos-
sible to enlarge the construction trades work force by 56 percent dur-
ing a period when the total civilian labor force expanded only 16
percent.

Within construction itself, productivity seems to have increased
more substantially in engineering work than in building construction.
There has been progress in design but firmly entrenched featherbed-
ding practices, antiquated building codes and the slowness with which
the public is willing to accept other than conventional methods, retard
progress in productivity in the field of building. The combination of
higher wages and lower productivity-not in absolute terms but com-
pared with manufacturing-lifted construction costs more steeply
than prices of other goods. Undoubtedly this created consumer re-
sistance which is now particularly apparent in the housing field.

Union contracts concluded in the first half of 1957 show the familiar
pattern of greater wage boosts in the building trades than in other
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industries. Some contracts provide for regular 6-month increases for
as far as 3 years ahead. This means that the trend toward higher
building costs will continue. What has been said in another field
probably also applies here: Labor and management buried the
hatchet-deep in the consumer's skull.

Consumer resistance has already led to a squeeze on contractors-
failures are up one-fourth-and to a slowing up of activities. It would
not be surprising if pockets of unemployment were to appear in some
areas-unless they are absorbed by enlarged public works. Nor is it
unusual that the Government now is being asked to help an industry
which has been pricing itself out of the market.

Highway construction costs have been on the increase, prior to and
particularly since the enactment of the enlarged highway construc-
tion program. It is now evident that the present authorizations are
inadequate to build the system as planned. Greater funds will be re-
quired which in turn probably will drive up costs. By how much the
eventual cost of the interstate highway system will exceed earlier esti-
mates may somewhat depend on the number of years by which the
completion date will be extended beyond the presently planned. 13
years.

To sum up the construction picture of the past decade and the
present outlook: Efforts at meeting the vast needs for public and pri-
vate facilities succeeded in accelerating construction activity-more
rapidly in the public than in the private field-beyond the growth rateof t he eeoroe J.at the ct of driving prI- up -- p1J .- MU U ouc
longer this process will go on and at what rate will depend on the
pressure exerted toward further speedups in construction. Higher
interest rates, brought about by an excess of demand over supply of
investment funds, and rising construction costs may well slow up the
growth of private building to a rate less spectacular than that which
we have experienced in the past 10 years. This trend is evident in the
residential field and may soon spread to nonresidential building.

Whether such development will lead to a correction of the existing
imbalance by the market forces cannot easily be foretold. A slowdown
in construction will create pressures upon the Federal Government to
facilitate the financing of private building and to expand public works
construction. If successful they would make adjustments less likely.

Under the continuing demands for more and better public facilities,
State 'and local governments are likely to keep increasing their con-
struction outlays. This will probably proceed at a moderate rate.
Capital outlays now account for 27 percent of all State and local
government expenditures land can be expanded only -as ballot ap-
provals of higher tax rates and bond issues 'and the absorptive ca-
pacity of the bond market permit.

Federal policies may well be a greater determinant of the future
course of construction volume and costs than they lhave been in the
past decade. A continuation of the trend evidenced in the 1957 and
1958 budgets and of attempts at stimulating State and local govern-
ments to greater effortL wvill produce a larger construction volume at
higher costs.'

1 The New York financial analyst Harry L. Severson recently projected State and local
construction and bond issues for the next 10 years on an assumption of an annual increase
in construction costs of 3 percent (The Changing Market for State and Local Bonds).
This may not be an unlikely assumption if pressure for a greater construction volume keepsincreasing.
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CURRENT AND FUTURE PUBLIC-WORKS REQUIREMENTS AND METH1ODS
OF MEETING THEM

The public works field is divided between the Federal Govern-
ment and State and local governments. The Federal Government
currently is building 9 percent of all civil public works and con-
tributes about 10 percent of the State and local public-construction
funds.
Federal public works

No survey exists of the total needs for Federal civil public works.
A number of studies have been undertaken, particularly in the water-
resources field. However, the division of responsibility between the
Federal Government and other public [and private interests in this
area is so controversial 'and policies have fluctuated so widely over the
years that estimating the Federal share of all needs is largely crystal-
ball gazing into future Federal policies.

Would a comprehensive national survey of all needs that may be
regarded 'as Federal works responsibilities be helpful? A coordi-
nated approach land the development of a grand plan undoubtedly are
desirable. But it is doubtful just how great the practical value of
such an undertaking would be as long 'as the views on the subject,
based on conflicting political philosophies, differ so greatly. Mean-
while the established practice of judging projects on their individual
merits within the framework of a general economc and fiscal plan
may have to suffice.

Doubts have been expressed regarding the reliability of benefit
formulas used to evaluate natural resource projects. Such formulas
compute presumptive benefits for 50 'and up to 100 years ahead. It
may be questioned whether it is possible to foresee what for example
the economical sources of energy or the benefits by classes of users will
be 100 years from now. The diversity of formulas has led to com-
petition 'among agencies. It appears desirable that formulas be uni-
form among agencies and that they be computed for shorter terms
than at present.

The value of formulas should not be overrated. Many of the
factors involved 'are subject to varying interpretation or cannot be ex-
pressed in mathematical terms. Final decisions probably will con-
tinue to be made more on a general judgment than on formulas.

In the majority of Federal departments, facility needs do not de-
pend as much on broad policy considerations as they do in the water-
resources field. Federal departments generally keep public-works
plans for their authorized 'activities current for 6 years ahead. This
provides 'a reservoir for 'acceleration in case economic fluctuations
make such action desirable. The present processes of review of de-
partmental requests for Federal direct public works by the Bureau
of the Budget in consultation with the Council of Economic Advisers,
'and later review by congressional committees seem adequate.2

As a rule such review and executive and legislative control should
not be weakened by the delegation of decision-making power on
capital projects to semi-independent bodies or by grant of authority
to enter lease-purchase contracts.

2This refers to review of public works within the existing procedural framework of
budgetary review. It shafl in no way detract from recommendations for improvements In
the budgetary process.
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Procedures for the review of grants-in-aid or loan programs to
State and local governments do not appear adequate. There is
little if any prior consultation with top State officials on the need
for or form of new or expanded programs intended to aid the States.

The Commission on Intergovernmental Relations in its report to
the President recommended that in the case of proposed Federal
grants-in-aid "a healthy safeguard here is for Congress to consult rep-
resentatives of State governments-those with overall responsibility
as well as heads of functional agencies-on the need for and the form
of national participation."

Senate Resolution 184, 85th Congress proposes to implement this
recommendation by transmitting, subsequent to committee action, all
bills on new or enlarged grant-in-aid programs to the Governors and
presiding officers of both Houses of the legislatures or to the chairmen
of legislative councils in the several States for their opinions on the
need for and form of such aid.

This recommendation should be given earnest consideration. If
grant-in-aid programs aim to assist State and local governments-as
is usually declared the legislative intent-then it appears reasonable
that the governments to be aided ought to be consulted prior to final
congressional action.

A good guideline for future Federal policy in accepting respon-
sibilities was recommended by the Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations (p. 6 of its report to the President): To reserve national
action only to those cases where private initiative or State and local
governments are inadequate and for responsibilities which only the
National Government can undertake.

This principle applies to public works as well as to other activities.
The burden of proof should rest upon those who assert the inadequacy
of private or State and local ability to exercise responsibility.

The annual volume of Federal public works construction and par-
ticularly of new starts should be geared to the level of economic
activity. The extent to which this can be done and the methods will
be discussed in chapter 3 of this paper.
State and local public workes

Most of the public facilities which serve the daily needs of our
population are responsibilities of State and local governments. Those
governments are building 91 percent of all civil public works in 1957.
For obvious reasons most surveys of public works needs focus on the
State and local field.

The Council of State Governments has recommended that the States
study their facility needs and prepare long-range capital outlay plans.
But only 8 or 9 State governments are known to have surveyed their
public works requirements in recent years and to have prepared capital
outlay programs for 5 to 10 years ahead. Even those plans do not
cover all fields of State governmental responsibility.

Many large cities and some small ones have surveyed their facility
needs and maintain 5- to 10-year capital outlay programs. Those
programs cover only city governmienits and exclude the tell thousands
of other governmental units which exercise independent jurisdiction
within city boundaries such as counties and special districts operating
schools, hospitals, parks, water, and sewer systems, etc.

97735-7-71
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It is obvious that surveys of public works needs on a territorial
basis are woefully inadequate and are of no help in estimating nation-
wide requirements.

Considerably more progress has been made in individual public
works fields such as roads, schools, hospitals, water and sewer plants
by local surveys with national coverage. The Construction Division
of the 1)epartme-nt of Commerce in 1955 compiled a number of such
surveys conducted within the preceding 2 years, estimated the remain-
ing gaps and showed this picture of 10-year requirements for State
and local public works:

TABLE 6.-Requirements for State and local public works construction, 1955-64

[In billions of 1954 dollars]

Highways---------------------------------------------------------- $92. 0
Educational-------------------------- ------------------------------ 41.5
Hospital and institutional building------------------------------------ 22. 0
Water and sewerage works------------------------------------------- 25.3
Other ------------------------------------ 23. 2

Total --------------------------------------------------------- 204.0
Source: Department of Commerce.

Construction costs have risen about 14 percent since these surveys
were taken and the present estimate would approximate $230 billion.
Moreover, the estimates were based on population projections for
1964. To satisfy the needs of the 1967 population, the total would
run at least $240 billion.

State and local construction has increased from $3.8 billion (1957
dollars) in 1947 to $11.2 billion in 1957. In percent of national in-
come it rose from 1.7 to 3.1 percent.

If we assume a 40-percent growth of the national income over the
next 10 vears and a stable State and local construction share of 3.1
percent, such construction will reach $15.6 billion (1957 dollars) by
1967. The 10-year volume will be $136 billion.

If we assume a gradual increase in national income percentage
from 3.1 to 3.7 percent, State and local construction will reach $18.6
billion by 1967 and the 10-year volume will total $150 billion.

Both projections assume a continued high level of defense spending
but no shooting war, a gradual increase of gross national product
over the period and no major economic disturbances.

To reach a 10-year total of $240 billion would require about 5.5
percent of the national income over the next 10 years. This probably
cannot be done under the assumptions listed above.

State and local governments boosted their tax collections within
the past decade from 5.6 to 8.1 percent of the national income, their
total revenues, including charges, Federal aid, et cetera, from 8.8
to 12.9 percent of the national income. It seems reasonable to assume
that State and local revenues will continue moderately to increase
as percent of national income, particularly if Federal tax cuts give
other governments more fiscal leeway. But the major share of higher
tax proceeds will be needed for operating purposes. It is unlikely
that State and local construction will receive more than a slightly
higher percentage of the national income than at present. An assump-
tion of an increase from the present 3.1 to 3.7 percent and of a 10-year
volume of $150 billion may be on the optimistic side.
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To obtain the necessary funds will not be easy. State and local
governments have been financing an increasing share of their construc-
tion by borrowing. State and local debt increased from $16.8 billion
in 1947 to about $54.5 billion in 1957. A 10-year construction volume
of 136 to 150 billion dollars may raise State and local debt to over $100
billion-provided that the market is able to absorb such a volume of
tax-exempt securities.

For some time now the placing of the $6 to $7 billion of State and
local securities which reach the market each year has been difficult.
The steeply progressive tax structure has shrunk investable funds of
wealthy individuals to whom the tax-exempt feature has the greatest
value. Few of them are willing to convert a major part of their long-
term investments into dollar securities.

It has been estimated that four-fifths of the long-term investment
funds in 1957 come from the great fiduciary investors-pension funds,
savings institutions, and insurance companies-to whom the tax-
exempt feature is of little or no value. This situation is unlikely to
change; municipal bonds often may have to compete with other bonds
on a straight-rate basis. Their interest rates may stabilize at a higher
level than what they enjoyed in the past.

It is known that the bond market as such as been weak. Whether
the current preference for equity investments over dollar securities
will change depends to some degree on Federal policies which may
confirm or disprove a public expectation of a continued decline in
the value of the dollar.3

Tne market for State and local securiuies coulu 'u widewteu by
Federal acquisition of such bonds which cannot be sold at preset
interest rates. Also, the State and local construction volume could
be boosted more rapidly by substantial increases in Federal grants-in-
aid and by attracting more labor and material from other fields. It
is likely that an attempt to build the $240 billion of public works
within the next 10 years by such means would drive up construction
prices sufficiently to boost the eventual program cost to $300 billion
or more.

Increases in Federal grants-in-aid beyond the revenue increases
resulting from growth in the national economy would have to come
from higher Federal taxes, from cutbacks in other public services, or
from increases in the national debt. None of these alternatives ap-
pears promising. Demands are rising for Federal tax reductions. The
revenues of all governments in the United States, Federal, State, and
local, from taxes, charges, social-security contributions, etc., totaled
$121 billion in the fiscal year 1956, the equivalent of 37 percent of
the national income. It is doubtful whether the economy can sustain
a burden of such magnitude in the long run without losing its vitality
and its capacity to expand.

There is widespread hope and expectation that Federal expenditures
will grow more slowly than revenues from existing tax rates so that
rate reductions will be possible. Certainly Federal taxes should not
be raised.

What all this adds up to is the sobering conclusion that the total
volume of public works needs shown in the various surveys could be

'A pass-through of the tax-exempt feature such as proposed in H. R. 1222 or H. R.
S702 could be of some help to the municipal bond market.
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met within the next 10 years only at the price of inflation and a heavier
tax burden. It would, of course, be highly desirable to provide all
these roads, schools, hospitals, and other facilities. But it appears
more likely that the program will have to be stretched out over more
than 10 years. Actual building in the next decade may more nearly
approximate 60 percent of the requirements shown in the Department
of Commerce survey.

That does not mean that each type of public works should or will
be cut 40 percent across the board. Only the total may be in that
neighborhood.

The so-called 10-year requirements for roads, schools, hospitals,
etc., should not be treated as essential needs nor as attainable goals but
as what most of them are: expressions of the desires of functional
administrators who are conscientiously trying to promote what they
believe to be in the best interest of the people but who cannot be
expected to judge the relative priorities of the multitude of claims
for public funds nor the overall capacity of the economy to meet them.

How should the volume of construction for each type of public works
be set? Should a nationwide survey be undertaken of all State and
local public-works needs, as an aid to Congress in deciding the extent
of the Federal assistance necessary in each field?

It is unlikely that such a survey would yield more reliable results
than past surveys. A national survey of needs which implies that its
results may be taken as the basis for Federal action is an open invita-
tion to local officials to overstate needs.

To have such a survey undertaken by uniform national standards
and through Federal officials who are not members of the particular
professional group-similar to a census-would be very expensive.
Its practical value is doubtful. National standards would either be
far in excess of attainable levels in low-income States or would under-
state reasonable goals in wealthy States, or both.

The protracted arguments over the magnitude of classroom short-
ages and the glaring inconsistencies in some of the recent surveys indi-
cate that concepts differ too widely to permit any optimism in regard
to the applicability and acceptability of national standards for com-
munity facilities.

If, however, each State and community were permitted to set its own
standards we would again face competitive bidding and wind up with
surveys that resemble letters to Santa Claus.

How then are decisions on aid to State and local governments to
be made at the national level?

The present system of review suffers from the shortcoming that in
most cases only officials and groups with a vested interest in the par-
ticular activity are being heard. It was suggested earlier in this
paper that State officials of general (overall) responsibility be con-
sulted. Such a procedure would help but would not cure the basic
ill.

The demand for more and larger grant-in-aid programs is growing.
The 1958 budget lists 83 existing and 14 newly proposed programs of
aid to State and local governments. At the same time charges are
increasing that the Federal Government is gaining control of most
State and local activities, is undermining the autonomy of these gov-
ernments and is eroding the foundations of the Federal system. The
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specter of Federal control by a spreading bureaucracy hovers over
most of the programs, and has become a reality in many of them.

The system of programmatic grants-in-aid subjects Congress to
ever-increasing pressures from special-interest groups. Every new or
enlarged program is an invitation to less favored groups to try harder
next year. Unsuccessful groups raise the cry that they are being dis-
criminated against, e. g., "Congress cares more about roads than about
schoolchildren."

The Subcommittee on Tax Policy of the Joint Economic Committee
made a very cogent remark in its report on taxation 2 years ago.

"It should be recognized that use of the Federal tax system as a
means of stimulating growth of any particular industry necessarily
means willingness to deter the growth of others not equally favored."
This observation also applies to programmatic grants-in-aid.

There is no yardstick which would enable Congress to measure
objectively the relative need for every type of public facilities in every
corner of the country. Nor could one be devised. Thus, Congress has
inadequate factual information to help it judge claims which may or
may not be exaggerated; it is burdened with decisions which it is not
well set up to make.

If the trend of the past few years continues, we may have 150 to 200
grant-in-aid programs within 10 years. It is likely that the prolifera-
tion of grant-in-aid programs, will force Congress to spend an increas-
ing part of its time trying to decide how justified complaints about
inadequate local services are. Such decisions could better be made at
bhe local level where the existence or lack of adequate local services
and facilities can be seen, felt, and judged more clearly and reliably.

The market mechanism could provide more balanced decisions than
can be reached-after much pulling and hauling-under the present
system in Washington.

That does not mean that State and local governments must be left
to their own devices in financing public services and facilities. Some
States and communities, or possibly all, may lack the fiscal capacity
to meet the legitimate demands made upon them. That question can-
not be adequately discussed within the frame of this paper. But there
is no doubt that Federal assistance can be rendered to States and com-
munities by better methods than programmatic grants-in-aid and
without the possibility of undue Federal control of local activities.

The problem is not that the Federal Government aids State and
local governments financially but that such aid is spread over almost
100 programs with innumerable detailed controls and that there is no
adequate factual basis for the judgments to be exercised at the Federal
level.

Obviously, there is no inability to finance a particular service, be it
roads or schools or hospitals. There may be an inability to raise the
sum total necessary to meet all legitimate claims on a State or local
government. This could be remedied by general fiscal grants by the
Federal Govermuent better than by programmatic grants.

Nonearmarked, unconditional grants could be given in the form of
tax sharing, on a per capita basis or with some built-in equalization, or
by a formula combining these factors.

Such a system would have these advantages:
1. Many of the fights of competing interest groups over the

division of public funds would be shifted from Washington to
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State capitals. This would relieve Congress of the necessity of
concerning itself with the adequacy of innumerable local services
and facilities and permit it to concentrate on those problems of
national importance with which only Congress can deal.

2. It would eliminate the charges that the Federal Government
is invading an increasing number of fields of traditional State
and local resnonsibilitv. is subiecting State and local govern-
ments to national control, and is gradually transforming our
Federal system into a centralized system of government.

3. It would eliminate the necessity of maintaining a large Fed-
eral bureaucracy to control and supervise the spending of Federal
aid funds in close to 100 programs.

4. It would inject greater flexibility into the fiscal system and
would provide a more effective and speedier mechanism to coun-
teract undesirable economic fluctuations.

The main argument for a change from programmatic to financial
grants is that it would strengthen State and local autonomy and permit
greater leeway for direct popular decisions on public issues. This ar-
gument, of course, can also be used against the proposal: substitution
of financial for programmatic grants would shift many major deci-
sions from Congress to State legislatures, city councils, and to the
people directly. If the purpose of grant programs is not to aid State
and local governments but to provide throughout the country certain
services and facilities regardless of local judgment, then program-
matic aids are the answer and not fiscal aid.

The interstate highway program which is 90 percent federally
financed has become in effect a Federal program with a token State
and local contribution. It may be worth while exploring whether
a 90-percent Federal participation is likely to make for the most eco-
nomical administration of right-of-way acquisition and construction
or whether a 100-percent Federal national highway system may not
be preferable.

The short fall in highway fund revenues below estimates-while
construction costs apparently will be greater-suggests that further
consideration be given to the revenue potential of tolls on the interstate
system. There seems to be no justification for abandoning tolls where
they are now collected. Most of the new sections could not be fully
self-supporting, but many could make a substantial contribution to-
ward their cost. Also, the effect should be studied which free urban
and rural superhighways will have on existing or potential competitive
systems of mass or freight transportation such as urban and suburban
rapid transit, railroads and airlines.

The revenue potential of user charges has barely been tapped. Full
or partial support of public facilities by direct beneficiaries can pro-
vide much revenue, grant relief to the general taxpayer, and often can
advance construction. User charges are viewed with little enthusiasm
by those who may be called upon to foot the bill and are opposed by
groups which dislike the market mechanism as such.

In summary: The question asked earlier (How can we best achieve
a. balance between legitimate claims for public facilities and other de-
mands upon our national production?) can be answered: It is likely
that a better balance will be achieved by decentralizing decisions as
much as possible and by letting them be made by the presumptive
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users of the facilities who will weigh their desire for more and better
public facilities against their wishes for alternative uses of the funds.

Whether a community needs more urgently a school, a hospital, a
firehouse, or street paving or whether it prefers getting along on what
it has without raising its tax rate can be more objectively decided
without Federal incentives for some activities and none for others.

This probably also answers the two questions asked at the outset.
The wide dispersal of decisions would make it likely that the sum total
of actions on taxes, debt or construction level corresponds more closely
to the wishes of the American people than could be accomplished by
another process.

PUBLIC WORKS AS A CONTRACYCLICAL TOOL

Expansion of public-works construction is an effective method of
utilizing idle resources during a major, long-lasting depression. It
exerts a stimulating influence on consumption and on the economy as
a whole while producing tangible permanent assets.

The possibility of a major depression of the magnitude of the 1930's
cannot be ruled out but has become remote in today's political and
economic climate. Contracyclical policy now aims to and can arrest
economic declines before they get out of hand.

The perfection of monetary and fiscal policy devices has- made pub-
lic works a less useful and less-used tool to counteract mild, short-lived
economic fluctuations. Public works action by its very nature is
telUfll-.-iO1 t o tib -egulatd nr zwife1Jhe on or

off as easily or quickly, nor produce prompt results. It faces innu-
merable statutory and constitutional obstacles, requires a larger and
cumbersome legal, political, and administrative mechanism, and gen-
erally needs the consent of so many parties that an emergency may
pass before all signatures have been dotted. Public works action
lacks the most important qualifications of an efficient contracyclical
tool: speed and flexibility. It has a psychological advantage over
monetary devices: visibility to the untrained eye of the remedial Gov-
ernment action.

With all their shortcomings, however, public works still are an es-
sential element of economic strategy. Their acceleration in times of
declining employment or retardation during inflationary pressures
can help to counteract those trends.

It has been said with some justification that fiscal and monetary
measures should be used to stabilize the economy, public works to sta-
bilize the construction industry.

Attitudes toward a flexible public works policy are divided. Groups
which generally do not favor enlarged government activity are more
prone to recommend retrenchment in public construction at times of
full employment and rising prices than expansion when employment
is falling off. Conversely, groups which hold that government ought
to do much more than it is doing, are quick to push enlarged public
works programs-when unemployment looms on the horizon but reject
the idea of contraction when inflationary tendencies are evident. In
the view of both groups public works lave only a one-way flexibility-
in the direction which serves their major purposes.

In political reality public works do seem to have largely a one-way
flexibility. It is much easier to expand them in times of economic
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decline than to restrain them in prosperous days. In the long run,
the inflationary spirit and trend almost always seem to gain the upper
hand.

Public attention turns to public works as public works-rather than
as roads, schools or hospitals-during periods of growing unemploy-
ment. Public works enjoyed the spotlight in the 1930's, again in 1949
and in earlv 1954. Several bills DroDosing the establishment of a pub-
lic works administration were submitted in the second session of the
83d Congress and the Council of Economic Advisers created a public
works planning unit in the spring of 1954.

The President in his 1955 economic report recommended establish-
ing an Office of Coordinator of Public Works Planning. However,
by then the economy had turned up again and public works as public
works were no longer in the limelight. They had again become merely
roads, schools, and hospitals. The proposal was not renewed in sub-
sequent years.

The public works planning unit was transferred from the Council
of Economic Advisers to the White House Office in the summer of
1956.
Public works policy at times of inflationary pressures

If any proof was needed that public works are hard to restrain-
inflation or no-it was delivered during the past 2 years. While the
Federal Reserve Board was trying to curb inflationary trends, the
Federal Government more than doubled its public-works program and
did its best to stimulate State and local government into enlarging
theirs.

It is small wonder that the Reserve's antiinflationary policies were
only moderately successful as they were counteracted by expansive
fiscal policies of Federal, State, and local governments.

Because a public-works project once authorized cannot be held back.
as evidenced recently by the upper Colorado project, it should be tried'
at least, to postpone new starts and authorizations when inflation is
rampant. But even this was not done in 1957.

The executive board of the Municipal Finance Officers Association in
June 1957 issued a warning "Local finance officers should realistically
evaluate the present economic status of their communities in an era
of creeping inflation with a view to conserve financial resources to the
greatest possible extent * * *." It suggested that "local governments
acquire only the most urgent essential improvements, postponing
others until loanable funds are available in larger supply." This was
but a voice in the wilderness. Those who complain-justifiedly-
about lack of Federal-State-local fiscal policy coordination had a
point: municipal finance officers were counseling restraint during infla-
tion when Federal officials were practicing expansion.

To be sure, the MFOA recommendation is not being followed:
sales of State and local bonds in 1957 are running higher than in 1956;
their annual total will be second only to 1955 when toll-road issues
reached their peak.

There have been bitter complaints that high interest rates make it
more difficult for State and local governments to market their bonds.
Remedial action by the Government has been demanded. The pur-
pose of high interest rates-to balance demand and supply in a tight
capital market-seems to be understood by few.
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It is impossible to be optimistic about the prospects of a deliberate
governmental policy-at any level-to retard public works construc-
tion for contracyclical purposes.
Public works policy at times of growing unemployment

Federal civil public works now account for 8 percent of all civil
public works and for 0.3 percent of gross national product. The
volume could be tangibly increased within 6 to 8 months by accelerat-
ing the progress rate of projects under construction and by advancing
the start of new projects. The 6-year advance program of public
works maintained by Federal departments offers a ready reservoir
when activity and employment in private construction drop.

In selecting the types of projects it should be remembered that
four-fifths of the contract construction force is in the building field
and only one-tenth each in highway construction and in other engi-
neering construction. Three-fifths of the building work force con-
sists of special trades such as plumbers, painters, and electricians.
Specialization and rigid unionization limit the possibility of shifting
workers from one type of construction to another. A drop in resi-
dential building cannot easily be offset by using the employees on
road work.

The timing of military public works is and should be conditioned
by national security considerations rather than by economic fluctua-
tions.

As a rule Federal direct public works can be accelerated more
quickly uhtaniiiot tbypes 01 State aid iocal works. In terms of volume
however, the State and local field offers a far greater potential because
of the vast amount of backlog needs in that area.

State and local governments will be hard put to meet their opera-
tional obligations at a time when economic decline reduces their rev-
enues. They will have few ready funds to increase public works
construction. Tax boosts will be unpopular-and in fact undesir-
able because of their deflationary effect-and ballot approval of bond
issues may be hard to obtain in an atmosphere of general belt tighten-
ing. Expansion of State and local construction during a depression
will have to be underwritten largely by Federal deficit financing.

States and local governments will need grants-in-aid rather than
loans or guaranties. Most larger governmental units can sell bond
issues but cannot legally incur indebtedness without cumbersome and
time-consuming processes. Nor can they raise matching funds in
short order.

Speedier action could be expected if 100 percent of the funds were
supplied by the Federal Government. Even then most governors
could not legally spend the sums without calling their legislatures into
session.

A technique of fiscal coordination between the Federal Government
and State and local governments for contracyclical action has yet to
be developed. The volume of unconditional grants-in-aid as outlined
in chapter 2 of this paper can be more easily and quickly regulated
by the Federal Government than programmatic grants. Also States
would have greater leeway in the use of the funds and could expend
them more rapidly. But there is no "grand plan" that offers a solution
applicable to all States. A study is needed of the constitutional and
statutory provisions in each State in order to develop adjustable
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formulas-and in some cases standby State and Federal legislation.
Such a study could best be undertaken by the Bureau of the Budget
in cooperation with State and local budget and finance officers and
their organizations, the National Association of State Budget Officers
and the Municipal Finance Officers Association.

A large shelf of blueprints of State and local public works could
-- Ico lead tm bctwccn authorizmDation and execution -f expansion

programs. That fact motivated the initiation of planning advances
for State and local public works plans in 1944. Presently both ad-
vances and grants are available for planning purposes. But the utili-
zation of these programs under sections 701 and 702 of the Housing
Act of 1954 is relatively small.

The major delaying factor in State and local public work construc-
tion is not so much the lack of blueprints but the time required to
secure community acceptance and conclude financial arrangements
under existing constitutional and statutory restrictions.

Efforts to build flexibility into the construction of the highway
program so far have not been successful. A 100-percent Federal inter-
state highway program probably would be more responsive to direc-
tives for acceleration.

A program of rehabilitation of public buildings and roads would
offer certain advantages: it would require little advance planning
and engineering work, could be initiated with the least delay, would
require few specialized skills and be spread widely throughout the
Nation. It could be switched on or off, expanded or contracted. Un-
fortunately, it bears an undeniable resemblance to leaf raking.

The potential construction volume in the fields of urban renewal
and public housing is great. The lead time, however, is long, usually
extending over several years.
Sum.mIary

Acceleration and retardation of public works construction can and
should be used to help offset major undesirable economic fluctuations
which fail to respond to monetary and fiscal measures.

A slowdown at times of inflationary pressures should particularly
apply to new starts but also to Federal projects under construction
and to Federal aid and stimulation of State and local activities.

Substantial acceleration of Federal as well as State and local public
works is possible afid desirable when activity and employment in the
construction industry show major declines. If such declines result
from imbalance in costs, markets or methods, government interven-
tion should not prevent the necessary corrections.

The largest potential for public works expansion in time of a major
economic downturn lies in the State and local field. Most of the neces-
sary funds would have to be provided by the Federal Government.
Better techniques for a flexible Federal-State-local fiscal coordination
should be explored in cooperation between the Bureau of the Budget
and State and local finance officers.



HOW TO PROVIDE THE ROADS FOR WHICH USERS ARE
WILLING TO PAY

H. S. Houthakker, professor of economics, Stanford University',

The Federal highway program, approved by Congress in 1956, is
the most recent major addition to the Federal budget. It is un-
doubtedly part of a trend toward a greater Federal share in the
Government of this country. Merely to attribute something to a
trend, however, is not to justify it, and the economics of this program,
inaugurated at a time when the size of the Federal budget is already
causing widespread concern, deserves a more careful examination
than it has so far received. That there is a need for more roads is
fairly clear, that the States and cities have not been fully able to
satisfy this need may also be granted, but does it follow from this
that the Federal Government should step in? And, if it does follow,
is the present period of full employment and inflationary pressures
the right one for starting a large new investment program) These
are the questions which I will discuss, without pretending to provide
final and definite answers. In order to provide an orderly analysis,
I shall start with a few basic problems of highway economics; the
Federal program will not be taken up until the end of the paper.
The commercial principle

The principle that expenditures for roads are to be paid for by road
users is by now widely accepted. It is, perhaps, surprising that this
should be so, for, in the area of public expenditures, the desire to get
something for nothing has always been prominent. In fact, the ac-
ceptance of this principle should be attributed not so much to its
theoretical merits (which are considerable), but to a compromise
between two conflicting tendencies. On the one hand, road users are
dependent on governments for the facilities they need, but, on the
other hand, they have to defend themselves against the pressure to
impose heavy indirect taxes on gasoline, automobiles, and such. The
establishment of a link between expenditure on roads and taxation
of road users has enabled the latter to obtain road facilities without
disproportionate burdens. In the case of the States, in particular,
this link has often taken the form of a special-purpose fund and, with
the Highway Revenue Act of 1956, a similar device has been introduced
into the Federal budget. Nevertheless, it cannot be said that the mere
acceptance of what is sometimes called the commercial view of road
expenditures has solved all problems. It is by no means clear that
present arrangements lead to the building of those roads for which

'The research on which this paper is based was started while the author was on the
staff of the Cowles Commission for Research and Economics, University of Chicago. It
was couipleted at Stauford University with the support of the Office of Naval Research
under contract N6-ONR-25133. The author, who is solely responsible for the contents
of the paper, is currently on leave from Stanford to visit Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
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there is the greatest public demand, nor that they lead to the most
efficient utilization of available roads; the present paper is devoted
to an examination of those problems.

As already noted, the commercial principle of road finance really
consists of two parts. The first part says that road taxation, taken
over a long period of time, should not be less than road expenditure
over the same period. The usual justificiUnbll is based Von Vo1nidra-

tions of equity between competing industries; because of the inherent
ambiguity of the concept of equity, it is perhaps better to state this
argument in terms of allocation of resources. The mere fact that
subsidizing-roads out of general taxes would be unpleasant for the
railroads is not relevant from an allocative point of view, for it would
be undesirable if the Government were to guarantee individual in-
dustries against the consequences of economic or technological changes.
What is relevant is that such subsidization may make roads cheaper
in the eyes of their users than they really are, and that, consequently,
some transportation would be diverted to the highways even though,
from the social point of view, it could be more cheaply performed
by the railroads. From this point of view, therefore, it is not really
important that the total cost of roads should be borne by their users,
but rather that the charges for road use are arranged in such a manner
that people can choose between alternative forms of transportation on
the basis of their social cost. We shall see later to what extent it is
satisfied by the existing system of user charges.

The second part of the commercial principle says that highway users
should not pay more than the cost of the road they use. The allocative
arguments just advanced are, of course, equally relevant here, but
there is one special point to be noted. Excise taxes on various com-
modities have been in existence from times immemorial, and without
any justification in terms of the benefits which the Government pro-
vides for the industries concerned. The temptation to obtain addi-
tional revenue from gasoline and automobiles has naturally been
strong, for these commodities are consumed mostly by the wealthy
and their consumption is not too sensitive to price increases. Most
economists take a poor view of excise taxes; given the fact that they
exist, however, there seems to be no reason for regarding gasoline
and cars as less suitable objects of excise taxes than, for instance,
tobacco, phonograph records, or transportation charges. Neverthe-
less, it will be convenient for the discussion that follows to ignore any
contribution to general revenue which excise taxes on the paraphernalia
of highway use may produce.

One argument sometimes raised against the commercial principle
deserves to be mentioned. It is held that roads produce so many in-
direct benefits, such as cheaper transportation, better accessibility of
schools, availability of postal services, contribution to the defense
needs, etc., that they should be subsidized on that ground. This argu-
ment is unsound, because it could equally well be applied to all other
industries. Few economic needs could be satisfied, for instance, if
there were no steel, yet this can hardly be considered an argument for
subsidizing the steel industry. It is true that roads are a peculiar in-
dustry, but their peculiarity does not lie in the production of indirect
benefits. Any contribution which they may make to the defense or
to the post office should be charged to those departments, and not to
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highways as such. The only important exception to the commercial
principle arises when highways are constructed for purposes of un-
employment relief. The unemployment compensation saved may then
rightly be regarded as a subsidy to road construction from general
revenue.

For the present purpose, the above brief remarks in favor of the
commercial principle have to suffice. From now on, I shall take it
for granted road finance is to be arranged in such a manner that the
costs of roads are charged to their users with a view to attaining an
optimal provision and utilization of roads. The next question con-
cerns the extent to which such an arrangement is administrateivly
feasible.
Methods of highway finance

The commercial principle would be substantially satisfied if roads
were operated by private enterprise. For various reasons, to be dis-
cussed in a moment, this solution is now unthinkable, but, in the early
19th century, it did, in effect, prevail. The more important roads
were then built and operated by turnpike companies, though not with-
out some intervention from the Federal Government. These roads
were financed by tolls. The advent of railroads gradually brought an
end to the turnpike companies, and the roads were taken over by the
State and local governments, which often continued to levy tolls.
When automobiles became important, however, the tolls gradually dis-
appeared. On highways, they did not reappear until the late 1930's,
Iu., J-l th_ f4hinaning fli of -ids andtuumit, +1th -- s-tvt r L ^-

tirely abandoned. After the Second World War, the toll-road move-
ment spread rapidly, and it is only just recently that it seems to have
weakened again. Because of their close connection to the commercial
principle, a further analysis of toll roads may be useful.

The principal difficulty with toll roads has always been the rela-
tively high cost of collection. By "cost" is meant not only the expense
to the operator of the road, but also the time lost and the annoyance
of road users. It is true that on modern toll roads both kinds of costs
are quite small, but this is only so because these roads have a very
heavy volume of traffic and because the number of access points is
limited. On city streets, and on moderately traveled rural highways,
the cost of collection would clearly be prohibitive. The levying of
tolls on major bridges and tunnels is only feasible because access to
such facilities is naturally restricted. Tolls, therefore, do not provide
a general solution to the problem of road finance. Many people have
inferred from this that tolls should not be used on road facilities at
all, but this conclusion is unwarranted. When properly applied, tolls
are a very valuable, even if minor, component of the system of high-
way-user charges. Before considering what constitutes a proper ap-
plication of tolls, however, we must look at other methods of financing
highways.

Apart from tolls, highways and streets are mainly financed from
property taxes, taxes on vehicles (such as license fees and excise taxes
on automobiles and parts), and taxes on the use of vehicles, more par-
ticularly the excise tax on gasoline. Property taxes, which are mainly
of importance for the finance of city streets and minor rural roads, are
not usually counted among highway-user charges; since their eco-
nomic basis lies, however, in the increased value of property due to the
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accessibility provided by roads, they are closely akin to user charges.
Property taxes are eminently suitable for the financing of access roads,
even though there may be only an indirect link between the value and
the highway or streets that give access to it. They are much less
suitable for the financing of through roads, which often have a harm-
ful effect on the value of adjoining property, and whose benefits for

tUhlrl pro ptjUyJ .. OJ may bUe lif.l v_ - -_tj pc1 uA -1-V _ieltaU~flt VA

voters. When automobile traffic developed and tolls went out of ex-
istence, other sources of finance for major roads, therefore, had to be
found. Taxes on vehicles and on the use of vehicles proved to be the
answer to this need, though it should be added that, in the case of the
Federal excise taxes on gasoline and on automobiles, there was no for-
mal connection with highway construction until 1956.

With the aid of revenues from gasoline taxes and license fees, an
enormous mileage of roads has been constructed or improved.
Whether the roads so provided were always those which were most
necessary is another matter, however. The emphasis has been on
rural roads, while in the cities, both large and small, the inadequacy
of roads was and is a much more serious problem. Yet in terms of
vehicle miles urban traffic is about as important as rural traffic. This
comparative neglect of urban traffic congestion can, however, not nec-
essarily be interpreted as a misallocation of resources, because the cost
of road construction and improvement is so much higher in cities
than in the country. It does, nevertheless, raise a fundamental ques-
tion: What is the basis for the decision to build certain roads and not
to build others?
Which roads are to be built?

In the old and unlamented days of private toll roads, the decision
which roads to build was made by the ordinary standards of private
enterprise The turnpike onerators had to decide for which roads
there would be sufficient demand, for if traffic proved to be insufficient,
they would go bankrupt and, if the traffic was more than expected
competition, at least ideally, would satisfy the excess demand. Under
that system, a close adjustment of supply to demand was therefore
possible, though the high cost of collection was an impediment. The
financing of local roads by means of property taxes also leads to a
fairly good adjustment for that particular type of road, because resi-
dents will vote for the roads they need and against those which they
do not need.

With indirect types of taxation, such as license fees and gasoline
taxes, the problem becomes more difficult. The mere equality of ex-
penditure on roads and receipts from user charges does not provide
definite criteria for selection of roads to be built. In principle, the
voters retain control, but this control is only of a very general nature.
The States, which are now the principal agents of road construction,
will not go bankrupt if they build roads whose cost exceeds the con-
tribution made by their users provided they also build other roads
where the contributions exceed the cost or can draw upon general
revenue. There is consequently no direct test whether the roads actu-
ally built are those that are most necessary.

It is true that the States, by means of traffic surveys and similar
methods, have tried to meet the needs of traffic as best as possible, but
traffic forecasting is a difficult art, and the techniques followed, though
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often ingenious, do not always inspire complete confidence. Thus
there is no agreement among experts as to the valuation of time saved
by road users on better roads; yet there can be little doubt that time-
saving is the most important criterion by which to compare alternative
road projects. The result is that, in a desire to be conservative in their
estimates, engineers tend to use a much lower value for time than
would seem to be economically justified. A typical figure used in
planning calculations is $1 per car per hour, whereas the willingness
of drivers to pay relatively high tolls for faster travel suggests that
$4 or $5 would be more realistic. Hence, it would seem that current
methods of traffic planning do not put sufficient emphasis on time-
saving; this might mean, for instance, that the construction of a bypass
around a congested city is rejected because it would add too much
to travel mileage, while in fact users would consider the saving in
time more important than the additional mileage. However this
may be, a thorough investigation of current traffic forecasting pro-
cedures, based mainly on a comparison of anticipated and actual
traffic volumes on existing roads, should have high priority in high-
way research. New devices for forecasting traffic are continually
being proposed, but attempts to test the validity of existing methods
are hard to find. A study of this kind might cost as much as quarter
of a mile of new roads, and would probably produce greater benefits
in the long run.

The difficulty of estimating traffic needs is not the only objection
to current highway planning. Further problems arise from the pre-
dominance of State governments in tnis area. Tne State is not neces-
sarily the best planning unit; for the some purposes it is too small,
for others it is too large. If the cost of every single road were paid
for by the traffic that uses it, as is the case with contemporary toll
roads, the size of the planning unit would be a question of minor im-
portance. When revenue from several roads is pooled, however,
and the tie between cost and traffic is loosened, the problem becomes
more acute. A difficulty arises, in the first place, from out-of-State
traffic. A State may be reluctant to build a road on which much of
the traffic comes from other States, because it may not be able to col-
lect sufficient gasoline tax revenue from this traffic. With truck traf-
fic this difficulty is sometimes overcome by special levies, but this is less
practicable in the case of passenger cars. If there were interstate
highway authorities, the difficulty could be largely resolved; as it is,
out-of-State traffic provides one of the main arguments for toll roads
and Federal intervention.
The problem of city trafc

The opposite case, where the State is too large as a planning unit,
arises particularly in the case of city traffic, already referred to above.
In principle, the States are concerned with through traffic rather than
local traffic, though in practice this principle is sometimes interpreted
generously. Even so, State aid to city traffic is probably inadequate.
It seems significant, for instance, that since 1941 (the earliest year for
which adequate statistics are available), urban travel in terms of
vehicle-miles has risen much less than rural traffic. even though the
population living in urban areas has increased much more than that
living in rural areas. An important aspect of this problem may well
be that gasoline taxes are not a very suitable way of financing traffic
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facilities in cities. The "stop and go" driving common in cities leads
to a high gasoline consumption; if congestion were removed, gasoline
consumption might therefore fall, instead of rise as is usual on rural
roads. Improvements in city traffic could, therefore, be paid only by
relatively high gasoline taxes, which might meet with rural opposi-
tion. City gasoline taxes or city license fees sometimes provide an
answer. but the obstacle of out-of-area traffic is even more serious here
than it is for the States.

Later on I will indicate why Federal assistance might be justified
for urban traffic facilities. It should not be inferred from this, how-
ever, that the cities could not do more themselves to solve their prob-
lems. License fees and gasoline taxes certainly cannot provide the
whole answer, but other possibilities are still open. In the first place,
property taxes, the traditional means by which city streets have been
financed, could be used to a greater extent for major urban roads than
has been done so far. The value of all city property depends upon its
accessibility, and there are already plenty of examples of cities whose
centers are declining because people cannot go or park there. Higher
property taxes would of course be unpopular, and an educational cam-
paign might be necessary to overcome the shortsightedness which so
often rules in those matters. Parking fees provide a further means
of collecting the~cost of urban traffic facilities from their users. When
all costs of city streets are properly taken into account, it is evident
that the parking rates now customary are much too low. Since nearly
all the vehicles that enter the business districts will ultimately park
there, parking fees need not be regarded merely as a device for ration-
ing parking space. In fact, the difficulty of finding vacant parking
space in most cities is a sufficient indication that, even for rationing
purposes, the meter rates are not high enough. Unfortunately, a
full discussion of urban traffic problems would require an analysis of
much wider scope than can be undertaken in the present context; these
brief remarks must therefore suffice.

Although gasoline taxes and license fees have made a very consid-
erable contribution to the provision of more and better roads, the
defects outlined earlier are at the root of the present crisis in road
finance. For city traffic, an alternative partial solution has just been
put forward. For rural traffic, there are two alternatives; namely,
toll roads and Federal intervention, which I will take up in that order.
Modern toll roads

The revival of the toll-road movement since about 1940 must mainly
be attributed to the reluctance of States to increase gasoline taxes,
particularly to build roads which serve much out-of-State traffic, and
to the unwillingness to exceed constitutional debt limits. It cannot
be ascribed, as is sometimes done, to the technical characteristics of
toll roads, for in some States toll-free roads have equally excellent
characteristics. Most toll roads are operated by independent State
agencies and are financed by revenue bonds, which are covered only by
toll and concession receipts. The toll rates are typically between 1
and 2 cents per mile per passenger car; for trucks they are consid-
erably higher. Expenses of collection and administration are typi-
cally around 5 percent of gross receipts, which is approximately the
same proportion as for gasoline taxes and license fees. Net toll re-
ceipts are reserved for payments of interest and redemption on the
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bonds originally issued to construct the toll; this is true even in those
cases where the State has pledged its general revenues to bondholders.
The users of toll roads are not exempt from ordinary taxes and license
fees.

Though traffic experience on the toll roads has, on the whole, been
fairly satisfactory, they have come in for considerable criticism. The
early complaints about high accident rates are no longer heard, and
most users seem to find the charges reasonable enough. Nevertheless
many people, rightly or wrongly, still see an incongruity in the fact
that facilities built by Government agencies are not available to every-
body without further admission charges. I do not think this attitude
deserves much sympathy; it is hardly consistent with economy in
government.

Only slightly more respectable is the argument, relentlessly ad-
vanced by the United States Bureau of Public Roads, that toll revenue
bonds are an expensive method of financing highways. Proponents
of this idea argue that such bonds carry a higher rate of interest than
those backed by the full credit of the States, but they fail to realize
that this arrangement also takes the risk from the shoulders of the
States. Thus the people of West Virginia struck a good bargain
when, for an interest rate higher by a fraction of 1 percent, they in-
duced bondholders to take over the risk of insufficient traffic. This
risk has proved only too real, and the bonds are now at about half
their par value. Comments previously made about the present state
of the art of traffic forecasting are appropriate at this point. Now it
might be objected that if the West Virginia Turnpike had been
financed with the State's full backing no financial crisis would have
arisen. In that case, however, the loss to the citizens of West Vir-
ginia, though less obvious, would have been equally real, for they would
have paid gasoline taxes for a road which is not justified by traffic
needs.

Although the argument about high rates of interest is, therefore,
fallacious, there are nevertheless some arguments against financing by
toll revenue bonds and against basing toll charges on the need to serv-
ice those bonds to the full extent. Taking the last point first, it is
clearly anomalous that toll-road users should pay not only for the
roads they use, but also, through their gasoline and license fees, for the
roads they do not use, and on which they consequently diminish con-
gestion. From this point of view, it would seem that tolls from self-
supporting turnpikes are normally too high. This means that the traf-
fic on turnpikes is less than would be socially optimal, and that there
is more traffic on parallel free roads than would be justified. It would,
therefore, be better ifTurnpikes were subsidized by the State to the
extent of gasoline taxes consumed by the vehicles that use them. An-
other solution, recently adopted in Massachusetts, is to give motorists
refunds equivalent to the tax on the motor fuel they used on the
turnpike.

In principle, however, there is nothing wrong with the idea of tolls
as such. Toll roads may be regarded as offering premium travel, for
which travelers may be expected to pay extra just as they do on airlines
and railroads.

The conception, implicit in the above, that tolls are a means of en-
abling motorists to select the traffic facility which they prefer, does
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not agree entirely with the usual view of tolls. The latter are com-
monly regarded not from an allocative, but from a purely financial
point of view. Thus, tolls are normally based on the historical cost
and not on the replacement cost of the facilities to which they apply,
and it is commonly stipulated that when bonds have been redeemed,
the facility shall become free. The absurdities to which this view can
give rise may be illustrated from the example of the San Francisco-
Oakland Bay Bridge. Tnis gigantic structure was built during the
depression at a relatively small cost. The toll is consequently only
25 cents for passenger cars and traffic is so heavy that serious con-
gestion prevails during long periods of the day. Although only a
fraction of the useful life of the bridge has been spent, the bonds
have been nearly paid off. If the toll were to be removed, the con-
gestion would undoubtedly become still worse. Plans for a second
crossing have been approved, but construction costs have risen so
much since the 1930's that the toll would have to be higher than the
present rate, which would lead to underutilization of the second
bridge, and is apparently also a major psychological obstacle in the
minds of those concerned. These plans have therefore not yet been
put into effect. At present, it would be more economical to discourage
traffic on the old bridge by raising the toll, but it is perhaps too late for
that, because the development of commuting from the East Bay to
San Francisco, encouraged by the low tolls, has created powerful
vested interests. If the tolls had been based on replacement cost rather
than historical cost, these difficulties might never have arisen, and the
second crossing would probably not be necessary.

The San Francisco-Oakland Bridge provides an example where
historical cost-pricing leads to an unduly low toll rate. We need not
go far to find an example where it leads to too high a toll. A few miles
to the north is the San Raphael-Richmond Bridge, which-was opened
in 1956, and on which the passenger car toll is 75 cents for a shorter
distance. Traffic has so far been much below the estimates on which
the project was based. This may conceivably be no more than a
temporary phenomenon since some types of traffic-particularly com-
muter traffic-may need several years to reach their normal volume.
For the sake of argument let us assume, however, that traffic will con-
tinue to fall short of original expectations, as now seems probable.
There can be no doubt that reducing the toll would go some way to-
ward curing the situation, and it is even conceivable that at a lower
toll rate, total receipts might be larger. This remedy has indeed been
proposed, but it had to be rejected because the agreement under which
the revenue bonds were issued fixed the toll rate at 75 cents. That
these agreements contain provisions about minimum toll rates is in
itself inevitable, since otherwise the States might be tempted to satisfy
bondholders' interests in order to curry favor with the voters. Never-
theless, it is clear that if the traffic projections on which the road or
bridge has been based turn out to be too optimistic, its historical cost,
as indicated by the size of the bond issue, is quite irrelevant from an
allocative point of view. After the road or bridge has been built,
the only thing that really matters is that it is used to the fullest
extent without creating an unnecessary demand for additional
facilities.

Examples of the two kinds of anomaly noted can be easily multi-
plied and, as time goes on, more and more examples will no doubt
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appear. Their principal implication is that toll revenue bonds are
not a suitable means of financing highway facilities. We may illus-
trate this from the first-mentioned case, where the actual toll was too
low; this is perhaps the more common case. If, as would be economi-
cally rational, the toll were raised, toll receipts would increase even
more beyond what is necessary for servicing the bonds. The excess
revenue cannot be paid out to bondholders, for their claim does not
extend to anything beyond principal and interest. Under existing
procedures, the only result of the higher toll would be that the bridge
would become toll free even earlier than is the case already, and we
have seen that this would be economically undesirable. The users of
the bridge did not undertake to bear the risk of insufficient traffic;
hence there is no reason why they should profit from greater traffic;
the same argument applies to the State. Although a higher toll would
therefore be economically desirable because it would improve traffic
conditions on the bridge and would prevent the building of a possibly
unnecessary second bridge, under the existing system there is no one
who would be entitled to the additional revenue.

The statement of the difficulty at the same time suggests a solution.
The problem is one of risk bearing, the risk being that of insufficient
or excessive traffic. The institution which has been specifically created
to bear risks on a large scale is the corporation. If toll roads or
bridges were operated by corporations, the difficulty here outlined
would disappear. Certain new problems would arise instead, and
thfia wp. must now consider.

The first possibility that probably comes to mind is that these cor-
porations should be privately owned. Unfortunately, this is diffi-
cult for two reasons. In the first place, particularly where highways
are concerned, the private corporations would compete with toll-free
roads provided by the government. Moreover, we have seen that a
rational coordination of toll roads and free roads required that some
gasoline tax funds be turned over to the toll road or refunded to its
users. It is clear that, in the case of a private corporation, such trans-
fers would cause major administrative problems. The second obstacle
in the way of private corporations is the opposite of the first and is
perhaps more likely to occur in the case of bridges or tunnels. If the
toll facility has no competition from toll-free facilities, and does not
require any gas tax funds, there will inevitably be a tendency to oper-
ate the facility as a monopoly. The problems raised thereby are simi-
lar to those encountered in public utilities, such as electricity or the
railroads. In other words, government regulation would be necessary,
and the advantages of private enterprise would be, largely lost. Per-
haps a better solution would be to have toll facilities operated by gov-
ernment corporations, of which there are several precedents in the
Federal domain. There would be no reason why these Federal corpo-
rations should not sell stock to the public, but their charter would spe-
cifically require that they set tolls on the basis of replacement cost
and the demand for traffic. Any gains or losses they might make in
following this policy would accrue to, or be borne by, the shareholders.
They would be entitled to such tax moneys as are necessary to main-
tami a proper traffic balance between toll roads and free roads.

The Federal highway programs
A toll system modified in this manner might make an important

contribution toward solving the present crisis in road finance. In
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fact, however, another outlet seems to have been chosen. The Federal
Government, which only until recently had a minor part in the plan-
ning and financing of road facilities, has now accepted a major re-
sponsibility, particularly with regard to the so-called interstate high-
way system. The Federal Government will now reimburse States for
90 percent of the cost of that system; for this purpose, it has reserved
the full Federal excise tax on motor fuels, including the part which
previously belonged to general revenue, and one-half of the yield of
the Federal excise tax on motor vehicles and parts, which formerly
went entirely into general revenue. Since this program implies a
considerable addition to the Federal budget, the current concern over
big government makes it particularly important to examine whether
it is really necessary.

We observe, to begin with, that of the funds to be dedicated to
Federal highway aid the major part, namely the gasoline tax receipts,
is not different in nature from that levied already by the States. At
first sight, it might seem therefore that the Federal Government is not
doing anything which might not have been done by the States them-
selves. Indeed, one cannot help but suspect that the Federal program
is attractive to the States mainly because the psychological burden
has been removed from them, even though the total burden on tax-
payers is exactly the same. If this suspicion is correct, the program, at
least in part, would be an attempt to remove highway finance from
the constant scrutiny of the taxpayers; such an attempt would hardly
merit the sympathy of those interested in economy of government or
in the autonomy of the States. If the voters in the separate States do
not consider new roads sufficiently urgent to be willing to pay higher
gasoline taxes for them, it is not clear what would be gained by forc-
ing them to do so through Federal levies whose connection to particu-
lar expenditures is inevitably less direct. As Professor Arthur Smith-
ies has pointed out in his authoritative work on the Federal budget,
congressional budget procedures date back from a time when the Fed-
eral Government had a chronic surplus of revenue; consequently, Fed-
eral control may not be strict enough to prevent expenditures whose
benefits fall short of the burden of the taxes by which they are fi-
nanced.

There are, however, two additional arguments that have been ad-
vanced in favor of the Federal program. The first one concerns inter-
state traffic, of which we have already spoken previously. It is cor-
reet that the State gasoline taxes may fail to provide adequately for
out-of-State traffic, lut it is doubtful whether this justifies Federal
gasoline taxes on 'a large scale. As far as truck traffic is concerned,
the States already have means of charging out-of-State traffic. In
those States where out-of-State traffic is really heavy, toll roads have
provided a solution which could be further improved along 'the lines
indicated above. Although adequate statistics fare not easily 'avail-
able, it does not seem that in the other States interstate traffic is really
sufficiently important to warrant Federal intervention, except in a few
isolated instances. Few of the highways that form part of the so-
called Interstate System 'are in fact used to a large extent by inter-
state traffic.

The second argument in favor of the present program relates to
civil defense needs. In case of war it may be necessary to evacuate
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most eities, and the capacity of the highways around many cities is not
nearly large enough for this purpose. In fact, most urban traffic
systems are already quite inadequate for peacetime traffic needs, and
the States have probably not done enough to improve those systems,
most State legislatures being dominated by rural elements. It would
seem that if urban roads were brought up to the requirements of
peacetime needs, they would also go far toward meeting civil defense
needs; however, if security arguments have to be invoked in order to
obtain something which can 'also be defended on less dramatic grounds,
it would be churlish to criticize. Since, moreover, the financial prob-
lems of urban traffic facilities are so much more serious than those of
rural facilities, a case could be made for Federal intervention.

A further argument for Federal highway 'aid, based on the differ-
ent income levels of the different States, appears to be less sound.
Whatever one thinks about equalization payments 'anlong States in
general, it must be doubted whether better highways are 'among the
principal needs of the poorer States. If it is felt that the latter need
more Federal money, it would be better to let them decide for them-
selves for what purposes it is most urgently needed.

The upshot of our discussion of the Federal highway program is
that, for urban traffic facilities, it has considerable justification, but
that for rural facilities, there is 'a distinct danger of wasteful ex-
penditures. The 90 percent-10 percent formula in itself is hardly
likely to lead to 'a careful evaluation of projects on the part of the

Stts The nest flint...- finso rh - r-sponsible

should not think in global figures of billions of dollars of highway
needs to be matched against billions of revenue, but that they should
ask themselves whether each specific road project is justified by the
taxes contributed by the users of that particular project.

From the point of view of employment policy, the Federal high-
way program also contains some dangers. Economists are now unan-
imously agreed that the Federal Government can help to even out
business fluctuations by spending more (relative to revenue) during a
depression than during a boom. Moreover, public works have been
the traditional means by which the Federal Government has increased
its expenditures when this was needed for cyclical purposes. It has
been recommended that, as 'a measure to implement the Employment
Act of 1946, the Federal Government maintain a list of projects
which could be put into operation when a depression threatens or is
underway. It -is not clear whether such a list has ever been drawn
up, but if it has, highway projects now incorporated in the Interstate
System would no doubt figure prominently in it. The wisdom of un-
dertaking those projects irrespective of general economic conditions
must therefore be seriously questioned, for if 'a depression really comes
about, the Government might then only be left with relief projects of
very questionable usefulness. Another argument goes in the same
direction. By undertaking major capital expenditure in a time of
full employment, the Government drives up prices and wages and
makes the whole project even more expensive than it need be. Al-
though the present program is hardly underway, these tendencies
have already become manifest. It might be argued 'that, since the
present program is being financed by current revenues, there is no
danger of such an inflationary development. Unfortunately, this is
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not so, for some of these current revenues !are, in effect, merely a
transfer from general revenue, land the matching between receipts and
expenditures during the life of the program is by no means exact. It
would have been much better if expenditures under the Federal high-
way program were to be regulated with reference to general economic
conditions, which was the intent of the Employment Act of 1946.



HIGHWAY EXPENDITURES FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH
AND STABILITY

Richard M. Zettel, research economist, Institute of Transportation and
Traffic Engineering, University of California

On the basis of rather broad estimates, it appears that annual ex-
penditures for transportation in the United States were about $70
billion in 1955-a figure that approximated 18 percent of the gross
national product. The annual expenditure for highway transporta-
tion was on the order of $55 billion, representing about 80 percent of
total expenditures for the movement of persons and goods. Expendi-
tures for the movement of persons alone were in the neighborhood of
$44 billion, of which 95 percent was expended for automobility.

These few figures give some notion of the current role of transporta-
tion generally and highway transportation particularly in the Ameri-
can economy.

I can claim no special competence as a forecaster. But using what
appear to me to be reasonable and perhaps the more conservative esti-
mates of those who have ability in predicting population and economic
trends, I can suggest that total expenditures for transportation will be
on the order of $140 billion in 1975 (at 1955 prices). Of this amount,
perhaps $112 billion will be spent for highway transportation of goods
and persons.

If these figures are approximately correct, in dealing with trans-
portation we are dealing with about one-fifth of the total economy and
highway transportation alone will represent about one-sixth of our
economy. It is not unlikely that we will have 100 million motor
vehicles traveling 1,000 billion vehicle-miles on highways by 1975.

FACTORS AFFECTING FuTuRE HIGHWAY TRANSPORT DEMAND

Forecasting total transportation movements is hazardous at best.
Certain factors may be noted that might increase our demand for
travel at a faster rate than general economic trends would indicate.
Among these I would note:

1. With increased incomes and changes in income distribution
the share we can devote to services including transportation is
likely to increase.

2. Widely predicted increases in leisure time (extended vaca-
tions or shorter workweeks) may increase travel demands.

3. Urban decentralization and industrial dispersal are likely
to increase the need for transportation.

4. The hi h rate of family formation to be expected. in the
1960's should cause a substantial upsurge in demand for travel,
especially on the highways.

5. An increase in the relative number of women drivers and
the amount of driving they do may be anticipated.
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Considerations of this nature appear to bolster the recent forecast
of the Aeronautical Research Foundation, in which it was indicated
that expenditures for personal transportation would increase 108 per-
cent in 20 years, while population would increase only 34.5 percent
and gross product 92.5 percent.1 As an important sidelight here, it
should be noted that this group estimated that expenditures for auto-
mobile transportation would increase at a faster rate than expendi-
tures for other forms of personal transportation. Also significant is
their conclusion that "air carrier activities will, in the future as in
the past, center largely about the transportation of passengers." 2 In
short, with respect to freight movements, air activity, while expected
to grow, is not expected to make serious inroads into the demand for
surface transportation of goods during the next 20 years.

It is concluded that highway transportation -will more than hold
its own in the next 20 years or so. In analyzing forces supporting
this conclusion it is convenient to break highway transportation into
segments. With respect to rural, rural-city, and intercity move-
ments, both of goods and persons, it seems rather clear that present
trends will continue and perhaps be accentuated. With respect to
intraurban movements, no effective substitute for the transportation
of property on highways is contemplated in any quarter.

Perhaps the largest question involving the future of highway
transportation concerns the movement of persons in our larger heavily
concentrated urban areas. A considerable body of respectable
opinion believes that urban transportation problems cannot be solved
by highway improvements. Some in this school hold that freeway
development merely compounds problems by pouring more vehicles
onto already congested streets and into inadequate terminal areas.
The extremists would go so far as virtually to ban automobile traffic
or to make it so costly as to curtail drastically its use in larger cen-
tral cities. At the other extreme are those who visualize an almost
complete rebuilding of our urban economies around an improved sys-
tem of highway transportation, including (not to hopefully) im-
proved mass transit in buses.

A middle course is more likely. It is my view that we are not
dealing with an "either-or" proposition in the large majority of cases.
In many cases decentralization and suburbanization will continue and
we will have increasing dependence on highway transportation. In
other cases, the need for mass transit to take care of peak-hour com-
muting traffic, especially in larger metropolitan concentrations, will
become so apparent that improvements will have to be made, but not
to the exclusion of highway improvements which will be needed to
accommodate freight movements, essential personal movements at all
times, and substantial volumes of nonpeak hour movements. If I
interpret recent comprehensive studies of urban transportation prob-
lems correctly, they do not deny the need for the highway improve-
ments in contemplation. They indicate the need for rapid mass
transit in addition and raise concern about the apparent preference
and priority currently given to highway programs.

All in all, forecasts of 100 million vehicles and 1,000 billion vehicle
miles in 1975 are on the conservative side in my opinion. But for

l U. S. Office of Aviation Facilities Planning, National Requirements for Aviation
Facilities: 1956-75: Vol. IV, Forecast of Aviation Activity, June 1957, pp. 1-3.

2 Op. cit., p. 4.
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what they are worth they represent an increase of 58 percent in motor
vehicles and 71 percent in highway travel in 20 years. They suggest
the large demands that will be placed on a highway plant that is even
now widely regarded as woefully inadequate. They suggest also that
our highway problem is not merely a matter of "catching up" on
accumulated deficiencies as is often thought to be the case, but is also
one of meeting the demands of our economic growth.

As a matter of fact, predictions of this sort put the cart before the
horse in a sense, because the number of vehicles and the amount of
travel we will have will depend in considerable measure on the kind
of highway plant that is provided and perhaps also on the kind of
vehicles that are produced. Improved highways and improved ve-
hicles may lead to considerable increases in the demand for highway
travel.

HIGHaWAY NEEDS

In recent months much has been said about our $101 billion high-
way program. Actually, no such program was considered by the
Congress either in 1955 or 1956. The $101 billion figure refers to an
estimate of "needs" made by the Bureau of Public Roads in coopera-
tion with the States in 1954, with projections only to 1964 for all high-
ways, roads, and streets of the Nation, except for the Interstate Sys-
tem (then 40,000 miles) for which needs were projected to 1974 and
which it was hoped might be met within 10 years. Congress actually
provided for an increase in Federal financing of approximately $25
billion to be spread over 16 years.

It is not our purpose here to evaluate the new Federal program in
detail nor to appraise "needs" estimates. It should be observed, how-
ever, that a new estimate which will shortly be before the Congress
will show highway needs that undoubtedly will be considerably higher
than any previous estimates for a number of reasons. Since 1954,
(1) highway costs have increased and continuing increases are in pros-
pect, (2) the standards finally adopted for the Interstate System were
higher than most of the States had used in previous estimates, (3)
the Interstate System was increased by 1,000 miles (and pressures
continue for further enlargement), (4) many States that had little
experience with freeway and expressway development in 1954 will
now provide more realistic estimates, and (5) needs on highway sys-
tems other than the Interstate System are beig more careflly made
and are being projected to 1971.

The highway needs estimates with which we are now becoming
familiar are often thought to be rather precise engineering determi-
nations. It is only fair to say, however, that such estimates are based
on projections of traffic which in turn are dependent on population
and economic trends with which this committee is concerned. They
are also based on economic assumptions as to the standards of high-
way service for which the people are able and willing to pay. Such
assumptions are unavoidable. It is clearly necessary to establish cer-
tain standards for the design and construction of highway facilities.
These standards are self-continuing in large degree. When a long-
range highway progam is undertaken it is not possible to materially
change design speeds or structural standards to accommodate faster
or heavier vehicles, without rendering recently completed segments
of the highway plant functionally obsolete.
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It seems probable that the enginers in establishing standards which
can be used for highway design and as a basis for establishing high-
way needs have made a shrewd estimate of the effective demand for
highway service. Their judgment may be fortified by calculations
of savings in vehicle operating costs, time, and accidents resulting from
highway improvements, which may be set off against the costs of the
improvements. A word of caution is indicated however. To the
extent that intangible savings (or benefits), such as comfort, con-
venience, or even savings of personal (noncommercial) time are in-
cluded in benefit-cost equations, we are dealing not with engineering
findings, but with value judgments which are proper subjects of eco-
nomic determination when possible and legislative consensus when not.

These notes of qualification on needs estimates do not dispel the
fact that vast highway improvement is necessary if motor-vehicle
travel is to be made convenient, safe, and economical.

Nor should anyone be under the illusion that the Federal highway
program of 1956 has once and for all solved the Nation's highway
problems. Even as an approximate goal the $101 billion figure of 1954
was probably low. Moreover, the assumed Federal share (about 30
percent) of the burden was stretched out from 10 to 15 or 16 years
during which time additional "needs" will accumulate. Then, too,
the States have responded rather slowly in increasing their levels of
highway financing, and some have made reductions in view-of the
increased Federal funds. We are led, therefore, to reconsider some of
the issues that will tend to cut out the nature and size of the highway
job we have to do.

IHIGHWAY-USER FINANCE

One of the major issues of highway finance, involving both tax and
expenditure policy, involves the conceptual nature of highway-user
charges. In some circles they are regarded simply as selective excises
adopted primarily as an expedient to get revenues for highways.
Objectives of user taxation

User taxation, properly regarded, is something more than a popular
and convenient vehicle of highway finance. In large measure, it is
the outgrowth of a conscious decision to distribute the burden of high-
ways along lines that prevail in the private sector of the economy.
User charges are a crude form of pricing services which are distributed
unevenly through society in a roughly measurable fashion. In the
light of the modern function of highways-that is, to serve traffic-
society does not deem it necesary or desirable to underwrite this
uneven distribution of services through normal tax channels. Owen
puts the question as whether it is desirable to include transportation
facilities m the same category with general governmental services
such as education and defense, or whether transportation should rather
be looked upon as similar to the supplying of food and clothing, of
which it is a part, and therefore, financed by the user.3 It may be
added that highway users are expected to pay for their vehicles, fuel,
and the like, and there seems little reason why they should not also

8 Owen, Wilfred, Transportation and Public Promotional Policy, in Transportation and
National Policy issued by U. S. National Resources Board. Washington, D. C., Govern-
ment Printing bffice, 1942, p. 257.
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pay directly for the highway services which constitute but a small
fraction of total highway-transportation costs.

There is a rather more compelling ground for distinguishing the
highway function from many other governmental functions. Gov-
ernment is furnishing one element of a full-scale transportation serv-
ice competitive in major respects with other transportation mediums
that are privately managed and financed. In the absence of overrid-
ing considerations to the contrary, ordinary economic prudence dictates
that each transportation alternative bear full economic costs so that
traffic may be allocated among them in relation to the economy and
fitness of each. The assessment of user charges is a direct means of
recovering the costs of highway service. Thus, user charges may be
designed to remove all or the major subsidy elements involved in gov-
ernment provision of highways, thereby promoting the economic al-
location of resources.

Although equity among taxpayers and neutrality among trans-
portation alternatives are the more obvious objectives of user taxa-
tion, its rational use may serve other purposes. Government is faced
constantly with difficult expenditure questions, with respect (1) to
the level of all governmental services and (2) to the allocation of funds
among its various functions. In most areas, the decisions must be
sociopolitical rather than economic in nature, for there is no direct
connection between those called upon to pay the bill and those en-
joying the services. Highway-user taxation tends to establish a
diioetp. ennnetfion het.weP.n tfhe. anqi of qinn1v and the. eAl'eetive clpmnndl
for highway services.

Not only is it possible to establish in a general way the relation be-
tween benefits or savings to users from a given highway program for
which they will be expected to pay, but the users themselves will react
to proposed programs through the legislative channels. Taxation
that bears directly upon those who demand services furnishes a test
of their willingness to pay. It provides a built-in restraint to high-
way demands that might well be absent if only general taxation were
used for highway support. Highway-user groups themselves, by
following their self-interest, will play an active part in highway man-
agement and investment programs, and thereby aid in the develop-
ment of enlightened highway policy.
Division of the highway burden

In general, there is wide acceptance of the idea that user taxation
should be used to defray some part of the costs of highway programs,
at least for the major facilities. The main argument concerns the ex-
tent to which others may be called upon to share in the burden through
either general taxation or special levies of one kind or another.

On the one side are those who, reflecting on the traditional patterns
of highway finance and on the continued wide diffusion of highway
benefits through the economy, believe that user taxation should be used
rather sparingly. Everybody benefits, it is argued, so everybody
should pay.4

*One danger of benefit analysis receiving increasing recognition lies in the fact that
benefits often accrue to highway users but are subsequently shifted to others. Not
infrequently in the past such benefits have been counted twice. For example, highway
Improvements may lower motor-veblele operating costs which may be regarded as a user
benefit, but the lower costs may be reflected In lower freight charges and thus, ultimately,
be shifted to consumers.
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At the other extreme are those who would have users bear the full
burden of highway provision, perhaps excepting new roads and streets
in subdivisions. They would embrace a public-utility-system concept
of the highway function. They would argue that wide diffusion
of benefits is no more relevant to the highway pricing problem than
is the fact that investments in other undertakings may have sequential
effects that benefit others than the customers of the products produced.
They point out that many other products and services supported en-
tirely by prices aid in the performance of governmental functions,
enhance our capacity for defense, and promote the development of
land and other resources.

Many students of the problem take a position between the extremes.
They base an allocation of highway costs between users and others on
observations of the nature of the plant and the services provided by it.
The key lies in classification of highways and services.

Those who lean toward the benefit argument observe that the pur-
pose of major arterials is service of traffic, in the main, while the pur-
pose of local roads and streets is primarily the provision of access to
land. Roads between the extremes serve community purposes.
Based on such classifications of the highway plant, reasonable, if some-
what arbitrary, assignments of cost responsibility may be made. Gen-
erally, all or most o the costs of major traffic facilities are assigned to
users. Generally, all or most of the costs of less traveled local roads
and streets are regarded as the responsibility of property owners or
other general taxpayers.

Another approach to the assignment of costs is advanced by those
not entirely persuaded by the benefit-diffusion analysis but still both-
ered enough by the weaknesses of user taxes themselves that they can-
not embrace the public-utility concept in its entirety. It is observed
that while user taxes as now employed must be uniform throughout
the taxing jurisdiction. the costs of highways vary considerably.
When comparisons are made between highway costs per vehicle-mile
and user payments per vehicle-mile, it is found that many roads, ag-
gregating a large mileage, particularly those whose main purpose is
the provision of access, do not generate enough in user taxes to defray
their costs. In short, they either have to draw earnings from other
segments of the highway plant or receive support from general taxes
or special levies.

Such a line of reasoning might lead to the establishment of levels
of user charges which would enable the major highway systems to be
fully self-supporting from earnings; other road systems would be
credited with their earnings, and the deficiencies would be met from
other taxes, if at all. The decision to make up the earnings deficien-
cies would be predicated on the interests of those directly concerned
with the roads in question; for example, the affected property owners.

Whatever the theory, the general trend of recent years is to require
ever-increasing share of the highway burden to be paid by the users
themselves. While rural governments continue to get larger alloca-
tions for their roads, cities are making headway, not only in securing
larger direct user-tax allocations, but also in getting more and more
State participation in State highways within their borders. The
most dramatic move in recent times was the decision of the National
Government in 1956 to follow the pattern established by the States and
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finance its greatly expanded highway program by taxes specifically
recognized and earmarked as highway-user charges.
Expenditure of user-charge proceeds

A major issue of expenditure policy is whether it is appropriate to
use taxes levied on highway users for nonhighway functions of gov-
ernment. The so-called diversion controversy has often engendered
bitter debate. In general, specialists in public finance regard the
earmarking of public revenues as inimical to sound budgetary policy
for obvious reasons that need not be repeated here.

In my view, additional considerations are involved in the case of
true highway-user charges. A bona fide user-tax structure is super-
imposed on the general-tax structure, and users are expected to defray
all general-tax obligations. That is to say, they will be subject to gen-
eral sales, property, and income taxes without consideration for the
fact that they pay user charges. In such case, the user charge is justi-
fied only in its relation to the highway function. In the absence of
cost pricing much more sophisticated than we have yet developed, the
proceeds should be used for highways, as a general rule.5

Two notes of qualification may be made. If it is deemed by legis-
lative consensus that a larger share of aggregate income should be
channeled to certain governmental functions other than highways, it
may be found appropriate in some circumstances to reduce user taxes
(or not raise them as high as the interests of users might indicate),
thereby inreasing the taxable capacity of the people and making it
easier for them to contribute to such other functions through normal
tax channels.

A second issue involves the appropriateness of selective excises that
bear on highway users as an element of the general tax structure.
It may be found advisable to impose such taxes rather than any of the
possible alternatives. But in this event the taxes should be appraised
solely on their merits as general excises with no consideration given to
the highway function. Such taxes would be imposed in addition to
user charges. On the one hand, questions may be raised (1) as to the
desirability of singling out the particular commodities or activities for
additional taxation, and (2) as to the effect of such taxation on com-
petitive transportation alternatives. On the other hand, it may be
argued that selective taxes on gasoline and the like for general pur-
poses may be less regressive or have less effect on incentive or capital
formation than possible alternatives. When the issues are decided
forthrightly, the use of proceeds of taxes so imposed for general pur-
poses is quite a different matter than the imposition of user charges
as compensation for highway service and subsequent use of the pro-
ceeds for nonhighway purposes.

CREDIT FINANCING OF HIGHWAYS

An important issue of highway finance involves the use of credit
as against pay-as-you-go financing. Much may be said for the use of
credit in the financing of capital facilities of long lives. There is
equity in spreading out the costs over the useful lives of the projects.

r If user charges were geared to costs rather than to expenditure requirements, a case
could be made for diversion of interest and possibly property-tax equivalents included in
the user-tax structure of the general revenues.
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Neutrality of public policy for competing carriers is also promoted
when the users of a publicly provided facility are required only to
meet the economic costs rather than the burdens of a particular ex-
penditure program which may be more or less than costs in any par-
ticular year. The tax requirements for financing a credit program
are likely to be closer to cost than tax requirements for a pay-as-you-
go program.

When there is need for a crash program to overcome accumulated
deficiencies the use of credit may permit a larger program than would
be possible with current taxes, with the result that the savings asso-
ciated with highway improvements will develop at an earlier time.
Larger available sums may also eliminate the need for interim or
stopgap improvements which are uneconomic in the long run.

Certain practical arguments against the use of credit deserve recog-
nition. There is always question as to our ability to predict future
highway needs and rates of obsolescence. In numerous cases States
and local governments have found themselves paying for capital facil-
ities long after they have outlived their usefulness. In recent experi-
ence every estimate of future needs seems to be considerably higher
than the previous one. People are led to wonder whether by using
credit to pass to the future a part of the burden, they will not com-
pound problems by requiring future users, not only to pay for past im-
provements, but also to meet burdens of even greater magnitude in
providing for their own needs.

Highway finance is still closely tied, and properly so, to general
fiscal considerations. The use of credit by State and local govern-
ments may depend on the general financial positions of such govern-
ments. Constitutional and statutory debt limits may be involved. It
may be thought necessary to reserve whatever margin of credit may
be available for other purposes (school construction, for example),
for which ready sources of current revenue are not available. In
short, credit financing may be rejected for highways if it is at all
feasible to finance a reasonable program from current revenues, so
that credit may be used for other purposes without encountering legal
debt limits or practical limitations of the bond market.

The use of credit at the Federal level involves other thorny problems.
Here involved is a potential conflict between general economic policy,
-including the important matter of stabilization, and a neat theory
of user financing.

It may be noted that the Clay committee in 1955 proposed financing
the recommended expansion in the Federal highway program with
bonds, apparently thinking primarily of equity among users. Shortly
thereafter, the Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, among
others, urged that the expanded highway program be financed sub-
stantially on a pay-as-you-go basis.

An interesting compromise was suggested by the research and policy
committee of the Committee on Economic Development. The com-
mittee "rejected immediate payment out of user charges for the Federal
share of improvements on the Interstate System in favor of balancing
construction costs and revenue from user charges over a period of
about 20 years." 6 But to permit acceleration of the program during

O The research and policy committee of the Committee for Economic Development,
Modernizing the Nation's Highways, January 1956, p. 15.
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the initial catching-up years, it proposed use of general taxes. In
effect, general taxes would be borrowed temporarily but would be re-
paid to the General Treasury out of user charges collected in the later
years of the program. This intermediate approach, the committee
felt, would be a means of reconciling the case for credit for highways
with "a stabilizing budget policy-a policy of setting tax rates so that
the Government's cash expenditures are balanced each year at a high
level of employment." 7

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

Prior to 1954 there was considerable debate over the role of the
National Government in the highway function. There is no question
as to the constitutional authority of the National Government to en-gage in highway activities, either directly or indirectly. There islittle question but what the National Government has some degree ofinterest in highways. In recent years, there has been rather general
agreement that substantial acceleration of the rate of highway im-
provement throughout the Nation was required in order to overcome
accumulated highway deficiencies and to accommodate the future
growth of highway traffic. The only real debate concerned the abilityand willingness of the States and their subdivisions, with or without
repeal of the Federal gasoline tax, to make needed improvements at arate that would satisfy national objectives at the same time. The
ultimate decision is recorded in the expanded Federal higyhwav pro-
gram of 1956.

By no means does the adoption of this particular piece of legislation
end our concern with intergovernmental relations in highway affairs.
In fact, there is not yet agreement as to its significance. It is taken
in some quarters to be nothing more than a crash program to meet
an immediate crisis; others see it as a new departure in Federal-State
relations whose full dimensions are not now clear; while still others
believe it may be the first step toward a truly National System of
Highways which ultimately will be administered and financed entirely
by the Federal Government. Certainly, there will be arguments tocontain the Federal program within its present confines, if not to cut
it back. Just as surely, there will be counterarguments to enlarge
the Federal role both in administration and financing, perhaps as afirst step by enlarging the Interstate System.
Classiftcation for division of responsibility

In the opinion of many students of the problem, the key to division
of responsibility for highway provision between the National Govern-
ment and the States, and indeed between the States and their subdivi-
sions, lies in classification of the highway plant in accordance with
its service characteristics. The highway study committee of the Com-
mission on Intergovernmental ReTations expressed it this way:

When highways are classified according to purposes served,
the allocation of responsibilities becomes quite involved. We
can envision. a system of major highways in which the na-
tional interest is exceedingly strong because of defense and
interstate commerce requirements, pass through a penumbra

7 Loc. elt
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in which national interest gradually dims, and finally arrive
at those local roads and streets in which the national interest
is so remote, if it exists at all, that it may be completely over-
shadowed by other considerations.8

Following this line of reasoning, the Committee concluded that
"the greatest national responsibility for highways centers in expedi-
tions developm-.en t of the design.ated National Systern of Interstate
Highways of some 40,000 miles (both urban and rural), not only now
but in the future." 9 The President's Highway Advisory Committee,
headed by General Clay, found also that "the interstate network is
preponderantly national in scope and function." 'O

It must be recognized that there may be wide disagreement over
the composition of any given highway systems designed to establish
degrees of interest of the several levels of government; also that estab-
lished systems need not remain static. "Over time," said the highway
study committee, "the segment of the highway plant in which national
interest is strongest may increase as highway transportation develops
and needs for interstate commerce and national defense increase."
Even so, reasonable classification of highways is an important step to-
ward the rational division of highway responsibilities. It is a useful
toll for determining where each level of government should concen-
trate its energies and resources. This is especially true because of the
somewhat reciprocal interests of governments in different classes of
highways.' 2

Even after classification of the most discerning kind, many real
problems of administration involving important policy decisions
remain.

In the highway field, the course of cooperation with the States
rather than direct performance by the National Government has been
accepted. Moneys are made available as grants-in-aid to the States
for specified purposes under stipulated conditions. Both purposes
and conditions are spelled out to assure that the National Government's
objectives in making the grants are fulfilled. There is always a prob-
lem, however, as to how far conditions and controls should be carried.

On the one hand the government making the grant is responsible to
the people, not only for attaining the objective but also for doing it
efficiently and economically. It might therefore be tempted to provide
extensive controls, particularly if, as is widely believed, there is a
tendency to exercise less care in expenditure of outside funds than of
funds raised by taxes imposed by the spending government. Yet ex-
cessive detail may be stultifying to the receiving government, sapping
its initiative, and perhaps undermining the very motive of choosing
the cooperative path in the first place: Building up local responsibility
while relieving the higher level of some of the burdens of administra-
tion. The dilemma is not easily resolved and is likely to be subject to
continuing experimentation.

5 Federal Aid to Highways, June 19554 p. 21.
9op. cit., pp. 22-23.
1- President's Advisory committee on a National Highway Program, A Ten-Year National

Highway Program, January 1955, p. v.
1' Op. cit., p. 1.
D3 "We have suggested that the national interest diminishes as we proceed from highways

of interstate importance to local access roads and streets. Local and State interests
increase in the opposite direction." Highway Study Committee of the Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, op. cit., p. 24.
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Some immediate problems
A few immediate problems in connection with the new Federal

program warrant comment.
1. The National System of Interstate and Defense Highways for

which the Federal Government is providing 90 percent of the funds
(and more in some States) is to be built to freeway and expressway
standards with full control of access. Clearly such requirement is
imperative if the huge investment in highways is to be protected. But
the location of such superhighways, especially in urban areas, involves
extremely delicate matters of intergovernmental relations since con-
siderable disruption of established communities is inevitable. Not in-
frequently the community interest will appear to be, and in some cases
may actually be, in direct conflict with the State and the national in-
terests which may be confined primarily to the most expeditious move-
ment of traffic. A high order of statesmanship will be required to steer
a proper course between the Scylla of abject capitulation to local pres-
sures and the Charybdis of utter disregard of community values, either
of which may lead to a scuttling of the highway program.

2. Entry of the National Government into the user-tax field intro-
duces new complications in highway financing. Not only is the famil-
iar question of tax overlapping involved, but a problem arises in
meshing of tax-policy decisions between Nation and States so as to
recover fair and reasonable compensation for highway use. Should
each level act independently of the other or can a way be found to
,,oord1nint the. ncser tn.- stfrietures of the. States~ ,and the. lFefdprgl (Gov-
ernment? Is there an opportunity for development of one or more
tax-sharing schemes, particularly in regard to the taxation of com-
mercial vehicles in interstate operation?

3. The basis of apportionment of Federal-highway grants among
the States deserves additional attention. The highway-aid programs
of the Federal Government have not been designed with equalization,
as the term is strictly defined, as a primary objective. That is to say,
fiscal capacity in relation to needs of the recipient governments is not
considered. The objective of an equalizing grant would be to equalize
local tax efforts. In principle, that unit of government that could
meet its needs with the least tax effort would get no grant at all. The
grant to all others would be calculated by deducting from their esti-
mated needs the amounts which a tax effort equivalent to that of the
first would produce. The formulas used in highway finance are not
directed to this end. Whatever equalization is achieved is incidental
and largely accidental.

If we accept the national decision that the Federal Government
should be responsible for financing 90 percent and more of construc-
tion of the Interstate System, the proper basis of apportionment
would seem clearly to be estimated needs of the system in each of the
States. Any other formula, unless its factors are so selected and
weighted that they too accurately reflect relative needs, would pro-
vide an uneven rate of development of the Interstate System. Con-
gress has wisely provided that needs will become the basis of appor-
tionment for 1959 and subsequent fiscal years. It is to be hoped that
principle will prevail when the new needs estimates are presented to
Congress for approval in 1959.

4. Congress will also be faced in 1958 with reconsideration of grant
programs for other eligible highways-the Federal-aid primary and

97735-57-73
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secondary systems and their urban extensions. One can hope that
these programs will be reappraised critically. Perhaps in this area
there lies an opportunity for readjustment. For example, these pro-
grams might be scaled back and turned in the direction of true equali-
zation, thus increasing the responsibility of the States and their sub-
divisions for all but the National System of Interstate and Defense
Highways. Continuation of these programs at present or, what is
more likely, increased levels, will slow up development of the Inter-
state System-that system in which the national interest is greatest.
The alternative is an increase in levels of Federal highway financing
which again would adversely affect the abilities of the States to meet
their highway problems.

EcoNoliIic STABILIZATION

Our discussion of highway issues to this point has been predicated
on assumption of a high level of employment of men and other re-
sources. What has been said, it is hoped, demonstrates that efficient
highway transport, which depends in turn on adequate highways, is
so intimately related to economic growth of the Nation that it is fair
to assert that basic highway programs cannot be turned on and off at
will for purposes of economic stabilization. To question the frequent
but casual shelf-of-public-works concept of the problem, however, is
not to say that potentials for adjustment to meet stabilization ob-
jectives do not exist.

A certain paradox is evident. The type of national highway pro-
gram we have envisioned as most nearly meeting the appropriate
Federal role in a high-level economy, that is to say, a program con-
fined primarily, if not exclusively, to a very limited system of high-
ways of interstate and defense importance, is the very program that is
least susceptible to adept manipulation for purposes of general eco-
nomic stabilization. This sort of highway program involves hard
and careful planning. It involves long lead times between authoriza-
tions of funds and actual beginning of work.13 It involves disruption
of established communities and dislocation of thousands of homes and
businesses. Currently in California, public hearings are being held
involving as many as a dozen or more alternatives for location of
comparatively short stretches of freeway. Many months will be re-
quired before some of these locations will be finally determined. Only
then can the precise engineering design of the project begin, after
which the acquisition of rights-of-way and removal or demolition of
buildings can get underway. As the easier projects are completed the
problems will become increasingly complicated and time consuming.
They would be further compounded in times of economic stress when
the disruption of communities and dislocation of people and busi-
nesses will create greater economic hardships.

Further limitations of this type of program for quick economic
stimulation are to be found in its concentration in comparatively few
locations within each of the States and also in the rather high skills
of labor involved in high-standard highway construction.

" Lead times are currently reported to average 21 months for Federal-aid projects.
American Road Builders' Association, The Highway Construction Industry in a Long
Range National Highway Program, July 1957, p. 6.
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This rather pessimistic view should be tempered in some respects.
Continuation of the basic pro gram at a high level will be a stabilizing
force in itself. Moreover, there will be limited opportunities for
acceleration. These may be availed of (1) by increasing Federal
authorizations, (2) by reducing or eliminating matching requirements
so that State resources may be directed to other highways, and (3)
by using the Federal credit to finance the increased authorizations
with the provision that the debt incurred ultimately be recovered from
user-charge earnings.

In addition, consideration may be given to a broader type of Fed-
eral highway program which is specifically designed for purposes of
economic stimulation. This might be a program that would tem-
porarily extend to work on county roads, city streets, and lesser State
highways. It would be concentrated on relatively simple projects
that do not require involved planning and engineering, that would
have comparatively short lead times, that would not disrupt com-
munities nor require extensive relocation of businesses and families.
If National and State effort is concentrated primarily on major high-
way facilities during high level employment, a considerable backlog
of simpler highway, road, and street work projects is likely to be
available throughout the country at all times in the foreseeable
future.

Obviously expansion of Federal expenditures for highways in this
direction will be less concerned with interstate commerce and defense_: _ SO _ ___ -3 _ .1. ,. _ _ , f . .I ..-requllire1n-ics untu thb primary iiueresus of highway users) than
it will be with the objectives of the Employment Act. Credit
financing might appropriately be used, but users should not be ex-
pected to repay the full costs. The program should be discounted as
an employment-providing measure.

If a supplemental and rather distinct highway program of this sort
does become necessary the nation may seize upon the opportunity to
catch up and in some cases even to get ahead of its overall highway
needs. Every possible effort should be made to insure that work of
lasting quality is provided.

Many of us have been rather critical of the fact that much of the
emergency highway work made possible by the Federal Government
during the 1930's completely bypassed the Bureau of Public Roads.
It is recognized that the Bureau is primarily an engineering force
dedicated to high-standard construction, for which it is to be com-
mended. But if the need for a broad-based highway program for
economic stimulation arises, it is to be hoped that the Bureau will be
flexible enough in its thinking and in its operations to give effective
direction to such a program, while at the same time carrying on with
the regular program of providing high-standard major arterials
within the National Highway System.

CONCLUSION

Prospective growth of the national economy will need, as well as
depend on, efficient highway transporl which of course requires an
adequate highway plant. A considerable economic effort which can
be furnished only through government channels will be required to
catch up and to keep up with our highway needs.
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The heavy reliance on user charges currently practiced in financing
the National and State highway programs now underway makes con-
siderable sense in our competitive economy, from the standpoint of
tax equity and neutrality. User charges also furnish a rough test of
effective demand for highway service.

Concentration of national effort on a limited system of highways
of prime importance to intrstate mrec and defense can best ful-
fill the national interest in time of high-level employment. An early
critical reappraisal of other Federal-aid highway programs seems to
be in order.

Attention should be given (1) to the resolution of potential con-
flicts between community interest, on the one side, and State and
National interest, on the other; (2) to National-State coordination in
the development and administration of highway-user charges; and
(3) to the bases of apportionment of Federal funds among the States.

In event of need for economic stimulation, the suggested Federal
program, with high concentration on the Interstate System, has lim-
ited potential for expansion but consideration may be given to higher
authorizations, the use of credit backed by user charges, and reduc-
tion or elimination of matching requirements. In addition, a broad-
based program of project stimulation on county roads, city streets,
and lesser State highways may be indicated. Such a program not
only may provide employment opportunities, but, properly managed,
can produce improvements of lasting quality.
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FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION PROGRAMS, ECONOMIC
GROWTH AND STABILITY

UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

Statement submitted by K. E. Fields, General Manager

In response to your request of August 2, 1957, we are glad to pro-
vide the following information and hope that it will prove helpful
to the work of your Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy in exploring the
relationship of Federal spending programs to the extent and char-
acter of the Nation's economic growth and to the problem of main-
taining economic stability.

Unnder the Atomic Energy Act, the paramount objective of the
programs of the Atomic Energy Commission is to make the maximum
contribution to the common defense and security. AEC programs
are formulated primarily to carry out national security policies, and
considerations of national defense are necessarily overriding. Never-
theless, the act further directs that "the development, use, and control
of atomic energy shall be directed so as to promote world peace, im-
prove the general welfare, increase the standard of living, and
strengthen free competition in private enterprise." The objectives
established under these criteria for nonmilitary atomic-energy pro-
grams, such as the development of economical civilian electric power
from nuclear energy, are of necessity long range in character, but
are nevertheless essential for the future growth of the economy. In
practice, the substance of atomic-energy programs, including those
primarily directed to peaceful purposes as well as those for military
purposes, is almost wholly determined by national security policies and
technological advances in the field. Thus, there is but limited latitude
for selection of implementing measures on the basis of the influence
that could be exerted by AEC expenditures on short-term economic
trends.

Expenditures of the Atomic Energy Commission were approxi-
mately $1,964 million in fiscal year 1957, or about 2.8 percent of total
Federal spending. In the period from the beginning of World War II
through fiscal year 1957, Federal expenditures on the atomic-energy
program amounted to $15,811 million, of which $13,578 million repre-
sents payments after the transfer of operating responsibilities from
the Manhattan Engineer District to the Atomic Energy Commission
oil anuary 1, 1947. The AEC balance sheet shows plant and equip-
ment assets of $6,908 million on June 30, 1957.

1135
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These amounts connote a scale of activity which could not fail to
have an important impact on private sectors of the economy. The
novelty of many of the major atomic-energy undertakings and the
fact that the entire growth of the enterprise has occurred in such a
brief period have accentuated this impact. The varied nature of this
impact is indicated by the following examples:

REGIONAL IMPACT OF AEC ACTIVITIES

The nature of the activities to be performed has required placing a
number of atomic-energy installations in areas of low population
density, thus magnifying their relative impact on the economies of
those regions. Leading examples of such installations are the
following:

Installation Plant invest- Region
ment

Hanford works -$1,053,000,000 Southeastern Washington.
Oak Ridge - ---------------------------------------- 1,437,000,000 Eastern Tennessee.
Savannah River plant -1,235,000,000 Western South Carolina.
National Reactor Testing Station -10,000,000 Eastern Idaho.
Albuquerque and Los Alamos -317, 000,000 Northern New Mexico.

URANIUM PRODUCTION

Similarly, the purchase of domestic uranium ores and concentrates
and the establishment of guaranteed prices have had a major impact
on uranium producing areas, primarily the Colorado Plateau area of
Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, and Arizona, and to a lesser degree
certain sections of Wyoming, Washington, and other Western States.
Uranium mills in operation at the end of fiscal year 1957 represented
more than $50 million of private capital investment, and new mills
coming into operation over the next 2 years represent an additional
$60 million investment of private capital. These amounts do not in-
clude the cost of mine development. AEC purchases of domestic ores
and concentrates were in excess of $150 million in fiscal year 1957, and
are expected to exceed $200 million in 1958, and $250 million in 1959.

The procurement of uranium concentrates from foreign sources
involved expenditures of more than $190 million in fiscal year 1957.
The projected growth of uranium imports from Canada is expected
to bring shipments from that country during the next few years to an
annual value of more than $250 million, and total uranium imports to
an annual value of about $350 million. Exchange payments of this
magnitude are a significant factor in creating markets for United
States exports.

IsoToPEs

A recent survey of the use of radioisotopes in industrial operations
indicated that such applications are reducing industrial costs by an
estimated $400 million or more per year. The medical profession
uses radioisotopes in the treatment of probably more than 1 million
patients a year. The economic significance of such industrial and
medical uses is expected to increase several times over during the next
few years. In addition, the extension of agricultural applications of
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radioisotopes is expected to produce annual savings of several hun-
dred millions of dollars.

COAL PRODUCTION

Because the development of atomic energy is sometimes represented
as being inimical to the best interests of coal producers, it is pertinent
to comment on this relationship. To generate the electric power used
in the gaseous diffusion plants at Oak Ridge, Paducah, and Ports-
mouth, approximately 20 million tons of coal are purchased annually
and more than 2 million tons of coal are consumed annually in pro-
viding heat and electric power for other atomic energy operations.
Payments for this coal amount to about $100 million dollars per year.
Looking ahead to the period when generation of electric power from
nuclear energy becomes competitive in cost with generation from the
burning of coal, AEC estimates of the growth of nuclear power pro-
duction are based on the expectation that only a portion of the in-
crease in electric power consumption will be met by nuclear power-
plants. In other words, it is expected that annual consumption of coal
for electric power generation in the United States will continue to
increase for many years.

SMfALL BnrsInEss

The typical pattern by which the Atomic Energy Commission pro-
vides for the operation of the Government-owned installations which
carry out the major part of AEC-financed activity is by cost-type con-
tr.aUS. The sc'anl of trIhnce p.- nn 1 -Ace e-eti .e
participation of small-business concerns at this level of responsibility.
Rather, the opportunities for small-business participation in atomic-
energy activities lie primarily {in the area of providing materials
and services under subcontracts. The long-established policy of the
Atomic Energy Commission is that small-business concerns should re-
ceive 'a fair share of available work, and programs undertaken in co-
operation with the Small Business Administration are believed to
have contributed significantly to the AEC's success in meeting this
objective. AEC contract actions with small-business concerns dur-
ing fiscal year 1957 included prime-contraot awards of $108 million
and subcontract awards of $224 million, or 39 percent of the total value
of all subcontract awards by AEC cost-type prime contractors.

DEVELOPMENT OF PRIVATE ATOMIC ENERGY INDUSTRY

A growing atomic-energy industry with expanding opportunities
for investment could serve as 'a major stimulant to our economy. A
primary purpose of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 was to remove
barriers to the participation of private enterprise in the growth of
the atomic-energy industry. Assumption of increased responsibility
by private industry offers the long-range prospect of major reduction
of Federal expenditures for 'atomic energy.

Numerous Commission programs serve to encourage such private
participation. For example, all 'technical information necessary to
the design, construction, and use of reactors for civilian power and
research has been removed from the category of classified informa-
tion. AEC technical information is being made available -to the pub-
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lie by various means, a quarter million technical publications on
atomic energy having been sold by the Government during fiscal year
1957. The growing list of Government-owned patents held by the
AEC and released for royalty-free licensing now totals 1,269. In the
general area of materials 'and services required for its atomic-energy
operations, the Commission has urged private industry to take re-
sponsibility for supply, and, today, private industry is fabricating
reactuoi'-i Uei eieiiie11ni aiU prieparing 'to Miallufacture uranium feed ma-
terials which heretofore have always been provided by Government-
operated plants.

Insbances of private investment in developmental projects have been
particularly notable in the area of power-reactor development. Two
farge-scale reactors, financed exclusively with private capital, are un-
der construction and are expected to be completed in 1960. A smaller,
privately financed, reactor plant, built to furnish technical data for
development of one of the large projects, is already operating under
license.

A key program in the Commission's efforts to advance reactor
technology and to promote private participation is the power dem-
onstration reactor program. By inviting industry to submit proposals
for the development, construction, and operation of demonstration
reactors, at the same time offering specified types of technical and
financial assistance, the Commission is obtaining from industry sub-
stantial contributions of talent and funds to the development of
promising reactor concepts. Such partnership arrangements substan-
tially reduce the Federal expenditures required to accomplish these
program objectives.

Accompanying these major developments is a broad undercurrent
of private industrial activity concerned with the development and
manufacture of radiation instruments, reactor components, and re-
search reactors, and with provision of the wide range of materials
and services associated with the use of radioisotopes and reactors.
Growth of such activity is in keeping with the American tradition, in
which new processes and products bring about a steady increase in
the standard of living.

RESEARCH AND TRAINING

The Nation's fund of scientific knowledge and its reservoir of
skilled people are among its most precious resources. Their develop-
ment is no less essential to the long-range objectives of the atomic-
energy program than the development of other resources, such as
raw materials or technology. In this sense, the Commission's ex-
penditures for research can properly be regarded as investment.

A large part of the funds devoted to support of research also con-
tributes directly to training. In its support of basic research projects
performed at universities, the Commission seeks to strengthen the
established institutional framework upon which the success of ad-
vanced education in the United States depends. This objective is
also promoted by the granting of fellowship awards, by special
training offered by AEC for faculty members, and by financial grants
for the purpose of enabling universities to acquire specialized equip-
ment for teaching purposes. Special courses in reactor technology
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are also offered to graduate students at certain AEC installations, but
are regarded as interim arrangements which will no longer be re-
quired when universities have developed their own capabilities in this
field.

Certain types of modern research require capital investment in
equipment and facilities which is beyond the capacity of private
institutions to provide. A major role of the Commission will continue
to be the building of complex research instruments, such as particle
accelerators, and the staffing of research projects involving their
operation.

The foregoing examples are intended to show some of the more im-
portant relationships between Federal atomic-energy expenditures
and the processes of economic growth in the private sectors of the
economy. You have also requested comment on the usefulness or
limitations of atomic-energy programs for purposes of stabilization.
For the reasons indicated in the second paragraph, the policy con-
siderations which determine atomic-energy programs afford little
latitude for varying either the substance or the timing of implement-
ing measures with a view to exerting compensatory influence on either
local or general economic trends. In appropriate situations, such con-
siderations would enter into program decisions, but would seldom be
of determining weight. Within the framework of governmentwide
policy, the Commission would again take an active part in such
ameliorative prograins as the effort to make it possible for business
concerns in laDor-surpius areas to obtain a larger 6hare of AEC pru-
curement awards.

Finally, you have requested comment on the standards employed by
the Atomic Energy Commission in determining the kind and size of
its requested programs. Approximately 85 percent of the Commis-
sion's annual operating costs are directly related to military require-
ments. The remaining 15 percent is concerned largely with basic
research, development of civilian power reactors, regulatory responsi-
bilities involving public health and safety, and other supporting ac-
tivities of the nature of administrative overhead.

Relative priorities within the military portions of the program
determine the main outlines for most of the Commission's appropria-
tion request. The broad nonmilitary objectives of the atomic-energy
program are also established as matter of national policy and gener-
ally reflect the status of atomic-energy technology. For basic re-
search in the physical and life sciences and the development of civilian
power reactor, these objectives serve to define numerous technological
problems and areas of ignorance in which the need for increased
understanding is critical and urgent. Programs proposed are focused
on these needs, subject to such overall limitations as may be estab-
lished by budgetary ceilings and the availability of qualified technical
personnel.
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Ralph E. Burgess, economist, American Cyanamid Co.'

The fruits of 'the pioneering studies of the Joint Economic Coin-
mittee in the area of government fiscal policy will, in my opinion, be
recorded 'as important milestones in the Nation's progress toward con-
tinued economic growth and a greater measure of business stability.
I 'am grateful for the opportunity again to participate in your ex-
plorations.

HISTORICAL DATA

I should like first to present a capsule review of some of the perti-
nent historical data concerning the Federal research program in order
that we may have some notion of the magnitude of the figures with
which we are dealing. I must add that I have gathered the data
from a number of sources. While they may differ slightly from
others at your disposal, I feel sure that they reveal much the same
story.

The universe of statistical data with which we are to deal is actually
split into two parts by the 'advent of World War II. Over the pre-
war years, 1929 through 1940, Federal research expenditures increased
at 'a rate such as to double every 7 years (11.2 percent per year).
They grew at 'a somewhat slower rate than overall Federal expendi-
tures (12.9 percent per year) but faster than research outlays from
other sources (2.8 percentage points per year faster on the average).
During these years Federal research expenditures amounted to about
20 percent of all research spending. The overall price change be-
tween the year 1929 'and the year 1940 (during the 11 years involved
prices fell and rose again to about the same level) wias not extreme
and growth rates for research expenditures stated in constant dollars
fall only slightly below those just mentioned. While there was, to be
sure, an increase in the complexity of research projects, it is our feel-
ing that the current dollar series pretty well reveals changes in the
volume of Federal research activity.

As 'a result of the enormous demands of 'the defense effort for World
War II, Federal research outlays more than tripled in the single year
1941. This had the effect of shifting the base of the Federal research
effort to -a new level, after which it reverted to a more normal rate of
growth. Price changes have been sufficiently large during the years
1941 through 1956 to distort materially our notions of the amount of
Federal research being carried on. Thus, 'almost half the growth
seen in the dollar series for research activities is accounted for by
rising prices. For the period 1941-56 the annual rate of increase in
Federal research spending drops from 18 percent in current dollars to

'The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of American
Cyanamid Co.
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about 11 percent after adjusting for price changes. What this tells
us is that the Federal research effort-from a high, defense-swelled
level-is continuing to expand at about the prewar rate. It is still
growing somewhat faster than the private research effort (11.2 per-
cent per year compared to 8.3 percent per year) and significantly
faster than the rate of expansion qn the economy as a whole (11.2
percent per year compared to 3.4 percent per year).

Other interesting changes have occurred. First, the rate of in-
crease in total Federal spending has fallen off sufficiently that research
spending within the Federal budget is now growing fasterthan total
expenditures (11.2 percent per year compared to 1.9 percent per year)
and, consequently, is claiming a larger proportion of total Federal
outlays (3.6 percent in 1956 compared to about 2.5 percent in early
postwar years).

Second, the private research effort has also been expanding rapidly
and since in peacetime it tends to be much larger than the Federal
effort, the relative contribution of Federal spending to total research
spending has declined from nearly 70 percent in 1945 to perhaps 'a
third in 1956. Clearly, however, government still occupies a position
of strategic importance in -the area of research.

Finally, the rate of expansion for the economy as 'a vwhole has been
nearly three times as great in the postwar period (as between 1929 and
1940. (In 1956 dollars, growth rate for 1929-40 was 1.2 percent per
year compared to 1941-56 rate of 3.4 percent per year.) This in-
crease in rate of growth results directly from the massive changes of
the war period and, as we shall see, also from the contributions of our
aggregate research effort.

The historical performance of Federal research expenditures dur-
ing the general business fluctuations covered by the data bears brief
note. Research spending tends to be much less sensitive to cyclical
fluctuations in general business than most of the economic series with
which we deal. Private research expenditures, with the attrition of
profits, tend to fall somewhat more than Federal expenditures but,
again, neither declines much.

FEDERAL RESEARCH EXPENDITURES AND ECONOMIC GROwTH

It is difficult to forge a clear causal link between a given research
outlay and its ultimate impact upon the economy-or indeed, even upon
the business of a single firm. Sometimes research results are striking.
We can see a new industry emerge. But how much of the obvious
gain may be attributed to research; how much to the other aspects of
economic activity and how much to chance alone? Truly, about all
that can be said with confidence is that economic growth has definitely
been associated with research activity, private as well as government-
sponsored, that our research findings, particularly in the areas of ap-
plied research have made a vital contribution to our economy. Re-
search has served as the initiating factor or catalyst in almost every
major industrial development.

At present, the defense category claims nearly two-thirds of both
total F ederal expeditures and Federal research outlays. Together
with research expenditures for the Atomic Energy Commission it ac-
counts for 82 percent of recognized Federal research spending. Find-
ings of defense-oriented research result in constant and rapid obso-
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lescence of ordnance and are clearly tied to spending for procurement
of military materiel. According to one qualified student of the sub-
ject, about half of our current $38 billion defense spending really ought
to be classified as for research rather than for procurement. There
Lave been instances in which aircraft have become obsolete before
producers could complete delivery of a full shipment. Thus, the de-
fense research budget plays a very important role in current levels of
bUSineSS activtity. ilagIe ifyou car, what defense spending would
be if it were limited solely to the replacement of worn out military
equipment, or if when desired strength had been reached no attempt
were made to maintain technological superiority. Except over a pro-
tracted period of time, it would be impossible to bridge with private
business activity the economic gap created by any drastic reductions
in the defense effort. However, the defense effort and the research
effort connected with it do not contribute per se to the material well-
being of the people and, inasmuch as goods are not destined for ulti-
mate consumption (if strictly defined military spending amounts to
economic waste) the impact of such outlays is inflationary in a period
of full employment such as we enjoy today.

Defense research spending bears two outstanding characteristics.
The first is that it is removed from the reach of normal standards of
evaluation by its veil of secrecy and its vital necessity. The second is
that its real impact upon economic growth is so oblique as utterly to
defy measurement in the aggregate. We can cite, however, specific
cases. For example, the synthetic rubber industry, which has been
described as a "government-spawned war baby" has grown up largely
in the postwar period and will presently be supplying more than 60
percent of our domestic needs for new rubber. And metallurgical re-
search has materially contributed to the appearance of the new so-
called rare metals which are finding a place as parts in computers and
many other electronic devices. Defense research and its products
enter into our lives in many less obvious ways. The superpremium
gasolines of today were the aircraft fuels of World War II; and jet
propulsion will probably soon be extended to commercial air trans-
port. Thus, breakthroughs for military purposes have many civilian
applications.

It is all important to our economic growth and stability that this
sort of transfer should occur. For today, more than one-fourth of one
of our most dynamic and yet limited resources-the inventive genius of
research engineers and scientists-is being devoted to defense. In-
deed, this is perhaps a better measure of our defense effort (and sacri-
fice) than our cash outlays for this purpose. The Federal Govern-
ment currently maintains a large number of research laboratories
staffed with scientific employees. These men devote their full time to
government projects. But the effort accounts for only about one-
third of total Federal spending on research. The bulk of the balance
of federally sponsored research is performed by private industry under
contracts with the Government. In 1952 nearly one-half of the trained
scientific personnel in private concerns was involved with government
research, and while the proportion thus engaged is certainly smaller
today, it is manifest that the role of government as a consumer of re-
search time-hence an allocator or director of technological innova-
tion-is one of strategic importance.
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The other 18 percent of the Federal research outlay is scattered
over 31 research budgets administered by the remaining major Fed-
eral agencies. Again, the growth results are illusive, but it is certain
that phenomenal mileage is obtained from every research dollar under
a most unique set of circumstances. Most of these ventures are entirely
unprofitable from a business standpoint-hence, in all likelihood, but
for Federal funds, they would not be undertaken. Progress toward
the point where their commercial exploitation can begin is aided by
Government through the free dissemination of knowledge gained in
the areas of both basic and applied research. One need only cite the
remarkable gains in agricultural output and efficiency to highlight
the growth contributions of these programs in the economic use of
resources.

While the amount of Federal money spent on research is sufficiently
large in itself to have some stimulating effect upon the economy, the
timing in the past has not been such as to indicate its use for
that purpose. The most persuasive argument for maintaining re-
search expenditures is that, despite the lacking quantitative link, it
is certain that today's research produces the growth of tomorrow.
The nature of research spending (hence, the allocation of research
funds to alternative projects) and the results from research are its
vital features, rather than the sheer magnitude of the amount spent.
For some types of Federal programs it is possible to estimate the
aggregate impact, in the form of a flurry of economic activity, of a
given arnoulnt of Feueral spenuu.g as i, floWs Ul1luougllout bile euiUin.Y,
but, because the amounts are relatively small, this is not particularly
revealing in the case of research spending. Many, perhaps most, re-
search projects end in failure. Investment in these induces a small
amount of consumption, and this is about all. It is the few success-
ful projects which must carry us forward, and their importance
escapes measurement.

FEDERAL RESEARCH SPENDING AND ECONOMIC STABILITY

Do Federal research expenditures have the economic consequence
of minimizing the violence and frequency of business fluctuations?

New spending in an amount as large as Federal research outlays
could have some pump-priming effects, and discontinuing such spend-
ing could be deflationary. But the immediate goals of research
spending; namely, (a) inducing obsolescence, (b) creating new prod-
ucts, and (c) increasing efficiency, are essentially divorced from overt
efforts to stabilize the economy through compensatory Government
spending.

Much Federal research expenditure falls into a category that may
be characterized as one of continuing necessity. Many of the activi-
ties of the Bureau of Standards, the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, and the Department of Defense are examples from
this group. Funds for these programs support the economy in a
small way, but they do not show profound cyclical fluctuations, and
they are not likely to be cut off for the purposes of economy. Slash-
ing the budget for defense research would certainly not reduce our
defense needs, but it might have the ultimate effect of cutting defense
spending, both now and later. Commonsense tells us that any drastic
cuts in the latter program could cause short-term havoc in the econ-
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omy, because offsetting extradefense and especially extragovern-
mental forces of parallel magnitude are uncommon. But defense re-
search and attendant defense spending seem to have grown into our
economy since 1940, and they are likely to be with us for some time.
Hence, any threat to stability arising in their discontinuance would
seem rather remote. Furthermore, should the defense effort slacken,
the. scintists wouvild presumably transfer to nondefense research
and, after a difficult period of adjustment, the economy could go on
as before.

PUBLIC VERSUS PRIVATE RESEARCH

Research other than for military purposes, as we have seen, con-
stitutes a relatively small part of the overall program. As to its
vitality, its importance, and its contribution, it speaks for itself.
There is, however, a "no man's land" which borders on many segments
of the Federal research program. It is into this area that I wish
briefly to tread. I refer to a number of questions the answers to which
defy quantification and rather, lie in the areas of theory or even
conjecture. Because of this, I shall, where possible, present both sides
of the issues for your consideration in the hope that an economist's
approach may cast some new light upon them.

What effect has the existence of Federal research had upon private
research, and how is this relationship reflected in economic growth
and stability? One view holds that private industry, in the area
of research, competes with government just as among its members;
that government's entry into a field of interest to business stimulates
private, competitive efforts to beat government to the punch in order
to gain exclusive benefits. By this means, research effort is multi-
plied, the likelihood of success increased, and growth hastened.

The other opinion holds that government research activity in a
given field discourages private industry from entering it, largely
because government findings might be made public; hence, no certain,
competitive advantages would accrue to the discoverer. If this opin-
ion prevails, there is considerably less activity in fields entered by
government research than there would be without it. Fewer research
attempts reduce the chances of success and, in the end, progress is
delayed.

Is too much emphasis in the Federal program placed on applied
research, and how does this distribution of funds affect economic
growth? If government reduced its applied research effort, would
private industry fill the gap? Ninety-one percent of Federal research
expenditure currently goes for applied research, i. e., finding new
applications for old basic-research findings.2 The same distribution
of funds appears to prevail, on the average, for all industry. It
has been suggested3 that "our current technological advances are
based on the application of accumulated basic knowledge which is,
perhaps, 20 to 30 years old." And it is generally agreed that basic
research is poorly supported and lacking in vigor and quality.

2 The Federal Research and Development Budget. Federal Funds for Science, vol. V,
National Science Foundation, p. 16.

3 Report of Committee on Social Aspects of Science, the Council of the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science, as published by the New York Times, December
31,1956, p. 6.
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One side argues that basic research is as much the responsibility
of business as of government, since business stands to reap many of
the gains. There is, therefore, no reason why government should do
more than required to fill the gaps in its known requirements and to
compete effectively with other nations' defense efforts. Federal ac-
tivity in applied research likewise exists because of the immediate
need for the research results, which we have no assurance would be
forthcoming from private enterprise of its own initiative, so the argu-
ment runs. Need is sufficient reason for entering a new area. It
makes very little economic difference who pays for research, as long as
it is done. In the end, most of it is done in the laboratories of private
industry, anyway; therefore, efficiency is unchanged. It is said, let
the government buy research to suit the needs only it is able to assess.

The other side holds that basic research is the responsibility of
government-that it is the appropriate agent for remedying our defi-
ciency in this area. This group suggests that there are broad areas in
the Federal research program which could be and would be taken up
by private enterprise if abandoned by government and if government
communicated its needs; that, where private profit provides a sufficient
incentive, there is no need for subsidy. For example, these critics in-
clude in this group portions of such activities as research in metals,
chemicals, electronic devices, and areas of medical research. They con-
tend that, in undertaking many of its applied-research projects, the
Government performs an allocation function not necessarily delegated
to it. When government concentrates its limited funds on aDDlied re-
search in natural sciences, basic research in general, and applied re-
search in social sciences suffer. The capstone of this argument is that,
while the growth contributions from the Federal research effort are
already great, they would ultimately be even greater if more emphasis
were placed on basic research.

I do not mean to resolve any of these disputes-and, to be sure,
there are a great many more. But I do wish to suggest by discussing
them that some distribution of funds other than that which prevails
might prove to be more satisfactory and might better help us to attain
our objective in progress. The efficiency of our Federal research
effort would probably increase if it were carried out within the frame-
work of a clearly defined policy rather than being the net result of
small projects meeting many small needs.

SUMMARY

Federal expenditures for research and development have been rising
rapidly. They provide an important stimulus to economic growth
and are of minor assistance in achieving business stability.

The role of government as a consumer of at least one-third of our
research talent and, therefore, as an allocator or director of technologi-
cal innovation is of strategic importance. A fairly strong case can be
made for a redistribution of Federal research funds with more em-
phasis to be placed on basic research. Basic research findings would
then serve as a basis for the applied research of the future, and the
conduct of the latter might be Feft more to the initiative of private
business.

97735-57-74
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TABLE I.-Growth rates for gross national product, Federal expenditures (total
and research), research expenditures other than Federal, total national research
expenditures, 1929-40 and 1941-56

Current dollars 195Q dollars

l Average l l Average
Item Increase annual I Increase annual

1929 1940 or corm- 129 1940 or com-
decrease, pound decrease, pound
1940/1929 rate of 1940/1929 rate of

growthI growth

Bil- Bl- Bil- Bil-
lions lions Percent Percent lions lions Percent Percent

Gross national product - $104.4 $100.6 -4.0 - - $187.1 $213.7 +14.2 1.2

Mil- Mil- Mil- mit-
Federal expenditures: lions lions lions lions

Total -- -- ---------- 2,645 10,089 +281.4 12.9 6,890 25,868 +275.4 12.8
Research - - 23 74 +221.7 11.2 60 190 +216.7 11.1

Research expenditures other
than Federal - - 120 271 +125.8 7.7 313 695 +122.0 7. 5

Total national research ex-
penditure - -143 345 +141.3 8.4 373 885 +137.3 8.2

Current dollars 1956 dollars

Average Average
Increase annual Increase annual

Item 1941 1956 or corm- 1941 1956 or com-
decrease pound decrease pound
1956/1941 rate of 1956/1941 rate of

growth growth

Billions Billions Percent Percent Billions Billions Percent Percent
Gross national product - $125.8 $412.4 +227.8 8.2 $247.2 $412.4 +66.8 3. 4

Mil- Afit- Mil- Mil-
Federal expenditures: lions lions lions lions

Total ---- ---------- 20, 539 71,400 +247.6 8.6 53, 751 71, 400 +32. 8 1. 9
Research - - 198 2,538 1,181.8 18.5 518 2,538 +390. 0 11.2

Research expenditures other
than Federal-- 602 5, 213 +76.9 5.1 1,576 5,213 +210. 8 .3

Total national research ex-
penditures - - 800 7,751 +868.9 16.4 2,094 7,751 +270. 2 9. 2

Sources: Gross national product, Economic Report of the President, 1957, p. 126.
Total Federal expenditures-National Income 1913; Survey of Current Business, July 1957, p. 11.
Federal research expenditures-1929, Vannevar Bush, Science, the Endless Frontier, 1945, p. 80; The

Budget of the United States for Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1958, p. 1134.
Total national research expenditures-1929 and 1940, Bush, ibid.; 1941 Applied Research in United

States, National Academy of Science, p. 7, 1956-U. S. Budget, ibid, and McGraw-Hill survey.



FEDERAL RESEARCH-STIMULATOR OF PROGRESS

E. Finley Carter, director, Stanford Research Institute

INTRODUCTION

Physical and social progress today depend upon the systematic
process of research and development. Research, whether sponsored
by government or private agencies, can leaven our economy and so-
ciety. It can have effects spreading far beyond the research act or
findingjust as one neutron can trigger a great explosion-but a way
must first be found to start the reaction. It is therefore fitting that
the Joint Economic Committee of the Congress should devote part
of its study of Federal expenditure policy to the topic of research
and development. On behalf of my colleagues at Stanford Research
Institute, I am happy to take this opportunity to present our views
on this subject under the title of "Federal Research-Stimulator of
Progress."

It is our view that we cannot live indefinitely in a world where
social progress advances arithmetically and technical progress ad-
vanees genmetPriea.1ly. Because of our belief. this paper presents three
main points of view:

1. Research and development have long since proved their
unique value in advancing our technical prowess in the realms
of defense, industry, and business.

2. Research, under the leavening sponsorship of the Federal
Government, can be equally effective in the realms of human rela-
tions, social aff airs, and other public problems.

3. Research in this Nation must be coordinated and analyzed
and its meaning and capabilities profoundly understood if we
are to derive from our research and development efforts the full
benefits intrinsic to the scientific approach.

First, however, let us define "research" as the term is used in this
paper. Most research in industry and government is of an applied
character, and it is this applied type of research that is under discus-
sion here. Applied research has a number of distinct facets. In
the field of health, for example, applied research may create an anti-
biotic having specific properties-a tangible material. It may evolve
a course of treatment for a particular disability-a method or process.
Research may also, however, provide information on the probable
consequences of following any of several courses of preventive action-
a management aid.

The terms "research" and "development" have become stylish in
both private and government circles. The securities analyst, for
example, tends to put a premium on the stock of companies that report
large research and development budgets. Because of the glamour of
the term "research," however, an unfortunate tendency has emerged
to label some activities as research which really do not deserve the
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name. Some of the criteria that distinguish true research from the
activities that masquerade as research are therefore worth men-
tioning.

Inherent in true research is the use of the scientific method. At
the heart of the scientific approach is the analyst's interest not only
in what happens, but in how and why it happens. He seeks an under-
standing of phenomena through certain basic steps:

1. He states the objective of his study as best he can and asks
himself the pertinent questions.

2. He makes observations and measurements and records data.
3. He develops trial ideas or "hypotheses" which relate his vari-

ous observations. In research dealing with policymaking and
decision-making, this step requires making a "model" of the oper-
ations. The model is an analog, often mathematical, of the real
system under study.

4. He devises experiments or other tests to determine relation-
ships among the measured elements of the problem, gathers in-
formation to round out the picture, modifies his original hypothe-
sis as necessary, and selects the hypothesis that best expresses
the relationships involved.

5. Finally, he applies his refined hypothesis to the problem.
This approach can be used to achieve either of the two principal

aims of science or management: (1) To control the phenomenon or
operation or (2) to predict future events.

Unless an investigative activity utilizes the scientific approach it
cannot fully express the potential of research and it therefore does
not properly earn the designation "research.''

This paper deals with applied research in the sense just defined.
Its domain is applied research, supported or conducted by the United
States Federal Government and, more particularly, that segment
of the Federal program devoted to nondefense research. The impor-
tant areas of industrially supported research and governmental de-
fense research are well recognized and are treated herein only for
comparison. It is one thesis of this paper that nondefense applied
research, under government leadership, can produce a great variety
of basic national benefits that can never be attained without conscious
and concentrated effort.

To develop our viewpoints we first discuss the place of research and
development in the Federal Government today. O f particular interest
are current trends and the nature of the research process-what to
hope for from research, how research influences the economy, and the
significance of attitudes toward research.

That general discussion is followed by a number of illustrations of
directions which Federal effort could take to utilize the full potential
of research in nondefense areas. It is our purpose to show that many
vexing problems of national concern can be made to yield to the
research attack, if only the proper approach is selected.

The paper concludes by proposing a plan which gives promise of
improving research and development efficiency throughout the Nation.
At the same time this plan could give rise to major advances in our
understanding of the fundamental capabilities of research as a tool
able to help bring about a world more at peace with itself.
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THE PLACE OF FEDERAL RESEARCH

However measured, research and development work supported by
the Federal Government is big business-and is growing bigger.
About $3 billion a year, or 4.6 percent of the total Federal budget of
some $65 billion, is currently spent on research and development. It
is perhaps more meaningful that the two activities consume roughly
6.4 percent of the amounts spent for the purchase of goods and serv-
ices-mainly, equipment and payrolls.
Trends in research and developm~ent

The national defense program absorbs a very large fraction of total
research and development expenditures. Of the $3 billion, about $2.7
billion is used by the Department of Defense, the Atomic Energy
Commission, and the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

Expenditures for defense and for nondefense purposes are increas-
ing at about the same rate. In both fields obligations in 1957 were 2.5
times the figure for 1947, measured in constant dollars. In absolute
terms funds obligated for defense research rose from $712 million
in 1947 to $1,806 million in 1957, again stated in 1947 dollars. On
the same basis, nondefense obligations during the decade increased
from $112 million to $281 million. Appendix I contains details on
Federal research and development obligations and expenditures, ana-
lvzed in several ways.

It is pertinent to examine the ratio of research expenditure to the
value of the product and activity it SUpIotsS. Ine goods and services
that national defense research affects will, of course, actually be pur-
chased at different times in the future. Nevertheless, the current ratio
is revealing. In recent years this ratio has hovered around 5 percent,
the 1956 figure being 5.2 percent.

An exactly analogous comparison cannot be made for nondefense
research expenditures because much of the research and its products
relate to activities outside the governmental sphere. To provide an
indication of the relation between defense research activities costs
and nondefense research activities costs, nondefense data on Federal
research and purchases have been combined with research and products
in the private-business field. The research cost to activities value
ratio for all nondefense purposes has climbed from about 1.3 percent
in 1947 to 1.7 percent in 1956.

The difference between these two ratios for defense and nondefense
states that more than three times as much is spent on defense research
per unit of product or activity as is spent in the nondefense realm.

Trends within national defense research expenditures are interesting
in that the concept of methods research, especially that of research
on matters affecting decisions and policies, is taking hold rapidly.
Although research on physical problems is still overwhelmingly pre-
dominant, the whole field of operations research is receiving much
special attention. Many branches of the armed services, together with
special groups such as the Rand Corp., Operations Research Office,
and Operations Evaluations Group (acting for the Air Force, the
Army, and the Navy, respectively), are pressing this aspect of research
effort with particular vigor.

Because the Government's present expenditures for nondefense
research and development are comparatively so small, trends are more
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difficult to isolate. It nevertheless seems reasonable to suppose, in
view of the characteristic spreading habit of research methods, that
similar trends are active within nondefense research. Certainly they
are pronounced in industrial research, and give every indication of
becoming more so.

Research, economies, and society
It always has been and always will be pertinent to ask what we

want for our research dollars.
One classic answer is profit. That answer has motivated and still

motivates almost all industrial research. Another answer is national
security. That, of course, is why this country spends some 90 percent
of its research and development funds on defense research. But
there are other answers, too, and they are the answers that constitute
the reason for this paper.

Research can be a stimulator of progress, with all that that con-
notes. Innovation-generated largely through research-is one of
the great dynamic forces in an economy. Innovation is not only a
matter of providing that human needs are more fully and better ful-
filled. It is also a matter that vitally affects the economic health of
the complex civilization in which we live. Our whole economic and
social structure is such that if we do not continually press forward,
we are in serious danger of f alling back.

In their impact upon society, innovations are like waves. Once a
series of discoveries has been initiated, it finds response in many
fields, first those closely associated and then those more remote, until,
like ripples in a still pond, everything within reach is touched. A
kind of spirit of adventure pervades all endeavors, not alone those
of the innovators, but those of business leaders, social leaders, and all
other members of the community. In some respects and in some de-
gree, exactly this has been happening in the past few years. In this
case, military research and development has provided one of the
important originating forces.

We need examine only 1 or 2 of the technical developments started
during World War II to see the multiplying effect that research and
development can have upon the Nation's technology and economy.
Progress in developing fire direction systems for air and naval weapons
later led to the electronic computer and to factory automation and
control equipment-major businesses today. Improvements in mili-
tary aircraft and their powerplants led to rapid expansion of the air
transportation industry, with its inherent ability to knit the Nation
and the countries of the world in to closer and more harmonious
communication.

If innovation is a key to economic and social progress, we must
ask how innovation is fostered. Any such consideration must take
into account the impact of the technological, methodological, or policy-
making breakthrough.

Barriers to further progress in a particular field crop up from time
to time and advances are slowed until the barriers are penetrated.
Once the barrier is penetrated, repercussions often fan out in all direc-
tions, leading to gains in a host of allied and distant fields.

The past has seen many such breakthroughs. As a rule they have
come about rather gradually and their effects have spread slowly. In
recent years we have learned, however, that under pressure of war or
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other great need, a breakthrough can be forced much more rapidly
than would occur in the natural course of events. The spectacular
example' of course, is the creation and control of the chain reaction of
atomic fission. Other examples can be found in the field of elec-
tronics, high-temperature metallurgy, computers, polio vaccines, and
mathematical models for decision making in military strategy and
tactics.

We must realize that each type of investigation-if appreciable
progress is to be made-requires its own appropriate threshold level
of activity below which little contribution can be expected. The prin-
ciple involved is not entirely understood. Nevertheless, comparisons
between research activities that yielded spectacular success and those
of only mediocre fruitfulness seem to suggest that disappointing re-
sults may stem from the project that fails to mount a sufficiently high
overall level of effort, no matter how ably staffed and administered.
It is conceivable, for instance, that the effort of keeping abreast of
current literature in a given field may require the full attention of the
project team. Under such circumstances no new contributions can be
expected. Such an explanation is certainly no full answer to the prob-
lem of evaluating the appropriate level of effort on a project. Until
the phenomenon is better understood we can say only that problems
differ greatly in the threshold level of effort they require for resolution.

If we identify a critical roadblock, and if we conclude that it must
be removed, and if we mount a concerted effort to or greater than
the threshold effort required to break through, we usuallv accomplish
valuable results. We always take the calculated risk that the results
will not be worth the effort. Nevertheless, whenever means exist for
attacking a problem, we may anticipate eventual reward if enough
directed effort is put forth. Some attempts will fail; some will be
only partly successful; others will achieve triumph.

The significance of the breakthrough principle to the Federal Gov-
ernment is that the Government often is the only agency that can
mount an attack that holds promise of success.

By its nature, then, research thrives only in an atmosphere that
believes in its widest potentials-in an atmosphere conducive to prog-
ress. Through research the group or nation believing in progress will
achieve its ends. We must remember, too, that pathfinding research
does not operate in a vacuum, but has an infinitude of beneficial side
effects. Progress spearheaded by the Federal Government will in-
evitably lead to far faster progress by State and local agencies, by
private enterprise, and even by the initiator, the Federal Government.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN NONDEFENSE FUNCTIONS
OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

We have already seen that nine times as much is spent on defense
research as is spent in the nondefense realm. Perhaps nondefense
activities, then, represent undeveloped opportunities for usful re-
search, because in them there is more virgin territory untouched by
the effect of either an appropriate threshold level of research, or, in
some cases, of any research at all. It is the purpose of this section to
examine a few of the key nondefense activities in which the Federal
Government has an interest, as a means of suggesting research oppor-
tunities of unusual promise.
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Most of the research supported in the past by Government and
private agencies emphasized products and physical phenomena. In
the future, however, research on social phenomena can lead to an era
of social invention perhaps comparable to the great era of technical
innovation we are now witnessing. The results of undertaking re-
search on the large and pressing problems of public policy will be
manifested mainlv in social adjustments, policy determination, and
aids to administrative decision-making. It is likely, however, that
some solutions will suggest combinations of equipments and humans
into new systems that are more productive or beneficial than any we
now know about.

The public problems that illustrate research opportunities in non-
defense activities fall under three major groupings of Federal Gov-
ernment interests: (1) National human resources, (2) national mate-
rial resources and public facilities, and (3) international relations.
No attempt is made to group these problems according to responsi-
bilities of departments of the executive branch of the Federal Gov-
ernment. Indeed, in nearly every case the scope of the problem cuts
across functional departmental lines. While most of the problems
listed in these three groupings are directly related to Federal Gov-
ernment responsibilities, others are only indirectly related. Even in
the latter situation a case can be made for Federal expenditures for
research to take leadership in promoting the general welfare of the
Nation and in sponsoring exploratory and pathfinding efforts which
can stimulate activities in the private sector of our economy.

National human resources
No area is more important to our national welfare than that of

human resources-people. Their happiness and their effectiveness
are involved. Education is one important domain of human re-
sources. Health, crime, management-labor relations, and racial prob-
lems are others, to name a few. All of these are prime subjects for
innovative research.

The preservation of our democratic heritage and the development
of our human and natural resources are attributable in no small degree
to our system of universal education.

Informed citizens agree that education today is confronted with
many varied and complex problems resulting from our phenomenal
increase in school population, our changing technology, and our new
role of leadership in world affairs. The problems center around
teaching staffs, curriculum and guidance, organization, and financing.
Solutions are not likely to be found without major research studies.
It is not easy to say to what extent the Federal Government should
finance research on education. It may be sufficient to note that many
problems of nationwide importance lack solutions as well as sponsors
for adequate research on them.

We need answers to questions about teacher supply; about how we
can staff schools and colleges for doubled enrollments when the supply
of new teachers is actually declining; about how we can increase or
stretch the effectiveness of capable teachers; about how we can finance
a scale of teacher compensation that is competitive enough with other
professional rewards to reverse the trend away from the teaching
profession.
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One particular aspect of education and training of paramount con-
cern to the Federal Government directly is the need to determine what
competencies will be required of the men and women in the Armed
Forces of the future. This problem is a major one in view of the
growing technical complexities of military weapons and equipment.
much serious and imaginative study should be directed toward pro-
viding competent technical manpower through farsighted education
and training.

The Federal Government is the largest single sponsor of medical
and health research. In this case the total amount spent for research
is less open to criticism than the way expenditures are allocated. For
example, despite an annual operating expense of $900 million for
Federal hospitals, little research has been done on ways of making
hospitals more efficient.

Crime as a public problem takes a. multibillion dollar economic toll.
It represents an immeasurable blight in human anguish. Despite
heavy spending by all levels of government to prevent and control
crime, scarcely any pathfinding research is underway to seek new ap-
proaches to corrective and preventive measures. Organized applied
research by qualified social scientists and physical scientists could
well give rise to social inventions helpful in this national problem.

Another barrier to economic and social progress is the continuing
problem of industrial management-labor union relations. The public
interest in achieving a greater degree of harmony and equity in these
relations is so important that this topic deserves attention in an or-
ganized research effort.

In these troubled times of racial integration of schools, our public
officials must make decisions and policies without an adequate under-
standing of the consequences of alternative programs and without a
sufficient knowledge of attitudes and how to change them construc-
tively. Despite our past failure to undertake adequate research on
this problem, it is still not too late to launch an inquiry into problems
of race relations and to gather experimental data from the diverse
methods that are being used to comply with the Supreme Couirt ruling
on desegregation of schools.
National material resources and public facilities

Many problems in managing the Nation's natural resources and the
Nation's public facilities are potentially researchable. Research on
these topics can guide planning and the allocation of future expendi-
tures.

The field of agriculture illustrates how research activities in in-
dustry and Government have cooperated to push productivity to ever-
higher levels, in recent years advancing even faster than in manu-
facturing as a whole. The farm-equipment manufacturers are bring-
ing out better and better machines; the chemical companies are intro-
ducing improved fertilizers and insecticides: the Department of Agri-
culture is developing new strains of animals and plants, new methods
of cultivation, new marketing procedures, and new means of helping
farmers decide on what to grow and how to utilize the natural re-
sources of the land to the best advantage. As a nation we can be
proud of our success in increasing productivity in agriculture, but at
the same time we should strive for a better balance that will distribute
the remarkably high agricultural output. Research efforts now
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should be directed at determining policies which will enable the
Nation to reap fully the advantages of increased productivity.

Opportunities for research exist in discovering greater industrial
uses of farm products. Here, as in other problems, the Federal Gov-
ernment should try to sponsor research that will stimulate private
industry to carry on its own studies of industrial uses of agricultural
products.

Water has assumed new importance as a national resource because
of rapid regional developments in population, industry, and agricul-
ture. Actual or threatened shortages may endanger the means of
many people to make a good living and the growth and economic
health of whole regions. A special reason for Federal interest in
water and initiative on water research is that the economic units for
water supply and use are not coextensive with State boundaries or
sometimes even with national boundaries.

There is need to formulate unified policies for entire water basins
flexible enough to meet local conditions but clear enough to guide the
Congress in such things as judging between competing functional and
regional demands for water, means of financing water development,
and the proper degree of Federal participation in development and
control.

Research is needed especially on means of securing adequate sup-
plies of water of the proper quality for domestic, municipal, indus-
trial, and agricultural uses. Such research must be undertaken in co-
ordination with study of problems in pollution, flood control, hydro-
electric generation, navigation, and recreation, including the propaga-
tion of fish and wildlife. The research should deal extensively with
projections of population and industry growth and with areas yet to
be developed. Much more attention is needed on getting the highest
economic use out of scarce supplies, better correlation of benefits
and costs, and on more equitable financing of improvements by
beneficiaries.

The Paley Commission has made a number of constructive sugges-
tions for research and development on materials and energy resources.
They need not be repeated here. However, one field for research de-
serves a high priority, namely, the use of western coals and of certain
low-grade mineral deposits. Western coal is an abundant energy re-
source which seems much nearer to utilization than most others. Eiven
so, its potential is not being realized because of unsolved technical
and economic problems centering around getting the coal to market
or converting it at the mine or elsewhere into electrical, gas, or liquid
energy. The fact that the Army is supporting a modest research
effort on these problems indicated the Federal interest in it. The
growing dependency of the United States on imported petroleum and
the increasing petroleum deficiency of the Western States accent the
need for a stepped-up effort. This effort should be coordinated with
the research and development on the chemical and industrial uses of
coal for other than energy purposes. Since there are many well-
financed private enterprises with an interest in research on coal, and
which have done major work on it, the Federal Government should
focus on leadership and coordination rather than replacing private
responsibility, initiative, or financial support.

Technological advances and improved organization of mining and
processing industries, accompanied by the ever-growing needs for
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minerals of many types, has increased the incentive to discover and
improve ways of using mineral deposits which may have been classed
as uneconomic in the past. Many deposits were discovered when the
circumstances for utilizing them were far less conducive to success
than they are today or as they seem to be in the future. Production
of copper from low-grade ores, iron from taconite, aluminum and
uranium from deposits considered worthless only a few years ago, are
dramatic examples of the process. As the higher-grade deposits
become worked out, the need and economic opportunity for success-
fully working with low-grade ores are increased.

As the principal owner of the undeveloped mineral domain, as a
major buyer and user of mineral products, as the guardian of the na-
tional security, and as the principal regulator of economic policy in
the mineral field, the Federal Government has a preeminent interest
in better utilization of low-grade mineral resources. Here, too, the
Federal Government should sponsor research designed to catalyze
private study of mineral deposits.

In its report, the President's Materials Policy Commission pointed
out that development of effective means of highway transportation,
coordinated with land and resources use planning, is essential to the
utilization of resources. Highway planning is also connected with
urban development and housing in that there should be coordination
of plans for moving people into, within, and out of city centers. More-
over, highway construction that is compatible with master metropol-
itan planning can be used to clear slum areas. The Federal Govern-
ment is actively interested in redevelopment of urban centers, in
housing, and in its $50 billion Federal highway program. Research
to guide planning and decisionmaking in these interconnected topics
is a vital national need.
International relations

Any consideration of Federal expenditure policy for economic
growth and stability must respect the impact of the outside world.
The strength of our economy not only influences the condition of
other nations and our relations with them but has a material effect on
a significant portion of our own economy. With the stakes in inter-
national relations so high in terms of national survival and with
ever-changing conditions, our relations with other countries require
a greater degree of creative study than ever before.

Although research on problems of international affairs is now a
major occupation in government and elsewhere, Federal expenditures
in this crucial field are minute in comparison with those on military
research and development. For example, the Department of State
spent about $351,000 on research in fiscal 1957. It is time to ask
whether a much more intensive effort on behalf of peace through re-
search on political, social, and economic measures to reduce interna-
tional tension is not now in order.

No less an expert than the United States Ambassador to Egypt, Ray-
mond A. Hare, stated recently:

I would venture to suggest to you that no small amount of
the grief and frustration encountered in both the framing and
understanding of foreign policy could be avoided if foreign
policy were approached more as a science and less as a politi-
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cal rough-and-tumble with esoteric overtones. For, as a
result of some reading on foreign affairs and some slight per-
sonal experience in that field, I have been increasingly im-
pressed by the recurrence, in greatly changing circumstances,
of identifiable phenomena which lend themselves to analysis,
classification, and the drawing of basic and subsidiary con-
clusions. Whether these conclusions can yet be classed as
laws in the scientific sense is debatable and it is not my purpose
to press that particular point to conclusion with you today.
There is no question in my mind, however, that such deduc-
tions do prove that the study of foreign policy can be pursued
beyond mere action and reaction and also beyond the evoking
of historical precedents, immensely valuable as that may be.

How, then, can research aid the official who makes decisions in inter-
national affairs? As a general guide, foreign policy should be antici-
patory rather than reactive, wherever possible. This implies the pos-
session of adequate facts and analyses in advance of probable events,
at the least, and of some important possible events in addition. From
this information consistent policies should be distilled in advance of
emergencies, and courses of action formulated in event of need.

In the light of tensions between our country and the Soviet Union
we know that it is prudent to spend large sums for research on new
weapons systems. This same motivation suggests that it might also
be wise to conduct more research on means of changing the spirit and
attitudes of Soviet leaders. This would be part of finding a really
feasible way of dealing with the Soviet bloc without the continuous
succession of crises and palliatives.

As we succeed in finding means of easing tension we need to under-
take research that can guide negotiations for limitations of armaments.
Political, military, technical, psychological, and economic factors are
intricately interwoven in this problem. The interdisciplinary team
approach of applied research may succeed in penetrating this barrier
and hence ease international tensions. It is difficult but nonetheless
esesntial for our representatives in arms-limitation discussions to assess
the implications of arms-limiting proposals. These proposals may be
symmetrical or asymmetrical, but before they are advanced or accepted
by us the clearest understanding possible of their probable conse-
quences is necessary. Even if the likelihood of a research break-
through in this area is slim, the risks of not understanding are so great
that research should be given a chance to illuminate this problem area.

Should international tensions lessen, our policymakers need to be
better prepared with facts and analyses than they are today to deal
with the adjustments that would be required. It is likely that na-
tional-defense expenditures could be cut drastically in such a con-
tingency. We need research to discover all the major impacts of
such a situation and to devise means by which the transition can be
accomplished without undue hardship to any sector of our people.

Another potential change to which our economic system may be
called upon to respond is the possible widespread reduction in tariff
barriers among many countries. Europe's common market is just
getting into operation, resulting in regional adjustments in import
duties that will modify the character of economic enterprises there
and in other countries with whom European firms trade. It is con-
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ceivable that an effective means of achieving the foreign-policy ob-
jectives of our country may require sharp reduction in parts of our
own tariff structure. At present our knowledge of economic dynamics
allows us neither to anticipate with any certainty the consequences of
changes nor to establish the corrective measures that would make for
a successful transition. Research can illuminate this contingency.

In spending vast sums on foreign economic aid, the United States
has been rewarded with both successes and disappointments. Some
of the disappointments are attributable to failure to establish criteria
of economic development for each country where an attempt is made
to create something which has never before existed. Better results
could be obtained by a more searching analysis and comparison of
patterns of economic and social development.

Not only are the resources of the United States finite, but any pro-
gram of foreign aid will operate, like all other governmental activities,
within the budget limitations imposed by domestic political and eco-
nomic considerations. Research is needed here, too, to establish priori-
ties among foreign-aid goals and to determine the effects that different
levels of American foreign aid might produce.

Fully recognizing that foreign aid and economic development are
complicated by the broader aspects of political relations among na-
tions, we nevertheless believe that relatively small increases in ex-
penditures on research will yield an appreciably greater payoff in
the success of the foreign-aid program and in its benefits to the

Suwmmwry
Some say that work today is progressing satisfactorily on most of

these important problems and that solutions will appear in the course
of time. We agree with such a viewpoint, but we also contend in
the strongest terms that progress is so slow as to make it unlikely
that the solutions will emerge before the most serious damage has
been done to our society and our economy.

Others say that research on these important topics is not a function
of the Federal Government and would be too expensive. To these we
reply that if the Federal Government does not take the initiative,
no action is likely, and that the cost would be so small relative to the
cost of not solving the problems that the comparison is not even
relevant.

What is proposed is research that will come up with feasible answers
to questions of vital public, social, and national concern. Each an-
swer would have a number of alternatives with respect to procedures
and approaches. What answers are considered best, what alternative
procedures are deemed most favorable-indeed whether any action
should be taken at all-is, of course, a matter for the Congress and
the American people.

RESEARCH COORDINATION

In view of the large and increasin volume of research now beill
undertaken by and for the Federal Government, and the large and
increasing volume being undertaken by private business and other
agencies, the need is evident for coordination in these efforts. This
need will grow more rapidly than research volume grows, because
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the pattern of interdependent and overlapping investigations will be-
come more complex.

Because the capabilities of research are most widely recognized in
the Department of Defense, research coordination is more advanced
in that Department than in other parts of the executive branch.
There, an Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineer-

s valuable coordinative functions on a sta basis for all
the military services. The effectiveness of this office is being further
enhanced by the creation of positions of Assistant Secretary for Re-
search, or Directors of Research, in each of the three services. This
pattern of research coordination is in keeping with the best practices
in corporate research management. Most research-minded companies
do have a vice president of research who has advisory and coordina-
tion powers over several decentralized research groups in the cor-
poration.

It is our recommendation that a sound immediate step for achiev-
ing better research coordination and for stimulating the research ap-
proach in nondefense activities would be to extend this aspect of the
Defense Department's organizational structure to the other executive
departments. In short, there should be created Assistant Secretaries
for Research in the Departments of Agriculture; State; Commerce;
Interior; Health, Education, and Welfare; Justice; Post Office;
Labor; and Treasury. These officers would give appropriate stature
to research in each Department. Together they would form a group
through whom interdepartmental research coordination could begin,
just as interservice coordination is now occurring within the Depart-
ment of Defense.

At the present time, some of the functions of overall coordination
and evaluation of the Government's research programs are assigned
to the National Science Foundation, the National Research Council,
Interdepartmental Committee on Scientific Research and Develop-
ment, and the Bureau of the Budget. The Nation's total research
effort could be more effective if, as a second step, one of these agencies
were authorized to extend its coordinative role and to take an active
as well as a passive approach in research matters that cut across depart-
mental boundaries.

For neither the departmental nor the central research coordinating
groups does this paper advocate setting up a whole new agency.
Neither do we suggest the creation of entirely new powers of control
in any group. We do urge strongly that the Congress encourage the
executive branch to organize itself to do what will be described in suc-
ceeding paragraphs, and then make sure that necessary funds are
provided, that qualified specialists are employed, and that they get
about the job.

Before describing the central, interdepartmental coordinating func-
tions that are needed, this paper can possibly put to rest some mis-
apprehensions that arise inevitably when this subject is brought up
for consideration. It is not proposed that any agency, board, com-
mission, or committee be established to decide what research shall
and what research shall not be undertaken by the Federal Govern-
ment. It is not proposed that the central body do any research of
its own, except a special kind of research on research that will be
outlined at a later point. It is not proposed that every new Federal
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research project necessarily be submitted to this body for review before
adoption. It is not proposed that this body delve into every detail
of every Federal research program.

What is proposed is a body that will provide a management-aid
service to the Congress and to the executive department as a whole
to help them in making decisions on authorizations, appropriations,
and programs. In addition, it is proposed that this same body be a
representative of the Federal Government in contact with research
activities outside the Government to bring about more effective cooper-
ation in the whole research community. In this latter respect it would
supplement, not supplant, the contacts now in existence at many levels
of research. Finally, it is proposed that this agency constantly seek
to stimulate and catalyze private organizations to sponsor and per-
form research that is inspired by or derived from the initiative of
federally sponsored research.

The first task of such a body would be to make an inventory of
Federal research programs, their objectives, their plans of approach,
their staffing, and their schedules. This would be a perpetual inven-
tory kept just as current as it may turn out to be feasible to maintain,but certainly brought up to date more frequently than once a year.

The second task of such a body would be to examine the inventory
to determine what duplications and inconsistencies may exist, so that
a full report can be made periodically to affected agencies on the
nature and extent of these aspects. It is not suggested that all dupli-
cations and inconqip.tnniqb he e1imin-.tpd-. fnr npogress in rcsareh anq
often be accomplished expeditiously only by exploration of several
approaches simultaneously. We nevertheless think it important that
all persons involved know what is going on, so that no more of this
kind of thing exist than is consistent with a vigorous and compre-
hensive attack on the problems which are being examined. The re-
ports should contain comments on those features which are considered
to be clearly of questionable value in this sense.

The third task of such a body, and the most important, would be
a function that will be called evaluation-for want of a fully descrip-
tive term. It is here that research on research comes into the picture.
What is required is an examination of each research program to dis-
cover how well its plan of attack matches the objectives set forth for
it and, more basically, to discover how well its objectives fit into the
dynamic nature of the economy and society it is expected to affect.
This examination in turn is dependent upon a well-worked-out con-
cept of what the set of programs as a whole is expected to accomplish
for the Nation.

From the foregoing evaluation it should be possible for the coordi-
nating agency to make the following kinds of contribution to the effec-
tiveness of Federal research efforts: (1) advise higher levels of effort
for programs that are below the required threshold or moving too
slowly to meet projected needs of a dynamic technology and economy;
(2) recommend removal of support for projects involving unneces-
sary duplication or for which changing conditions -will eliminate the
need; (3) identify gaps that justify new projects; (4) interconnect
projects that can benefit from interaction of methodology or obser-
vations.

Some progress in research evaluation of this type is being made in
connection with certain military research programs. It has been
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found that the unifying principle in many cases is time. In any
consideration of our military offensive and defensive posture and the
weapons systems, strategy and tactics required, we must look at these
matters in a time frame. It may be of little importance to us to
develop a manned atomic bomber of indefinite cruising range if, by
the time we can expect to have such an aircraft operational, it would
be likplv that a, notential enemyv would have defense weanons easilv
capable of knocking such a bomber out of the air a long way from its
target. If we look at our probable offensive and defensive posture in
the future as a moving picture-actually as in the case of the moving
picture a series of stills at intervals of time-we will be able to see
more clearly where efforts are being made that can't possibly be of
much help, when gaps are likely to show up that are not now being
worked upon, and, in general, how best to match the research con-
ducted to the military requirements.

Needless to say, the nonmilitary problems are not necessarily the
same as the military. The time-frame idea may not be appropriate in
some cases. But many of these nonmilitary problems do have a time
reference; for example, the waves of persons expecting to enter the
labor force in the future or the exhaustion of supplies of fossil fuels.
Others cannot be pinned down so precisely, but are still in some way
time phased, so that part of the degree of urgency can be established
by reference to the period of time which will elapse before the problem
becomes serious and by reference to the period of time (called lead time
in military parlance) in which it might be expected that a solution
could possibly be achieved and implemented.

Another fairly significant task for the research coordinating body
would be the making and maintaining of an inventory of research
efforts outside the Federal Government which bear upon problems
of national interest. This inventory would be useful not only as
information available to all research workers, but it would lead to
efforts by the Federal Government and by the outside organizations
to bring about cooperation in some fields of mutual concern. There is
a place for an organization within government which could encourage
cooperative research activities among governmental agencies, the
private foundations, and private industry.

The research coordinating body described in this paper would have
no direct power to control research. It can be effective only to the
extent that its findings and recommendations are so well worked out
and supported by evidence that its work received recognition in the
deliberations of the Congress and the executive departments. Funda-
mentally, the outcome of its efforts will depend on the prestige it
generates by the quality and independence of its work.

But good work would depend rather signficantly at the outset upon
the standing and support it is given. Not much good can be accom-
plished by assigning duties and providing a small budget and then
throwing the group onto its own. If it is concluded that the objectives
outlined here are desirable, then the sponsor, the Federal Government,
would have to do what is required in all effective research programs-
have the confidence to back the efforts strongly from the beginning
both with funds and recognition.

Such action would have its risks, as in all research; not every
investigation would pay out. But the need is so very great that, in the
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view of this paper, it must come eventually if not immediately. If
delayed, there will be corresponding loss to the welfare of the country.

In this connection, there is every reason to believe that the coordinat-
ing body would save its cost and, indeed, lead to research results or
current programs at less expense than now contemplated. At the same
time, we do not take the position that research expenditures after the
establishment of the coordinating group would be likely to be lower
than at present. The work of the group would inevitably bring to
light fields in which more research would bring about advances of very
(great worth to the operating of the Federal Government and to the
public at large.

Through the creation of Assistant Secretaries for Research in each
of the nondefense departments and through interdepartmental re-
search coordination as described above, an acceleration of research on
pressing public problems would be bound to occur. This would help
to correct the serious disparity between social and technical progress,
bringing the former's straight-line progression more nearly into con-
formity with the geometrical rate of technical advance.

APPENDIX I. TRENDS IN FEDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
OBLIGATIONS

For an appreciation of the increase of research and development
activity supported by Federal funds, it is necsssary to look at obliga-
tionnR for tlhp. enn(lnet. of enrre.nt. work andi for thp. nrovision of AA(ii-
tional research and development plant, without consideration of the
pay and allowances of military personnel or certain expenditures
financed through military procurement contracts. The latter two
items are included in the current rate of expenditure for research and
development of $3 billion, but no estimates are available for them
except for the last few years. The obligations for which data are
available more than tripled in the years since 1947, growing from $793
million in that year to an estimated $2,880 million in fiscal 1957, as
shown in table I. Even if account is taken of probable underreport-
ing in earlier years and of the decline in the purchasing power of the
dollar, obligations in real terms have in all likelihood more than
doubled.

Most of the statistical information given here is based on data from
the annual issues of Federal Funds for Science compiled by the Na-
tional Science Foundation and from the annual Federal budgets.
These data, however, have been supplemented by estimates of unre-
ported data, have been reworked, and have been presented in different
ways to highlight some of the issues which are emphasized in this
paper. No attempt is made to separate applied from basic research
in these analyses, as the latter is relatively small in amount.

Wthile the source figures are indicative of the general position of
Federal research and development and some of its aspects, it must be
admitted that the accuracy is something less than might be desired.
As the Foundation remarks in its reports, the data were obtained from
the agencies concerned and in many cases were estimates based on
judgment determinations of what should or should not be included.
Many difficulties of definition exist, and accounts are not kept in such
form that even approximations can be obtained without considerable
effort. If the view taken by this paper is correct-that much of the
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effectiveness of decisions relating to the selection of equipment, meth-
ods, and policies depends upon the adequacy of the research that pre-
cedes such decisions-it would appear that even more effort should be
made to find out what research is going on. The difficulties, and in-
deed they are formidable, should not be allowed to deter the making
of a major effort. It is conceivable that what is needed is not more
funds but a better allocation of the amount currently being expended.

The following set of comparisons deals with defense research
(termed "national security" research and development by the Bureau
of the Budget). The data refer to obligations by fiscal years for the
conduct of current work and for increase in plant. Military pay and
activities financed by procurement contracts are not included.

Table I shows Federal research and development obligations for
each year from 1947 through 1957. Table II shows obligations for
research and development related to national security and compares
them with national defense expenditures for goods and services. In-
formation on nondefense agencies is summarized in table III. Table
IV provides data on Federal and private nondefense research expendi-
tures and compares them with the value of the activities they support.

TABLE I.-Federal research and development obligations,' fiscal years

[In millions of dollars]

Year Conduct of Plant Total Total in 1947
work dollars

1947 -722 71 793 793
1948 ------------ --------- 781 91 877 873
1949- 954 167 1,121 1, 092
1950 -1,041 203 1,244 1,170
1951 -1,521 330 1,851 1,625
1952 -1, 909 307 2,216 1,854
1953 -1, 919 248 2,167 1, 845
1954 -1,762 156 1, 918 1, 629
1955- 1,927 207 2, 134 1,757
1956 - ------------------------ 2, 231 350 2,581 2,124
1957 -2,520 360 2 880 2,210

1 Included in these figures are the amounts obligated for general-purpose statistics which have been
excluded by the National Science Foundation in its last 2 reports. They have been restored for purposes
of this paper because (1) they provide important data for the making of management decisions both by
Government and industry; (2) they have at least as much research content as many of the programs still
included; and (3) while there is some variation from year to year, other programs still included vary much
more. The National Science Foundation appears to have included DO obligations for the Manhattan
Engineer District in 1947. This was the transition period to the Atomic Energy Commission. No doubt
this treatment is strictly accurate from the point of view of obligations, but it makes the AEC figure in
1947 appear very small. Half the reported expenditures for MED are added to AEC obligations. Defla-
tion is by the implicit deflator for Federal Government purchases of goods and services as published by
the National Income Division, Office of Business Economics, Department of Commerce.
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TABLE II.-National security (defense) obligations for research and development,
fiscal years

[In billions of dollars]

Ratio, re-
search and

Conduct Combined Combined National developr
Year of work Plant I plant and in 1947 security ment to

conduct dollars purchases national
security

purchases

1947 -0.629 0.083 0. 712 0.712 13.31948 -. 662 .081 .743 .740 13.7 5 41949--------------- .802 .080 .882 .859 18.4 4.81910--------------- .813 .088 .901 .847 17.9 .1911--------------- 1.327 .098 1.425 1. 250 21.7 5.51952- ---------- 1. 726 .127 1.853 1. 550 45.2 4.11953---------------- - 1.730 .152 1.882 1.601 51.5 3.71954----------------1.500 .171 1.731 1.471 47.6 3.61911--------------1.660 8 .179 1.847 1.520 41.3 4. 51956------------------------- 1.930:1 .196 2 126 1 679 41.2 5.21957- 2.'125 .233 2.358 1:8061 44. 7 5. 3

I Obligations to increase plant have been amortized over a period of years. The adjustment was very
rough because little is known of the appropriate depreciation rate and, in any event, only a few years' data
are available. The plant obligations were spread on a straight-line basis over the 8 years following the
year of obligation. Nothing was known of the accuimulation in 1947 and it was assumed that, at that time,
plant bore the same relationship to obligations for conduct of work as In 1955. The figure so obtained was
reduced by 1, in 1948, 3s in 1949 etc. until elimination in 1955. The real objective of this process was to
spread the plant obligations so they would not be bunched, and the only justification of the process is that
it gave what appeared to be reasonable results.

TABLE III.-Federal obligations for research and development agencies other
than national security agencies, fiscal pears

[In millions of dollars]

Conduct of Combined Combined
Year work I Plant 2 plant and In 1947

conduct dollars

1947- 104.6 7.6 112.2 112.21948 -134.3 7.9 142. 2 141.71949-------------------------------------------- 156.0 8.5 164. 5 162.01010------------------------------------------- 184.8 10.4 195.2 183.61951------------------------------------------- 179.2 13.8 193.0 169.31912 ----------------------- 188.9 15.1 201.0 108.1
1953---------------------------------------- - 197.0 16.4 213.4 181.61954 -------------------------------------------- 213. 0 17.5 230.5 195.81955 -------------------------------------------- 249. 6 18. 2 267.8 220.21956- 304.9 17.7 322. 6 244. 71957 -------------------------------------------- 350.0 17.8 367.8 281.3

I Obligations for periodic census programs do not show any time trend and have been evened out over theyears by attributing to each year the average for the years 1945 to 1957.
' Amortized by the same process employed for national security research plant.
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TABLE IV.,-Federal and private business expenditures for nonsecurity research
compared with selected Federal and private production activities, fiscal years

[In millions of dollars]

Ratio, re-
Private search and

Year Federal business Total Product ' develop-
research research ment to

produUL
(percent)

1947 -90 1,410 1,500 112,200 1.34
1948 -120 1,650 1,770 132,300 1.34
1949 -140 1,620 1,760. 139, 100 1.26
1950 -- ---------------- 160 1,640 1,800 143,900 1.25
1951 -170 1,870 2.040 161.900 1.26
1952 -180 2, 050 2,230 177, 200 1.26
1953--------------------- 190 2,220 2,410 187,500 1.28
1954--------------------- 190 2,450 2,640 189,100 1.39
195 -220 2, 800 3, 020 192,500 1.57
1956 ------------------- 270 3, 230 3,500 2071,500 1.69

I Gross product in agriculture, mining, manufacturing, transportation, communications, public utilities,
and medical health plus Federal nondefense purchases of goods and services.



FEDERAL EXPENDITURE POLICY FOR RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

Forest G. Hill, Melvin H. Baker associate professor of American
Enterprise, University of Buffalo

The accelerated advance of science and technology plays an in-
creasingly crucial role in the prosperity and continued growth of the
American economy. This basic fact, now well recognized, rises in
significance as the Nation's research and development expenditures
continue to mount. These expenditures quicken the pace of scientific
and technological progress, which in turn increases the rate of eco-
nomic growth. This dynamic process yields new and improved com-
modities, new industries, increased interindustry competition, and
new and cheaper processes and methods of production. In conse-
quence, new investment opportunities appear, labor and capital be-
come more productive, and the gross national product rises.

The funds devoted to research and development may equal one-
fourth to one-third of the average annual increase in the gross
national product. These expenditures now fall between 1 and 2
percent of the gross national product. Many large industrial firms
spend from 2 to 5 percent of their net sales proceeds on research and
development. About 5 percent of all Federal expenditures are allotted
to this work.'

Research and development expenditures of these proportions have
become of great consequence for economic growth and stability.
How large should they be for the Nation as a whole, and how large
for the Federal Government? How should these expenditures be dis-
tributed among different purposes, scientific fields, and Federal and
non-Federal research organizations? How should research and de-
velopment activities be conducted to increase their efficiency and use-
fulness? These and related issues must be examined in any effort
to derive criteria for expenditure policy. These questions also bear
on the more central problem of the part research and development
can play in a general strategy of sustained economic growth.

LONG-RUN TRENDS IN GOVERNMENT SUPPORT OF SCIENCE

It is helpful to consider Federal research and development activities
in a longer historical setting and in terms of a broader governmental
function.2 The Federal Government has a basic responsibility for
promoting the discovery and dissemination of new and useful knowl-
edge. President John Quincy Adams enunciated this responsibility

I The National Science Foundation has been compiling detailed estimates of Federal and
non-Federal expenditures for research and development; see in particular Its series ofreports on Federal funds for science.

On this subject see the recent valuable study by A. Bunter Dupree, Science in the
Federal Government. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1957.
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some 130 years ago. Adams and all his predecessors advocated the
establishment of a national university in Washington, D. C., which
would cultivate the sciences as well as literary studies. Indeed, they
visualized it as a research center at which Government bureaus with
scientific interests, such as the Patent Office and a national observa-
tory, could locate and share their findings and problems.

This function of acquiring and spreading useful knowledger was by
no means insignificant during the Nation's early history. Under the
Constitution, the Government had to issue patents, mint or coin money,
and standardize weights and measures. The decennial census was re-
quired to provide the basis for allotting representation in the Lower
House of Congress. Provision for the common defense and general
welfare, as well as interstate and foreign commerce, necessitated a
widening range of activities of a scientific or technical character. The
coasts were surveyed in the interest of naval defense and merchant
shipping. The present Bureau of Standards grew out of the early
coast survey, as a consequence of its knowledge of instruments. The
West was explored and surveyed to facilitate its defense, settlement,
and agricultural development. The roots of the present Department
of Agriculture, Geological Survey, Weather Bureau, and other agen-
cies with similar technical functions could be traced back, in principle
at least, to the Lewis and Clark expedition. This exploring party, as
well as the many western expeditions which followed, collected data
on the plants, animals, topography, natural resources, and climate of
the West.

As the 19th century progressed, data gathering in geography, min-
eralogy, geology, botany, zoology, and meteorology increased at a sub-
stantial rate. Much of this information was made available through
published Government reports; and it was used by the Smithsonian
Institution, created in 1846. By the 1840's the Patent Office was mak-
ing chemical analysis of soils, fertilizers, and plants-work which the
new Department of Agriculture assumed during the Civil War. At
that time the Morrill Act was passed to aid the founding of State aori-
cultural and mechanical colleges. Twenty-five years later, further
legislation initiated Federal support of agricultural experiment
stations.

Not long after the Civil War the Coast and Geodetic Survey was
reorganized and the Geological Survey created, with the help of the
National Academy of Sciences. Those two agencies expanded and
systematized the surveying and mapping of the country and the cata-
loging of its natural resources-activities in which western explorers,
Army engineers, and Navy officers had been pioneering for half a cen-
tury. This scientific surveying not only increased geographical, min-
eralogical, and geological knowledge, it also promoted transportation,
agriculture, navigation, and the extractive industries. The Govern-
ment continued to increase its support of research in agricultural
science, and by the turn of the century it became active in the conser-
vation movement. In more recent decades these many activities have
been expanded much further and supplemented by research in public
health, medicine, social welfare, and related fields.

The Federal Government for over 150 years has promoted diffusion
of scientific knowledge through the functions of the Military Estab-
lishment. From its founding in 1802, the Military Academy was
operated as an engineering school, the first in the country. It stressed
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the teaching of mathematics and engineering, which its graduates used
extensively in their duties of exploration, the survey of the coast, and
the survey and construction of roads, canals, river and harbor improve-
ments, and even early railroads.3 The Naval Academy, created in
1845, offered technical work in such fields as navigation and naval
architecture. Naval officers made contributions in hydrography, me-
teorology, astronomy, and ordnance. Even before the Civil War they
made several hydrographic explorations and surveys in distant parts
of the -world. The Naval Observatory evolved from their work in this
period.

Commencing with the American Revolution, every major war led
the Federal Government to seek ways of applying science to problems
of warfare.4 During the Revolution and the War of 1812 these
efforts centered primarily in ordnance and military engineering. The
Civil War prompted work on a variety of military-scientific prob-
lems, extending into physics, chemistry, and astronomy. The Smith-
sonian Institution and the Coast Survey as wvell as the Army and
Navy ordnance bureaus carried on research and experiments to im-
prove military techniques. To coordinate this work, a special com-
mission of Government scientists was created. More importantly,
the National Academy of Sciences was chartered as a device for bring-
ing scientists together and securing their advice on major scientific
problems confronting the Government.

Little need be said here about the heavy reliance placed upon scien-
tific research in recent wars. In World War I the National Research
Council was created, and 'World 'War II produced the wartime Office
of Scientific Research and Development. Following the war, the
Atomic Energy Commission and the Office of Naval. Research played
major roles in promoting research of both fundamental scientific and
applied military value. The Korean war and the intensified "cold
war") ushered in the present high level of research and development
spending.

This historical review shows that the Government has supported
science from the beginning, that this function has continuously grown
in scope, and that its growth has been most rapid in recent years.
The Government has promoted the discovery, systematic collection,
and dissemination of useful knowledge as a component part of its
normal operations. Consequently, its scientific interests have been
mainly of a practical or applied character. The Nation depended
until recently upon Europe as its primary source of fundamental
knowledge. Beginning with Thomas Jefferson's tenure as first Sec-
retary of State, the State Department has facilitated this transfer
of scientific knowledge to America. Some 80 years ago this inflow
commenced to Delp the American universities develop graduate in-
struction and research in basic science. Their work in this area has
now matured and is greatly aided by Government research programs.
Except for basic research in a few large industrial laboratories,
American industry has conducted little work in fundamental science.
Under the pressure of military needs. Government research and de-

"See Forest G. Hill, Roads. Rails, and Waterways: The Army Engineers and Early
Transportation, University of Oklahoma Press, Norman, Okla., 1957.

' See I. Bernard Cohen, American Physicists at War: From the Revolution to the World
Wars, American Journal of Physics, XIII (1945), pp. 224-235.
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velopment expenditures have been mainly for applied or practical
work. Balance has been partly restored by the National Science
Foundation, created in 1951. It seeks to aid basic research through
grant and fellowship programs, which are increasing in volume.

Federal research and development expenditures in their present
volume and complexity inevitably pose many issues relating to their
distribution bv elds. the efficiency of their application, and their
overall coordination and evaluation. Hardly any other function of
Government raises more serious issues of the proper criteria for policy
formulation.

CRITERIA FOR FEDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES

With the evolving character of Federal research and development
activities in mind, we may now examine the major criteria which seem
applicable to them. Since these expenditures have a pronounced mul-
tiple-purpose character, the relevant criteria for evaluating them are
highly interdependent. The appropriate volume of these expendi-
tures, for instance, depends in part upon their internal structure-the
type, size, and quality of individual research programs. These con-
siderations are closely linked with the questions of how and by whom
these programs are conducted. All these factors are influenced by the
climate of research-the extent to which freedom or secrecy, initiative,
cooperation, and communication of results are brought into play. Of
considerable relevance, too, is the contribution of research and devel-
opment to other functions of government, in terms of the economy and
efficiency of governmental operations.

The criteria examined in this section are related to the problem of
economic efficiency in the allocation of research funds and in the con-
duct of research. These criteria have a direct bearing on the prob-
lems of economic growth and instability, which will be discussed in the
two sections following this one.

Volume of research and development expenditures
The volume of Federal research and development expenditures must

be ultimately judged in terms of their adequacy for meeting existing
and expected military and economic needs. When the current level
of economic activity, the rate of economic growth, or the state of mili-
tary technology or preparedness is inadequate, these expenditures
may be too low. Both Federal and non-Federal research spending
must be taken into account, together with other types of spending
which could help overcome the economic or military deficiencies.
Additional spending on final products and on the facilities for pro-
ducing them may suffice for short periods. If not, research and devel-
opment spending could be increased.

When the gross national product is rising, prices are fairly stable,
and the supply of scientific manpower is reasonably adequate, research
and development spending can be materially increased. The size of
the annual increment of gross national product, the availability of
research skills," and the possibility of inflation thus place broad limits
on the volume of research activities. Past trends in the ratios of
Federal (and non-Federal) research spending to gross national prod-

5On the issue of the current scarcity of scientific manpower, see David M. Blank and
George J. Stigler, The Demand and Supply of Scientific Personnel, National Bureau of
Economic Research, New York, 1957.
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uct (and to its annual increment), to net investment, and to total
Federal expenditures may help suggest what level of research spend-
ing is feasible or appropriate. It would also be very helpful to know
more about the behavior of these ratios under differing instability
conditions and rates of growth.

Technological as well as economic needs and conditions affect the
amount of research spending which is in order. Technologically,
large innovations or breakthroughs may be within reach. If major
technical changes are expected, greatly enlarged expenditures on
applied and developmental research might soon be required. In-
creased spending for the design and construction of plant facilities
and for the procurement of new final products would probably ensue.
The question would then be whether or not the economic situation
would permit these increased expenditures. Current research work
is capable of producing a chain reaction in future economic activity,
with major consequences for economic stability and growth. These
effects of research spending would need to be weighed carefully to
determine the desired level and character of Federal research spending.

Federal research and development expenditures involve an allocation
problem; they must be judged against all competing or alternative
expenditures (Federal or non-Federal) in terms of their relative costs
and benefits. They must be regarded, in principle, as investments
which must be compared with alternative investments or resource
uses with respect to their relative benefit or expected rates of return.

CiirrP.nt, rpenq.reli muqt. nrovide. 9 sufficient:17-1y ar"e- backlog ^4e tech
nical innovations and investment opportunities to assure continued
economic growth. Both teclmical and economic judgments are re-
quired here. The permissible level of research spending can be gaged
in part by its relation to the gross national product, the volume of
investment, and similar economic variables. The availability of sci-
entific personnel and the behavior of the price level provide further
indicators of the amount of research that is possible. But to deter-
mine the appropriate volume of research expenditure would seem
to call for use of a reliable theory of technological-economic develop-
ment.
Structure of research and development expenditures

The types and relative sizes of different research programs have a
direct bearing on the question of the appropriate volume of research.
As noted above, the selection and scope of these programs raise dif-
ficult problems of resource allocation. In principle, all suggested re-
search programs and projects must be compared with each other and
with all other possible investments or expenditures in terms of their
productivity or expected returns. The quality or efficiency of in-
dividual research projects is most significant, for the distribution of
research activity according to type and purpose of research has im-
portant technological and economic consequences, both in the short
and long run. Research efforts must be apportioned among the
physical, biological, and social sciences and their constituent disci-
plines, among the problems lying between or across as well as within
individual fields, and among the basic, applied, and developmental
phases of research. Division of effort must also be made between
problems which are large or small, urgent or less pressing, concerned
immediately with military or with civilian needs, related mainly to
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production or to consumption, and considered capable of early or
distant and of certain or uncertain solution.

Questions have been raised repeatedly as to whether Federal re-
search expenditures overstress the physical and engineering sciences
at the expense of the biological and social sciences, and applied and
developmental research to the detriment of basic science. Similarly,
there. have been questions about the stress placed on militarv needs.
immediate firepower, and ready military hardware. Desire for quick,
practical results and immediate military application create pervasive
biases in the pattern of research. This pattern clearly runs the risk
of developing serious imbalance. Pressures of immediate need and
utility prevent balanced judgment of long-run technological and eco-
nomic needs and possibilities. Resulting overemphasis and gaps in
the general research pattern impede a unified, across-the-board
advance of the frontier of scientific knowledge.
Financing versus conduct of research

The problem of where or by whom the actual research should be
done has a direct bearing on the volume and pattern of Federal re-
search and development expenditures. Private industry can be relied
upon to conduct or finance applied research and development for im-
provements possessing fairly certain commercial feasibility.6 Firms
equipped to do research actively seek new or improved products,
processes, and techniques which will increase profits by raising sales
or lowering costs. Industry is little inclined, however, to conduct
or support fundamental research. Few firms see fit to do basic work,
although some of them financially support this work in cooperative
or nonprofit research institutes or universities. These research or-
ganizations, especially the universities, must rely mainly on the Gov-
ernment for financial support of basic research.7

Circumstances such as these force the Government to finance most
research which is not immediately practical and profitable for private
industry. In addition to fundamental science, this growing category
of research includes military technology, agricultural science, health,
and the collection of general-purpose data of many kinds. These data-
collecting activities include economic and demographic statistics,
meteorological records, geological and mineralogical surveys, and
other useful data. The benefits of this government-financed research
are often widely diffused and long range in character; they cannot
be specifically allocated to or reimbursed by ultimate beneficiaries.
Yet this work is costly and must be pursued on a more or less per-
manent and systematic basis. It must, therefore, be supported by
government as a social-overhead expenditure. This financing of sci-
entific work may be regarded as an investment in the Nation's future
defense, resource development, and material welfare.

These considerations obviously apply to the creation of major new
weapons, such as atomic and hydrogen bombs, guided missiles, and jet

6 The administration of industrial research has received considerable attention in recent
years. Illustrative of this study are the following: Clifford C. Furnas, editor, Research
in Industry, Its Organization and Management, D. Van Nostrand Co New York, 1948;
David B. Hertz, The Theory and Practice of Industrial Research, Mcdraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1950; and the published proceedings of the annual conferences on industrial
research (commenced in 1950), sponsored by the department of engineering of Columbia
University.

7Many of these problems are analyzed in comparative terms in 'The Organization of
Applied Research in Europe, the United States, and Canada, 3 vols., published by the
Organization for European Economic Cooperation, Paris, 1954.
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aircraft. The diverse scientific inquiries required to create and im-
prove these weapons often contribute handsomely to fundamental
knowledge and industrial technology. Scientific and technological
advances in the military and industrial sectors are highly interdepend-
ent; progress in one sector nearly always benefits the other. Although
this basic fact may be used to justify more military research, it may
equally well justify research designed to secure large industrial inno-
vations or to extend f undamental knowledge.

Basic scientific research aptly illustrates the social-overhead char-
acter of Federal research and development spending. Fundamental
inquiry is directed toward advancing the Nation's general store of
knowledge. 8 It is usually too costly, too risky, and, in the short run,
too unprofitable for private enterprise. It must be pursued continu-
ously on many fronts in a comprehensive, coordinated manner. Its
possible benefits may be huge, yet uncertain, indirect, and delayed
in their realization. These are weighty considerations in current re-
search to secure new sources of energy, cures for major illnesses, or
fresh water and minerals from sea water. For similar reasons, most
research to improve consumer welfare, agricultural productivity, and
the efficiency of small business must be underwritten by the Govern-
ment. Consumers, farmers, and most businessmen are barred from
undertaking research by cost and uncertainty considerations. Lack-
ing the incentive, organization, and means to conduct or finance
needed research, they inevitably depend upon the Government to

The Government must determine not only the character and amount
of research it will support, but also the proper agencies for conduct-
ing it. On this question of how and by whom research will be con-
ducted, many alternatives are, fortunately, available. The relative
abilities of different types of research organizations influence-and
properly so-the volume and pattern of Federal research expenditures.
The Government has recently been financing roughly one-half of the
Nation's research and development. It conducts in its own labora-
tories approximately one-half of the work it finances. The remaining
half is secured extramurally, principally by contract. A few agencies,
notably the National Science Foundation and the Public Health
Service, make use of research grants. Roughly two-thirds of this
extramural research is done by industry, and the remainder by educa-
tional and other nonprofit institutions.

Over one-fourth of all extramural research and development is
performed by Federal research centers operated on contract by indus-
trial firms, universities, and other nonprofit organizations. These
Government-financed research centers are a postwar development, used
mainly by the Atomic Energy Commission and a few military agen-
cies. They provide a good deal of autonomy and administrative sim-
plicity, compared to research laboratories in the operating agencies.
They may be an effective way of handling large-scale, complex research
projects requiring systematic execution and rapid progress.

These different types of organizations performing research have
their u1nhiqte resources and abilities. Their characteristic advantages
must be given due weight in appropriating and allocating Federal

a Cf. vannevar Bush. Science, the Endless Frontier, U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C., 1945, pp. 13-17.
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funds for research and development. The strength of industrial
laboratories in research along applied and developmental lines has
been noted. So has the capacity of the universities, along with a few
industrial laboratories and nonprofit institutes, for carrying on funda-
mental research.

The nature of the research contract and the way it is administered
M. a t Proper+ --ooncs for overed rv indireot ptcsts

of research are necessary, particularly for universities. Their finan-
cial situation demands that contract research contribute to the support
of staffs and facilities employed jointly in contract work and in
teaching and nonsponsored research, the traditional functions of the
university. The accounting for funds and other regulations and
paperwork which contracts involve can be quite burdensome. There
have been complaints that contract officers lack training and discre-
tionary power and are subject to large turnover, especially among
Defense Department officers subject to frequent reassignment. These
difficulties with contract research have led to demands for greater
use of research grants when at all appropriate.

Many interrelated judgments must obviously be made as to the
kinds of research to be financed by government, the appropriate re-
search organizations .to be employed for particular projects, and the
efficacy of the relationship, contractual or otherwise, between the spon-
soring agency and the research unit. These judgments must include
careful assessment of the efficiency with which research resources are
employed.

Climate of research
One of the most important, yet intangible, factors affecting the

efficiency of research is the intellectual environment in which it is per-
formed. The research climate greatly influences motivation, objectiv-
ity, intellectual exchange and cooperation during research, communi-
cation of research findings to other scientists, and application of the
new knowledge to other problems. The intellectual climate thus goes
far to determine the speed, quality, and usefulness of research. This
work, especially in its more fundamental reaches, places a high pre-
mnium upon free inquiry, intellectual detachment, abstract reflection.
Considerable play must be left for curiosity and the individuality and
interests of the researcher. If these conditions are not fulfilled, the
quality of research cannot help but suffer.

These requisites for effective research are most pertinent to the or-
ganization and administration of research units. The individual re-
searcher must have freedom and opportunity and incentive to com-
municate. Under these conditions teamwork can be developed by
bringing individuals together who have interests in a common re-
search problem. To force an individual into work at variance with his
interest and curiosity would lessen his usefulness. The type of re-
search unit, its autonomy, its administration, and its relationship to
the sponsoring agency are therefore strategic considerations bearing
on the efficiency of research.

Difficulties with the form and supervision of research contracts have
already been noted. Research grants may frequently be preferable
to contracts for augmenting research already underway or initiating
projects which coincide with the purposes and interests of a research
unit and its members. Grants require less supervision and accounta-
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bility than contracts, thereby permitting greater freedom and flexi-
bility. With certain types of research, grants may therefore be more
productive than contracts, in that costs and interference are lessened
and the possibilities of creative and fruitful results are increased.

No doubt the greatest single problem concerning the climate of re-
search stems from the necessity for secrecy and loyalty or security
systems in military research and development. Although strategic
knowledge about the design and performance of new weapons must
be withheld in the interest of national security, scientific communica-
tion and advancement are thereby retarded. Declassification and re-
lease of knowledge which has lost its original strategic value must not
be long delayed, for many areas of science and industry may be hin-
dered in the meantime. Both military and industrial superiority de-
pend upon the rapid advance and application of scientific knowledge.
Consequently, the painful compromise between secrecy and security
on the one hand and free inquiry and communication on the other
must not be allowed to get very far out of balance for very long.
The consequences of imbalance and delay are less scientific advance at
a slower place and a greater cost.'

Economy and efficiency in government
One of the chief benefits of Federal research and development work

is its direct and indirect aid to Government operations. Practically
every large department or bureau conducts some research to improve
its economy and efficiency of operation. Each agency also benefits
from research Performed r_1__wi_1 __

Government research has become very pervasive in its extent and
effects. It has become a common denominator for the various func-
tions of government, in that it is so necessary to and complementary
with other functions. Without research an agency may achieve an
accepted level of performance at a certain cost; with adequate research
it can often reach this performance level at a smaller total cost. In a
sense research is substituted for other kinds of expenditure, with a net
gain in cost or efficiency. Of course, the upshot may be that the public
demands greater services from government.

The actual or potential benefit of government research to other func-
tions may be suggested by a few illustrations. The outstanding ex-
ample is national defense, which has recently accounted for well over
one-half of all Federal research and development expenditures. Con-
fronted by the cold war, the country demanded a higher level of mnili-
tary preparedness. This called for radically new and improved
weapons. Manpower and budgetary restraints necessitated greater
military strength or firepower wvith fewer men in uniform. Recent
budgetary limitations require that this be achieved at even lower cost
than was previously anticipated. These needs are being met, or at
least approached, by increased research and development to obtain
the techniques and hardware which will provide greater military
might per dollar of military budget.

Scientific research plays much the same role in other government
functions or spending programs. In foreign aid a major place has
been give|ii th technical assistance, since it facilitates the transfer of the
knowledge and techniques required to improve productivity and to

9 Cf. Bush, op. cit.. p. 7.
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make better use of foreign investment. Not only does technical as-
sistance render outside funds more useful; it also substitutes in part
for this investment in countries where economic conditions, partic-
ularly the threat of inflation and consequent dissipation of funds, do
not warrant much foreign investment.

Natural resource development involves, among other things, ex-
pensive conservation and stockpiling measures.", Research and de-
velopment will often render these measures less costly. In many
cases this work should produce methods to replenish certain resources,
locate new domestic or foreign reserves, render their extraction more
efficient or complete, process low-grade resources economically, econ-
omize on the use of resources in final products, and create substitutes
for scarce resources. To the degree that these efforts succeed, con-
servation may become less urgent or less costly, while stockpiling
may sometimes prove unnecessary.

Federal spending on housing and urban redevelopment is obviously
affected by improvements in construction techniques and in the avail-
ability and quality of building materials. The development of human
resources is contingent upon advances in nutrition, sanitation, medi-
cine, the biological and social sciences, and education and specialized
training. Transportation and public works likewise depend for their
improvement upon many scientific and technological advances. Re-
search and development expenditures should aid the government to
perform all these functions more effectively, and often at lower real
costs in manpower and other resources.
Multiple-purpose evaluation of research and development

Federal research and development activities are designed to ac-
complish various interrelated purposes, as suggested in the foregoing
discussion. In the broadest sense, this complex of goals includes na-
tional defense, general welfare, and economic growth and stability.
These goals manifestly incorporate the purposes set forth in the Em-
ployment Act of 1946-to promote employment, production, and pur-
chasing power in a manner designed to foster competitive enterprise
and the general welfare. These multiple purposes also include the
promotion of fundamental knowledge and its wide dissemination.
The education and training of scientific manpower are thus very
relevant norms.

This multiplicity of purposes served by research and development
greatly complicates the evaluation of costs and benefits. This is true
for specific research projects as well as broad programs. Ideally,
the cost of research should be allocated to its different purposes, such
as defense industrial growth, the advance of science, and the support
of scientifc training. Even if these cost allocations are not possible
in practice, they should be kept in mind when decisions are made
about Federal research expenditures.

A large fraction of this spending, for instance, should be regarded
as allocable to the tasks of promoting scientific education and train-
ing scientific personnel. Today about one-fourth of all degree-hold-
ing scientists and engineers are engaged in research and development.
There is much concern about the relative shortage, actual or potential,

10 This subject receives comprehensive treatment in the President's Materials Policy
Commission, Resources for Freedom, 5 vols., U. S. Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton, D. C., 1952; see especially vol. I, pp. 131-171.
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of scientific manpower. Educational institutions face great financial
difficulty in improving scientific education, training more scientists,
and conducting enough research. These problems of training special-
ized manpower affect the amount and quality of scientific research the
Nation can afford. Wherever conducted, government-financed re-
search provides on-the-job training, and sponsored research aids uni-
versities in carrying on their traditional functions of teaching and
basic research.

All of these purposes and benefits must be kept in view when assess-
ing the value of Federal research expenditures. Many different bene-
fits must be traced and evaluated. They often run far into the future
and aid many national interests and industries. Benefits are thus
broadly diffused, largely indirect, difficult to measure or predict, and
often intangible or unquantifiable in nature. The costs of individual
research projects may be incurred within a period of 1 to 5 years;
whereas the main benefits may be realizable only 5 to 10 years from
now, and may continue long thereafter. Neverthless, a rational re-
search policy requires detailed study of benefits and costs, whether
they are direct, indirect, or intangible.

Comparable difficulties confront decisionmaking for Federal in-
vestment expenditures on multiple-purpose water or resource develop-
ment projects. For these large public works, benefit-cost analyses
are made to facilitate more rational decisions looking to a better al-
location of the Nation's resources. These analyses involve major
problems of allocating joint costs among different project functions,
determining indirect benefits, and giving adequate qualitative weight
to intangible benefits. These issues arise in applying the benefit-cost
approach to an entire project, to individual elements or incremental
parts of the project, and to the larger program of which the project
is an organic part.

These problems seem to be even more complex or insoluble in
efforts to make rational benefit-cost judgments of Federal expendi-
tures (or "investments") for research. Yet, direct research costs can
be roughly allocated to relevant functions; classes of benefits can be
specified; and certain direct and indirect benefits can be measured,
estimated, or predicted. The remaining costs and benefits can be
stated in qualitative terms, with their relative, strategic importance
specified.

Industrial firms attempt in some degree to determine costs and
benefits of individual research projects, or to derive expected rates
of return. They typically use simple indexes of value or minimum
payout periods to select projects according to their expected value
or profitability. Although these rough rules-of-thumb are of aid in
making specific research decisions, they may typically understate the
profitaility of industrial research. Rarely do firms determine a pre-
cise expected rate of return by estimating all future net gains from a
research project, discounting these to get their present value, and thus
finding the rate of return over project cost. Instead, they use simple
profitability estimates for each project and then rely heavily, some-
times exclusively, upon their judgment regarding the competitive
position of the firm and its strategic research needs, the technical
feasibility of each suggested project, and the financial and research
resources available for research and development. Strategic, techni-
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cal, and economic judgments thus enter into the research decisions of
firms.

Similar considerations must guide decisionmaking for Federal
research expenditures. Strategic factors have to do with military de-
fense, the international situation, and the larger national "strategy"
for scientific and industrial advance. Technical judgments must be
made regarding the general advance of science and technology and
the technical feasibility and value of individual research programs
and projects. Economic judgment, of course, involves the benefit-cost
evaluation discussed above. Fairly precise estimates of benefits and
costs may be possible with certain research projects. In such cases
the allocation of research funds among alternative projects can be
put on a more rational basis. However, even with these specific
projects-and certainly with the overall allocation of funds among
major research programs and the various fields and types of re-
search-a comprehensive analysis of broader strategic, technical, and
economic factors is essential.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES AND EcoNoMIc
INSTABILITY

Among the major criteria by which Federal research and develop-
ment expenditures must be judged are their effects upon economic
growth and stability. These expenditures influence stability and
growth in many ways. Their effects on growth are largely positive
or favorable. Furthermore, they can be manipulated somewhat to
alter the rate and character of economic growth. The same can
hardly be said, however, for their effects on economic stability. Their
influence here is often largely negative, and there is small leeway for
manipulating them in order to reduce or combat instability.

These Federal expenditures should not be changed greatly or sud-
denly. They are not particularly variable in the short run, largely
because research and development must be conducted continuously
for best results. Individual research projects often take several years
to complete, and expenditures may actually mushroom as a project
advances from fundamental and exploratory to applied and develop-
mental phases of research. Worthwhile projects should not be
dropped in midstream; and cuts in annual funds can easily reduce
the effectiveness and current value of the research, postpone its ulti-
mate completion, and increase its final cost. Technical as opposed to
financial considerations thus affect the timing and control of research
already underway.

A close parallel to this is found in the issues and difficulties be-
clouding the problem of contracyclical variations in public works ex-
penditures. With both public works and research, technical and
long-run economic considerations predominate in decisions to insti-
tute new or continue going projects. The level of expenditure in
both cases must also be governed by a careful regard for its multiple-
purpose character. A reasonably rapid advancement of science and
technology requires that research organizations and personnel be kept
intact, that fundamental work be continued, and that innovations in
techniques and products become available to stimulate further indus.
trial growth.
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These long-run considerations provide strong reason for stabilizing
Federal research and development expenditures regardless of the fiscal
needs or cyclical tendencies of the moment. They also justify varia-
tion of these expenditures to offset any large changes in industrial
research spending."' If research in industry should decline during a
recession, Government-sponsored research might well be augmented.
Although this measure would beneficially increase total spending in
the short run, its primary merit would lie in the long-run benefits from
fuller utilization of research personnel to produce further scientific,
technological, and industrial innovations.

The need for a fairly stable level of research expenditures should
not pose a major problem for general stabilization policy. This type
of spending is only a small fraction of total Federal spending. It
would not provide much leverage for contracyclical or compensatory
spending, even if long-run considerations could be ignored. The Gov-
ernment possesses far more powerful stabilization measures in the
form of monetary and fiscal policy, including transfer payments and
public works. These stabilization weapons should be used to the full
before research expenditures are dragged onto the contracyclical
firing line.

The current level of Federal research spending has a great bearing
oil future stability or on short-run changes in the rate of economic
growth. Major shifts in research expenditure can induce instability
in future years. The bulge in military research and development fol-
lowingY the Korean war has no doubt contributed to the inflationary
trend of the past 2 or 3 years. Such a major increase in applied re-
search soon leads to a spurt in developmental activity, followed by
new investment in production facilities and increased output. This
sequence of events, which may take 5 to 10 years in different product
lines, has accompanied the improvement and production of military
weapons. Military research, development, and procurement have
stimulated many industries directly through enlarged demands for
military equipment. They have also induced a sequence of product
and process improvement, increased investment, and expanding sales
in civilian production. These indirect effects of post-Korean war mili-
tary research and development have been only partly realized to date.
This is for the reason that the military sequence of product, demand,
and investment expansion had a several years' headstart over the
induced sequence in most industrial lines of production.

Many scientists and industrialists fear that any large cut in military
research and development at the present time will impede these se-
quences. They feel that curtailment of research now will reduce ad-
vances in weapons and industrial applications during coming years.
Their concern is that less basic research today will dampen future
technological and industrial progress.

Federal research and development spending cannot be employed
as a convenient contracyclical weapon. However, large variations in
them may well set in motion powerful cyclical tendencies. The con-
clusion seems to be that both in terms of stability criteria and long-
range considerations of scientific, technological, and industrial prog-
ress, current research spending should be kept reasonably stable.

n Industrial research activity, however, does not seem to be very closely related to cur-
rcnt sales. Cf. Blank and Stigler, op. cit., pp. 12-13. 66-68.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

The essence of this argument is that sustained economic growth
constitutes the primary criterion for evaluating Federal research and
development expenditures. The economic efficiency and stability cri-
teria discussed in the two previous sections may be regarded as sec-
ondary or subservient to this objective. In a fundamental sense re-
search and development activities constitute an investment in future
growth. This allocation must be rational or efficient if high-level
growth is to result. It must also meet the requirements of stability
if the resulting growth is to be sustained or continuous.

These Federal expenditures fundamentally shape the rate and char-
acter of economic growth. They bring scientific and technological
advances which result in new and improved products and processes,
new tastes and demands, and new industries and investment oppor-
tunities. These innovations in turn increase productivity, national
output, and living standards. These changes cumulatively reinforce
each other in a dynamic process of growth. Scientific research is in
effect a powerful starter of pump primer of economic development.

Of course, research has to be large enough in volume and effective
enough in character to achieve this stimulating or multiplying effect.
Research must have a powerful enough leverage to counterbalance
growth-depressing factors such as underemployment, inadequate pur-
chasing power, and restrictionism or inflexibilities built into market
structures. Research can offset the effects of these barriers. Further-
more, it can indirectly but effectively weaken or eliminate them. Re-
search and development work by government and industry often cre-
ates new commodities or new industries, resulting in a healthy growth
of interindustry competition. Established firms lose their protection
from the rigors of competition, and restrictive practices in various
markets lose much of their force.

Research activities no doubt can be strategically directed at certain
bottlenecks, with good effect. Research can be promoted which aids
small business, just as it has helped agriculture. Research can be
aimed at raising productivity in areas of low incomes and underem-
ployment. It can be used to increase consumer knowledge and the
quality of consumer goods, thereby expanding demand. The Govern-
ment may of course pursue other policies to increase income and re-
move market restrictions. It can improve social-security programs,
raise minimum wages, aid public education, and improve patent and
antitrust laws. These policies will in turn increase the leverage of
research for promoting economic growth.

A review of American economic history reveals that every major
war boosted the American economy to a higher plateau of economic
activity. Joseph Schumpeter and other economists have shown how
the appearance of a group of new industries produced an industrial
revolution periodically. Wars and bunched innovations, however,
produce an irregular or jerky pattern of economic growth. A large,
sustained volume of research and development should convert this
stairstep pattern into an inclined plane by fostering a continuous in-
dustrial revolution.

The needs of military defense and general welfare alike require that
periods of underemployment or stagnation be avoided. These periods
breed social unrest and economic waste; devices of protection, restric-
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tion, subsidy, and made work take hold and thrive. Depression con-
ditions place a premium upon product differentiation and style obso-
lescence as means of artificially creating a modicum of new demand
and investment opportunities. The resources wasted under these cir-
cumstances could be much better used to expand research, tecimology,
and industrial innovation. Material welfare and economic growth
may be greatly promoted when unused or marginal resources are used
for research instead of advertising, product improvement rather than
differentiation or style obsolescence, and investment in new industries
instead of subsidies or made work. The backlog of new knowledge
and techniques should always be great enough to make investment
opportunities abundant and product innovation easy. Under these
conditions, firms will be forced by competition to make real rather
than spurious improvements in quality. This teclmological backlog
should prevent secular stagnation of investment opportunities and
preclude restrictive, wasteful devices to protect limited markets or
create demand and jobs artificially.

To make investment opportunities plentiful and to force efficient
resource allocation may entail a costly volume of scientific research
and acute inflationary pressure. These conditions might put mone-
tary and fiscal policy to a severe test. Stabilization would become as
much a long-run as a short-run problem. Stabilization policy would
then have economic growth rather than just stability as its prime
objective.

FORMULATION OF POLICY FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The formulation of policy for Federal research and development ex-
penditures poses a wide array of complex problems. Some of these
problems have been discussed above, especially those bearing on the
allocation and evaluation of these expenditures. Vital national in-
terests are involved in a fundamental but imperfectly understood
manner. The purposes of these expenditures must be grasped and
their multiple benefits assessed if there is to be effective social con-
trol and use of these expenditures. Proper evaluation and control
must run in terms of what these expenditures contribute to the grand
strategy of advancing military strength material welfare, scientific
knowledge, industrial technology, and scientific education and
training.

Judgment of the efficacy and adequacy of Government research
must assure that effort is properly allocated between military and
civilian needs, between fundamental and applied research, and between
the social, biological, and physical sciences. This research must give
adequate stimulus to each industry and to the various educational
and research organizations in the private sector. Care must be taken
that enough research effort is devoted to the needs of farmers, small
business, and consumers. Research must also contribute adequately
to the economy and efficiency of the Government's own operations.

More than a score of Federal agencies now have substantial re-
search and development budgets. About half of this research is con-
ducted intramurally, and half extramurally by industrial, educa-
tional, and nonprofit organizations. Holw can all this work be evalu-
ated, coordinated, and administered for the greatest possible benefit?
How can duplication and blind spots be avoided? How can the
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work be made more productive, more efficient, more economical, more
appropriate to national needs? Speaking more broadly, how can
Federal research and development expenditures be handled within
the framework of a comprehensive national science policy ? 12 Tenta-
tive criteria for research expenditure policy have been discussed
above. They need to be carefully studied and formulated, then effec-
tively geared into the budgetary. legislative. and administrative Droc-
esses of government. LMost important of all, these criteria and
processes must be clearly understood by the general public, as well
as by Congress and the Executive. Only in this way can a worth-
while national science policy be evolved, sanctioned, and effectively
applied.

Research and development expenditures now involve a plethora
of agencies, programs, scientific advisory committees '3 budget esti-
mates, administrative reviews, congressional committees, piecemeal
appropriations, and expenditure decisions. The citizen or outsider,
if not the public official, has extreme difficulty in discerning any
unity or order in this confusing situation. Indeed, he may not even
be able to grasp the primary national needs and policy issues which
are at stake. There seems to be a pressing need for governmental
machinery to assure proper congressional and Executive review of
these expenditures to guarantee their effective coordination, and to
facilitate their understanding by the public.

The Employment Act of 1946 may actually provide the model of
what is needed for the effective formulation of research and develop-
ment policy. Public understanding, discussion, and support of na-
tional economic policy have been greatly facilitated by the machinery
set up under this act. This machinery has strengthened the capacity
of the Executive and Congress to review and coordinate the economic
activities of many Federal agencies. It has also elicited greater un-
derstanding, support, and voluntary cooperation from non-Federal
agencies and private groups. Through the President's Council of
Economic Advisers, the Joint Economic Committee, and the annual
economic report, this act provides essential machinery for the con-
tinual, purposeful, publicly understood evaluation of economic trends,
problems, programs, and recommended policies.

Much of the same machinery seems appropriate in the area of
national science policy. A National Science Act might set up a
Council of Scientific Advisers in the Office of the President. This
Council would make an annual appraisal and report concerning the
trends, problems, long-run needs, and desirable policy changes in
Federal research and development activities. This report, along with
the President's recommendations for new legislation, would then go
to Congress for examination before a Joint Committee on Science
Policy. This Committee would suggest general legislative changes

1' The broad question of national science policy is discussed in Bush, op. cit.; Dupree,
op. cit. ;National Resources Committee, Research-a National Resource, vol. 1, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1938; The Organization of Applied
Research in Europe, the United States, and Canada; Don K. Price, Government and
Science, New York University Press, New York, 1954; President's Materials Policy Com-
mission, op. cit.; President's Scientific Research Board, Science and Public Policy, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1947; and various publications of the
National Science Foundation.

Ua See the National Science Foundation reports on Advisory and Coordinating Mechanisms
for Federal Research and Development, 1956-57, U. S. Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, D. C., 1957, and Organization of the Federal Government for Scientific Activities,
U. S. dovernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1956.
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which would then go to the appropriate committees for detailed study
and action. Both the Council and Joint Committee would maintain
liaison with other public agencies and with scientific, educational and
industrial groups. In addition, a standing President's Advisory Com-
mittee on Science, broadly representative of these groups, might meet
2 or 3 times a year to advise on short-run and long-run needs in
national science policy.

The proposed Council and Joint Committeee would have to main-
tain particularly close liaison with the Bureau of the Budget and
the National Science Foundation. The Budget Bureau already per-
forms important functions of budgetary and administrative review
over research and development activities conducted and financed by
Federal agencies. The Foundation administers a growing volume of
research support in the form of grants and fellowships. It also makes
detailed studies of research progress and needs in the various scien-
tific fields. These studies are designed to provide a more adequate
factual basis for formulating national science policy. These two
agencies and the proposed Council and Joint Committee, through con-
sultation with operating agencies and private groups, might work
out a tentative 5-year research and development budget. It would,
of course, be subject to frequent revision and should be of great value
to the agencies, the President, and the Congress in framing and review-
ing the annual budgets. The substantive review of scientific trends
and needs by the National Science Foundation and the administrative
and budgetarv review of the. Rurearnn of the Budget, xhan broight
together in a comprehensive policy framework, should greatly facili-
tate the understanding, formulation, and coordination of national
science policy.

A promising way to secure this clarification and cohesiveness in the
framing of science policy would seem to be passage of a National
Science Act setting up policy-recommending machinery generally par-
alleling that instituted by the Employment Act. The two acts should
supplement one another in a very logical and constructive manner.
They would provide the means of study, deliberation, and evaluation
required to develop comprehensive policies for promoting the Nation's
long-run technological advance and economic growth.



ISSUES OF FEDERAL SCIENCE POLICY

John C. Honey, executive associate, Carnegie Corporation of
New York

The main burden of the following paper is that if there is to be
developed a sensible set of Federal expenditure policies for scientific
research and development a change is required in the organization of
the executive branch with respect to the locus of responsibility for
the development of national science policies. The rationale for mak-
ing such a presentation to the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy is that
in the absence of effective organization for science policy development
it is impossible to get issues clearly defined, analyses made of the
issues, and recommendations formulated which can be transmitted to
appropriate political officials for their consideration. Organizational
arrangements which serve a useful purpose act as the means of focus-
ing, integrating, and releasing knowledge and judgments of informed
persons. Ineffective organization of the kind which exists for the
development of Federal science policies results in inadequate attention
to important issues, the discouragement of the serious study of such
issues, and a vitiating of the Government's capacity to deal with them.

THE BACKGROUND

Federal expenditures for scientific research and development have
shown a spectacular growth. In 1940, they amounted to $74 million;
in 1958, under definitions used by the National Science Foundation,
over $3,100 million. During the past decade, there has been more
than a threefold increase in research and development expenditures-
a greater increase than in the Federal budget for all purposes during
this period. As a percentage of total buNget expenditures, research
and development expenditures have risen from about 1 percent in
1940 to over 4 percent in 1958.

If somewhat broader definitions are used, the current Federal re-
search and development budget is considerably more sizable, being
about $3.2 billion higher. The increase occurs if one includes defense
procurement programs in support of research, development, test, and
evaluation activities. These programs included, the total Federal out-
lay for research and development in fiscal year 1958 may be well over
$6 billion.

Under either the narrow or broad definitions as to what should be
counted in the Federal research and development budget, it can be
seen that expenditures for research and development are big business
and have been for some time.

However, sheer dollar volume alone has not been the principal cause
of interest in Federal expenditures for research and development over
the years. Even in the 1930's, when the outlay was small, there was
recognition of the importance of research to the national economy.

1182
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For example, the National Planning Board produced a report, Re-
search-A National Resource, as well as a separate study of industrial
research, which emphasized the stimulating influence of research and
innovation on the economy.

The Second World War resulted, of course, in a tremendous rise in
Government expenditures for defense-related research. It is safe
to say that most, if not all, of the problems which have since risen in
connection with the Federal research and development effort had their
origins in the war years-problems of allocation of Federal moneys
for research among functional activities, among fields of science,
among the broad categories of research; namely, basic, applied, and
development. Equally, the questions of appropriate allocation among
the performers of the Federal research effort-the universities, in-
dustrial laboratories, and the Government's own laboratories--were
sharpened by the war experience. Needless to say, problems of edu-
cation for the sciences, the supply and demand of scientific talent, and
indeed, the organization of the Government itself with respect to re-
search matters, were all deeply influenced by the war.

There was barely time for the Government's wartime research effort
to subside before the cold war and the Korean crisis were upon the
country. The new expansion of federally financed research and de-
velopment which then began has continued since, with the same prob-
lems of allocation of resources demanding attention.

While it is true that diffusion of responsibility characterizes many,
perhaps most, Government functions (e. g., natural-resource programs
are administered principally by the Department of the Interior, but
the Corps of Engineers, the Department of Agriculture, and the Fed-
eral Power Commission, among other agencies, also have important
resource management or development responsibilities), in recent years
there has been improved coordination and/or centralization in many
functional areas. This has permitted a readier identification of policy
issues, and better coordinated programing and budgeting.

In the case of the Government's scientific research and development
programs, however, diffusion of responsibility is a built-in and essen-
tial phenomenon. About 92 cents out of every Federal research dollar
in fiscal year 1958 is being spent for applied and developmental work-
research designed to meet the practical public problems which are the
responsibility of roughly 40 different agencies having research pro-
grams. It is obvious that if research is to be kept relevant to the
problems it is attempting to solve, it must be carried on in association
with the responsible agencies.

But this is not to say that decisions about research made in one
agency-decisions as to the volume of research to be carried on, the
types of research programs, the locus of these programs, and so on-
are not of great importance and interest to several parts of the Federal
Government.

The principal interest in these questions lies, of course, with those
centers of decision making which must act in consideration of the wid-
est possible range of facts and the broadest political and public in-
terests-the White House and Executive Office of the President (in-
cluding, among others, the Bureau of the Budget, the Council of
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Economic Advisers, and the Office of Defense Mobilization) and the
Congress, especially in appropriations subcommittees. The most tren-
chant questions which are raised about the issues of allocation of Fed-
eral resources for research and development come not from the indi-
vidual research agencies and not from those bodies having statutory
or Executive authority for the development of national-science poli-
eipq. suchl as the. National qeienP.,e Fondaionlnn andr the InterdprtP-n
mental Committee for Scientific Research and Development, but
rather from those at the apex of responsibility in the Government.
In such quarters, the identification of issues, of the problems of coor-
dination, of merging fact and judgment, and of deciding finally how
resources will be allocated are ever pressing.

As for the specific issues surrounding the Federal research and
development programs, six can be identified as of major importance
for the present purpose:
(1) What is the appropriate distribution of research and develop-

ment funds among and within functional fields? Is there an
imbalance between outlays for military-oriented and nonmili-
tary research? Are we spending too much for health-related
research as compared, for excample, with research on education?
Are functional areas of less dramatic appeal than health, such,
perhaps, as transportation, resources development, or communi-
cations, being undersupported in terms of research? Within
specific functions, e. g., public health, are the Federal emphases
in research satisfactory? Should more or less go into mental-
health research than into research on heart disease and cancer,
etc.?

At present these questions are at best rather uncritically considered
at the highest levels. Summary expenditures and obligations data
for research and development, ftmctionally organized, are contained
in special analysis I of the Budget of the United States. The factual
information offers no guides for judging adequacy, however. Each
department and agency presents its case to the Executive Office of the
President, where for the most part decisions are made on an individual
agency basis. Too often the guideline for research and development
programs is no more than a comparison with whether a budget is up
or down from the preceding year. The Department of Defense has
on occasion set up special ad hoc committees or task forces composed
of disinterested persons to appraise the status of given research pro-
grams. In the not too distant past the National Science Foundation,
at the request of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
and the Bureau of the Budget set up a committee to review the medi-
cal research programs of the former agency. In this case the com-
mittee, drawn largely from the universities (and subsequently criti-
cized on that score) produced a report which in the main affirmed the
appropriateness of the existing levels and nature of HEW's medical
research programs. The report was apparently not seriously taken
by either the Secretary of the Department in question or by Executive
Office of the President in that the next budget requested sums for
medical research far beyond those which the committee had indicated
were adequate.

While it is obvious that inter- and intraprogram comparisons of
research activities by functional field are extremely difficult to
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make and will always involve a substantial measure of judgment,
some sensible efforts are possible under proper conditions of lead-
ership and direction such as are not now available. Program-
budget proposals for research and development should (a) identify
the segments of program which are particularly in need of research
and, generally, the nature of this research as well as the anticipated
values to be derived from it; (b) estimate the approximate technical
manpower requirements for accomplishing the research program;
(c) identify areas of related research being carried on elsewhere in
and outside the Government and the coordination which has taken
place, if any, with these areas: and (d) assess the demands on large
and/or scarce research facilities which new programs will entail.

Such an exercise in program-budget preparation would do two
things: First, it could force more thoughtful and better coordinated
research programing; and second, it would provide, at the highest
levels in the Government information which could be used for more
critically informed allocations among research programs.
(2) To what extent should the Federal research effort seek to counter-

act the cultural tendency toward utilitarian research, and the
normal governmental requirement for research of an applied
and developmental character? Is the mandate to the National
Science Foundation to support basic research an adequate or an
excessive one? Are we taking sufficient advantage of the fact
that in some friendly western nations, particularly Great
7?,Y1-; I.7, -_Coway-7 ...... x~ 7_4< 4-OM , 7Ao7Bn

rather than to a pplied and develop mental work ?
The several studies of Federal research activities which have been

made during the past 15 years have all acknowledged the extreme im-
portance of basic research. The Steelman report urged that the Fed-
eral outlay for basic research be increased to, at least, $250 million by
1957 (ian arbitrarily selected figure). The National Science Founda-
tion was established in good measure for the purpose of supporting
basic research. The Foundation hlas for the most part had increasing
budgets, and other agencies too have had additional money in recent
years for basic research. Federal obligations for basic research have
doubled from fiscal year 1952 to fiscal year 1958, being estimated at
$233 million. The National Science Foundation, which is looked on
as the Government's leader with respect to basic research has always
maintained that more funds are needed than in the past. It has never
taken -a strong position as to the optimum ratio between basic research
and the rest of the Federal or national research effort, the Federal
budget, or the gross national product, undoubtedly to its credit.

One may question the capacity of the National Science Foundation,
however, for disinterested appraisal of the Federal needs for basic re-
search in view of its own deep involvement as a major dispenser of
Federal basic research moneys. An agency whose staff is almost en-
tirely devoted to making grants of Federal funds for a given pur-
pose will understandably find it difficult to institute studies or in-
quiries which might reach conclusions unfavorable to 'the expansion
of its program.

There is, at present, need to seek out some guides for use in decid-
ing at what levels, dollar wise, basic research should be supported.
Are there, as has sometimes been contended, sizable numbers of scien-
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tists in the universities who would like to be doing basic work, but
who have been lured away by the flood of Federal dollars for applied
and developmental investigation? Or is there a scarcity of true talent
which should put a ceiling on Federal moneys for basic work, and
should perhaps suggest a more extensive and intensive talent hunt for
the very bright youngster who is not planning to go to college? Is
it true that we have to do some basic research in Government research
installations in order to keep and fattract able people, land is enough
or too much being done in such labs 'at present?

These and several other similar problems need top-level study if
we are to have sounder judgments brought to decisions regarding the
allocation of Federal moneys among the various types of research.

(3) Is the Federal and the national research effort appropriately dis-
tributed among the fields of science, life, physical and social,
and among the many subfields within each, e. g., within the life
sciences, the medical, agricultural, and biological sciences?
Does imbalance exist in the fact that out of $964 million obli-
gated for research alone in 1957 (virtually all of the $1,671 mil-
lion on the developmental side was in the physical sciences)
$647 million was for physical science research; $281 million for
life science research and only $35 million for social science re-
search? What are the criteria for judgment? Are they the
opinions of scientists? Are they found in the need for research
moneys as evidenced by scholars and ideas seeking funds to
support their own scientific efforts? Are they the views of
social and political leaders who have accepted the responsi-
bility of trying to assess very broadly, research requirements
as related to human and national needs?

At present the distribution of Federal research by fields is for
practical purposes determined in the "market place." Agencies pre-
pare their programs with little concern for achieving an appropriate
balance. In the National Science Foundation, where some attention
has been paid to the matter, it would appear that the only guide of
any real substance which is followed is the number and dollar volume
of meritorious basic research proposals which are received or stimu-
lated by the agency. Since more support is requested for basic re-
search in the physical sciences more funds are requested by the NSF
for that field.

An interesting attempt has been made to appraise the status of
knowledge in selected subfields by the NSF. For example broad
studies have been made of the fields of psychology and physiology with
a view to identifying both the promising areas for future research and
the resources available to do research. Whether such studies have,
in fact, proved useful in programing research by the NSF is not
known, but the idea is undoubtedly a useful one. The question may
be asked as to whether this approach could profitably be pursued
for other subfields.
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(4) Is the present pattern of allocation of Federal research funds
among the various performers of research in the Nation; prin-
cipally, the universities, industry, and the Government 8 own
laboratories a satisfactory one? Are the universities as social
institutions with responsibilities for education and research being
strengthened or weakened by the Government's research practices
and policies? Are the Government's own laboratories effective
producers of research? Should more or less research go to in-
dustrial labs? What are the criteria for allocation? Are these
criteria found in the nature of the work (e. g., some research for
security and safety reasons, such as chemical and biological war-
fare research, is conducted in good measure within Government
installations); the character of the work (it is sometimes argued
that all basic research supported by the Government should be
allocated to the universities). Is the criterion the revailing
political philosophy of a given administration? ,Should the
Government use more industry- or university-managed re-
search centers of the Los Alamos type in lieu of establishing
new labs of its own?

There has been some continuing interest at highest levels in the
Department of Defense in, at least, observing the patterns of distri-
bution among the performing components, presumably because of a
desire to make allocations in such a way as to strengthen the several
types of research institutions as well as to get the best research pos-
sihl P. por dnol.r enPended. ThP. Nntionn.l Snieine'. Fniindastion Also
regularly develops data on the distribution of Federal Research and
Development moneys by performers in its Federal funds for science
series. But no critical studies have been made which could provide
guides as to the conditions under which the Government should con-

duct its research in-house or have it conducted elsewhere.
The National Science Foundation, in 1954, appointed a committee,

largely of university people, to study Government-university research
relations. If the report of that committee produced useful infor-
mation on this problem it has not yet been made available. From
time to time the National Science Foundation has considered looking
into the Government's past decisions about where research should be
conducted with the thought that some guides might be culled from
this experience. However, such inquiries have not moved forward.
Nor have proposed studies of the research center and its values and
limitations as an organizational arrangement for the conduct of the
Government's research. It is clear that in this area some reasonably
useful guides could be developed given sufficient interest and leader-
ship at appropriate levels. Since the welfare of vital institutions
such as the universities are at stake, as well as the efficient and economi-
cal conduct of Government research, it would appear that this allo-
cation problem should have a high priority.
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(5) What is the impact on the stability and future growth of the na-
tional economy of the Governmnent's research and development
programs? Are there ways in which the Federal research effort
can be used to strengthen the economy at times and places when
soft spots appear? Are there measures, e. g., changes in taw and
patent laws perhaps, which the Government can take to encour-
age the sound development of industrial research?

While the Council of Economic Advisers acknowledge the impor-
tance of science to the economy and is deeply interested in the subject,
and similarly the National Science Foundation has expressed an inter-
est and indeed at one time made a minor effort to inaugurate some
studies, this whole area is at present badly neglected. To understand
the relationship between research and economic stability and growth
is admittedly extremely difficult. Definitive studies need to be made
on an industry or subindustry basis, and to approach a useful level of
sophistication such studies would in all likelihood become quite com-
plex. Interesting speculative writing has been done on the subject,
but it has not met the requirements for more definitive knowledge upon
which the Government could base action. It is apparent that funds
must be provided for a research program on this subject, probably to
be carried on by economists not now in the Government, but under the
guidance of the Council of Economic Advisers, the National Science
Foundation, or some other highly placed agency.
(6) What is the role of the States in research? Should the States be

encouraged by the Federal Government to undertake more
research and development or different types of research and
development than they now characteristically carry on?
Should the Federal Government employ the grant-in-aid device
or other forms of incentive to encourage the States in their
research endeavors? Behind these Questions lie ones which
relate to the diversification of scientific activity; the wisdom
of encouraging lesser-known and less well-staffed and equipped
public educational institutions to strengthen their scientific
research and training activities; and the problem of centraliza-
tion of financial responsibility and control for a very great seg-
ment of the national research economy in the Federal Govern-
ment.

A unique study of scientific research activities in six States, selected
for their differing economies and regional locations, has been prepared,
under contract, for the National Science Foundation. This study
reveals that considerable research, largely of an applied character,
and running into millions of dollars in value, is carried on by some of
our more populous States. The President's Commission on Intergov-
ernmental Relations refrained from deeply exploring the research
relationships between Federal Government and States on the grounds
that the National Science Foundation is moving in this area. A num-
ber of the conclusions of the aforementioned study, as, for example,
that the grant-in-aid has acted as a strong stimulus to the States to
undertake research, warrant careful attention in the formulation of
Federal policies affecting science.

The six issues considered above are only a few of the problems con-
fronting the Government in its scientific endeavors-perhaps the most
important in terms of the allocation of scientific resources. One may
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simply note that, in addition to these, are urgent questions with respect
to the organization and programs of the Federal Government for
international science; the problem of adequately informing the Ameri-
can public about the Government's scientific research programs; the
scientific manpower problem and the supply-demand situation with
respect to skilled personnel; the training of scientists and engineers
and the burdens placed on our educational facilities by the require-
ments for more and more such persons. The list could be considerably
expanded.

Having identified issues of science policy calling for high-level
attention, we may now look briefly at the agencies or committees within
whose responsibility falls the development or furtherance of national
science policies.

THE SCIENCE POLICY AGENCIES

At present there are four organizations which have statutory or
executive authority to provide broad policy direction to the Govern-
menit's research and development effort. They include the quasi-
governmental National Academy of Sciences-National Research
Council, the National Science Foundation, the Interdepartmental
Committee for Scientific Research and Development, and the Science
Advisory Committee of the Office of Defense Mobilization.

The National Academy of Sciences was created by act of Congress
during the Civil War as a nonprofit organization devoted to the fur-

tf rie lee. Its charter requires it to ctM.S a - dvier to the
Federal Government on scientific matters when requested to do so.
It is compensated for services rendered to the Government but is not
otherwise federally supported. The National Research Council was
organized by the Academy in 1916 to bring to bear the talents of the
scientific community on the technical problems generated by the First
World War. The Academy-Research Council operates largely
through boards and committees. It does not usually engage directly
in research but makes its contribution through conferences, surveys,
the sponsorship of research, and so forth. As a policyguiding body,
the Academy-Research Council cannot be said to play a vital role
since it is generally more concerned with arranging for the solution
of specific technical problems than in advising on broad scientific
issues. An illustrative exception to this situation, however, occurred
when the Academy was asked by the White House in 1955 to provide
counsel on the Government's loyalty policies in relation to Federal
support of unclassified research. The subsequent report was in most
respects a policy-oriented document.

The National Science Foundation was created by act of Congress
in 1950. Its responsibilities include, among others, the development
and encouragement of a national policy for the promotion of basic
research and education in the sciences; recommending to the President
policies for the Federal Government which will strengthen the na-
tional scientific effort; appraising the impact of research upon indus-
trial development and the general welfare; and reviewing the scientific
research activities of the Government in order to improve their co-
ordination and administration. The nonpolicy responsibilities of
the Fo.undation which consume most of its fiscal and staff resources
include the making of grants for basic research, largely to colleges
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and universities; the furtherance of education in the sciences through
fellowship programs, science teacher-training programs, and so forth;
and the dissemination of scientific information through a variety
of activities designed to improve communication throughout the scien-
tific world.

The National Science Foundation has, to date, played a modest
role Wiluil rempecu ut natiotnal science policies. I;; has advised on Gov-
ernment policy for the payment of overhead to colleges and universi-
ties in connection with research grants and contracts; has developed
advisory papers on selected other issues; and has indirectly implied
policy through the sorts of decisions it makes in connection with its
own grant and other ongoing programs.

The Interdepartmental Committee on Scientific Research and De-
velopment (ICSRD) was established by Executive order in 1947. Its
membership is made up of persons designated by the heads of the
principal departments and agencies having research and development
activities. Its secretariat is located in the National Science Founda-
tion. Among other duties it is directed to recommend steps to make
the Government's research programs effective in promoting the na-
tional welfare; to make recommendations on administrative policies
and procedures affecting Federal research; and to study and report
on current policies and administrative practices related to Federal
support of research.

In practice the ICSRD has concerned itself largely with adminis-
trative problems affecting Federal research and has tended not to be
a policy forum.

The Science Advisory Committee of the Office of Defense Mobili-
zation offers policy advice on scientific matters affecting the national
security. It is made up of several non-Federal and four Federal
members. Its secretariat is located in the Office of Defense Mobiliza-
tion and it reports to the Director of that organization. Its advisory
responsibilities cover guidance on effective utilization for security
purposes of scientific resources in the Nation. It also advises on
scientific aspects of the ODM program, and, as requested, undertakes
special studies on problems of science and the national security.

Thie organizational problemr
With such an array of agencies to deal with science policies, query

can be made as to why so many major issues lie virtually unattended.
Clearly if as suggested above, the issues of science resource allocation
are to receive governmentwide consideration they must be handled at
a level which will provide this perspective. And they must be handled
at a. level which is close to the ultimate decisionmakers, if considera-
tions of a parochial nature are to be avoided. An organization like
the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, since
it is outside of the governmental structure is not able to take the
governmentwide view with ease. In addition, as it has evolved over
the years it is a body especially capable of seeking out technical com-
petence for the solution of specific scientific problems, rather than an
organization adopted to handling broad policy issues.

The National Science Foundation, which was created amid high
hopes that it would provide policy leadership, has in fact done so in a
most limited manner. Why is this the case ? One may find the
answers in several directions. First the agency was given not only
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a policy job to do but also several "operating" tasks such as adminis-
tering a basic research grant program, maintaining a national roster
of scientific personnel, administering a fellowship program, develop-
ing programs and projects to aid science teachers and to improve the
teaching of science, etc. The operating tasks were relatively clear
and were naturally tackled first. The staff which was recruited for
these purposes was oriented to specific fields of science, to universities
and to university teaching. Tie interests of the National Science
Board seem to have been in similar directions. Both staff and Board
continue to make an admirable contribution to the Government's scien-
tific responsibilities through expertly administering the foundation's
"operating" tasks.

It must be observed, however, that the perspectives needed for the
successful performance of such work are quite different from those
needed for working out the leadership role which the Government's
central science agency will play. The knowledge of how Government
works, of the value of conflict in the political environment, of strategy
in stimulating interagency consultation for ultimate resolution of
policy problems, tend to be foreign to the university-minded scientist.

Second, the foundation in its policy mandate under the act creating
it (Public Law 507, 81st Cong.) was provided with vague language.
The subsequent Executive order (No. 10521, dated March 17, 1954)
which was intended to clarify the foundation's policy responsibilities,
hardly did so. Nonetheless, in fairness to the situation it must be
observed that undekrstandirng and firm 1cadrzship .. the par+ - f -tha
foundation could have made -good use of the policy authority under
the act and Executive order, despite some lack of clarity.

Third, the foundation as a policy agency was misplaced in the or-
ganizational structure of the Government. A policy body should not
be a peer among agencies for which it is formulating policy. Coupled
with this is the fact that as an operating agency the foundation com-
petes for research talent in its grant and fellowship programs with
many other Federal organizations. Its objectivity naturally comes
under suspicion. (For an excellent appraisal of the National Science
Foundation see The National Science Foundation: The First Six
Years, by Dael Wolfle, in Science, August 23, 1957, vol. 126, No. 3269,
pp. 335-343.)

The limited policy role of the ICSRD is yet another story. The
committee came into being as a result of a recommendation in the
1947 Steelman Report. In theory it was to go out of existence when
and if a National Science Foundation were created. There is some
evidence that certain agency research heads who were fearful that
the National Science Foundation might become too strong a force,
were instrumental in keeping the ICSRD alive after 1950. In addi-
tion, the Bureau of the Budget has tended at times to talk of a built-up
role of the ICSRD to fill the vacuum left by the National Science
Foundation's inaction in the public policy area.

Whatever other reasons there may be for the continued existence of
the ICSRD, this much is certain: It is invaluable to have in Govern-
ment research councils the kind of advice wideli (.fI,;,n onlv be obtained
from the collective judgment of the research heads of Government
agencies. The ICSRD has tended over the years to deal with adminis-
trative problems rather than with broad issues of science policy. Its
sessions increasingly have been attended by persons in second- and
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third-level positions rather than by agency research heads themselves.
The consequence is that the policy guidance which Government needs
from its own research directors has not been forthcoming-or at least
has been available only sporadically.

The greatest success story among the science policy agencies is to
be found in the Science Advisory Committee of the Office of Defense
Mobilization. Howeveri t must be remembered that the Science Ad-
visory Committee in advising on scientific matter related to the na-
tional security is influenced by several factors. It has had a reason-
ably clear sense of purpose, a firm and imaginative leadership, good
support from the Director of the Office of Defense Mobilization and,
through him, access to the highest councils in the Government. It has
shown ingenuity in the arrangements developed for the conduct of
some of its policy-oriented studies and it has given evidence of sophis-
tication in its manner of operating in the administrative-political
environment of the Executive Office of the President.

Possn3LE DIRECTIONS FOR THE FITURE

Over the past century numerous proposals have been developed
with respect to organization which could be created to give the
Federal Government top policy leadership in science. (See A. Hunter
Dupree's Science in the Federal Government; the Belknap Press,
1957.) For example, that there be a Department of Science has from
time to time been suggested. It seems safe to say that no one today
who is cognizant of the complexity of Federal research, and of its
need to be kept close to the functional problems it is attempting to
solve, gives serious attention to the idea of placing all scientific
activities within a single department.

Such current thinking as exists on the problem of reorganization
for improved science policy leadership runs in fairly obvious direc-
tions. There is some argument for attempting to strengthen the role
and the hand of the National Science Foundation. However, to do
this would require a separation from the Foundation of the operating
program which it handles so effectively, since otherwise the basic
dilemma of the Foundation would remain. It would also call for ele-
vating the Foundation to a position in the Executive Office of the
President.

At least limited sentiment has existed for attempting to create of
the Interdepartmental Committee for Scientific Research and Devel-
opment of the ODM's Science Advisory Committee, a central science
policy body. In the case of the former, its stature as a committee cre-
ated by Executive order and as a spokesman for the Government's own
research establishment would seem to raise serious doubts. A science
policy body should have congressional sanction. Its composition
should be such as to make it a spokesman for the national interest in
science and not solely for the interests of the Government's own labora-
tories. As for the Science Advisory Committee, its mandate to be
concerned with scientific problems related to the national security pre-
cludes it from the generality of interest which is essential to a science
policy body.

While the various defects noted above could be corrected through
legislation (theoretically even the National Academy of Sciences' Na-
tional Research Council could be transformed into a Federal agency
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and made the central policy body) much would be lost in each case.
The National Science Foundation has important operating work to
do, especially in supporting basic research and in aiding the develop-
ment of new scientific talent. The ICSRD, as a forum for the research
heads of government agencies, is needed; indeed, its role in this re-
spect should be greatly strengthened. The Science Advisory Com-
mittee, in the science-national security area, is invaluable. It should
not be reoriented to deal with all the issues of science and government
since its present work might then become secondary to the handling
of more general issues.

The answer rather clearly seems to lie on the creation of either an,
Office of Science Adviser to the President or a small Council of Science
Advisers in the Executive Office of the President. In view of the oft-
repeated fear of the scientific community that no one man should be
allowed to represent science, the council concept, which has worked so
admirably on the economic front, is probably more tenable.

Such a Council of Science Advisers should be appointed by the
President, who also should designate a chairman from among the
committee members. The importance of the issues at stake' not only
those problems of allocation which have been discussed above, but the
many more which have been alluded to, suggest that the Council
should be a full-time body and that therefore the membership should
be limited to perhaps three persons. These individuals must, of
course, have the respect of the scientific community. But of even
greater importance than, for example, past evidence of creative scien-
tific ability, would be present evidence of a capacity to elevate the
interests of the N ation above specific issues of a technical character,
an awareness of the tremendously important, if sometimes submerged,
role which science plays in contemporary life, a capacity for working
effectively in the political environment, and a willingness to assume
the risks which leadership implies.

The Council should be supplied with funds for a small staff; funds
for some research on problems of science and government probably
to be done under contractual arrangements; and authority to request
the assistance of the National Science Foundation, the Science Ad-
visory Committee, and other Federal agencies with research programs
and responsibilities, in the analysis of the many unresolved issues
related to science and government.

In addition, the Council should have regular access to the ICSRD,
probably through some *formal association- in order that it be kept
privy to both technical and administrative problems arising in the
Government's own research endeavors.

To complement this strengthened arrangement in the executive
branch, it would appear wise for the Congress to create a Joint Com-
mittee on Science. The problems of diffusion of responsibility for
scientific affairs which characterize the Executive have their counter-
part in the Congress, where scientific programs and problems must
ordinarily be viewed piecemeal rather than in relationship one to
another.

The issues of science are frequently undramatic. If, as a nation,
we are failing to educate substantial numbers of our most talented
youth to careers in science, or if we are insufficiently encouraging basic
research or research in certain fields of science, the losses to society are

97735-57-77
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not now easily discernible. The failures will become apparent in the
future, perhaps the distant future, when consequences are felt in ways
now unpredictable. Should the national economy seriously falter,
should the national defense prove disastrously inadequate, citizens of
a later time could look back to fix the blame.

In a sense, we are at a fortunate moment in history to be consid-
ering this problem. We have recently learned what a society-one
long considered backward-can do, even under fearful conditions of
political control, when it wishes to further science. Given all of the
favorable attributes of the American environment, freedom of thought
and freedom for dissension, educational and physical resources in
abundance, and a cultural climate of great vigor, it would seem aston-
ishing if we cannot get our house in order in the interest of strengthen-
ing science for the Nation.



FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

Frank D. Newbury, economic and management consultant, formerly
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering)

MAGNITUDE OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOP.IENT AcnviTy

The National Science Foundation Annual Report for 1956 gives
Federal Government obligations for research and development for
3 fiscal years, as shown in exhibit I.

EXHIBIT I

[Millions of dollars]

Department All other Total
of Defensc Federal

1954 (actual) ------------------- -------- $1,379 $539 $1,9181955 (estimated) -,-- - I 532 655 2,1871956 (estimated) -- ---- ---- 1 550 739 2, 289

These figures for the Department of Defense do not include the
several billions of planned obligations of development programs that
are funded by "Procurement and production" appropriations which
are discussed in a later paragraph of this paper.

A recent survey of industry expenditures for research and develop-
ment made by the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. and presumably in-
cluding work done by industry for the Federal Government with
government funds, developed these figures for 3 calendar years:

Millions
195.5 $4,767
19-66--------------------------------------------------------------- 6,0961957 (planned)… ___________________________________-_________ 7, 319

Going back to earlier years, research and development activity has
shown still greater increases. According to the National Science
Foundation, Federal expenditures in 1940 accounted for only 1 percent
of the Federal budget, while in 1955 Federal outlays accounted for
3 percent of a much larger total budget.'

Private-industry expenditures for research and development in-
creased at a slow, annual rate of approximately $15 million between
1920 and 1939. But between 1939 and 1953 these expenditures in-
creased at an annual average rate of roughly $300 million a year.2

It is not permissible to combine the above figures for government
and industry expenditures, because the figures are not mutually ex-

National Science Foundation Sixth Annual Report. 1956, p. 4.'These annual rates are calculated frow a hiart in Special Reports on Major BusinessProblems, The New World of Research, lMcGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
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clusive. Also, figures compiled by different organizations are based,
usually, on different definitions of development and research. In
some cases, research figures include expenditures for product develop-
ment, and development figures may not include total development.
The Department of Defense has been, until recently, a flagrant offender
in this respect. Figures of planned obligations or expenditures for
military research and development, given out as total obligations
or expenditures, have been limited to the budget or expenditure
figures funded by the budget category of "Research and development."
These figures have omitted a major part of military development
activity which is funded by "Procurement and production" appro-
priations.

At the congressional hearings on the fiscal year 1957 budget, real
total figures were presented by the Department of Defense, as shown
in exhibit II.

EXHIBrr II

(Millions of dollars]

Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year
1955 1956 1957 1958

(estimate)

Included in research and development appropriations 1,221.1 1, 493. 5 1, 747.0 1, 701. 1
Included in procurement and production appropria-

tions- 1,826. 4 1,830.1 2,804. 5 3,067.8
Activities supporting research and development

(largely military payroll not included above) 344.3 445. 5 639.4 549. 7

Total -3,------------------------------ 3,391.8 3,769.1 5,190.9 5,318. 5

On this more complete basis Department of Defense planned obliga-
tions amounted in fiscal year 1955 to more than 5 percent of the total
Federal budget instead of the 3 percent stated by the National Re-
search Foundation.

For the reasons given, it is difficult to do more than guess at the
real total of private and Government expenditures for research and
development in the United States. A conservative guess for the
calendar year 1957 would be a rounded figure of $9 billion. Possibly
a better fi re can be arrived at through panel discussion.

On the basis of this $9 billion, 55 percent of total research and
development activity is accounted for by the Department of Defense.
Magnitude of basic research activity

There is a general impression that in the United States too small
a part of total expenditures for research and development is devoted
to basic or fundamental research. Available figures justify this
impression.

The National Science Fundation reports that private industry spent
$150 million for basic research in calendar year 1953, and that the
Federal Government spent $117 million for basic research in fiscal
year 1954.

The Hoover Commission report to the Congress on research and
development, issued May 1955, stated:

Out of about $2,400 million Federal expenditures proposed
by the budget for fiscal year 1956 on research and develop-
ment work, probably less than $130 million is to be devoted
to basic research.
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The total figure of $2.4 billion obviously does not include develop-
ment funded by Department of Defense procurement and productions
appropriations.

EFFECT OF PRICE INCREASE ON MILITARY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
EXPENDITURES

There has been considerable emphasis on price increases over the
past few years as a reason for increasing expenditures by the Federal
Government. It may be of interest to look at the size of this factor
in the field of military research and development.

The Department of Commerce price deflators which are used to
reduce the several categories of gross national product to a constant
price base may be used to reduce military research and develop-
ment expenditures to a constant 1947 price level, and so eliminate the
factor of price increase.

In exhibit III the price deflator used is the deflator for Federal
Government purchases of goods and services. The deflators shown
for fiscal years are the average of the deflators for the two appropri-
ate calendar years.

EXHIBIT III.-Military research and development programs

[Millions of dollars]

| At current Price_ At 197 4

prices

1955 - 3,392 121.4 2, 790 100
1956 -3, 769 126. 7 2,980 107
1957 - 5,191 '131.0 3,960 142

1 Estimated.

The price increase from 1955 to 1957 was about 8 percent. Using
the same method of measurement, the price increase from fiscal year
1953 to fiscal year 1957 was 11.4 percent.

Department of Defense research and development planned programs
increased 42 percent from 1955 to 1957 at constant prices and an addi-
ti onal 8 percent because of price increase.

ORGANIZATION FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

This discussion of the organization of research and development
activity will be confined to the organization in the Department of
Defense because military research and development is much the
largest research and development activity in the Federal Government,
because it presents the most difficult problems, and because it offers
the greatest opportunity for remedial action.

The historical development of the organization of advanced types
of research and development within the Military Establishment may
be divided conveniently into three different organizational periods:
(1) 1941-45: The period of the Office of Scientific Research and De-

velopment
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(2) 1946-53: The period of the Research and Development Board
(3) 1953-57: The period of the Assistant Secretaries of Defense under

Organization Plan No. 6
Office of Scientific Research and Development, 1941-45

Besearebl and development for gelnerl1 military lpplication within
the Military Establishment started with the organization of the Na-
tional Defense- Research Committee in June 1940, with Dr. James
Conant, then president of Harvard University, as Chairman. Within
a year, in June 1941, the NDRC was superseded by the OSRD-the
Office of Scientific Research and Development-with Dr. Vannevar
Bush as Chairman.

Significantly, OSRD was organized as a part of the Office of Emer-
gency Management of the White House. It was not a part of the
Military Establishment, but coordination with the War Department
and the Navy was provided for by military representation on the
official board and on the numerous committees and panels of the
Board. Also, Dr. Bush was Chairman of the Joint Committee on
New Weapons and Equipment of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and was
expected to coordinate the related activities of JCS and OSRD.

The OSRD produced a remarkable record of achievement under
conditions that prevailed during the war years of 1941-45, but which
no longer prevail. Two illustrations may be cited: The OSRD was
given authority-and funds to go with it-to initiate research projects
and development projects independently of the military departments.
This was an important factor in the success of OSRD. Under the
conditions then existing there was no competition or conflict between
the OSRD and the military in this new activity of applying scientific
principles and information to the development of radically new types
of military equipment.

By the end of the war OSRD had over 2,000 contracts with indus-
trial and academic organizations, and was spending funds of its own
at the rate of $175 million a year, a truly modest sum considering its
accomplishments and the size of current expenditures.

Research and Development Board, 1946-53
With the end of the war, OSRD rapidly disintegrated. Personnel

hurried back to more congenial civilian tasks appropriations ceased.
At the initiative of the Navy, a Joint Research and Development
Board was established in June 1946 by joint action of the Secretary of
War and the Secretary of the Navy. Interestingly, the structure of
this Joint Board did not grow out of the structure of OSRD; it was
patterned on the Joint Clhiefs of Staff Committee on New Weapons
and Equipment-a military rather than a civilian agency.

This Joint Research and Development Board was granted broad
authority. By its charter, the Board could decide important ques-
tions without recourse to higher military authority, and could issue its
decisions as "orders" of the two Secretaries. But before the Joint
Board could get into operation and could test this broad authority, it
was. superseded by an agency with more limited powers, under the
provisions of the National Security Act of 1947.

The National Security Act of 1947 and its revision in 1949, ,created
and strengthened the Department of Defense. The act created two
boards-the Research and Development Board and the Munitions
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Board. Broadly, the Research and Development Board was respon-
sible for research and development activities up to the point of the
availability and approval of the equipment for service use. The Mfu-
nitions Board, among other duties, was responsible for the procure-
ment, production, and supply of equipment for service use and for
inventory stocks.

Although the act provided that the two boards were "subject to the
authority of the Secretary of Defense," the Boards operated, largely'
as independent agencies. Partly because of this attempted independ-
ence and, more importantly, because of a complicated committee
structure, lack of prompt action, even when the Chairman of the
Board had the necessary powers, and lack of cooperation by the mili-
tary departments, the Research and Development Board never real-
ized the hopes of its sponsors.

Near the end of its career in 1953 the Research and Development
Board had over 100 active committees, panels and working groups,
on which over 2,000 names were listed. The full-time staff of the
Board consisted of 260 civilians and 16 military personnel and over
350 part-time consultants.

Under the complicated and rigid committee structure of the Re-
search and Development Board, and lack of cooperation of the mili-
tary departments, effective coordination of military department de-
velopment programs and the elimination of unnecessary development
projects proved to be well-nigh impossible.

The military departments dominated the committees of the Board.
The military representatives on committees, panels and working
groups were expected to sit in judgmiient on the acts of their superior
officers: To sit in judgment on projects previously approved by their
departments. This is not done in a military organization; and pro-
grams and projects submitted to Research and Development Board
committees for review were seldom disapproved. When a new Sec-
retary of Defense came into office in 1953, the Research and Develop-
ment Board and the Munitions Board had been discredited by their
records and were on the way out.
The Assistant Secretaries of Defenrse, 1953,57

In February 1953 a committee was appointed by Secretary Wilson
to review the organization of the Department of Defense and to make
recommendations. Nelson A. Rockefeller was Chairman. The report
of this committee was approved and became effective June 30, 1953,
as Organization Plan No. 6.:

Among other major changes, the plan abolished the Research anmd
Development Board and the AMunitions Board and substituted addi-
tional Assistant Secretaries of Defense to take over .the duties of the
two Boards.

The President in his letter transmitting Organization Plan No. 6 t6
Congress, emphasized two objectives of the new organization:

)The first objective is clarification of lines of authority
within the Department of Defense so as to strengthen civilian
responsibility. Our second objective is effectiveness with .,
economy. [Italic added.]

Under Organization Plan No. 6 an Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Research and Development took over the major part of the func-
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tions, organization structure, and personnel of the superseded Research
and Development Board. The plan also provides an Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense for Applications Engineering-a new position.3 Un-
fortunately, neither the Rockefeller Committee nor the Secretary of
Defense clearly defined the division of responsibilities between these
two offices, in the field of review and approval of devclopmcnt pro-
grams and projects; and this uncertainty remained a cause of con-
troversy and confusion until the two offices were consolidated, during
the spring of 1957 into one office of "Research and Engineering."

From June 1955 until the time the two offices were consolidated, in
the spring of 1957, the following division of responsibility for the
review coordination and approval (or disapproval) of research and
development programs and projects was established by the Secretary
of Defense:

Part 1. Responsibility for the review and approval of all re-
search programs and projects rested with the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Research and Development).

Part 2. The review and approval of development programs and
individual projects funded by research and development appro-
priations was the joint responsibility of the two Assistant Secre-
taries of Defense (for Research and Development and for Engi-
neering).

Part 3. The review and approval of development programs
and individual projects funded by procurement and production
appropriations was the sole responsibility of the Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (Engineering).

This division of responsibilities was by no means ideal but it was the
best arrangement on which agreement could be reached, and was far
better than previous arrangements. It was not until the above ar-
rangement was established in June 1955, that the major part of the
military development program that was funded by procurement and
production appropriations was officially recognized and subjected to
technical program review by either the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Research and Development) or by the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Engineering) .

The two Assistant Secretaries followed different policies and estab-
lished different procedures for carrying out their review responsi-
bilities.

It was stated that when the new Office of Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Research and Development) was organized in 1953, this
Office took over the major part of the functions, organization struc-
ture, and personnel of the superseded Research and Development
Board. And an important part of this RDB organization structure
was the structure of committees and technical advisory panels of the
RDB. The policy of military representation on the committees set
up for review and coordination of military programs was continued.
In this matter, little attention was paid to carrying out the Presi-
dent's expressed desire "to strengthen civilian responsibility" and to
"increase effectiveness with economy" in the new organization.

In the first two parts of review responsibility listed above, for
which the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Research and Develop-

'Later this title was changed to Assistant Secretary of Defense (Engineering). This
shorter title will be used in this paper.
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ment) was either solely or jointly responsible, the Research and De-
velopment Office took the lead and the coordinating-committee struc-
ture with military representation was employed.

In connection with the third part of this review responsibility for
which the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Engineering) was solely
responsible, a new procedure was worked out in cooperation and
agreement with the three military departments. In this procedure
there were no committees and no voting by military department rep-
resentatives. Action was entirely within and by the staff of the As-
sistant Secretary of Defense (Engineering) and of other interested
Assistant Secretaries of Defense. This procedure was designed to
carry out the President's policy of stronger civilian responsibility,
and effectiveness with economy.

This past history is important and pertinent only because of what
has happened since in the recent organization of the combined Office
of Research and Engineering. Witfl only one Office of Research and
Engineering the need to distinguish between development funded by
research and development appropriations and development funded
by procurement an production appropriations exists no longer.
One review and approval procedure can now be used for all develop-
ment programs and individual projects. But both procedures are
being used with continued duplication of effort.

Experience over the past 10 years has demonstrated the futility of
expecting effective and economical control of research and develop-
ment programs and expenditures if the military departments are
permitted to sit as judge and jury in the review and approval pro-
cedure of their own military programs.

The relative success of the completely civilian review procedure
developed by the former Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Engineering) shows that military representation in an official form
as it exists in the coordinating committees is not necessary for ef-
fective reviews.

Another example of the comparative success of a completely civil-
ian review and approval agency is provided by the organization and
operation of the Ballistic Missile Committee of the Office of the
Secretary of Defense. This Committee has no military representa-
tives. The Chairman is the Special Assistant for Guided Missiles
and the membership consists of the interested Assistant Secretaries
of Defense.

If the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering)
desires to retain the existing coordinating committees as advisory
committees to consider questions of a general nature or for any pur-
pose other than the review of research and development programs
and projects, the existing charters of the committees should be changed
to specifically exclude voting action on research projects and develop-
ment projects. This review function should be the sole responsibility-
of the appropriate office directors within the office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense and should be carried out according to existing
office procedure.

Another practical requirement for effective control of research and
development programs and expenditures is close cooperation between
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering) who
is responsible for technical or program approvals, and the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) who is responsible for all fund:
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ing approvals. Funds for a program or. project should be approved
by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) only after a
program or project has received technical approval, or approved
conditionally, subject to such approval.

THE PREPARATION OF THE MILITARY BUDGET

The effective control of military research and development is only
a part-although a very important part-of the larger problem of
the control of total military expenditures. And much of the difficulty
of the problem has been centered in the way in which the military
budget has been determined in the past.
* The usual way of establishing the size of the military budget has
been for each military department to determine its own needs, in-
variably on the high side, and to submit these estimates to the Secre-
tary of Defense for approval. There follow months of negotiation
and revisions to bring the military estimates down to some lower
figure which the President will accept. Even when "guidelines" have
been announced in advance by the Secretary of Defense, the military
departments have not accepted such limiting figures as final.

The results of this procedure are an excessive waste of time, effort,
and money, and a final budget figure that is usually higher than really
desired by the Secretary of Defense and the President.

The British procedure in this matter is much more sensible. The
size of the military budget is determined jointly by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer and the Minister of Defense and when this ceiling
figure is announced work on the budget is started. This figure is
then accepted as final and binding by the Military Establishment.

The Secretary of Defense announced recently that in the prepara-
tion of the fiscal year 1959 budget the military departments will for
the first time have an "obligational authority" appropriation and
budget expenditure ceiling sbt in advance.

This step represents a major improvement in the determination
of the size of the budget and in the more effective control of military
expenditures.

A PROGRAM FOR BASIC RESEARCH

When pressure is applied to reduce military research and develop-
ment expenditures, as during the recent session of Congress, there is
danger that basic research programs will suffer unduly. It is only
natural that when funds are reduced the military departments will
give preference to equipment development; and then to applied re-
search having near-term application to military needs.

The amount of funds that can be sensibly used for basic research
projects is relatively small. How much money is spent by the Depart-
ment of Defense on basic research projects is not known with accuracy.
The amount has been estimated at something between $20 million and
$50 million. Even this higher amount is a minor sum when compared
with the more than $5 billion that was available for research and
development during fiscal year 1957.

I propose that the Secretary of Defense have a basic research fund
that can be used only for basic research projects. A fund of from
80 to 100 millions would be ample and need not appreciably affect
applied research. or development programs.
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The Secretary of Defense now has a separate fund called an emer-gency fund that is supposed to be used only for unforseen emergency
research or development projects. Actually this fund is used as asupplemental fund for any kind of research or development project
that appears to be desirable.

Without any change, except in name, this emergency fund could be
used as a basic research fund, or an additional restricted fund couldbe established. An added feature of considerable value would beauthority delegated to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research
and Engineering to initiate basic research projects, that might not beof immediate interest to any one of the military departments. The im-portant objective of this plan is to preserve reasonable activity in basicresearch under conditions of limited research and development funds.

An adequate basic research program can be assured on y by setting
up a restricted fund that can be used only for funding basic research.
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